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,, 484, 1. 21, after we add have.

,, 493, n. 3, 1. A, for umle read un le.

„ 494, 11. 16, 17, /or south-eastern . . . ,
and at read south-

western . . . ,
and jii.st off.

,, 495, 1. 2, for The one read The only.

,, 499, bottom line of text, for Jahor read Johor.

,, 501, n. 1, 1. 13, for Cheen read ChHen.

,, 506, 1. 13, /or fiK read
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Page 540, n. 1,1. 2, for of read or.
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,, 723, 1. 20, after which add route.
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PEEFACE.

The word “Notes” originally heading the title-page of this

work clearly showed the spirit which guided its preparation,

and at that time no more was meant, for it was first intended

as a series of articles for the Journal of the Roi/al Asiatic

Society, where the first of the series in fact appeared. This

will account for the somewhat unsymmetrical arrangement

of the text, as well as for the excessive disproportion in the

length of its chapters, which would have been otherwise

distributed and brought into shape if their embodiment into

a compact volume had been planned from the outset, and

if it could have been limited, as was then contemplated, to

about one-third of the size it has ultimately attained.

It is entirely due to the initiative of the Royal Asiatic

Society in honouring this work with a place among its

Asiatic Monographs that the original notes, jotted down

in a cursory manner, definitely assumed the present form.

A start was made to put them into type as early as 1899, but

the printing and preparation for the press lingered on year

after year as the striving after greater comprehensiveness

intensified research and disclosed new facts and issues. Thus

the subject-matter steadily increased
;

considerable inter-

polations and additions suggested themselves and even became

necessarv in order to bring the work up to date in the light

of recent discoveries. This accounts for the far greater

length of later chapters and for the more diffused treatment

which the subject received after the first hundred pages or

so in comparison with the earlier ones. Moreover, such

treatment was required in view of the opinion expressed by

at least one eminent Oriental scholar as to the soundness of

my method and the reliability of my identifications after the

appearance of the first part of my “Notes in the J.R.A.S.,

1897, pt. iii, pp. 551-77. I shall revert to this point,

however, at greater length later on ;
at present it may be of

interest to add that nearly the whole of the book, i.e. up to
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p. 656, was ready printed, and up to p. 724 set up in type,

by the end of 1904 (cf. infra, p. 682, n. 2). But circum-

stances, which it is needless to mention, again prevented its

being brought to a termination, and thus it lay incomplete

till 1908. During the interval new sources of reference and

personal investigations hi situ, as well as the dies diem docet,

had combined to bring forth new results, besides disclosing

many imperfections and blunders which had been perpetrated

in the text. Atonement has been made in the shape of

Addenda and Corrigenda, which will practically bring the

book up to date.

Before closing this plea of self -justification for the

unshapely arrangement of the work, which drawback, it is

hoped, has been somewhat diminished by a more logical

distribution into parts and chapters introduced into the

Table of Contents, as well as by copious cross-references

both in the footnotes and Addenda at the end of the

book, it behoves me to add in extenuation of its many
shortcomings that the work is mainly the outcome of

plodding labour during the scanty leisure of a long busy

day in a tropical clime, and that it has been penned at

an almost antipodean distance from works of reference and

libraries. Thus, debarred from access to the principal editions

of Ptolemy’s treatise and to numerous authorities which

a residence at home would have placed within m3' reach,

the task was rendered harder of elucidating a wide and

new subject like the present, which I trust will readily

be acknowledged to be bristling with difficulties hitherto

regarded as insurmountable.

Some of these are referred to in the course of the

Introduction, but others, even more appalling, beset my
path in the sequel. While investigating remote times of

countries, on which local records throw but hazy light or

none at all, and endeavouring to put under contribution

foreign accounts extant in Chinese, Arabic, or other literatures,

I gradually felt that the identifications of the place-names
occurring in such accounts as had been proposed by their
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European translators and commentators were for the most
part unreliable. Thus a crucial alternative faced me—either

to renounce availing myself of the valuable information

contained in such accounts on the mistakenly identified

places, for inferences based on such wrong foundations would
he tantamount to explaining ignotum per ignotius

; or, to

overhaul all that had been done in the field by preceding

labourers and do the work of identification anew.

This, it will readily be imagined, was by itself a heavy
task, which considerably increased the labour and delayed

the appearance of the book. It became no longer a question

of elucidating Ptolemy’s extra-Gangetic Geography, but also

that of the Arabs and Chinese, to say nothing of the ancient

Indus, and even of the accounts of early European travellers

and navigators. However imperfect the results—and of its

many defects no one is more sensible than myself—it is

nevertheless hoped that a good and sound advance has been

made in the identification of place-names and ethnonyms

which, up to the present, were supposed to lie beyond the

reach of recognition.

Ho wonder that a rudis indigestaque moles of facts and

information was the outcome rather than a readable sketch

planned to catch the roving eye of the general reader, and

such it does not pretend to be, so little, indeed, that precision

in the spelling of proper names, toponyms and ethnonyms

especially, being indispensable in a work of this sort, the

additional infliction could not be avoided of diacritical marks

so peculiarly irritating to the English eye.

In a book crammed with thousands of uncouth native

names, in a score or so of Oriental languages, an absolute

uniformity of spelling throughout could not be expected.

All the same, considerable pains have been taken to ensure

such an uniformity, especially in the last three-quarters of the

volume, where, moreover, the original characters for place-

names have been supplied in half a dozen Oriental languages,

and the derivation of many such names added where

practicable, which is but seldom done in historic-geographical
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works, and, what is still more regrettable, in the very

Gazetteers published on some of the countries treated of here.

On careless topographical nomenclature in maps and works

of reference the severest strictures have now and then been

passed by many eminent Oriental scholars, so that it is hoped

the present volume may escape criticism in that respect.

No less pains have been taken throughout to quote the

sources from which information has been culled and the

authorities drawn upon, or to which obligation was to be

acknowledged, and this in utter disregard of having to

overload the notes with references, for in this, as in other

fields, criticism of the source is the very foundation of

research

.

Mindful, moreover, of the maxim that geography is the

eye of history, and, rice vena, as Carlyle has somewhere

pointed out, that history should always go hand in hand

with geography, not a few sidelights, often from hitherto

unpublished and even unknown sources, have been supplied

to obscure periods of the countries treated, in so far as fell

within the scope of the present work. Thus, to quote but an

instance which should prove of peculiar interest to Indianists,

is the disclosure as to the Chola kingdom having been brought

under the supremacy of the Zahej (Palembang) empire in or

about A.D. 1077 (see p. 624, n. 1).

Nor has the geography of those countries received less

attention, corroborated as it has been, not by arm-chair

examination of often rudimentary maps and unsound

treatises, but by the experience gained in a quarter of

a century’s residence on the very field of inquiry, intercalated

with research and travel and aided by familiarity with nearly

a dozen of the local languages and dialects acquired during

the same period. Among the incidental results of such

labours for historic geography, may I be allowed to mention

the discovery that a branch of the Me-Khong Eiver flowed

of old to the Gulf of Siam (p. 775), the evidence as to the
probable former existence of a marine channel across the
Malay Peninsula (pp. 79, 751), and of an old frequented
trade-route over the Krah Isthmus (pp. 94, 756), etc.
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Now, a word in justification of tlie graphic methods

followed in connection with Ptolemaic geography, and of

the reliability of the results attained. An eminent Indianist,

Professor A. Barth, in a note published in the Bulletin

de I’Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme Orient (tome ii, 1902,

p. 98, n. 4), kindly remarks en pmssant, in alluding to the

first instalment of these “Notes,” which appeared in the

J.R.A.S., 1897, pt. iii, that “M. Gerini ... a applique

aux co-ordonnees de Ptolemee un systeme de corrections

tres-ingenieux, trap ingenieux meme pour etre toujours

convaincant” (the italics are mine). This criticism, though

flattering enough because made in a candid spirit, presumably

represents the impression received by some of the leading

savants and Oriental scholars after a perusal of the

introductory part of the present work which appeared in

the Journal. It is, indeed, no wonder that the results

briefly set forth in that article carried no more conviction

to the scholarly reader than was openly acknowledged by

Professor Barth. The subject I had taken in hand was

so amazingly difficult that it had long been given up as

hopeless by more than one eminent authority, and my
treatment of it was so novel and so far different from the

stereotyped methods previously followed that the ’prentice

hand could not implicitly be trusted, at any rate until

further proofs were forthcoming in corroboration of the

bare results submitted in such a summary manner.

Now, however, there is a chance of showing a better

case for the naathematical proofs presented in the intro™

ductory section of the work have been followed by an array

of historical and circumstantial evidence covering no less

than 697 pages (pp. 28-724 inclusive), besides 111 pages

(pp. 725-835 inclusive) of appendices and additional notes.

The correctness of my identifications of the toponyms

occurring in the Ptolemaic e.xtra-Gangetic Geography is

thus not only mathematically proven, but checked and

counterchecked by all sorts of evidence, historical and

otherwise, that could be gathered and brought to bear upon

the subject. Thus, no further doubt is possible as to the
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soundness of the method followed and the thorough reliability

of the results attained, except in a few isolated cases which,

owing to imperfect data or to lack of information, could

not be satisfactorily settled. It may, indeed, be added

—

to emphasize the precision of the mathematical rectification

of the Ptolemaic extra- Gan getic Geography as exhibited

in the introductory part of the present work— that the

Ptolemaic toponyrns identified thus fit in exactly with

the sites of similarly named places in almost every instance

all over Indo-China. In striking confirmation of this fact

I may point out that some Ptolemaic toponyrns which in

the early stages of my researches proved absolutely refractory

to identification, became by subsequent inquiry easy of

recognition, thanks to the rectified position mathematically

calculated for them in the Tables, which unmistakably

indicated where the corresponding site should be looked

for in the maps. I feel perfectly confident, therefore,

that the small irreducible residuum of Ptolemaic place-

names still doubtfully located or left unidentified in the

course of the present work, will become capable of

recognition to future investigators after a thorough study

of the topography and protohistory of the locality which

has been mathematically determined for them in the Tables.

Some instances, in which the hope just confidently expressed

has already been realized of late, might be quoted by way
of illustration.

After the introductory section of this work and the

Tables had appeared in the Journal, Mr. 0. Otto Blagden
readily recognized in Balonga metropolis (No. 121, Table V)
the ancient Cham capital Bal-Angwe or C'ha-han (see the

J.R.A.8., 1899, pp. 665-6), whereas in the Journal cited

above the identification with “ Qui-nhon or Oha-ban ” had
been proposed by myself merely as the result of a preliminary,

and necessarily but superficial, inquiry, based on a com-
parison between the position mathematically ascertained in
Table V for Balonga and the few data I had at hand relative
to that locality, among which did not yet figure the
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original name Bal-Angwe, but simply the new-fangled ones

imposed by the Annamese after their conquest of the place.

Thus, further investigation carried out by Mr. Blagden

proved the correctness of the location of Balonga metropolis

I had set forth in the Tables on the basis of mere mathe-

matical calculation, and supplied the explanation of the

hitherto puzzling Ptolemaic toponym.

Again, the same introductory section of this work, as well

as an article of mine on “Shan and Siam” which almost

contemporaneously appeai’ed in the Asiatic Quarterly Review

(January, 1898, pp. 145—63), elicited fromMr.R. F. St.Andrew

St. John the suggestion that the initial syllable Be in

Ptolemaic toponyms, especially rivers on the east coast of

the Bay of Bengal, seemingly represented the Mon (Peguan)

Bl meaning a ‘ river ’ (see this writer’s papers in the Asiatic

Quarterly Review for April, 1898, p. 424, and in the “ Actes

du Onzieme Congr^s International des Orientalistes,”

section, Paris, 1898, p. 220). Acting upon this suggestion,

which proved correct in several cases (though by no means

in such a wide application as Mr. St. Andrew St. John had

surmised; see Appendix II, p. 728 infra), I was soon able to

recognize in the Ptolemaic Besynga River (Nos. 58, 187) the

Mon terms Bi-ching, Bi-sing {Bi-cfioiri), meaning ‘Elephant

River,’ and, by antonomasia, Sindhura or Eravatl (Irawaddy).

Thus the identification of the Besynga River with the Salween

I had proposed at the outset (Table III, No. 58, and

Table IX, No. 187, in the J.R.A.S., 1897, pt. iii) had to be

abandoned in favour of the later one with the Irawaddy

(vide infra, Appendix II, sect. 1, and Addenda, p. 750,

note to p. 75).

Among the singularly obdurate place-names and ethnonyms

before unascribed, which I myself succeeded in identifying

after the introductory part of the present work first appeared

in print, thanks to the location mathematically calculated for

them in the Tables, the following may be mentioned :

—

No. 84, Palanda; Nos. 85 and 185, Palandas River;

which, taken at the outset to refer to Perak and the Perak

b
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Eiiver respectively, could afterwards be explained by tbe

presence to this day in that neighbourhood of tribes known
by the name of Belandas, Blandas, or Belendas, to which

evidently the two Ptolemaic toponyms must be traced (see

infra. Appendix II, sect. 2, and Addenda, note to p. 97).

No. 123. Zabai or Zaba, in which I have recognized the

Svdi[-thdp] district, the Shih-pei or Sz-bei of Chinese records

(vide infra. Appendix II, sect. 4, and Addenda, note to

p. 217, 1. 11 from bottom).

No. 218. Damassai, or Dabasai, people, an ethnonym I have

since found to survive in the present Tamansai tribe of Upper
Burma (see Appendix II, sect. 5).

No. 147. Palura, of which I have discovered the historical

continuation in Pa/oor village, above the mouth of the

Ganjam (see Addenda, note to p. 47, 11. 7-9).

No. 70. Posinara, which I have connected with the

capital of the ancient Peh-tsz State in West Yiin-nan (see

Appendix III, p. 739).

No. 125. Satyron Islands, which I have ultimately

identified with the Sidntan or Sydtan insular group, the

Hsi-tuiuj of Chinese records, known to European navigators

as the Great (or Northern) Anambas {vide infra, pp. 707
et seqq.).

The above Ptolemaic place-names and ethnonyms I have
purposely chosen in regions far apart, ranging from the east

coast of India to the Eastern Archipelago, in order to

exemplify how all over such a wide area the mathematical
results arrived at in the Tables prove remarkably correct.

As regards the Indo-Chinese Peninsula proper, as well as
the Archipelago, the evidence collected in the body of the
present volume will enable one, in each particular instance
to check the mathematical results exhibited in the Tables
with the historic-geographical commentary subjoined in the
text, when it will be seen that the correspondence between
the Ptolemaic names and the identifications I have adduced
for them is in almost every case surprisingly accurate. In
the face of the proofs gathered in the 800 and odd pages of
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text, appendices, and additional notes, in support of the

results obtained by the mathematical method of treatment of

Ptolemy’s extra-Gangetic Geography explained in the intro-

ductory part of the book, it is now legitimate to hope the

unbiassed reader will agree that it is not here a question of

a fictitious— however ingenious— disguising of Ptolemy’s

geography under deceitful vestures, but of a genuine, sound

interpretation of the same which may confidently be relied

upon
;
which is the only possible one, not only in theory, but

also in actual fact, for it is the true and correct one. This

can hardly be gainsaid in view furthermore of the fact that

some of the Ptolemaic place-names belong to languages still

occurring, or known to have .existed, in the countries in

which they have respectively been located (see Appendix II).

I may, moreover, personally testify, after over a dozen years’

experience of, and steady work on, the basis of the plan of

mathematical rectification adopted, that I was unable to

detect any serious shortcoming in the location of the

Ptolemaic toponyms, etc., calculated as shown in the Tables.

The Ptolemaic sphinx, when repeatedly interrogated, has

seldom given an equivocal response, while the rectified

results of its data hardly ever failed me as a trustworthy

guide to identification. As will be seen, it is entirely due

to this framework of mathematically determined base-points

that the riddle of Ptolemaic extra-Gangetic Geography

became for the first time capable of solution. I have pointed

out above that even when the method I have adopted most

seemed to miss its purpose, it supplied by aid of inquiry the

sought for clue to identification ;
hence it will perhaps not be

overrating its soundness to state that in the few cases still

left doubtful it may yet disclose to future investigators the

right way out of the maze.

In the face of such issues I can unhesitatingly recommend

the substantiated results I have arrived at as thoroughly

worthy of reliance, and feel no misgiving as to my long and

wearying task having been performed in vain. For, thanks

to the towns, peoples, and tribes mentioned by Ptolemy in
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the wide area covered by the present volume, invaluable

sidelights are supplied to the ancient history of a region for

which extant records do not go back, in the most favourable

instances, further than the fifth or sixth century a.d. By
virtue of Ptolemy’s geographic lists, however arid they may
be, it will thus be possible to carry back the history of those

lands to the first century of our era. Accordingly, the section

of the Ptolemaic treatise devoted to extra-Gangetic India

fulfils even nowadays its purpose by supplying a new sub^y

stratum to the history of the Indo-Chinese and Ai’chipelagan

countries; and it is perhaps not too sanguine to anticipate

that future historiographer’s of those lands may see their

way to adopt the Ptolemaic data as the starting-point for

their inquiries and narratives to which, even for later periods

where authentic records fail or are but fragmentary, they

should be at times of help in understanding the political

condition of the country.

Nor will the advantages of the present elucidation of

Ptolemaic extra-Gangetic Geography remain confined to the

historian, for the ethnographer and philologist will also find

therein some food for speculation, of which Appendix II

below is merely intended to supply a foretaste with a view

to stimulate further inquiry.

Thus the present work, apart from its interest, however

small it be, from an exegetical point of view, in so far as

it elucidates an ancient text and department of historical

geography, should prove of some retrospective value for

the study of certain historic, linguistic, ethnologic, and
geographic aspects of the countries it deals with. Hence
it may be hoped that, even on this ground alone, the

study of the Ptolemaic geography of Further India will be
acknowledged worthy of revival, now that the rough gems
treasured up in the treatise of the Alexandrine geographer
have been freed from their dross and so made fit for use.

It will no doubt be due to this peculiar side of its

merits that Ptolemy’s treatise ^iU become indispensable
to Orientalists. Their lasting gratitude will now have to
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be acknowledged to him who has left us so complete

a description of the eastern part of the hahitahilia as known
in his own time

; who has sedulously collected about it and
recast the notions of all his predecessors and contemporaries

;

who was always on the look out for fresh information from

the navigators and traders returning from India and the

Far East (see his lib. i, chaps. 11-14 and 17) ;
and who,

finally, has bequeathed to posterity the most comprehensive

and complete record of Eastern countries, towns, nations,

tribes, itineraries, trade - routes, and of historic, linguistic,

ethnologic, and geographical facts that the ancient Greek

and Latin world can boast of. It is to all this—let us

emphasize it—that we owe, among other important dis-

closures, the one now incontrovertibly established in these

pages, that Western trade pushed along the China coast,

at least as far as Hang-chou harbour, since the beginning

of the Christian era, that is, at a much earlier date than

has hitherto been imagined or suspected by our own savants.

It is therefore only fitting that the present work, which owes

its being to the labours of the Alexandrine geographer,

should not be issued from the press without paying this

reverent homage to him.

As shown on its title-page, this volume is merely devoted

to Further India and the Indo-Malay Archipelago, albeit

the Tables cover a far wider field, including China and

Central Asia. Though the identifications of the Ptolemaic

place-names and ethnonyms pertaining to these regions have

been revised in the light of further inquiries which I made

after the publication in the J.M.A.S., 1897, pt. iii, of the

first instalment of the present work, and are now for the

most part reliable, nevertheless they cannot be considered as

final till the volume to be devoted to such regions, which

has now been for some time in preparation, has been passed

through the press.

As regards the schematic map accompanying the present

volume, it is the same as originally appeared in the Journal.

Although it would now require substantial alterations to bring
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it into keeping with the text as it now stands, it has been

preferred, in order not to further delay the appearance of the

book, to leave the map as it is, instead—as might have been

better—of supplying a revised one. As an offset, however,

against this drawback, I have added a larger special map
of Indo-China proper and the Indo-Malay Archipelago,

exhibiting, not only the Ptolemaic in particular, but also the

other Greek and Latin, as well as the early Indu, Arabic,

and Chinese, knowledge of that region, recast in the light of

the researches embodied in the present work. This, it is

hoped, may prove a valuable addition and help to grasp the

principal results attained.

Before concluding, I feel it my duty to express my deepest

obligations to the Boyal Asiatic Society for the honour of its

high patronage accorded to this volume, to its Council and

Secretary for valuable assistance and suggestions, and last,

but not least, to the printers’ reader for the very great

pains he has taken, with remarkable success, in seeing the

present work, bristling with enormous typographical difficulties

in some twenty languages, through the press, with com-

paratively an insignificant number of misprints.

With this envoi I leave the volume to the judgment of

critics. Oriental scholars, and the general public, regretting,

alas! its many imperfections, but feeling at the same time

honestly entitled to plead in extenuation of such shortcomings

the enormous difficulties of multifarious kinds with which

I had to grapple, and to console myself in the conviction that

rern euravi quani optime poUti.

G. E. GERINI.
ClSAXO-S.-i^EVA (ItAIY).

March 1
,
1909 .







FURTHER INDIA

AND

mDO-MALAY ARCHIPELAGO.

1. Introduction.

Mi ritrovai per uua Pelva osciira

Che la diritta via era smarrita.

Dan'TE : htfii'HOji, \.

Having been for years past engaged in researches on the

early history of Siam and its border countries, I had, as

a matter of course, to go into their ancient geography

—

a hitherto unexplored field—and this naturally led me to

a study of the documents that the Western geographers of

antiquity left us, more especially Ptolemy, who gives us

the first collection of anything like authentic data on the

countries in question. Thus it came to pass that I found

myself hopelessly entangled in the “selva selvaggia, ed

aspra e forte ” of Ptolemy’s geography of India extra-

Gangem. - I must confess that the results attending my
first attempts at interpreting this portion of the work of

the great Alexandrian were far from encouraging. This

was, however, to be expected, seeing that even master hands

like those of Klaproth, Cunningham, Yule, Lassen, and

others, whilst meeting with fair success in identifying

Ptolemy’s names of places west of the meridian of the

Ganges, had failed to evolve the slightest order out of the

chaos of his trans-Gangetic geography, and to locate with

certainty even a single one of the numerous cities he names

beyond the outskirts of the Gulf of Bengal. The more

eastern portion of Ptolemy’s geography came, therefore,

1
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to be looked upon as utterly unreliable, if not fantastic;

and the severest strictures were passed on the great

cosmologist and geographer, to the effect that he had made

a mess of his eastern longitudes and latitudes, coined names

of cities and peoples out of his fancy, confused islands and

continents, making pretence to a knowledge of regions

which his contemporaries had never reached, and on which

they possessed but second-hand information of the vaguest

possible character.

But when I noticed the wide difference of opinion

existing among Ptolemy’s expounders and commentators as ^
to the identification of his names of cities, gulfs, and even

regions (some going so far as to connect his Magnus Sinus

with the Gulf of Bengal, his coast of Sinai with that of the

Malayan Peninsula, Kattigara with Kesho in Tonkin, and

even with Kottawaringin in Borneo, Serika with the Peguan

coast, and so forth), I at once realized the impossibility

of reaching any definite goal by following paths so widely

"'tr diverging; and I confess that I began then to ask myself

whether— granted that Ptolemy had muddled—his com-

mentators and would-be elucidators had not, despite their

zeal and learning and evident good - faith, often made
confusion worse confounded.

The reason why Ptolemy’s trans-Gangetic geography should

ave given rise to so much controversy is plain enough : it

IS to be found in the methods of treatment it received—at
f

’

times far too theoretical on one side, and far too empiric on
khe other ; but always, and invariably, too scholastically

, uniform and systematic. Thus the most faithful of Ptolemy’s

/ votaries, the sincerest of his admirers, ever missed the goal,

,
' despite the deep learning and indefatigable research they

,
' brought to bear on the arduous subject: some in unsuc-

cessful attempts to find out a general formula of correction

applicable to the whole of his habitabilis, and others in the

vain endeavour of making his geographical nomenclature

fit in in modem maps by simply connecting the names
he gives with places designated by similar appellations in

the latter.
'
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As regards the first method, if susceptible of fairly

successful application to the countries lying west of the

Indus, it becomes utterly unfit for the more eastern portion

of the liahitahilis, where Ptolemy’s measurement errors are

far from being constant and imiform as might be anticipated,

the position of places here depending on much more im-

perfect data
; whereby it ensues that the amount of error

must be detected and determined in almost every particular

instance if anything like approximation is to be arrived at.

Now this can only he done by a careful selection and

individuation of the principal stations of Ptolemy’s system

;

the ratio of error in intermediate points between the base

stations thus established will then be reduced to a minimum,

so as to allow, in the majority of cases, of a satisfactory

identification of the same.

I purposely say in the majority, and not in the totality

of cases, because, in spite of the rectification thus effected of

Ptolemy’s positions of his geographical elements, some of

the latter will yet prove refractory to identification, owing

partly to our stiU deficient geographical knowledge of some

parts of Further India; and more—nay, principally—to our

lack of reliable historical data on the past of the same

regions, which often prevents us from tracing modern names

of places back to the designation they bore in Ptolemy’s

time, so as to recognize them in his lists.

This is, indeed, the greatest drawback in a study of the

subject under consideration
;

for many towns, marts, etc.,

which had existed, and even flourished, at that period, and

were recorded by our eminent geographer, have now dis-

appeared from the face of the earth, as weU as from the

memory of man; while others have changed several times

their names, each change being often into a diflferent

language, according to the race of people under whose sway

they successively fell, and are now unrecognizable under

their modern appellations. To this must be added the

transformation that names of places have undergone in the

mouths of travellers speaking different tongues, especially

at that remote period when geographical science was still
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in its infancy
; not to speak of the alterations caused in

tkeir spelling as originallj' adopted in the work of our

author, by its passing through the ordeal of a legion of

copyists, often innocent of geographical knowledge
;
so that

the wonder is rather—after all these difficulties have been

considered—that any of Ptolemj'^’s names of places could

now stand the test of identification at all.

Yet I trust to be able to show in the sequel that, despite

so many drawbacks, Ptolemy’s geography of the India

extra-Gangem is still capable of fairly accurate interpre-

tation, provided it is carried on on the lines mentioned

above
;

and that, once the amount of error as to his

fundamental stations has been determined, it is possible

to push the work with equal success outside the limits of

that field, even up to the scarcely as yet known regions of

Western China and Central Asia. It will then appear how

great was Ptolemy’s knowledge of these remote countries

at so early a time as his, and how careful his handling

of the data he had at his disposal; as well as how little

he deserved the strictures passed upon him and his work by

commentators who did not know' how to avail themselves

of the precious materials accumulated by him.

With regard to the second method of interpreting

Ptolemy’s geography, its shortcomings are too evident to

need pointing out here. Its inevitable failure with respect

to India was well exemplified at the hands of Lassen, who
thought that all that was needed was to compare the

ancient and modern names of places to connect the two.

Proceeding on sounder critical principles, Cunningham and

Yule far better succeeded in interpreting Ptolemy’s data,

and gave us the most reliable explanation of his geography

of India which we now possess. Yet McCrindle, while

acknowledging that Colonel Yule’s map of ancient India

“is undoubtedly by far the best that has been yet [1885]

produced,” has to avow that “ the result is far from
encouraging.”

As a matter of fact, it will be seen that Ptolemy’s trans-

Gangetic geography, when treated according to the method
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laid down in the present paper, presents perhaps fewer

difficulties than the cis-Gangetic portion. The only real

hard crux I met with, after having succeeded in identifying

some of Ptolemy’s principal stations of Indo-China, was

the determination of the amount of his shortening of the

Malay Peninsula and of the lower portion of the Cochin-

Chinese headland in favour of the Arakan-Burmese and

Tonkinese coasts respectively.

On the other hand, the amount of error in Ptolemy’s

latitudes and longitudes in the northern portion of

Indo - China could he so neatly determined, that its

rectification enabled me to extend the work far out of

the limits originally contemplated, which included nothing

beyond the outskirts of Southern Indo-China and Malay

Peninsula, a region of which I can speak with some

personal knowledge. If success led me further than

I intended, and carried me on to China and Central Asia,

countries to the knowledge of which I cannot and do

not make the slightest claim or pretence, I wish it to he

distinctly understood, ere I proceed, that I do not consider

that extra portion of my work by any means complete

;

and if I gave it a place in m}^ map and in the present

sketch, it was in order to show the correctness of the plan

on which I have worked out Ptolemy’s geography of Indo-

China, even when tested on a much larger scale. Hence

I did not concern myself with it beyond what had

relation with trade routes in Ptolemy’s time, a subject on

which I lay great stress, as I think it by far the most

important gain to geographical science resulting from this

studj”^, and an entirely novel discovery most likely to alter

the opinions generally held hitherto as to the easternmost

limits of the knowledge of the world possessed by the

ancients, and of their trade relations.

This is all I could do under the unfavourable circum-

stances in which I am placed, of living in a far-away

country out of reach of any well-stocked library' containing

the literature that has reference to the countries in question.

Therefore, I gladly leave it to scholars versed in the lore
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of Cliiiia and Central Asia to complete tke investigation

and fill in the blanks I have left. For the same reason

I have had no access to any of the standard works bearing

on Ptolemy’s geography, and have had to carry on all my
calculations of rectification of Ptolemy’s geographical co-

ordinates of positions on the base of the figures applied in

McCrindle’s “Ancient India as described by Ptolemy,”

1885 edition—a work embodying, as far as I can judge,

nearly all that is known on the subject up to the present

date, and which I have followed throughout as far as the

portion of Ptolemy’s geography treated on here is concerned.

In the course of my labours I detected two mispiints in it

which somewhat led me astray at first, but which I have

since corrected. The first regards the longitude of Parisara,

which is given as 179° on page 225, a mistake for 149°

;

and the other the longitude of the mouth of the river

Aspithra (page 244), printed as 170°, whereas it should be

173° or 175°. I trust I have not fallen a victim to other

possible misprints in that book, in the determination of the

position of some other of Ptolemy’s stations. Should, how-

ever, this prove to be the case, I would ask the indulgence

of the reader, on the score that I had no means at my
disposal to verif}^ all such figures as I have taken from

McCrindle’s Book.

With these premises and reservations, I shall now proceed

to explain as summarily as possible the method adopted in

my inquir3’', and the means through which I arrived at

the solution of most of the intricate problems connected

with the subject under consideration.

I first took up the study of Ptolemy’s trans-Gangetic

geography, in so far as had relation with the Gulf of

Siam and the Malay Peninsula, as early as 1887 ; but

I soon found out the inapplicability here of the formulas

proposed for the correction of Ptolemy’s co-ordinates of

positions, and the inadmissibility of the few identifications

ventured upon by various authorities up to that date of

Ptolem}'’s places in these regions ; with the sole exception

of Zabai, connected by Yule with Campa, without, however.
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attempting to definitely locate its position with any degree

of precision. This prevented me from forming any estimate

of the amount of Ptolemy’s error in longitude and latitude

at that point, so the latter could not be used as a base station

for the purpose I intended. I had, in fact, by that time

found out that no advance was possible in this direction

unless one of Ptolemy’s stations at least could be identified,

and located with sufficient accuracy on the Gulf of Siam

or the Cochin-Chinese coast, so as to give an exact idea of

Ptolemy’s amount of error in these far-away regions, and

to furnish a clue to the detection and rectification of the

errors in neighbouring stations.

So far, the most easterly point in Ptolemy’s system that

could be fixed upon with any degree of precision, was the

delta of the Ganges, which was therefore considered as

the ne plu& ultra of all possible correct interpretation of

ancient classic geography. As I was at the time—despite

the most assiduous efforts—unable to discover any reliable

base-point beyond that, I had to give up Ptolemy in utter

discouragement, for I well saw that nothing could be done

until such a point was found out. TV^ith this object in

view, I, more unremittingly than ever, continued my study

and collection of old records concerning these countries,

confident that, should I arrive at establishing what were

the principal marts and emporiums of trade that existed

on these coasts in Ptolemy’s time, and under what names,

I would most likely, unless Ptolemy’s names of localities

were nothing but mere chimerical fancies, be able to

recognize some one of them in his lists, whether in its

genuine or modified garb. I need not tell how glad I was

when some years afterwards not a few though my

exertions were rewarded, and by the end of 1895 I was able

to identify, with absolute certainty, Ptolemy’s Akadra and

Pithonobaste with the Bay of Ko: Tron or Ka-Dran (the

Kadranj of the Arab navigators of the ninth century),

corresponding to the present Hatien on the Kambojan coast

of the Gulf of Siam; and Pantaimeas (French spelling)

or Panthai-mas (“golden-walled citadel”), near by, the
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initial point from which. Hindu civilization spread out

over Kamboja, as I shall show in the sequel, and of which

the present Hatlen and Ko: Tron hay were the port, the

most remarkable emporium of trade on the Gulf of Siam

from the highest antiquity up to the beginning of the

last century. This successful piece of work soon led me
to the identification of Samarade, Zabai, Aganagara, Takola,

and other principal stations of Ptolemy on the coast of the

Malay Peninsula and Cochin-China. I became then aware

of a new and important feature of Ptolemy’s geography of

these countries, namely, that it discloses to us the positions

of the outposts occupied at that early time by Southern

Indian colonists who were then just at the outset of the

exploits by which their civilization was subsequently spread

all over the Malay Peninsula, Siam, Kamboja, Campa,

and the Malay Archipelago in general
;

and thus we are

supplied with the solution of an ethnological mystery that

could not hitherto be penetrated.

The other important feature that I discovered afterwards

was that of the overland routes that Western traders followed

at that early period, most of which were hitherto not only

unknown, but hardly even dreamed of. The rest of the

task proved comparatively easy, and I need not weary the

reader any further with the recit of my personal ex-

periences in this matter, beyond adding that the ultimate
* result of all of them was this preliminary essay, with the map

that accompanies it. Neither of these, as yet so incomplete

and imperfect, would I dare to send to the press were I not

confident that, even in their present humble and uncouth
form, they may prove interesting and useful to lovers of

Oriental research. This is the only reason that induced

me to decide on their immediate publication, rather than

to wait for a more favourable opportunity when leisure and
less deficiency of means of study would have permitted me
to considerably improve them.
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2. Calculations.

Though, the process of rectification of Ptolemy's measure-

tnent errors—on the co-ordinates of his fundamental stations

and on the intermediate places between two successive co-

ordinates taken as base-lines—is sufficiently shown in the

map hereto appended, a brief exposition of the method of

calculation followed for the determination of the error at

the principal stations will perhaps render the process

clearer and more readily understood. We shall then begin

at Akadra the starting-point, which in our case proved

the true key to the mystery that shrouded Ptolemy’s trans-

Gangetic geography. The longitude adopted for this

harbour in the present study is 104° 21' E. Greenwich,

which corresponds to the actual anchorage of ships during

the south-west monsoon in front of Hatien.

The other base meridian worked upon in conjunction

with Akadra is that passing through the centre of the

Gangetic delta and the median mouth of the Ganges called

Kamberikhon by our author, and supposed to correspond

to the Barabanga estuary, for ivhich the longitude adopted

here is 89° 30' E.^ Recently Rjdands, in his elucidation of

Ptolemy’s geography—a book which deserves recognition,®

and from which I have derived useful hints as to the

graphical method of treating Ptolemy’s geography, although

unable to accept his formula of reduction or his estimate

of the true equivalent of Ptolemy’s 180° as fit for my
purpose— assigned long. 90° E. to Kamberikhon, which

is evidently too much east of the centre of the delta.

A glance at a map of Bengal will convince one of this.

The longitude adopted by me for Kamberikhon, not only

corresponding as nearly as possible to the centre of the

delta, but also sensibly coinciding with the axis of the

lower course of the Barabanga, must evidently lie within

* All longitudes referred to in tlie present sketch are computed from the

meridian of Greenwich.
® “The Geography of Ptolemy elucidated,*’ by T. G. Rylands. (Dublin, 1893.)
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a few minutes of the true one as intended by Ptolemy

The calculation then proceeds as follows:

—

Longitude.—Base Akadra—Kamherikhon.

Ptolemy's. True.

Kamherikhon. Long. 146° 30' E. 89° 30'

Akadra. „ 167°_ 104° 21'

Ditf. 20° 30' 14° 51'

whence we obtain a formula of correction for Ptolemy’s

longitudes between Kamherikhon and Akadra :

= 0-725 X Ptol. long. (a).

Determination of the longitude of Aganagara.

A. By formula (a) from Kamherikhon.

Kamherikhon. Ptol. long. 146° 30'

Aganagara. „ „ 169

Diff. 22° 30' X 0-725 (a) =16° 18'

True long. Kamherikhon + 89° 30'

Corrected long. Aganagara 105° 48'

B. By formula (a) from Akadra.

Aganagara. Ptol. long. 169°

Akadra. „ „ 167°

Diff. ~¥° X 0-725 (a) = 1° 27'

True long. Akadra + 104° 21'

Corrected long. Aganagara 105° 48'

which is the exact longitude of Hanoi.

Latitudes.

As regards latitudes, let us, by way of trial, now
determine a mean between those of Kamherikhon and
Akadra. The true latitude assumed for the present for

Kamherikhon is 22° 24' H., corresponding to that of the
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vRIage called Byraeally on the maps, which may he
Kamberikhon itself, and if not, must be not very far from
the mark; considering that nearly eighteen centuries have
elapsed from the time of collection of Ptolemy’s data, and
that at that period the delta could not be so far advanced
southwards as at present. The figure assumed here will
be, however, checked in due course

; as we shall see, the
error in latitude between the parallels of Kamberikhon
and Akadra is far from being uniformly distributed. We
have, then

—

Ptolemy’s. True.

Kamberikhon. Lat. 18° 40' 22° 24' K
Akadra (Hatlen). „ 4° 45' 10° 22'

Diff. 13° 55' 12^^
whence a formula of correction for Ptolemy’s latitudes

between Kamberikhon and Akadra = ———=z 0'8647.
13° 55'

Applying this by way of trial to the determination of the
latitude of Aganagara, we obtain

—

Aganagara. Ptol. lat. 16° 20' If,

Akadra. „ „ 4° 45'

Biff. h° 35' X 0-8647 = 10° 1'

True latitude Akadra + 10° 22'

Corrected latitude of Aganagara 20° 23'

Now the true latitude of Aganagara (Hanoi) is 21° 2',

whereby we see that there is an error in the result of the

above calculation of 39' less. This we shall be able to

account for hereafter, and show that it is due to the

excessive lengthening by Ptolemy of the coast of Arakan
and Pegu between Chittagong and Cape Negrais ; and,

correspondingly, of the Tonkinese coast, whence the

comparatively southern position resulting for Aganagara.

But having made certain that the latter is really Hanoi,

both by the approximation obtained in the determination of

its geographic co-ordinates and by every other indication.
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as shall be shown in due course, we must correct the error

and adopt its true latitude of 21° 2', so as to be able to use

it as another base-point in the calculations that follow.

The next step is to find the relation of Ptolemy’s and

true latitudes between Akadra and Aganagara. This stands

as follows :

—

Ptolemy’s. True.

Aganagara (Hanoi). Lat. 16° 20' 21° 2'

Akadra (Hatlon). „ 4° 45' 10° 22'

Difif. 11° 35
'

lO^^lO'

whence the correction for Ptolemy’s latitudes between the

10° 40'
above two stations = jjio 3" ~

Ptolemy’s equator deduced from this formula of correction

would correspond to 5° 58' true North Latitude. This,

we may observe, closely agrees with the result that could

be obtained from Ceylon, where Ptolemy’s equator passes

through Nubartha (Barberyn), the true latitude of which

is 6° 30' N, ;
and will do for our purpose, as shall be

proved by subsequent researches.

That neither the error of latitude between the parallels of

Akadra and Aganagara, nor that in longitude between the

meridians of Akadra and Kamberikhon, is uniform, is

pi'oved by the displacement of Cape Temala (Negrais) too

far east and south. This better results from the following

calculations ;

—

Akadra (Hatlen). Ptol. long. 167° 0' E.

Cape Temala (Negrais). „ „ 157° 20
'

Diff 9° 40'

Applying to this the formula of correction (a) found above

for longitudes, we have : 9° 40' x 0'725 = 7°. Sub-

tracting this result from the true longitude of Akadra
(Hatlen), we obtain 104° 21'—7° = 97° 21' for the longitude

of Cape Temala (Negrais). The true longitude of the

latter, at Diamond Point, adopted in the present inquiry
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is 94° 22' E. ; whence we see that Ptolemy’s displacement

of this cape is about 3° too far East.

Its displacement in latitude is shown hy the following :

—

Cape Temala. Ptol. lat. 8° 0'

Akadra (Hatlen). „ „ 4° 45'

Di£

Applying to this the formula of correction for Ptolemy’s

latitudes found above (^), we obtain

—

3° 15' X 0-92 = 2° 59'

True lat. Akadra (Hatlen) + 10° 22'

Corrected lat. Cape Temala (J^egrais) 13° 21'

The true latitude for this cape adopted in the present study

being 16° N., it follows that Ptolemy’s displacement of the

same was nearly 3° further south than its true position.

We see then that he lengthened the coast of Arakan and

Pegu as far as Cape ISTegrais at the expense of the western

coast of the Malay Peninsula, which thereby becomes

represented shorter than it really is
; and that therefore

the latitudes given by him for stations north of the

parallel of Cape Negrais (Temala) must be corrected to

a greater extent than those of the places situated to the

south of the same parallel.

Before, however, attempting to find what the new formula

of correction should be, let us see whether the same rule

applies to the coast of Tonkin, and in general all over

the intermediate regions. In order to do this, let us

prolong the parallel of Cape Temala (Negrais)—the latitude

of which is 8° N. Ptol. = 16° N. true as shown above—as

far as the Annamite coast. We see then that it intersects

the latter a little below Turan (Tourane of French maps)

and the homonymous bay, noted from the earliest time as

a much frequented port on that coast, and which I have

identified with Ptolemy’s Throana. The latitude he assigns

to Throana being 8° 30' N., namely, just a little above the

parallel now under consideration, we obtain thus a con-

firmation that the said parallel, marking the 8° of North
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Latitude in Ptolemy’s system, actually corresponds to

the 16th parallel of true latitude in our maps. The con-

sequence is that the coast of Tonkin and northern Annum
has undergone at Ptolemy’s hands the same lengthening

at the expense of the southern as the corresponding coast

on the eastern side of the Gulf of Bengal. A single

formula of correction will then do for Ptolemy’s latitudes

of all places situated further north than his 8th parallel

or our 16th parallel of North Latitude. This formula can

be easily deduced from a comparison of the latitude of

Cape Temala (Negrais) with that of Aganagara (Hanoi),

as follows :

—

Ptolemy’s. True.

Aganagara (Hanoi). Lat. 16° 20' 21° r
Cape Temala (Negrais). oo00 16° 0'

Diff. 8° 20' 0°*1'

5° 1'

whence = 0-6 (X).

This formula of correction, when tested all over the

graphical field under consideration, was found to apply to

all places situated by Ptolemy above his 8th parallel, even

as far up as Mongolia and Central Asia. From it we
may deduce the correct latitude for Kamberikhon, as

follows :

—

Kamberikhon. Ptol. lat. 18° 40' N.

Aganagara (Hanoi). „ „ 16° 20'

Diffr2^' X 0-6 (X) = 1° 24'

True lat. Aganagara (Hanoi) -f 21° 1'

Corrected lat. of Kamberikhon 22° 25'

But a more correct result would be obtained from the lati-

tude of Cape Temala (Negrais) taken as a base, thus :

—

Kamberikhon. Ptol. lat. 18° 40' N.

Cape Temala (Negrais). „ „ 8° 0'

Diff. 10° 40' X 0-6 (X) = 6° 24'

True lat. Cape Temala (Negrais) + 16° 0'

Corrected lat. of Kamberikhon 22° 24'
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which checks the figure assumed for the latitude of the

latter place at the outset of our calculations.

Identification of Solana.—As a test for our formula of

correction for Ptolemy’s latitudes north of the parallel

of Cape Temala (Negrais), let us look up the meridian of

Aganagara (Hanoi) in our map; we will find Ptolemy’s

Solana, for which he gives

—

Long. 169° O' E. (same as Aganagara).

Lat. 37° 30' H.

Seducing the latter according to formula (A), we get 33° 43'

corrected North Latitude, which, on the meridian ofAganagara

(Hanoi=105° 48' true E. Long.), brings us within 2' or 3' of

Hsi-ho or Hsi-ho-Hsien, near the Si-niu river in Shen-si.

This Hsi-ho, we may then reasonably conclude, is Ptolemy’s

Solana, a fact confirmed, moreover, by the similarity of names,

as JSsi-ko was, in our author’s time, known as Shang-lu.

Identification of Sera Metropolis,—But supposing this to

be a mere haphazard coincidence, let us test formulas (a)

and (\) together for the position of Sera Metropolis. The

co-ordinates given by Ptolemy for the latter are

—

Longitude.

Ptolemy’s.

Sera Metropolis 177° E.

Aganagara (Hanoi) 1^9°

Diff. 8°

By formula (a) 8° X 0'725 = + 5° 48

Corrected long, of Sera Metropolis 111° 36

Latitude.

Ptolemy’s.

Sera Metropolis 38° 35' N.

Aganagara (Hanoi). 13° ^9

Difif. 22° 15'

By formula (X) 22° 15' x 0"6 = -1'

Corrected lat. of Sera Metropolis

True.

21° I'N.

13° 21'

34° 22'

True.

105° 48' E.
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The resulting position for Sera Metropolis is therefore

:

Long. 111° 36' E. Lat. 34° 22' N.

This position, when looked for on a map of China, will

be seen to fall a little to the south-west of Honan-fu in

Honan, and therefore sensibly correctly near the site of

where stood Lo-yang, which, it is well known, was the

capital of China previous to and during the Han dynasty

(a.d. 25-221), namely, exactly at the time that Ptolemy

collected his data. I wmuld not go so far as to say that

the position here obtained is quite correct to a minute

;

I do not find Lo-yang marked in the maps of China

lying at my disposal, and therefore cannot judge of its

exact position
;

but all works on China agree in saying

it lays somewhere to the west of the present Honan-fu.

Hence the position just found must be correct within less

than half a degree of either longitude or latitude. Such

a surprising approximation will be obtained for the majority

of the places named by Ptolemy in the region situated

northwards of the parallel of Cape Temala (Negrais), after

the above formulas of correction have been applied
; and

by this means they may be identified in nearly every

instance.

The longitudes, however, present some complications in

this field, owing to several slight errors affecting the inter-

mediate regions between the meridians of Akadra and
Zamberikhon. Such errors, nevertheless, are found, as in

the case of latitude errors between Aganagara and Akadra,

to compensate themselves to such an extent as not to

sensibly alter the proportion of the whole. I shall explain

this by an example. For instance, in latitude we find

the position of Akadra correct enough respecting Aganagara
and Zamberikhon ; and yet the intermediate latitudes are

not correct, because there is an error between the parallels

of Zamberikhon and Aganagara, and that of Akadra. Yet
this does not affect the position of Akadra in relation to

the two former places. This shows that Akadra, Zamberikhon
and Aganagara must have been fundamental stations for
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which Ptolemy obtained reliable data deduced from

accurate observation
;

whilst Cape Temala and other

intermediate places were merely secondary points which

he determined simply on the base of road and sailing

distance as reported by travellers. Sera Metropolis and

other important inland towns, which we shall meet with

afterwards, must have been also as many fundamental

stations.

In the same manner, as regards longitudes, we find an

identical proportion between Eamberikhon, Akadra, Agana-

gara, and Sera Metropolis; while we detect errors between

Kamberikhon and Cape Temala (Negrais)
;

the latter and

Cape Takola (Takopa) ;
this and Balongka and Akadra

;

and we find the whole coast-line of Cochin-China and Annam

as far as Hanoi displaced in longitude. Yet these errors

compensate themselves so far as not to cause any sensible

disproportion in the distances between the fundamental

stations named above. This phenomenon confirms the fact

resulting from the previous examination of the latitudes

;

that is, that Kamberikhon, Akadra, and Aganagara are

Ptolemy’s fundamental stations in Indo-China.

In order to more clearly prove this, I shall now show

that the proportion mentioned above exists almost unaltered

up to the extreme limits of the geographical zone considered

in the present study and represented in the accompanying map.

Identification of Ptolemfs "Stone Tower.”—ks far as

longitudes are concerned, the proportion alluded to has

already been shown to exist as far as Sera Metropolis,

lying on Ptolemy’s 177° meridian of eastern longitude =
111° 36' E. of Greenwich, and therefore pretty near to the

easternmost limit of the habitabilis. It remains, then, to

show that the same proportion exists up to the western-

most limit of our field, and this I will do by applying the

test to the meridian of Ptolemy’s so-called “ Stone Tower,’’

which is also that of his Kanagora (identified with Kanauj

or Kanoje, in India). The result is as follows ;

2
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Longitude.

Ptolemy’s. True.

Aganagara (Hanoi) 169° E. 105° 48' E.

Lithinos Pyrgos (“ Stone Tower ”) 135°

Diff. "W
to which, applying formula (a), 34° x 0 725 = 24° 39'

Remains long, of Lithinos Pyrgos 81° 9'

As the meridian of Lithinos Pyrgos is the same as that

of Kanagora (Kanoje), for which the true long. E. of

Greenwich is about 79° 50', we see that the error is only

about 1° 19' on the whole distance Hanoi-Kanoje, including

some 26° of longitude. But, as we shall soon see, the

Lithinos Pyrgos is—who would ever have suspected it ?

—

Ilchi, Yi-li-ch‘i, or Khoten, the true longitude of which

is 80° E., a yet closer approach to our calculated result.

If the Lithinos Pyrgos be really Khoten, this ought to

he proved by a close coincidence in latitude as well
; and

this is exactly what I am now going to show.

Latitude.

Ptolemy’s. True.

Aganagara (Hanoi) 16° 20' N. 21° 1' N.
Lithinos Pyrgos 43° 0' —

Difif. 26° 40'

to which, applying formula (\), 26° 40' x 0-6=: + 16° 0'

whence, corrected lat. of Lithinos Pyrgos 37° 1'

Now, this is, within one single minute, the latitude of

Khoten, given by the latest authorities as 37° N.
This surprising exactness at once reveals to us that the

Lithinos Pyrgos, or so-called “ Stone Tower,” must have been

one of Ptolemy’s fundamental stations carefully established

by observation, whether astronomical or otherwise. A
perusal of the first booh of his geography shows, in

fact, the pains he took in rectifying Marinos’ estimate of
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thf distance from the passage of the Euphrates to the
“ Stone Tower ” (Lithinos Pyrgos), and from the latter to

Sera Metropolis. This proves that both the latter belonged
to his list of fundamental stations. On the strength of

Ptolemy’s assumption that the “Stone Tower” was situated

near the parallel of Byzantium (real lat. 41° N.), and of the

coincidence in meaning between it and Tashkand (real lat.

42° 58'), most authors hitherto identified it with the latter

place
; though Heeren and Rawlinson located it much

more eastward—the former near TJsh, and the latter at

Tash-Kurghan (true lat. 37° 46' 17.), which are places

situated much nearer to Khoten than the far-away Tashkand.

Indeed, the intersection of the meridian of TJsh with the

parallel of Tash-Kurghan would fall only a few miles to

the north-west of Khoten, our identification.

It is easy to show that Ptolemy’s “Stone Tower” could not

be situated so far west as Tashkand. Let us take, in fact,

his longitude of Marakanda (Samarkand), which he gives as

112°, the real one being about 68° E. Greenwich, and let

us observe that the same longitude is assigned by him to

the central mouth of the Indus. The average longitude of

the mouths of the Indus named by him is 112°; the real one

would be about 67° 15', that is, within 45' of the meridian of

Samarkand. This proves Ptolemy’s estimate of the position

in longitude of Marakanda with respect to the central mouth

of the Indus so surprisingly correct, as to dispel any doubt

that might be entertained on this score. This point settled,

we see that Ptolemy assigns long. 135“ to his “ Stone Tower,”

that is, he places it 23° further east than Marakanda. Now
the real longitude of Samarkand being about 68°, and that of

Tashkand 69°, we see at once the impossibility of identifying

the latter place with the lithinos Pyrgos, despite the co-

incidence of meaning in the two names.

Calculating the 23° of Ptolemy’s longitude on the base

of the longitudes of the central mouth (Kariphron) of the

Indus (Ptol. long. 112° = real long. 67° 15') and of the

central mouth of the Ganges (Ptol. long. 146° 30' = real

long. 89° 30'), we obtain 14° 50' as an equivalent of
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Ptolemy’s 23°, which added to 67° 15', the longitude of

Kariphron, gives us 82° 5' as the corrected longitude of the

“Stone Tower.”

This result is within 56' of that obtained at the outset

from Aganagara and Kamberikhon, i.e. 81° O'. Both point

out with sufficient approximation where Ptolemy’s “Stone

Tower” should he looked for. In calculations I have adopted

Xhoten, and its meridian, 80° real long., as equivalent to 135°

Ptol., the longitude of his “Stone Tower”; and thus corrected

his error in excess in the reckoning of its distance from

Samarkand. This rectification will serve also to correct his

distance errors on the stations between the Indus and Kanoje,

and between the latter place and the Ganges.

Though we have shown the accuracy of our formula (X)

in the rectification of the latitudes assigned by Ptolemy

to places north of his 8th parallel (Cape Temala), and the

proportion existing in latitude all over that zone, it will

be found, as a result, that most places west of the Ganges

will yet prove to be, after that formula has been applied,

somewhat north of their true position. This is due to a local

error made by our geographer in the delineation of the course

of the Ganges, to which he attributed a direction much more

northerly than it really is, thus causing a displacement

towards the north-east of all towns situated on its banks

and in the neighbourhood. I have shown and corrected

this error in the map only for those towns lying on trade

routes between the Ganges and Tibet; as the small space

available would not allow of extending the correction to

all those represented in that portion of the map. What
strikes one more than anything else in the examination of

Ptolemy’s geography north of his parallel of Temala, is

the proportion maintained all over the field in his latitudes.

Surely these must have been determined by astronomical

observation, or by accurate computation from the length of

the sun-shadow and other means. More lacking in accuracy

are, as might be expected, his longitudes. The stations at

which a high degree of approximation has been attained

in this respect are few and far between, and the longitudes
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of the intervening places had thus to he reckoned on the

uncertain base of the estimated road distance travelled.

This is the cause that while we find sufficient proportion

maintained between the longitudes of Ptolemy’s fundamental

stations from the “ Stone Tower ” to Sera, we detect local

errors in the intervening region, which must be corrected

if the identification of the places included within its limits

is to be arrived at with any degree of success. For this

purpose the map has been divided into vertical zones by

base meridian - lines (in red), between which Ptolemy’s

error in longitude was carefully determined and corrected

by a particular formula for each zone. A double set of

scales shows how the general error was determined between

the fundamental stations and apportioned among the

secondary ones.

The process will appear clearly enough on the map, and

needs no further explanation here. The following is a list

of the base meridian-lines adopted, and of the corrections

to be applied to the places lying within each particular zone

determined by them.

Ptol.

long.
ms. !

Real

1

long.
Diff.

(1) Meridian of the ‘ ‘ Stone

Tower” (Khoten) and

Kanagora (Kanoje)h 135° — ,
80° —

i

1

9° 30'
(2) Meridian of Kamhe-

rikhon H6° 30'

jll° 30'

89° 30'

(3) Meridian of Cape Te-

mala (Negrais) 157° 20'

10° 50'

,
94° 22'

t 4"^ 52'

t 3° 57'

1

0° 53'

(4) Meridian of Cape Ta-
kola (Takopa) 158° 40'

t 1° 20'

98° 19'
'

(5) Meridian of Balongka 1

3° 20'

(Chump’hon) 162° — 99° 12'

}

5° 9';

1 1° 27' i

(6) Meridian ot Ahsdra
(Hatien) 167° — 1

®
-

104° 21'

(7) Meridian of Agana-
1

2° -
gara (Hanoi) 169° — 105° 48'

i

Bor localities east of
jAganagara (Hanoi) . ..

___
1

Correction

applied.

> 0-72d (a)

> The meridian of Kanoje (79“ 50' B. Greenwich, true) was adopted m the map.
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The correction between the Cape Takola and Balongka

meridians was required only locally for some places on the

Gulf of Siam, and so was that between the Balongka and

Akadra meridians. The corrections involved here were

operated graphically, and represented on the map. The

same may be said of similar corrections in the Gulf of

Martaban, on the coast north of Cape Negrais, and on the

Cochin-Chinese and Annamese coasts, in each of which cases

the course that Ptolemy’s coast-line would assume, were the

local error left unrectified, is duly shown in red outline.

Northwards of the Gulf of Siam, the intermediate errors

between the meridians of Akadra and Takola are so slight

as not to need any special correction different from that

given by formula (a), by which the real longitude of Takola

was originally determined. Hence the correction indicated

by this formula was indistinctly applied to all positions in

the zone between those two meridians lying northwards

and southwards of the Gulf of Siam, even down as far as

Sumatra. It may thus be seen that all longitudes of

Ptolemy’s places lying eastward of the meridian of Cape

Takdla or Takopa (Cape Papra), that is, eastwards of

long. 158° 40' Ptol. — 98° 19' E. Greenwich, can be fairly

corrected by that single formula. The most grave error is

that made by Ptolemy between Capes Temala and Takola,

in assigning them a difference in longitude of 1° 20' only,

against 3° 57' real. This proved at first a great drawback

to the identification of their true position. But as soon

as I had made sure as to the real latitude of Cape Temala
and fixed its position, I obtained the correct longitude

of Cape Takola from the base-point, Akadra, by a simple

calculation, as follows :

—

' Ptolemy’s. True.

Akadra (Hatien). Long. 167° 0' 104° 21' E.

Cape Takola (Takopa). „ 158° 40'

Diff. 8° 20'

By formula (a) 8° 20' x 0-725 = 6° 2'

remains, correct long, of Cape Takdla 98° 19'
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This result is correct within three minutes of the longi-

tude of Cape Papra or Cape Takopa, on the western coast of

the Malay Peninsula, just above Junkceylon Island. This

cape, which I found conhrmed by a calculation of latitude

to be beyond any possible doubt Ptolemy’s Cape Takola, is

really in long. 98° 16', but I thought it was unnecessary

to make the slight correction of 3', as being of no con-

sequence whatever on the results of this inquiry.

Having now dealt with the region situated to the north

of the parallel of Cape Temala, and shown how Ptolemy’s

positions of places therein were rectified, it remains to speak

of the region southwards of that parallel. The rules given

in the upper zone for longitudes apply also here, with the

exception of the islands in the Gulf of Bengal, for which

there seems to be hardly any rule or order, but which will

be briefly dealt with in the sequel. It remains, then, to

explain the corrections that latitudes need in this lower

zone. In it we find sufflcient proportion south of the

parallel of Akadra ;
hence, all this section is easily corrected

by reference to Akadra and Aganagara as base-points, that

is, by formula (^). The only anomaly lies between the

parallels of Akadra and Cape Temala, due, as we have seen,

to the shortening of the southern coast of Annam and

western coast of the Malay Peninsula between those two

parallels. This is easily corrected, however, by dividing

the interval between the parallel of Akadra (Hatien), lat.

4° 45' Ptol.= 10° 22' N. true, and that of Cape Temala

(Negrais), lat. 8° Ptol. = 16° N. true, in proportion to their

difierence in latitude : lat. 3° 15' Ptol. = lat. 5° 38' true,

whence the formula of correction for Ptolemy’s latitudes

in this section

—

5°^38'

3° 15'
= 1-773 (k).

which will restore to the western coast of the Malay

Peninsula and to the eastern coast of Cochin-China the

length they had lost imder Ptolemy’s manipulation, and

make them at once recognizable. The above correction is

not sufficient, however, for the upper portion of the Gulf
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of Siam, the coast of which, Ptolemy thought, was running

parallel to the equator, wherefore he neglected to show its

deep incavation northwards. As a result of this, Fagrasa

and Samarade are displaced right into the middle of the Gulf.

This purely local error, due entirely to lack of accurate

information as to the latitude of those towns, must he

corrected as shown in the map; and one will then at once

recognize in Fagrasa and Samarade the towns of Kkat
(Kras or Krasa) and Syama-rastra (or Sama-ratthe), better

known as Sri Vijaya Rajacllidni, the most ancient capital of

lower Siam.

Formula {k) will furnish us with a satisfactory proof of

its accuracy when tested in the determination of the position

in latitude of Berabai. The difference in latitude between

the latter place and Akadra is :

6° _ 4° 45' = 1° 15' Ptol.

This multiplied by («) becomes 1° 15' x 1'733 = 2° 10',

which, added to the true latitude of Akadra, gives us

—

10° 22' + 2° 10' = 12° 32' true N. lat.,

which is, within 5', the latitude of Mergui (real latitude

12° 27'). This place becomes, therefore, unmistakably

identical with Ptolemy’s Berabai ;
and the close similarity

between the two names confirms that identity.

The Islands .—It remains now to broach the most difficult

subject of the islands, one perhaps that will never he

satisfactorily solved, at least so far as the islands in the

Gulf of Bengal are concerned. With regard to those east

and west of Sumatra, and to the latter island itself, I believe

there is reason to be satisfied that they, as will be shown by

a look at the map, have been successfully identified. But
as to the former, there is hardly anything that can guide us

in forming an estimate of the amount of Ptolemy’s error.

However, I made an attempt at their identification on the

assumption that Ptolemy reckoned their position in reference

to the coast of Coromandel and Ceylon
;
this seems natural,

as the ships trading between those coasts and Further India

would touch at them on their way before reaching either
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the Malay Peninsula or Sumatra. I therefore tried to fix

them in longitude by dividing the space between Ceylon
and the meridian of Cape Takola in proportion to their

difference of longitudes as given by Ptolemy. Their latitude

was established : for the northern ones, in relation to the

difference of latitudes between the River Maisolos (Godavari)

and Poduke (Pondichery)
; and for the southern, in reference

to the latitude of places in Ceylon.

With regard to the three groups of islands to the west

of Sumatra, the same process was adopted only so far as it

was necessary to establish their longitudes; the latitudes

having been left to follow the law of all other places situated

south of the parallel of Akadra.

Of course, all these islands were very little known in

Ptolemy’s time; hence the great error in estimating their

position.

Identification of Ptolemfs places on the Chinese Coast.

—

I may now conclude this review of the methods of identi-

fication pursued with a few words in explanation of the

reason why I decided to swing the farther coast-line of

Ptolemy’s Magnus Sinus round the Lui-chau peninsula taken

as a pivot, until it came in juxtaposition with the coast

of China, instead of allowing it to remain in the traditional

position assigned to it by our geographer, and from which

none of his commentators and elucidators ever dared

to remove it. Evidently I must have arguments for

justifying this desecration of the work of our eminently

classic geographer. As a matter of fact, my justification

rests upon but one single argument, sufiicient though,

I think, to meet all criticism
;

and this is, that when the

farthest coast of the Magnus Sinus is mapped down in the

traditional position, hut idth its latitudes uniformly corrected

according to the formula for places lying northwards of the

parallel of Temala, and then projected upwards as shown

in the map, all its gulfs, rivers, and towns will be found

to coincide, or nearly so, with gulfs, rivers, and towns

of similar names on the coast of China. When the names

are not similar in pronunciation, the meaning conveyed
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by the two names in eacb case is identical. This ought

to convince us sufficiently that the coast of China was

meant here by Ptolemy and no other. But how was he led

to make it turn southwards ? Certainly out of homage to

the belief, so firmly and generally grounded among his

contemporaries, that the coast of Sinai turned south, and

then running parallel to the equator joined the coast of

Africa at Cape Prason. Impressed with this belief, he

mapped all distances from Aspithra onward in a southerly

instead of in a north-easterly direction in order to fulfil the

dictum of the philosophers of his time, and thus obtain

an eastern limit to his habitabilis and to his Green Sea.

That this must have been what actually happened with

him, is plainly shown by a look at our map. As regards

the reason why I selected Lui-chau as a pivot on which

to swing Ptolemy’s coast of Sinai upwards, it is because

I discovered that this was really Ptolemy’s Aspithra.

Ho-p‘u (in Chinese) or Hiip-p‘6 (in Annamite pronuncia-

tion) was, in fact, the ancient name of Lui-chau and of the

whole of the homonymous peninsula, as I will show in the

illustrative notes of the next section
;

and any tyro

in philology will see that Ho-p'u and Aspithra are mere

transliterations the one of the other. This striking identi-

fication of Ptolemy’s extreme station to the east of the

Tonkin Gulf— his Magnus Sinus— enables us to know
exactly where the distortion of his coast of Sinai commences,

and thus to correct it by bending the coast-line back to its

true position as shown in the map.

With this the rectification of the main features of

Ptolemy’s geography of Further India is complete
; and

it will now appear how it would have been next to

impossible to identify any of his stations in that region

without having previously restored the principal among
them to their true position. The errors and displacements

detected not being uniform all over that zone, the uselessness

and impossibility of a general formula that may serve
as a panacea for so many different evils, becomes at once
apparent. The reason of our success lies, therefore, in
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having broken off for once with the old system of treating

Ptolemy’s work as if it had been the result of a regular

“trigonometrical survey of the regions in question, in which

the only defect was bad mapping due to errors of projection

and errors of scale by having underestimated the length

of equatorial degrees and misplaced his prime meridian and

equator.

It is to be hoped that with the above explanations and the

map that accompanies them, our process of elucidation of this

portion of Ptolemy’s geography will be easily understood,

and recognized to be the only practicable and correct one,

at least in its main lines. Of course it would be too much

to expect intermediate stations to fit in exactly in the place

“they should occupy ;
but it will be seen that the majority of

them come within a degree or so of their true position

;

a result, I think, that ought to satisfy the most exigent and

pedantic of Ptolemy’s critics.

The map was drawn on the plane method, and not

according to Mercator’s system, the chief object being, not

to preserve the real shape of islands and continents, but

to render the numerous graphical corrections to Ptolemy’s

latitudes and longitudes easier of application and the more

clearly understood. Thanks to the introduction of coloured

outlines to represent Ptolemy’s geographical features, and

of particular contrivances to show the position of his stati&ns

as resulting from his data, and the direction in which

the corresponding real stations are to be found when there

is an error in the former, it is hoped that a clear graphical

representation of what Ptolemy’s geography is in comparison

with what it ought to be, has thus been presented which will

enable the reader to form at a glance a judgment and

estimate of the differences between the two. For those who

desire to verify the position of Ptolemy’s stations as laid

down in my map, I append tables giving the names

and co-ordinates of each as transmitted to us by the great

Alexandrian geographer, together with their positions

corrected from calculation, and the actual stations corre-

sponding to them whenever they could be identified.
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3. Remarks.

(1) Coast of the Airrhadoi.

The Airrhadoi, whose country embraces in Ptolemy’s system-

the eastern coast of the Gulf of Bengal from the mouth

of the Brahmaputra down to that of the Naf, or, perhaps,,

even lower, to the mouth of the Arakan River, have been

identified by some writers with the Kiratas, and their

country with Ptolemy’s Kirrhadia. This determination

seems, however, hardly plausible, and for various reasons.

In fact, though it be true—as attested by the Ramayana
(canto iv) — that at an earlier period tribes of rude

mountaineers, such as are generically termed Kiratas,.

occupied the region to the east of the Lower Brahmaputra

even down to the sea-coast and the islands of the Gulf of

Bengal, it appears that in subsequent times they were

driven back towards the hill tracts by invasions of

Dravidians—chiefly Andhras and Kalingas from the oppo-

site coast of the Gulf—who forced their way along the

littoral as far as the limits of Arakan, and probably even

to the Gulf of Martaban, establishing colonies as they

proceeded. These Dravidian invasions must have occurred,

and probably ended, before 295 b.c., the approximate date

of Megasthenes’ mission to the Court of Palibothra, since

that author (in the extract quoted by Pliny the Elder)

refers to the Kalingas and Andhras as being situated near

the sea and on both sides of the Ganges in the last part

of its course
;
and since a century later, in the Peutingerian

Tables, the “Andre-Indi” are assigned a position corre-

sponding to the coast between the left bank of the Ganges
and the present Arakan River.' This being the region

that Ptolemy calls the Coast of the Airrhadoi, it is reason-

able, I think, to infer that by this name he meant the

• See Sir Walter Elliot’s discussion of this point in “ Nnmismata Orientalia •

Coins of Southern India,” pp. 9-15.
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Coast of the Andhras, especially as lie does not mention

any other people of an identical or even similar name in

or about the same region. Some two centuries before

Ptolemy’s time, the Mahabharata mentions—in conjunction

with the Tiimraliptakas and other nations of Lower Bengal

—the Saivas and Aindras *
: Aindra is the name which, in

the middle of the eleventh century a.d., Bhaskara Acarya

gives to the eastern portion of Bharatavarsa (India), some

time before termed Indra-dvlpa in the Visnu Purana; and
* ^ » »

* * *

Saiva means the people of Siva, a portion of Plaksa-dvipa

which, as I shall show in the sequel, corresponds to

Arakan and Burma. All these are coincidences that

concur in demonstrating that the coast now under con-

sideration was the habitat of a people called Andhras or

Aindras, who appear in Megasthenes’ extract as the

Andarae, in the Peutingerian Tables as the Andre-Indi

and in Ptolemy’s Geography as the Airrhadoi, and who

were evidently of Dravidian extraction and probably iden-

tical with the Andhras of Orissa and Telingana.® This

people, in conjunction with their near relatives, the

Kalingas, founded, it appears, in that region, a kingdom

consisting of three districts or separate communities called

• In some MSS. : see Profe-ssor F. Hall’s note in his edition of Wilson’s

“Visnn Parana,” Tol. ii, p. 341.
,,

’ 'The MSS. of the Mahabharata hare the readings “Andras,” “Andhas,’

and “An^as,” which, Professor Hall thinks, are, perhaps, errors for Andhras.

I should not be surprised if it were found that the names Andhras and Andre-

Indi are both derived from Aindra, the de.signation for the region to the east

of the Ganges as surmised above. As to the presence of the Andhras in Orissa

and Lower” Beno-al, see Sir Walter Elliot, loc. cit. At the same time it is

worthv of remark that one of the two classes into which the present Andamanese

are divided is that of the Anjawtos or ‘ Coast- dwellers ’ (see J.E A. S ,

Vol XIII X s p 487). M’Lether this term was also apphed to the Negnto

aborigines of 'the littoral now under discussion, and whether it was retained by

the iSer occupants of the country down to Ptolemy’s time and preserved t^o us

under the form of Airrhadoi, is a mere conji^ture, but one that wil
,
perhaps,

repay investigation. Suffice it to point out in fact, that Ma Tuan- in, in his

celeGated cyclopaedia (H. de Saint-Denis’ translation vol u. p. 504), refers to

a Bnddhist linglom by the name of .f-fo-f‘o-hitherto unidentified-^ haymg

sent ambassadors to China as early as a.d 430. There is every likelihood that

the term A-lo.t‘o stands for Aryaivto, Aradha, or and thus applies

lo Ptolemy’s country of the Airrhadoi. I can hardly think that it, even in its

alternative^ spelling Vo-fo-f‘o, can refer to such a far-away country as Aratta

{Hairat, or Airatde^a), i.e. Gujarath.
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Tri-Kalinga or Tri-linga, a name from wiicli the term

Telingana was derived, and employed to designate the

country of Kalinga proper, on the western side of the

Gulf of Bengal, as well as the country of the Mons or

Talengs (Talaings) on the opposite shore, which had been

colonized hy them.

Ptolemy’s capital city Triglypton, or Trilingon, has been

identified with 'the capital of this eastern kingdom of the

Kalingas
;

but a difference of opinion still exists as to its

site, some locating it at Tripura (Tipperah or Tipara), others-

in Arakan, and others still on the Chittagaon hills
; the

three places just named pertaining each to one of the three

districts which, in the opinion of Wilford, constituted the

Eastern Trikalinga. Ptolemy places his Triglypton on

the Tokosanna River, identified by me with the Kuladan;

and the position I obtained by calculation for that capital

would fall on the main upper branch of the same river not

far away from its source in Blue Mountain, and almost due

east from Chittagong (Chittagaon), the supposed Pentapolis

of Ptolemy. It may appear unlikely that a city of such

importance could exist so far up the Kuladan and in such

a wild country as it is known to be. At the same time,

it is narrated in the Arakan Annals ’ that in about 850 B.c.

Kan-raja-gyi, a descendant of the dynasty reigning at

Tagong in Upper Burma, who became twenty-four years

afterwards king of Arakan, settled in the Kyouk-pan hills

near the same river, and not more than forty miles in a

direct line south of the position assigned to Triglypton by
my calculations.^ It is also stated that, before establishing

himself in the locality just named, Kan-raja-gyl had dwelt

for some time at or near another hill called Kale, in the

1 “The summit of Kyauk-pan-daung is a gently undulating plateau sereral

miles in extent. Though in the midst of a mountainous region inhabited by
rude tribes, recent exploration has discovered traces that it was once occupiei
by a civilized race. Palms and other trees, which are not natural products
of the surrounding jangal, are found there. The remains of pagodas also-

exist, and these, though comparatively modern, with the other evidences of
former habitation in this secluded spot, ^ve support to the belief of its hai-ino-
been the resting-place of the race which at a remote period gave kino’s to
Arakan.”—Phayre’s “History of Burma,” p. 44.

°
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Kubo valley, west of tbe Chindwin. Here he was applied

to for a ruler by tbe Kanran, tbe Sak, and tbe Phyu
tribes, and be appointed bis son Mudusitta king over

tbem.' Tbis circumstance of a king by the name of Mudu
or Mudusitta ruling over three tribes in a district called

Kale even up to the present day, suggests at once a con-

nection with Mndu-Kalinga or Trikalinga,^ and makes it

probable that Kale is really the place referred to as

Triglypton by Ptolemy. The location of Kale is within

a degree or thereabouts to the north-east of the position we
obtained by calculation. It is also worthy of remark that

Mudu is the name of one of the tribes wherewith Kan-
myeng, one of the early kings of Arakan, is said to have

peopled his dominions.* This prince is represented as

having come from India, and the legend states that he

was appointed to rule over “aU the countries inhabited

by the Burman, Shan and Malay races ” from Manipur to

the borders of China.'* Though undoubtedly exaggerated,

this tradition appears to confirm the existence of the

eastern kingdom of Trikalinga mentioned at the outset;

and when compared with the account of Kan-riija-gyl’s

establishment of a capital at Kale, and subsequently at

Kyouk-pan-daung, shows that the early seat of govern-

ment of that kingdom was in the hill tracts between the

coast of Chittagaon and the Chindwin. Triglypton must

then be looked for either in the valley of the Kuladan or

in that of the Kubo, Mr. Thomas, concurring with the

views set forth in Horsburgh’s “ India Directory,” prefers

to locate Ptolemy’s capital city in the Chittagaon hills.*

Yule took it instead to be Tripura, and at first I adopted

• Phayre, loc. cit., p. 8 ;
“ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. i, p. 236.

* Mudu= ‘ three’ in Telugu and Kalinga. Hence Mudu-Kale, or Mudu-
Kalxnga, is equivalent to Trikalinga. A corrupt form Trikale, derived from

either Trikalinga or Trikahptl, may also have been in use, as well as an

alternative term TrUulika, of which I have found traces in ancient records, both

local and foreign. Of this latter Ptolemy’s Triglypton may, after all, prove to

be a translation.
® “ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, p. 6.

‘ Ibid.
® “ Numismata Orientalia: Coins of Arakan,” etc., p. II, and footnote.
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his identification
;

but reconsideration led me to reject it

in favour of a place in the valley of either the Kuladan

nr the Kubo, as I have shown above. Yule’s deter-

mination rests mainly on the fact that the name of Tripura,

meaning “three cities,” conveys the same idea of three

separate settlements or communities as the term Trikalinga.

Wilford^ says that these three districts were Kamila,

Chattala, and Burmanaka, or Kasang (now Arakan)
;
and

that Kamila alone retains the name of Tripura, the two

other districts having been wrested away from the head

raja. This statement is apparently based on a similar

legend to the one referred to above concerning the extent

of the dominion of King Kan-myeng, and in no way shows

that the capital of the whole kingdom was situated at

Tripura (Tipperah), the most northern of the three dis-

tricts, which seems unlikely. As a matter of fact, the

original term Trikalinga only remained preserved in its

integrity up to the present day in the name of the Talengs,

or Talaings, the people of Pegu,- and the descendants of that

great ethnic stock which played in Indo-China an analogous

role to the Dravidians in Southern India, superseding the

aborigines of Negrito race, the anthropophagous Raksasas.

Since the Kaliugas and the Andhras appear to have been,

in the third century b.c., masters of the valley of the

Oanges from the frontier of Magadha to the sea, it is

easy to conceive on the one part that the Kalingas could

penetrate into Western Burma through Silhet, Manipur,

and the Kubo valley, and establish thereat a dominion

called Mudu - Kalinga or Tri - Kalinga
; and that the

Andhras, in their turn, could easily advance along the

coast-line as far as the Naf or the Kuladan. Admitted

that a dominion of the Kalingas as described above did

actually exist, it did not evidently last long. As soon as

their power waned, and they were driven away by later

intruders towards the south of India—an event which,

* Apud McCrindle, op. cit., p. 232.
* I find Pegu often designated Kalinga-raitha in old Indo-Chinese records.
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according to Sir W. Elliot, happened about a century-

before the Christian era—their empire -was broken up,

and only its name remained to attest its past existence.

Hence, in Ptolemy’s time we would search in vain for

such a dominion. We only find three capital cities

—

evidently the seats of government of as many separate

kingdoms or districts—recorded in that region, viz. Tagma,

Triglypton, and Mareura.

The former is probably Tummu in the Chindwin valley,

or some other place between it and the Surma River in

Silhet; hence it represents the chief city of the district

of Kachar or Manipur.

Triglypton, apparently the former capital of the whole

Dravidian kingdom, corresponds, I think, with Kale, and

represents the chief city of the second district, including

the Kubo valley, the Lower Chindwin, and extending

probably across the Arakan Roma into the valley of the

Kuladan.

Mareura I have identified with Old Prome, the capital of

a kingdom which must have originally included the whole

region of the Lower Iriivatl and its Delta
;

in a word,

all that country that formed afterwards the kingdom of

Pegu, in which alone the name Taleng (Trilinga or Trika-

linga) was preserved intact.

After the fall of the Dravidian power in the above three

districts, Manipur continued under Brahmanic rule ;
Kale

was probably afterwards abandoned, its people passing

partly to Prome and partly into Arakan ;
and Prome con-

tinued as a capital of the Talaing kingdom until conquered

and destroyed by the Kanran from Arakan in 95 a.d. This

historical sketch is scarcely in accordance with the native

chronicles of Burma and Pegu ;
but it must be remembered

that legend supplies in them the place for history in the

earlier periods; and that many of the events narrated,

though authentic, are antedated chiefly for religious or

political purposes, in order to connect them with events

in the life of Gotama Buddha and of the Ksatri3-a kingdoms

of Magadha and neighbouring states of India.
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Besides the name of the Talaings already mentioned,

and that of Kale—the correct form of which appears to

be Ktila—^we have other linguistical indications of Kalinga

domination in the region above spoken of. The Arakan

Biver, for instance, whose valley is contiguous to the Kale

district, is called the Kitladdn (often wrongly spelled

Koladyn) by natives of the country. Kula, the term

nowadays employed in Burma to designate Western

foreigners in general, more specially applies to natives of

India, and above all to Dravidians. In Siam this identical

term is used up to the present daj' to denote people from

Malabar or Coromandel. It probably means a people of

black or dark race, and also a barbarian, like the Sanskrit

Kala or JTola. Its connection with the Kalingas is

demonstrated by the fact that Kolainca is an alternative

name for the country of the Kalingas. It is also

undoubtedly connected with Kola, Kora, and Cola, the

denominations of the people that gave its name to Coro-

mandel and to many places on the Indo-Chinese littoral

and in Malaya.

As regards the term dan, meaning ‘a place’ in Burmese,

it is easy to see that it is the equivalent of the Sanskrit

sthana. The correct form of the name Kuladan proves

consequently to be Kolasthana or Kuld-sthdna, which conveys

the meaning “place of the Kolas, or Kulas,” i.e. of the

Dravidians (more properly Kalingas).

The linguistical evidence is therefore to the effect that

the rule of the Kalingas had for centres three places at

least, namely : 1, Kale ; 2, the valley of the Arakan River

;

and 3, Pegu proper round the Gulf of Martaban.

Turning now to the Andhras, it appears that they did

not advance beyond the Arakan River. In fact, it is at

this point that Ptolemy makes his Coast of the Airrhadoi

terminate, and the territory of Argyra begin. Reserving

our remarks anent the latter to a subsequent section, we
shall now proceed to discuss the identity of the cities and
streams recorded by our author as belonging to the Coast

of the Airrhadoi.
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Pentapolis (ISTo. 43 of the Tables).

It is evident, I think, that the foreign settlements on
this coast were grouped somewhat after the manner of the

Greek colonies of old, in clusters of cities and petty states.

The very names of Trilinga, or Trikalinga
;

Catur-grama

(Chittagong=four villages)
;

and Ptolemy’s Pentapolis,

recall to our memory the Greek Tripolis, Tetrapolis, etc.

Once this principle established, it is easy to see how such

names would be multiplied everywhere the Kalingas ruled.

In fact, beside the Trikalinga named by Ptolemy in the

region now under consideration, we have another about

the Krsna and Godavari, and a third yet recorded as a

feud of the Cedi riijas in Malva.

As regards Pentapolis, its name seems to be a rendering

of the Sanskrit Panea-paHi, meaning “
five cities.” But

it may be well to call attention to the fact that on the

coast of India, a short distance below MasuHpatam, there

is a port called Modii-palli (meaning “ three cities,” usually

noted Motapalli in the maps), which is referred to by

Floris and other naidgators of the early part of the

seventeenth century as Petajmli, and by De Barros as

Pentepoli, a surprisingly accurate approach to Ptolemy’s

Pentapolis. This is a capital example of the modifications

that geographical names undergo at the hands of travellers.

Hot knowing, therefore, whether the name recorded by

Ptolemy is a translation, or merelj' an imitative rendering

of the native term, we may hold that it corresponds either

to PaTica-palU or to thus designating a cluster

of either fice or three cities respectivel3\ The position I

obtained for it by calculation falls a short distance below

the Chittaijono- inlet : but when it is remembered that the

calculated position of Katabeda still requires a correction

in latitude of about a quarter of a degree more to the

north, we might look for Pentapolis a little further up

above the Chittao’ono’ inlet, either on the coast or on some

of the islands at the embouchure of the Old Brahmaputra.

If Pentapolis really stands for Mv.dnpalU, i.e. “ three cities,”

it might represent Tripura or Tipperah (meaning also
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“ three cities ”), which is the name of the district just

close by. If, instead, it stands for “ five cities,” it will

be probably identified with some other place in the same

neighbourhood. But as to its corresponding to Chittagong

—^as surmised by some writers—I hardly can believe it,

because the latter name distinctly designates an aggrega-

tion of four villages. Unless it can be proved that

originally the villages were three or five, and were collec-

tively named Mudiipalli or Pancapalli respectively, or else

Mudugrama or Pancagrdma, I do not see how the term

Pentapolis can apply to them.

Katabeda River (Nos. 44, 191).

Is by some identified with the Karmasull or Chittagong

River. Wilford went so far as to suppose that Ptolemy

placed it by mistake to the north of Arakan, and tried to

show that it must be sought for to the south, behind the

island of Cheduba, the name of which, he says, is Kdtdbaidd.

He evidently meant Catur-thupa or Ohar-dhuba—“ ionv

capes,” the name by which this island is known to the

natives of India, and from which its European name has

been derived. Its local designation is Man-oung, and the

classical name Meghavati} The only toponym in that

neighbourhood which closely approaches to Katabeda is

Ga-tsha-bha, the local name for the Kuladan or Arakan
River.^ But our calculations show that the stream meant
by Ptolemy is much further north and in the neighbour-

hood of the island of Kutubdia (not Cheduba), situated

about half-way between Chittagong and Ramu. The name
of this island is strikingly similar to that of Ptolemy’s

river ; hence, without having
—

'VVilford-like—to assume

that our author made any mistake in fixing the position

of the Katabeda, we may safely identify the latter with

the Mori River behind the island of Kutubdia. Although
there may not have been in Ptolemy’s time any homonymy

' Vide ‘-Britisli Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, p. 352.
“ Ibid., p. 271.
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between the island and the stream behind it, we may well

imagine that navigators—as frequently occurs—might name

the river from the island in front of it, thus saying, “the

river behind Kutubdia island,” which expression by long

nse would become contracted into “ the river Kutubdia.”

It seems that some Latin translators or commentators of

Ptolemy refer to this river under the name of Calincius. If

so, we would have here a repetition of the term Kolamca,

indicating a connection with the Kalingas. It would be

worth while to inquire whether the term Calincius really

refers to the Kataheda, or—as might appear more natural

—to the Kuladan Eiver.

Ptolemy carries, as we have already observed, his Coast

of the Airrhadoi down to the Kuladan, thus including

within its compass the mart of Baraknra. But as we hold

that the latter is intimately connected with Arakan, it will

be dealt with under the next section.

(2) Argyra {Arakan).

The region following next in order on the same coast is

by Ptolemy named Argyra, and evidently corresponds to

Arakan. The meaning conveyed by the terra Argyra is that

of ‘ Silver Country ’ and in order to mark it the more

distinctly Ptolemy takes care to add that “ there are said

to be very many silver-mines.”^ Though this be a mere

dicitur collected from travellers not sufficiently acquainted

with the interior of the country, it decidedly shows never-

theless that the latter was considered to be a silver region,

and was accordingly named ‘ Silver Country. If it can

be proved that this was the case. Sir Arthur Phayre s theory

that the ancient name of the country was Rakhaing, on

account of it being inhabited by Jtdksasas, and that Argyra

is but a transliteration or imitation of that name, naturally

falls to the ground. This theory is really of native or

rather Buddhist monkish origin; but the gallant General

1 McCrindle, op. cit., p. 219.
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just named constituted himself its champion. I do not

contest—on the contrary, I fully endorse—the opinion that

the country was originally inhabited by savage tribes

of Negrito race, similar to the actual Mincopies of the

Andaman islands, or to the ancient Hdksasas fabled to

have been conquered by Rama in Ceylon. But I object to

the exclusivist view that such race had its habitat confined

solely to the coast of Arakan. There are proofs that it

extended at some time or other over the whole maritime

region of Indo-China, in which case the epithet ‘ Hdksasa-

land ’ ought to admit of a much wider interpretation.

The Andaman islands, the island of Bhilu-gyun in the

Gulf of Martaban, and other places, were designated by the

term Rdksasa, or its local vernacular equivalent. Ptolemy

populates the littoral all round the Gulf of Martaban with

such cannibal tribes, while not mentioning any of them in

Argyra.

The term Rakhaing can therefore be scarcely connected

with the tradition of the Rdksams occupying at one time

the land, and any such pretended connection put forward

is undoubtedly the modern invention of Buddhist monks,

anxious to find some explanation for the name of the

country. Sir Arthur Phayre says that the latter was
designated as Rakkha-pum by the Buddhist missionaries

from India
;

but I should like to hear how far back in

antiquity this name can be traced. It appears in the

Mahavaiiisa under the form Rakkhanga at so late a date-

as A.D. 1592 *
; and in the Ain-i-Akbari at about the same

period under the form Arkung. Barbosa speaks of Araguam
in A.D. 1520, and some earlier mention of it is perhaps to

be found in other Portuguese authors.^ But native records

* Ch. xeiT, V. 97 seq.

’ Since writing the above I have discovered an earlier reference to the country
under the name of Lo-k'hig (Ra-kheng or Rakhaing) in the extract from the
Chinese traveller Ma-Huan (a.d. 1413), translated and published by Phillips in.
the Journal, China Branch R.A.S., 188o_, pp. 209 seq. Phillips wrongly took
that name to apply to Eangun, a view which will be found refuted in full in the
next section of this paper dealing with the blands named by Ptolemy in the Bay
of Bengal. Soon afterwards, in circa 1430 a.d., Conti termed Macha the city
of Arakan and its river (see Ramusio, vol. i, f. 339, F.).
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refer to Arakan previous to that period as Dhantiavati,

JShemamtl, Vaisdll, etc,, the names of its capitals
; never,

I believe, as Rakkhahga or Rakhaing.

Ptolemy’s Arg^ra cannot therefore he a defective rendering
of either Rakkhanga or Rdksasa, but rather a modification or
an adaptation of the original name of the country, which
must have meant either silver or something to that effect.'

W^e shall meet with other instances of the same name or

meaning at Achin in Sumatra, and at Perak in the

Malay Peninsula. The original vocable is either Perak,

Prak, Praksa, or Plaksa, meaning ‘silver.’ It will result

from my examination of the geography of the Puranas
in a subsequent section, that the coast of Arakan, with

its hinterland as far as the Iriivati or the Salwin, repre-

sents the region designated by the term Plaksa-dvipa,

apparently on account of a plaksa (Indian fig-tree) growing

there. I found out, however, that the term Plaksa really

stands for the Sanskrit balaksa and the Vedic palaksa,

both meaning ‘ white,’ and, I firmly believe, also ‘ silver.’

It is my conviction, in fact, that the Malay perak and the

Khmer prak used to designate silver are derived from

them. In Mon (Taleng) there appears to have remained

no trace of this name for silver; unless son (written sran),

its present name, be a corruption of the terminal syllable

of plaksa. Bhau or bho in Burmese still means ‘pure

silver’; and bhgu (written phrii) means ‘ white,’ being pro-

bably equivalent to the Mon phu. From Barbosa it would

appear that a portion of Upper Burma was, in his time,

still called Balassia, from which the so-called ‘ balas rubies
’

were exported.^ In a Peguan (Taleng) work purporting

' Silver-inines exist, and seem to have been once extensively worked in the

Chindwin valley, not far from Arakan.
- “ Li balassi sono di spetie di rubini, ma non cosi duri, il colore e di rosato,

et alcuni sono quasi bianchi, naseono in Balassia, ch’e vn regno dentro a terra

ferma di sopra Regu, et Bengala, et di li vengono condotti da i mercatanti Mori,

per tutte I’altre parti,” etc. Barbosa, in Ramnsio’s “ Belle Navigation!,” etc.,

vol. i, 1563 edit., f. 321, E. The prevailing opinion is that the balas ruby was

named from Badakhshan near the Pamirs ; bnt Upper Burma is evidently meant

here. It is quite clear to me—and my view will receive repeated confirmations

in the comrse of the following sections—that the term palaksa or halaksa was
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to be an account of Buddha’s pretended peregrinations in

Indo-China,' the kingdom of Burma is referred to as

Prasuhika-nagara, or Pasuluka, a term which seems to me
a corrupted form of Balahsa or Palaksa. All these are

coincidences demonstrating that the name by which the

Puranas designate the region of Burma and Arakan has

not been indiscriminately applied, but is simply an imita-

tion of the early local name for the country. In languages

which, like the Arakanese, the Malay, and Khmer, delight

in the r sound, and have a monosyllabic tendency, palaksa

and plaksa become easily transformed into paraksa and

praksa, perak and prak.^ From paraksa the corrupted

forms araksa, arakkha, and even rakkha may be easily

derived, which would explain the name of Arakan and

the growth of the tradition as regards the raksas or rdksasas

originally infesting the country.*

transplanted in this region from Badakhshan, rvith whose name it is undoubtedly

connected. It forms but one link in the long chain of place-names transferred

from North-Western India to North-Western Indo-China.

t This work will be more particularly described in the sequel, in the paragraph
deToted to Balongka.

2 These forms become stiU further contracted in Sinitic languages, as

exemplified by pak in Cantonese, bak in Annamese, and pai in Pekingese. The
early Vedio term palakga may thus be traced all the way Irom the mouths of the

Indus to those of the Yellow Kirer.

’ In the same manner, I renture to think, was the name of Arakhdsia

—

notwithstanding that a very different opinion be generally held—derived from
Badakhshan ;

and with it was probably also connected that of Baktra. The
latter is traceable to a form Bahhka or BaVdka, still represented in modern
Balkh, and usually identified with Biiliki = ‘ sand ’

; but may not white or
quartzous {spliadika, phalikd) sand be intended, in which case the connection
with balakm and Badakhshan would become still more evident. It must be
remembered that Ptolemy places in ArakhOsia a people by the name of Baktrioi •

and that the Parthians called the country—according to Isidores of Kharax—
‘White India.’ This must have been to some purpose; very likely out of
reference to its name, meaning ‘ white,’ and being therefore derived from
balaksa. In Further India it appears that Upper Burma, or the portion of
it bordering upon Arakan, was known as Badakhshan or Balaksa, while Arakan
proper was named after its derivative Araksa or ArakhOsia. The term was
however, modified by Dravidian pronunciation in the manner of its namesakes
on the Coromandel and Sumatran seaboards, viz., Arrankarai (said to correspond
to Ptolemy’s Argari, Argeiron, or Agkheiron)

; 'and Atjeh, Aclith, or Achhi
(Ptolemy’s Argyre), which bears a striking similarity to Agkheiron. Hence
Ptolemy’s renderings Argyra and Argyre tor the names of Arakan and Acheh
or Acche respectively. The story of the silver-mines in Arakan must have
originated from the fact of silver being imported thither from the Chindwin
valley, and cannot be said to have been suggested by the name of the country
exclusively. In fact, Ptolemy is perfectly silent as to silver being found at
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That the term paraksa or parakkha coexisted at one time

in Arakan along with its derivative araksa or arakkha, is

demonstrated by several facts. Ptolemy places on the coast

either Argeiron or Argyre. Though, in the case of the last-named town,
he mentions gold among the productions of the surrounding country, he does
not say a word in regard to the less nohle metal.

Taking therefore Upper Burma to have been named after Badakhshan, and
Arakan after Arakhosia, the Coast of the Airrhadoi would turn out to be
a namesake of Areia (Arya, Aryata ?), that of Sandoway of Drangiane (Dranga,
Daranda, Zarang)

;
and the teiritory about Cape Negiais and the upper portion

of the Gulf of JIartaban would be found to play in Purther Indian geography
the role of Gedrosia and Sindh. The paraUel will at first sight appear very

doubtful and unconvincing. A more exhaustive investigation, however, will

disclose the fact that the nomenelatiue of the valley of the Indus and its

affluents, with some of the names of the peoples, districts, and cities of that

region, was at an evidently very early date transfeixed to the valley of the

Iravati and surrounding territory in further India, where they still subsist

in part in a plainly recognizable form, fully testifying as to their place of origin.

Once this tact is realized, many place-names’ occurring in fuither Indian

topography for which we have long sought in vain an explanation
;
and others,

modelled upon prototvpes of the Indus valley, for which we are at a loss to

account the raison d'etre, in unclassical Burma, Pegu, and Arakan, become at

once intelligible and their presence easy to account tor.

Suffice here to call attention to a few of them only. The Chindwin, and the

lower course of the Irawaddi (Iravati) from the Chindwin confluence to the sea,

becomes identified in name with the Indus or Sindhu, as shown by the term

Sindhu— 01 some of its derivatives—being still preserved in the denomination

of the Chindwin {Sindhu-in, Saiiiidhavin?).

The Kubo, a right tributary of the Chindwin, corresponds to the Kuhha, the

affluent from the right of the Indus ;
the valley of the Kubo thus becomes an

ideal counterpart ot the Kabul valley, where Sale probably stands for Puska-

ravati or Puskalavati. The Uru, a left tributary ot the Chindwin further up,

seems to have been named after the Haro, the left tributary of the Indus.

The term Iravati was thus, at an eaily period, restaicted to the portion of the

Irawaddi’s course lying above the Chindwin’s confluence.

The names of the five rivers of Panjab appe-ar to have been likewise transferred

to the traditional five streams of Pegu, said to have their estuary at Punzalaing

or Panca-long (Five Rivers), at the head of the Gulf of Martaban. The

Salwin is the Sarasvati ;
the Sittang or ChittGng represents either the Satlej

(S'atadru) or the Chitrang (Sodra) ;
the Hlaing flowing past Rangfin town is

taken as the continuation ot the major stream, the Chindwin or Indus proper

;

while the Chinahakeer branch of the Irawaddi (termed Asita in the old records)

represents the Chinah (Asikni). This puzzling name of the^ Chinahakeer River

sloes not result, therefore, as Forchhammer thought (“Notes on the Early

History and Geography of Brit. Burma”; I. Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon,

1891, p. 16) from ToWiara the ancient name of the Dala district through

which it flows, hut chiefly from the term Chitiui by which it was designated.

The term J-okkhara may, at best, play in the compound the secondary rule ot

simple affix, though even under this form its presence is pretty yell doubtful.

In comparing toponymies of Further India with those of India proper -we

cannot of course expect to find them always in s}stematm positions
,

but it

will be seen from my further remarks on this subject m the sequd, that

a certain correspondence in location exists all over the field. Thus lurther

India may in this respect be regarded as a second India, and certainly it was

looked upon in this light by the Indu colonists who brought thither

<;iTili2ation and made it, as much as possible, their second fatherland. This
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of Arakan a mart which, he calls Barakura, and which I have

identified with the capital of the country at that period.

Barakura is evidently but a form of halaksa, which may
easily become barakkha in the local pronunciation

;
and

denotes not necessarily the proper name of the capital,

but that of the country itself, as in the case of Samarade,

which will be found explained in a subsequent section.

That Barakura was used as a name for the whole country,

we have an instance in Porcacchi’s book,i where this

kingdom is still spoken of as “regno Baracuro.” It may
be objected that this is an expression imitated from

Ptolemy
; but then there is still Barbosa’s kingdom of

‘ Balassia ’ to be reckoned with, which, though it may
have little to do with Arakan, still proves that Palaksa

or Balaksa, the ancient name of the region, had not yet

died out at that period.

featwe of Further Indian geography has hitherto been ignored or overlooked

by scholars, who simply rested content with the fact of knowing that some
of the place-names in Further India were imitated from Indian place-names-

or derived from Sanskrit. The fact that there has been much more than

a simple borrowing of nomenclature, that is, an actual adaptation—in fact, an
attempt at superimposition— of Indian to Further Indian topography, is, if

I am not mistaken, for the first time brought to light in the present paper, and
will he reverted to in the following pages from time to time when occasion

demands, as far as space will allow. It is, as it will he more and more clearly

seen in the sequel, the only means and method of getting at the bottom of some
of the Further Indian place-names. I shall quote as an instance the name
of Bhamo on the Iravati, in Upper Burma. Bhamo is believed to represent

the Thai words Ban Potter’s village’; it is, in fact, so called by the

Thai people (Shans). It is known, however, that Bhamo is an ancient Indu
foundation formerly bearing the name of Campanagara. Now, by referring

to the ancient topography of the Indian Iravati or Ravi, one will see that at
its headquarters there existed a state of Campa or Chamha with capital formerly

at Varmapura or Bamavar, and, later on, at Campa-pura, still known as

Chamha (see Cunningham’s “Ancient Geography of India,” p. 141). The
result of this comparison of Fuiiher Indian with Indian topographical details

is, that the name of Bhamo is almost undoubtedly a Thai (Shan) adaptation

of the ancient name Yarma- or E<m««-pura probably home by the place at

one time, perhaps earlier than the period when it was called Campa -nagara.

This is but one of the many instances that might be adduced to demonstrate
the utility of comparing Indo-Chinese topography with its old Indian prototype

;

and there can be hardly any doubt that a comparative study of both cannot
hut yield good results and elucidate many of the Further Indian place-names
that hitherto remained meaningless or unexplained.

* “L’isole pin famose del Mondo descritte da Thomaso Porcacchi,” etc.
Venice, 1576, p. 196.
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My conclusion is, therefore, that Barakura represents the

local name of Arakan in Ptolemy’s time
; that Argyra is

but a derivation and adaptation of it
;
and that both can he

traced back to an original term Palaksa or Balaksa, recorded

in the Puranas under the form of Plaksa, but locally changed

in the course of time into Rakkka, RakkJiath, out of which the

Portuguese and other Europeans made Aracam and Aracan.

It remains now briefly to discuss the position of the various

places named by Ptolemy in this region.

Barakura, a mart (No. 45).

In Ptolemy’s time Arakan was apparently an independent

state, and no longer subject to the sway of Kale, as previously

remarked. Its capital was, according to the local records,

Dhanniivatl, situated about twenty miles to the north-east

of the present Mro-houng or Old Arakan city. There, in

A.D. 146, a king by the name of Candra Surya is said to

have ascended the throne, and to have cast a famous metal

image of Buddha, which he enshrined in the Maha-Muni

pagoda, built for the occasion on the Silagiri (now Kyauk-

taw) hill near by. Dhafulavati remained capital up to

A.D. 788, when it was replaced by Vaisall, a new city built

in its neighbourhood. The position I obtained by calcu-

lation for Barakura exactly agrees in latitude with the site

once occupied by the ancient Dhannavatl, and only lacks

correctness as to longitude, which is, however, onlj^ about

1° 14' short of the real amount. I have, therefore, not the

slightest doubt that the latter city is meant. Borongo island,

at the mouth of the Kuladan, which forms a large harbour

there, and Paloung, a village on the east bank of the

same stream in the present Mro-houng township, most

probably preserve, each in a modified form, the ancient

name of the kingdom, district, and seaport represented

by Ptolemy’s Barakura.^

’ For Paloung’ see “ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, P-

calls it Falong, and identifies it witli the Fhalgiin of the K^etra-bama^a,

according to -which treatise, he says, another name for it was Fharuigdra ^see

McCrindle, op. cit., p. 235). In this last term ve have, it seems to me, a very
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'Tokosanna River (Nos. 46 and 190).

My identification of this stream with the Kuladan or

Arakan River agrees with those of Wilford and Lassen.

Yule’s view that it is the Naf which, he says, is generally

called the ‘Tek-Naf’ from the Thek (more correctly Sak)

tribe inhabiting its banks, is utterly untenable
;
and, besides,

it is doubtful whether the term ‘ Tek-Naf ’ is really correct.

I do not find it recorded in the “ British Burma Gazetteer,”

which simply states (vol. ii, p. 445) that '‘Naf is the Bengali

name customarily used by all but Arakanese and Burmese, to

whom this estuary is known as the Anouk-ngay, i.e. ‘little

west’ (country).”

The Kuladan or Arakan River is, according to the same

work (p. 271), named by the inhabitants of the country

Ga-tsha-bha, and by the Khami tribes Yam-pang. None
cf these names resemble the one given by Ptolemy; but

in the account of the seizure of the famous metal image of

Buddha (cast by King Candra Surya as explained above)

by the Burmese, in a.d. 1784, we are told that ‘‘the image

sank whilst being floated on a raft down the The-khyoung

and Le-mro.” ‘ Now, this The-khyoung, Thek-khyoung,

or Thek-chaung, as it is variously spelled, is evidently

a branch of either the Kuladan or Le-mro, in the vicinity

of the Mahamuni pagoda, where the sacred image was kept,

and may well represent Ptolemy’s Tokosanna. It is just

possible that in the old times the name Thek-chaung was
given to the main stream, whether it be the Le-mro or the

Kuladan; but I hold preferentially for the latter until

close approach to Ptolemy’s Barakura. Both readings are, I think, well
represented in the P'o-hui-kia-ht or P'o-hui-chia-lu of Chinese authors,
explained as a kingdom situated at a distance of eight marches from Burma (see

Hem ey de Saint Denis’ “ Ethnographie des peuples etrungers,” vol. ii, p. 231,
note). The kingdom of P o-Juii-kia-lu, dont le climat est tres-cliaud, oil les

routes sont hordees de cocotiers, oil I’or, Vargent, et les objets precieux
abondent ” (ibid.), is certainly the “ regno Baracuro ” of Porcacchi, the Pharui-
gara of the Ksetra-Samasa, and the Argyra and Barakura of Ptolemy. The
reference to silver which I have italicized in the above passage confirms
the view I have expressed at the outset of this discussion as to that metal
being imported into Arakan from the neighbouiing Chindwin valley.

* “ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, p. 344.
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more detailed information on the intricate hydrography of

the Arakan district is forthcoming that will allow of a more

definite opinion being pronounced.

Sambra, a city (N'o. 47).

This must be identified, I think, with the city of

Ramavatl, which is said to have once stood on this

coast opposite the island of Ramrl
;

or else with the island

itself which took its name from it, corrupted by native

pronunciation into Ram - brai or Ram - Irl. Ptolemy’s

Sambra is thus probably a clerical error for Rarnhra. The

corrected latitude obtained by calculation corresponds to

that of the northern end of the island.

Sados Eiver (48, 189) and Sada, a city (49).

Whether the city derives its name from the river, or

the latter is named after the city, is a question difficult

to decide. One thing is certain, however, and this is that

Sada corresponds to Sandoway. As this is reputed to be

a very ancient settlement, it is reasonable to infer that it

was, as told in its own traditions, a foundation from India,

and that its original name was probably Sanskrit.*

Its pretended founder, Sammuti Deva, is fabled to have

hailed from Benares
;

and the Nats or spirits built for

him, it is said, the city which was called Dvaravati. Its

present name, Than-dwai (Sandice), which is explained

as ‘iron-bound,’ rests on a legend to the effect that the

city had the power of soaring above the earth, out of

reach of danger, when attacked by enemies from outside

on a particular occasion, and had to be bound to the

eai’th with an iron chain before it could be conquered.*

* Two inscribed stones in Sanstrit of the eighth century, one of which con-

tains the first couplet of the Buddhist “ Te dharma" stanza, have been found

in the neighbourhood of the town ;
and also a number of celts or stone imple-

ments of the smooth age. See “ British Burma Gazetteer, vol. ii, p. bio.

= “ British Burma Gazetteer,” toI. ii, p. 61t. The legend is cvideuty based

on the myth of the three cities of Tripura huilt tor the demons by JIaia. nt

which one was of gold and situated in the sky, the second ol '•aver poised in the

air, and the third of iron resting on the earth. I am unable to ttnd out in tli
-

works of reference at my disposal what the names of the three cities were.
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If we read the name of the city as it is written, Sadvai or

Sdnh'ai,^ and allow for the softening of the r into y usually

occurring in Burmese, we may trace it back to some Sanskrit

form like Sadvdra, equivalent, or nearly so, to the pretended

ancient name Dvaravatl of the town. But I think that

the latter and its district must be identified with the Santa-

bhaya region mentioned in the Puranas as belonging to

Plaksa-dvipa. The letters b and hh are, in Indo-Chinese

languages, easily and frequently interchanged with v ; hence

Sdntahhaya can easily become Sdntavaya, which would then

be written with the last syllable contracted, and read Sanclwe.

In the early Portuguese maps Sandoway is noted as

Ledda, Ledoa, Sedoa. The latter form appears also in

Joao de Barros, lib. ix, ch. i. This shows it beyond doubt

to be Ptolemy’s Sada. Yet Yule, while thinking the latter

might be Ezata or Ze((a—^which appears in the legend of

the foundation of the Sbwe Dagon pagoda of Eangun as

the name of a seaport between Pegu and Bengal^—did

not attempt to locate it ; and overlooking the linguistical

connection between Ezata or Zetta (Issada, Sada) and Sada,

he identified Sandoway with Ptolemy’s Berabonna without

any apparent good reason or cause whatever.

Should the second or third of them turn out to have names similar to that of

.Sandoway, we would then know for certain that this latter city was the capital

of one of the three districts or kinardoms of the Further-Indiau Tripura. The
ancient name Dvaravati ascribed to Sandoway would, on the other hand, show
it to have been regarded as a counterpart of the capital-city founded by Krsna
near the entrance to the Gulf of Kach, on the corresponding- side of the Indian
Peninsula.

OD OD § Sa/itwe in Burmese,

O
000

r \
^CO Santuei in Mon (Taleng),

and ^lynu or n^l-ivnu Sdniluai (Siiudvaya) in Siamese, is the ordinary

way of spelling it. The form last given, actually written Barandrai or

Brandvei (though pronounced as above), tends to confirm our opinion that the

region about Sandoway was probably named after Draugiana {Bamnd, Zarunrl,

or Zarang). I identified it with the country of San-fo mentioned hy Chinese

authors among the eighteen kingdoms tributary to P‘tao (see Ilervey de St.

Denis, loc. cit.). The plionetical spelling Than-divai, adopted in the pages
of the “British Burma Gazetteer,” utterly precludes linguistical investigation.

The “ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, p. 636, has “ Ezah or Zetta.'”
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At ch. xiii, § 7 of his introductory boob, our author

mentions Sada as the terminus of the sea-passage across

the Gangetie Gulf (Bay of Bengal) from Palnra, effected

in a direct line from west to east, and covering a distance

of 13,000 stadia. It was, therefore, the first port touched at

in his time by ships proceeding from India to the eastern

•coast of the Bay of Bengal. Palura, hitherto taken to he

the mouth of the Ganjam (about 19° 20' N. lat.), has been

in my Tables placed at Conora, above Vizagapatam, in 18°

lat., which is also the latitude I obtained by calculation

for Sada. Some ships, however, took a more northerly

route, and touched at the riverine port of Antibole on the

phakha or Old Ganges River, before making out for Sada

and the Gulf of Martaban.

With regard to the Sados River, its mouth, by calculation,

is made to be 18° 42' N. lat. The present mouth of the

Sandoway River is in lat. 18° 32'. As Ptolemy places Sada

city in 18° corrected, it follows that the Sados cannot be the

Sandoway River, but some other stream further north, such

as the An (Aeng), Ma-I, Tan-lwai, or Toung-giip rivers.

Though not conspicuous in size, the Tan-lwai seems prefer-

able as being only a little distance above Sandoway, and

as bearing a name not very dissimilar to it and Sados. Its

old name was probably Sanskrit, such as Sada-van (a river

always bearing water) or SCiJa (mud).

Berabonna, a mart (JIo. 50).

Yule identified it, as stated above, with Sandoway
;
which

is undoubtedly wrong. By calculation, its position would

fall about Gwa (Khwii) or on the river of the same name.

Berabonna seems to represent the Pall Paripuniia or the

Sanskrit Paripunia. On the Khwa River there is a village

called Pienne-goon-rwa still within reach by boat during

the spring tides,' and which might represent whatever

remains of Ptolemy’s station. In the map, by G. De ITsle,

dated a.d. 1781, inserted at the end of the first volume of

^ “ Britrisli Burma Gazetteer,’’ vol. ii, p. 25S.
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Sonnerat’s “ Voyage aux Indes Orientales,” ^ there is noted

just above Cape Negrais an islet or mart on the coast

inscribed as Barrebam. This place I assume to be the same
as that which Daniel Sheldon (in his report published by
Ovington) calls Perrem. Whether they both correspond

to Pienne-goon-rwa or not I am unable to say
; but it is-

clear, from their close similarity in name to Berabonna,

that Ptolemy’s mart is identical with either of them.

Temala River (51, 188).

My identification of this stream with the Bassein outlet

of the Iravati, called the Nga-won River, rests on the fact

that Diamond Island at its mouth is called Thamee-hla-

Kywon (i.e. Thamee-hla island),^ a fair approach to

Ptolemy’s designation
;
and that, therefore, the river might

have been so named in ancient times. The word Thamee-

hla is really written, as I have ascertained, 3§S§CO,
which, according to the system of transliteration adopted

by the Royal Asiatic Society, would read Chmihla or

Simihla. It would seem, therefore, that we are here con-

fronted by a name similar in form to that of Simylla or

Timula (Tiamula?), which Ptolemy gives to a mart and
headland on the west coast of India, and which is

generally identified with Chaul and Chaul Point near the

Indian Bassein (Vasai). As it is known, most names of

cities in Indo-China are but repetitions of the names of
ancient cities of India, the mother-country whence Indo-
China received its civilization

; a phenomenon which we
see repeated in modern times in connection with the names
of American and Australian cities, adopted from those

extant on the Old Continent. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that we should find on the coast of the Indo-Chinese,

as well as on the coast of the Indian Peninsula, and in

symmetric positions, two identical names of cities such as

* Paris, 1782.
= •' British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, pp. 130, 723,
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Bassein and Timula (Simylla or Temala). But there are

some difSculties in the proper location of these cities on

the Indo-Chinese side, and a suspicion is aroused in con-

nection with the native term Slmlhla given to Diamond

Island. In fact, this term when analyzed and translated

turns out to be a compound of the three Burmese words

8i-mih-la, which mean ‘ a beautiful lamp-fire ’
;
and as

the island has only recently been occupied by a station of

the detachment in charge of the Alguada Beef lighthouse,

erected 3;^ leagues S.S.W. of it, it may have happened that

the name ‘Beautiful lamp-fire island,’ by which Diamond

Island is known to the natives, originated from that fact.

On the contrary, if the name can be proved to be more

ancient than the event referred to above, it may be held

for certain to represent Ptolemy’s Temala.* But even

rejecting such connection, it is possible to demonstrate the

existence in ancient times in this region of a city known

by the name of Tamala or Samala corresponding to our

author’s designation, as vpill be shown in the next

paragraph. It will then result even more clearly that

Ptolemy’s Temala River is really the Nga-won or Bassein

outlet of the Iravatl as surmised at the outset of the

present inquiry.

Temala, a city (52).

In the introductory book of Ptolemy’s Geography it is

spelled Tamala—a word which may be at once identified

with the Sanskrit Tamala, meaning ‘ dark or ‘ brown

and placed at 3,500 stadia (2,330, corrected measurement)

south-east of Sada, almost due north of Cape Negrais.

The position obtained from calculation for Temala

(94° 27' E., 16° 36' N.) closely agrees with that actually

1 The name Tha-mee-hla {Shnihla) ‘{j®

country. We may adduce two instances^ both m the Akjab distnct, from the

“ British Burma Gazetteer,” Tol. ii, pp- 722-3-
• ^ i

Another island, identicaUy named Tha-mee-hla Eywon, is to be tound nearlj

“T HjhthoufTcannot evidently be impUed in each of these insdances
;
hence

I think that the name Simihla really corresponds to the Sanskrit Tamala.

4
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occupied by Bassein (94° 46' E., 16° 14' N.)
;
and I have not

the slightest doubt that its site was identical with, or near

to, the latter, on the Nga-won River, and not on the coast

off Cape Negrais. There is nothing extraordinary in this

apparent tampering with Ptolemy’s order of things. If

we examine the early Portuguese maps we may form an

idea as to the confusion that reigned in the graphic repre-

sentation of that seaboard even at that period, fourteen

centuries after Ptolemy lived. We may there see that the

Bassein River is made to debouch above Cape liTegrais, and

that the latter and surrounding land are depicted as an

island. It will only be natural, therefore, to look for Temala

on the Bassein River, rather than, as Yule did, on the

barren coast above Cape Negrais, where it could hardly

have been.

The ancient name of the Bassein district was Kuaima-

rattha; and of its chief town, Kusima-nagara, evidently

imitated from Kusuma-pura, ‘the city of flowers,’ the old

designation for Pataliputra or Patna. The name Kusima

for Bassein was in use up to the last century. Ralph Fitch,

Mandelslo, and other travellers refer to it as Cosmin, Casmin,

Casmi, etc., all corruptions of Kusima
;
and the same spelling

is adopted in the old maps. The names Pusin, Pasui,

Pasim, and Basim^ appear to have been introduced at

a comparatiyely modern period, otherwise they may be

modifications of either Kusim or Vasai. The town itself

seems to have been founded as late as 1249 a.d
, but

the old name of the district undoubtedly existed much
earlier

;
and under the date of 625 a.d. it is mentioned

or
* Burmese : O 30 ^

= Fiisin, and O 03^
o _0 r
Sl(sl30Q = Thachhn (P’asim). Siamese ;

= Pasin. Peguan (Talaing) ;

UB'U = Pusin, and

= P'asim (Pasim). In the summary of Oriental peoples translated from the

Portuguese and published in Ramusio, vol. i, 1563 edition, it is referred to as

Pizim, p. 335. It requires, indeed, a great stretch of imagination in order to

see in these forms the vestiges of Ptolemy’s Besynga. A comparison vith the

name of the Indian Bassein shows that the old form should be Vasai or Basai.
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in the Peguan (Taleng) chronicles as consisting of a con-

federation of thirty-two cities subject to the sway of the

Mons or Talengs of Pegu. Notwithstanding these facts,

most of Ptolemy’s commentators up to the present day
have, with an obstinacy worthy of a better cause,

endeavoured to connect Bassein with Ptolemy’s Besynga,

deceived, no doubt, by a mere fickle similarity of names.

But this alone, we have repeatedly shown, is not sufficient

evidence upon which to build up an accurate interpretation

of his geography, and all attempts based simply upon such

outward indications must necessarily fail.

We shall show at the proper time and place where

Ptolemy’s Besynga is to be looked for. Our present concern

is Temala or Tamala, and before dismissing it we propose

to demonstrate that it is the same city as that mentioned

in the Riimayana {Kiskindha-Ji&nda) imder the name of

Timira. Timira and Tamala, it must he premised, are

Sanskrit words of almost identical meaning. In the Bengal

recension of the Riimayana, after a reference to the Amgas
(people of Campa, now Bhagalpur)

;
the Lauhitya River

(Brahmaputra)
;
the Kiratas (people of Tipperah and Silhet,

Ptolemy’s Kirrhadia)
;
lands rich with silver-mines (Argyra),

and mount Mandara (Maiandros = Arakan Roma), there is

a mention of the city of Timira abounding with gold and

where silkworms are reared. These two peculiarities help

us admirably in fixing the position of Timira in the region

between the Arakan and Pegu Romas ; that is, in the

lower valley of the Iravatl, celebrated both by eastern and

western classics as the Golden Region, and known as the

seat of a people, the Zabaings or Zamengs, noted for silk-

worm breeding.^ And as the name Timira conveys the

same meaning as Ptolemy’s Temala or Tamala {^Tamala), there

should be no doubt left as to both designations belonging

‘ “Sir Artliur PhiijTe remarks that the term Tahaing lZahain.j'\ is rather

‘ the description of an occupation than the di'»tmctive name of a race

The terra is probably a Shan word [most assuredly not], applied to those who
first introduced the worm from the eastward, and the meaning of it is nut now
understood.’ ”—“British Burma Gazetteer,” vol. i, p. 1S3.
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to tte one and the same city occupying a position close

to, or on the very site of, the present Bassein, as set forth

above.'

Once this point settled, the Cape (beyond) Temala, placed

by our author to the south and a little to the west of the

city of the same name, becomes identical with the present

Cape Negrais {Ndgareh-ara), and any further discussion as

to its site is rendered unnecessary.

(3) Country of the Zamirai and Dabasai [Upper Burma).

“Beyond Kirrhadia ”—sa5's our author (ch. ii, § 16)

—

“ the Zamirai, a race of cannibals, are located near Mount

Maiandros.” I am firmly convinced that Ptolemy’s

Kirrhadia corresponds to the districts of Silhet, Tipperah,

and Kachar; and that the habitat of the Zamirai must as

a consequence be sought for in the valley of the Chindwin

or Kyendwen, that is, in the western part of Upper Burmii.

This region is now occupied by the Yaw (Yo) tribes, said

—

though I doubt it— to be of Burmese stock and speech

;

but it was probably, in Ptolemy’s time, settled by populations

of Mon-Khmer race, such as, I believe, the Zabaing and

Khami are. The Zabaings’ territory is now restricted to

the hill tracts of the Pegu Roma, between the Iravati

and Sittang rivers. They are described as rude, wild, and

ignorant by nature
;

cultivators and mostly breeders of

silkworms by occupation. I have no doubt that the hills

which form their present habitat represent but their last

refuge, to which they have been driven by more powerful,

and perhaps younger, occupants of the country. At the

period we treat of they must have extended over a larger

zone, including the w'hole, or nearly so, of the Chindwin

valley, which they probably held in conjunction with the

Khami. Their headquarters were probably at Kale, where

we have noticed a motley agglomeration of tribes during

* I am comlnced that it is the place mentioned under the name of Taa-mei-Uu
by Chinese authors in this region.
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the supposed sway of the Kalingas. la a preceding

paragraph I have identified the zone jnst mentioned as

their ancient haunts with the breeding land of silkworms

alluded to in the Riimayana. I now complete that premise

by connecting the Zabaing— and their probable kin, the

Khami—with Ptolemy’s Zamirai and the Samiras of the

Mahabharata. The literal coincidence of the three names,

Zabaing (or Zameng), Zamirai (another reading for which is

Zamerai), and Samira, is too evident to need demonstration ;

while there is a close likeness between Khami and Sami or

Samira. In favour of the coincidence of location I submit

that in the Mahabharata [Bhipna Parvan) there are mentioned,

together with the Samiras, the following peoples hitherto

not identified, and which I subjoin in the same order as

they occur in that epic, accompanied with the name of

the country or people which in my opinion corresponds

to them :

—

1. Tlragrahas. I think I recognize in this name Ptolemy’s

Tilogrammon, a town on the Gangetic Delta which Yule

identifies with Jesore.

2. Surasenas. Suratau {—Sura-sthdiia?) was the name of

Eastern Bengal, to be probably identified with Sonar-

gaon. (See “ Brit. Burma Gaz.,” vol. ii, p. 9, n.)

3. IJikas or Itlkas. (?)

4. Kanijakagunas. (?)

5. Tilahharas. Evidently Ptolemy’s Tiladai, placed by him

to the north of Maiandros, i.e. about the Garo Hills and

Silhet.

6. Samiras. The Zamirai.

As our author places his Zamirai beyond Kirrhadia and

near Mount Maiandros, it follows that they occupied, with

respect to his Tiladai, the same position as the Samiras hold

in regard to the Tilahharas in the Mahabharata ;
and there-

fore the Zamirai should he identical with the Samiras.

Concerning the connection of the Zamirai or Samiras with

the Zabaing or Zameng, enough has been said already, and
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the probable relationship of the latter with the Khami has

also been pointed out. But there are a few more points which

deserve consideration. It is known that the habitat of the

Khami was in the past in the upper valley of the Kuladan,

and in the mountain ranges to the north-east of Arakan,

whence they were driven south-west by their more warlike

neighbours the Shandii. Moreover, Ptolemy, speaking of

the Golden Country, i.e. Lower Burma, tells us that its

I

“inhabitants resemble the Zamirai in being fair-complexioned,

[shaggy, of squat figure, and flat-nosed.” We have here

a picture which applies as well to the Zahaing as to the

Khami. The natural inference to he drawn from the fore-

going considerations is this—That the Zamirai or Samiras

represent the Zahaing and their co-relatives, the Khami who
were, in Ptolemy’s time and for some centuries previously,

located in Western Burma, from the Iravati to the Arakan
Roma, whence they have since been driven to their actual

homes by subsequent invaders, probably of Tibeto-Burman
race. The inroads of the new arrivals seem to have cut
them through the centre, separating them into two portions,

which found refuge on the mountain ranges encompassing
the lower valley of the Iravati : the Khami on the Arakan
E.oma

; and the Zabaing on the Pegu Roma, where they
still survive.

Having so far dealt with the more southern section of
Upper Burma proper, we must now turn to the portion
of it extending northwards of the Iravati’s junction with
the Chindwin and including the upper valleys of both these
streams and those of their affluents. It is in this reo-ion

that Ptolemy places his Dabasai, the moat southern of the
folks he names between the Bepyrrhos and the Dobassa or
Damassa ranges, i.e. between the Patkoi mountains and those
forming the boundary between the Salwin and Me-Khon»
rivers.

Though Ptolemy appears to connect the name of the
Dabasm with that of the Dabassa or Damassa mountains,
in which view he is most probably correct, as I shall point
out in due course, there is scarcely room for doubt that the

1
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country which that people occupied was similarly known
as the land of Daha or Dahassa. Owing to the interchange-

ability of the letters d with I, and b with v, in most East-

Indian languages
;
and keeping also in mind the point that

/3 very probably had in Ptolemy’s time, from several

indications to be found in his contemporaries, the value

of V it possesses in Modern Greek, it follows that we may
also read the term Baba either as Bata or Lava. Once this

distinction has been made, it is easy to prove that the

region now under consideration was of yore really designated

by either of the three forms of the term Baba given above,

or by some of their derivatives.

As regards the first two. Baba and Baca, we are told by

Chinese writers that Upper Burma, or part of it, bore,

since the time of the Han, the name of Tu-p‘o or She-2}‘o,

a compound sounding in Annamese as Bou-ba, Ba-ba, or

Bbsa-ba,^ and apparently representing the Sanskrit Bava,

Java, Yava. Then, as late as a.d. 1207, we find in a Cam
inscription the mention of “ Pitkaih, Spam, Bavvan, Marai,

Mail.” 2 Pickd/h represents Bukam, i.e. Lower Pagan, the

capital of Central Burma at the time
;
Spam is, of course,

Spdmarastra or Lower Siam
;

Bavvan is the country, or

people, of Bava, i.e. Upper Burma
;
and Marai (or Marai-

man ?) is Mara-rattha or Maramma, the land of the Maras

or Mro, corresponding to the present Lower Burma or, more

properly, to the country about Prome.

Two and a half centuries later we meet, according to some

authorities, with the term Bava in Conti’s travels, which

' Tide D’Hervey de Saint Denis’ translation of JIa Tuan-lin, pt. ii, p. 228

and p. 231, note. Also, A. de llicliel’s “Annales Imperiales de I’Annam,”

fasc. iii, p. 169. The Cantonese and Annamese pronunciations, it is well

known, are those that hest represent the ancient sounds of Chinese characters

;

hence they are to he given the preference, especially with geographical names,

in the region of which we treat. , . . .1,
- Numbered 383 in Aymonier’s “ Etude sur les inscriptions Tchames, in the

Journal Asiatique, t. xvii, p. 51. In another inscription (409 B, 1), mentioned

at p. 49, we have “ Lov, Syam, Vulcam.’’^ Aymonier translates Lov as Chinese,

and explains elsewhere that the Chinese areytill nowadays so designated by the

Cam. But may not it mean in this case Lau or Laiia ? The term Marai Man
he translates doubtfully as “vinrent du (1) ” [Gambodge]. It occurs to me

that we might recognize in Marai Man a proper name, that of the Mara^ Man,

or Mro, then just beginning to develop into Maramma, JSaranidn, Barman.
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appears, ItOTrever, to be meant for either ‘Am ’
or id’Ava ’

*

;

and we find thenceforward the kingdom of Burma designated

Ava by most European writers up to the last century. The

city of Ava was founded in 1364, and was also called

Shwe-ta. The fanciful etymologies given of both these

terms by the modern Burmese authors must of course be

discarded in the present inquiry as utterly unreliable, for

there is plenty of evidence to show that both Am and Shwe-ra

as forms of Dava had existed in the country long before

that period, a fact which goes far towards explaining the

ambiguous Chinese term for Ava,^ capable of being read

either or Tii-p‘o, and of being thus referred to

both Shici-m and Bava. Ma Tuan-lin, whose work was

composed during the latter part of the thirteenth century

and published a.d. 1319, that is, nearly fifty years before

Ava was built, already has She-p‘o or Tu-p‘o as second

term in the compound T‘u-lo-shu Shi-p‘o, which, he

states, is one of the names by which the country of

P‘iao was designated by its own inhabitants. The country

of P‘iao approximatively corresponded to the present

Lower Burma
;

but as the T‘u-shu-chi-ch‘eng

,

the great

Chinese cyclopaedia, mentions She-p‘o among the eighteen

kingdoms once tributary to P‘iao, it plainly results that

8hi-p‘o must have been situated outside of P'iao proper.

Later Chinese writers applied the same name, She-p'o, to

the kingdom of Ava, which became known, therefore, as

SM-p‘o-kuo or Tii-p‘o-kuo (in Annamese Hsa-ba-kok or

Bahakok). Though in these compounds the word kno properly

stands for kingdom, it is possible that its introduction

dates from an earlier period and was originally intended to

do duty for the syllable ka in Bavaka, one of the alternative,

' Eamusio (Giunti, ed. 1563, vol. i, fol. 340, A. and F.) invariably has Ava
which renders, of course, the reading Data of other editions of Conti’s travels
rather doubtful. Fhayre (“ History of Burma,” Triibner’s Oriental Series
p. 262) says that Conti calls Dava the river Iravati, basing himself upon
a reading Diva, which appears to have been adopted in the Hakluyt Society’s
edition of Conti’s travels (p. 11).

* M ^ or ^ ^ g {She-p‘o-kuo or Tu-p'o-hm), “the kingdom of
Ava”; see Giles’ Chinese Dictionary, p. 958, s.v. 9,783.
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or rather derivate, forms of Dana, under which we find the

country referred to as early as the fourth century. Davaka—
or Dai'dka as it is spelled in the Allahabad pillar inscription

—

is, in fact, one of the five “frontier countries” whose kings,

according to the epigraphic monument just named, paid

homage to Samudra Gupta, the famous sovereign of Magadha,

who reigned circ.a a.d. 345—3S0.* Hitherto Davaka has

remained unidentified, and so has Thafec, the form under

which the same country has been alluded to by the Arab

travellers and geographers from the ninth century downwards.

After a careful studv of the subject I have not the slightest

doubt left that Davaka, the tributary and coterminous state

of JVlagadha in the fourth century ;
Thafec, or Tafan (i.e.

Davaa), the kingdom referred to by the Arab travellers of

the ninth century and Masaudi as being situated in the

mountains and bordering upon the powerful dominions of the

Balhara (with the capital at Monghir) and of Rohuiy, or

Rahman (Ramanua, viz. Pegu and Arakan)
;

^ and Doha, or

Dava, the country of the Dabasai of Ptolemy in the second

century, are one and the same region corresponding with

the Upper Burma of the present day. In 1228 it is spoken

of as Ta-ici or Ta-ivui, in the Shan Chronicles quoted by

Ney Elias, who explains that “ the situation of this district

is said to be towards the north” [of Burma].^ In that

particular instance Alflvl (the Pali name for the Mogaung

and Mohnyin districts according to the Po U Daung

inscription) may be intended; but this term seems to have

been rather elastic, it being so_metimes applied also to the

territory of C'hleng Rung. Alavl must therefore at one

time have included the whole of the intervening country,

being thus synonymous with Havaka or Davaka. The

connection wiU readily become apparent when it is considered

that the Sanskrit form of Alavl is Jiavl ;
ataii meanin-

like dava, a ‘forest,’ a ‘ wood.’ DavSka would thus seem to

' See Mr. Vincent A. Smith’s article in the J.E.A.S., January, 1897, p. 29 ;

and October, 1897, p- 879. „
^ Compare Reinaud’s “Relations des Voyages,

27 ; and Thomas’ remarks in Numismata Orientalia;

3 “ History of the Shans,’’ p. 42.

etc., t. i, pp. xcvii seq. and

“ Coins of Arakan,’’ p. 18.
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mean ‘ forest country.’ And, as Atavi, or Alavl, designated

in Western India a city and district of tlie Yavanas, it

cannot cause surprise to find in Western Indo-China its

counterpart in a region which, we shall see further on, was

also called Yavana (or Yonalid)-desa, because occupied at

one time by offshoots of the great Yavan, Yon, or Yuen race.

From Tu-p‘o or She-p‘o, says the great Chinese cyclo-

paedia,^ in eight days’ march one may reach the kingdom

of P‘o-hui-kia-lu, i.e., as identified by myself above, the

state of Barakura, or Pharu'igara. This shows that Tu-p‘o

(i.e. Dava, Davaka) must have extended to within a short

distance of the Arakan Roma, since it took Conti 17 daj^s

to cross from Racha (read Raka), the capital of Arakan,

to the Burmese watershed, and thence 15 days to reach the

river of Ava (Iravatl).

Whom the Dabasai were and of what race, is the next

point to be determined. In order to do this, however, it

is necessary to refer to the third form of the term Data

as Lava (as Atavi = Alavi). It is evident that this term

can but apply to two races known to have been present in

the country in the early days, namely : the Lava [Laiva)

or Vah ( Wa), and the Lau. The Lava, or Vcih are

mountain tribes, racially connected with the Negrito stock

of aborigini inhabiting the Salwin and Me-Khong valleys.

In Ptolemy’s time, however, they were no longer in

undisputed possession of the country, having had to

withdraw to the mountain slopes of the Iravatl-Salwln and

Salwin Me-Khong watersheds, where they were repelled to

by the Lau. The Lava are also called Doi, or EliS, Doi,

terms which in Lau mean respectively ‘ mountain ’ and
‘ mountaineer ’ ® and which may have some connection with

* D’Herrey de St. Denis, op. cit., p. 231, note.
’ In Siamese Kha Doi. This literally means ‘ mountain slaves,’ i.e. mountain

savages usually employed as slaves by the conquering race, which is the Lau,
or Thai, race in this case. Some of their tin are termed That Mu&i, i.e. ‘ slaves
of the brooks,’ because of their dwelling nearer to the banks of mountain
streams. It must be remarked here that That (in Sanskrit dasah), which
is equivalent to Kha, has in Sanskrit, like the latter in Siamese and Lau
the double meaning of ‘ slave ’ and ‘ savage.’

’
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Dam. Owing to the similarity in names between the hava,

and the Lau (Lava) it is difficult to decide from which of

these two peoples the country toot its denomination of Dava

or Davaka. The probability, both historic and linguistic,

seems, however, to rest with the Lau.

It is notorious, in fact, that at least from the first

century of our era the Lau—then known to the Chinese

under the name of Ai-Lao or Ai-Ldu—were in possession

of Western Yunnan, where, in a.d. 69, the Ai-Lao and

Po-nan districts were established in order to enforce Chinese

supremacy in that quarter. Chinese writers do not, at this

period, trace the Ai-Lao further west than Momien ;
but,

from evidence which I have collected from the early records

of the Lau themselves, I am now convinced that they had

extended over most part of the modern Upper Burma long

before that time, that is to say, from some five and a half

centuries before the Christian era
;

and I propose to show

below how the overthrow of the Tagong dynasty is to be

ascribed to them. Curiously enough, the name of the Ai-

Lao is derived by the Chinese from the Lao mountain, which

is stated to have been the cradle of the Liiu people. Which

is the mountain so named, and where it is to be found, I am

unable to say. Professor de Lacouperie places it at the

intersection of Hu-nan, Hu-peh, and Ngan-hwui ;
other

authorities believe it to be in Western Yunnan, in the old

Ai-Lao district itself. Should the latter view prove correct,

we would have a curious coincidence in the fact that Ptolemy

also appears to refer etymologically the name of the Dabasai

to the Dabassa range
;
and the country of Dava, Davi, A/avl,

or Lava would thereby prove to have been part and parcel

of the Ai-Lao territory.

In any case, whether the country of Dava or Davaka

be geographically and etymologically connected with the Ai-

Lao district and the name of the Lau people or not, it must

now appear pretty certain that it corresponded, more or less,

to the present Upper Burma, and that its inhabitants, the

Dabasai, were people of the Lau (Thai) race. Some further

considerations may be adduced in support of this view.
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In the map appearing in the Nicholaus de Denis edition

«f Ptolemy (a.d. 1482) the Dabasai are located close to the

south-west of Adeisaga, the town or district which I have

identified with the modern Yung-ch‘ang. The Ai-Lao, or

Nan-Chao, are said by Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 190) to

border on the west on Kia-i‘o, or Chia-t‘a, while in the

Chinese history of the Han-Chao these people are described

as coterminous in the same direction with Mo-k‘a-t‘o, i.e.

Magadha.i Now, it is curious to find in Ma Tuan-lin

(pp. 184-5) that the Ai-Lao had relations westwards with

Ta-ts‘ia (Syria). So had the kingdom of T‘an, Chan, Shen,

or Ban, which the Chinese locate beyond the Yung-ch‘ang

borders, and of which we shall have to speak below ; thus

the curiosities of Ta-ttsHn came to China through the

Ai-Lao territory by way of Yung-ch‘ang.^ Though the

communication was probably effected through some seaport

on the coast of Pegu, it no doubt took place also overland.

So, at least, I think must be interpreted the Chinese

statement that “ In the south-west of the country of Shan

[the T'an, etc., spoken of above] one passes through to

Ta-ts'in.” ^

If we take Kia-t‘o (or Chia-t‘a) and Mo-k‘a-t‘o to be

identical and to refer both to Magadha, there is nothing

extraordinary in the statement as to the Ai-Lao bordering

upon the Magadha kingdom, so long as we consider Dacdka

as part of the Ai-Lao territory. The proof is supplied to

us in Samudra Gupta’s inscription already referred to,

where Bavdka is mentioned not only as a frontier country

of that monarch’s dominions, but also as a tributary state.

This dependence further results from the fact of the Gupta

Era being employed at least upon one Sanskrit inscription

which was found at Pagan, dated Gupta Samvat 163

(a.d. 481).^ There are, besides, numerous traditions of

princes from Magadha having emigrated to Upper Burma,

1 See Parker in China Eeview, toI. xix, p. 73, note.
’ See Hirth’s “ Cliina aEd the Eoman Orient,” p. 179.
^ Ibid., p. 37.
^ See Dr. Fuhrer’s “Annual Progress Report,” etc., for the year endin?

June 30, 1894.
^ ®
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Western Yunnan, and Laos, where they founded djTiasties

several centuries previous to Samudra Gupta’s period, and
built temples amongst the ruins of which tablets bearing

inscriptions in Gupta characters are still to be found. Then
we have from Chinese writers the statement as regards the

intercourse of the Ai-Lao country with the West, to further

confirm the close relations of Dava or Davaka with Magadha.
All these data from Indii, Chinese, and local sources are

perfectly consistent and mutually corroborate themselves.

However, according to at least one authority, Kia-Vo
or Chia-t‘a = Chii-po or S/iu-po = P‘iao which bordered

eastwards upon Chhi-la (Kamboja).* In the great cyclo-

paedia T‘u-shu-chi~ch‘eng, Kie-t‘o — Chi-t‘o or Chieh-t‘o, is

mentioned among the eighteen kingdoms formerly tributar}"

to P'iao^ Chu-jw or S/tu-po, and P‘iao, I propose subse-

quently to demonstrate, mean not Upper, but Lower Burma.

They bordered on the east upon Chin-la, and were situated

to the south-west of Yung-ch‘ang according to Chinese

authors.

Kia-t‘o may, again, be Kacho or Katha, which is in Dava

or Davaka. Should this identification prove to be correct,

it would detract nothing from the results arrived at above.

Both statements of the Ai-Lao being bounded on the west,

(1) by Kacho or Katha and (2) by Magadha, would yet

be found consistent, Davaka being naturally considered by

the early writers as lying within the sphere of influence

of Magadha.

In conclusion, Davaka anciently designated the present

Upper Burma, and its inhabitants, the Dabasai, whether or

not connected etymologically with the Lau, were undoubtedly

a people of the Lau (Thai) race.

Arisabion (54).

I feel certain, with regard to my identification of this

place with Shenbo, Tshenbo, or Tsenbo, above Bhamo,

* Vide extract from the P‘et-win I’«k-/« in lla Tuan lin, op. cit., p. 190,

note 21.
^ Ibid., p. 231.
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whicli I believe to bave been the chief city of that ancient

state of 8hen, whose king, Yung Yu-tiau, according to

Chinese records,* sent rarities to China in a.d. 97 and

120. This state was most probably a Shan kingdom.

The territory about Shenbo, as far down as Bhamo and

Kaung-sin, was formerly called by the Burmese Sein (written

Sin or Cin), classicized into Cina-raWia? We find it men-

tioned in the great Chinese cyclopaedia T‘u-shii-cJii-ch'eng,^

under the name of Chan-p^o or Shan-p‘o (Shen-bo ?), among
the eighteen states once tributary to P‘iao (Burma).

The Burmese chronicles supply us with some data for

ascertaining the time and origin of this state of Sein or Shen.

According to them, there existed not far south of Shenbo,

on the Iravatl, the ancient Ksatriya kingdom of Tagaung

(Tagong, or Hastinapura), founded in b.c. 923, superseded

later on by that of Old Pagan (Bliukdm or Bitkdm), established

B.c. 523. The Tagong kingdom was, in circa b.c. 550,

overthrown by an invasion of tribes coming from a country

to the east called GandJmra-raftha (i.e. Yunnan) in the

land of Sein or Sin.^ The kingdom of Old Pagan was

destroyed in a similar manner, and although it is not

stated who the invaders were and whence they came,

we may well conjecture that they were the same people

of Sin or Sein, who renewed their inroads and succeeded

at last in obtaining a permanent footing in the country,

as proved by the fact that the Burmese capital was in

the sequel transferred much further south, at or near

Prome, about 483 b.c. Sir A. Phayre believes that the

above events are historical, but that they have been

1 See Hirth’s “China and the Roman Orient,” pp. 36, 37 ; and E. H. Parker’s

articles in the “ China ReYien-,” vol. lix, p. 71, and yoI. xx, pp. 338, 339.

2 Occurs in this form in the Burmese inscription of the Po-u-daung pagoda,

A.D. 1774.
3 Hervey’s “ Ma Tuan-lin, part u, pp. 230, 231, note.

* The ancient K'uing-tu fnow called Yueh-suil district represents, in my
opinion, what was classically termed hon'lhara in South Sz'chuen and Yunnan.
It undouhtedly is the GJuiuidi'. or CmnfTii of Marco Pojo, and must be regarded
as including also both his Jijci and Charogai (Karajaiig;. It must be
remembereci. in fact, that Karajang was the name given by the Moguls to the
capital of Gandhiira on the Indus. (See Cunningham’s “ Ancient Geofranhv
of India,” Buddhist Period, p. 53.)

° *
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antedated by several centuries; and ascribes the overthrow

of the two Ksatriya kingdoms of Upper Burma to people of

the Shan (Thai) race, who, he holds, must have been driven

westward towards the basin of the Iravatl by Chinese

expeditions into Tiinnan in b.c. 122 and 109 and a.d. 9.

I am inclined to beKeve, however—on the evidence of the

early traditions of the Thai race—that the advance of the

Shan into the Shweli (Nam Mau) and Tapeng valleys dates

from the middle of the sixth century b.c.

The term Arisabion evidently represents some Sanskrit

name like jRsabha or ArsahM, or else like Ari-samhala,

Ari-smnanam

;

for it is to be remembered that the old name
of Pagan, or Bukam, was Ari-mardana pura, a similar term,

erroneously taken in the Mahavamsa (ch. Ixxvi, 38) as the

name of the king of Eamafiiia (Pegu). In some old maps,

a city by the name of Arian, or Ariano, is marked at the

place corresponding to either Shenbo or Bhamo.* This

form Arian, as well as those occurring in Marco Polo’s

account of this region, Amie and Mien, are evidently con-

nected with Arisabion or its probable local spelling as

Arisa-tmen or Ari-sein-myo}

I trust that I have now sufiSciently demonstrated the

identity of Ptolemy’s Arisabion with the kingdom of Shen

of Chinese annals, and the state of Sein or Cina-raftha of

Burmese records. That the latter was established by

invaders of Thai race from Yiinnan appears quite certain

to me, although the Burmese chroniclers, relying on the

mere fact that this people came from China, called them

or
Sein (really written OS = Sin, Y^hh), i.e. Chinese, taken

* Ariano, in G. de I’Isle’s map accompanying Sonnerat’s “ Voyage aux Indes

Orientales,” dated a.d. 1781, is placed in long. 115° E. Ferro (
= 96°40'E.

Greenw.) and lat. '.14° 15' X. ;
wliich is witliiu a few minutes of the true

position of Shenbo (long. 96° 48' E
;

lat. 24° 50' X.).
^ A place bv the name of Thamien or Thaman-gyl is noted in modem maps

on the left bank of the Jravati between Shenbo and* Bhamo. This proves that

the term Artsa-mien or Arisabion still exists in a modified form, though
perfectly recognizable, in that region, and confirms our identificatiou of

Ptolemy’s city. It is "worth remarking that the French manuscript ver-ion

of Marco Polo’s narrative has JJannttt lor Amien; which, if not a clerical slip

for d'A.mim, may be compared with Thamien above.
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by latter-day authors to mean Tump, or Taml;, the term

now applied in Burma to the Chinese and Manchii.

Adeisaga (69).

I take this place to be Yung-ch'ang, the chief city of the

province which Marco Polo calls Anlandan. Videha and

Vaideha were the ancient names of this part of Yunnan,

and may be connected with Ptolemy’s rendering Adeisaga

( Vnidehaghara or Vaideha-grama ?), although the latter can

be more plausibly referred to some word like Vidisa or

Vaidisa
(
VakUsaghar, Vaidisagrdma), which would appear

to survive up to the present day in Yi-hsi, the name of the

circuit comprising the part of Yunnan in which Yung-

ch'ang is situated. Such forms as Adisarga and Ahhdgara

also suggest themselves to the mind. The latter designation

would suit better Ta-ho or Tai-ho, the ancient Tali with
A

its lake, the Erh-Hai *
;

but the corrected position we
obtained by calculation being within a few minutes of that

of Yung-ch‘ang, we adhere to the above identification,

which seems confirmed by Marco Polo’s Ardandan.

(4) The Gold Country {Loicer Burma).

Khryse, that is the Gold Country {Xpvcrtj ywpa), is

situated, according to our author, “ in juxtaposition to

the Besyngeitai ” or “ Cannibals on the Sarabakic Gulf,”

i.e. the Gulf of Martaban. It cannot then he literally

taken to correspond to the Suvannabhumi of Buddhist

fame, except in part, and much less even to include the

' Ta-ho or T’ai-ho, the ancient name of a city near Tali, seems to me a Chinese

transliteration of Deha, i.e. Taidehn. If so, the Tali lake would he called

Taideha-saras or Vuidtha-sdgara, which could easily become in vulgar parlance

Vadei-saga and Adti-sdga. Its Siamese name is IsulI the S'e lake.

Another name for the Tali late was Mi-lmi, from the J/i or K-nii-mi, a people

dwelling on its shores and who were conquered by the Chinese general Chwan-^--

k‘iao in b.c. 315. From them the territory about the Tali lake became known
as the country of the Mi. With this designation is undoubtedly connected the
classical name MitJnlCi, which was given to that territory as part of VichJin

i.e. Western Yunnan.
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whole of Indo-China as exaggerated by some authorities
;

^

and has nothing whatever to do with the Malay Peninsula

or Golden Khersonese {Xpvaii^; XeperovTjaov), with which
it has been so often confused. According to the KahanI
inscriptions, engraved by order of King Dhammaceti of

Pegu in A.D. 1476, Suvannabhumi was an alternative name
for Eamannadesa ^ which comprised the three provinces

of Kusima-mandala (Bassein or Kusuma), Haihsavatl-

mandala (Pegu proper), and IMuttima-mandala (Martaban).

Suvannabhumi thus embraced the maritime region between

Cape Kegrais and the mouth of the Salwin
;

where, as

we have seen, the Eamayana places the city of Timira,

abounding with gold
;

and corresponds therefore to the

country that our author terms Coast of the Besyngeitai.

The hinterland of this region was named Suvannaparanta,

a designation usually syncopated into Sunaparanta or

Sonnaparanta, the “Further Golden Land,” and, according

to the Po-TJ-Daung inscription,* included the districts of

Kale, Teinnyin, Yaw, Tilin, Salin, and Sagu
;

that is,

the country between the Lower Iravati and Chindwin,

and the Arakan Roma
;

but it evidently must have

extended of old down to the head of the Delta, and east

of the Iravati as far as the Pegu Roma and the Sittaiig

River, thus embracing the whole of Lower Burma then

subject to the sway of the kings of Prome and Kew
Pagan. It is then this hinterland now referred to that

must be identified by coincidence, both in name and

position, with Ptolemj^’s “Gold Land” or Zhryse Zhora;

^ “It would be difficult to define where Ptolemy’s Chryse (Chryse Chora aut

Chryse Chersonnesus) terminated eastward, though he appears to gpve the names
a special application to what we call Burma and Pegu Chryse

then, in the vague apprehension of the ancients, . , . . was the region

coasted between India and China. It is most correctly rendered^ by
‘ Indo

China.’ ”—Colonel Henry Yule, quoted in the preface to Colquhoun’s “Across

Chryse.”
^ “ Sonatheraih pana Uttaratherailea Suv-innahhumirattha-sankhata-Iiama-

nnadese sasanani patitthapetuin pesesi.” [And sent Sonathera and Lttara to

establish the Religion in Rdninnua-deit/i^ irJnch tvas also named Suvannabhumx
J—Taw Sein Ko’s “ Kalyani Inseripiions,” Bombay, 1893.

^ “ The Po-P-Daung Inscription erected by King Sinbyuyin in 1774 a.d.,“

Bangoon, 1891.
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and not the maritime region below. Our author’s state-

ment that there are “ very many gold - mines ” would

then find some confirmation in fact, as would also that

with respect to its inhabitants resembling the Zamirai in

features, which we have already discoursed at length in

a preceding paragraph.

Mareura or Malthura, a metropolis (55).

This capital I take to be Old Prome, founded, according

to Burmese tradition, five to six miles east of its modern

namesake, about 443 b.c. Its ancient name appears to

have been Srl-Ksetra, and not Srl-ksatra, as I see generally

written
;

it was the seat of a djmasty up to 95 a.d., when

the monarchy was broken up. The last king fled to

Mengdun, which he founded on one of the bends of the

Ma-htiin River, circa a.d. 100, naming it Bliiimavatl. Here

he tarried for a while, and finally he founded the city of

Lower Pagan in 108 a.d. Mengdun and the Ma-htiin River,

on which it was built, remind us, by their resemblance in

, names, of Ptolemy’s Malthnra; and I have no objection

against admitting their probable identity. I firmly hold,

however, that Mareura cannot be any other city than Old

Prome. As regards the discrepancy of names between

the two, I may remark that this is only apparent, and

disappears as soon as it can be demonstrated that

Mareura Metropolis means the Maurya’s or Mayura’s

capital. It is known, in fact, that the dynasty which

reigned at Old Pagan claimed descent from the Maurya
or Jlayura monarchy of Magadha, and that it settled first

at a place east of the Iriivatl, which it named Maurva,

situated in about long. 96° 35', lat. 23“ 55', between Tagong
and Bhamo. The northern part of the Kubo valley, in the

Upper Ohindwin district, which is the direct route from
• Manipur towards Burma, by which the founders of that

dynasty must have arrived, is likewise, according to Sir A.
Phayre, called Maurya; and is referred to as a district

under the name of Mwet’in, its Burmese equivalent, in tlie

Po-U-Daung inscription. Every subsequent dynasty that
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reigned in Burma claimed descent from the Mauryas or

Mayuras through the princes who founded Tagong and

Old Pagan
;

hence the Burmese kings placed the peacock

(Mai/fira) on their coat-of-arms, and this bird became the

national emblem of the country Burma. It appears, there-

fore, natural that Old Prome, being founded by a scion of

those princes who, only some fifty jmars before, had settled

at and given their name to Maurya, should be called the

Mauryas’ or Mayuras’ capital, which Ptolemy recorded as

Mareura. The position we obtained by calculation : long.

96° 20', lat. 18° 42', agrees very well with Old Prome,

which is in about long. 95° 25', lat. 18° 47'. Mengdiin

is another degree further to the west. It may be objected

that Old Prome ceased to be a capital in 95 a.d., and

that therefore Mareura Metropolis must mean either

Mengdiin or Lower Pagan, which succeeded it as such in

A.D. 100 and 108 respectively. But it seems hardl}" possible

that Ptolemy—reputed to have published his Geography

about A.D. 150—could, in those days of slow travelling

and difficulty of obtaining information, receive news of the

change, and accurate data as to the site of the new seat

of government, in such a brief lapse of time. He might,

at best, have received intelligence of the removal of the

capital to the neighbouring Mengdun on the Ma - htiin

River, which would explain the alternative name Malthura

{
= Mathura?), which he gives evidently as a later addition.

But as to Lower Pagan having been meant, it is out of the

question, as this city is some 2\ degrees of latitude further

north, and could thus never correspond to the position that

our author assigns to Mareura. It seems, therefore, clear

that the latter name is intended for Old Prome, the capital

of the Maurya, or May'iira, kings of Burma.

Before dropping this subject, I may, however, make bold

to suggest another interpretation of the term Mareura,

which might, in the end, prove the right one. This term,

it seems to me, is connected with Marammd or Mraumd,

the name of Burma and its people. There is a great

difference of opinion as to the origin of such an appellation
;
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but there is no doubt that Sir A. Phayre’s theory of its

derivation from Brahma is untenable, and must be dis-

missed on two grounds. The first—based on negative

evidence, and already referred to by several scholars—is,

that the Burmese, in their lithic records and literary works

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, make use of the

barbarous appellation Maramma to designate themselves or

their country, which they would never have done had they

known that their national name was derived from Brahma.

The second—based on positive evidence gathered by myself,

and not referred to as yet anywhere as far as I know

—

is, that Maramma derives from Mra or Mam, which is

the real ancient name for Burma and its people. Already

in a former page I noticed the form Marai, or Marai Man—
evidently designating the natives of Burma—which appears

in a Cam inscription of a.d. 1207. I may now add that the

Lau (Shans) even up to the present day call the Burmese

Mans or Maras, and in several old manuscript chronicles

of Upper Laos I find Burma and its king usually referred

to as Mdra-ratiha and Mdra-rdja respectively. Mara is

the Lau, and Mara the Pali, modified garb of the name

;

its correct and original native form is evidently Mra.

That this was the ancient designation for the Burmese race,

would appear from the fact that the Mro, Mra, or Mni,

said to be the pioneers of that race in the Chindwm valley

and Arakan, are called after it. Mra or Mro is, up to the

present day, the Mro word for ‘man.’ Its actual Burmese

equivalent, ijo or yok (gOOO> GOODCo), is probably

a derivation or corruption of Mro, explicable by the

softening of the r into y as usual with Burmese, and by
the dropping of the initial m customary in languages

which, like Burmese, possess a monosyllabic tendency. The
curtailed form yo is still the name of the Yo (commonly
spelled Yau or Yaw by Europeans) branch of the Burmese
race. Mro, or rather Mra, was therefore the original

name that the ancestors of the Burmese gave themselves
or were given by the neighbouring populations, and meant
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simply ‘ a man.’ This is quite in accord with the custom
prevailing in nearly all wild countries where the inhabitants

are in the majority of cases named after their own word
for man. In the course of time the affix md was no
doubt added for euphony, and the name of the nation
became thus Mmmd, classicized into Mrammd and Marammd.
Burmese pronunciation is responsible for the peculiar forms
Myammd, Byamnid, and Bammd, misled by which most
authorities on Burma and its language concluded that the

original name of the country or race was Mien, and in

some instances were even ingenuous enough as to accept

the native stupendous fad of a derivation from Brahma.
I am perfectly convinced that the euphonic form Mrammd
only came into nse after the introduction of Buddhism and
of the Pali language into the country. Tip to that period

the name of the race must have been simply Mra or Mro,

just as it is up to the present day with that portion of

their kin which still dwell in a quasi-primitive state in the

hill tracts of Arakan. And it is very likely in such forms

of these terms as Mara, Marat, Mru, or Marii—and in the

corresponding designations of the country as Mnra-raWta
or Marii-rattha, contracted by the vulgar into Mara-rdth,

Maru-rdth—'CaeA, the origin of Ptolemy’s Mareura or Murura
is to be sought for. This view, if correct, would be in

antagonism with the tradition which locates at Prome the

Phyh and not the Mro, and would credit the ancestors of

the modern Burmese with a far more ancient footing in

the country than the historical records of the latter lead

us to assign them. It may be observed, on the other hand,

that the foresroins discussion has been based throughout on

the assumption that the Mro belong, as asserted by several

authorities on Burmii, to the Tibeto-Burman stock from

which the present Burmese are descended. Is this absolutely

certain ? Or, may not these Mro or Mru be the modern

representatives of the ancient Phyu or Bru of tradition,

and therefore may they not belong to the Mon-Khmer race ?

Here is a doubtful point which requires to be thorougiih'^

cleared up ere an ultimate judgment can be expressed. The
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phonetic transition from Bru to Mru is just as easy in Indo-

Chinese languages as it was the inverse one from Mmmma

to Bramma. In the event of the Mro or Mru proving to

be identical with the Bhijii or Brii, it is to these people of

Mon-Khmer blood that the origin of the names for Burma,

as Mara-raUha, etc., will have to be ascribed, and not to the

later settlers of Tibeto-Burman stock. These latter would

owe their present name of Burmese to the land in which

they came to reside, just as several branches of the Thai race

are indebted for their name of Shan, i.e. Siamese, to the

fact of their having occupied a country originally known

as Siam which had been likewise held, prior to them, by

populations of Mon-Khmer extraction.

The pretended descent of the early kings of Burma from

the Maurya or Mayura dynasty of Magadlia is probably

another fiction similar to that by which an origin of the

people from Brahma, or from the Brahma angels, is claimed.

It is nevertheless certain that kings of Indu Hneage reigned

for some time at Tagong and Pagan, and probably at Kale

and Prome as well.

Be that as it may, the term Mareura used by Ptolemy

to designate the capital of Lower Burma, finds adequate

explanation in either of the two versions given above.

(5) Coast of the Besyngeitai and Sarabakic Gulf {Gulf of

Martahan)

.

This region includes the coast from Cape Temala (Kegrais)

to Berabai (Mergui)
;

that is, the country of the Mon or

Taleng usually termed Ramanna and anciently, as shown
above, Suvannabhumi. How Ptolemy could have called

this people Besyngeitai, qualifying them as cannibals into

the bargain, and their gulf, our present Gulf of Martaban,

the Sarabakic or Sarabaric Gulf, has hitherto been
a puzzle to his commentators. These have always en-

deavoured to get out of the difficulty by connecting the
former name with Bassein, which ingenious artifice we
have shown to be untenable; and by passing over in
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silence the name of the gulf. But we think that both

terms can he easily explained, and reserving any further

discussion of the first one to the paragraph devoted to

Be.synga, we shall confine ourselves for the present to the

second only. The epithet Sarabakic, the more correct

reading of which is certainly Sarabaric, is given to this

gulf from the Salwln River, the Pali classical name for

which is, as I find variously recorded in several palm-

leaf MSS., Saravari, Saracari, and Sarasvati. The present

vulgar forms Sanluen and Salwln are only corruptions of

Sal/avarin and Saravarin. The mouth of this river being

situated at the head of the gulf, it is natural that the gulf

should be named after the river, just as it is now named

after the town of Martaban, which occupies the same

position. A remnant of the ancient name Saravdrika or

Saraharik, borne by this gulf and the country along its

shores, is, perhaps, to be found in the district and town

called up to the present day Sarava or Saravati, usually

noted in maps as Tharrawaddy, situated at the head of

the delta of the Iravati; and the name of Syriam

Sanlieng) is probably another instance of the wide appli-

cation of that term to the whole extent of the gulf.^

With reo'ard to the statement that the inhabitants were
O

cannibals, it is in accordance with the tradition of the

Rdksasas, said to have once populated the coast and

islands of this gulf. It cannot be held, however, that

this statement applied to the whole extent of its shores.

The tracts inhabited by cannibal tribes were probably to

be found in the Martaban district alone, and in the islands

near the mouth of the Salwin, one of which still retains

the name of Bhilii-gynn, meaning the island of the

Rdksasas, or Ogres The Peguan {Taking) chronicles

record that, previous to the foundation of the town of

Martaban (a.d. 576), that district was covered with im-

penetrable forests. As regards cannibal — or, at least.

* Barago Point may also preservo in its Hams a vestigo of tb.e aneiont

appellation of the [Sara)bank Gulf.
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head -hunting— tribes, they exist to this very day, not

a long distance up the Salurin, and are known as the

Wild Wahs (more correctly Lavvas). Those inhabiting

the region of the gulf in the early days were probably, as

I already observed, of a Negrito race not dissimilar to the

present Andamanese. They may be identified with the

Chiau-yau (Negrito pygmies), spoken of by Chinese writers

as dwelling beyond the Yung-ch‘ang borders. [It is curious

to note that the term chiau, meaning ‘scorched, burnt,’ has

in Chinese the same sense as the Greek Aithiops, and sounds

almost the same in the old Chinese pronunciation, which,

as in modern Annamese, is tieu.^

Sahara, a city (56).

From similarity of names this city would appear to corre-

spond to Syriam, with which I identified it at the outset,

misled by a regrettable error in its longitude which appears

in the pages of the “ British Burma Gazetteer.” ^ But if we
take the mart of Besynga to be the present Eangun, as I am
now strongly inclined to believe, the site of Sahara must then

be looked for to the westward of the Eangun Eiver, somewhere

about Bala, now called the An-gyl district. Here, on the

site of the present Twante, stood the ancient city of Hkka-
laba (Htkalapa), at one time capital of a Taleng (Kalinga)

kingdom extending over the delta of the Iravatl, frequently

mentioned in the old native records. The position of Twante
(long. 96° 0' 30” E. ; lat. 16° 4T 30” N.) admirably coin-

cides with the corrected position of Sahara (long. 95° 55' E.

;

lat. 16° 18' N.). Near Twante is the small village of Eha-
beng, which also marks the site of an old city classically

known as Kappuhga-nagam ; and the Meruda Hill on which
stands the famous Shwe-tshandaw pagoda, said to have been
built in 577 b.c. (!) by the then king of Khabeng. The
term Sahara might represent the Sanskrit Sahara or Sarara,

meaning ‘ a mountaineer, a savage,’ like the term Kirata

' Vol. ii, p. 672. Here the longitude is given as 96“ 19' E., while it should
be something like 96“ 39' E. I believe I have met with a repetition of this
same error on another page, the number of which I regret not harino- noteddown for future reference. °
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referred to elsewhere. This epithet may have been applied

to the city under the impression that the city itself, or the

surrounding country, was at one time peopled by wild tribes,

probably of Kolarian stock like the Savaras, found up to the

present day in the hill tracts of the coast of Orissa on the

other side of the Baj' of Bengal. The presence on the shores

of the Gulf of Martaban and in a district probably named
after Uthda, i.e. Orissa, of such tribes, would perhaps

explain certain affinities which have been traced between
the Kolarian and Mon (Taleng) languages, and which have

hitherto puzzled the philologist. The Savaras of Orissa are

referred to by Ptolemy as Sabarai.

The probability of tribes by the name of Sahara or Savara

having, at a remote time, occupied the region in question,

is further enhanced by the fact that several Chinese writers

speak of a people by the name of Chu-po or Shti-po who,

they state, were the early inhabitants of the whole or part

of the country known as P‘iao at a later period. Now,
P‘iao-kuo—i.e. the kingdom of P‘iao or of the P‘iao people

—is located by all the Chinese authorities at between two

and three thousand li to the south-west of Yung-ch‘ang;

and it is made to border, on the north and north-east upon

Nan- Chao (Thai) States of Upper Burma and Northern

Siam
;
on the east upon Chen-la (Kamboja)

;
and on the south

upon the sea (Gulf of Martaban). It is therefore evident

that by P‘iao the tract of country now called Lower Burma
must be understood

;
and very likely P'iao-kuo is meant

for Pago, i.e. Pegu, which existed, though interruptedly,

as a powerful kingdom, including the whole—and at times

more—of the present Low’er Burma, down to the dawn of

the seventeenth century a.d.

Even admitting with Mr. E. H. Parker that P'lao

designates the Phgu, a tribe said by the local tradition to

have settled since about 484 b.c. in the country of which

Old Prome was the capital—and elsewhere identified by

me with the Pru, Pru, or Prao branch of the Mbfi-Khmer

race—the term P‘iao-kuo would still apply to Lower Burma,
the region which, from its having formed part of the
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ancient Trikalinga empire, early became known as tbe

Talaing {Triliiuja, Telihga)—cbanged afterwards into Pegu—
kingdom, while its people, Mon-Khmer by blood, were

thereby designated Talaings and Peguans, as they were

called Mon, or Man, and Ramaii {Rdmanhas) from Rdmahna-

dem, the name applied later on to their country or the part

of it which skirted the Gulf of Martaban.

The earliest Chinese notices of P‘iao go hack to the time

of the Wei and Tsin (a.d. 220—440)
;
^ Chu-po or 8hii-po

as a name of a country or people must he referred to a far

earlier date. In the Hsi-yii-ch'uan, published during the

T'ang period (a.d. 618-907), the country of 8hu-po is spoken

of as having been simply a portion of the P‘iao kingdom.^

The fact that P'iao was, according to Chinese accounts,

conquered at least twice by the Nan - Chao, viz, in

A.D. 755-757 under their king Ko-lo-feng and in a.d. 832

under F^ng-yii, compared with the circumstance that from

the very same period—or, exactly, from a.d. 781 according to

the Talaing chronicles—and for the subsequent four centuiies

the history of Pegu presents a blank, indirectly corroborates

our identification of PHao-kuo with Pegu besides disclosing

the probable reason for that blank. During those inter-

vening centuries the kingdom of Pegu, i.e. PUao, must have

been broken up into petty states subject for the most part

to Shan (Thai) rule,® until conquered in a.d. 1057 by King

' Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 228-9.
’ Ibid., p. 228, note 3.

5 This assumption is well home out by the Kalyani Inscriptions, wherein it

is said that during the period now under consideration “ the power of Eamufiua-
desa declined, because civil dissensions arose and the extamvc cmntrij lem bnkcn
up into separate principalities, becau.se the people suffered from famine aud
pestilence, and because, to the detriment of the propagation of the eicelleut
religion, the country was conquered by the armies of the Seven Kings ” (Taw Seiu
Ko, op. cit., pp. 7 and 37). The late Dr. Forchhammer thought (“ Notes on
the Early History of British Burma,” ii, p. 10) that by the sattarSjnsenaya
“the armies of the Seven Kings”—the seven clan cMefs of the Taunsthus
{Tongsa) were meant, who harassed the Takings by their constant inroads.
This must have happened, he says, in the ninth or tenth century a.d. Taw Seiii

Ko (in his “Remarks on the Kalyani Inscriptions,” reprinted from the Imhnn
Antiquary, pp. 9, U>) seems to share that opinion, though making the Karens
and Yabens also take part in those incursions of the Tauuo-thus. It is evident
however, from the facts we quoted above, that the conquest of the Seven Kino-s
must be mainly ascribed to Shan (Thai) chiefs of Upper Burma, while it Is
possible that the latter may have had the co-operation of chiefs of local clans
such as the Taungthus, etc. ’
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Anuruddha of Pagan. The country then remained for

a time under Burmese power; hut after 1281 it partially

recovered its independence under Wareru, king of Martaban,
and his descendants

; while the sway of the Thai race was
reasserted, and became almost general in both Upper and
Lower Burma.

In A.D. 802 the king of P‘iao sent, it is true, according
to Ma Tuan-lin and others, his younger brother to do

homage to the Chinese Emperor
;

but the fact that this

mission followed in the train of the embassy despatched to

the same potentate by the king of Nan-Chao well shows

that the so-called P‘iao king was, at best, but a vassal

isaw-bird of the powerful Thai empire which then ruled

supreme over most part of Northern Indo-Cbina.

Once the fact established that P‘iao embraced in the early

days the region at present known as Lower Burmii, it is not

illogical to infer that the whole or part of this region was

originally occupied by a people probably of Kolarian race,

identical, or nearly so, with the Sabarm or Savaras of Orissa,

and whose name was rendered by the Chinese with the

characters jJJ, which may be read either Chu-po or

Shu-po. This people, driven towards the Gulf in about

484 B.c. by the Phyu advancing from Kale and Prome,

may have founded near its shores a settlement named after

them, which is very likely the one recorded by Ptolemy as

Sahara.

Besynga River (58, 187).

This stream may correspond either to the Salwin or

to the Hlaing (an eastern branch of the Iravatl) which

flows past the town of Eangiin. The greater share of

probability rests with the Hlaing or the Iravatl itself, on

account of the name Besynga being evidently derived from

the Srhga or Singuttara Hill of Rangiin. It must be

remembered, however, that the Iravatl and the Salwin

have, in nearly every instance, been merged into one river

by cartographers even up to the middle of the last century.

A glance at the maps of GueudeviUe and his predecessors
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will be useful as showing in wbat a muddle the geography

of the Gulf of Martaban was even at that period, and will

give some hint as to what Ptolemy’s conception of that

region must have been.

Besynga, a mart (57).

The position of this settlement, as given by Ptolemy, is to

the north-west of the mouth of the Besynga River. At

the outset of my researches I was strongly inclined to

identify that river with the Salwin and the homonymous

city with Tha-htun {Sntlwm), the ancient Saddhamma-na-

gara, which was so celebrated of old as a mart in that

neighbourhood, and which may have been termed, in its

early days, Sihha-pura or Vara-siiiha-nagara, from the fact

of its having been founded by a prince named Sihha-raja.'

I have, however, since acquired the conviction that

Ptolemy’s Besynga can hardly designate any other place

but the settlement on the Hlaing near the Sihgiittam

Hill, which has of later days grown into the town now
called Rangiin. Various names are recorded in native

chronicles for the villages that clustered, from high anti-

quity, round the celebrated hill
;

but it seems only natural

that these, as well as the territory upon wdiich they stood,

should collectively be named in the first instance from the

hill itself. The existence on the latter, and from a very

ancient time, of a shrine supposed to contain relics of

Buddha, which has subsequently developed into the present

monumental Shwe Dagon pagoda, is confirmed by recent

researches, especially by those of Dr. Forchhammer. The

original shrine was a small spire, termed the Singidtani-

cetl. The surrounding territory was, and is up to the

present day, known to the Burmese as the Tsinglciitud

(their pronunciation for Sihguttam) country. A palm-leaf

manuscript that I had occasion to examine, containing

' As an example I may reter to the old capital of Kalinga, irliicli was at

first called Sinhn-pura after its founder, .Siiiha-bahu, the lather of Vijaya,

the first recorded sovereign of Ceylon. See Cuauinghaiu’s “Ancient Geography
of India,” p. 518.
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a legendary account of the Shwe Dagon pagoda written

in Pegu, tries to explain the Burmese form of that name
by a legend to the effect that on that spot a centipede

devoured an elephant. This is very well, and speaks

volumes for the inventive genius of the Buddhist priests,

always ready to concoct strange etymologies and stranger

stories to support them, but the name is decidedly Pali.

The hillock on which the spire stands was probably known
in the early days simply as a Srhga, i.e. ‘ peak ’ or
‘ height ’

; to which name the prefix vara, indicating

excellence, was probably added later on account of its

sacred character. Vara-srnga, the excellent or splendid

peak, would thus become the general appellation for the

hill and neighbouring territory, and which, corrupted by

vulgar parlance into Var-smga or Bar-singa, may well

represent Ptolemy’s Besynga. A second explanation of this

term may be suggested, based on the fact that Bl is the

Mon (Talaing) word for ‘river.’ The Hlaing, from the

fact of its flowing past the Srnga Hill, may have been

called the Bl-srhga, i.e. “ the <Sy/ir/«-Hill River,” and the

mart near the famed spire may thence have received the

name oi Bl-srhga Mart,” viz. “the Mart of the *?/v'iy«-nill

River.” The position of Rangun, to the north and a little

to the west of the mouth of the Hlaing, well suits the

location which our author assigns to Besynga with respect to

the mouth of the homonymous river. The reasons given in

a preceding paragraph, and the fact that Ptolemy places

both his mart and river high up in the gulf (nearly 5'’ long,

to the east of Cape Temala), ought to dispose definitely

of their attempted identification with Bassein and its river

respectively.

(6) The Golden Khersonese {Malay Peninsula).

Marinos of Tyre and Ptolemy are the first to speak of the

Malay Peninsula as the Golden Khersonese. The geographers

that preceded them, among whom Eratosthenes, Dionysius

Periegetes, and Pomponius Mela may be named, all refer
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to it instead as Khryse or Chryse Insula

:

tlie “ Golden

Isle,”— and so does long before them the Edraayana,

under the name of Siivania-dclpa, which conveys the same

meaning. No stress has, so far, been laid on this wide

difference in representing that region on the one part as

an island and on the other as a peninsula. I believe,

therefore, that I am the first to proclaitn, after careful

consideration, that both designations are probably true,

each in its own respective time ; that is, that the Malay

Peninsula, or rather its southern portion, has been an island

before assuming its present highly-pronounced peninsular

character. The view I now advance is founded not only oa

tradition, but also upon geological evidence of no doubtful

nature. Having had occasion some years ago, in 1885,

to pay a visit to Ligor and its district, where I journeved

some thirty miles away from the coast, I was struck with

the curious appearance of the soil, stretching as an

undulated sandy plain with occasional sand hillocks and
' a few ridges of rocky formation but of no relevant height,

all these characters stamping that region as a former sea-

bottom, which has emerged at a comparative]}'- recent period.

Being not at the time interested as yet in the researches

which form the subject of the present paper, I did not

think of pushing my explorations any further so as to

reach the opposite coast of the peninsula
;
and have, there-

fore, to depend for what I say in respect to it and the

adjoining zone, both to the north and south of the Ligor

parallel, on the scanty information I wms able to gather of

late. This is to the effect that the whole tract of country

just mentioned, that is, between Singora and Ban-Don on the

east coast, across the peninsula to between Kedah and Korbie

on the opposite side, presents, with few exceptions, a similar

formation. The mountain ridge running along the middle

of tlie peninsula here presents wide gaps where hardly any

elevation above 100 feet is noticed. All geological evidences

1 concur in pronouncing most of this country an old sea-bed,

probably a former succession of straits interspersed with

rocky islands, but through which sea-going ships must have
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found passage from one side to the other of the peninsula.

There are, indeed, traditions of ships from India and Ceylon

having come across that way to the Gulf of Siiim
;
and

travelling by boat is still possible at the present day,

during the rainy season, nearly all the way between Pak-
lau and Ban-Don, and also, for a good distance, between
the Trang province and the inland sea of P‘hattalung. The
route that connects Kontani, the chief town of the Trang
district, with Ligor, crosses the peninsula at a very slight

elevation above sea-level, and so will the newly projected

railway between Kedah and Singora. If communication is

yet so easy at the present day between opposite points of

the peninsula, and could, but for the slightly raised harrier

opposed by the main ridge, still he effected in one or

two places by boat, I do not see why it should not have

existed of old for sea-going craft, and why it could not be

easily restored by artificial means, thus solving the problem

of a ship canal across the Malay Peninsula, which presents

so many technical difiiculties at the Kra Isthmus. The old

channel must have become obstructed partly through sands

being heaped up at both ends by the action of the waves,

and partly b}' upheaval or by gradual emersion of the

country above sea-level. A gauge of the amount the land

has risen within a comparatively recent period is afforded

by the numerous limestone caves, evidently the result of

sea-action, which are now found, at a height of one

hundred feet or more, up the steep slopes of the hills of

calcareous formation so frequent along either coast of the

peninsula. It is plain that the blocking up of the channel

across the latter must have coincided with the emersion of

those caves above sea-level; and judging from the detritus

of marine shells and recent animal remains forming the floor

of some among them, and from other indications, the events

just mentioned must have occurred within historical times.

The rising movement is still proceeding, as shown in the

case of both Ligor and P'hattalung, which, situated formerly

on the sea-beach, are now many miles distant from it, and

will, in a few years hence, become entirelj' inland towns.
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The last authority to mention Khryse as an island is,

I believe, Pomponius Mela, circa a.d. 50d As, less than

one hundred years next to liim, Marinos and Ptolemy refer

to it as a peninsula, the passage across it must have become

impracticable soon after the middle of the first century A.n.

It is from that period, then, that the island became con-

nected with and formed part of what we now call the

Malay Peninsula. The name of Golden Khersonese, given

the latter, was transferred to it, no doubt, from the island

of Khryse : in fact, it is to be observed that the gold-

mines that would justify that appellation are to be found

only in its southern portion, that which formed the sup-

posed island
;

whilst the northern part constituting the

old peninsula is noted chiefly for tin, and could never be

properly termed a golden land.

In the Puranas the Malay Peninsula is called Sdhnali-

dvlpa, and the sea that bounds it on the western side, the

Sura Sea. But this is, as I have found out, only another

name for the Lohita or Sri-lohita Sea of the Eamayana,

which the Arab geographers and navigators transliterated

as Shelaheth, and the Malays nowadays term Selat, or Sea

of the Straits. This explains the names of Celates, Salet,

and Sekit, given to the native inhabitants of its shores.^

The term SdhnaU, justified to a certain extent by the

abundance of the silk-cotton trees {Sdlmali=Bomhax Mahi-

haricum) in the low jungles of the coast, is more or less

as in the case of the other dripas of the Puranas, a con-

ventional epithet. I believe it to be a corruption of

Suvarna-mdii ;
for Siamese MSS. contain a legend of

Buddha having left one of his holy footprints on the

shining mount of Surarnamdli - giri in the Tenasserim

province, which I identify with the Kida-salmali peak on

whose summit the Eamayana places the abode of Vainateva

' It is also referred to as an island in the “ Periplus Maris Erythraei,” ivhose
date has been fixed at circa a.d. 89, while the information it is based upon
undoubtedly helnnpfs to an older period. ^

- Celates in Portuguese authors
; Salet or Salettes in Floris’ ' Travels.” Selat

is the Malay form from which the term-. Oninij lunt, ‘seaman,’ and lanf
a general name for the sea, may have been derived; also, I think, seltitan, ‘south.’
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(Garuda). The name of the peninsula, Malaya-dvipa, •

mentioned, besides in several MSS., in the Kalyani in-

scriptions of Pegu,^ is evidently connected with the

alternative designations Salmali- and Suvarna-mali-dvipa
;

and probably was introduced from the Malaya districts of

the extreme south of India and Ceylon, the early dark

race of which, the descendants of the rude Baksasas, and

their successors the Dravidians, have undoubtedly been the

pioneer colonizers not only of the peninsula, but also of

the islands and entire sea-coast of Southern Indo-China.

Ptolemy had as yet but a very hazy idea of the

orography and hydrography of the Golden Khersonese.

Having shortened it by about one-third, thus giving it

a somewhat rounded shape, he made some rivers rising

in unnamed mountain ridges to the north of it to unite

and flow tiirough the peninsula, detaching in succession

the three streams which he names Attabas, Khrysoanas,

and Palandas. His commentators carried this confusion to

extreme lengths, and thus my patience was put to severe

tests before some order could be evolved out of that chaos.

How far I have succeeded, and how much yet remains to

be accomplished, the following examination of Ptolemy’s

position of places on the peninsula will show.

Berabai, a city.

Ptolemv really makes his Golden Khersonese begin with

Takola be}'ond Cape Berabai (Boyce’s Point), and end at

Balongka, after which the region of the Lestai (Gulf of

Siam) commences.

His displacement of the base, or point of attachment, of the

peninsula so far south is evidently due to his underestimate of

the deep incavation northward of the upper part of the Gulf

of Siam, which he does not carry beyond the 11th parallel

of true North latitude. Hence Berabai and the cape beyond

it, which, according to his notion, do not as yet make part of

^ tVhereiii it is stated that in a.d. 1181, or thereabouts, Rahulather,a left

It^lninnnatJf !,n and proceeded by ship to Malaijadlpn, whose king he instructed

in the Vinaya,

6
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the peninsula, are included under this heading here, and

treated on with the other places that in Ptolemy’s treatise

are located in the Golden Khersonese.

The identity of Berahai with Mergui has been already

demonstrated, on geographical grounds, in the first part of

this paper. It now remains to deal with it from a purely

philological and historical point of view. This is, however,

no easy task
;

for, though it is known that Mergui is a very

ancient town, and the famous seaport of Tenasserim, of

which it is older by many centuries, nothing has come

down to us of its early history. Captain Butler, after stating

that in Burmese the district is called Myatmyo, hut pro-

nounced Beitmyo, proceeds to explain this term as follows :

—

“ The word myat literally means a fringe or border, and was

probably given as a name to the Mergui district from its

forming the outer fringe or border of the Burmese dominions.

How such a name came to be transposed into English as

Mergui, I have been unable to discover, nor can I even

suggest an explanation.” ' Here is darkness, and in it

we would ever remain were we content to accept the

fanciful etymologies, thoroughly unscientific and illogical

—

based, as they are, on mere phonetical coincidences and

similarities—that satisfy the unpretentious natives of the

Ear East, and form the legitimate pride of their ignorant

inventors, generally, as we have remarked, amateur

chroniclers, and Buddhist monks of great leisure and

ingenuity, but of no philological training whatever. If

we investigate the etymology given above, we shall

soon find that amyit, and not myit, is the Burmese for

a fringe ;
and that the name of Mergui, though pronounced

and iytV, is really written (PoO mrit. This spelling

is quite in accordance with the Siamese form of the name,

uqm mirit, which represents the Sanskrit Mrtsd and

Mrttikd, and the Pali Mattikd, meaning earth, clay, mud.

* “ Gazetteer of the MergTii District,” p. 1 ; by Captain J. Butler. Eanmon
1 Ot) J ® *
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There is not the slightest doubt as to this being the

correct derivation of the name for Mergui ;
but I shall

go a step further, and suggest that the above is but its

abridged form, and that it should be identified with the

seaport Rakta-mrttikd (red earth) mentioned in the Sanskrit

inscription found in the northern part of province Wellesley,

and translated by Dr. Kern, who fixes its date at about a.d.

400.1 The eminent scholar was inclined to recognize in

that name the port called Ch‘ih-t‘u by the Chinese, which

name also means Red-earth, and is generally taken to

denote Slam, or some ancient harbour on the Siamese coast.

I do not contest this view, but as there are severa^ places

named in the same manner, both in the Gulf of Siam and

the Malay Peninsula—among which I might mention Tanah-

merah (the Malay name for Red-earth), a point on the

west coast of the peninsula a little to the north of Koh

(or Pulo) Lantar^—I hold on to my identification of Rakta-

mrttikd with Mergui, also because of the latter being

situated on the same side of the peninsula as Province

Wellesley, where the inscription was found, and not very

far from it. There is, moreover, evidence of other places on

the same coast having names of which the word mrtiikd or

ils Pali equivalent form part. As an instance I might point

out Gola-mattika-nagara (the present Ayethema), mentioned

in the KalyanI inscriptions of Pegu as having been so

called because’ it contained “many mud-and-wattle houses

resembling those of the Gola people. ^ All evidence,

including the red appearance of the soil, seems therefore to

be in favour of Mergui ;
hence I take the latter to be the

ancient and famous harbour of Raktamrttika, or, at least,

Mrttikd, the origin of its present name, Mrit or Mdnt.

But it remains yet to show how Ptolemy’s n^e for it,

Berabai, can be explained and accounted for. Up to the

present day the island of the Mergui Archipelago opposite

‘ See “Essays relating to Indo-Cliina,"Tol._i, pp. 224, 225,

» Another sthp of laSd of the same iiame is in l.ape

Eachado, in the Negri Sembilan district, further d P

® Taw Sein Ko’s “ KalySni Inscriptions, p. 6.
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Mergui is named Pa-ree-kywon^ (i.e. the Pari island).

Here is to be found, I think, the origin of Ptolemy’s name
for Mergui. In fact, by early Indu colonists and navigators

such as dotted all these coasts with Sanskrit names, any

harbour or refuge for ships behind the island of Pari

would be called Pari-abhaya, that is, Pari’s protection or

safe place
;

which, by rule of sandhi, would become con-

tracted into Paryabhaya, vulgarly pronounced as Parabbhaya,

whence Berahai. But even independently of the name of

the island. Pari, Ptolemy’s term might be explained as

Parabhaya, the opposite or further (place of) safety, i.e.

harbour, speaking either in reference to the coast of India,

whence the ships crossed to the Malay Peninsula, or in

relation to the Pari or other island of the Mergui

Archipelago.^ I think this district to be the Paribhadra

region placed in Salmala-dvipa (Malay Peninsula) by the

Puranas.

As regards the present European name for Mergui, it

presents, in my opinion, much less difficulty. By looking

at the European maps of Further India that appeared

from the second part of the sixteenth to the first part

of the eighteenth century, we find that town successively

noted as : Mirgira (a.o. 1580), Mirgim (Yan Langren,

1595), Mergi (Janssonius, 1638), Mirgin (Pere Placide,

1684), Mergui (Gueudeville, 1713). "We see that the form

1 “ British Burma Gazetteer,” toI. ii, p. 477, s.t. ‘ Pa-ree-kyrron.’

- Vardihaya, i.e. ' excellent protection,’ might also be suggested, which, by

the usual change of v into b, would become also Bardhhaya. In the Palatine

Law-Code of Ayuthia, promulgated in a.d. 1360, among the Southern States

tributary to Siam, is mentioned that of {Taravari)

,

hitherto un-

identified, which might turn up to be identical with Berahai. The transition

from Varat'drJ through Barabdrl is quite possible.

In the account of Ike Mese, translated by Groeneweldt and published in

” Essays relating to Indo-China,” toI. i, 2nd series, p. 154, it is stated that “in
the year 1272 he [Ike Mese] was sent by the emperor across the sea as an envoy

to the kingdom Pa-lo-p‘ei ; he came back in 1274, bringing with him people of

this country, who carried precious articles and a letter of tribute.” The
translator makes no attempt at identifying Pa-lo-p‘ei. It seems to me that

Berahai may well be the place meant, which was at the time a petty State
tributary to Siam.
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Mergui immediately succeeded the form Mirgin
;
just as on

the opposite coast of the peninsula, in the upper part of the

Gulf of Siam, the reverse happened for the name of Cape
Kui, previously written Ciii, and which was afterwards

changed in the maps into Cape Cin, by a simple trans-

position of the dot on the i. Thus Mirgin or Mergin could

easily become Mergui. It must be admitted that there is

a funny side also to the apparently dry and stern science

of geography. As to the early names Mirgira and Mergi,

they originated from the Mon (Taleng) form of Marit,

which is also written (OoD Mrik, and could thus easily

become Mrig, Mirg, etc.

The main line of communication between Mergui and the

opposite coast of the peninsula was, and is, by the Khan
Mon (Pillow-mount) pass, termed by the Burmese Mo-dong

(Tired hill), which is about 750 feet above sea-level. This

track, as I ascertained myself in loco, was once practicable

to buUock-carts, and remained so up to the end of the last

century. It reaches the Gulf of Siam a little below Kui,

the famous Cin spoken of above.

Takola, a mart (79).

Several places of a similar name existed along the

western coast of the Malay Peninsula and in the Malay

Archipelago. We have in the first instance a Taik-hda,

or Takkula, near the present Ayetthema (Ayetthima), in

the Sittong subdivision of the Shwegyin district. This

Taik-kula is the corrupted form of the name of the ancient

Gola-mattika-nagara referred to in the KalyanI inscriptions.*

It appears in early Portuguese maps as Tagalla. Professor

Porchhammei;' considered it to be a foundation of the Gaudas,

from Northern Bengal; whence its name, formed out of

the corresponding Pali term Gola. But this seems by no

means certain. In some MSS., in fact, the Pali name of

* Taik in Mon (Taleng) and in Burmese, like Tuk in Siamese, means

a masonry building in general
;

but, more properly, a loam, earth, or brick

structure, thus conveying in some measure the same sense as the Pali mattikd.
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Taik-kula is written Guldmattikd and Kiildmattikd. Now,

Kuld, as we Lave already remarked, is a term applying to

Dravidians, and designating more especially the dark people

of Malabar and Coromandel. Guld is the name which the

Siamese give the Taungthus (Tongsu), still so numerous

about Ayetthema and Thaton, which country they claim as

their original home. But Quid is probably only a corruption

of Kuld, and was applied to the Taungthus simply because

of their being held in subjection by the numerous Dravidian

(Kalinga and Kola or Cola) colonies on that part of the

Gulf of Martaban. The evidence appears, therefore, to be

in favour of Taik-kula having been a foundation of the

Kolas or Kalingas, and not of the Gaudas. Its name would

then mean “ The Kola (or Cola) Buildings.”

The second instance is that of a Tagala in the Tavoy

district, referred to in Joao de Barros (lib. ix, ch. i) among
the seaports of the Malay Peninsula, in a list with the

following order: Vagam, Martaban, Re [Yay], Tagala,

Tavai, etc. This Tagala is probably Thagara-myo (Takkala

or Sagara?), built in 751 a.d. by the Talengs on the western

bank of the Tavoy River, and nineteen miles distant from

the present Tavoy town, now known as Myo-lioung or Old

Tavoy. Professor Lassen marked it on his map as Takkala,

at a few miles north of Tavoy.

A Tagal on the north coast of Java might be adduced

as the next instance, and reference be made also to Tagala,

the name of a people and language in the Philippines. It

might be interesting to investigate the origin of the last

two forms of Takkala, and to determine whether any
relationship exists between them and those given above.

The last place in this discussion we have reserved for

Ptolemy’s Takola, which, as already mentioned in the first

section of this paper, we have identified with a harbour in

the district of Takopa {Takua-pd), situated probably in the

Pak-chan inlet, near the Kra Isthmus. It seems, however,

that the whole region on the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula, south of that isthmus as far as Papra Strait or
further, was, in Ptolemy’s time, named Takola, Takkula, or
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Takkala. In fact, the three districts included within its

compass are, up to the present day, designated by terms

of which the word Takua, the Siamese corruption of Takola

or Takkula, forms a part. The three districts alluded to are

:

1. Takua-thai, called also Ranong district.

2. Takua-pa, called by Europeans and Malays Takdpa, or

simply Kopa
;

generally noted in maps as Kopah.

3. Takua-thung, termed also the P’hang-nga (in Malay,

Panga or Punga) district.

This shows that Takua, or, anciently, Takola, Takkula,

or Takkala, was the generic name for the whole region.

Takua in Siamese means a black metal, and is indiscriminately

employed to designate either lead or tin. Its allied word

Tako still enters to form part of terms used to indicate

something of black colour. Thus, Ton-tako designates a

tree with a black bark
;
Dam-takd means a black colour

;

and Hm-tak6, Thah4ak6, Nin-tak6 denote respectively a

black stone, hut, jewel. My contention is that both the

terms takua and tak6 originate from the Sanskrit kata or

some of its South Indian derivates, corrupted into kua and

ko, and prefixed with the particle ta, or ink, as done for many
other words in Siamese and other Indo-Chinese languages.

The Sanskrit kada is usually explained as meaning ‘ black’;

but the examples I shall adduce directly will show that

Southern Indian and Eastern forms of this word undoubtedly

designated also a black metallic ore, more especially of lead

or tin. In fact, we find tin or tin-ore mentioned in all early

Portuguese writers as calim or calin (kalin), the name by which

it seemed to be known at the time in India and all over

the Far East.* This term can be traced back to the form

' See also Balbi (Tenetia, 1590, p. 125) :
“ Tauae [TaTOy],^doae ns^ce assai

^alain in lingua loro, ma in nostra lingua si chiama Calaia^
_

Turpin (Hist,

du Rot. de Siam, i, p. 214) and Tachard (Second Voyage de Siam) also ifrate

calaiyi, and say that this metal is the same as tin. "Other authors have cdlin,

and believe it to be an alloy of lead and tin. The term calin, or kalin, is

probably connected with the Western word galena. From it the Chinese have

made lien, which in their language means both ‘lead’ and ‘tin-ore’ (see Giles’

Chinese Dictionary, s.v. 7,118).
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alkali or al-kalK, used by Arab geographers and travellers

to designate the same metal as early as the ninth century.'

Kalien is, up to the present day, the name for tin-works in

certain parts of the peninsula, such as, for instance, Perak

and Jala.^ Kala and Kola are both Sanskrit names for the

planet Saturn, and may, therefore, be connected with either

lead or tin
;

in fact, the former denotes also a kind of

plumbago. It is also worthy of remark that the town of

Kaulam or Kollam (Quilon) on the Malabar coast is, in

the Prench relation of Oderic of Friuli, published by

De Backer,^ termed Plumbum.

All the above considerations tend to show that in

Southern India, at least, the terms kala and kola were

employed to designate either lead or tin, but more especially

the latter metal; and that they were spread all over the

East under the form of kdlin, out of which the Arabs

made al-kali and the Southern Indo-Chinese km and ko,

which, by the addition of the prefix ta, became trans-

formed into ta-kua and ta-k6. Ptolemy’s Tak5la designates,

therefore, a mart and a district rich in tin; and cannot

better apply than to the region of the Malay Peninsula

under consideration, where tin-mining has been carried on

from time immemorial. I have not the slightest doubt

that this is the country which Abu Zaid names Kalah-bar,

and also the peninsula (or island) of Kalah, and describes

as being eighty parasangs of surface (or length ?) ; as

lying about midway on the sea-route between Arabia and

China
;

and as forming the centre of trade for aloes,

camphor, sandal-wood, ivory, al-kali (i.e. tin, not lead),

' See Abu Zaid’s narratiTe in Eeinaud’s “ Relation des Voyages fails par les

Arabes et les Persons,” etc., p. 94 ; and the translator’s notes at pp. Ixii, Ixxxv
of the “ Discours preliminaire.” Ignoring the facts brought to light by us
above, Reinaud translates alkali as ‘plomb alaaly' whereas it should be ‘tin’
or ‘ calin.’

’ See Journal Straits Branch R.A.S., No. 16_, p. 316. Also, “Bangkok
Calendar,” 1873, p. 119, art. “A visit to the mines of Jala.” This famous
mining district is situated inland to the south-west of Patani, and sometimes
appears in the maps as Yala. I do not know what authority Professor Keane
has for calling it Jalap and Jalo in the second edition of his “ Geo"'raphy of the
Malay Peninsula,” etc., 1892, pp. 14-19.

°

^ “ L’Extreme Orient au Moyen-Age," p. 99.
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ebony, etc.^ It is here, in fact, that Ediisi and Masaudi

place a mine of tin The former of these two

geographers is said to make of Kalah an island
;
if so, this

may be taken to be the island of Junkceylon (termed in

Siamese Thalang and C’haldng), also well known for its

richness in tin-ore. But it is doubtful whether an island

is meant, as the same word is used in Arabic for both an

island and a peninsula. It is easy to see that Abu Zaid’s

alternative appellation Kalah-bdr—which may in Arabic be

read also Kolah-bdr^—denotes Ta-kua-pa, i.e. Takopa, with-

out its prefix, and thus represents the Malay contracted

form of the name of the district : KSpah (or Kopd).

As regards Abu Zaid’s statement that in his time

(851-916 A.D.) Kalah was a dependency of the kingdom of

Zabedi (Malay Archipelago), it may be due to the very

probable act of Takola being, like Taik-kulu on the coast

of Pegu, a foundation of those Kolas or Colas from

Southern India who had established colonies all over the

Malay Peninsula and Archipelago, as well as a very

powerful kingdom at Palembang in Sumatra which exercised

a nominal suzerainty over them all. In an analogous

manner we find it stated in Ma Tuan-lin ^ that Chu-lien

(Cola or Coromandel) was, in a.d. 1068—107 i ,
tributary

to San-fo-ch‘i {Sn-Bhoja or Palembang), which shows that

at a later period even the mother country itself of those

colonists acknowledged in some measure the paramount

authority of the empire they had founded iu the Archipelago.

Takola seems, however, to have attained far greater im-

portance than the cognate settlement Taik-kula on the coast

of Pegu; for iu the section devoted to P‘iao of the great

Chinese cyclopaedia T‘u-shu-chi-ch‘eng3 the latter is modestly

* Eeinaud, op. cii, tome 1, pp. 17, 93, 94.

” Ibid., pp. Ixii and Ixxxv, note.

® Ibid., p. Ixxifi.
* Hervey de Saint-Denys’ translation, ii, p. -586.

* Ibid. p. 231, note. The passage above referred to runs as tollows :
—

“ Between the kingdoms of Mi-ch‘in [Machaim of ancient maps, at the mouth

of the PeoTi Eiveri and K'un-luxg [Kanialahka or Kamalaiiga] there dwells the

tribe of the Sdao-hHin-lun [Little Kolas = Taifc-kula], whose maimers do not

differ from those of Mi-ch-in [llachaim]. Between the kingdom ot K-un-lauff
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referred to as IIsiao-k‘un-lun, while the former is magnified

as Ta-k‘un-liin, terms which mean respectively “ Little

K‘itn-lun (Kola) ” and “ Great K‘u)i-lun
”

settlement, or

Little and Great Takola.” K‘un-lun, we shall demonstrate

in the sequel, is a term corresponding to the Burmese and

Siamese Kula, and denoting like it populations of Dravidian

race; but, more properly, the Malayas and the Kolas or

Colas referred to above. From the last-named people—if

not from the abundance of tin-ore as already surmised—the

country about Takola may have been termed Kola-t'dra or

[Kamalaiiga] and tlie tribe or city called Lu-yu [in Ann. pron. Luh-vo — Ligor,

the LHyO(- ot Joao de Barrosj there is the kingdom termed Ta-k'xin-hin [Great

Kolas = Ptolemy’s Takola], more powerful than that of [Machaim],
From the royal residence of the Msiao-k^un-hut, marching half a day, one
reaches the city ot Mo-ti-p‘o [Martaban], a dependency of the kingdom of

P'iao.” The identifications between brackets are all my own. Mi-ch'in may
also be meant for Bassein, or else for the territory of the ancient Besynga,
without modifpng in any way the identifications of the other places named above.
I have, however, preferred to suggest ilachmn or Muclunni as an equivalent for

Mi-ch‘hi, because this place appears noted in most old maps and must therefore

have been weU known, at least to navigators. Owing to the fact of Macham
being at the mouth of the Pegu River, its name seems to have been employed
at one time among foreigners to denote Pegu, under the abbreviated form Chin
or Chem ;

witness the following passage irom the Ain-i-.lkbari of Ahul Fazl

:

“Kear to this tribe [of Arkuiiy, i.e. Arakan] is Pegu, which former writers

called Cheeii, accounting this to be their capital.”

As regards the term ilsiao-k‘un-liin, it evidently applied in particidar to
Taik-kula, hut in general to the whole territorj' settled by the Kolas, which
probably included also ThatOn. And, judging from the fact that the kino- of
the Jisiao-k‘i{n-!iin tribe resided at only half a day’s march from Martaban,
ThatOn may have been the place of his residence, although this statement as to
distance should not be taken too literally. The Hilno-k'un-lun tribe mentioned
here is, of course, that of the Taungthus of Tliatou and Avettliema who
inherited the name of Gidu or Kuld from the ancient Kola settlers that first

developed the country.

The remark as to the Ta-k‘uK-hin State being “more powerful than that of
M'i-eh'in," and so extensive as to occupy the whole tract of the -west coast of the
Peninsula between the Karaalauga and Ligor kingdoms—that is, from the Kra
Isthmus to Papra Strait or even further—gives the measure of the importance
that Takola must have attained, thus justifring our identification of it with the
Kalah and the Kalahbar region of the Arab's.

Before concluding this note it may be well to call attention to the fact that
the term Ssxao-kHin-hm is applied by some Chinese writers also to the island
called Pulo Condor by the Malays, owing probably to the latter havino- been
occupied at one time bv some Dravidian or Malay settlement

; but this insular
Ssiao-k‘iin-lxin, situated in front of the coast of Cochin-China, has, of course
nothing to do with the continental Siiao-k'un-luxt now under discussion which
is so distinctly located near Martaban, and within the territory of P‘ ino or Peo-u.
Again, the state of Ta-k‘im-JuH is made, by several Chinese authorities °to
include the whole of the region anciently colonized by offshoots of the Dravidian
race, to wit, the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago and part ot Cochin-China
but its boundaries are so clearly defined in the passage quoted above from the
T‘u-shu-chi-ch‘eng as not to need any further discussion.
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Kola-ha.}' (as Malaya- vara or Mala-har from tbe Malayas),

whence the Kalahhdr of the Arab writers. But, whichever
be the correct derivation of this term, it will suffice for

our purpose to establish its connection with Ptolemy’s

Takola in order to dispose, before proceeding further,

of the view advanced by Walckenaer and other distin-

guished geographers, that Kala was to be identified— in

spite of the surface (more probably length) of eighty

parasangs assigned to it in the Arab records — with

Kedah. It is clear that if eighty paraBa)ig& are meant
for length, the term Kalah-bar would not denote a mere
district or island, but the whole stanniferous region on the

west coast of the Malay Peninsula, between the mouth
of the Salwin and Junkceylon Island. That this is so

would appear from the fact that the sea bounding that

portion of the peninsula, and extending up, I have

reason to think, to the Gulf of Martaban, was, according

to Masaudi, named the “ Sea of Kalahbur.” This sea

I have identified with the Kdlodaka sea of the Eamayana,

next to which comes the Lohita, 8)'l-Lohita, or S)'i-Lohit

sea, called Shelaheth by the Arabs, bounding, as I have

already shown, the west coast of Salmali-dvipa or the Malay

Peninsula as far down as its southern extremity. It would

seem, therefore, that the region of Kalahbar, which gives

this sea its name, cannot be located at Kedah, which is

bathed by the sea of SrI-Lohit; but must be looked for

towards the northern part of the peninsula, where we have

placed it. Papra Strait and Junkceylon formed, I think,

the boundaries of the two seas of Kalahbar and Shelaheth.

The place I have assigned to the mart of Takola in the

neighbourhood of the present Ranong, and at the mouth, or

inside, of the Pak-chan inlet, suits all requirements enume-

rated above. The Pak-chan estuary* forms here a splendid

harbour, which must have been used by ships from a very

early period, since it was the terminus of a much frequented

land-route across the Kra Isthmus
;

while tin-ore abounds

in the vicinity*, at Malivan, Ranong, and all over the

surrounding country.
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Such favourable topographical conditions, coupled with

the natural resources of the soil in its immediate vicinity,

sufficiently account for the speedy growth of Takola into

one of the most thriving emporiums on the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula, and for the renown of its harbour as one

of the most spacious, secure, and most frequented by sea-

going crafts. A proof of its being already well known
from over a century before Ptolemy’s time is to be found

in the famed Pali work Milimla Panha (vi, 21), where

it is referred to under the form Talckola in the following

passage :
“ Just . . . . as a shipowner ....

will he able to traverse the high seas, and go to Vahga,

or Takkoh; or China, or Sovira, or Surat, or Alexandria,

or the Koromandel coast, or Suvannabhunii . . .
.” i

Professor Phys Davids has designated ^ Karkota on the

coast of India as the probable place corresponding to the

Takkola of the text ; but I think it quite certain that

Ptolemy’s Takola is meant. This appears from the place

itself assigned to Takkola in the list of countries and

seaports named : first the text mentions those situated on

the sea-route to the east, to wit Vanya (Bengal), Takkola,

and China ; then it turns to places in the west (Sovira,

Surat, Alexandria)
;
next to places in the south (Koromandel

Coast) ;
and finally, again reverts to places in the east,

e.g. Suvannahhunii (coast of Pegu).® The inference is,

therefore, that the Takkola referred to in the text was

a country or seaport situated on the ship-route to the east,

between Bengal and China.

From the same passage it also follows that Takkola was

not in Suvannabhunii, since this latter country is named
separately. Takkola cannot, therefore, be identified with

Taik - kula on the Peguan coast
;

but is, from every

indication, the very same place recorded by Ptolemy as

I See p. 359 of Professor Ehys Davids’ translation of “ The Questions of Kinir
Milinda ” in the “ Sacred Book’s of the East ” Series, vols. xxxv, xxxvi.

°

^ Ibid., p. xUii of Preface.
’ While on tliis subject, I vronid suggest that the Xthmif/ha referred to at

p. 327 of the same work and left unidentified may be Negumbo, a place on the-
coast of Ceylon a little north of Colombo.
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Takola, which we have located lower down the Bay of

Bengal, on the coast of the Malay Peninsula.

Takliola, as it occurs thus spelled in the text of the

Milincla Paiihd, is a Pali word designating a particular sort

of perfume made from the berry of the Kakkola plant.

As a place-name, however, I think that it must be con-

sidered a mere rendering, in Pali form, of either Tak-kdia

or Ta-kola, the ancient and original designations of the

Takopa District and its chief town. Be that as it may, the

existence of Takola as a countr3', a mart, and a seaport is

thus fairl}’' well proved from the verv beginning of the

Christian Era, the period at which it is believed that the

work on Milinda was composed.

Some two centuries later on—or, more exactly, during the

'W'u dynasty of China (a.d. 229-265)—an embassy having

been despatched bj' the king of Fu-nan to India, it is stated

in the Chinese records ^ that it returned b\’ the mouth of the

Tau-kiao-Ie, continuing its route by sea in the great bay (Gulf

of Martaban) in a north-westerlj' direction
;

it then entered

the ba\' (of Bengal) and ultimately reached India. In this

account, the mouth of the Tau-kiao-le has been by various

translators taken to mean either the mouth of the Salwin or

that of the Iravatl, which is evidently' absurd. It seems to me,

if the identifications of the two baj’s named in the account

prove correct, that we should read Tau-kiao-le as Takola,

and take it as a name given the Pak-chau Eiver, from the

fact of the city of Takola being situated at or near its mouth.

The position of Tau-kiao-le would then suit all requirements

with respect to the great bay (Gulf of Martaban) and

the kingdom of Fu-nan (Kamboja), which at the period

the embassy took place included Lower Siam, and no

doubt also the northern part, if not more, of the Malay

Peninsula. It would then seem but natural that the

embassy in question, instead of taking the long sea-route

round the southern extremity of the peninsula, should pro-

ceed in small skiffs or overland to C’hump’hon, and thence

across the Kra Isthmus to the mouth of the Pak-cban, to

^ See the translations from Ma Tuan-Iin in the J.R.A.S. Bengal, 183/
,
p. 64.
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embark at the famous port of Takola on its journey to India.

This is no doubt the usual route that was anciently followed

by a great part of the trade between India and the Gulf of

Siam, in order to avoid the difficulty and dangers of a long

sea navigation through the Straits. The Kra Isthmus

was the most northern point of the Malay Peninsula at

which the latter could be most easily and speedily crossed

;

hence it was chosen as the point of transit and transhipment

of merchandise from the Bay of Bengal to the Gulf of Siam,

and vice verm ;
and the two harbours which formed the

termini of the navigation on both sides, as well as the over-

land route that connected them, must have in consequence

acquired great importance. And they must have retained

their prominence for a long period until the advent of the

Portuguese, and the introduction of more improved methods

of navigation. But, notwithstanding all this, we find trade

routes across the Malay Peninsula at the Kra Isthmus, and

further north at Mergui, much frequented up to the middle

of the eighteenth centurj\ The causes that contributed to

their being abandoned after that date were, in the first place,

the stoppage of trade brought on by the continuous Siamo-

Burmese wars that raged up to the beginning of the present

century, having mostly for theatre the northern part of the

peninsula
;
and secondl}^ the final absorption into the British

dominions and loss to Siam of the province of Tenasserim,

which severed the bonds between the two latter countries,

and prevented any continuance of the former intercourse

between them being renewed.

Takopa first appears in the maps of the “Keptune

Oriental,” a.d. 1781, as Tocapa. Papra Strait in this and

preceding maps is noted Papera. The correct spelling is

Pdk-p’hrah-, which in Siamese means “Strait (or Mouth)

of the Saint,” probably owing to some legend of Buddha

or some statue of his having passed through it.

Kokkonagara (82).

Yule suggests for this Ukkaha (meaning undoubtedly

Ukkalaba, i.e. the modern Twante in Pegu), mentioned in
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the Mahiivamsa as having been captured by a Ceylonese

expedition sent against the king of Eilmanna. He notes

also that the Indo-Chinese countries appear, from Taraniitha’s

“ History of Buddhism,” to have been anciently known as

and adds that Kokkonagara may, again, be perhaps the

Kakula of Ibn Batuta.

It seems to me that Taranatha’s ^o/ii is, like the similar

term Kochi employed up to quite recent times by the Malays

to designate the Annamese Empire, merely a modified form

of Kao-cliih, the older name for that same region
; and

that, therefore, KoJii has nothing whatever to do with the

place-name now under discussion. But in the account of

the Ceylonese expedition against Pegu, about a.d. 1180,

I find (Mahavamsa, c. 76, 57) a place by the name of Kaka-

dvlpa referred to, which may, indeed, have some connection

with Ptolemy’s Kokkonagara. We cannot, however, rely

upon a mere similarity of nomenclature.^ The last-named

city is, by our author, placed in the Golden Khersonese or

Malay Peninsula
;
and its corrected position falls a little

to the south-east of Korbie Bay, just opposite Pulo

Lantar near the mouth of the stream, noted as Khlong

Kasei (Kasai) in the maps.- The correct Siamese reading

of Kasei is Prakiisai ;
but in earlier maps, such as that

of Pallegoix, it appears as Cassai. Added to the name

of Korbie (Sanskrit Kapi, pronounced Kahi and Krahi in

Siamese, and meaning a ‘monkey’) it forms the name of

the province designated in Siamese Miiang Krabi-prakdsai,

and in Malay, but corrupted, Korbie or Ghirbi. This

province is, so far, but little known and very imperfectly

represented in the maps. With its miiangs or districts

of PITs: [Gura), fiTi {Kora), pibr (Gurdt), respectively

noted in maps as Corah or Kora (Crawfurd’s and Survey

' In the map ot Indo-Cliina published under the direction of Colonel H. R.

Thuillier, Survey of India Office, December, 1893, there is a place marked as

Kokah on the Aast of the peninsula just below Takua-pa; but too mueli

importance cannot be attached to such coincidences of names.

’ E.g. Map of the Malay Peninsula, 1887, published by the Straits Branch,

E.A.S.
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of India maps)
;
Korak and Korat (Pallegoix’s map)

;

and the neighbouring district of wwn [P’hah-ngd, Bah-

nga) or Punga, it formerly depended from the Takua-pa

province. Korhie, resting as it does on a well-sheltered

hay of easy access to ships, and whence easy tracks lead

to the opposite coast of the peninsula, may have been an

important place in ancient times. Its name of ‘ Monkey-

city ’ recalls that of Myouk-ii Monkey’s egg ’) of the

old capital of Arakan. How it ever came to be applied

to it is difficult to account for, unless its origin can be

found in the fact of a branch of the Vdnaras or Monkey-

tribes of the opposite coast of India having anciently

settled here. But some monkey legend is more probably

at the bottom of it. The names of Gura, Kora, etc,, may
very likely be Malay corruptions of the Sanskrit nngara

;

hence the probability of an ancient city having stood here

which bore a name identical with, or similar to, Ptolemy’s

Kokkonagara. That the country was settled at an early

time by colonists from India, is proved by ancient remains

scattered about the land, among which I may mention

a brass statue of Buddha found some forty years ago at

Takua-thung near P’hah-nga, bearing on its back a circular

plate in the form of a cahra inscribed with the “Ye dhamma"
stanza in Pali, in Northern Indian characters, said to belona'.

probably, to the third century. Whether Ptolemy’s Kokko
represents the Sanskrit Kaka (‘a crow’), Koka (‘a wolf,’

‘ ruddy goose,’ ‘ cuckoo,’ and also
‘ wild date-tree ’), or

Kukkitra (‘a dog’), is for the present almost impossible to

say. The latter reading would seem preferable in view

of Captain (afterwards Colonel) Low’s statement that an

impression of a dog’s foot, together with an image of

that animal, are reported to have once existed upon a rock

at the northern point of Junkceylon Island, which are

said to be held in veneration by the Malays along the

opposite coast. ^ If this hearsay report, which Captain Low

)
Captain Low’^i -‘Buddha and the Phrahat,” London, 1831, pp. 11-12 (re-

printed from the Transactions R.A.S., toI. iii).
” '
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acknowledged he had no opportunity of verifying hv
it visit to the spot, he confirmed in fact, we would then
possess satisfactory evidence that the coast opposite

Junkceylon—that is, the present Takua-thiing and Korhie
provinces — was settled hy tribes of dog - worshippers
(probably offshoots of those Kukkurcis mentioned in the
Piiriinas and the two great Indu epics as living in

the south of India), who possessed a city known as

Kukkitra-nctfjarn on or about Korhie hay, corresponding
to Ptolemy’s Kokkonagara, surviving yet, hut in name,
in the corrupted Malay forms Giu-a and Kora (for Kura
and Kuk-kura?), and Gurbf (Kurilta?), now appKed to

small districts or townships in the same territory. If the

object of worship were a wild dog, or still better a wolf,

such as is designated in Sanskrit Koka, the name of the

chief city of the tribe would then assume the form Koka-

nagara, yet more approaching to Ptolemy’s reading.

Khrysoanas River (81, 186).

I take this stream to he either the Luugu or the Tran»

River. Many watercourses boast of similar names on the

Peninsula, for instance, the Sungei Jarum-mas in Perak,

the Sungei-mas in Johol, etc., in all of which the term

mas, the Malay equivalent of ‘ gold ’ or ‘ golden,’ plays

a conspicuous part.

Palanda, a city (84).

It is mentioned by Ptolemy among the inland towns of

the Golden Khersonese, and corresponds certainly to the

district of Perak or to its ancient capital. The latitude

4° 45' K. we obtained for it from calculation is, within a few

minutes, that of Kwiila Liirut on the coast, and Kwiila

Kangsa in the interior, the present seat of the government

of the district. Palanda, if it be a term of Sanskrit origin,

may stand for jHilatyJa (‘onion’) or prulambha (‘tin’).

The name Perak for the district means ‘ silver ’ in Malay
;

*

* tt is tiie Siirae as the Klimer pral:, and butli arc a lairniptiun, as [ liai e already

observed, of the Vcdic pul'il.M, meaninir ‘ uliite," used in htter linie'^, pcrhap'*.
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and is represented in the “Kedah Annals” as having been

applied to the country by the prince from Kedah who first

occupied it, after a silver-pointed arrow he shot from his

bow on taking possession of the territory. My impression

is, however, that the name is far more ancient. According

to the “Malay Annals,” Perak, or part of it, was formerly

called Manjong and was an ancient and great country,

that gave Aehin its first king. One of its chief cities was

Gahga-nagara, situated on a steep hill, with a fort on the

bank of the Dinding River. This city was taken by Raja

Suran of Bijnagar in about 1030-1050 a.d. (Leyden’s

“Malay Annals,” p. 9).

The territory of Perak was, in former times, undoubtedly

more extensive than at present, and probably stretched as

far as Kedah, embracing the whole of the present Province

Wellesley. Ancient remains as well as Pali and Sanskrit

inscriptions were found in the latter, which attest the

existence, at a very early period, of Indu settlements along

its coast. The simd slab, inscribed with the “ Ye dharma ”

stanza and a few additional lines recording its erection

by “ the great ship-owner Buddhagupta, an inhabitant of

Raktamrttika”—already mentioned in the paragraph devoted

to Eerabai as having been assigned a date not later than

the fourth century—was found in the northern part of the

province ;
while seven Pali inscriptions on a granite rock

and monograms on bricks were discovered by Captain

Low near the centre of the province at Tokun, in about

lat. 5° 27', or almost directly east of Pinang town. An
inscribed slate-stone was found yet lower down, near Bukit

Mertajam, in about lat. 5° 23'. Though I am not aware

of any equally ancient remains having been discovered as

to designate silver. The Perak district is in Siamese called UlJ^ {Muamj

Pre), pre being a contracted form of the Malay Perak (pronounced pera).

It is the country called Pu-lah-kia hy the Chinese, which De Rosny (“Les
peoples Orientaui,” etc., 1886 edition, p. 163) wrongly takes to be an error for

Man-ltth-kia (Malacca). In some c.ases the name P‘o-li seems also to apply to it

rather than to Bali or to the northern coast of Sumatra, as thought, respectivelv

by De Rosny and Groeueveldt.
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yet in the present district of Perak proper, I have not

the slightest doubt that some important settlement existed

here from a very early period, corresponding to Ptolemy’s

Palanda. For it is evident that there is a linguistical

connection between the latter name and that of Perak

;

the Perak River and Ptolemy’s stream Falandos being

similarly named after the district or its chief city. Hence
it is logical, I think, to conclude that Ptolemy’s city was
the capital of Perak situated on the upper part of the

Perak River, somewhere about Kwala Kangsa, the present

seat of the government of that district.

Tharrha, a town (83).

The corrected position of this town falls within two or

three minutes of either longitude or latitude of Trong,

a small place at the head of the Kwala Trong inlet, just

below Larut. Names like Trong, Trang, Drang, etc., are

frequent on the Malay Peninsula and the Gulf of Siam
;

and one finds them usually noted in old maps as Tarrana,

Torano, etc., forms which closely approach the one adopted

by Ptolemy in the present instance. Though there seems

thus to be a perfect coincidence between Tharrha and

Trong, which I could not help admitting at the outset in

the map, I now feel strongly inclined to reject it, and to

identify Ptolemy’s place with Tringano, further to the east

on the other watershed of the peninsula. My reasons for

this change in opinion are two. In the first place, Ptolemy

assigns to Tharrha a position of 1° to the east of his

Palanda, which he describes as an inland town and thus

locates considerably away from the coast. It residts, more-

over, that at this point of the peninsula he made an error

of displacement of his towns and coast to the west of their

true position. This error is of about 42' at the mouth of

the Perak Re i^r, and becomes greater as we proceed down

the peninsulu-,1 reaching its maximum of 2° 13' at Kwala

Sembah, as shown by Table IV. If, then, we assume Kwala

Kangsa (true long. 101° 3') to be Palanda (Ptol. corr. long.

100° E.), Tharrha should he found at 101° 3'— 100°=!° 3'
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further east of its own corrected position, which is 100'^ 44'^

according to the table
;

hence the rectified longitude of

Tharrha would become 100° 44' + 1° 3'= 101° 47' E. This-

carries us across the watershed into the boundaries of the

Tringano district, and we would thus he justified in

identifying Tharrha with the latter from a geographical

point of view.

My second reason in support of the same identification

is linguistical. Though Tringano and Treng-ganu be the

usual spellings that obtain, among Europeans and Malays

respectively, for the name of that district, the Siamese

spelling is {Taruhganu or Trdiiganu), which

suggests a possible derivation from the Sanskrit Taramga-

(‘a wave’), Tarcuiigln (‘ wav}', undulating’), or Tammgim

(‘a river’). The latter designation would well apply to

the stream flowing through the territory still termed the

Trengan Yalley. The probable old form of the name of

the district is then Tarcmgam or Trimngana, which may
well represent Ptolemy’s Tharrha.

Sabana, a mart (86).

I take this place to be the Selangor district or its chief

town. The corrected latitude resulting for Ptolemy’s mart

would show it to lie placed near Ivwiila Selangor, that is,

the mouth of the Selangor River, where there is a small

harbour. Rut it ma)' be Kwiila Sembah further east, up the

same stream. A place called Sabah exists at some forty miles

further to the north near the mouth of the Bernam River
;

but whether it is a modern or an ancient settlement I do not

know. At any rate, there is an evident connection between

the names Sabana, Selangor, Siibah, and Sembali
; and

without going into further particulars, I think it is safe

to hold that Sabana represents a mart in the Seliingor

district. From a linguistical point of view, Sembah seems

preferable
;

in fact, in Malay sembah means ‘ obeisance,

worship,’ and its origin can thus be traced to the Sanskrit

sevana, which has the same sense and well represent-^, when
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it be borne in mind that r and 6 are often interchanged in

hanskrit-derived terms, Ptolemy’s Sabana.

With this explanation I trust that I have clearly

demonstrated that our author’s three towns in the Golden

Xhersonese, to wit : Palanda, Tbarrha, and Sabana, correspond
to settlements or chief cities in the districts of Perak,

Iringano, and Selangor respectively. I hardly think that,

given the imperfect state of our present knowledge, a more
satisfactory elucidation of Ptolemy’s geography of the

southern part of the ^lalay Peninsula can be offered.

The examination of tlie remaining places of the peninsula

situated on the coast of the Gulf of Siam will further

confirm the foregoing results.

Cape Maleu Kolon (87).

This is a term of evident South Indian e.xtraction. We
have in the 3Ialabar and Dakhan districts many places

of a similar name ; for instance, a city called Malai-Kurram

(near Niigapattan)
;
Xollam or Quilon, which in the relation

of Abu Zaid is termed Kulam-malai
; the Ivolla-malai Hills,

etc. I have not the slightest doubt that the terms Makii

or Malaija and Kola, KCila, or Kolam have been imported

to Further India by that stream of Southern Indian

emigrants of dark or iTegrito race, the descendants of the

so-called HdJcsasas of old, and by their early successors the

Dravidians, who constituted the 23re-Aryan population of

India
; and who—driven to the south of the peninsula and

compelled to take refuge in the islands by the Aryans

advancing from the north— flowed on to the Malay

Peninsula and Archipelago and to the coasts of Siam and

Kamboja, where they founded colonies and spread in the

course of time their religion and newly acquired civilization

among the rude natives of the country, as well as among

the intrusive races that had settled upon it.

The term Kahuja anciently designated in Southern India

the region lying to the south of the Kilverl River,* probably

^ Sec Kalidfisa’s iv, 45-.}l, written. to trnditiou,

‘iuiiug- the Hr'it eeuhiry h uml, according to the <'i 'everal Oriental

Iiolur^, much later, viz. in tlie filth century a.d.
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SO named from tlie Malaya range of mountains which is said

by Bhavahhuti * to he encircled by that stream. Malaya

was, in a word, the ancient name for the southern end of

the Indian Peninsula, part of which is still termed

Malayalam, Malayavara, or Malabar. The Southern Indian

emigrants above spoken of applied the same term Malaya

to the Malay Peninsula evidently because of the latter

forming the southern end of the Indo-Chinese continent.

Hence the Malay Peninsula became known as Malaya-clipa

and its inhabitants as Malayas or Malays. This people

anciently consisted of two distinct principal elements,

namely : the Negrito autochthonous and the Mon-Khmer,

to which the Negrito-Dravidian or pre-Aryan from Southern

India soon added itself
;

and should not be confounded

with the modern Malay nation, which has apparently

resulted, at least in the Peninsula, from a fusion of

the descendants of the above-named races with later

comers, from both the Archipelago and the Indo-Chinese

continent. We must, therefore, distinguish between the

ancient Malayas or Malays and the modern Malays or

Malayus. The Malayas are mentioned as an Eastern people

in the Bengal recension of the Eamayana ; and enumerated

along with the Vljayas in the Mahabharata. Though both

these names may refer to peoples in the east of India

proper, who had nothing to do with the ancient Malays, yet

we shall see in the sequel that Vijaya was the name of the

portion of the Gulf of Siam next to the Malay Peninsula.

This circumstance would tend to show that the ancient Malays
(i.e. the early population of the Malay Peninsula) were the

people meant in the two epics referred to above. The name
Samangs, given to the savage Negrito tribes of the Malay
Peninsula north of the Perak River, is also probably

imported from Southern India, where the Mahabharata
mentions the Samangas.^

* In his “ Mahiviracarita,” T, 3 ; date, seventh century a.d.
- The Mahabharata’s list has : ‘-Samangas, Karakas, Kukkuras,

Kokarakas,” etc. AH these ive find represented in the Malay Peninsula in'the
names of the Samangs, the township of Kara or Korii mentioned above and the
name of Ptolemy’s city Kokkonagara.

’
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As regards the terms Kola, Kolam, Cola, etc., they appear

to be etymologically connected, and to have in the early

days designated the dark-coloured pre-Aryan population

of Southern India in general ;
for they still survive in

many place-names of that region, such as Coromandel

(Cola-mandala), Kollam (Quilon), etc., and are met with in

the old records in such toponymies as Kolapattana (a sea-

port on the Coromandel coast mentioned in the Milinda

Panha), Kolamca (a name for the country of Kalinga), etc.

There is, besides, the evidence adduced in a former page,

that in both Siam and Burma the people from Southern

India are up to this day called Kuld. In Siamese the term

Kuld (nai, Lt'anrjfti) is more particularly applied to the

natives of Malayavara or Malabar. It would thus appear

that, as far as Malabar and even the whole of the ancient

Malaya region of Southern India are concerned, Malaya

and Kuld (or Kola, Kolam, Kulam, etc.) are synonymous

ethnical terms. This explains how the Chinese came to

apply the names of Ku~lun and KHm-lun (evidently derived

from either Kulam or Kolam, transferred from Southern

India to the Malay Peninsula along with the designation

Malaya) to the ancient population of the Malay Peninsula

and Archipelago. That this population included a large

proportion of Negrito - Dravidian elements would appear

from a passage of I-tsing (a.d. 671-685), who, speaking

of the people of the Ku-lun, or as he terms it Chiieh-lun

(i.e. Colam) country, says that its inhabitants are of a black

complexion, with crisp hair.* The close connection we have

noticed between the terms Malaya and Kola as applied to

the southern end of the Indian Peninsula (the ancient

Malaya country) also explains the fact that we find them

in that region coupled together in many a place-name, such

as Malai-kurram, Kulam-malai, Kolla-malai, etc., already

referred to above. In the same manner we find both those

' Charannes’ “I-bing," pp. 63, 64, note. In the EamSyana notes its

eminent Italian translator Gorresio, the Kiksasas are desenoed as being of a

eomplexion as black as collyrium, with curly woolly hmr and thick lips. Ims

picture thoroughly coincides with the one left us of the Kn-Iun by l-tsing.
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terms combined on the Malay Peninsula—where they were

transplanted from Southern India—in the name of the cape

recorded by Ptolemy under the form of Maleu-kolon, which

is evidently a transcription of the compound Malai-kolam

or Malai-kulani. It will be noticed that this promontory

occupies on the coast of the Malay Peninsula a similar

position to that which the town of Malai-kurram holds on

the coast of India. This circumstance would justify the

assumption that near the cape now under discussion there

may have been a settlement named after Malai-kurram on

the Coromandel coast, and that the cape came in the course

of time to be designated after such a settlement. By
calculation the position of the cape aforesaid would be

fixed on that point of the eastern coast of the Malay

Peninsula where runs the line of demarcation between

the states of Pahang and Tringano
; a point noted for

no less than four rather conspicuous promontories dis-

tinguished in the maps as North and Middle Cape
;

South Cape or Tanjong Puling ; and Tanjong Kuantdn,

the most northern of all, the actual latitude of which is

4° 8' N., exactly as calculated for Cape Maleu Kolon.

I therefore do not hesitate to assume Tanjong Kuantdn to

be the headland meant by Ptolemy. My predecessors have

almost invariably jumped to the conclusion that the pro-

montory our author had in mind was Ramenia (or Rumeiiia)

Point at the .southern end of the peninsula. I must, how-

ever, differ from them on account not only of the calculated

result obtained, but also on the score that Ptolemy evidently

knew nothing of the configuration of the peninsula below

the fourth parallel of North latitude. Hence he made

the peninsula terminate abruptly at Palanda (Perak) on

the western side, and at Cape Maleu Kolon (Tanjong

Kuantan) on the eastern ; assuming, I suppose, that the

coast ran straight, or nearly so, between the two planes,

since he assigns to both the latter the same latitude, and
makes them 2° of longitude apart. The correct distance

is 3° of true longitude.

A similar name to that of the headland now under
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consideration is that of the town of Malacca, on the opposite

coast but further south. Though a possible derivation from
Jlmalaka, the Sanskrit name for the Emblic myrobalan, has

been suggested (why not from Mulaka — the Nimha tree ?),

I cannot credit it, and prefer to hold that the name of

3Ialacca is either a modification of Malat/akolam or 2Ialayaka

(meaning the ‘ country of the Malayas ’)
; or that it is

identical with Mdlaka, the name of a Southern Indian

tribe mentioned in the Mahabharata, transplanted, like many
others, on the soil of the Mala^' Peninsula.

Attaba River (88, 184).

This stream cannot be other than the Tringano or,

I think preferabl}', the Libih River. Both have their source

in the vicinity of Mount Batu Atap, a conspicuous peak in

4’ 33' N. lat. In Malay hatu — 'B, rock,’ and = ‘thatch.’

Hence either of the two streams may have taken its early

name from the mountain, and become known as the ‘Atap

stream,’ converted by Ptolemy into Attaba.

Xoli, a town (89).

This is Kclantan, more correctlj' spelled Kalantan. Its

probable ancient name, Koli, appears to have been introduced

from northern India, where a city called Koli (from the

Koli or jujube tree, it is said) is known to have existed near

Kapilavastu, and reputed to have been the birthplace of

Maya, the mother of Buddha. The present name (Kalantan)

of both the district and its chief city presumably was formed

by affixing to the word Koli, or to some one of its dialectal

forms Koloni, Kolam, either the term thCma (or tdnah in

Malay), meaning ‘ place,’ ‘ country,’ or the particles anta,

antam (limit, boundary), thus obtaining the compounds

Kolamfdnah, Kolantam, etc., which by vidgar parlance soon

became modified into Kelantan and Kalantan. The district

so named is, no doubt, the country of Ko-lo or Ko-lo Fu-

sha-lo, described in the Annals of the 'T'aiig dynasty

(a.d. 618-907)' and in Ma Tuau-liii- as lying to the

‘ !See (jrroPueVfltUV paper in E-.^avs reiatinn’ to Tinlo-Cltiiia, ^eeoiid ^eiie-i,

"‘el. i, pp. 241-2.
' Op. fit., vol. ii, p. 414.
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soutli-east of both P‘an-p‘aii (S-W. Siam) and Wan-tan

(Bandon). The words Ko-lo Fii-sha-lo may represent either

Koll-hadara, Koli-hhadra, or Kola-bazar. In the first reading,

Koli and hadara are, respectively, the Pali and Sanskrit

designations for the jujube-tree, the Siamese name of which

is, however, P’htisu (= Budra), evidently from a Priikrt or

other Indian vernacular form Budara or Busar, plainly'

represented in the Chinese transcript Fu-s/ia-lo. In the

event of this surmise proving correct, our identification

of Ptolemy’s Koli with the Ko-lo of Chinese writers would

receive a complete confirmation. That Ko-lo was a ver}’

ancient place appears from Ma Tuan-lin’s (loc. cit.) statement

that it was heard of by his countrymen since the time of

the Han dynasty (b.c. 206 to a.d. 221).

There is also frequent mention in Ma Tuan-lin and other

Chinese writers of a seaport called Ku-lo, which appears

to have been much visited by Chinese traders during the

early times of the Sung dynastj' (a.d. 960-1127). But

though the location of this port was evidently on the Mala}-

Peninsula, it is doubtful whether it was the same place as

the ancient Koli or Ko-lo and the present Kalantan.

Kalantan is, no doubt, a very ancient foundation, early

referred to in the IMalay annals as a powerful kingdom,

while its abundance in natural resources and mineral wealth

places it in a prominent position among the Malay States.

Hence it must have been from a very ancient period one of

the principal resorts of trade on this coast.

Perimula (90).

The corrected position obtained for this town agrees verj'

closely with Ligor, the longitude of which is about 100° E,

and the latitude 8° 23' N, The old city, however, appears

to have been situated further south than the present one.

Besides Ligor, a very ancient foundation itself, there are

two other towns in this region which claim a very respect-

able antiquit}', namely, P’hattalung and Siiigora {Sakkhahl,

or Siihkhala). While formerly quite accessible from the
sea, and connected by overland routes with the marts on
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the western coast of the peninsula, those three towns have
now almost entirely lost the high importance they had
of yore as seaports, owing to the silting of their harbours
and the accumulation of sands that ever tend to block
them. Ligor is alread}' an inland town, no more accessible

but by small boats through a winding tidal creek
;

while

P’hattalung may still be reached by light-draught vessels

through the inland sea— now almost completely land-

locked— encompassed by the island of Pulo Tantalam ;

and Singora, from being situated at the outlet of the same
inland sea, enjoys j’et a relatively better position as a

maritime town than the two former, though also doomed
to become an inland city at no distant date. While the

earliest mention I can find of Singora and P’hattalung in

the old Siamese records does not go further back than the

thirteenth century, it is known, nevertheless, that both

these towns coexisted with Ligor as Indii settlements prior

to that period.

As regards Ligor, I find it referred to as an independent

kingdom, and under the name of Nagara Sri Dharmaraja,

in a Pali MS. chronicle of Lamp’hufi {Labong of European

writers) discovered by me in Siam, as early as A.n, 924,

when its king moved with a fleet to attack Lop'haburl

{Lavapura). It is next mentioned in a Sukhothai {Siibha-

daya) inscription—dated Saka 1214 = a.d. 1292 and now
preserved within the precincts of the royal temple Wat
P’hrah Khi in Bangkok—among the southern provinces of

Siam subject to the sway of the kings of Sukhothai.

The foundation of Ligor is ascribed bj" tradition to-

Prince Danta-kiimiira, who, with Princess Hemamala, fled

from Dantapura on the coast of India near the mouth of

the Giodavarl in a.d. 310, taking with him a tooth-relic

of Buddha, and was wrecked on the ‘ Diamond Sands ’ of

the Malay Peninsula, where now rises Ligor.*

The famous tooth-relic is said to be enshrined in the

mitya of Wat NCi P’hrah That {Varu-dkatu) rising in the

* See Malifivai'nsa, eti. Cimuingham's “Aiieieiit Geegrapliy »! India,""

p. 534 seq.
; Coloael Low in Journal R.A.»s. RengaL 1843, purt ii, p. 37.
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centre of the present city of Ligor ; and this monument

is thus regrarded as one of the most ancient in Siam. The

story as vulgarly told is, that (a descendant of) king Sri

Dharmasoka, driven by pestilence from his own land of

Magadha, set sail with a remnant of his people in a golden

jnnk, and was wrecked on the ‘ Diamond Sands.’ These

sandbanks, once sea-covered, are now the sandy plains in

which stands Ligor, and the natives of the place call them

up to the present day Su.i-p‘hct ( =r Vajva-vCilului in

Sanskrit). A large body of Brahmans still live in the city,

remaining distinct from the Siamese, and yearly performing

the Swing festival and other propitiatory ceremonies.

They are commonly reputed to be the descendants of

those that came with the founder of the city. The above

is nothing more than one of the many Buddhist traditions

transplanted on Siamese soil from India; traditions which,

when their origin remains undetected, may lead astray the

searcher after the ancient history of this country. It is

well known that the ‘ Diamond Sands ’ of this legend are

to be found not at Ligor, but on the coast of India, at

or near Dharanikota, in the neighbourhood of the present

3Iasulipatam. In that country, inhabited by Niigas, a relic-

casket containing one of the original eight divisions of

Buddha’s remains, existed enshrined in a costly stupa. It

was, according to the Mahiivamsa, carried off thence to

Ceylon in the fifth year of the reign of DutthagamanI, i.e.

B.c. 157, and enclosed in a great stilpa at Buanwelli. But,

according to other accounts, in ,\.d. 310, when prince Danta-
kumara fled from Dantapura, and was wrecked on the

Diamond Sands of ilajerika, these same relics were still

preserved there, being removed to Ceylon three years later,

that is in a.d. 313, which date General Cunningham thinks

more correct. A gorgeous, magnificent stiipa existed, in

fact, on the sands of Majerika between the Godavari and
Krsnu, as ascertained b}' General Cunningham

; and there
stood also the city of Vehgl-pura, the capital of the coimtrv,
which we find recorded in Ptolemy under the name of
Jffalanga.
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That country had early relations with the Malay Peninsula

and Siam, as proA’ed h3’ the Vehgi characters employed in

inscriptions found in the neighbourhood of the stiipa of

P’hvah Pfuthoni in Lower Siam, as well as in the province

of Ligor and other parts of the peninsula. Hence it can

be explained how the legend of the relics could he tran.s-

planted into Siam and referred to the ‘ Diamond Sand.s
’

of Ligor long after Buddhism was introduced therein.

I have no doubt that it is onlj' at a later period, perhaps

in the eighth or ninth centuiy, that Ligor and its district

was given its present classic name of Nayara Srt DJianun-

an evidently Buddhist designation,' vulgarH curtailed

into Kagara, pronounced in Siamese Nakhon and corruptedly

Lnhlibn, out of which the Malaj’s and Europeans have made
Ligor.

But the place had existed long before as an Indii settle-

ment, under a name which I think closely identical vith

that left us bv Ptolemj' : Perimula. It must be observed,

in fact, that the sandv plains about Ligor are up to the

present daj' called by the natives Thali-uii ('/ins nn'J
),

i.e. ‘ Sea of Sands.’ As I previousl}’ remarked, they were

once a sea-bottom, and a communication probably existed

through them across the peninsula, which became blocki-d

bj' sands thrown on the coast b}’ the wave.s, and disappeared

through elevation of the land above sea-level. Thus the

extensi’^ e sandy jrlains about Ligor, and the large island

of Pulo Tantalam skirting the inland sea between Singora

and P’hattalung, ivere formed. This phenomenon is very

common on both coasts of the Malay Peninsula. Where
it occurs the country appears lined with sandbanks rai-^ed

above the surrounding land, looking like as man}' sea-

beaches or ridges thrown up by a meeting of currents,

tort}' to fifty yards broad and very long. In iSanskrit one

^ uiai'Li/ii— * kiiii; ot — i- put* (»1 tlu’ ppittt t- nl ljudilii.i.

tiid I dij not tliiiik tli:it it tan ajiplt in tlii- in-tam-e to Kala or Aaiiui, the Iiiilu

.aotl fjt tile departed and judn'e ot the dead, tvhu in ai-o talieil lihnrux’ t'uja.
' kina

ot iu-tiee.’
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of such sandbanks -would be called pulina
;

and a long

succession or accumulation of them might be termed

2)ulina-mula. This is, I think, the origin of the Malay

word perrndtang, which, according to Logan,^ is employed

to designate them. From this fact, I notice, a tract of

land situated just above Kwala Selangor on the opposite

side of the peninsula, is marked in the maps^ Perrndtang.

In a similar manner this term might be applied to the

coast of Ligor, where the same sandy formation of the

soil is perhaps more extensive and characteristic than any-

where else on the eastern coast of the peninsula or on the

remaining part of the Gulf of Siam.

From Pulina-mula and Perrndtang to Puli-mula, Perim-ula

and Permuda is an easy transition ;
and that it is so, is

shown by a map of the Malay Archipelago by Porro,*

where in the place of the Gulf of Siam we read “ Golpho

PermudaP Such is, then, beyond doubt the name by which

that gulf was known in Ptolemy’s time; and a name it

received from one of its principal marts, i.e. Perimula,

afterwards known as Nagara Sri Dharmardja or Ligor.

From the first syllable. Per or Peri, of its name, the

Chinese navigators and traders of the sixth and subsequent

centuries made P‘o-li and P‘o-to, terms which, by Groeneveldt

and other Sinologues, have been in every instance taken to

mean the island of Bali. I have reason to believe, however,

that in some particular cases they designate Perimula
; whilst

in others they apply best to Palanda (P^rak).

Towards the tenth century we begin to meet with the

terms Lo-yil, or Lu-y'u (already noticed at p. 90 above,

as the name of a State adjoining Ta-k'un-lun or Takola on
the south), and Lo-yueh (a country located by Ma Tuan-lin

and others at fifteen days’ navigation to the south of Tan-

mei-liu or Temala), which warn us that by that time

Perimula had changed its name to Ligor. A few centuries

later on we find Ligor referred to in Japanese accounts as

’ “ Journal of the Malay Archipelago,” vol. hi, p. 398, footnote.
= Map of the Malay Peninsula, published by the Straits Branch E.A.S. 1887
^ Printed in the 1376 edition of Porcacchi’s “L’isole piii taniose del niondn ”

n ISO
-uvuui,
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Itikkon, Rokkon, in imitation of its vulgar Siamese name,
Lakhbn}

iBalongka (91).

This is mentioned by Ptolemy, along with Zokkonagara,
Tharrha, and Palanda, as an inland town of the Golden
Khersonese, and must not be confounded, as often has been
the case, with Balonga Metropolis (121), which we shall meet
in the sequel on the coast of Annam. The corrected latitude

•of Balongka, obtained from calculation, indicates its position

to be on the Kra Isthmus of the Malay Peninsula; and

I have therefore identified it with C’hump’hon (“SlinT or

‘SUVj'j ), the eastern terminus of the ancient overland route

across the peninsula at that point. It is doubtful, however,

whether the place-name C’hump’hon {Jumham, a vernacular

corrupted form of the Sanskrit Udiimhara) can claim so

high an antiquity as to be already in existence, much less

well known, in Ptolemy’s time. I have, in fact, reason to

think that Kra, as a name of the village, mountain-pass, and

isthmus in this region, must have been the better known,

though under a more classic form, at a far earlier period.

Hence the actual C’hump’hon village, though already in

existence at the time, must have at first acquired notoriety

either as the port of Kra or as the eastern terminus of

the route across the Kra Pass. Kra in Siamese ( ri5»,

literally Krah), and Kura in Malay, are both names for the

mottled land-tortoise {Testudo elongata, Blyth), so plentiful

about the Kra Isthmus. Several personal visits to that

district, and a protracted residence in its neighbourhood,

make me certain of this fact ;
and I may add that more

' I do not know on what authority Professor Keane states (*• Geography ..f

the Malay Peninsula, Indo-China,” etc., p. 17) that Ligor “ was founded four

centuries ago by the king of Ayuthia. * The JCot JToHthtci'ubfiti (Kata Mandira-

pala) or l';datine Law of a.d. 1360, enacted by the king -who iounded Aj-uthia,

already enumerates Nagara Bri Dharmaraja (Ligor) among the States that owed

allegiance to Siam. See, moreover, p. 107 for the evistence of Ligor as

far back as a.d. 924.
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than once I took part in tortoise-hunting expeditions in

the valleys of that region, which form one of the sports

one can have there after a shower of rain. The natives

keep trained dogs for the purpose, which are taught to-

pursue the tortoises and to overset every one they m^l^' catch

upon its back, belly upwards, rendering its escape impossible.

In this manner the beautifully shell-clad Chelonians are easily

and veiy soon captured b}' the dozen. One of the Sanskrit

names for the tortoise is palainga, which well represents

Ptolemy’s Balongka. I therefore hold that Paldiiiga, or

Palunga, is the original name of the port and district, which

was later on translated by the Siiimese into Krah, its actual

designation. In this opinion I am further confirmed bv

the fact that some of the Siamese records mention a Muang-

Prong, i.e. an ancient district by the name of Prong, which

appears to have included the territory of Kra, or rather to

have been identical with the present Kra District itself. In

Prong one may plainly recognize the original term Paldiugn.

I believe, moreover, that this is the coitntry which Chinese

writers of the Liang (a.d. 502-557) and Sui (a.d. 589-618)

dynasties term Lang-lua, Lnng-vhia-lmi, or Lnng-ya-lmn, and

represent as having sent an embassy to the Chinese Court

in A.i). 515 with a letter, one passage of which says ;

“ the precious Sanskrit is generally known in this land.” *

I quote this sentence in order to show the possibility of

the country being given a San.skrit name such as Palangn,

which I proposed above as the equivalent of either Krst,

Balongka, or Lang-Vut {Lanl'd, iMiiga). In the same extract

occurs also the statement that “the people say that their

country was established more than 400 gears ago,” which
carries us back to the first century of our era, and proves the

existence at that earlj' period of the port, district, or kingdom
of Palunga, giving Ptolemy full time to be aware of it.

After the legend of the .sacred relics from Dantapura had

been brought over and localized to Ligor, as previouslv

* Groencveklt. (ip. cit.. p. 13-3 -tii. Fnr ctlict purticul.ii. >ef Dc lli.-nv
op. cit., pp. 208. 254 ; ami Ma Tuau-lin, op. tit. vol. ii, pp. 4 .5 ,3 , 4,50
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noted, the name PalCuiga, corrupted bj' vulgar pronunciation

into Bahiiija and Malcmga, had become probably identical,

in the minds of the people, with Malanga (Yeiigl-pura), the

capital of the Nagas of Majerika. At the same time, the

vernacular form Krali having originated, it may have been

brought into use coupled at first with the ancient classical

name of the counti'y in its coi’rupted form, thus : Kra-

halanga, Km-malangu, etc. Here we have the kijigdom of

Kia~mo-lang-l;ia (Kamalaiika or Kamalanga) spoken of b}-

Hwen-tsancr about G38 a.d., and located by him to the

south-east of Shih-U Ch‘o-ta-lo {Sn-lcsetm or Prome) near

a great bay. Of all localities named by ancient authors

in Indo-China, none has perhaps more puzzled scholars as

this kingdom of Langa or Kamalanga, especially as next

to nothin^ is heard of it after the seventh century. One
O

solitary authority is, however, found to state that Lang-ga-

hmi is near to the country of P‘au-j)‘aiP (South-western

Siiim). Ma Tuan-liii locates P‘((n-p‘an in the northern part of

an island (JIalay Peninsula) separated from Lin-i (Campa)

by a little sea (Gulf of Siam).

Phe kingdom of Jvumulanka or Jvamalanga must have

originally occupied the region of the Malay Peninsula

above the Piik-chan inlet and the Kra Isthmus, being thus

conterminous with the district of Takola on the south.

Northwards it must have extended as far as the Salwin
;

for

the kingdom of KUoi-laiig, which in a former page (89 atipn/,

note 5) we have identified with Kamalanga, is located by

the great Chinese cyclopaedia between Hsiao-Piin-hm (Taik-

kulS) and Ta-J;‘un-lun (Takola). In Hayton’s Travels there

is mentioned a province called Kalaan, which is said to form

the eastern limit of the Kingdom of India." This teim

Kalaan may apply to the same region or district called

Kalah-har by the Arabs, Kamalangn by Hwen-tsang, and

Camelan by the I’ortuguese writers.^ Another name of

' De Rosiiv, op. cit.. p. 254, iiiiotiiig m.m the;- Yuen-kicn-lm-liaii.-

De Backir’s -‘L’Evtieme Orient auAIi.yeu-Agv, P-1'50.

III Danvers’ “Portuguese in India” a nienhou ol Cumehn, oeeiirs m the

following pas-ai'-e from vol. ii. P- l'-6 “ Hibeiro . . . [m x.u. 1002]

;
.

. gained'a victory "Ver King AIa.,singa, in the prenmee ot tanielau.

Ill which the King was "lain/*
8
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country may be quoted, which is probably derived from

Kamalanga, and as such may show that the Kamalanga

Kingdom must have at one time extended well up the

Salwln valley. The country alluded to is Kammalanl,

which I found mentioned as a kingdom (conquered by

Warerii, the chief of Martaban, towards the end of the

thirteenth century) in the “ Eajadhiraja,” a chronicle of

Pegu preserved in Siam. The kingdom of Kammalanl

is, perhaps, to be identified with the present Kamanlaij

(situated on the Salwln to the north of Martaban), which

may have been its capital. It is evident, from the above

considerations, that the ancient kingdom of Kamalanga

must have been at one time pretty well extensive. In

connection with the etymology of its name I may add

a few more observations.

In a Peguan (Taleng) work, or rather romance, recounting

a supposed journey of Buddha, followed by his M5n

(Taleng) disciple Gavampati-thera, throughout Indo-China

and the Malay Archipelago,* it is stated that Buddha, after

paying a visit to Achin in Sumatra, crossed over with

a retinue to a place on the Malay Peninsula, where the

celestials had provided for him a stone bench [ggallanka')

upon which to sit cross-legged. And thus did the great

Teacher rest upon it for awhile, and from this fact that

place was thenceforward known by the name of Pallahka,

i.e. ‘ stone-bench.’ Some commentators believe Pallahka

to be Malacca, but there is no likelihood of the latter

place being meant. It is quite evident that the allusion

is intended for Palanga—Ptolemy’s Balongka— for which

the author of the romance invented a new etymology,

endeavouring to justify it by the above legend. It is in

1 Thri.ush tte kiuduess of the Rev. Edward 0. Stevens, up to 1S9S doin?
useful mission work among the Burmese and Mons at ilaiilmaiu, I have latelv

obtained a complete cop) of the Peguan text of this work, whii h I had, so far,

seen but partially iu a Siamese trauslatiou. Though based on pm-e fiction, tlii)

work is valuable because it contains many interesting particulars on the ancient
geography and history of seryral countries iu Indo-C’hina, more especially Pe^ru
It is the work alluded to in the first page of the introduction to IlaswelTs
“ Grammatical Notes on the Peguan Language,” Rangoon, 1874.
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the same district or in its neighbourhood, in fact, that, as

I have previously remarked, a Sri-pada or holy footprint

is said to exist on the Suvanna-mdli mountain, which is

believed to have been left by Buddha as a memento of his

visit on that same occasion.

Of the land-route from the Pak-ehan inlet across the

Kra Pass to C’hump’hon I have already spoken. The
distance between the two termini is no more than twenty-

three miles, and the elevation of the range does not exceed

500 feet. The big-hts on both sides offer even now gfood

anchorages for ships ; hence it is no wonder if a large portion

of the Far Eastern trade passed through this way in the

early days. The overland route across the Kra Isthmus

must have acquired great favour after the disappearance

of the supposed sea-passage between Trang and Ligor about

the beginning of the Christian Era. Hence we hear of

Lang-kia or Lang-ya-lmu being established as a State in the

first century a.d. Ancient remains of temples and of

earthern ramparts are still to be found in the environs

of the present village of Kra, which would justify the

assumption that it was, for some time at least, the chief

city of that State in its early days. Adjoining the Kra

district on the north is the province named Lan-ya or

Legnya and, in Siamese, mAiipu {Muang Ldng-gya or

Lankhla), which name is probably another linguistic relic

of the old designation of the kingdom of Palanga, alias

Lang-kia or Kamalanga. There are besides the turn islets of

Lahkachiu {Koh Langkach'm')—one only of which is shown

in the charts and wrongly marked “ Koh Katu ”—lying

nearly opposite C’hump'hon Bay, to attest up to this day

fhe true location of the seaport of Lang-ya-hsia. so much

frequented by Chinese junks during the seventh century

(see Chavannes’ “ Pcderins Bouddhistes,” by I-tsing, pp. 57,

,78, and 100).
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(7) Northern Siam and Laos.

The region of the Eastern or White-bellied Lau, lying

to the south of Yiimian and encompassed by the two great

bends of the lle-Khong on the west, by Tonkin on the

east, and by the eighteenth parallel of latitude on the south,

was known to Ptolemy as the countr}^ of the Doanai

—

a people living, he says, along the river of the same name.

He does not give us any' further particulars about either

the people or the country, but simply' states that to the

latter succeeds a mountainous region adjoining the land

of the Lestai, wherein are found elephants and tigers.

This mountainous zone must be identified, I think, with

the territory' of the present States of C‘hleng-mai and

Niin, that is, Western Liios, and with the hill tracts

that bound the Me-Khong’s bend at C‘hleng-Khan on

the south and form the watershed between it and the

Me-Nam. In this region elephants and tigers are plentiful,

in fact, up to this day', and the designation of LuH-c'hCptr/

given from times immemorial to the territory' of Eastern

Laos and its capital—and adopted by' the Ciiinese under

the form Lan-ts‘ang for the stream that runs through

that territory', namely', the Me-Khong Iliver— contains-

an allusion to the presence of elephants in the region

now under consideration. Lun-c'hdng means, in fact, as

I shall point out with more details in the sequel, ‘ the

Elephants’ pasture-grounds.’

Previous to this designation being applied, however,

or soon after its origin, the country of the Liiu was

classically' known as MCilara-desa or Malm, a name which

it retained up to quite recent times, but under the

corrupt forms of Mala, Mala, or Maldua. In native

records of the last four centuries, the State of C‘hleng-niai

is often spoken of as the Mala or Maldia country, and
those of Liiang P'hrah Bang and Wieng-Chan as the
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S<ivaJca-2Idld, or 8acal:a-2[aldva kingdom.^ But in Ptolemy’s
time, and probably for several centuries earlier, either the

latter kingdom or its capital city was, as we learn from
our author himself, named Basana or Boana. As the
term 2Idlava collectively applied to the whole region of

Laos was imported from Central India, where it designated
the country presently known as Malva, so was the term
Ddsdnia introduced from the same quarter, and, as there

it denoted the eastern part of Malava, it was by analogy
given in Further India to the corresponding portion of the

Indo-Chinese Malava, i.e. Eastern Laos. The term Dasarna
thus becomes identical with Ptolemy’s Basana. It must
he remarked that, but for our eminent geographer, we
could never have known that Eastern Laos and its capital

once bore such a name. For, although we shall meet
with traces of it in the legend of the foundation of

Liiang P'hrah Bang, it is certain that Dasarna, as an

appellative for that district and town, has long become

forgotten, being superseded by the alternative designation

Savaka Mala and others, which we shall have occasion to

notice in the sequel.

It is difficult to believe that the name Miilava was

given to the region of the Liiu by mere accident. The

most natural inference seems to he, that it must have

been suggested by the presence in that region of tribes

calling themselves Ldu (Lava) and Lan'd (Lava). The
former, known to the Chinese since a.d. 47 under the

name of Ai - Ldu, had undoubtedly been, for some

centuries previous, in occupation of the western part

of Yunnan, whence they extended southwai-ds along the

Me-Khong and westwards towards the Iravatl. It w'as

they, or an elder branch of their race, who founded on

the banks of the latter-named river that kingdom of Sein,

Cin, or Shen alluded to in a former section of this paper

(p. 62 supra). Those who advanced down the 31e-Khong,

^ In Siamese: prathttj Jlula prutJiH'., or Malavn jjuiiJut^ Maliica

pvathet\ and tiavaha Mala, or Savaka MaJd.va, pratlvt. Ihc Sittinese term

pudhtt, thougli thus pronounced, is written prathcs, and thu' it equivalent

to the Sanskrit pi'Oilesa or de^a.
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into the countn’ which forms the present habitat of their

descendants, retained their name of Ldo or Ldu, by which

they have been known up to this day. It is, therefore,

not unlikely that the region in which they settled was

designated Malava or Malva with special reference to their

tribal name. In the dialect of the IN’orthern Shans (Lau)

the term M'iiang, meaning a country, is pronounced Mb
;

hence Lau’s Land, called in modern Siamese Muang Ldu,

would be termed Mb-Ldu, a name which immigrants from

the districts of Iforthem India where Prakrt tongues

were spoken, would soon classicize into Mahna or Mdlvd,

thus identifying, as it were, the new country with a district

of their venerated fatherland.

As regards the Lawas, Lawah, or Wah, known to have

occupied from a very earlj’- period the whole mountainous

region between the Me-Khong and the Salwin rivers, and

now restricted mostly to the wild tracts of the main water-

shed between the 18th and 23rd parallels, they are essentially

a hill people, as exemplified by the term Bbi (meaning

a mountain), applied to them by the Liiu. Though the}*

appear to have at one time held the country to the east

and south of the upper Me-Khong bend as well, they were

driven off to their present haunts by the Lau
; hence it

is unlikely that they are the people alluded to in the name
MdJava-pradcsa applied to the country whence they were

so early expelled. Moreover, it is doubtful whether the

Lawas were actually so called at that period. The only

name recorded for them or the early ancestors of their

race is that of C‘hieng, meaning an elevated place, hill,

or plateau, which I think to be identical with the Chinese

^ (ching). Their cities, from being generally built on

some eminence, w*ere likewise termed Clfieng, e.g. C'hleng

Tung, C'hieng Hung, etc., which the Burmese write

Kyaing Ton, Kyaing Yon, etc. ,• and their country was
called the C‘1ueng, i.e. ‘Hilly,’ Country.^ The branch of

' I cannot agree with Mr. E. H. Parker’s opinion expressed in the Chhia
Beview (toI. six, p. 16, n. 65 ; and vol. xx, p. S40), that the prelix
Kiang [C'hieng] of Kiang-tung, etc., is identical with Kmi, the Nan Chao.
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the Thai race that conquered their territory was, as a con-

sequence, named Thai-C‘Jileng or Lat(-C‘Ineng, and continued

to prefix the term C‘hieng to the names of the cities it

established in the sequel, such as, for instance, C‘hieng-mid.

In the course of time the word C‘hieng thus became

synonymous with Miiang, the Thai term for city, district,

etc. But its original sense remained embodied in several

expressions employed to designate products of the hills

and woods, e.g. G‘hamot-c‘hie)ig, K6t-c‘liieng, etc., meaning

up to the present day, respective!}', musk and medicinal

bulbs of the hills.

^

word for ‘department,’ and tliat it “practically means tte same as miiang.

"

Tire actual Siamese word for department is krom
;
and this is, I think, what

him means. The C'hieng here alluded to is evidently identical with the Chinese

,
which means, as explained in Giles’ Dictionary, s.v. 2140, • a height, an

eminence. .A capital ;
a metropolis.’ The same interpretation applies, word by

word, to the term C-hieiig, which denotes at the same time a height and a city.

The Sanskrit MTOnh or Jltiilam, denoting a monntaineer and also a high

ground, is pretty well e([uivaleut to C'hieug; and the name Maia-pradesa may

have been derived from it, in which case it wmdd mean ‘the highlands,’ ‘the

country of mountaineers.’

' According to the traditions of the Law.is, or C-kieiigs. their ancestors had

founded a powerful .State, several centuries before the Christian Era, which

extended eastwards to the frontiers of Tonkin. Their- chief or king, styled Khun

Chliang, resided in the city of Ohieug Chitang, now called C-hitng Chong,

situated somewhere about IMriang Lem, near the watershed between the ile-

Khong and the Salwin. It was also the C‘hie»g who established the once

famous State of Miiang YOng or Mahtyuhgana - nagara, further down the

Me-KhOng Tallev. The latter was overthrown, as I learn from the Muang

A’oug Chronicle, about 100 years before the Buddhist Era, or circa 644 b.c.,

by Sunauda Kumara, the second son of the Thai chief of C'lueng Rung, who

murdered all the C'hieng chiefs, making hiraselt master of their country. The

defeated C'hlengsi\\en fled towards Lan-C‘hang, and settled along the Jle-Khong.

After the Lfui had conquered C'hieng Rung, Miiang YOng, and other

foundations of the C^hleng people, and had practically become masters of the

region occupied by the latter, they were thenceforward known as Ran C'hxtng,

i.e. ‘the Lau of the C'hieng country.' They are, however, also termed Lim

C'hieng, on account of their still worshipping, in comimjn with the Lawas and

other hill tribes of non-Thaic r.rce. several objects which they say once

belonged to a superior being, p.-rhaps a king or hero of the foi-mer C hxeng

{Lavv'a) empire, bv the name of C^hxeng. Thc-.e objects arc:

1. The Mahorodh.ka drum, a brass tymbal open at tlie bottom and ornamented

on the top bv luur raised flgures of frog:., disposed round the rim at equal

intervals ; whence its vulgar name of KKng-kob, meaning ‘ trog-druin.’ It has
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The peoples of the Thai race are, contrary to the

Lawas and other mountain tribes, a valley - dwelling

population, and are wont to settle only on the banks of

streams or lakes. Hence the Chinese called them Pa-i,

a term meaning ‘valley barbarians.’^ The corresponding

Sanskrit word is Pronaha, the sense of which is ‘ people

of valleys,’ ^ or rather of lakes, and occurs as the name
of a tribe in the Mahabharata’s list, where Prosaka is

given as an alternative term. In Northern Indo-China

the term Pronaka appears to me to be represented by

been adopted from an early date in Siamese State ceremonies, and is mucli

prized, besides the Lawas, by many other hill tribes of the same race, such

as the Karens, etc. (See Mcilahon’s “ Karens ot the Ciolden Khersonese,”

pp. 279, 280.)

2. The Then Lo, a kettle-drum similar to the preceding, but of a ruder make.

As to the use of gongs or tymbals in healing sickness among the rude tribes

of Yunnan, see Ma Tuan-liu, article Ye-laixj.

3. Pieces of hyaline quartz, chalcedony, or even sandstone, bored through the

centre and strung up together. This litholatry also predominates among certain

tribes of Kamboja, e.g. the C'harai, Stieng, etc. ;
and the Karens of Purmil,

e.specially the Bghai, >Sgaw, etc. (see ‘‘ British Biuma Gazetteer,” vol. ii, p. 241),

who sacrifice animals in their honour, offering up the blood to them.

The term C‘}deng also means ‘mixed’ or ‘crossed,’ like the Sanskrit Yui'anu

and Kirana (for which latter see Cunningham’s ‘‘ Ancient Geography of India,”

p. 509) ; and is employed to denote a mixed population or crossed race, especially

of new settlers with aborigines or hill tribes, sucli as expressed in the words Khom
C‘hTeng, ‘ the mixed Khom or Kambojaus ’

: LCai C'hteug or That C'hXeng, ‘ the

mixed Thai or Lau,’ The term Laii C'hTeng referred to above as originating

from the C'hTeng worship adopted by this people from the Lawas, means

therefore as well, ‘ Lau that have become mixed or crossed up with the hill

tribes (Lawas, etc.).’ Here we have the key ot the mystery by which the

term Yona or Yaeana was applied to that branch of the Tliai race that

settled in the country of the C'hlengs or Lawas, commonly known to Europeans

as Western Laos or Shan country. The same region is, tliercfore, often spoken

of in native records as Yonahaihsa

;

and its Lau or Thai inhabitants are named

Yaen (i.e. Yaeana) by their white-bellied brothers of Luang P'lirah Bang, Yun

or Yon Shuns by the Burmese, and Lau C'hTeng by yiame-c, all these terms

being equivalent in meaning.

' ‘‘ The cultivated valleys and nirlauds among the hills of 'Western Yunnan

are called ‘Pa’; ‘I’ means barbarian. Thus ‘ valley barbarians.’ ” (Xey

Elias’ “History of the Shans,” p. 37, n. §.) — The C'hiuese spelling

H means ‘ white ’

; means

‘ a Iiundred,’ ‘ all.’

“ >See "Wilson’s ‘* Visnu Purana/’ Jlall's ed., vol. ii, p. 187.
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Ptolemy’s Doanai and the Ts'ican of the Chinese, while its

alternative Frosalia remains probably preserved to ns in

the name of the F‘u-Uz or Peh-tsz, a tribe undoubtedly

of the same (Thai) race, which may be connected with the

city of Western Yunnan that Ptolemy names Posinarad

One should not be in the least surprised at finding so

many Sanskrit names of peoples, regions, and cities trans-

planted here from India, especially from its northern part,

and often distributed in a similar topographical order as

they originally occurred there. This latter circumstance is

peculiarly interesting, and constitutes, perhaps, the most

striking example of what we may be peimitted to term

toponymic mimicry that we know of. Already we have

noticed the homology in the distribution and relative

location of geographical names, between the coast of Arakan

and the western seaboard of India at similar latitudes.

Want of space prevents us from going into further details,

beyond saying that the same imitation is carried on with

some degree of accuracy, in so far as the relative positions

•of the topographical names are concerned, from the Gulf of

Martaban across to Laos and the greater part of Northern

Indo-China. In fact, while we have here a second Miilva

and another Dasilrna, representing, respectively, Western

and Eastern Liios, as already noticed, we find further north,

in Yunnan, a second Gctndhura, as well as JlitJiild and

Videha or Videlta-, a Campa in the east (Annam), and

.a JIalaya in the south (Malay Peninsula).

The rule does not, of course, apply to every place of

Indo-China; but, in general, it may be assumed that its

northern districts have been given names corresponding to

ancient districts of Northern India ;
while its southern

divisions, including the Malay Peninsula, were called after

* “Prince Ila-san, son of the imfortiimite .Sultan Tii i-n-'in [ol Ta-Ii]

informs me that the Xan-Ch.ao i\ere the (as he cjlN thcni) oi peh-tiz,

and not the Shuns or pai-i : but, though this tribe may huvi' been iircdonnnaut.

it must have been a Shan or Thai frihe, for the general evidence to that ellect is

<'ven\helmin'^'.’^ (E. H. Parker iu the China kevun

,

vnL >*o. G, p]). 339,

d3n.)—The Kev. Geo. W. Clarke, in the Chimne vol. xv, p.

eiplains the term Pui-tsz-ch'i-t^n as meaning 'the ancient Vumiaue'f.
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similarly located regions of the south of India. Such

coincidences are due to the fact that a double stream of

emigrants from India flowed into ludo-China at a very

early period. One, proceeding from the north, advanced

overland through jManipur and Burma, and influenced the

northern part of Indo-China as far as the Tonkin Gulf

and the Chinese borders ;
the other, coming from the south,

reached Indo-China by sea, and its influence extended

mainly over the Malaj^ Peninsula, Siam, Kamhoja, and

Southern Annara. Thus it will be seen that IN^orthern

Indo-China owes its earl}' civilization to settlers from

Northern India; while its southern portion, including the

Malay Peninsula and Archipelago, is indebted for its

ancient development to adventurers and colonists from

the Coromandel and Malabar coasts. Once this point, never

hitherto cleared up, is well understood, much that is yet

incomprehensible and obscure of the early history of Indo-

Chinese nations will appear more distinct.

For the present we are concerned only with that stream

of emigration which flowed into Northern Indo-China from

Northern India. That such a movement occurred is amply
proved by the fact that during the three or four centuries

preceding the Christian Era we find Indii dynasties, estab-

lished by adventurers claiming descent from the K.'jatriva

potentates of Northern India, ruling in Upper Burma, in

Siiim and Laos, in Yunnan and Tonkin, and even in most

parts of South-Eastern China. From the Brahmaputra and

Manipur to the Tonkin Gulf w'e can trace a continuous

string of petty States ruled by those scions of the Ksatriya

race, using the Sanskrit or the Pali languages in oflicial

documents and inscriptions, building temples and other

monuments after the Iiidti style, and employing Brahman

priests for the propitiatory ceremonies connected with the

Court and State. Among such Indii monarchie.s we may
mention those of Tagdng, Upijer Pugiin, Prome, and Sen-wi

(TheinnI), in Burma ;
of Miiang Hiing, C'hleng Rung,

Miiang Khwan, and Da.-kTrna (Luang P‘hrah Bang), in the

Liiu country
;

and of Agranagnra (Hanoi) and Campa,
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in Tonkin and Annam. As far as Yunnan is concerned,

we learn frona Chinese historians that a Jen-kwo, claiming
descent from Sukladhanya-raja, fifth son of SrI-Dharmasoka
of Magadha, was, as earh’ as b.c. 122, reigning at

Pek-ngai, to the south-east of the Ta-li Lake, and had,

shortly afterwards, conferred upon himself from the Chinese
emperor the sovereignty over the whole territory of Tipu

(Yiinnan).* TVe hear, moreover, that “the oldest traditions

connect the Ai-Lao State of Yung-eh‘ang with Meng-
chia-ch‘no, son of Asoka.”-

If we do not know more of the Indii dynasties founded
in the south of China and on the shores of the Gulf of

Tonkin, it is due, no doubt, to the fact that the Chinese

looked upon the States lying outside the borders of their

empire at that period as barbarous, and therefore concerned

themselves very little about them. But the names of

peoples and cities recorded by Ptolemy in that region,

however few and imperfectly preserved, are sufficiently

significant to prove the presence of the Indu ruling and

civilizing element in those countries, undoubtedly not so

barbarous as the Chinese would make them appear. A
different complexion is thus put on the past of those

^ See E. H. Parker, m L'hinfse litLonhi', vol. xxv. p. lU-i. The pre^* tit

or Min-cJuu, livinii; alouir the '•bores of the Ta-li Lukt* arc suitl

to claim de^i ent from the "ame njif/, or ‘White Pice Print

(Siikladlidnya). See op. cit.. vol. xv. p. 384.

* Ibid., in Ch'Diu Jlei itiv, vol. xx, p. 394. The name of Anoka's "ou P there

given in Chinese characters, which I have transliterated a'' aboAe. In rautom -t;

they would he prunuimced Mr. Paiker adds that “the-^e

characters suggest the word Magadha, and an Indian origin for the ruling

Ai-Lao family.” Jlar/dilhas or Maijums L the name ot the K>atriya ca-'te

in ^aJ:a~dvlp(( (Siam and Kumboja) according to the Visnu Piintna (hk. ii, ch. iv}.

But the aboA'e character-s seem to me rather to represent some Puji term like

MtihjnsaJca. The Bev. Geo. ML Clarke, in his artkie “ On the Aboriginal 'lrLbi:5

of ‘Western Yuimaii ” aaIucIi a])peared in the (.'hinc'-i , h>c. (it.,

‘piotes a native hi-'torical Avoik wiiere a Ti MiugtMi [jfi Maifj-fJin. cAidr-ntly the

same personage as th>- Mt/ip-ihia-ih^H'o alluded to above], son ot ITiuee Ahiu

[Aso/.a'^ nf the Mo-chie kingdom in India, is made to 'ctth- in

VunuaiiAvith his nine sou-'. aaIio hecaine the lulers nf many dilieient nation-.,

both in Yunnan and in the neighbouring countrie'^.
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countries and of China withal
;

for while, according to

•Chinese accounts, the Chinese ajjpear as the civilized nation

2Mr excellence and the populations outside their southern

borders as barbarians, the truth seems to lie rather in the

opposite direction, as it was evidently through the medium
of those barbarians that China received part of her civili-

zation from India. As a matter of fact the Chinese never

yet mentioned or admitted this ; but it is as plain as can

be that their astronomical knowledge, their calendar, and

many of the arts and sciences for which they stood long

celebrated as the original inventors, were introduced among
them by Indu travellers or acquired by the Chinese them-

selves through contact with the barbarians of their southern

borders where Indu influence had long been predominating.

The embassy that the emperor Ming-ti sent in a.d. 65 to

India, whence it brought Buddhism to the Chinese, was

very likely prompted by and despatched upon the advice

of Indus then at the Chinese Court. It seems, in short,

to me, that there is ample evidence as to the presence,

within Chinese borders, of Indii and other western foreigners

—whether adventurers, traders, or missionaries—early before

the Christian Era and before active intercourse by sea could

have been established. The presence of this western—chiefly

Indu—element and its influence upon the development of

Chinese civilization at a far earlier period than has hitherto

been known or even suspected, commands attention, and
can henceforth be hardly overlooked by Sinologists. But,

reserving our further remarks on this highly important

subject to a more suitable occasion, we shall here resume
our discussion on the Soanai and their country just

a moment ago interrupted.

As we remarked, Ptolemy’s Doanai represent a valley-

dwelling people, such as are termed in Sanskrit Bronaha
and in Chinese Pn-i ; and undoubtedly correspond to the

T’i‘u-aH, T‘wan, or Doan tribes of Eastern Yunnan. It was
they, apparently, who overthrew the Indii kingdom founded
at Dasarna or Luang P'hrah Bang. They were like the
Ai-Lau and their kinsmen, the KCtii, still existing at present
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in the Lower Me-Khong valley under the name of LCiu-

Kau—a people of Thai race. Ma Tuan-lin * mentions the

Ts‘ u'cin (Doanai) as inhabiting, in the seventh century, the

territory of K‘iin-ming to the east of the Ta-li Lake, thus

bounding on that side the State of Nan-Chao or Thai

empire of Meng-she, now Meng-hwa T‘ing. Parker, in

his article on the Nan-Chao,- says that the Ts’ican tribe

“ must have extended far east into Kwang-si, for the Siii-

shu, which treats of a earlier than this two
centuries [fifth century], says that General Shi' Wan-sui
was appointed commander-in-ehief of a force sent to quell

an insurrection of the Nan-ning barbarian Ts'wcdi Wan,
and that he advanced as far as Nan-chung.” But, early

hefore that jperiod, the Tn'iran must have extended to the

south as well, thus occupying the high valleys of the

Song-ka, of the Song-koi or Red Eiver, and of the Song-ho

or Black River, whence they advanced into the basin of

the Nam-U through Dien Bien-p'hu or Mr'iang Then
{T‘ien)

;
and thence to Liiang P'hrah Biing and the Middle

Me-Khong, as told in the chronicles and traditions of the

Eastern Liiu. In a.d. 550 we find them in the country

termed Da-nan-dung by the Annaraese annalists,^ situated

about the sources of the Duo-giang, a stream which I identify

with the Nam-Tdu or Red River, Ptolemy’s Dorias. About

960 A.D. we find the Doan (TUcan or TiUcan) tribes in

occupation, jointh' with the Kdti, of the same territory

on the Red, River which was, several centuries previous,,

held by the Ai-Liiu. Moreover, in .a.d. 819 we hear of the

Suang-dong or Ilnrotg-tong, tribes of the ILsi-ytian-naut

inhabiting the valleys of Iluang-ch'eng on the eastern

borders of the territory of Nan-Chao,’ attacking Tonkin

and killing its Chinese governor.

Although the term Doan, T'wan, or Ts'ican disappeared.

’ lu Ilervev de
II. 190.

' ^ 'It iittt JO i tetr.

^ Des Jlicheli’ ‘

*
Ibid., p. 140.

“ Ibid., p. ITS:

S.iiut'DeiiVs' triini-latiim, vni, ii,
*“ I'enplt- i\[6ridionaii\.

vol. xix, p. 72.

Aunale'^ de I’Aiimim," veil, i, p. HI-

and >Ia Tuan-lin in Ilenty’s translation, lol. ii, p. 230 seii.
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and so did in Indo-China its Sanskrit equivalent or proto-

type DronalM—only those of Ldu-Kau and Luu-hiao-icd,

Java or Clma remaining—the Doans may he easily

recognized in Ptolemy’s Doanai. Thej\ evidently were

a non-tattooing population, unlike the Ai-Lau, who, on

account of their tattooing their bodies with dragons and

wearing tails to their clothes, were nicknamed Ngieu, a Lau

term identical with the modern Siamese Ngu, which means

' snake.’ For the same reason their successors in Yiinnan,

the Yan - Chao, were by the Chinese termed Lung - icei,

i.e. ‘ Dragon-tails.’ ^

“ The T&hmn'' says Parker,- “ are stated by K‘ang-hi

to have been an influential clan in modern Yiin-nan Fu.”

3Ia Tuan-lin has a notice on the Ts‘wan, under the name of

Liang-isHvan-nian, meaning ‘ the two [clans of the] Ts‘wan’

to wit, the ‘white’ or ‘western’ {Pai Ts'wan) and the ‘black’

or ‘eastern’ (Wu Ts'ivan). According to his information,

thej^ must have extended from the headwaters of the Red

River to as far east as Kwang-si. This coincidence in

location of the TsUcan with the Loan, or Pi'rai, and the

Kdu of the Annamese historians, coupled with the fact that

T'lcan, or Doan, is the Annamese pronunciation of the

Chinese term Ts'wan, is sufficient evidence to show, I think,

that they really were the same people.® Similar coincidences

in names and location also indicate them to be identical

with Ptolemy’s Doanai. It is therefore pretty certain that

in our author’s time a conspicuous portion of this people

had already advanced into Eastern Laos or Dasarna, which

they held under sway.

The tradition of the Lau of Luang P‘hrah Bang is, that

their early ancestors settled first at Miiang Then, the Dien

1 See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 189, article Xan-Chao, and p. 271 seq.

;

also Parker in China Jienetv, vol. six. No. 2, p. 68, note.
= Loc. eit., p. 73, note.

3 A clan of a similar name, the Tuan, ruled over Nan-Chao, and subsequently
over the Ta-li State, All these tribes were evidently of the same, i.e. the Thai
race, Mr. Parker thinks the Ti'wun to have been the forbears of the Zolos (see
China Jtevietv, vol. xxiii, p. 182) ; but this has yet to be proved. Iji-Io is a verv
vague and elastic tribal designation, .and it may have foruierlv beeu applied to
peoples of Thai race (ATo-rt or AWh), the included.

‘ ^
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Bien-p‘hu of the Annamese, so called, to my belief, either

from {Tien), the ancient name of Yunnan, their preceding

seat, or {THen), the Chinese word for heaven and its

Lord, identified by the Lau with the Tndra of the Indus.

The latter hypothesis seems preferable from its being in

accord with the legend of the Lau as to their having

received, while settled at that place, a king from heaven by

the name of Khun Borora (Parama), meaning ‘ most

excellent ruler.’ He was the son of P‘hijd Then, i.e. ‘the

Lord T'ien,^ whom the Lau now identify, as I said, with

Indra. Soon after his advent they divided into seven

branches, each led by a son of Khun Borom, and set off

for the surrounding countries, which they occupied as far as

the frontiers of : Tonkin on the east, Burma on the west,

and China on the north. The northern branch settled

in Yunnan, where it founded the kingdom of iMucuuj Mo,

or Mu-te, by which I believe the Kan-Chao State is meant,

as Ma Tuan-lin gives Mo-chi (fj |5), or Mo-shih, as one of

the names under which the Kan-Chao were known.’ The

eastern branch is said to have founded the kingdom of

Culani, Cidamnni, or Cullamdlinl, which must be identified,

as we shall see in the sequel, with Lin-i or Cnmpa. As the

above legend is possessed b}^ the Lau of Luang P'hrah Bang

in common with the ^lau Shans (Thai Mau) and the Ahom
of Asam, it is likely that the branching off took place rather

at Tien (Yunnan) than at Miiang Th&, and at a date much

earlier than the one obtained by Ney Elias from Mau
records, i.e. the year 1111 of the Buddhist Era, or 568

A.D. If we are to judge from the fact that in the first

century a.d. the western branch of the Lau had already

founded the kingdom of Shen in Northern Burma and their

eastern branch occupied the Middle Me-Khong valley,

becoming soon afterwards known to Ptolemy under the name

of Doanai, we must place the event of the first branching off

of the Lau from Yunnan at a date not later than the

beginning of the Christian Era ;
but I think that two or

> Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 189, article San-Chao.
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three centuries earlier represents perhaps a more approximate

estimate, as these people must have taken some time on the-

way before reaching their present seats.*

At any rate, the branch that wended its steps towards

the Nam U and, descending its course, reached the Me-
Khong at Liiang P'hrah Bang, found, according to the

chronicles, the Khu Kanrany tribe in occupation, who-

blocked the passage at the confluent of the Nam IT, and

had to be overcome before any further progress became

possible. The Kanrung were driven up the Me-Khoiig

as far as the districts of P'hii Liiu and P'hii Kha, near

the jiresent C'hTeng Khdiig, where, from their arranging

the hair in a lump tied on the top of the head, the}'

were since known as Kha Kan ;
in Siamese, Kha Klctu,

These Khu tribes, say the chronicles, were of the

Cheh, i.e. the C'hleng, race.- Thej’ evidently came from

Kwang-si and Kwei-chou. It is worth}- of remark that

tribes of an identical or a very similar name, the Kanruu, are

mentioned in the chronicles of Burma as having constituted,

' Compare, iu tact, tlie tradition ot the exodui ot the various tribes ot

Yiinuan under the leadership ot Kiiifi Ti MOng-ehu’s sons, n-i given liv tlie

Kev. George At. Clarke in the ('/iieey lUiardii', loe. eit. The event alluded

to must have takeu pluee about it.e. 2')0, and it is (piite possible that the

emigrants were populations ot the Thai race, for the tradition looks substautiallv

identieal with the one possessed in common by the Liiu ot Lining I'-hrah Bang
and the Shans el Burma as reterred to aliove.

- Chch is, iu my opinion, hut a eontraetiou ot either C'lilrinj oi t'-hieiK/: and
although it has nowadays beeome synonymous, to a eertaiu extent, witli Clul; or

Chinese, it originally designated those populations, uudonlitedlv ot AIuu-Annam
race, who peopled the one humh-ed Tmh yFi Y’dh^ or distiiets ot the .South-

Eastern Chinese border. lienee we obtain the tollowing eipiatioii: Chvli = G'h’ieiuj

= Yurana or .Tuiuvn = Yueh — Cluh, hv Avhieh alone we eaii arrive at the

.solution ot eertaiu intricate iinestious eouuected with the origin and ideutitv ot

the early races that peoiilcd the north of Intlo-China. The Liai term Cheh
which became Chel in Siamese, assumes the tornis Kharh m Ckel iu Anuaiuese,.

Ki-'il ('pi-im. ChU) in ALaT or Taleug, and Clml; in Cham. The Cliam still

employ it to designate the Amianipse. The present Kh„w m- Khuintt of the
State ot Luang P-hrah Bang, and other trilws along the Ale-Khrmg are, hv
the Lfiu, said to belong to the same race as the Kha C'hih It is therefore
evident that Cheh i.s hut another name for the AIbn-.\nimm laee.

The term Kha iu Lfiu is equivalent to Khfl in Siamese, though pronounced iu
a different tone, and means a servant or ‘slave.’ It is indiscriminatelv applied
to all tribes which the Thai or Lau reduced to obedience.
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together with the P‘hyu (Prii) and Sah (Siik, Cheh, Chek?),
its early population. They are said to have subsequently

shifted on to Arakan. This shows that the advance of the

Lau or Thai was, both in Northern Siam and Burma,
confronted by populations of the same (Mon-Annam) race,

by the name of Katirau and Prit, who had long been in

occupation of the country, and who had either to be repelled

or subdued. The early P'-luju, or Pru, and Snh, on the

Siamese side, are still represented by the present Pi u, Por,

or Po)‘u, and So, Suk, or Sak, of Kamboja. From lingiiistical

and other affinities I have, moreover, come but recently to

the conclusion that the Khaun of Arakan and the Khamu of

Luang P'hrah Bilng must have been in origin the same tribe.

According to Professor Lacoupeile, the Por, Poru, or

Pru, and their cognate tribes in Kamboja, were driven out

of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si is.c. 21.3. This appears to

agree with the statement of the Luang P'hrah Biiiig

chronicles that the Kcnniuf/ and similar tribes were of

Cheh or Southern Chinese origin, though the date given

above refers, no doubt, to the exodus of the last remnants

of those tribes; judging from the fact that the first inroads

of the Lau into the Middle Me-Khong valley must have

occurred within the two centuries preceding the Christian

Era, as I suggested above, and that at that period the Lau

found the Kanrang and other tribes of the Cheh stock

already in occupation of the country. As to tiie elder

offshoots of the Cheh race, such as the C'hleng or Lawa,

they must have found their way to Central Indo-China

much eailier
;
and the Mofi and Khmer must have long

preceded them, the date of their advent most probably

coinciding with that of the establishment of their kinsmen

on the shores of the Gulf of Tonkin some eleven or twelve

centuries b.c. In the C'hleng Sen Chronicle the Ivliom

1 Khmer) are spoken of as having been in occupation, long

before G73 n.c., of the tract of country between the

Me-Kh(3ng at C'hleng Shi and the headwaters ot the

Mti-JSam, whence thev were not finally exjielled by the Lau

until A.D. d7ti.
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The Port!, Bran, or Pru ; the Bahnar, and cognate tribes,

were very likely the Barrhai whom Ptolemy places to the

south of Yiinnan and to the west of the Kudutai and Indoi

of Tonkin.

From the foregoing considerations the movement and

distribution of races in the north of Indo-China appears

in a clearer light than hitherto depicted
; and it becomes

evident that prior to the advance of the Lan or Thai in

Siam and of the Tibeto-Burmese into Burma, both these

countries were occupied by tribes of the Moii-Annam race

originally from Southern China, chiefly from Kwang-si

and Kwei-chou, who had long preceded them. These tribes

were obviously of the veiy same stock both in Siam and

Burma
;

hence the unexpected disclosure follows that the

famed Kanran, Prii or P'htju, and Sak, hitherto held to

have formed the bulk of the Burmese nation, were instead

tribes of the Moil-Annam race whom the Tibeto-Burmese

found already settled in the countr}^, and whom they had

to face and repel before being able to obtain a footing

in it.'

According to Aymonier,- the popular name of J'dk or

Chok applied to the Annamese by the Cham, is synonymous
mth the literary term Yuan or Yican (Yavana) by which

the former are designated throughout Indo-China, except in

Annam itself, and which the Annamese pronounce Ngilen

or Nguyen. This term I take to be identical with the

Chinese {yuan), meaning ‘a high level, a plateau,’ and
synonymous with ^ (cliing) or C'hieng and the Sanskrit

1 “In A.D. 796,” says Parker (Chinn llevicr, vol. xx, p. 393, notes) “the
Xanchao conqueror Imoiisun estahlished the Jwan-hwa prelpcture at the niodern
T'eng-yiieh or Momien, then inhahitetl by three tribes called F-nh, J“iao and
OnhUoifi. This disproves Prince lla-san’s assertion that the P-ilh n-ero the
ruling Xanchao tribe: it also -iiggcts that the Fuu tribe JJtirmmis then
(.etended into modern China, or nt all erents worked their wai/ down from the
Tibet direction that way. The OelCany axe the Lisu.” The 'italics are mine
and the sentences set up in them well show into what ethnnlocrical chaos we e-et
entannled and what mess we make ot tribal origins it we follow in the old lines
and admit, as the authority .just (pioted does here, that the I'duu (Pri) were
a Burmese (i.e. Tiheto-Bunnaj.) tribe. The above extract plainfv demonstrates
tliat remnan s of the old 3I»u-Annam tribes were still in the cduntrv at that
XiiTiod, minn^led mtn new amvaK, e.ir. the Lisu.

= “The History of Champa,” in the ACmtie Quarterly neeiew for July, 1803.
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JIdla. It occurs in the name of the Hsi-yuan-man, called

Tai-nguyen, or Tei~nguen, by the Annamese, whom Ma Tuan-
lin ^ locates on the north-eastern frontiers of Tonkin and
makes conterminous with the Han-Chao on the west. It
follows, therefore, that the early settlers in Tonkin and
Annam must have been of the same stock of the C'hieng,
who peopled Mala or Mdlava-desa, i.e. the present Laos,
before the Lau or Doans. Both the Nguyen or Ngiien and
the Lawii or C'hteng originated from the race and country
of Yuan, i.e. Kwang-si, which was part of Yiieh, i.e.

Southern China
; hence we see the terms Cliok, Ch 'eh,

Ckhleng, Yavana, and Javaua— which mean, respectively,

‘tribes of South-Eastern China,’ ‘hill tribes,’ and ‘mixed
tribes ’—applied both to the early invaders of Tonkin and
to the elder settlers in Laos.

One of the ancient names of Liiang P‘hrah Bang was,

in fact, Java or C'hawd, which the Lau found on their

arrival thither, and which they pronounce Savil. I have
not the slightest doubt that this term is but an abridged

form of Javana or Yavana; while its existence at so early

a period is a proof that the city and the surrounding

country then really belonged to the Yuan or Yuek, namely,

the Yavana, C‘Jtieng, or C‘hieng. The name C'hmcd or Java

was preserved in the country up to comparatively recent times,

when the Chinese wrote it down as ® {Chua, cldica, clma,

or him) and ^ ^ (Lao-Chua or Lau-Ch‘iva).- On the other

pi), fit., pp. 236-7.
It is interestiuti to remark that ^liao-ts/.u term the Cliiiie-e i'hx'a (vide

Hevinr, voi. ix, p. 341). If tliis turni uiire-ponds. as I suppo-e, to

the
.SVfe<7, or JncC'^ mentioned above, it must have been onijinaJIy

• mployed by tlie Miao to designate not the Chinese people proper, but the pie-

Clune'5e populations, chiedy ot Mbn-Aunain race, iiiliabitiii.u’ in tlie early period"

the southern portion of China. Comeruinu' the above term h. H. l’ark*r

observes (op. eit., vol. xii. p. d9) that the concurrence of sound" such .s7("7/,

sha, etc., ‘•would seem to point to some nfeneral name for the southern

--hinese or some Chinese aboriuinal race.'* The llakka^, the some authority

proceeds to say, often call P/oifis (the natives ot Kwansr-tung) .S7'U-//a/, ii term

^vhich may correspond to the Sm-po of Fn-ehou, tlie ZiK*tfb» ot A\ en-chou, etc.

It ^eems to me quite possible, iu tact, that S>a-po and are connected

'' }th A'fztv/ and Jo^a, The inference would thus be that Java^ (

SlurHj etc., represent, under different torms, the name oi tlie race which
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hand, from Jam or Sam, and MCila or Mulaca, sprang the

denomination Jaraht- or Savaka- (often wrongly spelled

Seirtka) -Mala for the same district, which we have mentioned

at the outset. The first term of this compound toponymie

was, in its turn, recorded bj' the Chinese annalists under the

form ^ ^ {CItna-kia), and at times em23lo3 ed in the place

of its sj'nonym Lao-Chua to designate the State of Liiang

P'hrah Biing.

It strikes one as very curious in this connection that,

while the Liiu of Liiang P'hrah Biing ought, like their

western kinsmen and for the same reason, to be termed

Yuan or Yuen, thej' reserve this epithet, under the Piili

forms Youa or Yon, and the Sanskrit dress Yurana modified

into Yuen, for their tattooing relatives of the C‘hleng-mai

principality. Heirce the designation Youaku-dem. for the

region of Western Laos so often met with in local

literature. Evidently no race likes to be called Yucanu

or ‘ mixed,’ and the Annamese do not feel less aversion

for such an epithet. The C'hleng-mfti Liiu, however,,

retaliate upon their brothers of beyond the Me-Khong bv
calling them Keu, thus insinuating that the latter are of

the race of, or dependent from, the Kiao or Chiciu of Kiao-chi

{Chkm-chih) or Tonkin. Remnants of the ancient Chek race

still bearing the original name exist up to the in-esent day in

the state of Luang P'hrah Biing, and they are called KlJi

Cheh or Khnmu (Khamuh). They du'cll on the mountain

slopes, a fact which evidences their character of hill-tribes

;

like their kinsmen the KhTi Kdu, the .So or Ku^o, and the

Suk or kiak, etc., they speak a language of the IMofi-Annam

class; and prove extremely meek and submissive. They
consider themselves, in fact, as slaves of the Liiu, and
accept without reluctance this condition of inferiority and

ji ijiiniillv lie. ujiii-il tlic "ivatfi- jioitidii ot Smiflii in Diiii-i In tore tlio nilveiit
<>t til.. Cliiii.-.. ja-upt-r, and tliat Mii-li a .lcni.miniiti..ii inatium.,! to be tmiilowii
to denote tin- n.itivf- ot thf various prormcos ot that r. -ion (wlietlu-i .tr not
. oiiiwrted by dokcont witli that race) in outer to di-tiin^uidi tli. m tioin immior'int
Clinu-o trom oth.r tin)vm(e~. riui.- tlie term.. i.I.n-.-d to lo.f their orioiii.I
-iuBihi .-itiidi :iib\ heciHiie "yiion^iiB'U-s with ‘ indim-jK *

•rmtiw
' ^
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subordination to the hitter, owing to a legend of their own
according to which their ancestors were worsted in several

competitions with the pioneers and progenitors of their

present masters. The disgrace of the Khil Cheh dates, in

fact, from the daj'’ that the Liin entered their country.

Pi'ior to that period they, and their kinsmen the Kha
Kanriing (Kha Kau), appear to have been blessed with a far

more civilized status than at jiresent
;

for, as the chronicles

of Luang P'hrah Biing declare, at the time of the Liiu’s

advent into the countrj^ the Kha Kanriing were governed
b}' a chief with the title and authority of king, w'ho

apjDointed ministers over the agriculture, fluvial com-

munications, forests, etc.
;

and they had brought under

cultivation the territoiy along both banks of the Me-Khong,
as far up as the N’am-P'hil—an affluent joining the Me-
Khong at C'hieng Lap, below C'hleng Kheng (Keng-

•Cheng of the maps) and Miiang Sing. From these data

we are enabled to form an estimate of the extent of that

ancient kingdom of Eastern Malava or Dasitrna founded

by the Ch'th race under Indii auspices and conquered after-

wards by the eastern branch of the Liiu, T'wan, or Doans.

Indu influence had, no doubt, made itself felt in the country

long before the Liiu’s advent, as it had indeed spread also

further east and north into what we now call Tonkin and

T iinnan
; the probability is, therefore, that monarchs of

Indu descent occupied the throne in Da^ilrna as they did in

man}' a neighbouring State.

The foundation of Luang P'hrah Biing is, in fact,

ascribed by the native historians to adventurers from India,

a circumstance which sufficiently demonstrates the Indii

origin not only of the reigning dynasty, but also of the

names for both city and State. Daiurna was apparently

the denomination given the latter, while J'nn, Javakn, or

YKcana more properly designated its capital, as well as

the race that peopled the countiy. Already I have pointed

out the connection of these terms with Yuan, I ileh,

Ching, C‘laeng, and Chth or Chok more especially with

'^J'hJeng, which I consider as a Thai synonym of the
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Chinese Yiieh, in Annamese Viet} I believe that it is

this term C‘hieng which suggested to the early Indu

adventurers the Sanskrit word Yavana as a designation for

the race whom they found in occupation of the country.

It may be safely asserted at any rate that Yavana, Yona,

Yon, and Yuen, if not translations of C‘hieng, must be
imitative renderings of Yuan and Y'iieh.

Having thus shown the origin and meaning of the terms

which Ptolemy has preserved for us in connection with

the people and countrj' of Liios, we shall now proceed to

briefly examine each individual name of cities and rivers

in this region.

Doanas River (Nos. 118 and 182).

According to our author it is formed by two streams,

one from Bep3rrrhos and the other from the Damassa range,

which unite in about long. 99° 31' and lat. 22° 37',

corrected. The confluence would thus fall a little to the

north-M-est of C'hleng Rung. While the branch from
Bepyrrhos is made to rise in the Southern Himalayas of

Asam, a little to the east of Tawang, the source of the eastern

branch from Damassa is located in the north of Yunnan,
a little west of Yung-ning—a very close approach indeed
to the true position of the upper course of the Me-Khono.
Misled by a similarity in names, Ptolemy makes the Doanas
debouch through the Dahan or Thuan-an River on the
coast of Annam, in the Quang-tri district. He appears, in
fact, to have been quite in the dark as regards its lower
course

; while, on the other hand, he traces it with
remarkable correctness from the neighbourhood of the Ta-li
Lake in Yunnan down to Luang P'hrah Bang and even
further, as a glance at our map u-ill show. Its name of

* The ^ense of C'hce)ii/, ‘mixed, crossed, overhippiiia-, diiigonal,' seems to me
to he presented tn ^omo extent by the Chinese Yueh. Annamese Yiet (^)
meaning ‘^overstep, to encroacdi on, to trausgre--, to cross.' Compare al-o
KeH and ^ {knu, kmu. chia.,, giau; = ‘to interlock, to blend’ = Javana
Yavana. ’
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Doanas he derived either from the people inhabiting its

banks, the Doan, or Ts‘icaii, or from the Dahan or

Thuan-an River, its supposed outlet. No such or similar

name has, within my knowledge, ever been given to the

Me-Khong. The denominations which I find recorded for

this important watercourse are, in its upper portion, that

flows in Thibetan territory: Nam-Chu and Chiamdo-Chii.

After it enters Yunnan, it goes by the name of Lan-ts'amj,

by which it has always been known to the Chinese. There

is no doubt that the latter named the river after the

country or State of Lan-c'hang, the Lau designation for the

territory of Luang P'hrah Bang.* The Western Lau term the

' In the Chinese ^ ^ {Lim-taUuuj), Lan means an orchid, and aho

‘scented,’ ‘numerous’: wlule the second tem, tsUo/rj, stamls for ‘granary,’

thus corresponding, or being in t.rct equivalent, to the Siamese c'hiinri^ having

the same meaning. The Chinese rendering ot the Thai Lan-chmig is, therefore,

merely phonetic and imitative; unless it he assumed that, like early European

travellers, they took the Thai Lun to mean ‘ a million,’ and, tiguratively,

‘numerous’; and they contmed, moreover, cluing, ‘an elephant,’ rvith c'hiing,

‘ a granary.’ The second tenn is, hon-ever, sometimes spelled (tcnng) = ‘ an

expanse of -n-ater.’ The most common Chinese name by which the .Me-Khong is

now designated in the portion ot its course which lies within Yuunan is (hin -Inmi

Chiang (Kiu-luug Kiaug), and means, taken literally, ‘ Xiue Diagous’ llivei.'

This has in our days become a favourite term with cartographers, who, as a rule,

absolutely iguorant ot the meaning of the exotic toponymies with which they till

their maps, use it indiscriminately lor the whole of the river’s lower cour-e. and

even note it down at its mouths in Kaniboja. It will surprise these gentlemen

not a little to learn that Chiu-lnng (Jlunng simply means -C'hieng Equg

lUver,’ as ^ II {Chiu-lung,
Kill-lung, or Kan-Iimg) is but a rough Chinesi

rendering <it C'hieng Sung, cries Kiaug Hung, employed at times in the place

ot the better known term Cli‘i-lt. It follow's that the designation C/iiu-l"in/

C'hiiing should be applied onlv to the jantiou of the river's course comprised

within the limits of fhe State of C'hieng Eniig, and not elsewhere.

Other less generally known Chinese names for the ile-Khoiig are: 11^

(C'h‘iting, prou. K'ovug in Anuamese), evidently a phonetic transcript of the Lau

Tilling-, = ‘ wind ’) ; ^ ^ ri/riwy) ;

{Wun), etc. (see Clumi Suiiir, vcd. xx, p. ^28). The last one bear- s,,me taii.t

re-emblance to Jioun or Doanas without the initial D : but tins is no -ufticieiit

leasou for Us fo deduce that a connection exists between the two names. The

Anuamese {Song -Ion, and the Khm-r (TonR-Thom) designate ms tor the Jle-

Khbng are generic terms simply meaning - Great Eiter,’ while our (oiiginullv
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Me-Khong 2'fani-kltdi
;
the Eastern Lau call it Niiin-Kliomj

or Ml‘-Khdn(j ; and the Siamese, with hut little variation,

name it Jilr-KhZng or Me-nam-Khmcj. I find, moreover, in

native records, among which is the Miiang Youg Chronicle,

that the portion of the ile-Khdng running through the

Lau States was termed YidnuiiCi-Hcull, probably in analogy

to the Yamunii or Jumna of Northern India, some of whose

affluents flow through Malava and Dasarna. At times

it is mentioned under the name of Maltdnaili, whether in

allusion to the Mahi or not I am unable to say. In the

Piili history of the Si/iiiii statue of Buddha, compiled in

C‘hleng-mai by Bodhiraihsi Mahilthera towards the end of

the fourteenth century, the Me - Khbng is referred to

(ch. vii) as Khuraiifja-mali-nadi

;

while in the C‘hleng-sen

Chronicle it is, at the outset, termed Khant-nadi or Kiwi

Khqi, and the denomination Me-Kh5ng is introduced later

on, with a futile attempt to explain it by an absurd Buddhist

legend, which it would be mere waste of space to reproduce

liere. Khara-nndl means ‘the rough, or fierce, river’; Hitei

Khai may be rendered as ‘the stream that extirpates, or

ravages.’ This is also, on the whole, the sense conve3'ed

bv the word Khong

:

‘ impetuous, violent.’ But in the

lower portion of its course, which lies through Kamboja,

the Me-Khong is, in some native accounts, stjded Sklaidarad

This word, commonl}^ pronounced Slthandon, is also the

official Siamese name for Miiang-Khong, a township on

an island in the middle of the Me-Khong, above Stiinw.

treng. The suggestion made by some authorities® that

Portus'ue-t} • Cainboilia Itivur ' can im Ipnsev be aecepteil a strictly cnn'cit

appellati'in in mii present day. 'J'he teicuoiiijr remarks will have nnule it eiicleiit

that and J/< -Kknuii arc the only two names which 'hniild he preserved,

on account both of their autii|uity and wide application, loi that majestic

M atercourse.

' Sidiuitam or Sidaiit'i-svijura (from ihlati = ‘to sink") is the name given
to the oceans between the seven rocky circles of the VakkacFihi in Buddhi-t
cosmology. They are so termed on account ot their waters being so light and
subtle, it is said, that no ratt or vessel can float on them, and even the eyed tip

of a peacock’s leather would sink light down to the bottom.
- Among whom .Vvnioiiicr. in his “Voyage dans le Laos,’’ t. i, ji. S8, Paris

189.5. Garuier, whom this author critici,ies for having sail! that Slthandon ii

the name ot the mythical sea around Hern, was ijiiite right.
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the name of this township is a corrupt form of the Siamese

Sl-j}‘han-ddn, meaning ‘ four thousand islands,’ is simply

ridiculous, to say the least of it.

The popular notion among Siamese and Liiu alike has

•ever been that the Me - Khong flows through Sc,

i.e. the Ta-li Lake or Hsi-erh-hai, and that before reaching

it, it travels underground through a tunnel for a distance

taking eight days to a boat propelled b3' means of

poles to travei’se. Here and there, tell native accounts,

funnel-shaped holes in the roof and sides of the tunnel

admit of the passage of light. This is, of course, but

a repetition of the tradition concerning the Hsi-erh-ho, the

stream which crosses the Ta-li Lake, joining afterwards the

Yang-pi, an affluent of the Me-Khong, and has nothing

whatever to do with the last-mentioned river. Colhorne

Baber deems it impossible for boats from the Me-Khoiig

to reach the lake through the Yang-pi and its small

tributary. 1

Tn conclusion, there is no indication as to the Me-Khong

ever having borne the name of Doanas assigned to it by

Ptolemy,- and we feel therefore justified in assuming that

this name must have been given to it by our author

either in reference to the people on its banks, the Doann

or Doanai, or to its supposed outlet on the coast of Annara,

the Thuan-an River. A very early, if not the oldest, name

for the Me-Khong is no doubt the one by which it is still

known to the Chinese, i.e. Lan-t-i'ang—or, as the Siamese

pronounce this term, LCui-c‘Iiung—which is alluded to in

the ballad quoted by Ma Tuan-lin as being already' old in

' See Ills “ Travels aud Ki’searclu - in AVi -tein Cliiuu ” iii tlie " Siipplenn iitin y

Papers issued by the R.G.S., nd. i, p. 161 . Here the autlmr de~i ribes liaiiiia

seen the river rvhich i-sues from the lake [nt Ta-li] suddenly ]>Iun,ae undi i

a natural biide-e ci£ loek,” a ein umstauce wliieli may in Jiart aeeeuiit im the

"ligin 111' the tiaditinn a- renards the subteirauean jiassage relened to above.

' Ptiless sufticieut proof is I'oitheoming to slion that the abo\i > ited

Is a sill living fragment of tiiat name.
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his time/ and cannot at the present day he ascribed an

antiquity less than some fifteen centuries.

Ehingiberi, a city (No. 72).

This is no doubt C'hleng Rung—the Kiang Hung of

the maps^—the 'vell-known capital of the twelve P‘han-na

townships of the Zu-Shans (Sib-sdiig P‘/ian-nd Lij) on the

Upper Me-Khong. Its ofiicial name is Jotana-pura rajadhuni,

‘ the Resplendent Capital/ appearing under the form

Jotinagara in the Burmese Po - U - Daung inscription of

A.D. 1774. The derivation is from the Sanskrit word Jyotis,

meaning ‘light’ or ‘brightness/ which occurs in Prdg-

jyotisa, the ancient name of Asam.

Ehingiberi may be easily recognized in the compounds

Bingi-pura, Ramga-pura, Rung-pur, etc., which have as well

their counterparts in Asam, in Rangdmati, Rangd-hdti, or

Rangabari, on the Brahmaputra. This homonymy has misled

Saint-Hartin and Yule into actually locating Ptolemy’s

Ehingiberi in Asam. But, accustomed as we are to such

repetitions of topographical names from India in the Indo-

Chinese Peninsula, of which we have given many an

instance, we shall not fall a victim to the same error,

especially since our calculated results indicate a place of

the exact latitude of C'hleng Rung, and not very different

from the latter in longitude. The very name C'hieng Rung,

in its present Siamese form, well represents the Sanskrit

compound Ramga-pura, for in it the prefix C‘hieug stands

for pura, ‘ a city,’ and the second term Rung for raiiiga,

which means ‘ colour,’ ‘ hue,’ and thus conveys a sense

not very dissimilar from the word Jyotis, in Pali Joti. But

I shall now demonstrate that the denominations Raihga-pura,

' Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 177, art. Ai Lan.

- Termed m M. Ch'c-Ii, Ijy tlie Cliine-e, and, at times, % hE’ Chi'i-hiiiff.

(see above, p. 1 3o) . T am of opinion that the teim Ch is a phonetic renderiiiL,

of the compound Cheh^bj, in which ('hth (written exactly as in the name ot the
Chth race) represents JZuauff Cluh, anciently the northernmost of the three
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Joti-nagara, and Jotana~pura are but classical adaptations

by Indu adventurers of the original name for the citv

and district, which undoubtedly was C‘hleng Rung— in

Lau pronunciation, C‘hieng Hung— and had a similar

meaning. Rung, in fact, in modern Siamese, and Hung
in Lau, mean a ' rainbow ’ ^— in Shan (Liiu of Burma

braucli of the Thai people iuhahiting that region. The other two division' were
Miiang A’oni; and Miiang Sing ; hence, according to the Miiang Tong Chronicle,

the three princes once ruling over them—who were brothers, being all sons ot

the C’hieng Enng king—became vnlgarlv known, respectively, as At Ch'ih,

TT i o/ifr, and StJiii Stuff. (Jii, Yl, Sum, Siii, Xffitii, Zol', etc., were the

ordinal epithets employed up to a comparatively recent period to distiiiguidi

male children in the order ot biith—as may be seen from the law of a.d. 1731

in the collection of the Old Laws ot Siam, vol. ii, pp. 7-26— and mean Id.

2nd, 3rd, etc. From tliis we see that the prince rnliug over Muang Chiili wa'
the eldest, the Jtiiang Tong one the second, and that of Miiang Sing the third

ot the sons of the C'hieng Rung king. The prince of Tijug was, in the present

instance, the Sunanda Knniara relerred to at p. 119 above.) This political

division of C-hieug Rnug- into three principalities continned until .v.d. 1399.

when, in consequence of an attack made by the Chinese from Yunnan upon

Muang Yung and C'‘hieng-niai, which was sHCc»»ssfully repelled hy Prince Khfin

Sea from the last-named State. Miiang A’r.ng hecame part of the C'liieng-mai

dominions. The re.aiTangvment ot Chliieng-Eung into twelve p‘liaii-nrt di-trict'

tor administrative purposes then lollowed, but Muang Chch and Miiaug Sing

continued to retain their character of piincipalitie-. The state of affairs prior to

that period, houever, explains the expression San-mi'iiff {St'in-nuiiiiff, i.c. Snn'-

JPaVcHy = • Three Districts' or ‘Principalities'), which has so much puzzled

Deveria (see Id' ‘-j,, p'rontmie Sino-Aunamite,” p. 154), and misled Parker

(China Itei'ic tv, vol. xxiv, p. ;)4) into believing it a clerical slip for Shih-sun-miiiff,

judging from the standpoint that
-J*
“ [Shih-irh or twelve) is oftcuer tlian

not in Chinese records misspelled ^ (Shih-snn or thirteen) in the

expressions -p ^ {Shih-irh-mtnff) and -p “ Wt ^
pfiii-Hii), employed to denote the ‘twelve P'ttii-na distiicts,’ i.e. the State ot

C'hieug Rung. It will iiuw clcaily appear that Saii-intuff must haie hecn

meant for the three Zlihmij principalities ot Cheli,Tong, and Sing, referred to

above.

^ The full name tor rainbow in Si.'nnese D Utuiff-hiit^iutm. In Lan lithtq or

PZtitiff is also tile name for the BialimanI kite. Hence the Siamese expression

means ‘the kite diiuks out the waters.' Its origin is to he lound in the

popidar belief that the rainbow is due to the trail ot coloured rays htt In hind
by the celestial kite when tiving down to the earth to feed both (»n land and
on the waters. The jdienomeiion is hv some aserihtd to the light eliiauating troiii
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or Thai Tai) CpC illinKj), or (?CC?^ {lliimj-hdi)—and are

identical with the Chinese ^ {Hiuaj), conveying the

same sense. Run<j, moreover, in a slightly different tone

in Siamese, Ilimj in Lilii and in Shan
( ^ or ^ in

’Chinese), mean ‘bright,’ ‘shining.’ Whether it he for

the reason that the idea of colour is associated with that

of light or brilliancy in the rainbow, or that the two terms

expressing separately these ideas are easily mistaken the one

for the other, owing to an almost imperceptible difference

•of tone existing between them, the fact is that the early

Indu travellers who arrived into the country by the llanipur

route from Asam, translated hun.fj or rung by raihga and jotis,

thus transplanting on the banks of the Me-Khong two of

the topographical names which they had met with en route

on the banks of the Brahmaputra. Ptolemy’s Ehingiberi

becomes therefore identical, on both geographical and

linguistic grounds, with llaiiiga-})ura or C‘hleng Rung.

Lariagara, a town (Xo. 73).

Probably Miiang Lem, or Rem, ivhich has its exact

latitude and is situated on the Nam Liim, a right tributary

of the Me-Khong. Miiang Lem is nowada3’s the centre

of the country of the independent Lawii or Wall. The
name of the town here referred to bv Ptolemy may have

some connection with a possible Prakrt form Lari-ugdra.

In India we have Lar or Lur-dekt, in Sanskrit Lata-, a

Lauriga in the ancient Mithilil, east of the Gandak River;

and a Lid/ri and Laraguri towards the north-west frontier.

a (Iragou. I bi litvo, tlicrel'ore, tliat -omc mi- .mcepri'iii ar.pse fri.m tlip similarity
I'l the t(rm Ihinij with /.«-,// iiv nliitii i- the oM w.,i(l l,,r • draaou ’

taken iViim the Cliiuese ot hiiy.
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As names of peoples M'e have Lurgn as a variant of

liharga in the Mahiihharata
;

* also Lcmika, meanin
‘ warrior,’ which is the designation the Hor of Sin

Bhnm give themselves.- So little is known of Miiang Lem
and of the surrounding country that it is for the present

impossible to ascertain whether any of the above terms applv

to its territor}’ or to its inhabitants.

In the tables I suggested also, but doubtfully, Legj'a,

often appearing in the maps as Lcdeah. Its real name

is, however, purely Thai, and ought to be written Ldi-klJi,

which is the Liiu form of the Siamese expression Dai-hha

(Shan COS)^), meaning ‘slaves [were] obtained [here].’

Forchhammer was mistaken in believing the name of

Legya to be of Indu derivation, thus identifying it,

wrongly, with the Lakkhbjd-purd of the Kal 3'ani inscrip-

tions of Pegu (a. II. 1476). At the same time, not far to

the south-east of Legi'a and to the north-east of its sister

Shan town of Mone (more correctlv Mo-Ndi = Jilmiiirj

JVdi

;

ancientl}- Miinwj P‘hbn(j\, Dr. Ilichardson in his

journej's of 1830—37 discovered some ancient ruins with

sarcophagi and other monuments ivhich may mark the site

of some forgotten chief-citv of the C'hleng or Lawa, and

thus justify the name Rdjagrhd, which I find applied in

native records to either Legrui or some other city in its

neighbourhood.

In m\- opinion, however, Leg\'a is too far out, both in

latitude and longitude, of the position where we should

expect to find Ptc>lem
3
'’s citj-. If due regard is to be liad

to the location a'.signcd In’ Ptolenir- to Lariagara in resjiect

^ IltiUV al. of •'Vi'^nu I’ui.'n.i,’* li. }» 1.1.

" Cunuiutiham'- •’ Ac.oj,':nMret>irr.i|>li' ot Jiuhi. IJinlillii's! rtnml. d, C07.

6C

6C
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of Rhingiberi (C'hleng Rung), we see that the site of

Miiang Lem is the one which best answers all requirements.

I do not therefore hesitate to discard Legya, and to pro-

nounce myself in favour of the above-named township.

Xasippa or Lasyppa, a town (Jfo. 76).

This city proves no less difficult of identification than

the preceding, owing to the scarce, and at the same time

conflicting, evidence which we obtain from the maps.

Its name at once suggests Sipoh, the Thibo of European

maps, in the Shan State of Stn-wl (Theinnee) or, what

may appear to be yet more preferable, Lashio, in the same

district. Though the resemblance in names, especially in

the case of the last-mentioned place, is striking, the positions

in latitude of both Si-poh and Lashio of some four degrees

to the north of Ptolemy’s city, dispose of at once, I think,

of their identification with the latter. If I referred to them

here and in the tables, it is more for the sake of completeness

than because I deem either of them to be really the place

meant by our authority. My opinion is, in fact, that in

the ease in point, as well as in analogous ones when

close similarity of names comes into play, we must not rely

r In Lrui rt'uorJ:^ Scn-isT anil Su-jmh are very iiften ineutionecl bound np

tosether in a single enmpound, tliu-.: Sln-o T-il-puh, beeaivse ot their formiui'-

jiait of the same State. The elas-ical name ot this prjncipalitj- Is Sivi-rastra :

not “ Thi,-i- [or Hin'] -ruto
"

a.s given hv Nev Elias, tvhieh i- undoubtedlv

G
’

'

-
wrong. Si-pu7i, in Shan in .Siamese S’-ploh, is a Thai expression,

meaning ‘four tntt.s.’ But this is probably a mere eorruption or imitation

of the original Sanskrit name ot the eity or State, which was apparently Sib,

or Sivi. Othenvise Sl-poh may be connected either with the (?«) tiibcs

wliich 51a Tuau-liu (op. cit., lol. ii, pp. ggs-SOd) locates about this region, or

with the1 [P-H oxF-nh), the ruling Nau-chiio clan (c. pp. 121 and 130),

which ilongol history places e.vactly in Theinnee (see Chin" vol. \xiv

p. 1.58).
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upon homonymy alone, discarding the evidence afforded us

hy calculation, unless the results issuing from both sources

are in fair agreement. Taking, therefore, for our guide the

calculated result which has, in other instances, proved so

remarkably near the truth, we see that the position of

Xasippa falls between C‘hleng-mai and Nan, and precisely

at Miiang Ngu, closely above which Monsieur Pavie’s map
notes a small township under the name of—I use the same
spelling— Wieng Slpou-kay. In the neighbourhood we find

similar geographical names, such as: Miiang Saieb, a little

to the east
; and a small stream, the Si-pan, an affluent

of the Me-Yom, on the south. Of course, we must not

become too sanguine in the face of these results. But in

a country which, like that of the Lau, has seen so many
political revulsions, half-forgotten names of out-of-the-way

and nowadays comparatively insignificant places often

represent cities and marts once important and flourishing;

and must be carefully examined into before being definitely

rejected in a retrospective inquiry like this.

Besides, names similar to Lasippa are common all over

the country. In the tables I have pointed out one

instance : Ld-slepi or Ld-siet, the name of an islet and of

an ancient city on the Me-P‘/iing (pronounced Mc-Ping by
the Liiu, the western upper branch of the Me-Nam Eiver)

some 2° of latitude south of C'hleng-miii and just above

Kamp'heng P'het ;
wrongly spelled in Pavie’s map as

“ P. Kao \_Bd)i Roll, i.e. ‘ village of the island ’] La-kiet."

The city once existing there was, according to the Lamp'hua

chronicles, founded by Cdma-den, the first queen of that

State, in a.d. 528. But the name of the islet and district

may have existed long before that; and very likely they

were formerly occupied by some Lawii settlement similar to

the apparently more important one which the same people

had a little further up, above Raheng, by the name of

Miiang Sbi, of which conspicuous ruins still exist. Many

places bearing names beginning with La or LCi are extant,

moreover, all through the Lau country, such as, for instance.

Laming or Paining, often misspelled Lamaing, the name
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of tlie ancient site and stream of C‘lileng-mai. Under the

form the term Lasippa is also met with in

Lower Ilurma, particularly in the Henzada and Hlaing

townships. These facts tend to show that it must belong

to the vernacular of the ancient settlers, whether Moii or

Lawii, and that it is therefore a local term and not of Indian

origin
;
though it might he traceable to some Sanskrit-Piili

form like Lal;sira, Laksibha (one lak of elephants ?), etc.

In Yunnan there is u chief city of the Hd which the Liiu

chronicles call Miuokj Sb-icoiuj, giving the term Laksa-guhu

(=one lak of cav’erns) or Lakui-gr/td (one lak of houses)

as its classical equivalent.'

Subsequent inquiries may disclose the correct name and

site of Ptolemy’s lasippa ; at our present stage of incomplete

knowledge of the history and geography of the Lau States

we must remain satisfied with locating that city in the present

C‘hleng-mai district, and provisionally at "VYleng Si-pou-kay

above Mliang Xgil, until a more satisfactory site can be

suggested.

Dasana or Doana, a town (IMo. 74).

The remarks prefaced to this section, as well as the

result obtained from calcidation for the position of this

city, sufficienth* prove that the latter can be no other

place but Liiang P'hrah Biing, the present, as well as the

earliest, capital of Eastern Laos. In all Luang P'hrah Biino-

chronicles and records which I had occasion to examine.

^ Ijriti'ili IJuiiiLi G.t/i ttecr,” \ol. ii, p. lOo.

This i- piufiiiljly the amieut the ehiet eitv i.r

tiif Xau-ohan, 'I naini ot the ur Lit\' niifl dMriet. l[o~iru)t>/

^eenis to me tn n pic'i'iit the rhmt‘''C ^ ^ oi- ms.-, perhui).
ipj ^ ;

i.e. [i-aiMt.il I'it> ut tlaq kiiiy- ot the Uu. Uho. or Ifo-nw,,. I hati'

i-t markecUp. l'J7 '«/>;" that the X.in-ehiiii «eri kinuvri a.
, the

river-b.iiliauan'. avi , I think, the ..me jieojile, to nit. the Itionnl.u u'

Ffi.-i. Yunuati i' kiioun up to thi~ day to the .Siamese under the nann ot

J[7,. :\l,i '['ii.iti-liu top. (It., p. I.il' iiKutimi. ti (hift ,,i that reot,,n

a eertain or tiidentlt Hr. in Siami-t—
au'.iiii't niuaii t!,i t.iuied t ’hukoh-iianu h:id to ii-jht m 'joi
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the foundation of this city is ascribed to two brother ascetics

from India, the elder of whom bore the name of Thong (gold)

and the younger that of Dvddasan or Dvadasah (twelfth).

They were represented as having marked off the site of the

city by means of golden and silver posts. The first of these

was set up on the spot where now rises Wat C‘hieng~thong,

a Buddhist monastery, at the upper extremity of the city

;

a second one was stuck at the confluent of the Nam Khan
(Khdra) with the Me-Khong in order to delimit the lower

end of the town
; and three more pillars respectively of

gold, silver, and stone were erected by the side of a gigantic

coral-tree (Erythrina Indica, in Lau Mai Thong or ‘golden

tree,’ in Siamese Thbng-ldng ;
evidently the Chinese Tf ^)

which then stood near the site of the present Wat C'hieng-

thong, in order to mark the auspicious site of the future

royal residence. After these preliminaries the two ascetics

summoned forth the seven mighty Naga (serpent - gods)

dwelling in the streams, mountains, and grottoes of the

neighbourhood (who are even up to the present day

worshipped by the Lau), and committed the territory to their

custody. The elder of the hermits then left Dvddasan in

charge of the work of completion of the city, and ascended

to heaven to pay P‘hya Then (the god Indra) a visit, and

ask him to send one of his sons (Khxin Borom) to reign

upon the newly formed State.

The first set of names that the city received was, always

according to the chronicles, C'hieng Dong-C'hieng Thong—
in allusion, respectively to the Nam Dong rivulet flowing

to the south and below the town, and to the coral-tree

towering as a monarch of vegetation at its upper end.

An alternative designation was given to the city in

reference to the configuration of its territory, which, the

two ascetics had remarked, resembled the body of a snake

lying with its head at the confluence of the Nam Khan

and with its tail on the strip of land between the latter-

named watercourse and the Me-Khong; the ridge of the

Chom-Sri Hill running through the middle of it repre-

senting, as it were, in its undated outline, the ophidian’s

10
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spine. From this circumstance the city was styled Sri

Sattanaganahuta}

A third name was yet given to it, viz. Ldn-c‘hang,

meaning ‘the elephants’ grazing ground,’ or ‘the

elephants’ lawn.’ This was in allusion, it is said, to the

shape of two hills, rising one to the east and the other to

the south of the city, which resemble in profile two huge

' In this compound term Krung (‘ river ’) means a capital city, or nagara.
Sattanaga stands evidently for ‘ seven snake-gods.’ ^ahuta or nahuta is a vast

number said to he equivalent to one unit followed by twenty-eight ciphers;

hence it may be intended to express the idea of abundance. Native authorities,

however, state that nahuta means also ‘crest, hood.’ Such being the case, the

sense would be, ‘ Glorious capital-city of the seven Naga crests,’ or, possibly,

‘ of the seven-crested Naga.’ The seven crests are explained to be the summits
of as many hills inhabited by Naga chiefs, which lie within the limits of the

territory. I do not, however, find the term nahuta for ‘ crest ’ in any Sanskrit

or Pali dictionary. The nearest word is apparently nahusya, meaning a ‘ man.’
Again, ITaga denotes not only a snake, but also an elephant. I trust,

nevertheless, that the interpretation given above is correct ; at any rate, the

native authorities hold such to be the sense that must be ascribed to the

city’s name.
A city bearing the denomination of CSdhmala-nagara or Cudama-nagara is

mentioned in two inscriptions, one from Sukhothai and the other from Lfiang
P'hrah Bang, in terms which lead one to conjecture it to be Lfiang P‘hra^ Bang
itself, or anyhow a city not very far from it. Should further evidence be forth-

coming to prove that it is actually Ldang P'hrah Bang, the explanation given
above of Satta-naga-nahuta woiild also receive endorsement, because Cudd in

Sanskrit means a ‘ crest ’ and would thus prove but an alternative term
for nahuta in the above compound. It is more Ukely, however, that Cudamala
(or Cudama-nagara] is but one alternative name for CiilanX, Colani, or Culamdlini,
which, as we have noticed (p. 127 above), should be identified with Zin-i or
Campa. It is true that—from the fact of the State of Lfiang P'hrah Bang
having been both historically and etymologically connected with Hsiang-lin, the
name which the Zin-i district was given under the Han—Lfiang P'hrah Bang
also may have shared with the latter the denomination of Culani or Ouldmalini

;

but of this we have not as yet any positive proof. As a last hypothesis I may

S
oint out that, owing to the belief of the Ndgas being jewel-crested, the
esignation Culdmani, Cuddmnhril, or Cudamala may also have been applied to

Lfiang P‘hrah Bang, quite independently of its connection with Zin-i. I shall
revert to these points in due course when dealing with the geographical tenninolo‘'y
of the ancient kingdom of Campa. ®

The particulars given above anent the foundation of Lfiang P'hrah Bang clearly
show that its original builders were spirit and serpent worshippers. So have
become, and to a certain extent remained up to this day, their descendants
notwithstanding their adoption, from the middle of the fourteenth century of
Buddhism. As a consequence, at the expiration of each year two buffaloes
of which one is white and the other black, are immolated, and the flesh offered
up to the guardian deities of the country on stands erected at each corner of
the town. The two hermit founders of the city are also worshipped at the same
season on the top of the Chom S'rJ Hill and at the confluence of the Nam Khan
It will be observed that this kind of worship is common to the Chinese’ and was
evidently brought by the Lau from their ancient home in China where it is
a time-honoured custom, sanctioned by law, to offer bullocks to the spirits of the
mountains, streams, and land, to the spirits of the dead, etc

^
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elephants.^ Accordingly, they were termed one the major

and the other the minor elephant, and the open grassy

plain stretching between them was assumed figuratively

to be the Idn-c'hang, i.e. the pasture-field for the two

pachyderms. Thus originated, it is alleged, the name
Ldn-c‘hqng, by which Luang P‘hrah Bang and its territory

have been longest and best known to foreigners, and after

which the Chinese have denominated the principal stream

running through that State, to wit, the Me-Khong River.

It should be remembered, however, that the whole of ancient

Chiao-chih, or Tonkin, including the territory of what became

afterwards the kingdom of Campd, was, according to Chinese

and Annamese records, conquered and constituted into the

cMn (province) of Hsiang under the Ts‘in, in b.c. 214. Also,

that after the second Chinese conquest of B.c. Ill, Lin-i,

a district of the former chun of Hsiang corresponding,

roughly, to the present Ha-tinh province, had its name

changed to Hsiang-lin. Now, the Chinese term Hsiang,

meaning an elephant, is exactly equivalent to the Thai

c‘hdng
] and Hsiang-lin ( ‘ Elephant - grove, ’ and also,

‘ Elephant assemblage ’), if turned into the grammatical

construction peculiar to the Thai language, becomes ifn-

hsiang and acquires a similar meaning to the Thai Ldn-c'hdng

(‘Elephant grounds’). Here, then, we have a proof that

the designation of ‘ Elephant country, ’ or ‘ Elephant

territory,’ existed for the region immediately to the east

of the State of Liiang P‘hrah Bang from at least as early

a date as 214 b.c. Such being the case, the question arises

as to whether the designation referred to was invented by

the Chinese for the territories of Hsiang and Hsiang-lin

and came subsequently to be applied also to Luang P'hrah

Bang (in a similar manner with the term Culani alluded to

above), owing to its being coterminous with those territories

with which it was always more or less connected and often

confused by eastern geographers and historians ;
or whether,

per contra, the same designation originated in Luang P'hrah

T'hu <?h&ng-tm and CAing-l»mt/-
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Bang itself and the names Ssiang and Hsiang-lin were

borrowed from it. It is more likely, however, that ‘ Elephant

Country ’ was in origin hut a generic term for the whole of

the region extending, roughly, from the Han-ling Mountains

in Kwang-si to the Me-Khong at Luang P'hrah Bang and

to the shores of the Gulf of Tonkin, as evidenced by the

fact that we find the same term localized to three difierent

sections of that region, to wit : Luang P‘hrah Bang, Hsiang-

lin, and even as outlying a district as Hsiang-chou in

Kwang-si. In short, under the ancient denomination of

Hsiang, or ‘ Elephant territory,’ the State of Luang P'hrah

Bang must also have been included. Whether the paternity

of such a designation is really to be ascribed to the Chinese

conquerors of that region or not, it is now difficult to judge.

The probability is that the country was so named by its

early occupiers, whether of Thai or Moii-Annam extraction

;

for it must be remembered that the term Iwiang—under its

multifarious forms, such as eh‘ang, clsHng, etc.—is not

peculiar to the language of China proper alone, but is

equally met with in most languages and dialects presently

spoken in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula, those of the Malay-

Cham group and Annamese being perhaps the only exceptions.

Under these circumstances one feels little inclined to credit

the statement of native chroniclers that the designation of

Lan-c'hgng for Luang P'hrah Bang was invented by and

applied to in situ the Lau. It must have pre-existed, I repeat,

as a generic term not only for the territory occupied by that

State, but also for the surrounding country, long before the

foundation of Luang P'hrah Bang city itself
;
and its survival

as a name for the latter is merely one separate instance of

its subsequent localization to distinct parts of that region.

In Ptolemy’s time it still existed for both Luang P'hrah
Bang and Hsiang-lin ; but he referred to the former State,

or its capital, under the name of Dasana or Doana (i.e.

‘ Country of the Ts'wan ’) and to the latter as Kortatha,
a term which, we shall see in due course, represents Kau-U
or Chiu-te (in Annamese Ku-duk), the ancient name for the
Hsiang-lin or Lin-i district. While thus not making any
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explicit mention of the term ‘ Elephant Country ’ for either

of the above territories, Ptolemy appears nevertheless not to

have been totally ignorant of its existence in so far, at least,

as Luang P'hrah Bang is concerned, for he speaks, as we
have already noted at the outset of this section, of elephants

being found in the mountainous tracts dividing the country

of the Doanai from the home of the Lestai (Lower Siam and

Kamboja). If the designation of Ldn c'hang for the territory

of Luang P'hrah Bang can thus be traced back to b.c. 214,

it IS very likely that the date at which it was first applied

to the adjoining Me-Khong River is scarcely less remote,

and thus our previous remarks on this subject receive further

confirmation.

1

We now come to the fourth name of the city, or rather

of its territory, which is given as Jam, C'hatcd, or Sava.

{MUang C'haica). This term is stated in the local chronicles

to have existed previous to the advent of the Lau, it

having been, in fact, adopted from the name of the first

^ The Portuguese historians refer to the State of Lan-c^katig under the name
Lanjao (see Bocarro, “ Decadas da India,” p. 117, in CoUecgao de Monumentoi

Ineditos^ etc., t. vi). The Italian missionaries terra it the kingdom of the
' Langioni.^ This word is explained by Marini {Dellc etc., Rome,
1663, p. 448) as meaning ‘migliaia ^ elefanti’ (thousands of elephants);

which shows that he mistook the term Zd«, natural tone, for Lan, emphatic
tone, which means ‘a million.’ The same error is repeated by Tosi [LelV
India Orientale, vol. ii, p. 142), who calls the capital city Langiona (p. 139).
The capital was at this period 11 i€»g Chan (Candrapuri), which bore in consequence
the same title of Hagara (or Krung) S'ri Sattandga-nahnt Ldn-c‘‘hang belonging
to the former capit^ Luang P‘hrah Bang. The name Luang P‘hrab Bang for

the latter only came into use when it ceased to be capital in a d. 1565. The city

was then left under the nominal protection of the famous statue of Buddha known
by the name of P'hrah Bang

(
Vrah Pdnga), and under the care and guardianship

of the chief priests
;
thence its name of Luang P'‘hrah Bang or Miiang Luang

^hrah Bang, ‘the capital-city of the sacred Bang statue of Buddha,’ by which
it has always been known from that date, even after it became the capital of

a separate kingdom from that of "Wieng Chau later on. The Chinese corrupted

Ldn-c^hqng into Nan^chang this being the form under which they

refer to Luang P'hrah Bang in their records after a.d. 1730- A much more

accurate rendering was the one adopted long before that for the Me-Khong,

i-e. Lan-ts^ang • while none proved more exact for the second part

of the name than the ancient Bsiang (^) . The discrepancies in these renderings

iire no doubt due to differences in the pronunciation of the above Chinese

characters at the various periods at which they were employed in the transcription

of the name of L(in~ch‘gng.
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ruler (referred to as Kltiin C‘Jiaud, i.e. ‘ King- C'hawa

'

or ‘ King Java ’) of the population of Cheh race who

originally settled in the country about Luang P'hrah Bang,

whence their descendants were driven away, as stated in

a former page (129), by the invading Lau under Khun L5.

It thus appears that Muang C'haica must have been one

of the very first names—if not, indeed, the earliest—borne

by the territory of Liiang P'hrah Bang, and, as I have

already shown, its connection with the terms Cheh, C‘hieng,

Yuan, Yavana, Javana, and Java, Yava, or Yiieh, clearly

denotes a coxmtry inhabited by tribes of the same race as

is known to have held from the remotest time the southern

portion of China and to have subsequently spread over

the whole of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula and part of the

Malay Archipelago, all along which it has left standing

vestiges of its domination not only in the language but

also in the name of Java, which it has carried as far as the

Sunda Strait. I need not repeat that the great people here

alluded to is the so-called Mon-Annam race in its manifold

ramifications. We shall meet it later on when dealing with the

southern portion of Indo-China and the Malay Archipelago.

In the meantime we may call attention to the fact of the

persistence of the name C'hawd in connection with Liiang

P'hrah Bang, which is a sure index of its importance. Had
it been merely the name of a ruler it would have been no

more preserved attached to the name of the country than

those of Khiin Lo and other monarchs, no matter how
illustrious, have been. The reason why it was handed down
to posterity indissolubly identified with the name of the

country was, then, that it was the name of the race which
first occupied it and developed its resources. We have
already traced the term C'haitd, under its Lau form of Sawd,

or Sava, in the designation Savaka-Mald, or Savaha-Mdlavd,

which the region of Eastern Laos, and more properly the

State of Luang P'hrah Bang, have borne down to this day

;

and we did not omit to remark how both C'hawd and Savaka
{Javaka) gave rise to the denominations Lao Chua and
Ghua-kia, applied from the earliest period by the Chinese to
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the same region.* These are, I think, sufficient arguments

as to the antiquity of that term and its purport and correct

application in so far as the State of Luang P'hrah Bang is

concerned.

The Luang P'hrah Bang chronicles state that in the

course of time the early terms C'hieng-dong-C'hleng-thong

and C'hawa became somewhat obsolete, and that the style

Nagara Sri Satta-ndga-nahut Ldn-c‘hqng was adopted as

the official title of the realm and its capital, completed

afterwards by the addition of the words Rom-khdu, ‘ white

chatta or parasol,’ as a reference to the symbol of royal

dominion that surmounted the throne of its rulers. The above

is, in fact, the usual form under which we find the kingdom

of Luang P'hrah Bang referred to in official documents

and in the chronicles of Laos, Siam, and surrounding

countries.^ When, however, the capital was removed from

Luang P'hrah Bang to Wieng Chan (a.d. 1565), the same

style was adopted for the latter-named city, and retained,

‘ Another, so far unexplained Chinese designation for Lhang P'hrah Bang is

(Zao-lung) It cannot be very old, for it is undoubtedly meant for

Lau- Luang, i.e. the ‘ Lau of Miiang Luang’ as for brevity’s sake the *Lau of

Miiang Ldang P'hrah Bang ' are often referred to by the natives. In a similar

manner those of their kinsmen who hail from Wieng Chan are termed, simply,

Lau Wieng. This conventional tribal name was recorded under the form

Lou~wen (pronounced Xaa-rccwy in Flemish) by Gerard van Wusthof (a.d. 1641),

who mistook it for the name of the country and employed it to designate the

Me-Khong—a stream, he says, usually called ‘ the Lm-icen River.’ The
illustrious Francis Gamier, ms translator and commentator, although he had
been over the same ground, was much puzzled by the term Lou-wen, and conld

suggest no explanation (see “ Vo) age lointain aux royaumes de Cambodge et

Laouwen,” in ISulletin de la Soeiete de Geographic for 1871, p. 2.61). Its

meaning will now he clear to the reader. It will also appear evident how,
similarly to Wusthof with Lau- Wieng, Vos Chinese took Lau-Liang to be a name
of country.

In the same work Wusthof mentions (p. 274) Meunswae, which Gamier

identifies with Xieng-hai (C'bieng Kai). Every reader wiU now see, however,

that Muaog Sawi, i.e. Ldang P'hrah Bang, is the place meant.

The utter inability of a scholarly man like Gamier to identify two well-known

names in a region which he had not only visited, hut also studied, pla^y

demonstrates how little reliance can be placed upon the effusions of less gifted

travellers—let alone globe-trotters—who, from the mere fact of having journeyed

post-haste through a country, th'nk themselves entitled to speak ex cathedra upon

the most intricate questions connected with its geography, ethnology, etc.

^ The name of Sri Sattandga-nohuia for Lhang P'hrah Bang already ^eurs in

the Siamese Kot Monthierabdn (Kata Mandit a-pdld) or " Statutes of Palatine

Eaw,” enacted in a.d. 1368 by the king who founded Aynthia.
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even after Luang P'hrah Bang was restored as capital

of a separate kingdom, down to the destruction of Wieng
Chan in 1828. Owing to this circumstance several foreign

authorities were misled into believing that Wieng Chan
was the old and original Lan-c‘liqng

,

an absolutely mistaken

notion.

I have remarked in a preceding page that traces of the

classical name of the country, Sasana or Damma, may
be detected in the legend of the foundation of Luang
P'hrah Bang. We saw, in fact, that the junior of the two

original founders, who afterwards remained alone in charge

of the city, is called Bvadamn or Dtadasah in that legend.

This name may well be a modification or corruption of some

original term like Damn or Dasama, representing the name of

either the first king of the realm,' or of the country itself as

designated by the early Indii adventurers who settled in it.

The alternative name C‘hieng Thong given to the city by
the Lau may be, not as the legend says, in allusion to the

coral-tree, but to the elder of the supposed hermit founders,

who, it will be remembered, is called ThSng (gold). The
most probable conjecture seems to me, however, that both

the terms Dong and ThOng, occurring in the Lau name of

the city, are connected with the name of the Lau tribes

which first occupied it, and with the designation of the

coimtry that formed their early habitat. We have remarked
that Ts'ivan, T'wan, or Doan was the name of the first Lau
occupiers

; and that Da-nan-dSng was the designation of the
country at the headwaters of the Red River formerly
inhabited by them. Also, that Suang-dong or Httang-tong

was the name of tribes of the Ssi-yuan-tnan living on the
eastern borders of the Thai kingdom of Nan-chao. We
have seen, moreover, that the small watercourse joining the
Me-Khong below the city of Luang P'hrah Bang is called

Hiiei Nqm-Dong, i.e. the Nam Dong rivulet, and that from
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it the city is held to have been named C‘Meng Dong. Here
we are then, from all appearances, in the presence of the

same term Da-nan-dong, transplanted from the headwaters

of the Red River to the banks of the Me-Khong by the

early Ran invaders—the TsHvan, T‘ican, or Doan—who, we
have seen, came exactly from that very spot. Da-nan-dong
seems to me a purely Thai or Lau toponymic. It can

be taken, in fact, to mean Thd-nnm-dong, i.e.
‘ the landing-

place of the forest’ or ‘the jungle landing.’ Dong, though
often written with a cerebral d, can hardly be a proper name;
it simply means ‘forest, woods’; whence Ncim Dong signifies

‘ forest stream.’

As regards the Huang-dong or Huang-tong barbarians of

the Annamese and Chinese Annalists, although represented

as belonging to the Ilsi-yuan-man stock, they were never-

theless very probably of the same race of the Nan-Chao

with whom they were conterminous on the west
;

for it

must he remembered that the Lau and other offshoots of

the Thai race were called Yiian, Yonas, or Yaianas, from

the fact of their occupying territories once belonging

to Mon-Annam races, with whom they became to a

certain extent iutermingled. Besides, Yuan-man was, for

the Chinese, a generic term by which they collectively

designated the pre-Chinese tribes of Southern Kwang-si and

South-Eastern Yunnan. It seems reasonable to conclude,

therefore, that the terms C'hteng Dong and C'hieng Thong,

by which Luang P‘hrah Bang was at one time designated,

were introduced by the TsUcan, T^wan, or Doan, and perhaps

also by some branch of the Huang-dong or Huang-tong,

coming thither from the upper reaches of the Red and

Black Rivers through Lao-kai, Lai-chao, and Miiang Th&
(Dien-bien p‘hu).

At the same time the names Doana and Doanai recorded

by Ptolemy for the city or State of Luang P'hrah Bang,

and for its people respectively, sufficiently attest of the

country being, in his time, already occupied by the Ts'ican,

T'wan, or Doan. Concerning the intimate connection, if

not absolute identity, of the three tribal names just given,
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and their application to branches of the Thai race, there

can be no doubt; and I imagine that I have given enough

convincing arguments to prove both theses. Should, how-
ever, any further evidence be required, I might refer to

the following point. Some people in the Sihsagar district

are, up to this day, called Doanim. “These people,” says

Gurdon in his paper on the Khamtis,* “also, I think, are

allied to the Khamtis .... The Assamese call them
Doanias from the word (Doaniya) meaning ‘interpreter.’

”

As the Khamtis—or, rather, Khatn-di—are a people of the

Thai stock, whose early predecessors in Asam, the Ahom
(Asama), of the same race invaded and conquered the

' Journal Soyal Asiatic Society, January, 1895. The correct name for the

Khamti is Kham-ii, a pure Thai expression meaning ‘ good gold.’ Kham is

still the common name for gold among the Lau. Thong, derived from the

Chinese ^ if'ung)—as Kham is from ^ {chin, in Cantonese kem)—is often

used instead, though it means also ‘copper’ and ‘a yellow metal’ in general.

In Siamese always, and in Lau at times, the term employed to designate gold is

a compound of both words, thus : thong-kham. It strikes me that the Khamti
must be the same branch of the Thai race whom the Chinese term Chin-chHh

(‘Golden Teeth’) and to whom Marco Polo refers as the Zardandan (evidentlv

a corrupt and contracted form of the Sanskrit Suvarria-danta)
;
and that perhaps

their name of Khamti has something to do with their ancient practice of gilding

their teeth. In some of the southern Chinese dialects the words Chin-ehHk

are pronounced Kam-ch‘i or Kam-si ; and si in Siamese is a numerical affix

employed in the numbering of teeth, while sik in Shan is also used

as a synonym for tooth. Of course the Thai construction would be si-kham or

sik-kham, which is quite different from Kam-ch‘i and Kham-di
;

yet it is

evident that both names are connected in some way or other. Should this prove
to be the case, the historical inference could be drawn that a branch of the
Khamti, if not the entire body of them, was still dwelling in the territory of

Tung-ch‘ang in Marco Polo’s time.

Since writing the above I notice that Mr. J. F. Needham, in his “ Outline

Grammar of the 00 '*' [27iai] (Khamti) Language” (Eangoon, 1894, p. i,

Preface), gives two different derivations of the term Khamti, i.e.
: (1) ‘ tied to

the spot,’ from khiim = ‘to stiek, to remain where placed’ (in Siamese khong),

and if = ‘ spot, place’ (in Siamese thi)

;

(2) kham-ti — ‘golden locality.’

In my opinion both these new-fangled etymologies are absurd and unacceptable,
the first one on historical and the other on linguistical grounds, for it bein'’'

a rule in Thai languages that adjective follows substantive, ‘ golden locality"^

would be expressed as Thi- h ham, and not in the form referred to. I therefore
hold, until substantial proof to the contrary is forthcoming, that Kham-di is the
correct etymology. Abbe Desgodins, though explaining it ‘ pays de Tor,’ writes
Kham-dx (Annales de VExtreme Orient,' t. iii, p. 43).
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country many a century ago, we see that the ancient,

probably original, name of Doan has been preserved there.

And this is evidently no other but the term Doanai given

by Ptolemy to their kinsmen who settled along the Doanas

or Me-Khong River, and in the city and territory of

Doana or Luang P‘hrah Bang. It conclusively ensues from

the above that in Ptolemy’s time the State of Luang P'hrah

Bang was already occupied by a population of Thai race.

Bareukora or Bareuathra, a city (No, 75).

This is undoubtedly Barikan, a township officially known

to the Siamese as Pariganha - nigama, sometimes, but in-

correctly, spelled Parikkhonda-nigama. It is situated on the

Nam Chan (pronounced Nam San by the Lau), a tributary

from the left of the Me-Khong, at the foot of the P‘hu

Ngu (‘ Snake - mountain ’) Range ;
and usually appears

in the maps as Borikan or Barikan, the common and

shortened form in which its name is pronounced. Colonel

Yule, misled by a similarity in names with Barakura, located

by Ptolemy in Arakan, took Bareukora to be the same

place, and thus assigned to both an identical position at

Ramu, below Chittagong. The difference of 12^ in longitude

and of over 4° in latitude between the sites of the two cities,

as reckoned by Ptolemy, should have proved a sufficient

indication that it was a question of two quite distinct places,

and not of one only.

The name Bareukora can easily be accounted for as

a corrupt rendering of Pariganha-ghara or Parigraha-nagaru.

One of its variae lectiones'- is Bareuaora, in which I am

inclined to recognize the Po-lo-la, or P‘o-lo-la, kingdom

located by Chinese authors to the east of Ch‘ih-t‘u (Sukkac/a,

i.e. Sukhothai) during the seventh century a.d.^

As regards the other form, Bareuathra, it presumably

stands for Pdripatra or Pdrigdtra, the classical name applied

in India to the northern portion of the Vindhya chain of

* GiTen in Nobbe’s edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, t. iii, P- 20/, index.

’ See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 466.
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mountains in whicli the Malava people had their dwelling.

This term may have been transplanted here, in the Indo-

Chinese Malava country, by the early Indu settlers, and

applied to either the P‘hQ Ngu or other mountain range

in the neighbourhood of Barikan. Other possible readings

are Parivastha, Parivarta, or Parivdsa, all terms which

convey the sense of village, abode, residence, and may, to

a certain extent, have done duty at one time for the modern

nigama.

(8) The Country of the Lestai {Southern Siam and Kamhoja).

The region of the Gulf of Siam from Samarade onwards

to Kamhoja and the Cochin - Chinese coast as far as

Zabai beyond the Me-Khong delta, Ptolemy terms the

region of the lestai, a name which by some of his

translators has been taken to mean ‘ Country of the

Robbers.’ McCrindle, especially, lays great stress on the

fact that the y in Arjaral has the iota subscribed, inferring

thus that it “ is not a transcript of any indigenous name,

but the Greek name for robbers or pirates." * This will

appear too sweeping an assertion when it is considered that

stena, stainya, slyena, lata, and, to a certain extent, latta

and lataha, are Sanskrit terms each denoting a robber, and
any of which, if actually found in use in the country at

that period, may have suggested to our author the trans-

literation, and at one time translation, Lestai. It may be
as well to remark in this connection that Kambu, in

Sanskrit, also means a thief or plunderer, wherefore the

term Lestai would appear to designate the Kambu-jd, i.e.

a race or tribe of robbers, who may correspond to the

ancient population of the maritime districts of Siam and
Kamboja. The coasts of these regions have, up to quite

recent times, been noted for piracy, and it is therefore

possible that the name of their inhabitants, Kambujds,

“Ancient India as described by Ptolemy,” p. 224.
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originated from this fact, and was afterwards made to

look more decent by a slight alteration of the vowel

tt into 0, thus making it identical with the classical name
of a people in Northern India. The form it retains down
to this day among Siamese and Khmers alike is, however,
closely similar to the one we have given at the outset, that

is Kambuja.i How far the linguistic identity, if any, of the

two terms, Lestai and Kamhujas, can be maintained, it is

difficult to say at the present stage of our knowledge of the

country
; I have only hinted at it as a possible coincidence

deserving consideration. But as regards the ethnical identity

of the two peoples, or at least of the Lestai, with some

tribe or tribes formerl)'' inhabiting the territory along the

Gulf of Siam, and perhaps also the interior of both Siam

and Kamboja, I have not the slightest doubt. I may indeed

add that if the term Lestai be taken in the sense of ‘band*

of armed men,’ or ‘ people organized into armed bands,’

it has in some Greek authors, it will be found even in the

present day applicable to one portion, at least, of the region

now under consideration
;

to wit, the territory about

Chanthabun, on the eastern coast of the Gulf of Siam,

inhabited by the C‘hdng or Lasong. These people, who
consist to a considerable extent of outlaws from neighbouring

tribes, are noted for their habit of forming into separate

bands or groups, which are termed Song. Thence, I think,

their name of Lasong has been derived, while their proper

and original designation appears to be C'hong. This is,

at any rate, the way their name is spelled in Siamese. It

is asserted that in certain traditions still extant in Kamboja

this people is alluded to as having been the first to come and

settle in the Lower Me-Khong valley. Whether such was

really the case or not, the C'hong appear at any rate to be

the scattered remnants of the ancient population of Kamboja;

^ In the ancient inscriptions, especially in that of Pal-sl-cJum-Jciong (see

Journal Asiatique, August-September, 1882, p. 151) Kamboja is termed the

‘land of KambUy from a mythical Kambu Svdyambhuia regarded as a sort

of Manu of the Kambujas, ana as the progenitor of their line of king?. But this

name Kambu k very likely a modification of some closely similar term previously
existing in the country.
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and the survival amongst them of the practice of forming

into autonomous groups or hands, whether for the purpose

of plunder or merely in observance to some time-honoured

tradition, suggests that such a practice may at one time

liave been more generally followed among the early settlers

of the country. The testimony of the Chinese travellers

who visited that region—to which we shall again have to

refer directly—tends rather to confirm that opinion.

The description that Ptolemy gives of the Lestai is anything

but flattering. “ The inhabitants of the Country of the

Robbers (Arjcnaiv),” he says, “are reported to be savages

{6r]pia)B6i<:), dwelling in caves, and that have skins like

the hide of the hippopotamus, which darts cannot pierce

through.” * This description applies just as well to the

natives of the interior as to the Negrito tribes of fishermen

anciently occupying the islands and the wild tracts on the

littoral. If we compare it with the accounts left us of

Fu-nan, which corresponded to the region now under con-

sideration, by the early Chinese travellers, we shall find some

points of resemblance. From the information gathered by

Ma Tuan-lin, it appears that previous to and during the

first two centuries of the Christian Era, the male portion

of the natives of Fu-nan went about quite naked, until the

two Chinese envoys who visited the country between

A.D. 222-252 having called the attention of its ruler to

this impropriety, he ordered his subjects to cover themselves.^

On the other hand, in a Chinese account of Chen-la (Southern

Kamboja) of a much later date (a.d. 1295)® it is stated that

the inhabitants of the country were wont to go about always
armed and “cuirasses,” as if being in constant war. This may
help to some extent to explain the invulnerability ascribed to

them by Ptolemy as well as his reason for naming them Lestai,

supposing that this term refers to their organization into

armed bands. As to their dwelling in caves, it may be observed
that such has always been the practice of the aborigines

’ McCrindle, op. cit.. p. 222.

Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 439.
Remusat, ** Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques,” t. i, p. 77.
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of those coasts, especially of fishermen.' Even at the present

day a primitive community of troglodites is to be found

in some islets of the former inland sea of Kamboja, now

the fresh-water lake named Thule Sab, which have but

recently been explored. Similar cave dwellings can, more-

over, be traced all the way, on the path of the C'hieng race,

from Sz'chuen, Kwei-chou, and Kwang-hsi, to the southern

-end of Kamboja.

The C'hong (Jahga) or Lusong
;

the Kui or Kwei (also

termed Khmer-d'dm, i.e. ‘primitive Khmers’); the Stien or

Stieng
;

the Kan-chb, and other semi-barbarous tribes of

Siam and Kamboja, are probably the remnants of the

presumably mixed population known to Ptolemy as the

lestai. While the Kan-chb appear to represent all that is

left in Kamboja of the aboriginal Negrito element,^ the

Stien, Kui, and other apparently non-Mongolic tribes, are

believed by some travellers to be a branch of the Caucasian

race that found its way from Central Asia to the south-

eastern extremity of Indo- China. This bold assertion,

* “ Des Cambodgieos habitent eette inontagne [Ba-Te Son, now generally

marked iV«i Ba-Te in the maps, to the south-west of Long Xuyen on the

-Me-Khong Delta], soit dans les grottes on cat-ernes qu'clle forme d sa base, soit

sur la montagne elle meme. Ces gens-la ont la chasse pour Industrie
;

ils

prennent aussi des poissous dans les petits arroyos.” (“ Gia-dinh Thung-chi,”

Aubaret’s transl., p. 224.)

^ The term Kan-chi^<T, simply, Cho, lean being but a prefix—means ‘ dogs ’

(in Annamese, C'hong, Suk, etc.), and thus corresponds to Sakai, likewise

designating a doo" (from the Khmer &hake, in Por e^hak, in Khmu soK), the

name by which the semi-wild tribes of the Malay Peninsula north of the Perak

River are known to the Malays. The Sakai would thus appear to be identical

with the Etikkuras (dogs) whom in a former section I have located in the territory

of Sokkonagara (Korbie). They are not. however, Negritos like ike Samang,

from whom they quite differ in physique and in having a fairer complexion
;
but

belong to the C'hieng race, whose language they speak and term the Sen-o%

language
;
though by^gradually absorbing into their mass a considerable pro-

portion of the genuine Negritos with whom they have long been in contact, they

may have to a certain extent degenerated. In conclusion, the Sakai present in

my opinion the same admixture of C'hieng and abongin^ Negrito elemente which

may likewise be recognized in the Wah and in other semi- wild tribes of Siam and

Kamboja, and which must have been m Ptolemy s time a feature common to ail

"the populations inhabiting the coasts of Indo-China.
j

The picture that Moura (“Eoyaume du Cambodge,” vol. i, P-
draws of

the Kan-chb is not a whit more inviting than the one left us by Ptolemy the

Lestai, which it resembles in a remarkable manner. Amongst other things

Moura says :
“ leur peau eat rugueuse comme celle du buffle J

• t ^pect

general d’un Cancho est celui d’une bete feroce.” If here mostitute

hippnpotamus, we obtain a description tallying very closely with that of Ptolemy »

lestai.
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however, requires substantial proof ere it can definitely be

accepted. In the name of the Stlen — apparently an

abbreviation of a form Lastien or Lastyan, as C‘h6ng or

Jong presumably is of Lasong or Lajbng— it is possible to

recognize a certain resemblance to the term lestai.^ On
the other hand, if the latter term be interpreted as

‘ robbers,’ the corresponding Sanskrit word styena or its

homonyms, steyin and stainya, may be easily recognized

in the name of the Stiens. This name, by the way, is

usually noted in European books and maps as Stieng
;

but I hear it pronounced by the Siamese in the way
I write it, Stien, which I therefore take to be the correct

form. Though presently occupying a wild tract of country

to the east of the Lower Me-Khdng, the Sllen may, at an

earlier period, have extended further west as far as the

Thale Sab, and down to the shores of the Gulf of Siam,

whence they were driven out by later invaders of the

country. If they really belong to a branch of the Caucasian

race that descended from the Central Asian plateau, like

the Li-su, Mo-so, etc., they may be connected with people

of that stock still to be found along the north-western

frontier of Indo-China, such as the Lu-tze, Li-sn, Let-tha, and

the Lahu (the Mus'd branch of the Mo-so), who bear names
similar in form to those of the Stien (or Lastien) and the

Lestai. And if, on the other hand, as indicated by linguistical

evidence and other peculiarities, the Stien, like most tribes

of Karaboja, belong to the Mon-Annam stock, and came
from Southern China, whence they were driven out by the
impact of the expanding Thai race and the incursions of

the Chinese, we find no lack, both on the Southern Chinese
herders and on the banks of the Yang-tsz‘, of similar names
to theirs. As an ^instance, I may mention the Luh-to,

against whom the Ai-Lau fought in a.d. 47.* We have
besides, all over Indo-China, many tribes of both Thai and
Mon-Annam race, whose names begin by either Li, Lix, Le,

' Lastien is the form that the name of Pulastya, the mythical ancestor of the
Kaksasas, has taken in Siam and Kamboja.

* Parker, in China Review, toI. xix, p. 68.
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or La, such as the Lau, Lu, Li (also called Le, Lai, and Loi),

Lawq, Lamet, Lamat.Lamang, Lami,Ldn-teii, Lasony (C'hong),

Lahn (Mu-s6), etc., mentioned above.

If it could be demonstrated that any one of the tribes

just alluded to as having names beginning with Le, Li, etc.,

was, in Ptolemy’s time, dwelling in Southern Siam and

Kamboja, it would then be possible to assume that the term

Aycrrcov Xdopa, by which our authority designates the country,

stands for Lt-sthan, or Lei-sthdn, and means ‘ the land of the

Le, Li, Lu, or Loi.’ As to the Lii, they are evidently out of

the question, no branch of the Thai race having at so early

a period reached as far down as the Gulf of Siam. But

the same cannot be said of the Li, Lai, or Lot, in whom
we can easily recognize the Doi or Latca and cognate tribes

of the C'hleng race. In fact, by virtue of an interchange

of consonants peculiar to most Indo - Chinese languages,

Doi, a C'hleng term for ‘mountain,’ so pronounced in

C‘hieng-mai Lau, becomes {Ddi) in Thai-yai {Shan,

more properly Thai, of Burma), and from it is

f C
formed the couplet COGCO {Loi-le) having the same

meaning. In some parts of the Latca country, moreover,

Doi or Loi assumes the form Moi.^ Prom this ensues that

the Hoi of Campa and the Li, Le, Lot, or Lai of Hainan

are probably the same people as the Latca, or that at any

rate they belong to the same stock. The term Ddi—Loi=
Hdi=Li, Le, or Lai becomes thus explained as meaning

‘mountaineers’ or ‘hill people.’^ And as the Hot of

‘ The Laua of Miiang YOng and C'liieng Tung, ears Gamier, call themselves

Moi-hiaug. anil those of the Sahvin borders Mot-kirn.
^ ,• u

= After writiu!; the above I c.in]e across a passage of JIa Tuau-lin wherein it

is stated .'op, cit., vul. ii, p. 39i) tlnat the natives of Hainan call the mountains

ll and the mountaineers Li-Jhi. This fullv confirms the result I ® ®

independentlv, on the mere basis of philological investigation. It 'vUi be noticeu

that the identitv of the word Lt (which is also pronouni;ed Lai and Lot) witn the

Lawa-Shau terms Lot and Loi suggests not only a racial but also a linguistical

connection between the Li and the Lawa. I have no doubt that both were

originallv one and the same people. The Hainanese Li speak a language profusely

interspei'sed with Thai words, and on this score they, are supposed by some

authorities to belong to the Thai race. But this is a nustake : so do the

speak a language which is to a great extent Lau in character, and yet they do

11
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Campa are known still to survive in as southern a province

as Binh-thuan, and ramifications of the Laica or Doi in Siam

still exist within a hundred miles of the Gulf in the Sup'han

district, it is no wonder if at an earlier period they had

heen occupying most of the intervening country, thus

justifying for the latter Ptolem5'^’s appellation of Arjarav

Xcopa or ‘ Country of the Loi, Lai, or Le.’ There

are not, as a fact, indications wanting in Kamhoja as to

the existence of peoples similar in name to the Laiva

or Loi. "We have there tribes still known as Lave or Lore,

Ve, and Boloven
;

and cities or districts called Latcek

{Lam, Lavaka
;

the Lovec of maps), Lavd-em {Lovea-em ^

of maps), etc. : all these being terms that remind us of

Laicq and Wah. Neither are there lacking indications as

to the presence of the term C‘hieng in both Kamhoja and

Campa. The very word dJ for Campa, variously pro-

nounced Chan, Cham, and Chieng in the Chinese dialects and

C‘hlem in Annamese, seems to be connected with C'hieng
;

and who can tell whether the term Cama appearing in the

oldest Cham inscriptions as the name of the country was

not belong to the Thai or Lau races at all. Both the Laiea and li are C'hieng,

i.e. mountaineers, while the Thai or Lau are a Talley-dwelling people. I may
add that upon examining several short Tocabularies taken down from the Li of

Hainan, I found that most of the words which are not borrowed from the Thai
language are traceable either to Mon, Mosso, or Miau-tze

;
a circumstance

tending to show that the Li belong to the pre-Chinese hUl-race of Southern
China. Moura (op. cit., vol. i, p. 509) says that in Cochin-China the Loi are
called JToi. Bouillevaux [iu Ammks Extn’me Orient, t. ii, p. 321) states that
the Annamese term also Hoi the Cham. The ancient Campa kingdom was known
to the Annamese by the name of Ed-Idi, i.e. the ‘ Great Loi (Hoi, Iloi, Doi or
Loi) State’ (see “ Gia-dinh Thung-chi,” Aubaret’s transL, p. ITil, and is said
(ibid.) to have extended to the south-east from the harbour ot Ewo-chih (Tonkin)
to Ch‘ih-t‘u • {Sukhada. i.e. Sukhothai). In this Bd-Lbi country inhabited by
Loi, Hoi, Hoi, Doi, or Loi, populations, I think that we have the true equivalent
ot Ptolemy’s Leston Khora (Ldi-sthSn). Traces of both the terms Hot and Loi
are met with in the names of Dong-Hoi (meaning ‘ Field of the Hii, i.e. Cham,’
in Quang-binh) and S'ri Bani (S'rT Mani), termed also S'ri Ba-noi (= S'ri Ba-
Ldi?), in that neighbourhood. To these we shall, however, revert more fully in
the next section.

* \Ch‘'ih-t‘u was also, according to the same work 'p. 173) the name of the
territory to the east of Ba-ria, which may be the locality meant here instead ot
Siam. In this case the area of the Bd-Lot kingdom would assume more limited
proportions, but our identification would thereby be not much impaired.]

* Possibly from Lava (lorea in French spelling) = ‘ fig-tree ’
; but it remains to

see whether this is not a modem construction put upon the term. As re*'ards
Lawek, its name means ‘ an opening, .an entrance to the forek ’ and 'thus
proves identical with the name of Ava, the ancient capital of BunnS, which has
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not derived from it ? Do not the same inscriptions speak

of Vrlah-kirdta-vrtas, ‘people {Vrlahs) that were Kirdhis,’

i.e. mountaineers ? Who could these Vrlahs, these former

mountaineers be, except some branch of the C'hieng race ?

These are, however, questions the solution of which depends

upon a thorough ethnologic investigation of the numerous

hill tribes of Kamboja and Campa as 5mt so little known

;

and therefore the definite answer must be left to time. It

seems nevertheless pretty certain, that at the period we treat

of, a population of the C‘hieng or Moii-Annam stock occupied

almost the whole of Indo- China, extending from the

Annamese coast to the Gulf of Martaban and the Arakanese

seaboard; and from the southern borders of Yunnan to the

Malay Peninsula and Archipelago. Branches of this race

bore different names ;
but the Lestai referred to by Ptolemy

undoubtedly belonged to it, whether they be the Stieng or

Stien, the Doi or Loi, etc.

A tribe of Ifegrito extraction in the Malay Peninsula

is actually known by the name of Udai ^ but I am

little inclined to believe that they are in any way

connected with Ptolemy’s Lestai. Of the Negritos of

Cochin-China we shall treat in the next section. For the

present it only remains for us to add a few remarks in

connection with the geography of Indo-China as known to

the ancient Indus.

the same nieaiiiue', or Lacu l^uvaku. Davit, and ^iva are therefore

Hn,;,mistically connected. There is, however, a tradition among the Khmers that

Lawek was originally called Dawn, a term which, they say, means ‘ mixed,

‘ crossed ’ They explain the circumstance of its having been applied to tlieir

ancient capital by a legend to the effect that one of their old kings wedded the

daughter of a Chinese "trader. A son was born from this union, who killed the

heir-apparent to the Kambojan throne, this being the offspring ot a natye

princess and his junior in years, and having thus secured to Mmself the sovereiau

power founded a new capital which was called Lawa, or LaiivI: [Liaaka), because

of its founder and king being of mixed descent. If so, the terms Zaica and

Zauek would be sjTionymous with CDaeng, iueh, etc. The Cdiu are said to t.ill

Dov the Chinese, probably meaning that the latter are a mixed race (with Taitai

blood, etc.).

* I am not .sure whetlicr tliis name has been convctly reported b_\ c.xploier,.

It may be a mistake for Ilndfi, which is, in fact, the name bonie bv certain

wild tribes in the peninsula. In Eastern Si5m there dwell some tribr- kuo» n as

I't or KhTi t't, about whom almost nothing has transpired.
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Nothing can be gleaned from the Eamaj^ana except the

hint that, beyond the Lohita Sea (Sea of the Straits) one

enters the Ocean of Milk {Ksiroda), in the middle of which

rises a silver-white hill, Ammnat (or Rsahha), where there is

to he found a delightful lake known as Suclarsana. After it

comes the Sea of Ghee or Ghrtoda. The Puranas place this

first and make it surround Kusa-dvipa
;

but I preferred

to follow the order set forth in the Raraayana, which,

being anterior in compilation, may be better relied upon.

According to the Visnu and other Puranas the Sea of

Milk surrounds Saka-dvlpa, a region which I identify

with Siam and Kamboja. The Ocean of Milk corresponds,

therefore, with the sea encompassing the eastern littoral

of the Malay Peninsula and the coastline of Siam and

Kamboja as far as the Me-Khong delta; it is, in a word,

the southernmost portion of the so - called China Sea,

which should be here much more appropriately termed

‘ Sea of Malaya.’ Masaudi names it the Sea of Kedrendj or

Kerdendj} It is not unlikely that these denominations have

' The Chinese used to call it the ‘ Great Bay of ('hiH-hn ’

(see Ma Tuan-lin,

op. cit., Tol. ii, p. oil), i.e. of or
;
fur ^ iChin-'xn)

reads Kam-lun in Cantonese and Kint-ian in Auuamese, in winch it is also

spelled Kim-traxi (ct. Kedrendj and Kerdendj \ and see Des Michels’ ‘‘ Annales
de TAnnam,” p. 167). Chin-lin is, according to Kasyapa. the same as Chtn-

Chou, i.e. hurnrna-dvlpn or Suvarna-miili-dvlpa ;.Malay Peninsula, and not
Sumatra as Mr. Takakusu inters in the “Record of the Buddhist Religion,”

etc., p. 17, n. 3). This identification of mine will he found in agreement both
with Hwen Ts’ang's statement that KiimalaiiM is in a “great bay of the
sea.” and with Ma Tuan-lin 's pas=age (loc. cit.) that in setting out from Fu-nan
(Kamboja) one crosses the “ Great Bay ot Chin-lin ” {Chm-hn-tu-ieun]. I may
add furtheniiore that the “ P‘ei-we'ii Yiin-tu ” and other Chinese works of

reference locate the Vhm-lin kingdom at 2,0l)0 h (i.e. about 100 miles accordino-

to the old value of the h) to the nut of Fu-uun (see loc. cit. and China Stneic
vol, xiv. p. 40), which is the exact distance from the capital ct Fu-tnin I’as

identified by me below, pp. 209, 210) to Krah, the capital of Kamalanka 'or

Kdinalliigu (over O" of longitude in the maps). Thus it becomes easily nudei

-

stood how Chin-hn could join Chln-ht (Kamboja) and Lin-i i^Ca'mpa) in

supporting tlic lebel Annamese emperor Htih-dc agaiu.st the Chinese in a.d. 722
(Des Michels, op. cit.. p. 165). Sumatra is .at about twice that distance from
Fu-nan ; and then, far trom being to the west of it, is a!mo.st due south. The
P‘ei-wen Yiin-tu (loc. dt.) states moreover that C/hh-Uh produces silver.
Well, the galena of the Tenasserim district in the ancient KuMnlankd kino-doni
has been found to yield, on an averag'p, 12 ounces of silver per ton of lead.
Argentiferous is also the galena from Toung-ngoo, Jlaitaban, Maulmain and
Tavoy (see “ British Burma Gazetteer,” vol.'i, p. 6P ; but these places were all
except Toung-ngoo, situated within the territory of that .State (v supra'
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been derived from the Sanskrit Ksiroda, Kslrdniava, and,

perhaps, also Katliiram. It is preceded by the Sea of Shelaheth

(Sn-Iohif), which we have identified with the Sea of Selat

or Straits
;

and followed by the Sea of Sen/, which, we

shall show, corresponds to the Sarjns (‘clarified butter’)

Ocean of the Puranas, called Ghrtoda in the Ramayana,

and to the present Gulf of Tonkin. No misconception is

therefore possible on the position of the Ocean of Milk and

of the region it encompasses, namely, Saka-dclpa.

That the country here meant is really Kamboja, with the

southern parts of Siam and Cochin-China, is unmistakably

demonstrated by several coincidences in terminology which

can be all but fortuitous. I can only summarily notice the

most obvious, reserving a fuller treatment of the subject for

a more suitable opportunity. First of all, the region is

denominated Sdha-dnpa because, according to the Visnu

Purana, of a large sdka (teak) tree being known to

grow there. Apart from the fabulous manner in which

the names of the various dvipas are accounted for in the

Puranas, I think that the meaning intended in this case

is, that the country abounds in teak -trees. This is

actually the fact with the northern parts of Kamboja

and Siiim, where these trees are called Mai Sak, a word

evidently derived from the Sanskrit Sdka, The name Sdka-

dvipa given to this region is therefore amply justified ;
even

if interpreted literally as ‘Region of the Teak-trees.’ Rut

there is evidence as to some part at least of the country

having been once called Saka, apparently from the Sak or Suk

tribes dwelling there along the Me-Khong banks,i who are

often alluded to in ancient records, under the classical name

of Sakas. These people are, as we already remarked, very

probably identical with the Thek or Sak of ancient Burma.

p. 114), and one has to no as far as the Chindnln valley in Upper L’urmi ere he

< an find silver-producing ground. As to Sumatra, no silver ha.=, o

ledge, ever heen discovered there, for the *‘^Great Ray
, ,.

therefore understand the Bay of Kamalanka ;
the ea o e ren j

or Kerdendj of the Arabs, which is our modern Gulf of Siam.

' Xow still to he found to the east of Bassac and Stiing-treng, m the Attapu

district, formerly called jVIiiang Sok {Saka) from them.
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A brancli of tbe Cham or people of Campa, coming across the

borders subjugated, it appears, the Sak, and founded on the

banks of the Lower Me-Khong a kingdom known by the

name of Cainpdsak {Gampasaka), a term resulting evidently

from the union of the names of the two peoples, conquerors

and conquered. The new kingdom acquired at one time

considerable power, extending down to the mouths of the

Me-Khong; but it was since overthrown. Its name still

remains preserved, however, in that of the present district

and town of Bassac, more properly known as Campdkik

;

in the denomination of the western branch of the Lower

Me-Khong, termed up to this day KInce Pasak (or Ba-Sak),

i.e. ‘the Pasak branch’; and in the Ba-Sak, or Pd- Sak,

district, existing up to the end of the last century in

proximity to the outlet of that branch of the Me-Khong,

called the Bd-Sak Mouth, or Aim Bd-Scik. Bd in Khmer
means ‘chief, principal, great’; hence Bd-Sak maj' be taken

to signify the ‘ Great Sak, or Saka, people (or country).’

It would thus appear that the term Bd-Sak existed previous

to Campd-kik, w'hich is probably a contraction of Campd-

bd-sakS The existence of the term Saka as the name of

‘ In this connection it behoves me to rectify a ratlier awkward slip occurrinn-

in the translation and interpretation of the i’o-U-Daung inscription of liurml
printed at Rangoon, 1891. The passage I t.ake exception to is at line 42 and
runs in the original text

:

O^. olcOoS, 88cO. O33(S00^§

cooqgooS'ii

My transliteration is

:

Candapurl, Campa, Pasak, Maiitp Inn, tsa-o pyl gyl tWi itiya Pavurattka daing.

The translation published in the above-quoted pamphlet is : “ Lavarattha with
its districts Candiptiri, Sanpdputhet [sic], and MainglOn.” Of these names only two
are explained in footnotes : Zavarattha as Laos, and Mainglon as Mainglongyi ')

Now the fact is that by Lava-rattha Eastern Laos is meant. Candapfirt is

Candrapuri or Wieng Chan, while CaMpd and Pasak are intended to represent
Campasak, though apparently believed to be two separate States : Campa +
Pasak. This confirms the opinion we expressed above as to Campdlah beino-
a contracted form of Campa-Bu-Sak. SanpSpathet of the translator is really
delicious, and a good example of the pranks that phoneticism plays with Burmese
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a people in Kamboja will contribute, as we shall see in the

next section, to accredit the Indii legend of King Sagara to

the simple-minded Cam, and make them belieTe it to be

an ancient tradition peculiar to their country. For the

present the name of the Sak or Saha constitutes for us,

together with the fact of the existence of teak - forests,

a strong enough argument, I think, wherewith to account

for the name Sdka-dvlpa as applied to Kamboja.

The Yisnu Parana states further that the name of the

king of Sdka-dvijM was Bhavya, and that his sons, after

whom its mrsas or divisions were denominated, bore the

appellations of Jalada, Kumdm, Sukumdm, etc. Among
the mountain ranges enumerated are Udayagiri, Syama, and

Astagiri. Among the rivers, Stikimdri, Kimdri, Nalini.

The Bhagavata Parana gives different names for the varsaa,

i.e. Purojava, Mctnojaca, etc. Now, I think that I can

recognize most of these names in Siam and Kamboja.

Bhava-vannan, one of the early kings, and the only one

of this name referred to in the inscriptions of Kamboja

—

among which that of Han-chei—reigned about 600 a.d.,

and probably is the Bhavya mentioned above. In Jalada

one will recognize the lowlands of the Me-Khong delta,

inundated for one-half of the year. From Jala or Jalada

scholars who, with an ohstinacy worthy of a better cause, seem to be determined

to stick to the end to their phonetic readings of geographical names, in preference

to the written spelling. Maing Ltm is, of course, Miiaiig Luang (the major

district or town), i.e. Luang P'hrah Bang. We thus obtain a quite different

interpretation of the passage quoted above; for, while the one given in the

publication referred to led us to believe that it was question of districts in the

Burmese Shan States—^perhaps of the country of the Lawti about Miiang Long

(iflaing-long-gyi)—we now clearly see that Eastern Laos is meant instead, with

its States of Luang P'hrah Bang, Wieng Chan, and Cainpasak (Bassac) which,

at the time the inscription was erected {a.u. 1774), formed three separate

kingdoms. The one called Campasak was founded by Lau emigrants from

Wieng Chan on the ruins of the ancient State of the same name, in a.t>. 1712.

A rillage named BS-S'ak had already existed there, however, .since about 1630,

and was risited in 1641 by Wusthof, who says it had been founded just a tew

years before.
. , ,

Since writing the above, I have found Campasak mentioned under the name

Champa-paiak in Khun Luang Ila-wat (Memoirs, p. 159, Siamese text), who

wrote at about the same time that the Po-U-Daung inscription was erected.

He was very likely the person that suggested the full and correct form of that

name for the inscription, as he was then kept in captivity in Burma, though

being in the priesthood.
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originated, in my opinion, the Chinese name for Kamboja,

Chen-la, pronounced Chon-lap by the Annamites, which

appears in both Chinese and Annamese annals since the

beginning of the seventh centur}'. It is to be observed

in this connection, that the Sanskrit Jala = water, becomes

C‘hon and C‘honla in Siamese and Khmer pronunciations,

as, e.g., in Jalapuri, the name of the present district of

Bang Pla-soi, on the eastern side of the Gulf of Siiim,

which is pronounced C'honla-hurl. It becomes thus easy

of comprehension how the Chinese Chen-la could originate

from a form Jala through its pronunciation C‘hon-la, of

which it is a phonetic transcript. Kumdra and Sukumdra

are the districts of the southern extremity of Kamboja,

where the land ends in the promontory of Kumdrl, and

near which the Kumdrl River finds its outlet. The term

Kumdrl has been transplanted here from the South of India,

where it designates the cape termed Comorin in European

parlance, and means Durga or Kali, the black and fierce

goddess. The Khmers call her Khman or Ndng Khmau,

‘the black’ or ‘the black damsel.’ Hence the Kumdrl

Cape and River become, in their tongue, Chnii Khmau
(Cape Khmau) and Tiik Khmau (water, i.e. River, Khmau),

respectively. In this district there exists, up to this day,

a township called Khmau, which one will see noted in

modern maps in about 9° 10' lat., just in the centre of the

headland. It probably is, with the names given above, all

that remains intact of the old small State or realm of Kumdra,

otherwise Khmau, which we find recorded by Abu-zaid

under the denomination of Kingdom of Komar. It then

(ninth century) probably included the whole of the country

between the Me-Khong delta and the Gulf of Siam, as

we shall demonstrate in the sequel. As regards the terms

Udayatjiri and Astarjiri, they exhibit a certain resemblance

to the names Udai and Lestai already noticed in the same

region, while Sydma is undoubtedly connected with the

country of Siam, along with which it will be treated on

directly. The Nalini may be the Me-Khong River, since

the easternmost stream, mentioned in the Ramayana as
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flowing from the slopes of the Himalayas, is designated

by that name. As regards Parojam and 3Ianojava, they

very probably correspond; the latter with Lau Java or Ldu

C‘hiva, i.e. Luang P'hrah Bang, and the former with Lower

Java, Saha, or Tha-he, which, we shall demonstrate in due

course, appears to be Ptolemy’s Zaba or Zabai, near the

present Saigon. In support of the identification of

Manojava with Luang P'hrah Bang I may add that, while

the Bhagavata Parana places the district of that name in

^ka-dvlpa, the Visnu Parana locates a river Manojava,

in Kraunca, which is the region of Kau-chi, or Kau-chen,

i.e. Tonkin. From this I infer that Manojava must have been

situated near the line where Sdka-clcipa (Kamboja) borders

on Kraunca-dvlpa (Kau-chi), which is the position corre-

sponding to the ancient Java or Cdiawa, the present Luang

P'hrah Bang.

In conclusion, it seems to me that we have in the above

arguments sufficient evidence for holding that the hitherto

supposed mythical Sdka-dvipa of the Puranas is really the

region of Siam, Kamboja, and Lower Cochin-China ;
and from

the fact of King Bhnvya, i.e. Bhava-varman, being mentioned,

along with the districts of Jala or Jalada (Chen-la) and

Kumara (Komar or Khmau), we may deduce the approximate

earliest possible date of the Visnu Parana and fix it within

a few years of 650 .v.d.'

We have now to revert to Ptolemy’s de.scription of the

country of the Lestai, and examine in separate paragraphs

the names of the cities and rivers that he transmitted to

us as being found in this region.

flamarade, a town (No. 92).

This is not Svi Dharnmrdj'a, or Ligor, as erroneously

supposed by llcCrindle," on the score ot a resemblance in

' This date is arrived at oa the basis of those of the ndgn of Biiai a-varman

irca .v.D. 600;, and of the toniiuest by his descendant Isaiia-vaiman of the

whole of Kamboja in .i.d. 627, when all the small kingdoms into which the

country was divided disappeared.
" Op. cit., p. 203.
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names between Dharmaraja (or, as pronounced in Siamese,

Thammardt) and Samarade. It is, on the contrary, the

name for Siam or SdmamUha in its locative case, Samnratthe,

as frequently met with in the old native MSS., whether

Pali, Siamese, or Lau. SdmaraWia ^ or Si/dmraftha ^ are

its regular Pali forms, which correspond to the Sanskrit

Sydma-rdstra, and mean ‘ the black, or dusky, country.’

Why Siam should originally be so termed it is now difficult

to guess. Some saw in its name an allusion to the brown

complexion of its inhabitants, just as others took the name

given it by the Chinese, ChHh-tii or Ch‘ih-t'u, ‘red earth,’

to refer to the colour of its soil. Both views are, in m}^

opinion, equally unacceptable.

In support of the first, it might be urged that the Siamese

themselves take Sydin to really mean brown — a brown

blended up of two colours, red and black
;
hence their own

idea would correspond to a reddish brown or to a duskj^

colour inclining to redness, which, in their opinion, suits

very well the complexion of the people. A brunette

complexion, the niia sdny sT (— bicoloured complexion),

corresponding to the Sanskrit Si/diiia, is much appreciated

in young damsels and sung by native bards
;
’ it is, in fact,

considered to be the typical colour of their race. But this,

of course, only refers to modern times. ^ In the ancient

period of which we are treating on here, the complexion

of the race in occupation of both Siam and Kamboja was

assuredly darker, as proved not only by the contemporarv

^ Malidvamsa, Siima^ c. 98, tv. 90—93.

* Baldvatara, i, apud Childers’ Pali Dictionary, p. 492, s.v.

3 For easy reference I may quote the poem printed by Captain Low in his

“Grammar of the Thai Language,” Calcutta, 1828, p. 84: “ Chau nua s5ng sf

wimon ch‘6m,” which he translates at p. 88: “Youi- delicate brunette [la.

bicoloured] complexion,” etc.

* The Nan-Chao, a branch of the Thai race in Yunnan, arc by Ma Tuan-lin

(op. eit., Tol. ii, p. 1S9) said to belong to the race of tlie V-man or ‘ Black
Barbarians.’ This race was certainly not termed ‘ black ’ from the complexion

;

but, as is nowadays the case with several tribes in Indo-China, very probably
from the colour of their dress. I do not think it likely that any offshoot of
these V or Wu people had as yet reached the Gulf of Siam at the period of which
we treat.
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accounts of eye-witnesses, but also by statements to that

effect in the local records.

According to the Chinese envoys who visited these countries

during the Tsin and Liang dynasties (a.d. 265-556) the

natives of Fu-nan and Chen-la were small, ugly, black

—

though among them were seen fair women— with frizzly

hair, and thej'' tattooed their bodies, rolling their hair up

towards the crown. The natives of CJt‘ih-t‘u (Siam) were

of the same race as those of Fu-nan, but they cropped their

hair and pierced their ears.^ These descriptions are in

agreement with local tradition and with the statements of

various ancient chronicles (among which I may mention

that of C'hleng Sen), according to which the whole of Siam

and Kamboja, as far up as the Me-Khong at C'hieng Sen,

was inhabited by a dark-complexioned race which is called

Khom, a term meaning ‘black.’ It was onl}’ in a.d. 376

that the Lau who had settled at C'hleng Sen were able to

drive the Ehdm from the borders of the Me-Khong into

the Me-nam valley as far down as Kamp'heng P‘het,

which henceforth became the boundary between the

country of "Western Laos and the Khom State of Lop h-

huri (^Lava-puri)

,

The Khom of that State and, it appears,

also those of Kamboja—used to crop their hair short; and

therefore, whenever people from Laos desired to cross the

frontier at Kamp‘heng P'het they were compelled to cut

their hair according to the Khom fashion. W^hile surveying

the ruins of Kamp'heng P‘het in 1896 I was shown the

remains of a square structure originally built, like most

ancient edifices of that neighbourhood,^ of laterite blocks,

and still called by the natives the kdCi Tat P‘h6m, or

‘Hair-cutting Hall,’ where it is alleged that the tonsorial

operation above referred to was performed.

Although remnants of the aboriginal Negrito tribes were

during the early centuries of the Christian Era still in

occupation of sundry portions of the seaboard and, perhaps,

also of the interior, and a certain proportion of Negrito-

! See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 436. 437, 466, 479.
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Dravidian elements who liad emigrated thither from Southern

India was also present and had to some extent become inter-

mingled with the natives, it would he too rash to conclude

from the extracts given above that the whole of the population

of Siam and Karaboja was of Negrito blood. The circum-

stance of its being dark-complexioned can be easilj^ explained

by the fact that the main bulk of that population consisted,

as we already observed, of hill-tribes of the Mofi-Annam

race, such as the Stieng, the Lawa, etc., who, as a rule,

are much darker than the Thai and other valley-dwelling

people. The evidence, we have seen, is strongest in favour

of the Lau'Ci, Boi, Loi, or Loi being the Lestai referred to

by Ptolemy
;
and our subsequent investigations will tend

to corroborate that identification. If we compare the

descriptions of the present Lawa or Wah made by recent

travellers with those of the ancient people of Fu-nan, etc., left

by the early Chinese envoys, we shall find that they tally

surprisingly well. One missionary, who but a couple of

years ago visited the Wah at Muang Lem, pictures them

as “big, strong, robust, ugly, hlack, fierce-looldng creatures.”^

And Mr. J. G. Scott, who had the opportunity of becoming

well acquainted with the same people, speaks of them in the

following terms-:—“In complexion they [the Wa] are

much darker than any of the hill people of this part of Indo-

China, even if allowance be made for dirt, for they never

wash. The}' are considerably darker even than the swarthy

Akha, who otherwise are the darkest tribe in the hills

. . are short, smaller even than the Shuns

They have short sturdy figures, perhaps a little too broad

for perfect proportion, but many of the men are models of

athletic build In features the Wa are bullet-

headed with square faces and exceedingly heavy Jaws. The nose

is very broad at the nostrds .... the real Wild Wa
crop their hair short. Heavy eyebrows do not improve the
type of face .... [and as regards dress :] In the

^ Bangkok Times, May 10, 1898.
= Axiatie Qn/irferly P,,r„,c iax IsOC, p. 151.
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hot weather neither men nor women wear anything at all,

or only on ceremonial occasions.” Here we have, especially

in the passages which I have italicized, in every particular

the race of Fu-nan of the Chinese travellers, who were small,

ugly, hlacJi, naked, and who in Siam clipped their hair short.

The hill-tribes of Kamboja present, though not alwa3^s in

an equallj' marked degree, the same peculiarities, and

accordingly' it will be seen that it is both unnecessary' and

inconsistent with historical tradition to assume, as has been

done by' some writers, that the population of Kamboja at the

period with which we are concerned was entirely' composed

of Negritos. Such undoubtedly were the aborigines, but

by the eaidy centuries of the Christian Era these had been

to a great extent either got rid of or absorbed into the bulk

of the hill-people of Mdii-Annam extraction who had flowed

into the country from Southern China, and who were them-

selves a remarkably dark-complexioned race. If we add to this

admixture a considerable proportion of Negrito-Dravidian

adventurers who had proceeded thither from the south of

India, we obtain a race such as the much lighter com-

plexioned Chinese and Lau would be perfectly' justified in

calling black. Thus it happens that we find the early

inhabitants of Siam proper and Kamboja invariably' referred

to in the Lau chronicles as Khom and Khum-dani, i.e. ‘ Black

Khom.’ It is held by the Liiu that the term Khom itself

means ‘black,’ though it is no part of their language and

appears to be derived from the Kambojan Khamau or

Khmnu} With it the tribal names of the Khamer, Khmii,

Kham'i, etc., are probably connected. The Khamer or

Khmer are, up to this day', a dusky race compared with the

natives of Lower Siam, where the copious onflow of the Hiai

element has impressed a much lighter complexion upon the

people. The same may' be said of Pegu, where the later

admixture of Tibeto-Burman as well as Thai blood has

‘ Both Khin and Kh,„m mar, lio«-c-^,,r. bt iimply rawlairjti..u- ot tl.o

Chinc-f pronuuneed /rio/i, trt'tti, and/'i(.« in tho Sniitlioni Cliini^o

dialects.
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undoubtedly contributed in lightening the original dusky

appearance of the Talaings. The phenomenon may yet be

seen in action in the Malay Peninsula, where the remnants

of the early JTegrito autochthones represented by the Samang
gradually drift and become absorbed into a comparatively

fairer race—the Sakai—who appear to impersonate there,

with their features and language essentially Moii-Annam

in character, the last genuine survivors of the ancient and

now almost extinct race of Fu-nan.

In the case of the Samang it is possible that their present

name is but a corrupted form of the Sanskrit Syamdmga,

meaning ‘ dark,’ ‘ dusky,’ although Samanga occurs as

a tribal name in the Mahabharata and may have been

introduced in the Malay Peninsula from Southern India.

But with respect to the name of Siam or Syama, it strikes

me that if the same referred to the dark complexion of the

people in occupation of the country at the time with which

we are concerned, and was invented by the early Indu

adventurers as a substitute for the term Khom, of which

it is the Sanskrit equivalent, it likewise should have been

applied not only to Kamboja, whose people were of the

same race as Siam’s, but also and much more appropriately

to the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago, where the more

dusky Negrito-Dravidian element undoubtedly predominated.

The fact of the term tSydma being restricted to Siam,

where there is perhaps less reason to expect it, sufficiently

demonstrates that its origin must be sought for in other

causes. We have seen that the Malay Peninsula owes
its ancient name of HalmciU or Suvarna-mdU to a mountain
so designated. In the case of Sakn - dvipa, represented

by Siam and Kamboja, we have noticed that one of the

mountain ranges mentioned in the Puriinas is called

SyCvnn. With this, I have no doubt, the name of Siam
is connected. In fact, if we turn to the inscriptions

collected by Aymonier in the south-western gallery of
Angkor-wat, we find after the mention of a chief leadin<>

the troops of Lavo (one of the ancient chief cities of
Southern Siam, now known as Lop'haburl = Lampv.n),
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an inscription, numbered 27tb in the list, which textually

runs:' “ Neh Sydin Kut ”—“Here [is the chief of the]

Syama-kuta.” This is to explain a scene in bas-relief

where a prince is depicted mounted on an elephant richly

caparisoned, and followed by warriors wielding lances orna-

mented with Camara tails, such as are used in Siam up

to this day. “ Tatoues sur les joues,” ^ remarks Aymonier

about them, “ ils ont tous une physionomie specials,

sauvage, et a bon nombre les artistes ont donne une

mine grotesque, un type qui semble avoir ete reellement

observe.” This scene is followed by a similar one, the

last in the series, with an inscription (28th) saying that

“this is the chief, or leader, of the Syd/h hah.” These

basso-rilievi and inscriptions can hardly be less than

eight centuries old,^ and probably represent events much

older : the triumph of some one of the mightiest sovereigns

‘ “Les Inscriptions eu vieux Khmer,’’ extrait du Jotii-ual Aswhque, Paris,

1883, pp. 86-7.

2 The custom of tattooing the lace seems to have beeu once in favour among
several tribes of Indo-China, and still survives to some extent, as the I'ollow-ing

extract will show : "It has hitherto been the custom with Khveng young women,

soon after they arrive at years of puberty, to tattoo the whole' ol their faces with

vertical aud closclv adjoining narrow black line.s which, as .Simes very correctly

observes, ‘ gives a’most extraordinai-y appearance.’ . . .
'. The c'ustom was

lately universal, but in British tenitorv it is slowly dying out." [Britn-h-liiirnm

iiuzkUer, vol. ii, p. '265.) it is very curious to observe that the very identical

custom prevailed among the Zi or Zoi of Hainan, of whom it is said in Jla

Tuau-liu (op. cit., vol. ii, p. -102) that young women, as soon as they reach puberty,

have their faces tattooed with figures of dowers, butterdies, etc'., as a mark ol

their nubility and a preliminary to marriage. The occasion is solemnized with

great ceremony and with a banquet to ail tUe relatives. Face-tattooirjg was also

undoubtedly peculiar to the Lawii and Karens, who, we have seen, are racially

connected with the Zi or Zoifand, in general, to most Mr,n-.\nuam tribes.

Among the various branches ol the Thai race it appears to hardly ever have

been resorted to; only one section ol the Zino is known to have employed it,

which from this fact was termed the ZZmi-nuen or • Flowered Faces ’ tribe.

(Ha Tuan-lin, ibid., p. 119.) As regards tattooing the body the Ai-Zau are

principally noted tor having, Irom a very early period, adorned their per-nns

with dragons aud other rigure- ;
a custom adopted afterwards by their descendants

the S'lin-Chao and the present Lau ot the C‘hieng-miTi princijiality. On the

strength of these considerations I am inclined to think that the people meant

in the Kambojau inscription quoted above under the name of Siiuin-kut must

he the Zaw
_
or iVah, aho because the latter's complexion is, as we liave .seen,

considerably darker than anv other hill-tribe in Siam proper.

^ Professor Bercaigne 'Juifynn^ 18*84 believes them to he slightly

anterior in date to the period ot J.ivavarman 1 11, who reigned A.n. I lo2-I ISO.
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of Kamboja, followed by the chiefs of the States that owed

allegiance to him.

If we examine the condition of Siam during that period,

that is, between the tenth and twelfth centuries, we find

that it included three principal States. One in the north

with the capital now at Sukhothai, now' at Saicankhalok ;

and two in the south. Of these latter, the one on the east

had at times Lop'haburl and at others Bvdravati (on the

site of the present Ayuthia) as its chief city
;
while the one

on the w'est had the seat of government first at Sri Vjaija,

near the Pratbama-cetl in the present province of Nakhon

C‘hai-srl, and subsequently (from the beginning of the tenth

century) at Bandhmna-piirn, called afterwards (thirteenth

century) Sup‘han-burl (Suvarna-purl) a little more to the

north. All the three kingdoms were subject to Kamboja,

and though they eventually rebelled, they could not

definitely' shake off the yoke of vassalage until a.d. 1256-7,

when the power of Kamboja had waned, and thus the

opportunity^ came for their becoming united under a single

ruler. As the king of Lavo (Lop'habuii) is represented

apart, and referred to in the 26th inscription, it follows

that the terms Sydma - kut and Syama - kak must apply-

to the rulers of the other two States. By looking at

the map we find the Kokarit {Kakn - ralfha ?) Hills

forming part of the main watershed near Myaw'adl. We
also meet with two districts similarly named, of which one

is a little to the south-west of MyawadI on the Kokarit

stream, and the other aw'ay' to the north - west at the

confluence of the Salwin wdth the Yunzaleng. There

is thus some probability' as to the country' to the west of

the Kokarit Hills as far as the Salwin, and to the east

as far as Raheng and even Sukhothai, having anciently-

been known by the name of Si/dma-koka, or Syunut-kaka-rasfra,

of which the modern term Kokarit would be but a contracted

form. KCika-dipa, the place mentioned in the Mahiivamsa
as one of the points where the Ceylonese expedition of about
1180-1190 a.d. landed, may have formed part of Kokarit,
in the event of the region .so named having e.xtended at that
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period, which is not improbable, as far as the mouth of the
Bl-lin {Bl-I6m) Eiver.

^
Given that the foregoing surmises are correct, the name

Sydma-kut would fall to the kingdom of Sri Yijaya, in

the western part of Southern Siam; and this is exactly
the place where we should expect to find it, for various
reasons, which will be hereafter adduced. This name of

Sydma-kida or Si/ama-kufa may be explained either as the
Sydm peak or the Sydm stronghold. In the first case it

coiricides with the Sydma mountain placed by the Puranas
in Saka - dvipa, and enumerated in some recensions im-
mediately before Astagiri,* a term which indicates a western

mountain. It follows that the Syama mountain or peak
must be sought for towards the main range dividing Siam
from Burma, if indeed it is not to be identified with the main
range itself. This would at any rate appear from a passage

of I-tsing^ wherein it is stated that to the south-west of

Sz'chuen, at a distance of one month’s journey or thereabouts,

there is the so-called ‘ Great Black Mountain.’ Southward
from this and close to the sea-coast, there is a country

called Sn-ksatfci or, according to my own investigations,

Sri-ksetra (Prome)
;
on the south-east of this is Lang-chia-

/isii (Laiikachiu and Laiikhla, alias Kamalahka)
;

on the

east of this is I)i'd(ra)])a{i (Dviiravatl, i.e. the Ayuthia or

Ayudhya of later times). The ‘ Great Black Mountain ’ here

referred to may partly correspond to Ptolemy’s Damassa
Range, if it be assumed that the name of the latter is of

Sanskrit or Pali derivation (i.e. from Tamas = ‘ darkness ’

:

whence Adyiacraa opt] = ‘ Dark Mountains ’)
;

but its

location by I-tsing at over one month’s journey to the

south-west of Sz'chuen shows its identity with the main

range forming the Me-nam-SalwIn watershed, and with

‘ Professor Hall’s edition of tVilson’s “ Visnu Parana,” vol. ii, p. 199. f.n. t

.

^ In Takakusu’s “ Eceord of the Buddhist Eeligion,” etc., p. 9. It is to h.-

regretted that Mr. Takakusu does not give us, as should be done lor all proper
names, the equivalent in Chinese characters, or at least a transliteration of the
same. Owing to this omission we are unable to learn whether the term employed
tor ‘black’ in the original text is Mill, Li, ('h'len, Wn, or any other, and
further linguistical investigation is thus precluded.

12
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tlie Sydma mountain, or mountain-cliain, of the Puranas.

This latter, it will now be seen, is far from being a myth.

It was evidently from this mountain range that the country

extending eastwards, and southwards to the Gulf, was

called Sydma-Mta or simply Sydm. On the other hand,

should the term Sydma-kut designate a stronghold, this is

most likely the city of Sri Vijaya, the most ancient foundation

in that territory.

In the Chinese records the name Hsien for Siam does not

appear until after a.d. 650. Prior to that date we hear only

of Ch‘ih-t‘u, literally, ‘Red Earth,’ a term which, according

to Chinese authors, was given the country because at the

spot where the capital stood the soil appeared of an extremely

red colour. The capital meant by the Chinese may have

been Sawankhalok,* where the soil is indeed reddish, it

being composed of the debris of a very ferruginous lateritic

formation. But this ‘ Red Earth ’ theory of the Chinese

chroniclers, though hitherto blindly accepted by their

European translators and commentators, is seriously open

to criticism. Apart from the fact that all over Indo-China

there are places where the soil is equally, if not more
intensely, red, and which should in consequence have been

similarly styled by the Chinese, against that theory stands

the argument that the toponymies referred to in early

' Svanja-hka, ii.'5ually pronounced SaicuitkhaUk or Sirankhnlok, but con'upted
by the vulgar into Sankhalok, so as to make it appear to the uninitiated as derived
from Sanghaloka, ‘ city of the Sumgha.' It is possible that the early Chinese
traTellers. misled by such a faulty pronunci.ation, rendered the name of the capital

as Sing-ch'i Ch‘!ng, i.e. ‘ Sumgha. or Saikha, city.’ {In this connection I may
remark that a similar mistake has been repeated' in the nineteenth century by
a certain writer publishing books on ancient Siam, who, with a cocksure'ness
absolutely fn-de-siecle, tells ns in liis book that Sawankhalok means ‘ city of
the Suiugha ’ ! My remarks upon Sawankhalok and Sukhothai rest upon pers’oual
investigations and a thorough archaeological survey of the ruins of those ancient
capitals which I carried out dra-ing the autumns'nf 1S94 and 1896.) It is not
however, by any means certain whether the capital was, at the period above
referred to.’ at Sawankhalok rather than at Sukhothai. As Sukhotai is in the
“ C.ama-devi-vamsa,” a Pali chronicle of L.imp'huh I'see p. 184 infra), said to
have been built in the shape of a l•hank-slK•ll, it is quite jiossihle that one' ot its
names was Samkha-nagara, and that it is to it, and nut to Sawankhalok, that the
Chinese term Sing-ch'i C7c/Hy w.as intended to apply. At anv event ’

the two
ancient cities just named being hut some twenty mile's apart as the crow flie^ the
location of the Chinese Sing-ch'i m,ay be assumed as sufficiently apnroximatp for
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Chinese accounts in connection witli Siam and neighbouring

countries generally turn out, upon close examination, to be

mere phonetic transcripts of indigenous names, albeit the

characters employed to represent the latter have been

systematically selected with a view to convey a meaning

of some sort—no matter how puerile and absurd—to the

Chinese reader. Of this artificial, and at the same time

deceitful, system of transcription we have met with many an

instance in the course of the present inquiry. I am therefore

of opinion that in the case in point Ch‘ih-i‘u is not, in spite

of the express statement to the contrary, an exception to

such an almost invariably followed rule. As this term is

pronounced Ch‘ek-t‘ou, CIi‘ak-tu in several Southern Chinese

dialects, and Shaku-to in Japanese, I think that I am justified

in assuming it to be a phonetic rendering of Sukhada, which

is the name that Sukhothai and its kingdom have borne

previous to being called Sitkhoda>ja. Sukhada must have

been pronounced Sakkadea, and in syncopated form Sakdea

or Sakda, by the Mon-Khmer people occupying its territory

at that period. Having observed that the soil was reddish

in colour in the neighbourhood of its chief city, the Chinese

envo3^s would, according to their peculiar way of thinking,

transcribe Sakda phonetically in such a manner as to convey

at the same time the meaning of ‘ Red Earth ’ or ‘ Red

Soil.’ Thence the origin of the term Ch'ih-t'u—in reality,

Ch‘ak-t‘u or Shak-t‘oii, as it must then have been pronounced.

At any rate, it plainly follows that at the period in

question the Chinese envoj’s sent out to Siam must have

become acquainted only with the kingdom of Sukhothai and

Sawankhalok, and with the branch of the Me-Kam River

that led to it from the gulf. It may be furthermore assumed

that the term Sijama, or Siam, had not jmt spread as far

as Sukhothai, since the Chinese envoi's are silent about it.

The conclusion is, then, that at that early period its applica-

tion must have been still circumscribed to the western part

of Siam, where we have located it. But after a.d. 650 we

are told that the kingdom of Ch‘ih-t‘u broke off into two

parts, one called Il-'sien or Stem, and the other Lo-huh or
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Lo-huk
;

that the former was barren and unsuitable for

cultiYation, while the latter was flat and eminently productive.

We are thus confronted with two names of kingdoms,

of which the first is qirite plain and represents the term

Sydma, while the other requires elucidation, and both need

to be located. I identify Lo-huh with Lavo or Laid, then

called Lahbt or LaJio, now Lop'haburl {Lavapuri)} The
position of this ancient city in the midst of an alluvial plain,

intersected by numerous creeks and studded with ponds and

marshes, justifies the identification suggested, and well suits

the Chinese description.

As regards ifsiVrt or Sion, it represents, according to me, the

western and northern part of Siam, more mountainous and

barren. It is here that, as we have shown, the term Sydiiia

or Sidm most probably originated. Restricted originally

to the region nearest to the main range {Syama-kaka), down

to the Gulf {Sydma-kuta), it gradually extended eastwards,

until we find it applied to the whole of Upper Siam, and,

finally, to the entire country. The kingdom of Lav6 or

Lah6 long remained quite distinct under this name. Its

independence dates exactly from the time that the Chinese

speak of the separation ; that is, from the end of the seventh

century or the beginning of the next, when it seceded

from the State of Sukhothai and Sawankhalok that had

founded its chief city, Laho or Lavo, in a.d. 457, or only

a few years before Dvarapuri or Dvaravatl (the To-lo-po-ti

of Hwen-ts'ang and Tu-ho-Io-po-ti of I-tsing) was built. It

is worthy of note that the name of the founder of Lop'haburl

is given as Kalavarnatissa, son of King Kakavatra or

Kakavadda, ruling at Taksasila in Northern Siam (identified

by local scholars with Miiang Tiik, north of Rahiing), whose
descendants reigned in Sukhothai. This name, Kakavatra,

deserves comparison with the term Sydmkak of the Khmer
inscription, and appears to confirm our location of the people

so named in the western part of Upper Siam.

* This name is taken from Lahor in India, H'hich is -aid to hare been founded
by Lava, son of Eiima, and hence named Lolnlvara. L.n.i in Siiuine-e is .snellHl
ZoJ, pronounced ;

hence the name (Lop'ha-puri'
i

' ^
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During the period Chih-Cheng (a.d. Idll-GS), say the

annals of the Ming dynasty, the two States of Stem and Lo-huh
were reunited into one single kingdom situated near the sea.

This alludes to the conquest of those two States carried out

by King EamathibodT I (Ramadhipati), followed by the

founding of Ayuthia, in a.d. 1350. Thenceforward the

country became known to China as Siem-lo (il il)> a hybrid

Chinese combination of the two terms 8iem and Lo-huh.

But in reality the country had been formed into a single

independent kingdom with capital at Sukhothai some one

hundred years before, that is, in about 1256-7.

The conclusion we may elicit from the above remarks is,

that in origin the name Sydma was restricted to Western

Siam, and to the southern part of it bordering upon the

gulf, which formed the territory of the Vijaya Kingdom.

Though the latter seems, previous to the rise of the Lavo-

Dvaravatl State in about a.d. 650, to have comprised the

greatest part of Southern Siam, and the term Sijuma to

have as a consequence already applied to nearly the whole of

that region, Chinese travellers ignore it, and only appear to

be acquainted with the eastern branch of the Me - ISTam

River, naming the territory along its banks either Ch‘ih-Vu

(Sukhada) or To-lo-po-ti (Dvaravati), according as to whether

it is the upper or the lower part of the river’s course that

is implied. They become acquainted with the term Skin

or Htsien only when Lavo secedes from Sukhothai, forming

a separate kingdom. The character jg {Hbien) is said to

be an imitation of Sjjdm. I do not reject this view, as that

character is pronounced siani in Hakka and hsiem in Aunamese,

which latter represents the Khmer form sieni still met with

in some names of Kambojan districts, such as Siem-rab,

now Siem-rdf {Sydma-rdstja)} I submit, however, that the

^ The Laii of Luang P'hrah Bang and "Wieng Chan aLo pronounce Afeui

in the Khmer etyle. According to Mr. E. H. Parker the ancient Chinese used

the character to denote Siam, instead of the modern (see China

Mecicii', vol. six, p. 197). According to the “ P'ei-wcn Tiin-fu” (quoted

by the same authority in the China Hcsieic, vol. xiii, p. 3j9), “the character
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same character Hsien in Chinese means ‘the sun rising,’

and is therefore equivalent to the Sanskrit-Pali JJclmja,

a term which we have met several times in this region, and

which occurs also in the compound SuModaya (Sukha+udaya
= ‘ the dawn of happiness ’), the later name of Sukhada,^

the ancient capital city of Northern Siam, and, at subsequent

is pronounced dun, and is the name of a State of southern barbarians.” But

it will be seen that this character is practically identical with employed to

designate the State of Tail, Shan, or Chan (whatever he the correct pronunciation),

which we have identified with Ptolemy’s Arisahion in a preceding section. In

fact. Dr. Hirth (in “China and the Roman Orient,’’ p. 36, note) points out

that both the “ Hou-Han-shu ” and the “ Yiin-nan-thmg-chih ’’ have

for the name of that State. It is therefore evident that both ^ and

refer to the same State, and this is vaguely described by Chinese authors as

being situated “beyond the frontier” and communicating towards the south-

west with Ta Tn‘in (Syria). As early as a .d . 97 its king, A’ung Yu-tiao, is

represented as having entered into communication with the Chinese Court. The
most logical location that can be assigned to the Tan or Shan State would thu,s

appear to be about the present Shenho, near Bhamo, where we have placed it.

But as regards the term ^ denoting Siam proper, and being equivalent to the jg
of a later period, it is scarcely probable, although there may be an indirect

connection between the two terms in the event of both proving traceable to the

“ Great Black Moimtain,” which, it appears, formed the separation between

Siam and Burma and was in its northern portion called Tama or Tainasti

(Ptolemy’s Oamassa Range), while the part of it that stretched towards the Gidt

of Siam was termed Sydma. Such being the case, the State of Tan or Dan
of Chinese writers might he identified with Ptolemy’s Land of the Damassai

;

and the ^ {Hsien) of the former with the latter’s Samarade, the SCtniaratfa or

SydmarSatra of classical literature.

* This is evidently the region of Suhhada mentioned in the Visnu Piuana
(Hall’s ed., vol. ii, p. 191) as being ruled over by a king bearing the name of
Sukhodaya. The Visnu Purana makes it a division of Plulsa-diipa (Burma),
whereas it was situated merely near the borders of the latter. In fact, in the
Chinese account of the embassy to Cli‘th-t‘it in a .d . 607-8, Ch'ih-t'u i.e.
Suhhada, is said to be houndeS on the west hv the kingdom of Po-h-iu or
Po-lo-so (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 446), evidently or Dah-.da
(vide siipi-a, p. 39). As regards the fact of Sukhothai being formerly termed
Snhhada, it is positively proved by the often quoted Peguan work on GaVamiiati
where Sukhothai is referred to (book 1) under the name of Sakklwda.ynma
(Sukhttda-gruma). There is, therefore, no further reason against this citv and
the country of which it was the capital, being identified with the Sukhadn of the
Visnu Purana and the Ch‘\h-Pu or Shak-t'a of Chinese literature. The name
ot Its ancient king, Sukhodaya, is even mentioned in the local chronicles thoWhmder the slightly modified and ohviouslv iucon-ect forms of Aiokadanu audDharmasokadaya. I have found it stated in a native commentary that from this
ruler the kingdom and its capital became afterwards known as Sikhodayu
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periods, of the whole country. Hence the character

Ssien may have been adopted by the Chinese to designate

Siam, with the double object in view of giving as faithful

a transcript as possible of the name Si/am, and of conveying

at the same time the sense embodied in the term JJdaya,

forming part of the name of its capital. It follows,

therefore, that while the term Sydma originated in

Western Siam, probably from a mountain peak or range

anciently known as Sydma or Sydma-kufa (Black Peak), and

was at first circumscribed in its application to the States of

Vijaya and Kaka-rdsp-a or Sydmakaka, whence it extended

eastwards as far as Sukhothai, upon the absorption of the

eastern portion of the State of Vijaya by that of LaJio or

Lop'haburl, towards the end of the twelfth century, the

term Sydma became less common in the southern region,

remaining in consequence localized almost exclusively to the

northern. It is then that we first hear of Hsien and

Lo-huh
;
Hsien being now used in the place of the ancient

Ch‘i-t‘u, and representing therefore the State of Sukhothai-

Sawankhalok (hut with its capital now at Sukhothai)
;

and Lo-huh designating the kingdom of Lop'haburl with

part of the territory of the ancient Vijaya. In a.d. 1256

the realm of Lop'haburl joined that of Sukhothai in the

rebellion which resulted in the final emancipation of the

whole of Lower Siam from the yoke of Kamboja; but

though nominally recognizing Sukhothai as the paramount

power, it continued de facto as a comparatively autonomous

State until a.d. 1350. In the mind of the Chinese writers

of the period the division of the country into the two

kingdoms of Siem and Lo-lmh would therefore still subsist

during that interval. But in a.d. 1350 King Eamadhipati,

having made himself master of the Lop'haburl kingdom,

founded thither a new capital on the site of the ancient

Dvaravatl, with the style ofKrung Devya Mahdnagara Pacava

Dvdrdvatl Sri Ayuddhyd {vulgo Ayuthyd), formed by the

union of the name of the old city of Dvaravatl once

existing there with that of the capital of Rama \Ayodhya),

after whom the king had been titled. W^e then enter upon
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the phase of the kingdom of Siem-lo with capital at Ayuthia,

as it was known in later times to the Chinese.

In the opinion of some Siamese scholars, Thai, the name

of their race, is derived from Udai (Udaya), either as forming

part of the name of their ancient and most famed capital,

Sukhothai, or as a sj’mhol of their rise to a great nation

with a mighty and vast empire. But this seems hardly

to he the case, since the term Thai is spread far and

wide, a long way beyond the limits ever attained by Siiirn

proper, and is common to all branches of the race from

the Tonkin-Annam borders to the outskirts of Asam, and

from Yunnan to the Gulf of Siam.* Besides, there is so far

no evidence whatever that the race ever bore the name JJdai
;

and although a people so named {ITtidei ?) exists up to this

day in the Malay Peninsula, it belongs to a different

ethnical stock, and has nothing to do with the Thai.^

‘ The deri^'ation from Vctaija is accounted for linguistically on the score

that the th of Thai represents in Siamese the Sau-skrit and Pali d\ wherefore
That, is equivalent to Ituija, a contraction in this case, it is alleged, of Vdaija.

Others hold instead that Taya is not a contracted form at all, hut a modification

ot Jaya or Jayhi, meaning ‘ victory, victorious.’ Although these views anpear
to he supported to a certain extent by the fact that two ancient kingdoms, those
01 Sukhodaya and A’ijaya, the names ot which embody, respectively, the terms
Udaya and Jaya, existed in the country, they are nevertheless little worthv
of consideration, becau.se the term That is undoubtedly derived from the Siniti'c

family of languages to which the national idiom of the Thai race belongs. As a
matter of curiosity I shall transcribe here a ytifha Irom a Pali work composed at
Lamp'huS in the principality of C'hieng-mui, in which the term That occurs
under the form deyya. The title of this extremely rare work, but recently
discovered by me in an incomplete form, is Cuniadeciimhm, i.e. the story of the
dimasty of CamadevI, the first queen of Lamp’hun. Its author is a Liu head-
priest by the name of Bodhiramsi ilahathera, who lived toward.s the end of the
fifteenth centuiy. The stanza occurs in the introduction and runs literally

as follows

“ Carikam bhasaminanam
Deyya bhasanusaranaiu
Taiii bhSsaui lahukam hoti

Anurupaiii Jinai'n purt."

The purpose is to explain that the Thai language (Teyyu-bJulsa, is far from
possessing the perfection of the idiom spoken in Buddha’s native land (Hagadlia)
hence the .author, as he goes on to say in the stanza immediately following'
decided to compose his work in Pali.

The Ornng Udai [Jliidci ?), called also Orany Tagos, inhabiting the borders
of the Pahang district, are probahly the same, according to Jlicluho-llaclay as
the Ovang Sakai^Uar or wild Sakai, who are pitr sang VXelanesians (Neoritosl
See ilicluho-JIaclay’s “ Ethnological Exciursions in the Malay Peninsufa ”

"in
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In view of these facts I think that we are justified in tracing

the origin of tlie term Thai back to the point whence this

race branched off towards Siam and Burmii, to lay in both

the foundations of vast empires
;

and back to the time

when, conscious of its greatness and independence, rightly

considered itself unparalleled among all the semi-barbarous

populations of Northern Indo-China. The cradle of the

term Thai must have been, therefore, Southern Yunnan
or the Northern ‘ Shan ’ States ; its initial date, one of

the very first centuries of the Christian Era. Its meaning

is ‘ eminent, free from bondage, master, independent.’ *

It is, therefore, a national title more than a tribal name,

not dissimilar from the epithet At'ija which the Iranian

ancestors of the present Indiis adopted for themselves. As

Jom-ual, Straits Branch, E.A.S., Xo. 2, p. 220. It rvould be, howver,
interestinff to ttnd out how the term JJila'i, it correct, came to he given them
and what it means. -Vs to the Sakai, they appear to belong to ,» fairer race than

the Xegritos.

This term, in Siamese, is, by the Lau or Shans, written and pronounced

both as Thai and Tai, in a slightly different toue: = Tdi , = Thai.

The pronunciation Tai is faulty, being due to the practice, uith some branches of

the Lau, of neglecting the aspiration in aspirated letters, such as th, 2i‘h, etc. The

exact meaning, in both Siamese and Liu, ot the term Thai is ‘ a man free Irom

bondage, an ascetic, a chief or master.’ The Lau of CTiieng-niai still designate

their Mahdthtras by the title of Chau Thai, i.o. Eminent Master, ' or, in Buddhist

terminology, Arhja. In Siamese poetiy the -nine tenn, ChCm. Thai, is often

employed when alluding to the king or to some other exalted personage, while

Ora-thai is used as a synonym for ‘ queeu.’ (Here cv, nr "ra, is a Khmer

derived word meaning ‘ beautiful.’) A Siamese synonym ot Thai is Thai,

having also the sense of ‘ master, chief, eminent.’ The signilication of ‘ free
’

has generally been ascribed to the term That, without, however, accounting for

it and shouiug its derivation. I think I am correct in saring that it and its

synonjTns must be traced to the Chinese ^ {ta, tai) = • great, eminent, noble,’

and its derivates or correlatives it'ai or thai'jj etc. The branch of

the Thai race that invaded and conquered Asam adopted tW their name a Sanskrit

translation, a little hit intensihed, of the national term Thai, and called them-

'^elves Amma (Ahoni) or ‘ peerless.’ It therefore appear^ that the term That,

impljing an idea of greatness, superiority, or independence, is not properly

a name, hut a title, which originated udth the expansion ot tlie race into

Burma, Asam, and Siam.
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the Aryans applied to the conquered tribes of aborigines

and Turanians the epithet of Dasyit, so did the early Lau
call the former settlers of the countries which they brought

under subjection by the name of Khd, ‘ slaves/ ‘ bondmen/

while distinguishing themselves as Thai, ‘ masters/ ‘ freemen/

in order to mark their independence as well as superiority.

It is thus by contraposition to the term Khd, ‘ slaves/

denoting the conquered race, that the term Thai, originally

meaning ‘ eminent,’ ‘ great,’ became synonymous with
‘ master,’ ‘

chief,’ ‘ free.’

As regards the term Shan, which the Burmese employ

to designate people of the Thai race, it is derived from

Sydma or Siam, and not this from the former, as several

writers have erroneously supposed. An examination of the

way it is written in Burmese will at once convince one of

this. The spelling is ^0° (Jiram or sham), which is pro-

nounced shan. The Q {m) at the end betrays its origin

from Sydma, as also does the palatal sibilant designed

to represent the Sanskrit s. A more correct form is, how-

ever, o {Hsydma, pron. Shydn), which is as faithful

a transliteration as can be given in Burmese characters of

the word Sydma. This evidence is, by itself, quite sufficient

to explode the theory of Siam being derived from Shan
;

but further proof can be gathered from the languages of

the neighbouring nations, in none of which does a form

terminated by an « as in the phonetic spelling of Shan

occur ;
but all terms given for Siam have a final m. In Moii

or Taleng, the word for Siam is GDJQ {seni) or GCO
{sem). In Asamese and Kachin it is Sam

; in Malay, Slam
; in

Lau and Khmer, Stem ;
in Cam, Syam. The Siamo-Malays in

the Malay Peninsula are called Sam-sam. How could the term
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be derived from Shan, if in all these languages, including
the written Burmese, it is spelled with an m ? And yet some
authorities, relying on the fickle basis of mere phoneticism,
in the most phonetically unreliable of languages, Burmese,
in which the written words undergo in pronunciation the

most peculiar alterations, managed to draw the stupendous
conclusion that Shan is the original name of the race,

and that Siam (or, as written and pronounced in Siamese,
Sydm or Sdydm) is derived from it. This is another
instance in which Burmese, “as she is spoke,” has proved
to be “ the murderer of history ”

;
^ and, considering the

precarious foundation upon which the new-fangled theory

rests, it is a wonder that it could gain favour during the

last ten years or so without its fallacy being exposed. It

is to be hoped that these few remarks will suffice to

demonstrate its absurdity
; while the present researches

on Ptolemaic Geography—by means of which the antiquity

of the name of Siam (Sydma) could be established, and

its existence in the region nearest to the Gulf traced back

to at least the beginning of the second century of the

Christian Era, that is, to a period when the Thai race had

scarcely reached the head of the Me-Nam Valley—give that

quaint theory the coup de grace?

It is quite clear that Samarade {Sdma-rafthe) designates

a country and not a town, though Ptolemy presumably

meant it for the capital of the said country or kingdom.

Fortunately, we have an identical instance of such synec-

dochical nomenclature in Siam itself during the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, when the then capital, Ayuthia,

was not called so by European writers and navigators,

but the “City of Siam,” or simply, “Siam.” IVe can.

^ “It must always be borne in mind that as regards the Burmese language,

equally with English, the orthography rather than the pronunciation must he

taken as a guide, and that phoneticism destroys all the links which bind the

^ords now used to those from which they have been derived, and is ‘ tin-

niurderer of history.’ ” (Maior Spearman’s •* British Burma Gazetteer, vol. i,

p. 142.)
* V j 1

^ Eor a fuller discu‘^Nion of this subject I would reter the reader to niy article'.

“ Shan and Siam” in the Astatic Quarte^'ly Mevictv tor January, and
January, 1899.
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therefore, easily understand how Ptolemy’s misconception

originated. That Samarade was situated about the head of

the Gulf of Siam, is shown by the position he assigns to it.

This we have slightly corrected in latitude, in order to bring

the town up to the true emplacement it should occupy in

the deep incavation of the Gulf, which was underrated by

our authority. Its corrected longitude is 100'’ 14' E.,

which is within 10' of the famous Prathora-cedi {Prathnma-

caitya) in the present province of jS^akhon C‘hai-srl {Nagara

Jaya-iri). I therefore identify Samarade with the ancient

city that rose around (mostly eastwards of) the Prathom-

cedl, and which bore, according to local records, the name
of iin Vijaya-rajadhant.

During a visit that I paid to the place in the Autumn
of 1895, I noticed ancient remains scattered over a very

wide area, as well as traces of the moat that surrounded

the city; and upon this and other evidence I concluded

that the city must have been some two miles in extent. The
most important monuments to be seen within its compass

are two ancient stupas, one but recently repaired and built

up in the shape of a gigantic spire, called the Prafliama- (or

Bandama-) ceti
;
and the other still in a comparatively good

state of preservation, named the Phrah Than {Vrah, or Yara
Bom) pagoda. The latter owes its name to a tradition, to

the effect that the golden bowl {do7ia or dt'Otia) which served

to measure Buddha’s relics after his death was brought
here from India by a monk, and enshrined with a few of

the sacred relics in this stupa, purposely erected for their

reception.^ The date of erection of this monument is,

according to native records examined by me, the year

1 This is a tradition transplanted here trom India. The Druna or KumbAan
stupa built by the Brahman Drona over the vessel wherewith he measured the
relics of Buddha, was, according to General Cunningham (“Ancient Geocr
ot India,” Buddhist Period, pp. 441-2), at DeghwAra, a short distance to the
south-west of Yaisali, in India, where it was seen by Hwen-tsang in a.d 637
or only nineteen years previous to the building ot the' l7ona stupa ?n Siam." Wemay conclude, therefore, that the golden vessel enshrined in the latter was hut
an imitation or a suppo-ed copy ot the one used hv Drona. I was assured thatup to a few' years ago a brass facsimile of the original vessel was still nreserved
in the or chamber at the top of the .stupa

; hut nothing of the kind is now
to he seen there.
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1199 of the Buddhist Era, or a.d. 656; and its founder

was a king by the name of Indra-raja. The original

Prathama-eetl, so called from its being the first erected

in that neighbourhood, must be of a still earlier date
;
but

it was afterwards rebuilt several times. In the excavations

that were made in about 1857 about the Prathama-cetT for

the erection of the new structure, were discovered two

terra-cotta tablets inscribed with the “ Ye illiammd ” gdlliCi in

Puli, in characters of a type between the Yehgl and Western

Calukya of Southern India, and which therefore I judge

to belong to the sixth or seventh century. Inscriptions in

similar characters were discovered both on stone slabs and

tiles at other places in the neighbourhood of the Prathama-

ceti. These epigraphic records, besides disclosing to us the

quarter whence Indu civilization and literature were brought

over to this part of Siiim, make it evident that Buddhism

had by that time obtained there a firm footing, as is con-

firmed shortly afterwards by the accounts of Chinese monks

and travellers, especially of I-tsing, as far at least as the

neighbouring territory of Dvaravatl is concerned.'

The position of the Prathom-cedi as determined by

Mr. McCarthy, Superintendent of the Royal Siamese

Survey Department, is (centre of pagoda spire) long.

100° 3' 46" E. and lat. 13° 49' 7". As the city of Sri

Vijaya extended mostly to the eastwards of it, we see that

the corrected position obtained by us, long. 100° 14' E.,

is within about 10' of the truth. The place can now be

reached through a recently dug creek leading to it from

the Tha-Chin River, just about ten miles long ;
it is,

however, possible that at the period we treat of, the river

not only flowed close by the town, but that the sea was

not distant from it. The city must have been situated,

in a word, at what was at the time the embouchure

of the Thii-Chln River, and the head of the Gulf of

' Vide E. Cliavannes’ “Eeligieii.x Emments,’’ etc. (ParE, 1894), p. 69, ylii ie

are told ot a lad from Thanh-hoa, in Annam, who came to DMira^ati with

his relatives, and there entered the priesthood. This must hene happcip d nrea

a.d. 630-40.
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Siam withal. It must soon have become an emporium

of trade, the only one that Siam possessed for several

centuries ;
until in the course of time, political events

combined with the shifting of the river away from the

town, and the rise of the rival emporium of Dvaravatl on the

neighbouring branch of the river—which, from being more

favourably situated, attracted most of the trade—^led to its

decline. The ruin of Sri Vijaya became complete through

an irruption of the Burmese under Anuruddha or some of

his successors in the latter half of the eleventh century.

The city was now abandoned as a capital in favour of

Bandhiuna-purl, the name of which was not long afterwards

changed into Suvarna-purl, vuhjo Sup‘han. Thus ended

the fortunes of whS,t was, beyond doubt, the oldest city

of Southern Siam. The lithic records discovered there

had already proved its antiquity up to the sixth or seventh

century. Thanks, however, to the mention that Ptolemy

makes of this place under the name of Samarade, we have

not only been enabled to trace its existence back to at least

the beginning of the second century a.d., but also to

establish for the name of its territory, Sydma or Sdma-

raff/ie, an antiquity which it would have been otherwise

impossible to demonstrate.

The inscriptions of Campa make rather an early

mention of a country by the name of Vijaya. This,

Aymonier identifies, though doubtfully, with Phau-thit

on the Coehin-Chinese coast. But I think it probable

that the State of Sri Vijaya KajadhanI alluded to above

is meant. Its people may have been anciently known as

Vijayas, as I already suggested in a former chapter
;
and

the terms Udaya {Hiidei ? — BJaya, Hnlaya, or Ldai?),

and Lestai, may as well be connected with them.

Pagrasa (Vo. 93).

This is undoubtedly the district now called Miiang Krat,

the chief village of which has a longitude of 102° 30' E.
and a latitude of 12° 12' H. The ancient settlement was
probably situated a little further to the north-east on the
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principal branch of the Thung-yai River, at the mouth of

which the sea forms a deep inlet now shallowed by mud banks,

but certainly practicable for large vessels in the early days.

Though pronounced Krat or Krdt, the name of the district

is written with a final s, thus : Kras or Krdsa. In the

early days it evidently was preceded by the syllable Bd,

which occurs as a prefix to many place-names in ancient

Kambojan territory. ^ In modern Khmer Bd, like the Malaj^

Pa’, means a ‘ father,’ but it is also employed in the sense

of ‘ chief,’ ‘ chief of a herd,’ and ‘ great.’ In Bahnar

and some other dialects of the semi-wild tribes of Kamboja
Bd or Bah means the embouchure of a river and also

a confluent, thus corresponding in sense to both the modern

Khmer words Beam or Piem (river-mouth) and Bek

(confluent). As Krdt is situated near the embouchure

of the Thung-yai River, we may easily conclude that it

was in the early days called Bd-kras or Bd-krds, i.e. ‘ the

Kras Mouth [village].’ Otherwise, as there may have

been two villages both named Krdt, the greater of the two

may have been distinguished as Bd-krds, i.e. ‘ Great Krat ’

or the ‘ chief Kriit village.’ As it is possible that Bd had

in the old times a sound approaching to Pd, we have in

either of the interpretations offered above the equivalent of

Ptolemy’s Pagrasa. The earliest mention I can find of Krat

is in the collection of Siamese laws called P‘hrah Thamnuh,

dated a.d. 1611. The whole district is archaeologically

unexplored. That it should be is shown by the results

already obtained in the adjoining province of Chanthabnn

[Candanapurna, or Candanapuri), where stelae bearing in-

scriptions in Sanskrit and Khmer referred to the tenth

century have been discovered.

Sobanos or Sobanas River (Kos. 94, 183).

I am strongly inclined to identify this stream with the

Kap'hong Som or Soma River, which debouches in the Gulf

of Siam through a large estuary situated in long. 103° 3b
,

’ E-.S. in Sit-S'alc nr Pd-S'nl: (vide svpm, p. 166),
vliich is n tijpnnvTnic ot

same class ef Pagrasa [Bd-Kras or Bd-Kidf?)-
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lat. 10° 53', and is perhaps the most important watercourse

on this coast. From the name of the district in which it

flows, it may have been termed Somanndl or designated

by some other similar name represented by Sobanos. The

word Surai'wi has been suggested, and on this score

McCrindle attempts to identify it with the Sup'han River.

But we have shown above (p. 190) that Sup‘han was called

Bandhuma-pura in its earlj^ daj's
;
and it is very doubtful

whether it existed at all at the period with which we are

concerned. Moreover, the great difference in positions

between the two streams makes that identification un-

tenable. It is quite evident that Sobanos represents some

term like Sobhana, Sicmanasa, or, in the vernacular form,

Somanas. Sauvarna or Sovanna offer perhaps less probability.

On this ground, and on account of the beautiful scenery,

praised by several travellers,^ for which the banks of the

Kampdt River are justly celebrated, I was led to identify the

Sobanos with this stream in the tables. But the Kampot being

but a small watercourse, I now think that the Kap'hong-

Som River has greater claims in every way to obtain the

preference. It moreover occurs to me that this stream

must be the Shu-ckian(j or Shu River mentioned in the

accounts of Chinese travellers (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.,

vol. ii, p. 477) as flowing through a State named after it and

situated to the west of Chen-Ia. Shu means ‘ red,’ beino-
r O

thus equivalent to the Sanskrit Sana
;
but more likely it

is intended here to simpl}' represent the first sjdlable of

Sohhcma or Somanas, the name of the Kap'hong Som
River. However it be, the Shu-chiang State becomes
identical with the Kap'hong Som District, and the stream

flowing through it with the Shu-chiang of the Chinese and
Ptolemy’s Sobanos or Sobanas.

Pithbnobaste, a mart (Ho. 95).

This is Panthiii-mas or Banfhui-mas, usually spelled

Ponteay-mias in French maps, and corrupted into P'hiitthai-
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(or Biiddai) -mas ia Siamese. Banthdi-mds is a compound
Khmer term, meaning ‘ golden walls.’ But both its

component words are derived from Sanskrit, Banthdi being

the Sanskrit 6/u'A’h' = Pali bhitti — ‘ vrall,’ and mas the

Sanskrit mdset or mdksika = Pali 7ndsa — ‘
gold,’ ‘ golden.’

It has always been, up to the last centurj'^, the most

important emporium of Kamboja, the landing-place of all

political and religious missions despatched from times

immemorial to the country of the Khmers. Buddhism
and its Scriptures are said to have been, through its channel,

introduced to this people—as at Tathon in Pegu—from

Ce3'’lon by the famous divine Buddhaghosa, in 415 a.d.

But this, of course, is a mere myth.’

Banthai-mas is situated in the centre of the district of

the same name, some forty miles up the river, debouching

at Hatlen, which was its port, known to Ptolemy as Akadra,

and to the Arab navigators as Kadranj.

Its position is almost exactly due north of Hatien, in

long. 104° 29' E. and lat. 10° 52' 30". Its territory is

conterminous with those of Trang (Drang) and Bati, and

notorious for important ruins, some of which, like those

of Payahkar, to the east of Banthai-mas, claim an antiquity

of no less than twelve or thirteen centuries. It is certain,

however, that a full exploration of this and neighbouring

districts will reveal more ancient remains, as the name

Banthai-mas appears in the earliest accounts of the country.

Thirty-four inscriptions are mentioned by Bergaigne as

having been found in the province of Trang alone.

The Banthai-mas Eiver has communicated with the Pasak

or Posterior Me-Khong Eiver at Chaudoc {Cho-dok) b^" the

canal of Vinh-te since a.d. 1820, the date at which this

canal was dug. But at a more remote period it is certain

that a branch (the westernmost one) of the Me-Khong flowed

' Thi.s letJ-end is thii^ referred to in the Introduction to the “ Xortheru Annals ”

of Siam ; “'in the year 959 {
= -i-D- 415' of the Buddhist Era, BuddhayhosScarya.

having completed the translation of the Commentaries to the Holy Scriptures in

Lanka, took witli him an emerald statue ot Buddha, which was piC’^erved there,

and embarked, hut his ship was blown by a tempest to the mouth ot the Banthai-

mas Eiver.”
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througli the territory now intersected by the canal, as

evidenced by the fact that up to the present day the country

along the banks of the latter is low and swampy. This arm

of the Me-Khong must have been, therefore, the earliest

and shortest route to P‘hnom - p'hen and former capitals

of Kamboja from the west. An alternative river route to

Kamhoja was by the Pasak branch of the Me-Khong

;

but this was often unsafe, owing to the shoals and sand-

banks which skirted the approaches to the delta and

the intricacies of the channels which gave access to it.

Hence this route scarcely appears to have been used in

the early days, and we always hear of Banthai-mas and its

port at the mouth of the stream, called Pdk-nqm (or Piem)

Banthai-mds, as the entrepot excellence of Kamboja.

One of the first maps where Panthai-mas appears is

that of Siam by Robert, a.d. 1751, which notes it down
as Pontiano. In modern maps this mart is almost in every

instance omitted. The Pavie map, 1894, has in its place

“ Touk-meas,” an evidently corrupt reading. The reason

is that Panthai-mas itself has long ceased to he of any

importance, while the harbour of Hatlen had to be

abandoned from over one himdred years ago, when the

Me-Khong and the canal of Vinh-te fell into the hands

of the Annamese. Kampot then rose into favour as the

only port of Kamboja, merchandise being thence carried

overland to P'hnom-p'heii and TJdong. But now Kamp5t
harbour also became, in its turn, silted up, and inaccessible

to vessels of even moderate draft.

Turpin, 1 who mentions Panthai-mas under the name of

Pontameae, saj^s : “Le commerce y est entierement tomhe,
depuis qu’il a ete ravage en 1717 par les Siamois.”
Crawfurd^ repeats the same storj', and calls the place
Po-tai-mat. The Siamese Annals say nothing of this beyond
that a naval force of Annamese (or Cochin-Chinese) was, in

naturelle du Eoyaume de Siam,” rol. ii, p. 397
; pgris

= ‘‘Journal of an Embassy to the Courts of Siam,” vtc v„l ii u oaa •

London, 1830. ’ ’ P' >
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1710, met by a Siamese fleet at the mouth of the P‘hutthai-

mas (Banthai-mas) River; and that an ignominious defeat

was inflicted on the Siamese fleet under P‘hya Kosa, who

was afterwards condemned to make good the value of the

vessels and material of war lost by him. This same fact

is placed in the Khmer chronicles and Annamese records

in 1719, which is undoubtedly the correct date. It is,

therefore, difilcult to understand how the Siamese, being

worsted at the mouth of the river, could destroy Panthai-

mas, which is about one day’s journey up the stream.

The place attacked was in reality Hatlen, which was

defended by its governor and founder, a Chinaman named

Mak-kii, to whose generalship the brilliant defeat of the

rival force must be ascribed.*

Akadra, a town (Ko. 96).

Yule rightly identified this city with the Kadranj of the

Arabs, but he located it at Chanthabun, further up the

eastern coast of the Gulf. It corresponds instead, as I have

sho\vn, to Hatlen harbour, called also Kankao, within the

island of Koh Tron. The position of Hatien, at the

mouth of the Panthai-miis stream, is long. lOI"^ 25' E.,

lat. 10° 22' N. It is now inaccessible to vessels of even

moderate draught, whereas in former times it was an

excellent harbour.^ There is, however, good anchorage

^ See “ Gia-diuh Thunii’-clii,” Aubaret’s tnms., p, 283, where it U positively

.stated that Pdiya Kosa took and raya.fired Hatien. The destruction ot his fleet,

Itowover, i*^ here asciibed to a dreadful tempe'it which swept the harbour and

sidiBierHeil the Siiimese ships. In the account of the reorg-anizatiou of Karaboja

eifccted hr King Karai liamathibodl fXaravana Ramadhipati) in a.d. 1795,

I tiud that P'hntthai-ma'^ was as-sjuned to the department of Pdiniyft Yaraaraja,

Mini-^ter of Police (or Mayor of the Metropolis), and that its Governor had the

title of P-hraVif Todhadhipati. Before that period Panthai-ma-^ had been in the

hands of the Annamese. from wliom P'hya Tiik, the gallant soldier-king of Siam,

had wrested it for a moment in a.d. 1771. For Panthai-niii'^, the cifv, as well

as the whole of its di^^trict. lormerly extending down to the coast in the present

provinces of P^am and Trang, must be understood.

“ The term Hatun is Annamese, and was given to the district alter 1 , 15, '^h^n

Mak-kii liecame its governor. Piior to that period the temtorv on the right

bank of the river formed part of the Banthai-ma^ province, fhpt on the

hft bank belonged to the dritrict ot Tning. Xear the raouthy>f the nyer, and

"11 the «ite of the present town of Hatien, stood a villagi-, said Giu-dmh

Thung-chi ” (p. 21) to have been ^Tilgarly called Man-kham by the Khmers and
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outside in the bay during both monsoons. I selected as

a base point the actual anchorage of ships during the south-

west monsoon, which is in front of Hatien, in long. 104° 21',

seeing that this position gave the best results and was most

likely the site that Ptolemy had in mind. I am not prepared

to maintain that ships in Ptolemy’s time cast anchor at

this point during tbe same season, the most favourable

for them to proceed up to China, instead of entering the

river; but I preferabl3
' adopted the position in the baj',

because I believe this is meant and not the citj". In fact,

the hay was evidently named after the island Koh Tron,

the longitude (central) of which is 104° E. It maj' be that

Ptolemy made a slight error in the position of this island,

and placed it too close to the coast, so as to make the

centre of the intervening bay result in long. 104° 21',

where the actual anchorage is. However this be, the

Phuon-thanh by the Annamese. According to the same work (pp. 22 and 270),

the surrounding territory was, however, known as the p‘h)t (district) of Sai-mat,
or Sin-mat-p‘'hii (i.e. P‘huithai-imU, or JBunthai-inds). At that village of

Man-kham began and ended, after the lapse of over one century, the fortunes

of the
(^ )

family, represented at first in the person of the famed

Mak-kii. This enterprising Chinaman hailed from Lei-chou, on the homonymous
peninsula, Kuang-tnng province, where he was born in 1658. Unwilling to

submit to the rule of the newly established and unpopular Mauchu dynasty ot the
Ts‘ing, he emigrated to Kamboja in 1681, and shortly afterwards settled at

Man-kham. There he took up the management of a gambling farm, and engaged
in trading speculations which soon enriched him. He founded several villages

both on the coast and on Koh Tron Island, At last he was appointed governor
of the district by the Annamese in 1715, as above stated. Thenceforward the
process of murdering the old Khmer toponymy of the district, setting up in its

stead a new-fangled and often nonsensical Annamese nomenclature, commenced
In homage to a popidar belief— presumably a tradition handed down from the old
Indu settlers—that a river-deity or genius (in Chinese Iliteii, in Annamese Tun)
was wont to travel up and down the Banthai-mas River, the district was named
Ha-tien (in Chinese Jp! |[J|,

So-hsien), i e. ‘territory of the river-genius’

Gia-dinli Thrmg-chi,” p. 21). The river itself was, however—for what(“ •uiiiii If ib-scii Wets, uuwever—lor wiiat
it does not transpire—rechristened Vin/i-ti', i.e. ‘ Vinh-te River’

(ibid., pp. 279 f., 248-9). Mak-kii, after an eventful life, died in 1736 at the
i.-Li. ro TT:, — I#-.* T •» -1 . . .

reason

Wi;, UIIL I vv;. ^TLUn. - - titH H ^ lUt:

..-s then appointed by the king of Siam to fill the post (p. 63). Having held it
for hut a short time he was in his turn carried off by sickness, and with him
ended the adventurous career of the Mak family. Siamese governors were hence
forth appointed (1802-3). A.s regards the term KcuJcao. sometimes used todesignate Hatien, I was so far unable to obtain anv detailed information
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position I adopted is sensibly correct within 4', and thus

formed, as it was shown in the preceding section, a capital

base point from which to work out nearly the whole of

Ptolemy’s trans-Gangetic Geography.

We have met with other instances in Ptolemy of

a locality on the mainland being named from an island

opposite it. Among such I may mention the Eatabeda
River (No. 44), so named by Ptolemy after the opposite

island of Kutubdia. In the present case it appears quite

possible that the bay and the present site of Hatien were,

by navigators in Ptolemy’s time, designated after the

island which formed for them a landmark in directins'O
their vessels thereto. As regards the name of the island,

however, I am not sure whether it has been given to

it independently of any locality on the mainland, or

with reference to the province of Trang, which in the old

times extended down to the coast of Hatien, in what is

now the territory of another district named Peai/i or Piem,

which means simply ‘mouth’ (of the river), or estuary.

Koh Tron is now variously styled in the maps JPo/i Dot

and P‘hu-Kuoli. The former is its Siamese and the latter

its Annamese name. Crawfurd says that Koh D6t in

Siamese means ‘ the far island,’ this denomination being

in “reference to its relative distance, compared to other

islands, from the coast of Kamboja.” ‘ I very much doubt

that such an interpretation can be put upon the word Dot
in Siamese. The only meanings known to me are, as

a verb, ‘ to jump,’ and as an adjective, ‘ single, alone.’

The last interpretation is the only possible one, though

it does not clearly appear why it should be applied, since

there are other islands lying close b3% I therefore doubt

whether Dot is a Siamese term at all. Crawfurd—who,

bv' the wav', has made a minute survej' of the island, of

which he gives a good description—proceeds to saj^ that

its Khmer name is Koh-trol, which means the ‘ shuttle

island,’ on account of its peculiar shape. This second

* Op, cit., vol. i, p. 99.
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interpretation is more reliable tban. the preceding
;

and

the name trol here, also pronounced iron, reminds one of

trasara, the Sanskrit name for a shuttle, and of its Malay

derivate tdrak. But the correct Khmer term for island is

ka, a contraction of the Mon t‘ka or l‘/ca

;

hence we may
understand how from Ka-tron or Ka-dron could originate

the Arabic form Kadranj or Kedrendj-, and from Ka-trol or

Ka-drol the readings Quadrol} Co-trol, Carol, etc., which we
find in most books of travel and maps of the past centuries.

An index to the importance in which the island and its

harbour were held by navigators, is the fact that it is one

of the very first localities mentioned in the earliest maps of

Indo-China. We find it noted as Coroll in the Portuguese

(anonymous) map of about a.d. 1550, preserved in the

Ribliotheque Rationale of Paris
;

as Carol in another map
of 1580; Coral in Mercator’s Chart of the 1613 edition;

Carol again in Janssonius’ Atlas, 1638 ;
Caxol in the historic

Atlas of G-ueudeville, 1713-1719. In the latter an in-

scription is added saying: “Isle peupl^e de Cochinchinois

p’" le hois d’Aigle.” It next appears in the map appended

to Mandelslo’s work as Carol-, and in Robert’s map of Siam,

1751, as Caicol? In some of the maps just referred to occurs

the name Tarnora (or Tarimna), Tarnano, and Tarrana, which
must be identified with the province of Trang [Drang) on

the same coast. Trang in''modern Khmer is the name for

the Coryplia Taliera palm, the Sanskrit and Pali Tali
; hence

I hardl)' think that there can be any connection between the

present name of the island, Tron or Trol, and Trang, or

even Tali, supposing that the Sanskrit term for the Taliera

palm was also used to designate that district on the mainland

in the place of the native Trang. Such, however, may not

have been the case in the earlier days, when the island

' Turpin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 398.
* Most of these maps -n-ere published by Mr. Gabriel Marcel in the introduction

to the first volume of Foumereau’s “Siam Ancien ”
; but the identification

of the names for Koh Tron island (Carol, Carol, etc.) was, as in the case of 'most
other names in the same re.gion, given up in utter despair. The cartowranher
Marcel, in his remarks on Van-Langren’s map, 1595, where the .sino-Ie n mie
Carol appeara on the Kambojan coast, observes regarding it (p. 23) vocahle
dans lequel il est difficile de trourer un noni indigene (ayV'
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whether already bearing or not its present name of Ka- Trol or

Koh-Tron—may also have been called by the natives either

Ka-Trang or Ka-Drang in reference to the Trang District

lying opposite to it on the mainland. To navigators, so

little apt to make subtle distinctions in foreign nomen-
clatures, Ka-Trang and Trang were of course the same, and
thus they came to use the name of the island to indicate

both the harbour and the mainland behind it, which became
thenceforward known to them as Kadrang, Kadra, Akadra, etc.

Similar toponymies seem to have been common in Further
India in the past

;
in fact, beside many places known to

this day as Trong, Trang, etc., we had Ya-katra in Java, the

former name of Batavia, or at any rate of the stream flowing

past its territory ;
and Ptolemy mentions another Akadra

among the interior towns of the Sinai (No. 128), which I have

since located in Kwang-tung, on the site of the ancient district

of Chung-m (in Annamese Trung-tuk), the present Ch'ing-

yiian. Abu Zaid places Kedrendj, Kadranj, or Kadrenge ^

within ten days’ navigation of Betumah, a place which

I have identified with the Tainasak, or UJong Tanah, of the

Malays,^ the ^ ,1| ^ {Tan-ma-hsi in Hakka, T‘am-ma-

siak) of the Chinese,^ and the Tanias, or Tamaras, promon-

toriiim of Strabo, Mela, etc., commonly called Samara after

the fifth century.^

* Reinaud’s “Relations des voyages,” etc., t. i, p. 18; and Renaudot’s
Anciennes Relations des Indes et de la Chine.” p. 13.
^ See Leyden’s “ Malay Annals/’ pp. 42-4 (London ed. of 1821).
^ Xoted thus in the Chinese map, probably of the fourteenth centurr, published

by Phillips in the Jom-naJ, China Branch of the B.A.S,, new serie-^, Voi. \xi, and
left unidentified in the commentaiy to the same, p. 39, An inspection ot tluit

map will readily convince anyone of the correctness ot my identitication. Tan-
7/ia-hsi is there noted on the mainland Avithin Singapore inland, just where the

Tamasak of the Malay Annals is represented to have been, and where und<^ubtedly

also stood the Bitnmah of the Arab navigators. Close to the eastward-^ of

Tan-ma-hsi the Chinese map has Ta-yw.-ch'i-hsU, a place which must be the

Vjong (Cape) Tanah of the Malays.
^ See Santarem, “Essai sur rhistoire de la Cosmograpliie,” etc., t. ii,

p, 340, n.
;
quoting from Gosselin, hi, pp. 188-9. The name Tamarus very

likely represents the Sanskrit tiimarasa^ meaning ‘gold’ ; hence its connection

with the Malay Peninsula and the island of Khryse. A similar term, taniara,

means ‘ tin’ or ‘ lead’
;
but I do not think that such a construction could be

put upon the name of the Tamams promontory, as Kalah-bar, the country of tin,

was further up the peninsula. The first syllable Be of Betvmnh is, how^ever,

distinctly MOh
;
and, like in other names of the Be or Be class, such as Besynga,
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Betumah was either the present Singapore island or the

opposite mainland, forming the southern extremity of the

Peninsula, where the embouchure of the Johor Piver is

situated. It was, more likely than not, the name of the

present Johor district, known later on and up to a couple

of centuries ago as XJjong Tanah. From this district and

the river flowing through it, the name Betumah spread to

the surrounding territory and islands
;
and up to this date

it survives in the neighbouring islets of Batam and Bentan

on the other side of the Singapore Straits. I cannot here

go into further particulars on the sea-route of the Arab

navigators of the ninth century, which I have now succeeded

in fixing with unerring precision ;
suffice it to say that the

distances of ten days’ sailing given by Abu Zaid between

Betumah and Kadranj on the one hand, and Kalah-biir and

Betumah on the other, represent exactly the average time

employed nowadays by sailing crafts in proceeding from

Singapore to Hatlen and from Takopa to Singapore respec-

tively
;
and are, as may be ascertained on any modern map,

within a few miles equivalent. The same may be said of

the distance between the kingdom of Komar (west coast of

Kamboja) and that of Zabedj (Sri Bhoja or Palembang in

Sumatra), equally estimated at ten days.

At Kedrendj, continues Abu Zaid, the vessels can obtain

fresh water; and there is a high mountain whereto slaves

and thieves often flee for refuge. The high mountain

here alluded to is very likely the well-known P'hnom

Berabonna, etc., it stands for ® Bt, a river. Therefore Bi-tmnah would

mean the Eiver of Tt'um. Tuuiv, or Tanuha. But the name may as well he

entirely MoS, e.g'. Bt-fmCh ~ ‘ Stony River ’ or ‘ Eiver of the Eock ’ (cr. Tamut,].

The latter interpretation would suit the Singajxnc Eiver, or rather Creek, well

known from having in former days a large rock at its entrance
;

but more

probably the Johor Ei\er is meant. The latter may have been termed Tuma.-<u,

Tamasl, or Tamra, after some one ot the homomTnous streams in India. Sii-U

(,§[, ')i),
the modem Chinese name for Singapore (Chavannes, op. cit., p. 42),

which i.s, however, pronounced Shek-Jck ([If P;fj,
see Chum Eeriew, vol. xxi,

p. 281) or Sit-lif, represents, in my opinion, the Malay St/at or Straits, and is

not in any way connected with (Tama)-sak.
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Damrci, or ‘Elephant Range,’ rearing its summit up to

a height of over 0,000 feet near Kampot, to the north-west

of HatTen. The Bacit-ma mountain, westwards of Hatlen,

is referred to in the “ Gia-diuh Thuug-chi ” (p. 270) as

having been of yore a refuge for bands of dacoits. Good
water is plentiful on IS^orth Pirate Island (Isle du Pic) in

the bay, near to which there are good anchorages in both

monsoons
;
and several fresh-water streams are to be found

on Koh Tron itself.

Masaudi, we have seen, calls his fifth sea by the name
of Kedrendj or Kerdendj, a term which Reinaud thinks

'

was given to it after the port of Redrendj mentioned bj’’

Abu Zaid at which the Arab vessels touched on their way
to China. This is quite possible, although, as I have shown

above (p. 164), Kerdendj as the name of a sea ma)" be an

Arab travesty of Kfiroda, Kadiiram, or some such terra.

Kedrendj, Kadranj, or Akadra, was undoubtedly part of the

kingdom of Kunidra, or Komar, of the Puiiinas and Abu
Zaid, which we have located at the south-western extremity

of Kamboja. Our reason for holding so is, that Abu Zaid

speaks of Komar as being situated on the mainland, “on

the side which faces towards the country of the Arabs,” ®

which shows that it extended from the alluvial plain of the

^le-Khong delta, now ending at Cape Khmau, or Kumarl,

up the western coast of Kamboja or eastern shore of the

Gulf of Siam
;

and that it must have included, at least

at some time or other, the province of Trang, with perhaps

Payaiikar or Panthai-mas as its capital. The position of

the two places just named is in accord ivith that of the

residence of the king of Komar, located b}^ Abu Zaid at

one day’s distance from the seaboard, on a fresh-water

stream. Another particular which goes to confirm our

location of the Komar kingdom and its capital, or at least

piincipal port, is the reference to the “ aloes surnamed

al-komdri ” as one of the chief products of the country.

Kumarl is one of the Sanskrit names for aloes
;
but here

' Op. fit., “ Discours prelimiuairt',” p. xc.

- Ibid., t. i, p. 97.
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aloexylon, lignum-aloes, or eagle-wood, is meant, and this,

we have seen aboye, is one of the productions for which

Koh Tron and the neighbouring mainland have always been

renowned. But if any further proofs were needed to

justify our location of the kingdom of Komar on the sea-

coast extending from Kampot to Cape Kamboja (Khmau),

we might refer to a very conclusive passage of Masaudi,^

to the effect that “the inhabitants walk for the most part

barefooted, on account of the great number of mountains

that cover the country, of rivers that intersect it, and
of the small number of plains and plateaus.” This

passage luminously demonstrates that the hilly coast about

Koh Tron Bay is meant, and not the lowlands lying further

to the south-east, towards the Me-Khong delta. The
conclusion is, therefore, that the kingdom of Kumara
of the Puranas, and of Komar of the Arab navigators and
geographers, embraced the western seaboard of Kamboja
and had as a centre the province of Trang, with Koh Tron
Bay or the mouth of the present Hatien River as its principal

port, and Panthai-mas or Payahkar for its capital.

Some further information on this long-forgotten kingdom
may be gleaned from Chinese sources. Ma Tuan - lin

mentions,® among the Kambojan States that sent tribute to

China in a.d. 638 a kingdom of Chiu-nii or Chiu-mo (in

Cantonese Kau-mo, or K‘uu-mo= Kuma, Koma, Khoma), the

ruler of which bore the name of Shih-Ii Chiu-mo (Sri Kuma),
On the other hand, the Annals of the T'ang dynasty appear
to state that Chen-la, when subject to Fii-nan, was also

known as Kih-mieh:^ I am inclined to believe that in both
instances the kingdom of Kumara or Komar referred to

above is meant, Chen-la being a somewhat elastic term
which, merely designating at first the low and marshy
region of the delta, was afterwards employed by the Chinese
in a much wider sense so as to include under it not only

‘ Reinaud, op. cit., t. ii, p. 49, u. 177. The translations of this and .dlier
passages quoted from Eeinaud's work are my own.

^ Op. cit., Tol. ii, p. 461.
T^ang-slm, quoted in Des MicheK’ “ Anuales Impcriules de F Vnnain ”

lasc. Ill, p. 191.
^ ‘William,
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Kih-mieh or Komar, but the whole of Kamhoja. The reason

for this extended application of the term Clien~la is perhaps

to be found in the very probable circumstance that, as we
shall hereafter show, it was from the region of the delta,

or from its two districts denominated Jala or Jalacla

{Ohen-la) and Uumara (Komar) that the movement of

conquest and unification of Kamhoja under the rule of

a single king had its inception. With the progressive

march of that conquest the term Chen-Ja acquired a wider

meaning, and whereas in the first instance the Chinese who
became acquainted with the portion of the delta which

bordered on the Gulf of Siam promiscuously applied that

denomination to both Jalada and Kumara, thus making
Chin-la synonymous with Kih-mieh, they included in the

sequel, under the same term, also the tract of country

brought under subjection by the original kings of Komar

;

so that Chin-la now became the Chinese designation for the

whole region, which had meanwhile been locally styled the

‘ kingdom of Kamhuja!

Concerning the origin and history of the kingdom of

Komar, I find it stated in the Taking book of Gavampati

Thera, alread}^ quoted in a preceding section, that after

three hundred complete years from Buddha’s Nirvana (or

about B.c. 243) a capital city was founded near the Hamm-
giri Mountain in Kamboja, which became known as Khoma-
nagara. Here reigned a king of the Khom race, Khoma-mja
by name, who greatly favoured Buddhism and made it

flourish in his States. After nine hundred years from

Nirvana (or about a.d. 357) the dynast}’ founded by Khoma-
rfija came to an end, and a new one was started headed by

an Adharmika or impious king, who extirpated the Buddhist

religion from his dominions. This last statement perfectly

agrees with I-tsing’s information that in Kamboja there

was no Buddhism left in his time (a.d. 671-695), although

that faith had formerly flourished there, its decline being

Caused by a wicked king who expelled and exterminated all

members of the Buddhist brotherhood.'

See Tatakusu, op. eit.. p. 12.
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The advent of this impious ruler appears to coincide with

the rise of the dynasty headed by iSrutavarman, and

mentioned in the Paksl-cliam-krong inscription of a.d. 947,'

which substituted for Buddhism the worship of Brahmanic

deities and claimed descent from a Kambu Svayambhuva,

a sort of Manu, from whom the country was afterwards

named the “Land of Kambu” and Kambuja or Kamboja.

A king of this dj'nasty, or at any rate of one of its

branches, was Isanavarman, who reigned in a.d. 626. He
is known to have established his capital at Isdna-jmra

[mentioned by both Hwen-ts‘ang (a.d. 629-645) and I-tsing

(a.d. 671—695)], and to have conquered and annexed Fu-nan

in A.D. 627. As we shall see directly, Isana-pura was very

likely situated on the Trang territory
;
hence the State of

which it was the capital must have been the kingdom of

Kumara or Komar. But after the conquest of Fu-nan and

many other States mentioned in Chinese records as having

been annexed by the king of Chen-la between a.d. 638 and

650, the capital must have been transferred to or about

the site of the capital of Fu-nan and of the Ang Chumnik

inscription
;
that is, about Ba P‘hnom.^ It may have been

established at Adhyapura, the city referred to in that same

inscription in a.d. 667. From that period the kingdom of

Komar became absorbed into the newly-formed Kambojan
Empire

;
hence we do not meet with any further mention

of Chiu-mo (or Kuma) and Kih-mieh in Chinese records,

any more than of the other petty realms formerly referred

to along with Komar. We merely hear of Chen-la,

a denomination now applied in a much wider sense
;
and

of Kan-im-cliih or Kan-jfo-clie (Kambuja), the new name
for the unified empire. This completely accords with the

account of the Arab traveller Sulaiman, who, having called

* Vide Prot. Bergaigiie’s artide in Joiirmil Asiafitiw, Aua.-Si-pt., 1882.
- IFat KerUi (Kuti) or Kedei Amj, termed also Ai\ii Chumnik, the Buddhist

monastery- where two inseribed stehie, bearin" the date .551 S'aka
(
= a.u. 629)

and thus probably belonging to Isanavarman's reign, were discovered, besides the
one refen-ed to above, lies at about --even miles soutli by east of the Ba-P-hnom
hills

; and Adhyapura appears to have .stood in its neighbourhood.
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at KeilrendJ or Koh Tron liarbour between a.d. 840-850, no
longer speaks of tbe kingdom of Komar as actually existing

at the time of his visit, but refers to tbe events which
came to pass in that State as traditions handed down from

the “ temps anciens.” ^ Neither does he make mention of

Komar among the realms of Further India extant in his

time which he enumerates in another passage
;
hut he tells

us in its stead of a kingdom of the MudJaJis, which, I have

good reason to think, represents the country of the Bujas, or

Kamhujm, i.e. Kamboja, under its newly acquired name.

This identification is strengthened by the fact that, con-

terminous to Mudja and beyond it, Abu Zaid’s account places

the kingdom of Mahed,- in which I have discovered the

term Ba-viet, the early designation for the present Annain

and Tonkin. A glance at the description of Mahed given

by Abu-zaid will convince even the most sceptical that

Bd-’iiit, and no other country, is actually meant. It

follows, then, that when Sulairaan called at Kedrendj or

Koh Tron harbour, he found the kingdom of Maja or Buja

firmly established under the sway of a single ruler, and only

heard of the kingdom of Komar as a thing of the past, but the

events of which were still vividly remembered in the province

of Trang, as the kingdom was situated on that very same

coast and had its capital at a single day’s distance from it.

We have already expressed the opinion that this capital

must have been either at Panthai-mas or in the neighbour-

hood of Payahkar, as the number of ancient remains and

inscriptions discovered in that territory appear to confirm.

There it must have remained up to the time of Isanavarman,

who, in about 626 a.d., founded Isanapura. This city,

I believe, must be looked for in the adjoining district

of Bail (PadI), near P'hnom Eiso, the ‘ hill of Isa ’ {liana

or Siva), which is evidently the liana mountain located

by the Bhagavata Purana in the same country, viz.

^dkadi'lpa.^ To the east of P‘hnom Eiso rises another

Reinaud, op. fit., vol. i, p. 97.
^ Ibid., p. 31.
^ Professor Hall's edition of Wilsoii’s Visnu Purana,” vol. ii, p. 20U, n. t.
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hill called P'hnom Aiigkor-biirl (Nagara-puri), whose name
shows that some nagara or capital city existed in its

neighbonrhood. On the top of P'hnom Eiso are found

the remains of a temple termed prasad Chisor (Jisur)
;

and a little to the west of it are the ruins of the prasad

Nang Khmau, or temple of Kumarl (Kali).

It thus appears that the kingdom of Komar, or the

territory of the actual districts of Trang and Panthai-mas,

must have formed the earliest nucleus of the Kamhojan
Empire, as well as the gate through which Indu civilization

was introduced to Kamboja. Pounded during the third

century before the Christian Era as a mere dependency of

the mighty Fu-nan Empire, it gradually waxed in extent

and power until it acquired hegemony over the neighbouring

petty States of the Kambojan coast and became capable

of assimilating the paramount kingdom of Fu-nan itself.

By the middle of the sixth century a.d., nameljq during

the reign of Isanavarman’s great-grandfather, Kih-mieh, or

Komar, had already, according to Chinese authorities, grown
“ very powerful,” ^ which proves that it must have had by
that time absorbed a good deal of the territory belonging

to its suzerain of Fu-nan. In fact, the topographical dis-

tribution of the inscriptions mentioning the name of

Bhavavarman—the predecessor of Isanavarman, who reigned

about A.D. 600—shows that his dominions extended over

nearly all the present Kamboja,^ as far up as the Great

Lake and the Me-Khong rapids of Khon, the historical

boundary with the State of Campaeak, and, later on, with
Eastern Liios. "We must take it, therefore, that Isanavarman’s

alleged conquest of Fu-nan in a.d. 627 merety means the

subjugation of the last nucleus of that kingdom constituted

by the districts immediately adjoining its capital, and the

deathblow dealt to the metropolis itself, through which he
acquired mastery over the whole of Kamboja.

In order to better clear up this point I feel constrained to

^ Ma Tuau-lin, op. cit., vol. ii. p. 477.
2 Sue Professor Bergaigne’s ‘ Chroaologie de I'ancieu rovaume Khmer” in

Journal Astatique, 1884.
‘ ’
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say something of my identification of Fu-nan or Po-mn, the

celebrated country whose location and name have formed

the subject of endless discussions and remained so far

unsettled. I cannot go into particulars here, but must

limit myself with giving the results of my researches on

the subject, reserving an ampler treatment of it to a future

opportunit5L Fu-nan is then, as I make it out, a Chinese

imitation of the Khmer term F'lianoni {Banam, or Vanani),

meaning a ‘ mountain,’ and also, therefore, a ‘ mountaineer.’

It is thus a synonym of C‘hieng, being employed as a prefix

to names of cities, as Ohieng is in the upper part of Indo-

China.i Fu-nan turns out consequently to be the name of

a tribe or tribes of mountaineers, evidently a branch of the

C‘fneng race, who anciently occupied Kamboja, founding

therein cities whose names begin with or include the word

P'hanom, e.g. P‘lianom-p‘hen, Nahhbn (Nagara) P‘hanoni,

Bd-P‘hauo)n, etc. The modern representatives of the F‘hanom

tribes are, no doubt, the people called, with but slight

variation, Penong or Banong, still inhabiting the country

to the east of the Me-Khong at Kracheh. With them are

probably connected the Bahnar or Banar (Vanara, Yanara)

and other wild tribes of Eastern Kamboja, most of whom
seem to be included under the generic designation of

P‘hanom, P‘linohi, or Penong} These tribes may have

* The term P’-lidnirm or P-luiom may he connected with the Sanskrit Vdhmk,
meaning ‘a lorest,’ and ruvunn or Piuvana — ‘height, slope.’ It will he
observed that most hill-tribes of Indo-C'liina have been u,amed after their terms
tor "mountain,’ e.g. the I)oi (Law.i). the C'liieiiff, the Li or Zw, etc.

If a native word, its original form may have been P-huH'mi or P'hTinnin
;
P-hk

being the term lor " mountain ’ Used in all di-tricts to the east ot the iMe-Khuiig.

The identity of P-Jutiwiii or VunaM with Fu-iian will appear in better relief wlieu

it is home in mind that the better word is pronounced P'n-ttam in some
ot the Southern China dialects ; and that the char.ic'ters ot which it is composed

(a^ it) anciently >ounfli'd like Vn-uom. The other form, T’a-nap {Wl it)
or Fo~nan, thoiiiih met with in I-tsinj^*s works as early as the dawn of the eighth

century a.d. (see C'havaniies, o]). cit., p o), doe^ not appear to have been Lniployeii

by the earlier Chinese travellers. The old sound oi its two iliaractcrs was

and they are ‘•till pronounced liiif-imin bv tlie Anuame'e, while they

may be taken to represent the San'-krit ‘•yllables Vn-imut or It will thiw

be seen that Ta~n<iu—B'hri-wjin or F’hmod •'Saii'^krit and V'y-tum —
B'nio)ii or F'haiioni (Sanskrit Biomih or Vfi/nnh).

~ In order to understand the relationship of the F’hanonis with the Fenoz/fj,';

or P-Jinopf/s, it is nece-siry to e.\p]aiu that the term for niiomtaiii ami motiutaineer,

which is F'hanom or F^hi/om in Khmer, become'^ pnna.P in Stieug; and p'pon'j
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reached Southern Cochin-China after their kinsmen the Doi,

hoi, Li, or Loi, since Ptolemy does not speak of this region

under the names of Fit-nan, F‘hanom, or Vanam, but only

as the country of the Lestai. The probability is, therefore,

that in his time, or not very early before it, the P‘hnom
were still in the Mii-Khong valley above Bassac, and that

it was only later on that they reached Central Kamboja,

and thence expanded towards Siam and its Gulf, layino-

the foundation of a vast and mighty empire. This feat

must, however, have been accomplished before the end of

the second century of the Christian Era, since the Chinese

envoys who visited Fu-nan between a.d. 222 and 252 already

speak of that country as having extended its domination

over a considerably large area. The Annamese Annals do

indeed incidentally refer to P‘o-Ham (i.e. Fu-nan) under as

early a date as b.c. 1110,^ but it is in connection with a legend
;

and besides, as Lam-ap or Lin-i (a district which was not

constituted until b.c. 214) is alluded to along with it, we may
well assume that neither of these two States existed as j'et

at so remote a period. The first genuine mention occurring

of Fu-nan in the same Annals is in a.d. 280, when it is

described as joining with Lin-i (Campa) in making depre-

dations upon the territory of Chiao-cJiih (Tonkin), then

subject to Chinese rule.^ On the strength of these

considerations we can hardly assign to the Fu-nan Empire
an earlier birth-date than the second centurj' .c.d., admitting

at the same time that Fu-nan may' have existed as a petty

State of Central Indo-China earlier than that.

Once the origin and meaning of the term Fu-nan

established, we can easily trace the boundaries of Fu-nan

or nong in Samre, Pom (Pru), and C'hon". Compare -iTith the Malav gtlnong.

In Suk or Sak, and Iluei, it U manam. In P-hnong it is now c‘hiik, but this 'is

due to the ^ueinity ot peoples of the Cham stock, trom whom a few words got
intermingled with the Pdinong dialect. ‘Mountain’ is e‘hoh in Cham, c'-hnk
in Eade. c'hot in Kanch6,_ king in Bahnar, etc. On the other hand, the old
Khmer form F-hnoni suirives to this day in many districts of the Malay
Peninsula A mountain is termed bnum in Kalautan and Kumpin ; henmn In
Endan and Johor, etc. (See Journal, Straits Branch E.A.S.. No. 27, p. 34

)
* Des Michels, op. cit., p. S.

^ Ibid., p. 108.
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by following the limits, out of which the term P‘hno)n does

not occur as a topographical name of mountain ranges,

towns, etc. These limits are approximately : on the north,

Nalshon P'hanom {Nagam Vanam) on the Me - Khong
(lat. 16° 56' 1", Gamier) and dependent districts

;
the

watershed between Annam and Kamboja on the east

;

the Cochin-Chinese seaboard and the Gulf of Siam

on the south; and the Me-Nam Valley on the west.

Nakhon P'hanom was probably the chief city of Fu-nan

when that State was still in its initial stage, and was

mainly confined to the Middle Me-Khong Valley. In its

halcyon days, however, the capital was certainlj^ much

lower down the Me-Khoug, and most likely at Ba P‘hnom

;

but whether at the foot of the Ba P‘hnom Hills {P‘h)wm Ba

P‘hnom), or by the Me-Khong’s bank at Banam, or at some

intermediate point, it is now next to impossible to ascertain

unless further investigations are made in that quarter.

I am inclined to give the preference to some locality within

close proximity of the hills, since we have seen it was the

custom with peoples of the C‘hleng race to build their

settlements on elevated ground, and in any case to a place

not very far from the sites where the “Wat Chakret and

Ang Chumnik inscriptions have been discovered.

My reason for venturing, in the case of a State like

Fu-nan, whose position itself has before this been a geo-

graphical puzzle, to locate with some accuracy its capital,

is, that I have succeeded in identifying with certainty

several of the petty States which the early Chinese travellers

name as subject to that empire, giving their bearings

with respect to it, or rather to its capital. Two of the

nearest of such States were : TaUm-pan, described as lying

to the north of Fu-nan ;
* and Pe-t‘ou, located to the west

of Fu-nan and to the south-west of Ts'an-pan, with which

it was made conterminous.* I have identified Ts'an -pan,

^ ij; (whose name, by the way, is pronounced T& a)n-pun in

‘ Ma Tuan-Un, op. dt., vol. ii, p. 441. position is duduced Irom that of

n-Pmt, Iring to the lust ot iH-uan, and to the mnth-ntsl ol

Hence TFa)i-pan must have been to the uui tli of Fh-huh, or thereabouts.

^ Ibid., loc. cit.
14
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Cantonese), with the ancient 8amhhu or Samlhu-pura, the

modern Sambaur or Samhor, termed Sambim by the Siamese,

where reigned the line of vassal kings from whom Jaya-

varman II (the ruler of Kamhoja between a.d. 802-869)

was descended.

In Pe-t‘ow, ^ ^ (in Cant. Pak-t‘aii, and in Ann. Balc-

dou), I have discovered the Sanskrit Bhikti\_masa\ and
Ptolemy’s Pith5[iiobaste], although its name has been tran-

scribed by the Chinese so as to make it mean country of the
‘ White-headed ’ people.

The location which the Chinese assigned to Fit-nan—to

the south of Ts'an-pan and to the east of Pe-t‘oii— is

evidently meant for the capital, or at any rate for the

central or chief district of that kingdom, which thus

becomes approximately determined by the intersection of

the Samhor meridian with the Panthai-mas parallel. The
position obtained in this manner falls near to the southern

border of the present Svai-thap district, and at about mid-

way between Chou-dok and Saigon. However, as the country

is even up to this day very swampy at that point, and as we
should not be too pedantic in applying the rigorous methods
of mathematical geography in a case like this, where it is

a question of approximate bearings pure and simple, I think
that the site I have fixed for the capital—or at least for the
central part of Fu-nan proper—in the Ba P‘hnom district,

fairly agrees with the location ascribed to it by the Chinese
in relation to Samhor and Panthai-mas.

The boundaries we have assigned to the Fu-nan or P'hnom
Empire are those it must have had at the time of its greatest

power, that is, during the early centuries of the Christian Era,
when the Chinese first became acquainted with it. Colonists

from Southern India had long before that period settled on
the shores of the maritime district of Trang, and it was
undoubtedly they who developed the trade of Koh Tron
Bay, the principal port of Fu-nan, and who founded
the kingdom of Kumara, Komar, or Kih-niieh, with its

capital in the Trang district, whence they gradually
extended their domination over the whole of Kamboja,
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and succeeded, by the end of the first quarter of the

seventh centuiy, to make themselves masters of all that

constituted the erstwhile mighty empire of Fu-nan. That
this was the course of events which brought Kamboja
under Dravidian influence and civilization, is fidly borne

out by the ancient inscriptions discovered in the country,

which form, as it were, so many landmarks indicating

the stages of successive development of Indian ascendancy

in that region. An examination of the age and topo-

graphical distribution of those epigraphic records shows the

Trang district to be the quarter where that influence was first

established and whence it subsequently spread out. The
most ancient monument of the kind hitherto discovered

is the inscription of Bayang {Payah or Puyah) bearing

the dates 526 and 546 §aka (a.d. 604 and 624), in the

province of Trang
;

and that of Wat P‘h6 fBodhi) in

the same district, mentioning King Isilnavarman, and

revealing to us the existence, at so earl}' a period, of the

worship of Hari-Hara in its territory.' The embankment,

Tnal Piiydh, which leads to the Puyah or Payang temple

rising on the top of a peak some 500 feet high, in

the midst of the plain stretching to the north of the

present village of Bayang, is also referred to. Pnyah or

Payanliur is, Aj'monier explains, the name both of the

peak and of a legendary king. I should rather think

of a deity, something like the goddess Ydmini-iufynra of

Oampa. Wat P‘h6 is situated at a daj^’s march to the north

of Payankar, and the inscriptions discovered at both places

lead us to infer that the capital of the earh' Kumilra kingdom

must have risen in that neighbourhood. These epigraphic

monuments, as well as those that were erected after them up

to the reign of Yasovarman (a.d. 889), were inscribed mostly

in Sanskrit, the characters used being of a South Indian

type, a circumstance which makes it clear that it must have

been from the South of India that civilization was first intro-

duced into Kamboja.

^ See Professor Bergai^'ne's notes to Aymonier s paper on the in.ecnptioDS

in Old Khmer, published in the Joiinml Asiatiqne, 1883.
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Next in order come the inscriptions of the Ba P‘huom

district, the most remarkable whereof are those of Wa(
Chakret (a.d. 626) and Ang Chumnik (a.d. 667), both

making mention of King Isanavarman. The lithic records

discovered in the districts lying further inland belong to

later dates
; in a word they diminish in antiquity

the more one proceeds towards the north, until the great

lake being reached, one finds that the oldest inscription

on its borders is that of KudI Tha-kham, dated 713 Saka

=A.D. 791. A few inscriptions of the epoch of Bhava-

varman (circa a.d. 600) have indeed been found in the

northern districts
; but these are mere isolated instances,

due no doubt to the first successful inroads of the armies

of the kings of Kumara into Fu-nan, which prepared the

conquest, accomplished by I«mavarman a few years later,

of the whole of that empire. The chronological and topo-

graphical distribution of the bulk of the inscriptions shows

therefore beyond any possible doubt that Indu influence

and civilization had their inception in the province of

Trang,' on the shores of Koh Tron Bay, and that thence

they gradually extended towards the interior of Kamboja.

The record left us by Ptolemy of two Sanskrit or

Sanskritized names of towns on that coast, Pithonobaste and

Akadra, is sufficient evidence that in his time Indu influence

had not only been already established in that territorv, but

had as well grown up to a verj" considerable extent. The fact

of Ptolemy’s designating Fithbnobaste “ a mart ” (e/rTropio?)

plainly demonstrates that this, and not Akadra, was the great

entrepot of trade with the interior
; that is, with the whole

of the Fu-nan Empire.

Speaking of the expedition sent by the Maharaja of

Zabej (Sri - Bhoja or Palembang in Sumatra) to punish

• Speaking ot the inscriptions anterior to Indravarman I (a.d. S77), Prote.-or
Bergaigne savs {Journal Asiatique, 1884): ‘"EUes sont d’ailleurs toujouis
disseminees dans les lieux les pins divers, pins nomhreuses dans la terre meridiontile
et maritime de Trcang [Trang], sans etre rares dans les autre<, par exeinple dau»
la terre de Ba Phrom et dans la partie limitrophe de la Cochineliine . . .

This shows that up to Indravarman’s time, or very nearly .so, the Tran"- district
was still the principal scat of Indu cirilizatinn and power.

^
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the king of Komar, Abu-zaid says that the fleet entered

the river which led up to the capital of Komar. In

this statement we have the proof that sea-going vessels,

at least those of the Indu traders, used to enter the

river which they ascended in the old times probably

as far up as Panthai-mas itself, where, or in whose

neighbourhood, the ancient capital of Komar was situated.

IJp to a quite recent period, Siamese sailing-ships and

steamers of moderate draught were able to proceed up
the Panthai-mas River as far as the canal of Vinh-te, and

reach through it the posterior branch of the Me-Khong,

which they ascended up to P‘hnom-p‘hen or to the Great

Lake. There is no doubt that this route to Kamboja was

the oldest, besides being the safest, and the shortest from

the Gulf of Siam and the Straits; hence the preference

always given to it over the one which followed the course of

the Me-Khong from its eastern mouths. It is only with the

advent of the Portuguese and the introduction of improved

methods of navigation that we hear of ships ascending the

Me-Khonff from its eastern mouths to P‘hnom-p‘hen and

further. The silting up of that westernmost branch of

the Me-Khong, which of old supplied the communication

re-established on a far smaller scale in 1820 bv' digging the

canal of Yinh-te, led to the abandonment of the first-named

route in favour of the second; and now Ilatlen only lives

a rickety life, alimented by the coast trade, while Panthili-mas

is more of a geographical expression than anything else.

And yet both were the gates through which Indu civilization

first reached Kamboja, and ranked among the most important

stations for ships on the route from India to China.

Zabai or Zaba, the city (Ko. 123).

The rectified position of this city falls in the neighbour-

hood of the present Sadek,^ but it will be seen by a glance at

' The Tulgiir form hy which F'hsa-dik is designated. This pLice-name is

I 'imposed of the two Khmer terms p‘hsd ('m.art’) and dtk (-iron ). and means

tiieretore ‘Iron-mart.’ It appears that at some time or ntlier h.udw.ire

iliiefly sold here, hence its name, which the AnnamC'e tr.an-crihe ,is ^
sh-dik.
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the map that the whole coastline of Cochin-China and Annam
was by Ptolemy shifted too much westwards, thus causing

a displacement of the cities on its borders back from their

true position. Moreover, it is unlikely that the portion

of the delta about Sadek had, in our author’s time,

sufficiently emerged above sea-level as to be inhabitable,

since it is even now a low-lying land of marshy character

and periodically flooded. Very probably, as demonstrated

by several concurrent circumstances to which we shall

revert directly, the portion of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula

comprised between the Sadek parallel and Cape Kamboja

(Khmau) was then but in the initial stage of its

formation, and may at best have consisted of shallows

and mud -banks stretching for a considerable distance

seawards. On the strength of these considerations we feel

justified in looking for the site of Zabai further to

the east and inland of Sadek. And, as I have now
acquired the certainty that Ptolemy’s Great Cape (Mega
Akroterion) corresponds to the present Cape Ti-icon or

Thivl-tcon (Tiouaii or Tiouane of French maps),i constituted

by a spur of the Baria Hills projecting seawards at a little

distance to the north-east of the but recently formed Cape

' Noted Ti-ican — which is tairly near the mark— in the “ Cliina Sea

Director^'," vol. u, p. 390, 1899 edition. For the Kwok-ngh spelling Ti-van

or Thid-van and its meaning—‘cloud-girdled’—see “ Gia-diuh Thimg-chi,”
Aubaret trans., p. 153. The correct orthography of the second term should
be, I presume, ^ Thivl-icoii (Chin. Cldwei-ijibi), which alone can

convey that sense. I have noticed with no small degree of interest, after writing

the above, that the Chinese map of the fonrteenth century published by Phillips

(rtde sujrni, p. 199) speUs the name of this cape ^ (Ta-icin), where

(in Annamese, Dai) = Me'ya, while the second character is, no doubt, mere
guesswork for won = ‘cloud.’ From this I infer that the headland in

question may have been known of old as ‘Cape Great - Cloud,’ translated as
Maha-niegha by the early ludu civilizers of the country. Whether
Ptolemy’s fiiya be a translation of the first teim in this compound or

a mere transliteration of the second, I do not pretend to judge, my object
being solely to call attention to this etj-mological connection, which contiibute-
in some measure towards establishing the identity ot Ptolemy’s Great Cape
with the headland under discussion. This, by the way, is so conspicuous that
it is usuaUy seen by navigators before Cape St. James. (Tide “China Sea
Directory,” loc. cit.)
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St. James, we may arrive at a yet more approximate estimate

of the position of Zabai by referring it to the rectified

position of the Great Cape as coinciding with Cape Ti-won.

We would thus obtain for Zabai a longitude of 10 0° 39' and

a latitude of 10° 53'
;
that is, a site on the Ton-biii (formerly

Ben-nge) or Saigon River, at about equal distances from the

chef-lieu of Bien-Hoa in a north-eastern, and from Saigon in

a south-eastern, dire'ction. I have no doubt that in our

author’s time the sea reached up about as far as the

place where now rises Saigon, forming there what we may
call the “Bay of Zabai,” sheltered on the east by the Nui

Din and Nui Baria Hills, which, together with the

hillocks (Hui Gan-rai) of the actual Cape St. James,

then an island, formed conspicuous landmarks for the

navigators. As Zabai is mentioned in Ptolemy’s intro-

ductory book (where it is spelled Zaba) as one of the

principal stations on the sea-route from Takola in the

Golden Khersonese to Kattigara, it must evidently have

been situated either on what was then the edge of the Bay

of Zabai or, still more probably, at a short distance up one

of the nxunerous channels then intersecting the delta jointly

formed by the Saigon and Bien-Hoa (Doug-nai) Rivers, and

by the Eastern Vaico, now flowing through the Soi-rap

or Loi-rSp (formerly C‘hui-rap) ' Estuary. The rectified

position we obtained for Zabai by taking Cape Ti-w6n

as a basis appears therefore to answer all requirements as

far as the geological conditions of the Saigon district are

concerned. It remains, however, to show how the territory

in question or its chief city could, at such a remote period,

have borne the now locally forgotten name of Zabai. This

task will prove less arduous than it appears at first sight

when it is remembered that previous to the absorption by

Annam of the Xambojan townships of Baria, Ben-nge or

Ben-nghe (now Saigon), and Mitho {Samltho or ^amiddho),

between a.d. 1658-1752, their territories formed part of the

^ “ Gia-dinh Tkung-chi,” Aubaret trans., pp. ^ preface :

^ui-rap. There was also about here a srok or sok (meauiiig a ^illag'e and

a district in Kbmer) termed the sok ot X.ui~rap (ibid., p- 13).
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province of Svdi-thdp, which was thus the easternmost

administrative division of Kamhoja adjoining the seaboard.

After that period Svai-thap became restricted to its present

modest proportions, and nowadays it merely consists of a

tract of swampy ground comprised between the two Vaicos

and extending for a short distance to the south of the 11th

parallel. It forms the south-easternmost corner of Eambojan

territory. It is much if its name appears in modern French

maps, usually filled in that vicinity with a host of new-fangled

Annainese toponymies. When it does it is printed Svai-

teap. Its correct form is, however, Svdi-thdp or Svdi-ddb

(in Siamese records Sawdi-thdp‘h). Sdvdi or Si'di— the

first a being pronounced so quickly as to become almost

imperceptible—is the Khmer word for the mango-tree, so

frequently occurring in the names of districts and townships,

such as Kap‘hong Svdi, Kien Svdi, Svdi Raniief, Srdi Rleng,

and the already mentioned Srdi-thdpd From this last one,

I suppose, a creek connecting the two Vaicos a little below

the chief settlement of Svai-thap is named tlie Sfdi creek,

now Annamized in French maps into Snai-giang. A similarly

named stream, the Song Soai (i.e. Scdi River), is mentioned

in the “Gia-dinh Thung-ehi”' as being a tributary of the

Saigon River much further to the south - east. Although

no connection whatever may actually exist between the

name of this stream and that of the Svai - thup province,

the fact of the latter including in the old days the

territory on the banks of both Vaico.s and of the Saigon

River as far as the sea, is sufficient by itself to justify

* The Khraers now pronounce this name Svai-theali, and sav that it means
•dwarf mango-trees’; hence Kaii'hong .SV<7i-t/(t'a4= ‘ Province of the dwarf
mango-trees,’ Kap'hung Sr(ii = ' Province of the mango -trees.’

Klen means ‘a corner, a point, or projection of land’
; whence Kien Svdi =

Mango-point.’ This district is, in fact, situated on the southern comer of the
Caturamukha or quadrangle formed by the four arras of the Me-Khong at
P‘hnom-p‘hen. from which this town is often referred to in ancient records as
Kagara Catununukha (the Churdemnco of Portuguese writers). Eamiet is the
Khmer name for turmeric, nietaphorioally u,..ed also to denote anvthing of a vellow
colour; wherefore, = ‘ yellow mango [fruits].’

The Anuamese have the same term for • mango, ’

-«-hich
, however, they pro-

nounce in a slightly different manner, that is, .somehow between .S'i/cff and
o’‘Awdt.

^ Auharet’s trausl., p. 172.
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our location of the city of Zabai within the limits of its

territory. For it is easy to see that the term Zabai—or,

as it was very likely pronounced by navigators in Ptolemy’s

time, Zai'cii— represents the Khmer word Sai'Cd or Smi,

which, being part of the old language of the country, may
have been employed from times immemorial to designate

the territory of the Svai-thiip district and its chief city, or

else its principal seaport.

As regards the spelling Zaba which Ptolemy uses in the

introductory book of his work, I think that it may he

connected, if not with the first term of the name of 8vai-

thap, at any rate with the second, thdh, dah
;

for it is quite

possible that Svdi-fMp was pronounced by the early western

travellers .something like Sabai-flidb or Zahai-zah, and, for

brevity’s sake, either Zahoi or Zah, Zald. This would

explain how Ptolemy at times refers to it as Zabai and at

others as Zaba. It is just as well to mention in this con-

nection that Oderic of Friul, in the Latin text of his travels,

writes Zapa} This word has been taken by some authorities

to represent Campii ; but if not actually identical with

Ptolemy’s Zaba, I think that it mav at best designate

only the southernmost part of Campu, which, according

to Chinese and Annamese writers, was called respectively

T‘o-pei j’H) and Thd-h'i or Thd-hl? This designation

appears, however, to have been employed only after the

tenth century, i.e. after the disaster that befell Campii in

A.D. 981, as a consequence of which its northern provinces

passed into the hands of the Annamese, its capital was trans-

ferred further south, and its people driven further down the

coast, so as to presumably encroach upon the Kambojan

borderland of the Sviii-thap province. In the course of the

frequent wars which ensued between the two neighbours,

the eastern part of that province, which then probably

embraced most of the territorv now forming the Bien-hoa

' See De BackerN ‘‘L'Extreme Orient au Moven'-a^o,” p. 383 of 1S77 edition.
^ See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 530; AynionicrS “ Ili'^tory of

Tchampa” in tlie Asintiv Quartnlij Meruic^ Jiilv, 1803 ; and Al'bc Bouillevaux’s
“ Le Ciampa ” in Aunfih f fJfi i'Kxtrhne Orif'ttt, t. ii, p. 325.
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district, must have often changed masters, becoming at

times Cham and at others Kambojan. It is therefore

possible that the term T‘o-pei, or Tlia-hl, merely designated

the southernmost part of Carapa, consisting of territory

partly taken to Kamboja in the Svai-thap province and

partly bordering upon it. In such a case the identity of the

terms T‘o-pei or Tha-be with Zabai or Zaba and 8dvdi-[thah']

or \_8(lvaf\-thabci, which so far chiefly asserts itself on

linguistical grounds, would become confirmed in history.

The transition from Thdha, Doha, and Zaba, to Dhava, Ddva,

Zava, and Java, and vice versa, is an easy one in Oriental

languages, as exemplified in the Zdbej of the Arab travellers

employed to express Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p‘o-ti {Yavadi or Javadi)

and Ptolemy’s labadios or Sabadios ;
and in the softening of

d, d, and dh into J and jb, both in Sanskrit and Pali, as in

dyotis, Jyotis, joti ; dyuta, jiita ; dhydnct, jhana; etc. In the

case of the terms above referred to, the softening of the

initial has been of the most varied, so that we have Dava,

Yava, Chava, Java, Zava, Sava
;
and in Chinese Tu-p‘o,

She-p‘o, Chao-wa, Cldica, etc. In so far as the region now-

under examination is concerned, we have already had occasion

to remark that the Bhagavata Purana gives Purojava and

Manojava as the names of two divisions of 8aka-dvipa. One

of these probably corresponds, as we said, to the State of

Java or Lao-Chua, the present Luang P‘hrah Bang.^ The

other, unless represented up to this day by Kracheb (the

Kratie of French maps) and its district in Upper Kamboja,

cannot apparently be identified with anything else but Zaba,

Zapa, or Tha-be.

Ancient remains are by no means absent in the territory

where we have located Ptolem}'’8 famed seaport of Zaba or

Zabai. An old temple, a few small brass idols, two blocks

> 2Ia)iojavti should correspond to Liiang P'hrah Bang, since the Visnu Purana
locates a river by the name of Manojava in Kraunca dvipa {Chuw-chih or

Tonkin and its borderlands). Furojava ought then to be either Zaba or Kvach'eh.

This last-named district i.« on the Me-Khong at a short distance belou- Sambdr
and Samboc, and is said to have been so named from its being inhabited bv
a population of the same Cheh (C‘/iaicii) race as is known to have originally
settled at Luang P-hrah Bang.
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of polished stone ornamented with hasso-rilievi, terra-cotta

representations of lotus flowers, and other interesting objects,

in all appearance the vestiges of Kambojan antiquity, have

been discovered to the west of Saigon at about half-way

between this city and Cho-lon, the famed Chinese mart.

Yet more important remains have long been known to

exist further to the north-west, on and about the hill now
bearing the Annamese name of Koi-Mdi = the ‘Plum-
tree ’ or, figuratively, the ‘ Pronubial ’ Hill, the Cay-Mai of

French writers). On its summit a Buddhist temple stands on

the ruins of an ancient Kambojan pagoda. When removing

the debris of the latter in a.d. 1816, in order to erect the

new structure, a large number of ancient bricks and tiles

were brought to light, and two golden plates engraved with

the image of Buddha riding on an elephant.^ More recent

explorations have revealed the existence of very extensive

lines of ancient ramparts and large lotus-ponds, indicating

that a considerable settlement, with temples, etc., stood

formerly in that neighbourhood. Yor is this all, for

excavations effected at various points of that very promising

district have led to the discovery of objects belonging to

a yet remoter age, consisting of brass hatchets and stone

implements, evidencing that from the earliest period a pre-

historical station had been established there.- Ko doubt can

therefore arise as to the possibility of the place having been

^ See Aubaret’s transl. of the ‘‘ Gia-dinh Thung'-chi,*’ pp. 179, 180. Yen
likely the images were cot of Buddha, but ot the Bodhibaita in his la^^t birth,

in the character of Prince Yessantara. They may have been, on the other hand.

Brahmanie representations ot India riding upiui hi'; thrce-hoadcd elephant

Airavata.
- Since I wrote the abore there has been i-"-uud Aynmni* rS very interesting and

painstaking work “ Le Cambodge 'Puri'^, Lcroux, 1000;, where the learned

author, in treating ot the antiquities <>1 Kot-Mifi—or Cay lilay, a^ he writes it'

name—suggests that thir- place was probably the ancient city ot

whose name survivo.s in the de-^ignation I^rh-hvlor that the Khmer still apply to

the country about Saigon (pp. 135, 13G). Prii-noLur or In* siy',

means “ la foret du rovaume.” I rather think that tlii" expression should lie taken

instead in the sen-je ot “ forest of the capital ’’ or torot of the city, meaninif

the jungle now arising on the site of the aneient city or uaf/anK whithei the capital

of a kingdom or not. Such being, I imagine, the real signihration, there i'

scarcely any doubt that the citv implied is the one whose rampart'? are ^till to In-

seen in the’ vicinity of Koi‘2LU Hill, for no other remains ot a walhd town have

been so far discovered within the Saigon, district. It seems thu^i \ery probabl -

that the city and former prehistorical station, who-e real name ha^ long been
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already an important and well-known commercial centre in

Ptolemy’s time
;
and as the rectified position we have obtained

for his Zaha is almost coincident with that of Koi-Mai, we
have no hesitation in assuming that it stood in the vicinity

of this place, its ruins being very probably represented by

the extensive ramparts and other vestiges of the long-

forgotten city discovered in that neighbourhood. It should

be noticed, in fact, that no other traces of ancient towns or

extensive settlements are to be met with in the Saigon

district or the immediately adjoining ones, the only relics

of a bygone age so far brought to light being, in the

district first named, besides those of Koi-Mdi, the few

inconsiderable ones already mentioned lying between Saigon

and Ch()-lon. The nearest archaeological remains discovered

in the adjacent districts are those of an Indii temple on

Mount Ba-den, far away north in the territory of Toi-

nin
;
two ancient statues roughly sculptured in sandstone

dug out at C/iik-Rosei on the western Vaico
;
and the ruins

of an Indu pagoda, with inscribed slabs dating probably

from the eighth century .\.d., at Thiip-Muai, in the so-called

“Plaine des Jones,” a few miles to the north of Sadek.

Truly, the Khmer inscription on the stele now preserved

in the town museum at Saigon, but said to have been

originally found in the neighbourhood of Lnicek, the later

mediaeval Kambojan capital, mentions a town by the name
of Samuf/ra-pura— the ‘Oceanic’ or ‘Sea-city’ — which

must have evidently stood on what was then the edge of

the delta at some one or other of the Me-Khdng outlets.

But, as the inscription is probably not older than the

seventh century a.d., I do not think it likely that this

Siiiniidra-piira could liave been in existence in Ptolemv’s

time, and that it has anything in common with his Zaba

or Zabai. Possibly it corresponds to the present 3Iy-tho

or Mi-tho, the name of which I find written in Siamese

forgottea, lieiug rt-placwl by the vague term Bfni-iiinj’i
r, merely deugnatiii'i- the

jungle that grew on its “i’te. is Ptolemy's Zaha or Zabai. the ancient ehej-lieu
of the Si-ai-thSp district, and possibly at one time the capital of a little realm
that of T'o-pei or Tha~bi'. ’
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records under the form Saimthd or SaniidcUio, looking for

all the world like a local dialectal corruption of Samudra}
I conclude, therefore, in favour of Koi-MCii as the most

probable site where to locate Ptolemy’s city.

Zaba, as we have pointed out, was one of the chief

ports of call for ships bound from the Golden Khersonese

(Takola) to Kattigara. The sailing distance from Takola to

Zaba was twenty days according to one Alexander, quoted by
Marinos and re-quoted through the latter by Ptolemj^ in the

introductory book (ch. 14, § 1) of his treatise. It will be seen

that this is exactly the distance given by the Arab travellers

for the passage from Kulah-bdr to KedrenJ, via Betionah,

there being, of course, no appreciable difierence in the length

of the run from Johor [Beiiiniuh) to either Hatlen or Gan-

rai Bay within Cape St. James. Bj- continuing the voyage

from Zaba southward, ‘^but keeping more to the left” (wpo?

voTov Sia-TTKeva-avTU^, nal paWov et? ra evcovvij,a),~ the early

sailors arrived in “some days” to Kattigara. Ptolemy

has, judiciously enough, taken those “some days” to mean

another iicentij dage, although the real purport was, as we

may deduce from the Arab travellers, i'ully double that

amount, viz. fifty days if reckoning from KedrenJ and

forty from Sene/, which was situated further up the Cochin-

Chinese coast than Zaba.

Our worthy author has not, however, exercised an equally

sound judgment in the interpretation of the hint, Kai fxdWov

et? rd evcdvupa, “ but [keeping] more to the left,” and not

^ I have since noticed that Avmunier in liia recent bouk quoted abo\t; stute.-

(p. I;i8) that the terra IZif-tho U merely u coiruption ot J[e~>o = * the white/

the fairy/ a topunvmic very common in Kamboja. I cannot, however, «hait‘

his opinion in this case on account ol the form ‘Su/z/iflio oi Sain>ddlnj <»cvnrrinL% a'

I said, in Siamese manuscript records, which totally exclude^ a derivation from

A/f-iSo; and also in view ol the fact that fSamndrii-pura ha.-' not been so l.a

located, and that Mi-tho— or, moie correctly, SnmiddJio— ^uits very well tb '

case both as regards name and po-ition. Xot many o-nturies baik, in fail.

Samiddho must have stood at the very outer edge ot the delta, and at the moutii

of the branch ot the ile-Khbng now flowing by it, tin. name (*t wim i\ bei

barbarized by the Aunameae into Mi-tho, ^ ^ ,
I-*-'' Mi-tho River.

“ Ptolemy’s Geogr., ed. Xobbe, Leipzig, 18S1, tt*m. i. p J'* I"!* 1 <
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laying sufficient stress on the kcu fidWov he was induced to

map down Kattigara in a south-eastern direction from Zaba.

We now have made clear what the “keeping more to the

left ” meant. If in leaving Zaba the ships had indeed,

though but for a short time, to steer a southward course

in order to clear Cape Tl-wdn, they had afterwards to port

their helm and sail in a north-easterly direction in order to

reach the Chinese coast.

Great Cape, where the Great Gulf begins (No. 124).

The position of this headland, when corrected in the usual

way, differs hut 1° 5' in longitude and 0° 31' in latitude

from that of Cape Ti-w6n (long. 107° 15' E., lat. 10° 23' N.),

with which I have finally identified it, after a careful study

of this part of Ptolemy’s Geography. In the course of such

an examination it became evident to me that if Ptolemy

made the coast to run almost in a straight line from Akadra

(Hatlen) to the Mega Akroterion (Cape Ti-won), thus ignoring

the southernmost projection of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula

now ending at Cape Kamhoja (Chrui Khamau), it was either

because such a projection did not exist in his time or was

as yet in its initial stage of formation, not extending in any

case much lower down than the Hatlen - Cape St. James

parallel of latitude. As he says in his first book (ch. 14,

1 and 6), on the authority of the already quoted Alexander,

after the Golden Khersonese (Malay Peninsula) the coast

faces the south, and must therefore run parallel with the

equator. This observation applies, of course, only to the

portion of the seaboard comprised between Hatlen and Cape

Tl-wbn, which was the part of the Gulf of Siam best known
to western navigators

;
and is fully supported by geological

evidence. It is notorious, in fact, that the low - lying

alluvial plain constituting the southern end of the Peninsula

between the Hatlen - Cape St. James parallel and Cape
Kamboja, is but of comparatively recent formation. AlthoutTh

stretching like an inverted gigantic triangle for a distance
of fully one hundred miles seawards and measuring quite
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as much at its base, its emancipation from the Neptunian
regime does not probably date from as many decades, nor
can even now be said to be complete, since a good portion of

its surface is up to this day either swampy or subject to tidal

influence. The raising of such a big stretch of country from
the sea-bottom within so brief a period would appear a most
extraordinary performance bad the task not fallen to the

lot of as respectable a stream as the Me-Khong, which
annually carries to the sea a load of fifteen hundred million

cubic metres of alluvial matter
;
and had not the task itself

been facilitated to some extent by the gradual upheaval of

the land, of which there are no doubtful indications all along:

that coast.

In Ptolemy’s time, therefore, the southern end of the

Indo-Chinese Peninsula could hardly have extended as far

down as the 10th parallel of latitude instead of the 8^ 30'

as at present. Its but faintly defined border must have run

almost in a straight line from Hatlen to Gan-riii Bay,

skirting the sites of the actual Long-c‘hwIen, Sadek, Vln-

long, and Ml-tho,' to the south of which a string of shallows

and sandbanks stretched for a considerable distance seawards,

masking the innumerable outlets of the Me Khong, which

must then have spread all over that coastline, diverging like

the ribs of a fan, having their centre at Bii P'hnom or there-

abouts. It is no doubt owing to the perilous character of the

seaboard at that point, especially during the south-west

monsoon, to the full violence of which it is exposed, that the

early navigators did not venture into any of the channels

afibrding access to the delta from its front, but preferred to

give it a wide berth and turn round it either way, putting in

at one of the ports situated immediately at its flanks, to

wit : Akadra and Zabai. This circumstance explains how the

' This lino is it should be noticed, the outenno^t limit, *;(iutlnTards, of

archaeological remains, marked by the mins met with at P’hnom Ba-the,

Thap-Muai [Fnudd PraM-latr'tn<f)y Koi-Mai [lirai K and Chd-lon, As

none of these—those only of Kdi-31iu excepted—seem t't date turther back than

the seventh century a.d., it may be assumed that even at tlmt period there was
no firm land to be met with much to the south ot the line indicated.
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maritiine towns just named could soon attain importance

as entrepots for the Fu-uan trade ; and also how Ptolemy

came to ignore that the Me-Khong had its outlets on the

coastline intervening between those two emporimns, an

ignorance which must evidently be put down to unacquaint-

ance on the part of the navigators of his time with the

mysteries concealed behind the sand and mudbanks which

skirted that coast.

The state of the delta in those early days, and even at

a later period, may be fairly gauged from a passage of

I-tsing,' who, towards the end of the seventh century, still

speaks of the “ one thousand streams ” debouching into the

sea in the country of Fa-nan, meaning, no doubt, the almost

numberless channels through which the Me-Kh5ng flowed

from Ba P'hnom towards the periphery of its gigantic delta.

It must consequently have been this portion of the Fu-nan

kingdom which very appropriately received the name of Jala

or CMn-la, expanded at a later period by Chinese writers

into “ Water Chhi-Ja.”

' Chavamies, o]>. cit., p. 5.
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(9) The Region of the Great Gulf (Annum and Tonkin).

The Great Gulf (Magnus Sinus) begins, according to

Ptolemy, at the Great Cape—identified in the preceding

section with Cape Tl-w6n—and extends up to lat. 21° 37'

and long. 108° 42', corrected, near Pak - hoi
(

Harbour. The coastline was, in our author’s time, occupied

by two nations whose struggle for its dominion lasted

for upwards of thirteen centuries. One, that of the

or Kido-chi {Chidii-chih or Jdii-chi) in the north,

^

occupied most of the present Tonkin, and, conquered in

B,c. 116-110 by China, gradually extended towards the

south, absorbing or driving back, under the leadership of

Chinese chiefs, the inhabitants. The other, that of the

Cdyn or Campd, mixed up with the aborigines of the

mountains and of the coast—the latter being of a Negrito

Indonesian or Melanesian race— developed under the

influence of settlers from Southern India a civilization akin

^ The Annamese and Tonkinese are, up to this day, termed Keu or Yuen and

Yuen-keu by the Lau. Keu means, of course, ^ {chidu, kidu, jdu), the

Chinese character by which the name is represented. If we examine the

signification of this term, we see that it is a synornTn of Yavana. Javana,

Yuan, or Yo?i. In fact, ^ means ‘ to interlock, to blend,’ while its

local pronunciation Jdu evidences its connection with java, yara, ddva.

Compare yueh, otherwise fTiti, iidct, on p. 134 supm. Yuen is, besides, connected

with ^ (Yuitn : in Annamese, ngulen), designating, as we have already

shown, an elevated country, a plateau; and with ^ Jking) or C^hteng,

employed in a similar sense. The original Ken were therefore of the same stock

as the O'hieng and the Ldi, Hot, or Cdtn : and it was they who gave the name

of Kido~chx or Chidu~chih to Tonkin. The second character in this name is

often written ^ {ehih = ioQX, toes; ,
instead of out of homage to the tradition

about the divergence of the big toes of this people from the rest of the foot.

This is, however, but an instance of the manner in which etymologies are

concocted all over the Far East, in order to suit special purposes and peculiar

fancies. The separation or divergence of the big toes referred to is common to

all barefooted populations of Indo-China, and I failed absolutely to detect it in

any more marked degree in Annamese lower extremities. I quite agree,

therefore, with Chavannes Religieux E'minenfe^,*’ p- o3}, that the characters

Kido-chi must have been in origin the phonetic trai^ript of an indigenous name.
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to that of Kamboja, whereof it left monuraerits all along"

that seaboard. Though driven of late for refuge to the
present JBih-thun or Biii-thwon (Binh- thuan) ^ district

^ For the sake of consistency in the method of transcription of Aiinamese
place-names with the one adopted in the preceding sections of this work for
toponymies in Siamese and other Indo-Chmese languages, I have deemed it
expedient to follow the same course in the present chapter where accuracy and
uniformity of transliteration are no less desirable, breaking ofi altogether from

trammels of that hybrid Kwol-ugu {Qudc-ngip) system favoured in French
Indo-China, the absui’dity, endless anomalies, and general inconvenience of
which are well known and have now and again been pointed out. amongst others
by the French scholars themselves (see, e.g., Aymonier’s sensible articTe, “Nos
transcriptions,” in I!xcvr'<ion!i et heconnoUsances, No. 27, May-Jnne, 1886).
In order, however, to enable the reader to recognize the place-names transliterated
according to the new method, I have in well-nigh every instance in Avhich each
of them appears for the first time in these pages given within parentheses the
corresponding Kw^k^ngu spelling. Anent tonal marks, it should be observed
that although similar conventional signs to those employed in JOvok-ngl'i have
b^n adopted, they are, in the new method, and in the ease of no less than four
of the Annamese tones, used in a different sense from that they have in Ku'ok-ngi'i.
These modifications became necessary in order to have the same marks to* denote
thejdentical (or practically corresponding) tones in both Annamese and the Thai
(Siamese) group of languages, and thereby ensure uniformity of transcription for
the whole of them. The following synoptic table will explain the nature of the
modifications introduced in the use of diacritical marks, as well as the corre-
p>ondence between Annamc'^e and Siamese tones as nearly as couhl be determined
by practical tests: i.e., by taking the ear as the sole guide and ]udo*e, and
leaving theory to the tender mercy of lexico.graphers and grammatists. fhou<>h
thus far fiom perfect theoretically, the method here adopted may perhaps claim
to possess some redeeming feature from a practical standpoint

; and, at all events,
it appeared to be the only suitable one under the present circumstances.

Annamese Tones in Kwok-ugu
{Qi^^-ngw) Transciuption.

Corresponding
Si.Imese Tones.

NeW^ TR.iN-

SCRIPTION.
New

SpELLrse.

1. Natural (even) = even (tonua rectus) *

2. 2^qng, or grave as in a ~ circumflex {and prolonged) as in a niing

3. Sue, or acute as in a = emphatic (termed grave by
some grammarians) .

.

as in a sak

4. Huyen, or descending as in a = descending (sinking) as in a hwien

0 . orinterrogativet

6. or reascending t

. 9
as in a

as in a j

= ascending (high and rising) as in a
1 hdi

) ngs

* No diacritical mark used in either svstem.

t These two Annamese tones are practically identical thou-b thpv mo-,have been distinct, and it is acknowledged on all sides that
confused to such an extent that the difference between ^ ^ •

imperceptible at the present day.
between them is well-nigh
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and to Kamboja, it no doubt occupied in the earlv days the

yrhole of Chan-ch‘eng or Cochin-China and even a portion

of the present Tonkin.

The conquests of the Han dynasty in that quarter do not

seem to have extended— if at all—any further than the

present Kwang-bin (Quang-binh) district, which formed,

according to Chinese historians, part of the department of

Jth-nan founded b.c. 116-110, next to those of Kiao-chi

(Tonkin) and Kaii-chen or Kuu-chon (Than-hwa, Gallice :

Thanh-hoa). Before the Chinese conquest, when Tonkin
had been established as an independent kingdom by the

name of Van-ldng, the two southernmost of its districts

were Kuu-diik and Vlef-thiiang, corresponding to the present

Ha-tin ( Ha-tin h). Here was situated, according to the

Annamese annals, ^ the boundary with the country of the

Ht-ton or Campa. The latter, or at least its northern part,

corresponding to the present Kwiing-bih and Kwang-tri

districts, had been, it is alleged, erected into a chun

(department) by the Ts‘in as early as b.c. 214 under the

name oi Lin-i (in Annamese L6ni-gp or Lam-ap, pron. exactly

as Lum-up would be in English). It was then bounded on

the north by the territory of the ancient Yiieh-shaug (Ann.

Viet-thuang) kingdom,^ corresponding to the southern part

of the Kiiu-duk or Ha-tiu district mentioned above.® In

B.c. 110 the Han changed the name of Lin-i into that of

Hsiang-liu (Ann. Turing - lorn), and made of it a simple

district dependent from the chun of Jih-nan (Ann. Nut-ndm)

already referred to.^ It was only later on, or in a.d. 137

— always according to the Annamese annalists®— that

Hsiang-Un rebelled under the leadership of one native chief

by the name of Ch‘u-lien (Ann. Khu-Tien) and set up as

an independent kingdom with the ancient name of Lin-i

‘ I)es Michels, op. cit.. pp. 4-6.
’ Op. cit., p. U4.
’ Op. cit., p. 1U7. This territory is often referred to under the name of Yueh-

and wronyly believed by several authorities to have included the
whole of Annam and Cochin-China, which is an evident exaggeration.

‘ Op. cit., p. 114.
‘ Op. cit., p. 70. See also Ma Tuan-lin. op. cit., vol. li, p. 419.
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or Lom-op. The new State gradual^ waxed in power,

becoming before long a serious menace to Chinese domination

in Tonkin, whose borders it ravaged with continuous

incursions. In a.d. 446, by way of retaliation, a Chinese

army forced its way to the very heart of the kingdom,

constraining its ruler to abandon the capital. This latter

was stormed and plundered, hut whether it again became

the seat of government after the retreat of the invaders or

not it is not clear.^ All that the chroniclers tell us is, that

not long afterwards the Cham renewed their raids into

Chinese territory. The T'ang resolved to put an end to

this state of affairs, and in a.d. 605 they despatched a strong

expedition. The capital of Lam-ap was once more taken ;

but it was re-occupied by the Cham after the withdrawal

of the Chinese force. Soon afterwards, during the period

CMng-kmn (a.d. 627-650), the name of the realm was

changed into Suan-wang 3E)-^

A new chastisement for repeated raids followed—this time

at the hands of the protector general of Tonkin—in a.d. 809,

which resulted in the final abandonment of Lam-ap by the

Cham. The capit"! of the latter was then transferred to

Chiem [Chan), and the realm received therefrom the name
of Chan-ch'eng (Ann. Chiem-fhaTi),^ meaning, according to

Chinese interpretation, ‘ the city of Chan.’ This is the

epithet by which Campa became best known to the Chinese

since the epoch of the T'ang dynast}^. Sometimes it is

alluded to as Chan-pu-lao or Chan-p‘o (in Annamese, Chietn-

bdt-lau and Chiem-ba), two expressions which are evident

1 Op. cit,, p. 124.

’ Op. cit., p. 115. Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 433, statCb that this change took

place during the period Chih-ie (756-758), which is probably more correct.

3 Des Michels, op. cit., p. 115. Aymonier (“ History of Tchampa," in Asiattc

Quarterly Bedew, July, 1893) does not believe that the Cham abandoned their

capital this time, and thinks that they must have held on to it untU a.d. 982
when they moved from Sri Bam (Dong-Hoi in KwSng-biu f) to Bal-Banyov,
near Hwe. But the account given above, on the basis of the Annamese annals
clearly shows that there was a removal of capital in a.d. 809. This remov.il
must, therefore, have been effected from some place lying further to the nortlr
of D3ng-Hoi.
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imitations of the term Campa. The city of Chan or Chiem

adopted as capital in a.d. 809 was apparently Sri-Bani or

Srl-Banoi, identified with Dong-Hoi {Tnuig-ai?) to the west

of the present' chief town of Kwang-bin {circa 17° 30' lat.)l

It was destroyed in a.d. 982, and the seat of government

was then probably removed more to the south at P‘hqf-the,

near Hwe (Hue), termed Bal Uangov by the Cham.^ This

new capital was, in its turn, taken by the king of Annam
in A.D. 1044; but once the war -storm over, it no doubt

reverted to its former occupiers. A new revmrse befell the

Cham in 1061, which had as a consequence the transfer to

Annamese rule of all their territory as far south as Hwe.

The capital was then definitely abandoned, and a new one

set up at C‘hd-ban (termed Bal-Angice by the Cham) at

' Song-Soi means, according to AjTuomer, field of tlie Sm or Hoi barbarians),

the name given the Cham by the Annamese. "We have explained that Hot =

mountaineer. is evidently meaning ‘ field,’
‘
plain.’

^ In fact, in a.d. 1007, the king of Campa is stated by JIa Tuau-lin (op. cit.,

p. 548) to have written to China in the following strain ;
•

• Formerly my kingdom

depended on Kiau-chi, but I have since shaken off the yoke, emigrating to the

country of Fo-shih
[ ^ • tiy which evidently F-liot-the is meant], whose

northern borders lie at 700 h [southwards] from my ancient Irontier.” It will

be observed that this distance—which represents in European measurement about

1200 miles—if set down on a map from the neighbourhood of IIwG n(.rth-westward,

along the coast, brings us far into Xge-an fXghe-an), if not right up to the

southern boundarv of Than-hwi, which now evidently corresponds with tolerable

approvimation to the ancient Cham frontier alluded to in the above extract.

-Vs regards the term Fo-^hih (<'r P-hof-thl), it, no doubt, is a transiript of some

Sanskrit name like Bhja, Bhrajn, etc. The Bhagavata I’lirana mentions

a region by the name of Bhrujistha, as well as a mountain Bhojana. as being both

situated in KrauHca-dclpa yKam-elai, (see Professor Hall’s edition ot Y ilson .s

Yisnn Purana, vol. ii. p. 198). In a Sanskrit-Cham inscription of a.d. 1436

King Jaya Siiiihavarman V styles himself a descendant of the Bmsu-' amsa.^

i.e. of the Bram race or lineage (Bergaigue’s “L’ancien Eoyaume de Campa,”

in Journal Asiatique, 1888. pp. 104-5;. YTiethei this term Iham h.is any

connection with Fo-slnh or not, it is, of course, impossible to say for the present.

We may rest content, in any case, with the fact—heie for the first time brought

to light—that the country about Hwe wa-, in the old days, known by the name

of either Bhoja or Bhraja, whatever he the correct interpretation that should be

put npon the term Fo-.Jiih. I may add that the latter is spelled m (ihinese with

the identical characters used by I-tsing and otheis to denote the country of Bhuja

or m-Bhoja (Fo-Anh or Shih-h-fo-shth), i.e. Palembang, on the eastern coast

tji Sumatra. (See Chavanne-;, op. eit,, pp. 119 and 125,;
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about six miles to the north of the present district city

of Bin-din. Here it remained until 1471, when it fell,

with the whole of the territory as far south as Biii-thwon,

into Annamese hands, and the kingdom of Campa was broken

up. Bal-Batthinbng, in Biu-thwdn, then became the seat

of government of all that remained intact of the crumbling

State, and upon that site having, in its turn, to be given

up, in about 1667,' Pangdarang or Panrang {Pdndumnga)

formed the last resort of the Cham chiefs—now mere vassals

of Annam and with only a shadow of authority—until

about 1820, when the last of them emigrated to Kamhoja

and every relic of Cham rule disappeared with him.

This is, in short, the gist of what can be gathered as regards

the early history of Campa from Chinese and Annamese

sources, and on its later days, from the meagre records left

by the Cham themselves. In the accounts first alluded to the

limits of Sino-Annamese domination, as well as the exploits

of the imperial armies, have naturally been magnified,

and thus we are led to believe that Chinese rule had been

established in Campa even since the time of Shih Huang-ti

of the Ts'in (b.c. 221-209), who, it is pretended, founded

there the chiin of Lin-i or Lbm-op
;

that subsequently the

Han reintegrated the sway over what had in the meantime

blossomed forth into an independent kingdom,^ and made
of Lbm-qp the district of JSsiang-lin, which continued under

Chinese control until Ch‘ii-lieu's rebellion in a.d. 137. But
a careful examination of both Chinese and Annamese
records elicits the fact that such pretended domination over

Campa, and indeed also over Tonkin, though reasserted now
and then by armed expeditions, was in the interval little

‘ These dates and scraps of information I have taken from the brief Cham
chronicle pnblished by Aymonier in Exemsiom et Eeconnaissauces, No. 31.

* The kingdom of Ean-yueh, (in Annamese Eum-vlet), founded by Chao-t‘o

(Trieu-da), general of the Ts'in sent to subjugate Tonkin, in 207 B.c. It is said

to have included the territory of the chiins (departments) of Zin-i {Lom-bp) and
Snang {Tuang), the latter being the name given to the Tonkin division at that
period

; and also Ean - hai (Canton), the capital being situated at P'an-vu
(Canton).
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more than nominal. It is a story of continuous rebellions

followed by the setting up of independent States. Chinese

repression was rarely severe and complete, and usnally left

things unchanged. The fact is that the C'hleng or Cham
element was, in spite of what the Chinese annalists say, still

preponderant not only on the borders, but in the very midst

of Tonkin
; and this, as usual designated by its would-be

oppressors as ‘ barbarians,’ constituted the turbulent part of

the population, intolerant of foreign rule, who always sought

to repel the invaders from the north. In any case, never

did the Han legions advance any further than Kwang-bin,

as I stated
;
and it is very doubtful whether they ever reached

as far as that district, even in the solitary instance of the

expedition led by the celebrated Ma-yiian in a.d. 43, which

seems to have outdistanced all others down to at least a.d. 605.

On that occasion Ma-yiian is said to have reached the capital

of Lam-ap, and then to have marched past it some twenty

ii up to where Hsiang-lin bordered upon the kingdom of the

Hsi-t‘u (Tbi-dd) barbarians (H ^liich spot he

erected two brass pillars to mark the limit of Chinese

dominion. 1 As regards the expedition of a.d. 605, it is said

on the other hand that it had to advance eight marches

further than Ma-yiian’s pillars in order to reach the capital

of Lam-ap.^ The apparent discrepancy as to the site of

the Cham capital in the two accounts can only he explained

by assuming that the capital was removed further down the

coast in the interval between a.d. 43 and 605. As at the

latter date it undoubtedly stood no further south than

D6ng-H6i (D6ng-H6’i), near the present town of Kwang-biii,

it is evident that in a.d. 43 it must have been situated

some eight marches further up, that is to say, somewhere

about Ha -tin, the ancient Kuii-diik. This conclusion i.s

confirmed by the fact of Ptolemy placing a Kortatha

Metropolis just in that neighbourhood, which I identify,

both from coincidences of names and location, with Kun-duk

^ Des Michels, op. cit., pp. 61, 62 ; and Ma Tnan-lm, op. cit., vol. ii, p. il8

^ Op. cit., pp. 162, 163.
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{Chiu-ti, in Cantonese Kau-tek). Ma-yuan’s pillars cannot

therefore have been erected much further south than the

present town of Ha-tui, which must as a consequence have

belonged to Hsiang-lin or Lam-ap.^ It will be observed

further that, whereas the independence of Lam-ap is said

to date from a.d. 137, the year of Ch'ii-lien’s rebellion, we

are told in the Chinese account of Ma-yiian’s exploits that

Xiam-ap was chastised and its capital taken in a.d. 43,

which is a palpable proof of Lam-ap having existed as an

independent kingdom prior to that date, despite the alleged

Chinese conquests of b.c. 214 and b.c. 116-110. The

mention by Ptolemy of Eortatha Metropolis, which— granted

that the Chinese accoxmt above referred to is correct—must

have been the capital of Lam-ap alleged to have been

taken by Ma-yiian, seems to demonstrate further, that as

soon as that famous general had turned his back the

* According to the Aunamese accounts Ma-yiian did not push his conquests

turther south than the district of Ku-p-hong (Cu’-phong), ivhich was situated on

the tenitory of Kuu-chon (now Than-hwa), and it was here that he erected the

famoas pillars (.see Des Michels, op. cit., pp. 60, 61). This being correct, it

becomes impossible to accept the Chinese magnified version of Ma - yiian’s

exploits having included the subi’ugatiou of NgS-an, and withal of its capital

Kuu-diik. The Annamese anuals say nothing of Ma-yiian’s occupation of this

capital, but simply tell us of his having routed the Cham force.s. It is therefore

very likely that the Cham capital stood at Kilu-duk or Kortatha until the

Chinese e.xpedition of a.d. 416, which is said to have taken the Cham fortress of

Khu-l'ot [Khu-liit, lying, I think, somewhere about VTn), penetrating thence

into Tiiang-p'hu {TIsiatig-p'ii, the old Hhinng-lm district). Lam-ap was thereby

conquered, and it was probably Irom that date that the capital was removed

turther down towards Dong-Hoi. Not quite as far a.s this place, however,

because it took only eight days’ march beyond Ma-yiiau’s pillars to the expedition

of A.D. 60o in order to reach the Cham capital. In the face ot this evidence

I cannot see my way to admit that Dong-Hoi became the Cham seat of

government at any period prior to a.d. .S09. Whatever the Chinese chroniclers

may say, it is clear that the Cham did not definitely abandon Nge - an (i.e.

Kuu-diik territory) until a comparatively late date. In a.d. 271 KAii-duk

was acknowledged, by the Chinese officials themselves, to he auvtliiug hut
approachable (Des Michels, op. cit., p. 106) : and in the interval between that

date and a.d. 446 the Chinese governors of Knm-i-hi had a good deal to do in

order to keep the Cham out of Kuii-cJidti (Than-hwa) itself, whither the latter

made continuous incursions (a.d. 347, 3-53, 399, 41S, 41.5, 431). After that
period Cham efforts were directed towards re-occupying Kuu-diik, which now
wag, however, finally lost to them.
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Lam-ap State was, tnore solito, re-established as flourishing

as ever. AYe cannot believe, in fact, that Ptolemy could have
learned of Ch'ii-lien’s coup of a.d. 137 at so short a notice,

especially as its date is hy no means certain, and the feat

is ascribed by some authorities to a Ch'ii-lien necuiidus—in

name at least—who would have lived at the end of the

Later Han dynast}', or nearly a century later.'

The kingdom known under the names of Lom-op or Lin-i

seems not to have extended further down than the present

Hwe or Turan, because, as we shall see, Ptolemy locates

lower down another capital city by the name of Balonga

Metropolis, which T identify with the site of the ancient

C‘ha-hdn, known later on as KwT-hbn (Qni-nho n). I came

on the strength of this and other evidence to the conclusion

that ancient Campa consisted of at least two States, probably

more or less dependent upon each other, of which the

northern one had for capital Ki'm-dul; or Kortatha, and

the southern had the seat of government at C‘hd-ldn, the

well-known Chiim capital of the fourteenth century. I shall

distinguish the northern realm by the name of Xorfhern

or Upper Campa, and the southern one by the designation

of Southern or Lourr Campd. Perhaps we had also at one

time a third State of Central Campd, which I take to be

the kinad-m of the Toi-do or Hsi-t‘

a

barbarians alluded to

in the account of Ma-yiian’s expedition, and which may
correspond also to the kingdom or country of T‘o-htian

(P£ Ann. Dd-hicdn or Dd-hdn), spoken of in Chinese

accounts of Karaboja^ as being, in common with Lin-i, often

at war with Chen-la (Kamboja). This country of the

Tbi-dd, or T‘o-hiinn, must have corresponded to the present

territory of Hwe and Turiin.

This division assumed by me of the Cham empire into two

or more petty realms, is quite in accord with the political

condition of Indo-China in the early days when the unification

' A.D. 221 is the year that marked the end of the J.ater Ilan ^ rule. See the

date and identity of bh‘u-]ien impugned by Chavannes, op. 'it., p. 203, note.

* Ma Tnan-lin, op. cit., p. 479.
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of its mixed population, of new settlers witd the aboriginal

races was as yet in its initial stage, and the organization of

large political units still looked rather like an utopia. It is

only towards the sixth or seventh century that empire-making

on an extensive scale commenced in Indo-China. I can

therefore scarcely believe that the various portions of Campa
were from the outset under a single paramount suzerain. It

was the pressure from without, especially from Tonkin’s

side, that compelled them to make common cause against

the common enemy, and that brought about the coalescence,

first of jN’orthern with Central Campa, and subsequently of

the two latter with their southern neighbour and kin. The

unification was probably complete by the time of, or soon

after, the memorable reverse of a.d. 605 ;
and thus we hear

Hwen-tsang rel'erring thirty-four years later to the Cham
empire under the epithet of Maha Cauqod. I-tsing, however,

usually speaks of it simply as Chan-po towards the end of the

same century. At about the same period we find the first

mention of Campa in the Sanskrit inscriptions of Kamboja.^

But we meet with the form Gama as a name for the

people {Cama - bhrtya) as early as the third century, in

the inscription engraved on the granite boulder of Na-trang

(Nha Trang) in the Khan - hwii (Khanh - boa) district, by

order of Mura-raja, the first historically known of the

Cham kings.2 The statement of the Chinese and Annamese
annalists that Campa was so named only after a.d. 809,

when the capital was transferred to the city of C]ian-ch‘eng

or Chiem-thdn (Catupapura), proves thus a little bit too stale.

It is true that we do not find any mention of Campapura
in the Cham inscriptions themselves until a.d. 817, when it

occurs in the title of the ruler: Sri Campdpurapurameh'ara;^

but we have Campa as the name of a State or Kingdom
in the inscription of Glai- Lomov, in the P'han-rang

' Ang-Chumnik inscription from the province of Ba P'huom dating- from
A.D. 667 .

’ See Bergaigne’s “ L’ancien Eoyaume de Campa," in the Journal Asiatioue
Jan.. 1RSR T. AK
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district, which is older than the above by nearly halt

a century. It is to be presumed, therefore, that the

name of Campd as a State and of Gampd-pura as its capital

existed from at least the beginning of the seventh century,

since it was mentioned shortly afterwards by Hwen-tsang

and the Ang-Chumnik inscription of Kamboja. I am not

sure, however, whether at an earlier date the name Campd

existed, at least for the whole country occupied by the Cham
race, since that country was undoubtedly divided, as we have

shown, into several petty States. Perhaps it was only one

of these States that had adopted the name Campd, the others

being known by difEerent appellations. The evidence seems

to be in favour of the northern State, when it extended far

into Tonkin, comprising the whole ot the present districts

of Ha-tifi and Than-hwa. At that period, adventurers from

Northern India had reached Tonkin overland by the Song-ka

or Viu route, and had established there, as in Yunnan and

Laos, cities and kingdoms easily recognizable from their

Sanskrit or Prakrt names. It was then, perhaps, that the

southern part of Tonkin received the names of A.h(ja or

Mdlini, from its being situated, like the Indu Aiiga, to the

east of Malava and Dasarna. In the course oi time it must

have become known also as Romapddu or Lohiapddn ;
for

these are the terms by which Anga is u.sually designated in

the local versions of the Hamayana and ot other popular Indu

literary works current in Indo-China.* From Lomapdda, the

name of the State, the Annamese derived, I think, their

^ g, {Lom-op), two characters which the Chinese read a.-

Lhi-i. The latter reading may be accounted for also, as

a contraction of Mdlini, obtained by omitting the initial

syllable md. I feel quite confident that such is the origin

of the terms L'oni-op and Lin-i, which have remained so far

‘ In the Sifime-e. Liiu, and Khiatr traielatioii-^ er paraphieees ,,i th.

Ramayana, the name Anna never occurs, and scarcely doe^ thu oi ^aiuon , t

common designation for that State btinir Jtomapada sic) and cnuapa ,an or

Lomap.ittun, from the fact, I think, that Kin^,- Komapada was reitrimi- then

when the Ksyasrii^a episode occurred. At ail event",

Indu Campk was variously known as Arigapuri. Um'^padapurt, Karnapurr,

Malinl, etc.
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unexplained. Here we have, in fact, the genu of the name
Campa given the country, presumably, in later times, when
its capital Campapura was founded. It is evidently absurd

to believe that Chiem-bd is an Annamese modified transcript

of L6m-6p, as advanced by some authorities.^ The difference

between the digrams ^ q (Lam-ap) and [5 ^ [Chiem-bbt)

or ® (
Chiem-bd) is sufficiently apparent to preclude

their being easily mistaken for one another. It may be

that the term Romapada or Lomapada superseded that of

Anya in Indo-China, because of some early king, reigning

there, having assumed the appellation once belonging to the

Indfi monarch who figures in the Rsjmsrnga episode of

the Rainayana. We learn, in fact, that the few Cliam who
are still found surviving in the Biu-thwdn district worship

up to this day a deity or hero by the name of Pd Rome,

whom Aymonier rightly assumes to be some deified legendary

king.^ It is easy to recognize in P6 Rome the personage Vrah

Romapada
;
and we may thus reasonably conclude that there

must have been an early king or hero of the Cham—perhaps

the original founder of the realm—bearing that name. The
contracted local form Rome of the latter luminously explains

the origin of the Annamese rendering of it as Lom-qp or

Lam-ap. We have thus acquired the certainty that in

origin the kingdom of Campil was called Rome or Romapada,

and perhaps al.->o MdUnl, by the Cham themselves, the terms

Lom-qp and Lin-i being not, respectively, Annamese and
Chinese inventions, but mere phoiietical imitations of those

names. It becomes evident from these facts that the

early civilization of Upper Campa was introduced from

Northern India, and had as one of its first seats Ktm-d'uk,

or Kortatha Metropolis, in the present Ha -tin district.

Campapura, from which the kingdom became known as

Campa, must have been founded later on, probably when

the capital was removed further south towards Dong-Hdi

^ Among wliom Aymonier, in his Jlistory ul Tcluimpa,” loc. cit.

• Ibid. Another 'similar deity worshipped called Fd Klong-garai, which
I have not so far identitied. It may be Gauri. Fd in these names stands for

Vrai or Vara.
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(a.d. 446?). It is from that time, or shortly afterwards,

that the terms Loni-op and Lin-i begin to disappear in

Annamese and Chinese accounts, being superseded by
Chiem-tJidn and Chan-ch^eng respectively—meaning the city

of Cam or Campa, i.e. Campdpura.

While the civilization of Upper Campa thus appears to

have been due to emigrants from JTorthern India, that of

Lower Campa, the Cochin-China of the present day, is

indisputably of Southern Indian or Dravidian origin. This

is proved by the type of the characters employed in the

inscriptions discovered there, the most ancient of which is,

so far, that of King Mura-raja already alluded to. Its

characters closely resemble, in the opinion of Professor

Bergaigne,^ those of the Girnar inscription of Rudradaman

(a.d. 150) ;
hence he assigns to that monument a date not

earlier than the third century of the Christian Era. The

civilization of Southern Campa had its foci in the districts

now called Khafi-hwa and Bin-din, as we hope to demonstrate

in the sequel. Thence it extended, as in Kamboja, north-

wards, meeting that of Upper Campa about half-way up the

coast, which it influenced apparently to a larger extent than

it was influenced itself in its turn. This would appear from

a series of inscriptions discovered in a grotto, situated near

the point where the provinces of Kwang-bin and Ha-tin

border upon each other; that is, a little below the 18th

parallel of latitude. The characters are, according to

Professor Bergaigne, similar to those employed in the

inscriptions of Southern Campa.-

Earl}^ before the Christian Era the Ramayana speaks of

the Ghrfoda or Ghrta Sea, which becomes in the Puranas

the Ocean of 8a}pis or gfiee, while it is termed the Sea of

Senf or Senef by 3Ias‘udI and said to surround the centre

of the empire of Zdhej? just as in the Puranas it is repre-

sented to encompass Kma-dvipa (the Sunda Archipelago).

^ “ L’ancien Koyaume de Campa,” lot. cit., pp 16
, 44, 45, 75.

* See Bergaigne, op. cit., pp. 43, 44.
^ Reinaud. op. cit., p. 77, introduction
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Sulaiman calls also Senpf the harbour at which the Arab

ships put in on the Cochin-Chinese coast.

This port I take to be Thi-nai (|§ jjff, Shih-nai) Harbour,

improperly named after Kwl-fi6n (Quinhon) by our ever

muddling geographers ;
* but which appears to have been

known as Hsiii-c/iou or, at any rate, as the port of

the Hsin-chou district, in the old da3’'s. It is mentioned under

this name by Chinese writers down to the middle of the

fifteenth century, and the stream which discharges into it

is entered as Ssin-chou Chiang (Hsin-chou River) in the

Chinese map published b^’ Phillips in the Journal China

Branch R A.SJ W. F. Mayers has wronglv taken it to

be Touron (Turiin) Harbour,^ but Phillips has clearly

demonstrated that it must be identified with “ Quinhone

Harbour,” i.e. with the port of Thi-nai. His identification

I find corroborated bj' further evidence which I think very

conclusive. This is briefly as follows :

—

(1) In the Chinese map alluded to above, and to the left

of the Hsin-chou River (which in this case corresponds to the

' No place deligUtiug in the euphonious name of Kwi-iioit (Quinhon) is now

known to exist except in the fertile imagination of our geographers. The sea-

port which they call by that name is known locally as Thi-nfii Harbour
;
while

Kwi-iibn city (which it will be seen in the sequel was the novel designation applied

by the Annamese to O'ha-ban, the ancient Cham capital, after having taken it in

A.D. 1471) ceased to exist under that name in 1798, when it was rechristened

Jlin-dTn ^Binh-dinhl ; and it has been a heap of ruins ever since 1800, the date at

which it was destroyed by Ja-iong (Gia-long). The present BiS-dTu district city

was then founded—on a different site about six miles further to the south—which

has, therefore, nothing in common with the old one except the name. The term

Kin-hon has thus long passed into the domain of archaeology, and might at best

be preserved to designate the inlet—now a shallow lagoon—near whose border

the old city stood
;
but for that matter it would be indeed more proper to name the

inlet right after Bal- Angvl' (Ptolemy's Balonga), a term which possesses at least

the advantage of being the local and original designation of the Cham capital

formerly standing in that quarter. To, however, apply the name of Kin -non

to the present Thi-nai Harbour, situated just within the entrance to the lagoon

and far away from the site once occupied by that city, is the very height of

absurdity.

^ Vol. xxi ; the river will be found mentioned in the descriptive list at p. 40.

^ See China Review, vol. iv, p. 174, footnote.

‘ Op. cit., p. ,40. Mayers' mistake arose from his wrong identification of Wni-lo
Shan with Cape Touron, instead of with Kn-h'u Me (Culan Ray) or Pulo Canton.

as shown by Phillips (ibid., p. 41).
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east side), there is depicted the figure of a tower rising very

conspicuously at the extreme of the headland that forms the

eastern boundary of the entrance to the hay. Though designed

after the style of a tapering, many-storied Chinese pagoda,

evidently it is intended conventionally to represent the group

of three towers—if not the central and loftiest of them
only—which rise in a close row, oriented in a N.-S. direction,

at a short distance to the west of the village of ThI-nai, by
the side of the road leading thence to the Ji mart, or Cho
Ja (Cho> Gia). These structures, called thap by the

Annamese ' (who, by the way, have wantonly demolished one

of them for base building materials), are but a portion of

the interesting remnants of Cham civilization that one finds

scattered about the Bin-din district. A group of another

three, almost exactly alike in build and orientation, is, in

fact, met with several miles further to the west, on the

Thap-bh-ni6u-t!neii or Tam-thqp (‘Three Towers’) Hill; but

I believe that the group formerly alluded to is the one

meant in the map. Although the sand-spit on which the

towers rise and the present Thi-nai village stands may be of

<.'omparatively modern formation, it is quite probable that by

the time the Chinese map was constructed (fourteenth centurv)

it had considerably advanced seawards, and that the towers

had already been built near its outer edge, where they

thus formed conspicuous landmarks not easily overlooked nor

forgotten by navigators. These assumptions being correct,

it is clear that the Hsin-chou Tliver of the Chinese map
must have been the stream now called Ldng-song, from the

village of that name standing near its mouth
;
and not the

T>6ng-p‘h6 or Ton-Cin River, which debouches through several

channels into the lagoon further westwards, beyond the

present cit}" of Biii-dui. As the lagoon must have been at

no distant period less shallow than nowadays, sea-going

crafts could then probabl)' advance further into it as far

as the mouth of the present Lang-song (then Hsin-chou),

where the anchorage was then presumably situated.

‘ From Chinese
,
t’a = eaitya, pagoda ;

evidently the same word as the
Lau Thai, corrupted from the Sanskrit-Pali f>hatu.
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(2) Further to the north-west of the outlet of the Hsin-

chou River, and at a spot corresponding very closely to

the site once occupied b}' the ancient Cham capital city

C‘ha-ban or Bal Angwe, the Chinese map bears the

indication Chan-ch‘eng Ktco (i.e. ‘ Kingdom of Campa ’).

As C‘ha-ban was the capital at the time the map was

compiled, it is but natural that the name of the kingdom

over which it presided should be marked at the place where

the said capital stood.

This was, therefore, the port of Ciarnha or Cianba of

Marco Polo, the Campaa of Nicolo di Conti, and other

mediaeval travellers,^ erroneously located in Bin-thvvbn even

by their most recent commentators. The anchorage was not

evidently, however, right at the head of the lagoon, in

front of the city and of the delta of the D6ng-p‘h6
;
but

near the mouth of the Wsin-chou (now the Lang-soug), thus

occupying a position slightly more inland than the present

ThI-nai Harbour. A settlement termed Hsin-chou no doubt

existed there, after which the surrounding district became

known. As spelled by Chinese writers, Hsin-chou means

‘Hew Islet,’ and may thus refer to the islet where rises

the present village of Kicdn (Quan), at the mouth of the

Lang-song—the Hsin-chou River of bygone days, according

to the evidence adduced above. But one should be very

cautious of taking Chinese transcripts of toponymies in

this region too literally. It is, therefore, almost certain

that while the second word of the compound Hsin-chou is

genuinely Chinese, and w'as added in order to impress

a Chinese character on this toponymic, the first term, Hsin,

represents the original local name of the place, which was

either Cham or Sanskrit derived. Of this fact there is no
lack of indications, as we are going briefly to demonstrate.

The Chinese writer Fan Shih-hu, who composed his Kicei-

hai-yu-heng-chih— a treatise of descriptive geographv and

* Jatipa in the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (op. cit., pi. i;, which, at ita eastern
boundaries, places the remark " Fi«is InJie" \ and Zampa in Fri llauro’s
planisphere {nrca km. 14.50) reproduced in Zurla’s ' Di Marco Polo ed altri
Tiaggiatori Veneziaoi,” Veneziu, lbl8.
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natural history on the southern provinces of the empire

—

towards the close of the twelfth century/ has about Ssin-

chou the following passages, quoted in Ma Tuan-lin’s

cyclopaedia ^ :
—“ The territory of Ssin, watered by a small

stream, supplies chiefly large quantities of scented wood.

Hsin-chou formerly belonged to Chen-la [Kamboja], but

Chiao-chih [Tonkin] has since made herself master of it.” ®

From this we gather that Hsin-chou used to be also

alluded to by the Chinese themselves under the simple

form ^ (Hsin). N^ow, this character is pronounced Sen

in Cantonese and Ton in Annamese, whence we deduce

that its local form must have been Sen or Son. This, it will

be observed, closely tallies (minus the final f or e/) with

the Arah Sen/, Zenf, or Senef, which is, in its turn, not very

dissimilar to SMh-nai, the Chinese form of the Annamese

Thi-nai. The Fu-chou and WSn-chou pronunciations of this

toponymic are, respectively, Si-nai and Sz-ne, the last one

being a pretty close approach to Sene/ or Zenef. It is possible

that the / at the end was added by the Arab navigators

through some misunderstanding, if not in the endeavour to

better mark the stress on the final e in Sz-ne, unless it can be

^ According to liis own showing (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 364), it was not
until A.D. 1173 that Fan Shih-hu (otherwise better known as Fan Ch'eng-tai
took charge ot his post in Kwang-hsi, to which province he had been appointed
imperial chief commissioner

;
thus his work, the outcome of his observations in

that quarter, could not very well have been written until several year< afterwards.
He is said to have died in il93

' Op. cit,, p. 360.

The fact of the Hsin-chou territory having been—evidently for a short time

only—subject to Kamboja, is another indication that it could not lie very far away

from that country. Its supposed identity with Turin thus becomes still more

unlikely. In 1171 Champa gained a victory over Kamboja, and in 1177 it made

an attack upon the Kambojan capital. It must have been, therefore, during the

course ol these wars that Kamboja had to relax her hold upon Hsin-chou. A"

regards the conquest of this district by Tonkin, it is not easy to guess when it

could have taken place, the Annamese and Chinese records furnishing us no due as

to the date. But it may be well inferred that, if such a conquest really occurred,

it must have been effected before the end ot the twelfth centur}', and can have

been all but lastinn ; for we are told that in a.d. 1199 Kamboja, having taken

the capital of Campa and seized the king, placed a Khmer official^ to govern the

country. The capital of Lower Campa, i.e. Bal-Angwe or C’ha-ban, is evident!}

implied here.
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demonstrated that the local name for the Ssin district and

its stream was some Indu imported term like Chinah, Chenab,

of which would be a not very imperfect rendering.^

Another toponymic bearing some resemblance to Senf or

Senef in that neighbourhood is that of Cape San-ko, the high

bluff headland forming the eastern point of the present

ThI-nai harbour. This, coupled with the two place-names

already alluded to, viz. ITsin and Thl-nai or Sz-ne, should go

far towards establishing the connection, from a linguistical

point of view, between them and Senef. In other respects

this connection is amply confirmed by the description given

by Sulaiman, which applies to the seaport now under

discussion in every particular. “ At the place named

Senef,'’ says the Arab traveller, “ fresh water may be

obtained, and thence is exported the aloes [eagle-wood]

termed al Senfi. This place forms a kingdom. Its

inhabitants are brown -complexioned, and each of them

wears two skirts \_pa(jnes, or loin-cloths].” - The reference

to the eagle-wood tallies with what is said about this article

of produce in the Chinese account of Hsin or Hsin-chou

quoted above. As regards fresh water, the China Sea

Directory ^ thus remarks in connection with ThI - nai

harbour :
“ Grood water can be obtained from a stream

on the east shore of the harbour.” The district formed

a kingdom, because here stood Balonga, that is, Bal Angice

(also known under the name of C‘Iid-ldn), which was then

' That the latter hypothesis is not totally uufoiimled would appear from the
fact of the Parisian codex—said to be the original one—of ilarco Polo’s narrative,
having the heading of chapter elxii {on Campa) worded in this wise: “ C'l

devise de la contree de C'maba ” (Godex No. 7,367 of the Bihliotheque Nationale).
While readily admitting that Cmahn may here be a clerical mistake for Cianhn
and Cianban, the spelling adopted in the course of that chapter, I cannot dismis.'-

altogether the idea that it may have something to do with Campa’s seaport
Shih-nai, S:-ne, or Senef, which was undoubtedly the place where llarco Polo
landed. It is, in fact, not unnatural that the Venetian traveller should hrst speak
of the harbour— correctly recorded as Onaio—where his ship anchored, and next
<if the kingdom—equally correctly recorded as C'iatiba or Cianban—of which
Cinaha or Senef formed the principal seaport. Otherwise, it is quite possible
that he, having heard the two terms Chumbn and Chinab, as they were then
probably pronounced by the foreigners from whom he got them, tool; them to be
alternative designations for the country and used them in this sense.

^ Eeinaud, op. cit., p. 18.

^ 4th edition, 1899, vol. ii, p. 413.
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(ninth century) the capital of Lower Campa. On the subject

of dress, the rendering of deux jxtgms for both the garments

worn may he due to inaccuracy or oversight on the part

of the French translator, or else to some clerical error in

the Arabic text. Of the two garments alluded to, only one

perhaps was a loin-cloth, while the other served to cover the

upper part of the body. “ The dress of the people of Chan-

ch‘eng,'” says Ma Tuan-lin,* “consists of a long skirt formed

by one kh [ell?] of the stuff termed Pe-t‘ie^ wrapped round

the hod}^ and a sort of tunic with narrow sleeves worn

over it.”

Previous commentators, more especially the late Colonel

Yule, have suggested that the terms Senef or Senf, which

they have twisted into Sanf or Chanf, represent Campa,

whether as applied to the kingdom or to its capital. But

this identification, from a linguistic point of view, seems to

me too far-fetched.’ It will rest with subsequent inquirers

into the subject to prove whether it can still hold its ground

against those we have brought forward, which are, at all

events, topographically justifiable.

Beyond the Ohrtoda or Sea of ghee the Ramayana does

not mention any other sea, a fact which argues that at the

time of the composition of that epic, the geographical

knowledge of the people of Northern India did not extend

* Op. cit., p. 541.

1^ Bdli-dji-p. It strikes me that this word closely resembles

r-ha-tuu, which is the Thai name tor the rather scanty loin-cloth worn

by nearly all the hiU-tribes in Inclo-China. Often it is woven from the fibrous

hark of certain plants: hence it may have been termed by the Chinese

by analogy with a soft whitish cloth similarly called
(

woven from

a cocoon-like fruit, which is said to be manufactured at Karakhodjo. Ot the

people of Lin-i (Upper Campa) Ma Tuan-lin says (op. fit., p. 423) that all

they wear is a piece, one Ich in length, of cotton cloth, which they wrap round

the body. The or P‘JiaHu,igs of Eastern Kamboja call their loin-cloth

or scarf by the name of droi, a mere modific.ation of tie'i. 'With them it is

peuerally blue in colour.
.

^ The spelling generally tollowed in Arabic texts is i 5 ‘ ) >

which mav be read either *Wi/, Ztiif. Senef, Zinef, and pciha|)3 even Sanf or

but never Chanf.
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beyond the Sunda Archipelago and the Gulf of Tonkin.

The Puranas, however, give us as next in order the Dadhi

or Dadhimanda (Sea of whey), encompassing Kraimca-dvipa.

My identification of this region is China south of the

Yang-tsz or Kin-sha River, which included the territories

of Kiau-chi or Kido-chao, part of King-chao, and the

districts of Kien-chung, Changsha, Chang, Kau-chhi {Kitu-

chdn), etc., under the Han and Ts'in dynasties, all of

which names may have contributed in giving origin to the

collective Indu designation of Kraunca. I am therefore

inclined to consider Kratinca-dclpa as comprising the whole

Chinese seaboard from the Gulf of Tonkin to Hang-chou,

especially as the town just referred to was, to the early Arab

and Indu navigators, known as Kinmy or Khansah
; and

also because the Bhagavata Purana mentions Ama (a district

which I identify with Kwang-tung or Canton) among the

divisions of Kraunca-dclpa}

The Arabs termed the Dadhi ocean the ‘ sea of Sanji,’ -

a name probably derived from Saraja or other Sanskrit

synonym of Dadhi ; unless it is more directly traceable to

the Chinese {Chang Hai), which may be, in its turn,

but a clumsy transcript of Saraja, etc. Whether it is to

Indu or to Chinese navigators that the honour of having

first given a name to the ocean in question must be

ascribed, I do not propose to inquire in these pages.

I shall demonstrate, however, that SanJi and Chang Dai
designate the very identical sea, by a brief comparison of

the accounts which the Arabs on one side and the Chinese

on the other have left us of the sea thus respectively

termed by them. This determination is both important and
necessar}^ for our purpose as well as for historical geography

in general, since neither the Sanji nor the Chang Dai sea

have been so far correctly located by our predecessors in

this field.

* Protestor Hall's edition ol tViPon'- V.aau Finn,in

.

\ ij, p 19s, n.
-

= The Arabic spelling of thi? term 1-, I observe, w’niiU mav be lead
either Sanji, Zotji ; or Senji, Zcnp.
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On the Arab side both Sulaiman and Mas'udi agree in
telling us that the sea of Sanji, which bathed the China
coast, extended to the north and to the east to an unknown
distance,^ and that by sailing through it they passed the
straits or “ gates of China,” as they term them (Formosan
Channel, Chusan Strait, etc.), through which, after seven
days’ run, they made the gulf of Hang-chou, and reached
Khdnfu [Ganfii or Kan-p‘u), the terminus of their navigation.
On the other hand, the Chinese inform us that the sea of

Chang Hat—which, at times, they term also Ta-Chang Hai—
was a branch of the great sea of Canton {Nan Hai) ; that it

formed the eastern limit of Fu - nan (Eastern Kamboja),
and thence it stretched boundless eastwards as far as a large

island called :|J: Tu-po, on which there was a State

by the name of || Chii-po. (This island I take to be

Borneo, and the State to be the northern part of it, formerly

known locally as Sabah) They further tell us that the seven

prefectures of Chiao-chih (Tonkin), in bringing their offerings

to the Chinese Court, “ always pass to and fro’ by way of the

Ta-Chang Hai.”^ As tribute missions from Tonkin were

invariably required to land at Canton, it follows that this

sea stretched from the Gulf of Tonkin to at least as far as

Canton, and thus coincided with what the Arabs termed

the Sea of Sanji or Senjl.^

‘ Keiuaud, op. cit., Discours pre'liminaire, p. clxviii.
* F‘ii-wen Yuii-fu, quoted in the China Feview, vol. xiv, p. 39.
^ Since writing the above I have noticed that the Sea of Sanji ia actually said

to be “ the sea of CHiia” in Captain Bozorg’s ‘*Ajaibs” (see A’an der Litb &
M, Devic’s “ Merveilles del’Inde,” p. 86), which expressionmust not be understood
in the wide sense ot the China Sea of our day, but more properly as nioanius: the
sea bathing the China coast. The latter is, I think, the real Chanr/ llai of the
Chinese, while the turmur corresponds to W'hat they call, in a more extended
sense, the Ta-Chcug Hai. The ‘^ilukhtasar al-Ajaib " (see op. cit., pp. 279, 280)
speaks oi >Sunji or Senji as being also the name oi a place. The passage runs as

lollows :— •
* In the vicinity of China there is a place called Senjl. The sea is there

more dangerous than anywhere else (lit. than all other seas; ,
on account of the

frequency of winds, high waves, straits, and mountains (? reefs) that are to be
found there. From this country {Stnji), young men resembling Zmjs [Zenjs,

negroes of Zanzibar) come aboard the ships. Their stature is four .-pans. They
come from the waters, jump on the decks, and there walk about T^ithout doing
harm to anybody. Alter that they return to the .sea.” Here we have another
confirmation of the existence ot negrito pygmies on the China coast, or at
any rate, on some of the islands facing it (see infra). For, as I am now
going to demonstrate, the place above alluded to under the n.ime of Sanji
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1

The notion of some among the Chinese writers was, how-

eyer, that the sea in question was even more extensive.

or Senjl lay almost certainly on the northern coast of Hainan Island, and,

at aU erents, within the compass of Hainan Strait. This clearly results from
a passage in Pigafetta’s Travels, wherein the famous navigator says :

•
• Dietro

aUa costa della China sono molti popoli, come di Chenchij dove si trovano perle, &
qualche legno di cannella” (Eamusio, op. cit., vol. i, f. 369 verso). This
reference to pearls enables us at once to identify the Chenchij district with
Hainan, and precisely with its northern coast, anciently forming part of the
prefecture of Chu-yai, noted for its pearl fisheries. The name of Chit-yai,

n ,
pronounced Chu-ngui in Cantonese, and Chbu-nai in the Aunamese

dialect, means, in fact, ‘ Pearl-[oyster-]bank,’ * and both Chinese and Annamese
records testify as to pearls being found there from the remotest period. According
to the Than-fiut-thcing-shi quoted by the Annamese annalists (see Des Michels,
op. cit., p. 185), for instance, the pearl fisheries existed in the south-eastern part ot

the Ho-p‘u district, corresponding in this case to the north coast of Hainan, which
had been in e.c. 48 subordinated as a simple district, with the designation

Chu-lu, to the Ho-p‘u chiin. Even as lute as the sixteenth centnry Jodo
de Barros (eh. i, lib. ix, in Ramusio, vol. i, f. 391 verso) mentions the'“isola
di Ainam [Hainan], dove si pescano le perle, ch’e U principio della gouernation
di Canta [Canton].” At that time, however, the mussel-beds that yielded the

valuable supply were tast becoming e.xhausted, so that in 1599 the return is

stated to have been merely Taels 2,100, as against Tls. 28.400 recorded for 1476,
whereupon the fisheries appear to have been closed. (See Xotes (tnd Queries on

China and Japan, vol. i, Hongkong, 1867, p. 12.) In .t.D. 627, under the

T'angs, the territory coirespouding to the ancient Chu-yai and Chu-lu districts

was termed ClCiung-shan lU )>
sometimes also written ClCinny-ying

P‘m-wen Yun-lu in China Revieiv, vol. xiv, p. 40), and the

chou or department in which it lay was turther denominated Ch'iung-choi'.

This designation, after a multitude ol administrative changes, came at length

in A.D. 7S8 to be bestowed upon the entire island, and this title has been borne

almost continuously since that period, although under varying circumstances as to

the relative rank and dependence of its government. (See Journcl China Hrand,
B.A.S., No. vii, 1873, p. 10.) The word Ch'iiing denotes a red-veined stone,

and is said to have been applied to Hainan Island on account of its red breccia

marble and with special reference to a conspicuous hill, Iviug <!ome twentv miles

to the south of the present capital town, which appear- to con-i-t ot that
beautiful rock. Ch‘ii,?ig-sha)i means, therefore, ‘ Red-marble Mouutain-.’
The terms fienjl and Chenchij are evidently identical, and if denoting a town-

ship or di-trict may be meant for either Chu-yai (Chu-nnai), Ch‘iuno--sl!an.

Ch‘iung-\ing, or Ch‘iung-chou. On the other hand, if designating a population,
they may apply to the lihicang-chieu or Shbng-t,y,n, the so-calbd
• Double Cloth ’ tribe of the Li, so named, it is reported, on account ot their

wearing a double piece of cloth, one in front and the other behind, to cover
their nakedness. This tribe must have formed, along with the kindred one of the

* The Chinese dm is evidently connected with, and was in remote time-
probably pronounced not tar difierentlv from, the San.-krit s'nhti (Pali _
•pearl-oyster,’ and suktijam = ‘pearl.’ See. however, mv further remarks' onChu-yai in the footnote to p. 250.

• icmara, on
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stretching as far as the Malay Peninsula. They actually

called Chang Hai what we now term, in part very improperly,

Ssiao-elimi
{
jK Jp

)
or ‘Small Cloth’ Li, uow restricted tot he Yai-cliou

distnct in the southern part of the island, the main hulk of the population of

Hainan at the period in question. But with them there may have been
dwelling on some tracts of the sea -coast the last remnants of tribes, now extinct,

of a still more primitive type and shorter stature, evidently the descendants of the

Negrito pygmean autochthones, justifying their being compared to the African

Negrillos,* The reckoning of their stature at tour spans by the Arab navigators

IS probably a notion derived second-hand from the Chinese settlers on the island,

and thus four Chinese chhh (spans, usually rendered as • feet ’) are probably

intended, which, at the rate of 14-1 inches, yield about 36-j inches English, or

only 1 to 2 inches less than the average stature of Indo-Chinese and Melanesian

J'egritos. It will be interesting in the present connection to remark that thi'-

measurcmeut of lour ch'ih is just the average height ascribed by Chinese writers,

among whom Ma Tuan-hn, to the inhabitants <11 jH, Chu-ju. or Chv-yu,

a Pygmy State in the Melanesian region. (See China lievKW, vol. six, p. 297.)

This hitherto unidentified land 1 make out, by the way, to be Siyitijor, Sihijor :

or, more exactly, Gijw, Kijar—Si being a mere prefix to i-laud-names in the

archipelago— the local designation ot the island otherwise known as Fuegos

and inhabited by Aeta Negritos.

That the topuuymic Chu-yai survived in the popular tradition down to the

time of the Arab travellers and turther, appears from the fact that towards

the end oi the thii'teenth century Ma Tuau-lin still speak- (op. cit,, p. 394) of

ChHiing-ahan city under that name. “La ville de Chu-yut," he goes on to say,

in the words of his translator, “ batie an bord do la mer, e-t la residence de tres-

liches marcbands qui s’entendent pour faire pesor sur ees malheuxeux barbare=

toutes les charges et tons les impOts.’’ This proves that the city bad then

become already a very thriving emporium.

The description ot the dangers to which ships were exposed in the sea

immediately adjoining Senjl perfectly agrees, it will bo seen, with the topo-

graphical conditions ot Hainan Strait, notorious for its numerous sandbanks at

both its entrances in and ueai the lairway, its shoals and patches ot hard sand,

its heavy overfalls or tide rips and strong currents, and the reel- that fringe its

shores, especially at Hainan head and round Cape Kami (p m ivan

[Pass or Gate ot] Chido-ivei or the scene of so many wrecks.

There can thus he no doubt as to the Stnji ot the Arab navigator- being the

* Traces ot such characteristics appear to survive in the present Hsioo^chien

or Ssiao Li ot Yai-chou^ calling theniselveft K'hn (cf. with tht 0>an<j Glai

or ‘ Glui ^Itn ' of the Campa hill-tract's below), who arc described {Journal

China Branch No. vii, 1873, pp. 26, 71, 77) and a good

deal darhor than the Li in the interior.

t Pronounced Kialn Kdu-wui by the Hainanese, and Bayhig Auu-wT in

Annainese, in which language, how'ever, it is more popularly ku'iwu as JTut

[Cape] KhgkAi \en.
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CHna Sea, although they had different names for portions or

branches of it; e.g., Sea of Chin-lin (identified by us, p. 164,

with the sea of Kamalanka and the sea of Kedrenj ov Kerdenj),

Ch‘ih Hai (‘ Red Sea,’ i.e. sea of Sn-Iohit or ^elahet = Sea

of the Straits, if not actually sea of Ch‘ih-t‘u, i.e. Gulf of Siam),‘

etc. In fact, while some Chinese authors place in the sea of

Chang Hai the island of Tii-po (Dai-ak, Dahag, DayaJc, i.e.

Borneo in my opinion), sometimes also called Chu-po (after

Sabah or Horfti Borneo, see p. 245 ante), said by them to lie

eastwards of Funan^ and the farther outlying insular group

of the Ma-wu or Md-ngU (= Manubo, Manguian, Wugl, or

Ohenchij pearl-producing district ot Pigafetta, and tlie Ch'^iung-ying or Ch'iung-

ahan township of yore and of the present day—or, practically, its seaport of

Sai-k‘ou (m p) ,
better known as Hoi-how'.

Sender-fulat or §anc!ar-fulat, if not Ch‘iii>ig~slian {Smdara-parvata, Sona-
parvaia?) itself, must have lain not far from it, as Sulaiman’s account gives' as
to understand that it was not by any means an easy place for nangation. He
says, in fact, in Eeinaud’s translation (op. cit., t. i, pp. 18, 19) ; “ Sender-Ioulat
est le nom d’uue ile De la, les uavires entrent dans une mer
appelee SandJij Quand, par un effet de la favour divine, lei iiavtres

sont aortis sains et saufs de Sendar - Foulat, ils mettent a la voile pour la

Chine ” The sentences that I have italicized in the last passage
evidently mean that to get off safely from Sender-fiilat was no easy -job, so

much so that it came to be considered a feat which could be accomplished solely

through divine favour. As no similar remark is made in connection with the
other ports of call on the Arab ship-route mentioued by Sulaimiin, it follows
that Sender-fulat was, in his countrj-men’s opinion, reputed to be the most
dangerous point on that route. It must accordingly have been situated in close

proximity to Senjl, that is, on Hainan Strait, and very probably on the same
side with it, uamely, the one formed by the northern coast of Hainan Island.
On p. 250 I have touched upon the possible identity of Sender-fulat with that
island itself. Should such really be the case, SenjT would turn out to be merely
the chief town, or district, and shipping port for Sender-fulat.

I shall not digress any further to discuss the question, here cropping up, as
to whether it is from Senji or Sanji that the sea on the farther side of ^Hainan
Strait became known as the ‘ Sea of Sanji ’ to the Arabs. It is quite possible
that such was the case, albeit the etymological connection I have sun-o-ested
between the Arab Sea of Sanfi and the Chinese Chang Sai does in no way
seem to be altogether accidental. Suffice it at any rate for the present to have
succeeded in fixing the position of the hitherto mysterious Senjl on or within
close proximity of, Hainan Strait, and to have thereby got hold of the where-
abouts of the farthest station on the Arab ship-route in Indo-China, which will
serve us as a basis wherewith to trace that route with unmistakable certainty
thenceforth along the China coast to its terminus in Hang-chou Bay. It was
then from the farther side of Hainan Strait that navigation throuo-h the Sen nt
Sanji or Chang Hai commenced. “

' Vide supra, p. 91 ;
also as regards the location of the Ch'ih Hai mv naner

on “ Siam’s Intercourse with China,” in the Asiatic Quarterlg Review of Ocfnho,.
1900, p. 367, n. j.

a < ui ucioDer,
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Bug! tribes?), and of the ‘Fire Isles ’ Jan-hico or Hico-nhan

(Gunong Api ?),^ the writers alluded to make the Tun-hsun

or Tun-sun (i.e. the ilalay) Peninsula project far into that

sea.^ From this it follows quite clearly that the sea of

Chang Hai was not merely the Gulf of Tonkin, within whose

narrow compass Wells Williams and Giles, copjdng him

literally, have confined it in their Chinese dictionaries

;

but that it corresponded to our China Sea, and in its

northern portion—i.e. between the Gulf of Tonkin (or the

island of Hainan) and Formosa—to the Sea of Sdnjl of the

Arab navigator and geographers.

This was the last sea known to the Arabs, but the Puranas

mention another one still further, to wit ; the sea of Jala or

the ‘ Fresh-water Sea,' surroundingP!(s/>'ffra-(ft7^)a,

or Northern China and Mongolia. It will thus be seen

that, while Kraunca corresponds to Ptolemy’s country of the

Sinai or Thinai, Puskara represents— as we shall better

demonstrate at the proper time and place—Serike or the

land of the Seres.

That the port of <Sf«e/’ touched at by the Arab navigators

was either Skih-nai (Thi-nai) or Hstn-chou, is demonstrated,

apart from the arguments adduced above, by the fact that

its sailing distance from Kodranj (Koh Tron), given as ten

days, is equal to the distance Betitmah (Batam, Bentan, or

Tamasak)-Kadranj, which required the same number of days

to cover. From Senef it took the Arab sailors another ten

days to get to the island or peninsula of Sender - fuldt,

* Op. cit., pp. 449 and olS.

- Op. cit., p. 445, where it ia tu be called alee Tiiu-Ziauii. Its proposed

identification with Tenasserim [Tundi'a-^trij TniOft., or Damn) is but one ot

those vagaries to which Sinologists dabbling in ancient Indo-Chinese ger)graph)

are only too apt to abandon themselves. The location assigned to Tun-hwn by

the Chinese writers—at 3,000 li to the south of Fii-nau—clearly indicates that

the southern portion of the JIalay Peninsula is me.int, and not the northern.

Here we have the extensive headland—formerly an island—ot Dan-sun, in Iront ot

Ligor. I prefer, however, to connect the Chinese name with the local ones ot

Ujong-tunah or Tanah-ujong

,

and with those, more .ancient, ot Tum-sak, Tmnasu,

Tiima. Ta/iius, etc., for which vide '^upra. p. 199-
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i.e. to either Hainan or the opposite Lei-chou peninsula.^

* Tan-erh, now Tan-cliou (West Hainan), may well represent the Sandar, or

Zandctr, or Setulei- ot the Arabs
;
the remaining part, fillat, of the name being

not unlikely traceable to Fii-lo, (g the designation applied in a.d. 622 to

the adjoining district since (a.d. 713) known as Lin-kao or Lam-ko ; whence the

possible combination Tun-erh-Fu-lo = Sandur-fulat for the joint territory.

With reference to the alternative derivation from Sona-pareuta {Ch‘iuug-shan)

suggested on p. 248, I may point out that the title Chn-hi, ^ conferred

upon the island in n.c. 48, as noted above (p. 246), seems to lend support to that

conjecture, inasmuch as the first part, ehu, of it means ‘ red ’ or so/iu, while the
whole—from the fact of its being still pronounced Clvi-no or Hlm-no in Chinese-
derived dialects—looks like a transcript of the same term. Chu-yai (Pearl

Shore), the name of the ancient eastern division and pearl-producing district of

Hainan, which was adopted in a.d. 43 as a designation for the whole island in

substitution of the term just referred to, should not, however, be altogether

forgotten in the present discussion, since, it will now be seen, there is some
probability a.s to its being somehow connected with Sendei’-fiilat. Pearls are

considered by the Chinese to be the concrete essence of the moon
; hence it may

be that the original name applied on that score to the island being ‘ moonstone
island’ — in Sanskrit, Candra-npaU— took in Chinese the form Chu-yai.
There is some likelihood of the island of Hainan having been named after the
moon. The Bhagavata Parana names eight minor di-tpan situated beyond sea,

among which is one called CatidrasuMu, • the moon-bright ’ (see Tisnu Purana,
ii,p. 129,n. 1). This, I surmise, may be Hainan. In conclusion, Sender-j'uldt may
weU represent either Cnwrfra-ujsirfo, Candra-pnlina, Candra-parvata, Sona-parrata,

Tan-erh -Fii-lo, or some similar term; but never Pulo Condore, as advanced by
Tnle and others. The Malay, Cham, and Annamese terms for ‘island,’ Fido,

and Kii-ldu, Ko, Son, etc., always precede the name ;
never do they follow it.

Besides, the position of Pulo Condore is unacceptable. Owing to Tule and
others having adopted it as the site of Semhr-fiildt, they had to shift Eadranj
and Sen/ on to the Gulf of Siam, at Chauthabun and Racli-ja respectively,

thus making the Arab ships spend twenty days to cover the short distance
Chanthabim to Pulo Condore

;
just only one-thii’d less than they took to go

from Pulo Condore to Hang-chou ! This is evidently absurd
; and from my

identifications of Kadranj and Senf it clearly follows that Sender-fulat must
have been either in Hainan or on the Lei-chou peninsula near by.

To the same conclusion lead the arguments I have brought forward in
a preceding note (p. 24S) as regards the position of Sinder-fulat in relation
to that ot StujJ. However, in view of the fact that it is not an easy matter
to detect the native name which lies disguised under the term Sender - fiilSt,
I would not he disinclined to include the head of the Tonkin Giilf as well in
the region within which the -Arab seaport may be looked for, thus makino" its
sphere of probable location comprise the whole of the coastline from the delta
of the Red River to Hainan. By this means a chance of Iavinr>- claim to
identification with the very puzzling Sendcr-fulaf is also thrown open to the
Tonkinese ports, where the trade lit that period was undoubtedly far more
considerable than in the districts previously pointed out.

From the accounts left us by I-tsing, who preceded the Arab merchant
Sulaiman in these parts by scarcely more than one and a half centuries we
rather that the seaports most frequented by trading vessels in the re'o-ion
delimited as above were :— °

which Chavannes (“Les Eeligieus :^minents,” etc.)

does not attempt to locate. From a passage of I-tsing, however
(p 136

)
it

appears to have been the shipping-port for the HJ-noi and neighbouring
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A great uncertainty still prevails as to the identity of the

districts, occupjiag a position somewhere between the delta of the Ked Kivei
and Ha-long Bay. There is a hill-range called Shen-wht^ or Shen-ivan, to the
east of Kaini Bay, on the southern extremity of the Lei-chou peninsula and
within the territory of the old Sm~wen ox Sn-wan district (q.T. Infra), from
which it may have taken its name ; hut it seems verv improbable that the seaport
alluded to by I-tsing was in any wav connected with it,

2- ^ ii, the ancient port (as -ffell as prefectural city) of Lien-chon,

which we have identified with Ptolemy’s Aspithra ; since superseded by the

treaty port of Pak-hoi
( :[[j

Shmiff-ehinff, which appears (pp. 108, 136, 158) to have been
situated between Ho-p'u and Shen-wan, but nearer, perhaps, to the latter.

A V-Iei or Wn-lei, located by Chavannes (p. 57) a little to the

west of Pak-hoi. It must have lain, in fact, on either side of the laud-^pit
terminating opposite Tui-mui-tiao Islet, and termed by the hill-range marked

Shan (evidently the local pronunciation of Wa^lei ShaUf i.e. ‘ IFu^lei
Hills’) in the Admiralty chart of the China Sea, 1884.

5, Other Chinese writers mention besides ^ JT'iu-u'ui, existing trom
the T‘aiig period, but further south from its present uamesake, on the- southern
extremity of the Lei-chou peninsula.

6. Again, there exists a little seaport bearing the name ot Saz-hao fn on the
east side of the Lei-chou peninsula uear Pei-li Pu and a little below the entrance
to Lei-chou river

;
but, apart trom it? insigniticauce, it is doubtful whether it can

lay claim to a respectable antiquity as a trade resort.

Only further exhaustive iuquiiies can disclose which, ii auy, ot these

seaports is entitled to identification with Scnihr-fOlat, As for* myself, all

that I can add is, that the latter part, fCddt, of this term, bears a rather elo^e

resemblance to the Aunamese words BCi-hU or Ballot occurring at present iu the
name of one of the mouths of the Red River, to wit, the Km [mouth t^ot)]

Bd-lat, often written also Ba-lacht (perhaps, more correctly. Bu^lach, which
means the place of meeting of three streams). Though this i- now con-idcred

impracticable for sea-going craft, it may not have been so at a far earlier period.

In such a case the initial part, of the Arab name, may be connected
with the Son^ Dai, the southern branch of the Red River detached trom the
main stream a little below Son-toi {So'n-tu>/), Ptolemy’^ Sinda according to our
identification. Though now discharging througli the mouth called the Kna liTu,

it may well have had at a remoter period its outlet at, or near, the Bd-b\t mouth,
with which _it is even at present connected by several channels. Thus, trom
the Sorig DTn, or Son-toi branch of the main river, and from the name of it-^—formerly perhaps principal— outlet, the Bd-lat, the territory in this pan oi

the delta may have become known as Song l)Tii (or Son-tdi) Bd-lat, renderetl

by the Arab uavi^-ators under the torm ol St-nflfr-faldt, Ot course, I aive this

identification as merely tentative. It •should be ob‘^erved, however, that 'ome ot

the maps accompanring old editions or translation's of Ptok-my*.'’ geographical

work, mark—though it be by oversight—his Sinda ju-'t at the '>pot alluded

to above. As an instance, I mav refer the reader to one of the be^t and mo-,t

esteemed editions, that of Xicholaus de Honis (a.i). 1482). Albeit the position

we obtained for Sinda shows this place to be identical with Son-toi, it doe-^ not

necessarily follow that the BCi-lnt mouth, through which the Soa-toi or Sinda
branch of the main river probably discharged of old, could not be regarded by
ancient navigators as the shipping-port lor Sinda. Hence the probability ot

this port being, after all, the Stnkir-frddt of the Arabs. At all event" I trust

to have sufficiently demonstrated that Sender-fdlat must be looked tor on the

section of the littoral comprised between the spot just alluded to and Hainan.
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Hd-ton spoken of in the Annals of Annam ' as tke primitive

population of Campa, which is therefore styled at the outset,

in that work, “ the country of the Hd-ton.^’ Luro^ believes

that the Ho-ton were the aborigines driven into the interior

by Malay pirates from the Archipelago, who occupied the

coast and pushed up their incursions as far as Tonkin and

the maritime districts of Kwang-tung. Launay thus con-

cludes ® that the people of Campa were a mixture of Malays,

Annamites, and Kambojans. This theory seems to me too

far-fetched. As to the Cam proper, they are evidently, both

from their language and phj’sical features, of the same stock

as the Malays, and, like these latter, they undoubtedly

came from Southern China, taking possession of the whole

coast of Annam and Cochin - China, whence they spread

Theace the Arab sea-route lay through Hainan Strait, and it was evidently

hy passing this that the Arab navigators reached the boundless expanse that

tJiey termed the Sea of Saitjl.

Since writing the above I have noticed that in Captain Bozorg's Ajaib ” the

above name is spelled fSandal-fiilat, and the place described as an island situated

at the entrance to the Sea of Sanji, between Senf and the China coast (Van der

Lith & II. Devic’s “ Jlerveiiles de I’Inde,” p. 86). These indications place

almost beyond doubt that the loug-sought-for i^nder-fullit is the island of

Hainan
;

and it would be only by considerable straining that they could he

made to apply to some other island formed hy the delta of the Bed Eiver,

either in the neighboimhood of the Ba-Iacht mouth or up the Song Dai at

F'hii-lt {Full of our map.s), whence a branch is detached connecting the Song
Dili with the main river (Fuli Canal). For the translators oi the above

work, liandal-fidat is Pulo Condor (p. 220)—not eveu Marco Polo’s Smidiir;

the Sea of Sanji, the Gulf of Tonkin (see their map) ;
Bfttimuh, Pulo Tioman

(p. 252) ; Kalah, Kedah (p. 255 seq.); and so forth in the merry old strain.

Besides the argument of the sailing distances given by the Arab navigators

between their ports of call, which tells strongly, as we have shown, against

the above tancifnl identifications, there is the fact that the equivalents named
are either barren rocks or inhosjutable places. "Why on earth should the shrewd
,Irab traders studiously avoid the thriving emporia that we know to have existed

on the coasts of the Malay Peninsula, Kamboja, and Coehinehina, in order to

call at all sorts of straggling islets in the middle of the sea—uninhabited, except

perhaps hy pirates—and other miserable insignificant places such as Pulo
Tioman, Pulo Condor, and the Brothers [Sumlur':) I' 'This is, on the face of it,

absurd; and, as regards Kedah, it did not then exist, at any rate under this

name, and perhaps under any name whatever, except that of a hill (finnong

Jetai) and an islet {Fulo Srai). Surely, the Arab merchants were not bent

upon lithological investigations or on voyages of discovery. It is therefore high
time, I should imagine, th.at such belated and absurd theories about the Arab
sea-route should he abandoned for something more rational and consistent, at

least, with the data of sailing distance handed down to us by the Arab navigators

themselves.

‘ Des Michels, op. cit., pp. 4, 6, text, and note 24, p. 12, notes.

’ Le pays d’Annam,” p- 70.
’ “ Histoi're ancienne et modime de 1’Annam," 1884, p. 2S,
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across to the Archipelago, being afterwards civilized, each
in their new settlements, by emigrants from the south

of India, with whom they became to a certain extent

intermingled. But like their relatives, the Malays, in the

islands of the Archipelago and in the Mala}^ Peninsula, the

Cdyn, upon reaching their seats on the coasts of Tonkin,
Annam, and Cochin-China, found these countries occupied
by a population of T^egrito race, whom they parti)’ drove to

the hills in the interior and partly assimilated in the course

of time. This must have been the same dark race which
extended across from Madagascar and the south of India and
Ceylon to the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago, to the

coasts of Annam and China, and to Melanesia. On account of

its primitive state and pretended cannibal habits,’ it received

from the civilized Aryans of the north of India the name
of Bdksasas

;
but it does by no means appear that it was

always and everywhere as rude and wild as represented.

On the eontrar)’, there is reason to believe, from the accounts

of the Ramayana itself, from its ready spreading—as it is

now admitted b}’ many authorities—to Indonesia and even

Oceania,- and from the comparative!)- advanced social

^ *• Xone of the Xe^-ritos proper,” (bserve^ Professor De Qaatriff.ifrC" iu his
study on the Xegritos (published in the Jonruiil dea ySaiants^ August and December,
1882, and translated into English iu the Jonrna^ Stnafs Brnufk 1{ A.S., Xo. 13,
June, 188-t), “are cannibals.” *'As tor the Papiia-Xegritos, niixed Avith the
Papuas of Xew Guinea and the adjacent iAuud-groups. it i> very possible that
they may have let themselvi''^! be canied UAvay by example and may haA-e adtlicted
themselA'es to man-eating ; but it is impossible, for want ot accurate intorraatiou,
to give an opinion on the subject . . . All Xegrito'^ cook meat by boiliiig
or roasting

; all, consequently, are able to procure fire, and no doubt use the
same process, the friction of tAVO pieces oi Avood

”
^ ‘‘ Flower is inclined to admit that the >niall black race Avhi<'h ^prunc up in

the southerly regions ot India, ha-* spread it>elt ea^t and wc^t in Melaue-ia and
Africa, and that the tall Xegrocs are defended trom it. Proie-'-or Ser-ley lliink-

that the Xegro race occupied, in loimer time^, a stiip of laud Ashieh c.vtcnded
trom Africa to IMelanoia and is> noAv ^nbmiTged.”—Dc (^uatreta”!*-. ibid. The
same authority consider*’’ that the Xei^rita tribes scattered trom tin- Aiidaman
Islands to the Philippines are all ot an identical race, ot Avliich the Minkopi
are noA\' the purest representath’es ; that this race “ i** the tundamciual negro
element of all, or verv nearly all. the Dravidiau tribi*«.“ A connection lirn boon
noted by some philologist'’ betAveen the Dravidiau and Au-^tralian lanzuage^..

Mikliiho Alaclay ha‘- ascertained the identity ot language among Negrito tnbo'
ot the Malay Peninsula Avhii h are isolated and liaA-e no commanication Avirli tat-b

other, from Johor to Ligur.
Dr. Fra^’cr also remarks [FoIf/nf\i(/,t Joumaf, \ol. Ia', Dec.. 189.3i • “Tiie

Dravidian tribes of the Deccan and Southern India an- descend'd trom that
black race AA'hieh occupied the Avhole of India before the Aiyniis rann' in , and
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condition attained in several of its settlements, that it enjoyed

once a certain degree of civilization, and that the present

low status of its last remains found in almost inaccessible

jungles and mountains is due to their long segregation from

society and intercourse with other races. In a word, those

Tfegritos who preferred the liberty of their
j ungles to servitude

and oppression at the hands of the invaders of their country,

turned wild
;
but a large portion of them were assimilated

into the bulk of the new settlers, or destroyed during the

incursions and devastations of the latter,' I have already

drawn attention (p. 174 siqmi) to the fact that the process of

some ethnologists believe that portions of that black race were, by the Aryan
invasion ot India, driven eastwards into the Eastern Peninsula, Indonesia, and
Oceania, and that the 3Ielanesians near our shores are their modern representatives

. . . . the tide of migration flowing, on the one hand, to the east and
south-east from India into Further India, and what is now called the Malay
Archipelago ; and, on the other, from India and Ceylon west and south-west
into the Maldives and onwards into Madagascar, where the reigning language is

well known to he a branch of the so-called ilalayo-Pobmesian family.”

* This accords with the opinion expressed by Quatrefages, op. cit. Speaking
ot the Aetas of the Philippines, he s,iys : “. . . . this degraded social status

is the consequence of the persecution which these Negritos have suffered at the
hands ot more powerful and vigorous races. ... If, in certain parts of the
Archipelago, these diminutive negroes lead a wandering life, if they do not build

huts or till the soil, the fault lies with those who persecute and civilize them. . .

Have not these tribes known better days and enjoyed a more perfect social

organization It is more than probable that in the Philippines,

the Aetas were once in a more advanced stage.” And he goes on to say that

they once occupied the whole ot Luzon and had a form of government by elders
;

that they resisted the Tagal invasions. He then observes that the Mamanuas
ot ilindanau and the half-breed Negritos of India and of the 3Ialay Peninsula
cultivate by the primitive method of jungle clearing. The Jfanthra's have stUl
preserved a recollection of the days when their ancestors ruled over the whole
country. At that time, they say, they had numerous records written on leaves.
Even now they have head-men, each exercising his authority over a district.

The Eussian traveller, ilikliiho Maclay, in the account of ’ his explorations
among the Negrito tribes of the Malay Peninsula (published in Journal Straits
Branch R.A.S., No. 2, Dec., 1878) says that the Sakai consider themselves the
original inhabitants; that they had kings, and that such Sakai-rajas stiU exist.

So were the Eenua in former times governed by kings whose descendants are
still to be found. Eelics of a stone-age have been discovered in the Andamans,
such as celts, chisels, etc., of the Neolithic period. Similar objects were also
found in the neighboiudiood of the Great Lake of Kamboja and in the Upper
Me-Khong valley at Luang P'hrah Bang. The Jlinkopi of the Andamans make
sun-baked pottery, harpoons, nets, and canoes, all indications of anj1:hing hut
intellectual degradation. “In the 3Ialay Peninsula, as in India,” notes De
Quatrefages. “conquest has destroyed States that’

" ”
.

- -

once upon a time, but of which even recollectioi

the jungles and mountains the races, more or less Aegroid, wliich had founded
them. There the race, like many other Dravidian groups, has returned to wild
life. ... In the lands where they are -still to be found, these Neo-ritos have
preceded the races by vyhom they have subsequently been oppressed.'’disnersed
and almost annihilated.

” '
• i >
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assimilation, here alluded to, may still be seen in operation

at present in the south of the Malay. Peninsula with the

Samaiiff’S, the Manthras, and other either genuinely Negrito,

or mixed Melano-Malay, tribes. The south and centre of

India also teem with half-breed Negritos.

In several parts of Indo - China, the early Negrito, or

Negrito-descended, tribes were termed, on account of their

degraded social status, ‘ dogs.’ Such are, or seem to be, the

Sakai of the Malay Peninsula and Kancho {Kon-chq) of Eastern

Kamhoja, whose names have that signification.* But more
generally, they were named ‘ blacks ’ after the colour of

their skins
;
and the terms Aeta, Aheta, or Itn [= ‘black’ in

Tagala
; Itam in Sulu; Aitom in Dusun (N.W. Borneo)

; hitam

in Malay; dam in Siamese ;
hi, hei, het, heti in Chinese

;
and

tamas or tamasa (dark, dusky-coloured) in Sanskrit], applied

to the Negritos in the Philippines, have probably their

correspondents in the Karun and Kalang (cf. Skt. Kala)

of Java, in the Semang {Saimiiga, Sgclinahga ?) of the Malay

Peninsula, and the Ho-ton of Campa. With these terms,

the Greek designation Aithiopes, though interpreted in

a different manner {AWa + o-tp- =‘ [sun-] burnt countenance’),

may be usefully compared. It was invariably applied to

the dark-complexioned races of the tropical regions
;

hut

a distinction was made between the Ethiopians of the west

and those of the east, that is, betwixt African Negroes and
Asiatic Negritos.^

Ptolemy places his Ikhthyophagoi Aithiopes around the

frontier and the Gulf of the Sinai ;
namely, about the Lei-

chou Peninsula and the Formosan Channel. There can

^ The though now reeoguized to belong to a fairer (Mofi-Khmer, or

Ch‘ieng) race than Negritos, may have inherited their name trom the Negiito

aborigines of the country in which they settled. I notice, in fact, that Sckat

(presumably the same term as Sakai or S'fk^i) meau^^ ‘ black ’ in the dialect ot

the Perak-Semang (see Journal Siraif'i Br. Ji.A.S.j No. 5, p. 1-17). Pi this

case Sakai would not signify ‘ dog,’ but would imply a jiopulation ot Negrito

race, thus proving sraonymous with Ifa, Ifaai, Sitam, etc. It will take many
years betore thi"; and similar philologic-ethnographical question^; can be satis-

factorily settled.

^ See Herodotus, lib. iii, c. 94 ; but more especially lib. vii. e. 70, where he
very clearlv set? forth the distinguishing characteri'tics ol the Ethiopian^ of Asia.

Likewise doe-^ Strabo, lib. xv, eh. i, 13, q.v.
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scarcely be any doubt as to Negritos—the ancestors or

relatives of the Aeta, TIo-ton, and the savages of Formosa

—being meant. At that period these Negrito populations

must have been still in occupation not only of the seaboard

of Southern China and the neighbouring islands, but also of

many points of the littoral of Tonkin and Cochin-China,

their last descendants being on the one end the hill tribes

of Formosa, and on the other the Tiao or Trao (pygmies),

the Tioma (or Choma) and Tjru (Chu-ru, C‘hru, or C‘hrau) of

the Biu-thwbn and Khan-hwa districts in Lower Cochin-

China
;
perhaps the Kan-chb of Eastern Kamboja, and other

tribes of the Cochin-Chino-Kambojan frontier, as yet but

little known. Driven to the hills, the}' have now become

a hill people, as did their relatives of Formosa and of the

Malay Peninsula
;
but they dwelt originally on the sea-shore,

and, like the actual Minhopi, Selling, and Ahkye or Rayat Laut,

lived mainly by fishing
;
whence their name of Ikhthyophagoi.

By referring to them under this term, followed by that of

Aithiopes, Ptolemy puts us in possession of two data, the

importance of which can scarcely be underrated, viz.

:

(1) that they were settled on the coast, being mainly fisher-

men ; (2) that they were Negritos. Though he does not

locate them all along the coastline of Annam, Tonkin, and

China, we know very well that in his time, or not far earlier,

these Negrito tribes occupied the whole, or nearly so, of

the littoral between the Formosan ChanneP and the Gulf of

> The ichthyophagous aborigine, ot Fonno.,a aud the Puscadoiea uie duly
represented in the Catalan Atlas of a.d. 1375 (formerly belonging to the library-

of Charles Y ol France), and located at a spot corresponding approximately to
the islands referred to above, with the legend: Aquatn gat son tnlaalges

|

q’utnen de peijx criiu ^ beuen
|
de la mof i5- ran tot.-i (These people are

savages who live upon raw fish and drink seatwater, and go [about] stark
naked.) See Cordier’s “L'Exti-eme Orient dans I’Atlas Catalan de Charles Y,
Eoi de France,” Paris, 1895, pi. ii, aud pp. 18, 42. The identification ot
these tribes with the descendants ot Ptolemy' .s Ikhthyophagoi is, however mv
own entirely : Cordier (p. 42) merely suggests that many island., in the north -'east

portion of the Sea ot J apan are inhabited by ichthyophagous people
;
but this

does not suit the present case. That fish-eating tribes occupied at an carlv period
the littoral, as well as the adjoining islands of the Indo-Chinese coast, and that
they racially belonged to the same stock of the hill-men or lOratns, is evidenced
by the passage of the Kamayana {KUltmm.fclmii, vl), where allisiou is made
to “ Kiriitas dwelling in islands, with stilf liair-tult-, subsisting' on r.aw fish ” in
the regions to the east of India. The Uhnnvaiw,, witli fiees^nf a harsh iron
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Martabau, besides the islands of the Gulf of Bengal and of

the Malay Archipelago. We found them under the Burmese
name of Bhilu (cf. Bhll, the Central India ilegritos) ^ and

like black colour, called KiilumiikJiu.- or ‘ black-faced ’ ill tbe Bengal recension ot

that poem, are evidently the Indo-Chinese Xegritos ; while the Kanwprrwnranas,
having ear-flaps as wide as a sheet, and the Osthakarniakaa, furnished with ears

that reached to their lips, refer, in my opinion, to the tribes ot Mon-Khmer
and hybridized Negrito stock whom the Chinese ot the Han period called

Tan-irh
( j

or ‘Drooping Ears,’ and after whom they named the

western division of Hainan in b.c. 110. These are the stiff hair-tufted Li,
whose ears “reach down to the shoulders’’ (Ma Tuan-liu, op. eit., p. 401);
the Li, Lot, or Lot of other parts of Indo-China, inhabiting' the hill-tracts as
well a.s the sea - shore, and Ptolemy’s cave - dwelling Lestai. ' Vide supra,
pp- 161, 162, 175, etc.)

} The Kedah Annals also mention tribes termed JiPn, and Hill-itfia, along
with the Sakai and Saraang (see Colouc-1 Low’s translation in Joiirmil JIalay
Archipelago, vol. ii). From the context I make out their habitat to have been
the 'we.stern coast of the Malay Peninsula, from the neighbourhood of Kedah up
to the Gulf of Martaban. It is thus possible that they were the same people as
the famed Bhilii, being moreover racially and othervcise connected ivith the
Central Indian Bh'il. "Colonel Low takes them to have been, respectively,
‘ ryots ’ and • hill-iyots ’

;
but I cannot see my way to agree with him. I am,

in fact, inclined to think BVa to be, if not absolutely a tribal name, at any
rate the characteristic designation for a spcd.d cla-s of Negrito— or livbridized
Kegrito—tribes. as with Bhll and Bhilu. The Hill-Rifn would, in this case.

represent the portion of the Negrito - descended population inhabiting the
hill-tracts

; the class of people or tribes, in a woid, such a.s we find styled

Vrlah-kirdta-rrta in the old Cham inscriptions (see above, p. 163). IVe would
thus have the equations

: {].) Bila=t Vrlah, and (2; Hill-i>i/a = Vrhih-kinita-irta.
In the event of these surmises being coiTect, the terra Bhil (= Vrlah t i will have
been proved traceable all the way from Central India to Cochin-China. It may
be of interest to point out, while on till- subject, that the term Bihi survives to
this day in connection with the Semaug Negrito- settled in KeJ.ili. Perak,
Pahang, and Tringanu. it being appaiently applied to the civilized portion
of them, who are thus styled HenViug UVa. (In tlie jiage quoted above,
I have donbttullv suggested that the mountaineer Vrlahs of Cainpa might
possibly be some ’hranch ot the Ch'ieug race. But, like must ot the hill-tribes
of this race in ludo-Cliiua, they may have become more or le?'» inter-
mixed or blended with the Xegiito autochthonerj, who wore probably the

Ho-ton above referred to. Several well-read Auuamese, born and -ettled in

Siam, whom I have censuited on the subiect of the Hit -tvn a identity, tell me

that they were hill-tribes i=;imilar to those now called Khu Ut, -cattcred along-

the Siamo-AnnamebC watershed and about the southern slojies oi the IvhOrat

plateau. Untortunatelv, as I have once already oh-er\ed (p. IbO iiupui), next t<.

nothing is known about the tribes so named.
I have, since writiu;^ the above, come aero*"* the term Blu^ wliich the Stleng

employ to designate the hill -people, and, in general, the wild tribt s. The
mksionary Azemar^ in his Stieng Dictionary publi-hed in Excursions (t

Reconnaissances, Cochinchine Xo. 27. expU^n^ it '^p 118} Ua nii'aning

“leg habitants du de&su'^, des montagut-^,” and Migiit-'t:. that it may be the

contracted form oi the two words bih'ih Ju, *homrat den haut. llowevei it

be, it is plain to me that this hHi must he practically the same term as lilla,

Vrlah, etc. “C’est ainsi que les sauvages se nomment.” the reveieiul Pere

observes, and, in fact, at p, 326 (No. 28 ot'the above-quoted magazine, we ftnd
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^baras in the Gulf of Martaban, in a former section of this

paper. Of these latter the actual Selling of the Mergui

Archipelago are probably the last remnants. The fact of

celts of a shoulder-headed tj'pe, perfectly similar in shape,

having been traced all the way from the district of Chutia

Nagpur in Central India, throughout the seaboard of Burma
and the Malay Peninsula, to the Great Lake of Kamhoja and

the Upper Me-Khong in the district of Luang P‘hrah Bang,

is sufficient proof that the same race occupied the coastline

and lacustrine districts of Indo-China ; and that this race

is the one of the pygmy Negritos above spoken of.

The Chinese were acquainted—as evidenced by their old

records—with Negrito tribes from several parts of Indo-

China. The one that they denominated Chiau-yau or

Tsiau-yau is located by them beyond the Yung-ch‘ang

(S.W. Yiinnan) borders. I have already adverted {supra,

p. 72) to the connection in meaning of this term—given

that it be genuinely Chinese, and not a transcript of some

indigenous tribal name—with the sense conveyed by the

Greek compositum Aldio-^} Ma Tuan-lin describes the

Chiau-yau as cave-dwellers, three chHh (about 4 ft. 4 in.

English) in stature, clever hunters of wild animals
;

and

says that they came to Court twice between a.d. 58-76 and

in A.D. 107, bringing presents of elephant tusks, buffaloes,

one tribe of the Stieng designating themselves Blu-Stieng. Is this the origin ot

the Ptolemaic Aga-rav country of the Lestai? (nrie supra, p. 161)—in

which ease blii would prove to he hut another form of le, Ki, Bnlii, etc.

Postscriptum.—I I’ust learn at the moment of going to press, from Siamese

sources, that there still exists a tribe calling themselves Ha -tong, hut whom the

Lau term Hd-thun, in Eastern Kamhoja, near the Bahnar and Bonam or

Baniin, and between the Tamliien (Tampuon or Chom-puen) and the Jarai, to

the west of Bin-dTii. These Ho-thon, so far unknown, apparently, to our

ethnologists, are no doubt all that remains of the Hd-ton of ancient Campa.

1 H. de Saint-Denys (op. eit., p. 266) remarks that the character Chtau

or Tsiau, means ^‘bruU. noir,” while tjau, signifies “nain, pygmee.”

Giles, however, in his Chinese Dictionary, s.v. 1,329, gives for the latter “false,

deceitful.” Wells Williams identifies the Chiau-yau with a no less remote

people than “the Negritos or Papuans of New Guinea’ I Fancy their coming

thither overland to China with “ buffaloes and humped oxen ” !
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and humped oxeu.^ According to one of our Sinologists,

the Chiau-ijaii are the same people who were denominated

K‘ang lit. ‘ fierce mastiffs ’) during the Ming period.^

From the fact that the Cliiaii-yau, or Tsiau-yau, did the

first time (i.e. between a.u. 58-76) send tribute along with

a kindred tribe called P‘an-mu,^ and that ^0 {khang) is

the name that the ‘ Shan
’

(Thai) of Burma give to the

Kachyen, or Kachhi, settled to the north and east of

Bhamo,^ it would appear that the Chiau-yau’s habitat was

on the hill-tracts now occupied bj^ the Kachln or Singp'ho,

and that they were somehow connected with the forbears of

this people, if not actually identical with them. It remains

to be seen, however, whether the K‘ang are really the

descendants of the ancient Chiait-yau aborigines, or whether

they are, on the contrary—as I am inclined to suspect—merely

newcomers who substituted themselves for the original

occupants of the countrj", whom they either drove out or

destroyed and partlv assimilated. In the latter case the

Chiau-yau should be more correctly identified with the

ancestors of the present squat-bodied Wild Wahs. The

K‘ang are represented by the Chinese “ as dwelling in the

mountains of Siam, as very short, very resolute and

determined, [having] round eyes, yellow irides, ignorant

‘ Ma Tuan-lin. op. lit., pp. -66, 267 ; and Chiv" Review, vol. xi.-5, p. 71.

’ D. J. MacGowan in Chinn Rtciew, vol. xix, p. 297. K'ang-lang,

according to Giles, Diet., -.v. .5,924, is the name of “a kind of small ape,

found in Siam, said to be employed in hunting.” This is the Macaciis Sinieus,

called simply Khang in Siamese. Owing to the Kang having simian habits,

in so far as thev lived, according to the Chinese accounts, • ‘ on fruits like

monkevs, ’
it is po.ssible that the designation applied to them was a mere nickname

alluding to that characteristic.

^ E. H. Parker in Chhia Rn-iew. vol. xix, p. 71, n. 27. It is plain

to me that this term. m P^an-nift, must he a transcript of Bhamo,

correctly B'dri-Md, in its probable ancient form of Varmapuru or Barnulvar,

for which vide supva, p. 42. ^Ir. Parker remarks here, d propos of the

^'hiau-pau, “ The Erh Yn had already mentioned the T^iau-ijau as the third of

the eight sorts of man, or ‘ rude ’ men, and Hicoi^KnH had already describe^!

the south-west region as

* See Cushing’s Shan-English Diet., Ransroon, 18S1. p 68. s v.
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of metallurgy and sericulture, living on wild fruits like

monkeys, dwelling in hamlets under the shade of trees

impervious to the sun, their language resembles chirping

of birds. The hill Laos {Liao) understand their nature,

maintain them as slaves, dressing them in worn - out

garments, feeding them on shark and other fish [which

would argue them to be ichthyophagous], and giving them

arrack to drink—all which satisfies them ; they and their

families serve their masters for life, and their masters’

successive descendants, not quitting them to serve other

masters
;

exposure to smoke and fire is fatal to them.” *

At aU events, the K‘ang did not appear at Court until

A.D. 1420, when they brought tribute to the Ming Emperor

Yung-le.'

Of the Ku-lun, or K‘un-lun, whom I-tsing calls Chueh-lun

and describes as being black - complexioned and woolly-

haired, I have already spoken (p. 103), pointing out that

they must be identified with the hybridized J^egrito tribes

of the Mala}" Peninsula and their descendants. Chinese

historians mention another people in the same quarter under

the name of Lo-ch‘a {^ flj), or Rdksci's, whom they portray

as black in colour, with red and curled hair, feet and toes

like bird’s claws, and teeth like brute beasts
;

they were

dreadful in appearance, their ears were perforated
;

for

clothing they used a strip of cloth (i.e. the usual Pe-t‘ie,

or P‘hd-tieu, alluded to in a former page). However, they

engaged in commerce, trading with Lin-i (Campa).^ They

were therefore not so savage after all. They must have

been the ancestors of the present Paugan, or Pang-gang, and

Tiimiors of Kelantan, Patani, and Pahang, called Ngoh

1 China Review, vol. xix, p. 299.

2 Ibid.

’ See Ma Tuan-iin, op. eit.. p. 489, aud Chmn Rei iew, vol. xiv;, p. 289.

Chinese writers locate the kinerdom of the Lo-eh^a or Rakenea people to the
east of R'o-h ; and as this place is invariably taken by our Sinologists to be
the east coast of Sumatra, a position has h.'eu a-sioned to tlie Lo-ch'a either
on that island itself or on the oppo'iite shore of the Malay Penin-ula But
I think that Perak i.s meant tor P‘o-h in thi- instance .see p. 110 eapra) and
the habitat of the Lo-eh'a would thus become fixed in Pahang,
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(i.e. ‘frizzly-haired’) by the Siamese, and Gircja-isi, Gargdsi

(or Raksasas) in the Kedah Annals.'

In so far as Eastern Indo-China is concerned I have drawn

attention (p. 171) to the fact that the Chinese envoys who

visited Kamboja during the early centuries of our era

described the natives as black and woolly-haired, characters

evidencing that at that period descendants of the Negrito

aborigines were still numerous in the countrj^ The Kan-chb,

I have pointed out, represent perhaps the remnants of that

Negrito element. The P'hnong, or Penong (v. supra, p. 207),

I may now add, although taller and fairer-complexioned on

the average than the neighbouring wild tribes, exhibit several

distinctly marked characteristics which argue a primitive

type and stamp them as descendants of the race of Fu-nan

as described by the early Chinese travellers. Among such

characteristics, the notable frequency of frizzly hair with

them may be mentioned.' The Tiao, Trao, Chrau, Tjru, or

Churu, owing to their dwarfish stature, may, on the other

hand, be more directly attached to the Tsiau-i/au stock.

“ Diminutive black slaves ” were, according to the

Kwancr-tung Gazetteer, sent to the Chinese Court from

the coasts of Indo - China during the Ming period.'

A Chinese work on novelties, 1636, speaks of the black

dwarfs of Cochin-China in the following terms:—“Any-

where from Annara to Siam, there are pygmies whose

^ It its lusl possible tli;it the term or l{nhsfi> survives in a corrupted

torni ill the name ot the jin-'i'iit CUm or Juliot tribes in the '•outhern part

(il the ilalar Peninsula, and perhaps wtlJ in the iianjcs—jfiven that these are

old enouj^h—ol the actual llo'hor' River and Th'*triet intlieea-'t ])art ul Sinscapore

Island. In cunuection with the teini' Kn-furt, and Ch

,

which

1 liave shown to have i>et n deriied Imm and ('huhm (p. lUJ I may

caD attention to the tact that the “ .'lieiarah IMaJayu” call- lU'pi Chxlun the

kiniflet who was reig'iiiuit oxer the -outhern part ot tlie Malav Peiiin-ula in the

thirteentli century a.d. '.see Leyden's •* Malay Annals,” p. 10, . rid- term may

ha\e been not exactly a jiei-onai name, but a title derived Irom tju' dcMjrnatnm

then home by the countiv, i'hnlait, C/ioInr/, etc. In tu^h a case it- connection

with I-t-iD,u'’s C}n/eh‘h'/' be nn»re than probable-
* “Les ehevexix -ont le plti^ convent droit- it dius, mai- on tnmxo parmi^Jes

Pnontfs im grand uombre d'mdividu^ <|ui les out ni-e- - - • • hoiuitfpion

ne pent niei par.iit leveler niie lu-ioii de deux r.iee;- bn n diuerfutt- et ipn ne

remonterait pas a bit-n Inna't -mps dans le pa>&b." /J.eclerr *• 1 uongs,

Extrait des Memoires dt; la .Socictc d’Ethnographie, Paris. Leroux, ISOS, p. 143.)

^ (Jhina Ittvieiv^ vol. xix. p 29li. Tiie native woik litre releji'd to is the

Kaung -tHiuj -f^uny^chih

.

fir-t piibli-hed A-D. lt»93.
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stature is not over three feet [Chinese ch'ih, or 3 ft. 7 in.

English], who are regarded as of animal origin, who sell

themselves for longer or shorter periods to dealers in aloes.

When engaged they are provisioned, supplied with hatchets

and saws, and sent into the mountains
;
when their collection

is completed, in one or many months, they lead their masters

to the depots, whence the commodities are transported to the

coast. These dwarfs are very submissive and servile.”

'

The translator of this passage remarks that the expression

“ three chHh ”
as applied to human stature must not be

taken too Kterally, but simply means shortness. It is not

difficult to recognize in the savage people here alluded to

the tribes designated Orang Glai (Woodmen) by the Cham,

and Mbi-lmong (‘ unsubmitted or undisciplined savages ’)

by the Annamese, who often term them also Mbi Ki-nmi,

i.e. ‘ eagle-wood savages.’ They inhabit the hill-tracts

to the west of the Bin-din and Khan-hwu districts, and

include several tribes known under the names of Ha, Taring

(or Tareng), Tariini, Tatheak, and Hbailang. The first and

last mentioned are probably identical to the Saldng or

Malang, of whom more anon ; and may have some distant

racial connection with their apparent namesakes, the

Selling of the Mergui Archipelago. It is these Orang Glai

who, up to this day, do all the heavy work in connection

with the exploitation of the eagle-wood and other commodities

which they bring, as the Chinese authority quoted above

correctly says, “ to the depots.” Such are nowadays, for

instance, the two emporiums of Khan-hwa and Triiang Sap,

in the plain of Nifi-hwa further to the north.

-

At the stage of our present knowledge it would be too

premature to say how far the Orang Glai would justify

the qualification of Negrito pygmies which the author of the

Chinese account referred to above seems inclined to apply to

* Ibid., p. 297. Ilert! the trauJator, witii the well-knowa -lip^bod wav
ot identifying foreign peoples and places common to the majority ol Sinoio rLsts
jumps at once to the conclusion that these dwarfish specimens of niankind'Vere
“ evidently Alfours or Papuans ”

!

^ See Aymonier in Exmrsious et Seconnanr-anees, No. 27, pp. s aud 27
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them. Some of the most salient characteristics which formerly

enabled one to trace them to that early type may have by
this time become obliterated or modified through inter-

mixture with other races. But I think that, from the

multitarious evidence I have adduced from both historical

records and ethnological observations of various nature, the

presence of Negrito populations all along the Indo-Chinese

coast at no very remote period may be considered as fairly

well proved. Further investigations into the hitherto

unexplored districts of Cochin-China, Annam, and Tonkin

will, I scarcely doubt, contribute towards strengthening

that conclusion rather than shaking it. In dealing with

the past of such regions, then, we must take this ethnical

element into account, since it is, as with the Dravidian

tribes in India, the fundamental negro element of most

wild tribes of Southern Indo-China and the Malay Archi-

pelago. Ao doubt it has been in a large measure assimilated

by the early settlers from without
;

but it has evidently

founded the primitive agglomerations of dwellings, the

early States and principalities in this region, which have

subsequently developed, as in Kamboja and Campii, under

the influx of more vigorous and socially advanced races.

I would conclude, therefore, that the Ho-ton of Campii were

very likelv of the same race as Ptolemy styles Aithiopes and

we call Negritos. By effect of the Cham invasion, these

dusky people were partly driven back to the hills of the

Campa-Eambojan frontier, but partly assimilated, and the

mixed race thus produced, under the influence of immigrants

from Southern India, developed that power and civilization

which started at first in the southern districts of Biu-thwon

and Ehan - hwa and then graduall}' extended northwards

until it reached the limits of the present Tonkin. This

work must have been already accomplished in Ptolemy’s

time
; for it follows from our examination of his geography

of these regions, that the Cham possessed then no less

than two kingdoms, with capitals in Blfi-dfn and Ha-tTn

respectively.

Tonkin or Kidu-chi was then under Chinese domination
;
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but the Cham element was probably still conspicuous in it.

And this, under the influence of Indu adventurers who had

come thither not from the South, but from the North, of

India
;
and not by sea, but overland b}" that trade route

which is now almost generally admitted to have existed

between Manipur, through the Kubo Valley, Ava, and

Ch‘Ieng-Tung to Ha-noi in Tonkin—or via Lviang P'hrah

Bang to Viii—developed a civilization and founded kingdoms

like those of Burma, Laos, Campa, and Kamboja. I have

already remarked that the State of Yan-lang, the earliest

mentioned in the Annaraese Annals, was probably an Indu

kingdom. In the chronicles of Miiang Yong I find

it stated that king Dharmasoka of Magadha (some other

Indian prince is meant) made an expedition, not only to

Miiang Yong, but also to Videha in Yunnan ;
and to Mmng

Keu {Kiao-cJd or Tonkin), whose king, out of despair,

drowned himself. The shape said to have been originally

given to the ancient Tonkinese capital, in the neighbourhood

of Ha-noi, like a conch-shell {sahkha), just as it is told of

Sukhodaya and Lamp'huti in Siam
;

its Sanskrit designation

preserved to us by Ptolemy under the form Aganagara
; the

name of the neighbouring district-city of Son-tdi (So'n-tay),

which he transmitted to us as Sinda ;
that of its population

which he calls Indoi,— all these are evidences of the

ascendancy of a Northern Indian element over the country,

as in the neighbouring States of Yunnan, Laos, etc., at that

same period. This incipient Indu civilization was, of course,

nipped in the bud by the Chinese conquests
; but not so

suddenly or anything like so completely as not to leave

traces in the country and not to influence the march ot

events in it for many centuries after the beginning of

Chinese rule.^ Every outward sign of that civilization has

* Since writing the above I have had the satisfaction ot seeing my previsions in
this respect in part veritieJ, having come acro-.s the following passage from a very
interesting paper on “ The Black River of Upper Tonquin and Mount Ba-yi ”
by G. Dunioutier, published in the China Rtview, vol. xix. Here is what the
painstaking author says in regard to surviving trace- oi Indu iutiueuce in that
region (p. 16.5) “Legends abound among the ttibes of the Black River- we
discovered among them several ot the Indian fables which, coniino- to Europe
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probably been swept away by this time owing to the rather

troubled existence which the country has had to experience

;

yet a thorough exploration of its remains niav still reveal

some indications of early Indfi influence in that territory.^

We have now to proceed to an examination of the names
of towns and streams which Ptolemy locates in this region,

beginning from the lower end of Southern Campa.

Thagora (No. 122).

This term does not represent, as one may think at first

glance, the toponymic Tagnra or Tagarapnra occurring in

Western India, but the word Sagara, the name of an island at

the mouth of the Ganges, given it in honour of the mythical

king Sagara. The corrected latitude of Thagora is 12^ 32',

namely, a few minutes in excess of that of Nil - triing

(Nha-trang) ^ Pay, in Khan-liwa, where, near the mouth

of the Na-trang River, rose the famous temple of P6-Nagar,

the tutelary goddess of Campa, and the city of Ydmpu-

nagara, most likely the first capital of the kingdom, with

which I identify Thagora. It was in this neighbourhood,

in the paddy-fields by the village of Y6 -kan, tliat the

most ancient inscription of Campa, that of king llura-raja,

engraved on a block of granite, was discovered,' which

troni the opposite diiectiou, ha\c supplied •'Ueh piett\ them, s loi nur
Such are: The Fox and the Kaven; The Three Wi-he- ; and a tew ethers,
travestied, uul'urtunatcly. in such a way that it would be neeessury in .^L^in- them
to translate them into Latin, as that dead lau^uaire po^'e^se-* prnilt ”e^ denied to

the living tongues. AVe aUo disc overed truces ot the human s.icunn ^ whi< h used
to be made at one time iitar Moc-Tiuh, to a -oit «.r ^remu' [Rriksasa_^ whose
<hrine still exists there: thL tremus. who wa- a caniubal, u-d to con-ume an
enormous. <piantity »il luimau iiesh, and ainio'-t depopulated the (.ountiy/’ etc.

^ Such i' al^o the opinion <*t Froie'^or BcrgaigTie. op. tit., p. 43. Saii-krit

insciiptions have been, sti tar, di-cowred up to tie lnudei'. ot tlu ILi-tTii di-trict.

- ^ for pr*>u. Ya-chu ii„j in Chim-ve, Tiii' ro]»oiiwnie i" not.

however, ut either Chiiie'.e or Anuamose dirivation. but a meie phonetic

transcript ol the Cham words moanin" ‘ lieed-water acconliim to

Aymonier {Eyctir-sions et No. 20, p. 1 75b- t h now

no longer so dedgnated, it ha\inff been renamed KhoK’/o'

^

ft j-

^ See Bergaigiie’- ’‘L'Ancien Koyanme d» rampa*' in Jo'/rn-^l .Ui-rfiqu,,

Tome xt. pp. 44, 75.
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Professor Bergaigne assigns to the third century a.D.

The city of Yampu - nagara, or its site, appears to have

borne at an ancient period the name of Kuthara^ which

I take to signify the city of Kotari, ‘ the naked,’ a name

of Devi
;

for such is the goddess alluded to under the

term P6 - Nagar. Bergaigne, however, does not appear

inclined to ascribe it this meaning.- The other name for

this town, Sdyara, which I have adopted as the equivalent of

Ptolemy’s Thagora, is easily explained from the fact—men-

tioned in various inscriptions found about the monument of

Po-Nagar ^—of a mythical king by the name of Vicitra Sagara

having here erected a famous Uhga and other monuments of

a religious character at an enormously remote period, no less

than the year 5911 of the DtCipam-yuga. Here we have, it

seems to me, the legend of the Indu king Sagara transplanted

with additions and new embellishments
;
and we can easily

understand how the city—or the mouth of the Na-trang

River, in analogy to that of the Ganges—would be named

after him, and the traditions of his exploits in India

would become localized here, just as if they had taken

place, and he had lived, in Campa. And, of course, the

simple-minded Cam, in listening to the account read from

Sanskrit books originally imported from India or recited

from memory, of how the mighty king Sagara subdued the

ikikas and the Yavamis, the ICamhojas,^ etc., naturally believed

that their neighbours, the iiak or Suk of Campasak (Saha

dvipa), the Yuen (Yavana) or Annamese, and the Khmers
were the people referred to

;
just as among other populations

of Indo - China events related in similar legends, from either

Brahmanic or Buddhist sources, as having occurred in India,

are believed to have actually taken place in Burma, Siam,

Laos, and Kamboja respectively.

‘ Ibid., p. 51.
^ Kupidra meau-i, i>l coiirsv, an axe ur hatchet, and also a spade ; but it is

eyidently either, as Bergaigne obsen-es (p. 51), “la deformation savante de
quehiue uom indigene,” or a modification of Kotari as suggested above for an
axe is also called Kuthuri. ’

^ Ibid., pp. 52, 66, 67.
' Professor Hall’s edition of Wilson’s Timu Parana, vol. iii, p. 291 seq.
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However fabulous the account of the erection of the lihga

by king Vicitra Sagara at such a remote period at Na-trang

may appear, we must nevertheless conclude that this must
have been the most ancient foundation of Indu adventurers

in Southern Campa, and that therefore here must have

stood the most ancient settlement of the immigrants, whence
their civilization and power were gradually spread all

over the country. For this reason I consider Thagora or

Sagara to have been the first Indu outpost on that seaboard.

Sagara as a toponymic has apparently not yet been found

in the inscriptions of Campa
;

but, as Professor Bergaigne

himself acknowledges/ many geographical names occurring

in the latter are still uncertain, and therefore they have been

left for future consideratiou. Besides, the most ancient Cham
inscription hitherto discovered does not go further back

than the third century, whereas we have here to deal with

a name in use from at least one century before, and which

may have changed in the meantime. The most probable

conjecture is that the site of the town or the port at the

mouth of the Na-trang Biver was originally named Sagara,

and that after the building of Yampu-nagaru it was named

Kuthara in honour of the goddess Devi.

The lihga above alluded to was carried off and the temple

of P6-Nagar at Na-trang destroyed, according to the

inscriptions, in 696 Saka = .v.d. 774, by armed men “from

Java- who had come thither in ships ”
; but the temple was

soon rebuilt, ten years later orA.i>.784, by king batyavarniau.

This evidences in what great veneration both the site and

temple were held, a fact to which the inscriptions bear

otherwise ample testimony. 27a - trang Bay, pi’otected by

the large island of Tre or Dam-mong, forms an excellent

harbour, and sea-vessels of moderate draft can ascend the

river as far up as the present town of Khan-hwii. Hence

Op. cit., pp. 52, -53.

'tUs may be either Zaba or Xu/m ol Ptolemy uud Friar OUuric, nr rise the
Malay Peninsula and iSumatra ; and nut, I think, the i'^laud of Java, the name ol
which invariably appears in the ancient local inscription-' as Ymif, and i-^, in any
case, ot later introduction.
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we can understand how it could easily become the initial

seat of civilization in Southern Campad
Turning now from topographical to linguistical con-

siderations, it behoves me to justify the adoption of the

term Sdgara as the equivalent of Ptolemy’s Thagora, in

order to dispel any doubt that may be entertained on the

identity of the two words, on account of the very marked

difference in sound between their initial letters. I hasten,

therefore, to explain that this objectionable discrepancy is

onty apparent, and vanishes at once when it is understood

that, according to the genius of the Cham language, the

initial sibilant in foreign imported words, especially of

Indian origin, is almost invariably lisped into an aspirated

dental, not only in pronunciation, but also in actual

writing. Thus: kildi becomes thak; svar, f/iuor; siddhi,

fkidik; sirifsti, ilivattik, etc. This peculiar change is likewise

often noticeable in medial sibilants, mkmtra becoming

nothnk
; ak'a, atheh, etc. Analogously, Sagara would be

pronounced, and perhaps also written, Thagara or Thdgor,

and it will be seen that Ptolemy’s transcription Bayopa is

not only perfectly justifiable, but is in entire agreement

with the linguistical peculiarities of the region where this

toponymic occurs.

Balonga, a Metropolis (iNo. 121).

This is most certainly Bal-Angire, situated, as pointed

out at the beginning of this chapter, at about six miles to

the north of the present district-city of Biii-dln. Bal-Angwe

is its Cham designation, while in the Anuamese records

it is variously styled C‘hd-han, C‘ha-Idng, and Bd-hdn. We
have seen how, in consequence of the loss of Tipper

Campa in the struggle with the Anuamese, the Cham
kings had to shift on to this city, and how, as a result of

new reverses, they had to abandon it in 1471, retreating

' Crawtiml, op. cit., vol. i. p. ^>52 , >ptaks of this place as hein^ the entrepot
01 the commerce ol all this part of the country." 8ee also vol. ii, pp. 237, 238
in which last he remarks that, •‘bein^vcry conveniently placed, [it] is the centre
ol ail commercial transactions ot all this pait of the empire.’"
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further south into Biii-thwoii. But long before the advent

of this period of decline Cham rule extended, as we have

shown, as far up as Tonkin, upon whose southern borders

it was continuallj^ encroaching. The Cham capital was
then established in the north, but this was apparently only

the royal seat for the rulers of Upper Campii, while the

rest of the country formed one or more separate kingdoms.

In what relation these stood to the former is not clear,

but undoubtedly it was at Bal-Anrjtce that the capital of

one—presumabty the southernmost—of them was situated.

This is made evident from the fact of Ptolemj^ placing here

—in 14° 16' N. lat. corrected*—his Balonga, which he terms

a Metropolis. Topographically, the position differs only by

some 20 minutes from that of the now almost forgotten

Bal-Angive, whose ruins lie in circa 13° 56 2^. lat.

Linguistically, there can be no doubt us to the identity of

the two toponymies Balonga and Bai-Angue. Bal is the very

genuine Cham term for “ palace, capital, royal residence,” -

occurring as a prefix to most names of the Cham capitals,

e.g., Bal-Hangov, Bal-Baithinong, and the subject of the

present discussion. Aiig/ct is, to my belief, the local

corrupted form of Aiiiga or Ahga, the name of the kingdom
in Northern India of which Campd, sometimes called also

Campa-parl, Ahgn-puri, Lomapada-puri, 3Id)iitt, Karm-pturi,

etc., was the capital. Already I have pointed out that

Lam-ap and Lin-i, the designations by which the Indo-Chinese

Campa kingdom or its aucieut northern capital is referred to

in the Amiamese and Chinese records respectively, mav be

traced to either of the Indu imported toponymies Lonuipudri

and JAdlini. It cannot surprise, therefore, to find the

correlated term Ahga brought to Indo-Chiua and applied

along with them to a portion of it, of which it uudoubtedh'

constituted an alternative name. Ptolemy’s Balonga thus

proves to be an accurate enough transcript ot either

I
See Table V. Xo. 121.
f'lde Aymoniei's ’

‘ Grammaire Chame," lu /.jriur^.o'K -c Re
No. 31 (vol. xIy), p. 85.
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Bal-Ahga or Bal-Angice, meaning, according to Cham
construction and interpretation, the “ Capital [of] Ahga
\aUas Campa].”

This identification compels us to recognize that Bal-Ahga

or Bal-Angiie must have existed as a capital—though it be

only of Lower Campa—since at least the first century a.d.,

and thus puts us in possession of an historieal fact which

is a couple of centuries ahead of those that the oldest

inscriptions hitherto discovered locally have disclosed. Here

it was then, in all likelihood, that king Mura-raja, the

author of the inscription in Khan-hwa, reigned some time

about the third century, and not further up the coast,

where there were other Cham capitals and other rulers.

Notwithstanding its very respectable antiquity, it is just

possible, however, that Bal-Angwe was but the second

historical seat of royalty for Lower Campa, it having

superseded in this honour the far more ancient settlement

of yiimpu-nagara or Sdgara, which, we have seen above,

was undoubtedly the initial focus of civilization— and

consequently of organized government—in that part of the

country.

How long Bal-Angwe continued as a capital for Lower
Campa we are unable to state with precision. The probability

seems to be that this southern kingdom was gradually

absorbed by the northern one as the latter grew more and

more in power, and that Bal-Angwe became in the course of

time merely the seat of a prince or chief subordinate to

the monarch who held sway in the upper part of the country.

This state of affairs must have come to an end in 1061 or

thereabout, when the suzerain, being forced to abandon the

last resort of royalty in the north, transferred his residence

to Bal-Angwe, making it the capital of his now much
diminished dominions. It was but natural, in view of the

reverses sustained, that the suzerain w'ould prefer taking

up his quarters in a city which, like Bal-Angwe, had been
from the remotest time a renowned seat of royalty and
a stronghold of some importance wdthal, rather than proceed to

build a new capital for himself elsewhere. A similar course
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was adopted later on when one of his successors shifted on

further south to Pandurahga, likewise an ancient foundation

and, presumably, also the residence of some petty ruler.

There must have existed of old a certain number of such

diminutive kingdoms, more or less dependent on one another,

along the coast of Gampa, whicli were successively in-

corporated by the northern State, an fur et d mesure that the

latter was being curtailed at its upper end, and its capital

had to be shifted over and again southwards. The chief

cities of most of those realms thus came to form, as it were,

so many stations in the retrograde career of the paramount

kingdom, to which the capital was successively shifted back

and but temporarily maintained. The second role that

Bal-Angvve played as capital was, therefore, the historical

reverse of the first. While the first one marked a decided

step in advance of the budding Cham civilization northwards,

the second represented merely a stage in the phase of decline,

which preceded the final collapse and disintegration of the

ill-fated kingdom.

Whether the names under which Bal-Angwe is referred

to in the Annamese records, to wit, C'ha-hdn, C‘hu-hlH(j, and

Dd-bdn, sprang into use at the time of its second and last

existence as capital, and w'ere mere Annamese inventions,

or whether, per contra, they were modified forms of local

toponymies existing prior to that period, and belonging

therefore to either the Cham language or that of the Indu

immigrants, it is not an easy task to determine. Judging
from the characters employed to represent them in Annamese,
they are not exotic, but indigenous designations of very long

standing—the very tribal names, in fact, borne by the early

settlers. C‘hd-hdn and Dd-bdii, written, as a local Annamese
scholar informs me, ^ (in Chinese. She-p‘aii) and ^ ^
(in Chinese Tu-p‘an or Tou-p‘an) respectively, strongly

remind us of the terms Jnrnii {Jnram or Ynvnnn) and

Davan {Davvan, Taftn) we have met with in Upper Burma,
Eastern Laos, and elsewhere, as names for the Cheh, Java, or

C‘Meng tribes, after whom so many districts and even whole
regions in Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago
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were designated. ^ Issued from the great Mou-Annam stock,

to them or their descendants the Cham and the original

Malays belonged, as well as the Lava, Loi, or Loi, whence

the name of Loi given to the Cham. We still find tribes

known as Chevea or 0‘havm, Veh, Loveh, and Davak in the

hill-tracts to the north-west of the Bin-din district. These

were undoubtedl}' the pioneers of the Cham who settled and

gave their name to that strip of the sea-coast, whence they

were afterwards driven back by more powerful oncomers.

The term C‘ha-ldng, written ^ (i^ Chinese

She-Iang), leads, upon investigation, to similar results. In

this digram She apparently stands for the name of the Cheh

tribes,' which the Annamese pronounce and call C‘hg. It

occurs in the name of Meng She ^, in Annamese Mong
C‘hg), the original seat of the kings of Nan Chao. Lang

(literally meaning ‘ wolves’) is likewise a tribal name still to

be met with in the valley of the Black River,® and mentioned

by Ma Tuan-lin as existing, since the first century a.d., on

the north-western borders of Sz-ch‘uen.^ It was not long

ago well known also in Kwang-hsi, and, at a still earlier

* It will be observed that the initial character ^ in C‘h<l-biin is the same

that comes first in the terra ^ Sht-p‘o or Ti(-p‘o = Jata, Dat’d,

which we have met with as a name for P’tao. or, at any rate, for the part ot

the region so named which corresponds to Upper Burma (see above, p. .56). It

also occurs, as we shall sec later on. as a de-ignation for Sumatra, the coiratrt

of Jan or Java Minor. The Annamese pronounce the above characters C’ha-b'l

and C’ha-fijS. and now use them to designate the Malays from Sumatra and

the Malay Peninsula, as well as those who are settled in Kamboja.

2 Uiifc pp. 129-13:J.

' See China lieneic, vol. vix. p. 1.53.

‘ Op. cit.. p, 163 They seem to have sometimes beeu called also Pa'i [white]-

Lany or Pt'-Lnng. In thi- ease the name of Balonga given to their

settlement may have something to do with them, or may have been suggested

by their presence in the territory. Tribes termed ^ Lang-k'vmg, and

jlE
^fi‘!‘-i‘any. occupied two ol the ancient six Chan or principalities of

the Nan Chao kingdom. The Shih-Luny are said to have been nortli-west

of the Iron Bridge that spans the Kin - sha River near Li - kiang (see

China Ueiieic, vol. -xix. p. 73, note). It L puite possible that the Kanrang (or

Kan- Lang':) were mere branches or subdivisions ot these Lana tribes, the Sak
being in their turn offshoots of the Chth - idr ^upra, p. 129i.
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period, in Kwei-chou,^ whence the Ch 'eh and other offshoots

of the Mofi-Annam race, from which the Chiim as well as

the original Malays are undoubtedly descended, seem to

have brought it down with themselves.

But whether C'hd-lanfj be a compound of two different,

though strictly correlated, tribal names or not, the most

luminous proof of its having been, in its turn, employed

as an ethnical designation is, in my opinion, to be found

in the fact that in the mountainous country to the west of

the ancient Cham capital, Bal-Angwe, there live down to

this day wild and, it is said, occasionally anthropophagous

tribes known as the Halang or Salmg, and C^Iiaddng or

Saddng [Cedang of French writers), who apparently are but

varieties of the Ornng Glai. Even excluding the Saddng on

the ground of a d occurring in their name where an I might

be pedantically pretended in order to make the linguistical

connection acceptable, I think that there can hardly be any

doubt left as to the Saldng being the tribes after whom Bal-

Angwe became known under the alternative designation of

C'hg-ldng. It is nevertheless highly probable that the

Salang and Sadang were in origin—if, indeed, they are

not even now—the same people, or, at any rate, two closely

related tribes issued from a common stock.

' These were originally called ^ £ ,
Lnug-pmij ( Woll -soldiers ’) or

Lang-jen (•’Wolf-men’), and aie now known either as A, TUmg-jen.

(!hwang-j(ii, or lU A, Shan-jhi (‘ Mountaineer^ ’), according to Deveria

{‘La Frontiere Sino-Annamite,*' p. 94;. They appear to torni the majority

of the population ot Kwaug-hsi (ihid., p. 95}, whither they are .''uid to ha\f

come during the Yuan period 1280-1368', their original home being in

Kwei-chou (ibid., p. 96). They are by Chinese authors connected with the JV;-,

and, therefore, with the race ot ^ part of them arc, in fact, called Yan-

f'umj. These latter appear to have preserved trace'' of cannibali-^m down tf» at

least A.D. 1454 (see China Eenew. vol. ssv, p. 196). All these tribes used

poisoned arrows. They seem to he in more than one way connected with

the Lawa, and thus I have scarcely any doubt that they belong to the

Mon-Annam stock. Hence I consider that Lacouperie was tor the uom e correct

in assigning them to the Mon-Annam family Language-^ oi China before the

Chinese,” pp. 42, 43), although, strange to say, the meagre vocabulary upon

which he based his assumption i- tor a good three-fitths Thaic. and, m his

ignorance of either language, he took several words to be Mon-Annara derived

which are purely Thai.

18
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It may be well while on this subject to call attention to

the possible identity of the term C‘ha-ldng or Saldng with

C‘halang or Saldng, the name of the island (distorted into

Jwnkceylon by our ever muddling geographers) ' which lies

ofF the west coast of the Malay Peninsula
; with Selangor,

the appellation of a district further to the south of the above,

and, eventually, also with Selnng, the designation borne by

the descendants of the primitive population of the Mergui

Archipelago. If connected, these terms would hut prove

once more the racial affinity we have over and again pointed

out between the early inhabitants of Eastern Indo-Ohina

on one side and of the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago on

the other. But, I repeat, a more exhaustive enquiry into

these philological and ethnical questions is necessary ere

a final judgment can be pronounced.

Both the terms G'ha-lang and Do-ban occur, under the

forms respectively of Xd Lang and D6 Bang, in Abh^
Bouillevaux’s somewhat garbled account of Cham history.-

He says they designate the same town, which is, as we had

to find out for ourselves, the Cham capital Bal-Angwe.

The second phase of this city’s e.xistence as capital was not

one of unmixed pleasure, if we are to judge from the Chinese

and Annamese accounts. Already I have quoted the passage

from Ma Tuan-lin according to which Sain or Ssin-chou,

that is, the territory on which Bal-Angwe stood, had been

held in subjection by Kamboja until about a.d. 1171,

and apparently conquered by Tonkin a few years later.

Between the former date and .\.d. 1177 the Cham retaliated

successfully upon Kamboja, and went so far as to attack

even its capital. But retribution was not slow to come from

1 Misled apparently by Ujong Salang. the form under which the island is

known _to the Malays. Here njong merely means a cape, or promontory
:

hence Tljong-SnUmg = the promontory of Salang [Island]
;

perhaps originally

applied to some headland of the island itself or of the neighbouring coast. In
any case, the name of the island eyer appears to be simply SaUng or C‘halang.

In Sitoese it is generally spelled C'halSng, and, at times, ThnlUng.
’ ‘-Le Ciampa,” in Annates ie VEjtrime Orient, t. iii, p. 108. The name

Do-bang was home also by one of the ancient districts of Kiin-chon now
Than-hwa (see Des Michel.s, op. cit., p. 49).
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that quarter, and in 1199, we are told,^ Kamboja invaded
Campa with a powerful host, stormed the capital (Bal-

Angwe), seized the king, carrying him into captivity, and
placed a Khmer general to rule over the conquered country.

It was not until a.d. 1220 that the Khiners withdrew from
Campa. Peace was then concluded between the two countries

(1222), thus terminating a war which, according to the

Cham inscriptions, had lasted for thirty-two years and in

1227 the new Chiim king Sri Jaya Paramesvara-varman (II)

could finally have himself crowned and enjoy a peaceful

reign. To one of his immediate successors was reserved

the satisfaction of getting at last the best of Kamboja,

whose power had then begun fast to decline, for we hear

how this kingdom had become a tributary to Campa towards

the close of the thirteenth century.® A new era of prosperity

had then probably once more dawned upon Campa.

However, not many years later on troubles began with

the Annamese. At first the struggle was confined to the

northern borders, and even carried at times far into

Annamese territory in the endeavour to regain the lost

^ Ma Tuan-lin, op. eit.. pp. o57-8. The Cham inscription 409, B, 4, of

Aymonier’s list places these events in Saka 1112 = a.d. 1190, but this waa
probably only the date at which the war began, while the capital may have

fallen several years later. On the other hand, in the Chinese records the said

events may have been post-dated a few years, owing to the chroniclers having

put them down to the year in which information concerning them reached the

Chinese Court.
* Same inscription (409, B, 4) as quoted above. The thirty-two years during

which the struggle lasted would thus seem to comprise the period a.d. 1190-1222.
This appears from the •* Cheu-la Feng-t*u-chi,” the account of Kamboja

written by one of the envoys who visited that country in a.d. 1295-7. Herein
it is stated that every year the King ot Kamboja was bound to send a certain

quantity of human gall “to his Majesty the King of Campa, a coterminous
8tate, as tribute which its neighbour Campa exacts from its vassal, Kamboja’’
{see Chiha Hevtew. vol. xix, p. 293). At the time when the author of this

narrative was in Kamboja. the practice had been abandoned, but Kamboja was
apparently still subject to Campa. The human gall was used, as we learn from
a Cham inscription (Xo. 30^U to -prinkle the royal ehphauts the barbarous
custom is alleged to have e.ti''ted up to the reign of An-I)uang in the middle of

the century just elapsed I'nineteenth) among the Khmers. So says Aymonier
C* Inscriptions Chames,” in Journal Asiatiqne^ t, ivii, p. 64), who adds the
following piece of information : Kes elephants de guerre rovaux etaient chaque
annee arroses de fiel humain. enleve a vii sur des enfants, des jeunes gens, par les

gardiens on prenenrs de fiel, dont le souvenir est reste a I’etat de Croquemitaine
dans les campagnes Cambodgiennes.”
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provinces of the Central Campa of bygone days. But in

the course of time the Annamese took a more vigorous

attitude, and in 1377 they invested the Cham capital, while

their fleet blockaded the port of Thi-nai. Happily, on the

throne of Campa there was then the valiant Che-bong-nga,

whom Aymonier rightly styles the Cham Hannibal, and

the Annamese forces were completely routed. A second no

less serious siege was successfully resisted by Bal-Angwe in

1404, but its fortunes declmed after this. In 1446 a double

Annamese expedition, like that of 1377, again blockaded

ThI-nai and invested Bal-Angwe. This city was taken by

assault, the king being made a prisoner. The final blow

came, however, in 1471, when the now doomed capital was

once more stormed, plundered, forty thousand of its people

put to the sword and thirty thousand carried into captivity,

including the personage who had newly set himself up as

king. This disaster for ever sealed the fate of Bal-Angwe.

The capital of the last remnants of the unfortunate kingdom

was established further south, and the territory of the fallen

one left in Annamese hands.

The first thing that the conquerors did was, with their

usual barbarity, to efface the name of Bal-Angwe from the

map of the world. They accordingly renamed it Ktvi-non,^

degrading it to the level of a common district-city of their

own proud dominions. They, however, kept a Cham chief

to govern it until the middle of the seventeenth century,

when Annamese officials were substituted, who helped in

bringing about its final ruin. The palace was razed to the

ground, and on its site vulgar Annamese shanties were
erected

;
the plan of its old fortifications was altered

;
in

a word, “ le genie de I’impuissance et du mauvais gout

n’epargna aucune insulte a I’art vigoureux et delicat des

vaincus.” ^

. Au v/uiucsc — ‘restored to meekness,' or somethin'^ ot

that sort.

= These are the textual words of a French official, Mr. E. Xavellc, w ho visited
the ruins of the ancient city, giving an interesting account of them in £j:iursimis
et Reconnaissances, No. 29, pp. ol .scq. It is mainly to this puhliculion that
I am indebted for the particulars aueut the history of the old Chain capital from
the time it passed under Annamese rule, as well as for other information on itsmoQumeiits and those ot Thi-nai.
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Tinder its exotic name the fallen city still had, in truth,

the marvellous power of once lifting up its head—though

for a brief period—to a height worthy of its old traditions.

Nak, the leader of that Tdi-sdii revolt through which he

acquired the mastery of almost the whole of Annam and

Cochin-China, made Kwl-iidn the capital of his dominions.

After two sieges and five assaults it fell in 1798 into the

power of Ja-long (Gia-long), and had once more to undergo

the ordeal of a re-christening with a name expressive of

its new status. Thus its appellation Kwl-ndn was changed

into that of £hi-dTn,^ ‘ the Pacified.’ The spell of this

novel designation did not prove, however, of sufficient

virtue as to prevent the city from reverting to its former

rulers, the Tdi-sdn, and it took all the power and dogged

persistence of Ja-long, backed hy foreign assistance, including

that of French ofiicers, to reduce it, and then it was only

famine that the task could be accomplished. By way

of punishment Ja-long abandoned the city after having

plundered it, destitute and nameless withal, for he built

a new stronghold which he called likewise Bin-dUi, which

is the city known to this day under that designation.

Thus ended the fortunes of Ptolemy’s Balonga, the Cham

Bal-AnguS, and C‘hd-bdn or C‘ha-ldn<j, the Annamese

Kwi-hon and, for but a brief interval, Bhi-dth.

On the extensive site it occupied now rise three villages,

as insignificant as they are uncouth ; and a lonely brick

tower, the onlv one left to stand, together with the debris

of a few statues, bas-reliefs, and lihga.s, scattered about

jiele-mele, and the traces of ancient ramparts, ditches, and

causeways, are about all that is left to attest its ancient

grandeur. But through the pages of Ptolemy its original

name was handed down to posterity, and can be traced back

to almost the dawn of the Christian era ;
while what

Annamese conquest did its best to efface, subsequent

European research will revivify and partly reconstruct.

' S ,
in Chinese P'tng-tiyig, ‘ Peacetiilly .settled * *>r ‘Brought back tn

Peace.’ Just the very term : Sohtudiuem fatxvM, pairm nppelinvt.
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Thus, despite the heavy effects of Annamese vandalism, we

may yet hope of learning at no distant date a good deal

more about the ancient Balonga, although we may despair

of ever being able to see the day when our geographers,

cartographers, and navigators will consent to part with their

pet toponymie Kin-non or Qid-nhon, which, in defiance of

history, topography, and every other positive science, they

persist in applying to the present, the barely one-century-old,

Bin-din, to its district, and to ThI-nai Harbour.

I have already given my reasons for holding that either

this trade resort or the neighbouring older one of Hwi,
alias Hmi - chou, must have been the 8enf or ^enef of

the Arabs placed at ten days’ navigation from Kedrenj,

and noted for the kind of aloes ( ‘ eagle - wood ’
)

termed

al-Senfi. It is well known that eagle-wood forms one of

the principal productions of Campa, and that to this day

in the Bin-thwon district, where the last j’emnants of the

Cham are to be found, the care of gathering this product

is confined to certain villages, the hereditary chiefs of which,

called ‘ masters of the eaglewood,’ when entering on their

duties, offer up worship to the deities of the agallochum

trees on certain sacred hills.

^

Ma Tuan-lin has recorded several interesting particulars

on the exploitation of the eagle-wood forests of Campa
during the first quarter of the twelfth century. “Scented

wood,” he says,- “is plentiful on the hill-tracts of Chan-

ch‘eng [Campa]. Each year the people make regular

cuttings of the trees under the supervision of government

officials. The State levies a duty in kind upon the felled

wood. Everyone must comply with this regulation before

he is allowed to appropriate the surplus. It is, on the

whole, what is done in China with regard to salt, in the

districts where this commodity is produced.” ^

‘ See Aymonier’s “ History of Tchampa,’’ loc. oit.

^ Op. cit., p. 554.

As is well known, inspectors were appointed to control the production and
sale of salt in China since the time of the Chou dynasty (n.o. 112:1-249) •

and although the industry was taken in hand by government tor a short”time
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That Sain, or Ssin-chou, i.e. the territory about Bal-

Angwe, was one of the chief centres of the eagle-wood

industry, we have demonstrated on the basis of unim-

peachable evidence in a preceding page. It is of particular

interest to learn further from Ma Tuan-liu that the Arab
traders still frequented the seaports of Campa towards the

end of the twelfth century. The learned cyclopaedist tells us,

in fact, how at that period “a certain U-s/ii/i-tir)) [AshI-(AjT,

Haji ?)-ud-Din, TJzdir?] and several other merehauts of the

Ta-shih \_TdJika or Arab] nation ” complained to the Chinese

authorities of Fuh-kien that the king of Campa, who had

just ascended the throne, had had seized from them certain

valuable articles, which he afterwards sent as presents to

the Chinese Court in order to obtain investiture.^ Upon
receiving a report of the matter the Emperor refused

the presents, and ordered an investigation of the charge,

suspending meanwhile the grant of a patent. From the

context it clearly appears that the place where the alleged

spoliation was perpetrated must have been either the capital

(Bal-Angwe) itselfor its seaport, known to the Arab navigators

of an earlier period under the name of SeJif or Sencf, and

thus the relations of the Arab traders with the Chiim

emporium are proved to have continued for a further four

centuries after Sulaiman’s time.

Throana (Jso. 120).

The position of this city at Turan (Tourane or Touron)

has already been fixed with certainty from geographical data

in the first section of this paper. Little or nothing can be

atter a i). 713, corainisMoiiers were rf-app'nut«r<l upon the a<hice ot Liu-'^en

soon atterwiirds, See on tin. Early Ili^torv ot the Salt Monopoly in

China/^ in Joiiriud Chuia Brandi il.A.H., vol. xxii, p. oo et seq.

^ Loc. cit. The Chain ruler here alluded to called Taoii ~ ya- no

^ Tuan-liu, and I have a*-cordiii;;;ly snctLeded in

identifying him with Jaya Intlraronnou TIT ot tlit^ Clium inscription dated

.^aka HOi z:. a.d. 1183 (Xo. 409, A. 3 of Aymonicr's INt ;
•'ce lii.> ’‘lusirip.

Tchames” in Journal Asiatiquej t. xvii» pp. 44, 45), He was aiieady

reigning iu a.d, 1175, according to the same iuscriptiou, and wa'-. no doubt, the

king taken prisoner to Kamhoja iu a.d, 1190-1199-
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learned as to the history of this place, which, possessing

a spacious, secure, and completely landlocked harbour, must

have early become an important trading-mart. I presume

it is referred to in Ma Tuan - lin’s account of Chen - la

(Kamboja),^ where it is said that Chen-la was often in war

with Lin-i and T^o-huan. Lin-i or L6m- '6p being, as I have

demonstrated. Upper Campa, T‘o-hmn very likely is meant

for Central Campa or Turan.^ In any case Turan looks

like a name of Sanskrit derivation. Given that this is its

correct spelling, which I doubt, it may represent the word

Torana (a pandal or gateway) ;
or else it may be referred

to other terms such as turana, turanya, etc. Ancient remains

of citv walls and ramparts are said to exist at Thang-bin

a little below Turan, which will very likely

repay exploration. A large inscribed stela was only a few

years ago discovered in that neighbourhood amongst the

Op. cit., p. 479.

^ T‘o-huan is written ;|h, which suggests an old torm Mau'an, Drawn.

Darvan, Burvana, or Dhrucana, not very dissimilar to Ptolemy’s Throana. With

the latter may also be connected the term ShaHg-yimi Annamese

Tkuang-ngwlen, which, according to JIa Tuan-lin (op. cit
, p. 539), was at one

time the name of the western portion of Chan-ch‘(i)g (Campa). The name ot

Turan is now spelled •('£ Po-nnng ; and that of its port, vulgarly known

as Fai-fo (corrupt Chinese Hicei-p-ii), is written ^ Bwei-an-p‘u.

Even the modern form, T‘o-uang—in Annamese, Da-ndng—tends to show that

the original name, whether Sanskrit or Cham, must not have been very different

from Da-lang, Ba-ran, and, consequently, from the forms suggested above.

The European way of spelling it TnrSn. Touron, etc., without the uuaspirated

t, would thus seem to be, as too often is the case, incorrect. For these reasons

I am inclined to back Ptolemy’s form, Throana, against the new-fangled one ot

our modem geographers. Whatever Ptolemy’s failings be, there is no doubt

—

and these pages have repeatedly shown it—that he had a far higher sense of his

mission, in so far as the spelling of proper name.s is concerned, than the modern

continuators and improvers of his work have up to the present seemed to possess.

Turan’s original name must theretore have been something like Braran oi

Bhruran. In this connection I may call attention to the tact that the Bhagavata

Purana gives Brarina as one of the tribal names in Krnunea-dvlpa (Professor

Hall’s edition of Wilson’s “ Visnu Purina,” vol. ii, p. 198).

® Des Michels, op. cit., p. 154. Their remains are situated mt\ie Blen-jrhuak
division, close to Fai-fo Bay, lat. 15“’ 50'.
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ruins of Ba-dii
; and several epigraphic records were also

found in the environs of Turan itself.^

Doanas Eiver, mouth (No. 119).

The coui'se of this stream has been fully discussed in

a preceding section (supra, p. 184 seq.). It is clear that the

river referred to as debouching here is either the Da-h&H
(Kwang-tri Eiver) or the Hwe River having its outlet at

Thw6n-an (Thuan-an). Its Sanskrit name was probably

Drona or something similar. One should not be surprised

at Ptolemy’s mistake in making the Me-Khong disembogue

here, when we see it repeated fully fifteen centuries after

him in the map of the East Indies accompanying Mandelslo’s

travels.^ Though a stream is traced in that map in the

place of the Me-Khong and made to flow out at the southern

end of Kamboja, it is left without a name
;
on the other

hand, a river described as “ Langcang flu.,” evidently meant

for the Me-Khong or Lau-ts‘an<j, is represented as rising

in the centre of Tonkin and debouching at or a little above

Hwe on the coast of Annum ; that is, at the identical spot

where Ptolemy placed the mouth of his Doanas.

It has been suggested ® that Ptolemy’s Doanas may be the

Di/ardanes mentioned by Quintus Curtins as flowing through

the remotest parts of India (evidently India-extra-tiangem),

and breeding crocodiles and dolphins, besides various aquatic

monsters unknown to other nations.^ And a.s tiie Dj/urdanes

has been by several uuthoiities'' connected with the Oidancs

of Artemidoros, who, according to Strabo,'’ described it as

a river that bred the .same creatures and flowed into the

^ Aymonier ,^111 Join nui A'-mti'jncy Jan.-Ftl)., 1801, p. 80, iP-tc; he

leceived t iirdt new riibbin<r'=^ oi dn<‘if-iit in'-erijiticii'* ironi the iieiifhbcurliood

(•t‘ Turan. as well a> Irom tlie -ttda ot l»a-du ; but I have, 'O lar. i n no

account nt tlipiii. Tlipy oiujlit tn contaiu &oine partn ulars to tlie historical

past OI Turan.
- “ Yttvauede Tei>p,’' etc , Amsteidam, Lc Cone, 1727, Itp. 8, 9.

^ AlcCnndle, op. cit., p. 209.

^ J)l/ar'J<iH<‘s [huanin,'", ^ar. k-ct.j nuuU' ceicber ['C. quani

Tndu^] auditui' e^t, quia ptr ultima Indiae ciiint : ccttuim iiou ' loci.iiilo' modo.

uti Nilus, >t(\ etiam dclpbiuos. i.trHotai.(jue aln^ bpllua" alit'* ilib. \m,

eh. ix, 9).

C. Muller’s Strabo, Ind. var. lect . p.

Lib. XV, ch. i, 72.
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Ganges, it has been concluded that both the Di/ardaiies and

Oidaiies were one and the same stream with the Doanas,

and that such a stream was what is now termed the Brahma-

putra. From a geographical point of view this identification

would not be very objectionable in so far only, however,

as the western branch of the Doanas is concerned, which,

we have seen (p. 1-34 supra), Ptolemy has made to rise iu

Bepyrrhos, i.e. in the Southern Himalayas of Asam, a little

to the east of Tawang. This branch stream, very likely

intended to represent tlie Brahmaputra, our author may
have by error made to join the eastern branch of the Doanas

flowing down from the Damassa range, which is undoubtedly,

both here and in its continuation below the confluence, the

Me-Khong Eiver. Linguistically, there is not an easily

surmountable gap between the name Doanas on one side

and the terms Dyardanes and Oidanes on the other. While

both the latter may be etymologically referred to the

Brahmaputra’s upper course in Tibet, where it goes by the

name of Yarn Ts‘aug-j>o or Yam Tsang-hu, and through

the Himalayan gorges, where it becomes known as Iddioug

(possibly Yar-Dihong?)— terms not very dissimilar from

Dyardanes, Yar-danes, or Yar-denes,'—I do not know how

' It is evideatl)- on tlie close similarity iu sound between the tirot syllable

Byar and Yaw or Yar, tlie Tibetan word ocfurring as a prefix to other names

ot rivers besides the Ts‘aug-po, the Yar-htug, one of its tributaries, that

any attempt at establishin'^ tiie etymological coniieeiion between tlie Dyardanes

and the Brahmaputra mu-t be ba&ed, rather than on artificial transpositions

of letters in the names given by Curtius and Artemidoios, as has hitherto been

done. lilcCrindle, for instance, ever intent to advocate the identity ot the Doanas
with the !>ya)dafU’>^, again observes iu his “ Invasion ot India by Alexander the

Great” (2nd ed., p. n. 2j : *‘It the tirst two letters in Doanas be

transposed, we get almost letter lor letter the Oidauea ot Artemidoros, and we
get it again, though not so closely, if we discaid r trom the Dyardanes of

Curtius. That these two writers hud the same iT\er in view is contiimed by

their mentioning the very same animals as bred iu its watens.” Muller, in his

turn floe, cit.), having dwelt on the possible connection between Oidnnes,

Oimanes, an&Vlmy's, Joi/iuties, thus comments upon Curtius’ pus.suge: “ Itaque

pro Oitavriv legendum videtur AioihavTjv vel tort. AiaphdvTjv. Literae AI,

praecedente 2N,"tacile exciderunt.” Another possible clue to the origin of the

terms Dyardanes and Oulanes might be found iu the tact that Di or Dot are the

local Asamese and Kachar terms tor ‘ wiitar ’ oiten occurring as prefixes iu the

native names ot streams in this region, as, e.g
,
in Di-hong or Di-hony, in Di-bang,

and in Doi-mn (the * mother of waters ' or * river mother ’), the nickname given
to the Brahmaputra by the Asamese, who apply to it ai.so the Sanskrit designation
Siranyn, meaning the ‘ Golden *

(Hiverj. Doi-ma, it will be readily seen, is not
very dissimilar to Oidnnes and Oima7ies (or Duimant^j ; while DgarduuPs might
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far the Brahmaputra could lay claim towards possessing the

varied fauna ascribed by Ourtius to the Dyardanes. I may, on

the other hand, confidently submit that of all the great Indo-

Chinese rivers the Me-Khong is the one tiiat meets the ease

—or, at any rate, that does so in the most eminent degree.

In the portion of its course which lies through Eastern

Laos, in fact, the Me-Khong is famous for two kinds of

large-sized and edible fish, which Oriental fancy may well

have likened unto dolphins, termed PlCi Biik and PId R6)u

(i.e. Bilk and R'oni fish respectively), attaining on the average

a weight of rather more than 120 lbs. and a length of some

10 to 12 feet.^ Mermaids (in realitysoine kind of water-snakes)

bo ttvniulogk'ullv reieircd to Iht’-hii'ait.iju, or Jii-luifantinc, tiie

latter seeming to be the toini iu which the ioeoud part oi the uame i-^ piouiauicod

in Asam.
The term Jaiuvna '!or is, indeed. h\ ^^hat iio'\ the thi' t

channel ot the Brahmaputra, atter its leaving A-um and fiiteiiug tlu plains, to its

continence with the (iaiiges \ueai‘ the railway station at G“uUiiid.i, t but tiu-

channel wii'-, prior to the inidiUe ul the eighteeiilll eriittiry. a iiu-ie 'ecotiiluiv

branch ot the main stream. It may, ot rouist-, have been the primipul uhauu'-i

at a remoter date
;
howevei. no prooi oi this neither is it possible to gue--

how far back into authjuity the name \ tor this channel may be traced.

Balfoui'’s Cyclopaedia ot IiKha'’ (Ilrd ed., \(d. ii, p. 41oy calls it wVa

probably a corrupted lorin ot Jiuiiua. But ewn in the event oi ihi-' pruviiig to

be the original desiguation tor the lower section ot the Brahmapuua, it would

not help one whit in estahlidiiug the pretended lingiu-tical connection betwetu

the l)>ja}duni$, OidinieSy or loituincs. whatever the correct spelling ot tlii' rivci -

name be, and the Doanas, which would remain quite a distinct riYer, it being ratner

an herculean task to make its name rend Do(iduiuii>, oi something ^luul.a.

On the other hand, it would not be ditiicult to show that the term

if it really be the correct equivalent of OuluHes, could apply just Us well to the

Doanas or Me-Khoug, siuce there k positive proot ^as riiown above, p.

that this stream was also designated YantHua {lahvom-nod} .

^ The Pla Biik appeaiti to be a kind of stuigeou, mid iot_ luahlv pii/fd.

It is by sonic' people believed to ascend the luui^e oi the Me-Khmiu li"in ta-- 'c.i.

Strabo 'lib. xvii, ch. ii, 5) tells us that Uot oulv dulphm^. but ah', the Iklii -i ho

calk Ktslreu.'i aud 'Bhi u-cd to a^eud tin- c uur-c ot the Nil iunn tli‘- -sea.

despite the crocodiles which kept in respect the othci meiubci-? ol the laanu'-

fauna and pivveiited their euteiiiin the river.

Since I wrote the above there was issued bv tin Royal Geogiajtho al bctc ieiv

a book by Mr. MtCauliy ou “Suritviug and ilvp.uiiim in ^nna J.'Oi.hm,

1900;, wheie tlie reader will tind on pp. 6.3-6o much iiUerc-rtiiic aud detauci

information about Me-Kiic'mg rivcr-serpeuts, well on the /'o/ B'c-.' and

Fid Rom, the two ti^he^ whose names have become weii-rngh ar> luiaou- m ludo-

Cbina as tho-^f cO th ‘ Oxiirlnjui-huh aud Lipiduftt^ ot the Xdc weie iii fclgvpt and.

indeed, throughout the amicul MMstern wmid. See ak*) Dr. Lcicvn s “ \ i*y.igt

au Lao." p- 15-- where he speaks of /’A? Buk'- of {-iiormous ri/e, ’‘de six

metres de long."

As reo’arck the niauv points ot leseuibluuce between the .Me-Kticjiig and ttie

Nile, the parallel has been tu'st drawn, J. think, iu ."O tar at least a- the annual
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called (i.e. Nagas or Naga-Uamjds) by the Lauof Luaug

P'hrah Bang, are moreover said to haunt its upper waters,

while crocodiles are plentiful almost all the way, but more

especialljr from the point that the river enters Kamboja
down to its mouths.' Large cetaceans, among which there

may be dolphins, ascend its course from the sea and reach

as far as the Great Lake during the period of the river’s

overflow. As regards its possible connection in name with

the Dj/ardaneB, I have pointed out (p. 136 supra) that one

of the names for the Me-Khbng occurring in the old Lau

chronicles is Kliara-nadi, while the districts it flows through

in south-western Yunnan once bore designations approaching

those recorded by Marco Polo under the forms respectively

of Carajan and Cardandan, Zardandun, or Ardandan, after

which the Me-Khong may well have been termed. It will

be observed how closely these names, especially the last two,

approach Dgardanes (or Zardanes) and Oidanes. Another

possible connection may be pointed out with Jotana (Jyotana,

overflow is fonceroed. by Camoens, who, as everyone knows, was WTecked at the

JVIe-Khong’s mouths in .v.d. 1.>56. Sings the immortal bard

—

'• Ves passa por Camboja ileconi rio,

Uue capitao das aguas se interpreta ;

Tantas recebe d’oiiti o so no estio,

(Jue alaga os eampos largos, e inquieta :

Tern as encheutes, quaes o Xdo trio :

Ageute delle crb. como iudisvreta,

Que pena e gloria tom despois de morte
As brutos animaes de toda sorte.”

O' Liuiuilu^, canto x, estancia 127.

' I have since noticed that QQ . ngnuk, is employed by the ‘ Shins ’ (Thai)

ot Upper Biu-nia to designate a crocodile (see Cushing's ‘-Shan and English

Dictionary." Rangoon, 1S81. p. 121, s.v,). This term becomes ngtik in the

Fai-i ;Tliai of Yunnan) dialect, wherein it denotes the same reptile ,):ul

F. 'VY. K. Miillcr’s •
• Vocabularien der Pa-yi und Pah-poh Sprachen'’ in

T'ornig Fao, vol. iii, p. oO). This evidence tends to show that mjtiak is more

probably the Thai coirnption of the Sanskrit mikrn. or Pfili ),akla = crocodile,

than ot Xiigit as surmised above, and that originally it had this sense in Lilu as

well. Such being the case, the title of the He-Khoiig to identification with
Curtiu-’ crocodile-breeding rv/er Dijardours becomes further -justified.
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Zoclana, Iodana)-pum^ or C'hleng Rung- {‘iupra, p. 138),

from whose classical designation the Me - Kliong may
well have borrowed one of its names, as it took its well-

known appellation of Kau-Iuny or Kiii-tuny Kiang from the

vulgar one C'hleng Rung. Finally, on the hypothesis of

a quite possible error in transcription which resulted in a /I

being substituted for an original initial A in the Greek MS.
whence Curtius probably drew his information, or owing

to some other cause whereby the reading Dyanlanes came
to take the place of a preceding one having the form

Lyardanes, Landzanes, or something to that effect, it would

be easy to connect these terms with Lun-h'ang, the time-

honoured name of the Me-Khong under its cariac /ech'ones

Ldn-c'hang, Landzaug, Landjan, etc. It plainly follows from

this discussion that Curtius’ Dgardatm, whether the same

with Artemidoros’ Oldium or not, may be the Brahmaputra

just as well as the Me-Khoug, but more likely the latter,

especially if the circumstance be kept in view that Curtius says

nothing about its joining the Ganges, and speaks of it as if ii

were quite an independent river from the latter. The possible

fact of Curtius having learned the existence of the Me-

Khong at the extreme eastern borders of India (as the

extent of this region was understood in his daysj, need not

cause surprise when it is kept in mind that by the time

he wrote his history (early in the first century a.d.) inter-

course had been going on between the valley of the Upper

Me-Khbng and Asani or Bengal for several hundred year.-.,

as proved by the multifarious indications which have from

time to time been alluded to in these pages. Thanks to such

active intercourse, the existence of so imposing a watercourse

as the Me-Khong must have become well known in both

Asam and Bengal
;
and as a result of this, we have seen

{supra, pp. 138, 139) that C'hreng Rung came to be given

a name taken from an Asamese city. In the same manner,

it may be presumed, the river flowing past it (i.e. the

‘ 'Pot ZoddHU «.?;, the a^Wms. Zudiiiaaai

a

iter Jijti-naijant) .idopteu

by McLeod in bis report (P<irliameiitaiy Papers, ISO'J, pp. Tl, 7s .
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Me-Khdng) may have been designated by the very identical

terms belonging to the stream (i.e. the Brahmaputra) washing

the Asamese counterpart of the Further-Indian Rangabari,

Rahgamati, or Pnigji/otis - pur} This hypothesis would

‘ See ahove, p. 13S. Pr.lgjyotis-pur on the Bralimaputra is now ealled Gauhati.
As regards the name Khuiangn-muli-itiuJl tortile ile-Ehong reterred to above
(p. 13(5). it cvidentlyis the one that gave origin to the term Xctu-i-oigov Km-lung

bv which the Chinese designate at time-- that river. From
the tact that they use it also to denote G'hieug Enng it would appear that
Khiii-nnga or Kliunmya-Mtih was originally one ot the alternative names for
that district. In any c.i-c, its Chinese form proves to he a simple phonetic
tiansciipt, and should not be taheu to mean • Nine Uiagous ’ nr • Nine Drao-on
River’ respectively, as Sinologists delight to translate it. Colboree Baber
small blame to him—is anioiig the chief sinners in this respect. From the
extract he quotes (Supplementary Papers, Royal Geographical Society, vol. i,

pt. 1, p. 1S6) from the ••Yunnan Topography,” a Chinese work publish’ed under
the Jliug dynasty, it appears that the mountains at whose loot C'hieng Rung is

situated were called the Koi-lung or Ku'-htny Hhcm—oi, as he puts it. ‘Nine
Dragon Hills.’ 'Phe Me-Kliong above this point, we are told in the same
passage, was called the • Black W.itcv’ (Eth-Shivn 'r— unfortunately the original

Chinese name i.s not given, so that we are unable to institute comparisons) . Deveria
Frontiere Sino-.Inuamite,’’ p. llh), quoting from Chinese sources, refers to the

same Kun-hnig or Kni-lung Hills as htiug the place whire the descendants of
Ktu-hing (the second part of this name is written with a ilitierent eh.aracter), the
ancestor ot the Ai-Lao people, settled and gave origin to the ninety-nine tribes

whence sprang afterwards the kingdom of Nan - Chao. In all likelihood,

therefore, Khnrnnga, the term transciibed Kan- lung or Kiu - Uiug by the
Chinese, was the name of the hill-range on the outskirts of C^hieng Rung, and it

was thence transferred to the 51b-Khbng (lowing past its foot, K/iuruAgii-mFili

or Khurnnga-nuVa may mean • Highlands of Khuranga.' Under the form
Khura-nioh, or Khuru-niuh. this toponymic appears in Buddhistic literature

(see, e.g., the Supparaka-Jataka, No. 463) as the name of a half mythical
sea off the west coast ot India, wherein •* fish with bodies like men, and
-harp razor -like snouts’’ mid diamonds arc to be found. It is just possible
that it was thence adopted as a name for the !>[e-Khnng, on account of the
stiange beings saij to inhabit it.s waters, or else of the razor-like cuttino'
])ower’ of the stream. It would he interesting to find out whether the term
Khurunga is at all connected with the name of the half mvthical ancestor
ot the Ai-Lao whose descendants settled on these higUands, or whether
it is an Indu impiprted term belonging to the set of Hungiimriti, etc. I may
point out that Kin - /uug is the same personage as the Kuh - lung whom
the Hao Shans (Thai Maul acknowledge as their progenitor (see Nev Elias’
• History of the Shans,” p. 13 seq.) : while the Kan-lmig or Kiu-lung
mountains find their counterpart in the Koyong or 0/iortn Korong Hill (located

bv tradition in the Patkoi Range, south from the ancient capital of Asam). on the
summit ot which the .ihnm branch of the Thai race belieie that their ancestor
Khtm-tni (practically the .same as Kvn-hmg and Kiu-hing) alighted when
piescending from heaven (loc. eit.. p. 31). The spelling Korong occurring in the
.Vhom legend for the name of the mountain where the 'Ihai people had their
p-radle, is sufficient evidence fp) show that the Chinese term Kin-hnig or Kan-hnig
is realiv a transcript ot an original non-Chinese mipuntain name such as Kurting.
Kurang. and, in all iprohahility. Khuranga, as surmised above.

At p. 135 iupra. I have left the Chinese term Khin-l-‘nnq (Viiang. sometimes
applied to the Me-Khilng, unexplained. It has since occurred to me that it must
mean the • River of C'hieng Khung,' this being the name nt a well-known town,
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explain the fact, noticed above, of the name Yamuna or

Jarnnd being common to both the Me-Kh5ng and the Brahma-
putra. Owing to such a homonymy these streams may have

been frequently confounded in the accounts of travellers.

And owing to it, again, Ptolemy may have mistaken the

Brahmaputra for a tributary of the Me-Khong, and may
thus have been led to make of it the western branch of

his Doanas. But from all this it does not at all follow that

the main body of this stream can be in any way connected

with the Brahmaputra. That geographically it is the Me-
Khong, and that its name, a.s recorded by Ptolemy, can be

identified with the designations borne, either by tribes settled

on its banks or by localities lying along the course assigned

to it by the Alexandrian geographer, we have, it is hoped,

conclusively demonstrated. By way of postscript, I may add

here that a tribe bearing the name of Dnan or Doan (noted

as Bouon in Pavie’s map) still exists in the hill-tracts of

the Me-Khong watershed due west of Hwe or Thwon-an,

the point at which, as we have shown, Ptolemy fixed the

Me-Kh5ng’s outlet.

aud a pretty ancient foundation too, on the Me-Klioiig. not lar below C‘liieng
Sen, and in about 20^ 16' North lat. There now remain only the term Feng
and Colbonie haber’8 enigmatical • Black Water ’ to be dealt with, in order to

complete the decipherment of the rich terminolo.::^)- Ifeionjrmg to the Mc-Kht3n»
River. The epithet ‘ Black Water’ appears to have been applied also to either
the Iravati or the Brahmaputra, but more likely to the latter, as may be interred
from the following passage occurring in an aificle. based upon Cliinuj'e sources,
on “ Manchu Relations with Tibet,” which appeared in the Journal China
Branch B.A.S., voL xxi, p. 249:—

-

the ‘Great' Golden Sand River
(or Irawaddy) rises in the south [frontier of Tibet], flowing through Burma to

the sea. The Yaru-tsangpu, which runs through Tibet, i^ an upper branch of

the same stream, which is also called the * Black Water,’ and much larger than
the ‘ Small ’ Golden Sand River which joins the Yang-tsze." The traiisiater or

compiler, who is Xr. E. H. Parker, has here taken the ‘Great’ Golden Sand
River— or Ta-Xin-sha, as it is probably called in the Chinese text — to he the

Iravati: but it will be seen that the Biahmaputra in probably meant, from tho

tact that the Yani-ts*ang-pu is considered to be an upj>er branch of that stream,

and that the Brahmaputra goes in Asara by the alternative name of Ihraipja, the
‘ Golden,’ as pointed out above fp. 2S2). The Ira-vali. turthermore. ran hardly
be said to be larger than the A'ang-tsz, while the Brahmaputra would be easily

looked upon in that light. In anv case, the dc'^ignatiou ‘ Blurk Water ’ may
have been applied also to what was considered to be tlie upper branch of either,

i.e. the Yaru-ts'ang-pu. Gn tbi^ assumption, the Me-Khdng and the Brahma-
putra would pr(tve to possess yet another epithet in common.
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Kortatha Metropolis (No. 118).

I have already pointed out that this city corresponds to

Chiu-ie or Kiu-te {ft m), in Annainese Kuu-diik, the

ancient name of the town and district now called Ha-tin

( IrT ^)- I*' i® mentioned earl}' in the Annals of Annain ^

as one of the fifteen ho or divisions of the ancient kingdom

of Van-lang, founded, it is pretended, upwards of fifteen

centuries b.c. After the Chinese conquest it is alleged to

have formed part of the chiin of Jih-nan
;

to have been

next erected into a separate chua by the Wu“ in circa

A.D. 270, and again belittled into a simple district by the

Liang {circa a.d. 502). But, as we have previously observed,

this dependence w'as, at least in the early days, merely

nominal if ever
;

for in reality the territory belonged to the

Cham. In fact, the annals say that at the time of the Wu
dynasty (a.d. 229-265) the Kilu-duh and adjoining districts

were dangerous and impenetrable
;
the L'lmi barbarians that

occupied them were indomitable and knew no fear
; they

could not be tackled for centuries.® It was only Tao-hwano'
V O >

one of the "Wu generals sent to subdue Kiao - chi in

260-270 A.D., who succeeded, according to the same source,

in coercing the refractory districts. We must conclude

then, on the strength of the above information, that Kiu-te

as a town or district had long e.xisted prior to the beginning

of the Christian era
; and that in spite of the trumpeted

Chinese conquest of the whole of Tonkin in 111 b.c., Kiu-te

was still in the hands of the Linn, Loi, Loi, or Le—i.e. the

Cham'*—as late as 260 or 2.0 ,v.d. It must consequently

* Des Micliel-, op. cit . p. 3.

- Ibid., p. 107-

’ Des Micbel-. op. eit., pp. 106, 107.

* The Laii, as the euily coniederates ot the Northern Cham, had also a finger

in the pie. as will be shown directly. I have taken the Lian reierred to in the

above evtact to be the Cham, as it appears from the descriptions given of the

Ziao or Zlau |;^) by Chinese authors, that these were populations of

the C‘hteng or M5n-Annara race, who .should be connected with the Laivq, Zi
oxZoi (^), etc., and not with the ZCn, (^, or as has been
hitherto recklessly done by Sinologists. Dcvena {• Frontiere Sino-Annamite,”
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have formed part of the kingdom of Upper Campa down

to at least the last - mentioned date, if not to A.n. 446,

as would appear from the evidence adduced at the outset

of the present section. Hence it is reasonable to identify

Kortatha Metropolis with the capital of that kingdom.

We have shown that, whereas Chinese historiographers

would fain make us believe that the kingdom of Lin-i was

not foimded till a.d. 137, or even so late as 220 circa, bj'

the rebellious native chief Ch^ii-lien, the old records, whether

Chinese or Annamese, state that Lin-i was chastised and its

capital taken, as early as a.d. 43, by Ma-yiian. We have

furthermore drawn attention [supra, p. 127) to the fact that

the Luanw P'hrah Bang: chronicles ascribe the establishment

of the kingdom of Lin-i— or, as they style it, Culani,

Culamani, or CuUamalini— to the leader of the eastern

branch of the Thai emigration, whose name, I take this

opportunity to add, is given as Chii-song. I have been

lucky enough to find the counterpart of this tradition as

to the exodus of the Thai people from Yunnan and their

pp. 112 f.. 114) coutoimds both tlic-sc peoples into one on the .t^Ainiption

that the character also pronounced Zco or As a matter ol fact,

this onlj- occurs nowadays among the Annamese, who. however, more sanerally

pronounce it Ltiu. So may one hold, for analogous reason.^, that the i.o/

are the same people a& the Lowu (ZuiOj. IMa Tuau-lin (op. cit.. pp. 107“112t

speaks ot the Lwu as being a hill people, woudertul mountain-climbers, liead-

hunters, cannibals to the extent ot eating their deceased relatives, honouring

dogs and offering them up in sacrifices, practising couvadism—all characteristic-s

still to be met with to a certain extent among th? wild the Knn,,^

(deg-worship), and other hill tribes ol the C'htett;/ stock, but itf-nt among'

the Lau.'-^ Ma Tuau-lin adds, moreover, that there are two tlassis ot Zices.

to wit, the valley-dwelling, and those living on the mountain slopes, ropre-euliug

the unconquered and wildest portion ot them. Both classes are to thi- da_\

exemplified in the AVoi Jj^'i and TJiOt Hfici divisions of the h tdt

p. .58, n. 2\ I think it i- high time that Sinologists should be p„rsundtd to

draw a line of distinction between ttvo so -widely different peoples as the Ao/e

and Zdu. Indo-Chinese ethnology would profit a ,go«l deal thereiry, and bi-

itssisted to rise fr<mi the muddled state it is now in.

* Marco Polo mentions, it is true, eouvadism as being pr.icti'cd in his d;.\

among the people of Ztirdcindati or ‘Golden Teeth,’ at ,;\ung-'-h ana

of the Chinese and irhn-c'huny of the Lau) ;
but it is probably to the Law.i

and tribes of Jfiao stock inhabiting that district that his remarks mori- partn ulaih

apply. iV.B. that Colquhouu mentions the courade as existing among the Miao.

Id
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subsequent spread over the surrounding countries, in the

legend given in the chronicles of the Nan-Chao as regards

the kingdoms founded by the sons of Ti Meng-chu-,^ and

I have by this means got hold at last of the hitherto missing

link connecting Nan-Chao with Luang P'hrah Bang history.

The names of the chiefs alleged to have established the

various kingdoms are somewhat transposed in the two

' See DeT&ia’s “ Frontiere Sino-Annamite,” p. 118 seq., where a far more
detailed and clear account has been given of this important group of traditions

than the one I had to mate use of, for want of anything better at the time being,

at p. 123 above. If Deveria is correct in making Jin-hwo a descendant of

Ming Chii-nmg, we would obtain the approximate date of n.c. 200 for the

advent of the latter’s brother Ming Chu-lin in Lin-i, and consequently also of

his other brother Khm Lo at Luang P'hrah Bang
;
our estimate at pp. 127 and

128 Mpra thereby receiving ample confirmation.

Since coming^ to the above conclusion my attention was drawn to the

“ Histoire des Princes du Yun-nan,” compiled chiefly from local sources by
il. E. Eocher, of which the first instalment appeared in the T-onng Pao for

March, 1899. I was not a little surprised to find that in this valuable com-
pOation a mess has been made of the dates concerning Chwang E‘iao^s conquest

of Yunnan (which is placed towards the beginning of the Christian era, whereas
it occurred so tar back as b.c. 31-5 or thereabouts) and the deposition of his

descendant Ch'atig K'vmg in favour of the above-mentioned JCh-Luo. The
latter event, having taken place under the "Westem Han emperor Wu Ti’s rule

(b.c. 140-86), is instead attributed bv Eocher to the Eastern Han Kwaug Wu
Ti’s reign (a.b. 25-68), and thus the tistory of the intervening period is, as far

.as Yunnan is concerned, thrown into a hopeless muddle. We have here a fairly

instructive example of the care that the unwary student should e.xercise before
accepting as thoroughly reliable the results arrived at, as regards Indo-Chinese
history and kindred topics, by Chinese scholars, however they may have dis-
tinguished themselves in other fields. Fortunately, in the present instance
there is the evidence from Chinese historical works coming to our assistance
in re-establishing the above events .at their proper chronological places. Apart
from this blemish. Eocher gives us the important information (p. 16) that
Jiii-kwo was Ming Chii-siing's grandson. Bearing, therefore, in mind that
Ming Chii-sung is alleged to have been, in his turn, the grandson of A-yii
(Asoka) of Magadh.a. we get for the accession of Ming Chif-sti/ig at Peh-ngai
and the establishment of his brothers Ming ChS-hn and Khioi Lo in Lin-i and
Luang P’hrah Bang respectively, _a date about midway between those of Asoka
and Jin-kivo j

say, between B.c. 32.3 and 12*5 or b.c. 259—125, according to whether
we follow the Buddhist chronology or adhere to the views of IVestem scholars
on the d.ate of Asoka's coronation. These two sets of chronological data yield on
the one hand the year b.c. 225, and on the other b.c, 192, as mean resultants.
I am strongly inclined to adopt the former date, i.e. b.c. 225, as the one probably
nearer the truth. This for the reason that Lin-i, whether as a district or kingdom,
is mentioned by Chinese historians as being already in existence in b.c.°214'
whence it follows that it must have been founded somewhat earlier ttian that
period. Of course, in coming to this conclusion, I am guided by the fact that
the true original name of this kingdom was, as I have demonstrated, of Indu
derivation, and therefore in accordance with the tradition that the kingdom was
founded by a prince of Indian descent, as Ming Chii-Iin is repre-euted to have
been

; and it goes without saying that I reject as utterly unacceptable the
Chinese vei-sion, according to which the chnn ot Lin-i was’ established bv the
Ts'in in b.c. 214.

' ^
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accounts, and the locations assigned to the kingdoms
themselves do to a certain extent disagree

;
but the substance

of the story is practicall3
'' the same, this being in itself

sufficient evidence that both accounts have been derived

from an identical source. The same remark applies to

the modified versions of the same legend still surviving

among the Thai of Upper Burma and Asam, to which we
have adverted in a preceding section. As regards the

eastern branch of the emigration with which we are

concerned at present, the S^an-Chao chronicle places it

under the leadership of Chu-lin,oT Meng Chu-Un ^ m
and ascribes to it the foundation of the kingdom of Kiao-chi,

whereas it makes Ming Chu-sung ^ — evidently

the same personage with the Chu-song of the Luang P‘hrah

Bang account—thefounderof thePrh-fe, orPc/i-f.s’; •^),

kingdom, with capital at Peh-ngai, over which his almost

immediate descendant Jen-kwo (fc was reigning, as

we have seen {mpra, p. 123), in is.c. 122, being shortly

afterwards (b.c. 109) established by the Han emperor Wu Ti

as king over Tien (Yunnan).

The designation of Kiao-chi as the kingdom founded by

Meng Chii-lin is, no doubt, an oversight on the part of the

Han-Chao chroniclers, for Kiao-chi was, down to b.c. 258,

but a district of the ancient realm of Van-lang represented

to have been conquered that year by Asoka himself, who,

according to Liiu accounts, almost immediately withdrew,

leaving it intact, or, according to the Annamese records, set

down to rule it himself. Whatever maj' have been the

real state of matters, however, this realm was overthrown

in B.c. 208 by the Ts'in general Chao-t‘o, who the following

3'ear proclaimed himself king of Nan-ijtieh {Ndm-vlet), with

capital at P‘an-yu (Canton) ; and from that period down

to the Han conquest of b.c. Ill Kiao-chi, with the

adjoining districts as far south as Kuu-chon (Thaa-hwa),'

’ The Annamese Ann.als (Des Michel'", op. cit., p. ‘23) iniimle al'o llsiang

and Liit-i in the new kinirclum’s territory ; but a tew lines tuither on state that

in n.c. 19S Tilcit-dil (Chao-fo) appointed delegates with lull powers to control
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formed part of the Nan-yueh kingdom. It is not there-

fore very likely that Mhig Chii-Un could have set himself

up as king of Kiao-cJii at some time between b.c. 225

and 200 ; and viewing this toponymic as a mere generic

term resorted to hy the Nan-Chao Chroniclers in order

to designate—without any aim at precision—the approxi-

mate location of the realm founded hy IFeng Chii - lin,

I prefer to follow the Luang P'hrah Bang version, which

states Culanl to have been the kingdom in question, other-

wise known as the country of Kea C‘h6ng-hua, or Keu Kot-

the Then-hm. I take the expression Keu C‘hbng-hLia to mean

the Kiao Chiao) people of Chiem-hd ( ^ or la) or

Campa. Then-lua, literally meaning ‘ Lotus-throne ’ in Liiu,

seems to be more likely a phonetic transcript of Thau-hwa

Ch‘ing-hica) ; while Keu Kot-fke evidently implies the

Kiao people or district of Kau-tek, or Kiiu-d'uk

Chiu-ti), Ptolemy’s Kortatha, now Hil-tih. Some of the

chronicles add, moreover, the explanation that this country

is also called Andm Prakan, or Prakuiig. By this, I think,

that part of (modern) Annamese territory once constituting

the district of Pei-kiug, or Pi-kin ( ft Pi-ching, prou.

Tt-kan by the Annamese), is meant. Originally forming

part of the chiin of Jih-nan (b.c. Ill), this district was made
to include the whole of the latter’s territory under the Sui,

and thus the erstwhile chun of Jih-nan became henceforward

known by the name of chun of Pi-ching, or Pi-kin. Later

on it was incorporated with Chan-ch‘tng, or Campa.^ It

must have therefore corresponded to Hge-an and Ha-tiii,

the affaiis ot jr,,i.cta (Iviao-chi) and and -ay nothm^- atom lithni
Rsiamj or Thi- linumstimce I take a- evidence that the boimilari.-,
the kingdom conld not very well have extended li vend Tliafi-la>, 'i at
the utmost.

‘ See De- IMichel-, op. eit, p. nl. The Aiinanie-e .Vuuali-t-
two_ terms Jih-nan and Fi-rln„ij as almo-t svnonvnnm-. the torm
‘[situated t) the] south ol the sun.' and the 'latter -sha'do.v rtalli-
Li.e. to the south]. The translator explain- * oinl.ie eoiu-lio-ul nte

’

f.rii the

nt aiuae
!• low

*
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with perhaps the northern part of Kwang-bin included.'

At one time the toponj'mic Pi-kin, Prakan, or Prakiuuj seems

to have been employed not only by the Lau of Liiang P'hrah

Bang, but also by the neighbouring nations of Western

Indo- China, to designate that southern part of Kiao-chi, or

Tonkin, comprising, in fact, the districts just named. The

Burmese, we are told,® used to apply the term ‘ Kio-pacjan
’

(i.e. ATeh Pakan or Kiao Pi-kin) to Tonkin itself. But this

was probabh’’ only a generic designation, meaning more

appropriately the southern part of that region. The same

remark applies, I should think, to the other term. Kid Kazeh
C C

(GOi^O CTDCO^g), given by Judson® as the Burmese

name for Tonkin and its native inhabitants. Kazkh cannot

here mean KPcho (Kesho), as might be thought at first

sight, because the name of this capital is written in a different

' The Aanamese Anuah (loc. cit.) would give us to understand that the

territory of the aucicnt chi'm ot Pi-choig. or TT-kun, is nowadays represented

hy the districts of Kwing-bin and Kwiing-trT. There has ever teen a tendency

among native historians, whether Chinese or Annamese, to assign to Jih-nan

a tar more southern position than it has ever occupied, in the endeavour to show

that the dominions of their race extended farther than has really been the case.

Ufot only did our Sinologists blindly follow these historians’ erring footsteps, but,

dazzled by Chinese bombast and tinsel, they even exceedc-d the native over-

estimate. Thence it comes that we are told in the works ot the said Sinologists

how Jth-uan was KwSng-nam {Journul Chinu Biniich B.A.S., vol. xxi, p. 41),

or “ Quang-hinh and Phu-ycn [!J with all between” {Chum lli line. vol. .xx,

p. 328), Zin-i, or Campa. compri-ing “the modern Kanh-hoa and Binh-thuan,”

and so forth. In a similar strain even the scholarly Chavannes, haring laid

do^vn the apodictic premise that

”

correspond an Qiiang-nmn actuel,”

concludes that “il est done probable ijue Pi [i.e. Pi-cidng, or Ti-kliii] est

le port connu aujourd’hul sous le nom de Toui-ane [”] " (‘' Voyages des Pelerins

Bouddhistes,” p. 108, n. 1). It is to be hoped that the turegoing critical

examination of Chum history will lumiuously prove to him and his over-zeaiou-s

colleagues that Lin-i, or Chnn-ch^ug, or Campa, included in her halcyon days

something more than Ehan-hw'a and Bih-thwou; and that their exaggerated

notion as to the extension of Jih-nnu must sutler not a few clippings ere it

is brought within the bounds of historical truth.

" In the abstract from Mr. Gih.son's Journal given hy Crawfurd in his

Embassy to Siam and Cochinchina,” vol. ii, p. 437.

’ Bumiese-English Dictionary, Rangoon, 1883, pp. 139 and 713.
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way, viz. nor can it evidently stand for Kiao-

chi; but is more likely intended for Chiu-te, Kot-the, or

Kortatha. The latter being the capital, and at one time

the chief district of an independent kingdom, it is but

natural that its name should have spread far and wide and

become employed to designate the surrounding territory,

and even Tonkin as a whole, in preference to the term

Kiao-cM, which at best denoted but a province of the Chinese

empire, and was specifically a tribal name rather more than

a toponymic. It was only in the former character that it

survived among neighbouring nations, and thus when these

speak of the Kiao, Keu, Kio, etc., it must be understood

that they refer to the people,^ and not to the territory, of

Tonkin
;

a people, by the way, who were in the early days

composed purely of Mon-Annam, i.e. C'hleng, or Chiirn

elements, and not of the hybrid Sino-Indo-Chinese breed

constituting the modern Annamese. The same occurred

with the terms Prakan, An-nam, and Tonkin, which only

became known to foreign nations as soon as the cities or

regions which they designated set up as independent States.

Although Prakan is given as a synonym of Kot-the or

Kortatha in the Liiang P'hrah Bang chronicles— and it

is quite possible that it was so at the period when the

whole of Jih-nan was included under that denomination
— the original district or city known as Prakan or

Pi-kin was, under the "Western Han period, but a small

subdivision of the chun of Jih - nan alleged to have

1 Bunn.-En". Diet., p. 713.

2 The inhabitants of Cochin-China, says JIcLeoil in his Journal (op. cit.,

p. 39), are called J/m and Kio at C'hieng-mai. These terms should be read

Men and Kelt. The chronicles of C'hieng Sen, I may here add, speak of one

of the former kings of that country, Khioi Chilang by name, as having made war
upon the Ken Min or Keu Mitt Ta-tok, and set up to reign in the country of the

Ken Khakan (or Kt u Frakoti) for seventeen years. His coronation as king of the
Kiu P-hakan is placed in the year Kab-yi, and 496 of the Ciilla era=A.D. 1134
From this it would appear that the Kiu Min were the people of Fi-km and
Ciilani. I cannot trace the puzzling racial name Jfdi elsewhere than in the
Chinese Man and in the name of a tribe on the Annum trontier called Men
by the Liiu.
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been establisbed in b.c. Ill,* and as such is said to

have been situated to the north of Lin-i,- then called

Hsiang - Im. For this reason I am inclined to identify

Prakan with Ptolemy’s Pagrasa, the city or seaport which

will be treated on under the next paragraph. Like K6t-the,

it was a Lau foundation and formed part of the kingdom
of Culanl, as evidenced by the frequent relations it had with

the Lau kingdoms lying beyond its western borders ®
; hence,

* See Des Michels, op. cit., pp. 49-.50.

So states ChaTaimes, op. cit., p. 108.

® Especially with the kingdom of iLiiang JP-Iiuen or C'Kicmj EhwQng, situated

between the Lflang P‘hrah Bang State and the Jfghe-an district. I always thought

that this kingdom had something to do with Ptolemy’s Barenkora, ei-pecially

as its people are called Phlun (or Lau P'hTien), this being very likely an old

tribal name belonging to the early inhabitants of C'hieng stock, connected with

those of the tribes of the Black Eker called P-hu-or or P'Iih-O (sometime,

spelled Pou-eurh by French writers), of the P'o-na
JJj)

or P‘u-lu 'sec

Devdria, op. cit., p. 116) and, perhaps, of the P'u-trh or P‘H-irt

of the Chinese, whose name still survive.s in P'tt-ii-h-Fu, away in S.W. Yunnan.

The P'-hutn or C‘hieng Khicang kingdom was, according to the LCiang

P'hrah Bang chronicles, established by Eltiiu Chet-c'huang, another of KhCni

Borom’s sons, and therefore brother to the founders ot the Luang P'hrah Bang

and Ciilaru kingdoms. For this reason amicable relations existed lor a long

while between Culaifi or Prakan, and P-hiirn. But, according to one account,

later on dissensions broke forth, and two princesses from Prakan, at the head ot

a strong army, invaded the country of P'htien. They were victorious despite the

efforts of T/igu Yi, a descendant of Chet-c'hnang, the original founder ef

the realm, who was then on the throne. This war was. however, brought to

a close by the marriage of Than Pi with the two gallant princesses, a union

that resulted in the fusion of the two kingdoms. Thus the sway of the P'huei.

Lau seems to have extended at one time to the shores of the Tonkin Gull.

Dr. Leievre, in alluding to the above events, adds a tradition collected locally

which seems to confirm them. There are to be found in the Xani Xgu in the

P‘huen district, he says {••Voyage an Laos,” Paris, 1898, pp. 1196-7), many

objects in cut stone, sword-hilts, etc., rem-aining, it is stated, from the war-

that took place between Prakan and P'hucn. The P'huen State was finally

annexed to Liiang P‘hrah Bing by King Fu-nguni in a.d. 13.55.

A manuscript chronicle Irom C‘hieng-m5i tells us how a prince from Culanl.

by the name of Chau Kham-ding (i.e. ‘ Prince Eed Gold ’), having gone westward-

in pursuit of a golden deer, reached as far as the site where the city of C ‘hieng-

mai rose long afterwards, and settled in that neighbourhood, founding there a city

which was named Muang Ldn-nd, or ‘City of the Kice-fields Plain.’ After

many generations the town disappeared through subsidence of the ground, and

its site became a lake. A new capital was built near by, and in this some
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I think, the reason why its name, Prafcaii, was also used

by the Lau to designate the State of Culanl. It is, no

doubt, owing to the active intercourse existing in the early

days between Culanl and those Lau kingdoms, as well as

to the tradition of their common origins through their

having been founded by rulers belonging to the same

family, that the various instances of homonymy between

them and their capital cities we have noticed in a preceding

section {supra, pp. 146-147) have sprung forth. It would

not be surprising if it should turn out that the change

which took place in the name of the Lin-i district into

H&iang-Un soon after B.c. Ill had some connection with the

amalgamation of Miiang P‘huen with Prakan, brought about

by the marriage of the P'huen king with the warlike Prakan

princesses mentioned in the last footnote (p. 295). Was it

through this event that Lin~i, having become part and parcel

of Lan-c'hgng, received from the latter its new name, turned

by the Chinese, according to the genius of their language,

into C'liang-lan or Hsiang-Un ? And was it through some

similar event, but perhaps with inverse issues, that the name
of Cudamala or Cudama-nagara was transferred from Chiu-te

or K6t-iht to Liiang P'hrah Bang, or vice versa, given that

the conjecture about Luang P'hrah Bang having at some

time or other borne such a name is correct ? I shall not

attempt to answer these puzzling questions, which I gladly

leave to future inquirers to definitely settle by further and
more far - reaching researches into the ancient history of

the regions concerned. Suffice for the present to establish

the fact that Cudama-nagara is evidently but one of

generations afterwards the king of Mih Ta-iok was invited to come and reign,

tint his rule did not last long, as he was assassinated and a local chief put in his

“lead on the throne. These events must have taken place during the early

centuries of the Christian Era.

It will appear from the above traditions that the State of Prakan (Pi-kiu) or

Cfdani [Lin-i) must have occupied in its early days the territories of the present

Than-hwa, Ngl-an, and Ha-tm districts
; and that although inhabited by

a C-hltny or Chiim population, the ruling element must have been Lau, its kings
claiming descent from the Indu dynasty which, in the third century b.c., ruled
in Yunnan.
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the many variants of the toponj^mic Cliiu-te, Kot-the,

Kuu-duk, etc., blended with the term Mala or Mdlini
;

wherefore its correct and full form would seem to be Cudd-
indla, Cuddmalmi, Ciildnidlinl, or Cullamdlinl. From this,

I think, the defective readings Culani, Colam, Culdmani,
Cuddmani, and the Chinese Lin-i originated. Campd and
Campdnidlmi only came into use, perhaps, later on, when the

capital was transferred further down the coast to Cffw/ja-

nagara or Camgjd-piirl,^ the Chinese C/t'in-ch‘eng (jjJ M)>
Annamese Chiem-tMn

;
but as this city would also be

designated by the epithets Mdlini and Lomapuda belonging

to the old capital, coupled or not with its name, as e.g. in

Campdmdlim, the Chinese would continue to call the country,

or its capital, Lin-i, and the Annamese Lorn-op, Lom-ap, or

Lam-ap, using these terms as alternative designations for

Chan-ch'eiig and Chim-thda respectively. At this later period

we find Campii generally styled in Liiu records the kingdom
of Culani Brahmadatta, and its king P'hrayu CampddJtirdja}

^ An event wtdcli probably happened, ^urmi^ed above, in a.d. 446.

• Francis Gamier, in reterring to the relating to tlie foundation of the

F'hanom stupa {That F'hanom iyx DJidtii F'hunoni) in hi" ‘‘Voyage dexploration’^

(edited by Leon Gamier, p. 222), wrongly "pells the first of the derignatiuns above
alluded to Chounrakni “ la tradition veut quo I'luBiKmlni

Fhoumatai [siV] soit un pays Aunamite.’^ In some ot the Luang P'hrah Bang
chronicles occurs the form Cvhint Brohmadntta^t'djay evidently meant lor t'ulanl

Brahoiadatta-rattha, I am of opiniou that Brnh.nadutta liere represents the

name of the Chdm king given as {B'-hdin-hd-ddt) in the Annamese
Annals (Des ilicheL, op. cit., pp. 114-117). It wa" thi-^ ruler wlio in a.ij. 399.
according to the same AnnaL, attacked Jili-han and invaded the district of

Ktiu-dilk, from which he was repelled hy the Chinese governor of Kiau-vhi.
In A.D. 413 he renewed hi'^ raids, but was defeated in a.d. il-5, and Lin-t i'!

said to have finally submitted and become a tributary* in a.d. 4-iO 'ibid.,

pp. 119, 120). It is not improbable that owing to his'warlike exploit- King
Brahmadatta came to be looked upon as a national hero, and hi- name a^-oeiated

with that of the country for the time being, while among ueighliuuring State- it

survived much longer, being regarded as part of the name ot Canipa. otherwi*^e

Culani. I cannot avoid, while *'n this subject, drawing attention to the tact

that there is a very decided Biiddhi>tic ring about thi- name Culuin-Byhim’datta

adopted here as the designation for the kingdom, wherea" it occur- in the Jlcho-

^adha-Jdtaha as the per-sonal name (or title r) of the king ol PafiCala wIilii that

country was in war with Videha and its capital IMithiia. Such a coincidence

would seem to point out that in ancient India CnUnl mav have hern likewise

a toponymic, perhaps an alternative designation tor either rahctila or Anga
(Campa, whether in Anga or Kashmir).
In another section ot Ms book, where he give- a hrief aectmnt of the toundation

of the stupa on the Tong hill {That-, or Bhirtu^,, Chdin~loH(/\ irnm the Miiang

^ong Chronicle. Gamier savs (op, cit., p.402i that A-oka, alter having conquered
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The identity of Culcinl with Cliiu-te ov Kuti-cluk and theiirt-i

or Upper Campa kingdom that we have thus far demonstrated

on geographical, historical, and linguistical grounds, receives

further confirmation from the similarity in names between

the Chu-song and Chu-lin of, respectively, the Luang P'hrah

Bang and Nan-Chao chronicles—but more especially of the

latter—and the rebellious Ch‘u-Uen to whom the foundation

of the kingdom of Lin-i is ascribed by the Chinese annalists.

It will readily be seen that the initial term in all these

names is Chu or Chu. Hence we may well surmise that

Ch'u-Uen was very likely a descendant of either Chu-lin or

Chu-song, whatever the correct name of the original founder

of the if«-f-Campa kingdom may have been. The Chinese

account followed by Ma Tuan-lin ' describes Ch'u-lien as the

son of a kung-ts‘an, receiver of taxes for the hsien (district)

of Hsiang-Un, and spells his name g adding that Ch‘u

was his family appellation. The date of his rebellion and

enthronement as king of Lin-i is placed in the last years of

the Eastern Han dynasty (i.e. towards a.d. 221). Other

Chinese texts, according to Chavannes,^ refer to a Ch‘u-Uen

(with the second character in his name differently written)

who likewise rebelled in a.d. 137, but met with failure, the

Chinese governor of Tonkin having succeeded in restoring

the counhw of YuU'ha (yuiinan, lide iupm, pp. 64 and 121), turned his arms
against Mvanp Klu (Kiao-chi). n’hose king, in utter despair, committed suicide.
But Asoka resuscitated him, and " lui reudit sou royaume qu'il appela Chuliuit."
'We shall show in one nt the tollowing paragraphs that this episode is to be con-
nected with the invasion ascribed by the Annamese annalists to the kinn- of Shu in
B.c. 258. The authorities jm-t referred to say, however, that the Shu potentate,
having overthrown the VaH-Tanrj dyna.sty which then ruled over Kwo-chx, ehano-ed

the name of the coimtry into Au-luk or Ou-luk (Chinese Ou-U and Ssi Ou-U),

a term which has evidently nothing to do with Culrnii. I may add that none of
the tnmndns {iutras, narratives) on the foundation of the That Chom Yono- nor
the several versions of the Jliiang Y'ong Chronicle I have met with, do contain
a word as to this story of Asoka havin?, after his conquest, changed the name of
Mitang K'eii into Culanl. Hence the hitter must have been an arbitrary addition
introduced by the interpreter troni whom Gamier obtained his information, and
I more than ever see fit to adhere to my identification of C'uhinl with the
kingdom of Kut-thi; or Hpper Campa, feeling quite certain that A&ka’s conquest
had no connection whatever with it.

’ Op. cit., p. 419.

’ Op. cit., p. 203.
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order. The Annamese Annals,' quoting from the Hoit

Han-shu, make of the Ch'u-Uen of a.d. 137 a native chief, and

explain that his name was that of a family of “ southern

barbarians.” They say nothing, however, as to this Ch‘u-

lien having set up as king of Lin-i, and are likewise silent

as to the coup of Ch‘u-Uen secundus about a.d. 221, which

is only alluded to en passant in the commentary, compiled at

a later date from Chinese sources.^ At the same time they

warn us that the Tsin-shu and other Chinese historical works

write by mistake the term lien with a different character,

although conveying the same sound.'* Which this character

is, we are not shown by the translator. Later on, between

the dates corresponding to the period a.d. 226—230, we

are told’' that the kings of Fa-nan, Lin-i, and T‘anfj-ming

(or T‘ao-men(j ?) sent envoys with tribute to the Wu emperor

Ta Ti ruling at Nan-king,® and we are thus indirectly given

' Des Michels, op. cit., p. 70.

2 Ibid., p. 114.

® Ibid., p. 70.

' Ibid., p. 94.

® The kingdom ot T-ung-itniuj is said (ibid., p. 9S) to be the -ame as 27"-

m'lng (or T‘ao-ming‘i)—m Annamese Dqng-miii - to have been

sitnated on the seaboard, and at the head of an e.vtendvc bay to the -outli of

Jih-nan, with whose southern borders it was coterminous tor a length ot

7,000 U (some 200 miles 1). It is difficult to gather, from this vatrue dccriptioii,

whether the kingdom in question was to be found on the northern or on the

southern side of Ain-i. Judging from the fact that Lui-i. although then and

long before that an independent kingdom de finto, was nevertheless still con-

sidered by Chinese writers as part of Jih-nan de jure, Jjuo-nnn, or T'm-mhig.

must have occupied a po-dtion somewhere in the north ot the pre-eut Kwang-liifi

district, perhaps about the mouths of the Song Jang (Song Giang). There is

a place marked Minh Cain in modem maps, close by the lett bank ot this stream.

The Men tribe referred to in a preceding note appear to have been j,ettled m

that neighbourhood. Otherwise, we must look for the location of Dae-inm to

the north of Lin-i, that is, either in Kge-5u or in Southern Than-hw.i.

Whichever of these two surmises be the correct one, it seem.s, I think, very

probable that this must have been the country and kingdom of McLeod's J/i«.

and of the Kin-Mln or Min Tii-tZk mentioned in a preceding page. Owing to

no Chinese characters being given, and no other information bung contained in

the books at my disposal as to the whereabouts ot the kingdoin, it is

impossible to push investigation any further; but it is to be hoped that

Sinologists as weU as Annamologists will be able to teU us something more

definite from the native sources inaccessible to me. Meanwhile we may rest
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to understand that Lui-i was, at the time, an independent

State. We ma}', then, well conclude, on the strength of the

above fragmentary evidence, that Chii-lin and Ch‘ii-lien are

very likely identical terms, though spelled in different ways,

representing either the dj'nastic or the family name of the

early kings of Lin-i, but more probably the name of the

State itself, in its full form Culanl. In support of this

conjecture I may point out the coincidence in spelling

between the last part of the name of Chu-lin ;^) and

the initial one of the term Lin-i (:^ which would thus

appear to be but a shortened form of Chu-lin-i (2! S(),

the probable original Chinese phonetic transcript of Culanl.

It must be noted, in fact, that the three characters which

compose it, sounding Chu-lang-eik in the present Fu-chou

dialect, may have been pronounced something like Chu-lan-i

or Chu-lan-ik in the old days. Pere Legrand de la Liraye

spells Ian the second character in the name of the rebellious

Ch‘it-Uen, whom he accordingly describes as Kliu-lan.^ The
connection between the two toponymies Culanl and Lin-i

content with having discovered a now independent State within the limits of

the pretended Chinese dominions, to be added to the kingdom of ZiH-i and to the
realm of the Hii-fu I (whose borders were reached by Ma-yuan in a.d. 43) ;

making altogether no less than thiee independent kingdoms
j

all to be found
inthin the zone said to have been embraced by the (.amons cMu or department
of Jih-nan established by the ’Western Han.

• Sec Des Michel-', op. eit, notes, p. 108. The reverend Pere, however, took

Ch'ii-Uen or Khu-lati to he the name of a tribe, in which guess it will now be

seen he wa.s not so very far wrong as Des Michels thinks, since that name was
the desig-nation borne by either the kingdom or its capital. The Chinese

character means ‘a capital city’ as well as ‘a district,’ and this is most

probably the reason why it was employed in the tran.scription in preference to

another more suitable for conveying the sound i. In the language of the Zau
populations of "yunnan, the sense ot country, district, or city was conveyed by

the term Mnang (transcribed as Mlnrj by the Chinese) prefi,xed to the name

of the kingdom ;
Mimj aiu-lin ^ alleged to have been the

name of the founder of the Kiao-chi rie.ad Zin-i) State, is instead, no doubt,

the Lau designation for the State itself, to wit, Miiaug Chulani.

Abbe Bouillevaux says {A»nnhs dc VErtfiiM Orient, t. ii. p. 32.3) that
C!i‘u-He>i. alias Khu-Ucii or Shd-Jan (whose rebellion, by the way, he places
in A.D. 263!), was also called Khu-dnt, a term which, it will be observed
approaches very closely to the lorm Kortatha recorded by Ptolemy as beinn- the
name of its capital city.

°
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thus receives further demonstration from the etymological

point of view. There would seem, then, to be no further

room for doubt that the kingdom of Culcita, or Upper
Campa, although inhabited by a Cham—i.e. Mofi-Annam
descended—population, owed its original establishment to

the Lau from Southern Yunnan, headed by a prince of

Indu lineage belonging to that dynasty which, said to have
hailed from Magadha, founded kingdoms all over Yunnan
and adjoining countries, introducing therein the civilization,

the laws, customs, and beliefs, current at the time in the

country of his ancestors. This circumstance proves our

contention that ISTorthern Campa, unlike its southern counter-

part, received its civilization from Northern India. Numbers
of natives from that region who had come to settle in

Yunnan followed, no doubt, in the wake of the Indu-

Yiinnanese prince that led the way to Ctdaiu

;

and many
more continued to flow in the new State, either directly

via C'hleng Rung and Luang P'hrah Bang, or indirecti}' rid

Yunnan, whither they had at first directed their steps,

jointly contributing to the development of the country on

Indu lines and causing it to attain that comparatively high

degree of advancement of which unmisfakeable traces are

left to this day, as we liave noticed now and then in the

course of our inquiry. Later on, the number of the Indu

settlers who had reached the country by the overland route

began to receive considerable additions from those of their

countrymen who had found their way thither bj' sea, and

a considerable trade was, no doubt, established and carried

on by the latter with their mother-country and the numerous

Indu settlements spread all over the Indo-Chinese coast, the

Malay Archipelago, and the Southern Chinese seaboard.

Hence we may take it as certain that by the first contury

of the Christian era the name of the capital of Upper

Campa — like those of other conspicuous cities on the

same coast— must have become well known not only tf>

Indu traders, but also to those of far more Y esteni

regions, thus easily coming to the notice of our incom-

parable geographer, who handed it down to posterity in
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tbe form of Kortatha Metropolis. It is now well known,

in fact, that early before Ptolemy’s and Marinos’ time,

not only Syrian, but also Parthian, Arab, and Alexandrian

merchants,—outdistancing the exploits of the Phmnicians

and Chaldeeans, the IVestern world’s pioneers in Eastern

navigation, and following in the wake of the Dravidians of

Southern India, to whom belongs the honour of having first

opened the sea-route leading to the China Sea and founded

mercantile settlements all over the coast of the Far East,

—

pushed their journeys further from India and Ceylon on to

the Malay Peninsula and the Tonkin Gulf, reaching thence

Canton and the mysterious far-outlying Kattigara, which

we have identified with, and shall incontrovertibly prove

in due course to be, Ilang-chou. In our author’s own days

the famous embassy from the Homan Orient, alleged to

have been sent by Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, landed at

a port of Jih - nan and thence journeyed overland to the

Chinese capital Lo-yang. In referring to this event the

Liang-shu informs us that “the merchants of this country

[_Ta-ts ‘in, or Syria] frequently visit Fu-nan, Jih-nan, and

Clmo-chili.”
^ We shall try to find out in the next paragraph

the location of the seaport at which that so-called embassy

—

in reality but a private commercial mission—landed. In

the introductory book of his treatise ^ Ptolemy, after having

referred to “ those who have sailed from us to those places

[in India] and have for a long time frequented them, and

also those who have come from thence to us,” proceeds to

say :
“ from the same informants we have also learned other

particulars regarding India and its different provinces, and

its remote parts as far as the Golden Khersonese, and onward

thence to Kattigara. In sailing thither, the voyage, they

said, was towards the east,” etc. These passages clearly

show how the seaports of the Tonkin Gulf must have been

frequented as stations on the then well - known sea - route

to the China coast, and, at the same time, as entrepots for

‘ Birth’s “ (.'hina and the Eoman Orient," p, 47.
= Ch. xvii, 4 and a.
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the trade which thence was carried on overland with the

western parts of the Celestial Empire. Hopelessly lost in

their attempts to fix a suitable site for Kattigara, to locate

which almost every simulacrum of a seaport on the whole
stretch of the Indo-Chinese coast from Tonkin to 3Iartahan

was variousl}’ resorted to,* our Sinologists have come to the

conclusion that it was not until a.d. 166, the date of the

1 Eiclitliofen (•‘China,” vol. i, pp. .i09, 510, iwte 1) identified it -snth
Kiao-chi !—a view which, strange to say. Colonel Yule adopted, declarin;; the
arguments adduced by that authority in favour ot the location of Kattigara
in the Gulf of Tonkin to he •' absolutely convincing.” Some time atterwards
Mr. Holt, in a paper read before the Royal Asiatic Society, chowed himself
determined to believe with Gosselin that Kattigara was prohablv not tar trom
the present Martaban ! The late.st dictum of Sinology on tlie subject i-, to mv
knowledge, to be found in a lecture delivered by Hi. Hirth hetore tlie Berlin
Geographical Society (printed in the Vtihaiidlvixjca (ku- Gt!~dUchaft fiir

Erdkuncli' -n Berlin. 1889, (Xo. 1). Therein the author, I'nncnn'ing in the
main with Von Richtholen’s view as to the location of Kattigara near the
Chinese frontier on Anname-e territory, attempts to arriie at a more precise

determination of its site by basing himself upon the similarity in names between
Ptolemy’s citv and Clim-te, Kxu-tdc, or Ki'ii(-ihik, wliicli latter, he thus con-

cludes, may be the long sought for Kattigara. Tiie present jiages, where
Ghm-ti, etc., is, I hope, conclusively shown to lie instead identical with

Ptolemy’s Kortatha Metropolis, tvill prove Hr. Hirtli's suggestion to be

untenable. It may interest the general reader t'> learn that he-ides the places

above named. Canton, the mouth ot the Me-Khoug River, and even Singapore

have severally been mentioned as the -ites of the .luchiit Kattigara (seo

Richthofen’s “ China,” vol. i, p. 508, etc.).

I have noticed, since writing the above, that in a lecture delivered the

7th December, 1893, on the occasion of the ’iVinckelmann lubilee, by Mr. II. Xissen,

of Bonn, on Her Verkehr zwisthen China nnd dem Romiscben Reichc,”

Ha-nOi is accorded the preference, although Canton or some other town lurther

up the coast of China proper is al-o suggested as a po.ssible location for

Kattigara. Of the same opinion is I’rofessor Schlegel, who, in reviewing the

above essay in the T'uung-Fdu (vol. v, 189-1, p. 369i, evpres-es lum-elf in the

following terms :
—“ Von Richthofen denkt an Hanoi, wahrend man gewuhnlich

darunter Canton oder irgend tine ^tadt dcs eigeutlichen China 'z. B, Chinkiang,

mit Pragezeichen in eiiier altcren Anllage des Kiepert’seheu Atlas antiquus)

versteht. Hanoi ist jedtnialls derfcnige Punkt, der sich noch am ersten nut der

chinesischen Tradition vercinigeu lasst. Xur mussen wir nicht verges-en. dass

nach der letzteren, dei Platz, wo die fremden Gesandten landeten, Jih-mn-

kiao-iiai tier Grenze von Jih-nan zu

'uchen ist’ (Hirth, op. eit., pa-sim), wahrend Hanoi im Herzen dieses

Grenzlandes gelegeii war. Der Vortragende hatte Au=fuhrlisches uber diese

Frao-e in Hirth, Chines. Studicn, S. 19 £E. vorgefunden.” These passages

will o-ive a fairly accurate idea ot the stage that M'estem re-earcli on this

question had reached when tlie fir-t part ni the present inquiry into the

Ptolemaic geographv of Far Eastern .^sia appeared 'in the Junmal uf the liupaj

Asiatic Societp, July. 1S97,.
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Ta-ta'in embassy to China, that the sea-route to the Far

East was opened by Western traders, and that Tonkin formed

then, and from that time only, its terminus, which was

not removed further on till the third century, and then

only as far as Canton4 Such narrow views will have

to be considerably broadened now that we have shown

Kattigara, the Heraclian pillar of early Western Oriental

navigation, to have stood considerably further to the east

since the very first century of the Christian Era. Kortatha

Metropolis and the other cities or seaports on the Tonkin

Gulf mentioned by Ptolemy cease accordingly to play the

role of termini tentatively ascribed to them by our prede-

cessors in the field of Far Eastern historical geograph
3%

and appear to us in their true light of entrepots for the

trade with the southern China frontier and intermediate

stations on the maritime route to the Chinese coast.

Having thus far shown the part that Kortatha Metropolis

performed in Indo-Chinese history as well as in Western

Oriental commerce, it remains to be seen whether its site

can he determined with greater approximation within the

district where we have located it, and to account for the

form of its name (Kortatha) adopted by Ptolemy.

As regards the emplacement of the city, the corrected

latitude we obtained for it in the tables being 18° 42' N., it

will he seen that its position coincides with the site of the

present Yin (Yinh), close bj’ the mouth of the Song-Kii

River (termed Avon. SVon in Laos). As this was the

eastern terminus of the overland route from India and Burma
known to have existed from at least the first century a.d.,"

* Hii'tli. loc. cit., and China Stufi
^
toI. xviii, pp. 51—33.

- See Parker in China liei icn

,

vol. x\, p. 339, whore, however, he make?, a?

usual with Sinolouints. a muddle of ancient Indo-Chinese ,s-eo[(raphy by making
Yiuh-shonrj (an old kingdom oceupying the soutliera part ol the present Than-

hwa district with, peihap-, a portion of .Vorthern Ha-tlii) extend a- tar as

Burma, and sugvesting that the Ta-t'.'in emli.issy of .v.i>. 106 ‘'mo-t probablv

landed at Mergui or some'vliere else in the Talaing kingdom of Burma, which
was therefore held to be .a part oi Ywh-^hmw" and proceeded tlience over-

land to Vih. See also Hirth in Jvifrnal Hoiial ^Yxnta iSncufif for Julv, 1896.

p. 49i, where he (luotes the tolhoving passage troin an old Chiueso work : T.j
reach T-ien-ehn [India] from .\nnani. there is an overland loail by nhieli one
may go to this country," etc.
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I am inclined to adopt the position of Vin for Ptolemy’s

capital city rather than that of Ha-tin, a little below. It

is, however, only by means of archmological investigations

conducted in that neisrhbourhood, that the exact site of that

capital can definitely' be determined. The Annamese Annals,'

we have pointed out, make mention of a fortress of Khu-Iof

on the northern Campa frontier, which, unsuccessfully'

besieged by' the Chinese governor of Kiao-chi in a.d. 431,

was finally' taken in 446, access being thereby' gained by

the invaders to Hsiang-Iin (i.e. Lbi-i or Campa) territory.

This frontier stronghold, said to have stood on the northern

bank of a stream called the Lo-dzung,'^ must have been situated

either on the Song-Ka about Vin or considerably further

to the north hy the bank of the Song-Ma in the present

Thafi-hwa district, and it had, I think, nothing in common

with Kortatha. I prefer, in fact, to connect it rather with

Ptolemy’s Pagrasa, which will be treated on in the next

paragraph.

As regards the connection in names between Kortatha and

the Kilu-duk, Kau-tek, or Kot-the district, or the chief city

which a'ave the latter its name, I should think it has been

made sufficiently evident in the foregoing pages as to scarcely

need any' further demonstration. I shall, howei'er, add

a few' more remarks of a purely linguistical nature in order

to throw, if possible, more light on this highly' interesting

subject. Which w'as the real original name of the district

or its chief city it is impossible to guess, since it was

differently' spelled and pronounced, as evidenced by' the

different forms w'e have given, to wit ; Chiu-te, Cudd,

Cudama, Ciuldmdla, Quid, Culani, Colam, Cuddmaiii, Culd-

mani, CulCundliui, Cullamdlini, Lin-i, Kdl-tha, Kau-tek, Ki'iu-

duk, Ko-tik, etc. Although these are, as a rule, mentioned

as designations borne by the district or kingdom, it is almost

certain that they belonged originally' to its chief city, and

that it was from the latter, as usually occurs in Indo-China,

‘ Dt’S Michels, op. cit
, pp 122 anil 121.

- Ibid., p. 122.
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that the kingdom took its name. If a distinction were to be

made, I should be inclined to think that we are here in front

of two sets of names, one of which may be assigned Chiu-te,

Kot-the, or Cucld as prototype, and the other Malini (the

name of the Indu Campa, transferred to its Indo-Chinese

counterpart). It is apparently from the union of both that

the form CiildmaUm and its derivatives were arrived at.

TVhether of these two sets of names one belonged to the

kingdom and the other to its capital, or whether both were

indiscriminately used for either, it is impossible to say.

The latter was probably the case in later days. But at

ail early period I should imagine that Chiu-te, Kot-the, or

Ciida more properl}' designated the city which, at the same

time, as usual with Indii and Indo-Chinese capitals of

kingdoms, may have also been knowm under several other

names. The term Kortatha can, in fact, be traced to various

distinct denominations belonging to ancient cities of India.

In the first place, I observe that it may be a contraction of

Kuffar Tliattha, vulgo Nugar Thatha, in which case its name

would seem to have been imported here from the banks of

the Indus, 1 and its location would suit very well—allowing

for presumable displacements that occurred in the course

of the Song-Ka—either Vin or Ha-tiii.

In the second place, it may be observed—as I already

pointed out at the outset of this chapter—that the name of

Kortatha, or Kau-teh, very likely represents the term Kuthdm,
or Kauthara, occurring in Southern Campa as the probable

designation once borne by the ancient city of Yaihpu-nagara.

Final k is, as a rule, pronounced indiflPerently as k or t in

Annamese and some of the Southern Chinese dialects : thus

' See Cunningham’s Ancient Geography oi India,” p. iS8 seq., for Xugar
Tathi, .1 name which, he says, means ‘city on the river bank.’ It was' an
ancient and important emporinra. The contraction of Xigu,- in Gar, Gor,
Khur, or Kor is a very common one in Indo-China. I may quote as instances
in Siam : Khoriit, a contraction of therefore termed
Khorazemd in nearly all boots of travel of the seventeenth and eio-liteenth

tentnries ;
Koeayuk or Ktionnjok, the vulgar designation for Xogar-)iniialii etc.

The Khmers generally mate Aiigkijr out of Xagar, Xiitlgm', or Ximi/or bv
metathesis. Another common modification ot these terms in Siam is Lakhon
,'for lagor, Xagor).
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the characters {Chin-te) used in spelling the ancient

name of the Hii-tin district, while being read Kau-tek at

Canton and Kilu-duk in Annam, are instead pronounced
Km-iet by the Hakkas Kiiu-diit in some parts of Cochin-

China. Their ancient sound maj' thus have been something
like lum-td, or Ko-tut

; and as it is a well-known fact that

final rin We.stern words is often changed into final f in their

corresponding Chinese equivalents,^ it follows that the above

characters may well bo a phonetic transcript of the term

KufhCira, or Knuilatm, as pronounced in the early days

by the Chinese settled in Tonkin and the Chiuo-Annamese

cross-bred natives of that region. AVe have incidentally

drawn attention to the form Kltu - dat for the name of

Khu - Uen, Khu - Ian, or Cld 'u - lieu, which we take to be

a dialectal corruption of Ciidd, Chin-fi, or Cuhtnl. ilenoe

there appears to be nothing imf)robable as regards the terms

lutu-tek, Kiii-tef, or Ko-taf being meant for renderings of

Kaufhara, Kufhdru, etc. And it is but natural that Ptolemy’s

informants, hearing them thus vaiiously pronounced from

the natives of Sino-Annamese extraction who roamed and

trafficked about the seaports of the Tonkinese and Cham
coast frequented by ’lAT'Steru traders, reported them to him

under the somewhat hybrid forms Ko - dat, Ko - tnf, Kotar,

Kortaf, etc., which were synthetized by the Alexandrian

geographer in the form Kortatha he handed down to us.

Thirdly, it may be suggested that the Chinese dialectal

forms referred to above sprang from an original term,

Citdd or Cula (meaning a crest or diadem in, respectively,

Sanskrit and Pali), possibly a contraction of CudCunala,

Cudamnni, or Culutnani,- constituting the early designation

^ See “Chinese <rquiv:iltnt& oi the letter ‘It’ in Fortiiiu Names/’ hy
l>r. Hirth, in the Toiditxl China Btamh Iio>jal vol. xxi,

p. 214 .seq. At the '•anie time I may remaik that the torm' K">i-f'L and K/m-
may al’-n be directlv traeetl to the Sanskrit Kntnka (— ' tableiand/ a ‘ royal

capital or metropidis Iiowever (hilereut thF he irom Ptolemy's transfript

Kortatha. Kaf'd-a was tlic name of the tornier capital <'t Ori'*'^a, now usually

written Cnttcuh'.

- A jewel wurii in the top-knot on the cruwTi ot tin ‘^haven head, in the <Test

Oi (liiidem. In support ol this conjectural name ot the capital compare 6 / 1 Bam,
the designation borne hy one of the Northern Campii capital cities, pionouuced
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of the country, and subsequently transformed by the Sino-

Annamese into CJiiu-te, Kiu-tet, Kau-telc, etc.

Whichever of the three surmises made above be the

correct one, only further local investigation will be able

to disclose. Meanwhile, we may rest satisfied with the

conclusion that Ptolemy’s Kortatha most assuredly corresponds

to the district - city of X (M (fihiu-ie, etc.). Were other

evidence wanting, the mere fact of these characters being

to this day pronounced Kiu-tet by the Hakkas would be

sufficient to establish the etymological connection.^

Pagrasa INo. 117).

We are here in the presence of a topoiiymic identical to

the one (No. 93) we have alreadt' met with on the eastern

coast of the Gulf of Siam, and explained {mpra, p. 191) as

being composed of the two Khmer terms Fd or Bd, meaning
‘ chief,’ ‘ great,’ and Kras, of as yet undetermined .signi-

fication. Given that the name of the city or mart now under

discussion can be traced to the same original terms, it would

but prove that an identical language jirevailed on both

the Gulfs of Tonkin and Siam, a fact which docs not come

as a surprise to us, since we have over and again insisted

6')'7 Bduoi l)y tliL Chrurt. This tenn may well be a mere tiavesty i.t Sn Jinn,
unless it can be proved to be connected, as I have already pointed out, witl, the
indigenous term lla-loi.

* Dr, Hirth, in the paper referred to abo\e, in which he endeavours to trace

the origin ot rtolemr'.- Rrm Kattigara to the name homo iiy the aucieut

district ot Cliiu-ti or makes a iiuotatiou from .r Chinese vork ivhich

requires rectification. The Chine-e geographer,’" he goes o’.i to state (see

Chinu Reiteic, vol. xviii. p. .53}, “points out a city called Hunii-ehoti. sif.ated

south-east of Age-au, opposite the promontory ot Hainan, as the place whcie
the ancient Kau-ti [i.e. Chin-ti, etc.] was located when it was the capital ot one

of the three principalities— ‘any, JJ'ii-pii,;/. and Kao-ti [in eVim.iuitsi

,

Tdn-c‘hunnff, Vu-bin, and Kun-chik'} — which formed the thn-e divifions m
Annam which existed m the beginning ot the third ccntnrv.'' This extract do.

-

not help Us one whit in estahli-hing the exact po-itiou ot Ku'.-ti. .-i^uce /,

choit was nut a city, but a district established in .jSI-GCI by the liui m tic pl.to,.

of the ancient ho of HuTii-liivi'u (which included And-an and pait ot Ilh-tThl

and since Kiitt-cUik itself did not at lir.st m.ake part ot , a, i„i{

included in it mucli later, viz. betivceu a.d 627 -lad G-jo, by tlie T^ano-

Michels, op. cit., pp, 107 and 153).
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throughout the preceding pages on the fact that the coasts of

both those regions were at the early period we are concerned

with inhabited by a population of the same—i.e. Mon-Annam
or, as I prefer to call it, C‘hleng—stock, to which the Cham
also undoubtedly belonged, notwithstanding what is asserted

otherwise by ethnological and philological authorities. The
term Ba passed over to the Thai, who retain it to this day in

the sense of ‘ chief,’ ‘ master,’ ‘ teacher,’ or ‘guru ’

' ;
and that

it obtained favour with the same signification among the

Chain is exemplified by the term Bd-aheh, still applied to

the highest caste of the priesthood, descendants probably of

the Briihmans of Campa, who are to be found all over

Bin-thwdn, more especially in the valley of Panrang."

But we have likewise observed that in some dialects of

the semi-wild tribes of Kamboja, Bd or Bah means also

the embouchure of a river as well as a confluent, and it is

probably in this sense that we find it in many a name of

the Ba or Pd class, such as Bd-Sak or Pd-Sak, Pd-Tdni,^ and

Ptolemy’s Pagrasa, Palanda, etc. In Annum Bd
( )

is

frequently used as a prefix to the names of marts owing to

the fact, it is said, that many of these were established close

by the house of some influential tradeswoman, wherefore they

came to be designated as the ‘market oi‘ Bd (dame) so and

so’; Bd literally meaning ‘dame,’ ‘lady,’ in this case.'* It

is, however, doubtful whether at the early period now under

^ In the expresbion {Gui'u^Bd-^Lcrit'ya)^ as u eoliective

desi.iination tor teachers. In ancient -works, .such as the “ Northern Aimah,” Bd
is n^ed as a title of respect prefixed to the name of chiel-5, princes, chief

artisans, etc.

~ See Avniouier’b History of Tchampa,” loc. cit.. p. 20, and the same

author’s “Les Tchames et leur- religious’’ p. -td. The term Bu-'^hih may be

compared with the Siamese Bd-e'hi (Bu-ji) and the Khmer both meaning

Great or Chief Teacher, Chict Priest (as applied to Brahmans).
^ Usually explained as Pa (father) of Tdni^ but I am inclined to think that

Pd has the old Muh-Khmer sense here aKo. Locally, however, it is now
pronounced with the short vowel thus: Pd-Tdnu

^ iSee Landes, “ Contes et Legendes Annamites,” in Ej.cin^io?is *'t Itecon-

naisbancesj Ko. 2*2, p. dj>S, footnote; and Xo. 2(i, p. 281, index, -.v. This

privilege accorded to the fair sex finds its explanation in the fact that all over

Indo-China the retail tra<Ie is mostlv in the hands oi women, and that, as

admitted in conte 52 (=ee index, p. 291) by the Annamoe author hiui-elt, “in
Cochin China women are superior to men in the conduct «<i business, an otten-

remarked fact.'’
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consideration tlie term Ba was us yet used in tMs sense in

the district where Pagrasa stood, and I should accordingly

think that either of the two significations given at the outset

are entitled to our preference, the second one appearing to

be the most eligible.

The rectified latitude, 19° 54' N., obtained in the tables

for Pagrasa indicates for this city or mart a location about

the mouths of the Song-Ma, not far away from the present

district-city of Than-hwa and from the Kiia-Ddi or ‘ Great

Mouth ’ forming the southernmost outlet of the Song-kai

(Song-koi) or Red River flowing by Ha-noi city. In the

term Ki'ia Bat or ‘ Great Mouth ’ we may have the Sino-

Annamese—and consequently modern— equivalent of the

ancient Mon-x4nnam toponymic Bd- or Pd-grdsa. If not,

the location proposed at the mouths of the Song-Ma would

agree very well with the name of the city, given that the

prefix Pd or Bd is to be taken in its second sense of

embouchure of a river
;
and in this case the term Pagrasa

would mean the Grdm (or Kras) mouth (citj-, village, mart,

or harbour). There is a place marked P‘Iiu-k/iS (Phu-khe)

in modern maps, a little above Than-hwa and by the bunk

of the Song-Ma, which would seem to answer all require-

ments, its name meaning ‘ city of the stream ’ or ‘ cit}'

(at the mouth) of the river,’ and approaching very closely

in sound — allowing for the modificatious it must luue

midergone in passing through Annamese tongues unable

to pronounce the r’s and final *’s—to Bd-Krds or Pd-grus.

But it is perhaps better to leave the final settlement of

these questions to local experts.

Proceeding, therefore, in our preliminary inquirv, the

next toponymic that attracts our attention is that of Kazrh,

already noticed as applied to a part of Tonkin by the

Burmese, in the expression Kid-Kazth meaning evidently

the Keu or Kino (people) of the Kazeh (region or district).

Kazdi may well be intended to represent Krds or Grdsa, and

Pd-Kazth the mouth of the river of the Krds country

{Pagrasa). I do not insist, however, on this identification,

which is to be regarded as merely tentative, owing to the
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lack of sufficient data wherewith to establish the exact

location of the Kid- Kazeh district. The same remark
applies to our suggestion as regards the possible identity of

Pagrasa with the stronghold of Khu-l'ot or Khu-lut made in

the preceding paragraph. This fortress, we have seen, was
situated on the northern border of Cham territorj', and by
the bank of a river recorded under the now forgotten name of

L6-chuii(j, which may have been either the Song-ka or the

Song-Ma. The district of Lo-dziuuj, where the source of

this stream is located, and from which the latter took its

name, is described as part of Jih-nan from the time of the

Han conquest (b.c. Ill), and located to the north-west of

Lin~i} From the fact that it is mentioned in the list of the

Jih-nan subdivisions immediately after that of Ti-kcih {Fi-

hin), and two places before that of Hiianfj-Iin [Lin-i), it

would appear that L6-dzung was lying considerably north

of the last-named, being at the same time coterminous

(probably on the west) with Pi-kin.- Khu-ldt stood then,

pi’obably, on Pi-kin territory, and may have been its

chief city, corresponding at the same time to Ptolemy’s

Pagrasa, which it somewhat resembles in name. The term

Khu-lot or Khu-ldt is, in fact, possibly the Annamese

corruption of the local word Krat or Kras, which, in

conjunction with the prefix £d or Pd, may have formed

the real name of the city. Not being supplied with the

native characters used in spelling the Annamese name of the

^ See Dcs Michel?, op. cit., pp. 122 text ami 87 uote?.

- Ibid., p. 60. The names of the five distiicts. into which ulleict-'!

to have been subdivided by the Han in b.c. Ill are ^'•ivc-u in the luilowiug ordei.

procetiding’ from north to south :

—

(1) Choii-ngO (Chou-ou)—location de?cnbed as being north uf n'l

(Campd, or Lin-i).

(2) Tl-hih (Pi-tin]—location described as being north ot Chmt-ih'f (Canipcu

or Lip-i).

(3) Lo-dzung (Lu-yuug)—location desciibed as being north-wc-t oi Chn,/-

(Campd, or Lbfi).

(4) Tbi-kwleii (Hsi-ch‘uan}—no location given.

(5) Xnuiig-lbm (Hsiang-lin)—located to north-west of modern L'h<‘n-clK' ,.rf

(Southern Campd).
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city, we cannot judge how far the etymological connection

we have suggested can be maintained. But it seems quite

certain, from the arguments we have adduced in the pre-

ceding pages, that Pagrasa must have been somehow

connected with the ancient district of Ti-kan and its well-

known port, whether Khu-Tot was its chief city or not.

The correct name of this district, we have shown, must

have been Pakan, Prakan, or Pmkung, since it is up to this

day so pronounced by the Lau, and very slightly differently

by the Burmese {Pagan) and Southern Chinese {Pi-kin,

Pei-king) ;
Ti-kan being merely the modern Annamese way

of reading the characters by which its name has been

recorded in Chinese historical works. We have likewise

pointed out that it was most probably a Lau foundation,

forming part of the Indu-Lausian kingdom of Ciilam, and

have located it to the east of the P‘huen State in the

present Than-hwa district in accordance with the evidence

elicited from Lau as well as Chinese records, which latter

describe it as lying to the north of Lbi-i. That Pagrasa

stood in the territory of Prakan seems, therefore, an

undeniable fact. And the very close resemblance in

names noticeable between the two places suggests also

an etymological connection. Truly, the finals in both differ

considerably, but it must be borne in mind that well-nigh

two thousand years have elapsed since Ptolemy noted down
as Pagrasa what he heard pronounced Pa-krds or Bd-grds, and
that during that interval there has been ample opportunity

for these terms to become modified into Pd-krdn or Bd-grdn,

and thence, by metathesis, into Prakan, Prakan, Pagan, etc.

The modern Annamese form Ti-kun is a good instance in

point as to the evolution that the pronunciation of those

terms must have undergone. In any case, I shall leave

it to future research to establish whether the name of

Pagrasa is to be connected with that of the Ti-kdn or

Prakan district or of its chief city, be it Prakan or Khu-
Idt that the latter was called, or something to that effect.

Suffice it for the present to have fixed the position of

Pagrasa within the territory of Prakan and at the mouth
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of the Song-Ma, not far from the present Than-hwii district-

city, which is the place obtained by calculation in our

tables on the basis of Ptolemy’s data. It will be seen, then,

that Pagrasa was ver}' likely the famous port on that sea-

coast called Pi-hin in Chinese records, utter either the name
ol the district. Pi-kin, i.e. Prcikan, or its chief city. Which
was the case we are unable to decide, hut it seems very

probable that the expression ‘ port of Pi-kin
’

merely meant

the ‘ shipping port for the Pi-kin [i.e. Pnikaif\ district,’

and had no specific reference to the name borne b}' the port

itself or the town or mart rising on its border. At any'

rate, we presume that this may have been the place at

which the l'a-ts‘i)i embassy of \.d. 16G landerl, since this

mission is said, it will be remembered, to have proceeded to

China from the northern frontier of Jih-nan, and it must

accordingly have disembarked about here in territory- which

was then considered, de jure, as part of the Chinese chun of

Jih-nan, though perhaps not as yet belonging to it de facto.

Should the latter have been the case. Pi-kin or Pra-kan must

have passed under Chinese domination in \.d. 43, as a result

of ila-yiiau’s expedition, which reached, as we have seen,

the borders of Thau-hwa. On the other hand, should

Pagrasa turn out to be identical wdth Khii-ht, its territory

must have remained part of the Cidanl or Upper Campa
kingdom down to a.d. 446, the date at which Khk-Jot fell at

last into the power of the Chinese.

Dorias River (T^os. 116 and 181).

This is the river of Ha-noi, usually leferred to under

the vague designation of Song-koi (more correctly Sonej-

kai), which merely means ‘ Chief river ’ in Aunamese.

It is formed by the junction of three respectable streams

all rising in Southern Yunnan, to wit :

—
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(1) The ‘Black Elver’ or Song -Bo, termed Nam -The

by the Lau, 'The being, no doubt, its correct and time-

honoured named

(2) The ‘Eed Eiver,’ known to the Lau as the Nqni-Tdu,

i.e. the Tdu Eiver, which, we shall demonstrate directly, is

its old and real appellation.

(3) The ‘ Clear Eiver ’ or Song-Lu, designated by the

Chinese Ln Xiang Lii Chiang) and Ch‘incj-IIo
(-Jg jpj

)

or Ch^ing Xiang Jl)-'

Of the three branches just named, the Eed Eiver or Nqiii-

Tdu has, from the greatest antiquitj-, been regarded as the

principal one ;
hence its name was also applied to their

> In fact it is known under a similai de-^ignation, Bu-jConj (jig jy ^

T‘o-chuiiiy), to the Aunainese.

The CluEOyL names Ta-p'ien Kunuj (IE % {X T

' boundary euconipa«,ing

river') and It-Iibu-H Kiio-y
-([jj jTj ‘ Plutn-tairy Eiver'), applied

to it within Yuuuanese territory, do not deserve being retained in our maps,

since they eiidently are comparatively modern. It is to be noticed ti nt

the Chinese cousidei the J’n-j/ii/i u mere tributary, and the Su-p'c H,,

(S ^ upper alllueuts, the principal branch, and give the

name to the w.itercoui.-,L resulting Irom their junction. Somehow the

term Su-p'n appears to be of Buddhi-t origin, and connected with tlie term P-ti-in

*-'binc-e contiactcd torm ot BwlhUutti.u. The term Suk Ilf

(Hi j'^, El IL), i.c. • Bl.ict Eiver,' applied to the Li-Jit,ak in the lower pait

ot its course, before it joins tlio Red Eiier, i- al-o, no doubt, ot verv modern

(Chinese) growth
;
while the native denomination Soiiy-Ilu which the river bi-ais

here is very probably derived Irom C/tu-bu (^ ‘ ilarket-limits 'j the

Cho-bo of oiu- incorngible geographers and cartographer', a floiuisbing villaee

situated at the point where the stream, atter precipitating itselt down a bari'i, i

ot limestone boulders, enters a very picturesque dehle and turns towards the

north to meet the Eed Eiver. The term Sony r/ifum marked on the Black Eivei

above An-Cliau in Deveria's map (op. fit., p. 84) is, if correct, another pussihlf

designation for this stream.

- To the Annaniese it appears to be known aBo as .Swiy eI-T-
( ^

Soi/y meaning the ‘Eiver ut EoiUo,' presumably of the Bu- or Bodin-
tree {t tens aliyiuba), from some sucli tree having formerly stood on its bank*
or else from the town named BCt-di (Borlho, which Taberd, in his “Tabula
Geo.graphica Imperii Aiiamitici," 1S38, m.iiks on the riuht side oi tlii' stieam
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combined waters from Sdn-toi (Son-tav) down to the sea.

The terms 8onrj-koi or Song-Mi (-^1 Oj) and Song-M (’if—both equally meaning ‘ Principal/ or ' Chief,’ ‘ Eiver ’

—

by which their common channel is now usually designated,

are, it goes without saj’ing, of too recent introduction and too

Tague withal to deserve of being paraded in our maps and
geographical treatises as is so often done. If time-honoured
tradition counts for anything and is to be at all followed,

the name Red River, Ngm-TCiu, or its Sino-Annamese form
Bau-jang, should be preserved and applied to the main river

throughout its whole length, from its sources in Yunnan
to its principal outlet in the Tonkin Gulf, discarding

altogether the multiform designations that both Chinese

and Aunamese have devised for the various portions of its

course.^ The term Ddu-Jung occurs in the Aunamese Annals

^ The designation? here referred to are

(Ij Ch'ili-ilnni ffo (Ecd-water River for it? headwat:r? in the iieighheui -

hood of Meng-II\Ya.

(2) Chhiiif/ for the portion ot it> cour>e lying withiu th.- YiUR-cliidiu^

(x tc) district lower dowu It must he* uotc-d that thi^ district only ihit-s

from Mongol tinier, h:dug formerly in the hdiids oi th.- Luu, whu call. <1 it M'l'niti

Chi'xfj. Hone-:- the mmie Yu-m-eliiarig for thi:: poitiou of tli. ri\.r'CoiU' i-

indisputably mud-rn and of Cbiucso origiu.

(3) Bo-ti Ch'OjM!, ^ ^ (how.'i* Rivt.rr , t.-i tlir u..-xr ruicr iiami t-

Man-hao,

(4) Il-Ji/ni Chiamj, ^ (Pc-ar-blos-om Iiiv,'r . m Ch-''"-,.

iti iX (EhYr ot the -aciitichi offuing-), below Mun-hao. tlic point wii ,

it begin? to bvcorae navigable by bout.

[
0

} Fti^hioir/ CJna/i'j, ^ ^ I'icb or ^^ly w- alrliy Kl^ i). ia

AnnamC'-e V'hri.lminij JOhij, tov the portion ot (..ur" witliiT cii

territory.

(6} Erh Ho, 15 iW (£/ainig Kivei;, in Aim iiii. .-e a puttie .1 n iul-

for the portion of its cour-e that Hl-5 within the lla-iibi di^rnct.

(7) Hung Chinng. ^ ^ (Ibd River), for tiiu portion oi it- loiii-e lu ii -f

to the Sea, ou :u count, it ''did, of the culoui of it'- uater. e-pciially duiiug tii--

high tide.

Be-idc"' these derii^uatioU'? it ma\ pi»5S..=s se\tial titluiY ^^hul! did not c-iii •
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since as earl}- a date as circa a.d. -j-30,' and I have already

within our notice. * All those jiiat now rel'trrcd to are, with on,- exi eptiou, of

very modern introduction. The exception i' to be made in favour ot the

iittli term, Fn-hanff t’h ’unnj, which 1 find mentioned liy ila Tuau-lm once under
the date 1076 .r.D. (op. cit., p. 335), and the next time in a passage ho quotes

ironi I'an Shih-hu (better known as fan (,'h‘eng-ta, last quarter of twelfth

centuryj, reading as follows (ibid., p. 349) ; “Starting from T‘ai-p‘ing [South
Kwang-hsi] and proceeding straight southwards, one passes Kming-lmuj and
Jiaa-pu\ ue.vt he (‘rosscs the rivers Fti~liany and Te-t'iiuj ['White - creeper

Eiver], and reaches the capital of Annani [then called Tliang-long = the ancient

Fill-la and the modern Ha-nOi] in four days.” I shall not concern myself

with the • White - creeper Eiver,’ which is presumably the Song - kao. Song

Ku-ld, or Thai-bin, and should have accordingly been enumerated first, but

shall confine my leinarks to the Fu-luing or T^hu-hninij . That this is the

EeJ Eiver most Sino-Anuamese scholars seem to be agreed (see, e.g'.. Deveria's

“Frontierc Sino-Anuamite,” p. oo, where only the Annamese name is given

and no native characteis, which I had, as usual, to hunt up for myself, and
louud, as above stated, in 3Xa Tuan-lin; and his “ Histoire des relations

de la Chine avec rAuuam,” passage quoted bv the Abbe Launay in “Histoire
de I’Anuara,” p. 25, n. 1). It is mentioned under this name in connection

with the ill-fated end ot the patriotic Trung (^, Chinij) sisters, vanquished

by Ma - yuan in a.d. 43, whose bodies, drowned in a tributary of the

In -hang Chiaiig, floated down until they reached the main watercourse (Launay,
l.e., quoting from Deveria, op. eit.). From the antiquity of the native te.xt

where this narrative ocems, it will be possible to Judge how far back into

the- past the term Fti-liang can he traced If it already existed in .v.d. 43, the

date ot the events reterred to, it would prove a tormidable rival to tne designation

Tail or irnii. Both terms may have, however, coexisted from an early period

as alternative n.rmes fur the same river. It may turn out, ou the other hand,

that the native author of the above narr.itive used, when penning it, the name

Fu-liithg current in his time for the river, instead of the old one T'au or Fan
occurring in the ancient reciud.s lie loiisultcd. The Abbe Launay, in his

“HistoEe de I’Annam,’’ p. 68, between the dates 1279 and 1293 a.d., 'speaks of

a river called Vnn-lli'p in .Vnnamtsc, which, he says, is the same as the Eed
Eiver and the lu-hting ChUmg. It .>o, we should have still auother entry to make
m our list ot the designations borne by the Eed Eiver. It would be rvc-ll worth
while to ascertain wb.cthcr the character used to represent the fir-t syllable of the

term Vitn-kirp is the same or not with Wnn, employed to desiguate the

Jle-Khong (v. sup., p. 135).

' Sec Des 3Iuhels. op. cit., p. 114, where this river is described as risino- in
the coiiiitiy of the .-Vi-Lao. This is e.xact, as the Eed Eiver has its sources

^ A possible one i- Sung-Lii (iu Chinese i)J fX., La Chtang),

occurring in Sino-.Vnname'f reiords, which &-ems to apply more to the Eed

Eiver than to the
^J, Shuy-To or Lu Chiang \X.), i-c. the t.'lear Eiver.

The map in Eocher’s work (“ Le A'un-nan,” vol. i, 1879) has the term Tn-tnmg
I'hiang marked above the river s continence with the Chin-shwei Ho, its left

tributary coming from fian-chin-eh'ang. .Vgain, tlie denomination Zien-hu-a

T‘an properly meaning the ‘Eapids of Lien-lnvj ’) i, sometimes
applied to the portion of the river's com-sc .ibout iil.in-hao in the relations of
Western travellers (see, however, Deveria, op. cit., pp. 51. .52).
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pointed out in these pages (p. 125 supra) that the EeJ

River or Naui^Tau is the stream therein alluded to. I have

since found out that to this dav^ the Annamese still designate

the Red River by the same term, Ddu-Jang, which they

write IE or SC (io Chinese T‘ati-c/tiang), meaning
‘ Peach River ’ in Chinese

;
but locally, more properly,

‘ Rose-apple River ’ or ‘ Pink River,’ as the first character

is used to denote the rose - apple {Eugenia Jumbu) and

the pink colour in Aunam. It goes without saying,

howev'er, that this is merely the interpretation put the

modern Annamese upon the old name given to this stream

by the earl}" settlers about its banks, whether of 5l6h-

Annam or ludu descent. IVhat that old name was like,

we may judge from the form Tda or Dau in which it has

come down to us from antiquity,' and yet more accurately

from the form Dorias in which it has been recorded by

Ptolemy. For it is most certain that Ptolemy’s Dorias

in the neishbourhouil ot 'n'jw Meng-lav.i T‘inu'), tlu ancient ilin t

town of the Ai-Lao and Yan-Clui**. Dc^ MicheL hue, liowever, left tlie Ifn'/- nr'i

unidcntitied, nm liai he "iveii Us tile u.itiv.- chuiucteis with nliich it< niiiu

is spelled. One ot tlw fuffitive Annamese princes, we ar- teld libM ', scttlcl at

the headwaters of the river and built there a city, prockaiming himseli kiu'.; oi

B'iiu-lCiiig [T-aii-liiivi). Prom thi' it would appear that lii^ titat- was iiiiikd

after the Red River. Since writiuc- the above I was clad t find in D. \Ln,i\

“ Frnntiere Sino-Annamite " (pp. oi and no; the ci ufirmatinn, rroni Chin se

sources, of mv identification ot the Biin.pu,,/ or T'an-ch with th. ILd

River. It is to be regretted that this authoi, uLo, do,., not uice the wpuc.ilinr

Chinese characters, which I had to find out tor mvsclt. I trust that th -e

I obtained and cave abov, in the t^xt are (orrect From a Siamc- . traii'.'.ition

of the Vlct-huiu Sil-Lt. a native hi-tory ot Aim.mi which lias recently app ir d

in Bangkok, I n-atlier (p. SOj that the kinirdoni ot Itivi-Jinni had h,,!! mi iiam d

trom the Ban, or Red. Riwi. my surmi-e thu- pro'.ina eoneit

* I am of opinion that the t' nn Bae-BO" ( Hit, in Chineso Lm-/-,’ >

,

still existing a- a desiaination for the Lnni-Bu-' di-tnet
( J(f , Lo,

P‘hii, the Lam-dau oi Lani-tao ot map- on the lelt hank of the Red Rii- r jii-t

above its contiuence witli the Black Rivmv, i- simply the loca.l tr'inscrij.t ot tl

.

Lau name Xani-Tun tor the Red Rivi-r. ot vhich T'ltn-dihnnj or Bv’i-j,i,,.,

the Sinicized form. These considerations show that the ilr racter ni

in the above toponymies must not he taken in it- literal -cn-c, hut -liould bo

view-ed as a mere phonetic rendering, in Chiuese du—, oi the oM name Tan—
or of its probably still older term Biij

, etc.—home by tlie leal River.
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desfo-nates no other river than the one we know from

at least the sixth century a.d. to have been called Tdu or

Dan, and but recently termed by Europeans the ‘ Red

River.’ The positions we have obtained in our tables for

both its sources and outlet agree most remarkabty with those

assigned to them in modern maps. The difference is merely

10' of latitude in excess for the mouth, which can be

explained bj^ variations that may have taken place in the

river bed, an ordinary occurrence in all deltas. The

difference is greater for the sources, but yet within one and

a half degree of the truth, in both latitude and longitude.

Hence not only does the topographical identity of the Dorias

with the Red River become incontrovertibly proved, but

it plainly follows that Ptolemy had a far clearer idea of this

river’s course than even the Jesuit Fathers who mapped
it down in the earH part of the eighteenth century and

innocently considered it to be a branch of the Kin-sha or

Ujoper Yang-tsz !
'

From a linguistical point of view, the identity of the

name of the Dorias with those

—

Tau, T‘nu, Ddii—by which

the Red River has been for centuries, and is still at the

present day’, known to the Liiu, Annamese, Chinese, and,

in fact, to all neighbouring nations, is too evident to need

demonstration. Ban and Tau are undoubtedly the apocopated

forms of some ancient term not far different from Dorias,

and presumably of Indu origin. This may’ have been Tftr^d,

Taunja, Dumriijd, Diirga, or something to that effect.-

> Set' Devcria. op. cit
, pp. .5.5, oti, who adds that the error was reproduced hy

d'.Vnville in tlie maps lie drew up on the pattern ot tliose of tile Jesuits.
^

- Compare, in fact, any of these witli the name In-lwnrj of the Red River
alluded to above, should it really be so ancient as it seems. But for the initial it

might be taken as the equivalent of Dorias. The characters used in spelling it

sound Soii-hong or Ton-l'ionij in the Fu-chou dialect, Pu-njang in Korean and
Fn-rii in Japanese. Substituting T or JO for the initial we would have Ttmjatig,
Jjurganf/j Turto, Durid. J’ossibly the river iva- called in the old d.avs both
Fn-liang and T'an-liung. In any case, there is sufficient evidence of its having
borne in the sixth century the name of Ijnti-Jang (Chinese F'nu.lanq), for we
have seen that the fugitive Annamese prince who 'ettlecl at it- headwaters in
about .5.30 A.D. christened his new kingdom Diiit-Ifinq after the river The
teim Pan, TUiv, or TCm now applied to the Red River by, respective'lv, the
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Aganagara (No. 114).

In the tirst section of this paper I liave identified this

city -with Hil-noi (Hanoi)/ the present capital of Tonkin.
An examination of Annamese records shows that the seat of

governiuent of Kiao-chi has almost iiivariabH been either at

Ha-ndi or in its immediate neighbourhood. At the time of

the early kingdom of Van-lang Chinese Wt-n-lung)

the capital was established at P‘hong-chdu, on the site or

a little to the north of the present Son - tbi (Sou -fay).’

Later on, namely, in 2-58 n.c., PLiln king of Thnk
(the feudal state of l:ihn, in Sz'clTuan), overthrow the

AinidiiU'si*. Chiue-’e, aud Lfiu, \< thii”' veiy lilcelv .i c^uitr.iftpm "i an .imient

rip/in T0n^lau<j, or wliii ii tht early

tull name ot the river in qne'>tiou. '£hi< bc'iu:^ tiic cu-jc. llip Lonu'ctioii ui the

latter with *50inL‘ lud'a t ‘nil 'Uch as, I)ii,i)iuid,

cte . would bjcomp 'till more inanitost.

It may he not without intprest to recnll here rh.^ laet t!;at Jjanipier. m
terms I)oi,H‘n tlu- 'loith'iii hrandi ot tho Smu-kfu Sonu-k(»i, iit r the

name, he says, ot the tir^t town he met alter enterini? it. which 'tood on the lelt

bank, at irom live to -ix irom the iiiout!: 'ee lh'eV(j«t> •• Hi'tfdre

Generalc des Voyaq:es,'* vol. xi, 17')3, \k 431 . Tlu' A/,," v hramh i'. is

I have asctrrainc-d, the IC//1/ ThTu-hni, «)r prt-'ent western outL't 'il the 'rh-’u-bin

{i:¥) Eiver, throuijh which an .irm '»i the Sonir-kai di'C-harg^' to ilii' ihu,

<md the main stream coukl easily be leadied l)y uieiehaut vy'-tN lU Dainpier's
time .iiid latti T.iberd's map, ISIS, -whuh maik' the ^utii t in <jU 'tinn as

* d. Dai-binh,’ and make* the main both of the ‘ Sdn? ('.i' liuw thruua'h it;.

Other ^\Tilel•«. however, apply the term Jhmmt, which tiiey moie ireiju.ntly

>pell hor/fj' (as e.a ,
m EAerird’* Tic.iti'f",” p, 17, onnte'l in Tlalri'ur's

*• r'yclopa'dia of India,*’ Srd ed , vol. iii, p. 009 . s.v. ’ i’oiikiii ' . to the
‘ Tonkin lliver,’ i.e. the mam com>e til the Isona-kfii it'cll, thu' h.adiim' one
to conj'.ctiire that thi'« tenn Jiuiyim or Ih>han^ whether iiou ap])lyins t>> the

liver or to a mere x-illaire on its bank*, maybe a relic ol the name Dorias. tc.,

"lire borne by that stream.

' ^ in Chinese Jlu-ici — • nvei interior'), lonm.ih called K~-'ho^

JL# (in which
J\^

is the Latin /jh* [Parker, in the I'n'-o', voi. \\i,

p. 2S1, i'i mi'takcn in ~n 2iicstini^ i/n, or ' metropolitau are.t’], and

^ means ‘ market ’
:
hmee, ‘ tho'-e of the inaiket,' - mm ket people.' or, 'imply,

‘ mart ’). The latter is the term *0 rerkles-ly transcrih-'d A^ ^ho m our maps

end g'eoirrapliical ti'cati'e:;. XeediC'S to '^av tliat botli tlio'C ih^iaiiation-, arr (jiiito

modern, the name oi the ancient chief » ity ot Tonkin, 'vhuh -Tood pnn tieally

"11 the Mte of the present Ilfi-nOi in Ptolem}‘s rime, beimr U' will

hi sho'^Ti in due course.

“ I>es ilichels, op. cut., p. 2.
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monarchy of Van-lang,' changed the name of the State into

1 I must call attention to the fact that the account of this expedition of the

king of Thuk agrees very closely with that of the conquest of Tonkin by king
Dharmasoka of Magadha, as given in the lliiaug Yung chronicle referred to on

pp. 297-8 supra. The Annamese Annals say that the king of Thuk invaded

Tonkin in order to punish the king of Van-lang for having refused to give him
his daughter in mairiage ; and that the Yan-Iang monarch, upon learning- of the

advance of his enemy, jumped into a well, causing his own death. (Des Jlichels.

op. cit
, p. 9.) The Muaug A'ong chronicle states that Asoka, having conquered

the whole of Jamhii-d-sipa except Vijeha-mttjia (Yuunan) and JliuDif/ Ken
(Kiao-chi), whose kings had not yet gone to pay him homage,marched an army
into their countries. The king of Yunnan submitted, but the ruler of Tonkin,
in utter despair, •• jumped into the water,” drowning himself, as soon as he
saw the enemy approaching. The meek Asoka, however, had his body recovered

and brought to him ; then, by pouring over it some consecrated water of divine

virtue from a goblet, he recalled the deceased potentate to life. The king of Keu,
as soon as he recovered his semses, made his obeisance to Asoka : and the lattei

,

satisfied with having obtained his submission, reinstated him upon the throne, and
vrithdrew with the army in the direction of Mviung YOng. It will lie seen that the

date given in the .innainese Annals for the invasion of the king ot Thuk, 25.8 n.c .

falls about midway between those stated in Buddhist accounts and those put
forward by Oriental scholars for the period ot the reign ot Asoka, i.e. 32.3-289 b.c.

and 2.39-223 n.o. respectively. Moreover, the king of Thiik is called r'liSn oi

Thiih-Khnn j-^), while Asoka is also known by the n.ame ntAsoka-vurdliniui.

(Professor Hall’s edition of 'Wilson's Vtsnu Furdm

,

vol. iv, p, 1S7. See al'o

p. 188, where the variant Suka occurs.) Does it not, then, seem likely that the

name Thuk-Khan is intended to represent the term A^oha^cendhauu or Asula-

Brdhman {iok-van, r I leave these questions to the reconsuleratiuu

of Oriental scholars. In the meantime, it appears to me pretty well certain that

the king of Thtik must have been a prince front India and not troni China

;

and that here, as I have remarked on p. 301 aiih, the establishment ot ,tn

Indu monarchy in Tonkin is implied. The marac of the district ivhere the

king of Thuk established his residence, F-/ioity-l-7ie. looks like a reuderiue- of

Vanya, or Banijn ; the new designation given to the kingdom. iin-lFik, Aa-Iuk
savours also of Sanskrit {Alula, Araksu, Aryalu: The Bliigaiat.a Purana
places .1 river, Aryak.l, m this rcgioui ; in. line, the .hape giv.u the citv like

a conch-shell, or lanl-hn, and other coincidences sIkiv- verv clearlv the" Indu
character ot the conquest. Even the comraentutnis ot the .Vniinmuse Annals
(sec Ohscivatioiis, p 10) do not believe that the invailer- were trom China and are
ot opinion that .allu-ion is made to some prince from the north-west, he-i-ond the
frontiers ot Yan-Llng. It must be remembered that .at about the same period
or BC. 31.1, the general Chwang-K-iao. from the -outhern Chine.se . State nt
Ch-ii, conijiiered Tidi (Yunnan) and then e,tablished himself there as kin-.,
having to contend before long tor the raastmy with ,i prince trom Ma'uullm'
An Indian prince hearing the name of A-ioka 'had, in fact, by that time settled
near the Ta-li Lake, where his descendants reigned afterw.-mls for raanv
generations (see above, p. 123;. The State ot Shn. whence king ThTik-P-h.-ui
is said to hate haihd, hml been aunihiUted by the T.s'in since ,326 n.c 'or
sixty-eight years belorc lii^ invasion ot Tonkin! Ilcncc tbcie could not liar-
been any king ot Sha in 238 n.c., when the s.aid invasion took plaiv

As regards th.^ .Icsignation Ou-lTih m 0,1.1711: applied bv the vi, to.-i,.,,, p„i„Thuk I'-luin to the conquered tonnliv. the Annimc-sc annalist- te’l u- rTi

"

Michels, o'p (it., p. 11; that T(,nkin h-td .already been known as zhi'-iFf
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Ou-lak {Au-lak), and established his residence at P‘hong'-khe

(S’ ill Chinese Feng-ck'i) in the province of Bak-nin

(Bac-ninhj, district of Dong-ngan, a little to the north-east

of the present Ha-n6i. Here, in 255 b.c., he built for

himself a capital by the name of Ijich-thari or Loa-thanh (in

Chinese ^ Lo - ch‘eng — ‘ conch - shell ramparts ’), so

Chinese Lo-yiieh) or Mak-viel (Mak-bet, etc., cf. with Sulainian’s

Mabed, p. 20.3 supra
\

in Chinese ^ Ho-yiieh) at the period of the

Chinese Chou dynasty (b.c. 1122-255), and was called We-stern On or Uu

(W IE, in Chinese Hsi-Ou) and Ou-Hik (gg in Chinese Ou-ho) under

the Ts‘in (b.c. 255-2U6), both these being evidently contractions of T6i Oit-lak

{Hsi Ou-lo or Ssi Ou-ho). Fields on the seaside called the ‘Fields of Zfti’

(Lik-dlen i§ a, in Chinese Lo-t‘ien) are also mentioned, with the remark

that the natives who lived by their produce were termed ‘Ifik-hSti' (.|§

in Chinese Lo-hou) and the district chiefs Lik-thiiang . bu or Ou (HJ) is still

a name for Wen-chou (and a river in its neighbourhood), the kingdom of

which it was the capital in Han times being called Tnng-Oii, i.e. ‘Eastern Ou.'

This State then included Southern and Western Cbeh-kiang. By analogy,

it appears. Tonkin was called Hsi-Ou, i.e. ‘Western On.’ Hsi-Ou, we are

told, in fact (loc. cit.), was Ijing to the west of P-an-yn (Canton). According

to Kang-hi, it has been remarked (China Pei tew, vol. xviii, p. 320), the

inhabitants of modern Hainan are still called Ou-jen (II A), being

iminigraiits from Ou or Ngeu^ as Wen-chou is designated to thi* day. From
this it would ap])ear that the early populations of Tonkin aud Cheh-kiaug

belonged to the same racial stock, which, ethnographically, is to a certain extent

probably true. I cannot help, however, thinking that the designation Ou-lttk

or Ou-hTik ^ ^ jgjj
Chinese Ou-loy Ou-hOy Au-hok, etc.) former!}

borne by, or applied to, Tonkin may be of Indu origin. Besides the derivations

suggested above, I would advance a possible one from Vragay in view of the local

legends ascribing a Naga origin to the early kings of the country, aud the con-

nection that is noticeable in the names of its ancient capital^ with the dragon or

king of serpents.

The name Kiao-cld or Jiiii-cJn was not applied to the country, according

to Sino-Annamese historians (see Ma Tuau-Uu, p. 308, and Des Micliels,

op. cit., pp. 4o, 46), until the Han conquest of it.c. 111. Before that period it

existed as the mere name ot a province (including the territoiy around the present

Ha-noi and adjoining districts on the east, north, and west) under the ancient

kingdoms of Van-lang (down to b.c. 258) and Naa~g'ueh (b.c. 208-116).

Originally Kiao-chi or Jaii-chi was probably a tribal name, connected, as

I have pointed out, with JavOy Yma, YavanOy etc. (its fir-t '•yllable i- still

pronounced Yau instead of Jda in several part'* of Cochin-China). Its extension

to the whole of Tonkin dating only from after b.c. HI, il evident tliat it cannot

have been before that period the racial name for the whole of it" population—a»

many writers have hitherto assumed—but only for a limited portion of the same.

21
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called because its -walls turned round spirally like tbe wborls

of a conch-shell.' It was called also Tn-long-than (Jg, f|

in Chinese Sz-lung-eh‘eng), Kha-lU-thdn* or Ko-lwa

Kii-lo), and K6n-l6n-thdn, the latter name being due to the

height of its walls, which towered above the ground not

unlike the Khin-lun (l|S ^) Mountains.

The kingdom of Ou-ldk or Thuk had but a short existence,

for in 208 b.c. the TsHn general Chao-t‘o |5g) conquered

it and made himself king with capital at P'an-yii, at that time

the name for Canton. In b.c. 116 the Han overthrew this

dynasty, and in b.c. 110 they sent an official to govern the

chiin or province of Kiao-chi. The seat of government was

then established at Long-blen (H in Chinese Lung-

pien) or Long-wien (‘the Dragon’s folds’), a city so called

because when its walla were huilt a dragon was seen coiled

up in the neighbourhood.

This city is, according to one version, the same as

Ha-noi, the metropolis of Tonkin,® and it appears to have

held this rank, with short intervals, ever since. Another

version is to the effect that the administrative residence

was first established by the Western Han at Lien-tho

(somewhere to the north or north-east of Ha-noi), whence
it was removed in b.c. 106 to Kicang-hsin (^ jg, now
Ts‘ang-wu, the prefectural city of Wu-chou in Kwang-hsi),
being successively shifted in a.d. 210 to P‘an-yu (Canton),

and back again in Tonkin to Long-hlen in a.d. 264.'

Finally, a third version states that the Western Han seat of

> Des Michels, op. cit., p. 11. It is evident that a conch-shell is implied.

Of this surmise I have since found the confirmation in the Siamese version of

the Vlet-nam Sa-ki alluded to above, where (p. 18) the city walls are said

to have wound roimd spirally like the volutes of a Sankha shell. The Annamese
Annals translated by Des Michels (ibid., p. 12) state that there were nine
convolutions or folds, the king’s palace standing in the centre.

^ Also occurring in the inverted form Thah-kha-jd
(^ '^ IJ, in Chinese

CkUnff-k^o-lii or Ch*i‘ji^-k*o-loii = Sankhala?).

’ Des Michels, op. cit., p. 53.

* Ibid., pp. .52, 53, and 101.
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government stood at the outset at Lwa-lou, an ancient city

the ruins of the ramparts of which are still to he seen near

the actual village of Lung-khe, district of Sieu-hcai, province

of Bak-nin, at some thirty li (about five miles) to the north

of Ha-noi.^ The ancient name of the district just referred

to was Din-Ioii? It would appear from this description that

Lwa-lou, if not absolutely identical with the Lwa-thdn of

K'unlunic fame—I borrow this reboant, although perfectly

harmless, adjectived form from Lacouperie, who so well

loved to employ it,—must have stood very close to its site

(which, we have seen, was also in the province of Bak-nin,

district of Bong-ngan, and a short distance north-east of Ha-
noi), and may perhaps have been named after it; for Lici-lou

and Licci-thdn look practically identical as toponymies. It is

a pity that the native annalists do not tell us whether these

terms designate one and the same city or not. Some among
them give us indirectly to understand, however,—which is

rather more important for our present inquiry—that the

city of Lxcti-ldu rose within the territor}- of Long-hien?

Host of the evidence is thus in favour of the seat of govern-

ment for Kiao-chi having been situated, during Western

Han rule, in the Long-hten district, and, if not at Ha-noi

itself (identified with the Long-hien district-city of the

period), at any rate within a radius of no more than five or

six miles from it.

Opinions again differ not a little as to the location

occupied by the administrative residence during the

succeeding Eastern Han dynasty (a.d. 25-221). Those who
incline to place it at Long-hen (i.e. Ha-noi) in Western

Han times, declare that it was removed thence to Me-lin

' Ibid., p. 181.

- Ibid., p. 53.

^ Ibid., p. 181. This I make out by inference as follows :—The ruins of

Lwd-Utc are stated {loc. cit.) to have been still extant in the di'strict called T‘}>ig-hih

in A.D, 825, the date at which the latter became the seat of government under

the T‘ang dynasty. This district of Tong -tin is said to have been tormed out

of a portion of the territory belonging to the district known by the name of

Lony-blen under the Han. Hence it lollows that must have "tood on
ancient Long-lien ten-itorr.
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(north-east of Son-toi) in about a.d. 25, and there remained

under the Eastern Hand But this view is emphatically

rejected by the modern native historians, who hold that Me-lin

never enjoyed such a privilege at the period in question. At

the same time they are not at all explicit as to what they

believe to have then been the seat of government for the chiin

of Kiao-chi proper, as distinguished from the h6 or chou of

Kiao. Since the latter included Tonkin as well as Kwang-
tung, its general administrative residence may well have been

from B.c. 106 to a.d. 210 at Kwang-hsin in Kwang-hsi, and

next at P‘an-yu or Canton (a.d. 210—264) as stated.^ But

with regard to the former, the district governor must have

resided either at Licti-lou or Long-blen. The greater share

of probability rests with the latter-named city, for we are

told that its ramparts were built since a.d. 208, or fully

* Ibid., pp. o2, 53.

* Ma Tuan-lin says (op. cit., p. 308) that the AVestern Hau emperor Wu-Ti
decided (b.c. Ill) that the governor ot the nine chiins of the bu or pu of Eao-chi

was to reside in the chiin of Kiao-chi proper. “It is thns,” he adds, “that

the toponymic Kiao-chi prevailed,” an observation corroborating our previous

remarks as to the date at which this term began to spread beyond the limits of

the district where it had originated. In a.d. 203 the Eastern Han changed into

chou the administrative designation of bo or pu formerly applied to the region,

and thus the latter became known as the chou of Ktao, being usually termed

Kiao-chati or Chiao-chou (Des Michels, op. cit., p. 85) ; but the Tonkinese

district of Kiao-chi proper continued to retain its name and character ot chuit

of Kiao-chi. Not long afterwards, however, and precisely in a.d. 261, the "Wu
emperor Mo-Ti split the chou of Kmo into two territorial divisions, ot which

the northern one—termed chou of Kwang or Kii'a,ig-choi(—\a.A its gubernatorial

residence at F‘au-yn (Canton), and the other on the south—called Kino-chou

and practically corresponding to the Tonkin ot our days—had the seat of

government fixed at Zung -pien (Long-bien). Hence Long - bten came to be

often alluded to in historical accounts since that period as the Kiao-chou capital,

or simply Kwo-chou. A knowledge of these treipient changes in the nomenclature

of both the province and its chief city is absolutely necessary in order to avoid

the confusion of localities and place-names which mav easily arise from

a superficial examination of Sino-Annamese records. Thus, prior to a.d. 264,

the term Kiao-chi designated at one time (1) the region including Tonkin and
Kwang-tung, with the southern part of Kwang-hsi

; (2) the di,strict of Kiao-ch
proper (territory about Ha-nOi) in the same region

; (3) the chief city of the
latter. After a.d. 264 the term Kino-chou denoted the country that we now call

Tonkin, as well as its chief city; while Kiao-ehi was used both tor the said chief
city and for the particular district in which it stood. Verily, “the heathen
Chinee is peculiar,” none the less so in his topographi< al nomcnclaturu.
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fifty-two years before it became the capital of the re-

organized chou of ITiao-chi, now reduced by the Wu to

practically the same limits occupied by the Tonkin of the

present day. There would be no reason for such defensive

works, had not Long-bien been at that period the seat of

government for the Kiao-chi district. I am not prepared
to assert that the jurisdiction of the official residing at that

city extended to the adjoining Tonkinese chum as well, for

these appear to have had separate governors, subordinate,

equally with that of the Kiao-chi ehiin, to the governor-

general at Kwang-hsin or P'an-yii. But in view of the

long connection that the Long-bien district had had with

the ancient capitals of the region, and that the chun of

Kiao-chi of which it formed part and parcel now had with

the name borne by the whole territorial division of Kiao-chou,

I should imagine that the Long-bien district-city must have

enjoyed a certain prestige, if not actual ascendency over

the sister-towns, and must somehow have been regarded

nominally as the chief city, and its district as the principal

district not only of the Kiao-chi chun but of the whole

Tonkinese territory. Its strategical position at the head

of the delta of the Red River, which made of if, down to

recent years, the key of Tonkin, and to about four centuries

ago its principal commercial port,* has no doubt, and in

a great measure, contributed to heighten that prestige and

give point to that ascendency, granted that the latter already

made itself manifest at the period in question. At any

rate, it is undoubtedly due to the peculiar advantages

enumerated above tliat Long-bien was singled out among

all the sister district - cities for protection with defensive

works
; and it is difficult to perceive the full necessity of

such a step being taken without admitting that Long-bien

was, at the same tiuie, the seat of government for, at least,

the chun of Kiao-chi.

It was in connection with the building of its bulwarks

that a coiled dragon is fabled to have been discovered in

^ “II n’y a gnere plus d** quatre cents ans que Hanoi a cesse d'etre port
de mer [Excnrsious et Jteconuais$ance8f Cochinchiuc Fran^aise, Xo. 30, p. 166),
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its neighbourhood, as already stated. From this incident,

we are told, the city had its name changed into Long-ivien

Cffi ™ Chinese Lung-yuan), the ‘ Dragon’s stealthy

approach.’ But its former designation, Long-hien (||

in Chinese Lung-pien), must have been also connected with

some dragon story, for it means, as we have seen, ‘ Dragon’s

folds,’ or ‘ Dragon’s coils.’ Under this name the district had

been known since the time of the Han conq^uest (b.c. Ill),

when, according to one of the versions given above, it

became the seat of government for the whole region of

Kiao-chi. Since a.d. 208, the date at which its chef-lieu was
^

girt with protective ramparts, it is mentioned in native

records both as Long-blen and Long-ivien. From a.d. 264 to

A.D. 533 the administrative residence for the whole chou of

Kiao-chi stood at Long-hlen district-city.* At the latter date

a revolt broke out headed by the patriotic Ll-bon. This

personage took possession of Long-hlen, drove out the Chinese

governor maintained there by the Liang dynasty, and having

readily become the master of the adjoining districts, he set

up as king of the country (a.d. 538), which he called Nam- '

net j|§, in Chinese Nan-yueh).- His reign, however, was

but of brief duration, and in consequence of reverses he met

with at the hands of the imperial troops he had to withdraw

westwards into the hill tracts of the Black River, where he

was carried off by jungle fever in a.d. 548. Thereupon one

of his valiant generals proclaimed himself king with the title >

of Trleu-Viet-viiang, and having defeated the imperialists

made Long-hlen his residence (a.d. 550).^ Thus, after an
interval of seven and a half centuries. Tonkin recovered

its independence from foreign rule, with Long-hlen as

capital.

A few years later a formidable competitor arose against

Trieu-Yiet-viiang in the person of Ll-p‘h6t-tu, a relative

of the former king Ll-bon. Civil war broke out, and fortune

favouring Li-p‘hot-tu, he suppressed Tr'ieu-Viet-viiang,

‘ Des Michels, op. cit., p. 101,
^ Ibid., pp. 132 and 135. ,
2 Ibid., pp. 143, 144.
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and set himself up as king (a.d. 569).i From that

date Long-bien ceased to he the capital, for the new ruler

established his residence at P‘hong-ch6u (north-east of

Son-toi), the ancient metropolis of Van-lang. The Viet-nam
kingdom was destined, however, to be short-lived. In
A.D. 602 the Sui despatched against it an expedition which
was successful, and Ll-p‘h6t-tu made his submission.^

Tonkin thus became once more a Chinese possession, being

known under the old name of Kiao-chou at first, and Kiao-chi

shortly afterwards.®

The T'ang re-established the designation Kiao-chou in

A.D. 619 ; hut having reorganized the country in a.d. 679,

they called it ‘Protectorate general of An-nan’ ^),
i.e. the protectorate general that was to ‘ pacify the south.’

Thence originated that vague term Anndm (this being the

local pronunciation of the above two characters), which,

in the course of time, with the extension of Sino-Annamese

dominions southwards at the expense of Campa, came to be

applied to what was formerly Cham territory, while being

superseded (in 1428) by the term Tonkin (^ ^, Dong-kui,

Tmg-ching, Tung-hing, etc.) in the region it used to designate

at first. The seat of government for the protectorate was

established at Kiao - chou, i.e. the chef- lieu of the Kiao

district.^ Whether this was the old Long-hien city or not

we are not told, but we may well declare ourselves for the

affirmative. In a.d. 757 the designation An-nan for the

protectorate was changed to Chen-nan (in Annamese Tron-

nam), only to be re-established, however, in 768.

^

In the interval we hear of a new city being founded,

which is termed La-thdn (^ in Chinese Lo-ch‘eng).

Its construction, the native historians tell us, was started

in A.D. 767, continued in a.d. 791, and completed and

improved upon in a.d. 808,® from which date the town

» Dea Michels, op. cit., pp. 149, 150.

- Ibid., p. 151.

^ Under Yang-Ti^s reign (a.d. 60-5—61 i). See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. .303.
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is usually mentioned under the slightly modified form

Dai-la in Chinese T‘ai-lo), evidently a contraction

of ^ La -than, ‘the great city of La.’ The

foundation of this city is wrongly ascribed by some to

the famous Kau-P‘ien (J^ in a.d. 866.1 ^ fortress

by the name of La - than was indeed built by this

Chinese general at the date mentioned, but elsewhere.^

At the same time a little citadel also called Ld - than

had been erected outside of JDai - Id city, close by the

banks of the To - lihh, apparently a small branch of the

Red River detached near the present Ha-noi. Hither,

we are informed, the seat of government for the Annum
protectorate was transferred in a.d. 824,® presumably from

Dai-ld. This frequency of the term Ld-thah, applied

promiscuously to three different places, viz., (1) the city

of Dai-ld, (2) Kau-P‘ien’s fortress, and (3) the citadel

outside the walls of Dai-ld, generates a good deal of

confusion, which is made worse confounded when the

commentators of the ancient annals teU us how the earthen

mounds rising on the exterior of the four sides of the present

Ha-noi are likewise called Ld-thdh.^

We shall try to find our way through all this chaotic

nomenclature in order to establish the identity of Dai-ld,

which is the pivot upon- which turns the whole of the

present inquiry. We have seen that Dai-ld had been known
as Ld-thah scores of years before its less glorious namesakes

came into existence. Now, we are told in a note of the

translator that this Ld-thah, otherwise Ddi-ld, is the same

city as is now termed Ke-ch'6 (Kesho) or Ha-noi.® At the

same time, we have seen on a former page that the native

commentators identify the ancient Long-hien city, whose walls

were built in a.d. 208, likewise with Ha-noi.® Therefore

' Ibid., p. 207, a statement refuted at p. 210.
= Ibid., p. 210. Outside of Kim city is the place indicated, but in -n-hicb

district this -was to be found -sre are not told by the befogging commentators.
^ Des Michels, op. cit., pp. 180 and 210.
‘ Ibid., p. 210.
» Ibid., p. 173, and note 979, p. 197 of the Notes.
“ Ibid., p. 53.
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Dai-la must have arisen close to the site of the ancient Long-
bien or Long-icien

; perhaps on its ruins, as it is possible

that Long-bien may have been dismantled and partially

destroyed during the Chinese invasion of a.d. 602, which
is the last time we hear of its existence.^ ^ye thus obtain

the equation ; Long-bien or Long-wien (a.d. 208-602) =
Ld-thdn (a.d. 767-808) = (a.d. 808-866 et seq.).

Let us see what further proofs can he adduced in support

of its correctness.

The native commentators tell us that the Li made Long-

wien their capital, changing its name to Thang-long (‘Dragon

at rest’), a designation which it preserved under the Tr’on

and the Le? Now, according to the Abbe Launay,® Li-thai-

to, the founder of the local Li dynasty, who reigned between

a.d. 1010 and 1028, had established his capital at Dai-ld, and,

after having embellished it considerably, he changed, in

consequence of a dream, its name into Thang-long. This

capital, that author tells us in a note, is the present-day

Ha-noi. We learn furthermore that towards 1399 a.d.

a new capital having been built further to the west with

the name of Tbi-do ^ in Chinese Ilsi-iu = ‘ Western

Capital’), Thang-long, i.e. Ha-ndi, became know'n, by

contrast, as D6ng-d6 (^ in Chinese Tnng-tu = ‘ Eastern

Capital’).* On or shortly after a.d. 1428, the date of the

Le s advent to power, its name was once more changed into

Dong-hin^ with exactly the same signification in

* See ibid., p. 150, where it is said that the indiarenous king L'l-p'hut-tu,

whose capital was then at P'hong-chou, had just appoiutcd ;i guvcruor over

Xonp-blen.

Ibid., p. 53.
^ “ Histoire de rAunam,” p. 48. I have to aiail myself ot tins work for

this later period, although I am aware that it is by no im iiiis a standard one,

tor want of a better authority. Des iliehels’ valuable translation of the

Annamese Annals unfortunately stops at a.d. 967, ami it is a pity that it wa.s

not brought down to completion, especially as he would then have given us an

index of all proper names with their transcription in native characters, as he

promised to do at the outset. In inquiries like our present one the toiling

investigator is always handicapped in hi- identification of tuponymic- by the

difficulty of getting at the native characters hy which they are represented in

the countries where they occur.

* Launay, op. cit., p. 89. He seems to ignore, however, the designation

Thang-long which the city had borne up to that d.ate.

^ Ibid., p. 111.
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Chinese Tung-chuig or Tung-king). Thence the designation

Tung-king or Tonkin came to be applied to the whole region.

We are therefore on perfectly solid ground in asserting that

the present Ha-noi, the former Dai-ld or La-tlidn, the

ancient Long-bien of a.d. 208, and its still more remote

though less conspicuous namesake, which constituted the

chef-lieu of the famed Long-bien district of the Han since

at least b.c. 110, are practically identical in so far as they

rose on the same site—perhaps on the ruins of one another

—

each being the historical continuation of its predecessor, and

all together representing in almost unbroken succession,

for fully twenty centuries down to the present day, the

administrative seat for the government of the country.^

* In confirmation of this result of my independent investigations I have since come

across the following passage by Mr. E. H. Parker (in the Chi7ia Mei’iew, vol. xx,

p. 53), where the identity of Ha-nOi with Loog-blen is demonstrated by evidence

collected on the spot. This identity is, however, traced down to a.d, 550 only,

when Lomj-hun had become the capital of Nam-vht, the first independent

kingdom established in Tonkin since the Han conquest. The passage referred to

runs as follows :
—

‘ ‘ Mr. Dumoutier. of Hanoi, has made the interesting discovery that the ruins of

Kau P'ien’s capital or citadel are still vi-iihic in the immediate neighbourhood

of Hanoi. [Tiiis must reter to the La-than citadel, which, we luive seen, was
not built there by Kau P'len, but elsewhere.] In the mouth of July last

Mr. Dumoutier conducted me for the second time over the site, and pointed out

the debris of bricks and pottery several feet in thickness. Eeferring to the

native Annamese History Primer, $5 \.^iKd-dijng-t}niAct-'Hah'\,

I find it distinctly stated that the modern ilawoi is the TaUa city \T'ni-lo-dding'\

of Kau-P‘ien, and the still more ancient Lung-p‘ien, the first real independent

capital of Xnch-nau, the capital of the Southern Emperor [^Tien-Ll XuM-df\,

who with his successor Chao-yiieh Wang\Trieu-V%et-y:m7ig\ reigned there for

thirty years. Thirty-two years later [a.d. 602] the country was incorporated

with the Sui Empire of China, and it was during the succeeding dynasty of

T‘ang that the great struggle for supremacy between the Chinese and Siamese

[sic for Kan-Chao, i.e. lau, but not at aU, properly, ‘Shan,’ i.e. Siamese]

races took place. Annum being a mere catspaw. Mr. Dumoutier has prepared

a history of Kau P'icn,” etc.

Prom the above passage it appears that the native literati are not unaware of

the identity of Ha-noi with the ancient Long-bien, although they make so much
confusion in annotating the old records. As regards the location ot Pin-U, the
following passage from a historical work is quoted in the -\nname5e Annals
(Des Michels, op. cit., p. 210) According to the DSi-thun-nut-thong-shi
the city of PUi-lu stood outside the provincial town of the chou of /(/(/[Kiao-
chi chou]. At this spot [the seat of government for] both the chun, which bore
the name of Eiao-chi under the Han, and the protectorate of the T'an*!- were to
be found. In the course of time they fell into ruins, and it is now difficult to
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Summarizing now the results of the above discussion, we
find that, according to the most accredited views and the

evidence to hand, the capital of the chiin (province) of

Rao-chi—if not, indeed, for the whole region of Tonkin as

understood in our days—stood, during the two and a half

centuries or so immediately preceding the publication of

Ptolemy's work, on territory forming part of the Long-bien

district
; and, more precisely, at either

—

(1) Lurl-lou, a city about five miles to the north or north-

east of the present Ha-ndi, which is seemingly identical with
Lim-ihdn or Ko-lu-a, the capital of the ancient Ou-lali or

Ou-lak {Ou-h) kingdom (b c. 258-208)
;

or,

(2) Long-blen district-city—after a.d. 208 cslled Long-wien,

and later on Ld-than (a.d. 767) and Ded-kl (a.d. 808)—rising

practicall}’' on the site of the present Hii-noi.

There is, therefore, no possible doubt that either of the

two ancient cities just named corresponds to Ptolemy’s

Aganagara, and that the location we have assigned to the

latter in our tables on the site of Ha-n6i has every chance

of proving absolutely correct, and in the worst instance

cannot be out more than some five miles from the position

indicated. We must remain content with this result, so

eminently satisfactory, it being impossible at the present

stage of our knowledge to push the topographical inquiry

any further. Investigations conducted locally should very

soon settle the question as to which of the two neighbouring

cities pointed out must be finally identified with Ptolemy’s

Aganagara. Provisionally we hold for Long-bien, i.e. Ha-noi,

which appears to be the most eligible of the two.

Passing now from topographical to linguistical considera-

tions, we find that the chances are almost equally divided

between Lwd-Iou and Long-blen. Lwu-I6u, we have seen, is,

to all appearance, the same as the erstwhile Lied-tban or

pcogi^e their ancient vestiges.” It is to be hoped that Mr. Dumoutier’s
wvestigations, the results of which are so tar unknown to me beyond whtit is ^rt
forth in the above extract, and the researchea of other European '•rholar-', will
finally settle the points of detail that still remain doubttul or olxcuru in thi->

topographical question.
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K6-lwfi, the ancient conch -shell-shaped city whose high

towering walls were compared in majesty with the K‘un-lun

mountain, the Olympus of Chinese fiction. This particular

as to the loftiness of the city walls may have suggested to

the Indu settlers in the country the designation Agranagara

(in Pali Agganagam), meaning ‘ High City ’ or ‘ High
Citadel,’ which would naturally be adopted by the ruling class

(of Indu descent, as we have shown), as well as by the

people, at a period when Induism was in the ascendant and
Chinese influence was as yet probably nil.

On the other hand, as regards Long-bien, it is quite

possible that its name, absolutely Chinese in character, is

but the translation of some older designation of Indu origin

borne by the city, and likewise connected with the dragon,

the Sanskrit Ndga or Zfraga, such as e.g. Ndga-nagara,
Uraga-nagara, which may have become in the course of

time contracted by the vulgar or by foreigners into

Agamgara, whence Ptolemy’s Aganagara. The term Uraga,

we have seen, is probably embodied in the toponymic Ou-lak

applied to the maritime region about Ha-noi in general, and,
specifically, to the kingdom founded there by the Thuk
(A^oka?) dynasty in b.c. 258. Subsequently to the fall of
the latter the term JJmga or Ou-lak may have survived in
connection with Lwa-thdii, the Thiik capital, and its later

namesake hwa-lou

;

or else with Long-blen, the name of the
particular district where that capital stood, passing thence
to the Long-bien district-city, in the event of this having
been made the seat of government by the Han, instead of
Lwd-I6u.

Yet another interpretation may be put upon the term
Aganagara should we feel inclined to derive it from the
Sanskrit Agranagara or the Pali Agganagara. Both these
words may be taken to mean also ‘Chief City.’ In this

sense Aganagara would imply the chef-lieu, the adminis-
trative residence for the ch 'un of Kiao-chi, and perhaps for the
whole Tonkinese region, in Ptolemy’s time. This, a^ain
leads us to either: (1) the erstwhile Livk-thdh- or
(2) Long-bien, the present Ha-noi.
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Thus, unless we ascribe to the term Aganagara the meaning
of ‘ High or Lofty City,’ we find ourselves brought face

to face, in the arena of philological debate, with the same
alternatives that confronted us on the field of historical

controversy. Surely, it is only from a thorough archmological

surve}^ of the sites of the two cities in dispute that the

definite solution of this intricate problem can be expected, it

being unlikely that the vague and often contradictory

information contained in the extant records can throw any
decisive light on the question.

In so far as the ancient and somewhat mythical LtvS-than

is concerned, it should be remarked that, although it ma_y

have been destroyed in consequence of the fall of the Thuk
kingdom in b.c. 208, its site was not forgotten, nor perhaps

entirely abandoned. We have seen, in fact, that according

to one version the Han seat of government was established

there in b.c. Ill, when the old Thuk capital was perhaps

rebuilt in the form of a provincial chief-city bearing the

slightly modified name of Licd-lou. As time rolled on and

the memory of its ancient glory dimmed in the mist of

centuries, a halo of myth and fable began to grow around

the historical traditions connected with the ancient city, to

which each successive generation considerably added. The

designation of KHin-lim or Olympus-like city was applied

to it, we are told, by the Chinese of the T'ang period

(a.d. 618-907).' The story as to the loftiness and spiral

arrangement of its walls has, no doubt, been sensibly

magnified and partly invented in after ages.

In 939 A.D. a pleasant surprise awaited the legendary

city. Ngd-kwicn, governor of the cJtou or province of Hi

(established in a.d. 523 on the territory of the ancient

Kiiii-chon, now Than-hwa -), having rebelled against Chinese

rule and set up as king of the whole Tonkinese region,

established his capital at the ancient Ltm-thd/'/, which

became henceforth known by the name of Ad - hcrl
( [5

^ Des Michel^, cj). cit.. p. 1-.

i>.
Vo\.
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in Chinese Ku-Io).^ The Ngo dynasty founded by him

had, however, but an ephemeral existence, and came to

an end in a.d. 965, although the country managed, in

spite of internal dissensions, to maintain its independence

from Chinese domination for another four and a half

centuries. The capital was then removed to Su'd - lii in

N'ge-an, and next to Ddi-la or Ha-noi, now called Thang-

long, in the first quarter of the eleventh century
; and

never again do we hear of the ancient Lica - than or

Kd-lich coming to the front in Tonkinese history. Future

investigations will tell whether, in its earlier days, it

did so under Han rule, thereby winning a permanent

place in Ptolemaic geography.^ Until its claim to such

a position is established, however, I prefer, as I said, to

consider its competitor Long-bien, the present-day Ha-noi,

as the real Aganagara.

Sinda, a town (No. 115).

This name evidently represents the Sanskrit Sinclhxi or

Sindh, which in Chinese takes the forms Shen-tu

and Esin-tu j^)- The Annamese Son-toi (Som-tdy),

although spelled with quite different characters and looking

in more than one respect what it is represented to be

—

namely, a modern designation applied collectively to the

territories of several ancient districts known of yore under

absolutely dissimilar names, ^—is likely to have, as we shall

1 Des Michels, op. cit., p. 221.

- I have just learned, .although too late in time to make use of it in these pages,

that Mr. G. Dumoutier, several years ago, published a monograph on the ancient

Lu'ci-thdn or AtJ - invl- under the title “^tude historique et archeologique sur

Co-Ioa, capitale de I’ancien royaume de Au-Lac (reunion de Thuc et de

Van -lang),” in KomeUes Archires des Missions Seientifiques, t. iii, Iggo,

I draw attention to this work here, as perhaps in it the reader may find the

elements for the solution of the question set forth above.

3 Sbn-toi
( [Jj

'0’, Chinese Shan-hsi) has, in Annamese, the meaning

of ‘ Western HiBs ’ or ‘ Western Hill-tracts ’
;

this designation being apparently

applied to the province it now denotes on account of this being situated at the

foot of the hills bounding Tonkin on the west. But probably it is, as surmised
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see, some etymological connection, whetlier direct or indirect,

with the term Sindhu and its derivatives, which it strikingly

resembles in sound. Quite independently, however, of the

still problematic circumstance as to the name Son-toi being

the modern Sino-Annamese travesty of an ancient local term

Sindhu, or something to that effect, handed down in a more

or less corrupted form through many successive generations,

topographical reasons concur in pointing to Son-toi or its

immediate neighbourhood as the most probable site where

Ptolemy’s Sinda must have stood. Hence, although my
identification of Sinda with Son-toi may still be open to

criticism from a linguistical point of view—at any rate,

in so far as the alleged modern term Son-toi is concerned

—it is almost beyond doubt geographically correct, especially

if, as I think, Sinda in Ptolemy’s time—like Son-toi in our

own day—designated not only a town, but also the district

of which it formed the chef-lieu. However it be, these

topographical indications, coupled with the fact of the

close similarity in names between the two places, entitle

Son-toi to be regarded, for practical purposes, as the present

representative of the ancient Sinda.

Truly, it may be objected that the rectified position we have

obtained for Sinda in the tables, while almost coincident in

latitude with that of Son-toi, which it exceeds by a mere 3',

is as much as 57' less than the latter in longitude, thus

falling far away into the valley of the Black Biver, some-

where to the west of P‘hu-yen Chou (
^* ^ This being,

however, a rather peculiar location for a thriving commercial

centre, such as we may well suppose Sinda must have been,

above, merely a modern travesty of the early name borne by the district. In

Chinese Son-toi or Shan-ltsi would mean instead ‘West of the Hills,’ which

is topographically untrue. The chef-hm is likewise called Sdn-tdi. The

present province embraces the territories once belonging to the ancient districts

of CJton-vTen, F^hualc-ldlc (|g 1^, Ftf-hi), and Vim-lCuig of the primordial

Van^lang kingdom ; to the districts of Chou-vXen and M^-Un of the Han period

;

to the chiin or piovince of Ton-ch'dang (Hsin-ch^ang) of the Tsin (constituted

A.D. 271) ;
and to the chon of JP^hong, or Fhong-choa ot the T‘ang, formed

A.D. 679. ("See Hes Michels, op. cit., pp. 2, 8, 49. 57, 103, lOG, 160, and 232.)
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it will be far more expedient not to lay too much stress on

the result obtained in longitude, and to assume for that

town a position somewhat more to the east and out of the

wilds than that. a glance at a modern map it will be

noticed that at a short distance to the north-west of Son-toi

a most interesting geographical phenomenon occurs, for here

both the Black and the Clear Rivers join the Red River

within almost a stone’s throw of each other, forming, as it

were, a common confluence, which has, indeed, ever been

considered as such by the natives, it being usually referred

to in the Chinese records of this region as the San-ch‘i-chiang

(H ii) or ‘confluent of the three rivers,’ and employed

as an alternative term for Sbn-tbi.^ The strategical as well

as commercial importance of this multiple junction of water-

ways, tapping the valleys of three conspicuous streams, is too

evident to need demonstration, and must have attracted

attention since the earliest days. That such was the case

is proved by the fact of the ancient kingdom of Van-lang

having been established just about this spot. It was on the

northern bank of the main river that its capital P'hong-chbu

stood, and precisely on the territories of the present Lom-dhu
in Chinese Lin-t‘au) ^ and Vih-tliang districts, whose

ehef-lieux lie within short distances respectively, to the

north-west and the north of Son-toi city. The circuits of

Bakh-hak (& H. in Chinese Pai-hau or Pe-ho), at the

confluent of the Clear River with the main stream, and
S'm-vi (ll] g, in Chinese Shan-wei), near the junction of

the Black River with the latter, are pointed out as the most
probable sites

;
^ hence we may limit the position of the

ancient P‘Jwng-chdu between the two confluents.

Thus the territory in question became the scene of the

* See Deveria’i “Frontiere Siuo-AQiiamite.” py. 53-54.

- Evidently named, as we have already observed, from the Nain-Taii or Dht
(Red) River, whose name is sometimes written with tlie character instead of

Um-dOn, I notice, is now m-ually syelled ^ jg, Zb,„-tJiSu-, but for

the old form ^ see Deveria (oj). eit., p. .54). nho is, I l)clieve, correct.

’ Des ilichels, op. cit., p. 2.
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earliest events mentioned in Annamese histoiy, and seems

to have been also one of the first seats of Indu power and

civilization in Tonkin, for the place-names P’hong in

Chinese Feng, Fung, etc. —Baiiga or Vanga?) and Van-

Idng (tc le, in Chinese Wen-lang = Banrahg, Vanrang,

Vanaranga ?)
^ look much like being of Indu origin. The

Annamese annalists, thoroughly imbued with the spirit of

their later masters, the Chinese, do, of course, endeavour,

with a supreme pride as well as delight, to trace the ancestry

of their ancient kings to the fabulous Chinese emperor S/ieit-

nung, otherwise Yen-ii, the ‘ Fiery God,’ said to have ruled

between b.c. 2838 and 2698; but the legendary accounts

they give must naturally be taken cum grano salts, and we
are presumably within reasonable bounds of historical truth

if we place the foundation of the Van-lang kingdom at a much

less remote date, say in the fourth or fifth century before

the Christian era, or only a couple of hundred years before the

invasion of king Thuk-P‘haa (Asoka-vardhana ?) took place.

This result is to some extent borne out by the native annals

themselves. According to the latter, in fact, there were

eighteen kings of Yan-lang, the length of whose reigns is

not given. Reckoning back from the last ruler, dethroned

in B.c. 258 by King Thuk, for the full number of eighteen

reigns as indicated by the annals, and at the rate of twenty

years a reign, a very reasonable average, we get to b.c. 618,

say to the end of the seventh century b.c., which would thus

prove to be the remotest date to which the foundation of

the Yan-lang kingdom could be ostensibly shifted back.

^ This name should be compared also with that of P^hanrang—said to be

a contraction of Panduranga— in Lower Cochin-China. The Cantonese

pronunciation, Men-lmg, of the characters with which it is spelled, suggests

also a probable form Manrang or Men^raug
; but it is little likely that the

Men or Keu-Men are implied. Dumoutier, in the usual reckless style adopted

by our Sinologists of interpreting Indo-Chinese toponymies transcribed in Chinese

characters after the sense that the characters themselves have in the Chinese

tongue, takes Van-lang (in Chinese Wen-lang') to be the naine of a tribe which

he thus translates as the ‘ Savants
’

(.see China Sevieu', vol. ,vix, p. 150). It is,

indeed, high time that our Sinologists should give up this absurd, useless, and
utterly unjustifiable system of dealing with the foreign place-names occurring

in Chinese records.

22
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But as next to nothing is told us of the exploits of these

eighteen rulers, history being silent even as to the individual

names they bore, and simply referring to them as the Hung-

mang, i.e. kings of the Hung dynasty, after the title of its

founder, we may well reduce the number of them to a mere

few without fear of being very far wrong, and thus we obtain

the fourth or fifth century b.c. as about the extreme chrono-

logical limit to which the origin of the Van-lang kingdom

can be logically assigned. Such being the case, this prim-

ordial Tonkinese kingdom would prove approximately coeval

in its rise to other realms founded elsewhere in Indo-China

by adventurers from Northern India, and there seems thus to

be nothing extraordinary in our assumption, which we trust

will one day find confirmation in fact, of its having had

a similar origin.

Meanwhile it will be admitted, I hope, that the connection

I have pointed out between the toponymic Sinda recorded

by Ptolemy, and a Indu term 8indhu or something similar,

is unmistakeable. It cannot fail to occur to one as quite

possible that the district we have just described, being so

rich in fluvial waterways, may have received from the early

Indu settlers the name of Sindhu, which, it is well known,

means generically a ‘ river,’ and its native inhabitants the

name Sindhus or Saindhacas, because of their dwelling in an
eminently fluviatile region. Similarly, the chief city or

commercial centre of the district—for something of the kind

must have existed—may have become known as the town
of Sindhu or Sindh, either from the district itself or from

its being situated, as very probably was the case, on the

banks of the main river and close by the Sindhu-mthgama,

as the San-ch'i-chiang of Chinese writers of a later period

would then be called.

Against the objection that would naturally be raised as to

no mention occurring in the native annals concerning the

period in question of any district or settlement bearing

a name similar or even slightly approaching in sound to

Sindhu or Sindh, I shall oppose the demonstration that some
well-defined trace existed within the very territory of the
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present Son-toi, of some such term, handed down to us in

the form of a tribal name which, whether derived from it

or not, is with it undoubtedly connected.

We are, in fact, told in the native accounts of the ancient

Van-lang kingdom, that the latter was founded by a prince

Lak-long} of Dragon [Naga, Uraga, or Lak) descent on his

mother’s side, who, as the legend has it, often appeared to

his courtiers in the form of a dragon coiled up on the throne.

This extraordinary personage wedded a girl of celestial, or

divine, lineage (from Sun or Fire, identified here with the

Chinese Fire-god and Emperor Yen-ti) bearing the name of

Ou-ki (=: Aggi, the Piili word for ‘fire’ ?), and had a hundred

children by her, of whom fifty were boys and the other half

girls. TYhen these had sufficiently grown up in age, the

prince said to his bride: “I am of Dragon [Ndga, Uraga)

descent, and thou art offspring of the Celestials. Water and

Fire, being elements antagonistic to each other, cannot long

dwell together,” and forthwith he intimated that they should

part, after having divided the children of either sex equally

amongst them, each of the parents taking one half. This was

agreed to by the mother, but before the separation took place

their eldest male child was appointed to rule, by common

consent, over the country that was the scene of these events,

with the title of Eung-riiang ( ^ 3E ), i.e. King Hung.

It was this potentate who founded, according to the legends,

the Van-ldng kingdom with capital at P‘hong-ch6u, on the

bank of the Eed River opposite to that of Son-toi. Princess

‘ Znc-lm>rj quill! of Des ifidioL (op. pit., p. 1) and othfrs. But here qiidn

(iwo/i) is merely the Chinese e/i!hi = ‘prince’; hence LfOc-long hviin

means Prince Ink-long. In this name long- is the Sinn-Annamese term for

• dran-on ’

;
while Znk (,|0 ,

Chinese, lo), although h.aring a different meaning,

is Terv likely a corrupt rendering of its Indian smonjuns Xlga or Uraga.

The above name means, therefore, Aaga Prince, orPnni i- Dragon. Des Michels

informs us (ihid., p. 6, notes; that acrording to the legend this prince, being

of dr,agon race on his mother'.s side, took pleasure dwelling in the bosom of the

waters. This is, of com-se, a fiction allusive to the amphibious character of

the people of the delta inhabiting a country still .subject to tidal infliienee, and
having no doubt acquired proficiencr in boatmanship, whereby they were likened

tinto serpents and called ZZagar or Uragas {Znk. t<r i)n-lhk'). their country being

termed the cotntrv ot I.nk, and their fields the fields ot Lak 'ri/Zt ^npra. p. 321).
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Ou-ki, his mother, returned with one half of her offspring

to the region of Mount JBd-vi—situated to the south-west

of Son-toi close by the Black River, and not far from its

junction with the main stream—apparently her original

home; while Prince Lak-long with the other half of the

children, minus the newly crowned king Hung, proceeded

to the alluvial plains of the delta, the region of waters or

Naga country, as the legend says, where he settled.' Some
accounts represent him as having taken up his abode at the

bottom of the sea, the mythical sojourn of the Nagas
;
but

this is, of course, merely an allegorical allusion to the mode
of life of the people of the delta, spent for the most part

afloat and, as it were, amidst the waters, owing to the

periodical inundations, tidal and otherwise, to which the

country was subject.

Endeavouring to read through the above legend by
divesting it of all the mythical finery in which Oriental

imagination has wrapped it up, we find that the sense it is

intended to convey is very probably as follows :—The
country of Tonkin was in its earliest days inhabited by two
populations distinct in habits and mode of life, at least,

although probably issued from a common original M5n-
Annam stock, to wit

: (1) a people of the plains, identified

with the element of Water and ascribed a Naga descent,

either because of their dwelling on the border of streams
and on that part of the delta subject to periodical inundations

or of their being addicted to serpent-worship; perhaps for
both reasons at the same time

; (2) a people of mountaineers
living in the hill-tracts on the west, about the celebrated
Mount Bd-i% and identified with the element of Eire
{Aggi, or Agni), because of their worshipping this element,
especially in its celestial form of thunderbolt and genius
of the mountains (volcanoes), a cult of which traces still

> It should be understood that the version I have foUowed here is in the main
that contained in the above-quoted Siamese translation of the Tiet-nam Su-Ki
the account given in the annals translated by Des ilichels (pp. 2, 3) bein<^ too
brief, and the one presented by the Abbe Lauuay (pp. 8, 9) too garbled L be
of much use.

’
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survive ia that region/ and of their probably being metal-

workers like most hill tribes of C'hleng race now in Indo-

China. Each of the two peoples had their own chief, both

coming in the course of time nominally under the supreme

authority of a king, said to be descended from an intermixture

of the two races, but being more likely the scion of some
adventurer who had come from India, and had united the two

heterogeneous populations of the country under the same
sceptre, thus founding the first simulacrum of a kingdom
among peoples who were not at all by instinct kingdom-

founders, but accustomed to independent tribal organization.

The fact of the district where the capital stood being, like

the whole kingdom itself, called Van-lang, shows that the

de facto jurisdiction of the new ruler did not probably

extend much beyond the limits of that very district, while

‘ At Mount Ba-el, ot wliith \vor4iip Dumoutier spe.iks in tlie following terms

(see CUm Review, vol. xix, p. 105) ;—‘-Every three Tears, people say, in those

parts the neighbours of Mount Ba-vi are in the habit of offering to the genius of

T3n-Vien [another name for the mountain
;
see note on next page] axes of bronze

and stone
;

the Iiuye)! [distriet] of Bdt-bat supplies the stone-axes, and the

hmjin of ThSng-thien tho=e ot bronze. The offering is made in the forest

temple : the genius comes to fetch these axes, which he uses for knocking mortals

on the head during storms. From the cloudy peaks of Tan-Vicn, say the natives,

amid flashes of lightning, he hurls shafts of bronze and stone indiscriminately

;

these shafts bury themselves deeply in the ground, but each thunderclap makes

them jump up again, and they are found soon afterwards on the surface of

the ground, whence thev are carefully collected, for they constitute a valuable

talisman against thunderbolts.” From a Siamese MS. in my possession I leam
that a similar worship was. and probably is still, practised in Yunnan, as the

following extract I translate will show:—“The Ho-luatig [i.e. the Great Ho or

Tunnauese] dw-ell in a city at the head of the Xmg-Si' Lake [the Great XUiig-Se,

i.e. lake of Yunnan Fu], near which there is a high mountain. They practise

the worship ot genii. This they perform by placing a copper axe with offerings

of food high up on the mountain slope
;
then they withdraw to wait at a s'dla

[resting shed] below. Soon the genius displays a flash of light like a rainbow

<lescending upon the offeriug-. An interval ot obscurity follows, during which

the spirit devours the eatables. When his repast is over the luminous streak

reappears, and then the oblators go up for the tray left empty of its contents,

which they take back with them. It Is said that the Muang Tum-u-dng -fg-htten,

in the Ho country, was at an early period the Miiang ^itwi-ThVn [tributary to

the Then or celestial .spirits], where the copper axes were made which are offered

[literally, brought as tribute] to Balarania.” We .see from this e.xtract that the

early Indu immigrants identified the Indo-Chinese genius of the mountains and

thunder with Balarama or Rama w-ith the axe. the axe meaning the thunderbolt.

Since that period he has ever been looked upon in this character by Indo-Chinese

populations. The Siamese call him more often Ramae^ura.
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the people of the delta and those of the mountains each

continued, as will be seen directly, under their own particular

chiefs. It is, in short, the same state of affairs that we

meet with in ancient Kamboja : the lords, there styled

kings, of Fire and TVater^ of the early populations, now

* Sdach-P‘hlong or ‘ Fire-King,’ and Sdach-Tok (from Skt. udaka = ‘ water ’)

or ‘ Water-King,’ said to be still found among the Jarai and Tampuan tribes on

the eastern frontier of Kamboja. For a brief account of them and their mode

of life see Excursions et Reconnaissances, No. 16, pp. 172, 173. According

to the Annamese, there would seem to have existed Fire and Water Kings

—

Bua-ltia ^ and Bm-niiak ^ JjT ,
as they style them—also in Campa.

It would be well to ascertain whetber those of the neighbouring Jarai and other

frontier tribes are meant, or local ones. Marini (“ DeUe Missioni,” etc., Roma,

1663, p. 33) states that part of the territory of the Rumoi (by which he

evidently means the country of the Kha tribes caUed Mui, by the

Annamese and sometimes KlA-Moi by the Lau) acknowledged the authority of

Fire and Water Kings (“ .
.

' . certi popoli [Rii/aoi] che habitano nelle

montagne pih alpestre, e che vbbidiscono a due Regoli. che cola chiamano

Re deir acq.ua I’vno, e Re del fuoco I’altro . . . ”). Tosi (“Dell’ India

Orientale,” Roma, 1669, pp. 165 and 208), a few years afterwards, repeats the

same statement with further particulars, and more correctly terms those tribes

Kemoi, which spelling proves that the Kka-Jfgi are really the people implied.

His description runs; “ . . . incominciamo daUa parte piii lontana verso

Fonente [i.e. from the westernmost part of Tonkin], cioe dalle montagne
de’ Kemoi . . . Regnano in quei monti, che per lungo tratto stendono

i loro aspri. e seluosi gioghi due Regoli, vno, che si chiama Re del fuoco, Taltro,

che si noma Re dell’ acqua, a’ quali rendono vbbidienza tra gli altri montanari

i popoli Kemoi, huomini, che hanno piii del seluatico, che dell’ humane, e che
resi dall’ asprezza di quei luoghi inaccessibili seeuri, non riconoscono la souramtu
del Re del Tunchino, benche sotto la sua giurisditione compresi sieno

’

’ (p. 408 .

.

As in December, 1646, when proceeding overland from Wieng-Chan to Nge-aii,
the Piedmontese Padre Leria crossed, according to Marini (op. cit., p. 53Sj the
Rumoi (i.e. Kemoi or Kha-Mqi) Mountains, it follows unmistakeablv that
the latter were the range forming the separation between Lau and Tonkinese
(or Annamese) territories, and that the tribes settled on its slopes had probablv
Fire and Water Chiefs of their own, as distinct from those of Campa and
Kamboja.

It occurs furthermore to me that the puzzling terms—hitherto unexplained

^ Bico-shi, and ^ ,
Shuei-she, the latter of which is said to

refer to Lani-ap (Campa), and especially to its ancient southern capital C'ha-ldn.

CEq-lany, or Bal-Angwe (cf. China Review, vol. xx, p. 203, where ‘Quiuhon’
is given, which is practically the same), mean ‘Fire’ and ‘Water,’ Shi, Chd,
or Cheh* respectively, and therefore allude either to the above Khl-Moi or

to tribes of the same race settled on the hill-tracts of Lower Camps subject to

Fire and Water potentates. Similarly, the terms—likewise so far unexplained

i'C A Sivo-Chen-la (sometimes called Lu-, i.e. ‘Dry-land’ or
‘ Highland,’ -Chin-la), and A 1, Shwei-ChcH-la, said to refer to the two

J id€ pp. 128—132 and 272, (intc.
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relegated to the hill-tracts on the east of that realm, both

acknowledging the nominal rule of the monarchs ot

Kamboja, alleged to be descended from the union of the

hill tribes with women of Naga race, but in reality owing
their origin to adventurers from India. These coincidences

in the early legends of the two countries tend to show that

their primitive populations belonged to the same racial stock

and were subject to similar influences, passing through

analogous phases of social development.

Towards the fall of the Van-lang kingdom, i.e. about

300 B.C., we hear that one of its last rulers of the Hung
dynasty had a beautiful daughter bj’' the name of Mi-nmug,
whose hand was sued for by three different parties, these

being the king of Thuk (evidently in Southern Yunnan) and

the two chiefs of, respectively, the mountain and the riverine

or maritime tribes. After much hesitation the princess was

ultimately conceded in marriage to the chief of the hillraen,

who led his prize to his residence on the Ba-vl mountain.

This unexpected denouement aroused the indignation of the

other two suitors. The king of Thuk, on his part, enjoined

his son and grandson to destroy the Yan - lang kingdom

as soon as a favourable opportunity presented itself. His

threat became an accomplished fact under his grandson,

Thuk - P‘han, in b.c, 258, as already explained. But

the chief of the people of the plains took immediate

States into which Kamboja became split up iu or shortly alter a.d. 707 (aee

Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.. p. 483), evidently mean respectively ‘ Fire ’ and ‘ 'Water
*

Kamboja, and thus throw a novel sidelight into ancient Kambojan and, indeed,

Indo-Chinese histoiy’ in general, showing that the authority Fire and Water
Kings was at that period by no means restricted, and mostly nominal as at the

present day. As Awo-Cliai-la, or ‘ Fire Kamboja,’ included, according to the

Chinese authors themselves, the “ northern and mountainous region,” and Shtcfi.

Chm-la, or ‘ Water-Kamboja,’ the “ southern half oi the country, bounded by

the sea and studded with lakes” (ibid,, op. cit.), it will be seen that the portion

of the population ruled over by the Fire King corresponded to the mountaineers,

while that subject to the Water King consisted of the inhabitants ot the plains

and of the delta, living in a water-covered region, and therefore likened unto

Nagasj exactly as we have shown was the case in ancient Tonkin. In the face

of this evidence one must feel inclined to admit that these Fire and ater Chii is

were real personages and not myths, as we shall see directly it hu-? been suirge^ted,

at least in respect of Tonkin. Behind them there must have been tribeo of

flesh and bone, and not mere phantoms.
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action against his successful competitor, and a long series

of wars thus ensued between the dwellers of the plains

and the hillmen, in which the latter ultimately came out

victorious.

In Annamese tradition the chief of the mountaineers is

called Son-tin, and that of the people of the delta Thtci-tin—
literally ‘ Genius of the Mountains ’ and ‘ Genius of the

"Waters.’ ^ They undoubtedly are, however, the mythical

impersonation of two contending tribes of the mountains

and plains, and in such light they are regarded by many
a native chronicler and a Western commentator.®

blow, it is with the Son- tin or hillmen that we are

concerned. The residence of their chief was, as we have

seen, on the Ba-ti mountain, which has in consequence

become so famous in Annamese legend.* The tribe must

' In native characters
[[j

(in Chinese Shan - ching) and ^
(in Chinese Shwei-ching). Ttn or ching means ‘essence,’ ‘spirit.’ Hence,

Son-tin or Shan-ehing = ‘ Spirit of Mountain,’ and Thivi-tih or Shwei-ching =
‘ Spirit of Water.’ I may here incidentally point out the etjTnological connection,

so far overlooked, I think, between the Sanskrit and Chinese words for ‘ water ’ =

shtvei, thwX, shut, and toga.

“ So in the Tiet-nam Sii-ki, for instance. The Abbe Launay (“ Histoire de

I’Annam,” p. 12), Eomanet du Caillaud (“Notice sur le Tong-king’’), and

others, positively take them to be tribes, and I think they are right, the terms

Son-tin and ThwX-tih being rather curious designations to apply to a single

person, while there is nothing strange or improbable as to a conflict having

actually ensued between the tribes of the plains and the hillmen. Hence I cannot

at all agree with Mr. Dumoutier’s view (see next note) that Son-tih and ThwX-tih

belong entirely to the dominion of poetical myth. Fire and Water Chiefs, we have

seen, are an old Indo-Chinese institution.

^ £a-vi, -S, so written in Annamese, means ‘Three tiers,’ or layers,

owing to its being said to present a three-storied appearance. It is also called

Tgn-wien, J[ (in Chinese SaH-j/M««), or ‘ parasol-round.’ In connection

with it and the Son-tih legend the following extract from Mr. Dumoutier’s
paper on “The Black Eiver of Upper Touquin and Mount Ba-Vi” (see China
Review, vol. xix, p. 165) .should prove of interest

“

Mount Ba-Yi has an
elevation of about 4,000 feet; its jagged profile is distinguishable in clear
weather from all parts of the delta. Ba-Vi is a popular name, which means
'Ihree Peaks [? see above], but its poetical name is Tan-Vien (parasol-round).
T’ae Annamese regard this mountain with a timorous veneration, and connect
it with all sorts of marvellous legends ; they hold it sacred, and say that its
peak is the dwelling of one of the powerful genii, who is able to launch
thunderbolts upon the plain. There are historical traditions touching the very
earliest beginnings of the Annamese nation connected with Ba-Yi. These
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have accordingly extended along the hills skirting the right

bank of the Black River, their chief settlement or trading

centre being probably situated near the present Sdn-toi

district city, on the edge of the main stream (Red River),

and at the foot of the extreme spurs of Mount Ba-vl. This

traditions take the form of graceful legends, some of which are very curious.

The oldest is in reference to the difference between the two genii, the one of

the mountains [i.e. Sdn-tinl and the one of the waters [i.e. 37i!cj-tm]. Both
were rivals for the hand of a young jnincess [that is, Jfi-niiaiii; of the Van-lang
kingdom], hut the first secured it, and took his »vife to the top of Mount Ba-Vi.
Enraged at his discomfiture, the genius of the water declared war against the
genius of the mountains

;
he raised typhoons and let loose aquatic monsters to attack

Mount Ba-Yi. There was a terrible struggle, in which the genius of the waters
was beaten, and had to reti-eat ; but he returned to the charge every year, and so,

when the Aunanxese observe the Red River, Black River, Clear River, and the
Song Day leaving their beds, mixing their waters with the plain, and inundating
the toot of MountBa-Vi, they say : ‘ There go the two genii again quarrelling lor

the woman.’ The genius of tan - Vun docs not allow the privacy of his retreat to

he violated, and therefore it is difficult to persuade the Annamese to ascend the
mountain ; they say that he shows himself to mortals, when it is fine weather, in
the shape of a 'cloud which clings to the upper part of the chief peak. There
are three temples on the mountain, dedicatea to him, and representing the three
separate peaks, and also the three ‘layers’ of the mountain, which, according to
the Annamese, have each a different colour: the last layer, which is the dwelling
of the god, is red; and it maybe observed that the summit of Mount Ba-Yi
does sometimes appear so to the people in the plain, when it is lit up by the rays

of the setting sun. The topmost temple is in the second stage of the mountain,
in the midst of the virgin forest, in a situation unequalled for savage grandeur

;

when this temple needs repairs, the genius takes the carpenters nut ot the villages,

and carries them to the temple, and these personages return home in the same
way without being conscious of the work they have done.” For other stories

told of the genius of Mount Ba-vi and his habits, see Landes’ “ Contes et

legendes Annamites,” in Kecursions et Seconnaismnees, Xo. 20, pp. 311-313.
Of course, many legends have grown up about this famous mountain, and the

struggle between the Sijn-tm and TlmV-tin may have been, like the Trojan war
in the old Western world, clad in the vesture of poetical fiction, in order to
make it more m.arvelloas and attractive to the Oriental mind. All these

surviving rehes and epic traditions of bygone ages, so redolent of interest to

the folklorist and historian, and so glowing with local loloiir, will soon be,

however, a thing of the past, for their doom has been decreed. A scheme has
been set afoot, and probably has by this time already been carried out. “of
erecting ou the highest peali of Ba-Yi a statue ot St. Michael, striking down
the devil in the form of a dragon, and of turning the mountain into an object of

religious pilgrimage ” {China Jierun-, art. cit., p. 16*i). Mr. Dumoutier signified

his .approval of this splendid idea, only objecting that the allegoi v ot the sjiirit

of evil in the form of a dragon being ill-chosen for a country where that beast is

the emblem of wisdom, virtue, military valour, and nobility of birth, it would
have been better to replace it by a tiger, which is there emblematic ot evil and
the incarnation of the unspeakable One. So, let us by .all means liavc St. Michael
with the tiger on the top of Mount Ba-Yi, symbol of the triumph ot righteousness

as understood in our present utilitarian age ! There vvill then he -ome hope, for

Mark Twain’s humorous scheme of erecting a statue ti> Adim. of meeting in its

turn with its realization, through the instrumentality of some zealous missionary,

on the top of some conspicuous peak of the K‘tm-lun or the Himfdaya '
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territory is what must have constituted at first the dominiou

and stronghold of the Sou-ti/i. But in the course of time

these people may have pushed on along the hill-range

bounding on the south the delta of the Red River as far

as the sea-coast just above Thau-hwa. This seems the more

Rkely from the fact of the Son-tin having been, as we are

told, victorious over the Thwi-tih, part of whose country

they may have annexed, at least that portion lying at the

foot of the hill-slopes. If they have at all reached the

littoral of the Gulf it must have been at the point where the

southern branch of the Red River detached at Son-toi, and,

called the Bai or Song-Bai, has its outlet {Kiia-Bai)

,

which

lies just at the extreme of the hill-spurs bounding the delta

on the south. It is on the section of the coast comprised

between the K4a-Bcii and the Ktia Ba-I6t or Bd-lqf, the

present principal mouth of the Red River, that we felt inclined

in a preceding paragraph (p. 251) to locate the Senderj'uldt

of the Arabs—the place which, as we have observed, may
have been regarded by ancient navigators as the shipping

port for Sinda. We have pointed out in that connection

that in some of the maps accompanying early editions or

translations of Ptolemy’s geography, among which that of

Ificholaus de Donis (a.d. 1482), Sinda is actually marked
on the sea- shore just about the spot referred to; and,

Ptolemy’s Indoi, whose name is here spelled Sindi, are

located to the west of it, that is, on the hill-tracts forming

part of Son-tin territory. This transposition, if not caused

by oversight, may be due to the fact of the Bdi, Song-Bdi,

or Son-toi branch of the Red River having been regarded
and become known as the Sinda or Son-tin River, and its

outlet as the shipping port for Sinda or Son-tin territory;

Sinda, the chief settlement, lying, as it seems more probable,

at the point of embranchment, or slightly further up towards
the Sindhu-sarhgama or confluent of the three rivers, in the
neighbourhood of the present .''6n-tdi.'

* It may also be observed that the southern portion of the present Than-hwa
district was known until quite recently under the name of Sou-thai or Son-thdi
Tron, and is so marked inXaberd’s map ("Tabula Geographica Imperii Anamitici
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I have scarcely any doubt that Ptolemy’s Sinda and Indoi

are connected with the S'dti-tin tribes and their principal

settlement in the neighbourhood of the present Son - toi

and Mount Ba-vi. The term Indoi is almost certainly

a clerical error for Sindoi, as appears from the form Sindi

adopted by Nicholaus de Bonis and others. Its resemblance

to the term Son-tin is, it must he admitted, very striking
;
but

stiU more so is that of Sindoi with Son-tbi, although, perhaps,

this is merely an accidental coincidence, the toponymic

Sbn-toi being in appearance modern, nevertheless, it would

be worth while to enquire whether, as we have suggested with

some reason, Son-tbi is an adaptation, in Sino-Annamese garb,

of an old indigenous term like Stnclhu, Sindhava, etc., that

survived, in a more or less modified form, in local tradition

down to a few centuries ago. The same remark applies to

the tribal name Son-tin, which, as we have explained, looks

rather queer to be of Annamese origin. Aip, is, in fact,

the indigenous Annamese term for • mountain,’ and not mu,

which is the local, and perhaps old, pronunciation of the

Chinese [Ij ,
s/uoi. Now, at the dawn of the third century b.c.,

the epoch of the Son-tin wars, Chinese influence in Tonkin was

as yet practically nil. Hence we see at once that Son-tiFi

cannot be aught else but the Sino-Annamese travesty, at a later

period, of a local tribal name or toponymic such as handed

down to us by Ptolemy under the forms Sinda and Indoi or

Sindoi, derived, in all probability, from the terms Sindhii,

Sindhava, applied by the early Indu settlers either to the

population they found in occupation of the territory about

the Sindhu-mmgaina, the confluence of the three rivers, or

to the place of meeting itself of the three streams. From

the fact of this people living in a hilly country and bearing

the traditional name of Sindhits or Sindhavas, the Chinese

who centuries afterwards came to rule supreme in Tonkin,

must have thought it a clever feat to Sinicize that term into

A.D. 1838). Of course, this name Son-tliai is spelled in a diriereat way Irnm

that of Son-toi, and is ostensibly modem ;
still, it is worthy to note the i-uriou-,

coincidence of the presence of such toponymies as 6oii-tui. Hun-inm, hun-mm.

Song-DSi, in the very region where Ptolemy located his Sinda ana Sindoi.
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Son-tin, tlie probable pronunciation at the period of the two

characters that represent it, thus making it convey at the

same time the meaning of ‘ mountaineers,’ tolerably well

consistent with the topography of the country that formed

their habitat, although in rather striking opposition to the

Indii terms, which mean a river-people. But, as instanced

by many Chinese transcripts of foreign place-names we have

explained in the course of the present inquiry, the early

Chinese colonists never bothered themselves as to what such

names meant, their only preoccupation being of rendering

them as nearly as possible phonetically by such particular

characters as would convey some definite meaning, no matter

however odd, to their countrymen. As regards the term

Thici-iin, it was, no doubt, invented so as to make pendant

with the other, for we have seen that the real name of the

people of the delta or their country was Ou-Jak or Uraga,

probably exemplified in Ptolemy’s Aganagara, their principal

settlement—as the name of their ancient rivals the Son-tin

or Sindhus is embodied in Sinda, undoubtedly their chief city

or trading mart, practically corresponding, it will now be

evident, to the present Son-toi (Som-t^y).

The Indoi (No. 225).

The original location of this people at and about Sinda, or

Son-tbi, and their probable subsequent expansion towards

the sea-coast, along the hill-range bounding on the south
the Red River Delta, having been fully discussed in the
foregoing paragraph, it remains now to add but a few
considerations, chiefly of a linguistic and ethnological

character.

The name Indoi applied to them by Ptolemy is, we have
suggested, a probably faulty transcript of Sindoi or, as some
among his translators and commentators put it, Sindi. To
this view we adhere, although perfectly aware that a tribe
bearing a very similar name to Indoi is still found on the
Kamboja-Annam watershed—much further south, it is true
but which may have occupied at the period in question part
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of the Tonkinese hill-tracts referred to, being subsequently

driven off thence by other peoples advancing from the north.

The tribe to which we allude is that of the Inthi, or Indi—
so far, I believe, unheard of by our ethnologists— and
forms a branch of the Ta-6i (not Ta-hoi as I see generally

written *) inhabiting the hilly country of the Attapii district,

the Attopeu of French books and maps. The possible fact

of this tribe still dwelling on Tonkinese territor}’- in Ptolemy’s

time can in no wise upset our conclusions, but would, on the

contrarj', furnish us one more plausible argument wherewith
to account for the origin of the term Sindhu and its derivatives

in that region. For, being granted that Lidi was the

original and local tribal name of its primitive inhabitants,

the early Indu immigrants and civilizers would, upon

learning it, be led to change it into Sindhu, and apply

therefrom the designation Sindhu or Sindh to the country.

From these modified terms, and not from their prototype

Indi, Ptolemy’s Sinda and Indoi, or Sindoi, as well as the

Sino-Annamese form Son-tin, could only have been derived,

it being quite certain that Indu influence had been exerted

in the country long before Ptolemy’s time. At best the

reading Indoi, if correct, would prove that in our author’s

day the original term Indi was still current, along with the

Induized forms that ultimately superseded and outlived it.

But perhaps it will be well for the present not to lay too

^ I dedicate this seasonable remark to all those—and they are legion—who
write Nam-Soii or Kam-Hu instead of Nam IJ, Hou-tken or Hu-then instead

of TJ-thin, and so forth, thus increasing the already considerable list of

unrecognizable, and locally unintelligible, place-names. My information as to the

existence of the Inthi or Indi is derived from native sources, the basis beiug

a Siamese description of twenty-one tribes, all said to belong to the Tn-6i family,

only three or four of which—the I)avaJ; and Lantiu (the Legnau ot our writers)

among them—have, so far, been brought to the notice of the public. Now that

we know the correct spelling of Ta-hoi to be Ta-di, we may obtain a clue to

the antecedents of the presumably collateral tribe of the Sen-oi of the Malay

Peninsula (vide mpra, p. 159), about whose origin nothing is so far known
;

whereas no connection could be inferred from the faulty spelling in vogue. This

exemplifies the necessity of the topographical and ethnological lists concerning

Indo-China being revised by competent authorities, it any further progress is

to be made in the historical and ethnical study of this so highly interesting region.
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much stress on the presence of the Indi on Tonkinese

territory at the period in question;' hence I prefer to

ascribe the origin of the epithets Sindhu and its Ptolemaic

derivatives to the causes at first referred to.

Turning now to examine into what was the racial stock

to which the Indoi, or Sindoi, must have most probably

belonged, there seems to he no reason for doubting, from

what has been said, that this tribe was a branch of the

so-called Mon-Annum race, or, to put it more precisely, of

the same race as the tribes now on the Karabojan-Annamese

watershed, which latter are, as likely as not, its very

descendants driven further to the south by newcomers. Ifo

historical notice of the people inhabiting the hill-tracts

to the west of Tonkin is found in Chinese records earlier

than A.D. 271, when we are told that the said hill-tracts

were, and had been long before that, occupied by the Llau.

Now, Llau is a generic name for populations of the Mon-
Annam race, the Li, Loi, L'6i, etc. Although the old Indoi

had by that time probably left for more southern climes, we
may well take it that these Llau who replaced them were

offshoots of the same racial stock to which the Indoi belonged

—in a word, their younger brothers. The already quoted

passage from the Annamese Annals ^ most distinctly states

that down to a.d. 271 the territories of Vo-hm
( Wu-p'ing =

present Bak-nifi and Hung-yen districts), Kiiu-d'uk (Ha-tin),

and T'dn-ch'uang (lLsin-ch‘ang = P‘hong-chou = Sdn-toi)

were dangerous and impenetrable, for the Lieu I, or Llau,

barbarians who inhabited them were undaunted and knew
no fear : for centuries they could not he tackled. The
Chinese general and commissioner T‘au-hwang was first

successful in chastising and pacifying them in a.d. 271
;
out

of their territories he made the three chiins above referred

' There is a tribe known to the Phu-thai as Kiu or Khd-Min, dwelling on
the hill-tracts of Muang Theng (Dien-bien P'hh) and Muang Mun, between
the Nam U and the Black River, whose name may he et}-inological!y' traceable
to that of the Indi, Sindi, or Stndi. I have not seen it mentioned, so far, in any
European account of that region.

’ ^

’ Des Michels, op. cit., p. 106.
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to and established over thirty colonial districts, which he

placed under the jurisdiction of KAu-chhi (Than-hwa). The
lAau alluded to here, could not evidently he the Lau,

i.e. people of Thai race, for although we have seen that the

latter formed the ruling class in Kuu-duk, or Ha-tin, and

Hge-an, the hulk of the population must have been Cham ;

and it is besides highly improbable that they could hold

Sbn-toi and Bak-nin as well at the period in question. At
a much later date Chinese writers still speak of Liau tribes

occupying the hill-tracts to the north and north-west of

Sbn-toi
;

* and quite recently we have been told of Mdn-Izau

(® being yet to be found in the district of Twien-

kwang
35^), not far to the north of the same place.®

I have no doubt that populations of the C'hleng or M5n-
Annam race are in every instance implied, although Chinese

writers may have made some confusion between Llaii and

Ldu, owing to these two terms being almost alike in sound.®

’ In A.D. 546, according- to the Annamese Annals (l)es Michels, op. cit.,

pp. 138, 139), the fugitive native emperor Li-bOn took refuge among the Lxait

in the country of Kicot-liiiii Bong {K'lu-Liau Tung = the caves nr mountainous

recesses of K’ui-Liau), ending his days there in o4S a .d . From the account of

Li-bou’s doings, the region here referred to, which has been left unidentified by

the commentators, appears to have been on either the Red or the Clear River,

in the north or north-west of Son-tui. K m-Luut is very likely the name of

a branch of the Liau, applied to the district where this particular branch had

settled. Although the spelling in native characters is not given, it seems very

probable that this people were the
,
Chtu-Zlan, the race from whom

the modern T‘u-Ziaii, ± m, of South-Eastern Yunnan and Kwang-h.si are

said by tradition to he descended. (See Deveria’s “ Frontiere Sino-.Annamite,”

p. 114.) It is worthy of note that these T'u-Ziaii are also termed Shan-ttz,

[j[|
(.Annamese S'jn-tu), or ‘Sons of the Hills,’ a name much analogous

in structure to those of the SJtan-chtng or fSon-tiii and of the KfiTi Dot (for

which latter see above, p. 58).

^ See Deveria, op. cit.. p. 69, where this people are, I believe wrongly, taken

to be Lau. According to Ma Tiian-lin 'op. cit., p. 70) the name Mnn-I.inn was,

in fact, applied to the Pnn-shnu il'ni (M ffl who ;irr affiliated with the

uVino stock.

* See note on p 2S8 above. Mr Parker remark'^ (C/tiha Itnitiv, vol. xiii,

p- 610j that “for some nnaccoimtablo rea.«on the Tnii-fn reads the

character or as cJiU",'* while “in another place the second character is read
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I shall leave it to subsequent research to clear up this point,

and also to show whether the ® ^ {Toi-dd or Ssi-thi 1)

located by some native writers on the northern side of the

Ssiang-lin (Ha-tin) borders, and b}' others further to the

south of Lin-i^ at the time of Ma-yiian’s expedition into

Tonkin (a.d. 43), are in any way connected with the Indoi or

Sindoi. For although they are shifted so far down the coast,

from the incidental mention that the brass pillars erected by

as lao," and vaguely adds that either character “ is usually applied to the Indo-

Chinese [?] tribes.” In the preceding page (609 ibid.) he goes further and makes

the sweeping assertion that “the [Zinn] are the Tied, or Siamese [? .']

colonists who date from about 1,000 years ago. Ziao or Zoa [Loi, Lauf] is

a term which covers Burmese, Siamese. Annamese, and Indo-Chinese generally,

including Arabs and Hindoos, [rrensre dit peu .'] when they come hy sea.” This

far-fetched notion as to the ethnographical area embraced by the term Llaii seems

to have been suggested to Mr. Parker by the following extract he gives elsewhere

in the same Review (vol. xxi, p. 56) : “ The ^ ^ \_Ch‘e,iy-shiJi'] says that at

Canton ^ \_F‘an-yi<]) there were a good many Indo-Chinese

[Mai Ziau, i.e. ‘ Sea-Liau ’ or ‘ Coast-Liau ’]). The most influential were the

[P‘h] family, called the ‘white barbarians’
( ^ § A [Pe-PVm

originally nobles from Chan-ch‘eng
( jjf

tiear modern Tourane [Cumpa, as

we have diffusely shown]). Having had bad weather in coming to Canton,

they were afraid of going back, and begged permission of their king to remain

in Canton as a sort of commercial agency. 'With reference to the above, it

may be noted here that ‘’^®nis to have been a common family name

amongst the ruling castes of Hindoo origin settled in the South seas generally.”

However, in the foregoing extract, the term Mai Ziau, i.e. Zian of the Sea

or of the Sea-coast, seems to imply that the persons alluded to were Cham,
at least by naturalization, thus proving our contention that the word Ziau

refers especially to populations of the Mon-jfnnam race, and not at all to the

Lau or Thai or to other Indo-Chinese populations that do not belouo- to

the 3Ion-Annam or Miao stocks. That the word in question cannot apply

to Burmese, that is, to Tibeto-Burman tribes, is sufficiently evidenced from-

the statement of the Chinese historians, who class the Ziau among the southern

barbarians, and tell us that they did not spread into Shu, i.e. Sz-ch‘wan, from

their native homesteads in the southern mountains, until a.d. 343 and after

(see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 106-9, who draws his information from the

Tsin Shu or Chronicle of the Tsin dynasty, the first historical work where the

Ziau are referred to). As regards the term Mu. it is not a family name in

the present instance, but the Cham title K borne by Cham ministers and chiefs

(see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 545 and 547, for the names of two di<>Tutaries

of Chan-cMeng prefixed by such a title). Z'u means .simjdy ‘ lord,’ ‘ Mr.°
' Vide supra, pp. 23 1 and 233 ; Des Michels, op. cit., p, 62

;
and Ma Tuan-lin

op. cit., pp. 97 and 41S.
’
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Ma-yiian in that region denoted the line of demarcation

between Han dominions and the territory of the Hsi-t‘u 1,^

we may well infer that their real habitat was no further

south than Than-hwa, which district, we have shown, was

in all probability the farthest point reached by Ma-yiian,

and therefore the place where his famed pillars were set up.

How, it has been seen that the Son-tin, Sindoi, or Sindi had
very likely, and before Ma-yiian’s time, extended from Son-

toi'towards the coast, reaching the latter at about the same
point

; hence the suspicion arises that the IIsi-t‘u I may have

been somehow connected with them. The Chinese historians

of the T'ang period are inclined to regard the Hsi-t‘u I as

the descendants of the soldiers left behind in the country

by Ma-yiian, and add that for this reason they called them-

selves Ma-liu (,^ ^), i.e. ‘left behind by Ma[yuan],’ or

Ma-liu Jen, that is, Ma-liu Men;^ but it does not seem to

me that this story deserves much credit. It should be

probably classed along with the wonderful yarns wherewith

Chinese writers delight to adorn their narratives. If Ma-liu

were really an alternative designation for the Hsi-t'u I, it may
be more likely connected with Mdlini or Cudamala, Cuddmani,

Cuddmalya, the name of the Upper Campa (Lin-i) kingdom,*

in which case the Ma-liu would prove to be Cham. The term

I, if taken in the sense of ‘ Western T'u I’ or T‘u

(in Annamese D6-dzi or Do), leads, more or less, to a similar

conclusion, the native vocable implied being in appearance Ddi,

a synonym of Loi, Lbi, C‘hieng, and the generic designation

for the hill tribes of Mou-Annam race. I should not think

that people in any way chnnected with the modern T‘u (j;)

or T ‘u-jen i± A) — called Tho by the Annamese— now

occupying the hill-tracts about the Black River, the Red

River, and to the east of the latter as far as Kao-bang on

the Kwang-hsi frontier, are meant, for these are said to

be a very heterogeneous tribe, the scattered groups of

which have not all the same language, and are alleged

• Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 418.

2 Ibid., pp. 418, 419, and 97. 98.

* Vide supra, pp. 127, 144.

23
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to constitute the remains of those military colonies which

the Chinese government used to station there to guard

the frontier and the newly annexed territories.* Should

’ See China Review, vol. six, p. 152; and Deveria’s “Frontiere Sino-Annamite,”

p. 97. I may add that those among these tribes called Tko-din,
,
or ‘ Black

Tho,’ by the Annamese, are apparently of Thai race, being the same people -whom

the Eastern Lau term P'hu-Thai Dam, or ‘ Black R‘hu-Thai' from the colour

of the garments they rvear. They were in occupation, at no distant period, of

the whole region comprised between the Black River and the Nam Ma (the

Song Ma of the Annamese), which then formed the Sth-iong Chuh-Thai, or

Twelve Thai Marches (literally, the ‘ Twclve-Thai-holding ’ [Districts]) of the

Luang P‘hrah Bang Kingdom. Parker is somewhat in error (China Review,

vul. xix, p. 196) in suggesting+ ± m ,
or m (Shi-erh T‘ii

[i.e. ThS], or Shi-erh Tai, Chou), as the probable Chinese equivalents. Chuli

means ‘ to hold,’ ‘ to contain,’ and not exactly Chou, a political or administrative

division. According to Dumoutier (see China Review, vol. xix, p. 168) the natives

ot the sixteen chaa (Ch'au) of the Black River also style themselves Th'i,

This has led later travellers in that region, among whom are Messrs. Nicolai and

Leffevre Pontalis, to identify the Tho in general with the Then (see Rxeursiemi-

et Reconnaiesances, No. 33, 1890, p. 13; Journal Asiatiqiie, 1892, No. 2, p. 10,

extrait: and T‘oung Pao, Mars, 1896, pp. 54-58). But while, on the one side,

linguistical evidence argues several branches of the Tho to be Thai—such as,

e.g., the above-mentioned Tho - den, and the T‘u-Jhi of Kwei-chou and

Kwang-hsi—it should be remembered, on the other hand, that TUt or Thu is not

an ethnic, but merely a conventional terra applied by the Chinese to ‘ aborigines ’

or ‘territorials,’ or, better to say, to old settlers in Kwei-chou and Kwang-hsi,

who included people both of the M0h-.4.nnam and Thai races. We have, in

fact, T‘u or T-n-Jui, T-u-Piau, T-ie-Mdn, etc., so that it is ridiculous to

conclude, on the mere primti facie evidence of the term T‘h or Tho being

collectively applied to these populations, that they are all of the same stock.

k more minute investigation ot their racial affinities shows them, indeed, to be

tor the most part either YOu or Meu (Miau) by descent. This is also,

practically, the view taken of the question by both the Lau and Annamese, who

agree on the whole in classing the Thu among the Kha tribes. That such

considerations could be either neglected or designedly ignored by a writer ot

the stamp of Mr. Nicolai, whose article betrays throughout an absence of the

most elementary knowledge of Indo-Chinese ethnography and history, does

not come as a surprise ;
but the case is different with Mr. Lefevre Pontalis,

who had been not only over part of the ground covered by the Tho, but had the

most favourable opportunities of studying the question on the spot. Not content

with sweepingly asserting the T‘u or Tho’s identity with the Thai and Lu-tai

(/^ or Pai-I, as well as with the Lah-thu Lu!:-thu‘r), this

writer does not hesitate to comprise imder that denomination and to affiliate to

the Thai stock also the or Ki-lceu, Kih-Iau, or Bet-lou

(whom he calls ‘ Chi-lan,’ see .Journal Auntique. Sept. -Oct., 1896, p. 19,
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a population by the name of T‘u be intended, it would be

e.\trait), of Central and 'Western Kwei-chou, who arc notoriously of Mdh-Annam

stock (see Lacouperie’s Languages of China before the Chinese,” pp. 48-49).*

Nor is this all, for the old I or Toi-do, are hy the same

authority (in T'ototg Pno, ]Mars, 1896, p. 61) thought to have been also

Tko, and therefore (in his opinion) Thai, on the assumption that Bd means

‘ red ’ in Annamese, a eircinnstance arguing (according to him) that they may
have been the same tribe as the ‘ Red Thai ’ still found existing in the Song-Ma
valley do-wn to the point where it debouches into the Than-hwa district. Rut

this is a mistake, for any t\To in Annamese knows that the word meaning
‘ red ’ in that language is represented by the character pronounced do^ rising

(oue^ and not by J^, pronounced d6y sinking tone^ a fact quite sufficient by

itself for anyone acquainted with the mechanism of Sino-Annamese phonology

to relegate such a queer theory to the limbo of infantile absurdities. Neither

<loes the suggestion as to the racial identity of the lJsi»Pu or T6i-d6 with

the Thai and of the latter with the ^ , T-n or Tho, appear any more tenable

'•11 historical grounds. It should be observed, in fact, that the

or T/io-Mnn—that the T‘u or T/i6—are referred to in

Annamese history since a.d. 8o8, in which year they are reported to have made

raids into Tonkinese territory (see Des ^Michels, op. cit., pp. 189-190). With

them are, immediately atterwards, mentioned the
,
yioi’ChaiCy ydm^

ChUu, or Thai of the Yunuanese kingdom of Ta-li. Had those Tki been, like

tlie" Xan-Chau, of Thai stock, they wnnld presumably have been confounded

into one with the latter by the historians, and therefore passed over in silence.

Neither can it be logically infeired that those Th6 or Thi~M!in were the same

people as the Toi-dl or E'-i-t'n, for the characters and § employed to

designate, respectively, these two populations are very dissimilar, while the

dates at which the latter appear in history do not differ by more than eight

eentui-ies (a.d. 43-8581, and tar less if it be considered that the Hst-fn I do

not seem to he referred to until the seventh century, that is to ^ay, retrospectively,

by the historiogi.apheix of the T-ang period (see Ma Tu.an-lin, op. cit., p. 97),

as being descended from .soldiers under Ma-yiian, w'ho had increased, hy the

time ot the Sui dynasty (a.d. .589-618), to three hundred families, all hearing

the name of Ma or Mn-lm (,^ ^). Had they been T/J, there would have

been neither need nor reason tor calling them Ho or Toi-do in the sereuth

(eiitnry and TJio or Tho-Mdn in the ninth.

As regards Lnk-tho (Z«c -tho of French writers), the name of a district (chiefly

on the Red River) inhabited by Mtiang (Jg), i.e. Thai, populations, it would

seem to occur in Annamese hist.sry, if P. Legrand de la Liraye is correct,

since A.D. 679 (see Des Michels,
’

op. fit., p. 187, notes), namely, nearly

contemporaneously with the I)d and Tho. As, however, no native characters

^ They are so much Thai that they do not at all understand the Chung-kta

(W M) ,
who speak a Thai language (see Deveria, op. dt., p. 104',
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far more preferable to identify it with the T'u-liau Jgj,

Shan-tsz, or Sdn-tii already alluded to.

In conclusion, Ptolemy’s Indoi or Sindoi, whether connected

or not in name with the I, appear to belong to the

same racial stock, C'hleng or Mon-Annam, as the tribes

anciently inhabiting the hill-tracts of Tonkin, whose remains

are now still to be found scattered thereabouts under the

name of Liati, Loi, or Boi, etc. Almost certainly they

correspond to the Son - tin of Annamese legend, while

probably having connections, racial or otherwise, on the

one side with the Shan - tsz or Son - tii of South - Eastern

Yunnan and South Kwang-hsi, and on the other with the

Indi and other hill - tribes at present on the Kamboja-

Cochin-Chinese watershed.

The Eudutai (No. 223).

Ptolemy locates this people south of the Khalkitis (the

^ M Karajang, or Black Lolos of Eastern Tiinnan),

and makes them, together with the Barrhai, extend to the

Great Gulf (Gulf of Tonkin). In De Donis’ map they are

marked, under the name of Codupe, to the north of Doana
(Luang P'hrah Bang) and between the Doanas (Me-Kh5ng)

and the Dorias (Nam Tau, or Bed Kiver). Their habitat

becomes thus fixed at about half-way betwixt the Me-Khong

are given, we cannot make any linguistical rapprochement except that, judging
from the sound (TM), the character here employed must be different from
either of those used to represent the Do and Tho tribes.

On the other hand, the Quan-to noticed since a.d. 1808 by Leyden (“ On
the Languages and Literature of Indo-Chinese Nations,” in ‘‘Essays relating

to Indo-China,” 1st series, vol. i, p. 160), as being an ancient race inhabiting

Kau-tdug (^ £^)

,

who ‘‘regard themselves as the original inhabitants of

Tonkin and Cochin-China,” are no doubt i, Th'u ; and the correct form

of their name must be either ^ Kiv'on-Thh, meaning ‘ TAd-people’
; or

M A. 13 ,
Ktcihi-Tho, meaning T/id Chiefs,’ ‘TO^-district,’

or tribe. I may add, in explanation of the .second form here given, that the

native chiefs ot the Tho districts bordering upon Lau territory are, by the
Liu, called At-ml (from the Sanskrit Sjmt) Tho. ot which term the Annamese
Xwon-Tho or Kuron-Tho would seem to be a translation.
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at Luang P'hrah Bang and the head-waters of the Red River

at Yiian-chiang, straight away north. Such being the case,

I have no hesitation in taking Ptolemy’s Kndutai to be

the same people as the K‘a-to or K‘a-t‘o (-^ 1?§), whom
Gamier found exactly in the territory of the Yiian-chiang

or Yiian-kiang prefecture,* whence they seem to extend

along the hill-tracts further to the south. According to

Lacouperie the K‘a-t‘o speak a language of the Lo-lo family,

closely connected with that of the Ho-ni (% whose

name is usually applied to them.^ If so, they would belong

to the Tibeto - Burman group. It remains to be seen,

however, whether this is the language they spoke originally,

or whether it has been adopted, in the place of their

primordial one, from the Lolos. Lacouperie’s suggestion

that the K‘a-t‘o are “probably the same as the Kado of

Burma,” must as yet be taken with all reserve. Truly,

the two tribal names are strikingly similar, if not actually

identical, but the Kado, or Kadii, are far away on the

iManipur borders, and though a tribe by the name of Kadun

is mentioned along with the Zi-sw on the Burmo-Chinese

frontier, I am unable to say whether it is in any way

connected with the K‘a-t'o and Kado. In view of our

knowledge of the ethnography of these regions being as

3'et quite rudimental, it is impossible for the present to

investigate the identity of Ptolemy’s Kudutai any further.

I propose, however, to revert to the subject in the next

volume, when dealing with the Ptolemaic geographj^ of

Southern Yunnan. Suffice it here to have established their

very probable relationship with the Ka-t'o of our daj^,

whose name appears to be the corruption of an older term,

Khadu, Kadii, or Kudu
;
perhaps Kudut or Kuduta, in which

case it might prove traceable to some toponymic or tribal

name, Kuluta, Ktiluta, etc., introduced somewhere in this

region bj" the early Indu immigrants. From Kuluta the

derivation Endutai could be easily accounted for, and with

^ Op. cit., p. 483.

“ “ The Lanjriiages of Chiaa before the Chinese,” p. 93.
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it could be eventually connected Ktco-lo or Kwo-lu,

one of tbe names borne by the Lo-lo or Lu-hi
;

^ the tribal

designations of the Kha Hmt, KM and Kha- Ut ;
and

* See Dereria, op. cit., p. 141.

^ The Khfi Suet or Klift Sot:, I leain from local sources, are so called by the

lau of the districts on the Upper Nam tl (Miiang Hun, etc.) in which they

are settled, on account of their relish for squirrels as an article of food. Karot,

the Thai word for squirrel, becomes, in fact, Kaliok (and, by contraction. Sot)

in Lau, in virtue of the law of phonetic change by which Thai r is converted

into h in Lau pronunciation. But Karok is an Indu-derived word (from

Sanskrit Kalaka, Pali KiilakS), whose more correct form should be Kaldk

or Kalok. Now, it is interesting to observe that the Lo-lo are also called Zaka,

and that their name or nickname Lo-lo, is said to mean ‘squirrel
’

(see Lacouperie’s “Languages of China before the Chinese,” pp. 88 and 106).

It will thus be seen that Laka is undoubtedly a mere contraction of Kalaka, as

Sok is of Kahok (Kiirakd, Kalaka), and that therefore it is practically the same

word as Lo-lo. This term is also, in fact, sometimes WTitten um [Kko-Io =
K5-la[-ka]), (Ktvo-kteo = Ka[-la]-ka), etc. The result is that the

Kha Sok must be a branch of the Lo-lo, or else that the latter were so

nicknamed on account of having settled on Kha Bok territory. The Kha Sok
are described in the native records above reterred to as being dark in complexion,

tattooing themselves in long stidpes from the ankles to the hips, and wearina’

the usual scanty loin-cloth. They live at the foot of the mountain slopes and
on the banks of rivulets, subsisting partly on fishing or on the birds and squirrels

which they kill with their crossbow, and partly on glutinous rice. Their
alternative name of Kha Suet seems to be a modification of Kha Sok, and
suggests a parallel form Kalut or Kalot of Kalok or Kalaka, which does not

ranch differ from Kuldta. It is consequently very probable that we have in

the Kha Suet or Kha Sok a tribe closely related to the K‘a-t‘o, and entitled

to share with the latter the privilege of identification with Ptolemy’s Kudutai.
These, we have seen, are located to the south of the Khalkitis, whose name

—

although transcribed by Ptolemy in such a way as to etjunologically connect
it with koAkiSs in view ot the many copper-mines {fieraWa hoKkov) he says
are to be found in their coimtry—is evidently a mere adaptation or travesty
of Kalaka, and seems to apply in this instance especially to the Lolos. Above
I have suggested Karajang as its modern equivalent. It will now be seen
that Karajang, whether it be formed from Kara — ‘

black,’ or corruptly
derived from Kalaka = Karaka = ‘ squirrel,’ is in sub.stance the same word
a.s the latter ; for Kalaka originates in its turn from Kula or Kalaka, meaninn-
literally - black,’ and figuratively a ‘squirrel,’ or any animal or plant of black
colour.” I am on the whole inclined to think, however, that Kulc/kii was the
original tribal name or nickname of the Lo-lo, Karajang being a modification
of it introduced by the Mongols when they conquered Yunnan under the Yuan
dynasty. It is from that time, in fact, that the term Karajang began to appear
in history. In any case it is evident that Ptolemy’s Kudutai and Khalkitis
must have been, if not exactly one and the same people, at least related in more
than one way, and that the Kha Suet, Ka-t'u, and Lo-lo must be their modem
representatives. It should be remembered, however, that the term Lu-h as
used by the Chinese, is but one of those loose names or indefinite expressions
iudiseriminately applied to populations of entirely different laces, and therefore
altogether devoid of ethnologic.al significance. In the case in point it cannot
certainly be taken to refer to the tall, oval-faced, Aryan-like race seen by
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perhaps also that of the Hu-t‘ou g^), Ho-dao, U-tu-t‘au,

or EJiudu-t‘au, the so-called ‘Tiger-Heads’ of the Black

E.iver.1 These modifications in nomenclature cannot surprise,

in view of the fact that in India the tribal name Kuluta or

Kuluta appears to have been eventually changed to Utitla,

and vice versa.

^

As regards the form Cohtpe appearing in De Donis’ map,

I believe that it is to some extent justifiable, for in the very

same Yiian-chiang district, side b}' side with the K‘a-t‘o or

Kadii, we have the No-pi (||| whose name is given

under the form Lo-pe by Gamier.'* These people are, like

the K‘n-t‘o, mere varieties of the Ho-ni
;

in fact, Deveria

Colbome Babtr on the Cbien-cb'ang border, but to tribes approaching the
type of Zo-Io or Kiro-lo still occurring in Kwei-cliou, described by the Chinese
themselves as possessing black face- and other characteristics quite in keeping
vvith those of the K/iS Hik or Kha buet. In his paper on ‘‘The Aborigines
of Hainan” (in the Jonrual Chinn Brnneh R.A.S.. new series, Xo. vii)

Mr. Swinlioe speaks ol the Li of the central part of the island as calling

themselves Ln or La-kin. a tern which Dr. Edkins, in a note appended thereto

(p. -39), thinks to be probably the same with Kwo-h or Lo-lo. This view is,

in my belief, incorrect, for here seems to mean simply La-chia or ‘iff

family ’
; and these i« are described by Swinhoe (p. 26) as being “ a short,

sturdy, light coloured race,” thus widely differing from the Ktco-lo and KhU-Iiho.
As regards the “large, big -boned, dark men” inhabiting the ‘Nychow’
(Yai-chou) district and calling themselves K'lni, referred to on the same page,

they are very probably, as shown by their name {KZut = Glni), racially identical

to the Urang G!ai of Campa {vide p. 2C1 ante).

Colhorne Baber makes the following statement as regards the independent
Lolos occupnng the mountainous district of the Liang ,Shan tracts :

“• Old peoplo
say that the Liang-shiii tribes are a branch ot the Lu-ku li) family, and came
originally Irom the west ” (“ A Journey of E.xploratiou in Western Ssii-ch'uan.”
in Supplementary Papers, R.G.S., vol. i, pt. 1, 1882, p. 71). This would
seem to imply that those so-called Lo-Io came to be considered as part ot the
aboriginal KiilukS (i.e. Kwo-lo, Ehri-Hok, etc.), not necessarily from their

being racially connected with the latter, but merely from the tact ot their having

settled on Kwo-h territory. Their original uame was presumably neither

nor Kivo-Io.

* See China Review, vol. six, p. 153. For the forms Vdu, Wudu, assumed

by the term Hu (Tiger) in Southern China, see Lacouperie, op. fit., pp. 20

and 30. In the Ch‘u State of yore it was called

^ Vide Professor Hall’s edition of Wilson’s “ Visnu Purana, ’ vol. ii. p. 174.

We have also a (probably) contracted form of Ut'fla in the name of the T'n-bi

OT TUi-la-iMdn, of the chronicles ot the Yuan dynasty, who art*

undoubtedly Marco Polo’s Tvloinau or Tholomau Deveria. op. cit., p. lloj.

* Deveria, op. cit
,
p. 13d. See also Lacouperie, op. cit., p. 93. n. 3.

* Op. cit., p 483. Colborne B-iber says (op. cit., p. 78} that the Lo~bj are

called Ka-p'a (— Xo-pt ?} by the Menia or Minia ot Eastern Tibet.
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gives No-pi as an alternative designation for the latter.'

The Siamese and Lau, in their turn, consider the Ho-ni to he

the same as the Kha-Kb or Kha-Khb, and often call them by

this name, occuri’ing also in the Chinese variant Ko-ni

of the term Ho-ni.- From this evidence it may be inferred

that Kb, Khb, or Ko is the generic name or surname of this

people, probably prefixed to the designation of the tribes into

which it is divided : thus, Ko-Lo-pe, Kolu-pe, or Colupe may be

explained as the Lo-pe, Lii-pe, or No-pi tribe of the Kb family.

On the same lines, the term Ko-ni or Ho-ni would appear

to be, not the collective name for the whole race, but a mere

tribal designation denoting the Ni variety of the Kb
; and the

term Eudutai might be taken to mean the Duia or Znita tribe

of the same people, its correct reading being thus Ko-Lu-ta.

It should be observed in this connection that a tribe bearing

the practically identical name of Koalut is actually to be

found in Southern Formosa, on the territory armmd South

Cape, where it made itself notorious for its predatory as

well as head-hunting proclivities.® Again, there was a tribe

in Yunnan, apparently about the southern bend of the

Yang-tsz Eiver, bearing the very similar name of Lii-to or

Liik-to ^), and first appearing in history in a.d. 47,

to which we had already to call attention in a preceding

section.'* Lacouperie far too easily jumps to the conclusion

that these people were the Lok-tai {Lu-tai, Liu-tai) of the

Thai family ; but this remains yet to be proved. Should

1 Ibid.

2 Ibid.

3 See ‘‘Aborigines ot Formosa’’ in the China Meview^ vol. xiv, p, 123
* Supra, p. 167. See also China Rev'mv^ vol. xix, p. 68.

5 Op. cit., p. 58, note 5. The Chinese spelling
,
sounding Ul-tai

in the southern dialects. It is said to be the Chinese generic term for
the Lau or Thai race, and was employed as an equivalent of Pai - / (gee
Uoveria, op. cit., p. 102.) Probably it was meant to refer, retrospectively,

to the original Six Ch5u
( :^ IB , Lu-Chao) of the Thai confederation that

became afterwards the kingdom of Xa,i-Ckao, an observation which has escaped
iJeveria and others. Deveria remarks, nevertheless (1.1., note), that “Xo th
\_Lvk-taq ponrrait se traduire p^ ‘les six Thay,’ mais pourrait etre aussi on
nora de localite”; and Parker, following him, translates the term as the ‘ vSivTai (see China Review, vol. xii, pp. 79 and 196). On the other hand
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it turn out to be the case, the Lu-to could have nothing in

common with the Kudutai and Cohtpe, who, so far as the

Dr. F. \Y. K. Jlriller—in his “ Vocabularien der Pa-yi unci Pah-poh Sprachen,
aus clem ‘ Hua-i-yi-yii,’ ” of which he gives a partial translation in the
Tonmj Pao, vol. iii (March, 1892)—observes (p. 17), a prupos of the Pai-I

pronunciation ^ lulc-tni’’ of the term ^ made there equivalent to the

Chinese
,
Pai-I: “ = tinder der Tai’s ;

//?i = ‘ kind,’ Schan und Siam.,”

thus taking the term to mean ‘ Children of the Thai,’ an interpretation which
Lefevre Pontalis, in T'otutg Pao, 1896, p. .54, sauguinely endorses. I must
say, on my part, that this explanation, however ingenious and plausible it mav
at tirst sight appear, leaves me rather sceptical. For we have no proof that
luk here means ’child’ or ‘children,’ any more than I6k (the Thai form of the
Sanskrit loka = ‘people’), or hk, which, as we have seen above (p. 139), was
the old Thai pronunciation of the numeral ‘ six.’ Further, there is no evidence
to hand as to whether tai here means Thai, or tai (‘ south,’ ‘below’), or anything
else

; not to speak ot the very queer and unnatural sen.se of the term Luk-tai
as an ethnical designation, if interpreted as ‘ Children ot the Thai.’ There is

no precedent on record as to any Thai tribe ever having borne such an appellation,

or even one in any respect similar to it. AYe have heard of Thui Xai and Thai
Xok (Inner and Outer Thai)

;
and the SukhOthai inscription of a.d. 1292 [vide

p. 107 ante) tells us of Thai Tat and Thai Xoi (‘ Great Thai,’ i.e. the famous
‘ Shans’ or Thai of Upper Burma, and ‘Little Thai,’ i.e. the Thai of Siam),

of Thai C‘hdu Ai (‘Elder Thai,’ probably, in my opinion, the .same a.s the

Ai-Liut or ^ Ai-Lao) and Thai G'hun Khinij (i.e., I presume, the Thai

of the Me-Khong River) ; but never did we come across a tribal name signitying

‘Children of the Thai.’ I have, moreoier, shown (p. ISo) that the term

Thai is of eoiiiparatively modern growth, and that, although already in existence

many centuries before the time (fifteenth or sixteenth century) when the Fai-I

vocabulary ot the Chinese Interpreters’ College was compiled, it is merely a title

and not an ethnic. Hence I am inclined to ascribe to the words Ln-tni or Lnk-tai
a different meaning from either ‘ Six Thai ’ or ‘ Chikh-eu ot the Thai.’ 'The real

signification may be Luk-tdi, i.e ‘ Southerners ’ or ‘ Lowlanders.’ In any case,

the interpretation ‘ Six Thai ’ is beyond doubt tar more logical and consistent with

Thai traditions than the one of ‘ Children of the Thai.’ 'I'he organization of

the early Thai States appears to have been, trom the remotest period known
to history, into groups or confederacies of six districts, ot which the Twelve

Chuh Thai of the A’am Ma (Song Ma) and Xam Xon (Song Ka) and the

'Twelve P‘han-nd of C’liieng Rung are but doubles. The Ln-Chao, ^
or, in old Thai, Lok-Chiin (meaning the ‘Six Chieftaius’ and, metonimically,

the ‘ Six Principalities,’ or, as they are sometimes called in Burma, Paiv-bica-

ships, from the 'Thai term Chda-Pa — ‘Prince’), were meuti'ined, in Chinese

records, as early as a.d. 70. Later on we hear of another .irroup ot Six (.'liau

in Northern Campii, therefore sometimes called ‘the ancient Lam^aj),'’ an

identification that completely puz2les Parker, who tako'^ tliem to be [Chbia

Jtevle^v, vol. xx, p. 203) ‘ Siamese tribute principalities ’ {!). They must
hare been, on the contrary, part of the kingdom ot Ciilimi, toimikd, a-* we
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evidence adduced above goes, must have belonged to the

Kd or Ho-ni tribes now called K‘a-t‘o and Ho-jn.

The Barrhai (No. 224).

These people close the list of the tribes mentioned by-

Ptolemy as dwelling on the Tonkinese borders and extending

thence to the Great Gulf. In De Donis’ map they are

marked above Aganagara (Ha-noi) to the east of the Codupe

and the Dorias River. The location I have assumed for

them in the map about P‘u-erh Fu, at the outset of these

studies and before I had access to De Donis’ work, is, as

we shall see directl}', not at all unjustified, although too

restricted, for I have since acquired the conviction that

this tribe must, in agreement with what Ptolemy says, have

extended well into Tonkin in his time, it being still found

on its western borders at the present day.

have shown ahovo, by the Lau in what is now the Ha-tm district. tVe

are told, again, ot another eontederacy on the Upper Eed Eiver, called

Pa ^e-Ming (pron. Luk-iliin in Annamese), a term again puzzling

Parker, who translate' it {Ohina Itevun

,

vol. xxiv, p. 54) ‘the Six Muangs

of Tonquin,’ and add^ that "in 1806 China said these belonged to Lin-an Fu,

and declined to give them to Annam.” I doubt, however, that ‘ Miiang'

districts are here implied, as the term Mkaiig is transcribed in Annamese under

the form Ig, and is in Chinese usually represented by ili-ng (Ann.

Miiang)
;

although ^ ,
Hang (Ann. Hiiang)

;

^ ,
Heng (Ann. 2ISn)

;
and

Mtng (Ann. Man), appear to he at times employed in a similar sense.

The districts in question must have been on the Eed Eiver in the neighbourhood

of Man-hao and Mcng-tsz
(^ Jlongtze

;
and the term Lu-Mem/

may have reference to the LnDwng, a JIou-Annam tribe similar to the Lanut

or Kha-Met who are settled in that vicinity. Should the real meaninij of the

term be * Six Muangs’ (as in 3 Si San-nieng = ‘ Three Muangs,’ side supra,

p. 139), this would be an additional proof as to the prevalence ot the hexamerous
political organization among the Thai. The instance just quoted of the three

Muangs of C'hieng Eung could scarcely be regarded as forming an exception,

for three is a sub-multiple of six, while in the case of the twelve P‘han-na we
have a multiple of the same numeral. These seemingly abnormal groups maj^

have resulted in the one case from the scission iuto two of an original aggregate
of six districts, and in the other trom the coalescence of a couple of the same
typical aggregations. It will be seen below (p. 364), in fact, that when the
P‘u-erh Fu prefecture wa.s formed, e.xactly six Phun-nu were withdrawn for
the purpose from C'hieng Bung territory.
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About tbe identity of the Barrhai there can be no possible

doubt. They are till now represented by the people called

P‘u-Mi or P’li-rh by the Chinese, andP7i;(-0 or

Kha-0 by the Lau, They inhabit the territory to the east

and south-east of Luang P'hrah Bang, which the Annamese
have wantonly styled Tron-nin in Chinese Chtn-ning,

the Tran-ninh of French writers), although it has ever been

known under the name of Miiang P‘huen applied to it from

time immemorial by the Lau. This term P‘hue>i is, I presume,

the ancient local corruption of P‘u-erh, the final r being either

dropped or turned into n in Thai pronunciation. P‘it-erh

being the name of the people whom the Lau found in

occupation of the country when they first reached it under

Khun Chet-c'hiiang,' it is but natural that they should

have preserved that denomination under the slightly modified

form of Mmmj P'hueit, and become themselves known to the

surrounding nations as the Lau P'/iucn, i.c. Liiu inhabiting the

country of the old P'huen or P‘u-erh tribes. According to

recent explorers,^ local tradition points to the two great families

of the P‘u-erh and P‘u-ch‘a as being the original

occupiers of the region comprised between the Me-Khong
at Luang P'hrah Bang, the Black River, and the Tonkinese

borders, now improperly termed the country of the Muang,

because of its having been at a later period organized into

districts {Muang) by the Lau conquerors.

As regards the P‘u-ch‘a, they evidently correspond to the

people otherwise called ChUl (^), JT/imu, and Kha Ckth, to

whom reference has often been made in these pages. Chinese

writers attach them to the CInmg-jen (Jiji A) or Chung-kia

of Kwang - hsi, and through them to the Miao

stock.^ This means that they belong to the Mon-Anuam

' See above, p. 294, note.
* See China Review^ vol. xii, p. 196, aud et Refijunais^ancesy

Ko. 33, p. 18,

* Vide Deveria, op. cit., pp. 133, 161, 162. Lacouperie (op. cit., pp. Gl, 62)
*ays that the Chnng-kia are also called Chung~Miao and I-jut, their name
being Pw-i, and that they speak a Thai dialect, their traditiun.^ pointing to

Kiang-hsi as their ancestral home. This point require^ clearing up; but the
fact of their now speaking a Thai dialect is not sufficient ot it-^clt to affiliate

them with the Thai stock, language being not always a sure criterion ot race.
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or C'Meng race, as we know, in fact, their kinsmen the

Khmu or Kha Cheh do.* On the other hand, the P‘u-erh

seem to have been a far more important branch of that race

than the P‘‘ii-ch‘a, for we find traces of their existence all

over Indo-China. The P‘u-erh district on the south-western

Yunnan borders was, no doubt, like Miiang P‘huen, named
after them

;
^ and with them were probably connected the

dark-complexioned and dwarfish P‘u-)ia (jlf ^), now
called P‘u-la^ ™et with by Gamier^ in the Lin-an

prefecture of Eastern Yunnan, but known to extend thence

southwards to Yiian-chiang territory and eastwards into

Kwang-hsi. From the fact of the latter being known
likewise by the name of Ma-la it would appear

that it was they who gave the Lau country its first name
of Mala, classicized afterwards by the Indu settlers into

Malava-de'sa. My suggestion in this sense made in a preceding

* It k possible that the Chumj-jin are actually represented on the hill-tracts

of the Lau-Tonkinese watershed by the Chiiang or Kha-Chiinng (the Tliuong of

recent French explorers), who are said to be closely akin to the Kha Che^.

(N.B. that the Chinese character is pronounced chiing and tiing in Southern

Chinese dialects, and trimg, trung in Annamese.)

2 See Deveria, op. cit., p. 116, note, where it is stated that during the

Ming dynasty there were F'n-m or P'u-la on the territory of Ch‘o-li (C'hieng

Rung), which then still included the six F-han-nu out ot which the F‘u-hh Fu
prefecture was formed much later on, viz. in a.d. 1729. "While the name of

Miiang Cheh indicates the presence of Chth or Khmu tribes in the southern part

of C'hleng Rung (vide supra, p. 138), the toponymic F^u-irh argues the existence

of F‘u-erh populations in the northern portion of the same State. To the very
probable connection of Miiang F'hiien or F‘hrier with Ptolemy’s Bareukora or
Bareuadra I have already called attention above (p. 294, note). It will now
be seen that it w'as most probably, like F'u-erh Fu, a foundation of the Barrhai.

It would be of no small ethnological importance to ascertain whether the

F'u-na are in any way connected with the tribes called P^hanit, Phi-nun (Kha
Bdn-mn), and Fhamd presently found in the P‘hu-Fang and Muano- lai
(Lai-chou) districts. From local sources I gather that the F‘hana and Bmi-ndu
are, a.s a rule, dark-complexioned, but speak different dialects. That of the

Fhand is similar to the Kht- Kong's, and therefore of Tibeto - Burman
type, while the B'dn-ndn tongue differs, being thus probably Mon-Annam. So
seems to be the jargon spoken by the F'hamS, although the absence, so far ot

a vocabulary of this speech prevents one forming a definite opinion.

^ Deveria, loc. cit.

* Op. cit., p. 504.

^ Deveria, op. cit., p. 117.
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section 1 would thus seem to have been well founded. I have,

however, also hinted at the possible racial connection of

the Barrhai with the Pru or P‘hyu of ancient Burma, and

the present Poru, Bran, Bahnar, etc., of Kamboja.- This

connection will appear all the more evident now that the

Barrhai’s identity with the P'ti-erh, P^u-rJi, P‘huen, or

P‘u-na has been demonstrated. We may then take it as

pretty well certain that the Par, Poru, Pear, or Bar,

surnamed bj’’ the Khmer Manus - P‘hrai (cf. Barrhai) or

‘Jungle-Men,’ the Brdu, Pru, or P‘hrqi(, the Bahnar, the

Bahorar, and other tribes of the Kambojan - Annamese
watershed bearing similar names, and having practically

the same customs and language, must be so many offshoots

of the original P‘u-erh, driven out of their home in Southern

Yunnan and on the Lau-Tonkinese borders by the Thai and

other more powerful races advancing from the north. So

must be the P‘hyu, P'hru, or Bru of ancient Burma, who

settled, since about 484 b.c., at

in Burmese, and Pran or Pron

Old Prome {Pran

in Mon), and verj-

likely are the P'iao, (in Cantonese P'iu), of the Chinese,

scattered remnants of whom were still lingering on the

Burmo - Yunnanese borders at Momien in .^.n. 796.®

Probably this western branch of the P‘hru or Bru reached

as far down as the Malay Peninsula, where, with the Bhilu,

Bhil, or Bila, and other more or less cognate tribes, they

contributed to form its early population, for the term Pahrii

is used up to this day by the Mon to designate its

inhabitants, the present Malays, in the form Mnih Pahru

Pff/irii-Men.*

^ Supm^ j). 131.
2 Ibid., pp. 129, 130.

Ibid., pp. 73 and 130,
* See the Rev. E. O. Steveu.s’ “Englisli and Pe<?uan Vocabulary,” Ran^foou,

1896, p. 62, s.v. Malay. The Burmese pronunciation of Pahrd ia Paahu,
Leyden, however, uses the spelling Maau and says this is the name given
by the Burmese to the Malays (see “Languages and Literature of the Indo-
Chinese Nations,” reprinted in “Essays relating to Indo-China,” 1st serie*^,

vol. i, p. 87). The term is omitted in Jtidsnn's Burmese and English Dictionaiy\
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However, tlie tribes of this race that became known to

Ptolemy and were by him recorded under the name of

Barrhai merely included, as we have seen, the P‘u-erh or

P'u-rh, then extending in scattered groups—in consequence

of their having been cut off into sections by the stream of

the Doanai or Thai invaders from Southern Yunnan—all

along the hill-tracts intervening between the Me-Kh5ng

at C‘hieng Hung and the Clear River of Tonkin, if not even

further till the head of the Gulf, as Ptolemy would seem to

imply. It is probably with the more eastern portion of them

that his informants became acquainted, and these, we have

shown, are still represented in the highlands of M'linng P‘]tuen

or Tron-niu to the east and south-east of Luang P'hrah Bang,

1883 edition; and the late Dr. Eost, -while remarking in a note to Leyden’s

paper that it also occurs in Karen, ignores its existence in JIoS under the form

Fahru, -which is undoubtedly an earlier one. The term is of importance,

inasmuch as it appears to be traceable, not only all oxer Indo- China, hut also

throughout the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago. The names of the Mariit

tribe of Borneo, and of the Biajti or Beajil of the same island, of -which they

regard themselves the aborigines, are probably connected with it. So may be,

again, the designation or J/an-.tso applied by the Chinese

to a piratical tribe of the archipelago, of which Groeneveldt acknowledges

his inability “to find out the origin” (see “Essays relating to Indo-China,”

2nd series, vol. i, pp- 224 and 257). Chinese -writers make the native

of a eonntry which they term
,
and say it is also kno-svn as

Wen-ts‘ai, 3SC
Groeneveldt, I know not on what authority, spells this

name Win-lai, so as to twist it, -with his usual facility, into Burmi
or Brunei, and take it to mean Borneo, thereby concluding that the ifau-ssu

are Borneo pirates. However, according Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 460) and

other Chinese authors, P-o-Io lay at some days’ sailing distance to the sonth-west

of ChHh-Pu (Siam), and “ at the limit of the eastern Ocean, where the -n'estern

Ocean begins ” (see China Beview, vol. iv, p. 386). This shows that it must have

been situated, not on Borneo, but either on the Malay Peninsula or on some
neighbouring island, and that it may correspond to Ibn Batata’s mysterious

Baiah-nagur, of -which more anon (p. 400, n. 2). In any case the -word implied is

undoubtedly something like Bara, Bar, or Barn, which
, again, brings us back to the

Bahru, B^u-erh, B'hrh or Bra, etc., referred to above. Another country bearing

a name similar, and possibly identical, to I“o-lu, m m, Bo-lo (Bahrii

Baru?), whose memory survives in the Bo-lo temple at Canton in coimection
with a legend concerning the image ot a black man preserved there, said to have
been a high officer from that land, who came in a junk to bear presents to China
(See China Bevieic, vol. xii, p. 153, and vol. xiv, p. 173.)
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under the old name of P‘u-erh or P'u-rh and its Lau forms

P‘hu-0 and Kha-0. Every vestige of those that had settled

in Northern Tonkin has probably disappeared long ago
;
and

from no mention being found of them in Annamese history,

^

we must conclude that they have been partly absorbed into

the bulk of the people, and partly driven southwards along

with other tribes that entered to form the population of

Campa.

On the other hand, groups of the P‘hu-0 or Kha-0 are

still found on the hill-tracts of the Black River, especially

in the district of Muatuj Lai, the Ldi-chou or Lai-chdu

jUi) of the Annamese. From a Siamese account of them
we gather that they, whether males or females, are wont

to tattoo the part of the face around the mouth with black

streaks and other designs. Now, we have formerly drawn

attention to the fact that the custom of face-tattooing was

peculiar to the Li or Loi of Hainan and to the Khyeng
of Burma in so far as women were concerned; and to the

Hua-mien, or ‘Flowered Faces’ tribe of the Liaxi^ among
whom it was presumably adopted by both sexes. Ma Tuan-lin

tells us that it was also in favour among a tribe of the Pn

(^) somewhere on the Burma frontier, termed for this

reason Wen-niien-Pu, i.e. ‘ Striped -face Pn.’ These people,

he says, tattoo their faces with blue designs.^ They may

^ On the Chinese side Ma Tuan-lin makes mention (op. cit., p. ‘]D5) ot natives

—apparently of Hainan—called ^ a, -htt (Cant. Fd-iro, Ann. P^hu~hO),

who gave some trouble to the Chinese authorities of the island in a.d. 11o4-oo ;

but it is diffichilt to judge, from the scanty information given, as to whether

this tribe were in any way related to the on the main.

- Supi'a, p. 175.

^ Op. cit., p. 301. It is interesting to notice that face-tattooing is also in

favour with several Xaga clans on the Burmo-Asamese frontier, among which
is that of the Ahor, who, strange to say, bear a name strikingly similar to the
one of the P'u-erh. Among the Kolarian tribes of India the practice p^e^aih,

especially with the Jiiang, Khariya, IIo, and Oraon, wliere, however, it is

restricted to women and to the ton-head and temples only (see (.’rooke's *• Folk-
lore of Xorthem India,” 1896, vol. ii, p. 31). In the Malay Penin'ula it is

still observable among the Semang and Benua : while in Sumatra it wa'' noticed
since the first quarter of the tourteenth century by Friar Odorie at ‘SumuHra or
Si/iohora (Sumatra city, near Pasei, or Samara) ; and in the century next
following, by Nicolo Conti among the ^ Batcch ’ (Batta or Battjk . In Xorthem
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have been Wah or Pwo-Karens, not necessarily connected

with the P‘hu-0, although the character, employed in

representing their name, is strikingly similar, both in form-

and sound, to that (^) used to denote the P‘u-la. In the

alternative designation of the latter, P‘u-na, it should he

noticed, the initial character takes the form of which

also occurs in the name of the P‘u-Jen ^), or P'w-Men,

said by the Rev. George W. Clarke to be called Pu-Ren
and P‘ii - long, and to have been termed Pen -pu from

B.c. 1122-867. Some of them, he adds, live in the

neighbourhood of Nan-tien, to the south-west of (modern)

Yung-ch‘ang.^ It would be interesting to find out whether

these P‘u-long—or, as he writes their name, Pulong—are

one and the same people with the Palong or Pctlaung

Indo-China it has been remarked of the Nu-ts:, Lu-hz, or Ku-Jen (T^
'J-

,

etc.), dwelling to the east of the Nit or Lit Hirer
( 2^, or Dl = Salwin),

that they “tattoo their faces with blue lines” (see “ Actes du 10*“® Congre.s

International des Orientalistes,” Leide, 1897, Section vii, p. 61), without any

further particulars as to the part ot the face where the disfiguration is applied to,

and what form it takes. The tattooing .about the corners of the mouth we
have described as forming part of the toilet ol the F‘hit- '6

was, therefore,

probably in favour with all the P'ti or Pit tribes. It is a pity that the lack

of more detailed information about these and kindred populations in Chinese

literature prevents us from turning the above supposition into a certainty, as the
question is one of great importance for ethnological classification. Outside of
Indo-China the latter peculiar form of tattooing is found among the Che-hwan
{Shing -fan) or hillmen of Formosa, and beyond it it reappears amono- the
women of Fiji. Leai-ing, however, the last-named aside and confinin? our
considerations to Formosa, it cannot fail to strike one as very probable that
the presence of an identical custom in the same characteristic form among the

Che-hwan of that island and the P‘hii-() of Northern Indo-China is a verv

strong argument in favour of racial affinity between the two peoples. The
Che-hwan style of tattooiiig is minutely described in the Journal China Branch

new series. No. is, 1875. p. 64, and in the China Eeview, vol xiii

pp. 200-201, to which I refer the reader. It is to be hoped that more attention
will henceforth be paid to this subject, especially in connection with Indo-Chinese
tribes, and that likenesses of the difierent patterns in use for the face will be
taken, so as to enable ethnologists to institute comparisons, and eventually arrive
at some definite re.sult in respect of the racial relations in which those tribes
stand to each other.

> Chinese Bemiler, vol. .\v, p. 387. Next the writer speaks of the Ma-la,
whose name he spells ^ instead of as in Deveria (op. cit.,

p. 117), without being apparently aware that they are the same people as the
P‘u-jen or P’u-la.
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dwelling to the north-east of Ava (Taiingbain district, etc.)

and in the northern part of Miiaug Letn. These latter

Lacouperie 1 terms Po-huig realh’ P‘o-lung or

P‘uh-lung), and rightly ascribes to the Moil-Annain famih'.

From the evidence adduced above, they must be identical

to the P‘n-la and closeh' allied to the P‘u-€)'Ji or P‘hu-0,

in whose neighbourhood they originally lived, as exemplified

bj' the fact that P‘o-Iung or P'uh-lung (spelled with the same
characters) was the name of the department of Peh-ugui

of the Aan-Chao kingdom.- Ma Tuan-lin, speaking of the

south-western barbarians called Pii-jen
( |> A), i-e. Pw-Men,

takes them to be one with the Pu (’J^) above referred to,

and does not hesitate to suggest that all these tribes styled

Pu must be the same people.® From the prevalence among
most of the Pu or P‘u of the custom of face-tattooing ;

from the fact of their being, as a rule, dark-complexioned *
:

from their speaking similar languages, and having practically

the same customs, we have no hesitation, in our turn, to

still more generalize Ma Tuan-lin’s view, and pronounce

all the tribes mentioned above, whether Pu or P‘u, closely

related to the P‘u-erh, and issued from the same racial

stock, if not absolutely identical with each other. Another

people with a name strikingly alike that of the P‘u-erh or

P'huen are the P‘hwon or Picon (their name being so spelled

b}' jS^ey Elias), mentioned in the Mogaung Annals as one

of the eight races dwelling in that kingdom at the time of.

its foundation, circa 1215 .ad. They were then divided

into Great and Little P'hwons, and their descendants are

still to be found settled about the third or upper defile

^ Op. (lit., p. 5'').

” See China Rti ieu

,

vul. \ix, p. 7o.

^ Op. cit., p. 305.

* The P'H. are (it-scrihed a- heinij dark like the m ^ j
Li-mi

(
= Lmnet't)^ by Chinese writer^ (see Deveria, op, cit.. p. 169) ; the P^u-h, w»‘

have seen, are said bv Garnier to l>e ‘‘sauvages petits et n(drs ” (oj). cit., p. 504'.

The may be the same tribe as the P^ki or Kha-P'hd (so called by tlu-

P‘hu-thai) who inhabit, according to the native sources I am quoting from,

the high mountains of Miiang Lai (Black River), and are very dark in comple.\ion.

24
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of the Iravati.^ According to a tradition surviving among

them it would appear that their remote ancestors were

already in the country at the time of the expedition from

Sein, or Sin, that stormed and destroyed Tagaung in circa

B.c. 550. These primeval P'hwons, the legend runs, were

pressed into service by the conquerors to conduct the

elephants captured in the citj^ back to Sein ; but they

escaped thence and wandered back to the banks of the

Iravati, where they and their descendants have remained

ever since. I^ey Elias writes throughout ‘ China ’ instead

of Sin, or Sein, in the above narrative
;

and, indeed, some

of the native versions give Gandhdra-ruWia (Yiinuan) as

the land whence the invaders came. I have shown,

however, that the country around Bhamo, forming the

ancient State of Shen of Chinese records, is very

probably implied.^ Anyhow, the legend, while no doubt

confusing events, points to some dim tradition still lingering

amongst the P'hwons, as to their early ancestors having

come into the country from Tvinnan by way of the Taping

Valley, i.e. vid Yung-ch‘ang, Momien, and Bham6, about

the middle of the sixth century b.c., if not much earlier.

Such being the case, it is quite possible that they are

a branch of the P'u-erli, P'huen, P‘hru, or P‘hyu, left behind

in the Taping Valley (where, we have seen, p. 130 ante,

there have been P'iao, or P'hyu, at Momien down to a.d. 796),

when the said P‘hyu wandered down towards Southern
Burma along with the Kanran and Sak (i.e. the P‘u-ch‘a

and other tribes of C/ieh race, such as the Khmu, Khamt or

Khami, Kanrang, etc.). As the P'hyu are said to have
reached Old Prome in about 484 b.c., there is nothing
improbable as to their having left the country around Bhamo
(Tagaung, etc.) at the time of the Shen, or Sein invasion

{circa b.c. 550), instead of several centuries before as the
legendary native records pretend. Otherwise the P‘hwons may
be regarded as a younger branch of the P'hyu, who followed

‘ See Ney Elias (“ Hifti.1T of the Shane,” D loi
’ See above, p. 62.

'
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in the footsteps of their elder brothers long after these had

permanently settled on Burmese territory, and were arrested,

through some cause or other, in the countr}' around Bhamo,
where they have remained ever .since. Of the ethnical

characteristics of the P'hwons, Elias does not tell us

much beyond that “ they are closely allied to the Kadus on

the borders of Munnipur [sfc for Manipur] both in language

and customs, and are j)rohahly of one origin with the latter,

whether the above tradition be true or not.” ^ Dr. Mason
enumerates the .ffi/dd or among his “eleven Burmese
tribes of unquestionabl3' common origin,” but as with them
he includes the P‘hiju, Kanran, and others whom we have

shown to be, almost unquestionably, of Mdh-Annam origin,

his classification can be no more relied upon than the modern

title ‘ Burmese ’ he assumes for a group of populations

who were for the most part in the country many centuries

before the Burmiins ever put their foot in it.- Forbes more

judiciously says of the Kadu, Yd, Tahaing, and others that

“they are recognized by the Burmans proper as being the

wilder and more primitive branches of their race ; but,

unfortunately, we have no trustworthy specimens of their

dialects from which to form conclusions.” ® Other writers

on Burma and its ethnology make it a point of ignoring

both the Kadii and P'/iwon. The fact is, then, that nothing

certain is so far known about their language, and much

less as reo-ards their racial connections.^ It is to beO
hoped that new researches will throw further light on

these questions
;

in the meantime there seems to be more

than one probability that both these tribes belong to the

^ Loc. cit.

^ The F‘hivo)i—whose name he speDs Fhivon or Mu vn—he classei, along with

the or Prt/M, among the ‘ Shan ’ (Thai) tribes.
* “ Comparative Grammar ot the Languages ot Further India,’’ p. o6.

* The recently published Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States,*'

Kangoou, 1900, vaguely says about the F'^hwoti^ whose name it variously spells

Flpon^ Sp'm, Hpwon, etc. (part i, vol. i, pp. 567-8) ;
“ It is possible that the)

are a mere sort of dishclout, like the Yaws and Danus and Kadus, full of traces

ot all their neighbours. On the other hand, they may prove a valuable link in

the chain when the many detached links begin to be joined together

The Hp6ns look periiouslv like half-breeds, but they may be a back-wa-^h.”
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MSn-Annam race, and if Lacouperie’s suggestion as to

the identity of the Kadii or Kado with the K‘a - t‘o of

Southern Yunnan is in any sense justifiable, it is quite

possible that we have in the former and in the P‘htcon

western ramifications of Ptolemy’s Kudutai and Barrhai

respectively.

Seros River (Nos. 113 and 180).

I have identified this stream with the Hsi-y'u (Hd-yil

chiang), noted as Si-you River in Dutreuil de Rhins’ “ Carte

de rindo-Chine Orientals ” (1881) and as Tiah (or Tiak)

You kiang in Pavie’s map (1894). This watercourse

undoubtedly corresponds to the one termed Yii-chou chiang

(lil 21) Deveria’s “ Frontiere Siuo-Annamite ” (p. 4,

and sketch-map on p. 7), apparently so designated after

a village of the name of Yu-chou (‘ Fishing Islet ’), marked
simply as Yu in DutreuiTs map above referred to, at a short

distance to the east of the river’s embouchure and at the

head of a bay denoted as Baie Liyu. This indentation of

the coast lies immediately to the east of Cape Pak-lung, and

in most modern maps, even down to the latest, it is made
the estuary for a doubtful watercourse, to wit, the Ngau-nan
kiang (Annam River), which seems to exist only in the

fertile imagination of our geographers.' Another stream
further eastwards, the Lung-men River, debouching near
Ch‘in-chou (K‘in-chau), is given in the Chinese official

descriptions of the country a name similar to the ITsi-i/u

' See Deveria, u\>. cit., j). ii prclace and p. .> text. Ever siuee tlie appearance
of the fir>t Jesuit maps of the countrj-—published Ijv D’Anville in 1799 the
Sgan-nan hiang has persistently occupied a conspicuous position 'in the
cartoftraphv of the Tonkin seaboard. The latest Admiralty charts ot that
region still retain it, while I’avie’s map is alnucst alone amoiig the few recent
ones that omit it—or, to be more exact, that, following the e.vample set forth in
the rude Chinese sketches ot the country published by Deveria. mark in the place
of that stream an insignificant rivulet which tbev leave nanieles.s The “China
Sea Directory,” toI. ii, 4th ed., 1899 .still speaks (p. 466) ot the indentation in
the coast rcterred to above as * a deep Imy mto which the Ntrun-uan kianc^
dR^char^es, apparently encumbered by ^ballow bank^.” It duly acknowied-er
however, that the coast about that point is but little known, a tact which
accounts tor the incessant repetition, down to this dav, of the error as to th^
existence oi that fabulous river.
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or Yu-chou, to wit, Yii-hung ^ but Ptolemy’s

rectified position of the mouth of the Seros (long. 107^ 311' E.

and lat. 21° 37' J7.) points to a location further to the west,

while the term Si-gou occurring in Dutreuil’s map—evidently

the local name by which the stream in question has long

been known—argues an origin from a designation somewhat

like Hsi-yu, which is undoubtedly the prototype of Ptolemy’s

transcript Seros.

Indeed, the term Hsi-yii is by no means new on the upper

seaboard of the Tonkin Gulf. The Annamese Annals, for

one, tell us of an ancient district called Toi-vu (Tay-vu)

wliose name, though spelled with different characters (i.e.

w meaning ‘ westward going,’ or ‘ extending towards

the west ’) from those emploj'ed to denote the Hsi-yu or

Yu River, is nevertheless identically read Hsi-yu. The

location that this district occupied is unknown, but it formed

part of the Kiau-chau department {Jau-vhou p‘hd ), it having

been constituted by the Han at the time of their conquest

of the countrj' in b.c. 111. In .\.d. 43 its population had

grown up to as much as thirty-three thousand families

;

hence Ha-yuan, the Chinese victorious general, split the

district into two divisions, which he named, respectively,

P‘h6ng-khe and Vony-hiti,- doing away altogether with the old

term Hd-yu or Toi-i'u, which thus became obsolete from that

date. As, P'hbng-hht (in Chinese: ^ Feng-ch‘i-rz‘ Yvii

Creek’) was the original name—taken from that of a rivulet

near by—borne by the territory on which the capital of the

Thiik king, afterwards termed Kd-lwa, was built, and as

we have seen that the same territory now' forms part of the

district called Dong-ngan in the province of Bak-

nin,^ we may well infer that the erstwhile T6i-cu, otherwise

Msi-yii, district, must have included part of the present

Bak-nin territory, and may have stretched eastwards as far

as Cape Pak-lung and the Hisf-ya River, having been possibly

named after the latter. This would appear to some extent

* Deveria. op. eit., p. 4.

* See Des MicheL-, op. cit., pp. 49, 63 , 107. and note 440.

3 Ibid., pp. 10-11.
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from the sense of ‘ westward going ’ embodied in the

district’s name, which could thus he interpreted ‘extending

to the westward of the Esi-i/ii River,’ the then probably

eastern boundary of the Kiau-chaxi department. The fact

of the name of this river being now spelled somewhat

differently does not constitute a sufficient plea against the

etymological connection here suggested, as many a Chinese

place-name is known to have been at various periods

represented by characters differing in form, although

identical, or nearly so, in sound.

But, without laying too much stress on the homonymj',

if any, between the Hsi-yu River and the ancient Esi-yii

district—which latter, it must in any case be remembered,

lasted until a.d. 43, i.e. up to about the period to which

Ptolemy’s information about the region in question is

apparentl}' to be referred,— the presence of a water-

course, on the tract of coast where our eminent geographer

makes his Seros discharge, known to this day by such

names as Si-you, Tiah-yoti, or Hsi-yu, is, I should think,

sufficient evidence upon which to argue an etymological

connection between the names of the two streams, and to

conclude as to the latter’s topographical identity. Of course,

we do not know how far back in antiquitj' the actual

designations Si-you, Tkih-you, etc., may be traced, in the

event of their having nothing in common with the name
of the ancient Hm-yu district. But there would still remain

the old term Hsi-Ou applied to Tonkin in Ts'in times to

resort to as an alternative, which no doubt long survived in

the country and may have remained attached, albeit in a some-
what modified form, to the name of the river constituting

its former eastern boundary, in the same manner that tho

term Ngnn-mn became at a much later date identified with

a neighbouring—however imaginary— watercourse, supposed

to form the eastern limit of Annamese territory.

An apparently very serious objection that could be raised

against our identification of the Seros with the E&i-yii is the
insignificant size of the latter as compared with so con-
spicuous a watercourse as the former is represented to be
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in Ptolemaic geography. In this system, in fact, the Seros

is made to rise in the Semanthinos range from two sources,

of which the more western lies in long. 106“ 52' E., lat.

30“ 24' N., and the more eastern in long. 109° 4', lat. 29° 13',

their confluence being in long. 107° 15', lat. 27° 25'
;

all

these being the rectified positions obtained by us as shown
in the tables. Such data suggest the idea of a mighty water-

course rising about the boundary of Sz-ch‘wan and Hu-nan
on the east and slightly above the Yang-tsz at Ch'ung-

king on the west, uniting in a single main channel near

Tsun-vi towards the centre of Kwei-chou, and wending

thence its wav to the Tonkin Gulf. A geographical

monstrosity indeed, but for all that b_v no means exceeding

those perpetrated by cartographers at difierent periods

regarding the same region. We have already pointed

out, in fact, how the real hydrography of the tract of

country now under consideration has proved a puzzle to

geographers up to quite recently, and, may be, is still so

for some of them to this very day. By reference to the

map in Mandelslo already alluded to* it will be seen that

the river of Ha-noi, and another more to the east as well,

are made to issue from the Tung-t‘ing lake in Hu-nan, not

far from the point where Ptolemy located the eastern source

of his Seros. And, by turning to Deveria’s “Frontiere

Sino- Annamite ” (p. 6), one will be not a little surprised

to see how D’Anville, in the map of the Kwang-tung

province he published in a.d. 1729, constructed upon that

originally made by the Jesuits, connected—though it be by

an oversight—the Lu-sJucei River (a tributary of the Lung or

Tao-kiang, i e. the ‘Left River’ of Kwang-hsi, through tlie

Min-kiang) with the Ngan-nan kiang of mythical fame, thus

making—most absurdly—a branch of the Left River to flow

down to the Gulf of Tonkin. Nor is this all, for Dutreuil de

Rhins’ map of a.d. 1881 repeats the same error and makes

the Ngan-nan kiang drain the basins of the Tso-kiang, Min-

kiang, and Lu-shwei, and so do the Admiralty charts down

Supra, p. 243.
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to A.D. 1886 and later. In comparison, and due regard

being had to the time at which he lived, we may justly say

that Ptolemj^ was far ahead of our modem geographers in

his treatment of the hydrography of the region now under

consideration.

But I will push on still further in the appreciation of his

talents and demonstrate that in making his Seros, that is,

our Ssi-yii, rise in the Semanthinos range—or in what he

believed to be such, or, at any rate, its prolongation—he

was perfectly correct. By looking over the hydrographic

description of the Hsi-yii—or, as he terms it, the Yu-chou—
which Deveria compiled from Chinese sources, it will be seen

(op. cit., p. 4) that this stream is, like the Seros, formed by

the junction of two branches ;
the one coming from the west

taking its source in the mountain range called the Hhih-wan

Shan (+ M III) or ‘ Ten-myriads’ Peaks,’ a very con-

spicuous orographic group forming the natural boundary

between the K‘in-chau district, that of Shang-sz chou in

Kwang-hsi, and the Tonkin borderland. Now, the name of

this mountain range, Shih-wan Shan, is variously pronounced

Ship-man Shan in Cantonese and Th 'op-tan Son in Annamese,

a circumstance which argues that its old pronunciation must

have been not very far different from She-man-shin or Shi-

man-thin, in which forms it will not take a great stretch of

imagination to recognize Ptolemy’s Semanthinos. Of course,

this is not in reality the same mountain chain as the one

which our geographer makes to run through Eastern Sz-

ch'wan and Hu-nan. This, I propose to demonstrate in the

next instalment of the present inquiry, owes its Ptolemaic

designation to a closely similar term, the name of the Hsie-

man @) tribes formerly settled in that region—Ptolemy’s
Semanthinoi, — and means ‘ Mountains of the Hsie - man
tribes ’

;
in Chinese, Hsie-man Shan. But it seems perfectly

natural that Ptolemy having heard, as he very probably did,

the Shih-tcan Shan range vaguely mentioned as the source of

the Hsi-yu,he rashly jumped to the conclusion that this must
be the same as the Hsie-man Shan of Sz-ch‘wan and Hu-nan,
and thus he was misled into making his Seros rise in the latter.
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The last possible objection to be disposed of in the

present retrospective inquiry- is of a Hngiiistical character,

and concerns the etymological connection I have assumed

throughout to exist between the names of the Rsi-yu and

Seros. On this point I may sa}' that I hope to conclusively

demonstrate in the section devoted to Serike that some term

closely akin, if not absolutely identical, with Hsi-i/ii—and not

&, &'=‘silk,’ as it has been generally held hitherto

—

is the most likely et3’mological prototype and equivalent of

Sera, Seres, >S'er, Sir, etc. Many circumstances concur in

indicating that in the China of the old days Rsi-yu and

allied toponymies were verj' probably pronounced somewhat

like Ser-u or Ser-o
;

possiblv’^ 8e-ru, should one prefer

believing that the strayed r in that compositum still survives

in a latent and softened form, represented by the present y.

I may add, before dismissing this subject, that in the case

in point the name of the Rsi-yii River may be of Sanskrit

origin, that is, traceable to some such term as Saras, Sarayu,

Sarjti, etc., corrupted locally as time went by into Rsi-yu or

Si-yoti, but recorded by Ptolemy in the more correct and

early form of Seros.

End of the Great Gulf towards the Sinai (No. 112).

This corresponds to the head of the Gulf of Tonkin

between K‘in-chan jl'j, Ch‘in-chou) and Pak-hoi Harbour.^

Here the Indo - Chinese (India extra - Gangem) seaboard

ended, and that of the Sinai or people of China south of

the Yang-tsz commenced. Ptolemy, in fact, includes the

Lei-chou peninsula and the Lien-chou district (ancient cAun

of Ro-p‘u, Ann. Riep-p'ho, whose name he renders as

Aspithra) in the territory of the Sinai. In his time, how-

ever, this chun, as well as the more eastern one of Nan-hai

(now province of Kwang-tung or Canton;, formed part,

* The exact position as rectitied in the Tables (loni;. 108' i'J.' E., lat. 37' N.)

coincides with the site occupied by the islet marked 'im-iUKt Tmo in the cha^^^.

which lies at the extremity of the headland separating tlie estuary of the Lunjr-
men {K*in-chau Bay) from the indentation in the coast terminating eastwards at

Kwan-tau Point, within which Fak-hoi Harbour is situated.
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administratively, of the bo (pu) of Kiau-chl, from which

they were not separated—and that but partially, in so far

as the chiin of IIo-p‘u was concerned — until A.n. 226

temporarily, and A.n. 264 permanently, when the chou

of Kwang (Kwang-chou) was constituted with its own seat

of government at P‘an-yii * (Canton, which on this account

became from that date known as Kwang-chou, the name it

has borne up to the present day). Ptolemy’s division is

therefore more geographical and ethnological than political

;

and from that point of view it must be recognized as

remarkably correct.

See Des Miihels, op cit., pp. 91, 100, 101,
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(10) Islands of Trans-Gangetic India.

A. The Andamans and Nikobdrx.

Bazakata (No. 166).

“ In this island some say there is found in abundance

the murex shell-fish (/co^Ao?), and that the inhabitants go

naked, and are called Aginnatai.” * So far Ptolemy’s text.

A good deal of speculation has gone on among Oriental

scholars as regards the identity of this island
;

but Colonel

Yule was certainly the most correct in assuming it to be

the Great Andaman. I think that the whole group of

the Main Andamans should be included under Ptolemy’s

de.siffiiation, as the three islands of which it consists — or

rather four, if we are to include among them, as seems

reasonable, Biiratan Island, clo.sely sandwiched in between

Middle and iSouth Andaman—have long been believed by

navigators to form but one single island, and it wuis only

in Februarv', 1792, for instance, tliat the passage between

the North and Middle Andamans (.Austin Strait) was

discovered.^ Ptolemy’s description suits also very well

these islands, both his statements as to the nakedness

of the iuhabitant.s and the abundance of murex shell-

fish being confirmed by modern travellers.® It remains,

then, to account for the name he collectively gives them,

a task which preceding commentators have preferred not

to broach. In order to arrive at an understanding of the

term Bazakata it must be remembered that the group of

the Andamans, together with that of the Nikobar.s, has

always been known as the ‘ Archipelago of Naked People.’

This is not onl}' the denomination applied to those islands In'

^ McCrindle. op. cit.. p. 236.
® See Symes’ Embassy to Ava ” (Edinbur^j-h, 1827), vol. i. p. 153 and footnote.

^ Ibid., p. 159, speaking of the Minkopi, “they go quite naked'’; and

at p. 163, “THE SHORES ABOUND In a variety of beautiful shells, gorgonias,

madreporas, murex, and cowries, with many other kinds.” Ihe sentences

here printed in small capitals correspond litn'aUm to Ptolemy’s words.
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Chinese autliors,' but it is also the common term employed

to designate them in India and Further India. Nikohdr, in

fact, is simply a corrupted form of Nagna-vCini (in Pali

Nagya - vara) or Nag-hur, meaning ‘ Country of Jvaked

People,’ often written by mistake Naga-vdra, in Siamese

Nagavdri} I found the latter name in an old Siamese map
forming part of an illustrated Traip^Jnun, a famous work

on Buddhist cosmology ®
; a short explanation is appended,

which means “naked people [are living here].” The

Nagga-dipa mentioned in the Mahavaiiisa is probably the

same archipelago.* In modern times these names were

^ I-tsina. iu Chavauae?’ Relig;ieux Emiuenfe.” etc,, pp. 100, 120, has

*1 m, which is apparently a misprint for ^ [lo-kwo), i,e. the

‘Kingdom ot the Xaked (unclad, or stripped) People. ’ The description he

gives (pp. 120, 121) seems to apply to the Xikobars and not to the Andamans,

lor he speaks of cocoanuts growing there, which are absent in the Andamans.

Other Chinese authors have Zo-hsing-kno m !)• which has the same

meaning. See Phillips in Jouruffl JR.A. 6., July, 1895, p. 529. note 3. I have

since noticed in Takakusu’s “"Record ot the Buddhist Religion,” translated

trom I-tsing’s work, that tbi* author employs also the spelling Lo-jhi^kw(>

A ®), i-e- ‘ Jfaked-ilen Kingdom' (Introduction, p. xvxviii).

- Compare with this Marco Polo’' Xocturnm or Xeguerum. The Burmese wav

o
(jf spelling the name — ^COOOG[ = -'"I'ffi'U'i. pronounced Nngahurt—i-

practically identical with tire Siamese ; nevertheless, it should he observed that

the term
,
the Bitrntese transcript ot Xiigu, is not represented in it, thus

making it probable that Xagiju is the sense intended.

^ For a detailed account of this work, see my book “ Cujakautamahgala, or

the Tonsure Ceremony as performed in Siam” (Bangkok, 1895), pp. 95 et seqq.

The illustrated Trai '-P'hu,n volume here referred to is uow in the Kouigltchen

Museum frir Vdlkerkunde in Berlin, where the curious and valuable map alluded

to may be inspected by those taking interest in the geography ot the Far East.

* Chap, vr, where it is said that A'u'aya's children and those of iris followers

drifted there. In other chapters (xi, xx, ilii, liv, etc.) we have Suga-dlpa.

which term appears, from the context, to reter to a district on the north-eastern

coast of Ceylon Island. The same may be inferred from a passage in the

Valahassa-Jdtaka fKo. 196), the text ot which runs; parrit,,

Kalymim urata Xmjadipam ti evaiii sa/HHrfAjtfra/u,” meaning

:

along the sea-shore as far as Kalyani on the other side, and Kdgadlpa on this

side [of Ceylon. Island].” As Kalyani must be the district or kingdom of the
same name .alluded to in the Mahavaiiisa (eh. i pn'.v.m, ch. Ixi, etc.), still

represented by the present village of Ktelani, on the Etelani Ganga, (Ktelani
River), on the west side of the island (about six miles north from Colombo), so
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restricted, apparently, to the Nikobars, the term Andaman
being used to denote the islands of the northern part of the

must jS'dgadlpu have stood ou thu opposite, i.e. eastern, shore ot the island, termed
•‘this side” in the text [in reference to the Yakkha city of Sirmivaithu alluded to

therein, which I think identical with the S^rirattha of the Mahavariisa (eli. vii) and
etymologically connected with the havens of either Rizala [Sirlsdla r) or Spatana
( z= SirUa-paUanu, Siri-pattann *r) recorded by Ptolemy on that coast in the neigh-

bourhood of Truikoha-inalai (Tiinkomalee) Pay]. It is here, in tact, and on the
<ea-&hore, that oiireminent geographer placesNagadiba, a town, and theNagadiboi
tribes. Colonel Yule has located Nagadiba on the north-west coast of the
island

;
but this, it will uow be seen, is unsatisfactoi y, as c<»ntiictmg with both the

eWdeuce addiu-ed above from the Tithllnussa-JCifaka ixwX the position on the ea»t

coast of the island assigned by Ptolemy to Nagadiba city. I theretore belie\e

Sir J. E. Tennent to have been tar more correct in fixing for the latter a site

near Trinkona-malai Bay. The result I have obtained— 8° 4S' X. lat.—on the

basis of the Ptolemaic latitudes ot, respectively, the North Cape {Bopeiov &Kpov,

and Cape Orneon, the two extremes ui the island, points to an emplacement
a little to the north of that bay. that is. between it and Boulder Point : and

calculations based upon Ptolemy’s equator passing through Nubartha lead to

practically tlie same result, the ditference in this ea<e being of bareh 4' less in

latitude. The district "tretchiug to the north ot Trinkomalee Bay is, therefore,

the laud ot Kdgadipa, where the MahavanVa tells us (ch. i) Naga kings reigned

over a Xaga population (Ptolemy’s Nagadiboi), and whither it pretends Buddha
to have come to pay a visit. By perusing the chapter ot the Mahavaiiisa just

referred to it will be seen that while Buddha is represented to have been to Ceylon

twice only (i e. in the ninth month and the eighth year, re'^pectively, of his

Buddhahood), and once besides to Xagadlpii (tilth year ot Buddhahood), the

account of these visits concludes with the words : “thus .... the all-

bountiful lurainarv visited this most favoured land of the world fhr'icf
"

(Tumour’s translation), thu^ indirectly leading u> to conclude that XTufudipu

must have been part ot Cevlon, since it is only by adding the visit paid to that

district to the two made to, respectively, Mahiyangann and KahjOni in other

parts ot the island, that the sum ot three can be made up.

It will, however, appear {rudhwith how. owing to the rlo^e similarity in

names between the Xfiijadipt( district (in Ceylon) and the ^luigudxpn islaud oi

archipelago (Andamans and Xikobars), the two toponymits and their location>

became inextricably mixed up in Oriental legend, so that in the course of time the

visit paid by Buddha to Ndgadtput came to be reg-arded as having been artually

made to the Anduman-Xikobiir group ot i.sland>.

Dr. Rouse, in his translation ot vol. ii of the Jataku tale.-’, took the Nagadipn
referred to in the pas>age quote<l above tnuu the Valahassa-Jataka to be au

island lying off Cevlon (p. 90, and Index, p. 31*2), and so did, before him, botli

Tumour in hi” version of the fir-t chaptei ot the Mahavanisa 'p. 4], Spence

Hardy (loc. cit.), and Childers 'Pali Diet., " v.). But it will be seen that in

either instance no island whatever is meaut. albeit the topoiiyraic may be literally

interpreted in the .sense ot ‘Xaga I'-land." Analogous i- the case with the

Xdgadi Ipa (d the Visnii Purana (bk. ii. eh. 3), whieb, although j’ignitying literally

the same, is distinctly stated to be pait ot Bhdtutfartnsit. i.e. to be «livision <4

*
Its seaport appears to havf' \w^il JiunbukoUi, wheie the Ceyluiiese einlju-^sy

to Asoka embarked, and whither it landed on its return trom India f^ee

Mahavaihsa, eh. xi and xxP Spence Hardy says Manual ol Buddhism,”

P- 208, notej that Jambukola is supposed to be Colonibogam, in the distrn t

of Jaffna; but it remains to be seen whether this .‘iurnii^e i--- correct. In th<

affirmative case, it would lollow that the Xdgadipo district inelude<l the whole
territory from Trinkomalee Bay to the northern end of Cevlon Island.
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group. But such was hy no means the case in the old days,when
the designation ‘Archipelago of Naked People’ seem.s to have

included the whole of this insular region. The connotation
‘ naked people ’ was, however, expressed in different ways
in the Indian vernaculars. Nayua, Nagya, Nanga, often

modified into Ndga, were hut some of the renderings, the

most widely known;' Bazakata and Aginnatai, as occurring

coutiuental India.* As regards the Jataka, iu particular, the context is quite
clear, and no allusion is therein made as to going out at sea to uuv inland but
simply as to 'wandering o» foot {nHiiricurnti) along the sen-shore' [ot Ceylon)
as tar as (the) ySgadlpa (distiict or city). Dr. Eouse’s tianslatiou “as far as
. . . . the island of Nagadlpa’’ is, therefore, not only unjustilied, but
ihsolutely misleading.

There was, indeed, an island tailed Xagaelipa somewhere off the coast at that
point. This is referred to iu Jataka 360 [Siissondl-J.] as lying on the soa-ronte
trom Bhdrukaccha (Bharuch or Bharoach) to Suvannabhunu (Cult ot Martaban).
Merchants trom Benares landed there to get firewood and -water. In remote
times it -was kno-wn by the name of Senuna Island, and 'was then the abode
ot Garttdas and the seat of a Garuda king. It may well he the Great Nikobar.

Ptolemy also, in his turn, mentions a Nagadib'a island, which he locates on
the same latitude {8° 48' corrected) ot Nagadxha city, but six degrees of longitude,
iccording to his reckoning, further to the east, i.e. oif the eastern shore of Ceylon.
.4 s there exists no island in that position, and as Ptolemv asciibed to C'evlon a -^ndtli

of 12 degrees ot longitude against the true 2^ 13', thus making it'stretch out
both eastward and westward tar more titan is the case, it is quite possible that
the gap separating his island of Hagadiba fro-m the east coast of Cevlon was,
lu reality, much wider than he represented it, and that therefore the said isle was
one of the group he terms Haniolai and we call Nikohars. It will be observed
iu fact, that the longitude he assigns to this group (140’ E. nrcu) is only 5° in
e.xcess of the one he ascribes to Nagadiba (IS-o'’), against 6“ ot lonou'udinal
distance of the latter from the east coast of Ceylon' whence it follows that
in Ptolemy’s opinion, Nagadiba Island was nearer to the Maniolai (Nikobars)
than to Ceylon itself On the strength ot these urguments, I have no hesitation
iu taking Ptolemy’s Nagadiba Island to be one and the same with the Xaggadipa
of the Mahavaiiisa, which latter, in its turn, may be identical with the Xagadipu
of Jiitaka 360, if we admit the contusion between the last two so closely similar
toponymies to have originated from a very eaily period, as most probablV was the
case. To the bringing about of such a' confusion may have contributed, in no
small measure, the quite possible fact of the Andamaiis and Nikobars beino- in
remote times a dependency of some one ot the kingdoms founded by Nao-as either
on the Koromandel coast or on the eastern shore of Ceylon, early before’the dawn
of the Christian Era (as evidenced by the references in Mahavainsa and Jataka
already adverted to, and by the toponymies Nagadipa, Manjenka-Ndga
Nagdpattana, etc., appearing in those parts since the earliest ages).

’

1 The reading Xiiga-eSfa for the name of the Xikohlrs, already noticed in the
Siamese work above referred to, seems to receive confirmation from Ma-Huan’s
statement in respect of Buddha’s footprint in Ceylon, to the effect that “it is
the impnnt of Sakya-muni’s foot, made when he landed at this place cominn-

_* This may have been the land of Majerika or Mahjerika (tei-med Mahjertka
Baga-bhavanam in the Mahavainsa, ch. xxxil, i.e. the Dkarantkola or Vaceheri
pattana (present Masulipattam) district (see above, p. 108).
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in Ptolemy, are possibly synon3’mous terms wbich were very

likely in use in his time. It will be seen, in fact, that bam

fiom the Ts'tvei-lan [Nikobar] islands” (Phillips in Journal China Branch
B.A.S., vol. XX, p. 212). This piece oi lolklore, evidently picked up by
Chinese navigators on the shores of the Bay of Bengal, corroborates the ^ie^v

that we have just advanced, namely, that the Ceylonese district of Ndgadlpa
became, from a very early period, identified with the Nikobar Islands in
Oriental legend. We shall have to revert to this curious tradition directly.

Suffice for the present to note the equation Xdga-dlpa = Ts'-ivei-lan = Nikobars.
The original spelling was evidently 2siiggu~d\pa or Xagga^rfiru^ ' Archipelago or
Country of Naked People,’ the alteration into Xuga (serpent - people) being
introduced in the sequel, presumably by Buddhist writers, as being more in
accord with Buddhist ideas and with the character of the aborigines of those
islands, who find themselves as well at home on the sea O'* on land. Or is it

possible that, as we have suggested, the reverse was the case, and that these
people were in origin called Xdga from their connection with the Niigas of
the eastern coast oi India aud Ceylon, and that the terms Xagga, Xangd, etc.,

were applied to them afterwards on account of their nakedne'"' r

As regards the name ot the AmUmuns, I am under the iuiprei^sion that it is

derived from the same source a^ that ot the Xikobars : hence it is that I am
inclined to include both insular groups in the ‘ Archipelago ot the Naked People.’

Marco Polo, it will be ^een. refers to the Audamans under tlie names Anganufn
(Latin texts), Angamanani ^_Ffench text), aud Aghtima (Italian text;, which
all seem to me traceable to nangd^ the tenn for ‘naked* in Urdu and other

Indian vernaculars. Xangonidnava^ Xanga,nammja^ Xangotnaiiujy and similar

compounds, would explain, in my opimou, not only Marco Polo’s Angamatiy etc.,

but also Sulaiman’s Zenjehalns, or Lanjebdlns, which lie records the name
ot some islands separated from two others beyond by a sea called Andaman
(Ueinaud, op. cit., p. S). The description giten by Sulaimuu of the inhabitants
of these islands (p. 16) tallies almost word for word with that leit nearly two
Centuries before (a.d. 672) by I-tsiug (Cbavanne.-, op. cit., p. 120;. It is clear

to me that the tenns Nikobar and Andaman are synonymous ; or that, at au}
rate, they apply collectively to both the Andaman and Nikobar groups, the one
designating the insular region {Sagga-vtira or Xangu-vuru) ol the naked people,

aud the other {And'imCai or Xangaman) the inhabitants themselves. It is worth
noting in this connection that the Chinese renderings Lo-kiro, Lu~jhi~[kwo]y
and JLo^h!iing-\kivo'] very closely resemble in sound the Arab Xoz/V or Lanje in

Lenjehdliis or LanjebdlTiSy as well as Rashid-ud'Din's Ldl'a-rriram, or Xiikavdram.
It seems, therefore, very probable that—as w^e have repeatedly in‘^i>tfd is the cu-'C

with most Chinese renderings of foreign place-names

—

LoAivo, Lo-jen-lkivol,

and Lo-hsing-l^kivo] are mere phonetical transcripts of the Arab Lenje or Lanje
(which in Captain Bozorg’s “Ajaib” assumes the form Laja^y contrived with

''Uch characters as are apt to convey at the same time the meaning of ‘ naked ’

or ‘ naked people ’
; and that thus the Chinese must have learnt these toponymies,

amongst many others, .second-hand from the mouths of the Arab or Persian

navigators ot tbe early days. In the Arabic transcript the term brdus must
stand either for mamis or purus. Xangdpiiriis is, I think, as closely approaching

a form to Lanjehdlus as may satisfy the most captious of critics. Another
possible explanation which has occurred to me since writing the above is, that

the term hdliis may represent the Alofi paJird already noticed in the preceding

section, or else tho Sanskrit parttsa (Pali pkaru€(t]y meanimr ‘savage.’ The
composite Lanjebdius (or, as Iba j^urdadbih has it, ,LikhbdIua) would in this

case prove traceable to either the Sanskrit-PMi Xnngapayu%, XaggapharnSy or
to the MoS JJka-pahru, meaning ‘ i.slands of Savages.’

The late Sir E. Maxwell, d propos of the Malay poem ^rt-Rdma, expresses
the following opinion in regard to the name of the And.iman Ulands, in the
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may stand for the Sanskrit or Pali vam — ‘ clothes,’ a term

which takes different forms in the vernaculars of Southern

India and Indo-China, becoming haju (= ‘ a coat ’) in Malay,

patso in Burmese, etc. Kaia may have the sense of ‘ taking

off, removing,’ as in hart
;
or else it may stand for krla, as

in the compounds riva&trihrta, nagmkria, etc. = ‘ stripped of

clothes,’ ‘undressed.’ However it be, there seem to be-

sufficient indications that kata or kota, as it is variously

spelt (Bazakata, Bazakota), has in this compound the sense

of ‘removed, taken off’ (cf. kotaci = ‘ sl naked woman’).

Hence, Bazakata looks like a derivation of Vasa-knrta or

(Vi) - I'dsakrta, meaning ‘stripped of clothes,’ i.e. ‘naked

people.’

The same construction I am inclined to put upon the

term Agiimatai. Lassen proposed to read Apinnatai (from

the Sanskrit Apinaddha), which he translates ‘ unclothed.*^

McOrindle, however, points out that this interpretation is

wrong, the sense being instead ‘clothed.’ Indeed, I think

that Lassen might have more properly suggested apanita.

But we need not have recourse to such radical alterations

in the spelling of Ptolemy’s term, since it can be more

easily traced to the Pali word acchinna, Sanskrit form

acchinna, making it read Acchinnatai, which is much nearer

to Ptolemy’s rendering. Acchinna has the same sense as

apanlta (‘removed, taken off’); it was probably preceded or

followed in the original expression by some term meaning

Jovrtiid Bi'tnich A..4.A.. No. 1^ (June, 1886). j). 88: ‘-I have little

doubt that the Andaman Islands owe their name to the fact that their inhabitants

were identified by the Malays with the monkeys ot Hanuman. The Malays call

the group • Pulau Ilanduman,’ or the islands ot Hanuman, and this we have
corrupted into Andaman.” This suggestion is worth considering

; but in the
old Siamese map elsewhere referred to. I find written Antomnii, and the Burmese

name of the island.? is Andaman
(
33
|
0
)

The homestead ot Sanamila

is. in the map just mentioned, noted down us “ Country ot Jll-Jilai, here
Sanumdn Svayanibhu resides.” I recollect that it is located on the coast ot
the Malay Peninsula, not far from 2a/«7(/ (Tanaca-i, i orTenas.serim). It may be
Ptolemy’s Berabai (Mergui), which is the only name I know ot on that coast

bearing some similarity to the Siamese Me-Mai. Possibly the Mero-ui
Archipelago is meant. In any case, the position falls just opposite the
Andaman^.
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‘ clothes,’ which was dropped in the course of time. It

should be noticed, furthermore, that the term accldnnn (or

dcchinna) has also the sense of ‘stolen,’ ‘snatched awaj';’

wherefore Acchinna-rdsa 'f;on\A mean ‘deprived of clothes,’

as well as ‘ stolen (or snatched away) clothes.’ This

interpretation finds support in the legend according to

which Buddha, during his stay in Nagadipa (here taken

to mean the Andaman-Nikobar archipelago) had, whilst

bathing, his yellow robes {kdmya or kdmya-vastra) snatched

away b}' the wicked natives. This legend first appears, so

far as I am aware, in Ma-Huan’s relation, the Ting-yai

Sheng-lan, published in 1416 ;
but it must have been current

long before that in and about the Bay of Bengal, where the

Chinese traveller just referred to has evidently picked it up.

Phillips’ translation of the portion of the text relating to it

runs as follows :— '

“When you leave the south of ‘Hat Island ’ \_Mao-ShaH,

m iu]r and sail in a north-easterly direction for three days

with a favourable wind, you sight the T-sUcei-dai Islands

[Ts‘wei-lan Shan, % ^ llj]. These islands are three or

four in number, and one of them, the largest, has the foreign

name of So-tn-mni \_So-tu-mdn Shan, ® [Ij]. Its

inhabitants live in the hollows of trees and caves. Both

men and women there go about stark naked, like wild

beasts, w'ithout a stitch of clothing on them. No rice grow.s

there. The people subsist solely on wild yams, jack fruit,

and plantain.s, or upon the fish which they catch. There

is a legend current among them that, if they were to wear the

smallest scrap of clothing, their bodies would break oat into sores

and ulcers, owing to their ancestors haring been cursed by

Sdkyamuni, for having stolen and hidden his clothes while he

^ Journal ('hma Bra/icJi Rayvl Asiatic Socafi/^ vol. xx, pp. 211-12.

^ Either Pnlo Rondo or Pulo Way, more probably the latter: and nof Pul<>

Bras, as both Groeneveldt and Phillips have surmised. I have put between

tjuotation-marks, in this and the luUowing pages, the abr'olutely useless Engilslt

renderings ot place-names which the tranriator—out of homage to a mistaken

notion prevalent among Sinologists—has thought it necessa^' to •supply
;

and

I have given at the same time within brackets the Chinese originab:, since these

alone, being as usual, and as I shall always insist upon, mere netic transcript"

ot native toponymies, can lead us to the identification of the hitter.
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ivas bathing, at the time when he crossed over \_from Ceylon^ ‘

and stopped at these islands.

“ Continuing your voyage, and sailing westward from

liere for seven days, the ‘ Hawk’s Beak Hill ’ [Ying-ho-tsu'ei

Shan, ^ m lU]^ is sighted, and in another two or three

days the ‘ Buddhist Temple Hill ’ \Fo-Vang Shan, ^ llj ]

is reached, near to which is the anchorage of the port of

Ceylon called [^l] ^ M]-^
“ On landing, there is to be seen on the shining rock at

the base of the cliff an impress of a foot two or more feet

in length. The legend attached to it is, that it is the

' The two words here bracketed should be deleted, as they do not occur in

the Chinese text. This merely says “crossed over the sea,” meaning evidently

from India, which is in agreement with the legend ol Buddha’s visit to yarjadipn

as told in Buddhist literature.

^ Some hill about Trinkomale, as the first two words Ting-ho ( = Trinko r i

seem to imply. The literal meaning of the Chinese term is not, bv the wav',

‘ Hawk’s Beak,’ as the translator puts it, but ‘ Parrot’s Beak Hill.’ Tie
native name of which it is a transcript has, however, nothing to do with either

parrot, hawk, or owl, and is evidently connected with Trinkomale.

® I agree for the nonce with the translator in the identification of this place

with Beligam, as li in the Chinese text means a village, whence Pieh-lo-h

= ‘ village,’ or ‘village of the Bel [trees].’ Beligam is a well-known

seaport and fishing village to the south-east of Poiut-de-GaUe.

Professor Schlegel, in the new translation of the same account he has since

published in the T‘oung-Pao (vol. ix, pp. 182-183), adds here the passage : To
the present day the people cannot put on clothes. [‘ This is the rea-'Cn that the

country is also called “the Land of the Naked” (lo-hsing Kiev), observes the

Ming-tcai-shih ’ in this connection, ibid., p. 185.] People say that the Egg-
showing village is in this country. ”

The toponymic that Professor Schlegel translates ‘ Egg-showing village ’ is

ffi 9B ^1’ Ch‘u-lan-wu,m the original, and # Olah-lan-Ku, in

the text of the T'mg-yai-Sheng-lan-chi (given therewith in footnote 18). The
worthy but somewhat highly imaginative translator takes, more solito, these terms

to be metaphrases, instead of phonetic transcripts, of native place-names and

thus speculates a good deal upon the double meaning of lo/i as ‘ egg ’ and

‘testis,’ and suggests that it may be etymologically connected with the Sanskrit

riuda and the name of the Andaman Islands, concluding thereby that Anda-mCn,

may mean ‘oviparous people.’ Truly, there would be nothing strange in tlu^

derivation of the term, as the inhabitants of the islands, being reputed to bi

of Naga race, would be held, in the popular phantasy, as is gencrallv the ca-e

in the East, to be oviparous. But the Chinese Ch'u-l,iH-wii or Ch‘ih-lnn-iiH can
scarcely have anj-thing to do with this, and is most probably the phouetii
rendering of the native name of some village or seaport in the .indam.in-
Nikobar archipelago.
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imprint of Sakyamuni’s foot, made when he landed at this

place, coming from the Ts‘wei-lan Islands.” *

The same yarn is repeated, in well - nigh the identical

words, by Fei-hsin a few years later (1436), and soon after

this it found a place in Chinese historical literature.^ A no

less wonderful story is told in the AJdtb ^ concerning

a golden shrine enclosing a tomb, to be found in the “ Great

Andaman,” to which the natives of “ both isles ” convene

in pilgrimage to worship, believing it to be the burial-place

of Sulaiman (Solomon), the son of David. Here, however,

a confusion seems to have been made between Samana or

Sn/mana, an epithet of Buddha {Samana Gotania) ;
Sumana-

kiita or Samaiita-kufa, both well-known names of Adam’s

Peak
; So-tu-man or Sudhdman (?) Island (Great Nikobar ?)

;

Adam
;
and Sulaiman (Solomon) ; for the Buddhist temple

at Adam’s Peak is evidently the place the author of the

narrative had in mind, and there is no likelihood of such

a splendid structure as the one he refers to ever having

existed on either the Nikobars or Andamans.^

^ It should be observed that the author does not mean here the well-kuc\Mi

lootprint oa Adam’s Peak, to which he refers lurther on in liis .ivuuut.

but some other similar vestiire to bo found at the bu'^e of some i liti in the

neig'hbourhood of Beligam. Local inquiry may lead to the identiriecitiou ot

the spot actually intended.

- In the Mi/iff^tcai-6/iiIi iir Outlandish history of the Ming dynasty, publi^hetl

A.D. 1459. (See extract on the sub]ect given in the T'onng-Faiu vol. ix, p. 185.;
^ “ Meix’eilles de I’lnde," by A. van der Lith and Marcel Devic, p. i:j4.

^ The same compilation refers (p. 69) to another i.'Iaud under the name ni

ArinanCuij which the translator thinks may be one (»t the Andrandus, althounli

no direct evidence to that effect can be gathered from the vague indication^

given in the text. The'C aio simply, that in a.h. (= a.d. 921-2) a sador

attached to an Arab ship then on a visit at Kukola left thi- ])Iace in the -hip’s

gig and was blo^^^l for a distance of something over 20 zam^ to an island called

Ai'niandn^ inhabited, apparently, only by tishermeu. Thence, ha\iug provided

himself with fresh water and fruits (bananas, etc,), he set sail at a ^enture,

and, alter having made some 70 zn/ns, he chanced to come upon , mother idand

named Bedfdrkalah^ from ^^llich he was enabled to reach Knluk in safety, and

thence his native country.

As no bearings are gi^en, and as neither Krikoln (iiaijola) nor B^djarkahih

have been as yet satisfactorily located, it will be seen that the translator's

identiticatioii of Ar-mnan is mere guesswtwk of the mo-t vague character. -U
regards Kakulu^ wliieh is evidently one with the city and sea]H)rt vi-ited in 134-)

by Ibn Batuta, lying at 21 da}-)’ sailing from Sainmh'n on tlie north c'oa-t of

^Sumatra, iteould not certainlv be -^ngkola or Akkola in the inteiiorot the i-laiid,

as Mr. van der Lith most absurdly '^ugge^N (op. cit
, p]). 239-241;. nor is it

to be looked for on Java a- some wiseacres would have it. I am (ompletely
in accord with Colonel Yule in making it to be ‘‘certainly a city on the Unit ot
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This story, nevertheless, did not fail to uome, in its turn,

to the notice of the Chinese, and to be duly put on record

in their extensive repertoires of matters relating to foreign

Siam.” and, more precisely, on its west coast. It i-^ tlius possible that A, inanTiu

was situated in that ueighbouihood, being, possibly, an island of the Anamba
group. Bedjfii'l'ohili suggests some word like Bl-Bitiluhi, Bl-dnij -lula, or

even Bel-btrhuhi. Botn-lti-hnhi ; and, accordingly, it might refer to the Berhal.i

islets (Pulo Berhala) in Berhala Strait, near the east coast of Sumatra—not

apparently to either ot their namesakes in Malacca Strait, and in the Gulf of

Siam, nor, to be siue, to I’erlak (Cape) on the noith-east coast ot Sumatia,
as Van der Lith wildly conjectures (op. cit., p. '2(11).

The utter ulisurdity of Van der I.ith’s identifications is fiirthci proved by thc

tact that the distances given between the plates mentioned in the narrative do
not in the lea't correspond to those intervening between the locations he as-igns

to them. Truly, there is some difficulty in forming a cmrect estimate iis to the

distance actually travelled in each case, owing to its being given in zdins.

a measure about whose value there is .still much uncertuiuty. As a measure
of time all authorities are agieed that the zdm is c((uivalcnt to thri'c hours ; as

a division ot the circle Eeina'iul savs (“ Geographie d'.Iboultcda,” t i. pp. cnxlii-

xliv) that it corresponds to 12' 3"
;
while as a me.Hure of length it is variously

stated to he three and five leagues on Van dei l.ith's own showing (op. cit.,

pp. 197-8). But, strange to say, our Arabists liaic Idtherto tailed to see that

in point ot time the zfihi is the same as the Sanskrit ijCiiiin. and the ninn or jum
of Indian and Indo-Chinese vernaculars (rendered a' iimie. ijmni. etc , hv
European travellers), which denotes a watch ot tlire. hour-. Remand (p. cnxliiy

came very near tinding this out when he comp.ired the to tin- Indu pdlio,

or pahr : yet he missed its etymological connection with—1 should perhaps sav
derivation ti'ora—the term ijdm'i oi mm. Similaily, in point ol distance, the
same Arabists have tailed to disceiu its piobabh- conneition with the Indu
]jojaiia. a term whicli becomes iiu-.itu, 1//00/ 1 . i/nzti n., etc., in the dialects ut

i’lirther India. Nicolas Doronton, cited hv Van der Lith (l.c.), values the yea.
as he calls it, at ten cccs U;roiii-' , but ten here is ]nobahly a mistake for eithei

eight or sixteen, which is the number ol l,,u<ii\ (U'Ual or smaller) as-igned to the
yojanu in Indu classical treati-c-. Such being the ca-c. vc must take the zum
or ijcijana as e([ual to a distance ot lr<im seven to ten mile-. It i- also possible
that the zdm denoted the distance travelled or sailed ovei dm 11m a yioo or watch
of three hoius ; but a calculation of tin- would lead to about the -amc result
say ten miles on the atcrage.

By applying this value of the zdiu to the data coutaiued lu the itinerary
referred to above, we obtain, roughlt. l-'iO to 200 mde- toi the di-tauce Knkoln-
Armand/i, and .500 to 700 miles for the next one. Afitinitiii, -JinlfiiriaUih.

Neither of these results agrees, it will be -een, with the di-tanecs .fngkola-
Andamans (over 600 miles; and AndamSus-l’eriak pibont 400 mile-'., while the
disproportion between these, as compared with tlio-e 01 the uairative, is to.,

evident to need commenting upon. Against the identificatiou ol Aimnndu with
the Andaman-, theie is besides the reteicnc- to bananas heiug found in the
former, which do not seem to have been proihn cd ot yore in tlic latter-named
group of i.'land-. 'fhey ocem. it is tiaic, in the Nikohais, wlinh makes no gieat
difference, after all ; hut it i- difficult to .-cc—given the po-itinu of Kriholii on
the east coast ot the JIalay Beniusula, nlicic it undoubtedly stood liow
Ai-iii/mu,i cun be identitied with any ot the Nikob.a,-. or tvcii with the island
of MalhuH described by Sulaiman as lying between Sn-tinUl, ;f’cvlon) and A'o/n/,
Had the author of the AjOih supplied some inform.ation as to th.. ilistance
between Bedfdikuhih and K^ihth (Takola) it would have been pos-ilile to arrive
at a better understanding of the itineiary lidloned . but a- legiird- Arninndu
I think it is quite plain, i ieii from the little he -ays. tliaf it camio't be part of the
Andamun-Nikobur arcliiprlago.

^
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countries. Chao Ju-kua, who wrote about the first half of

the tliii'teeuth centui'}’, is perhaps the earliest author who
not only makes allusion to it, but who gives of it a far more
detailed vei'sioii than the Arabs, although being silent as to

the legend of the stolen robes, which had not then probably

reached the seaports of Fuh-kien, where he appears to have
held oiEce as Shi/i-po, or inspector of foreign trade and
shipping, between a.b. 1234 and 1237. This is what he

says on the subject, as translated by Dr. Hirth :— ^

“ When sailing from Lan-ivii-li [i.e. the Lamhri or Ram-
hri district in the north-west of JSumatra, as we .shall show
in due course] to Ihi-hm [Ceylon], if the wind is not

fair, ships may be driven to a place called ¥en-t‘o-man

S = An-da-nian']. This is a group of two islands

in the middle of the sea, one of tbein being large [the

compact cluster of the Main Andiimans ?], the other small

[Little Andaman?]; the last is uninhabited,- whereas the

large one, measuring .seventy li in circuit,^ is. The natives

are of a colour resembling black lacquer, ;ind eat men alive,

so that sailors dare not anchor on this coast.* This island

does not contain as much as an inch of iron, for which

reason the natives use clam-shells with ground edges in lieu

* In tliL- .Jijiiiinif Chnm T:.' snh vol x\ii ilSST
.

jiji.

- Little AniLinuu—loeiiilv knuw.i .is £.pi-l.. ,7, au.l e.meJ /'.< ur'j by the

Smith -ViulrimruuM*—is, dii th contr.iry. uud "etin-) to Imve hwii iui u while,

inliabitc-fh it biint' iiap])'’'*'-! to hj tne tciitie uu»uco ilic J'ff'H-/ tiibos ut the

ADth'im.TiifNe h:i\e eiii luatfl.

^ SLAeiitv li ' lc i". ^o)\ prt'hahly, a clciif.l iiii't.iho I'U -eM a thousand/?,

which i'. the umiIi'il’’ admn o m the .ibiidgcd ft the NAiie m count given in

the ‘'S'lii-t'-'iit ]ii!hl]''he(l a.d. ibit?,, and ((iDtttd thcretrum in the

(.11, lu7, i, tol. v'-ee J’oung-F-'o, Mil. iv, p. 1175 .

^ The .uwmmt translated by Fiijie-"'Or S(.hle^t‘} [T'' ‘mq-Vao^ loc.

eit.) add.-' iliat the natives * ere called Mountain-haihuiiaii'i " ( Sha}i-

It >triht'i me that thi^ term shrm-inn, ,
.'^>i,tq~.,i€>hi!, or >S"n-h(h'. as it is

severally pronounced, nuiv ha\e M>methmi» to do with the name oi the IShoinlathg

or ^Shotd-b' tribe iuhabitimr the Great ISikobai-, now rtlegutod to the interior ot

the island, but lormerly in laeupatiou. peihaps, ul jjorlions ot tin littoral. The
only objection against tlii-' "U.irgtsUd et\moioaK.ii lonutetiou wmild he that the

b?hvm-h(n are sonic what pure Iiid<»ni '•iaii" hy lau . whdi tio' di -cnpfion gi^en

ot the Shrm-udui in the text, heimr <0 a eoiour re'-emhliei: bl.o k laepuer,

argues the latter to be Xcgrito% .md \v -uid thei.dure suit ln^t the Andamane-e

Mittkopi. But lr«tm the accounts ol the aiuieut ti.i\eilrr-' it eh ally apjiears that

there were Xegntos m the Xikobai^ as well, .nul tlie SiiKiu-^" ii nia\ weli^ he the

result of the inteiniixlure In iwteu the^e aboiigine-^ and the early Mon cooniizcrs

ot Tile i'l.iiids.
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of knives. The island contains as a sacred relic the so-called

‘ Dead Man received in the Bed of Rolling Gold ’

;
this

body has been there for generations without decaying,^ and

there is always a huge snake guarding it, on whose body

hair has grown to the length of two Chinese feet
; nobody^

dares to come near it. In the vicinity there is a spring,

the water of which will overflow twice a j’ear and flow into

the sea
;
the gravel over which it passes, after it has been

covered hj’’ this water, turns into gold, and all the natives

offer sacrifice to that spring. If copper, lead, iron, or tin

1 “ In then- country is a sacred footprint,” says the account referred to above

(p. 389, n. i),
“ and they have made a gilded couch whereupon a dead man lies,

who has not decayed through ages.” There can be no doubt that the obiects of

worship here alluded to are, respectively, a Buddhist SrUpuda and a gilt statue

representing Buddha when about to pass away from this world. Both are thiugs

characteristic of Buddhist temples and their surroundings, and I hardly think

that anything of the sort could ever have existed on either the Andamans or

Nikobto. It is to some shrine in Ceylon that the description applies, uhich

has come to be wrongly ascribed to the Andaman-Nikubar ai'chipelago through

the original compiler of the account having inadvertently mixed up travellers’

narratives concerning the two places. Much later on Ma-IIuan speaks of the

footprint at the base of the Beligama cliff and of the temples to be found in

that neighbourhood in the following terms (see Phillips, loc. cit.) :
— “ There

is a little water in the hollow of the impr-int of this foot which never evaporates.

People dip their hands in it, and wash their taees, and rub their eyes with it,

saving, ‘ This is Buddha’s water, which will make us pure and clean.’ Buddhist

temples abound there. In one of them there is to be seen a full-length recumbent

figure of Sakyamuni, still in a very good state ot preservation. The dais oo

which the figure reposes is inlaid with all kinds of precious stones. It is made
of sandalw'ood and is very handsome. The temple contain^ a Buddha’s tooth and
other relics. This must be the place where Sakyamuni entered Nirvana. Four
or five h distant from here, in a northerly direction, is the capital ot the
Kingdom.” The eapit.al wa- at Jaiiaieiddhniin, not tar Irnin rolombo, between
A.D. r.inl-loil (~ev Mabavaiiisa. ch. xci, 7 et seq.). The five li ot" the text
must therefore be an error tor Ji/t;/ li or more. The ahove description ot the
temples, statues, etc., must not, neverthelcs-., be taken literallv. It i.s a hodge-
podge ff la Chinoi'C ot Ceylonese topography, in which things e.xtant at Adam's
Peak, at Kandy, and elsewhere have all been brought up' together liigo-ledv-

piggledy and treated ot as if they were to be tound at a single place. tIiIs lia-.

alwavs been the line followed by Chinese writer- in flu ir account' of Cevloii’-
‘linn's.’ “It is supposed by the (’hiuC'c,” says S;, j_ py (•'• The
Chinese.” 1836). “that at its [Adam’s Peak] 1i.asi. ,s j temple in which the
real body of Buddha reposes on its side, and that ii ar it are lii- ti i th and other
relics.”' At all events, Ma-Huan's accoimt is interesting as exiui.itin"- all th* t
was left in his time of the wondcrliil old .stun of tin ’Bode iu tlie B 'f
Rolling Gold’ and of the .stream tran-miiting cveivthing lut,, the noble metq'l'-
for it is evidentlv to the tabled marvels oi .idam’s' Peak that the oiIn;,,'. t i n'
narratives must he traced.

' ^
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is soaked with this water while in a state of red-heat, it will

also be changed into gold .... on this island live

the ‘ Strangers of the Golden Bed,’ ^ which is silently guarded

by a spirit so that man may not come near the place.”

The translator here adds by way of comment :
“ It is

very probable that our author, who lived at Chinchew as

Superintendent of Foreign Trade, got in the possession of

this piece of island-lore through the Arab merchants trading

to Zaitun, and that the account, as handed down by him,

represents what was then currently reported among the

travellers of the Indian Ocean. According to Conti (‘ India

in the Fifteenth Century,’ quoted by Yule and Burnell,

loc. cit.), the name Andaman means ‘ the Island of Gold,’ ^

and the tale of the ‘ Body in the Bed of Rolling Gold ’

may be connected therewith.” Conti’s words

do, indeed, show that he must have had some inkling of the

above story. Although neither he, nor Chao Ju-kua and

the author of the “ Ajiiib ” appear to have heard of the

legend of the stolen robes, it seems pretty well certain that

the latter was current in their age, and had been so for

a long while before, judging from its very probable con-

nection with the terms Bazakata and Aginnatai. There

would be, indeed, nothing strange in the fact of its having

been in existence since Ptolemy’s days, whence it was

repeated for centuries, along with man}' others, by the

navigators of the Indian Ocean, until it came to the Chinese

notice. Observes Colonel Yule, of the early western

travellers in those parts :
® “ Had these ancient worthies,

then, a Murray, from whom they' pilfered experiences as

* It is sincerelv to be hoped that Sinologists will some d.iy come to realize the

tact that literal translutious like this iinaccompauied by the ori'^dnul characters

are absolutely worthless tor the purpose ot‘ scieutific investigation. ^Vho knows

that a tribal name mav not be implied here, which translation mukc' uiidetcctaMc,

whereas transcription ot the original characters, or even a transliteration ot them,

might lead to the discovery of its identity ^

~ The form that the name as-iumes in Conti’a account, as printed in Ramusio -

collection (ed. Giiinti, loG3, vol. i. f. 339 rcj’Ao), is * the reference

running :
“ isola nominata Aiidratnanxa^ che vuol dire • isola dell ore, che ha di

circuito 800 miglia.” “ India in the Fifteenth Century " ha-, part ii, p. 8,

Audfnaania.
" Quoted in the Jouvyial It.A.S. tor 1895, p. 524.
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modern travellers do ? I think they had, but their Murray

lay in. the traditional yarns of the Arab sailors with whom

they voyaged, some of which seem to have been handed

down steadily from the time of Ptolemy— peradventure

Herodotus—almost to our own day.” The same might be

said of the Chinese travellers. The wonderful stories they

have recorded were not certainly invented by themselves,

but gathered, in all likelihood, from the mouths of the Arab

merchants with whom they were in constant touch, who in

their turn had picked them up from the highly imaginative

inhabitants of the various Indian seaports at which they

traded.

The original names of the Andamans and their inhabitants,

although perhaps not absolutely identical with, respectively,

Bazakata and Aginnatai, must have been not very far different

from these terms, which look more like adaptations of the

former so as to make them harmonize with the sense

expressed in the legend, than pure inventions concocted

on the base of the legend itself. It may yet be possible,

by an inquiry into the names that the natives give to the

islands and to their own various tribes, to find some local

vestige of the Ptolemaic designations. Of the four Main

Andamans, only the apparently indigenous name of the

smallest one, that is, Bdratan Island, is recorded in the

charts. Though somewhat similar to Bazakata, it does not

seem to be connected with it. What the local designations

of the three others are, I am unable to find out from the

meagre stock of maps and books lying at my disposal

;

I only meet with the alternative names Egit-belong and
Patang applied to the Little Andaman. But those interested

in the subject and possessing more favourable opportunities

for inquiry would do well to ascertain what such local

designations are, or what are those employed by the natives

of the neighbouring isles to denote the Andamans and the

tribes that inhabit them.

In the meantime I may observe that the name of the
Bdjingiji or Bojkj-ngijida, also known as the Aka-Beada
tribe, living about Port Blair, bears some resemblance to
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both Baza and Aginnatai while the

generic term Minkopi applied to the Xegrito inhabitants

may somehow be etymologically connected with Andaindn

ko^ji I do not know whether Miukopi is an

indigenous word or not. Strangely enough, it sounds like

the corrupt form of an exotic nickname of which the Arab

term Kafir was part, for the Andamans are vulgarly known

among the Burmese as Kappall-fjijun (ODOCO
a designation meaning literally ‘ Islands of the

Caffres \KnppHli\^ or ‘Negros.’ Or, are we to understand

that, rice rcrm, the word Kappah here stands for '\_Min-~\Kopi,

the correct interpretation of the whole compositum thus

being ‘ Islands of the Minkopi ’ ?

Should the term Andaman turn out to be connected

with the Sanskrit aiyja, ‘ egg,’ it must be, as I have already

observed, on account of the original inhabitants being

reputed to have been Nagas by race, and therefore, in the

popular belief, oviparous. In regard to the Chinese mention

(if correct) of an egg-village, I may remark that in Arabic

kaizah, like the Indu ayln, means an egg, as well as, owing to

the shape, the testis. This may have been the interpretation

put by the early Arab navigators, and after them by the

Chinese, upon either the name of the Bbji(j\_-HrjlJida~\ or

that of the island, Bazakata. The original correct form of

the latter may have been, by the way, Bazu-kota, the ‘ Bbjig

Stronghold,’ ^ which some Oriental wag of the good old

1 The epithet of Aminrto or Aryanfo, • loacr-shore men,’ .ipplied to the

eoast-dwellers might also bear some distant relitiou to the -eeomi name
Aginnatai.

’Or OOOOO tte -Kitir .Viehipehmo.- S.eJudsonV

Burmese EDglish Diet.. p. <11*

® Xh.is recalls to luiiid the ela''^ical Shojidiotu

^

a < ity ii*'ar tho Xtimiaflti liver,

I'luuded by Bukraiu. tbe hrother-in-law ot Kr^^na and king ft the \ id-triihus (see

Brofessor Hail’s ed. in ^VilsoiiS “Vi'^nu Ihirana,” vd. d. p- 1-j'd. and voi. v. pj). 71,

and ^uifjjests, moreover, an etvniolooiL.d cuimcetiou intwoeii the luime ot the

and those ot the Dhoj^ts and Bhojakn-^ ot 'NSV-tem riidia. It is po>=ih]e

that the tormer term i< merely a nnnlitieation, or adajdatinn. ot the la-.t two.

^Shall we thu«, alter all, have to read Shojak^itti lor l*t“lemy ^ Bazakata It ^o,
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days perverted into Baizah - kota, thus making it mean
‘ Egg Stronghold.’ This is, in fact, the literal sense of the

Chinese Ch‘ih-lan-tDU, Ch‘ih-lican-mt, or Ch‘u-lan-wu, where

im, does not properly signify a ‘village,’ but a ‘bank,’

a ‘wall,’ and an ‘entrenchment.’ But it is more probable

that the Chinese expression just referred to is merely the

phonetic transcript of some local toponymic, such as, e.g.,

Sulambu, Serombit,^ Sitklambu, etc., in which the character

50. Ian, maj’ have been purposely chosen so as to express

the idea of ‘ egg ’ in its double sense, on the Arab lines of

Baizah and perhaps also on the Indii lines of Anda? If

the term laizah be also part of the old Persian, Parthian,

or Syrian languages (as it is of modern Urdu), there would

then be some probability of its having been employed as

a substitute for anda to designate the Andamans since

Ptolemy’s time, and even before that.

An etymological connection with Andha or Andhra, the

name of the populations in early occupation of the head

of tlie Bay of Bengal, seems to be entirely out of the

the loffonct. oi the itoUn clcthf-s, etc., wnild hi', ijuiti- pn.hable, mere
accretion*! repre*.entiujr the effoi-ts of a later a.a'e to explain a to]>(iii}Triic wlio‘c

original deriration had by the time become forgotten. It must in "any case be
admitted that the similarity between the above toponiTnics and tribal names is verv
striking.

* I cannot omit calling attention in this case also to the close likeness between
Ch‘ih-lwan-u'ii, Seromhii, or rierumhn, and Servma. the ancient name ot Xiiqa-
d\pa or Naga Island according to the Sussondi-Jataka referred to above. It i^.

possible that this temi Hernma was still surviving locally down to comparativelv
recent times in some modified tomi, like, e.g., Seriimbu, Selumbu, or Seluma,
Seluman, etc. If so, So-tii-mdn could, perhaps, be referred to it as well a.s

a variant ot Sndhamnn, StiJumnii (whence its connection with Sulaimin occurred
to the mind ot the Arab navigators), etc. I shall revert to this (|Uestion when
dealing with the Ptolemaic nomenclature of the Xikobars proper.

- The Chine.se transcripts CJriJi-Iaii-wu or C/iU/i-lwRii-u-ii. ‘ Eed-ego- bank

'

or ‘entrenchment,' and Clrti-Jan-u-v or Ch'u-hcan-ivu, ‘ Egg -producing bank ’

etc., convev too odd literal meanings to look like genuine versions of natiw
topouvTuh's. Vh'ih, it may here be ob.served, doe.s not only mean ‘ red,’ but al.-o

‘bare’’ ‘naked,’ which v\ould not, however, much improve" the sense. Evidentlv

the character ^ was purposely adopted with a view to punning, just a.s it-

.srrionvmous (in both its senses) and pnrbably etynnjlogic.dly connected

tan (or dan), was hit upon to render the name ot the Tanka (Tau-Ea, Tan-Chi.i)

people, or boat population of Canton, wheretore they came to be (ailed by sonii

"Western wiseacres ‘Egg-people,’ as their boats became known as ‘ Efso'-boats
'

Cf. also the name of the ^ Tan-MSn, ot Kwei-chnu.
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question,’ notmthstanding the fact that the term Angaman,
recorded for the islands by Marco Polo, seems to argue
some relationship with Anga, or Northern Bengal, and that

the Vayu Parana ^ mentions an Anga Isle [Anga - dvlpa),

probably named from that same region, which may be
identical with Marco Polo’s Angaman. For, as I have
already pointed out, Anga in the term Angaman is very
likely a mere derivative of either Nagga, Nagna, or Ndga,
through the forms Nanga, Nanga, Ndhga, that these words
assume in the various Indian vernaculars.® The spelling

Angaman employed by Marco Polo for Andaman is, no
doubt, an argument telling in favour of Anda in the latter

term, being a mere alternative or corrupted form of the

word Anga occurring in the former. The .solution of this

intricate philolopical puzzle had, however, perhaps better

be left to future research, and 1 gladly give the above

conjectures for what they may be worth, merely adding,

by wa}- of conclusion, that for me the traditions as to the

stolen robes, as to the Naga descent of the natives or of

the early settlers, and their proverbial nakedness, weigh

decidedly in favour of the view I have adopted, namely,

that all the early names borne by the islands in question

have invariably been based on either of these traditions or

modified so as to suit them, and that therefore they are

all more or les.s correlated in meaning when not actuallv

etymologically connected.

* II a kiu^liip c-M-t-. teu the tribal names ot tlie native- nt tlie Aud.lmiiii-

and thfi-o ot the Indian ]K'ninsula, it -hculd be rather witli the Andlnka^. wha,

it is kmnsn, vvere laeiallv and other\vi-e relattd to the Rlihjo^ (-ee Prote—or HalP-
ed. ot "Wil-onV “ yj^nu Purana.” vol. ii. ]). note'. It would -pom not

vary improbable that adveuturei- Irnm both tlie-i tube- < ould iiaie louudod

settlement- in tlie Audaman.-. sinee theie i- eoidinu', a- we -hall -n in tin

next section, ot their pie-ciKo at ail eaily period in tsuinalia, wlnie th, \

apparently aa'e their name to the Bhuju and or Annhalii di-trii.t'.

the territory that hecame attorwaid- known a- Palimlpaea. The lUnjn oi

Beaju trihe- ot lioineo niav al-o have io(ci\ed tboii name tiom them.

' See iTote—or llall'.- e'd. ot Wil-on’- •• Vi-nu Piinina," lol. ii. ji. Id, not. .

^ Anent the (oniei-ioii ot S.lfin into Xiintia, anil Xaqtti't into Xihvjn.n. p-,/.'

tlhildors' Pull Dietionaiy, p. -.v. Xaijartim. it would be inli u -turn t*

aseert.ain whether tile name Ahtji'nn. borne by om- oi Tlie .lo'/e tills - on th

hill-traet- ot Upjiei .V-am, ha- oriaiuiitnl in a -iniihii nianiiti Horn eith. i

Nihiijn oi hVo/i'/d.
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To the bringing about of such homogenetic nomenclature

must have, no doubt, contributed the fact, which clearly

issues from an examination of the Chinese and Arab accounts

quoted above, that the Andamans and Nikobars have ever

been considered b}^ ancient navigators as one collective

archipelago, and not as two distinct insular groups, so that

any name they found current in one particular cluster or

island was apt to be taken by them as a generic designation

for the vhole archipelago, or at all events to be emjdoyed

in that sense amongst them. It is thus that we find in

the records of most of those navigators either of the popular

names above referred to used collectively for both the

Andamans and Nikobars. Instances in which the native

name of a particular island was made to do duty for the

whole archipelago are not, however, wanting, and in such

cases the designations recorded have, naturally, nothing in

common with those based upon the traditions referied to.

Thus, e'.g., the term IVicei-hii Shan occurring in Ma
Huan’s account—meaning, literally, ‘ Kinghsher-blue (or

Turquoise- blue) Islands’—is not to he taken, as the fashion

goes among Sinologists, as a genuine Chinese designation

or as a metaphrase of some local name for the archipelago,

^

but as the phonetic transcript of the name of Tdun-ckong

Island, the north-easternmost of the Nikobars. The Chinese

having probably become familiar with that island from its

forming a landmark in the navigation of the eastern side

of the Bay of Bengal, and learnt its name, they used the

latter to denote the entire archipelago, which thus passed

into history under the appellation of Ts‘wci-laji Shan, i.e. the

‘Tilan-chong Islands.’ '

^ 'Joional Chtnu Biamh \(»1. \\-, p. note T: hi-,

iuability tu cxphuii it. I’r.'tt—-or .Suhlt^ofi traiivluf it
'

\ul.

p. 1S2) us ‘the OiL'<n KLiiid^
'

(I), thuiulfy niukin»- ut tliut arcliipelaiih'i an
Oriental Erin.

2 The ]ai"ebt and hiiche^t oi Vucli lu-ini*- the middie i-land, .ueuidint.

SudhUt)l(()l (a mtiuuiuiii uuiiAv »

'in reterenee to the Euddhi^t le^^end,, etr. It tan hujiUv lb
fonnected \uth tlie term Atfdanutu, tAui ix made to jeati 's^nda.nan undone
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The alternative Chinese designations Lo-kwo, Zo-/<?/([-Eiwo],

and Xo-/(.vnijf[-K\vo] for the same insular region, I have
already shown to be, in their turn, mere travesties of either

the Indu terms Nagnu, Naga, Naiiga, etc., or of their

derivatives Laja, Lenje^ Lnnje, Laka, Lictnkia, etc., of the

Arab geographers and travellers. Although acquainted
with the term Anddim'oi as the name of a sea, the Arab
navigators of the ninth ecnturt' and their predecessors

undoubtedly included both the Andamans and Nikobiirs

under the names Lrija-bdlus, Lanjc - halm, etc., and the

Chinese followed suit with their own transcripts Lo-ktw,

Lo-lmng, etc., of the latter or their Indfi prototypes.

Analogous appears to have been the case with Friar Odoric.

who variously calls the archipelago Jlicnucra, Baciiincrun.

1'y Prote'.sDi WauM* tin.- (.'hiuf-r \vcll ;n.<jUiiiutLd witU ?ui.li i.l

appellation tioni the time of Chao du-kua. who loul jmt it on letord tin

first half oi the thirteeuth century. I'hilli]*'' (ioc. cit., ami Jonrhal li.A.S. fj

Or. Britain. July, 189o. p. .VJDi iiiclimd to icii;n-d a Tiii^prinr

toi tSo-mo-lnai' ^)y wililii may he reah .iCo '’J’hi-.

he ol)?erve.s, nu^ht repieseiit Soiiilnh>/i<i. width, arcoidini*- to ‘Milhuriif Oiiciitil

Conimereo, ” vol. ii, p. 294), n the name irivcu tt» the ol the Xikohai-.
IIow tar MilbunieV autfioiity to he relied u))oii. 1 am uualde t" >a\ . ihoU^sstn

Schlegel (loc. cit., p, 1S7) take'- ht»th Idin ami I'liillijt" lo ta^'k. thnyinir that

any misprint hu" been perpctiatcd. ami ohs(*r\C' that .S>fiuh lom/ a ini'^tak'

tor the Malay = * wmr.'’ and ap]>iic^ to B'/lu Si„»h>lnn. flu- ‘ .Niu'

I''laud> ’ in Malacca f^'tiait. and uoi to tije Great XiktdMi. i >{milailv tind

ill Balfour’s ttK) otteu unreliable “ ('\« loj)U‘tha India,*’ tiu* ti rni '

explained a^' ‘iXiue Idamb'’ and astribed to the Nikttbai-', whicti txjdanatioL
i'- undoubtedly wronii'. it^- lalhu-y beinn dm- to S(nnhfh,nti haviiiLi litt-n

tor a Malav-deuycci word. I am. on the ‘oiituns. t>{ opinina that it K paii

ot the natiye lauo'ua.ne ot the Amlfmian-Xikolmi An hipi lauo, li.i the m'i oiuI

portion of the teiiii, Ixloini, i*- found HTiiriinn in K;/n-hth.hfi. the local name ot

idtfle Andfimaii. Apart tioin fhi< tact, it should Im^ uotued that tljc name i>f tla

^hornhoeng or Shom-h^v tiibe iuhabitino tin- intciior oi Gnat Xikohar m;n
he counected with the temi Snin^^fiofig a])])Iied to that i'-laml oi to the who!'

iu'-ulai o’roup. The de'-iirnatiim Jitohun \D4 rp-rth/n. Jie'‘at)>oh bnnio hv th<

bi,i>he''t mountain in Jdttlc Xikobar tu-tihc" the eoiijectuie that »ome siniilar]\

naiiuHl 2>eak, .such as. e.£r., So^fn^inait^ SoAnAm/t, <n may han
c-xHted on the !rreutei island, lioin whhli the lattoi <aim to he known a-

So-fn-mOn Island. AVe shall reMMt to lid- que-tioii wlien dealim: with tli'

otnnoloo'y of Agatbodaimonos.
I may finally remark that seveial trilial nain*'- ot the Audamun-Xikohji

Archipelago are suqnisiuirh simdai to t]i4»si- ol South - E,4-rcnt Irido - Cliina.

Compaie. tor instance, Jaratrn and Sho/H-hnt with ('hiird'i. Jm'iii. and f'fioin-piu'u

(often spelt Tanipaon ,.

Since writiuo- the above, I baNe u«»th » d that in the “ Ijengal Pilot ’
:-;r<! ethtioii.

1901. p. 2'.)2) the term ' tSa/nMu)/*/' is srixen within {laieiithe-* - tat ke<l on

to that ot * (freat Xik(d)rir.’ ft \youId In iutere''tinL^ to Jmd "Uf 'sii.it it- it.c

meaning and oritrin aie.
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Nichomeran, etc. Marco Polo is almost unique among the

early Western travellers in distinguishing between Nociieran,

Necaran, or JSfemvemm, and Angaman, etc. But, as we

have shown, no such distinction appears to have been made

by Oriental navigators, both sets of names being indifferently

applied to each of the two groups of islands.

Nicolo Conti's Andramania seems to have been likewise

meant for the entire archipelago, and the explanation he

gives of the term ‘ Island of Gold ’ sounds like a distant

echo of the Sino-Arabic legend as to the gold-transmuting

river. To the same tradition are probably traceable Pedro

Teixeira’s mysterious ‘ Ilhas do Ouro,’ the ‘ Gold Islands,’

vaguely located by him in the Indian Ocean, somewhere

off the west coast of Sumatra.' In a.d. 1586 Balbi refers^

' See De 1' Isle’s map at the end of vol. i of Sonnerat’s Voyage au-\ Inde-

Orientales,” 1782. I have since found further proofs of the inferences drawn

above as to the continuity of the cycle of traditions concerning the Andaman

-

Nikobar archipelago in the following passages from Anderson’.s "Enghsh Inter-

course with Siam,” p. 30 and note 4.

Faria-y- Sousa relates ("The Portuguese Asia,” 169.5, vul. ii, p. 29) that

when Don' Stefano da Gama, son of Vasco da Gama, was governor of Goa
[a.d. 1540-42], a fleet of three Portugue.se ships, manned by eighty men, ccent

in search of an island of gold supposed to exist on the eastern side oi the Bay of

Bengal, a fable which, '’so far as European nations were uoucerned, may bare

arisen from Nicolo di Conti’.s statement that Andumania (the Andaman Island-)

meant the Island of Gold. This myth e.xpiied very slowly, and existed down to

the end of the seventeenth century. Dr. Careri’s (“Giro del Jloudo,” t. iii,

p. 290) notice ot it is among the last, but he gives the Engh-h the cretbt ot haviue:

originated it, but when, he does not say. The story related by him wa- that an
English ship having been driven to take shelter from a storm, not in the

Andamans, hut in the Nicobars, to the south ot them, a native, who had taken

some fresh water on board the .ship, spilt some on the anchor, the iron of which
was turned into gold wherever the water had touched it. The crew

, alter thev

had learned trom the native that the water came from a well in the i-laiid, killed

him ! This report of the gold-producing quality ot the water, Gemelli Careri savs

he had been told (jn high authoiity, had led the Dutch to ajipropriate the Nicohar-

towards the end of the seventeenth century.” So -aid as early a- the flr.st halt ot the

thirteenth century Chao .Ju-kua (see loc. cit.) ot the king of Xan-pU (.Malabai),

addino- that the fleet .sent by this potentate tor the purpose ot gaining possession .it

the insular El Dorado above rcterred to, met with a severe whirlstorni and was

WTecked on the island, all the men being eaten up by the islandet'. 'rhe -torv i-

therefore, it will now he seen, pretty old. It is also interestiiig to notice tli.it

Gemelli Careri locatccs the famous gold-transmuting .spring in what apppar- to 1 li-

the Great Nikohar, whereas both Chao Ju-kua aud the .Vrab uavigator- designate

the Andamans and ‘Great Andaman’ respectively a- the homestead ot the

precious metal. This discrep.ancy, i-, however, ot little arc.iuiit 'ince, as we have
oli.served, the Nikobars were most likely also included under the gonerir ilenomi-
iiation of .-Andaman Islands.

' "Tiaggio delle Indie Onentaii” Aeuetia, 1.590), ji. i:;:; iv,-,,, and rii lecfo.
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to the island of Carnalcitbar (evidently Kar-Mkobar),
under which designation he seems to include also the

neighbouring isles.

It will thus be seen that the Andaman-JSTikobar archipelago

has, in many an instance, been named after one of its islands,

the particular local designation borne by such being extended

to the whole group. On the other hand, Nuga-dipa, Nagga-
dlpa

; and Nagga-vdm, Nuhga-vdra, or Naiiga-rdra (whence

Lahga-mrn, etc.)—severally meaning ‘Islands (or Country)

of the Naked (or Nagas),’—were, as we have pointed out,

generic designations which evidently still survive in the

terms Nikobdr for the southern group, Kar - Nikobdf for

the north-westernmost isle of the latter; and perhaps also

in Chauri, JVankauri, and even Narkondam, the straggling

volcanic islet off the east coast of the North Andaman.^

The Insula Nudorum of the Catalan Atlas of 1375 was

probably intended to represent the same archipelago, in

which case the term would prove to be but a reflection

of the old traditional nickname ‘Islands of the Naked.’ To

the same insular region may, perhaps, have to be referred

the island of Ndlikera (Skt. Ndrikera, Nddikela, Ndrikela),

or Ndlikera-dipa, the ‘ Island of Cocoanut Trees,’ mentioned

in both the commentary to the Jataka and Hwen-tsang’s

travels. Its origin is, in Buddhist tradition, ascribed to

a cataclysm, as a result of which a country, spoken of as

the Bhani kingdom in the Bharu- Jataka (No. 213), was

invaded by the sea and became detached from the continent,

forming a thousand islands which, according to the scholiast,

“ are yet to be seen to-day about the island of Niilikera.”

The reason for my connecting these islands with the

Andiiman-Nikobar archipelago is, that this—or, at any rate,

its southern division formed by the Nikobars— is called

Oimg-gyun ue. ‘Cocoanut Islands/ by

^ The transition Imni iW/ya or Sngga to Xegn^ t'te., i" Lazily ('.xjjlaiin

)\ rei'erence to Xegapnttnm, the common designation ot yr!gn-p"U(/>u>

.

Ileuct

Negueram, ytcuvcran^ yichomerany etc.

Hudson’s Bumie'^e-English Diet., 1883, p. 700, column to the ri^iht. Th
eo. oanuts are exported chietly I'rom Kar-Xikobar.
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the Burmese, on account of cocoanuts being there procured

by them. Although thi.s commodity appear.s to he lacking

entirely in the Andaman?/ it is per contra superabundant in

the group of isles known as Cocos Islands, which lie but

a short way off to the north of them. Hence, it is very

probable that the whole of that insular region is included

by the Burmese under the denomination referred to.-

' 8ee SjTiiei, lor. ut.
- The SuppSraka - Jiitaku (Xo. 463, inentiou.^ the seaport town ealled

Eliarukaccha, or the ‘ TIaish ol Ehani,’ as being situated in the Bharu
kingdom, thus leading one to inter that the latter rorresponded to the territory

about Bharuch or Bhai'oach on the north side ot the Xhirniada Bivt-r m tVestern

India. But this kingdom does not seem to ho the .same as the one alluded to in

the Bharu-.Jataka (Xo. 213). wherein no reterenco at all i' made to Bharukaeclia,

but to a eitv ot Bhaiu, lihant-niirjniu, which wa» evidently the capital of the

realm, and not appaieutly a .seaport, although it may ha\e 'food not very fai

inland. It is thus possitilc that the Bharu 'kin,gdom of the Bhaiu- Jataka’ wa-
a Further Indian State, the counterpart ot the TVestern Indian Bharu realm.

It so, it should be looked tor on the I’egii-.Xiakauese eoa-t to the north ot Cape
X'egrais, which occupies, on the Indo-Chinese I’cninsula, a oymmetrical position

to the one belli bythe Bhunich distiict on the Indian cnntimiit. That a kingdom
of that name, whether topographically identical or not to the one of the Bharu-
Jataka, once existed in the region -just pointed out. seems undoubted from the

evidence we aie goiiyg to .iddine, apart from the va.gne indications furnished bv
the commentary to that Buddhist story. To be,gin, however, with the traditioii

(or legend) reterred to in the bitter as to the origin ot the Xalikera islands. It is

plain that it the Andrim.iu-Xikobar archipelago he really the insular legion

here implied, the legend in (jnestion would prove to be the dim reminiscence ot

a purely histoiical event, relating to the period when the strip <if land out ol

which the island- ori,ginateil became severed from the Peguan maiubind at Cape
Xegrais. In such a case the name Blmni tor the dismemhi-red teriitory might
turn out identical to that ot the P-hiji'i. P-h,-ii, P-haru, or PahrTi tribe

; and
with it mi,gilt he connected the tenu ia/d.s or hoi <7- occuniug in the Arab
designation of the archipelago. L>‘n)t -h'du-^, as well as the appellation borne by
hfirutdn IBh/irii-tJiTin':) 1-laud. It cannot tail to strike one that the name ol

Cape Xegrais ^dgoi'esi'firn, or Aaitmv/sf; is sug,gestive ot a connection

with Ndgc-di'ipii and the Xikobars. It i- likewise pos-sihle that the region ot

Ptolemy’s Barakiira Emporion, the prescut-day Arakan, rejireseuts whatever is

left, on the ma'inland. ot the ancient realm ot Bhcm. To this latter may also be

etymologically related Ptolemy’s Berahonua. as well as the present 'name of

Baraiio, Bai'ci/n, or Bo, Mina Point in the Gulf ut JIartahau.

But the most weighty evidence on the iiucstion i- to be touud in the section of

Ibn Batuta's traiel- regarding the countrt he firms Bo, ah n ago, (see “ Voyages

d’Ibn-Batontah,” tr. par Detiemcry et Sanguinetti, Paris, 1S5S. t. iv. pp. 224-

228', which ha- remained, in so tar a- I am awaie, unidentified. From one

standpoint the country so named apjtears to corresjtond to the region just referred

to, and tiom another to the Aiidaniaii-Xikohar archipelago ; it seems, however,

certain that it could not liavc occupied a po.sition different to either of the two
here suggested. In the ye;ir 134.7 las I make it out) Ilm Batuta sailed out from

Sonargaon, the well-known riverine port of Bengal, bound for Java (Sumatra),

situated, as he savs, at a distance of forty days. At the end of fifteen davs'

natigation he put in at the port ot Baruhtotgur. This country he describes ’a.s

inhabited by a savage pupiilation. without any religion, whether ludu or other,

living in bamboo huts thatched with grass, and situated by the seaboard.

Amongst them were a certain number ot Mmsalmuns, originally from Bengal and
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Another island which may be connected with the same
archipelago is Malhan, described by Sulaiinan as being

situated between Ceylon and Kalah, in the eastern part

Java (Sumatra), who inhabited a separate quartei. “ Le.s hummes de ee pavs
he proceeds to say— nous resseinhient an physique, si ee u’est que leurs bouchcs
sont pareilles a des gueules de chien. ilais il n'en est pas de memo de leurs

temmes, qui snut d’une exquise beaute. J,e3 hommes sont nus et ne revetent pas
d'habit; seulcment, quel()ues-ims placent leui uiembre \iril et leuis testitules

dans uu etui de roseau point [in red -] et suspendu a )eur ventre. Le.s femmes sc

couvreut de t'euilles d'arbres.” This description, it ivill be seen, agrees verv
closely ivith those ot the natives oi the A'lkobir' lett us by other travellers,

especially by Friar Odonc and ilarco Polo. The torniei depicts the inhabitants
ot BM-umeran or Kic)tumn-an as naked, with canine taces, while the latter ascribes
these characteristics to the people ot AiKjautan, whom, he remark', have heads,

eyes, and teeth similar to those ot dogs. Again, the statement as to the men’s
primitive toilet, with an “etui de rO'Caii peint et suspendu a leur ventre," would
seem to confirm, given that the coloui ot the paint was red, the Chinese e.xpiessiou

Gh'ih-lan-u-u, oi'’ • Ked Egg Stronghold.’ commented upon above, although not

too much stress should, perhaps, he laid nu .such an apparent coincidence, even if

chHh he taken in its other sense ot • bare,’ ' naked,’ or ‘ exposed.’ and assumed
to allude to those among the natives who touud it convemeut to dispense even

with the primitive etui.

There are, however, several points whicli seem to tell heavily against the

identification ot Biirtthiintjar with the islands in question. The first !> that Ibn

Batuta .says nothing about Baralmagdi- being an island or archipelago, hut merely

calls it a coimtry. Another is that he is silent as to the natives being cannibal’s

and daik-tomple.xioued, as other travellers b.ive. almost without exception,

stated of the inhabitants ot the AndamSn-Xikohar i'le-. The third, and this

is by far the most serious objection, is that Ibn Batuta speak' ot elephants being

plentiful in the country. The natives, he tells Us. " ne tr.itiquent avec les

etrangers que sur le rivage, et leur portent de I'eau u I’aide des elephants, vu
qu'edle est eloiguec de la elite .... Les elephants sont uoinhreu.x cher

eux, mats personne, si ce n’est leur sultan, ne pent en disposer." Xow, it ma\
be quite possible that elephants were to he touud of yore, and down to Ibn
Batuta’s time, in the Andamaii-Xikobar .\rchipelago. having since disappeared,

as they did in other islands known to have been once ronnected with thi' Indo-

Chinese mainland. If proofs ot the presence at one time ot these pachvderms in

the archipelago in questirpu be extant, we should then have no hesitation in

concluding that it is at some seaport ot this insular region that Ibn Batuta called,

finding it designated by the term Barahnaiftit

.

It would, then, be interesting t(j

compare this name with that ot BaratTin Island, with Ptolemy’' Bazakata, and

with other dlftjecin menihra, scattered about mid-ocean, of the BUai'H kingdom of

Jataka tame. (The buffalo, it may be noticed, exists in Kamorta, and a specie-

of deer in the Great Xikobai, while the wild hoar roams over most of the islands

ot the Andaman-Nikobar archipelago.) A loiirth, though not very weighty,

argument telling against our proposed identification is that ot the sailing distance

recorded by Ihn Batuta of fifteen day- trom Sonargann to Btirnhnaqdr, a-

compared with the lorty days occupied in the entire tourney Irora Sonargaoii

to the northern coast ot Sumatra, on the basis ot which the position ot Bai ahvmjn -

would become fixed on the east shore of the B.ay ot Bengal slightly aboie Caii.-

Xeorais, just about halt-way between that headland and Gwa. the approximah

site of Ptolemv’s Berabonna. By placing blind reliance on the above sailing

data we miu-ht identify Ihn Batuta’.s Bnrahnagiir w ith either Berabonna or Cap.-

Negrais (Varu-Nngm'idi'f), extending, il necessary, the range of location even

as far as Barago Point in the Gulf of Martaban, and. in fact, to all tliat

we conjecture to have remained of the ancient kingdom ot Bharu, I’-hru, or
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of the Indian Ocean, and inhabited by a black, naked, and

anthropophagous population, living chiefly on fish, plantains,

and cocoanuts. This may correspond to either Batti Mali,

PUau. As to Baraknra, it would seem to lie too far away from Ibu Eatuta’s
seaport, although it was no doubt, at some remote period, part aud parcel of the
same realm.

But it seems impossible that Ibu Batuta could have spoken of the people ol

that coast as being .‘o savage aud living in such a primitive Adamitic fashion as

set forth in the extract quoted above. This could not evidently he, even in his
time. The most logical course is, theretore, to assume that his memorv betiaved
him on the subject of the sailing distance, causing him to assign titteen days" to

the section Barahnngfir, and twenty-five days to the passage from the
latter place to the north coast ot Sumatra, whereas the actual case was the reverse
of this

;
that is to say, he should have ascribed twenty-live days to the first part

of the voyage, and fifteen to the second. The mention of elephants in connection
with Baruhnagur is perhaps due also to a lapsus iiicmorme ; it was very likely to
Sumatra that the statement was meant to apply. If so, the site of Borahwgai
would become fl-ved at twenty-five days’ distance from Sonargaon and fifteen trom
the north coast of Sumatra, tailing thus slightly above the 12th degiee of latitude,

namely, abreast of Middle Strait between the Andamans ; hence, either the
South Andaman, or Baratau Island itself, on the north side of that passage,
would become eligible for identification with Ibn Batuta's Banihnagar. ITom
a broader point of new, however, any port on the east coast of the Andamans
would suit the case well enough, it being now prett)' well certain that the
Andamans were, down to quite recent times, believed to be one single island,

so that any designation applied to a part of the group was understood to covei

the whole.

Whether the above deductions be correct or not, they will have, at any rate,

made it evident that a connection in nomenclature existed of old, aud still does to

some extent exist even at the present day, between the islands of the Andamau-
Nikobar archipelago and the Pegu-Ai'akanese coast stretching away on both sides

of Cape Negrais, thus warranting the conjecture that both the insular and
continental regions here alluded to termed at one time part of a kingdom ot
i'AyS, P‘iao, JBhru, or Bharii, which corresponded very probably to the Bhnru
kingdom of Buddhist tradition

;
for this kinship in toponymies presupposes, if it

does not exactly argue, a bond of a more intimate nature. Geological characters
point, in tact, quite distinctly to a tormer terrestrial eonnectiou of Pegu with
Sumatra through the Andaman-Nikobar archipelago, the islands of which now
form, as it were, the scattered links of the severed chain. The -Irakan-yomu
range, now rapidly falling in the direction of Cape Negrais, constituted at one
time the backbone ot the sy.stcm, the continuation of which can, however, still be
traced for brief tracts in mid-ocean by way of the Preparis aud Cocos Islands,
the Andamans, Nikobars, and the islets lying off the northern end of Sumatra.
Ethnographically, I have already pointed out to a probable former kinship
between the Negrito aborigines of the Pegu-Arakanese coast and those of tlic

Andamans, going so far as to throw in a suggestion anent a possible relationship

even in names between the Airrbadoi located by Ptolemy on that coast aud the
Aryawtos, or Aryauto, or Andamanese coast-dwellers of the present day (see

pp. 29, 38, and 72 ante).

I may add here, by way of conclusion, that the old term Kahlcini mav still

survive, though in a somewhat corrupt foim, in the name nx'Xiiiil-aii/i, one
of the central islands of the Nikobar group, unless this name he derived, as
sugge.sted above, from Sanga-iara or Sanga-vSn. The appellation borne bv
Xarkondam, where cocoanut-tree.s also grow, would seem likewise traceable to
Xarehadam, the Telugu word for cocoanut. It is, however, unsafe to make .such
rapprochements until the day—which it is to be hoped is not far .iwov—wlicn
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south of Kar - Nikobar
; Meroe (presumably the corruption

of sonae native term)
;
Pido Milii (i.e. JPilu Island), just

tlie extensive nomenclature of the Andaman-Nikobar islands shall have been
fully investigated on the spot by s<)nie competent Oriental scholar.

Fostscriptuin .—I have, since writing the above, procured a copy of the Joiminl
A.statique of February, 1847 {t. ix, Xo. 41), where AI. Dulaurier gives the text

from Ibn Batuta relative to the Asiatic Archipelago, accompanied by a translation

and notes. Therein I was glad to find (note 1
,
jip. 114-115) that the painstaking

inquirer arrives as regards the position of Barah-nngar to a conclusion similar

to the one independently reached by myself above; that is to say, he locates

the place in question in the Andamans, with the difference, however, that he
designates in particular the Little Andaman as the most eligible site and as the

port at which the Arab ships resorted to on their way from the Koromandel
coast to the eastern archipelago—^an opinion to which I cannot see my way
to agree. He goes on, moreover, to suggest that the word > tb harah, may be

practically one with the Malay Cl-^ib bdrnfy meaning ^west,’ ‘western,’

that Baf'ah-mgdr might signify ‘western country,’ which would he topo-

graphically correct enough of the Andamans in regard to Malaya. I must,

observe, however, that the ^enso here alluded to would he expressed in Malay

as ^egrlAdratj but never in the form Bar(ih^)tagdr or Burat»}iiigdr, which is

decidedly, especially the former, Sanskrit or Indu. On Dulaurier’s lines we

might just as well take the term to be an improved transcript oi

yeyri-BhiirCt, that is, ‘ Xew City (or State).’ Boi-ot is, moreover, the mere

Malay corruption of the original lion (j Q3 QQ pnliit or palnit, which

h

survives as prilet in Lamet and ilait in Khmer, and must have been therelore

in ages past pronounced rather differently from bm-ali. We have, indeed, some-

thing very similar to burut in Bnrnia Bay on Ifarkondam. hut as this landing-

place lies on the eastern side of the island, the word cannot possibly he connected

with the Malay bdrat, meaning ‘ west.’ Thi-s is a fact telling heavily against

the sense Dulaurier was inclined to ascribe to Barah. There remains, therefore,

the only alternative we have adopted, of connecting the toponymic in question

with an original denomination Bhant belonging to the whole Andaman-Xikohiir

archipelago, traces of which may appai'ently be still detected in the name ol

Bdratdn Island [Bdra~thdna
,
Bdra-sthdn f), if not, perchance, in Baratn Bay.

and in the various place-names on the Pegu-Arakaue.se coast referred to in the

first part of this note. Whether situated on the coast just mentioned or in the

insular region that was undoubtedly, at one time, part of the Peguan mainland,

Ihn Batuta’s Barah-iiayar must have been, it not one and the .same topo-

graphically, at least closely related etymologically with the no less puzzlinn:

2^ ^a-lo or ^ F^o-Io, of mediaeval Chinese history and tradition,

to which we have had occasion to advert in the preceding section (see p. 3(i6,

note). Mas‘udi’s ^
Alard/ntin or ’Rareoo/n, it applying, as Reinaud says

(op. cit., t. ii, p. 11), to the Andamans, may be a clerical mi-take for
,

Berdtdn^ Baratfin, beinir thus somehow connected with Bara nr Bharii and the

name ot Baratan Island.
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off the north-west coast of Little Nikobilr
;
Menchal, close

by the north-east coast of the same
;

or the Isle of Man
(Laouk)

j
ust below Tilan-chong

;
forming at the same time

part of the group called by Ptolemy the Maniolai.

By waj' of conclusion to this retrospective sketch, I shall

give in the following synoptical tables, arranged in

chronological order, the names recorded by the principal

travellers and geographers of old for the Andiimaii-Nikobar

archipelago, so as to show at a glance the probable birth-

date of each denomination, as far as it can be now
ascertained. IIo doubt the list might be considerably

added to bj' those having access to the full literature

relating to those islands ; but, considering the scanty

information supplied in modern geographical works about

them, the following tables may, even in their present

skeleton form, prove of some interest :

—

CHRONOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE OF THE
andaman-nikobar archipelago.

I. Terms more

Date.

A.D. 100-1.')0.

f. „ 650.

,, 851,

r. ,, 95.1.

„ SI-'S

,, 1240.

1292.

„ 1300.

,. 1400 .

PAKTKVLARLV TRACEARl.E TO THE NaME OH GrOUR OE

the An’d.Im.Iss proper.

Bazakata
{
=

: Aginnatai, its people (Ptolemy),

‘r Ahfio-di'tpa (Vavu-Purana). (Prof. Hall’s ed. of Wilson’.-

Visnn-P., toI. ii, p. 129, note.

Andunum Sea (Snlaiman). (Abu-zaiil's “ Salsilatu - 1

-

Tawarikli ” ; Reinatul. op. cit., t. i, p. 8.)

r Ai mi'iifiH (Captain Bozorg’s “ Ai'aib ”). (Van der Lith and
M. Dcvic's “ Meneilles de I’lnde,” pp. 69, 210, 264.)

? ‘ Great Audmiuiii,' probably Cevlon (ibid.). (Ibid., pp. 134,

209.)

(Mas'udi). ( Rtinaud, op. cit., t.ii, p. 11 ;.

“Le- Prairies d’Or,” trad. Barbiei de Meynard, Paris,

1861, t. i, p. 339.)

I cH -f-o -;«(<« = An- t'o -man, .Vu-da-mau (Chao Ju-kna).
[Journal China Branch II.A S., vol. x.xii. p. 103.;

Anffai/tananif Anffantaifj Atjanma, At/ha oai, Ghania^ etc.

(Marco Polo).

Andanitun Islands, 700 in number (Diniashki)
.

(Mehren's
•‘Manuel de la Cosniographie," etc,. Copenhao-en 1874
p. 214.)

An-ti-mdn Shan (Cbine.si' map published bv Phillips).
[Jomnal China Branch Il.A.S . col. xx, p. 222.)
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Date.

c . A.D. 1400.

1416.

,, 1436.

1444.

1566.

,, 1610.

Chill Ssti {Kahi-stiii), i.e. ‘Gold Island ’ = Kamorta ? (ibid.).

(Ibid.)

r = Sudhaman ?, the largest of the Ts‘wei-lan

Islands (Ma-Huan’s “ A'ing-yai Sheng-lan”). (Phillips,

loc. cit., p. 211.)

r = Sudhaman ? (ibid.). (Fei-hsin's '•Hsing-ch'a

Shong-lan ” ; T'omig-Tao, vol. i.A, p. 185.)

Aniramauia m Andouianin, the ‘Gold Island’ (Xicolo Conti).

(Eainusio, op. cit. , vol. i, f. 339 verm

;

and ‘
• India in the

Fifteenth Century,” part ii, p. S.)

Andeman (Cesare dei Federici). (Zurla, “ Viaggiatori

Veneziani,” Veuezia, 1818, vol. ii, p. 254.)

y llhas do Ouro, the ‘ Gold Islands ’ (Pedro Teixeira).

(Sonner.d, op. cit., vol. i, map.)

II. Teems .more p.AMicvL.tEtY traceable to the Name or Group oe

THE XlKOB.tRS.

Date.

B.c. 400-300 '{ ? Xaga-d'tpa (Sussondl and Akitta Jatakas)
;
foimerly known as

Seriona Island.

,, ,, Edru-dqur, formerly named = Ear[-Nikobar] (Akitta-

Jataka).

A.D. 100-150. ? Nagadiba = iS’'agga-dipa ? (Ptolemy).

,, ,,
Khaline = Kiiri-no[ga], Kdru-d'ipn, K5r-Isikobai ; or. Saline =

StruMa, Seluma ?= Tilan[-chong] (Ptolemy).

., ,,
?Maniolai= JCffMax ?=Armanan ? (Ptolemy).

., 400? ? A'afife/'a-dlpir (commentary to the Bharu-Jataka).

,, 459-477. Xnyga-dlpa (.tlahivaiusa, ehs. vi, xi, X-x). The events in con-

nection with which this island is mentioned are referred back

to about n.c. 544-3.

,, 645. ? A'ilMerff-dijOK (Hwen-tsang or Yuan-chwang).

,, 695. Xo-^n'0= 7sagga(I-tsing). (Chavannes’ ” Eeligieiix Emiuents,”

pp. 100 and 120.)

,, ,, A'ero = Lauja-b5r, Xanga-bar, etc. (ibid.). (Takakusu’s

“ Record of the Buddhist Religion,” pp. xxxviii and 68.)

,, 851. Lenjehulns, Limjehul.us (Sulaiman). (Reinaud, op. cit., t. i,

pp. 8 and 16.)

,, ,, JlalhiiH Is. lying between Ceylon and Ka1ah = Arimnan?=
[Batti-] ilalv, ileroe, [Pulo] Milu, Menchal, [Isle of] Man

(Laouk) ? (ibid.). (Ibid., p. 20.*)

,, 864. = Xikobar[-us], or LilA- ijiVJis (Ibn Khurdadbih).

(Journal Asiatique, 186.>, p. 288.)

* The inhabitants are said to have no king. The same states Marco Polo of

Nocueran. Friar Odoric tells us instead of Suhoineran that there is a king, the

natives go stark-naked, have faces like dogs’, and worship the bull (cow?).

Marco Polo makes a similar description of the people of Angaman, saying

there are savage men, with canine heads, eyes, and teeth. Ibn Batuta relates

the same things about the inhabitants of Baruhnagar, whom he depicts as

dog-mouthed and naked.
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Date.

.A.u. 955.

?

,, 943.

„ 1186.

,, 1292.

„ 1300.

,. 1310.

,, 1329.

„ 1345.

, f 13 1 c).

„ 1416.

„ 1436.

,. 1459.

„ 1519.

1566.

1586.

„ 1599.

Lajahuius (Captain Bozorg’s “Ajaib”).* (Van cler Lith and

M. Devie, op. eit., pp. 127, 222.)

?ifaMff« = Mallian (“Mukhtasar-al-Ajaib ”). (Ibid., p. 259.)

AlenjnmViis, Almijimhis (Mas'udi). (Rcinaud, op. cit., t. ii,

p. 11 ; “Prairies d’Or,” t. i, p. 338, text.)

Liankialins^ or i;e«i4-y«/(7s=Niinga[ba]lus (Ediisi). (Van der

Lith and il. Devic, p. 256; Eeinaiid, t. ii, p. 10.)

Ifociieran, Xeguernm, Secuveran, Xecaran, Neciiram, etc.

(Marco Polo).

Lenjehiiluh, LuuUaitm (Dimashki). (Mehren, op. cit., pp. 15,

207-8.)

XukmraDi, or LokararaM (EashIdii-d-Dm). (Yule’s “ Cathay,”

p. 96.)

HicHHent, Bncuiumm, Klchomeran, Xtcoiierra = Nagga- [or

]S’aga-]varani (Friar Odoric). (De Backer’ .s “ L’Extreme

Orient an Moyen-Age,” p. 109; Eamusio, op. cit., vol. ii,

ff. 248, 2.54.)'

?En)vMH«(7«/-=Xagai'-barah, Nagga-vara, Xagga-balus ? (Ibn

Bututa). (“Voyages d’Ibn Batoutah,” transl. by Defr5mcrv

and Sanguinetti, Paris, 1858, t. iv, p. 224.)

“i Insula Nadonim (Catalan Atlas).- (Cordier’.s “L’Extreme
Orient dans 1’Atlas Catalan,” pp. 10-11, and pi. i.)

Ta'icet-hin = Tilan-chong (Ma-Hnan). {Journal China

Branch B.A.S., vol. x.x, pp. 211, 222
;
and Journal B.A.S.,

1895, p. 529.)

TAwei-lan JIsii=A.o. (Fei-hsin). {T‘ounrj-Pao, vol. i.x, p. 184,

Chinese text in note.)

Lo-lmn;/ /iVo = Laggani, X.igu'am[ -bar] ? (“ Ming-wai-shili ”).

{Jovniul It.A.S., 1895, p. 529, n. 3 ; and T'oung-Bao,
Vol. ix, p. 186, Cliiuese te.xt in note.)

Knaacur [by metathesis from Xucavar'] (Barbosa). (Eamusio,
op, cit., vol. i, f. 318 tvr.'O.)

Xiiubur (Ce.sare dei Federici). (Zurla, op. cit., vol. ii, p, j

= Kar-A’ikobar (Baibi). (“ Viaggio delle Indie
Orientiili,” Vcnetia, 1.590, pp. 133 imo and 134 recto.)

Xiccubar (Carletti). (“ R.agionameiiti,” etc., Firenze 1701
t. ii, p. 230.)

Khaline or Saline (No. 157).

Yule, having adopted the alternative reading Saline,

identifies this island with C'-lialanrj or TlmJang, the Siamese
names for Junkceylon (Ujong-Salaiig). Oiir experience of

group extending
* Ajaib Ko. 127 state- Lajvbdlr,^ to be .a numr-roii- in-nlai

over a length of eighty para-auu'-, -ay about 3UU mile-.
= The explanatory inscription on the island on the map -avs: “ Insula nudorum

in qua homines et imiliercs portant unum toliuni ante et retro alinm ” '
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Ptolemaic geograpliv teaches us, however, that islands lying

close to the mainland are generally taken to form part of the

latter or neglected, unless they he of conspicuous size and

well known to the navigators of that period. C‘halang is,

besides, rather more of a peninsula than of an island, as the

strait (Pak P'hrah) that separates it from the mainland is

but half a mile across, and fordable by elephants at low tide

in at least one place (presumably the bar at its western

entrance). It seems, therefore, natural to look for the island

in question farther off from the eastern shore of the Bay of

Bengal, in view especially of the fact that Ptolemy assigns

to it (see Table VI) a longitude of 3^ less than Bazakata.

Bearing this in mind, and taking furthermore into account

that its latitude is likewise made slightly less (10') than that

of the last-named insular group, its position becoming thus

fixed approximately to the W.S.W. of Bazakata, we are

constrained to identify the island with either Little Andaman
(Egu-helong) or Kar-Xikobiir. As regards the former

alternative, which I have at the outset adopted in the map,

I am now, after a longer study of the subject, inclined to

dismiss it, holding that Little Andaman has either been

ignored by Ptolemy or, as is more probable, regarded by

him as forming one with Bazakata, owing to its but slight

distance from the latter. Having thus been led to favour

the second alternative, I cannot better justify the correctness

of this course than by referring myself to the very marked

similarity between Ehaline and Kar-Nikobar, which becomes

still more accentuated if we reflect that the latter toponv'mic

may be a contraction of Kara- (or Kdri-, KdJi-')Naggn-

(or Ndga-)vdra, which, according to the fashion prevailing

among several populations of Southern India, would have

been pronounced Kdri-negga- (or nega-)i'drci and, in shortened

form, Kdri-ncg or Kdli-neg} I would not be so bold as

to suggest that Khaline or Kdline is an anagrammatic form

^ There h a tribe of Xagas in the Asani hiIl-tract^ ealletl the Khar>-^ (i‘jn

(h:- Balfour’s “ C^elopa’dia *jf India.” ^rded,. vul. ii. p. 47 - H. ahn Ibiibi-

('•'niaJenhar in Table II above; and Marco Polo’'' Xeijut'toni, ^stcurryan, ete.,

whence and hO torth tor Kar-Xikobur.
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of Naliker or Ndlikera, althougli it may not be altogether

impossible. In connection, however, with the name of Kar-

J^^ikobar, I have no doubt that its ancient form must have

been Kdra-Ndga or, simply, Kara, since I think that this

island must be the same as the one alluded to under the

name of Kara-dipa in the Akitta-Jataka (No. 480), and

therein said to have been at a still remoter period called

Ahi-dipa, the ‘ Isle of Snakes.’ AM, it will be seen, is

a mere synonym of Ndga ;
and either from a desire to retain

its old name under this form bound up with the new one,

or to mark the fact that the island was, as the Jataka says,

“over against the island of Ndga (Naga-dlgxi),” its name
passed into tradition under the complex form Kdra-Ndga,

being corrupted into Kdri-Nega, Kdr-neg, or Kdr-nig, as

exemplified in the form we have it at pre.«ent of Kar-Niko-

bdr. There can be no difierenee of opinion, I venture to

hope, on the identity I have suggested of Kar-Nikobar with

the Kdra-dlpa of the Jataka, for it is made evident enough

by the location ascribed to the island over against Ndga-

dlpa, or the Andaman-Nikobar archipelago, as well as from

the context informing us that from Kavlrapaftmia, in the

kingdom of Damila ( = Kaverlpattam, a little to the north

of Tranquebar), the hero of the story passing through the

air descended at the island of Kara, so named apparentlv

from a conspicuous Kdra-ivee ( = CatdMum parvifiorum)

under whose hospitable shade he took up his abode. The
recent translator of that Jataka, Dr. Rouse,^ at once jumps,

more solito, to the conclusion that part of Ceylon, or some
islet near it, is the place intended

;
but we have already

pointed out in the preceding article that the term Ndga-dipa,

when designating an island, almost certainl}' applies to one

of the Nikobars, if not to the whole group itself of those

islands.

There still remains, however, the variant reading Saline,

' See the “Jataka,” translated from the Pali by various hands under the
editorship of Professor Cowell, vol. iv, p. 150, u. 2.' The “ Malabar coast ”
suggested as the location for the kingdom of Damila in n. 1 is likewise wrono- •

it should he the Koromandel coast.
' ' ° ‘
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occurring in several editions of Ptolemy’s text/ to be dealt

with. The task is easy enough, albeit at first sight this

reading hids fair to upset the identification just suggested.

It requires, in fact, but little discrimination to see that the

Saline of Ptolem
3'’s daj-s is nothing else but the very

toponymic which, after the lapse of thirteen centuries, was
found still surviving in a more or less modified form by the

Chinese travellers, when it was fixed down bj’ them as

Ts‘ivei-lcui. Sinologists of note, blinded in the endeavour

to discover in this term the meaning of ‘ Kingfisher-blue

Islands,’ ‘ Green Islands,’ and the like, have, as we have

seen, egregiously failed to perceive that it is a mere

transcript, and not a metaphrase, of a local place-name

still occurring, under the corrupt form Ti-Ian, in Ti-Ian-

chong Island, the present-day representative of the Chinese

Ts'icei-lan-Sha)u^ It must be remembered, in fact, that the

characters employed in the transcription ^ ^ [Ij sound as

Ts‘ou-lam-Shdn, Ts‘ui-lam-ShdH, Ch'oui-lang-Sang in various

Southern Chinese dialects and Thwi-ldm-Son in Annamese

;

while those occurring in the alternative rendering ^ ^
Ts'icei-lan-Hisu, are pronounced Ts'ui-laiii-i in Hakka, a form

remarkably well approaching to the Ptolemaic Saline (Sa-

Inii-i, Sa-lin-i, Salanji). There seems to be no doubt that

all these designations are traceable to an original term

Seliima, Sehiman, or Sidaman, which, under the form

8eruma, occurs, as we have seen, in the Sussondl-Jiitaka,

as the whilom name borne by Naga-dipa Island. Although

it is possible that at so remote a period this term was

^ See tbe Index Criticum at the end of Xobhe’s edition, t. iii, p. 207, right-

hand column.
- A similar—and, no doubt, practically identical—name, Tchiiijn}uj^ is borne

by the southernmost of the large islands fronting the west coast ol Sumatra,

better known to us under the Ilispano-Portugue-je designation oi Euij>nto or

Engano. It is a significant tact that in Malay Ttlffujnng means ‘ stripped,’

‘naked.’ This would appear to further stienarthen, from a diffeu-nt point of

view, the connection ot Tilan-chong with the * *\j:chipelagt> ot the Naked." The
reason of this term being applied also to Engano lies in the tact that the natives

oi this island were, as testified by lloutmau (a.d. io9b) and otlo r navigators of
his period, stark-naked. Houtman gives the local nam*- ot Engano as Tugjnatoa^
and says that the inhabitants ivere also known by that designation.
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employed to designate solely the Great Mkobar or, at best,

the pair formed by it with the minor sister island now

known as Little Nikobar, it is evident that, like its later-

day successors Naga-dipa, Ndga-vdra (Nikobar), etc., it must

have been extended in the course of time to the whole group

of the islands, and indeed to the entire Andaman-Nikobar

archipelago, as exemplified by the fact, already noticed in

the preceding article, that the Chinese included all that

insular region under the denomination of Ts‘ivei-laii Islands.

Such being the case, there seems nothing extraordinary in

the assumption that the term Seruma or Seluma came to be

coupled with the name of the island of Kara, in the same

manner that later on it occurred with its substitute Ndga
or Ndga-vdra, so that by the period at which Ptolemy

collected his information the island in question was already

known both as Kdra-Seluma and Kdra-Ndga Island, whence

the probability of his having noted it down either as Saline

or Khaline. It goes without saying that it would be of

great importance for historical geography to find out which

of these two readings was the one adopted in the original

Ptolemaic MS. But this is now impossible, as that work

has, no doubt, become either lost or destroyed long ago.

At all events, I hope that I have conclusively shown

how both readings may be justified as applying to Kar-

Hikobar
;

and from the position assigned to Khaline or

Saline by our geographer in respect of his Bazakata, there

seems to be no doubt that Kar-Mkobar was the island he
had in mind. Could it be possible, on the other hand, to

ascertain that Saline is the spelling he really used, we should

then have probably, in spite of the reasons militating in

favour of Kar-Nikobar, to give the preference to Tilan-

chong, as being the only island of the group that looks like

having preserved as part of its name, down to this day, the

over twenty-centuries-old term Seruma in one of its many
modified forms. I need not further dilate upon this subject,

I should think, in order to prove the practical identity of

these two, apparently, so widely dissimilar toponymies.
Suffice it to call attention merely to the fact that not only
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initial but also medial s is, as we have seen during the

course of the present inquiry, lisped in many an instance

in Further Indian dialects
; wherefore Tilan—or, perhaps

more correctly, Thilan or Tlmlan—may well be but the

modern pronunciation of 8ilan. But even this is not

probably the old correct form, which both the Chinese and
Ptolemaic readings argue to have been something like Sui-

lan, Su-lam, Sa-Ian, or Salin, none of which is very far

different from Semina, Sahuna, Sulama, etc. What the most
probable original form of this toponymic was we shall try to

find out in the next article.

Agathodaimonos (No. 159).

Ptolemy places this island on his equator; hence its

real position become.s fixed in the middle of the Bay of

Bengal between 5^^ 38' and 6° 30' N. lat. In Be Donis’

map it is represented almost equal in size to Bazakata

and labadiu, being thus made to rank as third in con-

spicuousness amongst the islands of the Indian Archipelago.

This circumstance argues that an island of very considerable

size is implied under that denomination. I have often

thought that the northern part of Sumatra might be the

island in question; but I have, after further consideration,

rejected that view, reverting to the opinion I had formed

from the outset that it, as shown in the map I have since

delineated, can be no other than the Great Nikobiir. The

configuration assigned to it in De Donis’ map very closely

resembles, it will be observed, that of the Great Nikobar

turned with its eastern side down towards the south. There

are, however, far more substantial reasons in support of

the identification we have sugge.sted. Foremost amongst

them comes that of identity in nomenclature. In dealing

with this question we must, however, dismiss at the very

outset the idea that the term 'Aya0ov Aalfxovot; vi]ao<; as

applied to the isle in question signifies, as it has hitherto

literally been taken to mean. Insula Bonae Fortunae, or ‘ Good
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Fortune Island.’ It is this mistaken notion that has always

misled previous commentators into locating the island in

the most impossible places. The late Sir Henrj^ Yule,

although having proved hy far the most sensible of them,

was nevertheless inclined to take it to be the Little Andaman,
a position, it will now he seen, entirely incompatible with

the latitude assigned to the island in the Ptolemaic text.*

Our experience of Ptolemaic geography, as gained in the

course of the present inquiry, has long before this taught us

that to hold an}’^ of the names he has recorded for places in

Further India to be translations of native toponymies is

simply absurd. From the many ca.ses we have come across

in the preceding sections we are justified in inferring that

the course followed by Ptolemj'', or hy those from whom he

drew his information, in taking down place-names, was not

on the whole different from that adopted by the Chinese and

Arab navigators
;

that is to say, he merely transcribed the

native toponymies as accurately as he heard them pronounced

or found them spelt in the records of his predecessors and

contemporaries, not neglecting at the same time to slightly

modify them so as to elicit a meaning out of them in his

own language, whenever they presented him a suitable

opportunity for so doing without their having to suffer too

radical a disfiguration. In most cases he must have, of

course, found that the Greek navigators to the Far East had
already done this for their own satisfaction, and perhaps also

with a view to easier retention of place-names belonging to

the most strange tongues. There can be but little doubt that

terms like Argyra, Lestai, Khrysoana Piiver, Satyron Islands,

etc., originated in such a manner, Agathodaimonos being
likewise of the number, while Khryse is perhaps the only

one capable of laying some claim to exception, which never-

theless, as we shall see in due course, cannot be as yet
entirely proved.

' I have since noticed that Manncit had before that idcmiiied the island
though in a purelv coniectnral manner, rvith the Nikobar 'toud ftpo>TraT,u;i
der Griechen und Ebmer, ” vol. v, p. 2a9) .

'
' ” ' ^
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This principle having been laid down as a preliminary, we
may now proceed with our inquiry. We have alieady shown
in the preceding pages how the Chinese ti-avellers of the

first quarter of the fifteenth century are agreed in stating

that the large.st, highest, and most central withal of tlio

Ts‘wet-Ian-Sha)i or Tilan-chong Islands was then known hy
the native name of Su-lit-man. We have likewise pointed out

how this island, although sometimes mistaken for the ‘ Great
Andaman,’ was instead more likely the Great Nikobar

; and
that, at all events, the term So-tu-niaii or Smlhdman did not
seem to he at all et}’mologically connected with the name of

the Andamans, Of course, owing to the fact that these

islands, together with the Nikobiiis, were considered to form

an integral part of one archipelago, any term used for either

of the two groups was liable, as we have seen, to be applied

to the whole insular region
;

so that the designations Tf^‘>cei-

lan or Tilan, So-tit-iiiaii, NuyKHllpu, etc., belonging more
properly to the Nikobars, were made to include also the

Andamans, and eke verm the term Aukdmdn may have been

extended to the Hikobar group, llencc the confusion that

was made in the accounts of travellers between the two

clusters of islands and the legendary lore concerning either.

I hope that I have, this notwithstanding, succeeded in

accumulating sufficient evidence to demonstrate that tlu;

terms Tkicei-ldu or Tilan, So-tii-inan, and iVdi/ri-iUpfi or

Nagi/a-dlpa mo-st likely originated in the Nikobar group,

to which they were at first confined, and more precisely

in the Great Jlikobar itself, wiiich thus seems to have been

the original Ndja-dijxi, prior to that called Sernma, or some-

thing to that effect. Although, as we have pointed out, the

term Ndga-dipa appears to have spread in the form of Ahi-

dipa, as far at least as Kar-fvikobiir, by the time the Jataka

stories were compiled, it follows nevertheless, from the

passage in the Akitta-Jataka describing the position of

the isle of Kdm (the present-day Kar-Nikobar) as being

over against JTdga-d'ipa, that this toponymic was then still

applied in particular to a single island, which must have

been the Great Nikobar itself, the Ndga-dipa par excellence.
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If so, it follows as a consequence that the same island must

have been withal the original Senima. For the very reasons

stated above, the fact of this term surviving most probably

to the present day, disguised in the name of Tilan-chong

Island, cannot in any way prejudice the conclusion we have

just enunciated. This is so less likely to he the case since

there is sufficient evidence as to the term Senima having

not only originated in the Great Mkohar, but having been

embodied down to comparatively recent times in the

names by which that island itself has been designated at

various periods. We haye, in fact, already pointed out the

very probable connection between the term Serunia in the

various forms Seluma, Selama, Sttlama, Sudama, etc., it has

no doubt assumed at diSerent periods and in different

tongues, and the names Ts‘iti-lan, Siii-lam, Sulam, Salan,

Salin, or Saline that we have found recorded for islands of

the Nikohar group, suggesting at the same time a further

relationship of all of them with the designation So-tu-man,

Sudhaman, or Sulaman applied in particular to the largest

island of that cluster, the Great Nikohar. We did not

omit, moreover, to notice the apparent analogy existing

between the name of Deoban (Deva-vana, Devaman) borne

by the highest mountain in Little Nikohar, and So-tu-man

or So-tu-ban. This latter term may well he referred to, on
the strength of that analogy, to some such original form as

Su-deo-man or Su-deo-ban (Sudeva-vana, Sudevaman
; and,

perhaps, Vasudetaman, Vasuddman, etc.). There may exist

some mountain once having borne either of such denomi-
nations in the Great Nikohar, after which that island came to

be styled the So-tu-man or Sudhaman Island. I prefer the

second form, Sudhaman, because it occurs as a mountain-name
in the Puranas, and because it is not far different from either

So-tu-man, Su-da-man, Sulaman, etc., or Su-deo-man, Su-deo-

ban, etc. If no mountain in the Great Nikobar can be proved
to ever have rejoiced in any of these appellations, we would
simply have to trace their origin to other causes, such as
e.g., the existence on the island of some settlement or tribe
bearing the name of Serombu, Serttmbu, Seruma, Sehtman,
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etc.,'—perhaps the equivalent of the Chinese Ch‘i-lan-icu or

Ch‘u-lwan-wu, and, if not, of the Shan-man, Shan-han, or

Shom-ien,—from which or whom the island acquired that

designation. But in no case would we find ourselves under

the necessity of having to give up the connection we have

established between those names and the Great Nikobar, for

it rests upon the quasi-historical identity Seruma^ Ndga-
dipa, and it would be necessary in order to upset it to

demonstrate that the Great Nikobar cannot lay claim towards

having possessed either of these two denominations. This,

it will now be seen, is no easy task, since both terms 8ermna
and Nuga - dlpa appear to have been down to this day

incessantly hound up, in some more or less modified form,

with either the name of the island itself or those of its

population and their settlements.

Having disposed of so intricate a question of terminology,

it remains to draw attention once more to the very probable

fact of the names Senima, Naga-dlpa, and their derivatives

or modifications, having soon spread to the other islands of

the group to which they were indiscriminately applied by

navigators and foreign traders, so that it became in the

course of time necessary to use some supplementary appella-

tions in order to distinguish one island from the other. It

is thus, presumably, that originated the complex terms Kar-

Nikobar, Tilan-chong, etc., for two of those islands
;

and

perhaps also that the name of ‘ Chief,’ ‘ Principal,’ or

‘ Highest ’ Jfikohar had to be given to the largest and at the

same time loftiest of them, in a similar manner to what

occurred in modern times, when the designations Great

Nikobar and Little Nikobar had to be applied, for the sake

of clearness, to the greater island and the one next to it in

size respectively. A brief consideration of this not altogether

unessential detail will enable us to grapple with the true

origin and import of the Ptolemaic term Agathodaimonos,

' In the Malay Archipelago we have Selitiia, Ser'unbwi, and S^luttian I-siand.^,

Selemari Rock, Selumar Hill, Sii^oinbu Bay, etc. Chtrume, an almo-st exact

counterpart ot Seruma, occurs as the name for the southernmost ot the Table
Islands, two islets lying to the north of the Cocos and Andamans.
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and show us the reason wh}"^ it was applied to the Great

Nikohar.

It will now have, I venture to think, become perfectlj'

clear that this term is nothing else but an ingenious

travesty, in the himcdiou of Hellenic classicism, of the local

toponymic SmU/dmait, etc., prefixed with the

word Aga, which may stand, as noticed before in connection

with Aganagara, for either Ndga, Nagga, or Agra, Agga

(
= ‘chief,’ ‘principal,’ and also ‘high,’ ‘highest’). Hence,

Aga-Thodaimonos, or Aga-Thudaimon, would mean simply

Agga - Sudhaman, that is, the ‘Chief’ (‘Principal’ or

‘ Highest ’) of the ‘ Sudhuiiian ’ (or ‘ So-fit-man ’) Islands.

It may be objected that it would have been perhaps more

correct and conformable to well-establi.shed usage to call it

instead the Mahd-Siidhaman ; hut I would point out that the

interpretation I have here put upon the prefix Aga is merely

the one suggested by the considerations made above as

regards the island being the largest, and the highest withal,

of the or Nikobar group. It might perhaps be

more correct to adopt the other alternative set forth above,

and view it as a contraction of Ndga or Nagga
; but the

settlement of this question is relatively a matter of secondary

importance. The essential point is, that Aga is a mere
connotative prefix, playing in the Ptolemaic designation of

the island a similar role to those {Ndga, Nagga, Nanga,

Nega, Anga, Ldl;a, Likh, Laj((, etc.) occurring in the names
recorded by the early Western travellers for the island, or

group of islands, in question ; and that therefore its presence

at the head of the composite under discussion is perfectly

justifiable. The second part, Thodaimonos or Thudaimon, of

the compositum is what constitutes the real name of the

island, and as such its correspondence to 8o-tu-man or
Sudkdman is so perfect and striking as to readily dispose

of any further doubt respecting the identity of the two sets

of terms. The only disparity observable consists in the
slightly different initial letters; but this, as we now well
know, is only apparent, it being quite possible that the
initial -s in the local name was lisped by the natives, so as
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to cause the Greek navigators and travellers to represent

it by ad; or else this trifling modification was more likely

introduced by them on purpose, so as to make the whole
term convey the meaning of ‘ Good Foi'tune Island,’ as

suggested at the outset. There cannot accordingly, I should

think, be any further doubt left as to the real purport and
application of the Ptolemaic toponymic, especially when
it is retnembeied that the Arab travellers were misled into

connecting the island with Sulaiman, which shows that its

name must have been at the period pronounced locally, or

by the foreign navigators, something like Thudaimon,

Sitdaimon, or Sulaimon : all forms evidently derived from

Seriima, Sulama, Sudhaman, or Sulaman. To hold that in

the case in point Agathodaimonos means ‘Good Fortune’

would be, therefore, no less a piece of absurdity than

believing with the credulous old Arab navigators that

Sudhaman, Sulaman, and similar terms were etymologically

connected with the name of Solomon of Biblical memory.

While on this subject, it may be of some interest to recall

the suggestion made by the late Colonel Yule to the eflect

that the name Andaman might have been adopted from

a transcript in Greek of the term Agathodaimonos in the

contracted form ’Ay. Salfiov.^ It will now be sufficiently

clear that, how'ever ingenious it may seem, such a conjecture

cannot be endorsed
;

for, although the name Andaman has

been at times, as we have noticed, applied also to the

Nikobilrs, it can hardly have anything to do wdth the

traditional designation of the latter, which was, instead,

Sudhaman, Sudeoman, Sudaimon, or something of that sort.

And w'hile it is true that, by further contracting the

puzzling Greek compositum and restoring its first part to

its probably correct original form Agga, we would obtain

the reading ’Ayya-ficov, practically identical with Marco Polo’s

Angaman—w'hereas by a simpler process w'e might elicit

the variant Agaman of the latter from Aya-fiwv, and by

bolder methods trace the Arab forms Lajabdlu'-, Lanjehdlus,

Likhhdlus {Ndga-manim, Nngga-manux, Nangu-manu^), etc.,

^ Proceedinys Royal Geographical Socxety^ vul. i', 1S82, p 6'VJ
: quoted io

McOrindle. op. eit., p. 238.
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to problematic Greek transcripts Awyd-fiovo';, Nar{d-iiovo<;,

Aarfya-fiovof, Na'yya-fjiovo':,—there still remains the stern fact

confronting us that in all known Ptolemaic texts we have the

full, or practically full, forms 'AyadovBaifiovo';, AyadoBaifiovo';,

and no sign whatever as to any curtailing such as con-

jectured above having taken place. Moreover, the significant

particular that both the Arab and Chinese navigators of the

old days have put on record each of the two toponymies

Andaman and Sudhaman or Sudeoman (the island of Sulaiman

or Solomon’s tomb according to the former), proves that

both names were known to them as distinct designations

for the islands, which could never have occurred had the

term Sudhaman— or Aggasudhaman, Ndgamdhaman, etc.,

as represented in Agathiidaimonos— disappeared in naval

tradition by effect of the latter’s collapse into Andaman.

Both toponymies can be traced back in the relations of Arab

travellers to at least the ninth century ;
and if Andaman

is not an Indu-imported terra, nor originated locally, but

was invented by the old western navigators, it must be

the corruption, or adaptation, of some native name for the

islands, such as, e.g., Naga, Nagga, Nanga, Anga, Anda,

Andha, Andhalca, Ananda, Ananta, Nanda, etc., then found

current in the Bay of Bengal ; but not evidently of Sudhd-

man, Sulaman, and kindred terms. Should the paternity

of it have to be ascribed to the Arabs, it would not be

difficult to conceive how, from the fact of their having

heard the islands designated by some one of the above

names, and noticed at the same time that the natives were

living, as the Catalan Atlas puts it, with “ unum folium

ante et retro aliurn,” suggesting the idea of Adamitic apparel,

they would be led to modify the name of the islands into

Andaman or Adarnan, so as to make it practically mean
the country of the Adamites. A similar course, we have
seen, was adopted by the Chinese, who transformed Nagga
into Lo-kivo, so that it might convey the sense of Regio
nudorum, which again occurs in the Insula nudorum of our
medimval geographers. It is possible, on the other hand,
that the etymological connection, if any, with the name of
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Adam was suggested to the Arabs through Adam’s peak
and relative temple and footprint in Ceylon, with which
island either the Great Nikobar or the Andaman group was,

as we have noticed, sometimes confused in the relations of

the Arab travellers.

I have also thought for some time, as already stated, that

the term Agathodaimonos, if taken in its literal sense of
‘ Good Fortune,’ might be the equivalent of some Sanskrit

word like, e.g., Snbhadra, easily transformable into Smnadra
in the Oriental vernaculars, in which case it could have

meant the northern part of Sumatra, where the city of

Samiidra or Samadm and the homonymous district were

situated, which, owing to imperfect knowledge of its

geography, coidd have been supposed to form a separate

island by the ancient navigators. The fact of the identical

meaning ‘ Good Fortune ’ occurring in connection with

a rather conspicuous island off the west coast of Sumatra,

namely, Si-biru or Si-berut, the largest of the Mentawi

group, termed Ei/land Goede Fotdupi by the Dutch,^ seemed

^ Xow, more generally, ‘Great Fortune,’ in ordei to di'tiuguisli it from
‘Little Fortune’ Lluud," further down towards the entrance to Simda Strait.

I ignore the cau«‘e*' that led to such names being applied to tlie i-^lands in

question
:

probably they are to be traced to some bit of luck met with by
some navigator when sighting them, but certainly do not appear to have been
translations of local to

2
)on} mics. This accounts for such desigiiations being

pretty well common in Far Eastern : another ‘ Fortune Island ’ is to be
tound lying off the south-west coast of Luzon in the Philippiue.'s. It Inis been
observed (see T'o>inij‘Tao, vol. ix, p. 178, note 6) that Agathodaimonos Nesos
may he taken also in the sense of ‘ Island of the good Demons,’ the allusion

here being to the natives, who “are very good devils.” On the same line-^ one
might suggest that Andninan may be a corrupted torm, nut ot HundunuiH, as

Sir E. Maxwell put it, but of Huhtn-nuiuts or Auftf-inanis,* ^^hiLh in Malay
would mean ‘good’ or ‘ mild-tempered demon’ or spirit, and cimld thus pass

muster for an equivalent of Atjathodatttio/i. In connection yith the final syllable,

man, of the term Anddindn, I may here observe that it occurs at the nid ei many
a name of islands in the ^lalay Archipelago, such as, e.g., Tio-man, Pria-man,

Mango-man, Rinia-nian, Re-man, Su-man, Le-raan, etc. It i- not, however,

absent in other place-names, as Oharak-man (Creek), Kate-man (River). Sele-

man (Rock), Pa.sa-nian (Bay), Kema-man (District), etc. In some of these

names man seems to be part ot the base-stem, while in others it 'eeui' to play the

rule of a suffix, and in such cases it would be interesting to im^uire into its

purport or meaning.

* K.B. that Antu, and not Hantn, seems to he the older and imye correct

form, obtaining in Borneo, Kedah. Penang, and elsewhere, and becoming Arnio
in the Philippine'- {see De ^lorga’s “ Philippini- Dlands, ’ etc., tran^iatc-d by
Stanley and published hv the Hakluji; Society, Londuii, 1S6^, p. 30'i, note).

No doubt it is the same word as Mariito or Mandtl occurring among certain of

the American Indians with the identical signification.
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to lend colour to that conjecture. But I have since come

to the conclusion that no connection can ever have existed

between such names, or the islands they designate, and the

Ptolemaic Agathodaimonos, the real origin of which, I am
now perfectly convinced, must be traced to the causes

explained above. Further, as regards the name of Sumatra,

I hope to demonstrate in a subsequent section that it owes

its existence to other circumstances.

Haniolai, ten islands (No. 158).

This insular group is but vaguely referred to by Ptolemy

in the following terms:—“ There are said to be also ten other

islands forming a continuous group called Maniolai, from

which ships fastened with iron nails are said to be xtnable

to move away (perhaps on account of the magnetic iron in

the islands), and hence they are built with wooden bolts.

The inhabitants are called Maniolai, and are reputed to be

cannibals.” * Here we have the w'ell- known legend of

magnetic mountains attracting ships built with iron bolts,

repeated by so many authors, both "Western and Eastern, not

excluding even the Chinese," from the dat’s of Aristotle

to the very end of the Middle Ages. On De Donis’ map
these islands are located immediately to the south-west of

Agathodaimonos between the Ptolemaic equator and 5° South

latitude, which corresponds to a site between 6'^ and 1° 30'

circa true North latitude. Ptolemy, however, does not

assign to them any definite position, and merely mentions

their existence on the strength of a vague ip.'ic dirit. lu

my map I have doubtfully located them—prior to having

had access to De Donis’ work—abreast of the Nikobars, and

identified them with the latter, thinking that the legend

as to the attraction of ships fastened with iron nails might

have originated from the fact of the well-known eagerness

of the inhabitants of these islands to obtain pieces of iron,

‘ McCiindle. op. cit., p-

* According to Klaproth. On legend Santar. iii's ‘-irUtdre dc la

Cosmographie,” etc., tome i, pp. 81, 82, 90, 91, -167 ; uKo Mt'Ciiodle, oj). eit.
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testified to by both Sulaiman’s and I-tsing’s accounts.*

Since having, however, come to the conclusion that Ptolemy’s

Khaline is most probabi}' Kar-Jfikobar, his Saline either the

same island or Tilan-chong, and Agathodaimonos the Great

(with, may be, the Little) Nikobar, I am inclined to think

that the Maniolai may more likely correspond to the smaller

islands of that region, especially those of the Kamorta and

Teressa groups, namely: (1) Kamorta, (2) Nankauri, (3)

Trinkut (=Trikrita ?), (4) Kachiil (with Mohean village on

it)
; and (5) Teressa, (6) Bompoka, (7) Chauri, (8) Batti-

Hlalv, to which might be added (9) Meroe, and (lOj either

Milu or 3IenchaI, on the southern side of Sombrero Channel

near the Little INhkobar.

The islets located by Ptolemy to the east of Ceylon,

i.e., Gumara (=Kumara, Kumarita, Kamorta?), Zaba (Jaba,

Java), Zibala (Jivala, Sevala, Sivala), Nagadiba (Niiga-, or

Nagga-, dipa), Siisuara (Sisumara, Sumsumara ?), probably

belong also, as we have observed, to the same archipelago,

and may thus have at the same time formed part of the

legendary Maniolai.

I have thought also, from the very uncertain position

assigned to the Maniolai in Ptolemaic and post-Ptolemaic

geography, that they might on the other hand correspond to

some of the northernmost isles facing the west coast of

fciumatra,^ especially those of the Si-Malur and Banyak

groups. The names of Si-Malur and of its deep hay,

' CkaTannes, op. cit., p. 120, and Reinaud, id., pp. 8-16.
’ ‘‘On the terrestrial globe of Martin Behem, Nuremberg, a.d. 1492 ”

—

says McCiiudle, op. cit., p. 243—“they are called Mamllas, aud are placed

im'mediately to the north of Java Major.” If by Java Major, Borneo, as seems

verv probable, is here understood, it ’would follow that the M'nuolae or Manillas

were bv the cartographer taken to be the Bhilippiues, owing presumably to

a resemblance in names between them and Manila^ the well-known natne

designation of a town and bay on the island of Luzon, so called, it is said

{see De ^lorga, op. cit., p. 288, note), from a plant termed mam by tlie

islanders. But it is hardly possible that such a topommic could have at

4.-arly a date reached European geographers. It is nevertheless a tact that atrer

the name Manilla had been applied to Luzon, and the whole archipelago of the

Bhilippines had been included under the generic designation oi MamUoy by the

Portuguese, many travellers and writers, among whom Darnpier and Gcmclli-

Careri, began to suggest that ^fanillas was doubtless the original name of the

islands, known to Ptolemy and recorded by him as Maniolai or Maniolae 'see

PievostS “ Ilistoire Geuerale des Voyages,” t. i, Paris, 1752, pp. 376-377).
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Si-Malandan, are not very dissimilar—provided it is borne in

mind that Si is a mere prefix—to Maniol, Maliul, Maliur, or

Malur. The same may be said of the names of the Bdnyak

{Maniak, Mania) Islands, and of their inhabitants, the

Maruici. The Catalan Atlas of a.d. 1375 informs us that

the island of Taprobana (here meaning Sumatra) is called

Magno-Caulij^ a term which, if not a corruption of Menancj-

kahan or Menang-kerbait, is capable of being referred to both

Banyak or Manyak, and SCaniolai, Mdnya-\ka-']lai.-

Sulaiman, in Abu-zaid’s relation, mentions an island called

Malhan, lying between Serendib (Ceylon) and Kalali, in the

Sea of India (Bay of Bengal), on the eastern side. Its

inhabitants, he adds, are black and naked, with cannibal

habits, although they normally live upon fish, plantains,

cocoanuts, and sugar-cane; they dwell in thickets and have

no king.® A very similar picture, we have remarked, has

heen drawn by Marco Polo of the natives of Nocueran.

From both this circumstance and the location assigned to

Malhan by Sulaimiin, it seems very probable that this island

belonged to the Hikobar group. I have accordingly

suggested its possible identity with the Armanan of the

Ajaib, and with either Batti-Malv, Milu, Meroe, Menchal,

etc., asking myself at the same time whether its name was

at all to be connected with that of the Maniolai.* Be it

* See Cordier (op. cit.. pp. 17 and 42), who merely contents himself with
transcribing Tastu’s doubtful explanation as '• Magna-CaviUutiu : lieu ou l ous
etes trompes, oil sont de grands trompeurs, Magni-Cavilh': "

There was an

lie Trompeuse or lies des trompeurs in those parts, namely, Engano, so marked

in several French charts of the eighteenth century
;
but evidently this desio-nation

can hardly have anything to do with Magno-Cauhj, which, in mv opinion, is

almost certainly a clumsy transcript of Menmig-kabnu. ft nill he’ubseived,' in

fact, that this toponymic generally appears in the relatirms of traifllers ot tiie

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as Menancabo (Barbosa), ,iljn I'Bvaii-

lieu), Jfanipgeabo (Valentijn), etc., forms not very different tmni JI,„/a„-C,iu},i

2 There is also an islet bearing the name of JInneh {Pulo Jlaiieh . iioith-weat

of Pulo Kava, in Kaya Bay, west coast of Sumatra.

’ See Eeinaud, op. cit., p. 20. The island is termed Hnlhni, in the llukhta'ar-

al-Ajaib hide Van der Lith k M. Devic’s “ Slerveilles de I'lnde.” p.

'

* M<dhun looks rather like a Malay-derived word of the oriuiual torm Malan
Mahhan, etc. Malan or Malang is the Malay term lor a rock a httic above
high-water, and would thus well suit the loadstone rocks, or cK,. tlie l oial leefs

fringing most of the Nikobar.s, A great resemblance does, of i „ui evi^t bi-tween
Malhan and the names of S\-Malur and its bay, ^\-Malaiid<in , but the nlcntilication

would be geographically untenable, as the position a-signul to M,'lh„u in the
Arab account on the line Ceylon-A'n/aA (Takola) argues it to b,.
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as it may, there can he but little doubt, from Ptolemy’s

statement as to the inhabitants’ reputation for cannibalism,

that these legendary islands must correspond to either

the central group of the Nikobars or the northernmost

isles facing the west coast of Sumatra. And as regards

the term Maniolai, there is some likelihood as to its

having been derived from some Sanskrit name of the

loadstone, Ayaakamta - mani, Ayomani, or simply Mani,

which served as a base for some compound like Maniyali,

Maniydla, or Maniydlaya} Or else the same term may
be traceable to a compositum built upon the Moii word

Oo5> meaning a 'man,’ corrupted into Mniha,

Manilla, or Mania, which we find, e.g., in the contracted

form Nia or Niah in Pulo Nias, to which it gave its name.

Originally it must have been followed by some other word

(perhaps Ala or Mala ?) meaning negro, pygmy, savage,

cannibal, or something of that sort, conjointly with which

it formed some compound (such as, e.g., Mnih - Ala)

suggestive of the transcript Maniolai, adopted by Ptolemy

to designate the inhabitants of the islands as well as theO
isles themselves. Prom the resemblance of such a compound

ceutral Nikobars situated on either side of Sombrero Channel. Malhan, with
due modifications [Jlohhan, ^[anihaI, Maniaf),, can be made to resemble the terms

Martial,, Maniynl, and Maniolai.

^ A fabulous inland by the name of Marii-dvipn is mentioned in Sanskrit

literature as existiu? in the ocean of nectar : but its name is more likely to mean
‘Isle of Jewels’ thau ‘ Loadstone Island.’ A similar term, liatna-dvxpa, was
used, chietlv bv Far Eastern Buddhists, to desijrnate Ceylon. McCriudle (op. cit.,

p. 242, note) points out that "VYilford (in Asiatic Researches, vol. xiv, pp. 429-30)
gives the Indu legend regarding the magnetic rocks fabled to exi'st in the Indian

Ocean, from the Catunarga Cintdinamy and identifies them “with those near

Fdrindra [?] or the Lion’s place [r
!]

in the Lion's mouth or Straits of

Siugapurf? I !].” Colonel Wilford’s vagaries in coiiuection with Indu classical

geography are too well known to make it nece^-iary to demonstrate that

Furindt-a or Pdruiidra,, as well as the ‘Lion’s place’ and ‘mouth,’ never

existed, iu so tar as the Straits are concerned, except in the fertile imagination of

that Orientalist
;

and that they are, accordingly, far more mythical than the

rocks with which he pretended to identify them. It may be noticed, iurthermore,

that iiiyhha-pura or Singapore, the ‘Lion City,’ so named from a tradition that

a lion was seen on the site where it rises, was not founded until a date which

I fix approximately at a.d. 1340, but which, even in native legend, is not

carried further back" than the twelfth century. The tradition as to the ioad.''tone

reefs is far more ancient, and had McCrindle quoted from Wilford or from
the source the latter mentions—to either of which 1 have no access—the name by
which the rocks are known in Indu folklore, instead of gi'ing the above twaddle,

it might have been perhaps of some help in fixing the position of them.
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to Mani, Maniyala, etc., coupled witli the probable fondness

for iron common to the natives of the I^ikobars and

neighbouring islands, tbe legend of the loadstone rocks

could easily originate, and grow supported by the fact

that all the boats built in Southern India, Indo-China, the

Malay Archipelago, and China up to quite recent times,

have always been constructed exclusively of wood and kept

together with wooden bolts and cords, without a single piece

of iron in them.

Before closing these notes on the islands of the Bay of

Bengal, I wish to draw attention to the fact that the

Nikobars and Andamans have generally been located by
early geographers and navigators much further north from

their true position ; so much, in fact, that they came to

occupy a site in close proximity to Cape Negrais and the

Arakanese coast. In the relation of Abu-zaid it is stated

that after the island of Ramnl or Rami (North Sumatra)

there are the Lenjebalus islands *
; after these there come

two other isles (Andamans) separated from the former by
a sea called Andaman ; beyond there are mountains out of

the sailing route, containing silver-mines (the Arakan coast,

i.e. Ptolemy’s Argyra).- It is apparent from this description

that the Andamans and Nikobars were believed to be nearer

to the Arakanese seaboard than is really the case. Such

> The Lenjelalus, or Lmijabaluf, of SulaimSn and .\bu-zaid are most
likely the Nikobars. Besides comparing, as already siiggesteil. the Arab
account with I-tsing, it is useful to refer to the description of 'the Nikobars left

by Dampier, who visited them in 1688. The .Arab relation mentions cccoanut-
trees, ambergris, and palm-wine among the productions of the islands, and so
does Dampier. I-tsing says that the beach is very .steep and craggy towards
the east, and Dampier repeats the same statement as regards the .southern shore
of the island he visited. The Lenj^batiU of the .Arabs and the Lo-hu_(, of Ltsino-

can scarcely be the Andamans, as, according to Siiues {loc. cit.), there are
absolutely no cocoanut-trees growing there.

s They were out of the route of the Arab ships, because this ran from Quilon
or Kidla'm, to the Nikobars, and thence to Kalah-bCir, or Takua-pa iT.ikdpat’

The landmark of the ' > the land of silver-mines (from
the Andamans) was, . y ^

un^Beinand, op. cit., p.

a mountain called Ji .
~

lit. the Auspicious
Mountain’), the nam :

a ’ ' ’ rule suggested, might be but
a translation of the Ptolemaic 'AyaBoiSai/xovO! vrims. Thy, it will now he
seen, is impossible; and the greatest probability is that

w'as but
an embellished transcript of Kusiwii^ tbe^ name of Bassein, the landmark thus
being the mountain of Bassein, i.e. Cape Negrais.
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a mistaken notion was by no means peculiar to Western
navigators

;
for we find that the Chinese, in their halcyon

days of interoceanic navigation, hold the same view. No
better proof could be given of the j^osition that the Chine.se

ascribed to the Andamans and Nikobars than by referring

to the Chinese chart of the sea-route from Su-men-ta-la

(Sumatra) to Ceylon, published by Phillips in the Journal

of the China Branch R.A.S. (vol. xx, Nos. 5-6, 1885).

The chart, in the opinion of Phillips, is older than the

commencement of the fifteenth century. I have made a new
study of it, at least for the portion concerning the Bay of

Bengal, and I was thereby able to add some new names left

untranscribed by him to his list, to supply a few more

identifications, and to rectify several of the identifications

he suggests. I must briefly refer to these points, as on

them depends the position of the Andainiins and Nikobars

in respect of the coast of Arakan. Phillips’ principal

mistake arose from his reading the of the chart as

Lo‘k‘ang and identifying it with Bangiin, unaware perhaps

that Ranguu was so named, or rather renamed, as late as

A.D. 1763 by Along -Bhura, previous to that date being

known as Bagun or Takum (Takong in Talaing). From this

mistake the identifications suggested by Phillips of some

places noted in the map between Lo-k'aiig, as he reads it,

and Chittagong, as well as of several others below Lo-k'aiig,

become wrong, and there still remain a few places impossible

to identify, no matter how the names given in the chart are

twisted. I could not account for this fact until I found out

that Lo-k‘ang, or rather Lo-kheng, as it is pronounced in

at least one-half of the Chinese vernaculars, including

Mandarin, really represents Eakkheng or Rakkhaing, i.e.

Arakan. Once this point settled, most of the neighbouring

places in the map become easy of identification, as will

appear from the following list, in which the names of places

correctly identified by Phillips are printed in ordinary

type, and those either added or newly identified by me are

italicized
; all being arranged in the same order as they

occur in the chart.
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It will appear from the above list that, in the opinion

of Chinese navigators, the Nikobars and Andamans lay

abreast of the Arakanese coast
; and precisely, between

Cape Negrais and Borongo Island at the mouth of the

Arakan Biver. A glance at the map referred to will

further convince one of this
;
and were it not for the fact

that there are no islands of importance between Cape
Hegrais and Cheduba, one might be tempted to identify the

Ts‘wei-lan, Chin-hsit, Pei-p‘ing-t‘oti, and An-te-man Islands

of that map, with islets and reefs off the Arakanese coast,

or with the insular groups of Cheduba and Borongo lying

further northwards. This is what actually occurred with

Wilford, who took Ptolemy’s Bazakata Island to be Cheduba

;

and the mistake might be repeated by many in the case of

the islands marked in the Chinese map in question, but for

the name An-fi-man, which very clearly warns us that such

isles belong to the Andainau-Xikobar archipelago. In the

face of these facts I think there should be no more hesitation

in recognizing Bazakata, Khaline, etc., as parts of the

archipelago just mentioned.

B. Islands off the West Coast of Sumatra.

Barusai, five islands (Jfo. 160).

I identify these with the islands facing the western

Sumatran coast at Baius —the Fcinsur or Pansur of

the Arabs and Marco Polo, and the Pin-su or Pan-sok of

Chinese writers.' Prominent among them is Pulo Nias,

which probably corresponds to the al-JVet/dn island of Sulaiman

and Abu-zaid.^ Ptolemy does not supply us with any other

^ See Ilirtli in the Journal li.A.S j
July, 1896, j). 499, note.

* Keinaud, op. cit., p. 7. Captain Bozorg (Van der Lith A: M. Devic’s
“ Merveilies de I’Inde,” pp. 126 and 245-7) locates tlie island or al-ffTeyan at

100 parasangs (300 nautical miles !) from FunBiirf whereas the distance of Nias
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information anent these islands except that their inhabitants

were cannibals. This is quite correct, as up to this day

they form a favourite haunt for the rude Batta or Battak,

undoubted anthropophagi of the so-called Indonesian descent,

though semi-civilized. From the district of Barns these

islands were evidently named Sarnsai. It is also very likely

from this district that the famous Fatisur (or Pansur) camphor

so praised by the Arabs was exported.^

As a good deal of misapprehension has always existed

among Western writers dabbling in Far Eastern geography

anent the names applied by Oriental travellers to both this

district and the camphor therein produced
; and as in

scarcely any instance have they been properly identified,

and in none adequately explained, it should prove of some

interest to go here into their history and show how far back

into antiquity they can be traced, especially as this forms

a point of first importance for the ancient geography of

Sumatra to be dealt with under the next section.

Firstly, as to the district of Barns and the islands

facing it. These seem to have been frequently confounded

with one another, as probably was also the case with

Ptolemy
;

for in both Chinese and Arab accounts we find

the Barus district described at times as part of the coast

of Sumatra, and at others as an island, and it is not until

the thirteenth century that it becomes definitely recognized

as part and parcel of Sumatran territory. This incongruity

is, no doubt, due to the imperfect knowledge possessed by
navigators, until a comparatively modern period, of Sumatra,

which was believed to consist of several islands.

Proceeding in chronological order, we find I-tsing (a.d.

671-695) making mention of the island of P‘o - In - shih

from Barus is only about 80 miles—say 30 parasan^s. This notwithstanding,

there seems to be no doubt that Aeyuw is meant for isias, whose conect name is

said to be Xiha, meaning ‘ man.’ If so, niha is evidently a corruption of the

Mon Q OOj and proves a former connection of its inhabitants with
d-f

the Moh race.

t Compare “ Camphor-Baros ” in Groeneveldt, loc. cit., pp. 2C0, 261.
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P‘o-lu-shih Chou), which he locates to the

west of Shih-li-fo-shth (_P iFi) 3^ S), i.e. the State of

Srl-Bhoja, now Palemhang.i Shorth- afterwards the History

ot the T‘ang Dynasty (ch. 222, c) refers to a district called

^ ^ Lang-p‘o-hi-!sz, which, it states, was the

western part of Shih-U-fo-shih. Chavanncs,- with the facility

peculiar to Sinologists, does not hesitate to identif3' both P‘o-

lu-shih and Lang-p‘o-hi-isz with Marco Polo’s Ferlcc, that is,

Perlak,
,
on the north coast of Sumatra, a view which

Takakusu readily endorses, quite overlooking the fact that

P‘o-lu-ishih does not sound like either Ferkc or Pcrluk,^ but

rather like Bdrus or Ba-ni-sz, it being besides pronounced

Boa-lu-mi in the Fu-chou dialect, a surprising approach to

the Ptolemaic Barusai or Burume.

The late Professor S. Beal took no widelj' different view

when he explained ^ that “ Po-/a-vve island .... is

on the western coast of Xorth Sumatra
; in some Chinese

geographical works this part of Sumatra is called Po-hsu ^

;

so called because, as Dr. Bretschneider (‘Knowledge of the

Chinese and Arabs,’ p. IG) has observed, ‘ the Persians

carried on a great trade with Sumatra, and probahh' had

colonies there.’ I assume that this is the same as the Basina

of Marco Polo (Yule’s ‘Marco Polo,’ ii, p. 231), the Pasei

of the Malaj’S, and the Pacem of tlie Portuguese.”

But it would be sheer madness to expect correct geo-

graphical identifications from our Sinologists. It will have

^ Chavaiine>' Eiiiincm'.** pp. -it) - o7 uud iioD ; Takaku-uV
“ Record of the Ruddhi^t Reli^rioD,** pj». xxxix-x! and 10.

" Loc. cit.

^ That such h the (’H'-e U t vidpuml h\ the fact that in tlie ('biut-c map t»f

about A.D. 1400. publi-'hed by rbillip- [Joifmal Vlnua Bnnuh R.A.S., vol. x.xi),

Rerlak is transcribed in the tonn ^ Va-Ju fin rant. Va-lHi:)„ in the trnn

FaAu T'oii
(
— Perlak Hoad;.

^ Van der Lith & Devic’s '• Mervoilles do Tlnde,” pp. 2.il-2.

or Po'sz. It really requires a brain stuifed Mitii tliousaiid.-

ot Chinese characters, let alone tones and Mmilar nicetie.". to cinuieet thi^ with

P'o-lu-shih and jBns/firt. Had there hoeii anv connection, I-tsinir, who travelled

from China to Sumatra on a Persian ship (see Takaku^u. op, cit.. pp. \xviii, xl),

^'ould not have tailed to let it he understood.
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by tbis time become apparent tbat P‘o-lu-shih, situated

to tbe west of Sri - Bhqfa (Palembang), can be no other

place than Barus and Ptolemy’s Barusai Islands
;
and that

Lang - P‘o - hi - ss may be practically the same term but

prefixed with the word Lam, meaning a ‘village’ in the

dialect of North Sumatra, the whole reading thus, Lam-

Bdrus, and meaning simply the ‘ village (or settlement)

of Barus.’ ^

With P‘o-ht-shih and the Barusai we may connect the

Nalush or Bdlus Island of the MulAtasar-al-Ajaib,

said to lie (o the right of Kalah (west coast of Malay Peninsula),

and to produce bananas, camphor, cocoanuts, rice, and sugar-

cane. Ibn Khurdadbih {circa a.d. 864) also refers to an island

of Bdlus with the same productions, but he locates it to the

left, and at two days [sailing?] distance from Kalah Island

(Malay Peninsula), and adds that it is inhabited by

cannibals.^ Professor van der Lith suggests it may be the

same place as the Nalush of the Mul^tasar, but I would

point out that, while it is possible that Ibn Khurdadbih

wrote by mistake ‘left’ for ‘right,’ it is equally possible

that the island he names is quite a different one— say, e.g.,

the BMlu Isle (Bhllu-gyiin) opposite Martaban, which would

well suit the position and distance assigned to it in respect

of Kalah (Takola). The mention, by Ibn Khurdadbih,

of “excellent camphor” being produced there would not

in the least prejudice our identification, as we shall see

directly that camphor similar in quality to that of Barus and

China was and still is produced all over that region, especially

in the Tenasserim district.

Shortly after the time of Ibn Khurdadbih, i.e. from the

middle of the tenth century downwards, we find the Barus

district designated, in both Chinese and Arab records, by

T>r) 256 - auu ‘

bUmosraptie du Jinven-ase, /,'•?' "''as™. IR, 4 ,, MS', evidnitlv confutes

thei‘^land ot5(7^r/NMith In-- or ;^lkoh^l^s ' •' -

camplior among the production- oi the latter.
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the name of the camphor therein produced, which name,

we hope to demonstrate, was properly Pditmi or Pdmsum,
but was corrupted by the authors of those accounts into

Paimir, Faiisur, and the like.

The first traveller to mention the name was in reality

Sulaiman, in circa, a.d. 851, but he merely speaks of

plantations called Fansiir ( (•-sii), producing camphor of

first quality, in the island of al - Ramnl (northern part of

Sumatra), and not of a district bearing that denomination.^

On the contrary, Mas'iidl (a.d. 943) and the authors that

followed him apply the term to the district of Barus, which

the}’’ describe sometimes as an island. Captain Bozorg

(955) is one of those who take either course. He tells us

of the island of Fansnr,^ and at the same time of a march

along the coast from Faimir to Liimerl (Ramni, Rambrl,

Lambri), passing by the bay of Lulu-h'iknk} Dimaslikl

' Reinuud, op. cit,. t. i, pp. 0-7. Soe also p. 93, -n-here Abu-zaid mentions,

on the testimony of Ihn Vahab (circa .\.d. 880), c.amphor being produced in the

island of al-Raiid (Ram-hri, Lambn). ilarco Polo al'O refcis to camphor in

Lambri.

^ Ajdih, in “ Men'eilk'-! do I’lnde,” p. 30.

^ Op. cit., p. 12o. Tan dcr Lith is at a lo'^-.i to identity Znhi - bihnU

_j!J) Bay, and doiibttTiUy sucrgests (p. 245) and Tapunuli

bays. To me, hmvever, L'llfi-hthyik represent', ritbor (pron. Tt/b-

or Tehi’-heVoifj) or it? contraction, Lok^hehuuj, Ln-bclang, Tilok or Lok niean=

‘bay/ ‘ creek,
^ ‘cove’ in the tonp^e ot that part ot ^Sumatra

; while Itlong,

there being' no g in Arabic, naturally becomes hehmk f»r liimk in that lauHuaae.

Luk-hclang, abo known a? Lok-hthtng Ilnga^ b nowaday-? more geueially called

Bu/h Boy, and b situated on the nortli-we't coa't ot Sumatra not tar lielow

Acheh Head. It i< intere-ting: to notice that the bay iu «[m->tion in the Ajuib,

loc. cit., said to be inhabited by tailed anthropfiphagou'i tiibe-^, ami iiitested Avitli

zurafa Uarahha':). which abo abound in the L'hnct'i (Acbub) di'-trht. Auent the

zarafa. Van der Lith i> ot opinion (p. 23G) that either elephant? la- Sumatran

hicornute rhinocei3>C'; are meant. From the fact, liowever, of the Catalan Atlas

of l.)75 placing on the point ot the coa-'t of the lUo Tiapuhaiin {Toprohnnn. here

Sumatra) corresponding to the sp«)t in question, a city with the legend ** Aquesfa

y'jutat fs deserfa per srrpvte^’' (*' This city b desert on a« count of 'Dakes I Aiould

think that the Arabic reference would be rather to '•orpo',, i.e. '•ei'pents ot tuhulous

size. At the same time, a? snpi b the Malay name tor a pfriiliar breed ot wild

cattle, apparently derived from iarohha. it b not alt«>irether impo'—ible that thc-'O

are the brute'? meant. The iarahhn of ludu folklore must have bt'C'n, in my
opinion, some sort of Sivatherivin, an extinct «enus ift tour-horiifd gnus or

antelopes, remains of >\luch were iuund in the Siwdlik Ililb of the Hiniulaya.
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(about A.D. 1300) speaks both of an island of Fansur,.

producing camphor of superior quality, and of a city of

Fansur situated on the island of Kalab (west coast of Mala}’

Peninsula).' Abu-l-Feda, on the other hand, confines him-

self (a.d. 1321) to a cursory mention of “ the city of Fansur,

whence the Fansuri camphor takes its name,” which, however,

he places in the southern part of the island of Jduri/i,^ here

meaning no doubt Sumatra. So also do Ibn Batiita (a.d.

1345) and Marco Polo, the latter of whom (1292) locates

his Fansur, Fanfiir, or Fransur kingdom in the last-named

island, termed by him Java Minor or Little Java.

On the Chinese side, although Cljao Ju-kiia speaks (about

A.D. 1240) of the camphor of Fin-su,-‘ we do not find the

Fansur or Pansur district referred to until about 1399-1400,

in the Chinese map published by Phillips,' under the name

of JBE Pan- tsu, which seems to be a transcript of Panisii

' Mekreu’s translatiou under tlie title

Moyen-age,” Copenhagen, 1874, pp

tie Ilf "iMaiiuel de In (
'oMiKigr.ipliie du

Moyen-age, ' oopennageu, ion, pp. l-i. 11'. and 208. The city ot FahaSr
here mentioned has apparently no conueLtiou rvlmtever with the • islimd ’ (Earu'

dietrict), and very likely correspond- to either ol the two villages hearing the Uiiuie

of Faiichiir ( = ah • imp '). .-ituated on the we-t coa-t ol the Mala) Penlnoula, one

on the homontTUOu^ headland (Tanjong Ihinchur), ahoul eleven miles north-weet

it Mahacca, and the other on the ca-teru hank ol the iiuiir Kicir (hit. 2° 6' X.
lone 102° io'E.), about fourteen mile- iroiii the entrance ol the river. tVe shalll>ns£. Iw- it) Jh.j, aUUUL ivuiicvru iiiiiv - liir

come acroes other iustaucos in vyhich Funmr. Pnn.ni,-. and «iniihir ti

? ikt rvii.-n l;l>A 1 tr*l v< ‘lltJ r<» v».>4‘Tn t« 1 OTncL-

shall

CyUiC rtAAVC.T vtirxv.* X*.,. -- ^
- - -- c( ^pUllVnlif^

occurring in the relations ot meaneval traveller- -eeni to apply more likelv to

jPaHc/inr than to Barue.

- Guyard's •‘Geographic d Ahoulleda, t. ii (I'aii-, ISS.ii, p, 107 _ 'iin,

pa—age is> partly e.vtractiil trom Jim Sa'id, who wiote about .v.d, 1274. Tin-
geographer, however, according to A an der l.ith (o]i. cit.. ]i, 2jS;, relcr- to the

citv of Fansur as Iving on a bay in the i-land of Knlnh. along with the towns of

Lumen (Lambri), Jaua, Katnh, and iMuiu,

.

Xow.iiri (loc. cit.) de-cribes the

sea of Lartiel us lormed by the -eae of Kalah. Juuah. and Funsih

.

and mentiou-

the cities ot Funsilr. Mulmiir. Lurewi. and /Toto/i a- being -ituated in the

•countrv of Knlul,.' Here, again, nnh— the country ot Kul,,/, (We-t co,i-t ot

the Malay Peninsula) has been raade by mi-tuke to iiielude al-,, the M’est coast

ot Sumatra, it is probable that Fansut city lelers to -ome village „u the Malav

part of the Malav i'enmsuia appea.s o. oa..- ..reo woowu .u-o by the name ot

Jura and is verv'likelv the country winch Ihii Batuta calls Ja„u/,, beiu-

noted besides tor'tlie production ot camphor derived, like tliat ot Jiaru.s, from the

aken to ne enuer Ol los I”—
- y

- Sec- Journal Foyal Asmtic fxn.ety tor 18<.ll,. p. 4!I>1. note.

* In the Juurnal Clin" BfUneh Riujnl .Fu'tu S'-ruty. vol. x.vi (l,S,S7j

;

also p. 3.8 ibid.
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ratlier than of Pausur, although there would be no very-

serious objection against the latter interpretation on account

of the final t (often equivalent to r in transcripts of foreign

toponymies) occurring in the Cantonese pronunciation, Pan-
tsut, of the term. There is further mentioned in the history

of the Ming dynasty, under the date 1415 circa, a country of

SS ^ Pan-tm-erh or Pan-hu-’rh, which Groeneveldt^ has

taken to be probably Marco Polo’s Fansur (i.e. Barus) on the

west coast of Sumatra, although it appears from both the

form of the name and the context of the narrative that some
place called Panchur in the Straits is more likely intended.^

Finally, the same Ming history contains a brief allusion to

a country M $> Kn-li-Pan-tisn, hitherto unidentified,

which seems likewise to have nothing to do with Bariis.^

^ *’ Essrtvs relatiu**- to ludo-Cliiuu,*’ ii, vol. i, p. 1(54.

- I'he passage beaiiuii ou the point ut issue reads a& iollo\s> in ijioeue\eldtV
translation: “About that time some followers of the imperial eu>oys [to Java]
had been driven by a storm to the country FanUu,, and a Javanese, hearing this,

paid a ransom for tliem. and brought them to the place where the king lived.”

As it w’ill readily be seen, the ctmte.xt makes >t extremely improbable that Bariis

on the west coast ot Sumatra is the place where the junk carrying the envoys
hound to Java from (‘hiua was diiven to. 1 cannot, therefore, agree witli

Uroeneveldt’s >umiise, turned later ou into a positive ;is^erti»)n by Parker (set*

A^xn-iic Qn/irterh/ Brruu’ lor Jauuarv, lyoo. pp. Id8-ld9), that the Ba/x^fsn-erJi

here alluded to in MarCi* Polo’s Fansur. 1 feel almost certain that it is, on the
contrary, the island of i’touhur (Pulo Pauchur), otherwise known as Medang
and Ransang, lying (!¥ the ea.'^t coast of Sumatra ; and. if not, .some place lower
do4vn the same coast, or on the we.stera shore of Borneo, bearing the name ot

-Pamhur, Banjur^ or something similai It is one ol these terms that is meant
to be represented bv rini-tsH-erh. \\hih‘ Fan^tsu or Pan-f.'^uf sj*ems invariablv
To refer to Baru-^ in C’hiue.'^e geographical literature.

“ See China B.ev\ea\ voL iv, p. 889, where all the iuiurmatiou gi\en from the
Ming hi-tories in that “there are heav\ rains in summer in this country.” In the

A-siaffc Quarterltj January, 1900. p. 1.89, Parker wrote: “ A state called

Knh-Finitsu (the word Kidi eUewhere meaning ‘ (‘alicut’} is stated to have sent

tribute between 1403 and 1424, but there is nothing further said by which this

"tate can be identified” : and further ou “1 notice on a modem English map
a large island called I^mchor off the coast [ol Sumatia], opposite Malacca
and JSiugapore: but whether the Chinese Calicut-Fansur [&«] and plain Fansur
ot the records are, both or either ot them, the same place with Panchor, or with

the Fansur marked on the Chinese map [published by Phillips], I cannot sa}.*’

I’rofessor Sehlegel, in his turn, contidentl) asserted in thi- ’Fuany-F>i<j (vol. \,

1899, p. 290. uute) that the Arabic FansUr i< the tran.'-cript of runihnr, and
therefore to be identified with Fulo Famhm off the east mast or Sumatra.
This, from what we have said above, seems unlikely to be the cose. As regards

KuU-.PantsH, however, I am oi opinion that it i*- almost certainly tin- leudering
ot Euh-panchur, KiviVa - Panchur. Koli-hanjar (cl. Banjar-hnlam — ‘Little

Banjar,’ the name given to Sulu), or some '.irailar term. A village called

Kwala-Panchur is to he found at the junction of a •'mall affluent w'ith the
Malacca River, Central Malacca di'>trict (see Denny'-' “ De.-'eriptive Dictionaiy ot
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In Malay literature Barns is referred to in the Chronicle

of Pasai^ some time before the foundation of Sumatra city

(say about a.d. 1270, or slightly earlier), while it appears

under the form Fasuri a modification of Fansur,

in the account, evidently compiled from records originally

written in Arabic, of the introduction of Isliimism into

Sumatra (in about 1280-90) given in the “ Sejarah Malayu.”^

That Fasuri here means the Barus district is evidenced by the

route described as having been followed by the ship carrying

the Muslimic mission from Southern India to Fasuri

(Barus); Lamhrl, Lameri, or PuIoFLannrl ( )

;

and Aru or Earn, (east coast of Sumatra).

Turning now to the origin and history of the term Fansur

or Fansur as a designation for camphor, and especially for

that of the quality produced at Barus, I have no doubt that

this term has originated from the Sanskrit hTig: or

(Fd)hsuh, Pdmsiih), denoting a kind of camphor, which word,

brought over to Indo - China by the stream of Indu

emigration and trans - oceanic trade, underwent several

curious transformations which it will be of interest to study.

I do not know how far back into Sanskrit literature that

word may be traced, but it must be very ancient, and it

is not unlikely that we have it in Pdmsurdstra, the name

of a people—and obviously also of a country—referred to

British Malaya,” p. 18S. s.v.)
;
but I am little ineliued tu iicdit it with being

the place the Chinese annalist' had in view. There exi.'t'. furthenn. ne, a village

Kalapanzin (whose name .actually spells COCOOsO^iaoSs = Kula-

panc‘han) on the homouynioU' river, a tiibutary tioni the light of the Mayu

River, in the Akyab district, Arakau ; now giving its name to the circle of

Kalapanzin (see Koolfpanzeng in the “ BntL'h Burma G.azetteir," vol. ii, p. 272)^

which may perhaps lay a better claim to identilication with the Chiuese KuU-

Fantsu.

* See Maire’s ” Hi.stoire dc' rois de I’a'cy," Pari', lS7t. p. 27.

2 Op. cit., pp. IIO-HI: and Icyden’,' “Malay .Vimab,” p. 67. where the

term is spelt Pasurl, after a reading occurring m the Singapore edition

of that chronicle (ch. rii, p. 82).
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in the Mahabharata,’ probably lying in tbe south of India.

As the word in question means also ‘ dust/ ‘ dirt,’ and

^crumbling soil,’ it must have originally designated either

erude or powdered camphor. How it came to he applied

to the best quality of, and to refined, camphor is a mystery

to me. In Pegu we find the term first under the form

P‘hiimniasdin (COQzS^= Bhummasin), denoting, according

to Stevens,’ cnide camphor. But in reality, it is to the

camphor extracted from the Bhimea halmmifera— a large

half-shrubby weed, common in waste grounds and abandoned

hill gardens in Arakan, Pegu, Tenasserim, and several parts

of Siam and IMalaya—that it specifically applies. From the

Mon or Talaing language the term drifted into Burmese

under the form P‘hong-matheing or Pdmmmathien (written

Pdiummaaim, P‘hiimmamn), where it designates
to
the Blumen and also, according to Judson, punfio<l camphor.®

From the Moil as well, it is probable that tbe word was

adopted into Siamese, in which it appears as Pdiimsen and

Pdiain-sen (Bi/ii-^en, Bumsen). It is here, however, applied

to the Betonica officinalis, and to refined camphor, especially'

Borneo or Buriis camphor
;
common and Chinese camphor

being called Kdrabun (from the Sanskrit harpura), and the

Blumea hahamifera being known instead a.s Nat ^Tun-Ndt),

^ See Profe-i-ior Hall’s ed. of AVikon’.-? Visnu Puruna, M)1. ii, p. IGl.
- EnHi."!! and Pe^'uau Vocabulary, Raii'joon, 189^, j). 10, ^ s.

^ Eurmet'e and Eugli-'li Dictionary, Rangoon, 188i>, p. 419. '-.v. Jiid-nn i--

I’omplett'ly ini'jtalven in that it mean-' '“the camphor tue, Lau/'i/s

cumphoru." a-' Ma-^ou wa.-' aPo cMoiig, and with him lialtour (m-p hi- •• (’vclopicdia

of India,*’ 3rd ed., vol. i, p. 300), in taking it to designate the ’Bhini'n pinudis.

The plant implied i-, a- I hii\e endea\oured to ppr-onally u-certain, the IjJmnfa

hnhamifern. ThU is termed Chii^a or Chapn bv the Malays in the Pcniii'’Ula,

and Nv Suiiihurvi in Java (see Forbes ^Vat'^on’s “ Index to the Xauies
of Indian Plants.’* London. ISGS, p. d3‘2), xvhere it aNo grow-.. The Taioycr^

make an impure camphor from it by a verx .-jjmple process : and «o do the Siame-o

and other population-^ <d Indo-f’hina. The product, in it-^ refined tonn, appear-,

identical in all it-t properth'- with rhine-'t* camphor. In Thnii th'' camphor
known a-’ Xgai i-. said to be derived aKo from the Wunua.
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and utilized in some parts of the country for the extraction

of camphor.*

Now, it is most surprising that, while in Malay the

camphor obtained I'rom the Dryobalanops is designated kdpur,

and that produced by the same kind of tree in Barus is

termed Kapur BCirits ( ih ,
a name wrongly applied

also to Borneo camphor, it came to he alluded to as Fansur

or Pansitr [Pdmsura) by the early foreign traders.^ This

fact cannot be accounted for otherwise than by admitting

that the latter term must have been originally imported

into the Barus district by the pioneer Indu merchants, and

that it was subsequently adopted there for the camphor-trees

of the place {Bryobalauops aromatica, Gaertn,, Dipterocarpe(e).

It is scarcely as yet understood, even to this day, that this

lofty tree grows only in North Borneo, Labuan, North-West

Sumatra, and in the Indau district of Johor, although there

is evidence of its being formerly spread nearly all over the

southern part of the Malay Peninsula.^ It yields two

' It is Iitteu pliinted iu tlie ueigiibuurbixiil iir iu trout i>t lioiises, and twigs of

it are stuck about gates autl iloorway-. on account ot theii being- reputed very

efficient spirit-scarers. Powdered, tlie wood and bark are a--cd in inhalations tor

the cure ot various couipbiints.

- The name is otten spelt^i^s t: * ? (A/o/.vd/-, instead in the

relations ot the .Arab travelleis, owing to the very close siiiiilaiity bi-taeen

the letters > (/) and J (f). m> apt to induce eicpjists ot MSS. into perpetrating

mauv a calan,:. Other variauts lre()uently met with on account ot the

imperfections ot the- Arabic alphabet {Fmxiii) and. theiicetium.

See Mas'udi m llarlcierde .Meynard's Prairies d'Ui," Yol. i,p. :j 3 fj
•

Reinaud. op. cit., t. ii. p. 10; Uuyard's Geographic d'Aboullhda,’' t. ii’

p. 127 ;
DimashkI iu Mehren. op. cit., p. 16, note, tor the reading Fanfii,- : etc]

To the spellings Fumrl and i'ff*«i-i~evidcnt!y dericed from the .irahic
: r-lirnnu*l»'s Vijivp nlit-niK- tillnrl,.,! r.

uorreciiw'.s wi v-
- enrpn [Pacr,)..

i.e Fdxai). which, he s.iys. al-o produces camphor. I have since noticed that

in the amemled passage from Serapiou printed In hulauiitr in the

Asiattqne tor 1646. p. 220. no other reading hut Fo.xih- occur-.

= In the Malay Peuiusula it is said to .K-cur at pre-cut onK at lli, headwati rs

ot the Madek ami Kahaug Rivers t«a, tributaries of the

collected by the .Jakuii tribes ot that district and tlie prodnci- sold to the Chinese
at Kwala Indau (see StmitxBramh R A.S.. Ao. -je, pp. -ej,

;j,s,

The bend of the Indau River at about eleveu uules ironi it.s mouth is, I notice

caUed TAnk Kapur, meumng ' < amphor ( ote. his was. no doubt, the oh’i

camphor mart in this part ol the Peninsula. Another must Pave existed -R or
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distinct products, viz., (1) Barns camphor, (2) camphor-
•oil {Mimjak hupur). The Blumea hahannfera is, on the

nrai' the niinith ot the Jolier Itivor, whither a “'ood deal ot the camphor collected
in the Iiidau district was presuTnahly convey^ overland acrot'S the Avatershed.
Dennys, in hi?, Diotitmary of British Malaya,” p. ISl. reports that camphor is

produced in the Kemuman district (between Pahang and Tringanu)
;

and at
p. 29o has tile t'ollowing passage: “The camphor-tree is also said still to grow
in some parts of Perak. Formerly it was abundant, but it has been almost
exterminated by the collectors in the more accessible parts of the countiy.” On
p, 67 he alludes to its existence in the basin of the Benuini liiver, further down the
western side of the peninsula, Avhere, however, he says, it is not collected hv
the local tribes. It is. therefore, perfectly clear that at no verv remote date
cumplior-trees identical with those at Barns were plentitul all over the hill tracts
ot the southern part of the Peninsula, from at least the 4th or .3th paiallels ot
Northern latitude dowmvaids, and that at the time ol the Aiah traders (ninth
to toui’teeiith eentuiy) the collection ol the ilmg must have been in lull swing,
not only in the south, hut also in the north, where it wa.s obtained troni the
Fhhiiea shrubs. The subsequent decline of the trade and present scantiness ot
Fnjohahotops trees have been brouglit about by the extermination of the trees

themselves for the extiactiou of the valuable product.
Analogous must have beim the case with Sumatra. Here, we have rii in the

preceding note, Garcia mentions camphor as being produced in Pasai in his time
(1593); Marco Polo r(;cords its existence 'mLuhihr'f, Dimaidiki {circn 1300), in

^rshir (probably Acheh, i.c. Achin) and ItiMk (jierhaps Kning Baba Bay)

:

all these being places in the extreme north ol the island, where it does not appeal
that any camphor-trees are lett at present. Further, Dimashki states that some
ot the host camphor comes from Herirah (Mehren, op. cit., pp. 199 and 201).
which, we shall demonstrate in due course, is the Haran i country in Palerabang,
East Sumatra, ivhence no such product is now heard ot. In more recent times

Beaulieu (1621) speak- of camphor being found, besides at Barus. at Sinkel

(noith-Avest of Barus), and at Batahnm ^Batang di-trict. south-ea-t of Baru-
nnd below Tapanuli). Avhich i- not, however, surprising, as the range ot it-

present production still extends as far south as Natal, only a little above tin*

<‘<|uator. The native name of the Ih-yobalunop'i tree in Sumatra is, according to

Filet, Simur-hanfalnan, and, according to others. Sunara-hnnfatiar, Mam-
himtaijnn, etc. (see "'Essays relating to Indo-China,” 1st series, vol. i. p. 41
note, and F. AYatson’s "-Index,” p. 524).

I hu\e deemed it necessary to bring forward the above eAideiice a- to the

lact. as Vet Very little known and imder-tood by niort of tho-e interested in

ancient Oriental geography, of the former wide distribution ot the camphor-tree-
ull over the southern part of the Malay Peninsula and the northern halt ot

Sninatia, in order to show how carele— were those modern Avrit(‘rs wlio, from
the mere lact of a particular spot or district being mentioned in the lolation-

of ancii nt travellers as camphor-producing, at once endeavoured to tind for it

a plac»‘ either at Baiiis or Borneo, in -pite ot evidence to the contrary being in

-ome cases overwhelming. The Malay I’enm-ula will hencetortli have to In-

leckoiied with as well in similar instances, and it will then be found at tim< s that

-ome of the most puz/lmg ({uesthms ot hi-torical geo.grujihy connected with the

M.ilay .-Vrchipolago and the Indo-Chine-e mainland will become easier to -ohr.

Serapion, it should be observed, remarks (loc. cit.) that camphor was in lii-

time exported, amongst other places, from the rountrie- ot KaUth,
;

Znb^-j :

and Hf’roij or ITaranj, Ji
^
all (exeept perhaps Zdhfj^ situated on the Malay

li'iiinsula and adjoining mainland. “ But,” he proeeod- to say. “the best conu-s

trom lltrenj, which is Little (’hina." Dulauiier’s attempted identitication ot thrs

country with Borneo is, to say the least of it, absurd. The capital of little China
was, according to Si'rapion's conteraporary. Captain Bozorg (see •• Mer\eiUes de
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contrary, far more widely distributed, its area including,,

besides Asam, Arakan, Pegu, the Malay Peninsula, Western

Siam, the north-eastern part of Luang P'hrah Bang, and

Western Tonkin, also Java, the Moluccas, and part of

Southern India, especially KonkanJ From the significant

I’Inde,” p. 92), Khanfu = ilarco Polo’s Ganfa\ hence there seems

to be no doubt that Chinese camphor from the south China coast is meant,

and Haranj may stand for Kraiine, Kraunca, or some similar word (see ahove,

p. 244, Krauma-dvipu), unless it he a corrupt transcript of Kedi-eiij, Kerdenj,

or Kadranj (v. supra, pp. 198 et seq.).

* For easily comparable evidence as regartls its presence in the north-east of

Luang P'hrah Bang I may refer to the following passage horn the “Voyage an
Laos” (Paris, 1898, p. 196, n.) by Dr. Lefevre, who has, however, omitted

to botanically identify the plant:—“Les environs de Huong-Hett [Miiang Het,
about fifty mUes noiih-east of Ltiang P'hrah Bang as the crow flies, and near
the Tonkin frontier] sont couverts de brousse parmi laquelle on remaique de
nomhreux petits arbustes couverts de feuilles lanceolees, velues et blanchatres.

C’est la plants connue sous le nora de ‘camphree.’ Les feuilles hroyees entre

les doigts exhalent une forte odeur de campfire. Les Chinois en retirent, par
1’ ebullition et la condensation de la vapeur, un produit cristalliii analogue an
campfire de Borneo, et qu’ils veudent tres-cher.”

Next, as to the existence of the same shrub in the adjoining highlands of Tonkin,
it will .suffice to give the follou-iug extract from I'fumoiitier’s paper on “The
Black River” (printed in the China litvieic, vol. ix, see p. 14.5), where, it will

be seen, the author has likewise failed to identify the plant:—‘'Camphor is

obtained in certain districts from a sort ot plant having- many points analogous

to the Cumphorosmn iloii-peliaca, L. This plant grows, with a vigour quite

exceptional, just as well on mountain lands as in the plain; it is biennial, and
reproduces it.self -without extraneous aid

;
it is not indigenous to the coimtrv,

but is said to have been introduced by the Chinese [fvery probably a mistake],

who cultivated it for a long period, ti’ince their departure this industry has been
almost abandoned. The natives call the plant Da'i-hi, and the aitide of
commerce, which is called Bang-phicn, is obtained in a most rudiiiientarv i\av.”

etc. I have since found out from several Annamese here that this plant is "tlie

same as the Siamese Xut, i.e. the Blnmea balsamifi'io that it grows al-n in

Annam, although it is there very little used, except for medicinal purposes ;

and that its name i- spelt Kbi-BTii-bi (in Chinese Tu-pei or Tui-pci).

I do not find any mention of this plant in Bretschneider's “ Botanicon Sinicmn.”

The term Bang-p‘hien { Chin. Fhiff’pi'U, lit. 'iru-k"':’ or ‘ ice-kuki". ’k

applied by tlic C’liiufse to Bdrus camphor ("^ee Grofmevf hit, op. cit.. p. 200'!, ;uul

hitherto etymoio'^ically uutrared. is, iu some part-> ot Annitm. ]n’on<.uuced

unCL appears to me to be most certamiy a derivative ut the BuiTiie'*e

F'hu/nmathicn, Siamese F'‘hiin6Pn^ Arab aud Sau''krit FCnif^tih. ]Mv
Annamese int'omiaiits cou'*ider it, in tact, to be the ^ame muuI an

There can, thereiure, he no doubt that it is a foreign imported teim, aud not an
indigenous Chinese word. Moreover. Nicolo Conti enumerates eamplior amony^

the products of Carapa (Ramusio, vol. i, p. 341 rteto'.

A<i;ain, as regards Siam, eamplior is mentioned as one ot the profluetioU" of tlie

country', on the one hand, as early as a.d. 607, in the CIiiirm' account ot

the embas‘'V to Ch'ik-t'/( (Sukhothai) at that date (.see Ma Tuau-liu, op. cit.,

p. 474) ;
and on the other as late as the seventeenth century in tlie Spanish

account translated iu John Bowing’s ‘‘ Siam,” vol. ii. p. 100. Tlie •* Ta TsiiiiL;'

Hwei Tien,” published 1820, enumerates camphor and camphor-oil among the
articles .sent by Siam as ‘tribute’ to Cliina (si'e China R'-vinr, v»d. xii. p. 99} ;
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fact of the plant in question being indigenous to the Indian

Peninsula/ it is but legitimate to infer that the term

I)ut
^

these, I have ascertained, were derivtitl at that period from the Malay
Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo. At the earlier dates referred to above, however,
there is ample reason to suppose that the camphor spoken of as being produced
in Siam was, lor the most part, obtained locally from the Bliunea balsaniifera.

^ That camphor was at one time produced in India, no doubt from the

BJnmea, appears indisputable from the following evidence I have collected from
reliable source^; :— (1) Ma Tuan-Iin (op. cit., p. 524) speaks of it having been

sent as tribute to Cliina between a.d. 627 and 649, by the kingdom of ^
or % 14 #I5> JT-chang-pang^ in the south ot Central India ”

—

evidently either Oddff, Odra, Urdu, UtJcala [Ovia^d), ov Audumha mayhap
Ucchangl in Gujarat: but not, I should think, Jhdamba or = Kachar.

(2) The state of ^ ^ 0li»
Mo-lo-chii-ta (= Mfddhita, Malaga, or

Malabar), says the '‘P*ei-wen Yun-fu’^ (see China Review, vol. xiii, p. 384),

is the southernmost of the Shan, tribe on the sea-coa&t. It produces the

fi 91 Lnng-nao Jisiang (lit. ' Naga-brain perfume,’ or camphor, the

equivalent ot the Sanskrit Karpura, according to EitePs “ Handbook oi Chinese

Buddhism,’' 2nd ed., p. 72, s.v. ; and of Camphor - Baros according to

Groeneveldt, up. cit., p. 260).

(3) Camphor, according to Mas‘udl (see Barhier de Meynard’s “ Prairies

d'Or,” t iii, p. 40), was collected in the pr<»vince ot Mnnsurah ^Middle Sindh) and
other part? ui India. In t. i, pp 378-9, the same author says that the name of

that province is denved Irom 2lanshr, who had been one of its governors (about

the middle ot the eighth century). General Cunningham (“ Amuent Geography
of India,” p, 271) accepts his ^e^sion, which may be quite cunx-ct. I must point

out, however, that the place-name in question is so strikiugly similar to Pamsuh
or Painstlra, af to “Ugge-'t the suspicion that it may somehow he ctinnected with

that Indii tern tor camphor, especially '^iiice that drug was one ot its pioduetions
;

or else that it may ])e a -urvival oi a rotoratiou ot the old toponymio Pd/hUodstra
already alluded tu above. At all CAcuts it seems pretty well certain, trom the

toreguing extrart>, that camphor was lung ceutuiies ago produced iu considerable

quautities m India—a faet wliich I liave mver s,-uu hiuuglit forward as yet in

any puhli<-atioii—and that it Avas, almost bevond doiibt, collected trom the hlnmea
riirub. Pel•hap^ tho.'.e aaiio have at tlndr dripiwil a larger "tock of Avorks of

reference than I po'^es" Avill he able to add other eAulence to that here set

forth.* In tile uioautiine, in aucav ot the uiideniabh* tact (d' the existence of

camphor a product ot anciimt India, and «'pecially its West coast, it seems

passing strange that th.it diug not oulv did O'.i-ape mention iu We'-tem classical

literatuie, but remained, ap}>arently, altogrther unknown to the Gieeks and

Roman-, dt'spite the trefjuent intercourse they had Avitli the part ot India just

reterred to. I’his can be accounted tor in no othei wa\ than 1)} a-suniing that to

the Indus theiiLselvi s the ilrug, and the method ot extiacting it from the Blmnea,

did not become known uutil about the dawn ot the medituAai periud. In fact, aj>

tar as I am aivaie. it does not seem to be reterred to until st>mewliat later iu either

Sanskrit or Puli liter.iture. The earliest mentinn of camphor hitherto discovered

is said to occur lu Arabic, in the poems ot liuru-l-Kiiis. an Arabian prince who
lived in Hadi-amaut, by the Gult ot Aden, in the si.xtli century. The name

he uses tor it,
,
Kdfur—eAulentlv deriA'tri. like our ‘camphor.’ trom the

* Serapion, up. cit., says that camphor comes eAcn irom Sofiila. Hoav far thi<»

is correct I am unable to judge.
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Panmih was imported therefrom, and that the same early

Indu traders who applied it to the Dryobalanopn trees of

Barus must have given it as well to the Bltimea shrubs of

the Malay Peninsula and contiguous regions.

Another no less surprising inconsistency in the Further-

Indian terminology of camphor is, that while the camphor

produced by the Dryohalanops, and coming from either

Barus, Borneo, or the southern part of the Malay Peninsula,

is in Burma named after Biirus — it being known

in Mon Prut, and in Burmese as 0^00 ,

Pariit (pron. Parouk),—in China, on the other hand, the

term Barus is employed only for camphor-oil in the forms

^ P'o-lii Esiaug {Ba-lut Perfume), and ^
P‘o-/« Kau {Ba-lut Balm). Groeneveldt (op. cit., p. 261)

rightly reports that “ the name of Polut \_P'o-lHf, Bd-lnf] is

said to be derived from the country where it is found

(Baros).” ' Camphor - Biirus is, according to the same

Sanskrit Kurpid'u, Pali Kappuru—ahowo that by that time the ilru^ had become
known to the Indus. 'Whether the term KarpHta uas applied to it long before

PSksnh, or vice vena, I am unable to say, hut it would be interesting to a^i ertain.

In any case it is probable that the introduction ot the latter into the Malay
Peninsula and Sumatra took place at about the same period. The term Kmpuru
occurs, I notice, in the “ Katha Sarit Sagaia ’ (iu the -tory ot Princes,

s

Karpunka, the camphor-maiden, rvhose father is rcpre.-ented as ghing lunijie (,t

the drug as a mairiage present), the fir-t redaction ot which is piit down at about

A.D. .500. Among the other numerous Sanski-it names applied to camphoi,

I desire to call attention to two especially as probably beauiig on the .subject

of the present inquiry, viz., Canilrabhui-maii (lit. ‘ Moon-a'lic- ,uul Sumu/i.

Of the first we may have a mutilated representattve in Jlatco PoIo\

the Portuguese Pacem, otherwise known as Pasei (Pusai), a^ district, we have
seen, noted for camphor, and therefore probably named origiually, or nick-

named as time went by, from that drug. In the second we haye, us likely as

not, a foreshadowing of the term Sumatra, applied to the distiict iimiiedia'telv

adjoining ere it became the generic designation for the whole isl.uul, Fi,,nj

Sumah, the Javanese word Sumhun for the Pitum/a referred to in a pn-ceding note

is probably also derived.

' In the Asiatic Quarterh/ Renetv of Januaiy, PJl'O, p- l.S'J. Paikcr make-
the following remarks;—‘‘Colonel Yule .seems a tune o\er-zcalous in twistino-

barus (camphor) round to be the same word as^aosor daiinphor). Tk,.

pronounced p^olilh (having retrospectively and provably the etynu,logical power
harut) is as old as the first Chinese knowledge ot^ the Archipelago, and is used in

reference to the best ‘dragon-brain’ camphor L.'
. tin.- cecuis to be an en-or, and

we should probably read camphor-oil, see ahovej brought by traders liom Jaia,

Sumatra, and other Arcliipehigan states. It is true two ( hinese autlu.rities sa\

the said camphor comes from pohih .state (almost the same word).
. .

But Pantsu is a stray word [? !J, 1,000 years younger than Barut [this mav be
true only in so far as Chinese liteiatuie is conceruedj. uith uhidi it cannot
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authority, generally called in the Chinese f| Lung-

mo Hsiang (‘ Dragon’s-hrain Perfume’), or yJC ,
Ping-gnen

(‘Icicles’). The former name, he goes on to state, “has

probably been invented by the first dealers in the article,

who wanted to impress their counti’ymen with a great idea

of its value and rarity.” *

])o^sibiy have any etyniolocrical connection [an opinion wkii-h I euclnv>e on the
basis of the evidence I brin^* lonvaid in the present section].” I-tsin^', in

Takakusu’s translation (“Record of the Buddhist Religion,” etc.), i'^ made to

mention “ Baroos camphor ” twice (pp. and 129) : hut as no Chinese character.*'

are given, we are unable to guess whether the term used in the original is P'-o-ltl

or a different one. I should think it is different, from the tact that, as we have
'Pen, I-tsing records the name of the Bariis di-'triet, or opposite i*'land.s, in the
lorm P'o-hi-ihlh.

^ The Chinese name loi the iudigcuoiw cauiphoi -laurel is
,

i.'hnng \ and

that o± its product Chnna-nno, in the >outh. but §^, t'h'aV'nno,

in the north. The former term i*' slid to be deriveil from ^ Yh-chaur^,

the ancient uanic <if Kiang-si, because the tree grew there (s=e trile*''' Chinese

Diet., S.V., 39S). It would be interesting to know how tar hack the^e tenn& for

liK’ul, and those above for foreign, camphor can he traced in Clune'*e literatuie.

Another term, already noticed a^^ occurring in Chinese, i== ^ ^ ^ Chk-p^o-lo

according to Gib- (^.v..9412;. and ^ ^ CJi>f‘-pu-Iu {K'ct~

jM-lii), aecuiding to Kitel ("Handbook,*’ p. 72'i, evidently denied tiom the

.Sanskiit KarpPi'i—oi. more likely "tin, trom the P.'di Koiip'/fn—lather than,

as Giles as>eits, s.v,, 9412. "from tin* Malay kZtp>ii\" wliieh a non-Malay
word derived likeivise trom eithei Pali or ?>an^krit. ugauK the traU'cri])tion

ot the Indo-Chinese p^himsi'P and Correlated terms in "Uch a manner a^ to con\ey
the ineauiug of ‘iciole-'’ or ‘ iee-llakc''’ (P<w-/>ie/f), I am ot opinion that it must
have been suggested by the idea of coolness attached tir^t by the Indu-', and
atterwards by the Arab-, to that -uh-tanee. In >San'-krit unuphor i", in tact, called

Jfimavf'ikfilii. and named ('lovlriu -SWart'. etc., after the nioou, who'-e iullueuce is

legarded a^ cool. Among the Arab authors Aiiceuua -ais that eamjdior i-' ot

a cold nature, an opinion end*.r.-ed several centuries uiteiwards b\ Garcia in his
" Histnria Aromatum,*’ and Ibii Katuta tells us that the kind ol • ani])hor called

Hardalah, baling attained tlie highest degne ol cold, G capable ot killing a muu
liy congealiug liis breath (Delremcry’s trails!., t. i\, ]>. 21] . However,
Serapion states in Dulaurier’.s translation {JoHniid t. viii. 1S4G.

p. 219): " Ce> diverges especes de caniphre simt chuiHees ]Kir la suhliiuation et

donnent un rawjjhvt hhnv, f-n qm r>-'<si)Hhh.}it. ffjur hi mu' hinPs

(k vern dan> lesquelles il sutdt cette operatiim. On Tappclle .dois

prepan."’ Hence, 1 think, the (‘hhiese idea (»t calling tlie j)ri>dii'-t rhun-ptm.

‘omparing it to ice-flakes, as transparent glass dots not -ccin to havo bceumi-

known in China until the seyenth or eighth tenturies.

The term Mi-nao, ^ ri-
' rice-camphoi,’ applied hv the diincsf to the

second qiialitv of that suhstame, and spelt Mei-iifto by Hwang Jlsing-t-’Cng

(a.d. 1.y 20'>, has, perhaps, it has been suggested, “a coiiiRctiou with the s^und
ot the native name ot the tree. Maihivpiia ['] (ct. Porter Smith’s * ('hiiii sc

Materia Medica,’ p. 19'.” See Oana Jlvrifv\ vol iii, ])j). 222. 221.

As no one lias, to mv kno\vledg<‘, -o far thought of coTn])iiring the names
recorded for camphor bv various Arab and f^hiiie-'e writeis nt mtili.cial tinu^s^

I have def'med it worth the while t«i present theaii togetlua he'i’e in table lorni:—
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Ibn Batiita, strangely enough, although speaking (May,

1345) of camphor in Sumatra and Mula-Javah, makes no
mention whatever of Fansur. All he does is to describe

the method of collecting the drug, and the properties of the

latter from what he learned at Kahulah (some port on the

East coast of the Malaj^ Peninsula), and says that the plants

producing it are reeds, which gives rise to the suspicion

that the drug was there obtained from Blumea shrubs rather

than from stately Bryohalanops trees4 He may, however,

be quite right after all, as some of the purest P‘himsen or

Ping-pien camphor obtainable in Indo-China is, I am assured

found in the joints of a particular kind of bamboo.^

* See “Voviige.^ d’Ibu B.itoutah,” translated bv Detremerv A Sanoniuetti
t. iv, pp. 240-1.

’

’ It may or may not be a (juite distinct product trom the well-known Tahashlr
which is a siliceous concretion occm-ring in the joints ot the female bamboo
3ind also in the cocoanut of the Straits according to Newbold (vol. i, p. 444)]
The bamboos containing the valuable substance are said to be very seldom met with'.
This notwithstanding, the hearsay evidence we have brought forward is more than
suflScient by itself to absolve Ibn Batuta from the charge, if not of carelessness at
least of defective memory brought against him by Dulaurier (in Journal Asiatique,
February, 1847, p. 1-3) and others. The eiplanation ventured upon by some ot
his commentators that he took the bamboo canes or boxes in w'hich the diuir is

kept for the plant producing it i*, to say the Ic.ast, childish. The account he gives
is precise enough to make it clear tliat either Blumfu stalks, or perhaps bamboos
were the plants from which camphor was collected at Mula-Jiimh. He very
likely did not see them, but only heard the story told him to that effect, just as it

happened with me as regards the caniphor-produeing hamhoos at the present day.
From the circumstance of his not mentioning F»n<siir we may deduce that his
Kakula is not Angkola (\1'. ffumatra), as Van der I.ith has wihllv conjectured
(“ ilerveilles de Tlnde,” pp. 2.39-40). Had Ibn Batuta been on the coast
s'outerminous to the inland district ot .Vunkola he could scarcely have omitted
to spe.ik of Earus, which lies close by. Xor is it likely that Mul-Javah the
country where the port of Kakula was situated, is Java, as has la-en no' less

wildly' fancied. All indications concur in jioiuting to places on the east coast
of the Malay I’eniiisula. with names ringiug like distant erhoe- of the Btolemaic
Koli (if not exactly Takola nor Kokkonagara) and Perimula

(
=

Java ?). The triple coincidence in the mention ot (1) stone walls sm-rounilino.

city, (2) abundance of elephants, which are employed also in warfare ° and
(3)' scarcity of horses in the country, oirun'ing in almu-t the same words in the

accounts of (i) Kiihila by Ibn Batuta and (ii) Ko-lo (^ ^) hy Ma Tuan-lin

<op. cit., pp. 414-1.5), seems to point to the unmstakeable identity of the two
places, and therefore, coufiim the location ot Kaknla on the east coast of the
Malay Peninsula at either Kelantan (v. ante, p. 10.5) or Ligor. I-tsingks com-
mentator mentions a Kn-ko-la, or Kn-ko-ra (Takakusu, op. eit., p. 129), producing
white cardamom . This pkice, rather than with Kakula, 1 would prefer to identi tv

with Krakor in Kamboja. a district .so named trom the wild, or bastard, cardamom
growing there, which is locally known as Krakor {Grariai). (See Avinonier’s
“ Cambodge,” vol. i, Paris, 1900, p. j227. This plant must the Siamese lliu,
botanically Amummn xanthioides (Mallich). Kukalu is, of eoiiise, the Arab
and Persian word for cardamom : hut whether it he derived from the Khmer
Krakor, or this, as seems more probable, from it, I am unable to sj^.^
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The above considerations will, it is hoped, have made
it perfectly evident that the Iiidii-imported term Pcuhsuh
and its Indo-Chinese derivatives (P'hummaaein, P‘/n'msen,

Bing~thien, etc.), while originally designating more especially

the produce of the Phimea huhantiferu, which they still do
to a large extent in Further India, came to be adopted in

the sequel among Western (chiefly Arab) traders, under
the form Fansur, as a specific name for the camphor
irom the Pryohulanojm trees, exported at first, apparently

exclusively, from Barns
;
and blossomed forth later on into

a toponymic applied to the Bariis district itself, on account

of its most characteristic and valuable product.

The appearance of the word Faiisur in thi.s new role

does not, however, seem to date further back than the

tenth century, for as late as a.d. ISol >Sulairaun still speaks,

as we have seen, of camphor- yielding plantations called

Fansiir in the island oi Pannu (North-West Sumatra); and

it is not until A.n. 943 that we hoar, in Mus'ildi’s “ Meadows
of Gold,”' of the country of Knnsur— evident!}', as

we have shown, a clerictd slip tor^.y-jx.*, F(iit_srir (= PCuitiith,

Pdmsur). Whereas. a> a botanical term and a name for

camphor, the word in question is undoubtedly of far higher

antiquity, and may po.ssibly enter into the composition of

the ancient Indian place-name PutiixKi-uxlni. its topographical

application to a portion of Further India [Bun'ts district)

is apparently not traceable further back into history than

the date above- referred to. It follows, therefore, that it

cannot have any etymological connection whatever, as has

been before this conjectured by some inquirers, with the

toponymic Bdnlx, which possesses a far older record, and

can be traced into the mists of ages through tlie Bdlux

(Island) of the Mukhtasar, the L(i>i[/-P‘o-/ii-xz (Lam-Bariis)

of the T‘ang chronicles, the P'o-Iu-shih of I-tsing’-' memoirs

(a.d. 671-695), the P'o-lu (Bdlut camphor or camphor-oil

district) of earliest Chinese Archipelagan navigation, and

the Bamsai (Islands) of Ptolemaic fame, to a still older
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term, presumably of Sanskrit-Pali origin and of the form

Parnsa ov Pharusa (= ‘fierce,’ ‘savage,’ ‘ cruel ’), evidently

applied to the aborigines of that district by the Indu

pioneers of Tar-Eastern trade, probably several centuries

before the dawn of the Christian era.

The five Barusai islands of Ptolemy presumably include,

besides Pulo Nias, the three largest Banyaks (Bangkaru or

West Biinyak, Tuwangku or Great Banj^ak,’ and Ujong-hiitu

or Little Banyak) ;
and either Pulo Tiipak (Flat Islands)

or the neighbouring Si-Malur (also known, but incorrectly,

as Pulo Babi), provided this last has no claim to be included

among the Maniolai. The centre of the Barusai group,

lat. 1° 4' N. corrected, falls, as will he seen from the map,

on the parallel passing through the middle of Pulo Nias.

Sabadeibai, three islands (Nos. 98 and 161).

I have Identified these with Si-Berut (the Good Fortune

Island of the Dutch) and the neighbouring islands of the

Bcitit group. There is said to be a district called Seibi in

Si-Berut, after which this island appears to have been

formerly designated. In fact, John Crisp, in his account of

the inhabitants of the ‘ Poggy ’ Islands, etc.,- refers to “ some

island to the northward [of that group] which they call

St/bee.” The islands in the region under consideration are

usually named from either some stream, bay, or settlement

existing on them. When several of such conspicuous topo-

graphical features occur on any one island, this latter becomes

* Tuwangku, and not Tumoii/ka : as well as Bimi/ul; = ‘ numerous

and not Banjak (which is the Dutch spelling), ,as I <-ee printed in the Admiraltj-

maps and in the “ China Sea Directoiw” (4th ed., 1896, vol. i, pp. 279-80).

- Published in A»iatie Seseaie/ien, toI. vi. pp, 77-91; and rcpriuted in

“Essays relating to Indo-China.” I,--! .‘-eries vol. i, jjp. 66-76. The passage

here ret'en-ed to occuns on p. 72 of the hi-t-named publication. .See also

footnote 1 appended thereto hv the editor as reganU the Seibi distric t, ot which

I do not find any mention in the niap- and hooks lying at my di-po.-al.
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more often than not known by various distinct names. The

quasi-certainty of Si-Berut having been in the past better

known as Seihi or Saihi is quite sufficient, I think, to account

for the term Sabadeibai used by Ptolemy in connection with

the group formed by this with the Batu Islands. Sabadeibai

«imply means, in fact, Saba-iUpa or Saha-dvipa, i.e. ‘ Islands

of Saba,’ or, as we take it, of Seibi or Saibi. The name

Si-Bend itself is, it will be seen, not ver}^ different from

either Seibi, Saihi, or Saba. There maj', of course, have

existed some place similarl}' named on the opposite coast of

Sumatra, as there are even now several further southward,^

after which the islands in question may have come to be

designated
;
but in the absence of indications as regards the

former, and in view of the fact of the other places just

alluded to being too far away south to answer our purpose,

we shall rest content with merely tracing the origin of the

Ptolemaic toponvmic under discussion to Seiht or Saibi, thus

locating it no further than Si-Beriit and adjacent islands.®

Ptolemy describes the inhabitants of the Sabadeibai group

also as cannibals. In connection with his description it is

interesting to notice that Captain Bozorg tells us in his

narrative that beyond al-Neyan (Nias) there lie three islands

called Prt'/YU-rt or Berdica inhabited, like the former, by

a head-hunting and anthropophagous population.® These

^ In tlie Bena:kul«?n di-triht, where, jii'-t ln.-low the oi'd purullel of S. lat..

lucdern maps bhow a '•treani called Saba (Ayer Saha) and tut* a<ljoiuin”- ont'^

iiiaiked, re-fpectivclv, tSenaba and Stblaf, There e\i>t liuthtT a stream ami

settlement iSabara?i' on the east i-oa^t ot Si-rorali ^or Si-Kah.tu) Inland, and

a neiii'hhourin": i‘'let hear*' the name I am. however, iiii lint'd to include

.‘Si-Porah in the Iholeniaic ‘.^oup of the Sindai, which will he treated on in the

next article.

- By reference to No. 98 in the tahk*' it will he ‘-eou that the lectiticd po~ition

for the centre ot the Sabadeibai is 99^ 17' and hit. I" 51' S.. wiiich

i-orresponds to a point only a couple oi miles to the "^outh ot iSi-Berut. It jroes

without baying that hy the Sabadeibai group part ot the coa^t of Sumatra

opposite the point just leferred to may he meant, whirli prohahly was htdie\ed by

navigators in Iholenn’s time to he a elu^^ter of ishts. Furthermore, the term

should he compared with Sabadiu. with which it seenis to have more than one

point ot analogy. The latitude‘s assigned by our author to the wf^^tern limit ot

Sabadiu and to the Sabadeibai irroup Ivinir hevoiid it aie. as will lie seen irom

the tables (No<. 98 and V2t\), identical, 'it is theretoie po^Mhle tlmt tlio group

in (]uestit)n (arae to be so desigmited from it^ lying exactly oppo-.ite the ‘ite that

wa-s believed in those days to be occupied hy Sabadiu.
^ Van der Lith and >f. Bevic’s “ Merreilles dc I’lnde." ]>. 126.
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data so surprisingly tally with those recorded by Ptolemy

anent his Sabadeibai, as to suggest at first sight that one

and the same insular group is here implied. I do not

think, however, that such is the case, despite such seductive

coincidences, coupled with the fact of the striking similarity

between the terms Beruwa and Si-Berut (in which 8i is either

an ornamental prefix or represents the definite article).

Van der Lith is inclined' to identify the Berawa islands

with those of the Biitu group rather than with Si-Berut and

the neighbouring islands settled a Mentawi population,

because, he says, the inhabitants of the Batus came originall}’

from the southern part of Nias, and follow, in common with

those of the latter, the barbarous practice of killing their

enemies for the sake of their skulls. It seems to me, never-

theless, that the term Berawa is possibly a mere modification

of Marttwi or Marawa, the name given to the natives, and

once borne by one of the islands of the Banyak group,

which is likewise situated beyond al-Neymi (Nias), in which

case the three Berawa islands of Captain Bozorg would

correspond to the three larger Banyaks. Or else Beruww

may be meant for Vardha, Hog Island, a designation applied

to the two Tapak Islands, and, incorrectly, also to the

neighbouring Si-Malur. At all events the probabilit}’

seems to be more in favour of the Berawas belonging to

the Ptolemaic group of the Barusai than to that of the

Sabadeibai.

Although the Mentawi or Mantawi presently inhabiting

Si-Berut, Si-Porah, and the Pageh Islands are, comparatively,

a mild-mannered people,* there seems to be little doubt that

1 Op. at., p. 'iii-
, -D- ,

2 Apparently Banffkaru (also known a> « est iianyak), marked as Marus in

Valentijn’s map of Sumatra (Nieuwe Kaart van het evland Sumatra). The uame
ot the Mamwt, Marawa (or Baraua r) tri^bes should be compared with that ot

the Marava race in the extrenae south ot India (districts of Madura, Tinnevelly,

Eamnad, etc.). Berm is a similar term occurring as a toponjunic in Berua reef, in

the approach to Susu-susu Bay, M est mast of humalra. Barawa is the trans-

Indas name tor darbha or dub-grass daHiih.n. according to Balfour’s

Cyclop, of India, 3rd ed., vol.

’2 Their name is said to be derived from <» Meutnu, their own word lor

a ‘man.’ Compare with this the name oi the Mantra^ Mentra^ or Mintira
tribes in the <outh the Main) l*eiuii>ula.
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the}’ are descended from that Batta stock, or, at any rate,

from that cross-breed between Battas and Negritos, which

appears to extend even as far south as Engano. They may,

therefore, have been head-hunters and cannibals as well at

a former period. This conjecture finds support in the fact

of Ptolemy applying the epithet of cannibals also to tbe

natives of his Sindai, which undoubtedly correspond to the

more southern of the Mantawi Islands (Si-Porah and

Pageh group).

Sindai, three islands (No. 162).

Inhabited by cannibals. The latitude (rectified) of the

centre of the group is 2° South, which is, within a single

minute, the latitude of Indrapura, of the entrance to the

homonymous river, the Sungei Indrapura, and also of

S}'etan Island, lying just off the northern extremity of

Si-Porah.

The three islands constituting this group are very probably

—(1) Si-Porah or Si-Kabau
; (2) the two Pageh, Pagai, or

Poggy, which, being separated by a very narrow strait

(Si-Kakap Strait), may easily be mistaken for a single

island; (6) and, perhap.s, Sandion Island (Pulo Sanding),

if not actually the farther outlying Engano, more properly

Pulo Telanjang (i.e. ‘Island of the Naked’). The name

Sindai is easily accounted for from the fact that the opposite

district of the Sumatran seaboard is termed Indrapura, which

is also the name of a town, a stream, a headland (Ujong

Indrapura), and of a very high mountain peak {12,255

feet), also called Giinong Kurinchi, in the same territory.

Evidently, either this district or town, or some other one

adjoining it further to the south, was in the early days

known as Sitidhu or Sindh, from the fact of Indu colonies

being first established there ;
whence the name Sindai to
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the islands fronting its seaboard. Sindang is, to this day,

the name of a village and of an upper tributary of the

Indrapura Eiver. Villages called respectively Sindar and

Sintu, and a district and river known as Sindnr, exist in

the Bengkulen district further down the coast. The most

luminous proof as regards the presence at one time in that

neighbourhood of a district or township bearing the name of

Sindhu is, however, furnished to us by Chao Ju-kua, who, in

his Chu-fan-cMh (“ Descriptions of the Barbarians,” written

in circa a.d. 1240), mentions a country called fjf Hsin-t‘o

(=Sinda, Sindhu), among the fifteen States dependent on

San-fo-ch‘i, H 'Sfe ^ Sambhajai/a, the Sarbozah or Sarbazah

of the Arabs), situated, therefore, in Sumatra.^ In this

country, he goes on to say, there is a port accessible to

vessels of deep draught, and in the hills there grows pepper

which is small-grained, but heavy, and superior to that of

Tampan. This may be the Tapan district situated on the

homonymous river (Sungei Tapan) to the south-east of

Indrapura. Dr. Hirth takes it, no doubt wrongfully, to

be Tuban in N.E. Java,^ as he assumes Hsin-t'o to be Sunda

' See Dr. Hirth's article in Journal S.A.S. for July, 1896, pp. 478, 504, and

505 n. ; and Takakusu’s “ Record of the Buddhht Religion,” p. xliv.

2 Tuhan is correctly spelt
ifefc ^ or gE, both reading Tii-pa,i, Tii-ban,

in Ma Huan’s relation, as may be seen in Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 172 whereas

Ta-pa?i is represented in the form Ta-pan, which may be read also

Taban or Daban, but never Tuban. It is therefore certain that the last

term is intended as a transcript of Tapan. Dr. Hirth must have seen the

inconsistency, but, anxiou-s as he was to identify all the places in She-p‘o
mentioned by Chao Ju-kua as producing pepper with localities in Java, holding

as a matter of course that She-p‘o must certainly be Java and no other place on the

face of the earth, he skipped over the matter. Upon close investigation I now find,

however, that the places in question arc almost undoubtedlv aU situated in

Sumatra, as the following brief remarks will show. Subjoined is Chao Ju-kua’s

statement, with Dr. Hirth’s identifications as they appear in the Journal S.A.S.
for 1896, p. 504, followed by my own new ones
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without any further explanation as to "where the place so

named is to be looked for. If by this he means the western

part of Java, inhabited by the Sunda nation and where

Sundanese is spoken, known to the Malays as Tanah-Sundn,

the ‘ Sunda Country ’ or ‘ Land of the Sundas,’ he cannot be

right, for the name Sunda of the district in question is, by

the Chinese, transcribed ^ ^ Shim-ta, and not Hsin-fod

We are therefore left to ourselves to find out the location of

the mysterious and so far puzzling Hsin-t‘o. That it must

have been situated on Sumatra we have pointed out above,

and that it must have included the portion of the west coast

“ Pepper corner from the i'ollowiug places in S/u-p‘o, viz. :

—

JIy Idextificatiox.

Sukadana district in South-East Sumatra
(residence of J.ampung). May Ije the

Si<kitan of the '• Tuns-h'i-iang-k‘au ”

in Eait Java, although Grijeneveldt

says, op. cit., p. 179 uote, that no

name like this has hceii handed down
in Javanese tradition.

Tapan district, south-east oi Imhapura,
tVest Sumatra.

Priaar-rui-ung district, Pidan" Highlands,

"West Sumatra, but more probably the

village of the same name on the coa-t

some twenty-five miles to the north-

west ot Beugkulen. It may be, tliouirh

douhtlully. I'agaruwan. on the Ea-t Coast

of Sumatra, in about 3" 30’ X. lat.

Batang distiict, houtli ot Tapanuli (Ta-

piau-na-ulil, We-t Sumatra.

Siiigkel district 'r. West Sumatra : or

Sungal Island, Lampuiig Bay, South

Sumatra.

But the pepper coming troni

Sst)i-t‘o.
j

Sunda. I Sindhn, and very likely al-o Baibosa’s

I Ztinda kingdom.

is the best ; the Ta-pan variety takes the second place.”

' See Hist, of the Ming Dvnastv cited bv Gmeneveldt, op. lit,. p. IbO. where

it is said of Chao-ica (Java) 'that 'it is sometimes called Jp-H-clwi-htnr) (IVka-

longan), and aho M^ia-cluang [lla-kanff, said by the translator to be Bantam)
and iShiiH-ia (Sunda’i. Aho p. 181, where he identities the country

with the district wlierc (Bantam) is situated.

Dr. IIirth s

Idextific.vtion.

Sii-cM-tan. Sukitan, East Java.

Ta-pan. Tuhan.

Fai-hitn-ijuan. Pajaj.irau ;

Ma-tunrj. Madangr

Jmuj-tja-hi

.

Jangola.
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of that island occupied by the present district of ludrapura

and residency of Bengkulen, in front of which Ptolemy

placed his group of the Sindai, is the next point to be

demonstrated. This task is made comparatively easy

from the fact that Barbosa, writing a.d. 1516, mentions

“a kingdom called Zunda after a cit}"" bearing such a name,,

which lies in degrees four and three-thirds [| or f ?] on

the southern side [i.e. West coast] of Sumatra.” “ In this

kingdom,” he proceeds to say,
“ there is likewise to be

found very small grained pepper.” ' That the “ southern

^ I have ti’ausiated this trom Kaum^io '* Nuvi^ationi et Aiaggi,”

156S editiou, vol. i, f. 318 verso^ where it textually reads us tollows:—
“ Vn’ aitro reeno si ehiaitia Zunda per vna citta die ha tal noiue. ehe e in gradi

iJ.. t a. - , - Ur 1 TV T»irrTtTi'i i i i"

lollowiiig- terms :—**raffata i’lfolu rti Jsumatra veno lu uiaiw. n troua rifohi rti

Sunda, doue nafee molto buou pepe. tien He da per fe, il tjual \ieii detto, fhe

defidera d’effer alia obbedienza uel Ke di Hortogallo. Quiui fi faricuno per

condurgU alia China molti fchiaui. Auauti I’lfola tMiuda tru la parte del leuante,

et mezzodi i>i trouuno molte Ifole grandi, & piccole. tra le quali ve n e vna eht*

fi chiama la Giauu maggiore.’^ It is difficult to guess which {.s the isl.ind

that Barbosa here records uudei the name of Su/n/a. Porro, in tlie map he

appends to Vorcacchi’s account ot bumutra, p. ISb, marhs that name, which he

misspells Fii/ida,, abreast of an island at the entrance tt> Sunda strait, which niav

he either Krakatau (Pulo Rakata) or Pulo Sangian, better known as Tliwartwav

Island. There exists an islet called tiindu m the Zntteu mup jur^t off the south-

eastern extreme of Sumatra (Tanjong Tua or Tiiwa) ; hut although it mav he

<iuite possible that cither of the islands referred to was known to ancient nu\igators

as Sunda, or that this denoiuiuatiou was applied coUecUvely to them all, it is

scarcely credible that pepper was evei cultivated in any ot them, oi- that a kinji

reigned there, as Barbosa says. These purticulais undoubtedly rchitc to the bunda

country’ in the west part of Java ; and it seems therehire pretty well certain that

Barbosa, having heard the name Sunda recur in different accounts oi botli the

island in Sunda Strait aud the Sundanese State, thought Ihut one inid the same

place was impUed, which he thus imagined to be an in^u ar kimrdom iWng In the

middle of the Strait of Sunda. This seems t<» me thtM)uiy pluuMble expiunutiou that

can be offered ot Barbosa^s words in the pass^e m question. By his ‘ isluud oi

Sunda’ he eiideutlv cannot mean the west part ot Java, a.s he knew J.im,

well : nor anv island .situated elsewhere than in vSunda Ntiait. '•mce he eie.irly

explaius that the said island of Sunda is found after Itaviug pn.^sed Sumatra bound

to Java, and that ‘ Giauaniaggi«>re’ (Java) In's to itssouth-east SeM-nil Portugiic^v.*

writers after Barbosa’s time mention likewise, it appeui-«. an island ot

(Sunda) along with a kingdom ot the .same^^name. whu-h lattei Dunvir-

{“Portuguese in India.*’ vol. iir .Vppeudix 1). p. o:U)

innoceutly takes to be “ an island Ween Ju> a ami ^,umatra. MafiVi.

however (“Istorie dell’ Indie Orientali, 1.49, t. i p, 2, a,, tell- u- that m the

northern part of the OreahT .lava, and opposite the >aUK.tr..i,i tliere ,s

* Amonjfst other? Faria y Sou/a sat? in his “A-ia i’uituemv,, -
; -The

island of Sunda is divided on the south from Java in a very uarron ehanuel. [t

produces pale gold with abundance »f pepper and provisinn. The native, are

numerous^ut unwarlike,” ete. (Jomtml Shx.H Hr. i;. p, ^8,1
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side” of Sumatra here means its West coast seems beyond

doubt, because the kingdom of ‘ Menancabo ’ (Menangkabau)

is also stated to lie “ dalla banda di mezzodi.” Porcaccbi,

speaking of the ten kingdoms of Taprobana (= Sumatra,

which he confuses at times with Ceylon), says, evidently after

Barbosa :
“ On the same southern side is the sixth kingdom,

called Zitnda from a city of that name, lying in degrees four

and three-thirds.” 1 His cartographer Porro marks Funda
for Sunda on the map on p. 189, abreast of two islets lying

at the entrance to Sunda Strait. One of them is, no doubt,

meant to represent Barbosa’s island of Sunda, which, from

the description given of its position, evidently corresponds

to some island in Sunda Strait, and cannot therefore have

anything to do with the Zunda kingdom. The latitude

assigned by Barbosa to the capital of the latter, 4° 40' or

4° 45' S., closely corresponds to that of Sambat Bay in the

Kawur district of the residency of Bengkiilen. This
V O

:i coHutrv called So}nla (Sunda) produting excellent pepper: " N’ella GiaMi
maggiore e una terra noniata Sonda di verso Tramontana dirimpetto alia costa

<li Somatra. Questu terra . . , . ho il oontado, chc produce diverse specierie,

ma prineipalmente pope molto eccelicnte.” Then he proceed^ to relate the

Portuguese expedition ot a.d. under Francisco de Sa to the saM country,

whitli Danvers (op. cit.. vol. i, p. 3-S2) recount'* in the tollowing btraiu

:

** Frantisco de Sa had been dispatched to the osJancf of Sunda, who^e king had
. . . . offered a place tor the erection of a loi-t. and a yearly tribute

<»t I)o0 quintals of pepper to the King of Poiiugnl.” Du Jamc (“ Histoirc

<les Indes Orieutales,” Bordeaux. 1608, t. i, pp, 82 and 178) speaks ot a citv

ami >eaport called SiOido, situated on Ja\a, utter 'wliich the .Strait ol Sunda
leoeived its name:—“Du eoste le plus Austral de Sumatra. Ton void I'lsle

iiunmiee laua Major, qui fait anec cellc de Sumatia vn destroit appelle Sunda.
pienuiit sou no d’vue 4ille de la lane Majeiu*. II y a port tort liante ajipellc

dc ra(sme” (pp. 32-33) .... “qu’on nomo le destroit de Sunda: par ce

<|ue par iceluv Ton va :'i vn haure tort hante des marchre^, rjui e.==t en ITsle laua
major, appelle Sunda ” (p. 178). The Suuda kingdom thus appear.', to correspond

to the coimtry forming in later dins the State ot Bantam, hut known at an earli(i

pi nod a-j Siinda ami ^unda-laldpo (appaxintly upon it-? annfxation ot the di'tiict

of Jnkafra, now B.atavia). Its capita! and seaport mu&t have been 'iitiiated eithfi

4>n Sunda Strait or verv close to tlic noith-tarttrn entrance to the same: and trom

it not onlv did the Stiait get its name, but also some Hand or graiji ot islaniK

lying within the compass ot the Strait itself, which probably formed a guide to

iiavigatois to reach the Sunda harbour. Hence the i-onlu-^ion made by WTiteis

of the period between the island ot Sunda and the neighbouring kinL'’dom ot the

same name. As to Barbosa'- kingdom ol Zunda, it was evidently ijuite a separate

affair, and there .seems to he no reason tor doubt that it was -ituat(“d, as lie puts

it, on the west coast ot Sumatra.

^ Dair ifteffa pai'te di Mezogiomo e il iVfto llcgno, detto di Zunda da una
<’ittu di quefto nome, pofia in gradi quattro & tre ter/.i'’ (“ i.'I-ole piv faniose

4lel Moudo. de-eiitte da Tlionniso Porcaccbi,’* Venetia, lo76, p. l8()i.
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measurement should not, however, be taken too literally, as

it is, no doubt, meant to be merely approximate. We may
therefore assume, without fear of being too much on the

erring side, that the Zunda capital city, if not the actual

Indrapura (S. lat. 2° 1' circa), must have lain not far lower

down the coast, perhaps no further than the modern Bengkulen

settlement and the neighbouring well-sheltered Pulau Bay,

into which the Selebar (or Sallbar) River discharges. As
regards the kingdom of Zunda itself, it must have comprised

the whole of the intervening tract of sea-coast, extending

perhaps even so far down as Sunda Strait. It is dithcult to

judge, in the state of our present knowledge, whether the

name Zunda came to the kingdom in question from its being

settled by tribes of the Sunda nation, or whether on the other

hand that name is a mere misspelling for Simla, Sindhu,

or similar term, due to some mishap of Barbosa or of

his informers. If, however, so slight a discrepancy in

form prevents us from positively asserting the identity of

Barbosa’s kingdom of Zunda with Chao Ju-kua’s Esin-fo

State on linguistical grounds, there is fortunately such a

perfect coincidence between the statements of the two authors

as regards the quality of the pepper produced in either of

the two countries named, as to convince us that, if they were

not one and the same topographically, they must have been

at least close neighbours, one being perhaps politically part

(township, district, or province) of the other. We have

seen, in fact, that both Barbosa and Chao Ju-kua speak of

very small-grained pepper being found in, respectively,

Zunda and Esin-t‘o, the latter authority adding besides that

“ the pepper coming from Hsin-t‘o is the best.” JSow, this

little bit of apparently trifling information is of the greatest

value in the present case, because of its being quite sufEcient

by itself to establish the position of Enni-t'o on the west

coast of Sumatra, where most later travellers are agreed that

the best pepper coming from that island was produced.*

1 Beaulieu {a.d. 1G21) f!'"’***''" P'Wor of

the same quality as Jambi (which p better th.m luduiMu i
.-i : at Pa-aman,

however, the pepper grows to pertection, an i s me that the pepper-gardens.
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There is further the circumstance that while in Barbosa’s

list of the Sumatran kingdoms the first one of them mentioned

as coming immediately after Menangkabau on the south is

Zunda, in the enumeration made a century later by Beaulieu

Indrapura is inserted instead, thus taking the place of

Barbosa’s Zunda} There does not seem to have ever existed

any other kingdom on the west coast of Sumatra and to the

south of the Menangkabau State except this one of Indrapura,

which is, at any rate, the only one in that position to which
reference is made in the accounts of the early European

travellers. We may therefore conclude with sufficient reason

that Indrapura is the realm Barbosa meant by his term

Zunda and Chao Ju-kua by his designation Hsin-Po. No
doubt the ancient name of this State or of its capital was

something like Sinda or Sindhu, terms which probably still

commence. Tiku produces still more ; but at Priaman it is less plentiful,

and at Padang and Menangkabau scarce (see Prevosl‘s “ Hist. U-en, des

Voyages,” vol. ix, 1751, pp. 340 and 341). Maudelslo ttdls us (“Voyage aux
Indes Orientales,” Amstt>idam, 1727, t. i, p. 354;: “Le poivre de Suinutra est

sans doute le meillcur de routes le*; Indes, apres cclui de Cochiui.'’^ And Crawfurd
btiU more explicitly remarks (“History of the Indian Archipelago,” Edinburgh,

1820, vol. i, p. *482) : Those countries of the Archipel.igo ... in

which pepper comes to the greatest perfection . . . [are] the south -u'est

coast of Sinnatra, the north eoa^t of Borneo, and the eastern coast of the Malay
Peninsula. Jam, so Iamuu» fur the fertility of its soil, y/iWmo the uorst ptpjjei'

of the ArchipeUujoy This make^ it pertoctly clear that Usoi^t'o—which, we
have demonstrated, was undoubtedly part ol Sumatra— could not have been
situated elsewhere on that island but its south-west coast. Strange to say,

Jean Panuentier, in hi- Journal, reters to Indrapura under the name of

Andripuirre, pmhahly in allu-ion to the quantity oi pepper therein produced
(see Millies’ “ Monnaies de.s Indigenes,” etc., p, 08, note 1).

^ In Barbosa's list the kingdoms are referred to in the following order :

—

(1) Jethr, on the north side to\\ards Malacca; (2; Piicmt (Pasai)
; (3) Atkcm

(Aehoh)
; (4) Cainpnr, oppo-ite Malacca ^E. coa>i;

;
(.5,' Moaincaho f^Ieiiang-

kabau), on the south side coast)
; (6) Zund'i, on the sriutli side fAV. coast) ;

(7) And/'fipide i^Indi’agiri) ; .8) Affru (Am or Ilaru). Beaulieu, alter pointing

out that Padang and l)tli bound on either side the kingdom of Acheh,

proceeds to say: “An Levant, pres de la ligne, eat le pt-tit Koyaume tVAudigti

[ludragiri]
;

plus loin, ceiiii de lumh [Jambi], Ic'j plus riclic apres Achtm;
eii'^uite, CL'liii de Pahinhnm [Palembang], A i’oue-t, ajnes Padang, -uit le

Poyaume de M<'iii,nc>ibo [Menaug-kabau], puis celui ^'Audripoura [Indrapura].

Le reste de la cote, jii-qu’au detroit de la Sonde, est deaert *L' convert de buia”

(Prevoat, op. cit., vol. ix, p. 33y).

In the letter from the Sultan of Acbeh to King James I of England, dated

A.H. 1024 — A.n. 1612 (published in the Johi'wiI Stmitt, Bnmch 31,

duly, lh98, p. 123), the la.-t di&tricta or places of any importance mentioned on
the west coast of Sumatra are Beapkiilu (now known as Bengkulen) and S'dihar

(=SeIebar, a little further .south; : the preceding ones being Indrapura, Salida,

Priaman, Tiku, Pasaman, Barus, Baya, and Chalang.
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survive in the Sindang River and village near Indrapura, in

the Sindang district on the hill-tracts to the north-east of

Bengkulen, and in the settlements, river, and district of

Sindar, Sintu, and Sindur in the same neighbourhood, to

which reference has already been made. The islands

fronting the tract of sea-coast in question came naturallv

to be styled by the early navigators ‘ Islands of Simla,’ and
they most assuredly are, by reason of both name and geo-

graphical position, those that Ptolemy has recorded under

the term Sindai, which his Latin translators have transcribed

as Sindae Insulae. This insular group thus proves, as we
have pointed out, to be identical with the one of which the

two islands now called Pageh, Pagai, or Pagi, lying so close

to each other as to be easily mistaken for a single one, form

the centre. Here, again, the old term Sinda seems to survive

in slight disguise in the islet of Sandion, otherwise known
as Pulo Sanding, lying fourteen miles south-eastward of

South Pageh. Although the present inhabitants of these

islands are described as simple and inoffensive, we have

seen there are good reasons for presuming that the epithet

of cannibals applied by Ptolemy to their remote predecessors

was not altogether undeserved. From the fact that some
modern ethnologists affiliate the natives of Nias on the one

side and of Engano on the other to the Batta stock while

others consider them to be cross-breeds between Battas and
Negritos, it would seem that the early population of the

intervening Pageh islands cannot have been of a far different

nature, and that if not actual anthropophagy, at anv rate

head-hunting must have been in full swing at the period

when Ptolemy compiled his treatise.

In the course of the foregoing notes on the insular groups

located by Ptolemy off the west coast of Sumatra I have

assumed throughout that they actually were what he repre-

sents them to be, namely, clusters of islands corresponding

to those known to us to exist opposite the w'est coast of that
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island. But from the fact of the insular groups in question

being recorded in the Ptolemaic list under names belonging

to places on the Sumatran seaboard, it might be argued that

the portions of the littoral of the main i.sland after which
they were named may also have been believed to form as

many separate islands, and may, for this reason, have been

respectively included in the groups aforesaid. If so, it would
appear that the west coast of Sumatra was, in Ptolemy’s

time, known to navigators only at the points opposite the

islands he names, and that such points were not well under-

stood to be part and parcel of one and the same large island

until many centuries later, when the Sumatran coastline

stood thoroughly revealed. This was undoubtedly the case

with I-tsing and the Arab travellers and geographers, who
describe districts situated on the Sumatran seaboard as if

each were an island in itself. In so far as Ptolemy is

concerned he seems, indeed, from what we shall see in the

sequel, not to have had a definite idea of the size of Sumatra.

He had apparently some substantial knowledge only of the

portion of the island corresponding to the actual district of

Palembang, and had heard of Achtih, the capital of the

island, as being situated in the w'estern e-xtreme of the latter
;

but he was evidently far from suspecting that Acheh was so

far awaj', hence he assigned to the island only two degrees

dimension in longitude. He had, of course, learned of

several groups of islands Ij’ing ofi' its west coast and bearing

names corresponding to places on the seaboard opposite

them, but he, as well as his informants, was probably quite

unaware that these places formed part of one and the same

island, just like the travellers and geographers who followed

after him for manj^ centuries; hence there is nothing im-

probable that he thought those places to be as many separate

islets, and that he included them among the insular groups

he mentions. I am therefore inclined to conclude that the

clusters of islands he locates in this quarter presumably

represent not only islands fronting the west coast of Sumatra,

but also the corresponding portions of the .Sumatran seaboard

opposite those islands, after which the latter have, in the
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majority of instances, been named. These considerations

apply especially to the two groups of the Barnsai and Sindai,

in which it is very probable that the districts respectively of

Barns (like Fansur with most Arab geographers) and Sinda

or Indrapura are included as if each were an island belonging

to those groups. Be it as it may, I hope at any rate to have

conclusively demonstrated what is the actual location that

should be assigned to the groups of islands in question in

our maps, a task that has hitherto been looked upon as

hopeless by all our modern commentators and dissertationists

on the Ptolemaic geography of the Eastern Archipelago.

C. Sumatra.

labadiu or Sahadiu, an island (No. 126).

Ptolemy’s information as regards this island is to the

effect that its name means the ‘ Island of Barley.’ “ It is

said to be of extraordinary fertility, and to produce very

much gold, and to have its capital, called Argyre [No. 127],

in the extreme west of it.” ^

On account of a similarity in names, most of Ptolemy’s

elucidators have identified this island with Java. But

Ptolemy’s explanations show it beyond any possible doubt

to be Sumatra. No gold whatever appears to have ever been

found in Java, while it is notoriously plentiful in Sumatra.

No city by a name approaching that of Argyre is known

to exist in the west of Java , whereas we shall show it does

in the “ extreme west ” of Sumatra, and corresponds to the

present Acheh or Achin. It remains to account for the name

been lountt, exists ui ““ n,,. u,-
,

--
-"i a iiiountam

towards the eastern end ot the Klano. nut tins launut have anythino- to do
with Argyre, both from its location m a diarnttneallv opposite cfirection and

which, in Pto transcription, would have assumed a’w
simUar to that of Aganagara P- d-1-).

1 McCrindle’s translation, p- 239, 129.

2 A place called
/^loo^tept antiquity have
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laba-diu = Yava-dlpa, ‘Island of Barley’—better, perhaps,

to say of millet*—which is taken to apply solely to Java.

This is most certainly a mistake, as it is probably also to hold

that the name means barley or millet. The name of the

island is, it is true, spelled Yaca
( Yava-dvipd) in the Sanskrit

inscriptions discovered in its very territory
;
^ but in the

speech and literature of the whole archipelago it does not

appear otherwise than as Jam or Jawa, while Java or Java.

are the forms that obtain in all the neighbouring countries,

among which I may mention Campa, Kamboja, and Siam.*

It should besides be pointed out at the very outset of

this inquiry that, although the expression Nusa Java (the

‘Island of Java,’ or, still better, of the Java race) occurs

in the legendary tales of the Javanese, the term Java does

not by any means seem to have ever been locally applied

to the island itself as a whole, but merely, as Crawfurd

declares, to its “ central and eastern provinces, those portions

occupied by the Javanese race, strictly so called,”* whereas

its western part appears to have never been designated

otherwise than as 2'dnah Sunda, i.e. the ‘ Sunda country.’ *

^ “ Yava^diipa does not mean, as has been thoughtlessly said and repeated, the

country of the barhy, for the simple rcu'jon that barley could not there;

but instead of barley we must read millet, of which there are diiierent Tarieties

indigenous in the island, many of them called by the generic name Java. It is not
impossible that the fir'^t Hindus found this cereal used instead of rice, and that

the latter was introduced by them.” (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 132, note.)
' It equally occurs in the form I’e/rrt in the Pagar-ruyung insiription of

A.D. 656 in Central Sumatra—of which more anon—as a name tor the powerful
kingdom then tioiu*i>hing there, which probably held sway over the whrde
island. Tliis shows the absurdity of niakiiiir the term in question an exclusive

appurtenance ot the island of Java, as ha& been mu-st recklessly done by every

writer ^^ho has treated the subject liitheito. All evidence is in favour, as we
shall see directly, of the term bavins: been imported into Java from Sumatra,

which appears to be entitled to priority in respect ot its use.

^ Java in the Campa in>cripti(m of King Indravainum I, dated 721 Saka

(
— 799 A.D.), Java in the Khmer inseripthm of Sduk K<tk Thom, belonging

to the reijm of Jayavarman II, who a&eended the throne in a.d. 802. (See

Bergaigne’s “Champa,'’ loc. cit ,p. 56. j
This torm./(/a7 is also the one we have

noticed at Luang P*hrah Bang, ^^here it prommuced Said .cf. Saha, Sahadiu,

Zaha, ZdbeJ). In Siamese it is invariably spelled Jtd,Javd\ but it must he

remembered that final a’s in Sanskrit or Pali words are nearly always lengthened

in Siamese
;

lienee the Siamese and Khmer Java may be taken to represent the

Sanskrit Java. The same remark applies to the Annamese PE, ChUva.
^ Crawfurd’s “ History of the Indian Archipelago,” vol. i, p. 322.
® Cf. Millies’ ‘‘Monnaies des Indiirenes,” etc., p. 7 ; and Dennys’ “Descriptive

Dictionary of British Malaya,” p. 399, s.v. Tanak.
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The appellation Java for the entire island is not, perhaps,

so much a poetical fiction of native hards as an invention

of foreign merchants and travellers who came to adopt it

owing to the fact of their having, naturally, been brought

in touch mainly with the eastern part of the island, the very

district that exclusively bore that designation, because of its

being then the centre of culture and trade
;
so that in the

course of time the term Java became to them suggestive of

the island itself. I have, nevertheless, remarked how some

of our old travellers, such as, for instance, Barbosa, as well as

the early Portuguese historians of the East Indies, used to

distinguish between Java (the eastern part of the island) and

Sunda (the western part), thus believing them to form two

difierent islands.

The next important point on which I feel compelled to

lay considerable stress is, that all over the Archipelago

and Indo-Chinese mainland the term Java is not viewed in

the light of a toponymic proper, but is, on the contrary,

distinctly understood to be a racial name, and even when

used singly, in a topographical sense, it invariably means
‘ country of the Java (in Malay ,

Java or Jaica) race.’

'

In such an acceptation, we have seen, the range of this

term is far from being confined to the sole eastern part of

Java, which would, indeed, seem to have been, in point of

time, about the latest place and, geographically, the furthest

Kmit to which it extended. Already I have in a former

section (pp. 131 and 1-50) dwelt upon the connection between

Java and Yavana, and shown that this was the name of the

Mon-Annam race
;

that race which overspread the whole

' Bddd el Jdwah, the country of the Jdwali (plur. JCnnih) or .TSwl (plur.

Jdicdh or Jdwiijlii), means in Arabia every country inhabited by Malays. This is

from Siam and Malacca to New Guinea” (.\. G. C. van Duyl in the Asiatic
Quarterly Berieif for April, 1895, p. 435, note).

,
“Jawl = ‘ bastard, or of mixed race.’ The Arabs apply this term to

Javanese, Malays, and other natives of the Archipelago ” (Dennys’ “Descriptive

Dictionary of British Slalaya,” p. 168, s.v.). In Kamboja, Anuam, and
Siam C‘hvda, Chd-vd, Pfi ,

and C-hau l, respectively, mean properly the
Malays of the I’eninsula and Sumatra, but not at alt the Javanese.
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of Indo-China and most of the Malay Archipelago before

the advent of populations of a more decided Mongolic type.

I have also pointed out that the territory originally occupied

by the innumerable tribes of this complex race was Southern

China or Yueh', and that Yuan, meaning ‘a plateau’ or
‘ high level,’ and also a people of mountaineers on the

southern Chinese borders, was either one of its names or

that of one of its branches. Whether Yueh and Yuan are

derivations of the Sanskrit Jam, Javana, and Yavana, or

they were original terms modified afterwards by Indu
settlers into the latter mentioned classical forms, it is for

the present impossible to determine. The same may be said

of the term Mala, the Sanskrit equivalent of the Chinese

Yuan which we find embodied in the name of the Malay
people. I have suggested (pp. 130-131 ante) that it was,

most probably, introduced from Malaya-vara, i.e. Malabar,

whence a stream of Dravidian emigrants is known for certain

to have fl.owed into the Malay Archipelago and I’eninsnla.

But there is the fact that the same term Mala was applied

to the region originalU’ occupied by the G'hicnej or Yiian,

corresponding to the present territory of Laos ; and that it

was there probably coexistent with the term Jura which we

have traced at Luang P'hrah Bang as well as in southern

Cochin - China. It may be therefore that the term Mala

travelled down from north Indo-China to the Archipelago

hand in hand with its cognate vocable Java. Thi.s conjecture

would seem to receive support from the fact that we find

the term Java in the Archipelago under both the identical

forms, Java or Jaha and Sava or Saha, that we have met

with at Luang P'hrah Bang and Saigon (v. p. 218). And
we have it, very likely under both forms also in Burma,

brought thither, no doubt, by the same branches of the Yun)t

or C‘hieng race that spread it through Indo-China and the

Malay Archipelago.* Hence it is a most egregious mistake

^ Bishop Paliegoix —ill the iii-tp at the pibI ‘»i the tir&t \nlunu ni work
“ Le E-oyaume Thai ou de Siam,^’ and in his ** Dirtionarium Lingnue Thai’’
(Paris, 18o4’), pp. 883. 884. s.v. locates a district or township by the name
of Mnang Xont (^more correctlv (''•hiva or C^hau.O) on the Malay Ppiiiii-'ula, neai
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to localize the term Java or Jaha, with its variant Sava or

Saba, to the present island of Java alone, since it was the

common designation for the whole archipelago, or, at any

rate, for those portions of it that had been settled by the

Javana or Yavana race, besides being the name of several

the Era Isthmus and the mouth of the Pak Chin River. In the map he has

it noted as “ Pak-chaa ou Xata.” Crawfurd, in the map appended to the first

volume of his “ Embassy to Siam and Cochinchina,” London, 1830, has
“ Pakchnii or Chaiiva.” This is a mistake. The place meant is a village—now
called Pan C'hawa (‘Tillage of the Jaras’)— situated, it is true, at the height

of the entrance to the Pak-Chan inlet, hut on the opposite, or eastern,

watershed of the Malay Peninsula, and near the place where the present district

of C'haijd borders upon that of Lang-suen. It was probably at one time an
important settlement of Jacas or Malays. Now it is known chiefly for its turtle-

doves, which are of small size, but very much pmed and sought alter as pets

on account of their cooing note being, it is said, far more melodious and varied

than that of similar birds of other districts. There exists nevertheless a rivulet

debouching on the eastern side of the Pak Chan inlet, a little below Erah, bearing

the name Saim (Ehlong Sawa) ; and in an east by south direction from this,

on the opposite or eastern watershed of the Peninsula, a similarly named stream,

KMong Said, gives its name to Sawf Bay, a very conspicuous and well-sheltered

recess in the coast, and to a village on its banks. Moreover, the Annals of

Ayuthia (Siamese edition, p. 21) make mention of a country or principality of

C'hawa (Miiang C‘hawa), i.e. Java, among the sixteen States tributary to

Ayuthia at the time of its foundation (a.d. 1350), which may correspond to the

above territory about Ban or Miiang C'hawa, etc., immediately below the Erah
isthmus, and may at the same time be the mysterious MitJ-Javah at which Ibn

Batuta called in a.d. 1345. See, however, below for further remarks.

As to the name Java being applied to the whole or part of Sumatra, we have

the evidence: (1) of the Eedah Annals (ch, 13, Low’s translation in/o!<)-««? Indian

Archipelago, vol. iii) that Achln, or Acheh, was called the country of Jawi (J avi)

;

(2) of Ibn Batata, who records Sumatra in 1345-6 under the name of ‘ Island of

Jdwah (or Java)’ (see Defremery & Sanguinetti’s ed. and transl., tome iv,

p. 228) ;
and (3) the still more decisic e and far older testimony of the Pagar-ruyunn-

inscription in the central part of the island (Menang-kabau district), dating from
a.d. 656, where Eing Aditya-dharma is called the ruler of the ‘ First (or

Primeval) Laud of Java,’ Prathama-Tara- Bhd, meaning, apparently, the first

kingdom founded by the Tava or Java race in Sumatra, or, still better, in the
Archipelago (see Journal Bumhag Br. P.A.S., June, 1861, Appendix, p, Ixiiii).

It should, moreover, be noted that the natives of Nias speak of the Malays of

Sumatra as Baica, a term which evidently is but a corruption of Jaiva or jnra,
especially as the Battak apply to the same pwple on their borders the slio-htly

different denomination of Jaii {videTau der Lith & M. Devic’s “ Mervedles de
I’Inde,” p. 238).

In Burma (and Pegu) we have traced the name Java under most of its forms

:

Jaha, Sava, Saba, and Bara or Daha, and shown (p. .36) how Chinese writers tell

ns that the country was called by the natives T’u^lo-Jia She-p'o, while they state
further that She-p’o was the name of one of the eighteen kingdoms tributary to
P’iao (Lower Burma). It should be observed that this term She-p^o is in Chinese
.spelled with the same characters as those employed to render the name of the

supposed island of Java, viz. ^ ^ ,
although the first syllable Ja, Ba, or Sa

is sometimes written in the case of the latter and at times which
read, respectively, Tu (Du) and She (Sha, Ja). Hence, She-p‘o may represent
either Java, Jaha, Sava, Saba, Baba, or Bara.
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Tegions on the Indo-Chinese mainland. It is only by keeping

this fact well in mind that we can understand how, up to

the periods of Marco Polo’s, Ibn Batuta’s, and Nicolb

Conti’s travels, not so much the present island of Java itself,

but more particularly those of Sumatra and Borneo and

parts of the Malay Peninsula, were known by the common
name Java.

The most ancient Chinese forms of this term are to be met
•with

: (1) in Fa-Hsien, who visited the Archipelago on his

return voyage from Ceylon to China, a.d. 414, as 515 ^
Ya-p‘o-t‘i (in Annamese Jd-ha-de=Yatadi, Yahadi, Jdhaj)\

(2) in the history of the First Sung dynasty (bk. 97), under

the date a.d. 435, as ^ ^ She-p‘o-ta or Tu-p‘o-t‘a^

(which is, however, almost certainly a clerical slip for She-p‘o

and P‘o-ta, two distinct though neighbouring States, of

which She-p‘o or Tu-p^o, Ann. C‘Jid-bd = Jaha, Saba, Dava,

* The history of the Later Sung dynasty, as well as Ha Tuan-lin (op. cit.,

p. 499), ascribes the embassy of .i.n. 435 to a State called simply S}d-p‘o

M)- Fien-i-tieii, which mentions, apparently incorrectly,

a still earlier embassy in 433 ; while the history of the First Sung dynasty says

the mission of 435 came from a kingdom named ^ ^ ^ Shi-p'o-

p‘o-ta. It is the Kan-shih, according to Professor Schlegel [T'oung-PuD,

vol. X, p. 252), which solely employs the contracted (?) form Shi-p‘o-ta adopted

by Groeneveldt in his translation (op. cit., p. 135), and rendered by him as

Javada. I hare not the slightest doubt that two States are here implied, one

of which is She-p‘o and the other F‘o-ta. A kingdom of this name is, in fact,

referred to by Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 503) as having sent missions with

presents to China in a.d. 449 and 451. Like •Vie-p‘o, F‘o-tu was almost

certainly situated on the Malay Peninsula, and very likely corresponds to

Tavernier’s Bate, of which more anon. Nieuhoff, writing in a.d. 1662,

mentions a pretty large island called Septa, lying at two leagues from Malacca

(see Dennys’ “Descript. Diet, of Brit. Malaya,” p. 209), which seems to be

the one now called Pulo Besar, the largest of the Aguadas or M'ater Islands,

situated at seven miles south-eastward of Malacca town. I should not think,

however, that either this island Sapta or any similarly named place on that

coast (such as, e.g., Sapetang, otherwise known as Port AVeld) have anything

to do rvith the old She-p^o-ta or She-p^o-p^o-ta, the resemblance in names

being purely accidental. She-p'o-ta is undoubtedly a faulty reading for Slii-pp-

P‘o-ta, and this, notwithstanding the amusing vagaries of our Sinologists to

restore the name to its supposed original form, is a binary compound of the

names of two States, and not the exclusive designation of a single one.
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is the only one falling within the scope of this list) '

;

and (3) in the travels of Yiian-chuang or Hwen - tsang

(a.d. 629—645) as ^ SIS ^ Yen-rno-na {Yamana,

Ramana, or Yabana, Yavana). - Subsequent forms are r

(4) during the T'ang (a.d. 618-907), ^ fi or

She-p‘o {Saha, Sata, Jaba, Doha, etc.), this name being

applied to a country otherwise called Ho - ling

{Haling, Halang, Khalang)-, (5) ^ Slie-p‘o {Jaba, etc.),

under the Sung (a.d. 960-1280) ; and (6) later on, in the

Yiian period (a.d. 1280-1368), Pj|, Cha II-wa, sometimes mis-

spelt JQJ, , Kiia-na, which remained thenceforward in use.^

* Even shortly betore that this State ol She-p'o is mentioned as having heen

visited by Gunavarman, grandson ot a former king of Kabul, on his way front

Ceylon to China, .v.i). 424, according to the Kwai-Yuen Catalogue ol the

Chinese Tripitaka. compiled in 730 a.d. (See Journal li.A.S.. .April, 1903.

p. 369.)

® Ten-mo-»a is placed by Yiian-chuang to the iouth-weii of Maha Campa.

hence it must be either part of the Malay Peninsula or Sumatra. Eitel

(“Handbook of Chinese Buddhism,"’ 2nd ed., p. 208) explains: " I'atana

or Yamana dvipa-pnra or Yara-dcipa (Pali; Yaraiia or Yona), lit. the island

kingdom of Yamana, »• S' ^ ^ {yamimi) or H15 ^ ii ( Yavadi ipa^

.

The island of Java [.«ic], described (by Fah-hien and II iuen-tsaug) as peopled bv

Brahmans and other heretics."’ I think that this country, or insular region,

may correspond to either the Yuma-dclpa or tlie Samanaha-tlvlpa ot, respectiveh.

the Yayu and the Bhagavata Puranit-i. In another of the eight minor dvlpa.-

enumerated in the last-named work. ^Lratrana {Duvatruna 'r}, we mav have

the prototype of the very doubtful Chinese Shi-pp-ta (Davatrai-". At
aU events, it seems very probable that Yi-n-mo-na {Yamuna or Yamam) and
Samaua or Samanaha are identical with the island of Jiamt, Jiumui, or Jiamni
ol the Arab travellers and geographers, which is. in my opinion, the district

otherwise called Lamm, LTxmrl, etc., i.e. the north -we.steni part ol Sumatra
(Marco Polo’s Lambri). On the other hand, Yin-mu-im, if taken as a transcript

of Yavana, Jahana, Suhana, may well designate the same di,strict on the south-

western coast ot the Malay Peninsula where Ptolemy ha.s located his mart ot

Sabana (for which see pp. 100-101 ««tc). It is not unlikelv that Captain
Bozorg’s island of Armanan (Ramanam :) i.s somehow connected with Yen-mo-na
and Hamanaka, although I am inclined to refer it to either the Andaman or the
Anamba groups. It will be seen, in any ca.se, that Yuan-chuang’s Yen-mo-na
island or district must be sought for on cither the south of the Malay Peninsula
or the northern part of Sumatra, and that it can in no wise be connected with
Java. I shall revert more tully to these points later on.

5 See Groeneveldt. op. cit., p. 131 seep, and Ma Tmin-Hn. op. cit., pp. 494
and aio.
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Of all these forms only the last given, Chaii-ica or Chica-tca,

applies to the island of Java, while the others designate,

as I shall show, parts of the east coasts of Sumatra and
of the Malay Peninsula. It will be seen that the first two
are remarkably similar to Ptolemy’s renderings labadiu and
Sabadiu. They may be abbreviations of the term Yava-dvlpa

or Java-dfipa but then, as Groeneveldt properly remarks,*

such shortened forms must have been generally used at that

time, for if the Indu colonists had called the island by its

full name, Fa-Hsien for one, who knew Sanskrit, would
have transcribed it according to that form. So would
have Ptolemy, who elsewhere writes Nagadiba, Nagadiboi,

Sabadeibai, Trikadiba
;

° and the Arabs, who have Serendib,

Dihci-jat, etc.^ And yet in this particular instance Sulaiman,

Mas'udI, and other Arab writers, following the example

of Ptolemy and Fa-Hsien, write Zahej, and not Zabedih.

The natural inference to be derived from a comparison of

the three forms labadiu, Ya - jfo - t‘i
(
Yahadi), and Zabej,

belonging respectively to the second, fifth, and ninth centuries,

is, that they are identical or at least of a common origin,

and designate one and the same country. It follows, then,

that if we succeed in locating any one of these three names,

the identification will hold good for the other two as well.

The information left us in this respect by Ptolemy (apart from

his geographical determination) and Fa-Hsien is too vague

to be of much avail ;
while that supplied by later Chinese

writers and the Arab navigators, though confused to a degree,

is more rich in details and useful.

We shall trv to find out our way through the maze of

Chinese and Arabic geographical riddles, and evolve some

order out of that chaos instead of remaining content with

^ Op. cit., p. 132, note.
^ Lib. vii, ch. 4, §§ 9, 13; cli. 2, § 2S; ch, 1, }

9-5.

^ Reinaud, op. cit., t. i, pp. Iv, Ivi, Discours preiiminaire ; and p. o transl.

DiUj dlba, hivft, dn\ etc. = Skr. dfipft. Tali dlpu. Ammianus Marceliinu^

(lib. 22, cap. vii} uses tlie term divis: ‘"Inde nationibus Indicis ccrtatim cum
donis optimates mittentibus ante tempus abusque Divis et Serendivis,” in whi<‘b

passage Dirls and Scre/idivi-^ correspond, respectively, to Sulaiman’s Diha-jUt

and Serendih,
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taking it for granted—as has been slovenly done by the

writers who have preceded us— that one and all of the terms

in question apply solely to the Island of Java, no matter how

illogical such a course may be, and though by it the

progress of historical geography be impeded. It is time

that the absurdity of such a priori methods should be

exposed, and researches instituted in a rational manner as

behoves an age like the present one, when empiricism and

theorism may well be said to have had their day.

It is beyond doubt, as I shall demonstrate, that in the

good old mediaeval days the Chinese and Arabs alike used

to distinguish very clearly between at least two, if not three,

regions all bearing the name Java, Yaca, or Sava, one

of which was situated in the present Northern Burma, the

second in the Malay Peninsula, and the third (if any) in

Sumatra.

I. The Chinese Evidence.

In commenting upon the attack made upon Tonkin {Kiau-

chau) by the populations of Java (in either the Malay

Peninsula or Sumatra) and K‘iin-lun (Malay Peninsula), in

A.D. 767, the Annamese annalists quote from the T'ang

Shu and other contemporary Chinese works the following

explanations ;

—

A.—“One kingdom of Z)a-6d or C‘ha-va [in Chinese, ^
8he-p‘o'] was Java of the mountains [Highland Jora] or

Chau-lang, commonly called Sot-lad It bordered on the

east on Upland Chen-la [Upper or ‘ Fire ’ Kamboja]
; on

the west on Eastern India*; on the south it belonged to the

maritime region [Gulf of Martaban]
; and on the north it

1 For Dh-U-ohu, the Chinese ^ jS ^ K , T^u-lo-shu She-p‘of
for whicli see note on next page.

' 5c T'ien-chti, here no doubt meant for Bengal, although this province

is said to lie in the east of T'Un-chu by Chao Ju-kua. (See Journal R A S
1896, p. 496.)

' ' ’’
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was conterminous with [the territory of Htsie-lo ^ of] the

JSfwn-chlcu [Nan Chao, country. It had under its

rule eighteen lesser kingdoms.”^

The boundaries here described are, it will be seen, exactly

those assigned in other accounts to the kingdom of P'iau, | ^ ®

;

and, indeed, the name T‘u~lo-shu or T‘u-lo-chii, otherwise

spelt T‘u-U-e]uco, ^ ^ J{{j, is stated to be one by which the
natives called the country termed P‘iau in Chinese history.*

The eighteen lesser kingdoms are the eighteen tributary

States of P'iau enumerated in the “ T‘u-shu-chi-ch‘eng ”

(in curd a.d. 1700), among which there was one likewise

called g She-p‘o or T‘ii-j)‘o, situated at eight days’

march from the kingdom of P‘o-!ucei-ka-lu, M it ftp k.
i e. Phantigam.^ It is, accordingly, evident that in the

mind of the Chinese historians of the period S!ie-p‘o corre-

sponded at some time or other to P'^iau (Lower Burma), and
to a portion of P‘iau (in Upper Burma). The name or title

of the P’iau king was apparently, at the time of the embassy

sent by this potentate to China in a.d. 802,

2Io-lo-je,^ a contraction of either Mara-mja, Miira-rdja, or

Mahd - raja (possibly Jlayura - raja). This kingdom of

Highland Java or Dava we have identified with Davaka

[Dava country) = Upper Burma.^

' I® Ttiis toponymic, which has hitherto baffled the wits of our

Sinologists, I hare identified with the Cheila of Xey Elias {“ History of

the Shans,” p. 16), the ancient capital of the Thai JTait or Thai Litany,

superseded in the eleventh or twelfth century hy the more modern S'i-Lua or

Se-Edn. It stood, like the latter, on the left bank of the Nam-5Iau (Shwe-li

River), in lat. 23=’ 57', long. 97'’ 53'.

- Des llichels, op. cit., p. 169, and Aymoniet's “History of Tchampa,” p. 9.

Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.
,
p. 230.

)
JIa Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 228.
Ibid., p. 2.31, note

;
and mpra, p. It.

‘ Ibid., p. 232.
‘ Vide p. ,55 antt. Hr. E. H. Parker says in his “Burma” ^Rangoon,

1893), p. 11 : “ The Javanese [” i.e. the people ot .S'At-p'o] fi.e. the emissaries

of Hindu kingdoms in Java) who visited China said that the Ttau or Pyd called

themselves Ifulichu (or some such word), and that their territory was bounded
by Cambodgia, Ea-t India, A'iiunan, and the sea.” Here, evidently, what is

glibly rendered as Javaattse and .Tara is simply ShC~p’o, that is, the State ot that
name on the Malay Peninsula. The same writer once more tells us, in the Chum
Seciiw, vol. xxi) p. 43 :

“ . . . the king ot the Pyu . . . also
sent a mission [a.d. 802]. The envoys of Java [AVit-^'o] then in China gave
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B.—“There was another kingdom of called

C‘hd-vd (Java), afterwards Qhd-vd Ktcok [in Chinese, She-p‘o

or 8he-p‘o Ewo], far off in the southern sea.” ^ This is the

She-p‘o of Sung history, mentioned since a.d. 992 with

a king Mu-lo-ch‘a? “ Jdu-chi [Tonkin], say the

Annamese annalists, attacked this kingdom with 30,000

troops and subdued it.”^ An earlier embassy is stated in

Sung history to have been despatched by this country tn

the Chinese an account of the Pyu, and indeed some passages in Chinese history

distinctly say that * Jci a is another name for Pyu.’ Doubtless the mistake arose

through the civilizations being largely identical, both being Hindoo”

No comments are needed on the reckless manner of treatment ot historical

geography followed in the above extracts, which is unfortunately but too typical

of modern Sinology. Fancy Javanese envoys giving, and that too at the

dawn of the ninth century a.d., an account of the country and people of

Burma ! Far more reasonably one might have expected Cypriotes or Cretans

suppbung the Andalusians, at about the same period, with a report on the

customs and institutions of, say, Helsingeland or the Chudes.

The term TUi-lo^shit (= Tr'Ufdika^t, vide p. 31 ante), I have since identified

—

as I shall more fully explain in one of the addenda at the end of the present

volume—with the Disitrte mentioned in one of Andrea Corsali’s letters dated

A.D. 1515, and printed in “ Eamusio,” vol. i, p. 180. Strange to say, the term

is forcibly suggestive of TuliikKtra, a name of district occurring in tie Sanskrit

MSS. from Nepal, commented upon by A. Foucher in his “ Iconographie

Bouddhique de I’Inde” (Paris, 1900), pp. 58, 178, 191, 210. However, those

MSS. tell us that VarddhmnSHa is in the country of Tiildkp tra

.

Now, if

Varddhamana be really meant tor Bardvan, as Foucher assumes (p. 58), which
lies at some sixty miles north-west of Calcutta, Talukfeti-a would prove to be
a district of Bengal, and have nothing to do with T'u-lo-shu or T'u-h-chivo.

But may not Vai-ddhamuna be meant, in the case in point, for either Bhamo
(Varma-pitra, see p. 42 above) or some district in Lower Burma, e.g. Jatjn-

varddhana, i.e. Tongu? The resemblance between T'u-lo-shti or T-u-h-chiro

(Ann. Bi-li-chinet) and TuUksetra is too striking to justify the identification of

the latter with the former, well-known to m from Chinese sources, rather

.than with a hypothetical TuUd^tra in Western Bengal, which has never been

heard of elsewhere in Indian literature.

> As no native characters are .supplied tor this term it is difficult to guess

what is meant. Should the spelling be
, ^ij, Ihi.hi, Ka-h,, the reference

might be to the Eala tribe, a tattooing branch ot the Sakai people still to be

found in the Perak district on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula. (See

Newbold’s “British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca,” London, 1839
vol. i, p. 421, and vol. ii, p. 383.) Or is the connection with the state of

Ea-ia-tan or Ki'-U-tau referred to hereafter, or with the Knluh ‘idaud’ ot the

Arabs f

- Aymonier, op. cit., p. 9.

5 Ma Tuan-lm, op. fit., pp. 494, 499 . and Groeneveldt, op. cit,, p. 143, where
the last character in the king’s name is misprinted ^ .

* Aymonier, loc. cit.
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'China in a.d. 821, under the reign of Mu Tsung.' Another
mission of a.d. 435 is, in Later Sung history, recorded as

having been the first one sent by She-p‘o, whereas in the

unnals of the First Sung it is ascribed to Slie-j)‘o-P‘o-t(i.^

Gunavarman, we have seen (p. 463), visited this State of

She-p‘o in a.d. 424 on his way from Ceylon to China.

On the island of She-p'o a State named Ho-lo-tan, Pfll ^ ^

,

IS mentioned as having sent several missions to China between
a.d. 430 and 452.^ It is therefore almost certain that the

She-p‘o of A.D. 821-992 was identical with the She-p‘o, ‘
island,’

of A.D. 430-452, the 8he-p‘o spoken of in a breath with P‘o-ta

{8he-2i‘o-P'o-ta) in a.d. 435, and the She-p‘o visited by Guna-
varman, A.D. 424. The name of the king who despatched the

mission to China in a.d. 435 is recorded as ^ ^ ^ 1^

' T-oung-Fao, vol. x, p. 2.53, where the date is given as 820. But JIu Tsung
reigned .v.d. 821-825.

- Ibid. See also p. 4U3 ante.
® See ila Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 505-506. Parker thus translates, in the

China Bei'icw, vol. xvi, p. 301, a passage from the “P‘ei-wcnTiin-fu” relative

to the State in question :
“ The State of So-lo-ia.n has its capital at She-p^o

Chou.” The characters ^ he adds, “are pronounced as il
£47te-j3‘D], the modern Japanese pronunciation being Jaba, i.e. Java, and not
Ai'« as stated by Dr. Williams.’’ Xe.xt he proceeds with his translation as

follows :
• ‘ Jaba State is in the South Sea ; it is flat and suited for crops

;
in the

year 1129 an officer was sent to confer a marshal’s baton on the Lord ut Java.”
In the China Rcvieiv, vol. xiii, p. 384, the same Sinologist translates from the

identical source ;
“ The capital of Uo-lo-tan State is on Java island,’’ Protessor

Schlegel, in T'onng-Pao, vol. x, p. 249, renders the above passage as :
‘ • KaUitaii

in A.D. 430 ruled over the island of She-p‘o.” Hervey do Saint-Denys in his

translation of JIa Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 505) has : “ le royaume [of Mo-lo-taii]

est situe dans Pile de Che-po on Tou-po [SM-p'o, Tn-p'if].” It will thus
be seen, owing to the discrepancies jnst quoted, that it is impossible to

make out whether She-p‘o was merely the name ot the capital city of

Ho-lu- tan State or that of the ‘ island ’ on which it was situated. The
latter was more likely the ca-e. The term Uo-lu-tan may stand fur either

Haradan, Halatan, Kaladan, Knrata, and the like. It may be compared with

the Ealah and Kardunj of Sulaiman, the Harauj ol Serapion and Edrisi, and

perhaps also with Ibn Batuta's Harddlah (<)uality ot camphor, pos-ibly so named
from the district where it was produced; iide ante, pp. 437, 441). It may, on

the other hand, designate the same country as m m & j
Kou^hj-taii

{
— Kuhlto/i), a State mentioned early in the seventh century lyinir to the

south of Ch^-ih-Vii (Sukhothai, Siam, see p. 179 above). Either, or Imtli of

them, may be now represented by the Krut district on the west coa-t of the Gulf
of Siam (lat. 11° 24' X. circa) ;'by Gurdt (Kurata'r) in the Ghirhi district on
the west coast of the Jlaluy Peninsula {vide sHprUj pp 06, 97) ; and possibly,

though it seems verv unlikely, by Kalantun on the ea-^t coitst ol the latter. My
view incline.s in favour of Gurdt for }{o~lo~tn)K This term may. however, he
simply a transcript ot the Malay word Kraton, meaning a ‘ tort or ‘ citadel.’
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131 ^ Jlp/ Shih-li P‘o-ta T‘o-a-lo-pa-mo = {Bata,

Vata, Varta, or Varddha)-(iara (or dharu ?) jiadma (or mrma,

varman), where P‘o-ta is spelt with the same characters a&

occur in the name of the State of P‘o-ta itself.

The situation of She-2)‘o was past San-fo-cldi (Palemhang)

in coming from China, for in a.d. 904-5 San-fo-ch‘i is

described as lying between C/ien-la (Kamboja) and S!ie-p‘o.^‘

Purthermore, in a.d. 992, She-p‘o is stated to have had as

neighbour a country called ^ P‘o-Io-men, where the

natives “had the secret of looking into people’s minds;

whenever anybody wanted to do them mischief they knew it

beforehand.’’^ In this conneetion it should be observed that

under the date a.d. 802 we are told of P‘iau (Lower Burma)

1 Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 499, and Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 135. In

Ma Tuan-lin the fitth and sixth characters are transposed, this portion of the

name thus reading A-t‘o-lo instead of T‘o-a-lo. It is most unlikely that the

State of P‘o-fa is implied in the preceding words Shi!i-h-T‘o-ta, which may
mean simply S'rl-bhadra {bJiatta, rata, rata, etc.). As regards the State of

P‘o-ta, I have already pointed out {supra, p. 463) its very probable identitv with
Tavernier’s Bata. This famed traveller say.s, in fact, in T. Ball’s translation

(“Travels in India, by J. B. Tavernier,’’ London, 1889, vol. ii, p. 162) : gome
years ago [i.e. prior to 1645 circa] very rich mines of tin wore di.-covered at

Belegore, Sangore, Bordelon, and Bata," of which places the translator gives us

the magnificent equivalents of “ Belli {?), Salangor, Billiton, and Banka (?).’’

[N.B.—The Bangka mines were only discovered, as Marsdeu informs ii-,

in 1710 by the burning of a house !] We shall restore this barbarously
mangled piece of historical geography by pointing out that the localities nanieii

are all to be found ou the Malay Peninsula, and correspond respectively to Ligor
Singora, P'hattalung, and mayhap Bardia (C’hump'hon, so named from^tlie
islet Bardia marked on the old maps, which seems to he the one now called
Koh Mattra). Pathiit, some twenty-seven miles above C’hump'hOn, may also

he meant, or even Ban-Don, below C'haiya, in about 9° 5’ N. lat. ; in any case
we may feel absolutely certain that Bata cannot be far away from the three
places before named by Tavernier and identified by us as above. We may even
take it for granted that it stood, like those, on the east coast of the Malay
Peninsula. This Bata is, then, in all likelihood, the P^o-ta State of CliineVe
history, and She-p‘o cannot have been very distant from it. I may add for
completeness’ sake that in connection with the Ceylonese punitive expedition
of circi 1175-1180 against Pegu, a Ceylonese chronicle appear.s to' mention
a seaport on that coast, “over which Kurttipurapam was o-overnor”
(Journal As. Soc. Bengal, vol. pt- }, p. 198). This toponymic
if correct, is suggestive of the more fictitious than real Std-p'o-ta. .So is Zir-bdd
(i.e. ‘below the wind’), the term applied by Persian and Arab mediiuval writers
to the countries of Further India and the Archipelago (see Abdur-Rav/St in
“ India in the Fifteenth Century,” pt. i, p G). But such resembhmces in names
are, of course, merely accidental, and should not be made the basis for serious
rapprochements.

’

“ Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 559.

3 Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 145 ; and Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 502
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that near its capital there were “ hills of sand and a barren
waste which also borders on Po-sz, and P‘o-lo-meii,

and is twenty days from, the city of Si-she-li (the Si-she-/i

of the Buddhist classics is Central India).” ^ Here Po-sz
and P‘o-lo-men are almost certainly not meant for Persia and
Brdhmana-fdstra (India), but for some other similarly named
countries in Further India. The second very probably
corresponds to Brahma-desa, the country about Tagaung in

Upper Burma.2

From the foregoing evidence it plainly follows that the
situation of 8he-p‘o must have been somewhere between

‘ Parker’s “Burma,” p. 7.

' The Sanskrit iuscriptiou discovered at Tagaung and dated Gupta Samvat
108 = a.d. 426, states that SastinSpura (Tagaung) is situated in Brahma-desa,
which latter thus seems to be the region about Tagaung (see Dr. Fiihrer’s
archteological report for the year 1894). The B'o-h-men neighbour of She-p'o
way, however, not have been'the region just referred to, but some district largely
settled by Brahmans, of which there were several on the Malay Peninsula.
Two well-known ones were Ligor and P'hkttalung on its eastern coast

;
and as

regards its west coast, Kazwiui, writing circu a.d. 1330, says that in Kalah
there is a large city with plenty of gardens (which particular would suit well,
among others, the 'Teuasserim and P‘hang-nga, or Takua-thiing, districts),

which is a meeting -place for Brahmans (see “ llerveilles de I’Inde,” p. 257).
Doudart de Lagree {" E.vploratious et Slissions,” 1883, p. 10) mentions C'-hvia-

i.e. Jara-Briihmiiiis, or Brahmans from Java or C'hva, C'havd—as
having settled at some unknown period in Kamboja, where descendants of them
still exist. Tradition, he says, makes them hail originally from Benares

;
but

there can be no doubt in my mind that they mu-t have come from some
Brahmanic settlement founded by their forefathers on the Malay Peninsula, as
their very desiguatiou, C'hveu or C'havd, clearly implies.

As regardsPo-6c, it might just as w'ell refer to the Ba-sisi (or Basisik,

tribe in the more southern parts of that coast. In cued 1240 Chao Ju-kua
mentions a place identically called Po-sz or Pu-ssd, of which Dr. Hirth remarks

:

“ here probablv not Persia", but some other country, which I have not been able

to identify” (s’ee Journal B.A.S., 1896, p. 479).' On p. 429 ante we have seen

the same name applied, according to Dr. Bretschneider, to part of the west coast

of North Sumatra, from the fact of the Persians carrying on a large trade with

that country and probably having colonies there. I shall revert to this point

later on and show that the term Po-sz in the region in question has no connection

whatever with Persi.rns. although I fully admit the possibility of their having

settled there in a certain number, as they did at many other trading centres in

Further India. I-tsiug in the seventh century tells us of their frequent

navigations between East .Sumatra and Canton [vide supra, p. 428) ;
Kan-shin

three-quarters of a century later (a.d. 748-749) finds au extensive Persian

sottleraeut in South Hain.m [see Takakusu in the Proceedings of the “ Premier

Congres des Etudes d’Extremo-Orient,” Hanoi, 1903, pp. 58-59) ;
Muljallabi

[cirett A.D. 1000). quoted bv Abu-l-Feda, mentions Persians living in the city

of the island of XaWi, and "so forth. According to Dr. Bretschneider’s theory,

then, all these places should have become known to the Chinese as Po-.s;, which
W'as by no menus the case ; hence the uutenability of the theory itself and its

self-condemnation on its own showing.
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8an-fo-chH (Palembang) and PHau (Lower Burma) ;
that is,

either in North Sumatra or on the west coast of the Malay

Peninsula. The latter alternative seems to be the most

probable, and in that case 8he-p‘o State is very likely one

and the same with the next.

C.—Finally, there existed a kingdom of
fflj' Ho-ling,

which was likewise known by the name of She-p'o (a.d. 627-

649), but which I-tsing (a.d. 664-665) calls also ^
Po-ling} It is described as an ‘island,’ but doubtless a

peninsula is implied. Its capital city seems to have been

8he-p‘o, possibly in a.d. 627-649, but probably not till later

on (a.d. 774 to 873). Prior to that, during the reign of

a king by the name of "g JE, Chi-yen,'^ the capital had stood

more to the east, at the town of ^ S fJQ Rf» P‘o-lu-chia-^z?

It is very probable that this 8he-p‘o is the same country

as B, especially arguing from the fact that no intercourse

whatever is mentioned after a.d. 860-873 with Ho-ling,

whereas it is recorded from 992 onwards for 8he-p‘o. The

embassy stated to have been sent by the last-named kingdom

in A.D. 821 was probably despatched by Ho-ling-8he-p‘o.
Similarly, the mission from 8he-2)‘o that reached China in or

about A.D. 802, giving an account of PHau, must have come
from the same State of Ho-ling-8he-p‘o.

Chinese texts—or rather, perhaps, the translations given

of them by our Sinologists—are far from agreeing as to the

location of Ho-ling or Po-ling, alias She-p'o, in relation to

‘ ChaTannes, op. cit., p. 60. In Annamese BCi-laiig, and Su-lang or
KM-lang for So-ling.

* Kit-yen, Klet-dzxen, Kil-yon, in the old dialects, which pronunciations
suggest the words Khyan, Kirjan, Kerian, or Krian ; and Krtin, Krlayajna etc

^ A name strikingly similar to Bhm-u-kaccha or Bnrygaza. It may, however
he Malay derived, e.g., ixom Btiluh-yajah (=PiiIi meanino- ‘Elephant-
bamhoo ’

;
or else it may be connected with either Prakmai [side mpra p. 95 )

or Bruas (Baruvas, Bemas, etc.), said to be the original seat of »overnineut in
Perak. Berhudsa, a very similar term, has in Malay the sense of ‘ strono- ’

‘powerful.’
’

Professor Schlegel gives, in T‘oimg-Pao, vol. ix, p. 275, an almost totally
different translation of the last passage as follows :

— “ The king lives in the citv
of Shay-po, but his ancestor Ki-yen had removfd to the east from the citu of
Bolukiasze (Amoy, Bolohmu)." In Groeneveldt’s translation (op cit p 139 )
the sentence here italicized is rendered “ but his ancestor ’ Ki-upJ
had lived more to ths east, at the town Ta~lu‘ka-hV'' ’ ^ ^
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the neighbouring States. From G roeneveldt’s translations

from both the Ch^iu T‘ang-shu, the Old History of the T'ang

Dynasty, bk. 197, and the Hsin T‘ang-shii or New History of

the T'ang Dynasty (bk. 222, p. 2),* that location may be

deduced as follows :

—

1. East of P‘o-li, ^ jpj, or Ma-li, ,
which he takes

to be Sumatra.

2. West of P‘o-Ung, ^ or To-p‘o-teng, ^ M
which he most absurdly identities with the island of

Ball (!).

3. South of Chen-la (Kamboja).

4. North of the sea and of an insular State called

To-mo-ch‘aitg.

In a further passage from the same book of the old T'ang

history To-ji’o-teng is, in agreement with the above, placed

to the east of Ho-Ung and to the west of ^ ^ Mi-/i~ch‘e}

However, in the amplified new history of the same dynasty

Ho-Jing is said to lie east of To-p'o-thig, in open contradiction

to the preceding statements.®

The “San-ts'ai T'u-hwei” (published 1607) tells us

that P‘o-teng lies eastward (for westward?) of Lin~i (Campii),

borders in the west upon Mi-U, ^ H (same as ^ ^
Mi-U-ch'e ?), and in the south upon Ho-Ung.*

From the fact of all Chinese texts being agreed in making

the country of ^ fij, Lo-ch‘a (see above, pp. 260, 261), and

not Ho-Ung, coterminous with P‘o-U on the east,® it follows

’ See op. cit., p. 138, and Ma Tuan-lin, op. dt., pp. •52'’, .326, 531.

Ibid., p, 183.
. ...

'* See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. .531, and T'oimg-Vao, t«I. ix, p. 281.

is, in the same contraifictory manner, therein located to the it-en of Tv-p'o-b mj.

Piot'essor Schlegel, rvhile saving, following the Old T’ang hi-jtory {T'ouinj-Tao,

vol. i.x, p. 372), that Ho-hng''- lay cast ofF'o-li.’’ goes on to state m a note to the

next page (373), apparently following the Xew T'ang history, that the texts have

:

"Kaling borders to the east upon Puh, to the wist upon fopotiiig, tn the north

upon Canibodja, and to the south upon the sea.” This is al-o the interpretation

put by Hervey de Saint-Denys upon a corresponding pas-age of JIa Tuan-lin

(op. cit., pp. 52.5-6), and under the chapter devoted to I’-o-hng in the -ante

"'ork (p. 523), where it is stated that P'o-ting borders on the east upon Ko-lmg
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that So-liiig could scarcely be looked for in the same quarter.

Whether it be due to divergences of opinion on the part of

the translators in interpreting the texts, or to clerical slips

on the part of the Chinese writers who compiled or copied

them from older sources, it is perfectly evident, from

the contradictions pointed out, that there is an error,

whether of misapprehension or misconstruction, somewhere,

which it is of the greatest importance to correct before

proceeding with our inquiry. After a careful examination

of the subject I have come to the conclusion that Ma
Tuan-lin’s account as translated by Hervey de Saint-Denys

is the most logical, inasmuch as it smooths over all contra-

dictions, and the most consistent with topographical and

historical evidence, as will become apparent in the sequel.

I accordingly adopt the data as supplied in this version, on

the basis of which the position of Ro-ling becomes fixed as

follows :

—

1. Eastward of P‘o-teng or To-p’o-teng, to the west of

which lies Mi-H-ch‘i}

2. Westward of P‘o-h', to the east of which lies Lo-ch‘a.^

3. Southward of Chen-la (Kamboja).^

4. Northward of the sea and of an insular kingdom called

To-mo-ch'ang. Idiis State has
: (1) T'o-lung, ^

on the west
; (2) P‘o-feng, ^ |jL , on the east

; and

(3) Pan-chih-pa, ^ ^ M, sometimes also spelled

Ch'ien-chUi-fu, ^ on the south.*

It is further stated in the Ti-li-che of the T‘ang-shu,

ch. 436, quoted by Chavannes,® that Ho-Ung lies four to

five days’ sailing to the east of jg, Fo-shih (here meaning
the whole eastern coast of Sumatra from Piisai to Palembang),
and that it is the largest island (read ‘ peninsula ’ or ‘ district ’)

in the south. This makes it evident that Ro-ling must have

1 Pp. .V23. .526, .531.

2 Pp. 460, 489, .52.5-526.

^ Pp. 526.
1 P. .534.
5 *• Le.- Eeligieux Eminents,” etc., p. 42, note.
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stood on the Malay Peninsula, and not on any of the islands

fronting the east coast of Sumatra to the south of it as far as

Palembang
; for the only two of them, viz. Bulang and

Galang, hearing names closel}' related respectively to Po-ling

(Ba-lang) and Ho-ling (Kha-lang, Iva-lang) are far from
being the largest islands in the south, or, for that matter,

even in the Bhio-Linga Archipelago.^

I-tsing mentions once only the fact of one Buddhist
devotee having sailed from China, first to Ho-ling, then to

5^ ^ Mo-lo-y'u (Mallayo or Malayu), and thence to

Central India. From this Chavannes (loc. cit.) rightly

argues that Ho-ling was to be found before Mo-lo-yu on the

sea-route from China to India, although, as shown by the

itineraries of I-tsing and Wu-hing,- it was not necessarily

touched at when making that journey. There is, however,

nothing in the above statement which tells against our assumed

position of Ho-ling on the Malay Peninsula
;

nay, even on

the west coast of it. For, in the first place, the Buddhist

devotee who undertook that journey may, after having

reached Eo-ling and in vain looked for a ship there to convey

him across to India, have found it more convenient, in order

to obtain the desired passage, to sail back some distance

to Mo-lo-yu, which, as may be seen from all itineraries

described by I-tsing, was invariably called at and must have

accordingly stood on the regular sea-route from China to

India, and vice versa. Secondly, Ho-ling, although mainly

situated on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula, ma_v well

have stretched partly across to its eastern seaboard on the

Gulf of Siam, in which case in sailing outward from China

it would naturally have been met with, as Chavannes puts

it, before Mo-lo-yu. Thirdly, I-tsing’s allusion may be to

^ Chavannes concludes, of course (loc. cit.). that “le pays de Ifo-Jihg,

trouvant a Test de la partie meridionale de Sumatra, ne pent «‘tre place t^uo

dans Tile de Java ” II This in spite of the tact that Java does not at all lie tt) the
east of any part of Sumatra, but only in a south-eastern direction from it, and
very far south from

^ Op. cit., pp. 119 and 125 (where the outward mute described is: Canton,
Fo-shihy Mo-Io-yn, Chie-ch^a, or Xifcobar-*: and the homeward one;
Tamralipti, Chie~th^a, Fo-shik, China); and p. 14-1, where the itinerary ia

:

China, Shih-li-Fo-shh^ Mo-lo-ya Inland, Olne-ch^a, Xagapattana.
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a quite, distinct place, bearing the same or a similar name

to Ho-ling, on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula. We
have here, in fact, a Tanjong or Cape Puling,^ also known hy

the name of Gelang, the names of which closely correspond

respectively to Po-ling and Bo-ling. Whichever of the three

surmises here put forward be the correct one, it will be seen

that there is not the slightest evidence to show that

Bo - ling stood elsewhere than on the Malay Peninsula.

As regards Mo-lo-yu (Mallayo or Malaya), I cannot see my
way to agree with Chavannes and his followers in making it

the same as Palembang, on the strength of I-tsing’s statement

that Mo-lo-yii had shortly before his time or during his stay

there become part and parcel of the Shih-li-Fo-shih dominions,

and of Albuquerque’s assertion that Palembang was called

3Ialayo by the Javanese.^ I shall demonstrate further on

that I-tsing’s Mo-lo-yii must be sought for on the southern

part of the Malay Peninsula. It is very strange, and

therefore worthy of note, that I-tsing seems to know nothing

about She-p'o, but only speaks of Bo-ling or Po-ling.

The country of Bo-ling is said in the “ Hsin T‘ang-shu ”

{or New History of the T‘ang Dynasty, compiled during the

eleventh century, bk. 222) to produce “tortoise-shell, gold

and silver, rhinoceros horns, and ivory.” ^ “There is a

cavern from which salt water bubbles up spontaneously.”*

The same things, it should be pointed out, are related of

She-p'o State in the Sung annals :
“ The country produces

gold, silver, rhinoceros horns, ivor}", lignum aloes

‘ Already noticed above, p. 104, as the South Cape. In the latest map ot
the Malay Peninsula published by the Straits Branch of the E.A.S 1898 the
term Tanjon,n Puling disappeai-s, and is replaced by the designation Tanhnin
Gelang, no doubt derived trom the hill {Buktt Gelang) which forms the extremity
of this headland. Its position ^ fixed in UN. hit. Likewise disappears the
term Tanjong Kwantan, sub-titutcd by Tanjnng TonhcUng. This is manned
lower down. There is, therefore, every- prob.abilitv that Bukit GelsTni^nr
Gelang Hill is, after all, Ptolemy’s Malen Kolon '(Malava Gelauo- = Bukit
Gelang), in preference to Tanjong Kwantan lower down, ir Tanion->- Guli<ra
further up the coast.

_
J o o

2 See Chavannes, op. cit., p. 37, note, and Takakusu, op. cit nn xvv onto
.xl, and xlv.

’

3 Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 139. Profe.ssor Schlegol, in T-mnn-Vn,.

' G;otne“S loc.
^^“oceroses fnd elephant?’’
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sulphur, and sapan-wood. . . . Salt is obtained b}" boilin

sea-water.” ‘ These productions again point to some place i

11
P‘ stated to be obtained b}‘ boiling sea-water at the

wllowing places mentioned in the same work: (1) at Tung-ha'i-elm, i.e. Pulo
Pemangil and PiUo Aor, but more probably on the sea-coast of the JIalay

opposite them (p. 258)
; (2) at Pahang (p. 2.56)

; (3) at Sumatra city
and adjacent territory on the north coast of Sumatra (p. 2il). Xumerous caves
are to be fonnd on the west coast ot the Malay Peninsula, among the most
notable being those at Kwala Lampor (Selangor) ; Ipoh (in Kiuta, Perak)

;

^_non^ Geriyang or Elephant Hill (Kedah) ; Langkawi Island, north coast
(Gua CherJta)

; Traug
;
Kasom (near P‘hang-nga), etc. ; but whether one ha-

a saline spring bubbling up in it I am unable to say.
Sulphur may have been obtained on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula

trom the deposits of the many sulphurous springs existing there in the Malacca,
Xaning, Klang, Kiuta, and Upper Perak districts. Or else it may have been
brought thither from the neighbouring north coast of Sumatra, where it has been
noticed at Pulo Way and .at a mountain between Achin and Pedir by Beaulieu
(Prevost, op. cit,, vol. ix, p. 340) ;

and in mountain caves along that coast by
Ma-Huan (see Groeueveklt, op. cit., p. 209).
Veins of silver have been discovered in various portions of the M.alay Peninsula

(see Dennys, op. cit., p. 347) ; and in Larut (Perak district) it was found
associated with the rich tin ore.s of that territory (see Comptei Rtudns of the
French Geol. Soc. tor April Uth, 1882, p. 16.5).

The chief supply of tortoise-shell in the Malay Peuiusidit conU's trom the
Bindings near Pbrak (see Dennys, op. cit., p. 414).

Gold is found in considerable quantities, either disseminated in quartz reefs or in

alluvial deposits, especially about Guuong Lcdang or Mount Opliir, to the east
of Malacca, where it was worked till 1817 by the Malaj's : on the upper waters ot

the Muur River and its tributary the Gemencheh (Chendras and other mines),

X.X.E. of Malacca town ; in Uppei Pbrak at Ayer Tawar. Busong, and Belum
or Balom mines, of which la-t McCarthy says (•“ Surveying and Exploring
in Siam,” p. 16): “ We san- traces of ancicut goM-uiuus, ijujcHtn. xcoihhajs,

abandoned no man knows how long ago.'' On the east coa-t ot the Malay
Peninsula we need not mention its trequent occurrence iu Pahang 'on Lui, Lipis,

and Jelei rivers) : in Kelantan (Galas and Pergau rivers) : and in Legeh or

Rangcrh (upper waters of the Tanjuug ilas and Telubin. and Tomoh district'.

But it is of paramount importance for ethnological science to call attention to

the fact that most of the gold-mines now being developed in Pahang through
Evu’opean enterprise were originally opened at apparently a very remote age
by natives of an unknown race, whose workings, ot which very evident and
innxrmerable traces still remain, have rightly been stvleci “wonderful” by the

Europeans who first visited them (see Dennys’ “ Descript. Diet, of Brit. Malaya,"

pp. 26.5-266). The chiet of these tormerly exploited mines are Ranh, Punjuni,

Selensing, Tui, and Kechau, the Selensing being one of the mo-t marvellous.
“ It is situated in a small valley surrounded by low hill-, which in some forgotten

period must have been the scene ot vei-y extensive mining operations. The
surfaces of these hills are honeycombed vvith peqrendicular shaft'-, circular in

shape, which in some instances penetrate to the water-level below the surface

of the valley, a depth of consicler.ably over 100 feet. [Dennys, op. cit.. p. 266,

sjieaks of pits over 160 teet deep extending tor miles.] Many ot the-e pits are

placed so close together that a wall of rock not more than two tect thick separates

them trom one another. The antiquity of these workings is attested by the

apparently virgin forest which clothes the hill- in whii'h they aic -itiiatt d, I.irgc

slow-growing trees being in some instances tound vvith their roots centred in the

sides ot the shafts.
.

' . . . No clue has yet been obtained whii h might
serve to indicate the race to which these miners bclongcii. The mode of mining
employed by them differs radically from that in use among the Chinese, and the

a

ctQ
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the north of Sumatra or on the Malay Peninsula, and exclude

Java, making it thus probable that Ho-ling is identical with

the She-p‘o of section B above.

The true geographical position of Ho-ling may be further

determined from gnoraonical data handed down to us in the

New History of the T'ang Dynasty in the following terms ;

—

"“When at the summer- solstice a gnomon is erected of

eight feet high, the shadow (at noon) falls on the south side,

and is two feet four inches [Chinese chHli of ten U‘un or

inches each, i.e. 2f or 2‘4 ‘ feet
'] long.”

The importance of such a statement can never too much
he insisted upon, since it enables us to arrive at a correct

Malays possess no tradition on tlie subject Whatever the race

may have been, it is evident that it must have attained to a considerable degree

of mechanical skill, and presumably to a faii'ly high state of civilization
;
and

yet, from an examination of the excavations, one is led to believe that the race

which mined them must have been of a somewhat more diminutive stature

than either the modern Malay or Siamese. From the appearance of many
portions of these workings, it would seem probable that the work of mining was
suspended suddenly and never resumed, possibly on account of war, an epidemic,

or some other public calamity.” (H. C. Belfield’s “ Handbook of the Federated
Malay States,” London, 1902, pp. 127-128.) As for myself, I can add that
traces of similar old workings have been noticed, not only in connection with
gold, but also tin mines in various parts of the Peninsula ; Neolithic implements,
such as celts, axe-heads, etc., being found in the ancient timbered drives or
tunnels. This has been the case, for instance, in Perak. Since a.d. 1516
Barbosa speaks of a gold-mine lying abandoned in Pahang (Eamusio, vol. i,

fol. 318 verso). What, therefore, was the race that opened these mines ?

Evidently the same that built those wonderful monuments in Kamboja the race
of Fti-nan, now still represented in the Malay Peninsula by the Sakai and allied

tribes. However, this race, as in Kamboja, no doubt did only the manual
labour. But the intelligent mind that planned, directed, and "superintended
must have been, as there, Hindu. Or shall we have to assume that, in the ease
of the most ancient of those mines, where Neolithic implements occur associated
with the workings, the directive mind was Phoenician " This is by no means
improbable, as we shall see in the following pages that Phcenician Influence
once undoubtedly extended as far as Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula where
especially on the latter, it must have been verv considerable the Biblical
Ophir hitherto unidentified and vainly sought for lying very probablv within its

compass, or, at any rate,_very close upon its northern borders.

Lignum aloes or Gharn-wood {Aquilaria JFalaccei(Sis) is plentiful on the
Malay Pe-'

—

’

-
Sembilan,

1901,
Sea Liio.-,./.,., -- . r- --“o ill oumatra it appears :

occur only in its southern portion (near Kebang, Turabangi Eiver, Lamnonitsl
Sapan-wood “grows in abundance on the northern borders of Malacca and

elsewhere in the Penin'-ula (Dennys, op. cit., p. 338). It is peculiarly
plentiful in the central and northern portions of the latter; Its occuneMe on
the north coast of Sumatra (Zi/miri or Famnl) is mentioned hv Sulaim-n
Marco Polo, and most later traveUers.

‘ mentioned by Sulaiman,
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estimate of the real location of Mo-ling better than any
attempt based simply on circumstantial evidence of not

unfrequently too vague a character, such as, for instance,

toponymic resemblances, etc. It is plain that if some
gnomonic datum of this kind accompanied each foreign place-

name mentioned by Chinese authors, hardly any difEcuIty

would be experienced in deciphering their geographical

charms. And yet, to our utter surprise, we see no attempt
made in the pages of Groeneveldt’s monograph to test that

statement, while nearly two pages are wasted in conjectures

as to the location of Mo-ling, which a simple calculation of

three lines would have settled. Accustomed as we are to rank

gnomonic and astronomic observations, however imperfect,

high above mere verbiage and philological disquisitions in

an enquiry of this kind, we shall at once proceed to find

out what result can be drawn from the data contained in the

passage quoted above.

Mindful, then, of the fact, too frequently overlooked, that

the shadow cast by a vertical gnomon does not correspond

to the altitude of the sun’s centre, but to that of its upper

limb, so that the observation of it is tantamount to an

observation of the sun’s upper limb; and calling a the angle

of incidence at which a ray from the said upper limb grazing

the top of the gnomon will meet the plane of the dial at

noon, we have

—

tang. a= = 3‘3333333, whence a = 18' 2""7.

Apparent altitude of sun’s upper limb . . a = 73’ 18' 2" -7

Parallax for altitude a — + 2"-4

Refraction (approximately estimated) = — 17"'5

-15"-1

True meridian altitude of sun’s upper limb = 73° 17' 47"-6

Less semi-diameter(approximately estimated)= 15' 45"'6

True meridian altitude of sun’s centre . . = 73° 2' 2"

Say, 73° 2'.

Zenith distance = 90°— 73° 2' = 10° 58'.
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Assuming now the sun’s declination at that summer
solstice to have been something like 23° 27' N., we deduce-

the latitude

—

Lat. of Ho-Im(j= 22P 27' -16° 58' = 6° 29' N.

Had the Chinese annalists put on record also the year in

which the above observation was taken, a far more precise

result could be arrived at. But even with the drawbacks

we have to labour under, the possible amount of error

cannot very well exceed a few minutes of a degree
; so that,

making a fairly ample allowance for this as well as for other

slight errors arising from imperfections in the method of

measurement, we may^ feel assured of being well on the

truth’s side when we assert that the position of Ho-liruj

must have been between, say, 6° and T North latitude.

It will thus be seen that Uo-Uncj cannot be looked for in

either Java or Sumatra, both of which lie below the 6th
parallel of Northern latitude. Borneo, although reachino^

with its northernmost extremity to the next parallel-

above that, is most certainly out of the question. There
accordingly remains only the Malay Peninsula where
that State could be located. And yet we see Groeneveldt,

and after him Takakusu and others, seriously identifying

Ho-Ung with Java on the mere strength of the statement
contained in the above-quoted extract from the T'anw
Annals, that Ho- ling is also called She-p‘o” which last

term, although meant to convey the sounds Java, Jaha,
Saha, Sava, etc., we have demonstrated to apply to many
other places besides the island of Java.i I feel very sorry for

the pet theories of these and other Sinologists obsessed with
such geographical notions

; but magna eht veritas d pvacvalehit.

I The only instance?, I believe, in Chiueie literature in which the term

pg
Shi-p‘0 ,

i. employed to denote the Uland of Java, are two, and occur
in a passage of Fei Hsiu’s itinerary, the “Hsing-ch‘a ShOng-lan” (see for the
text of this passage, T-uung-Pao, 1901, p. 376

, note 247). The same WTiter
however, invariably uses Clwo-,ca, every other time he alludes to that
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and it is high time for the sake of scientific progress that

it should do so4

We have seen that So-ling is located by the Chinese
annalists themselves at four or five days’ sailing to the east

of Fo-shih. This appears to be one and the same with the

State also called 8hih-li Fo-shih, and I-tsing in his works
uses both terms indiscriminatelj^,^ although Takakusu is

inclined to draw a line of distinction between them and take

Fo-shih as the old name of the capital, while assuming Shih-Ii

Fo-sfiih to be a later appellation for both the capital and its

now far more extensive dominions. I think, however, there

IS no reason or foundation whatever for such a subtle

distinction, and consider that Fo-shih is a mere shortened

form of Shih-li Fo-shih
;
an abbreviation of a character quite

common in Chinese literature. According to a common
custom in Oriental countries, the State would be often

designated by the name of its capital, and vice vena, so

that in such a case there could be no difference between

the appellations of either. This point settled, it is gratifying

to notice that I-tsing, as well as his contemporaries, furnish

us reliable gnomonical data by which the geographical position

and limits of the country in question can be determined

accurately enough. As this is of great importance for our

enquiry we shall avail ourselves of such an opportunity

at once.

Starting first with I-tsing, he tells US'* that in the country

of Shih-li Fo-shih, at about the time of both equinoxes, at

noon, there is no shadow cast on the dial-plate from the

’ It is curious, and withal not a little amusinjr. to uoticc tlic suriou-

geographical blunders to which incurable Javouiania ha- led our Sinologist-.

Takakusu, the only one who, as we have seen, ha- tound courage enough to

publish the result (although incorrect) of the gnomonical observation at llij-hinj.

is not conrinced even alter obtaining s' X,; and, rather than give up hi-

hobhy about Java, attempts to otherwise explain the astounding discrepant \

between his pet views and actual figures. “There i-,’’ he write-, a cunlusion
in the statement it a place in Java (6° S’ S.) be meant. I mii-t leave the point

unsettled, until I have examined all the parallel passage- in tiie Chiiie-e book-
”

(op. fit., p. xlvii). But it is in hi- head, and not in the -tatenieiit of the Chine-e
annalists, that the confusnm lie-, nhich has been conimumcated thence, a- we
have seen, to the process of working out the data .-et before him.

^ Chavannes, op. cit., p. 125, note 2, gives us the most clear proul ot tin-.

^ Takakusu, op. cit., pp. 143-144.

•Il
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gnomon, or on the ground from a man who stands erect

on those days. This argues that the land in question was

crossed by the equator, and may have stretched for some

distance on both sides of it.

On the other hand, the Nan-Man Chxian, or History of the

Southern Barbarians, gives us the following interesting

details.^ “ Shih-li Fo-shih lies 2,000 U (about 400 miles)

beyond Chun-t‘u-hmg Shan, ^ ^ ll] (i.e. very likely

Kunchir Island in Durian Strait).^ The country stretches

for 1,000 U (or 200 miles) from east to west, and 4,000 li or

more (about 800 miles) from north to south. It counts

fourteen cities, and is divided into two States. Its whole

western part is called Lang-P‘o-lii-sz, 15 ^ ^ (i.e.

Lam-Bdrus, see pp. 429-430 above). It produces much
gold, cinnabar, and camphor {Lung-nao, for which vide ante,

pp. 439 and 441). A gnomon eight feet high, erected on

the day of the summer solstice, casts its shadow [at noon]

2 feet and 5 inches (or 2'^^-) towards the south.”

It will readily be seen that the dimensions here given

correspond wonderfully closely with those of the island of

Sumatra (the actual length of which is 960 miles and the

greatest breadth 220 miles). The two States into which
the country of Shih-li Fo-shih was divided were evidently:

(1) Shih-U Fo-shih proper, comprising the whole eastern

portion of the island
;
and (2) Lam-Bancs, embracing its

western half. The gnomonical data referred to, when worked
out after the same method we have followed above for the
determination of the latitude of Ho-ling, yield 5^ 50' H
latitude. The position thus determined corresponds to that

of Pulo Way or Web, the island lying off the north-western

1 See for 1901, pp. 178 for translation, and 179 noteim w
Chinese text with which I hare collated it, inserting above the orio-inal tl™a
with my own equivalents and identifications.

original terms

2 The translator. Professor Schlegel, interprets this as meaning the Kundurana
or Ounturang mountains, which is nonsense. An island is eviAenlW
and this is almost certainly the island of Kundnr, l>-in“ onnosite ?he of
the Kampar Eiver. Although the distance from this Wand
capital, is only some 250 miles, it is fully 400 miles as stated in e
Pulo Kundnr to the north coast of Sumatra, the point to wh4

* text, from

directly, the gnomonical observation recorded in tL above passage ap^lie^^^
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extremity of Sumatra, but may well be taken—after due
allowance has been made for the usual imperfections
inherent in the gnomonical measurement in question— to

^PP^y to the northernmost limit of Sumatra, i.e. Pedro
Point (lat. 5° 39' N.). This gives us withal the northern-
most limit of the land of 8hih-H Fo-shih. There seems
therefore no reason to doubt that the whole of the island
of Sumatra, and more specifically its eastern portion from
Achln in the north down to Palembang and even the
Lampungs in the south, was included by the Chinese under
that general denomination of Shih~U Fo-shih

;
and the list of

the fifteen States dependent on it, under its later designation

of San-Fo-chH, given about a.d. 1240 by Chao Ju-kua, to

which we shall have to revert in the sequel,^ confirms

that view.

Such being the facts it will be evident that the

location assigned to Ho - ling in the books of the T'ang

dynasty, at four or five days’ sailing to the east of Fo-shih,

perfectly agrees with the above deductions, and more
especially with the results we have drawn from the gno-

monical data handed down to us by the Chinese historians,

which are; 5° 50' N. lat. for the northern limit of Fo-shih

or Shih-li Fo-shih, i.e. the northern end of Sumatra; and
fi 29' N. lat. for Ho-ling, i.e. the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula at about that latitude. These two points lie about

250 miles apart, a distance which it would take just about

four or five days’ sailing in the olden times to cover. The
bearing is also correct, the latitudes of the two places being

about equal, so that an easterly course would have to be

steered in order to proceed from the former place to the

latter.

Having thus made it certain, from calculations based upon

data sufficiently reliable, that the position of Ho-ling or Po-ling

must be fixed on the Malay Peninsula in about 6’ 29' N. lat.,

it remains to be seen how far this result agrees with local

^ Among' the fifteen States here referred to there are those ot T^i’hn-fhig^
I^alembang and Ssin-t^o, which latter we have already shown To be Indrapura,
on the south-west coast of Sumatra {vide ante, p. 45oj.
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features, as well as with the location assigned to Ho-Ung in

respect of the conterminous States named in the Chinese

texts.

A glance at a map of the Malay Peninsula will show that

the 6° 29' parallel of latitude skirts the southern limit of the

Pulo Butong group of islands, passing afterwards just half-

way between Pulo Langkawi and Pulo Terutao or Trotto,

and cutting next the west coast of the Malay Peninsula

a little above the mouth of the Perils or Polit Biver, and the

chef-lieu of the district of the same name which, like its

neighbour Satun or Satul adjoining it on the north, was

abstracted from the dominion of Kedah and placed under

the direct dependence of the Siamese Government in 1841.

Continuing across the Malay Peninsula the same parallel

reaches the eastern coast in the Sai district, a little above

Kwala Menara, the mouth of the Tanjung Mas River. This

was formerly part of Kelantan territory, the main stream

of which debouches in the Gulf of Siam only some thirty

miles to the south-east.

Returning, however, to the west coast of the Peninsula at

the point where we left it, we do not here find in modern
maps any toponymic suggestive of Ho-Ung or Po-Ung, except

the very name Perils, Polit, or Palif, which may indeed be

somehow connected with the second form of the Chinese

term.' In order to arrive at something approaching to the

' Of this district and its river thus wrote Michael Topping at the beo-inning
of last century (see Dalrymple’s “Oriental Ecpertory,’’ Loudon, lS08°vol. i°

p. 399; and the reproduction of the account in “Essays relating to Indo-China,”
1st series, vol. i, p. 1 ct seq.) : “ Purlis has a deep narrow river, at the entrance
of which is a small sandy island The bar of the river is very lone
with only; ten feet of water upon it at spring tides. The town is situated four-

or five miles from this entr.ance_ [this must be the village of Kalasah or that of
TtyoTiHnTipfl iH thp “ ChinR Sea Direr-fi.n- ” vryl i tiv . It. . . .

vessels and people to resort here. Since his death it has sunk Tnro”iTrfornier
obscurity,” etc.

Perlis, under the form rnr/is, is mentioned several time' by Mendez Pinto in
his Travels since a.b. 1o39 and 1.54,5 (see English transl, £0^00169

“
pp. 22, 24, and 189) ; also by Bocarro m his Decadas (p. 187) in 161-> It
seemed then a well-frequented resort of trade.

Further to the north of Perlis and Satul there is, ot course, the little State of
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first form of the same we have to look a little lower down
the coast towards the mouth of the Kedah River, where

we are at once stopped by a familiar place-name, that of

Ounong Gerlang or Geriyang, better known to seafaring

men, by whom it is reckoned an excellent landmark, as

the ‘ Elephant Hill,’ and greatly famed for its magnificent

stalactite caves. A streamlet flowing from its neighbourhood

takes, nowadays, its name from the hill
;

but the more

important watercourse a little to the south of it—known as

Kedah River only since the establishment on its hanks of the

new seat of government for Kedah in a.d. 1(20, or somewhat

earlier— was no doubt, like the surrounding territory,

also named Genang after the famous hill referred to above.^

Here, then, we very probably have a real relic of the ancient

Ho-ling, as this term in its old Chinese pronunciation was

perfectly capable of representing sounds like Ganng, Kharang,

Garing, etc. The caves mentioned by the Chinese annalists

as existing in Ho-ling may well be the very ones on Gerlang

Hill.2 Similar caves occur, however, on several of the

neighbouring islands of the Langkawi group, as well as on

the rocky islets fronting the mouth of the Trang river further

up the coast.^ Particularly worthy of mention is the famous

cave known as the Gua Chenta (from Skr. Guha Carita,

Palum or Plun, the name of which somewhat resemhies that of Po-’u^y. Very

little is known, however, of its p;pt history. A mountain e\ists at some

ot luiies as the crow hies south of the capital of Perlis, but too iniich stress cannot

he laid on ^uch vasrne toponvmic rebenibhtnces.

* Toppin'e. loc. cit.. saVs that the principal seaport, calle.l (iuedah by

.‘'trancers, i“! termed Ijtitrffnij hy the nati\e', i
that i-. to sa\,

Pntrnnrj, Bntaurj, or soraethinj similar. Here we have anoth.-r tuponyTiuc

which has Ion-- since di-appeared from maps, and 'cry hkrly al-o trom the

mtmorv of the inhahitants. I am inclined to think, nevertheless, toat both the

liver and territory in liuestioii must have been better kno'vn to ancient tollc tioni

the Geiians Hill. „ i *•

- For a oood de-criptioii of the hill and its cav.s in ISS.i =ee “ E-ajs relating

to Indo-China," 1st seiie-, 'ol. i, pp. 212-215. T. Mard, its .aithor, m
noticing a tradition existing among the natives that the lull "a, at .me tmiB

surrounded by the sea, remarks that he is inclined t.i belie' e, ir..ni Lre..l.,gieal

indications, that such was the case at no very distant period (p. ~\i). Lohund

Low also Ii.nices it (op. eit., p. 1S2) ; and, siieafcing ot tTunong C .in u (.Jarai,

.SraL or Kedah Pea^ Jurther to the south, says that large er'staL ot .piaitz,

gold, and tin ore are to he t.rand there, "bile hot -prings e.\i-t in '.irmiis paits

oi the neighbouring central range ol the Peninsula.
, ,

^ For the8c eaves on the Trang^ irtlets see Low, op. eit.. pp.
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i.e.
‘ Legend Cave on the north coast of Langkawi

Island, so called from an inscription in Arabic character high

up on the limestone cliff at the entrance. This epigraphic

document seems to be very old, and shows, at all events, that

the island was frequented at one time by Arab navigators

and traders.^ Indeed, from the testimony of our own
travellers some two centuries ago, it is legitimate to infer that

the insular group of which it forms the principal part must

have enjoyed in the past far greater notoriety and a busier

life than nowadaj's.* Its position within a few miles of

1 Marked ffoa Cherika in the latest map of the Malay Peninsula published by
the Straits Branch of the E.A.S. Hence the correct name may be, after all,

Guha Garika (fiarika-guha), i.e. ‘ Inscription Cave.’
® It would be rery interesting to have the inscription deciphered and trails*

luted, as it may reveai to us some interesting phase of the as yet scarcely known
past history of Langkawi and neighbouring islands and coast. Mr. livnuerslev,
who visited the spot in 1900, and gives an account of his trip in the Journal
Straits Branch B.A.S. for July, 1901 (No. 36), remarks anent the inscription
(p. 62) :

“ Certain Arabic words and names can be made out, but whether it is
ancient, as the Malays like to believe, or some hundred years old, it is impossible to
say .

’ Ei-idently further inve.stigation is needed here.

'

Since writing the above I have noticed the late W. E. Maswell’s most
interesting article on “ Pulau Langkawi” and its antiquities and legends in the
Journal Straits Branch B.A.S y,o. 19 (1S87), to which I refer the reader.
Concerning the Gua Chenta, this accomplished scholar says fpp. 3'.>_33) that
the inscription, can-ed in the rock at a height of some twelye feet from the
OTound IS Jlalay, and contains a date, a.h. 1060= a.d. 1649 ; it seems to record
the visit of some ra]a at that period if the date alluded to is to he taken as the
date when it was written, and not of some past event commemorated at a later
period Maxwell also gives a transcription of the opening sentences of the
inscnption as tar as they are decipherable; of the remainder he notices, ouiy
a word here and there can be made out.

^

* According to Colonel Loiv (in his notes to his translation of the Kedah
iii), was the ancient

,, xT' 7 'i.- I 1 -A 1 t

probable that owin;^ to their like
the Aikobars, anciently inhabited by a stark-naked population they were
similarly teimcd Xangn-vara, Xanga-vuri. They are marked ®| ^
Lung-na-clnao-i (Cant. Jumj-nga-kun-i~\jii,^-^-,ri!T, n ,

^

about A.D. 1400 published by Phfflips (Jourmfckma i,rma /if
1886, p 38). Ihis IS perhaps the most ancient mention of them ektant at anv
rate under that name. In 1606 Matelief calk them

“*'*
”,*

>
,

“'

afteTO-ards (a.d. 1621) Beaulieu gives a rather detailed description of^l’isle qul
ses^halatants twx d’Aebem ou I’Isle an p/ rl“'

map ot

and sp^^ks of rather exten-ive pepper plantations situated at the “toot ot a lare-emountain there (Gunong Kaya rl, owinsr to n-hirh nn onii r.

^

maintained with the island (see Prevost’s “Collection of Vn Y.'*®

p. 336, and vol. i.v. p. 334). Now rice and su/r airthi
the valleys and plains being inhabited and cultivated

productions,

villages, of which the principal one is Kwah,
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several once flourishing seaports on the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula, and in the track of sailing vessels pro-

ceeding thither from the southern coast of India and from
Ceylon rid the Nikohars, or travelling to and fro along the

eastern shore of the Bay of Bengal, between the Gangetic

Delta, Arakan, Pegu, and the Straits, coupled with the fact

of its possessing good anchorages, cannot hut have helped in

making it, if not a large emporium, at least a well-known
place of call for ships and an entrepot for transoceanic trade.

Even at present some considerable amount of commerce is

carried on with Penang and the adjacent coasts by junks.

the island. The term Fulo Zuda, or ‘ Pepper Island,’ is actually, strange to say,
applied to Pulo Butun, the south-western island ot the group, which is hilly aiid

covered with thick jungle. But formerly the islands were collectively known as
the Ladas or pepper islands. The view expressed by Dennys {“ Descriptive
Diet, ot British Malaya,” p. 318) that they were “ so called more probably from
their number than their produce ” will now be seen, after the evidence from
Beaulieu, to be absolutely unfounded. On Dayang Bunting, the largest southern
island, separated from the adjacent Pulo Tuba by a narrow winding channel
(Selat Tuba), there is a fresh -water lake about .)00 yards long. Thermal springs
exist near Tanjong Dundaug or Dendang (or Gamarau), the north-east extreme
of Langkawl Island. According to a Malay tradition the body of Tun Jana
Khateb, a noted champion from Pasci, lies at Langkawl (see Leyden’s “Malay
Annals,” p. 83). A far more important legend about the island is given by
Maxwell, op. cit., pp. 31-32. According to it Langkawl is the old Lnit()kaptii-\

(Laukapura, i.e. Ceylon), where the celebrated war between Rama and Eavana
took place. After this war the island was little trequented, and in later ages

became the home of the bird Garuda. [See .above, pp. 80-81, wbere, from other

indications, I was before this led to locate the abode of Garuda—the KiVa-

Sdlmali peak—on the west coast oi the Malay Peniusula. The Vavu Purina

places the said abode on Tiukaiika, a mountaiu rauge running eastward from

Mount Mcru; see Hall's ed. of Wil-ou's V.P., vol. ii, p. 118. In Chinese

literature the la-p'ang-niau, 101 .ft ,
or Cliine^e Ruld}, is said to reside

on the island of K'vn-hot Ts^lng-sz, in tne south-western sea, i.e. Malay

Peninsula or Areiiipelauo
;

see CJunf^e Fo-coidt'i\ vol. iii, p. dGl, and Clufui

Iit.vv.iv, vol. viii, p. lb"9. Ibn Batuta pretends to have met it there (up. eit.,

vol. iv, pp. 30o-306j.] At a far later period it is stated in the IckTendary

chronicle ul Kedah that the prince uom K.uui to whom the ioimdatioii ni Kedah
is ascribed, beinp; shipwrecb-d on Garuda\ i-jhiiKl ol Laniikrtpuri 'i.e. Pulo

Lanirkaw'i
, found a hulinj-piace, -ate irom Gaiud.tV hostility, in the \ery

famous cave of Gua Clierita, where he was tended by his luture wile, the

daughter oi the Emperor ui China, until throuirh the provi'Ivutiul interk elite ai ui

Sulaimuu , Solomon^ he was set liee to lav the foundation oi the Kcldi Slate on

the opposite cua-t. The name of the ho•^pitabl^ inland wa^ artt-r\%ar’h < h.in/ed

from L'UKjk'tpun to L<ftvjl'i"k Tiiis is a far moie accurate .>f the -t.trv

than that given hv C"louel Low iu hh tian-jlation—whkh ^Faxw.li c.illh

“ inferior ’'-^trom the Kedah Chronicle. Anothe-r legend aliout a Pnnee-' r. 7,1

Langkawl occurs iu the ^lalay romance of Lma Yatiiii ‘,-bce Xcwbi.'liVs

of Malacca,’’ London. ISIJO, vol. ii, p. 332j.
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while larger vessels and men-of-war occasionally visit the

island.

In conclusion, there is ample evidence to show that the

insular group of the Langkawls, as well as the mainland

abreast of it, were in the old days of exclusive sail navi-

gation the centres of active trade and intercourse with

transoceanic countries. We have, of course, no exact data

as regards the extension of So-ling except the vaguely

defined boundaries with adjoining States mentioned by the

Chinese annalists, and we do not therefore know how far

south and north it stretched on the Malay Peninsula
;
but

I think that the position I have indicated in about 6° 29'

N. lat. very closely corresponds to that of the central part of

the kingdom, or, at any rate, of the district where its capital

or principal seaport was situated. Tanjung Sawah, the

south-western promontory of Langkawi Island, and Pulo

Tuba, the island lying close eastward of Pulo Dayang
Bunting, bear names strikingly similar to She-jj'o or Tu-p‘o

;

hut it is more probable that this term was a generic desig-

nation of the Malay Peninsula at the time being, of which

So-ling was merely a part. In fact, although So-ling is also

called She-p‘o, i.e. Java, in the Chinese accounts of it, and its

later capital is said to have been at the city of 8he-p‘o or

Tu-p‘o (Java or Tuba), we have seen that the kingdom of

So-lo-ian is likewise stated to have been situated on the

island of She-p'o or Tu-p'o. Thus So-ling was most probably

simply the name for a part of She-p'o rather than a synonym
for the whole of that region.

Off the north coast of Langkawi Island, and nearly abreast

of the spot occupied by the Giia Cherita cave, there is an islet

bearing the name of Pulo Kilim. Other toponymies similar

to So-ling occur further up and down the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula.^ We shall presently see, however, that

' They are, on the north : Kheloiig or Klulmg Bay, in the south-eastern
part of Junkceylon Island ; the islet ot Khah m (Koh K’halem) , at the entrance
to that bay ; and, a good deal farther to the north, Elmvj or Jliianr/ Klilimg,
an ancient district above Takopa, towards Eanong. On the south

: (1) Sun^el
KUmj. a small eastern affluent of the Perak kiver, close to its mouth °in
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none of the places they belong to is so suitably situated as

the Gerlang Hill and surrounding territory, in respect of the

States named by the Chinese annalists as conterminous with

Ho-hng. The positions of the States in question in relation

to that of Ho-Uncj as given in the rectified account adopted

by us above, and their probable modern equivalents with

which we propose to identify them, are as follows ;

—

1. On the west P‘o-teng or Tu-p‘o-teng, to the west of

which lies Mi-li-eh‘e. To-p‘o-teiig, ^ ^ is very likely

the place marked Tapting in lat. 7° 35' N. and long. 99° 30' E.,

or just above Trang, in McCarthy’s map ’
;
and may thus

correspond to an old State having its centre in the Trang

district and formerly bearing that name. Again, To-p'o-tvmg

may, though less probably, stand for Tuliaa-thiuig in the

elided form Ta-\li\-Ka-thung. So may P‘o-teHg designate

Pulo Butong, the insular group lying off to the west of

Langkiiw!
;
but it is more likely that it is a mere abbreviation

South-West Perak. (2) Kiono or Kuhnuj, now the iciideuce of Selangor,

on the SungC'i Kla)tg at about twelve niile'j troui its mouth, which is

called Kwala EUn'/j. This river is nuuktd in the Chinese map ul about

A.D. 1399, published by Phillip-, as Chi'h/'g (Ki-liug) CMci'g^

a spelling which excludes it« identification with Ko-luw. On this stream was
situated the tormer State ol Kalaug, the tuuudutiou ut which is claimed by the

Benua (Banawa or Vainnn) tribes. E'llnag, according to Xewbold, means
‘tin,’ and the couutiy about Sclana^T was called X*g,-i KiOaug, i.e. ‘Land of

Tin.’ After the luimdation ot Malacca gii\'L rioO-HOJ* Kalung became one
ot its dependencies, beiner governed by the chiet ot Peiuk (-ee XcwbnkVs
“ British Settlements in the Strait- ot ^lalacca." Loiuboi, lvS39, vol. ii,

]ip. 30, 370). (3) Pulo KUing or Knhiwj (-onietimc- marked as Kalam,
Kallaiu, etc., in the old maps), an i-land at the mouth ot the Klaug
River. {4) Tanjuug KUi"i-, a point six miles west of the toN\E ol Mahaca.
(o) Kohnig or Kulhing, a di&tiict on Siugapnre Idand iu-t above Qfhnig and

ca^t of Roelior, from wliich it is -ipaiated b) a -mall stream, the Siingei Kalong,

There is ako a hill, Bukit Ka^'oni^ on the central pait of the island. Of
toponvraics sjniilar to Fo-lnuj we haw very lea. Oim i- Sunaei a -Tream

rising in Central Kedah and lioMing into the Mud.i River. Anutlier i- rK'dihg,

.1 Onnsiderahlc village in N<»rth Malacca, about twenty mile- inland from

Malacca town. La-tly, may be menthmed the A'/'m' or Efuia Ri\er and

District, ju.-t heloAv Province "Wellesley.

^ Annexed to his hook “Surveying and Exploiiug in Siam.” London, 1900.

The Siamese name uf the place in finc-th*u stem- t<> he wliieh, il

correct, would make very little ditiereme in «»ijr uu iitifieuiinn I base -imi-

iiuticed that Warington Smyth mentions it under the i^nn as a iricat

pc-pptT district, to which thv plantations xdve a deliLditiul (“Fi\e ^eais

in Siam,” Loudon, ISOS. vol. ii, pp. t>, lOj. Tbi- -polling rg^ it correct,

is e\cn more suggestive of To-p'o^Ung.
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of To-p‘o-teng. In any case, it will be seen that the State

so named has every chance of being the territory stretching

from Trang towards Takua-thiing and even further. Though
it may be easy to find place-names somewhat resembling

P‘o-teng further down the west coast of the Peninsula, I do

not think one exists which could be connected with To-p‘o-tmg ;

hence I believe that my identification is correct^

As regards Mi-li-eh‘e, there seems to be no doubt that it

is Mergui further to the north,^ as the manner in which

that name is spelled in Chinese, ^ ^ makes it capable

of being read also Mi-li-chil or Mi-li-kii, Mi-li-ki, etc., which

forms closely resemble those (Mergi, Mirgi, etc.) recorded

in the early pages of this paper for Mergui [vide supra,

pp. 84-85). The variant Mi-li [Me-li, Mai-lei), we
have noticed as occurring in the “ San-ts‘ai T‘u-hwei for

a State situated to the west of P‘o-teng, evidently refers to

the same place elsewhere termed Mi-li-ch‘e.

' Groeneveldt, we have seen, h.ss not hesitated to identify To-p^o-Ung with,

the island of Eili, J'Wa (see “Essays relating to Indo-China,’’

2nd series, vol. i, p. ISd). Professor Sehlegel (in T-oung-Pm, vol. Lx, 1898,

pp. 284-285), .although asseiting he is wrong, is at a loss to find a suitable

equivalent for Tu-p'o-ting, and inclines to locate it at Tringann. He makes hold

to suggest some hlalay equivalent like Patang, but cannot manage to dispose of

the first syllable Tu of the name.

- In Groeneveldt’s opinion (op. cit., p. 237) would correspond to

the Moluccas (!), which are situated neither to the east or west of his • Bali.’

Professor Sehlegel (op. cit.. p. 287) reads Be-U-ch'ta, and supposes the term is

a transcript of tlie Sanskrit Mlccclw [Pali JPihtkUtu'] usually applied to un-
civilized tribes. He therelore takes it to refer to the wild Negritos ot the Malay
Peninsula. But tliis is altogether too vague. He might have, with better cause,

connected the terra with Mnj-ica, the Sanskrit equivalent ot the Malay Zada,
i.e. pepper, which becomes P’hrik (for Brn'ica, Brica) in Siamese, aud may have

been tlie name given by ludu navigators to the insular group of the LSdn or

Langkawi Islands. Tiiis is, however, a mere coujeuture, unsupported moreover

by topographical ee idence ; nay, in distinct coutradiction with it, as it is lelated

in the L'hiuese accounts. I haee thought of 3Iyitta or Mritta ou the Tenasserim

Eiver in tlie Tavoy district, which wa.-, once a flouiishiug town ; but I believe

that Mergui or Jluf'it, the ancient Zlrttikd (see above, p. 82), is really tlie phice

intended.

There also existed on or about the site of the present Pataiii a city or tort

known as Kota Zleligci or Zldigii (MaUgai? Newbold, vol. ii, p. 68, writes

MuliLi't), after which the country round about seemo to have been named, before

the luuudatiou thiie of Patani in about a.d. 1500 (.-ee Lejdeu’s “ Mal.iy -Vunal-,'’

pp. So and 319). Posribly this was somehow connected with the present Legcli,

which lormed until a few decades ago part ot Patani territory, i’rom it- situation

on the cast coast ot the Malay Peiiiusula I do not thiuk that this -l/t.Lyn to in

any way connected with Mi-h-ch‘e.
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2. On the east P‘o-U, to the east of which lies Lo-cJi‘a.

P‘o-h, ^ flj {P‘a-lai, Bdlei, Valai, or Van), is stated in

K^ew T‘ang History to he known also as .1 m, Ma-U
{Ma-lai, Barai, Bdlai, etc.), to abound in ponies, and to

produce also carbuncles, some being as large as a hen’s
egg.i The people of the countr3% according to the Sui

Annals (a.d. 581 - 617), were skilled at throwing metal

quoits or cakiris, bj* which they never failed to hit their

adversaries.^ The historj' of the Liang djniast}' mentions

that in a.d. 518-523 the king’s family name was Kiiundinj’a,

who stated that the wife of Suddhodana was a woman
from his countr}^® The land produced a soft stone culled

* See Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 206 ; aud T-oioiff-Pao, vol. i.';. 189S. pp. 29(i-

291, also vol. ii ('ecoml seiie~). 1901, pp. 331-335. Groeneveldt triiU'Lit.

'

‘ tire-pearls,’ but Professor Schlegel, more lightly, ‘carbimtdes,’ tor the desciiptiou

given of them is : “ They are round aud ivhite, aud shine to a di.staiice ot •everal

teet
; when one holds such a pearl at midday over some tinder, the tire immediatc-ly

springs from it.” This argues them to be crystals, very hkely of iiuartz, shaped
somehow like a lens, aud capable as such ot cunceuti atiug the .sun's rays. Tlio

same articles are said to be produced at Lo-ch'o, aud it is recorded that between
A.D. 650 and Too one of such crystals, a.- large as a hen’s egg, was sent as tribute

to China by Lin-i (Carapa), which wa.- stated to have been obtained Iroui the

kingdom of Lo-clva. We have in a preceding page called attention to the

fact that large crystals of quartz have been noticed by Colonel Low to the south
of Gunoug Cheriu or Kedah Peak. Vuiy likely they occur also iu the m.iiu

range and on the eastern watershed of the jfalay Peninsula, where it i- probable
that Lo-eh'a was situated. Kewbold speaks of them as occuriing iu the allmial

earth thrown out from tiu-nuues lu Suugei Ljong aud other districts of the

Peninsula (“British Settlements in the Straits ut Malacca,” London, lS3'a,

vol. ii, p. 99, etc.). Also, in considerable qiiautities and with gold-dust, at the
base of Mount Opliii' (Malacca)

;
m Triiigiuu, Pahaug, Gommcbi, etc. (\ol. i,

p. 403). The presence of such crystals very likely originated the legeud ot

diamonds being lound iu Kedah, Jala. Malacca {TiDin'pura or Taujuug-puru).
aud ncighbouiing places on the Malay Peninsula isee Dennys, op. cit., p. ITS ;

Mandelslo, Amsterdam ed. of 1T2T, p. 33-5; Garcia de Grta, etc.).

- The description given shows these weapons to be cahm-,

:

“ It is the size ot

a (Chinese ratt.il) luiiror, in the middle is a hole, aud tiie edge is like a s.iw
"

(Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 205). Tavernier .speaks of the-e di-cs being -till ii-.d

in his time at Sidhpur in India (see V. Ball’s Tavernier's “Traiels m ludi.i,'’

London, 18S9. vol. i. p. S2).

Kmiiidintja, in Pali Kondimnn, i~ the well-known name, amongst other-,

of the maternal uncle ot Suddhodana, the lather ot Gotauia lliidJI'..i.
^

Siublho-

dana’s wite was J/o'/iT, Buddha’s mother, and her birthplai e was the city or

Kolt, or Kohya, also known as Vyrujhr'ipura (’Tiger City’) and latei on a-

Decadah'i trom the Prince of that name, on the Koliini. Sereial king- in Iiido-

China are recorded who bore tbe name ot Kondunna, one lieing a Brahni.in,

who, according to Chinese records (see Jla Tuan-lin. op. cit., p. 439,! cjiuj iroiii

India iu about .v.d. 400-420 riii F'lm-p'iiii to iu-tnnt (Kanilioja,, ainl bi cam
tbe sovereign ot that country, his descendants contiiiuina to b. ar the tamily

name of Kundannu, tbe founder of their dynasty. As lur down as .v.ii OTO
the name Kauudinyn occurs in the Banski’it in-eriptions ot Kamboja lui
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KambaJa, out of which figures were carved that became

very hard after long exposure.^ The Sui history adds that

in A.D. 516 the king’s family name was Ch‘a-li Yaka, and

his personal name Su-lan-na-p^o^ \
and says of the people

that for their sacrifices they choose a time when there is

tlie line of kings reigning there. From the passage cited above, it may be
inferred that in P-o-li also there may have reigned a personage of the same
name hailing from the ancient home of the Sakya princes in the Nepal terai,

where Koliya was situated. This would argue that the royal family of Yo-li
were Buddhists at the time being. With these circumstances the fact may or

may not be connected ot a city bearing the name, as recorded by Ptolemy, of Koli
{iHpra, pp. 105-106), e.visting right across the Malay Peninsula in the Kelantan
district, which may have been tounded by the F‘o-h sovereigns or their relatives

in order to record their place ot origin.

* Professor Schlegel (in T'o\in<j-Fm, 1901, p. 183) identifies this stone vith
a species of marl called yapal by the Malays. This, he says, though very soft

at first, becomes under water so smooth and hard that sometimes the anchors

do not hold upon it. He is unable, howc\er, to cite any e.viimples of carvings

from this material as e,xtant on the east coast of Sumatra, where he places

I can, on the contrary, point out endless instances of images impressed on tablets

moulded out of a somewhat stiff clay, which are to be found in many a limestone

cave ot the Trang, Jala, Pahang,’ and other districts on the Malay Peninsula.

Some ot these have been described in Man for December, 1902, pp. 177-178.
The author ot tlie article there says ol them (p. 178) :

“ On being exposed to the

air they soon become harder and assume a paler colour.” I have a lew ot them
with me. and although I must coutess the material is rather brittle, I am inclined

to take it that this is the ‘ 'Ott stone ’ with ‘ carved figures ’ alluded to in the
above account. I have, 'im-e writing the above, come across two references to the
lery Xupul stoue in Newbold's •• Statistiial Account ot the Straits of Malacca,”
London, 1839, vol. ii, pp. 98 and 142. The author says it is steatite, and occurs

lu a stratum under the tin ore in Sungei Ujong and above the gold-bearing lock
at Bukit C'himendras iu Goiniiichi (Johol State). He adds that the first laver

of Xajjid is sott and whiti-li (p. 142). This pioves that Xapal is more especially

a product ot the we-t coast ot the M.ilay Peniusula than ot the east coust of

Sumatra, as Profes-or Schlegel would have us believe.

m m ?i5 fjo m m b ^ i b i) The first

name seems to raeau Xsntnpit, fitilui, Sakijn, Yakkha, or Yapn. The second

sounds something like II:ii-annnia, Bhunninarn, Hidii-nava, or Vm-lava,

Vinfirii. A S.in-krit inscription on a -tele at Wat Maheyong (Mahiyaugana),

near Ligor, dating probably from the seventh or eighth centuries, mentious

a per-onage under the name «i (.\rnna, Urririyu(r), the reading being

uuceitaiu), which may be the king in question, aud also contains the name of

a certain •• illustrious which may he the same peison whose name is

recorded above under the mutilated torm of Saga or Yaga. The reason why
1 suggest these connections is becau-e the same inscription speaks of Chm-
dlaa/i, or •Chinese flags,’ perhaps banners made ot China silk, thus showing

that the country had intercourse with China. It is a pity that this epigraphic

moniimeut -lio’uld be -o badly pre-erved as to prove for the most part un-

ilecipherable. The tact ot its having been tound in the Ligor district is no
certain prool that it originally -tood there : it may very w ell liave been brought

acio.-s from the western w’atershcd where was, or erected on the occasion

ot some visit to Ligor of a king from F'o-fi.
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no moon ; they then fill a platter with wine and eatables and

let it float away on the stream ;
in the eleventh month they

always offer a great sacrifice.^ The sea produces coral.

The itinerary followed by ships sailing to their countrj-

from Tonkin was by way of Ch‘ili-t‘u (head of the Gulf

of Siam) and Tan-tan (Pulo Tanta-lam, between Ligor and

Singora).® The New History of the T'ang Dynasty describes

the people as having swarthy bodies and red frizzled hair,

nails like hawks, and teeth like wild beasts ;
they perforate

their ears and put rings (pendants) into them, and wrap

a piece of cotton round their loins. Their markets are held

at night and with veiled faces.® The king, when going out.

^ Here it is a question of the festival of floating offerings in stream-i, introduced

a loug time ago troui India into Indo-Chiua, auci known iu Siam under the name

of Ldt-h-athomj, or ‘Leaf-platters do.ating.’ It takes place at the eleventh and

twellth full moons, which generally tall in Octqher and Xoveraher respectively.

The custom is widespread all over the Malay Peuiusula and Archipelago, it beina’

practised with some variations ecen among the Bicjiis of Borneo. It al-o exists

in the Maidive Islands (see Levden in “Essays relating to Iiido-China,

1st series, vol. i, p. 123). It is 'probable, however, that its adoption in the

Archipela^’o occurred at a comparatively modern date, and that earlier it i\as

mainly confined to the Malav Peninsula, where it survives to this ver\ dai, even

in the purelv Malav States,' such as Perak, Selangor, etc. (see HtraxU Times,

Aug. 13th, 1895, aft, “ Malay Cuitoms in Selangor ”).

^ Groeneveidt, op. cit., pp. 205-206, and T'sumj-Pao, 1901, pp. 33- et seq.

In these, as well as in the following passages, I have, as a rule, adopted the

emendations to Groeneveldfs translation proposed by Professor Sclilegel. I should

like to call attention here to the fact that Valentijn in his map ol the Malav

Peniiisiila and Sumatra marks a place by the name ot Tahtan ) cUio (i.e. Old

TphUin’ in Portuguese) on the Old Singapore Strait, immediately to the ea-t ot

TaiiiJJoug Boero (Taiijong Bulus).
, . -- m

= Hervey de St. Deuys translates the same passage as embodied in Ma luau-

lin's work 'thus (p. 459) : “Les naturels ont le corps noir. des cheveux rouges et

crepus, des ouMes d’oiseau.x de prole, et des dents de betes teroces. IP se percent

les oreilles pour v suspendre de petites sonnettes et ceignent leuvs reins d umlo

d’etoffe de cotou'. Ils tiennent leur marches la niiit, et s’y rendent le visage

couvert.” Practicallv the same description is given of the natives <ji Lo-ch-

a

the State Ivino- east'of P'o-h, on p. 4S9 of the same vvoik: “Les habitant-

sont tris lai'ds f ils ont la peau noire, les cheveux ruuge.s, des dents de earnassiers,

et cles ongle- d'oiseaux de prole. De temps en temps, ils vont taire le eoiiimerce

sur les cotes du Lin-i (Campa). Ils arrivent et se niontreut -eulement pendant

la nuit
;

le lour ils se tiennent caches.” Dr. MaeGowan, quoting li'im I unmv

not what Chinese work, writes as follows in the China Bictor, vol. xix, P- ’-SJ :

“ In the reign of Yang-ti of the Sui, 605-16, the Pali ol bumatia [read i a- ft

and omit Sumatra] brought as tribute specimens of their wild men, black in

colour, hair red and curled, feet and toes like birds claws, and teeth like brute

beasts; their ears were perforated; for clothing they used a rtiap ‘d cloth.

Subsequcntlv these savages .are .again named by an oHicer sent bv Vang- ti to

Pali [P‘o-fi1, from whom it was ascertained that Aey vvere called Losha [-i"-'

and occupied an e.xtensive region east of Pali [P‘o-f>]. ihey were of dre'adlul
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sits in a chariot drawn by an elephant, etc. Most of these

particulars are repeated from the preceding histories of the

Liang and Sui dynasties with hut trifling additions, hence

it seems that all Chinese intercourse with F‘o-li practically

ceased after 616 a.d., the date of the latest embassy

mentioned in those records. I-tsing has merely a passing

reference to it somewhat later on (a.d. 671-695).

It will readily be seen, from P‘o-U’s topographical

location to the east (or, more correctly, south-east) of Ho-Ung,

that it must have been on the west coast of the Malay

Peninsula from, say, the 6th or 5th degree of North latitude

downwards. Such being the case, it must be identified

either with Perak or the district on the banks of the Prai

River (abreast of Pinang Island), or, again, the territory

round about the Ptdai stream and Gunong Pulai, at the

very south-eastern extremity of the Malay Peninsula, and

at the western entrance to the Old Singapore Strait. There

are, of course, many other places on the west coast of the

Peninsula and elsewhere bearing similar names, but they

appearance, black, red-beaded, vritb claws for fingers and toes. They engaged
in commerce, trading with Lin-yih, all tonsactions taking place by night, or,

if trading by day, it was with veiled faces.” The translator then proceeds to

suggest that these savages—hardly savages or wild men, by the way, for they
engaged in trade with other peoples—might have been the progenitors of the
present Knbus. There can be no doubt, however, that tribes of Negrito stock

on the southern p.irt of the llalay Peninsula are implied, and with them is

wrongly included the far more civilized JIon-Khmer population settled along the
sea-coast and on the adjacent islands, which was really the element that carried

on the trade and maintained intercourse with neighbouring countries, employing,

as a matter of course, slaves from those savage tribes to do menial work, man the
boats and sea-vessels, etc. It is most probably only in sucb a capacity, i.e. of

.ship-crews, that batches of Sakai and Samangs ever got to the coast of Campa.
As no native race is to be found on the east coast of Sumatra or the islands

immediately adjoining it possessing the somatic characteristics depicted above

—

though evidently with exaggerated touches—for the populations of and
lo-eh-a, we are compelled to locate these two countries on the southern part of

the Malay Peninsula, where we meet such characteristics in the Samangs, the

Pangg.angs, the Tumiors, etc. As regards the practice of holding markets at

r.isht in F'o-U, it is interesting to observe that the same custom was followed

down to the sixteenth century' at Malacca, of w'hieh the “ Hai-yu ” (1.537) says :

" Women hold a market at night, but must finish at the second drum
; when

they stay over this term .and are caught by the patrolling orang Icoga, they are

killed, and the king does not look further into the affair ” (Groeneveidt, op. cit.

,

p. 247). This shows that P'o-li must have occupied the very same stretch of

country or a conterminous one, as we have already inferred for other reasons.
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are mostly insignificant and of very doubtful antiquity.^

The one other place, now no longer existing, that might

lay some claim to identification with P‘o-U is Woraicd)'i or

Varai'dn, which is mentioned as early as a.d. 1360 in the

Palatine Law Code of Ayuthia as one of the tributary States

to Siam in the south (Malay Peninsula^). Whether the

district so named has any connection with the Wdris tribe,

better known as Bidwanda, who, settling in the southernmost

part of the Malay Peninsula, proceeded to encroach upon

Sakai territory further to the north, I am unable to say

;

but I should think not, because Wdris appears to be

a relatively modern epithet.* It is, of course, possible that

the term P‘o-U may represent some such word as Bdlei,

meaning a hall of state, a court, a term often applied to

capitals of Malay districts, in which case it would have

disappeared long ago, along with the particular place it

designated. But it is not altogether improbable that, in

its alternative form, Ma-li (or Malei, Malai), we have the

country which Edrisi recorded in a.d. 1154 under the name

of ‘ Island of Maldi,’ olU

‘ Like, e.g., Palei, a small village in Soutli Malacca, about half a mile from the

coast
;
Sungei a rivulet furtlier up the coast, below the Bemani Paver, etc.

- See above, p. 84, where I have suggested its possible conuection with

Berabai or Mergui, which is, however, far from certain. So its spelling, which

may have come down to us in a corrupt form. Wara-driy according to a Siamese

list of Malay poetical terms given in the Pathama Mala,” p. 91, is the Malay

word for the China-rose (Sibiscus rosa Sinensis). The common name for

this plant is, however, Bunga Baya, and in the catalogues of Malay plant-

names at my disposal I only find Want or Barn ^ Hibiscns L. The

term Varavarl may be, on the other hand, a contraction of Muar,
,

Muwnra, or ^lora-Ttlmr, the name of a well-known river below Malacca, which

may have been known also as Micdra^vdri.

2 See Journal Straits Branch Ji.A.S., July, 1898, Xo. 31, pp. 47-o9. Wdris

is an Arabic word adopted into Malay, meaning an heir, and was probably given

the Bidwanda? from the fact of their having been the first comers in the Xegri

Sembilan district. See also the said Journal, No. ‘22, pp. 299, 302, 312-316.

^ See Jaubert’s ''Geographic d’^drisi,” Paris, 1836, t. i, pp. 86, 92. This

term, together with the Chinese ^a-Vi or Ma-leit should be compared with

Sahnali, Siivarna~nmli, Malai-holam, etc., above (pp. SO, 81, 104). However,

sdide infra.
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In any case, from the fact of P‘o-U being described as

quite an extensive country,* containing 136 villages or

settlements, we think we are justified in assigning to it the

whole stretch of coast from the Prai River on the north to

the Pulai stream on the south, thus including within its

compass all places referred to above as likelj^ to have given

their name to the whole country in question.

It should be added that the Sui annals mention another

State with an almost identical name, though somewhat

differently spelled, viz. ^ ^j, Po-Ii (Pok-kii, Bu-U)? This

country, however, seems to have no connection with P‘o-U,

and probably must be sought for on the east coast of

Sumatra, if not elsewhere in the Archipelago.

East from P‘o-li lay, as we have seen, the land of Lo-ch‘a,

with customs and population similar to those of P‘o-U. By
this we have already suggested that the east coast of the

Malay Peninsula, from Johor, or even the Rochor River on
Singapore Island, up to Pahang and even further to the

north, is meant ^ If Lo-ch‘a stands for Itukms or Ealmm,
it is no doubt intended for the Jakims,

> of the more
southern parts of the Peninsula, and perhaps also for the

wilder tribes of Negrito-Sakai stock populating its eastern

coast. The term may, however, be merely a toponymic
travestied, in Chinese spelling, so as to assume that meaning
which it may not at all have had in its original local form.
We have already pointed out Rochor as a possible equivalent.

But there is a more approximate one yet, namely, LaMia,
a small stream debouching a little above the river of Ghana
(Chanah), in the district of this name, in about 7' 4' 17. lat.

I Fifty days’ travelUug tr.im east to west ami twenty days' irom south to north

according to the Liang Annals ; tour months and forty-ffve day’s respectively

according to Sui history ; several thousand It in extent according to the New
Thing History.

= See JIa Tuan-lin, op. clt., p. 5Li. This country is described as situated in

the bay formed by the sea to the south ot the land ot m m, Chn-ll

Ki'f-Ui, Ki-li, Kn-ri). The natives are blaek-^kiiiueil, have very white teeth

and red eye«, disposed liorizontally. Men and women alike go stark-naked.

^ See abovt'j pp. 2G0, 261-
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Another not very dissimilar name is that of Legeh or Lag'eh,

also called Rangeh (hut usually spelled Ranga), not far below
(6" 15' N". lat.).i

3. On the north, Chen-la (Kamboja), This bearing is

fairly correct as far as Chinese bearings go ; more correct

in any case than that given for P'o-ieng, which, though
lying to the west of Ho-Ung, is located to the south of Lin-iy

* The Chinese characters n employed in writing the term Lo-cli‘a are,

it shonld he observed, prononnced Zo-ch‘at, lo-sat, Loa-sak in the Sonthern
Chinese dialects, and Lu->,htti in Annamese, the second one meaning, in reality,

chatr or chottra (Pali chattn), a parasol or umbrella, the state canopy which is

one of the insignia of royalty. If not intended to convey the significance of

Baksasa, Zo-eh'a must have accordingly been the transcript of a toponj-mie
sounding something like Zaoh'a, Zach‘at, La!,hak, Za/nr, Zajah, etc., in it'

original form. Such being the case, it occuis to me that this kingdom of Zo-ch‘a
or Zach‘at, Z<ioh‘ak, etc., must have been the hitherto unidentified province ot

Zooat, Zoehac, Zocheac, Zoach, Zoear, or Zonc-at, visited by Marco Polo on his

homeward journey from China and Champa, which was niost assuredly situated

about this point on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, and not on the coast

of Eamboja or Siam as has hitherto been conjectured. If not actually Zotcha
in Chanalf, it is undoubtedly Zegeh or Zagih, which name, on account of the
e.vplosive and abruptly cut off sound ot the last syllable, may seem to the
umnitiated to sound like Zag'ik, Zangek. I have often thought 'about Lakhon
or Ligor as being probably Marco Polo’s Zotat or Zoeac, but on account of the
wide ditference in sounds between the two names I now consider the identification

proposed to be preferable. It should be observed that Marco Polo says ot this

place that it is so had that very few people go there
;
hence it cannot have been

a great emporium of trade, and this is evactly what suits the district in question.

His statement as regards gold being plentitui there also admirably suits Cbanab
and Legeh, whereas it would ill apply to the coast of Kamboja and the upper
part ofthe Gulf of Siam.
Our Sinologists have preferred to identify the country of Zo-ch‘a with the

Nikobars, although most distinctly stated to lie east ot F-o-li. Groeneveldt
(op. cit., p. 207) says; “ This [To-tAv(] has been, for a long time, the name ot

the Xicobar Islands, probably on account of the wildness and had reputation of

their inhabitants.” I should like to eee what proofs he has for saying thi'.

Baksasa-di'lpa is, as far as I am aware, a teim given of old to Ceylon (see

Senart, “La Legende du Bouddha,” p. 272 ; and “ Lalita-vistara,” Calcutta

ed., p. 196), and not to the Xikobars. Professor Schlegel, in the T-onug-Foo,
viil. ix, p. 177 et seq., takes it tor granted that Lo-ch'a means the Xikobars, and

corrects into ‘ west ’ the bearing given of that country ‘ east ’ of P‘o-H. The
fact of Ch‘ang-hsun, the Chinese ambassador to (Sukhada in Siam)

in A.D. 607-8, having called at Zo-ch‘a on his homeward route to China,

does not alter the learned Professor’s preconceived opinion and put him on his

guard. Fancy Ch‘ang-hsuu making a little pleasni’e detour via the X’ikobars

in order to get back to China from Siam ! I have carefully followed and laid

down step by step his route in my “ Siam’s Intercourse with China ” (see Auntie
Quarterhj Beview for January, 1901, pp. 163-164), where I have demonstrated

that the place touched at, Zo-ch‘a, must have .stood on the east coast of the

Malay Peninsula, in Pahang or thereabouts. In that position, and that only,

could’ it be touched at by Ch'ang-lisim on his route from Siam to Campa and
China, as it was by Marco Polo on his outward voyacre from China and Champii
to the Straits.
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i.e. Champa. Those who are inclined to locate Ho-ling in.

Java have this in their favour, that they place it correctly

in respect of Kamhoja, hut at what distance away ! and are

at a loss to make the other countries named as neighbours

of Mo-ling fit in in the directions indicated for them.

4. On the south, the insular kingdom called To-mo-ch‘ang,

which has
: (1) To-hmg on the west, (2) P‘o-feng on the

east, and (3) Pan-chih-pa or Ch‘ien-chih-fu on the south.

The distance at which To-mo-ch‘ang lies south of Ho-ling is

not stated, hence the difliculty of identifying it. I have

thought of Tamiang or Tamiyang, on the east coast of

Sumatra, in about 4^ 25' N. lat.
;

but this is recorded,

at least, from a.d. 1436, by Fei-Hsin as ^ ’J^, Tan-yang

•or Tam-yang,^ and besides does not suit, both on account

of its not being an island and of its not having in its

neighbourhood places hearing names similar to those

indicated. I have therefore come to the conclusion that

To-mo-ch‘ang, ^ is very likely Singapore Island,

which in the Chinese map of about a.d. 1399 published by
Phillips appears as-g Jg Ch‘ang-yau Island,^ a term
not unseemingly derived from the former. To - mo, the

first part of the name, may very well represent the term
Tama, Tuma, which we have noticed here in Betamah,
Tamus, or Tamarits Promontorium^ and which survives to

* See Groenevelclt, op. cit., p. 216 : and T'-oung-Tao, 1901, pp. 365-366
There is, in truth, an island as well called Timinng, which gives its name to
Temiang Strait, between Rian (Ehio) and Linaa

; but this" does not appear
to suit the case. Neither does Pulo Teraian in the south-western Anamhas^^

= Lit. ‘Long-Ioined Island.’ .\n island of the same name is mentioned in
the Chinese account of Brunai, West Borneo (see Groeneveldt, op. cit., p 0931
as Iving in the river.

’ '
' ’’

s'See pp. 199-200, 249, ante. We have also JinMt Tlmah, or ‘Tin Hill ’

550 feet high, to the north-west of Singapore town, and the hijhest elevation on
the Island of Singapore; the name ot which, Txmah, mav be connected with
the above through the Sanskrit tamara = ‘tin.’

The passase in question says: “Formerly their city had a stone wall and
a wooden wall ;

the stone wall was demolished in order to fill up the island
Ch‘ang-tjau and shut out the sea.” Thu evidently refers to the Kota Bdtu or
artificial bar formed in the river, according to the “Selesilah” of the raias
of Brunai, by Sultan Berkat, between the islands Kaya Orang and Pittrui

Chermin, which jointly command the entrance of the Brunai Biver fseo Joupiml
Straits Branch B.A.S., Xo. 5, June, 1S80, pp. 3, 7). Ch'^ang-yau here does not
seem to be a transcript of the name ot eimer ot the two island'^, but a collective
name given to them together with the connecting bar. ('h'nHij-yan, or Ch^ony-in^
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tliis day in Tumerau or Tembrait, the name of the Old

Singapore Strait, the Selat Tebrau of modern maps. Ch‘ang

may stand for Tijong= ‘ promontory,’ and the whole represent

Tama-iijong, or something similar, which would be a form

analogous to Tamasak = ‘ Tama Land,’ that we have already

met here {supra, p. 199). The toponymy of the Malay

Peninsula and Archipelago offers us forms like Temanjung^

JIanJong, the ancient name for the Perak district

(see above, p. 98)

;

and Temajo or Temaju, an island off the

west coast of Borneo, abreast of Sangan Point
;
but I think

that To-mo-ch‘ang could nowhere be better located than on

Singapore Island as proposed above.^

This point settled, it remains to look for the other places

mentioned as its neighbours on the west, east, and south.

To-lung, % |^, may be Pulo Tulang, below the Great

Karimon and on the west side of Durian Strait
;

it may, in

fact, embrace the whole of the cluster of islands of which

Tulang forms part, both KarTmons included.®

P'o-fing, ^ m, {P‘o-fiinij, Boa-houng, Bu-wung, Ba-fiing),

is far more difficult to locate. It can hardly be Pulo Papan,

because this island lies close to the south-east of Tulang,

from which it is separated by a narrow channel only; and

can scarcely correspond to Pulo Abang in Dempu Strait

(below Pulo Galang), as this does not lie in the direction

indicated, and very likely belongs to the group to be next

discussed. It is therefore probable that P‘o-fing or Ba-hiing

may, after all, be meant for the Papan district (Papan Besar)

eastwards of Old Jahor ;
if not for Pahang, or, at anj^ rate.

Choiiij-iu, as it is varioiisly pronounced, as applied to Singapore Island, may
also hand tor Chunr/i, the name of the district and headland at its north-eastern

extremity.

' A lillaa-e on the west coast of Pulo Weh, off the northern end of Sumatra.

- I have since noticed that Professor Sehlegel, in T‘oiiiig-Ftio, vol. ix. ji. 286,

is inclined to adopt the same site, but out of mere conjecture, and without

giving, as we have done, any reasons based on similarity of nomenclature, etc.,

in support of his view.
^ For a lonu' distance to the west there is no similar name to he found in the

Straits until we get to Pulo Talantj in the Ifindings, and Kwdia T/’o/n/ turther

up towards Larut. Another I’ulo Talang lies south of Pulo Bintang (Rhio),

hut does not suit the case. To-lung may possibly be meant fur Durian, the

Durian group, otherwise known as More or Muro.
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its homonymous settlement at Kwala Pahang on the Endau

Eiiver.i

As regards Pan-chih-pa, or ChHen-chih-fu,

^ ^ I feel perfectly confident that under this name
is comprised the insular group extending southwards from

Penjabung Island and the homonymous strait south of Pulo

Galang to Lima and Penuha Straits and Singkep Island.

In this cluster of islands, it will be at once noticed, Penjabung

is a very close approach in nomenclature to Pan-chih-pa,

while Singkep looks a surprisingly exact counterpart of

Ch‘ien-chih-fii, especially in its Cantonese pronunciation,.

* Professor ScUegel, loc. cit., too readily takes F'-o-fhuj to be Paliaug, which,

after his own showing (T-oimg-Tao, vol. ix, pp. 297-8), is spelled ^ 7^,
P'eng-hing or P^ang-heng, in the hooks of the Ming dynasty (AVnn-li period =

A.D. 1573-1619). But this, he contends, is the old name, taken from the Pang-

gang tribe
;
“the new name is transcribed 1^ JJi, ,

in Amoy dialect Po-hong =

Pahang.” Nevertheless, I find it spelled ^ Peng-k‘£ng {P‘aiig-h<ing),

in the Chinese map of about a.d. 1399 published by Phillips (op. cit., p. 39),

which is also the form adopted in Fei-IIsin’s work, A.i>. 1436 (see Groeneveldt,

op. cit., p. 255) ;
whereas the autograph ^ is the one appearing later

on in Ming history (ibid., p. 256). Thus, contrary to what the learned Professor

maintains, ^ ,
his ‘old form’ ot the name, proves relatively modern.

As regards his assumed ‘ new name,’ ^ lH >
i* “heady appears in the New

History ot the T'ang Dynasty, published during the eleventh century, and cannot

therefore be quite so ‘ new ’ in comparison with the above. And as its form is

considerably different from what we know for certain to be the usual transcripts

of the name Pahang, we should be cautious in identifying it too readily with this

name. Ma Tuan-liu (op. cit., p. 507) mentions, apparently tollowiug the Sung

Annals, a kingdom of ^ P-o-hwang (Pa-haug, Ba-gang. or Ba-gwang),

which sent tribute to China from a.d. 449 to 463. The “ P‘ei-wGn Yun Fu”
(see China Eeisieic, vol. xiii, p. 337) speaks ot an even earlier embassy sent by

the .same State, and by the neighbouring one of ^ P^o-fn, in the reign

of the Sung emperor “Wu-ti (a.d. 420-423).

It is possible that Pahang is the district alluded to undtt these variou-

transcripts, especially as P'o-htcang is, in one instance, and under the date

A.D. 449, mentioned at the same time along with the States of So-h-tan and

Po-ta (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.. p. 506), thereby leading one to inter that it

must have been a neighbour of theirs, being like them situated on the ^lalay

Peninsula ;
but perhaps it is better to reserve jud.gmeut until we know more of

the ancient history of the Malay Peninsula than we do now.
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Ts'yn-chi-fetJ- There are, moreover, within its compass
Pangelap and Penuba Islands and Straits bearing not

dissimilar names. ^ I have no doubt that in this insular

' In other dialects ; Ts‘icn-chi-fith ; Korean, Ch‘on-chi-pul
; and Japanese,

Se/i-chi-fiitoz

;

= Sinchipu, Sinkipur, or Sinkipulo. In a passage quoted by
Professor Schlegel from the New History of the T‘ang Dynasty, bk. 222,
fol. 0 rceto (see T-oung-Puo, vol. ix, p. 287, note 50), it is said that Ch‘ieii-

t7ij/i[-/a], otherwise called Pan-chih-pa, which means roughly TTu-shan,
i.e. the ‘ Five Islands,’ is situated in the middle of the south-western sea,

and was originally a State subordinate to Southern India, that is, perhaps,

a Dra^-idian colony. Professor Schlegel misconstrues the interpretation ‘Five
Islands,’ which he takes to apply to the five islands (called, however, Wu-Jisii,

and not Wu-sJian) after which the territory known later as Malacca was called,

according to Ma Huau’s work (1416). If the Chinese interpretation is correct,

Pan-chih-pa (Pun-chi-pat, Pan-chi-pal) may stand for Pama-palli = ‘ Five

Cities,’ I have also a sort of a suspicion that ^ V^teoi-ehth-fii,

may be a lapsus calanti for ,
Kan-chi-fu, as the two characters,

Ch-ien, and Kan, are often confounded with one another in

Chinese texts. If so, ^ ® might read ATij/TcipKra (Conjeverara). This

conjecture receives support from the fact that in the passage cited above from

the New T‘ang History the name is actually spelled ^ Ch‘un-chih—the

mis.-ing character ^ being supplied within parentheses by Professor Schlegel

—

which suggests Ip Kan-chih = Kdncl, this being the abbreviated form

by which Conjeveram (KJiici - varam) or Kaucipiua is often designated in

Sanskrit literature. I am, of course, aware that the name of this city is spelled

^ ^ ^^“^'‘-ahih-pii-lo and Chim-ckih-cKtng,

by HwOn-tsang (a.d. 639) and other Chinese Buddhist pilgrims
; but the Arab

transcript Kanjah, of which more anon, tends to confirm that conjecture.

Being a dependency or colony of Southern India (probably Dr.ivida, the capital

of which was Kancipura), there would be nothing strange if the insular State in

question had been named by its colonists alter their fatherland. The same

remark aj'plies to the form Pan-vhili-pa, if meant tor PoncupaUi, and so named
from the homonymous town on the coast of south-eastern India. Should, on

the other hand, the spelling Ch'Un-chih-fu be correct, we should then read

Sdnci -para or, perhaps better, Singkcp, as surmised above.

Other kindred topom-niics in that neighbourhood are ; Penjengat Island,

oft' the entrance to Ehio Bay
; Pulo Penjait Layar, further to the west, past

Pulo Eempaug
;

Pulo Penjaleh, off the entrance to Kampar Eiver, east coast

ot Sumatra, etc.

Professor Schlegel, in T‘oung-Puo, vol. ix, p. 279, note 25, basing his opinion on

a Chinese commentary which says that Pan-skih-pa means £ lU ,
i.e. ‘Five

Islands,’ is misled into believing that these are the five islets off Malacca, alter

wliich this place became known of old to the Chinese. But above Pulo Singkep

there are hkewise five islets, known accordingly as Pulo Lima (in Malay, ‘ the
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group of Pan-chih-pa or Ch‘ien-chih-fu we have the hitherto

unidentified islands of Fanjab or Kanjah,
,
of

Mas‘udl.1
<f Imam of (Arab) writers ” tells us in his

“ Meadows of Gold ” (a.d. 943) that among the natives of

the many islands of his fifth sea, the sea of Kerdenj, “ there

is one tribe called Fenjab (or Fanjah) : these have frizzly hair

and strange figures
;
mounted on their boats, they lay in wait

for ships that pass in their neighbourhood and shoot upon

them poisoned arrows of a peculiar kind. Between the

country they inhabit and the territory of Kalah there exist

mines of white lead (tin) and mountains containing silver.” ^

Further on our author speaks of the same country as KanjaV,

and has a passing allusion to its ruler :
“ and other princes

of India, such as the king of Kanjah, and several other

potentates of the mountains (islands) of China (China Seaj

which face the islands of ZdbeJ and others.”'* Edrisi

(a.d. 1154), although mainly following him, calls the same

people Fanjat—evidently a mere clerical slip for

Fanjah—and adds that every one of these natives

carries round his neck a collar of either iron, brass, or gold.^

Five Islands ’), which give their name to Lima Strait between Peiiubii ami
Linga islands, thus confirming, if necessary, our identification. I should think
however, that if Fan-chih-pa really means Ftmea-purn or Fanc(i-i,nUi. i.e. five

cities or islands, these five islands should be rather the pretty extensive and
tolerably well populated islands of Singkep, Linga, Sebangka, Teniiang, Paugelap,
etc., up to Peujabung, where we still probably have a relic ot the okf tJiin
Fanca-purn. This insular cluster may also represent the island referred to as
Fanca-jamja in the Bhagavata and Padma Puranas, and classed among the eight
minor dvipa^ (see Professor Hall’s ed. of IVilsou’s “Visnu Purina ” vol '^li

p. 129, n.).

* See “Prairies d'Or,” text andtransl. of Barhier de Mejiiard and Paret de
Courteille, Paris, 1S61, t. i, pp. 340-341 and 394. The tran.datniv have tailed

to perceive that Fanjah and Kanjvb refer to the same place. Evidently they
correspond respectively to the two Chinese transcripts PuH-il„h-pa and Ch-ie),-

chih-fu ;
hence the Chinese must have got these terms from the Arab navin-ator-

or vice tema.
^ Op. cit., pp. 340-341.
^ Ibid., p. 394.
* He places this population on some of the Ll.iuds surrounding the oreat island

of Suma/i or Saharmah = either the southern end of the Jlalay' Peiiin'ula or the
neighbouring Ehio -Linga archipelago, and say.- .

'• There tint on some of these
islands a people called Fanjut, with black and trizzly bail, attackin'^ the siiin,

with war engines, weapons, and poisoned arrows. It is diriicult to withstand
their attacks.^and few ot those that pass m their neighbourhood or fall into their
hands succeed in effecting their escape. Each ot these men nears round his ueek
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Evidently the population here referred to is that of the

Orang-laut, severally called Sika, Sekah, and Bajau, inhabiting

the islands of the Rhio-Linga Archipelago, and well known
in the past for their very pronounced piratical habits.'

a collar of either iron, copper, or gold” (Jauhert’s “ G-eographie d’Edrisi,”
Paris, 1836, t. i, pp. 88-89). Professor Van der Lith, commenting upon the
above-quoted passage from !Mas‘hdI on Fanjab people, says {“Merveilles de
Plnde,” Leide, 1886, p. 261): “Mais je ne puis pas explicjuer le nom de AJ~
Fendjab. Peut-etre c’est par erreur que Mas‘oiidi leur a attribue ce nom, qui
est cite par Edrisi, i, p. 173, comme uu titre des rois de Zabej Now,
this is unworthy of such a scholar. Had he read his Edrisi carefully, it

might perhaps have stnick him that the people referred to as Fanjat in t. i,

pp. 88-89, are the same as Mas‘udPs Fanjahy and he would thus have seen that
Edrisi does also speak of them, although of course saying further on, p. 173,
that in the Faneh (Zabej 'r) kings are called Fanjob. The rest will now be clear

to the reader, and henceforth what has proved an inextricable puzzle to Arabists
and Sinologists alike will cease to tax the brain and energy ot lutnre students,

tor Fan^cJiih^pa and Funjoh may now be safely entered m the li&t of solved

geographical riddles.

^ I have often thought that Fanjab and Fail^€l^ih•pa may be in reality but
transcripts of the term Bapw^ which is met with under various forms, such as,

e.g., £(iju^ Beajii, Ba)OH-, Bavj'.iu (Baujav = Baujab = Euujab ?).

These terms are con.''idered as having originated trom' the Javanese word Bajo =
a ‘robber,^ modified iu various ways in the dialects of the areliipelago. Bajag
is seemingly another of it* lorms, meaning a pirate or sea-robber. In Balfour's
“ Cyclopjedia of India,’’ however, it is stated (vol. ii, p. 328), I know not on
what authority, that Bajn means a ‘ fisherman.’ According to another version,

the term would he derived from JTayc, a district in Celebes whence the Bajo or

Bajau hail from. But this may have been so named Irom the fact of being

a country of rubbers. Be it as it may, this people are said to have emigrated

thence to Borneo and further we'^t, probably as early as the sixth or seventh

century A. D. The SekuU ot Billiton call tliemselves by preference descendants

of the Bajau, and it ha* indeed been suggeste<l that there may have been
a certain original connection between them and the Bajo of Celebes.* The Hekah
{8ika^ Sekat) aie de*eiibed as po.'^ses'red ot “>hort, stout, thickset figure-*,

broad and very muscular arms and legs : long, frizzly, black hair, and open
countenances—screaming and laughing wliilst carrying the heaviest burdens on
their broad shoulders—forming a stiikiug contrast to the slender, inanimate,

and crafty Malays.*’ “Everyone who carefully and accurately notices their

physical demeanour and their moral and intellectual
2
>t‘culiarities, is struck by

the fact that the Sekahs are not Atalays. Against this speak> not only the fact

that their language is entirely different, but also the occurrence of hairy, frizzle-

haired men aud women, true Papuan typc«i.” (A. B. Meyer's “Negritos,”
Dresden, 1899, p. 46.) Dr. Meyer thinks there may be in them an element

which can be derived trom the Negritos ol the Malay Penm.sula, and we are ot

the same opinion. Thi" is the daring race that peopled all the Khio-Linga

Archipelago, and of which, it will now he recognized, Mas'udi, in the first

half of the tenth century, ga\e so strikingly true a description.

The Bajos, on the other hand, are described by Dr. Kiedel (Meyer, op. cit.,

p. 47) as having “straight and curly, but uot Irizzly hair.” This confirms me
in the view I have ultimately adopted, viz., that the Fatijnh dejiicted by Maa‘udl
and Edri^il were Stkahs and not Bajaus

;
and that although Funjah closely

resembles the term Bgjcu^ e'^peciallv in its forms of Bn^jn^ Bonjnu, etc., it is

not an ethnical designation, hut a place-name, and should be more logically

connected with Fan-chih-pa and the cluster of island* comprised under that
heading.
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I need not point out how this, I hope now well proved,

identification of Pan-chih-pa or OhHen-chih-fu with Singkep

and the islands lying north of it as far as Penjabung Island

and Strait, deals the last blow to the Ho-Ung, scilicet Java,

theory. For it is plain that if Pan-chih-pa, which lies south

of To-mo-ch‘ang, which in its turn lies south of Ho-ling, is

Singkep and the islands bounding it on the north, Ho-Ung

must be looked for much further northwards, that is, on the

Malay Peninsula, and cannot in any wise be located away

south in Java. This is, it must be admitted, even by itself

alone, a conclusive argument capable of disposing right

off of that question on geographical grounds
; but when

to it be added the multifarious points we have successively

discussed and made out one by one in the course of these last

pages, it cannot fail to strike even the casual reader that

the sum of evidence in favour of the location of Ho-Ung

on the Malay Peninsula is absolutely overwhelming. Before

dismissing the subject altogether, however, we think it worth

while to make a few more remarks of a circumstantial

character.

We have seen that Ho-Ung was also called a

Tu-p‘o {Tu-ba, Tu-va, Dhu-va),^ and g Shi-p'o {Ja-va,

Tu-ba, Sha-m), both which names we have found represented

in the Langkawl group in Pulo Tubah and Tanjung Sawah.

These alternative names for Ho-ling, it should be observed,

are mentioned the first time in the new histor)' of the T‘an»
dynasty (compiled during the eleventh century), and do not

occur at all in the older compilation, which gives but a bare

account of the country. The same remark applies to all the

other particulars hereafter referred to, which all come to us

through the new annals. Among such is the statement

already dwelt upon that the king lives in the town of She-p‘o

{Java, Saba, or Tuba), while his ancestor Ki-gen had lived

more to the east, at the town P'o-lu-ka-si, or, according to

1 Groeneveldt (op. cit., p- IdSj corrects tlie first character into
jjj-

but Professor Scblegel remarks in the T^oung-Fao, vol. ix. p. 274, note 5 that
“ may or may not be a clerical error for ^

.
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Professor Schlegel’s translation, “had removed to the east

from the city of Polukiasse.” In the event of this latter

interpretation being correct, the city in question would, as

we have pointed out, very probably be Prakdsai, just below

Ghirbi (about 7° 52' N. lat.). For Ho-ling was pretty

extensive. Twenty-eight small neighbouring States are said

in the same annals to have acknowledged its supremacy, and

there were thirty-two high officials in the country. The

highest of these dignitaries is referred to as the President

Ta-tso) Kan-hsiung, va. GarAonese Kom-heng

Now this, it will be seen, is, as likely as not, the Siamo-

Khmer title KamJieng or Khcimheng (the ‘Strong’), often

borne by high officials.

On the mountains, continues the same account, is the

tract of land (or district) called Lang-pi-ge {Long-pi-ya or

Nang-pi-ya), I5 if, where the king frequently goes

(or ascends) to get a view of the sea. Here we have a term

similar to the Malay place-names Eunibei, Ranihei, Ramhai,

Rumbia, etc., which we meet with in several parts of the

west coast of the Malay Peninsula. AYe even have a Kwala

Rambiii near the central range, and a village called Baling

at the head-waters of the Muda River, in Southern Kedah.^

An anecdote is next told about a queen of Ho-ling called

Hd-nio {Sik-mok, Sit-mok, Sil-tnak, Si-ma), who was

taken bv the people of the country as their ruler in .\.d. 674.-

1 Other instances of the occurrence of this and similar toponymies are : Aver

Ita.uha'i, a small artlueut ot the Snpataag, neai Port AVeld. Larut
;

Suuaei

linmha'i, a small tributary of the Selangor River not tar Ironi its mouth
;

Sungei Uamhai, a little affluent ot the Kesang River, .South Malacca
;
and Pulo

Miimhia, the largest island of the Svmhilan grdup, in tront or the entrance to the

Perak River. Siimbai and Lamiini are the Malay name^ tor several species ot

Euphorbiaceie { Baccmti'Cdj and Kniuhtu or limihia the Malay

term tor the Sago-palni. Huaipei is the tree-nettle {^Bapot'tva rreoulrtto,', and

Lfonpai-hitani the Gi/nochthode^ sublanceolaUt. As the last character,
,
ye,

in Zanp-pi-ye means ‘wilderness,’ and the whole name may, as Groeneveldt

observes, also be translated ‘the wild region of Lamj-pi,’ the word intended

may be Sunbn, which in Malay means torest or virgin jungle. Hervey de

St. Benys, Ma Tuan-lin's translator, takes (op. cit., p. 527) Lany-pi-ye to be

a citv oii a mountain :
“ Snr une montagne est batie U ville de Liiiyj-pti-yi-, etc.

- Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 528 ;
Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. l^y. I'he translation

given by the last-named of the passage in question runs as follows:^ ‘"In 674

the people of this country took as their ruler a woman of the name Sima. Her
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Now it is a very curious coincidence that at about the same

period the Peguan book of Gavampati^ mentions a queen,

Sima-devi by name, as reigning at Re (Biirmanice Yay),

north of Tavoy, on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula,

wbo bad attained to great power, many neighbouring States

acknowledging her supremacy. It seems almost certain

that this is the same personage as the one alluded to in

the Chinese account, the topographical inconsistency being

easily explainable by assuming that Ho-Ung was, at the

time being, one of the States that were tributary to her.

Later on, in the year 813, Ho-Ung is stated to have

presented to China, amongst other curiosities, four Seng-chih

slaves (If fiK j^), who were most likely dancing slave

-

girls, such as are known to have originally been trained

for theatrical exhibitions at Ligor and neighbouring districts

in the Malay Peninsula, whence the practice spread on to

Pegu, Siam, Kamboja, and the Malay Archipelago.^ "We

are told a few lines later on, in fact, that between a.d. 860

and 873 Ho-Ung again sent an envoy to present female

musicians.

rule was most excellent ; even things dropped on the road were not taken up.

The prince of the .Arabs [the Chinese text has Ta-Mi, which is

usually meant for Tajik, the Tajika or Arabs
;
hut which we shall see in the

sequel refers in this and parallel cases to Acheh or Achin], hearing of this, sent

a bag with gold to be laid down within her trontiers
;
the people who passed that

road avoided it in walking, and it remained for three years. Once the heir-

apparent stepped over that gold, and Sima bec-ame so incensed that she wanted
to kill him. Her ministers interceded, and then Sima said ; ‘ Your fault lies m
your feet, therefore it will be sufficient to cut them off.’ The ministers interceded

again, and she had his toes cut off, in order to give an example to the whole
nation. When the prince ot Tazi [Tajik, .Acheh] heard this he became afraid

and dared not attack her.”

1 Noticed above, pp. 114, 1S2, etc. The passage here alluded to occurs in

fasciculus ii.

- Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 140, takes them to be negro slaves, assuming that
Shig-chih stands for the Persian Zungt/i- A man from Zaag. i.e. Zanzibar
Professor Schlegel argues, on the contrary {T'oung-Pai,, vol. ix, pp. gi .jjjj .,-gj

that the ancient pronunciation of was Sm,g-ti (which I beg to doubt)

and that therefore these characters never could have represented an .Arab or
Persian word Zauj, Ztnj, or Zanggi, Ztngi (black, negro). It occurs to me
however, that the term is almost certainly identical with the vocable Tahtg i-
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In fine, I-tsing mentions, in about a.d. 665, a very
learned Buddhist monk, Jiianabhadra by name, who was

{Chelng-sii, Zang-hz^ ChHng-sa) or Ts^eng-eh‘i (_Ts‘eng-k‘eif Ts^tn~h^i^ Cheing~

ki, Zang-ji, ChHng-kl) appearing in the composite ^ ^ ^ or

lIS ^ K‘ii>i-bin-Ts'-eng-sz or K‘un-lun-Ta‘eng-ch‘i, the latter

being the spelling adopted in the Chinese encyclopedia called the “ Wan-pao
Ch‘iian-shu” (see Cluna Hcview, vol. riii, pp. 188-189). Here apparently
slaves or rather slave-dancer.s {Siitg-ehih or Ts‘eiig-ch‘i) from Khm-lini are
meant. This country, we have demonstrated {ante, pp. 89, 90, 103, 260), is

not, as hitherto assumed by our Sinologists, the inhospitable and uninhabited

(except compulsorily by convicts at the present day) Pulo Condore, but part of

the Malay Peninsula, where Negrito and hybrid Negrito tribes are settled.

From the fact of the K‘un-Utn people being described in the “ San-ts‘ai T‘u-
hwei ” (1607) as “black as it covered with black varnish,” Phillips [China

Sevieic, loc. cit.) infers that To'eiig-ciri or Ti'ing-k‘i represents the term Zang,
Zanj, or Zangi, and that negro slaves imported from the African coast are meant.

Dr. Hirth [China Keciew, vol. xviii, p. 314) adopts the same view, although

unable to explain the term KUtn-hm. K'nn-Um slaves are mentioned as being

brought to China in 976 by an envoy from Ta-slnh (Arabia or .Ichin and sent

as tribute by San-fo-eh'i (Palembang) in 1017. Sometimes they are designated

is ^ K'un-hifi-Xi(. a term which may be compared with jjig

Seng-chih-Xtt, above. Professor Sehlegel, ever fond of the most extraordinary

rapprochements, is led to connect the Seiig-chih-Xii with Upper Siam, from the

mere haphazard coincidence that the name of the capital of C'h‘th-t‘i( (Sukhothai

State) in a.d. 607 is likewise spelled Seng-chih, which, I have

demonstrated, is Snrikha or SiiankhaUk [vule tup,-a, p. 17S
; and Asiatic

Quarterly Sevieic, Oct., 1900, -p. 369). Hence he concludes that the Sing-

cAiA-Ab; were “Siamese slave-girls” (T'owig-Pao, vol. ix, pp. 91, 27S). This

notwithstanding the fact that a few lines further on (op. cit., p. 278) he quotes

a passage from the T‘ang Annals stating that between .a.d. 713 and 741 the

State of Shih-U Po-ahih (East Sumatra) presented two dwarfs and two Seng-chih

slave-girls along with singing and dancing masters. (Here the character
,

chill, chi, is employed instead of chih, ck'i, which makes, however, but

little difference, though it .shows, with Ts‘tng-clbi or Ts‘iiig-',z abo\e, that

the real pronunciation minst have been Utihgi, Sanji, or something similar,

and not Sang-ti as the worthy Professor maintains.) It will be plain that if

such slaves or slave -girls could be sent by so dh-tant a countiy as the east

coast of Sumatra, it is most unlikely they were procured from the powerful

Sukhothai-Swankhalok State in Upper Siam. It is true that a country of

a somewhat similar name, Hyangka, is mentioned in the fourteenth century in

the “ Nagarakretagama,” a Javanese poem composed in honour of the king ot

Majapfihit, among the continental kingdoms that maintained friendly relations

with his (see ‘
‘ Compte Rendu du Premier Congres International des Etudes

d’Extreme -Orient, Hanoi, 1902,” pp. 21-22). The kingdoms in question
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a native of the State of So-ling, where he was met with

mentioued besides Syangka, with my identifications of them within parentheses,
are : Ayodhtjapura (Ayuthia, the old Siamese capital from a.b. 1350 to 1767)

;

Bharmanayara (Sri Dharma-raja-nagara or Rigor)
; Manama (JIarit or Mergui',

or Jluttima, Muttama = Martaban ?) ; Eujapura (Rajbnri, S-W. Siam, or'the
puzzling Zo-eh‘a?); Singhanaga.-a (Singapore, or else Stmhapura of the
Cham inscription. No. 383 ?) ; Campd (Bal-Angwe)

; Kamloja
; and Yava>ia

(Annam, or rather Tonkin). These being the facts of the case, I can hardly
think that Syangka can mean Swaukhaldk, and must take it that some State on
the Malay Peninsula i.s implied, which may he the Ts‘hig.chH or Seng-cJM
above referred to

;
but as regards its exact location I am unable to make any

definite statement. Indeed, Philip Baldmus, about the middle of the seventeenth
century, does mention a harbour of Seneaza on the we.st coast of the Malay
Peninsula between Tanangar (Trang? or Sanong?, P‘hang-nga?) and Perach
(Perak). (See “ Beschr. der Ost-Ind. Eunsten,” etc., p. lot

; Churchill’s
“Collection of Voyages and Travels,” 1794, vol. iii, p. 588: Anderson’s
“English Intercourse with Siam,” p. 41.) This Suncaza may well be the
Syangka sought for, but as Baldmus’ work is chiefly a compilation from the
rvritings of his predecessors, the term in question may be also a clerical error for
Langkawi or something similar, so that his authority cannot be relied upon until
more evidence is forthcoming.

I feel, however, rather doubtful as to Ts%ig.eh‘i or Slng-ehih being a place-
name at all, and would prefer to view it as a term designating dancers, more
especially dancing - girls, somehow connected with the MOn Op
KaUing, KHsUng, meaning a ‘ female dancer ’ (perhaps from tho Hindi
Kanchni). It is my sad lot to have so often to disagree with Professor Schleo-el
that it afiords me sincere pleasure to be able, for the nonce, to fall into somethf
like accord with him on one point in this question, namely, that in which he
holds the persons in question to be slave-girls (though not, as he says Siame'
I woidd rather suggest ‘dancers’ in general, includiug both male’ and female
Such dancers, he observes, “ coming from the highlands [?] ot Kelautau Pata

'

Eedah, and Trengganu, on the Malay Peninsula, are known in the archipelago

by the name of .TIffynnp'
•'

lYlgnug unABOgang ••• f
which, however, more properly means a shadow-play or puppet-.,how iV,'

'

^l..u [hedu-an], being the real name for a dancing-girl]. Pijnappel (mX}’
Diet., ii, 129) says that they are probably of Skmese origin.’' f

shown (see my monograph on the “ Thet Maha C‘bat Ceremony as
^
f n™*

Siam,” Bangkok, 1892, p. 31, note 3) that such dancers and the" p^eT

™
of performances they go through originated in Rigor, from whicrV^t
are usually known as Laklidn, the vernacular name of Ri.ror f V
above, p. 109). Their prototype was, of course, the Indian naiuT^"’-
artga, nacen), but modified and adapted to local tastes so a.s

display with a peculiar physiognomy of their own. Hence their
was introduced with them into Siam and Kamboia, where if -fiiij . cie II ^tiU survives in the
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by several of I-tsing’s confreres, whom he assisted in

translating several Buddhist texts into Chinese^

From A.t>. 873 no mention of further relations with

Ho-Ung is made in Chinese literature, which shows that

either that State disappeared, was absorbed into others, or

disintegrated as the case may be, or else, which seems less

likely, that all intercourse between it and China ceased.

At all events, the circumstantial evidence we have collected

above, coupled with the more direct data adduced at the

outset, establishes beyond doubt, I venture to think, the

position of Ho-ling on the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula where we have located it, and absolutely excludes

the possibility of its having stood on the island of Java,

instead of which we have to read the countr}"^ of Java,

Sava, or Saba, on the Malay Peninsula, defined above under

section B. Nor do I think that the term Ho-Ung stands, as

most Sinologists have suggested, for a word Kling, Ealing,

or Kalinga introduced by immigrants or colonists from the

east coast of India. This, we have seen, was already the

name for the eastern I'ri-KaUnga in Pegu, also at times

styled Taleng or Telinga, and Kalihga-mJra^ and it is

form Lfikhon (altliougli in Kamboja female dancers are aKo called Xtnnr/ Ei,ham,
from ream or riim, which is probably but a shortened form of the Aorth Indian
ramjam, Skt. raiiia-jant^'a dancing - girl

;

into Pegu, where it has hetii

modified into Lealon, Ti-akun, or Takon
; and into Java, where it yet subsists ;is

Lalakon = ‘
theatrical play,

’
‘ dramatic composition.’

It may be that youngsters Irom the neighbouring wild tribes were kidnapped
as slaves in Ligor and neighbouring States for the purpose oi being trained as

actors in such performances, but of this we have no proof. All we know, and
that from Chinese sources (“ San-ts‘ai T‘ii-hwei,” see China Pu vkw, loc. at.),

is that the inhabitants of K‘'iii-liin “make slaves from among their own people,

and sell them to foreign merchants, receiving in e.vchange dresses and other

articles.” Also that in Suh-Jc-cA’s (Palembang) slaves from Kkui-hiu “make
music for them by tramping on the ground and singing” (Groeneveldf, op. cit.,

p. 188); which extracts show that the E‘un-litn, TeCng-cJCi, or Stng-cMh,
actors must have been Zak/ions, and have hailed from Ligor and neighbouring

States on the Malay Peninsula. Edrisi (a.d. 11-54) gives a description of such

dancing-girls as were attached to temples—probably in the capacity of Jjeva-d/iils—
in Jdbah (Malay Peninsula and Sumatra). See Jaubert’s “ Geographie d’Edrisi,”

Paris, 1836, t. i, pp. 80-81.

* Chavannes, op. cit., pp. 60-63.
^ Vide sirpra, pp. 31-3‘2. The Kedah Annals (see Jovrual Mahnj Arehtpulago,

vol. ill; call it the country of Galungi or Knlungi, and place it at some days
beyond Tavoy, at the mouth of the Changong Kiver (= Bi-Tsing, Bl-Chbing,
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unlikely that the denomination included the west coast of

the Malay Peninsula as well, although we have mentioned

indications of Ho-ling having at one time (seventh century)

extended as far up as Re (Yay) and perhaps further.

A better suggestion would have been Kareng or Karleng

instead of Kalinga, although there is no proof that the

Karenga had as yet reached so far down the Malay
Peninsula at the period in question. I prefer, therefore,

to adhere to my own provisional identification with Gerlang}

Having thus disposed—it is to be hoped successfully

—

of the Ho-ling question, it behoves us to finally clear the

ground by a more precise determination of the position of

8he-p‘o or C‘ha-td classed under Section B. This, we shall

now proceed to demonstrate, must likewise be fixed on the

Malay Peninsula. Our evidence for such an assertion are

the itineraries given by Chinese writers outward from

She-p’o in different directions, which need, however, to he

overhauled and laid out afresh, as they have been, more

Be-Synga, or ‘ Elephant River,’ i.e. the Iruvati). The sailing distance from
Kedah is, in chap, iii of the same work, reckoned at one month’s time

; and
the country is said to be noted for great jars (Twante ijotterv and ilartabani).

In chap, -x the Raja of Kalungi is said to reside in a small island called Piilo

Aijer-tuicar. i.e. ‘the island of the tre-h vrater,’ wliieh is situated to the east of
the country of Kalungi. This island is. in my opinion, undoubtedly Tunznlaira/
(called Gound-zaij Gtjim or ‘Wash-head Island’ by the Buimese), which lies
between Martaban and Maulmain, and whence water w.as annually carried to
Ava (and in the old days no doubt also to the Peguan capital) to wash the kino’s
head (Mnrdhiihhiseka ceremony) on certain festival davs. It becomes perfectly
evident, alter these explanations, that the eountrv of" Kahmfi, or Galunnl of
fhe Kedah Annals was Pegu. Certainly, the same work tells us that the Saiimiia
Bila, and SoWi tribes were dependent upon Kalungi. But this dependence
wa.s probablv merely a nomin.al one, as there is ample evidence to show that
separate States existed on the territories of the tribes in question, thouoh such
States may, of course, have been to some extent tributarv to the "'Peouan
kingdom.

' In anv case, if Ho-Vmg means Kahn^a, it is irom" the Peouan "and
not' the Indu, Kalinga that it got its name, or that it was identified wfth bv the
Chinese owing to its being probably a depeudenev of that kingdom

1 The famous Professor Lacouperie, not satisfied with taking m-Unr/ which
he reads, of course, to be Ja\a

(
* Be^iuning-', of AVritin^ ” D 185 ) in

order not to be outdone by his confreres in 8inolo.gy and fantastical '>eooTaQhv
goes so far as to state (ibid., p. 201) that : “Ihe name of Java as So-hna "is

known much earlier in the Chinese records, and, under the form of En-ham
it is mentioned [sic] in the She-ki ,xxviu, 41t,^where it is proposed to identify it

with one of the five fairy i.sbnds .spoken ot in bh.aiitung by traders of the Indian
Ocean” ! ! 1 After readmg this who will dare to come tnrward and sav that
our Sinologists lack imagination ^
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solito, muddled to the utmost degree by our Sinologists.

The itineraries in question are set forth as follows, starting

from the centre of the State or, what seems more logical,

its capital.

1. Eastwards : 1 month’s march to the sea (Gulf of Siam),

thence 15 days’ sailing to KUin-lun, here apparently

Pulo Condor or Kundur (distance 300 to 400 miles

from the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, which
gives an average run of about 20 to 25 miles a day).i

2. Westwards ; 45 daj's’ journey to the sea (Bay of

Bengal).

3. Southwards ; 3 dajV journey to the sea (Bay of

Bengal). Thence, 5 days’ sailing to the Ta-ahih,

or Tajik country = Due// i- or Acheh, Achin.

(At the above rate of speed this would give a distance

of about 100 to 130 miles, which proves too small, the

least distance from Achin to the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula—at Papra Strait—being 240 miles.)

‘ It is probable that vhat are here translated as ‘ days ' are really meant for

•stages.’ As will be seen from the calculations of the di't.mces, 10 davs or

stages = 200-230 miles, which gives about 20-2-5 miles per day or stasre.

- The “Ttmg-hsi-yang-k‘ao” (.i.n. 1618), which is the lirst Chines, work to

speak of Acheh or Achin under the name of
. says

that formerly this was the Ta-xhih or Tajik country ( 1901, p. 368),
have pointed out that probably this is the place alluded to under the same

name of Ta-iluk or Tajik in tlie document ot Ibi-hiaj, and under tlio date
A.D. 674 or shortly afterwards, "^'hether the desiiination in question fame
tu it, as Groeneveldt thinks (op. cit., p. 139, note), ironi the fact of Arab or
Persians being of old settled there or not. is lor me yet ojien to dimht. I hope
to revert to this moot point later. Suffice tor the present to call attention
to the tact that Calhi (“Viagtfio dell’ Indie Orieiitali,*^ Yenetia, 1590; lails

the country, in 1586, Tfagui, jbxcoi :pp. 129 rtTsu and 130 Tectaj and DarJnen
(p. 132 rtr.s’y), adding (p. 130 ricfi!) that the ruler of the hac<)< kiuirdom
is termed ‘Kinir of (i e. Acheffi). “The Toniho do Estado da India,’’

1632, similarly has Dachem uuder the date 1521 {“ Collec^-ao de IMonumentos
Ineditos,” etc., Lisboa, 1868, t. v, pt. 2, p. 112). So Eorarro, under later

dates, 1613. 1614, 1616, etc. (“Decada 13 da IlLAoria da India. ])or Antonio
Bocarro,” Lishoa, 1876, pp. 279, 415-418, etc.), and calls it-s people D'lrhem
(pp. 414, 424;, U'?in2’ the term Athnn to desiemate the kiii". LiiiM-hoten,
ciTC<\ 1587-8, still writes I}>'Ait,n (“Vtiyage ot Van Idn'Choten,” llakluvt
Soc., London, 1885, voi. ii, p. 108;. TliL constant recjirrence oi the terms
Dachini^ Dnchem^ Dacin for over a centurv after A.r>. 1521 "ei ni-^ to imply
a derivation from the former name, Ta-shih^ Ti'nik, or Dnihi^ of the country.
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4. Northwards : 4 days’ journey to the sea (Bay of

Bengal). 1 Thence, sailing north-west (read south-

west), 15 days to P‘o-ni, ^ ^ ; 15 more days to

San-fo-ch‘i (Palemhang)
;
thence 7 days to Ku-lo,

iS; again 7 days to Ch‘ai-lih-ting, ^ ^
which is on the way to the land of Kiau-cM
(Tonkin) and to Canton.^

Every Sinologist has invariably taken the P‘o-)ii or Pii-ni,

Wi mentioned here to be Brunei or Burnai, ^}j^, on
the north-west coast of Borneo, for, according" to the

peculiar way of reasoning of such people, any toponymic

that resembles Brunei in features must, of course, be Borneo
and nothing else. Certainly, the name of Brunei in Borneo
is similarly spelled P‘o-ni, ^ or but its distance

from Shi-p‘o is stated to be 45 days, and 40 from San-fo-ch‘i

(Palemhang); whereas the P‘o-ni, in question is

located at a distance of only 15 days from the northern

border of SJte-p'o, and 15 from San-fo-ch‘i (Palemhang).

=

Both these P‘o-ni cannot therefore he one and the same
State.*

Again, every Sinologist has hitherto invariably failed to

identify Ku-lo and Ch‘ai-lih-ting, for no names similar to

these occur in the one - shilling school atlases on which

* Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 495) and ScUegel (in T‘oitng-Ptio, vol. x, p. 25S'
have four days instead of five, as stated in Groeneveldt (op. cit., p. 142), which
must therefore be a slip. The Chinese text as given by Professor Schleo-el

(loc. cit.) has, in fact, I notice, 4b S 0 H
2 The actual distance from Kwala Pani, the entrance to the Pani River to

the mouth of the river Palemhang is about 440-450 miles, which, apportioned
over 15 days, gives an average of nearly 30 miles a day. Again, the distance
from the mouth of the Palemhang River to Kwala Gherating four identification

of Ch'ai-lih-ting), rii Rhio Strait, is cjmi 400-420 miles, which, apportioned
over 14 days, yields 28 to 30 miles a day, i.e. about the same average. It will
be seen, therefore, that the Chinese itinerary is consistent throughout, so lonn- as
common-sense is taken as a guide in its interpretation, and not unbridled fantasy
as is too often the ease with our Sinologists.

•'

'

3 Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp- 495, 567 ; Groeneveldt, op. cit., pp. 142, 2'’9

^ Professor Schlegel has here taken a wrong view of the matter in’ readily
admitting the existence of two She-pVs, of which the one stated to be 45 days
distant Rom P^o-ni was the island of Java^ {Poung-Pao, vol. x, p. 304) *

instead of perceiving that it is really a question of two Po-ni's, as we have
already demonstrated.
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these gentlemen appear to base their abstruse geographical

inquiries.

Now, I am perfectly certain that the P‘o-ni, ^ fJi, of the

above extract—which cannot absolutely be Brunei—is, on the

contrary, Pani or Panel, ^’1^, on theBarumun or Pani River,

east coast of Sumatra, in about 2° 20'- 2° 30' N. lat.* The

bearing of the course steered upon leaving the northern

part of 8he-p‘o bound to P‘o-ni, given as north-west, is un-

doubtedly an oversight for south-west. Such slips frequently

occur in the accounts of old travellers, among whom even

the usually accurate Marco Polo. Measuring on a map the

distance from the mouth of the Palembang to that of the

Pani River (15 days’ sailing), and setting it out in a northern

direction from the last-named place, we reach a point slightly

above Takua-pa (Takopa) on the west coast of the Malay

Peninsula, and not far below the Krah Isthmus, which latter

we may therefore take as practically the northernmost limit

of 8he-p‘o. Setting out the same distance (corresponding to

15 days’ sailing) from Brunei (W. Borneo) towards the west

coast of the Malav Peninsula via the Natunas and the Straits

of Singapore, for three times in succession (equal to 45

days’ sailing), we again get to a place somewhere between

Pak-p*hrah (Papra) Strait and Takopa, which is the position

found for the northern limit of 8Iic~p o, at the outset tta

Pani. The Chinese itinerary is therefore perfectly correct,

and it is only the recklessness of Sinologists and their

infatuation in making She-p‘o ~ the Island of Java, and

P‘o-ni, n n =: Borneo (Brunei), that causes it to look

absurd. It will, however, now be perfectly clear that this is

1 This State is mentioned in a letter from the Sultan of Achin to King James I

of England, dated a.h. 1024 = a.d. 1615, and pubHshed in the Journal StraiU

Branch B.A.S., No. 31, July, 1898, pp. 125, 127, and 129. It is even to this

day the seat of a Prince, and the mouth of its river a frequented seaport. There

is a small State of a simil.ir name further down the east coast of Sumatra,

viz. Birni, ^ji
,
near Jambi ; but this lies far too close to Palembang to be

the place alluded to in the Chinese account above. It is likewise mentioneil

in a similar letter from the Prince of Bimi to the English Captain at Jambi

of about the same date or shortly afterwards, published in op. cit., p. 139 et seqq.
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not the case
;
and I may add that I have found the same

accuracy in several other itineraries recorded by Chinese
writers, which have been, as in the present instance,
hopelessly mangled and muddled under the tender mercies
of our geographical -dabbling Sinologists. It should be
pointed out that from the fact of the distance 8an-fo-ch‘i-
Brunei being given as 40 days,i and that from 8he-2:)‘o to the
same point (Brunei) as 45 days, it is not at all legitimate to
infer, as has been done by several writers, that must
lie at only five dajs’ sailing beyond San-fo-ch‘i. The reason
for this is that the route from Brunei to She-2)‘o (west coast
of the Malay Peninsula) lies through the Strait of Singapore,
whereas the one taken to reach Palembang wends via the
South Natunas and Bangka.
Now, as regards Ku-Io and Ch‘ai-li-ting. The last-named

is, no doubt, the Cherating or Serating river and district^ on
the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, in about 4° 10' N. lat.

This, it should be noted, is more or less the point at which
sailing-vessels from the Straits bound towards Annam or
China during the season of the monsoon bid farewell to
the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, and steer across the
Gulf of Siam in order to make the east coast of Lower
Cochin-China, after having passed leeward of Pulo Obi (Bbi).
The distance Palembang-Cherating (14 days’ sailing, actual
420 miles) is, we have shown, in perfect proportion to the
one given for the run Palembang-Pani (15 days, actual 450
miles). Ku-lo (7 days, or, at the same rate, 210 miles) must
therefore be looked for at about half-way between Palembang
and Cherating. This brings us to Bhio Strait—which was
undoubtedly the route taken—and precisely to Giiro/t ^ X
village, on the northern shore of Bintang Bay, which is^ust
that distance (210 miles) from Palembang. However lo

River to the entrance
’ The actual distance from the mouth of the Palemban:;

to Brunei Eiver is about 800 miles, which, apportioned over 40
20 miles a day, i.e. very nearly the same average as in the distant' P®

,

examined. The slight diiierence in such averages must, of course pro^ 0
the number and length of stoppages at intermediate stations on the'route*^'^'^

^ We have here a Simjei Cherating (river), a Ktriila Chemthin 'it-
a Biikit Cherating (hUl), and a Tanjung Cherating (cape),

’ Mouth),
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may be the neighbouring Karas Islands at the southern

•entrance to Rhio Strait, or even the flat islet of TerTxolei

lying in the approach to both Bintang and Rhio, and from
which either seaport may have been conventionally indicated

by Chinese navigators.^

The itinerary in question becomes, in the light of the

above considerations, perfectly clear. Leaving the northern

border of S/ie-p‘o at Takua-pa, or, perhaps more likely, at

the embouchure of the Sawa River in the upper reach of the

Piik-chan inlet, the Chinese junks had to sail in a south-

western (stated by mistake to be north-'western) direction in

order to reach the open sea and get clear of the dangers

on the coast. Then, rounding Pak - P'hrah point and

Junkceylon Island, they shaped a S.S.E. course along the

west coast of the Malay Peninsula to the Bindings or

Pulo Sembilan, and thence crossed southwards to P‘o-ni,

(Pani), which they made in 15 days from the date

of their departure from She-p‘o- I^i another 15 days they

could get, if necessary, to San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang)
;

other-

udse they would proceed on to China via the Singapore

Strait. From Palembang 7 days’ sailing via the Rhio

Strait would bring them to Bintang Bay at Guroh or

some neighbouring seaport {Ku-lo). Thence in another

7 days they would reach Ch'ai-Jili-ting (Cherating) on the

way to Kiao-chi (Tonkin) and Canton as stated.

Supposing now She-p'o to be the Island of Java, and

P‘o-ni, to be Brunei in N.W. Borneo, as our

Sinologists would have it, how could they account for the

unseamanlike idea that in order to reach 8iin-fo-ch‘i

(Palembang) from Java the Chinese junks should take such

‘ The “Suns Shih” (History of the Sung Dynasty) mentions the fact that

a Soppo or Siiperintenilent of Trade haying been established in a.d. 971 at

Canton, the barbarians of Ta-shih (Arab, Persian, or Achinesef) ;
Ku-lv,

;

She-p‘o, and T'o-nl, ^ ^ (Pani, or Brunei?), all came to trade there (see China

lieview, Tol. xyiii, p. 379). To Mr. Parker, the translator of the above passage,

the nations in (question are, of course, “the Caliph Empire, Knlo [unidentified],

Java, and Borneo.” All the same, it is interesting to learn therefrom that

as early as .v.o. 971 the people from Ku-lo already went to trade at Canton.
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an absurd detour via Brunei (N.W. Borneo), which seaport

they could not certainly reach in 15 days, and which, on the

strength of Chinese evidence itself, lay at fully 40 days'

sailing from San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang) ? The identifying

of She-p‘o with the Island of Java by the Sinologists is

accordingly shown to be a mere fad, like so many of its

kind set going by them which have been exposed in the

course of this enquiry. She-p‘o is now conclusively proved

to be part of the Malay Peninsula below the Krah Isthmus,

which formed its northernmost limit ; a result agreeing

with our former considerations connecting it with the

Sawd River, and the C'haicd and Saul districts in the

neighbourhood of the isthmus just referred to.i

How far the southern border of She-p'o reached we have

no precise information. If we are to judge from the fact

that Mo-ling (or its capital), which we have demonstrated to

have stood in about 6° 29' N. lat., was likewise called She-p‘o

or Tu-p'o (Java, Jaba, Sava, Saba, Tuba, Tuva, Toba, Duba),

and that even further down the Peninsula Ptolemy locates

a mart by the name of Sabana, which is, as likely as not,

still represented by the present Saha/> on the Bernam River,

3° 45' H. lat.,^ we would have to infer that such southern

limit of Shi-p‘o stretched as far south as Selangor, if not

further ;
for even lower down similar toponymies occur.®

However, we deem it a safer course not to lay too much
stress on such unreliable indications, and prefer to remain

content with the now well-substantiated fact that the land of

' See above, pp. 461-4G2, note.

2 See pp. 100-101 ayife.

“ E.g. in Java Island {Palo Java or Jnwa) in front of Malacca, which is the
islet (or, rather, the double islet, for it is composed of two islets nearly joined)

long known to the Portuguese as IlM das Nans, because of its being the port or
anchorage for ships trading to Malacca. The name may come to it from the
JpaMwa quayaoclit, a little scarlet convolvulus called Jaica in Malay; and muv
therefore have no connection whatever with the racial term Jtltca or Java.

A Nwdla SaKa exists in Snngei Djong, north-east of Port Dickson. This
term, again, may he derived from SawaJi, meaning a wet rice-field (called

Plana in Achin). A Kanipong (village) Ja^a is to he iound on the west
of Enmenia Point, south end of Malay Peninsula; a Himiii% Asnm Jau-a
below the mouth of the Selangor Biver, etc., etc. One of the chief tribes in
Eembau bears the name of Bedmnda Jana {Journal Utraits Pyayich R.A.S ,

No. 13, p. 242).
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She-p‘o, i.e. of the Java race, included at the period in

•question a portion of the Malay Peninsula below the Krah
Isthmus, being still known in Ibn Batuta’s time (a.d. 1345)

as Mul-Jacah, ><^1^ for here it is that the country so

named by the famous traveller is to be looked for.^ JIo

doubt the terms Java, Jaba, Sara, Saha, Tula, Tola, had
long before this crossed the Straits with the race that bore
them, and established themselves both on the east coast and
in the very heart of Sumatra,^ becoming by Marco Polo’s and
Ibn Batuta’s time by-names for the whole island, as well as

for the more outlying island of Java, on the eastern half of

which those terms had taken root in the interval.®

I shall now, by way of conclusion to my arguments

aiient the location of She-p‘o on the Malay Peninsula, draw
attention to a passage occurring in the “ Kwang - tung

^ Here is the well-nigh complete proof 1 have fouml of this assertion of mine.

Speaking of Sultan Maliku’l Mansur of Sumatra, banished by the king of Pasei,

Ibn Batuta says he wended his steps towards Mul-Jainh, the country of

unbelievers (i.e. Pagans, or Buddhists, Hinduists (“Voyanes d’Ibn Batoutah,”

tran,!. by Defreraery and Sanguinetti, Paris, 18-58, t. iv, p. 239). Now, the

Chronicle of Pasei (‘-Histoire des Rois de Pasey,” by A. Marre, Paris, 1874,

p. -53) states that Maliku’l Mansur was transported to the country of Tenunj

t? Tmahjang, east coast of Sumatra?)
; whereas the “ Sejarah Malayu ”

most distinctly tells us that he was conveyed to Manjung, i.e. Perak

(see Marre, op. cit., p. 121 ;
Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. SO; Dulaurier in

Journal ^sialtque, t. ix, Feb. 1847, p. 128), thereby furnishing us the proof

that Ibn Batuta’s Mul-JCivali was the Malay Peninsula, Perak or Manjung being

part of it. This observation has escaped both Dulaurier and Van der Lith, who
have most absurdly endeavoured to demonstrate that Mul-Jdiah was respectively

the Island of Java !
!
(Journal Asiatique, fasc. cit

, p. 244) and the west coast of

Sumatra I !
(“ Merveilles de I’lnde,” pp. 237-245). See also antr, pp. 432, 444.

- Witness Ptolemy’s laba or Jaba, Java, and Saba or Sava, in labadiu
or Sahadiu, in the first or dawn of the second century a.d. ; the Yava in

the Frathama-Yara-Bhii of the Pagar-ruyung iiiscriptinn, ad. 6.56 (r. supra,

p. 462 note)
;
Marco Polo’s Jam Minor (a.d. 129.5), and Ibn Batuta's island

of Jtiuuh, both = Sumatra. The Battah kingdom of Tobah is probably also

connected in name with the above set of terms. In Sumatra we have, however,
many other instances of similar place-names : TOnali Java, a district and tribe

near Panei, east coast, as well as Si-Jiiwi-jau'i, a settlement in the same
neighbourhood

;
jmea village, two miles up the Acheh River : Jdwi-jfiu i Island,

the north-eastern island of the Banyak group, of! the west coast ; etc. N.B. that

JdK'i-jdvi = Jrjdtn, ^Ira Jrjdivt = Ficns rhodoilenJrifvliu, a large fic-tree. In
Borneo we have a Java village in the Kutei district, east part ol the island, etc.

^ Vide supra, p. 4,59.
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T‘ung-cliih.” or "General Topograpliy of Canton” (first

published in a.d. 1693), which tends to confirm the result

I have arrived at above, although the work in which it occurs

being quite modern in date, the views and observations

introduced therein by its compiler may in many an instance

prove to be the mere guesswork of an uncritical student,

insufficiently supported by historical evidence and at times in

open contradiction to it. This is the reason why I have

reserved the last place to this unsatisfactory authority. In

the passage alluded to, then, Malacca is identified with the

ancient W ^ ® ^ 4[t> Ko-lo Fu-sha-ye'^ {Kala-Fu-sha-ya

* The New History of the T‘ang Dj-nasty and Ma Tuan-lin both hare

^ S Fu-sha-lo {Ka-la-fu-sha-i-a, i.e. Fola-heiara,

Koll-badara, or Kola-budara, as pointed out above, p. 106). See Groeneveldt,

op. cit., p. 241, who interprets the name as ‘ Kora-besar or Great Kora’;

and Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 414. In the novel spelling given above,

Fn-sha-ye may stand for Fiiaya, Phiissa, Bhojija, or something similar, as

% tP is at times used to transcribe Fiisija, etc. (see Eitel’s Handbook,

2nd ed., Hongkong, 1S88, p. 124). The last character is, however, to all

appearance, a clerical slip, and the correct form of the term is, no doubt, that

adopted in the New T'ang Annals and Ma Tuan-hn’s work. I may point out
here that Biserat, the present Siamese headquarters in Jala (6° 32' N) lat.), with
famed caves in its neighbourhood, some of which have been utilised as Buddhist
shrines, bears a name strikingly similar to Fii-sa-la. Another similar toponvmio
on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula is Bcraerah, the name ot a village,

streamlet, and cove (Telok Berserah), above Kwala Kwantan, in 3” 54' N. lat.

There is further the village of EinVa Bfsut, at the mouth {Fu(/lu Bi'n't) of the
Besut Eiver, between Kelautan and Tringanu 40' N. lat.). But anv claim
that such place-names may possess, on account of similarity of form, to
identification with the old Koll-badara, Kola-budara (or bhiidhara). pales before
the statement of the Chinese annalists that the walls of its capital “ are built

with stones piled upon each other ” (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 241). Now, .mi tar

as I am aware, in the whole of the Malay Peninsula there are no ancient cities

except Ligor and Krah that possess either brick or stone walls. Ibu Batuta,

I have already pointed out {supra, p. 444, note), says ot hi- Kikiihr

:

'.Je mui'
eii pierre dc t'uille, est a-sez large pour perniettro que trois elephant- y marchent
de front ” (•* Voyages d’Ibn Batoutah,” t. iv, p. 244). Ma Tuan-lin, in his turn,

says of Kola or Kola-budara in Uervey de Saiut-Deny-’ trauslatinu (op. cit,’

p.’414) :
" Sa capitale est entonree de murs eon-truit- eu pierre de tuilh ’’

tlie

verv same worcB. As other details tally remarkably well in both accounts as

I have .shown above fp. 444), I have not the slightest doubt that the Chiue-e AVo
or Kola-budara and Ibn Batuta’s Kaknla, or Kdkoh, Kalkola. are one and the

same citv {ride supra, p. 444). and can hardly be any other jilace but ancient

Li-rnr (tlie walls of which have been long ago razed to the ground, those now-ceii

standing belonging to the inner city and merel} enclo-ing, according to local

tradition, what were formerly the precincts ot the principal Buddhist monaster),

Wat Ki-Fhrak-thdt), Krali (the waUs .seen now are of brickwork), and, mo(e
doubtfully, Ptolemy’s town of Koli in Kelantan (seo ant'

. pp. 10.5-106
; whether
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or Kola Fu-ja-ya), and its capital is said to lie “ near Slie-p‘o,

which is the reason that it is also called ^ ^ ,
Ta

She-p‘o or ‘ Great Java.’ It is now called ^
Ch‘iing-ka-Io (Ch‘ung-ka-la, Tsung-ka-ra, Jung-ka-la). East

of it lies S M ilk Chi-li Ti-men. For this reason this

country was a long time not named a kingdom. With
a favourable wind it can be reached from m a, Chiu-cliiang

(or Kau-kong, Ku-kang = ^ = Palembang ?), in eight

days and nights. Near the sea are only a few mountains
and a scanty population.”

This, I am bound to say, is a fair example of the geo-

graphical hodge-podges so frequently served up in Chinese

literature for the mortification of its toiling students, who,

if successful in going through the ordeal of unravelling

them, may justly be said to have made some strides towards

earning for themselves the Kingdom of Heaven. Ko-lo

Fu-sha-ye, or, more correctly, Ko-lo Fii-slia-lo, cannot, of

course, have anything to do with Malacca, although its

capital may well have stood near 8he-p'o, and its territory

may have been known as Ta Slie-p‘o, ‘ Great Java ’ (or

Saba), as the compiler says. It may also have been called

Ch‘ung-ka-la or something similar,^ and we shall demonstrate

directly that it was. But to locate east of it Chi-li Ti-men,

which I have uiimistakeably identified with Gili Timor,

there he remain- of any walled cities in tlu^ di-trict or not I aiu unable to eav;.

Now, Ibii Batutd's Kaknln i- stated by him to be in Jlcl-Jilvah, so wa?,
thorettue, the Chinese Kohf c>r Kohi-huthirn. Hence, I think, the reason why
the author of the “ Kwang-tung T‘ung-chih ” connect- the lattei with Shl^p'o.

Hi- identification oi it with Malacca i-, ot course, ab-urd.

^ This topouvmic, I may point out, strikingly resemble- Sinikhala or Snufjkhl'i^

the old form tor the name of Singora, now better known to the Siarne-e

SonghhUi, and to the Malays Sanggorn, Senggo^a, I do

not think, however, that this place is implied here, for it- name i- usually .-pelled

in Chinese literature ^ ,
(W Huh-Uc-h’

^

as iu the map

I>ublished by Phillip- febni 1399;. Profe—or Schlegel (in T'-oung-P'i'j, vol. ix,

p. 298; attempts to connect with it the ^ SHng-<:hinn (.r Sunfi-kuk

(Sungor?;, of the Hai-kwo M’cn-chien-lu ” (published 1744, chap, i, fol. 25

verso), but I -till feel somewhat doubtiul about their identity. See, however.

Professor SehlegelN remark in the same volume, p, 272.
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i.e. the ‘ Island of Timor,’ ^ is to hopelessly confuse it with

the other Ch‘ung~ka~la, or rather 8ung-ka-la, mentioned in

the Chinese records, which I have, despite the blundering

vagaries of our Sinologists, identified with Sumbawa
Sambawa) and, more precisely, with the Sangar

district on the north coast of that island.^ Bar these few

little—and, of course, perfectly ingenuous—inaccuracies,

* Groeneveldt has here, for once, correctly identified Chi-U Tv-men with Timor
(op. cit., p. 236), although unable, of course, to account for the first part ot

that term. Professor Schlegel, on the contrary, unaware of the vagaries of the
compiler of the “ Kwaug-tung T‘ung-chih,” gets confused through reliance on
his correctness, and, believing Chi-h Ti-inen to lie eastwards of the treacherous
Ch‘ung-ka-la as stated by him, makes superhuman efforts to explain the term
Chi-li Ti-vmn as Kiri-Timor, ‘ East to the left,’ and what not, and to prove that
it is not Timor at all, but some place on the east coast of Sumatra, or the island

of Tyuman off the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, and so forth (see T'oung-
Tao, vol. ix, pp. 370-371). All nonsense! Had Groeneveldt or Professor
Schlegel any knowledge of the geography and languages of the eastern

part of the archipelago where Timor is situated, they would have verj- quickly
grasped the ri»ht meaning of Chi-b Ti-nten or Et-li Ti-men. For in those
parts an island is called Gilt, and there are scores of them, from the south
coast of Madura to the north coast of Flores and further, in the names of which

the term Gili occurs as a prefix, e.g., Gili Tim, Gih Panclan, GiU JFiitak, GUI
Santa, Gili Bodo, etc. Therefore, Chi-li Ti-men means Gili Timor, i.e. the

* Island of Timor,’ and nothing more nor less. The solution is, it will he seen,

very simple, like all solutions of puzzling questions, after the key has been made
known. After writing the above I notice that the “ Tung-hsi-yang-k'ao ”

(a.d. 1618) says: “ Ch‘i-mht, ^ ^ (in Fu-chou pronunciation, Ti-mung),

is the vulgar name for Chi-li Ti-men, ^ mm n ;
this country is situated

at the east of Ch‘ung-ha-la,” etc. (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 237). And, further

on : “ Ch‘ih-men, ^ (iu Fu-chou pron. Tie-mung), is the farthe.st of all

countries ” {Toiing-Pao, vol. x, p. 287, n. 137). Wliat could be more plain ?

2 It is Fei-Hsin who first mentions this Ch'mig-ha-la in his “ Hsinir-ch'a

Sheng-lan,” a.d. 1436. Groeneveldt (op. cit., p. 182) is at a loss to find some
equivalent for it, and timidly suggests Madura ! making, however, all due

reservations this time for what he meekly calls “our supposition.” Professor

Schlegel [Toung-Pao, vol. ix, pp. 370-371), blindly relying on the correctness

of his text, believes it to be Malacca, and reads Tangkara, vainly endeavourino-

to identify the countries stated by Fei-Hsin to lie at several days’ sailing from
rh‘ung-ka-la. Had, however, either Groeneveldt or Professor SchlegS read

W. F. Mayers’ paper on “ Chinese Explorations of the Indian Ocean,” published

as early as *1875 in the China Revieic, vol. iv, they would have found (p, 181) sailing

directions, extracted from the “Tung-hsi-yaug-k‘ao,” 1618, laying down the route

from Gersik or Grisse (east coast of Java, right opposite Madura) to Ch'nug.ka-la.

The course is explained to be by way of ^ [Ij, Moh Island = Bali;

jgg
Bang-mu or Zang-nmk = \,orok>n]ii, beyond which lies (Ig

San-pa-iva or Sam-pa-ica~ Sambawa (Sumbawa), The next point steered for.
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quite characteristic of the Chinese compilers of geographical

handbooks, etc., the above passage may be fairly correct;

and, if so, it proves interesting as showing that 8he-p‘o lay

near to, or was conterminous with, Malacca
; its location

thus being on the Malay Peninsula.

Now, a word of explanation on the term Ch‘ung-ka-la as

a name for Malacca. It suggests some form like Jung-ko-la,

Jang-ko-Ia, or Jahgala
(
= ‘ Jungle’), Jdngala. Joan Nieuhoff,

writing about the same time (1662) as when the first edition

of the “ Kwang-tung T‘uug-chih ” appeared (1693), says

that the capital city of Malacca was formerly called Jakola.^

five watches (i.e. twelve hours ; or else 600 U = about 100-120 miles) distant

from Lombok, is ChUing-Ica-h-, and five watches (100-120 miles) further Ues

lU ,
Eii-o Shan, i.e. ‘ Volcauo Island.’ On the strength of these indications

Havers wrongly takes Ch'ung-ka-lo to be the island ul Flores. But it will be

seen that here Lombok moans Lombok Bay and city on the cast coa^t of Lombok
Island

;
Snm-pa-u:n = Sambawa Bay on the north-west part of Snrabawa Island

;

CVung-ka-lo = Sangar Bay on the north coast of the eastern part of Sambawa
Island, which, being very narrow in the middle, may well have been mistaken lor

two separate islands ; and Hu:i> Shan = Guiioug Api, otf the ni.ith-ea-t extremity

of Sambiiwa Island. The distances measured on a nuHltm chart are : Lombok

Bay to Sangar Bay, llo miles; Saugar Bay to Gunong .kpi, 50 miles. It will

be seen that the first one is perfectly in accordance with the Chinese itinerary,

whereas the second is a good deal orer-rated, but thi- is probably due to the

imperfect knowledge as yet po>seesed by the Chinese ot lands to the east of

Sambawa. This is well exemplified in the tact of tlo ir mentioning Timor as

lying to the east of it, without naming any of the i-lands between the two.

Fei-Hsiu’s Ck'niig-ka-lf is, therefore, most Certainly the eastern part of

Samhiiwa I.slaud. where Saugar Bay and the Sangar Di-tiict stand, and should

not be confounded with CJriing-ki'.li! or Jnkola, the (d-l name tor the Malacca

district. Fei-Hsin mn,st distinctly says, in tact, that Ch'ung-la-la borders upon

or is a neighbour of ;i; Pi, Choo-iva, i.e. the Island of Java, and not Sht-p'o

(=ee Groeneveklt, loc. cit., aud T'ouny-Fooy vol. ix, p. 068;,

^ “The capital citv is likewise called Mahcca^ being the same in lornier times

called Jakoft! (^‘’Embassy from the East India Cumpany," etc., by Juan Xieuluifi:',

tr. bv J. Ogilbv, Lundon* 1673, quoted in Benuvs’ ** Descn2iti\e Diet. oi Ihit.

Malava,” p. 208). I cannot, so far, account tor the teim Jnhdn oth'-rwDe

than by connecting it with tlie jKyra district and river, K^Wla Jnyrn and Bukit

Ji'gra (far better known to navigators as Parcelar Hiib. which lie at some sixty

miles north-west ol ilalacca town, in wliat is now the Lancrat tiistrict, but

was lormerlv ^lalacca territory. Jnkohi and Juyra are not very dis'-imilar words,

aud the Japanese pronunciation ol the Cliine^jO characters employed to write

the name CJdiiny-ka-hf is Ja-ke-ra, a remarkably elo^e approach to Juyera

or Jar/ra. Airain, the term raav be connected witli Jok'jl, one ol the ^«eg^i

Senibilan States conterminous ^vith that ot ilalacca aud lyuig immediately
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Here, then, we have the Ch‘mg-ha-la of the Chinese account.

Which of the two spellings is the more accurate I am unable

to decide
;
but I should think Nieuhoif ’s, for it is probable

that the form Jakola was the cause that enticed the compiler

of the “ Kwang-tung T‘ung-chih ” into connecting this place

with the old Kola Fushala. At all events, the original form

of the term may safelj'' be said to lie between Jakola and

Jahgala or Jahgala, because Nieuhoff’s notation excludes any

connection with the Sangar series of toponj'mics.

It is quite possible that the epithet Ta She-p‘o, ‘ Great Java

{Jaha or Saba),’ or Malm Java, Java Besar (?), stated in the

passage quoted above to have been applied to the territory of

Malacca, maj'’ have some connection with the place called

Sabah on the Bernam River, not far to the north of Malacca,

as well as with the historical continuation of Ptolemy’s mart

of Sahana, which, we have seen,^ if not actually Sabah itself,

must have stood very near it. Indeed, the She-j/o said in

the same passage to he near the capital of Malacca may be

this very place Sabah. In any case, if this last was no part

of Shi-p‘o, the southern boundary of the country so named

cannot have lain very far to the north
;
for at short distances

in that direction existed, on either coast of the Peninsula,

the States of HoJing, and P‘o-ta, and Ho-lo-tan, and

Po-hwang, which we have seen are in Chinese records either

located on She-p'o territory or closely connected with it.

inland of it * ; or with the name of the Jaktln tiibes inhabiting that territory

or it may haye a totally different origin as yet not clear to me. Similar

toponymies are ; Ser/aro, the name of the island otherwise known as Itupat, lyino-

close to the north-west coast of Sumatra nght opposite Jlaliic-ca town
, Jumjkul-.

Stlcra-, (riyer. Port Weld) ; Sanpar-. Suugal', Singh:- Vae Jung-ga-hi

pepper-producing district of Chao Ju-kua (see p. 451 ante), etc. Jangala or

Janrjala was the name of one of the most ancient and celebrated kingdoms in

Jaya, of tribes in India and Indo-China, etc.

* “Johol oria-inally included Jempol and the whole watershed of the Moar
as far as the Palong on one -ide and Mount Ophir on the_otlieT, hayine: on the

north and west common boundaries with Jelehu, Sungei Ujong, Eembau, and
Naning (the latter noyy included Malacca).”—Jonnial Strrati Branch Ji.A.S.,

No. 13, p. 245.

» Supra, pp. 100-101. From a note by Takakusu (op. cit., p. xhiii) ,t would
appear that Chao Ju-kna also mentions Ta She-p‘o {Maha Jacu or Jnui Bemr':).
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There occurs, furthermore, a passage in Sung history

which indirectly supplies us with the confirmation as to

the boundaries of She-p‘o stretching so far south as Sabah

or thereabouts. This happens because the passage in question

fixes the position of ‘}\\ }^ Chou-mei-liu, or n M
Tan-mei-liu, in relation to other countries—among them
She-p‘o,—giving either the sailing or overland distance to

each of them.'^ As, contrary to Sinologists who have

never succeeded in pointing out even approximately the

location of the State just mentioned, we have in these pages

established beyond doubt its identity with the present

Ch‘i-mi-hia and Ptolemy’s Temala within Cape Jiegrais,^

‘ See “ Sung-shu,” bk. 4S9, fol. 16 ;
5Ia Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. .583.

“ Vide siipru, pp. 4S—32, and note at toot of p. 52 fur tliu identifieatiou.

Also my artnjles in the AVtatw Quartsrhj Itei'h u: for January, 1898, p. 157,

and January, 1902, p, 119. The local forms of the name are, as I ha\u

shoivn, Ck'l-mi-hUi, Ttonuk, Ttimra (perhaps also Tunirii, DCiinniii, Dnuuhi or

Bdmila, Tmdln or Tnm'mi). There cannot be the least doubt that my
identification of this place is correct. 2s. B. that in the AVOn-chou dialect the

characters that constitute its name are pronounced Tmi-hh-Iui

.

The country

in question is stated in the Sung Annals to produce gold and also the Yn-ihth

(St stone, ’‘very esteemed, although inferior to jade” (Ma Tuan-lin,

op. cit., p. 584). Anyone will see at once that it is here a question ttf the

jadelte derived from the sei’pentine-miues on the bauk-- oi the Uru River in

the northernmost part ot Burma. This is the more certain as we aie told

{^‘Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States,” Rangoon, pt. 1, vol. ii,

P- 277) that this kind ot stone !< called by the Chinese who piirtha-e

it there. As may be inferred from the above account, the stone must have been

also taken down for sale to Ch^l-ml-hhiy which is quite natural. Through our

present identitication ot the stone and the locality of its provenance, we are

enabled to trace the history of the Burmese jade-mines (hitherto stopping •'hoit

at the thirteenth century, see op. cit., p. 279) still turther back to the dawn ot

the eleventh century, for such the period the account ot Chow-nui-hn in Sung
history refers to. Again, the same account 'jtates that in A.n. 1001 thi-, kingdom

sent envoys to China with presents. The names ot the principal of Thi-~e

personages are recorded as jj* ,
Ta^ku-ma [Da-ko-mn) \ »

Ta-la {Da-la, T'a-Ja ) ; and Cha-pH-ni {Chap-p^ci-nex;, in which

we easily recognize the names of the three cities and districts ot Dagun (Moh,

Takxtng or Takong, older torm TCikantj see Forchhaiumer’s “Ni>tcs on the

Early Hist, and Geogr. ot British Burma,” fasc. i, p. 17 ;
now called Rangoon)

;

Gala (Hon, Ta-lo, Thala) ; and Khabeng, anciently Kappvnga-nagnra (see anU,

p. 72), near Twante, a former seaport, the name of which is spelled Copini and

Coponim in the Summary of Eastern Kingdoms and People-' translated from

the Portuguese bv Raraii-io (‘‘Gelie Navigation! et Maggi, ^enetia, i')6-3,

vol. i, pp, 334 verso and 385 recto. On the la-ft-named page Dagun appears a-^

Dogofu). The three envoys from Chou-mci-hu were, then, the goveruort) ot

the districts above mentioned, the names of which they boro as titles, was
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we are in a position to turn to account the data just

alluded to for the purpose now in view. Here are the

the custom in Pegu. By the kingdom of Chou-mei-Uu was doubtless meant the

State of Bassein, so designated from the city or mart of Ch‘l-inl-hla, its seaport.

I trust that the foregoing explanations will have established beyond doubt the

correctness of my location and identification of Chou-mei-Uu or Tan-mei-liu, so

that it can be safely used as a basis for the determination of the position of

She-p'o as proposed above.

Professor Schlegel vainly attempted in the Poumj-Pao, vol. x, pp. 291-294,

to deal satisfactorily with the foregoing account from Sung history, and concluded

by placing Tan-mei-liu on the upper course of the Me-nam River, in Central

Siam !
! (p. 293). He went even so far as to confuse this State with the similarly

named one of it Ting-liu-mei, mentioned by Chao Ju-kua {circa

A.D. 1240), and after him by lla Tuan-liu (op. cit., p. 4SS) ; and—w'hat seems

to have escaped the notice of Professor Schlegel and others—also in Sung history,

where its name is speiled Tan-Uu-mei (see Dr. Eitel’s remarks

in the China Peiicw, vol. xviii, p. 319). Besides Professor Schlegel, Dr. Eitel

and Dr. (now also Professor) Hirth have been at a loss to locate it, Ma Tnan-lin

says it lay to the south-west of Chen-b-fu, ^ which he places at

the south-western limits of Chxn-la (Kamboja). Chao Ju-kua merely tells

us that Teng-liii-mn stood westward of Chin-la (see F. Hirth’s “ Aus der

Ethnographie des Tschau Ju-kua,” in Sitzungsberichte der h. Payer. Ahead,

d. Wtss., Jliinchen, 1898, Heft iii, p. 498). Now, I have successfully identified

Chin-li-fu—which is undoubtedly one and the same with the ^
Chan-li-p‘o, city mentioned in the “ Ling-wai-tai-ta ” (.x.D. 1178), although

it should, of course, be distinguidied from the ^ J|_ g, P-iOi-fi-Zn, introduced

almost immediately afterwards by Chao Ju-kua (Hirth, op. cit., p. 497)—with

Candana-pura or Chanthabun, on the east coast of the Gulf of Siam, the name

of which is often spelled Chantihun by the early European travellers.

Again, I have identified Ting-liu-mei or Tan-liu-mci with Taluma, an ancient

State on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula. It is mentioned, along with

those of BhuUm (Pagan =rpper Burma), PAmartha (=Pegu), etc., in the

Memoirs of Lady Revati Nobama.s, one of the oldest Siamese literary works

(part i, ch. 1), dating from the end of the thirteenth century, or the early part

of the fourteenth. I am stiU doubtful .as to whether to connect it with Talung

or Tahtm (P-huttalung), or with the territory watered by the Ttlubin River

further down the coast (belowPat.ini); or else with the Tahim-p'huk laud spit

(incorrectly marked Lini Kolam-puk in the maps;, in the Ligur roadstead.

But its position assuredly lay" within these limits, i.e. between 6° .50' (mouth

of the Teliibin River) and 8° 28' (northern extremity of the Talum-p'huk

promontory) N. latitude. This position, it will be noticed, bears S.S.tV. from

Chiinthabiin ; that is, approximately as indicated in tbe CTdnese account. Ting,

liu-mei or Tan-liu-mti {TaUonu'j should not therefore be confounded with

Chou-nm-liU or Tan-mci-liu [ClPi-mi-hla, TamCdu. or Tmnra). Tan-hu-mei

or Taluma may be Edrisi's island of
,
Tanumah, located by lum at five

days’ sailing from Kmdr, i.c. South Kamboja.
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sailing distances we propose to take as a basis for our

calculations :

—

1. Southwards from Choii-mei-liu there are 15 days (or

stages) to ^ Lo-yueh.

2. South-eastwards from Chou-mei-Uit there are 45 days

(or stages) to She-p‘o.

3. North-eastwards from Chou-mei-liu there are 135 days

(or stages) to Kicauy-chou (Canton).

Now, the actual sailing distance from Ch‘l-')nl-hla (mouth of

the Bassein River) to Canton, measured along the usual

sea-route on a modern chart, is 2,700 miles, which, appor-

tioned among the 135 stages set down in the Chinese

account, yields us a ratio of 20 miles a stage, i.e. about the

same result we have obtained from the Chinese itineraries

previously examined. On the basis of this rate it is easy to

calculate by elementary processes the distances we require.

These become fixed as follows ;

—

1. Distance from Ch'l-mi-lda to Lo-yiieh, 15 stages X
20 miles = 300 miles.

2. Distance from Ch‘l-ml-hla to She-p‘o, 45 stages x
20 miles = 900 miles.

Setting these measurements on a chart from the mouth
of the Bassein River southwards along the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula, we obtain for :

—

1. Lo-yueh, a location a little above Mergui.*^

2. She-p‘o, a location about Sabah on the Bernam River.

' It may be Letwe-gijun or Lahi-i, Island. Tavoy distriut ; or even Lnaja or

Lanya beloiv Mergui. The sounds intended may be either Lo-yt'a, Lo-yrt,

Loa-u'oJc, La-xiet, Lo-yur, etc. The map facing p. 7 in Jlandelslo (Amsterdam

ed., 1727) marks a Lugor immediately below Muro (Tavoy), «hich is vers

probably the place here alluded to. There seem to have been two ^ ^

,

Lo-yiieh, on the west coast of the ilalay Peninsula, besides one Lo-yti

or Lo-lii, and a ^ Lcnyh {^LuJc-yii, Lok-tit), (vide supra, pp. 90 and 110).

The last one I have suggested (p. 90) may be Ligor, the Lugor of Joao de

Barros
; but now I should think it may preferably be connected with the Lungu
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There is therefore every likelihood, as we surmised, that

Sabah is the She-p‘o meant by the Sung annalists in the case

at hand ; and it becomes evident, at all events, that the

She-p‘o they had in view was the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula, and not at all the island of Java.

I-tsing, we have seen, entirely ignores Ske-p‘o and merely

mentions Ho-ling or Po-ling, by which term, as pointed out

above (p. 481), he very likely means Gelang (Galang) or

Puling Cape, on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula

(4° N. lat.)
;
and, in any case, the eastern limit of the real

Ho-ling State, which may have extended to that point or

thereabouts. The only full itineraries he gives to and from
India, with the sailing distances when recorded, are four,

as follows :

—

River, usually noted Lungur or Zungar in the early maps, and Zongur in

De Barros, Decada I, lib. is, ch. 1 . Chao Ju-kua (see Hirth, op. cit., pp. 494,

613) employs a very similar notation, ^ Zu-im (Luk-ngat), for the name

of the capital of Chen-la (Kamboja), which could not be as yet, in his time,

Lawek, but was still at Angkor (Nagor).

The second Zo-i/iieh must have stood—if it ever existed—further down the
west coast of the Malay Peninsula. On p. 110 uhte I took it to be the same as

the first Lo-yiieh, Ijing at fifteen day.-,’ sailing south of Tan-met-l'm, a view
which, after the above exhaustive inquiry, I am now inclined to reject. The
only indication we so far have as to tlie existence of this second, if any, Lo-yiieh
is contained in an already quoted scholium from the T'ang-shii, eh. 430, brought
to light by Chavannes (bp. cit., p. 42, n. 2), which he renders : “ To the south
of the Malay Peninsula [? no original characters or transliteration given of the
term employed for this in the text] one reaches a strait measuring 100 li [i.e. 20
to 25 miles] from north to south ; on the northern shore is the kingdom of
Zo-ytieh, and on the southern the kingdom of Fo-shth [i.e

,
as we have shown in

the preceding pages, the east coast of Sumatra].” Now, this would point to
one of the narrowest part.s of the ilalacca Strait, the least measurements of
which are

: (1) between Tanjong Bulus and Pulo Ransang, 30 miles; (2) between
Tanjung Tohor and Pulo Bengkalis, 2.5 miles ; between Tanjons Tuan (Cape
Rachado) and Pulo Medang, 20 miles. The shortest di.nance from the west
coast of the Malay Peninsula to the east coast ot Sumatra occurs between the
Jugra River and Tanjong Senebui. 35 miles. However, as we are left in the
dark about what is the term in the Chinese text which Chavannes translates by
‘ Malay Peninsula,’ we feel unable to arrive at a precise estimate of the location

of the said Lo-y’i(h : and must remain content with suggesting that it mav be
either LSriit, in Perak, or, still better, Zukut (Port Dicksbn), lower down, which
is only a few miles north of Cape Rachado, and lies within only 40 miles from
the Sumatran coa.st and 25 from Pulo Medang. Takakusu (op. cit., n sly
n. 3) says that this Lo-yiieh “is the place where Shmnio Taka-oka, an imperiai
prince of Japan, died, A.v. 881, on his way to India to search for the Law
He was twenty years in China learning Buddhism, whence he started for the
West.” The place referred to is instead, very probably, the first Lo-yveh near
Mergni. In anv case the notice here cited proves the existence of either Lo-yneh
as far back as a'.d. 881, which is of historical interest to note.
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1. Toakin to Lang-ka-hsii (Latigkachlu near C'kump'lion,

east coast Malay Peninsula)
;
^ thence to Ho-Iing, and

onward via Lo-kwo (Nikobars) ^ to Tamralipti (western

part of the Delta of the Ganges).®

2. Tonkin to Shih-li-Fo-sIiih (Palemhang), 30 days
; thence

to Mo-lo-yii, 15 days, and to Ka-ch‘a, 1-3 days
;
then

change of course to westward, making Niigapattan in

30 days
; thence across to Ceylon, 2 da3's.^

3. Canton to Fo-shih (Palemhang) with the first monsoon,

20 daj’s
;

thence to Mo-lo-i/ii; thence, changing

direction, to Fa-ch‘a; thence, taking a northern

course, to Lo-kico (Nikohars), in somewhat more

than 10 days
;

thence, steering north - west, to

Tamralipti in about 15 days (a.d. 671-672).®

4. Eeturn voyage from the last-named seaport : Tiimra-

liptl, on a south-east course to Ku-ch‘a, 60 days;

thence, in a southerly direction to Mo-Io-yu, -30 days

;

thence to Canton in about 30 days (.\.d. 685 and 689).®

* See tor otir identification of this place p. llo nuti : and, for a more
exhaustive di-cus-ion, my article in the A^tafic Qnurfu-h/ if-r-ot tor January,

1901, pp. 157, loS.
' Vide iiipra, pp. 880 seqq. ,

^ Chavanne-i' "Eelistieux Emincnts,” p. 100. Y'l/avt'/yff = modern Tamluk,
on the we«t ot the Hughli river near its mouth.

C'havanuc-s, op. cit., pp. 141 and 130, in which letter it L shown that the
starting - place was Hhtn-mn on the Tonkin Gult (for our remarks ou which
place see pp. 2.10-251 above). The distance thence to I’alembans' is about
1.500 miles, which gives an .average ot some 50 mile-, a day. That from
Palembaug to Yagapattan, rouuil by the north ccHt ot Sumatra, is about 1,9G0
miles, which, apportioned over 60 days, the total length of the run, vields some
32 to 33 miles a day on the average. It should lie noted, however, that in the

Straits, owimr to trequeut calms and less freedom ot navigation, tlie rate of speed

must naturally be less than the above.
s Chavannes, op. cit., pp. 119-121. in which the pa—nge from the Xikob.ars

to Tamralipti is put down at over halt a lunation ; and Takakusu's “ Tiecord ot

the Buddhist Religion,” etc., from I-tsing’.s weirk. pp. xxix-xxxi, win re it is said

“in ahoiit half a month’s sail," undoubtedly a too mild estimate (see. in tact,

next note;. The distance from Canton to I’alembaiig caries lit tween 1,790 and
1,800 miles, according to the course taken. This yields an average of S.'i to 90

miles a dav, which does not surprise, as the passage was made with the first

break ot tlie nmnsonn, usually very viident. The pa-sage trom the Nikoh.lrs to

Tamralipti 'real distance 900 to 960 mih s, w'as al-o a very t^uick one.

Chavaniics. op. cit., p. 125, and Takakusu, op. cit
,
]ip. xxxiii-xxxv. Here,

we see, 60 days were spent in reaching Ka-ih'n Irom^ Tamralipti, as against

25 (or perhaps 30; in the outward journey Ttineraiy A'o. 3., In .t.ii. 1315 it

took Ihii Batiita 40 dav.s to accompli-h abon’t the -anie fourney see ab.ive. p. 400).
The passage from Ka-eJVa to is, it will he ohsened, here put down at
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The points of most absorbing interest for us here are the

determination of the positions of Ka-ch‘a and Mo-lo-yu, so

far only leisurely guessed by our Sinologists. Ka-ch‘n,

^ ^ {K‘et-ch‘a, Kiek-tn, Kiet-tra), I have identified with

Kerti, anciently Kairea} on the homonymous river, a little

to the east of Pasei (north coast of Sumatra). The settlement

of this moot point at once clears the ground for the further

determination of the site of ^ liSi Mo-lo-yu {Mat-lo-yu,

Mal-Ia-yu), or ^ ^ Mo-lo-yu {Mut-lo-yau, Mat-lo-yiu,

Mal-la-yu, or Mar-ra-yii), as the term is severally spelled in

I-tsing’s works.^ For this place, being met with, on his own
showing, at about half-way from Ka-eh‘a (Katrea) to Fo-shih

or Shih-li Fo-shib (Palembang), very likel}' somewhat nearer

to the latter seaport on account of its distance from Ka-ch‘a

being variously given (see above) as 15 and 30 days’ sailing,

it must be looked for on either shore of the strait between

30 days, or double the time given in Itinerary No. 2. In comparison with this

30 days from Mo-lo-yu to Canton is a very creditable performance, and must
have been done, as on the outward journey, with a highly favourable wind.
In connection with these singularly quick passages (compared with those set

down in other Chinese works and discussed in the preceding pages), it should
be observed that they were mostly made in Persian, Arab, or Malay, and not
(except in but one or two instances) in Chinese ships. The outward journey from
Canton to Palembang was accomplished, as I-tsing himself says, on a Persian
vessel (see Takakusu, op. cit., p. xxviii). That from Palembang to Mo-h-yii
and thence onward to Ktt-ch‘a and Bengal, was done in a ship supplied to
I-tsing by the King of Palembang (ibid., p. xxx). Similarly, that from Ka-ch‘a
to Mo-lo-yu, on the return voyage, was again performed in a vessel from
Palembang (ibid., p. xxxiv). This fully explains the discrepancies in the rate
of speed noticed in prerious itineraries.

* The name by which its river is mentioned in the “Sejarah MalSyu” (see

Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. 78), whence we learn that on its banks was
situated the palace of the Pasei king. Marre, in his “Histoire des Rois de
Pasey,” p. 120, spells the name Katarei. The late Rev. S. Beal and others

have, mm-e solito, jumped at once to the conclusion that Ka-ch‘a is, of course

that hub of the universe, Kedah. So lately, also. Professor Schlei-el iu

Toung-Fao, vol. ix, p. 290. Chavannes, op. cit., pp. 105-106, has perceived

the untenability of such an utterly unjustified identification
; and Takakusu

rightly judging that Ka-ch‘a must be looked for to the south of Lo-kwo (the

Nikobars), has vaguely suggested its location “ somewhere on the Atchiu
coast ” (op. cit., p. xxx), and in his sketch-map has marked it close to the
coast of Achin. I may here point out, for the guidance of those who connect
Ka-ch‘a with Kedah, that the name of the latter place appears in the Chinese

map of about a.d. 1399 published by Phillips, wherein it is spelled ^
Chi-ta {KH-tat).

2 See Chavannes, op. cit., p. 119, n. 2.
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the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra. Measurements taken on
a chart lead us on the one side to Tanjong Tuan (Cape

Rachado), a littie above Malacca,* and on the other to Pulo

Rupat (or Segaro) and the Sumatran hinterland between
Siak and Rakan. This, be it understood, if we adopt the

statement as to Mo-lo-yu lying at 15 days’ sailing from
Ka-ch‘a and at an equal distance from Palembang

;
that

is to say, at exactly half-way from these two points. But
the other statement assigning instead 30 days to the passage

from Ka-ch‘a to Mo-lo-yii fully justifies us in locating the

latter place somewhat lower down Malacca Strait. Such
being the ease, I am bound to declare right off that on the

tract of Sumatran coast under consideration we find no

record or sign of a place identically or similarly named
ever having existed. On the contrary, we have plenty of

evidence that one or more places of such a denomination

stood on the southern end of the Malay Peninsula, and

precisely on the Old Strait of Singapore and its immediate

neighbourhood. The writers who have preceded us in the

treatment of this knotty question had nothing to go by but

the bare statement of Joao de Barros mentioning a Tana-

Malaya, along with a number of other pett\’ States on the

Island of Sumatra.” On the strength of this and of a

passage in Alboquerque’s Commentaries informing us that,

in the language of Java, Palembang is called Malayo, they

thought to have made an exceedingly clever hit in connecting

these names with I-tsing’s Mo-lo-yu or Mo-lo-yu. Truly,

' This was probably the site ol the lower Lo-ijiuh, as we have pointed out

above, p. .o25. Whether the term Lo-ijtieh here has any eonneetion with
Mo-lo-yu or Mo-lo-you, beinj; a contracted form ot it, remains to he seen. It

is not altogether impossible.

^ “Asia,” Decada iii, pt. 1, pp. .510-511. The places enumerated—said to

be states or kingdoms—are twenty-nine. The list starts from Daya (Lava) on
the west coast of Sumatra, a little below Achin, and, following the north and
eastern shores of the island, rounds its southern end, and proceeds up the west
coast, where it terminates. It seems, however, doubtful if this order is

rigorously adhered to in every instance. If it is in the case of Palembang and
Tana-JIalavu, then the latter, being mentioned next to Palembang, should be
looked tor to the south of it. But this is absurd, and Tana-Malajm was most
certainly the district on the river llalayu, inland Irom Palembang, and
Alboquerque’s Malayo, a.s we shall sec directly.
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I-tsing himself (according to Takakusu),' or an annotator

of his during the later Chou period, a.d. 951-960 (according

to Chavannes),^ saj's that the country of Mo-lo-yu or Mo-lo-yu

•“is now called [or ‘has become’] Fo-shih” (or 8hih-U

Fo-shih).

But it must he remembered that on I-tsing’s own evidence

Mo-lo-yu lay at some 15 days’ sailing—or about 300-350

miles®—from Palembang, towards Malacca Strait
; and thus

it could have nothing to do with either De Barros’ Tana-

Malayit or Alboquerque’s Malayo, which both evidently refer

to an ancient district on the Malayu River, situated within

the limits of Palembang itself.^ Add to this that on I-tsing’s

own showing, after one had reached Mo-lo-yu from Palem-

hang, he had to change direction in order to go to Ka-ch‘a

(Kerti), which would be absolutely unnecessary and absurd

if Mo-lo-yu were situated on the east coast of Sumatra,

for in such a case the same course would have to be

steered throughout along that coast of the island. The con-

struction that must be put upon I-tsing’s (or his later

‘ Op. cit., pp. XXV, xxiir, d, 10.

* Op. cit., p. 119, n. 2.

3 The actual sailing distance from the mouth of the Palembang to that of the

Kerti or Katrea (Kn-eh^a) River is about 660 miles, which would give 330 miles

or thereabouts for ilo-lo-yii.

* The river in question, Sungei Malayu, is referred to in the Sejarah

Malayu” (see Leyden's “Malay Annals,” pp. 20-21). Therein it is distinctly

stated that a kina:, Damang Lebar Daun by name, reigned in the country of

ParalembanQ. now called Palembang. The name ot its river was Madi'-Tdtang,

into which falls another river known as Sniigei Malayu, near the source of which

is a mountain named Sagantang Mahd-Mefu. Mmr-Tdtang means Tdtang-

inouth. and the Tdtang River m.iy be the one nowadays called Talang, which is

one of the outlets of the Musi. The Malayu River may be either the Musi
(Palembang River) or one of its principal tributaries. Both the river names

now referred to seem to be at present forgotten. From the presence of a stream

Malayu in this region and the traditions connected with it, related in the

“Sejarah Malavu” and other Malay semi-historical works, Valentijn argues

that the Malays must have derived their first name. This is, of course,

absurd- but there can be no doubt that such is the country meant by Alboquerque

and De Barros under the denominations, respectively, of Tana-Malayu (‘ Malay

Territorv Malay Land ’) and Malayo. Tunah Malayu. as far as local tradition

-oes wiis the name of the southern portion of the Malay Peninsula. If such

a name was also applied to p.art or the whole ot the Palembang district, it is

because it must have been introduced thither by emigrant Malays from the south

of the Malav Peninsula, and not the reverse, that this introduction could hardlv

have taken' place in I-tsing’s time or several centuries alter him ivill be

demonstrated in the tollowing pages.
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commentator’s) passage anent Mo-lo-yu having in, or shortly

before, his time become Shik-li Fo-shih is, therefore, that it

had been annexed by the latter
;

that is, became part and
parcel of the latter’s dominions. This view is perfectly

consistent with the early history^ of Palembang, which, we
shall demonstrate further on, was the seat of the potentate

so often referred to by Arab writers as the Mahrdj (Maharaja),

who ruled over an empire extending all over the northern

portion of the Archipelago.

Otherwise, we should have to assume that in I-tsinsr’s

time—as in Alboquerque’s and De Barros’ periods—there

were two Maldyu countries, of which one comprised part

of Palembang and the other the southern extremity of the

Malay Peninsula. But such does not seem to have been the

case either during I-tsing’s (a.d. 671-695) or his annotator’s

(a.d. 951-960) time.^ The name Malay

u

had then not as

yet, apparently, travelled down so far south or crossed over

the Straits to Sumatra, but was still lingering on the

southern part of the Malay Peninsula, making ready to cross

whenever a favourable oirportunitj'- should present itself,

which was not slow to come.

Having thus disposed of our predecessor’s untenable view

as to I-tsing’s Mo-lo-yu being situated on the east coast of

Sumatra, and assumed that its location must have been

in the southern part of the Malay Peninsula, it becomes

necessary to demonstrate that a State of such a name existed

here of old. Subjoined, then, is our original evidence for it,

which goes many a year further back than Alboquerque’s

and De Barros’ time.

1. The ‘ Kot Monthlerabiin ’ (Kafa Mamlirn -pdla) or

‘Palatine Law’ of Siam, enacted iu .\.d. 1360 by the king

who had a decade before founded the capital Ayuthia

' The distance of thirty days (equal to the whole distance Kerti-Palembang)

given in one instance by I-tsing Ironi Kn-ch*a to Mo-Zo-t/it, would seem to lend

support to the hvpotheJis ot two Mo-lo-yti States existing in his time, the second

one of which was ralenibang itself or part of it. But I think, alter all, that

such a discrepancy can be satisfactorily e.xplained by the variable state of the

weather encountered on the journey, which caused the passage to lie at times

quick and at others very slow. Gf similar discrepancies we have several instances

in the itineraries themselves of that pilgrim.
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{Ayuddltyd), gives full lists of the States then tributary

to Siam, both in the north and south. Among the States

of the south (Malay Peninsula), one bearing the name of

Malay

u

is mentioned, the order being as follows :

—

(1) JJjbng Tanah (known afterwards as Johor).

(2) Malahd (=; Malacca).

(3) Maldyu.

(4) Woraicdrl (Varavari = Muar ? ride supra, p. 495).

Total, four States.*

This source of information is authoritative enough to

admit of no question. We may accordingly take it as

positive that there was in a.d. 1360—and probably far

earlier—a State named Maldyu- or Maldyu in the south of the

Malay Peninsula.

2. The (Chinese) history of the Yiian (Mongol) dynasty

states that, in the first year of the Yiian Cheng period

i.e. A.D. 1295—of Ch'eng Tsung’s (Timur’s) reign the king

of iS Siem-kicok, i.e. Siam (the capital of which was
then at Sukhothai), sent a letter written on a golden plate,.

praying that the Court might send an envoy to his country.

As the Siamese had for a long time lived in feud and war
with Si M ^ 5^ >

Ma-li-yii-er/i, and this country had now
returned to allegiance, the Emperor enjoined the Siamese
that they should no longer molest Ma-li-yu-erh, in accordance

with their promise.^

1 Laws of Siam, 5th Siamese edition, Bangkok, 1888, vol. ii, p, 70. ^ widelv
different list is giren at the outset of the Chronicles ot Ayuthia (Siamese edition'

1863, Tol. i, p. 21) ; but this work having been compiled only recently from
motley materials ot not always proved authenticity, pieced up in a somewhat
happy-go-lucky way, it cannot be invariably relied upon, especially tor the older
periods. The list in question runs as follows

(

1) Malnka
: [i) C-hairg (Java)

. . . . (8) Songkhhl (Suhkhala or Smgora). The names lelt out beloin.'

either to States on the north ot Siira or on the Malay Peninsula that were
governed by viceroys (Tavoy, Tenasserim, Ligor). C^hnirfi stands apparenlK
here for either of the three districts of Vjoag Tanah. Maliiiia. and Tarnrarl ,,V

for the whole ot them ; but thi.s is by no means certain.

= T-oung-Tao, vol. iii, p. 289. Professor Sehlegel heie tran.slates <•,,

written in golden characters,” which, although it may be a correct rendering ot

the original, is historically inaccurate. Royal letters ot Skate in Sir™ have alwavs
been written, not in golden characters, hut with vermiliejn. or else engraved on
a golden plate which was afterw.irds rolled up and put int.. a casket adaptul
to the purpose.
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Here Ma-li-ij'u-erh—or, still better, Malaya-rara, Malayur—
cannot evidently be aught but the Malayu mentioned above,
which, having returned to allegiance on or shortly before
A.D. 1295, was still a tributary in 1360. Its existence thus
becomes proved for at least another century further back,
considering that in 1295 Siam had already long been at feud
and war with it.'

3. Marco Polo sailed, just two or three years before that,

from Champa across to Local or Lochac (Legeh or Latcha,
see above, p. 497), on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula,

proceeding thence southwards by way of the two islands of

Petani (Bintang and Batang or Batam, in my opinion),

until he reached the island of Pentam, where he found

a king, with a city named Malavir {Malla-vira ?). Now,
the itinerary followed by the great Venetian traveller

from Champa to the Straits has never been satisfactorily

determined. The identifications of Local and the Petam
islands given above are entirely my own

; and so are those

of Penlam and Malavir, both of which I locate on the north

shore of the Old Singapore Strait, this being, in my
judgment, the route taken bi’’ Marco Polo’s junk. An
important village named Bentan exists on that Strait in

long. lOd"* 53' E., as well as a river Malaya, only a few

miles further to the west (long. lOS'-" 42' E.)
; but probably

the place our traveller had in view was the opposite island

of Singapore, the ancient Belumnk ; " while Malacir, given

by him as the name of the king’s capital, was more likely

that of the realm—evidently the Ma-U-yu-erh and Malayu

of the two preceding paragraphs.

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the position of the

puzzling State of Mo-lo-yu, Ma-li-yii-er/i, or Malavir, was at

the southern end of the Malay Peninsula, and precisely on

^ I should think this i- not the Kota or Mdiyei ot the
*• Sejarah Mulavu ” (>ee above, p. 490), the eapital of a State occupyinjr the site

where Tiitaiii rose in, or shortly before, a.h. 1-300. The wav iu which the
name is spelled in Chinese aigues an original form something like Mahja-ifua,,

Mnldya-cai'fi,, or MaJoyHr
\
hence it is almost beyond doubt the '^ume place as

Marco I’oloV Mnhu'ir.
“ See above, pp. 199-200.
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tlie north shore of the Old Singapore Strait/ where, besides

the Malayu Riwer, time-worn traditions of a Malaya or

Malaya-vara country and people, of a Malaya-dupa (Malaya

island or continent), and of a Tdnah Malayu confront

the unbeliever. And, as my predecessors have chosen to

ensconce themselves behind Alboquerque and De Barros,

I shall also in my turn betake myself to as good

a contemporary authority to pit against theirs. The

king of Achin, says Bocarro under date July, a.d. 1613,

was met in the Straits by the Portuguese at the head of

a great fleet with which he had taken the city of Johor and

conquered the kingdom of Malaio (Malayu), cai^turing tlie

Rajammm (Ratabonco), brother to the king of Johor, the

principal warlike personage among the Malaion (Malayiis).^

This passage plainly shows that at the period the events

alluded to occurred the kingdom of Malayu was Johor, the

native State in the south of the Malay Peninsula that was

the historical continuation of the mediaeval Malacca, and.

‘ This narrow passage between tlie island of Singapore and the mainland \va^

invariably used by western ships bound to the China Sea, until some time alter

161.5, the date at which the wider and easier passage now known as the Strait

of Singapore was discovered. This was at first termed by the Portuguese JEatreiti,

do Governador, from the fact of Dom Joao da Silva, the Spanish governor of

Manilla, haring passed through it on his galleon shortly after its discovery in
March of that same year, 1615. This first attempt was not altogether without
a hitch, since the governor’s galleon grounded on the reef at the point ot

the strait and was grazed by the top of it, though not .sustaining any seiiou-

injury. (See Bocarro’s “ Decada 13 da Historia da India," Lisboa, 1876
p, 428.)

As regards the Old Strait or Selat Ttht-an (a name fpieerly transcribed Sulnht
de Brew by Hamilton in 1727), it was still passed in 1.399 on his way froin
Macao to Goa by C'arletti, who describes it a.s so narrow that from the ship one
could jump ashore, or reach with the h.aiid the branches of the trees on eitlu-r

side. His vessel struck on a shoal whilst in the channel. (‘‘ Eagionaraenti

di Francesco Carletti," Firenze, 1701, p. 209.) As late as 1822 Crawfurd went
through the same passage, for curiosity’s sake, in a ship of 400 ton.-, and found

the journey tedious but safe. This was, therefore, in the old days the onlv

known route to riiina. and Marco Polo must have aLo pas-ed tin-’way on liih

homeward voyage. I do not think, however, that the credit of the discoverv of

the new Strait belongs to the Portuguese, tor, tioiu an examination ot 'thi.

sea-routes on the Chinese map of cimi 1399 publi.shed by Phillip-, I found
out that a course is there laid down through thh chauml. Hence this mu-t
have been well known to the Chine—e at that date.

* “E chegando aos Estreitos achou o Aclieni lom uma grande armada eomijne
tinha tornado a cidade de Jor, e conquistado o reino de Malaio e cuptiio o
Retahom^o, irmao d’elrei de Jor, a principal pes-oa de guenu entie os malaios ’*

Decada 13 da lltstorta da India, Lisboa, 1S76, p. 165.
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throiigli it, of the older realm of Singapore and of the still

more ancient one of Malayu, on the Old Singapore Strait,

the name and territory of which it inherited and handed

down to later ag’es.

I might go on hut for want of space, quoting other

authorities in support of my thesis, and give besides a fair

amount of circumstantial evidence. I trust, however, to

have already made out a clear case, and shall therefore limit

myself to presenting the principal points chronologically

arranged in the subjoined synoptical table:

—

OUTLINE HISTORY OF MALAYU AS A TOPOGRAPHICAL AND
ETHNICAL TERM.

circa 100-150. Maleu Kolon (Cape) = Malayu'kolam, Malai-hurram

(Ptolemy, m])ra, pp. 101-105). On the east coast of tho

Malay Peninsula, about 4° N. lat. (Tanjung Gelang).

672. Mo-lo-tu, Mo-lo-yc, or ilo-Lo-ron, ^ or ^ ^
(I-tsing).' (Chavannes, op. cit., p. 119; Takakusu, op. cit.,

p. xxxix.) On tho southern end of the Malay Peninsula and

north side of the Old Singapore Strait, near the Sungei (river)

Malayu. Subject to tiie domination of Fo-shih (Palembang).

1154. M.iLA[, island or peninsula, very extensive, lying-

twelve days’ sail from Sanf or Champa (EdrisT), (Jaubert’s

“Geographic d’Edrisi,” pp. 86, 92, 93). Very probably the

southern part (if not the whole) of the Malay Peninsula).'^

circa 1180. M.al.ay.a Country, in which the king of Rumanmi
(Pegu) impri.-'Oncd the Ceylonese envoys sent to Kamboja
(“ Mahavaiisa,” ch. Ixxvi). This is from the translation of

parts of that chapter published by Profes.sor Rhys Davids in

the Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. xli, pt. 1. p. 198. Wijesihha

(“ The Mahuvahsa,” Colombo, 1889, p. 229) takes Alalaga in its

literal sense of hill, and thus translates: “he [tho Ramanna

‘ Cf. jH,
Mii-hi = Mulhi, i.e. the Malla peopk- in North India (see

Eitel’s “ Hamihook,” p. 9"'. «henee the correct reading would appear to l>e

Mall'iiju. The Cantouc'e pronunciation of the term, Mnt -h- yuu, faintly

suggest' some pos-iblc connection with ilul-Jiivnh, Mul-yatf-, but more
probahlv Miihvji'-ivia i- meant.

2 Edrisi is the first .Arab writer to mention the term Mnlai, Rcinaud

(“ Geooraphib d’Abuulleda,” t. i, p. cdxxiif takc> it. without sufficient

iustifleation, as the name ot a people, the Malays. But it e instead a toponvmie,

Malaga or Muliign, huA ot the Malays, and n.,t the people.
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king] .... imprisoned them [the envoys] in a fortress in the

hill country.” This is manifest nonsense, that specification

being in such a case a detail quite unnecessary for the purpose

of the narrative. I accordingly agree with Professor Ehys

Davids in considering Malaya as a proper name, and take it to

imply the southern part of the Malay Peninsula, over which

Pegu may very likely have acquired some influence at the

period, and in some seaport of which the king may easily

have had the Ceylonese envoys to Kamboja kidnapped and

imprisoned.

1181. Malata-dip A. = ‘ Malaya Island’ (or Peninsula), (KalyanI

Inscriptions of Pegu, tide supra, p. 81). A Buddhist country.

Evidently the same as Edrisl’s Island of Malai.

1274. Malatr or MAiAvuE, a well-known and frequented

district near LdmerJ, in a bay, in about the same

longitude as Kalah (Ibn Sa’Id). (Van der Lith and M. Devic’s

“ Merveilles de Plnde,” p. 258.) As Ibn Sa’ld’s treatise is

but an abridgement of Edrlsi’s,* his Malaijr or Malayur is, no

doubt, the same as Edrisl’s Malai. However, it is interesting

to observe here for the first time the addition of an r at the

end, which suggests a form 2Ialaya-vdra, hereafter almost

invariably employed.

1292. Malice, Maiavie City, at 60 -|- 30 = 90 miles - from Petam

or Pontain Islands (Bintang and Batang), on an island named

Pentam {Betilmah, Bentan on north side of the Old Singapore

Strait), a notable emporium (Marco Polo, see p. 533). The

Malayu Kingdom, same as in the above entries, on the

northern shore of the Old Singapore Strait, about the mouth

of the Sungei Malayu (Malayu River).

1292. Mc-lai-tc, jfC ^ (Cant. Muk-lai-yau , N.B. ^ has

the same sound as I-tsing’s ^), a State to which Chinese

envoys were sent to summon it to submission (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., p. 155). Probably the same country as above.

^

1 Reinaud, op. cit., t. j, p. cxlm.

= Sixty miles, in my opinion, from the eastern side of Bintang to the entrance

to the Old Sing.ipore Strait. Here, says our traveller, there are hut two

iathoms of water, which leaves no doubt as to the navigation through the Str.iit

commencing here. The other thirty miles were, of course, travelled through

the Old Singapore Strait in order to reach either Bentan or the Malayu Rii er

further westwards, in the Mahiyii kingdom. N.B. that Bamiisio states ^vol. n,

f. .if verso) that the city is called M'd’inir, and the island (i.e. the kingdom)

llli0WlS0

3 Groeneveldt, on wluit ground I am unable to guess, translates ‘ Malay
States.’
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Otherwise it may be Mul-JawaJi, which, according to

Wassaf, submitted to China in 1292 (“Merveilles de I’Inde,”

pp. 241-2).

1t>93. Mtt-li or Wu-u, g, /g 1 {Miit-lei, Mon-lei, Bnri),

a State that sent a letter inscribed on a golden leaf to the

Chinese emperor (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 152). Very likely

Wulah or WailaJi, west coast of Sumatra, a little above Malabu

;

although it may be a contracted form of ^ ^ H , Mam-
= Lamhri (see op. cit., p. 155). ‘ It possibly is also

somehow connected with Miil-Jdtcah (see last entr3-, and also

“Merveilles de I’lnde,” p. 243).

1.295. Ma-li-yu-eeh, ,S M ^ {Ma-lei-yu-i, Ma-li-u-r),

a country which had long been at feud and war with Siam,

hut had now returned to allegiance (History of the Yiian

Dynasty, see p. 532). The same as in the preceding entries

except the last two.

1317-18. MAi.iii.isiii, Calaji.ak; otherwi'te Pantlten, Pathen,

Paten, or Natem
;

an island and kingdom near Fana {Lana,

Java) and Champa (Odoric of Friuli). (Hamusio, op. cit.,

vol. ii, f. 247 verso-, and De Hacker’s “L’Extreme Orient

au iloyen-Age,” pp. 107, 454.) In iny opinion, the same

as Marco Polo’s Malarir (city) and Pen/ain (island).

-

1332. Malayk or MAL.Ai’CR, ji}-*

,

a city in the country of Judah,

in which are also the cities of J'angiir, Ldnu {^Lo-yaeh,

Mo-lni etc.). H employed in the New

Hi'itory of the dynasty (compiled elcvcntli eeuturv; to denote tlie

soiitherumost kingdom of India, and not precisely (K»dlam-malai),

as Phillips thought. (See Chma 7levip>i\ vol. viii, p. 32, and JoKrunl Chtua

Bt'nuLli E.A.S., vol. xx, p. 222.) Ilwcu-tsaiig. a d . U40, ii-t-s the lorni'

and ^ fi<T jritlntjn awA Miihilufn Hithii].l,rinih,i

according to Burnell, j). 127, note) respectively. (See EiteP' ‘•Handbook,"

p. 93.) "ibn Batuta (e. 1343), it is interesting to notice, writes MuhuhCn tor

Ilalabar (t. iv. p. 71)- 'fosi oip. eit., vol. ii, pj). r2.'!-12'j; writes througle'Ut

Mtdol lor tlie Malays (or Chams) ot' Kamboja.

- The form Muhinr'iMi finds, I presume, its evplaiiati'Oi in Man-o Polo's

Atalnnir (for MaUin). whieb oecuis in the Eiench tcit ot hi~ book. It is

Ramusio who prints Mahunnymi (op. eit., vol. ii, t. '24 7 's,vu'. < 'nhnn'il; may

be a lap^u^i cnlanti ioi M'dannik. Mntmiaf, or bomething siinil.ir. My iiKation

ot this place on the (lid Singapore Stiait obtains coutirinatioii, I think. Irora the

tact of Odoric stating that on loie side (“towards the s„urb," ,sars Ilamn-io,

of this island there is the ~ea called the ‘Dead .or deadly Sea.’ tlie waters ot

which run swiftly toward' the s,,uth. -o that if one tali' down in it he i an be

rescued or tound oiilv with the gteatc't difticiilty. This I take to mean the

btrono- currents and tidal streams running through Singapore .Strait, wliii h at

times” attain a velocity of 1 to 4) miles an hour (sei “ China Sea Direetory,”

vol. i, 1.396, p. 204).
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larevi, Larut ?)/ and Kaldh (Nowairi). (“ llermlles do

I’Inde,” pp. 268 and 281-2 for text.)

1360. Malatu, a tributary State of Siam in the south (of the

Malay Peninsula). (“ Kot Monthlerabal,” Laws of Siam
;
see

p. 531.) Undoubtedly the same as the preceding ones.

1539. Mallato (Coast of). “Being departed from the Eiver of

Paries [Perlis, see p. 484] .... I reached to the

Isles of Pullo Samlalin [Pulo Sembilan, abreast of the entrance

to the Perak Eiver], the first Land on the Coast of Mallayo ”

(Mendez Pinto’s “Voyages,” etc., London, 1692, p. 24).

This again shows that even in Pinto’s time the country of

Malayu was in the south of the Malay Peninsula, commencing

at the mouth of the Perak Eiver, that is to say, in 4° H. lat.

1613. Malato
(
= Malayu), the name given to the native kingdom

of Johor in the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula

(Bocarro, op. cit., see p. 534).

1763-1766. Malavu, a distant island
;
evidently the southern part

of the Malay Peninsula, and same as Malaya-dlpa referred

to in the KalyaiiT Inscrij)tions under the date a.b. 1181.’

Mentioned in the Burmese inscription of King Singu Min at

the Modi monastery, south of Ava. Therein this king state.s

of his father, Sinbyuyin, who reigned a.b. 1763-1766, that

“his dominion was so vast that tribute in the shape of spices

reached him even from the distant island of JIalayu in fleets

of ships ” (“ Inscriptions of Pagan, Pinya, and Ava,” Eangoon,

1899, p. 167).

1750-1850. M'r-iAi, ^ ^ (Mou-lai)
;
or ^ % * , Wu-LAI-YOt;

{2Iou-lai-;/au, 2Iu-lai-yu), meaning ‘a vagabond,’ used as

a transcription for ‘Malay’ (“ Hai-kwo T‘u-chi,” lib. ix,

p. 1^; and Giles’ “Chinese Dictionary,” p. 1257, s.v. 12753).

1 In the text, p. 282, Liirut or Lairin. whicli Van dtr I.ith thinks

irell to correct into Liiinert, so as to elicit the meaning Lnmln.

I need not sav that I cannot approve of the-<e alterations, however hu»ii
fij.-,

of ancient texL. It is thus that hopeless eonfusion i' olten brought about'

Nawairl’s work being an encvdopatilic compilation, he verj- likelv got hi-

particulars about Mahh/Kr from Edri,!, Ihn Sa'id, and other Aiabic treatises a-

vet unknown to us or that have been lost.

- Spelled and Mnlaim-dlpampxe “ Sisanavaiiisa ” (a.j,.

Mrs Bode’s ed., London, 1897 (Pali Text Society), p. 66. The fonn Mull,hi, o't

tlie name here should be compounded with Mehin, a place so marked on the
“ Ilia Trapobaiia” (Sumatra) in the Catalan map ot a.u. 137.5.

5 Quoted by De Rosnyin his •• PeuplesOiientauxconuus des ancien, Chinois,"

2ud ed., IbSd, p. 127-
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The second transcript should be compared with the ^ ^ ^ ,

Mu-lai-yn, of a.d. 1293, supra, with which it has the two last

characters in common, while the initial ones in either differ

but very slightly in sound. If, therefore, now employed to

designate the Malays in general, or Malaya, the region they

at present inhabit, it denoted in the past the Malaya district in

the southern part of the Malay Peninsula.

Having now exhausted the Chinese sources at our

disposal as regards the hitherto much debated location of

^ Slie-p‘o, Java, Jaba, or Saba, we may confidently

conclude that there is absolutely no proof, in Chinese

literature, of the Chinese having become acquainted with,

or ever having made mention of, the Island of Java before

the unsuccessful exiiedition sent thither by Kubliii ^iin in

A.D. 1292-93.^ On the contraiy, all evidence that we have

before that period invariably points to the part of the

Malay Peninsula below the Krah Isthmus as the site of the

‘Insular’—read ‘Peninsular’—Java; even Sumatra being

almost entirely out of the question, in so far as Chinese

' The only iirguments that can he ^et against tiiG conclusion ni our^ arc two,

and they are of very little weight. One i> the belated and un'nli'taiitiated

allegation of Ma Huan in his “ Ying-yai .Sheng-lan ” (a.i>. Itlo',, th.it The

country of A Pi, Chan-tva [i.e. the of Java], was iormerly tallr-il

® She-p^o''^ (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 171)—at the best a mere ^ue-s,

repeated in later compilations, such as encyclopieJias and the like, and afcept»*il

without question hv our Sinologists to thN day. (An exception mu^t.

however, bo made in favour of Prole&.-or kSchlegel, who ?>a>s that the Dia'u

(Shay-po) described in tlie Book= of the Sung dynasty wa.s a priurii^ality -ituat- d

[somewhere] upon the Malay Pemii'ula.”

—

T'U’nip-Vuo, vol, p. 304. A--

the contrary view upheld bv other Simdogist'^, .‘’Ce it c^ututed by the fhiiif-'e

writers themselves in the nest note.)

The second arijumeut alluded to is the cireumriance we h.ive alnady

mentioned (see p. 480) of i’ei-Hsin twice making u^^e in lu'^ Jl^ing-rh a

Sheng-lan” (a.d. 1436) of the spelling ^ Sh'-p'''. a, h-n ut Ijl ,

Chau~iva, in speaking of the Ishmil of Java. Bat this i- a mere fortuitniH

occurrence, caused, no doubt, either hy oversight by a du-irc to rcndei more

closely the local form, Jaivah, of the name of that i=^!anii. On the Ciune'c map

of about A.D. 1399 published by Phillips the T'*iaud <4 Ja^a i' mo-t di-'timtly

marked ^ Chan-ion Xwe, i.e. the ‘Country of Jumi.
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records are concerned.^ It is further of the highest

importance to note that even as late as a.d. 1378, ^
She-p‘o, whose king was then named ^ ^ ^ P^, Mo-

(Miiladhana, Manidhana, or Maladalam, Mara-

dalam?), is recorded to have sent envoys to bring tribute;

this being the last time that Ske-p‘o was heard of. This

country, in the opinion of the Chinese commentators

themselves, is not Chau-wa or the Island of Java at all.^

Hence it is very probable that we have here the last

glimmering of Tuba, Jaba, or Saba, on the Malay Peninsula.

With this I now bring to a conclusion the present inquiry

into the location of the ‘Insular’ Ske-p‘o of the Chinese,

appending summarized in a synoptical table, for greater

facility of reference, the principal facts gathered anent its

history and nomenclature from the sources alluded to.

‘ The only instances tliat could be brought lorward as having some degree of

probability of appljiug to Sumatra arc Fa-IIsicu’s Yu-p'o-t'i (Yabade of

Yiibadio), a striking approach to Ptolemy’s labadih : and Chao Ju - Icua’s

ahe-p'o in so tar as the pepper-produciug districts located there bv him are

concerned (see above, pp. 4-50-4.51). Chao Ju-kua m.iy, however, have been

mistaken in saying that »uch districts were in Shi-p'o. Ilaving no access to the

lull account h’e has lett us of She-p-o. I am not able to judge how tar this

conjecture can be niaiut.iiucil. But even admitting lie is correct, there would

be nothing strange in his mentioning Sumatra under that name at a period

(a.d. 1205-12.58) not very far distant trom those in which Jlarco Polo, Ibn

iiututa, and others .similarly called that island Java or Juiruh. And this could

never be held as sufficient prool that the Hhi-p'o ol preceding writers meant
that Island of Java.

- .See T'oi'iiij-Viiu, vul. x. pp. 297-298. Here, from the same publication, are

reproduced the comments ot the editors ot the “ Pien-i-tien ” (which is the

section devoted to foreign countries in the T'u-shu-chi-ch‘eug ” Eucyclo-

picdia, published about .a.d. 1700) upon the pas~agc in iiuestion, which I heartily

leconimend to our Javo-spcllbound Sinologists tor thorough digestion. “ In the

bo.jks of the Hinii/, Hluvi-po [Shc-pO)] is always spoken ot. which brought tribute,

and then again mention is made in 1878 of its king Muwt ddlrihi (I) sending

a letter ami offering products ot his couiitiy. They never came again. Some
sav that Djno-oii [Chau-wa] is the same as Shtry.pu ; but no mention is found of

this statement in the Book- of the Mongol [Yuan] dyua-ty, iii wliieli it is said,

besides, ‘that their customs and products hale not been ascertained.’ Now (at

once), during the reign ot the founder of the Ming dynasty, both countries come

simultaneouslv to bring tribute; but the names of their kings are not the same

[the king ot" Central Java who sent emba.ssie.s in 1377 and 1379 was called

Fft-damt Priihd
\
and those of Eastern and 'Western Java, nlio both sent envoys

to briu"' tribute in 1.377, were known, respectively, as Hi.rjindu Song -kit and

Miiht-PrShn

;

see Groeiievcldt, op. cit., p. IBl]
;

so that tliei e mast have been

two [distinct] countries.”
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EETEOSPECTIVE SUEVEY OF THE OXOMATOLOGY AXD Ot'TLIXE

HISTOEY OF THE ‘ IXSU^LAE ’ SHE-P-0 AXD COXJOIXT
STATES OX THE MALAY PEXIXSELA. FEOil fTIIXESE

SOUECES.

A.D.

414. Ya-p‘q-'x‘i, HI5 ^ (Yabaill, Yavaclhi[-rrija?], Yavaday[-a],

Yavacles, Yava(lJ[-pa], Yavadio). A country peopled by

Brahmans and other heretics, where Buddhism is only

sparsely practised (Ba-Hsien). The text contains no evidence

whatever as to this country being situated on an island or

a continent. It must be identified either with the east and

north coasts of Sumatra, Ptolemy’s labadiu, or with a portion

of the seaboard of the Ilalay Peninsula on or about Malacca

Strait.

420-423. P‘o-T.v, ^ % (Vada. Vata, Bada, Baddha, Bata),

a State, sends envoys to Court with tribute (“P‘ei-wen

Yiin - fu ”). Probably Tavc'rnier’s Bata = Burdia (Koh

Mattra) ? on the cast coast of the Malay Penin'ula, abrea>t

of C‘hump‘hun.

420-423. P‘o-HWANG, ^ M (Bawang, Bahang), a State, send>

envoys (ibid.).' Yot far from the above. May be Pahang,

or else its homonym further south on the Endau Elver (east

coast of Malay Peninsula). Other possible equivalents are

Ba^o, an ancient place, now disappeared, and district on the

Eiver Muar; and Pinggan, further down the toast.

424. SHf;-r‘o, g (Jaba, Saba. Daba, .Java, Sawa), viAted by
Gunavarman, grandson of a former king of Kabul, on his way

‘ Both these extract- are ciilleil liom tlie lictim

,

\ol. xiii, p, ;j:j7.

Mr. Parker, the translator, add- that Kamg-h-p- dictioii.arv mention- a ^
(Put-tat. P«ok-tak, Bud-dat. Pat-tat. oi HivlfUm, Btiil''

,
State exi-tina

tiuring the T\tng dyua-ty, wliirli may lu- one and the -atiie with the aho\e,

although the pronunuatiou ivoidd argue .a lorm Buftn, thu- leading u-

to identifv it witli the countiy ot the B.itta or li.ittak in Xorth-Ceiitral Sumatr.i.

But this country seem- to he releiivd t<p -eeeralh in f'hao .7u-kna‘- ‘('hu-lan-

shih” [urea 1240', and the ' K waug - tnui T'ung-i hili ” Ipnlph-hed 1093) a-

Ta-t'a {Puk-t;ik. TJat-t‘ap, B.ttt;ik'p See T'anwj^l'au lor 1901. p. t;;.',

The Battak. .according to KolIecTiin (Pekimpfe Ge-chiedeni- iler Xi-ih i land-clie

Bezittingen at tlie time ivlien Hinduism penetrated to them, lomied !i State

in the north ot Sumatra, ot wliitli a n-mnant i- -till to he toimd in the Httl,

kingdom ot Balara, on the Laki irt T'dia.
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from Ceylon to China (Kwai-Tuen catalogue of the Chinese

Tripitaka, compiled in 730 a.d.). (See p. 463.) N.B.

—

This is the first mention of Jaha or Sala in this form
;

see

next entry.

430. She-p‘o, ^ ^ (Jaha, Java, Saba, Sawa), an island, according

to some versions, and district {She-p‘o Choii), according to

others, on which the State of Ho -lo-tan (see next entry)

was situated (“Sung-shu,” bk. 97; Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.,

p. 505).

430. Ho-lo-tait, Ppl Us ^ (Goladan, Kuladan, Hardalah), a State

on the ‘Island’ of She-p^o, sends envoys (“Sung-shu,” circa

A.B. 500-513, bk. 97; aud ila Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 505).

Possibly Giirot in the Ghirbi district, west coast of the Malay

Peninsula (see pp. 95, 97).

433. Ho

-

10 -TAX. Its king, Visva-varman, sends on a letter

with presents. A few years later he is deposed by his son

(ila Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 505-6). The “ Sung-shu ” appears

to place the mission here referred to in the eleventh year

Yuan Cilia = a.d. 434.

433. She-p‘o sends an embassy, according to the “ Pien-i-tien ”

section (ch. 97) of the “ T-u-shu-chi-ch‘eng ” Encyclopoedia

(compiled towards a.d. 1700). This mission, not being

mentioned in the annals of the First Sung dynasty, the

statement may be incorrect, or else it is possible that this

refers to the very emba'-sy sent by Ho-lo-tan, in the She-p^o

country, and by mistake has been attributed to the king of

that region itself.

435. She-p‘o-ta or She-p‘o P'o-ta; [g g ^.or^ ^
a State. Its king, Sii Pada-dvaru-varman (or Siri Yata-

dhanavarman, Srili-vartivardhana-varman '?), sends envoys,

uith presents (“Sung-shu,” a.d. 500-513, bk. 97; av/
“ Nan-shih,” written about a.d. 650). Here, evidently, ig

I have explained {pupru, pp. 463 and 469), it is in reality a

(question either of two States, She-p'o and P'o-ta, which may
have been under the same ruler; or else of a single one,

P-o-ta, situated in SJw-p'o, and accordingly designated She-p‘o-

P‘o-ta, i.e. the P‘o-ta [State] of She - p‘o, in order to

distinguish it from some other homonymous State in the

neighbouring archipelago. Ma Tuan-lin mentions only one

mission, which he ascribes to the State of She-p‘o alone

(op. cit., p. 499). The editors of the “Pien-i-tien” (1700)

state that according to the “ Ming-wai-shih ” (1459) Shi-p‘o
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was formerly called Ske-p‘o-ta

;

that during the T'ang dynasty

it was called So-ling or Tu-p‘o (Tuba, Dava), the king

whereof dwelt in the city of She-p‘o (Saha, Jaba), and so

forth in a light way (see T‘oung-Pao, vol. x, p. 298). These

rapprochements should not be taken too literally, although the

States named were all neighbours, if not actually conterminous,

being all situated on the southern half of the Malay Peninsula.

It is interesting to notice in this connection that the third and

fourth letters of the ruling king’s name, P‘o-ta, are identical

with those employed to write the name of the P‘o-ta, State.

This may, however, be merely a coincidence, and the originals

of the two transcripts may convey totally different meanings.

436. Ho-no-TAx sends new envoys. It must have been the son of

the lately deposed king (see under A.n. 433) who despatched

them (Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 506).

449. P'o-iA. Embassy sent by its ruler, fSrl Pulinga-(Bhrhga,

Bhulihga, or Palaihga)-varman ' by name, who thus receives

investiture (ibid., p. 507).

449. P'o-HWAXG. King Sri (or Sali) Bala-varman despatches

a mission to apply for investiture, which he obtains

(ibid,, p. 507).

449. Ho-lo-i.ix, P‘o-hwasg, and P‘o-ta, mentioned in one breath

in a decree of Emperor Wen-ti, and praised for their zeal.

Honorific titles are conferred upon their rulers, which are sent

on in charge of officials of the Chinese Court (ibid., p. 506).

451. P’o-TA renews its homage to the Chinese Emperor (ibid.,

p. 508). This State is not mentioned after this date.

451. P‘o-HWAXG again sends envoys to Court (ibid., p. 507).

452. Ho-lo-tax. a grandee of this kingdom, Vara-Svami (or

Pdirah Sami), appears at Court as ambassador, bringing tribute

(ibid., p. 506). From this date no further mention of inter-

course with Ho-lo-tan occurs in Chinese history.

456.

459. / P‘o-HWAXG sends envoys with tribute at each of these

463.
(
dates (loc. cit.). Ko further embas.sy is recorded after 466.

466. /

' ^ '0P W- I'cre suggests

a connectiim with Pnhiiiiga or Balongka [svprffj pp. 111-115;, thus somewhat

incre.asiug the probability that P'u-ta or Jiiita is really the ne]2;libouring Bardia

niarked abreast of C'hump'hun Bay in the old maps Iprubahly Ilattru Island or

Koh Mattra;.
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631-640. Yen-mO'Na (or Yen - mo -lo)- Chou Kwo, ^
(or ^ ® ;

or Te-mei-ni, If ^ • Yamana- (Yamu,

or Yamuna ?) -dvipa-pura = the island kingdom of Yamana (or

Yama); or Yamani (Yarn!, Yamini), an island, or district,

lying to the south-west of Maha-Campa (Hwen Tsang, or

Yuan-chwang). In my opinion the same as Yama-dvlpa

of the “Yayu Parana ” (which may he identical with the

Ramanaha - di'ipa of the Bhagavata and Padma Puranas).

Possibly the country and city of Bharmaraja ( = Yama),

i.e. Ligor (see p. 109), east coa.st of the Malay Peninsula

if not Sumatra (Yabana, Yavani-dvipa ?), the Prathama-Yara,

or simply Yava, of the Pagar-ruyung inscription of A.n. 656,

647. Tu-p‘o or She-p‘o, jfd; ^ ® (Tuba, Daba,

Saba), the alternative name of a State otherwise known as

M m, So-lhuj (Gating, Gariang), and the name also of its

present capital (which formerly was more to the east—or west,

according to other versions—at ^ M P'o-ln-ka-sz

= Prakasai near Ghirbi ? see p. 95), latitude 6' 29' K.

This State comes to Court with tribute (•‘Ch‘iu T‘ang-shu,’'

bk. 197; and “ Hsin T'ang-shu,” bk. 222).' Probably the

tract of west coast of the Malay Peninsula about Gunowf

Geriang and abreast of Pulo Tula (Laugkawl group).

664-0. Ho -UNO or Po-ling; or ^ (tlalang> Balang.

Baling). A State between Lang-hi-hsn, ^ ^ (Langkachfu

= C‘hump‘hon, see p. 115), and Mo-lo-yu, ifi

(Malayu), (I-tsing). Probably the cast coast of the Malay
Peninsula at Tanjong Gclang or Puling, 4 Y. lat.

;
and

perhaps the eastern portion of the country of Jlo-ling referred

to in the preceding entry.

674. Ho-ling. Queen Sima reigns there; presumably the same
as Queen Sima-devT, who was at about the same period ruling

at Be (Yay).

767. Tc-p‘o or She-p'o (Daba, Saba, Davaka). It< people, con-

jointly with those of Ku-hm (or K‘un-hm V), invade and
plunder the capital of Tonkin {Kiau - chau = at that time

being, Long-iien, the western portion of the present city of

Handi). Defeated by the Chinese troops at Chiu-vfen

' Although no precise date .given in the account ot Bu.n„g, eveept an
indication of the period— CScw/ - Xarw/; = a.d. 627-6.1'J — it w adJeJ that

eontemporaneou^lv with the envoy*^ troni Ho-luig there arrived in China those

from To-p^o-teng', who, in the account ot thi^ State, are said to liave lieen sent
in the tM'cntv-Hrst year of the Cheng-kwan period = a.o. 6 i 7.
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(Des Michels’ “ Annales Impeiiales de I’Annam,” p. 169). Thfr

country here referred to is the highland Java^ Bava, or

Bavalca in Tipper Burma (see pp. 55, 467 ante), and the

expedition seems to have taken place by land. Kn-lun or

KHm-lun here presumably includes both the Great and the

Little KHm-lun, i.e. the eastern portion of the Beguan coast,

and the western seaboard of the Malay Peninsula, as far south

as Takopa or Papra Strait.’

774. SEE-y‘o? “Very dark and thin men coming from another

country in ships ” rob the Linga of Kauthara, and destroy the

temple of the goddess P6-Nagar (Bhfigavati) at Na-trang

(Southern Campa). Pursuing them, King Satyavarman gains

a complete naval victory over them (Cham inscription, No. 407).

Although the nationality of these robbers is not mentioned, it

is probable they came either from the Malay Peninsula or the

islands near it. See preceding entry and the one after next.

776-779. Ho-ling. Sends three envoys to China between these

two dates (“Hsin T‘ang-shu,” bk. 222, pt. ii).

787. Java. The armies of (Thru, “ arriving in ships ”

Jjava-valasamghaih), burn the temple of Siva at Pandurahga.

(This h mple, dedicated to Bhadradhipatisvara, stood at about

nine miles westward of Panrang, in Bih-twon. It was

rebuilt in 799 under the name of Indrabhadresvara— Cham

inscription, Ko. 397.) Both Prof. Bergaigne and Commandant

Aymonier readily take Java here to mean the Island of Java

{Journal Asiatique, 1888, p. 56; and “ History of Tchampa,”

p. 10), an absolutely chimerical assumption for which there is

not the slightest foundation. Certainly, either the Malay

Peninsula or Sumatra are meant.

802. Java. Jayavarman II, king of Kamhoja, who ascends the

throne this year, “came from Java,” a dependency (?) of his

to which he probably undertook a journey, or led an armed

expedition (Khmer inscription of the Sdok Kok Thom temple,

^ For Ta K'un-lun and Hsiao K^’an-lun -iee pp. 89-^0; also pp. 10;>

and 260. The king ot Little K'lni-lnn at the period in question i^ stated

to have been called Monfj Ta~Utt, and that ot Great Han-lioi, Tx Loi-bak

(^ee Aymonier’s *‘ History oi Tchampa, reprinted troni the Asinltc Qmrtniy
Review,, July, 1S93, p. 9 ot the repriutj. Xo native character'; being given tor

these names, it become.'; impo'^'-ible to m-titute any comparison. A}Tnonier

readily fancies this to be “an invasion ot Tonkin from the coasts of Southern
China [s/c] by hordes ot Malays and Javanese”!! notwithstanding that the
native commentators to the Annals add a note clearly explaining that the invaders

came from Bh-bh, the “ C'h^~tva of the mountain",” aLo known a:. Bnt-hr

(i.e. T'H~Io~shu, see pp. 31 and 406).
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A.B. 1052). Aymonier here again too rashly assumes thart it is

a question of the Island of Java {Excursions et lieconnaissances,

No. 20, p. 283 ;
“ Actes du Congres des Orientalistes,”

2^“® Section, p. 1 92) ;
whereas it is not unlikely—considering

the political influence that Kamhoja had had tor centuries on

the Malay Peninsula—that this is the country meant
;

or else

Sumatra, hut never the Island of Java. Besides, this alleged

dependency of Java on Kamboja is by no means proved. That

the reverse was more likely the case appears from the

translation of the Khmer portion of that inscription which

Aymonier has, since I wrote the above, given in his

“ Camhodge ” (vol. ii, Paris, 1901, pp. 263-264). After the

statement that H.M. Paramesvara (Jayavarman II) came from

Java in order to reign and reside at Kagara Indrapiira, the

document in question goes on to say that during the reign

of the same monarch {circa .t.n. 802-859) Hirauyadama, a

learned Brahman, came Ix'om the Janapada (probably in India)

at the King’s own invit.ation, because the King, desirous of

giving up the treatises (ritual books) which evidenced the

dependence of Kamboja on Java, wanted him to frame

rules for a new ceremonial more suitable to a caTcravartin

(universal emperor). Notwithstanding Aymonier’s view that

the dependence referred to in the text must thus have been

merely ‘ moral,’ it seems to me that the only logical inference

that can be drawn is, that prior to that the Kambojan kings

had not been independent rulers, but vassals, somehow, of

Java, of which they had been compelled to follow the ritual

laid down for her tributary princes. It is thus more than

probable that we have hero an unmistakoable indication of

that punitive expedition under-taken against Kamboja by the

Maharaja of Zabej of which Abu Zaid left us the record

a tradition, ho says, handed down from the old times {vide

supra, pp. 212-213). As his informant visited the country

about A.n. 8V0-880, the event must have taken place at least

one century before, thus being perhap.s contemporai-y with the

attack of Java on Panrang in a.d. 787. And a.s he adds that

since that period the kings of Kmar (Kamboja) used every

morning to turn towards Zabfj and do homage to the Maharaja,

it becomes at once clear what the passage referred to above in

the inscription meant about dependency on Java. I am
accordingly inclined to take it that in the case in point Java

means Sumatra ;
for there it was, as we shall demonstrate in

due course, that the Zabej empii-e had its centre.
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802. She-p‘o. Sends a mission to the Chinese Court. Her

envoys give the Chinese an account of PHau (Lower Burma).

Evidently a country on the Malay Peninsula (see p. 467).

813. Ho-lixg. Presents four SSng-ehH slaves {laTchon actors) and

other curiosities (“Hsin T‘ang-shu,” bk. 222. pt. ii). (See

p. 506.)

821. She-p‘o offers tribute to Emperor Mu Tsung in the tenth

month of this year (“ Ohiu T‘ang-shu, Mu Tsung Chi,” ch. 16).

827-835. Ho-iijro sends envoys with tribute between these dates

(“ Hsin T‘ang-shu,” bk. 222, pt. ii).

860-873. Ho-lixs despatches an embassy to present fbmale

musicians {lakJmi girls) (ibid.). From this moment all record

about intercourse with this State ends, and the field is

occupied by She-p‘o alone.

LATER HISTORY OF SBM-PO.

904-5. She-p'o. San-fo-eh'i (Palembang) is stated to lie

between CMn-la (Kamboja) and She-p‘o (“ Sung - shih,”

bk. 489).

971. She-p‘o. People from this country come to trade at Canton

(“ Sung-shih ”). (See p. 515.)

990-1. She-p'o. Invades Sa>t-fo-ch‘i (east coast of Sumatra, at

and to the north of Palembang) (ibid.
;
and “ Pien-i-tien,” 98).

992. She-p'o. In the twelfth month of this year its king,

fS’ ^ ^ >
JUii-^o-ch‘a (Malaja, Mahraja), sends an embassy

headed by a personage, ig ,
Po-chan (Dacham, Datam),

by name, and led by a Chinese shipowner from Chien-ch‘i (in

Fuh-kien). The envoy mentions that his sovereign bears the

title of 5 31 ,1^ Hda-chih-Ma-lo-ye (Adhi Ma[ha(]-

raja or Adhi - Malaya ?) ;
and that the kingdom has as

a neighbour a country called ^ ^
(Brahman, Brahmana-[riistra, or pura], Prome, Eaman-[na-

desa] = Pegu ?), (“ Sung-shih,” bk. 489).

1015, or earlier. Yava-bvipa. A famous statue of DIpankara, the

primeval Buddha, is preserved there : it has Avalokitesvara

on the left and ManjusrI on the right. — Sanskrit MS.

from Yepal, “Additional 1643” of the Cambridge University

Library (Fouoher’s “ Iconographie Bouddhique de I’Inde,”

Paris, 1900, pp. 79, 189). This is the oldest mention of

Yava-dvipa met with in Indian literature, if the somewhat

doubtful one in the Ramayana be excepted. Foucher, like
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all his ladianist colleagues, naturally takes it to be Java ;

but we must let it follow the lot of Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p'o-Vi

(see under a,d. 414 above). Hence, either north and east coasts

of Sumatra, or west coast of the Malay Peninsula on or about

Malacca Strait.

1109. She-p‘o sends envoys to bring tribute in the sixth month

of this year (ibid.).

1129. She-p‘o. The Emperor of China confers investiture upon

its ruler with a long title (ib.).

1132. She-p'o. New honours and benefits bestowed upon its king

by the Chinese Court (ib.).

1240. Ta She-p‘o (Chao Ju-kua in Takakusu, op. cit., p. xlviii)

= Mdha Java, Java-hesar = Malacca ? (see last entry below).

1279-80. She-p'o. Troops of C‘liawd race advance to conquer

the southern provinces of Siam (on the Malay Peninsula),

subject to Sukhothai. They are repelled by the Siamese

king, as mentioned before. (“ Eajadhiraja,” a chronicle of

Pegu preserved in Siam, p. 10 of the Siamese ed.)

1292. Mul-Jawah, J»-» (Mula-Java), an island (or

peninsula), 200 parasangs in width and 120 in breadth

(600 by 360 miles). As the result of an expedition sent

by Kublai Khan this year, it submits to him. Its king,

6r! Kama, does homage and offers presents to the Chinese

Court. Kublai extends him a courteous welcome, and sets

up his son on the throne as a tributary prince (Wassaf’).

Possibly ;fC ^ Mu-lai-yu, or Mu-lai-yau, to which

envoys were sent in 1292 to call it to submission (see

above, p. 536). Also, perhaps, Ptolemy’.s (.,7'ffTO?)^

Ligor (see pp. 106-110, 444, 517).^

1345-6. Mux-J-awah, (= Mfila-Java, or Mrda[va],

Malla-Java?}, a non -Muhammadan country, two months’

march in length. Its seaport and capital i.s Kukulah, or

1 A Per^-iaii historian, translated by Hammer - Pury'stall in •' (ieschielite

Wassai’s.” i, UTen. IS.-iG, p. 44. Quoted in Jlerveille, do- Indes.”

pp. 241-242.

2 A kinc: s'n Eamo nkrama reigned on .Singapore Idand .and neigld.ourhood

in about 1320, according to my reckoning, which is, however, only approximate

and can be depended on merely within twenty ye.ar- or .-o. ,Sri KSm,,

wa= the orand^on ot Sri Tribhuv.™a (Xila Uttama)._the Inundor ot .Singapore;

and mav well be one and the same per.-on with the .Sri IlSnia alluded to in the

above extract. At all events there can ‘•eareely he any doubt that l,„tl, the^e

rulers were contemporaries, or very nearly so.
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Kakola, a fine city surrounded by a wall of hewn
stones, so wide that three elephants can march abreast on it.

There are plenty of elephants, eagle-wood, good camphor, little

cotton, and scarcely any ponies (Ibn Batuta). Undoubtedly

the ^ ^ W "M ^ Ko-lo or Ko-lo Fu-sha-lo, of

Chinese records, Han dynasty (206-221) and A.n. 650-656
(“Hsin T'ang-shu,” bk. 222i). See pp. 432, 444, 518.

Mentioned in a.d. 921-922 in Captain Bozorg’s “ Ajaib ” as

Kakola, where merchandise was nnshipped and conveyed
to another place distant seven days’ march from the coast.

The people said to be anthropophagous only in so far as they
ate their enemies out of revenge (“Merveilles de I’Inde,”

pp. 66, 67, 126). Very probably Ligor, perhaps called

Kakola from Koh Krah (Koh Kura), Cara of old maps,

lying abreast of its bay. Otherwise, Kwala Biserat (in

Jala, 6^ 30' N. lat.); Kwala Berserah (3^ 54' H. lat.); or

Koll, Koll-badara (Ptolemy’s Koli) = Kelantan, further down
the coast.

1350. C'hawa (Java), a State tributary to Siam, on the Malay

Peninsula (Chronicles of Ayuthia, vol. i, p. 211). Apparently

in the southern part of the Peninsula (see p. 532).

1378. She-p'o. Its king sends envoys to bring tribute (“Ming-

shih,” concluded A.n. 1724). His name is 3j5 ^ P^,

Mo-no-Co-nan (Manah-dalam, Maladhana, Mala-Donan’),

(“ Pien-i-tien,” compiled towards A.n. 1700). Apparently

the same State as the preceding (see p. 540).

1436-1693. She-p‘o. Hear it is Malacca, which is therefore

also called Ta She-p'o, i.e. ‘Great [or Greater] Java [or

Saba, Jaba] ’ = Mahd Java, Java Besar (?). Another name
for it is Ch‘ung-ka-la (Jangala, Nieuhoff’s Jakola, 1662),

(“ Kwang-tung T‘ung-chih,” pub. 1693). The Java or Saba

{Slie-p‘o) here alluded to is very likely, as in the case of

several of the preceding entries, Sabah on the Bernam Eiver,

Ptolemy’s Sabana. (See pp. 517-525.)

* ilay be Marah-Dunmi. Marah, = ‘a thief,’ often occurs as a prefix

to names of Halay personages
; and Bonan is a well-known name in Malay

fiction, occurring in the popular story ot ^dja I)onan.
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II. The Arabic Evidence.

Let us now turn to the information supplied on the

subject by Arab writers. As we observed (see p. 462 above),

they also, like the Chinese, clearly distinguish between

two Jaha or Java countries, with the difference, however,

that they locate one on the island of Kalali (central

part of the Malay Peninsula), and by the other they

seem at times to mean Sumatra and at times the southern

part of the Malay Peninsula, in some instances confusing

the two latter, in others confusing them with Kalah.

Owing to this it becomes extremely difficult to unravel their

geographical mazes. On the other hand, as regards their

equivalent for the Chinese She-p‘o (Java, Daba) of the

mountains, they are explicit enough, so that there can be no

question that it is their Tafuk, Tafan, or Tahan, ^'\'h

as I have demonstrated long before this (see p. 57).

With this, however, we are not concerned now, and shall

therefore proceed to deal with tlie statements relating to

the former.

Ibn Khurdapbih (a.d. 864) informs us, on the one hand,

of the Jdhah of India [extra-Gangem, i.e. Malay Peninsula],

or Indian Prince, to whom belongs the Island (read

‘ Peninsula ’) of Kalah

;

and on the other of the island of

the Jahah [King] of Shelahet, whose personal title is Maha-

raja. “This island is very extensive; the king who owns

it is clad in a robe and a head-cover both of gold; he

worships Puddha. Productions : cocoanuts, bananas, sugar-

cane, sandal-wood, hyacinths, cloves. Aear by there is

a little mountain throwing up flames for a circuit of

one hundred cubits and to the height of a lance. During

the daytime only smoke issues forth, and the fire only

appears at night. Fifteen dajs sailing across the sea beyond

it brings one to the country of cotton (another version says

‘aromata’). The distance between Jahah and Shelahet

about . . .
[lacnnaY^

‘ “ Le livre des Routes et de.-^ Provinces, jwr

A>.i«tiqt,e, 186.5. pp. 288-289. The concluding
Khordatlbv

'I'Utent.'t* cli.'uil\

'•i/ ill JoHYxnl
'liuwi, I think.
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EdkTsI (a.d. 1154) similarly states that on the island of

Kalali dwells a king called the Jdbah, or ‘Indian Prince.’

But then he makes two islands out of Ibn Khurdadbih’s
‘ Island of the Jdbah of Sheldhet

’
(or, perhaps more correctly,

‘ Island of Jdbah and ^eldhet). He goes on to say, in fact

:

“ In the neighbourhood of this island [_Kala]i~\ are those of

Jdbah, Saldhat, lailL.-; and HanJ, The)' lie

apart one from the other about two [twenty ?] parasangs, and

all obey a single king. This prince is called Jdbah.” And
then our author adds that the potentate just referred to

has his likeness impressed on his coins
;

that he worships

Buddha, to whom he has erected a temple faced with

marble
;

that to such temples are attached dancing-girls

(dei'add-n?), etc. (see p. 506). “This island [of Jdbah~\,” he

remarks further on, “produces in great abundance cocounuts,

excellent bananas, rice, and sugar. In the Island of Rarnaj,

(or Harij),^ there exists a large chasm of which nobody'

has ever been able to fathom the depth ; it is a notable

peculiarity.” As regards the Island of Saldhaf, he informs

us that it produces sandal- wood in plenty, spikenard and

cloves. “ On the island is a volcano - throwing up flames

that it is here a ([Up-tit>u ft two i'-Iands (or two ou the .•'amo of

which t>ue wa^j called Jahah and the other Hht^Kihet. Barbier de Meynard seems,

therefore, to have been wrung in translating thu opening' sentence: ‘'i)eux fars

plus loin est Tile dn Jijnhah de Chelahet, nomme Mahanidja ” -'op. cit., p. 288).

JKdrisT, as will be seen below, makes of it two distinct inlands ; but Xowairl calls,

it the •' Island t)I JCihuh and which is, I think, the right interpreiition.

Since writing the above I have noticed, in tact, that Piotessor l)e (ioeje, in

his new truu-'liition oI Ibnluiurdddbih ("Bibliotheca Geugraphorum Aia])if‘orum,”

pt. vi, Leiden, 1889. p. 4b,, take.s the same view. He translates: ‘‘ De la

[Kalah or Balu"!'] aux iles dc Djdba, de Schaluhit. et de llarladj, 2 Par.,” and

ascribes to ^alolni the production ol sandal-wood, Indian spikenard, and cloves.

Then lie adds that U'* regard^ luduh. Abu Zaid’s text leads : "it the kingdom

(belongs to the kingdom; oi Zabrj.,^' thus making it clear that Kalaii was not

exactly “a dtpendciicy,” but part and parcel of tlie ZObej empire. See, liowevcr,

the extract from Yakut below.

^ Proitssur De Goei’e, loc. cit., reads, m both Ibn IHiurdadbih and Edrisi,

SadaJ^ ^ J8 • ami adds that, acconling to Ibn Rosteh, the Island of Hurlaj

came to be so called utter the name ot one of its govemoi>. It so, I woudei

whether Ruanyukso or some ^imilarterm is not implied, thus making the form

Harnaj a fairly probable one. See, however, note 3 on p. o.)2.

* In De Goeje’s tran.^Iation of Ibn !^urda.dbi!i this little volcano is ascribed to

Juba island (see loc. cit.).
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a hundred cubits high. During the daytime only smoke

is seen to issue forth, but at night a very bright fire

appears.”* In the last statement he fairly agrees with

Ibn Khurdadbih, except on the location of the volcano,

which the latter writer states to lie near the island.

^elaliet, or Saldhat, we have shown to be (pp. 80, 91),

the name of Malacca Strait and its sea {Sri Lohit, Selat,

Salet, etc.) ;
the island of Sheldhet is therefore, very

probably, Sumatra, or, more precisely, some portion of its

east coast on Malacca Strait, while the term Jalah is to

be understood to apply to the race that inhabited that

territory, rather than to the territory itself. I may point

out, in this connection, that there exist in the north-west

portion of the Aru, Haru, or Ghuri (yjbs Bay
a district, village, and river, called Salahoji (4° 10-15'

N. lat.),2 which may be somehow traditionally connected

with Edrlsl’s Saldhat. Again, not very far to the south-

east of Salahaji, in the Batu-bara State (3° N. lat.), there

is the district of Tatiah Jfdica^ which may well represent

Edrisi’s Island (read ‘ district ’) of Juhah, unless this really

be meant for the ancient kingdom of Tam or Prathama
Tata, further down in the central portion of Sumatra {vide

p. 462 ante). Earij, Harnaj, or Harlaj may be the adjoining

Haru district itself, and if not, a clerical error for Haranj
which latter is, presumably, its correct

form.® As regards volcanoes, there are known to exist no

1 “ Geographie d’Edrisi,” tranB. Jaubert, Paris, 1836, t. i, pp. 81-82.

2 The bar at the mouth of the Salahaji River has a depth of twelvB feet at
high-water springs, and must have been, therefore, quite accessible to the
.shipping of the old days. I have no doubt that the Salahaji district is one and

the same with the Q ^ ^ jjq ,
Jth-lo-ha-chih, country of Jling history,

bk. 324, unidentified, more solito, by Groeneveldt (op. cit., p. I84 ).

therein stated to be near Chau-tca (probably here not meant tor the Island

<>t Java, but for either Shi-p^o or the Tanah Jawa district in Batu-bara), and

named immediately after ^ Tieh-li m Tih-h = Deli, which lies but at

some forty miles south-east ot Sahhiji and Aru, And yet Groeneveldt feels

inclined to locate both places on the I-land of Bali 1 ! Dr. Bretsehneider has

given up them both as unidentiHable in the China Sevieif. vol. iv, p. 3gy

^ It is pretty certain that Jaubeifs reading Harnaj is hopelessly -wrong,

Haranj should be the right form, which we have alieady nu t in Serapion (9-loft
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less than sixty-seven on Sumatra Island, of which several

are still active, e.g., Gunong Gredong (4° 10' N. lat., that

is, at the same height as Am Bay) ; Merapi (0° 25' S. lat.)

;

Talang or Sulau, etc. Although nearer the west coast than

the eastern, they may nevertheless, being over 8,000 and

9,000 feet in height, he visible from several points on the

east coast of the island. However, the volcano of Ibn

Khurdadbih and EdrIsI may, after all, be that of Krakatoa,

further south in Sunda Strait.

Yakut (a.d. 1218) evidently means the Malay Peninsula

when he states (i, 516) :
“ Mdbar is the last part of India

;

then comes the country of Sin (India extra-Gangem and

China), the first part of which is Jawa, reached by a difficult

and fatal sea.” And further ;
“

. . . remotest Sin

. . is a far-off land . . . ; only the merchants

seek its outlying parts, to wit, the countiy known as Jdica

on the sea-coast, like to India; from it are brought eagle-

wood, camphor, and nard, and clove, and mace, and China

drugs, and vessels of china-ware” (ibid., iii, p. 445).

Ibn Sa'id (a.d. 1274), quoted b}' Abu-l-Fedii,' says:

“Amongst the islands of the Indian Ocean mention should

be made of that of Juuah, a large island famed for the

abundance of its spices.” He further mentions Jcavah as

a city situated on the island of Kalah, along with the cities

of Lameri, Fansiir, Kalah, and MalCii/ur, which all, he states,

are situated on a bay. Here Jdicah may be either the

Chinese 8he-p‘o city mentioned in the new 'I'ang history

(perhaps onl}’ after the eighth or ninth century a.d.) as

being the later capital of Ko-ling
;

the C‘huica district below

the Krah Isthmus
;

or Sabah, Ptolemy’s Sabana, on the

Bernam River. Fansiir may, likewise, be Panchiir on the

River Mwar, east of Malacca town. In this case all the

century), (pp. 437-438), a.s a camphor produciuif country. Tlii'5 by itseii

is (?ulficieut evidence that it cannot be the I.-'land ot Ju^a nor any other in

itf« immediate neighbourhood. Serapinn, it is true, v<a\A Haranj is Little

(i.e. Southern) China; but he may be mLtaken, and some place on either the
Malay Penintsula or Sumatra may really be meant- Haranjy it will readily be seen,
i'^ ‘'Urprisingly similar to the Chinese ho-ling tearing, Geriang, etc.).

^ “ GeograpMe d’Aboul-Feda,” tran-l. by St. Guyard, t. ii, pt. 2, p. 127.
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cities named would turn out to be places on the Malay

Peninsula, and would be all situated, as the author says,

on a bay, to wit, Malacca Strait, while his island of Jdtcah

would be the same as Ibn Batiita’s, viz. Sumatra. Otherwise

we should have to admit that Ibn Sa‘Id has recklessly

confused the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra, w’hich would be

a grave charge not easily proved.

Dimashki (a.d. 1300) simplj' follows Ibn Sa‘Id when

he states that the island of Kedah contains the cities of

Fansur, Jduah, Heldhir (Malavir), Lauezi (Lo-yiieh, Larut,

Lavet), and Kalahd En revanche, however, he supplies us

with some curious particulars about ^eldhet_—which name

he spells Seldmit—as follows :
—“ The island of Se/dmif has

a circuit of 300 miles, and is covered with mountains and

forests. It produces cocoanuts in plenty
;

there is to be

found a species of animals resembling man and talking an

unknown tongue. Their bodj' is hairy
;

. . . . they

dwell on trees like birds, and feed upon fruits; their

stature varies from three to four spans. Their hair is red,

and their paws resemble those of a bird. Upon perceiving

men they take to flight and climb up to the tops of the

trees.”®

Abu-l-Feda (a.d. 1321) hints beyond doubt, in Van der

Lith’s opinion,® at the Island of Sumatra under the name

Jdirah when he says ;
“ On the south of the Island of Jawah

one remarks the city of Fansur, whence the Fansuri camphor

derives its name.” ^ There can, in fact, scarcely be any

question here that Sumatra (its northern half, at all events)

is meant, which but a few years earlier Marco Polo termed

Java Minor, and a few years later Ibn Batiita called the

Island of Jduah. For the ‘south’ of the island where

1 Mehreu’.' “ Mauuel (If la Co'-mograpluB du Jluyen-ug-f/' Cupeuhagen, IBTt,

oils

de
Vfr\

hirda oj prt-y

, wiiu /ct* itt'*!-. rirvc uaiuiNoru, anu claws iiktf

They only f-bow at night ; durin*'- the

davtime thev''kefp thfUKflvo- liklden'’ (Ma Tuatt-lm, op. cit., p. 4S9).

'•» “ Merveille^ de I’lude,” p. ‘238.

1 Guyard, op. cit.. t. ii. pt. 2. P- U-i.
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Fansur is located, we must, of course, understand here, as

in Barbosa, its west coast. (See pp. 452-453.)

KazwIxI (a.d. 1330) draws a distinction between Jaivah,

the country of camphor, and the Island of Jdhah,

with a volcano.^ In the former we have either the southern

portion of the Malay Peninsula or the north and west coasts

of Sumatra
;

while in the latter I am more inclined to

recognize Edrisl’s island of Saldhat than the Island of

Java itself, which appears to have remained unknown to

the Arabs.

Nowaiei (a.d. 1332) repeats almost word for word Ibn

Khurdadbih’s account, introducing, however, now and then

some not unimportant detail, or some useful variant to the

latter’s text. Here is what he says :
—“ Among these islands

there is that of Kalah, inhabited by Indians [instead of

‘by the Indian king who rules over it,’ as in Ibn Kh.].

. . . The island of Kalitsh [same as I. Kh.’s Balus ?]

lies on its right [instead of ‘left’ as in I. Kh.], and at

a distance of two days. . . . Next one finds the

Island of Jdhah and Scldhit, la-AlL; [instead of ‘Island

of the Jdhah (Prince) of Sheldhet’ as in I. Kh.], with

a town. . . . There are cocoanuts, bananas, sugar-

cane, . . . sandal-wood, nard, and cloves. Opposite

this island there is a mountain
; a fire burns on its tojj. The

mountain is 100 ells high ; its breadth and width are the

same. At night the fire is seen, but during the daytime only

smoke. At fifteen days’ distance from this mountain one

meets the Island of Spices {Jazymid-l-Tyh,

producing all sorts of spices.” - In this extract the position of

the volcano is more clearly defined than in Ibn Khurdiidbih’s

and Edrisl’s narratives ;
thus it seems now almost certain that

Krakatoa in Sunda Strait is intended. Fifteen days’ sailing

thence across the sea brings one to the Island of Spices,

which must therefore be the insular group of the Bandas

and Moluccas, situated just about that distance from Sunda

^ “Kazwini’s Ko-inogTiiphie,” by F. Gottin^m, l!54e>, ii, 1 a^

quoted by Van der Litb in Mprveiile*^ de riude,’* p. 23b.
^ “Merveilles de Tlnde,” 278-279.
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Strait. However, of this island or country of spices the

Arabs, even in Howairl’s period, seem to have had but

a very hazy idea, based on purely hearsay information, for

none of them ever appears to have gone there ;
hence, the

distance stated must be taken as merely approximate.

Ibn B.vtuta (a.d. 1345—1346) clearly distinguishes, as

we have repeatedly observed in the course of our inquiry,

between the Island of Jawah, = Sumatra
;
and Mii/-

Jdicah, jfjW- JA, the Infidel Country = Malay Peninsula,

southern part. Hence we need not dwell on their respective

identities any further.

Ibnu-l-W.ard1 (a.d. 1349), although repeating, in the

main, the statements of his predecessors, adds sundry hints

of some importance. After having told us, for instance,

that in the extensive island of Kalah dwells a king of the

Bank Jaba al HiiuU people,* he proceeds to speak of the

Island of Jahah with a volcano, inhabited by men who
have red faces and hair-covered breasts.- As such somatic

characteristics are nowhere to be met among the inhabitants

of the western portion of the Archipelago except in Sumatra,

this is, no doubt, the island meant.

It will thus be seen that the Arab writers, like the

Chinese, almost unanimously distinguish between two Jai'Cis,

with the difference, however, that they place one on the
‘ Island of Kalah ’ = Malay Peninsula, and the other on

1 Does Banu stand here for lyo
,
Beum or Beniiica, and if so refer to the

Orang Btnua or \yild tribes ot tlie Malay Peninsula I have not access to the
Arabic text of thi** and canntd tln-relorc judj^e to the correetness, if

any, of mv surmise. Abu-l-Feda state- that in the principal eitv of the I«,laiid

<.t Aa/a/r there dwell Ma-ahuan, Indu. and Pt-r-ian*,. 'I’o paiticulars

Ka/winl add'' that the t'ame eit} i- a mceting'-plarA fox learned Pralimans.

2 Merveiiles de Tlnde, p, i->7. red colour is characteiistie of the
complexion ot the native^* ot En^no, althou«rh it is al-o tound in a lesser degree

nmonsr the iieiirhhourin,cr ^lantawi islanders and other Indonesians (Batta, Kuhu,
I’asuiha), with whom it occurs mixed with brown, the resultant shade thus being
a light ruddy hromi. Ot hairy rae^, none has so lar been tound in the
Archipelago except in the Kroe p..\ . ..umatra, opposite Engnno) and Siak

(E. Sumatra) district'^. In the former, hairy dwarfs occur
; and in the interior

ot the latter, wild, hairy_ tribes, as yet not well known Ue A. B. Meyer’s
•‘Negritos,” p. 4S). It is ea-y to see, on the tace ot this evidence, that the

Isiand ot JiUiih reterred to above cannot he Java, hut Sumatra.
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Sumatra (Islands of Jahah and ^leldliet)
;

wliereas tlio

Chinese locate both on the Malay Peninsula, and although

they became early acquainted with the east and north

coasts of Sumatra, thej’ seem not to have learned until

the thirteenth century (and that very likely through the

medium of the Arab or Indian navigators) that this island

was also called Java. Per contra, while the Chinese made
the acquaintance of Java through the expedition they

undertook thither in a.d. 1292, and recorded its name as

Chau-wa (in but very rare instances, and that by a mere

oversight or slip, as She-p‘o), the Arabs seem never to

have visited that island, or if they did they never made

mention of it in their literature. This is, I think, the

true state of affairs in so far as the Chinese and Arab

geographical knowledge respectively of the Indo - Malay

Archipelago is concerned.

III. Location of Zdhcj.

It now only remains to attack the last stronghold made by

Arabists and Sinologists to protect their Java theory. This

stronghold of theirs consists in the argument, which they

think unassailable, that the ZdheJ empire mentioned in Arabic

literature is, of course—who would not divine it?—Java, or

had, at any rate, its seat and centre on that island. ^ Such

being their position, I now propose instead to demonstrate

that Zdhej was Sumatra, and had its seat and centre on

Sumatra, Java being entirely out of the question, except,

perhaps, as a mere dependencv’ of that empire.

SuLAiMAN (a.d. 851) says:—'‘Zdhej, lies on the

right-hand side of the provinces of India : the entire region

' Their Kuhiiiah on tlic Java f|Ui-tiiin i- thu< summed u]j tiy Van der Litli in

the “Merveilles de I’lnde,” p. 231: “ Gn -ait deja depui-i hmstemp- que le-

efcits dll Maharadja de Zahedj etaient dan- I’Aridiipel imlien, et que Tile

de Java en avait etc le centre. II y avait done grande prnhabilite que La veritahle

lie de Zabedj n’est autre que Tile de Java. II rc-tait pourtant encore de- douti’-.

Mais il me .semble. d’apre* ce que none en dit^notre auteur, qu'il n’e-t plu-

penni- d’heiiter, et qu’il est hien certain que Pile de Zabedj et Pile de Jam
ne font qu’un .... je -outien« que le veritable Z.ahtdj. qui donnait -on

nom aux etat- du Maharadja, ne pent etie que Pile de Jam.” Amen !
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obeys a single king; Kaluh-hur, j\i is one of its

dependencies.^ Near Zdhej is a volcano, and at tbe foot of

this a spring of cool and fresh water
;
there is also a thermal

well.” ^ Here, it will readily be seen, it is simply a question

of Ibn Khurdadbih’s Island (islands) of Jdbah and Shelaket,

with its volcano close by, shadowed under the generic name of

Zahej. This will be confirmed by the extract now following.

Ibn Khurpabbih (a.i>. 864) tells us: “The King of

Zahej is called Mnltdrdja
;
amongst his possessions there is

an island named IMidCdl which echoes with the sounds of

drums and cymbals. According to the reports of sailors,

there exists in those parts a horse with a mane so long

that it trails on the ground.” ^ Here we may notice that

Mahdi-aja is the very title recorded by this writer for the

king of the Island of Jdbah and ^elaJiet, which is, of

course, one and the same with that of Zahej. J^utail is

a faulty spelling for a name correctly written

Beriayl or Bavtayl, by KazwInI, which is meant, in my
opinion, for the Island of Bintang, otherwise known as

Rlau, or Rhio.^ Eiau, means, in fact, ‘noise, noisy,

^ This statement seems at first si^ht to clash with that trom Ihn i^urdadbih
as to K'dah Island Vntonsinn to the JuMi ol India ; hut the king here aUuded to

may have been tributary to the potentate ruling’ over Z0h.-J. professor De
Goeje, we have seen, cou-iders that isuhiiman's text shows that Kalah was the

country of ZOhej it“e!f, or, at any rate, part and parcel of this empire. Jaba
and Zitbtj, he adds, aic tut* different pronunciations oi the same name, and

Ihn Eosteh substitutes Zirif;' tor ./-/Sa in a passage from Ihn Khurdidbih (op. cit.,

p. 46, n. *2J.

2 Eeinaud, “Relation des Voyages faits par les Amhes et les Persans,” etc.,

pp. 17, 21-

3 Journal Asiatiqm, 186.5, pp. 290-291.

4 The translator remarks, in a note, that Dimadiki calls the island J-i'k,

TCoi’jU ond pretends it i- inhahitid hy a population re-embling the Turks. He
also explains that the noises noticed hj travellers issue lurth from a high mountain.

According to ilas'dili, wlio describes the island in question without naming it,

the Musalraftn navigators believed that it was the residence of the Dajjal, or

Anti-Christ.
_ . . . ,

I have noticed, since writing^ the .above, that Protessor De Goeje, in his

new edition of Ibn Khurdadbih’s text, -peEs the name ot the island BrutUil,

Js'UsJ (pp-
1'' ‘‘-’‘t confirming the deductions I had

independently arrived at above. Kazwmi, he adds, states that there are to be

found petrified prawns, a pecidianty a-enbeiUn the Ajaih to an island in the

Sea ot Sanf (see “ ilerveilles de 1 Inde, ’ p. 17i;, which may he the same place.
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loud sounds.’ * Hence tlie legend, and if not, from it the

name. The horse with the long mane is, of course, the

mythical marine horse, of which we shall hear more anon.

Abu Zaid (a.d. 880-916) informs us that Zcihej city,

(read ‘ State,’ see below), is situated facing

China, between it and which countr}^ there is a distance

of one month’s sailing, and even less with a favourable

wind (same as recorded by I-tsing, see p. 527).^ The
King of Zdlpj bears the title of Mahrdj (Maharaja).

His capital (evidentlj' ‘State’) has an extent (circuit?) of

900 parasangs (2,160 miles).^ This potentate rules over

a large number of islands, stretching for a distance of 1,000

parasangs (2,400 miles) and more. Among his possessions

are the islands of

—

1. Sro'hazn, or Serboza, extent (circuit?), 400

parasangs (960 miles) = Sri-B/ioJa = the east coast

of Sumatra at, and about, Palembang.

2. Edmi, ; extent (circuit ?), 800 parasangs (1,920

miles)
;
producing camphor (Sulaimiln calls it Edmiii,

and locates here the Fans/ir, i.e. Buriis-camphor

forests) = Lanthri, Ldmerl, i.e. the north and west

coasts of Sumatra.

^ See Journal Struds Bratu-h Xu. p. 272, note, whore the

Jerivation of the teini i** -ted a? from rtf/uh or ruru/t, rmne, noi?>y,

I'Hid sound'5 (of joyurdistiV''^') : although, in Von de Wall’s Malay Dictionary the

syords are given as quite di^^tinet: r/jau^ “naam der bekende hoofdplaats”
;

and rijanli, “ luidmehtig ; woelig.” X.B. thatGuioh, i on the ^ame

inland, which we have (see p. 514) identified with the Chiiie'^e Ku-lo^ means
• thunder, rolling noise.’

“ Xicolo Conti very curioudy «ay^ that Greater and Leaser Java are distant

ti(»m the continent one iiioutliV sail isee Major’s “India in the Fitteenth

Century,” part ii, p. 15).

^ Here and in the following didaneo'* I adopt Ibn ^lurdadbili’s valuation ot

25 parasangs to a degree, based on the Ptolemaic edimate ot 20 stadia to the
parasang, which seems e\en later to have been tolloMed i'y ^Ma-^'iidl and Yakut
(see Journal A^'iniujuv^ 18G5, pp. 228-229). Under Khalifah al-Ma'niun’s
reign (a.d. 813-S:3oj. two niea'^iuements effected ot a degree on the earth’.s

surface ^nelded 56j and 57 miles respectively. Much later on the traveller

Mukaddasi ('a.d. 985) reckoned the para^.mg as <*qual to three mile-, an (-timate
adopted by the cosraographer Dimadiki (a.d. 1300). I think it. thcretore, be-^t to
tidlow the old valuation when dealing with distances recorded by the early Arab
travellers.
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3. Kalah, iSi : extent, 80 parasangs (1,920 miles) = west

coast of the Malay Peninsula between Papra Strait

on the south and Mergui on the north. Over it

ruled, as we are informed by Ibn J^urdiidbih, the

Jdbah Prince of India (Pegu).

The island on which the Mahdmja resides is extremely

fertile and populous
;

the dwellings follow one another

without interruption. No waste land exists in this country,

nor dwellings in ruin. The palace of the Maharaja fronts

a thalaj, —^3 or estuary (marsh, lagoon),' formed by an

inlet of the sea. This is invaded by the sea -water at

flow-tide, but the water therein turns out fresh at the ebb.

A little pond (lagoon) is formed by the water contiguous

to the royal residence. In this pond the king threw every

morning a hrick-shaped ingot of gold
;

hence it became

known as the ‘ Pond of the gold ingots.’ ^ This story.

1 Van der Lith .say- (‘‘ Mcrveiiles de'' ludes,” p. 19o) that tj^aluj U an Indian

\vord meaning i.e, mar^h, pund. Its Sanskrit I'orm, he adds, is, according

to Professor Kern, talaga^ and the explanation of the wtird given by Abu 2aid

(as ‘ estuary ’) seem? erroneous. 'Well, I may observe in my own turn that in

such a case the true Sanskrit word is more probably UiMka^ Pali talaka = a pond,

pool. lake. With this the Malay term tehik or telok^ = a bay, a harboui,

as well as the Khmer tonli [thonli, tkale) ^ a river, lake (cf. Persian daryu,

Kitan [Cathayan] lake/ Kii-cheu t't-Vt-n = ‘ sea/ Manchu me-dernt

= ‘sea/ and Greek thalas, ©oAdo-o-jj, which, I think, are all etymologically

related), may be connected. The meauiug I make out, in any case, to be

lagoon. Another Indian - derived Malay word, TeUya^ means a * well ’ or

‘reservoir’ ;
this may he the word alluded to by Professor Kern. Towards the

end of the fourteenth centurj' Palembaiig became known to the Chinese as

W (Kau'kong, Ku-kang), which means ‘Old Lagoon/ and

not ‘Old Biver’ as Groeneveidt pretends (op, oit., p. 195). Kow this term, su

misunderstood by our Sinologists, clearly indicates that the old city wus

built on a lagoon, an ann_(d' the sea, or perhaps even an estuary as Abu Zaid

states ; hence it got the nickname of ‘ Old Lagoon/ and this ‘ Old Lagoon’ is

beyond doubt Abu Zaid’s fjialdj. Thus the two designations, the Chinese and

Arabic, confirm each other, as we shall notice in other instances
; and the

capital of the Zdhej empire and residence ot its ruler, the Maharaja, turns out to

he the old Palembang city. This even more clearly appear further on, and

this determination, which of the utmost importance tor the history of the

Archipelago, throws a sidelight on that ot Kamboja withal, as it establishes that

the punitive expedition led to that countrj* by the Maharaja of Zdhpj, some time

before the middle of the ninth century a.d., proceeded from Palembang.

* Eeinaud, op. cit., pp. 92-95 .md 98.
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which I have abridged from the original, winds up with

the account of the expedition undertaken by the Maharaja

to punish the King of Kamdr, jUi, or Kamdra (Kamboja),

for which see pp. 201-205 above. En passant the author

drops the useful hint that between the two kingdoms (of

the Maharaja and of Kamdr) there are ten days’ sailing in

latitude (i.e. following a given meridian), increasing to as

much as twenty when the wind is light. For the Island (or

district) of Zdhej proper, i.e. that on which the Maharaja

resided, we must understand, as will be most conclusivelj^

shown further on, that of Sarbasa, i.e. the east coast of

Sumatra at, and about, Palerabang. Now, Kamboja bears

due north of Palembang, the 105th meridian of E. longitude

(from Greenwich) passing exactly through the mouths of

both the Palembang and Hatien Eivers, on the latter of

which we have located Kmdr, or Kumdra. Abu Zaid’s bearing

is therefore correct.

Mas'udT (a.d. 943) repeats nearly the same statements,

only in a more confused order. Here is what he says

:

“ India [extra-Gangem] is conterminous with Zdhej, which

is the empire of the Maharaj, the ruler of the islands

(i,
163).i The Zdhej separates China from India, but

is comprised within the region of the last-named country

(i, 163). The throne of the King of Zahej overlooked

the pond surnamed the ‘Gold-bars Pond,’ a small marsh

which communicated with the principal bay (estuary of

tlie river) of Zdhej. The flow let the sea-water into

that bay, and the ebb allowed the fresh water to freely

run down (i, 176). Crocodiles are plentiful in the bay of

Zdhej (i, 207). Serira, or Sarirah, is an island in the

empire of the Maharaja, situated at about 400 parasangs

(960 miles) from the continent (read Kalah, see below,

p. 564), and entirely cultivated. This prince also owns

the islands of Zdnj, or Zdnej, lidmitl,
,

* The Roman figures refer to the number of the volumes, and the .Arabic to the

number ot the page, of Barbiei de Me\naid and Pa\et de Courteille s ‘‘ Prairies

d’Or,” Paris, 1861-1874.

36
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and many others besides ;
his sway extends, at the utmost,

over the whole of the sixth sea, i.e. that of Sanf (i, 343).

His territories produce all sorts of spices and aromata

. . . ;
the exports are camphor, eagle-wood, cloves,

sandal-wood, areca-nuts, nutmegs, cardamon, and cubeb.

These islands, in the direction of the Chinese Sea, border

upon an ocean of unknown limits and extent. In their

remotest parts there are mountains inhabited by numerous

tribes . . . . ;
from these mountains issues a perpetual

fire (i, 341-342). In the neighbourhood of Kalah and

Serlra there are gold and silver mines (i, 242). The

volcano of ZabeJ, in the Sea of China (Sea of Sanji), (iii, 68).”

The foregoing extracts plainly demonstrate that the capital

of Zdbej stood on a creek or river outlet subject to tidal

influence, which is exactly the case with Palembang. Zdnj,

or Zdnej, occurring instead of Abu Zaid’s Sarbaza, has here

evidentl}’ nothing to do, as Gildemeister thought on meeting

the same form in Abu Zaid’s relation,' with Zung, Zatij, ^ ^

,

or Zanzibar, the country of Negroes
;
but is undoubtedly

a clerical slip for Zdbej, a term which, owing to the

imperfections of the Arabic alphabet, has given rise to the

most extraordinary variants. If, therefore, Zanj = ZabeJ

Island stands in ilas'udi s text for Abu Zaid’s Sarbaza, it

must be one and the same with it. So, we shall demonstrate

further on, is also Serira, which is but an alternative name
for Sarbaza. Ihe mention of gold and silver mines in the

vicinity of Serira proves that this so-called ‘ island,’ alias

Sarbaza, alias ZabeJ, cannot be Java.^

1 See Journal AJintique, 1846, p 202, where Dulaurier gives other variants from

Edrisi
: ^ U >

dlaneh, Sana/,, Zalej, ZuneJ.

• Sumatra ’’

J';,
A. ^ ^ ^

.

2 Eadermacher, in U's '•Sumatra'’ in Verhandelingen Batav. Gen. r. K.
1787', P 11. mentioiH silver-mines that existed in the interior of the Islam!

of Sumatra, but which were not «ork...d because it was touud that thev

would not pay 'see ” P- Long before hini

I.iiiM-hoten St,.ted ic. l.>8., ot I"™'')™
• The Ilaud is very rich of mvnes

of Gold. Silver .
4‘^*'li«ten,’’ HaUuyt

London, ISS-o, vol. i. p. IP- ) '
, 'f

' ’ Sumatra, its presence is so

well knowa as not to n-quire p-oo ere. Ihe que»tiou he more fuUv
dealt with in the sequel.
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In the “ Kitiib-al-'Ajiiib,” ascribed to Mas'iidI, it is stated

that in the Island (or islands ?) of Zdbej there were Chinese

settlers who had left their fatherland on account of internecine

troubles.'^ The troubles referred to may have been the famous

rebellion of Hwang-ch'ao that devastated the whole empire

from A.D. 878 to his death in 884, and was followed by other

disturbances.^ All the same, we know very well from I-tsing

and other Chinese sources that Sumatra had become known
to the ubiquitous John Chinaman long before that time.

Basing his statement on another, less clear passage of the

same “ Kitab,” Reinaud draws the unwarranted inference

that at the dawn of the tenth century a.d. Zdbej and

8anf (Campa), which were distinct kingdoms in Sulaiman’s

time (a.d. 851), had become a single empire through the

one having subjugated the other.* This, we are now well

aware, is untrue, notwithstanding the fact that at earlier

periods expeditions may have been undertaken by Zdhej

against certain points of the Chiim littoral (a.d. 787) and

Kamhoja conquered (some time before a.d. 802). (See

above, p. 545.)

Captain Bozorg (a.d. 955) has preserved to us several

important details about the Zdhej kingdom and its capital

^ Remaud’s “Geographic d’AboiiIfeda,” t. i, Introduction, p. 3^0; Arabic
text of Mas‘udi’s “ Kitab-al-‘Ajaib in t. ii of his “ Kektion des Yovages.”
etc.

;
also t. i, p. Ixxv.

® This famous rebellion is described by Abu Zaid, who names the leader

Ban-shya (for Hwang-ch‘ao}. See Keiuaud’s “ Relation, t. i, pp. 62 et seq.

^ “ Geojrraphie d'Aboulfeda.'” Introduction, p. 41h; and “Relations,^’ t ii,

p. 192 ot the Arabic text (of the “ Kitrib-al-*.\ir4ib ”). Reinaud quotes in

support the statement of the Christian monk of Xajran who, havm^^ traveile'l

through the Archipelaijo in about a.d. 9S0, mentions that at such a period

the king* of Lukin (Southern China) had ju-st invaded and conquered Snuf.
But this event refers, in my opinion, to the expedition which the Tonkinese

king Le-Hang, or Le-Dai*Hafi (who had then his capital at Hu'u~hi, ^
founded a.d. 968, a little to the we^^twards of the chef-lieu of the XirT-bih

district), undertook in a.d. 982 against Champa, resulting in the conquest of

this country and de^tiuclion of its capital >>ri-Iiani ia KwJng-hiu "ce above,

p. 229). These facts have theretore nothing to do with LkUh S'-utli China,,

and much le^s still with Zuhtj. Tho mention ot Laljn as the ]jlace of origin

of the expedition is a mistake proceeding, I think, from the fact that hut a tew
years before (i.e. in 96S) Tonkin was still under the •'Way of China. Our
identification of the event alluded to by the Christian monk of Xajraii enables

us to hx the date of his travels in Far Eastern seas in the year 982 or 9b3 a.d.
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in his “ 'Ajaih-al-Hind.” ' The city where the Mahiiraj of

Zahej resides, he writes, contains very numerous streets

(creeks?)^ where trade is carried on (p. 137). In the hay

of Serirah, there are innumerable crocodiles: charmed

some time ago, they are now harmless (p, 158). Serirah

lies at the extremity of the Island of Lamerl (north and

west coasts of Sumatra), and at 120 zdms (900 miles, see

Mas'udI, p. 561) from Kalah (west coast of the Malay

Peninsula above Junkceylon). The bay (inlet, estuary) of

Serirah penetrates, it is stated, for 50 parasangs (120 miles)

into the island. It is a river far wider than the Tigris

at Basra; its waters are fresh. There is no deeper (i.e.

penetrating so far inland) bay in the whole island. Tidal

influence makes itself felt at intervals of twelve hours.*

There are crocodiles, but having been charmed they are

now harmless in that neighbourhood. Some dwellings

are built on shore, but the majority are floating houses

supported by rafts made of timbers (bamboos ?) tied together.

The houses are built of wood; hence those on shore are

liable to frequent fires. The dwellings in the bay are

disposed in such a manner as to form something like avenues

(creeks?) (p- 176).

This description admirably tallies with the Chinese account

of Paleinbang left us by Ma Huan (a.d. 1416) and reproduced

with but little variation in the History of the Ming Dynasty,

bk. 324.* By comparison of the two extracts from the

1 See Tan der Litb and M. DevieV “ iferveilles de I’lnde,” Leiden, 1883-1886,

to tlie ut wliieb work the nuriibera witUin purentbeses in the above extracts

' See below ;
canaL are more likely meant. Palembang, as is well known, is

intersected by numerou' creeks, spanned br many bridges, and it is from the <rreat

number of these bridges that the town derives its modern name. Probably at

the period we are now concerned wrtb the bridges were very lew, or not as yet

Between the monsoons [in Bangka Strait] hood and ebb succeed each other
' China Sea Directory,” vol. i, 4th ed., 1896,generally every twelve hour

^ np. eit., pp. 196 ami 197. Ma Huan’s account runs:
The ptM^plc them^selves much in lighting on

only the houses of the chiefs

39.3).

1 gee Groeneveldt, op.

“ The countrv is not large. - > * .

-

the later, and as there is more water tbau land. . ^ ,,,

‘shore, whilst the rest ot tlm their houses on rafts, which area+ntid on ‘itiore, Wlllisi t"'- * V \
7* '^11 Lrtiis, >VJ

Attached to piles, so that they n-e with the water and canuot be flooded. AVhen
f-n a'i> and live in another place they pull np the piles and remove withthey want to go and li^e in
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‘Ajaib (pp. 137 and 176) witb the two Chinese versions

just referred to, it clearly results that the district or city

their whole house, which is very conyenient. The river has two flood-tides every

day.” The last statement is true ot the river only during- the south-east monsoon
period, from April to October. On the other hand, durinij the north-west
monsoon period freshets prevail, and the influence of the flood is then but
rarely, if ever, felt. Sailino'-vessels belon^injr to Palemhaiitr do then either

remain in port or trade to other places, as it is almost impossible for them at

this period to make any progress up the river against tin* freshets. (See “ China
Sea Directory,’* vol. i, p. 399.) The account in Ming history says: ‘‘The
inhabitants of this country are skilled in fighting on the water, and, therefore,

their neighbours fear them. The country is rich in water ; only the chiefs live

on the land, whilst the common people dwell on the river. For this purpose
they build their houses on rafts, which are lastened to poIe< in such a way th.it,

when the tide rises, the rafts are lifted up without being flooded. When they
want to remove to another place they have only to pull up the pides. \s'liich docs

not cost much money or labour. The lower classes call their superiors by the

title of ^ Chan-pei (Cham-pi, Ch‘bm-bai), which means the same as

sovereign of the country. Afterwards the place where their first chief lived

was called (han^pei (Ch’'dm-bai) also. The country has changed its old ca2>itai

[old name?] for Chiu-chianfj (Kau-kong), (i.e. ‘Old Lagoon’ = Palembang).”

Concerning the king’s title Chan^pei. the History of the Sung Dynasri’, bk. 489,

already records it in these words :
“ The king [of San~fo~ch'

i\
is ’^tyled C/ti/n-pei,

and in his country there are many peojde whose names begin with F‘fi,

(lit. whose family name is F'h)F Xow, we have long ere this demon-jtrated

{supra, p, 352) that F'li is the Cham title F6. This title, in comnvm with many
other Cham words, still survives nowadays in the Achvh district, win re it

means a ‘prince.’ Fo-chut = ' lAtxW Prince’ is the .«tyle applied to the son

of a princess when she is married to a man ot no nrUtocrutic lineage (''Ce .I.sn'ric

Quarterly Ftenew for January, 1897. p. 98). There cau thus be no doubt that

at the period in question the title Fd w'.-i'- diffused all over Sumatr.i. or at lea^.t a^

far down as Paiembaug. This fact throws a new sidelight on Chain-Malay
relations at this period. Evidtiitly all linguistic relies like the one here de.ilt

with were swept away from nearly the whole of Sumatra hv the Javanese

invasions of later periods. As regard^? (.'hun-pt i, it has been a crux to Siiiolngi'-t".

Groeneveldt (op. cit
,

p. 188) makes so bold as to s^gge^t that this term

stands for Jambi, the name of the State conterminous on the north with

Paiembaug, and infers that the author of the above account, baling heard the

name of Kaja Jambi, i.e. the King of Jambi, niLtook it tor the name
the king of Paiembaug. Profe'->or Sclilegel, with all his hmhiy iiiiauinatne

pow'ers, can soar no higher than his eouirere And, after having enlightened

us [Fouffg-rao, 1901, p. 125) on the mianing ot Pn, wliiih, he

“stands for Bu, which is an abbreviation ot the rominnn .Arab and Malay

appellative Abu, ‘Father’” [
I I this, X.B., in a.d. 960. when the title is

mentioned in Sung hist<»rv]. lie cannot but agree for the nonce with his

colleague on the meaning of and adds that in the language of the

‘'rang Beiiiia in the Malay Ih-nni'Ula Junthi means a lictel-leat, iii Si,lnu-'e

Champ} means the Michthn chuuipoco [a variety of it: the .IL c. bung known
as C}iainiiu~\, and so forth. But. he lemark'*, in Malay names ,>1 j.'ant^ aie

given to countries, and never, or very raieiy, to persons. As regards

1 hardly think tliat it Mand.s for .Iambi, ter from the text it sm ms to have

been a title given, not onlv to the •soveieign. but also to the dignitaiu> ot

the State. Hence it was probably a word meaning ‘lord.’ ‘ eliui,' or

something similar. It may ha\e been eoimtcUd with citlier the Mefi Smuiu
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where the Maharaj of Zabej resided was that called hy the

Arabs Serirah and Serboza or Sarbaza, and by the Chinese

Ssien-liu and San-fo-chH or Shili-li Fo-sltih, and later

on— that is to say, after 1377

—

Chiu-chiang (Ku-kang)

= ‘01d Lagoon’ (Thalaj). This place has, ere this, been

satisfactorily enough identified with Sri-Blioja, now called

or Chia-smoiS, OpC ‘ruler,’ ‘ting’; the Khmer Sompea, Malay

Samiah, ‘to -worship,’ Semhayang, ‘to pray’ (cf. Batdra, the title applied

especially to Majapahit rulers, -which is derived from the Sanskrit Chattdra

— revered, worshipful, noble lord)
; or even with Campeya, meaning ‘ gold,’

as well as the NJgakesara and the Campaka trees; and Camptyyaka = an

inhabitant of Cumpd, a Cham. It is not impossible that some Palerabang

kings were of Cham descent. Edrisi (.t.n. 1154) states (op. cit., p. 173)

that in Edneli (Zabej) kings are termed Fanjah,
\ {Pan-jan, Fd-jau,

Pandava")). Pcnaiiibahaii means ‘chief,’ lit. ‘object of veneration,’ in Java,

from the root pamba, pemha ~ ‘homage, veneration, to pay homage,’ according

to Dulaurier {Journal Aiiatique, 1846, p. 550). Pandu, {F<mdn), means

a ‘leader,’ a ‘pilot’ in Malay. Chao Ju-kua {eircd A.Dri240) tells us in his

turn that the king of San-fo-ch‘t is commonly called ‘Essence of the Snake’
(Takakusu, op. cit., p. vliv). No Chinese characters being, more soUto, given,

it is difficult to guess what the original term may have been, whether
Sarpa-sara, Pannaya-sira, Bhujaya- or Bhujanya-sdra, etc. The last two
terms are not very dissimilar from Edrisi’s PanJab, while Sarpa somewhat
approaches the Chinese Chan -pi. The question must be left open untU more
definite information is forthcoming.

Should, on the contrary, Chan-pei ultimately prove to mean Jambi, we should

have then to conclude that Jambi, and not Palembang, was the ancient Sri-Bhnja.

Of this possible eventuality we shall find other indications in the sequel and
meet also with a second Chin-chiany, or ‘Old River,’ in the Jambi district Leif.

Post-criptum.-l have noticed, since writing the above, that Professor de Goeje
in his new edition of Ibn Khurdadbih's te.vt. restores, on the suggestion of

Professor Kern, the title of the king of Za’ej as Puti-Tab,
, .^3 (pp. J 3

213), meaning the ‘Prince of Java’ (Pati-Jaba). This is ingenious, but not

as yet quite convincing to me, because in such a case we should expect to

find the traditional Arabic form Juba instead of Juba. I, therefore, still

adhere to my own views as expressed above, although ready to agrle on
a possible Pali-Jambi, ,

or ‘Chief of Jambi,’ which would have

the advantage of harmonizing with the Chinese title Chan-pd in its alternative

possible acceptation.
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Palembang. However, Van der Lith is mistaken in

categorically asserting that Serirah, is a clerical slip

for Serbosa or Sarbaza, of which the latter is the

truly correct form.' It is by such dogmatic

that our predecessors in the historical geography of the

Far East have often made confusion worse confounded.

And my proof that Senrah is a distinct term from Sarbaza

lies in the fact, so far overlooked by Sinologists, that the

Chinese records of a.d. 961-962 give us the equivalent for

Serirah in Hsieti-Uu, ^ ^ {Sen-Uii, Sen-riu), which, thev'

state, is an alternative designation for the kingdom of

San-fo-chH [Serhoza)} Serirah, or Serirat, and Sen-riu,

Sera-reva (or Sera-rara), may on the one hand represent the

term Siri-raftha, or Sri-rdsfra, and on the other the tribal

name Saraui belonging to a nation settled at Palembang
;

^

while it may be somehow connected with Chaleh and Saleh,

two branches through which the Musi, or river of Palembang,

discharges into the sea.^

Al-Fares, or Faras, in his “ Kitab-al-Atwiil, ’ or “ Book
of Longitudes” (a.d. 950-1000], slates that Sarbaza, or

Serirah, is the island on which the Maharaja resided.^ Thi.s

assertion we shall see confirmed later on by Abu-l-Feda.

MuhallabT [circa a.d. 1000) tells us that the island of

Serirah is a dependency of China ® This is fairly correct,

as H^ien-liu, or San-fo-ch‘i, is recorded as having sent

tribute to China since a.d. 905.’

^ “Merveilles de I’lnde,’^ pp. 248, 250.
^ Ma Tuan-lin, op. fit., p. 562.
® The mass of the inhabitants of Palembang belong, according to Crawfurd, to

a nation distinct from the Malays, called Stirniii \see Dennys' ‘'Descript. Diet, ot

Brit. Malaya,” p. 548). "Whether this name has bten introduced trom India,

where it denotes a sect of fahirs (see Balfour’s ••C\clop. of India,” 5rd ed
,

vol. hi, p. 534), or not, I cannot say. but it would be worth eiiquiiiug.

Saleh (Aver Saleh) is one of the eastern mouth% D«»t now nuvij.ible, of the
Palembang liiver, the best entrance'* to which are now tlie Sung'nng and Banju
A-’iin. Chaleh Biver is a w'estern tributary of the Banju Asm, which it joins

near its mouth.
^ See Dulaiirier in Jiturnal Asiattque,, 1846, pp. 211-212.
® Op. cit., p. 212; and Guvard's “Geographic d’AbouIfeda,” t. ii, pt. 2,

p. 132.
' Groeneveldt, op. cit.,.p. 188.
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Al-BTrunT (a.d. 1031), after having spoken of an island

of Bam, or Ramhi, belonging to Ceylon, ^ which is un-

doubtedly the one now called Ramesvaram, vulgo Ramisseram,

lying between Adam’s Bridge and the opposite point of

Madura, informs us that the island (or islands) of Zahej

lies in that part of the Indian Ocean turned towards the east

and nearing China, and adds that such island (or islands)

corresponds to that termed Surendib (Suvarna - dvtpa), or
‘ Island of Gold,’ in Sanskrit literature ^ (Fragments, 123).

' Sachau’s “ Chronologj' of Ancient Nations,” London, 1870 p 345
The translator remarks, p. 448 : “ Ramin. I do not know an island of this
name. Perhaps the author meant the island Ramanl, described by Alkazwim
‘ Kosmographie, i, p. D-T. An island Rami, in the Indian Ocean, is mentioned
by Aakut, ii, p. 739. Dulaurier, in Jounml Aaiatique, 1846, p. 187, writes
Ram, .

J
Reinaud’s Introduction to the “ Geographie d’Ahoulfeda,” pp. 390, 408.

The term already occurs in the Eamavana [hAha-Mnda],
but applying, apparently, to the Malay Peninsula see above, p. 78).' On
the other hand, in the same book ^iv) the Eamavana mentions
with seven kingdoms, whmh is spelled Jana-dvlpa in Gorresio’s version (vol. ii,

p 904), and said to be rich in silver and gold. Mav not this be Sumatra, in
which case the t«o spelhnos Java and Jana might go some way towards
accounting tor the torin ol the term Zabej income of the Ara^ writers ?

pp. 167' 16h). Now, it i; -dent
-

the same time Sntvarna-dvipa. Moreover, Snrurn„-rlvTn„ % .

mentioned in the ” Kathi-Sarit Sagara •’
as a country that conld' be’rtaohed by

sea, and apparently also by laud, trom India, In tact in eh nf . u
we are told of a caravan joumeyinir thereto bv wha* nf a +

para (see Tawnev’s transl., vol. ii,'^ Calcutta 18,84' nn
tor all thosv who have h.th^erto held it to be Sumatra f ProTrario^ Xerpassages in the same publication we gather that

'arious otner

(1) lav on the sea-route from i ,,,, ,

all felicities,” where jewels are bought and sold but the i

acquainted with eagle-wood) to T,hnrah„t,l, a ’

city
^
^

T*
same as Tamralipti or Tamluk westward of the Huo-hli
iuanvcaseon the delta of the Ganges. ,()p yjt .L ’

vol. ii, pp, 44, 598.)
^ P '“* PP- «'> 92, o52

;
and

(2) Suvu,-na-dclpa was met with on the follnwincr itinpnrv . r 7

the east coast of luiUa—Aor,I-p/« Wand (Nikobirs"—^?-? ' on

Island (Telok Kapur on the Indau River, east coast 'of the
Barus, west coast of Sumatra; or West coast ot Borneo-' s,,,'

' ‘1 voninsula; or

(Ceylon). (Op. cit., vol. i, pp. 551-5.52.) ^‘‘’‘"Tfa-dvipa—Simha/a

(.3) The king of Sar.irna-dupa w.a.s brother-in-law to the kin,s of ir ,-7.
'vol. ii, p. 5991, a circumstance arguing that these two cooote;

"

been vcrv far distant from one another. oould not have

(4) Kalaiapara wa- a city on .

p. 530;. Now, I have scarcely any donht that the citv’here
P'^‘ j'®'-

\u.a, G0DC003D. -ar Bilin in the -

coast, near which rises the famous Keifisa pasroda, retoidcil iccjiucu under the name of
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EdrisT (a.d. 1154) does not tell us much that is of

value, and his information is, as usual with him, confused

Kelasahhn-pahhah -cetiya in the Ealvam inscriptions. The capital. Golamattilm-
nagara, was situated, according to these inscriptions, to the north-west of the
pngoda. Whether KnJa^apnra was the same as Golamattilca or a distinct city
nearer to the Kelasa Peak, it is in the present state of our knowledge ditficult to
say. But that a city of this name existed in the district in question is certain ;

for the History of the T'ang Dynasiy, bk. 222 (see T'otmg- vol, ix,

pp. 282-2b3
; and Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 529), mentions a kingdom

Ka~lo~shti-fu^ ^ ’’g ^ ^ (i e. KelFisabha-, or Kalasa-puro), as lying

to the north of Tu-ho-lo (which does not seem to he Taik-kiila, i.e, the old

Golamattika, but either Tugala or Thagara on the Tavoy Kiver, see p. 86 ante,
or Dv'iravafi in Siam). A village hearing the name Keluf^a exists on the left

bank of the Lamaing River above Re, west coast of the ^^alay Peninsula : and
another Kelasa pagoda, apparently modern, rises above Pagat, not far trom the
conduence of the Gyaing with the Salwin River; but the site of Kahiia-pura is

evidently to be loofad for in the neighbourhood of Kelasa Peak. Tliis district

was part of SHvannabhiimi, the Golden Region of Buddhist fame : it is

accordingly very likely that Savarna-'hxpa, if not exactly identical with it,

meant the Malay Peninsula, which immediately adjoins it. as we have suggested.

SHvarna-bhrimi is, in fact, separately referred to in the ‘‘ Kathu-Sarlt Jj.igara”

(vol. i, p. 510) as an island, which may mean the 'I'liaton dhtrict, or some other
deltaic island near by on the coast of the Gulf of Martaban. The Xepale-e MS.
(Add. 1643, Cambridge), of the eleventh century a.d. or earlier, on which Foucher
has based his recent study on the ‘‘ Iconographie Bouddhigue de Tliide”
(Paris, 1900), mentions a Kalo.ia-vara-pnra (or Kala^-'aC'ira-puru^r) with
a sanctuary dating from at least the seventh century (pp. 90, 179), which may
well he the Kala>apui-a of the “ Katha-Sarit Sagara,” and the K'laaihha of the

Kalyani inscriptions. If not, there is no lack in that neighbourhood of similar

toponymies, such as, e.g., Ptolemy's Sahara (= Savara) city and Saraharic
Gulf, and Abu Zaid’s Kalah-bdr. The Snrarna^pura ot the same MS.
(op. cit., p. 105) may have stood also somewhere that way. J’’tp(pfipuya, therein

stated to lay in Suvarna-pitra, may be, not Panya, which, although bearing that

name, was founded only in a.d. 1312, but i^ri T’ljaga in Lower Siam idc snpyu,

p. 188). Srl-Vijapura is, in fact, the full form of the name given in the MS.
referred to. Suvarna-purl wa.s the later name of SupMian in the neighbourhood
of the latter (see p. 176 ante) ; hut we have found (p, 80i evidence ot a mountain
Suvaina-mdli in the Teuassenm province. Further, Lieut. Badge's INlap lU

Tenas-*erim, 186S, marks the hitherto unexplored regions of an Ancient city of

Thoo-won-ua-hoom-mee ’’ {‘Sitrannnbhnhir; at the headwuteis of tlie Yav 'Kei

Ri ver near the Siamese frontier.

As regards the mysterious fairy island of Katdhn, aho mcntiuTicd in the

XepMese MS. above referred to .see Foucher, op. cit., pp. 105. i79j as KahfnJin-

dvtpa, its identity with Cathay, first sugge-^ted bv Tawney 'op cit.. vol. i, p. SO),

and recently again put forward by Foucher. is ridiculous; l(u the term Kifnf,

Jilural Kdan, wheuce medi.eval travellers »)btained their Cathag and the Rus-iun^
at the beginning of the seventeenth century their Kdai, had scarcelv lircomc

notorious before The ttnth or eleventh century a.d. ;
whereas the jiortion of the

“ Katha-SarTt Sagara ” where the name Kotnha or Kahfdha oi-ciirs may he

considerably older. It would have been far better to suggest instead Kattigara
But, as we have seen, Kalaha could not haw lain very far away trciii Skiiivu'i-

dnpa, although being apparently situated beyond Kffrpiitut. say Sumatra or the
southern part of the Malav Peniii'iila— at the very utmo-t Boruci), for ace(»rding
to Leydeu a Perrian treatise '•teinied ‘ Seir-ul-Ahlim ' .... mention's
the ‘great island ot camphor/ probably Borneo" 'See •‘E'''av'- rel. to Indo-
china,” vol. i, l»t series, p. 124). I should think, accordingly, that Kufdha
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to a degree. He locates the island (or islands) of Zdhcj

(which he calls, as we have seen, probably through the

carelessness of his copyists, Zdlej, Zdnej, Rdlej, Rdnej, etc.)

in front of the coast of Zanj, i.e. Zanjibar and Sufala,

and considers both countries, which lie some 3,000

miles apart, as almost facing one another. Hence,

naturally, an inevitable jumble up of facts regarding

them in his narrative. Anj'how, he goes on to state that

the natives of Zanj being unprovided with sea-going vessels,

their transoceanic trade is carried on by ships from Oman
and others, bound for the islands of Zdhej, which are

dependencies of India. The people of Zdhej, on the other

hand, sail to Zanjibar in large and small craft and trade

there, an easy task for them, as they can easily understand

the language of the natives of that coast. The importance

of this statement, on which Eeinaud lays such great stress,*

as proving that commercial intercourse existed between

the Archipelago and the east coast of Africa, and that

the language spoken in both countries was the same
or very nearly so, is marred by the possibility that the

islands he calls here Zdlej and Rdlej are in reality those

of Rdnej, a term meaning Cocos Islands, which seems to

have been the name supplied to the islands lying to the

may be the hitherto unidentilied kingdom of Ch^il.tu-K‘un or K‘mt.tu.k‘wh>,

a S5 S {Ku-to-kon), referred to in the Chinese History of the Liang
Dynasty as having been conquered by Fan-man, the gallant king of Fu-nan
(Kamboja), who reigned between a.d. 200-230 crd. This country must have
been either on the Malay Peninsula or in the neighbourhood. A similarly named
State, Ch'ii-tu.ch‘ien or Ch^iMau, ^ ^ ^ (Kut-ta-kan), is recorded

in the “ Tsin-shu ” among the countries conquered between a.b. 336 and 347 bv
king Wen of ii«-> (Champa) ; and its name occurs at times under the contracted

form ® Ch‘u-m, K‘M-tu or Kut-to (see Pelliot in Bulletin Fcole
Franfaise d’Extr. Ortent, t. in, note 2, Apnl-June, 1903, p. 266’). Further
there is Ptolemy’s Kortatha or Kau-tek, Eo-tat to reckon with (vide ante

pp. 288 et seqq.), which may be after all the most eligible and likk' repre-
sentative of Katdha. Kuti or Kutei m East Borneo, the Katrea district on
North Sumatra, and other similarly named places in the Archipelago are far less
suitable.

i Ibid., pp. 390-391.
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west of the Maldives, among which Madagascar was

presumably included.' It is true that among the Zdlej

islands Edrisi mentions ^arbmfi, (also spelled

Saranda), the name of which strikingly resembles

^arlrah (so written, as we shall see, by Nowairl), and

Sarbaza; to which he assigns 1,200 miles in circuit

(400 parasangs?—the same as the perimeter ascribed by Abu
Zaid to Sarbaza, supra, p. 559). But along with it he refers

to the island of Anjabah, capital Anfujah,

which is, it is alleged, Ankujah, i.e. Zanzibar Island,

till this very day called Angiiya by the Swahilis.^ The

other island, Karmada or Karmadat, which he locates

near Zdnej Island, may, however, if not actually Karimdta,

be Nowalrfs Karmuh or Karamii, which he

places in his Ldrui or Ldravi Sea (Straits of Malacca), and

which I think may be the Great Kerimun or Krimiin, or

both it and its smaller homonymous island, opposite Tanjong

Bulus, the south-western extremitj’ of the Malay Peninsula.®

Apart from this medley, Edrisi mentions a volcano on an

islet near his Zdnej Island, which, from the description he

gives of it, is apparently the same as the one he refers to

further on as being situated on the island of Saluhat.^ The

remainder of his information on Zdnej {Zdbej) consists in

^ See Tan der Lith in “ Merreilles de Flnde,” p. 294. Great affinity has, of

course, been traced between the languages ot the Archipelago and Maluga.-'V, the

tongue spoken all over Madagascar ; so great, indeed, as to lead scholars to

consider the latter to be affiliated to the Mal.iyo-Polynesian stock, and to sugge-^t

the hypothesis that Madagascar was colonized by tribes from the west coast ot

Sumatra (see “ Papers relating to Indo-China,” 2nd series, vol. i. p. 270). But
tliis, although proving the expansion of the Malayo- Polynesian for Melauesian-

Xegrito (?) ,
see pp. 253-254 above) race to such distant lands, does not completely

establish that commercial intercourse existed betw'een the two regions at the tim**

ot which Edrisi speaks. More evidence is required eie we can unreservedly accept

his statements.

- See Jaubert’s “ Geographic d’Edrisi,” pp. 58 et seqq.; and A an der Lith in

op, cit., pp. 288, 289, 294.

® Tan der Lith is certainly wrong (op. cit., p. 231) in correcting into

Tyumnh 1 1 I have several times already animadverted on this inaniaeul

tendency of playing with the geographical nomenclature handed down to us in

the old texts.

* Jaubert, op. cit., pp. 60 and 82.
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a repetition of the statement from Mas‘udi’s(?) “Kitab-al-

‘Aiaib” as regards Chinamen having emigrated and settled

there owing to the troubled state of their fatherland. With

this we tike leave of Edrlsi, who has caused so much

confusion in Ear Eastern geography.

Yakut (a.d. 1218) tells us that from Sarhaza, or

as he spells its name, camphor is exported.'

KazwTnT (a.d. 1263-1274), following his predecessors,

describes Zahej as an extensive island situated not far from

the limits of China, but more towards India.^

Ibn Sa'id (a.d. 1274), quoted by Abu-l-Feda, is pretty

explicit in his statements. “The islands of Ranej” (Zabej),

he writes, “ are celebrated in the accounts of merchants and

travellers. The largest of them is Sanrcih, which is 400

miles long from north to south and about 160 miles in

width all over. Several arras of the sea penetrate into it.

Its capital, Sarirak, is situated on its middle on an estuary

and a river.” And further on he adds: “The islands of

the Mahrdj (Maharaja) are numerous. Their sovereign is

one of the richest monarchs of India and the one who

possesses most gold and elephants. The largest of these

islands is the seat of his authority.”® As a little before

Ibn Sa‘Id has declared that the largest of such islands

is Sarirah, there can be no doubt left as to this being

the one containing the capital. The mention of elephants

entirely excludes Java. Abii Zaid (see p. 559) assigned

900 parasangs (2,160 miles) circuit to the capital (State) of

Zahej, and 400 parasangs (960 miles) circuit to Scn-haza

island (district). It will be seen, therefore, that while

Sarhaza or Sarira denotes the particular portion or district

of Sumatra in which stood the capital (viz. Palembang),

Zahej includes the whole island or nearly so. Sumatra is

1 070 miles long, and has an average breadth of over

200 miles. The 160 miles in width assigned by Ibn Sa'id

to the Serirah territory correspond veiy closely to the width

1 ‘ ‘ Jlerveilles de I’Inile, p. 2t8.

5 /MOV/a? As!«0?w, 18A6- P-

,

3 Guyard’b “ Geograptiie d Aboalleda, t. n, pt. 2, pp. 126 and 132.
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of the Palembang district from the sea (Bangka Strait) on
the north-east to the central mountain range of Sumatra to

the south-west.

DimashkI {circa a.d. 1300) follows EdrlsI in confusing .Zaip/

with the islands off the east coast of Africa
; and thus he

locates Anfujah (Zanzibar ?) close to Serirah and separates

both of them from Kamar or Komor,jA (Madagascar ?), by
a mere channel or arm of the sea.* On Serirah, however,

he is pretty well informed. He puts down its circumference

at 1,‘300 miles, says it contains two rivers ^ (the Jambi
and Musi?) and many cities, amongst which Serirah is the

most celebrated
;
and adds that the best camphor is derived

therefrom.® He then passes on to the island of the

Maharaja, which he seems to believe a quite distinct place,

and unfolds his lore on it in this strain :
—“ The island of

the Maharaja is the most extensive, its length is of 12 and

its breadth of 5 days’ march (or sailing?). At its extremity

stands a great volcano w’hich throws up sparks and stones

with a thunderlike noise and lightning. Owing to the fire

there is no dwelling nor thoroughfare within a distance of

one parasang (3 miles). This volcano is the largest in the

world, there is not the like of it. The place it occupies is

called ‘ Volcano Island,’ and compared to the remainder of

the island it stands to it in the same ratio as the foot does

to the whole leg. When ships approach the island at the

beginning of a squall, tiny black dwarfs, five spans or less

in stature, resembling negroes, appear and climb aboard,

without harming anyone . . .
* Here we have

a repetition (or the original version ?) of the Negrito story

located by the “ Mukhtasar-al-‘Ajaib ” at Suiji (see above,

p. 246, note). As to the volcano, it is evidently the same

as mentioned by preceding authors. Furthermore, DimashkI

^ Mehrea, “Manuel de la Cosmog^rapliie du Moyea-uire,” Copenhagen, 1874,
p- 108.

- Ibid., p. 22.
* Ibid., pp. 199 and 204. The text has, I suppose, 400 parasangs of circuit,

as in Abu Zaid for Surbaza, which calculated at the rate of three miles to
a parasang yield the 1,200 miles of the translator.

^ Ibid
, p. 207.
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discourses of the islands of Rdmni, circuit 500 miles (as

against 800 parasangs=: 1,920 miles of Abu Zaid)
;
Selamit

(=Ibn Khurdadbih’s ^eldhet and EdrIsT’s Saldhat), circuit

300 miles,! already noticed above (p. 554) ;
and Kdmrun,

near Senrah, so called from the name of its king.^ This

Kdmrun is evidently EdrlsTs extensive and fertile island of

Sumah, Sabarmah, ^umah, or Tanumah,

producing eaglewood, cocoanuts, sandalwood, and

camphor, a Buddhist country where cremation is practised

and the king bears the name (or title) Kdmrun.

It lies at five days’ sailing from Kmdr (Kamboja), is

surrounded by numerous islands small in size but inhabited,

and the depth of the sea round it is about 40 fathoms
;

its

mountains produce camphor superior to that of all other

countries.® The Kamrun king has two islands under his

1 Ibid., p. 205.

® Ibid., p. 198.

3 Jaubert’s Geogxapbie d’Edrisi/’ pp. 82, 83, and 88. Dimashki, op.

p. 207, mentions a king named JCanmoiy reigning oier Kmdr (Kamboja). Here

we haye, evidently, the ^ ,
Ku-lung.^ king of Fu-^nan of Sui history (Ma

Tuan-iin, op. cit., p. 441) and T‘ang annals (ch. 222, e)
;
and above either the

title Ku~hing or KUtn-lun^ g (or Jg) |i|^^ of dignitaries in the State of

Fan-fan (South-West Siam), or that of king Chilian, Chotan (or Kolam),
reigning over the southern paid; of the Malay Peninsula during the thirteenth or
fourteenth century (see p. 261 above). In' the Asiatic Quarterly Renew for
January, 1902, p. 135, 1 have explained the title Ku-luny of the Fu-nan king
as being the Mon-Khmer word Kning, meaning ‘Kiver,’ and, metamorphicaliy,
the King, State, or Kingdom (from the fact of everA' Further Indian State being
anciently situated on a ri>er which gave access to its capital, the command of

which was tantamount to the possession of the whole State). K^un-lun in the
sense of KoUam, tholnn, etc., I have shown (also above, p. 103) to stand for

Kula, Kola, Kollam, the name ol the pioneer Southern Indian settlers on the
Malay Peninsula and northern part of the Archipelago, which became afterwards

the name for the fva race, now equally incorrectly called ‘Malays,’ from those

same Kulas or Rolan, who came from Mafaya or Malaya-vdra, i.e. Malabar,
and gave its first name to the southern part ol the Malav Peninsula. As regards

Kun-lun as a prefix to the uame of dignitaries in F'nn-p'an, I have been
hesitating between Gimi^ Khlon, and Khun-lftang as its equivalents.

Kdmrun, employed to designate KCimardpa or Kamrvp

(Asam) bv Ibn !^iurdadbih and other writers that followed after him: but in

the case in point there can be no doubt that the king alluded to under this title

reicrned over a country situated on bin^apore Strait, or, at all events. on the

eouthern part of the Malay Peninsula. I much doulU even if our Arabists are

correct in identifying the Kdmrun country with Kamrup, for the only information

that Ibtt Khurdadbih and Edrisi pwe ns thereon is that the States of km?
Kdmrun abound in rhinoceroses and border upon China. Abu Zaid adds that

kdmrdn produces the best eaglewood o± India (Reinaud, op. cit., p. 135).
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sway, named respectively Famusd, (Kamusa = Gomus

or Gomespola?), and Lasmah, (=Basma, Bhasman,

vide supra, p. 440). The natives of these islands are fair

(almost white) complexioned ;
their women are exceedingly

handsome. The men are brave and enterprising ;
they

devote themselves to piracy on skiffs of remarkable speed,

especially when they are at war with the Chinese, with

whom there exists no truce (or respite).^ Sumah or Shumah

cannot be, as was oddly enough suggested, Sumatra,

-

for that name did not as yet exist in Edrisi’s time

(a.d. 1154). The term might at best be referred to Suniah,

Siniara, or Samara, all names for camphor (see above,

pp. 439, 440), and through them to Samarldng,^ or other

district on either the north or west coast of Sumatra.*

However, such conjectures, based on mere phonetic

similarities, do not appear to be sufficiently supported by

other evidence. The real connection seems to be with Ibn

Khurdadbih’s island of Kyuma or Kayumah (a mis-

spelling for or Tyumah or Taniimah?), which, he

also states, produces eaglewood and camphor
;
= as well as

with Sulaimiin’s Betumah or Bi-Tumah,
;
and, through

both, with Tameras or Tembrau, the Old Singapore Strait,

This is, or was, from an Arabian point of riew, far more true of Kamboja
(Kniar), the ruler of which is likewise, as we have noticed, culled Kdnirun bv

Dima'hkh The rhinoceroses that our Arabists hml so plentiful in As.ini must
be Buceros rhinoceroses, i.e. hornbills, for no other kind is known to be indigenous

to that country.

^ Jaubert, op. cit., p 91. It is possible that Edrisi may here have mixed up

particulars about the warfare with the Chinese with those of the country of the

other Kdmriin king, whose states bordered upon China.

- Jaubert, op. cit., p. 88, note, where the “Precis de la Geogr. Univers.”

(t. i, p. 379 ; and t. iv, pp. 255 et seq(|.) is also quoted in support. It was

probably from such vagaries, or the repioductiou ot them in some later work,

that Mr. E. H. Parker was misled into stating in the Chna R'tuic, vol. xxiii,

p. 257, that “ the Arabs of the ninth century [5i<r] had already made use ot the

word Sumatra ”
! !

^ Samarldng, however, or, at any rate, the settlement known by

this name, did not cume into exi=5tenee until a few years before tbe foundation of

Sumatra and Patai, that is to sav, about a.d 1280. The term may, however,

have sprung up long before that as a name for the di^-trict in which that

settlement arose (^ee Murre's “ Ilistoire des Rt)is de Pasey,” pp. If, 2i).

^ Perhaps to Sahrang^ one of its mcknuraes, for which vide iiifru.

^ Journal Asiatique, 1865, p. 291. See also “Merveilles de ITnde,” p. 253.
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the Tamils or Tamarus Promontorium, afterwards called

Samara, etc. Here catnplior, eaglewood, and sandalwood

come down from the neighbouring borders of the Endau
district, and all other conditions suit the description given
by the Arab writers just quoted.^ This holds true, especially

of the Kamrun king, for the “Sejarah Halayu ” tells us

that a Pdja Chilian
(
= Kollam, Kamrun?) was in the

thirteenth or fourteenth centuiy a.d. reigning over the

southern portion of the Malay Peninsula, and had a fort of

black stone on the Johor River.^

Abu-i.-Feda (a.d. 1321) fully confirms the identity of

the island of Sarirah with that on which the capital was
situated, by heading his paragraph thereon with the words
“Island of the Mahrdj or of Sarirah.”^ He then follows

1 See above, pp. 199, 200. The proposed identification by Van der Lith
(op. cit., p. 253) and others of Betiimah, T>jumah, etc., with Pulo Tyuman

off the east coast of the Malay Peninsula, is certainly unfortunate, for

that rocky and sparsely inhabited island is surely not fit to become a station on
the sea-route to China. Even admitting that the harbour at which the .Irab
ships called was on the opposite mainland at the mouth of the Endau, near which
is—exult, 0 Arabists and Sinologists !—a mountain bearing also the name of
Tyioiian, and a cove termed the •Camphor Cove’ (see above, p. 436), the position
ot the place is not to be compared to that of the Turaerau di.stia't on the Old
Singapore Strait, the very highway through which all the ships bound to China
passed in the old days. The products mentioned could easily find their wav
thither from the upper reaches of the Endau and the Johor borders, where thev
are mostly to be found. Be-ides, the Endau district would be of old, as it has
been to this day, a dependency ol the power that ruled on Singapore Strait and
the produce from the neighbouring districts would naturally flow there where the
capital has always stood trom the remotest period. There is, ot course the
objection about the distance from Kyuma, or Taninna, to Kmar which
both Ibii Khurdadbih and Edrisi state to be Tire days’ sailing; whereas Sulaimaii
and Ibnu-l-Fakih assign ten days to the passage irom Bethmu to Kinlriini fEob
Troll). But thus objection would be of little weight, as Ibu Kliurdfidbih an 1

Edrisi are too olteii unreliable in the distances they give, owing to the manuscrints
of their works that reached us being cither mutil-ited or cbirupt. Edrisi Lr
instance, nierelv puts down at ten days the distance from the same "si,a,L +,
Sandafrdat ,op. cit., p. 84). If the correct spelling really be Tynma m~Tanmna
so as to argue a disunct place from Betuma, I would then be incliued to locate
this place, not at Jyumetn or on the opposite mainland (which would be vet too
far from Kmiir if one could get thither in five day,), but at Tulr,in„ (Talfibiu ‘-I

the Chinese Taig-Un-ma, lurtlier up the east coast ot the llalay Penmsuh
(see above, p 524). which lies, as may be ascertained from a map) at almo t

exactlv half distance between Betunm iSiiigapore btnut) and K,nlra„j Harbnin-
(Ha-tien). It will thus be seen that Pulo TyumSn or the opposite mouth ot the
Endau will not do for our inirpose. From its being withiu but 9() to lOu mile
from Singapore Strait, it objection is taken to Belnma on the ground above
Stated, the objection applies to it as well.

^ l.evden’s “ Malay Annals, pp. 10, 12, 13.

3 Guyard’s ‘‘Geographie d’Abuulteda, ’ t. ii, pt. 2, p. 132.
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with the quotations from Ibn Sa'Id and MuhallabI, which

have already been noticed above.

NowAiui (a.d. 1820-1332) places ^arirah, as he

spells its name, in his first sea, i.e. the Sea of Sanjt, in which

he is misled, apparently, to locate also Anfitjah,

(= Zanzibar?).* Zahej—or as he writes it, R&nej—
he correctly puts in his second sea, the Sea of S/nf or Snif,

along with other islands he calls Barkan, ^ Kmdr

(Karnboja)
; Rnki or Rwli, ‘-’"b (perhaps for PAmi,

K)
;
® and Lnnkalus or LanjdHis, which

may be the island of Bangkalis in front of Siak (east coast

of Sumatra), or else that of Langkachlu {Lang-ya- hsiu of

Chinese records), abreast of C‘hump‘hon Bay (east coast of

the Malay Peninsula; see above, p. 115).

Bakui {circa a.d. 1430), the imitator of Kazwini, assigns,

like the latter, to Zdbej a position intermediate between

China and India, but nearer to the Indian (Malay ?)

Peninsula.^

With him we have about exhausted the list of Arab

authorities who left us useful information about Zdbej, It will

be seen that the identity of its capital and principal district

with Sarbaz'i or Scrim, i.e. Sri-£/ioJa, Hsien-Uu, or Palembang,

is vouched for by no less than three respectable writers, viz.,

al-Faras, Ibn Sa'Id, and Abu-l-Fedii, while it is impugned

by none of them, and is besides supported by an over-

whelmino- mass of circumstantial evidence. And vet our

^ “ Merveilles de I’lude/’ p. 281. This over^ig-ht of Xowuin has tlirown

Vaa der Lith off his beaiiQ<;s altogether, for he 'p. 24'J) takes ^owairi's Sea ol

Sa/ijt to mean the Sea ol which is ab'>urd, tor this author starts from the

east in the enumeration of his six seas, and names Sa^iji first, rele^atiri:r the Z >nj

Sea to the very end of his list. To be candid, 1 may say that i still leel very

reluctant to pin mv faith on our Arabists* identification of Anfnjah (or Aiikuja ?)

with Zanzibar
;

tor it seems that some island or district m the Archipelago

is meant.
- This term Barkan looks very similar to Praknn, the name of a district on

the coa^t of Anuam referred to al>ove, pp. 2y2-294.
^ Again, we have here a term very similar to the Rnn'faly, or R<ida>y, of the

Cham inscription, Xo. 4U9, A, 2/A}inonier’s “Inscription Tchame'^,” in lournal

Asiatique, 1891. p. 42}, dated Saka 1092 = ai). 1170; meant lor the Rade
tribe now settled on the western borders of Bifi-dm (Campa;.

* Dulaurier, in Journal Asiatiqtie, 1846, p. 205.

37
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Arabists and Sinologists have somehoTF n3anaged to make

out that Zdbej was Java, that its capital stood on Java, and

that the empire had been founded by the JavaneseJ And,

strange to say, all this aerial castle of fiction they have

built rests on a simple misconception, namely, that the

term Java embodied in the name Zdhej cannot, or rather

could not, designate any other country but that ‘Pearl of

Islands,’ Java. It is sincerely to be hoped, for the sake

of that scientific progress our present generation has so

much at heart, that such antiquated theories will now be

abandoned in view of the evidence to the contrary we
have brought together above. However, to omit no point

that may prove one’s thesis, I may add that I hold one

more argument in reserve which, in my humble opinion,

conclusively demonstrates the identity of the capital and

seat of the kings of Zdbej with Palembang. This important

particular I was fortunate enough to discover in Captain

Bozorg’s narratives, and it is to the following effect :

—

Captain Bozorg’s 102nd ‘Ajiiib story* tells us of an Arab

navigator who obtained an audience from the then reigning

king of Zdhej, whose name is recorded as (or

Ser-Ndtdkalah. How, by turning to the Chinese

* E.\cusing: Reinaiid and Dul.iurier for having- expressed such viervs (Intro-
duction to the •* Geographie d’Aboulfeda.” pp. .3S9, 390

;
“ Relation des

Yovages” etc., p. Ixxiv ; Journal Ariatujue, 1846, pp. 204-208; at a time
when these researches—of which thev, the learned Reinaud especiallv, mav
he regarded a.s the founders—were as ret in their initial stage, there is

no possible excuse for the Java -aberration of later scholars, such as
Van der Lith (see above, p. 557). Takakusu (“ Record of the Buddhist
Religion,” pp. xliii-xliv. nhere he makes ZabeJ= Jura), and manv others who
represent the most recent research. Chavannes is, however, an exception—
the only one as far as I am aware. He, in tact, had, among a number of

misconceptions, the clear perception, at least, that Sarbaza or Srl-Bhnja must

have been the famous 2abrJ of Arab travellers. He. nevertheless, threw out the

hint as a mere guess, without attempting to .substantiate it, .and his suggested

connection simply rests. I must point out, on a wrong basis, viz,, the analogy, as

he explains, between the names Barbaza or Srl-Bhojn and Zbh,J ("Voyages des

Felerins Bouddhistes,” p. 37, note;. We shall see directly that such 'supposed

analogy is groundle.ss. Takakusu, loc. cit , in.stc.id of taking up the sensible

hint, preferred to revert to the old Java theory
,
now obsolete and also a regression

in science.

^ See “ Merveilles de I'lnde,” p- loi.
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account of Sitn-fo-cli‘i given in the History of the Sung

Dynasty, we find mentioned a king Hsi-Ii Hu-ta-hsia-

U-t‘an, ^ ® M envoys with

tribute to China in A.n. 960 and in the Summer of 961.

He must have died before the end of the year last referred

to, for in the Winter of the same year, 961, tribute was

offered by a new king, ^ 35 (=SrI Oja?), who had

evidently succeeded him. Groeneveldt transcribes the name

in question Si-ri-hu-ta-hia-Ii-t‘an‘,^ Takakusu interprets it

as Sri Euta-harit or Sri Gupta-harita and Prof. Schlegel

gives the unlikely rendering Sri TJda Earxtan?

It is, however, clear to me that this king is unquestionably

the one mentioned in the ‘Ajaib quoted above, whose name

is restored hj'^ Van der Lith as “ Sri Hata-kala.” ^ By

comparison of this form with the Chine.se transcript Esi-U

Hu-ta Hsia-Ii-fan, we may infer that the^ original correct

name must have been something like Sri Rudraharita,

Hutakalada, Hutta-(or Hotra-)hala (or halidda), Hdahara,

etc. Accordingly, the Arabic transcript should perhaps be

amended into

As regards the synchronism of both the Chinese and

Arab records on the subject of the reign of the potentate

in question, there can be no doubt. Although Captain

Bozorg does not, in this instance, mention any definite

date, but vaguely refers the story concerning that king to

some time before the compilation of his work {circa a.d. 955),

we can judge from the fact that the stories he tells have

been mostly collected from the mouth of seamen during

the period between a.d. 901-9o 3,-'’ that the anecdote relating

to King Sri Ndta-kalah presumably belongs to the same

interval. As this same ruler, termed Sri Huta-halidan in

Sung history, must have died in .a.d. 960, or even a year

before that for the envoys he sent cannot have taken less

1 Op. cit., p- 188.

2 Op. cit., p. xlii.

3 T-mng-Vao, 1901, pp. 123-126.

‘ Op. cit., pp. 154. 207, 233.

^ See prelace to “ Merveilies de Plnde, p. ix.
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th.au one year to reach the Chinese capital (then at Pien-

liang, now K‘ai-feng Fu, in Honan),—it will be seen that

he may very likely have begun to reign, say, twenty or

thirty years before that event (or a.d. 980-940), thus

allowing ample time for the story concerning him to reach

Captain Bozorg's ear, so as to find a place in his book

by 955 A.u. or thereabouts. There seems, therefore, no

shadow of a doubt that the names Sri Hata-kalah and Sri

Huta-halidan refer to one and the same personage who was,

as the Cliinese and Arabic narratives respectively state, king

of San-fo-Gh‘i Sarbaza, Sri-P/inJn, or Palembang) and

Maharaja of Zabej. Hence, surely, Z£/&^'= Sumatra, with

capital at Sarhaza — Serira — Ssien - liu — Sri - Bhoja =
Palembang.*

Having thus, I venture to hope, proved ray contention,

it only remains for me to challenge the last argument to

which Van der Lith clings in order to justify his identi-

fication of the Zabej empire with the Island of Java.

From the fact that Captain Buzorg mentions^ Mnrhdwaud,

as a city of Zabej where amber (ambergris?) is

plentiful, he glibly twists that word into Mazafawld,

so as to be able to connect it with Majapdhit,

, 1- -..-si- ,1 the name of the famous medimval kingdom

in the eastern extremity of Java.^ IJis success in name-
changing may be judged by comparing his revised readino-

with the correct form of the toponymic last referred to,

as it occurs in the Javanese chronicles.^ But, apart from

this, to hold that the kingdom of MajnpahU alreadv

existed in Captain Bozorg’s time, that is to say, from the

first half of the tenth century— whereas its foundation

I .as he has to confers, V.an der Lith could not find in the lists of

the kiiifs id Java anv name appro.ji-h-iiir m the least to hi. SiJ Nata-kala, he

vet hold, a briet lor Java as heiii"- Z'hij, the .seat ot hi. puner '.ee .Merveilles

de riude,” p. 'JSS). -this .’ Javomaaia is, I am atraid, lueurable.

- < Ip. fit . p. L'O.

•I Ibid., iip. 2.31-232.
• , a u TV ,

•

4 See extract from Javanese chronicle printed by Dulaiirier in the .founia/

^siiUtiue for 1846, pp. 545-o46, whence I have taken the above form of

the name.
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is not in the Javanese chronicles themselves put down
earlier than a.d. 1253, and from Chinese records it may
be inferred to have taken place between a d. 1280 and

1203,*—is an anachronism for which Van der Lith finds

but poor justification.^ There is further the fact to face

that no ambergris is, that I am aware of, collected on the

Java coast or its immediate neighbourhood; the centre of

its collection and trade being of old, as unanimously stated

in both Chinese and Arab records, on the north coast of

Sumatra.^ Markatcand or Murkatvind, where amber— so says

' See Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 158, note. The History of the Yuan Dyna.^ty,

bk. 131, translated on the s.ame page, explicitly states that in 129 1 Riiden Vijaya

defended himself again-t his rival (Aji Kataug) .at .Majap.ahit, ••which place he

hadfonnued as a b.isis for his resistance.”

® The argument he brings forward in support of his iilea is, that accordina: to

Professor Kern, who bases his opinion on documents found on the Island of Javii

itself, there already e.xisted in .v d. 840 a king Vttii.,(ja-deia. who reigned

supreme at Majaprihit (*• ilerveilles de 1 Inde.” p. ''S'lo Put, I ask, is this

correct? For. according to Lassen's “ Indische Alterthuniskunde,” 1st ed.,

vol. iv, p. 48i, the very same kiug Cttmigudeva is mentioned m .an inscription of

aicertained date, viz A.n. 1291, where he claims to have subjected five kinis and

to be sovereign of the ‘Island of Java’—/.ufa-o'n/w— wliich geogiaphical

expression is to be taken as meaning, of course, merely the eastern part land

perhaps only the eastern end of the island. More evidence is therelore required

to substantiate Van der Lith's standptuut.

^ Sulaiman (a.d. 851) tells us that ambergris is found in the Sea of Marhand
(Bav of Bengal) during the south-west mousoon, and that a small quantity of

it is bartered for iron b> the natis'es of the L-nijalahi^ islands (JCikoliurs;.

(See Reinaud’s Relation,” etc., pp 11, 17.) The last particular is confirmed

nearly seven centuries later on by Birbos.i, who states that in the islands of

Xauacar (Yikobar) there is very irooil amljergris, which is convened to Malacca

and other places. Mandeislo (“• Toyage.s,” Am-terdam, 17’27, t. i, p. 81) names,

as far as Further India is c.incerued, Pegu and Bengal as places u hence the

best ambergris comes. Fei Hsin fa d. 143U) speaks ot a Lung-yen Hsii or

‘ Imbergris Island’ near the point of Achln, North-West Sumatr.i, which

Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 222, identifies with Pulo Rondo, but I myself with Pulo

Bras or Laniguyang—the l.nmpi-m [= l.ung-[pi]-yen] of old m.aps— where laige

quantities of ambergris were collected and brought for sale in the m.arket of

Sn-min-ta-la (Sumatra city), iling history, book 325. mentions ambergris

among the articles sent as tribute by Su-mCn-ta-la iGrocneveldt, op. cit.,

p. 214) ; and a passage trom the “ Pien-i-tien ” (presumably taken from records

ot the Ming dynastv) distinctly st,ites that Sii-nuii-fa-la is the country which

yields ambergris.’’ (See T onng-Fao, I'tOI, pp. 3-18, and 34o for 1 hinese text.)

The Tting-hli-gaiig-k‘ati (a.d. ISIS, tells us of the price of ambergris on the

Acheb (Achin) market (ibid
, p. 215.. From this evidence we see that the north

coast of Sumatra was the centre of the ambergris trade in mediaeval times

;

ilaiacca also sh.iring in it later on.

Van der Lith, however, adduces in corroboration of hi- theoi y a passage from the

Pasai Chromcle stating tliat the tributary countrie.s lying to the ea-t of Java used

to bring to Majapahit olfering- of their produce. amon,g which was ambi r. This

was, be it noted, alter ad. 1377, the date of conquest of those countries by

Majapahit, and has nothing to do with the period (a.d. 900-960) we are concerned
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the text, whether rightly or not corrected into ‘ ambergris
’

by the translator yet remains to be seen— is plentiful,

should consequently be looked for on that coast. If, on the

other hand, it is really a question of amber, we must then

locate that seaport either on the coast of Annam or on the

Gulf of Martaban.' Does not, in fact, Markdicand, by an

almost imperceptible alteration, thus (Martawand),

look for all the world as the very perfect simulachre of

Martaican or Martcmm, the usual way in which the name

Martaban is spelt by our early travellers ? I shall not,

however, allow myself, like my predecessors, to be led away

by phonetic resemblances, even although in this case the

conjecture is, after all, not so improbable.^ I may, per contra.

with. The Pasai Chronicle mentions the eastern countries referred to as beino-

Bandan, Siran (Ceram), and Larautuka (east poition of Flores); and names”
among other articles, nutmegs, cloves, and musk (see Marre’s "Histoire des

Hois de Pasey,” p. 98). This clearly shows that the amber, or rather ambergris,

must have come from the Moluccas (Tidore, etc.), which are, with Timor, the
nearest places on the east of Java where the .spermaceti whale and its product,
ambergris, occur. Sonnerat (vol. ii, p. 118) mentions amber as being found in
lo/o (Sulu). But prior to that period, i.e. a.d. 1377, when the Island of Java
was probably still a terra mcogmta even in the .\rchipelago and Van der Lith’s
Mazafau-id did not yet e.vist, except retrospectively in his im.-igmation, it is

very unlikelv that ambergris flowed thither and tound there a market.

' Amber is spoken of by Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 421) as being, apparently
from a very early period, 'obtained from mines in Lut-i (Upper Cliainpa) and'

indeed,
. --r— e ... .

i -

this <

98) va^nelv states
, ^

j

linnam and Tuhnan.” The chief source of supply in Indo-C'hin.a h.i.s. howeve.
been for centuries Upper Burma, where the Hu-Kong valley in which the Pauen-
tnung or ‘Amber Hills' are situated (in about 26'> 15' N. lat and 96° 30' E
long.) has long become famous for the golden resin. This was worked at Ava
a.s more recently at Mandalav, into beads for rosarie.s. various trinkets, and even
statuettes and boxes such as were found m the late king of Burma's treasure and
are now kept in the South Kensington Museum. The output of the Hu-Kono-
mines was, in 1896 97. about U cwts., valued at 2.330 lupees. It has, besides”

been noticed in other places in Burma (see “ kpper Burma Gazeiteer ” pt i’

vol. ii, 1900, pp. 294-29.5). Marini (< Delle Mis.doni,” etc, Rome lOfis’

pp. 69, 448) tells us how red amber was earned across from the kingdom of Ava
to Easteni Laos (IVieng Chan;, and thence forwarded, alwavs overland to
Tonkin. There is, in conclusion, nothing strange that there sho'uld be a market
for it, as well as for ambergris (.see preceding note

, on tbe Cult' of Martaban
I may here venture to notice how modem works of refeience, even the most
recent, are sadlv deficient in inform.ation about this and similar important
products ot Further India, the parhcnlars about whose history one is left to
lerret out for himself in the original literature.

2 Martaban (see p. 71 above) is recorded to have existed, as a city since
A.D, .576 ; and as a name of a district it may be men ,s!,)er •”
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point out that scarcely more than two and a half centuries

before Captain Bozorg, I-tsing (a.d. 671-695) tells us of a

State or district named Mo-chia-man, [=2[(thkahan,

Markahnn, Markaican), hitherto unidentified/ which may very

well be the same place as the Markdicand of the ‘Ajaib. As
this last is distinctly stated to be a city on the Island of Zdhej,

i.e. Sumatra, it is evidently only logical to look for it there,

and preferably on the north coast. Unfortunately, however,

I could not, so far, discover in that tract any place-name

resembling the one under consideration, although lower

down, on the east coast of the island, there exists a settle-

ment Makapan (on the west shore of Brouwer Strait or Selat

Panjang, just below the Ist parallel of Ji. lat.) that may
well represent I-tsiug’s Makkahan, but scarcely, I am afraid,

the ambergris trading centre Markdicuucl of the ‘Ajaib. In

any case, I trust to have conclusively demonstrated that

the proper site for the latter is to be fixed in the northern

portion of Sumatra, and not on the Island of Java.- And,

to meet Van der Lith on his own ground, I may point

out that if the ‘Ajiiib toponymic under discussion is really

to be read Maznfdicid or Mdjapdhit, such a name does just

as well occur on the east coast of Sumatra, where, in the

Langsar district not far south of Perlak, we have a Mdjapdhit

or Mdnjapdhit Kiver (450 yards wide, and at least six feet

deep in the entrance, but deeper within
j
with a village of

tlie same name.®

^ See Takakusu, op. dt.. pp. xxxix and 1.

^ The other nearest toponymies, that 1 ara aware of, would be Bakau'on, a village

about 8 miles up the Kateman River, Berhala Strait icm-a (f~ 16' X. lat.) ; tand

Mdhgonian, an islet lying a little noithward ot haguudi harbour, near the
southern coast of Suinatia. Professor Schlesrel, in T'ot(ng-Fao^ p. 121,

suggp.sts that Mot-ka-nuhi (Mo-chia-niau; may' be a trauscript of Marga-nia)i,

and cite.« Von de Wall’s Malay Dictionary tt> sliow that in Malay Margn iiiean^

* tribe ’ or ‘district ’
;
but thi?. is of very little help, eveu admitting theie existed

a district Mu)ga-}[anie i»o-caIied from the Mante tribe in Acheh), ol which theie

is no record. Maiga-Mante would, ot course, very closely rtprtStDt the Arabic

^fnrk'nvand [Marka)nant\ \ but uutil more evidence is fortliconuiig we caiiuut

accept such faiicilul etymologies. In nu opinion uaikdimud argues some (onn
like ^tLakavan^ Matgavun, Murtavun, ot which there are closely related ex.itn])]HS

ill the Archipelago : e g , the ^t'lkapayi alluded to above, Mayrn/mra in extreme
south-east Borneo (north of which, however, we have also a Margns'iri}. etc.

^ It may be objected that this place-name may ha\e been introduced hvie from
the famous Mdjapahif kingdom of .Ja^a; but who can tdi that the reierM' did
not happen, the name in question being transplanted tiom here to Ja5a r
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To wind up with the list of the place-names recorded by

ancient writers and supposed by modern scholars to represent

localities in Java, it only remains to mention Fo-shih-pn-ln,

^ ^ ^ (Jihoja-pura^), occurring in I tsing’s list of

countries in the Southern Sea. Takakusu * considers this

place as distinct from S>7 - Bhoja (Palembang), and

—

unmindful of the fact that I-tsing never mentions the

Island of Java, not even its supposed famous equivalent

ShFp'o, and never visited it in the course of his journeys

to the south— he attempts to connect it with the Boja

district and Boja-nagam settlement in East Java. Not

content with this, he even boldly surmises that “ we have

here perhaps the origin of the name 8n - Bhoja, for

Palembang was certainly a colony of Java.” The last

dogmatic assertion is only true in so far as concerns

the period following a.d. 1377, or thereabouts; and as

regards the name Sri-Bhoja, we shall see that, like many
others, it is more likely to have been introduced into Java

from Sumatra than vice versa?
^
In any case, for Sumatra we

have the proof in I-tsing that Sri-Bhoja existed on Sumatra

as a name for Palembang at least since a.d. 671, it being

further recorded under the form Sarbma by Sulaimiin in

A.D. 851; whereas as regards Java evidence has still to be

forthcoming for a still greater antiquity of the term Bhoja

or Sri-Bhoja there. To me Fo-shih-pu-Io or Bhoja-pnra
‘ Island,’ as I-tsing terms it, is merely the name of the

distiict, or particular township in which the capital B/wja

of the Sri-Bhoja—or simply Bhoja—Sme was situated;

and it is only by a misconstruction of I-tsing’s words that

Takakusu is led on to draw such a subtle distinction between

the two names.®

2 We have a Bojo island off the south coast of Ta„ah-B.Ua. on Si-berut

Strait, west coast ot Sumatra; a islet off the east con-tot li.iuffkn; a Baiur
Bav 'Koniusinno) on tlie we-t coast oi bumitra: a village on its noith coaw
ton Meraksa River. Telok SemawC . etc. ; bes.des „ &-I3cga city ami district do«

u

the west coast of the same island (Ta-pian-n.a-uli Bay,

,

3 Tbe onlv passage in wbicb the term to-ishin-pu~lo occurs is on

Takakusu’s translation. Theiein I-t>ing enumerates the 'island ’ '
P- 10 of

(ill realitv
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All the above, I feel sure, do away with the mistaken

ideas by which Arabists and Sinologists alike have always

states or districts) of the Southern Sea, counting, as he says, from the west, in
the following order (the identifications appended are my own) :

—

(1) T‘o-lu-shi island = Sdrus district, W. Sumatra.

,

(2) Mo-Io-yn country (which is now the country of Sri-Bhoja) s= Maldyu State,
south end of Malay Peninsula.

(3) Mo -‘ho -sin island (Bokkasin) = K". Sumatra (see Marre’s
“ Histoire des Rois de Pasey,” p. 27).

(4) Mo-ling island — Geriang^ west coast of Malay Peninsula.

(5) Tan-tan (more correctly T'a-i'a) — either Pulo Terutau or Trotto,

Langkawi group
; or Datu P«‘int, entrance of Panei River, east coast of

Sumatra ; or Batu Point, or Baru, on the equator, east coast of Sumatra.

(6) island = either Berha islet and river, Jambi district, east coast

of Sumatra
;

or Bemban^ on north-east extremity of Batang Island.

Singapore Stiait,

(7) F'o-U island = either the Frai or the Fulai district, west coast of Malay
Peninsula.

(8) K^U'hm island = either Knndur island, off east coast of Sumatra, below
Gelam Strait (0° 40' to 0° oO' N. lat.), or Pulo Gdlai-g, farther to the east.

(9) Fo~shih-pulo island = Bhojnpura district of Sri-Bhoja (Palembang).

(10) A-shan or O^shan island = either Asdhan district, east coast of Sumatra

(3° lat.), or Banju-Asin (or simply Asxn) River, close by the north of

the Palembang River ; or Asdkan district, south-east end of Sumatra,

5°31'S. lat.

(11) Mo-chia~man island = either Maknpan on Brouwer Strait, Bakaxcan on
Kateman River, or Mangoman (Magaman ?) island at the southern end of

Sumatra.

As may be seen from the list just transcribed, I-tsing follows but casually the

order he proposed hiraselt ; but at all events he begins at the westernmost point,

i.e. Bfirus, ending at about the easternmost, i e. Fo-'ihik-pu-lo (Palembang)
and Mo-shia-man (may be Mangoman); his general course being from 2s.W.
to S.E. And yet Taliakusii has managed to drag in Pulo Condore and Java !

A glance at Prote'Sor SchlegePs later attempts to identify the above places in

the T’oung-Fao for I9‘'l, pp. 109-121, will show that the equivalents he
suggests aie likewi'e untenable on some one or other ground. But to revert to

our subject. In the above list I-tsing does not at all mean, by 2so. 2.

Srl‘Bhoja, as Takakusu would have us to believe
;
but merely intends to refer

to Maldyu^ which, during his time, or at some later date, became part of

Srl-Bhoja (Palembang). Malayu, we have seen, was 15 days’ sail from Palem-

hang, and stood on the southern extreme of the Malay Peninsula, i.e. westward,

according to I-tsing’s notion, of Palembang ; hence, why should be, in alluding

to it, include with it Palembang, which should come at about the end of his li^t

among the easternmost countries ? This point settled, it will be evident that the

real ^ivl-Bhoja I-tdng had in mind is Xo. 9, i.e. Fo-shili-pxi~lo or Bhoja-pu')

a

(Palembang). This was the capital, the principal district of the sovereign State ;

Mo-lo-yii was but a dependency of it. The disiinction that Takakusu is so

anxious to draw between S) l-Bhoja and Bhoja-pwa as being two entirely separate

localities i^in order that he may drag in some little bit of the Java ol his heait)

is, therefore, utterly absurd, and in absolute contradiction with both the tenour

and spirit of l-tsing's text.
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sought to connect Zahej and She-p‘o with Java, and

unimpeachable evidence will be required to the contrary

to prove their pet, but I am afraid now hopeless, thesis.

Prom the fact of its lying so far away in the southern

seas, Java evidently remained completely ignored, or but

vaguely known to the Chinese and Arabs, until well-nigh

the end of the thirteenth century a.d.
;

while as regards

Javanese domination it did not spread beyond the limits of

the island itself until about a.d. 1377, the approximate date of

the Javanese conquest of Palembang and other neighbouring

insular States in the Archipelago. It is therefore idle

to talk of Javanese transoceanic empires before that date.

For all evidence to hand concurs in showing that the

power which was supreme in the Archipelago at an earlier

period and became famous in Arabic literature under the

name of Zahej had its centre in Sumatra, and precisely

at Palembang, at least as far back as the date of I-tsing’s

arrival there (a.d. 671). Prior to that the seat of power

may have stood further to the north, as would appear from

the Pagar-ruyung inscription of a.d. 656 already referred to,

and from some circumstantial evidence tending to show
that the paramount ruler may have resided somewhere in the

Jambi or even Indragiri district. In a.d. 631-640 we get

from Yuan-chwang dim echoes of his Tamana-, or Yabnna-

dvipa, which may be one and the same with the Yava or
Prathama-Yava State of the inscription just referred to

Before that, again, we have a Chinese tradition, or rather

legend, which shall be referred to further on, accordino- to

which the eastern limit of the Sumatran empire was at

8an-fo-ch‘i, viz. Palembang, while the western extended to

India (extra-Gangem, i.e. Peninsula), thus inducing one to

infer that its centre must have stood on the northern part of

Sumatra. Still retracing our footsteps into the remote past,

and taking note en passant of Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p‘o-t‘i, Jaba-

defsa ?), or Yabadiu, we reach our goal in Ptolemy’s labadiii

or Sabadiu at the very dawn of the first century of our era.

The sequel is perfectly consistent throughout with historical

as well as geographical and ethnological evidence, as will
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now appear, after the field has been cleared of all imaginary

resemblances which have been set up by our predecessors.

We may therefore now proceed unhampered on our way to

discuss his data and turn them into useful building material.

IV. Ptolemy's labadiu.

According toPtolemy’s geographical data, rectified as shown
in our tables, the position of the transverse axis of labadiu or

Sabadiu becomes fixed between long. 104° 21' E. and lat.

1° 51' S. on the west; and long. 105° 48' E. and lat. 1° 33' S.

on the east
;
thus embracing tbe area intervening between the

eastern seaboard of the Jambi district abreast of Pulo Beda-

wang, and the north coast of Bangka until a little beyond

the eastern point of entrance to Kelabat Bay. Allowing for

a slight error in excess of longitude, we may shift these two

extremities of the axis of labadiu a little back until the

eastern one coincides with the eastern seaboard of the Jambi

district in lat. 1° 33' S. as indicated, when the western one

will fall on the Tambesi River (the principal tributary, from

the right, of the Jambi) ; and we shall then have pretty

nearly the whole width of the Jambi district included

within the limits of the Ptolemaic labadiu. How far this

island extended, in the conception of our author, northwards

and southwards of the axial line just now determined, he

left us no data to judge by. Alt the same, from the oldest

available reproductions—or imitations—of his maps, it may
be argued that the axis above referred to was the major one,

i.e., that it represented, according to his notions, the length

of the island, its width being reckoned by him about one-

half of that. There can thus be no doubt that his conception

of the extent of the island was far short of reality
;
although

it may be pleaded in extenuation of his shortcomings in this

respect that if, as we have suggested, the insular groups of

the Barusai, Sabadeibai, and Sindai scattered, according to

him, off the west coast of his labadiu, both on the north and

south, really represent portions of the west coast of Sumatra
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(i.e. respectively the Barus, Padang, and Indrapura districts)

mapped separately by him under the impression that they

were distinct islands, and not contiguous parts of a single

whole, of which his labadiil was but the mutilated torso,

his share of responsibility in the matter would then be

considerably reduced. For his error would then merely

consist in his having handed down to us the tradition of

these disjecta membra instead of a compact, connected

whole. In thus proceeding he was naturally misled by his

informants, who were not as yet sufficiently acquainted with

Sumatra to perceive that its coast stretched in an unbroken

line for 960 miles from north to south. ^ And this ignorance

of the real extent of the island continued, as we have seen,

for over eleven centuries after him, ending, as far as the

European world was concerned, with Marco Polo—who, first

of all known travellers, no longer spoke of those portions of

' As regards those iaformants, they were, lihe the later travellers, Arab and
Chinese, misled in their own turn by the peculiar style of numenclature followed

by the natives in designating the various portions of the southern Asiatic continent

and Archipelago. It is important to remember that Orientals—I speak especially

of those ol Further India—have no generic terms, nor ever thought or felt the
necessity of inventing them, not only for the great divisions of the earth’s surface
(continents, regions, peninsulas, etc.), but even for the less extensive tracts ot

land (such as e.g. large islands, isthmuses, etc.). The only words their scantv
Tocabularv supplies them with for denoting the multifarious teatuies lust referred

to are at the very outside three, viz., one meaning ‘ land ’ [sthana, t’hana, tumh,
etc.); the second meaning ‘country’ or ‘kingdom’ [rastra, rattha, re, etc.’,

in some instances, and in others nigara, uegii, nngor, nei/,hdn, etc., ’which
signifies at the same time the capital); the third meaning ' island

dipa, dw, dill, piilo, Vkoh, hoh, etc.), which is, however, applied to the smallest

islands only. The Chinese have very ambiguous terms: (I; chou, = an

islet, a department or political division, province, district; (2) chon,
, an islet,

a continent; (3) shan, [Ij,
meaning a mountain, a hill, a mountain range, as

well as an island; and (4) hm, meaning an island, generally of small

the terms almost exclu-ively used are : tanah for

TV, land, territory ;“ and pido (replaced in some parts by
^

land (of a small size). The terra Mcvri = counlrv, region, territorv’ state'' ”
' It IS with this

V . . . s

size. In the Archipelago

country,

Mtion! capital, city, is but seldom used. It is with this very limited lingiihthai

stock-in-trade that the populations ot Further India have to m.et all ex%encies

of geo>rraphical nomenclature in so tar as the designation of parts „t the earth’s

surtace are concerned. But for the largest ot these parts they ha,e not, as

I remarked, generic names : they simply rest content by calling each of their

smaller divisions (country, realm, district, by a certiiin .spccihc name, leaving the
whole to go down nameless to Eiiigkeit, quite unconcerned. Who has ever

heard, for instance, that Orientals ever devised a name for say. Asia; that Indus
ever had a coniprehcBsive name for the Indian reninsula, or the Chinese t(*r
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Sumatra as separate islands, but as of contiguous kingdoms
—whereas it continued for some time to be handed down
in both Arabic and Chinese literature. One redeeming

China; that native designations ever existed for the whole of, say, Indo-China, or
the Malay Peninsula, or the Archipelago and its various sections? Xor is this
all. When we come to islands (except of the very smallest size) we find no
one collective name for them as a whole, but distinct designations for each
distinct ethnographical or political division of them. When speaking of Ceyion
(see pp. 1380-382) I have shown that yaga-dlpa, which has been taken bv
some writers as a quite distinct island, was really a portion of Ceylon

; and from
this example I am led to doubt as to whether there really was a comprehensive
name for the whole island, those hitherto believed to be such {Sikaia,
Tambapanni^ Manuiipa^ Ratmdnpa^ etc.) being but, perchance, specific

designations for distinct portions (or districts) of the island. But reverting to the
Archipelago, it is of the greatest importance to point out that no island of any
considerable size ever had a comprehensive name denoting the w’hole of it.

It is with Europeans, and with Europeans alone, that originated the terms
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Madura, Bali, Lombok, Sumbitwa, Flores, Celebes, etc.,

as comprehensive names for those cou'iderable islands. The natives never thought
of inventing a comprehensive designation for each of them, but merely denoted
each particular district of them by a specific name of ‘ T^mah so and so/ ie.
‘ So-and-so’s Land.’ It would be too long to give here e.vamples; the respectable
list of names sometimes belonging to a single island (mistaken by many of our
geographers for alternative designutious for tht nhole of that particular island,

whereas they merely denote distinct porti'-ns of it) are sufficient proof of mv
assertion. To give but two instances, take e.g. Flores, variously known a’s

J^ndly Mangerat, Larantuka \ and Lombok, known besides as Salaparang (or

Selaparan), Tdnah Sl>>ak. etc.—all names of particular districts or ethnographical
sections of them! And these are but medium-sized islands. Just thiuk, now,
what would happen with large islands like Sumatra, Java, and Borneo. The
names the foreign traveller would hear would be as many as the sections of
the island where he would happen to land. And in the event of his not being
sufficiently acquainted with the entire coast of each section so as to know that ail

are part and parcel of one and the same island, he would be led to infer that it is

a que-stion of a group of distinct islands and not of a single one. On the other
hand, should the foreign traveller alluded to chance to land at a single point
of a certaii) island and learn the name by which that particular section of the
island is called by the natives, he would be led to think this to be the denomination
applied to the whole of that island. This is exactly what occurred with the early

Western travellers, to whom the whole of the islands of Sumatra and Borneo
became so known from a single district on either of them ; while, on the contrary,
Java and Sunda struck them as two separate islands (though being both districts

of Java), because they happened to land at places situated on either of these

districts. The same occurred to the early Chinese navigators, who, as we havu
seen, thought Sumbawa and Sangar (both on Sumbawa l'>laud) to be two distinct

islands, and took many a district on the Malay Peninsula. Sumatra, and Borneo
to be all iislands. Absolutely identical was the case with the Arab>, who likewise

regarded Bdmnl (Lambri), Smbaza (Palembang), and other places (all parts of

k^umatra), as so manv islands. It may therefore be argued with sufficient reason
that Ptolemy’s inlormants were under the same impression, whence bis mistake,
as referred to above. And it will be seen furthermore that tho-'C hkhIltu writers

who translate Trntah MuFign by ‘ Malay Penin.-^ula,* l^o~lo by Borneo, and so
forth, meaning, of course, the whole of such great territorial entities as actuahv
understood by us under such names, are not onlv showing ignorance of the
nature and spirit of native geographical terminology, but unconsciously
misleading the unwary reader.
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feature with Ptolemy is, however, the fact of his having

handed down to us from so remote a period the record of

so many districts of Sumatra Island (Barus, Saba, Sinda or

Sunda or Indrapura), and last, but not least, of the capital

of its paramount kingdom, Argyre, which, corresponding, as

we shall see, to the present Acheh, demonstrates at any rate

that he had some idea as to the extent of the island so far

westward.

But passing on now to a more minute investigation of the

nature and purport of the term labadih or Sabadiu, he has

recorded as the (in reality, only middle and northern

portions) Island of Sumatra, we at once find ourselves

puzzled by the derivation he gives of its name. For his

statement is most explicit on this point: the term in question

means, he tells us, ‘ Island of Barley ’
:

“ 'la^aUov

(rj Sa^aBlov), o ffij/iaivet. vrjcro!;.”'^ This apparent

crux need not, however, disconcert us. He here again

repeats what his informants were told on the subject by

the early Indii traders. And we know from experience

gained during the course of the present inquiry that genuine

scientific etymology, as now understood by us, is not, or at

least was not in the old days, the forte of Oriental peoples,

no more, indeed, than it was even about a century ago

with ourselves. W hen the origin of a particular term was
obstinately puzzling and could not readily be detected,

the course adopted by those good people was to invent

one to suit their taste and fancy. Throughout the pre-

ceding pages we have met with many an example of such

amusing etymologies, concocted on the lines laid down in

the “ Diversions of Purley ” by some Oriental Horne

Tooke. In the case in point, then, it is not difficult to

guess what actually did happen. The early Indu traders,

being at a loss to account for the meaning of the racial

term Jarci or C‘ha>cd they found applied to a certain section

— the most enterprising and progressive— of the native

population of Northern and Eastern Sumatra, somewhat

“ Geographia,’’ lib. vii, ch. 2, § 29.
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misled, as we shall see directly, hy the chance coincidence

of a peculiarly large kind of millet growing there, evolved

ipso facto a derivation from Yava, ‘harley,’i corroborating it,

moreover, with a legend which we give below, invented

ad hoc as their kinsmen and followers have done for other

ethnonymics or toponymies in various parts of Further

India.^ And it goes without saying that the rude and
Ignorant natives—dazzled by the many-sided lore possessed

by some of those early traders and emigrants, and hy the

Brahmans and Buddhist monks, who naturally in the course

of time followed in their wake—accepted all they were told as

gospel, just as we had occasion to notice in other countries

of the same region.^ Ignorant of their own origin, owing
to the absence as 3'et of written records, they gladiv' accepted

those which the cultured foreigners had fabricated for them

—exactly as many a Western parvenu accepted the pedigree

that some shrewd genealogist had traced back for him to

the Crusades, to Charlemagne, or to the knights of the

Round Table.

And now to the legend above referred to. I must preface

it, however, with the remark that it comes to us, clad in

poetic garb, from the Island of Java, although there is

scarcely any doubt that it has migrated thither from

Sumatra, together with the term Java or Yava with which

it is indissolubly connected. Perhaps it may be yet possible

to trace it in the last-mentioned island. It is to the following

eflfeet :

—

A king of Hastinapura (on the Ganges), bj’ the name of

Aji-Saka, was the first Indu adventurer who reached Java,

' The Sung History (bk. 489) positively states of San-fo-ch‘i [Sat baza or

Palembang), under the date a.d. 905, that “ the country does not produce barley,

but rice and green and yellow peas” (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 1»7).

- The form Yacuna, another lueus a uon Ineendo derived from the same
words Java or C'bau-d, in the north of Indo-China (see above, pp. 128, 150),

was probably also circulating in the south, if it were the real prototype of

Hwen-tsang’s Yen-tvo-na {Yabahd {Yj

;

see pp. 463-404).

See e.g. p. 266 above, as regards the legend about king Sagara in Southern

Campa.
^ See Winter & Roorda’s ‘‘ .tdji Saka,” Amsterdam, 1857 ; Annales de

CExtreme Orient, Paris, 1880, t. ii, p. 293, etc.
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then called Nu^a Mendang^ and peopled by Raksasas.

Finding there an edible kind of grain called Yava or Jam,

be changed the name of the island into Nma Java. Having

in due course subdued the cannibal Raksasas, he founded

cities, taught the people to write, and established the Saka

Era, so called after him, in a.d. 78.^

To prove that all this is mere invention, it will suffice to

point out that the allusion is to the mythical Indu king

Salivahana, the fabled founder in India of the so-called

Saka or Salivahana Era, which does not seem to have come

into use until several centuries later than the initial year

of that era.® The only scintilla of truth embodied in the

legend just referred to lies apparently in the reference

made to the grain found growing on the island, which.

t Java is alleo-ed to have been known, at a stil! more remote period than when

the Indu immigration took place, as Kma Moro-horo, or ‘Desert Island,’ and

Kim Kendeng"^ ot ‘Island of the mountain-ranges’ (see Dulamier in Journal

Aiiatigue
'

1817, p- 244). Its capitals are said to have been successively at

Kurivan
' Jangola (or Jahgiila), Mendang KamuUn, AMna (Hastinat), Gihng

Wfsi Tamaran (in the vicinity of the piesent Buitenzorg, south of Bataiia ;

A.D. 'l280-13d6 ?), MdJapShlt (a.d. 1356-1475, or 1280-1475 1), and Demak

(1475-1478 ?). There can be no doubt, however, that several of these cities

coexisted contemporaneously as capitals of separate states.

» The Javanese Saka era has not for several centuries corresponded with

the orio-inal, owing to the defective lunar calendar adopted there, it is said,

in A D 1633. The divergence from the Indu Saka amounts at present to four

vears in excess This led some writers to infer that the Javanese era began in

'a d 74 which does not seem to be the case. The Jiivane.se envoys to (.'i.ina are

related in Ming history i.bk. 324) to have presented “ a letter stating that their

Vino’dora had been founded 1*^76 years be^ore, that in the hist year ot the

TiPruid yuan-k‘ang of the Emperor Hsuaa of the Him dynasty (b.c 65)
”

Foroeneveldt, op. cit.. p. 16.3). However, 1432-I3i 6 — A.m .56, a discrepancy

which Groeneveldt, loc. cit., is at a loss to account for. Probably there is an

preoT of 101) in excess in the number of years stated as having elap-ed from tlie

4.,iindation of the kingdom, which should in this case be read 1276 instead of

1376 when we should obtain 1432-1276 = a.d. lob. But the error may be of

sev^erkl hundreds of years as far as we know ;
and evidently not only the .Javanese

whH d the reckoning, but also the Chmpe who went on comparing dates with

their own chronology, were not mathematicians.

3 “ In Northern India the_ earliest inscription which is avowedly dated

p thp Saka eta is that dated Saka 784 at Deogarh in the Lalitpur subdivision

o“ the Jhansi District” (Vincent A. Smith in Journal PogA Socetg

for January 1903, pp. 36-37). Earlier inscription, in M estern I„dia maybe

dated in the same era. but this is by no means certain just yet. In Kamboja,

twever, the Saka era appears on inscnptmns as early as a m 629
, in Champa

even earlier (a.d. 479-577) : and m Burma in a.d. 610 (Euzeik pagoda inscription

at Pagan).
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though not barley, but being presumably of a size similar

to barley, was nevertheless called Yam, i.e. ‘barley’ (this

being its Sanskrit name),* by the Indu immigrants (and

not by the natives) in order, as we pointed out, evidently

to obtain a source from which to trace the derivation

of the name Java or C'hated borne by the population of

the island. Ptolemy’s mention of the meaning currently

ascribed in his time to the term Java or C‘haicd proves

two things, and very important withal, viz.
; (1) that

in his time Indu immigrants had already settled on the

island and concocted the etymology, with very probably

also the accompanying legend in a similar form to that

referred to above ;
and (2) that the island in which these

events occurred was Sumatra (the northern half of it

corresponding to his labadiu), and not Java. It follows,

therefore, that both etymology and legend must have

originated in Sumatra, whence they were in the course

of time introduced into Java as I have shown.

But there is yet one more clue to show that the cradle

of those linguistic and myth-making feats was really

Sumatra. Such a clue is, in my opinion, to be found in the

account of the voyage, seemingly not so fabulous as has

hitherto been thought, of the Greek traveller and writer

lambulus, preserved to us by Diodorus Siculus at the end

of the second book of his Universal History.^ Therein it

is stated in the words of lambulus himself, whose account

Diodorus has transcribed at some length, that lambulus,

having been made a slave by the .3?thiopians, was sent away
by his captors with a companion in a boat which carried

them to a happy island in the Eastern seas. After seven

years’ stay in this island they were ejected by the natives,

whereupon having fitted a skiflf they set sail, and after

a voyage of four months reached the sandy shallows of India

(Sunderbands ?). Thence lambulus alone (his companion

^ Java is the Telugu name tor H^rdeum Jtexastichum (see Forbes Watson’H
“ Index to Indian Plants,” p. 219, s.t.) ;

and everj where else in India Jai\
Yavttj or Yavala mean some variety of barley.

” Bibliotheke,” lib. ii, ch. 57.
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having got drowned while attempting to land) was carried

away by the inhabitants to Polibothra (Pataliputra), many
a day’s journey from the sea. At length, after sever^

incidents, he safely arrived in Greece, where he committed
all his adventures to writing.

The happy island in the Eastern seas on which lambulus
had made so lengthy a stay has been supposed by some to

be Ceylon, despite the fact that the space of four months
stated to have been occupied in the passage thence to the

Gangetic Delta well argues that it must have lain far more
remote from the shores of India, and should therefore be
sought for in the Eastern Archipelago. The description

given of it suits remarkably well with Sumatra, especially in

the particular points of thermal springs,* of the sun shining
straight overhead and the polar star becoming invisible,^

of the natives having their ears bored,® of a deadly grass,^

etc. The circuit of the mysterious island is stated to be but
5,000 stadia, equal to about 500 miles, which would be, of
course, far too short for Sumatra; but as it is added that

there are seven more islands close by of the same size, it

is very probable that these islands are, as in other instances

inquired into by us, merely adjoining districts of Sumatra.

* Sulaiman (see Eeinaud, op. cit., p. 21) mentions a hot well at the foot of the
volcanic mountain near Zabej.

“ Marco Polo notices the same fact of Java SDnor (Sumatra) in general and of
the State of Samara (Sumatra) on its north coast in particular, adding when
he reached Comari (the country about Cape Komorin, in the extreme south of
India) that something could he seen there of the North Star, which he had not
been able to see since reaching Lesser Java. Odoric records, when speaking
of Lamori (Lambri, N.W. Sumatra), that he had lost sight of the North Star^
As regards the sun being straight overhead, I-tsing mentions (Takakusu, op cit

'

pp. 143-144) that no shadow is cast at midday by the gnomon at Srl-Bhoia
during the etjuinoctial periods.

3 Nicolo Conti says of Taprobana or Soiamuthera (Sumatra) : “ The ears both
of the men and women are very large in which they wear earrings omampTit.pd
with precious stones” (Major’s “ India m the Fifteenth Century,” pt a „ ^
He does not in the slightest refer to this custom when speaking of the Greater
Java, i.e. Java proper.

, .

* Ipoh or Upas tree. Odonc speaks of trees bearing a terrible poison in
mtem, Fanthen, or CaJamak kingdom on Old Singapore Strait see
p. 537). Fei-hsin (a.d. 1436) says of Am or Ham, east coast of Sumatra
‘ ‘ Every man carries a bow and poisoned arrows to protect himself ” (Groeneveldt
op. cit., p. 217).
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In such a case, the coastline of these districts joined together

would give us a total not much inferior to the circuit of

Sumatra.

The truthfulness of the above description appealed before

this to a Portuguese gentleman alluded to by Ramusio as

well acquainted with the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago,

who had no hesitation in identifying as Sumatra the happy
island that had hospitated lambulus.'

But there is more yet. The alphabet in use among the

natives of that elysium is described as consisting of seven

characters, each of which is capable of undergoing four

different transformations, so as to produce in the aggregate

twenty-eight letters or logograms. The important information

is moreover added that the order followed by the writing is

from top to bottom—all features that stamp that system of

graphology as peculiar to Sumatra. The Battak there have,

in fact, and from time immemorial, a system of writing

disposed in vertical columns from top to bottom and then

from left to right.^

' Kamusio’s “Navigationi et Viaggi,” 1563 ed., vol. i, pp. 174 seqq. Lassen

understood the island of Tambulus to be Bali ; but Colonel Wilford declared

for Sumatra. And yet Lucian, in his “Verae Historiae” (i, 3), summarily

pilloried lambulus along with Ktcsias as a writer of fables. But the same
happened with Marco Polo, Mendez Pinto, and other travellers, whose generally

veracious stories the We-stern world would not believe until very recently, when
they could be verified.

“ Lacouperie rashly argued on this sole ground that Batta writing “ is

undoubtedly a degraded type of Indian descent, through the old Eawi of Java”
(‘‘Beginnings of Writing,” London, 1894, p. 93). But how did he know that

the famous Kawi originated in Java, and was not on the contrary introduced

thither from Sumatra, undoubtedly the stepping-stone through which Indu

civilization reached Java? Batta writing may therefore be, not the degenerate

type, but the fossilized prototype of the Kawi which afterwards attained so

perfect a development in Java (and perhaps, before that, in Sumatra itself).

What survived in the mountain fastnesses of the Batta country is very likely the

embryonic form of that writing, as employed in the remotest days all over

Sumatra. This, oiving to the comparatively isolated condition of the Battas,

could continue to be handed down unchanged, from generation to generation,

amongst them, whilst undergoing steady improvement in the lowlands nearer the

seaboard. As to the Battak being acquainted with this system of writing from

a very early period, there can be no doubt, for their magic-books, written on bark
and recording various stories and events, are very ancient. A system of writing

similar to theirs seems to have been in favour all over the Archipelago. The Tagals
in the Philippines employed fifteen characters, of which twelve were consonants

and three vowels, that served as five, and wrote from top to bottom “ on canes

{bamboos].” (See De Morga’s ‘‘Philippine Islands,” London, Hakluyt Soc.,
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And now we come to the most essential point for us.

Diodorus refers, always following lambulus, to a large kind

of grain growing on the island where the latter resided.

This grain Eamusio’s Portuguese informant thought to be

either Indian corn or a large variety of millet used as an
article of food in the East Indies. We thus have, I think,

in lambulus’ statement, the oldest link— dating from the

end of the second century b.c.— in the chain connecting
the notion as to the existence of a large kind of grain on
Sumatra with the spurious etymology contrived in order to

account for the name Java or C‘hau:a of the race that
inhabited it, and with Ptolemy’s consequent explanation of
the term labadiu or Java, Tava-dvlpa, as ‘Island of Barley.’

The falsity of that derivation is clearly shown from the
fact of Ptolemy having also put on record the alternative

designation Sabadiu, from which we may legitimately infer

that although the fictitious etymology Tava-dvipa, with the
legend attached to it, was already current in his time, the
real name Java, C'hawa, of the island (derived from that of
the race that held supremacy over it) was, on the other
hand, by no means unknown.

I trust, therefore, to have conclusively proved that the
names Java, Yava, etc., with the various stories, partly
genuine and partly invented, connected with them, were
peculiar to Sumatra (especially its northern part) long
before they became localized in Java, whither they were
imported from the former island. Sumatran civilization

brought about by Indu influence, is, beyond doubt far
older than the Javanese. Not only is there evidence as to
Sumatra having been already known, and perhaps settled

by the early Phoenician traders at a no less remote epoch

1868, pp. 294-5.) The Bhimas of Sambawa wrote, it appears lil-ewk^
Prinsep {Journal Society of Bengal, 1837, toI. vi, p 470 ) fonnii
lambulus’ descriptioii of the writing in his mysterious island exact and tni7
Lacouperie (“ Beginning of Writing ”), who at first (p. 94) doubtfnllx-
suggested Ceylon as its location, inclined in the end (p. 197) “ in favour of
Sumatra-Java, which, as known at present, were not separated in antiquity ” r p 1

1

And he winds up by declaring that “at the end of the second century i> the.
Greek lambulus described rather accurately, as a writing of that island, the Kawi
.syllabary originally from India.”
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than five, if not more, centuries before the Christian era;*
but all indications concur in showing that the civilization

See Park Harrison’s note on “ Phoenician Characters from Sumatra ” in the
Journal Anthropological Institute, April, 1875 (vol. iv, Ho. 2), pp. 387-388,
where the writer compares Rejang writing on ancient bamboo tablets, such as is
still in use in the districts of Rejang, Lemha, and Pasumah, with Phoenician
characters, finding an identity in form in nearly the whole of the letters. Both
in Java and^ Sumatra—he proceeds to say, on the authority of Raffles ‘ History of
Java,” p. 85) andMarsden (“Sumatra,” p. 3, note, 2nded.)—“written traditions,
mixed with fable, refer to tbe arrival of ships in remote times, and at two
different epochs, from the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf—in the one case at
a time when vessels still coasted round the Bay of Bengal ; in the other, in the
age of Alexander, who is said to have built a bridge ‘ in the sea,’ which may mean
that ships commanded by some of his officers arrived direct from India. Three
of his descendants are also said to have become kings of Palembang, etc. The
ships would have been manned principally by Phoenician sailors.” Laeouperie
(“Beginnings of Writing,” p. 77) did not seem to believe in a connection
between Rejang and Phoenician characters. The question, however, was revived
almost immediately after his death, in “ Archseologia Oxoniensis,” part vi (1895),
pp. 297-303, where the Rejang characters are declared, on tbe evidence of
specialists such as Renan and Professor Sayce, to be not only clearly Phoenician
in form, but presenting marks of adaptation that point to Greek influence, such
as might have been exerted on Tyrian epigraphy during the course of Hearchus’
voyages. Dr. Heubauer is stated, in fact, to consider the shapes of the letters as
those of the fourth or fifth century b.c., which would synchronize closely with
the destruction of Tyre and the deportation of the Tyrian sailors to India. Some
of the vessels built by the Phoenician shipwrights who were deported to the
Indus for that purpose, it is surmised, may have proceeded southwards, in
which case it would seem not unlikely that the Tyrian crews of some of them may
have seized the opportunity of regaining their freedom, and either themselves
have followed the old trade-route to the East, or, if they arrived there in ships
commanded by Greek officers, may have deserted and acquired a new home in
Sumatra

; and so the Phccnician characters would have been introduced in the
districts now perhaps inhabited by their JIalayo-Polynesian descendants. It is

further urged that after the successful voyage of Hearchus and Ouesicritus in
ships built by those Phoenician shipwrights, from the Indus to the mouth of the
Tigris, and the narration by the former of his adventures to Alexander at Susa
(end of February, n.c. 324), a long interval elapsed (15 months), during which
both captains disappear entirely from the scene. They are heard of again shortly
before the death of Alexander, who, according to Plutarch (confirmed by Quintus
Curtius), was met by Nearchus on his approach to Babylon, and on the second
day of his fatal illness heard from him the history of his voyage on the ocean,

from which, it is eaid, he had returned. Quintus Curtius writes, in fact

(lib. X, ch. 1), in a brief allusion to the meeting, that Alexander had ordered

Hearchus and Ouesicritus to proceed on a more distant voyage, and this is what
Hearchus, or both of them, related to their sovereign just before he died (June,

323 E c.). Although Dean Vincent supposed this to refer to the coasting voyage,

it is possible that a second voyage is alluded to, the inducement to which may
have been .supplied by an account of an Arab pilot, met with, as we know, by
Hearchus on the coast of Gedrosia, and who rendered him important serticos in

navigating his ships.

See also Geographical Journal, 1896, p. 659; and Asiatic Quarts rhj Revieu.',

January, 1896, pp. 202-3, for reviews and notices. Burnell’s “South Indian
Paleography,” 2ad ed., pp. 3, 7, 9 ; Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc., January, 1897,
p. 60 ; etc., for sundry remarks and allusions.

I am, however, of opinion that Phoenician navigators were acquainted with
the north coast, at least, of Sumatra even long before the time of Alexander,
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introduced into the Archipelago from Southern India

travelled on to Java by way of Sumatra, so that this

latter was, so to speak, its first centre,^ and acted as a

stepping-stone to its further progress towards the more
outlying islands. Even as regards the Kawi (or Kavi)

alphabet, acknowledged on all sides to have originated from
Southern India, its Sumatran types have been recognized

to be slightly archaic as compared with those of Java,^

a fact arguing that they must have been adopted in

Sumatra before reaching Java.

The “San-ts‘ai T‘u-hwei” (by Wang K‘i, pub. 1607)
has preserved to us an account of a Sumatran State called

although the characters in question (which include Cypriote forms found in
inscriptions at Citium, their introduction being acconnted for from the fact of
there having been Cypriotes among the crews of Nearchus’ fleet) may have
really reached Sumatra later on through some one or other cause. Burnell
(op. cit., p. 3) is disposed to concede that the Phoenicians who voyaged for
Solomon came to Soutnem India at least, and dates their commercial intmcourse
with India from the seventeenth century b.c. (p. 9), adding that it must have
ceased, in a direct way, full five hundred years b.c., if not more (p. 9). I go
stiU further, and have good reason to maintain that Aclieh or DacKeh,^i'Ta-sKik
of the Chinese, so often confounded by them with Tajxha or Arabia, was almost
undoubtedly, if not exactly the Biblical Tarshish, at any rate a Phoenician
settlement named after it ; the famous Ophtr lying not very far away, to wit
on the Malay Peninsula (Khryse), or near the northern shore of the Gulf of
Martaban (Khryse Khora, with its city Sahara, the Suvarijabhimi of Buddhist
fame). Again, in the name of Pani or Panel, east coast of Sumatra, we may
have a relic of the terms JPunt, Funit, Fani, Ftini, ipoTvi(, transplanted here bv
the Futii or Phoenicians themselves. I cannot afford space to enter here on the
long discussion that the treatment of such a question would entail

; hence I
propose to deal with it separately elsewhere. Suffice, however, to have thrown
out the hint and foreshadowed a novel probable solution for the Ophir problem
Johab, Javan, and Sheba, or at all events counterparts of them created by the
Phoenician settlers in Further India, can easily be detected in Jaba (North
Sumatra) and Saba or She-p‘o (Malay Peninsula and Burma), while in Malacca
if the name, as we have previously noticed, is really ancient as it seems, we may-
have the toponomastic indication of an ancient Phoenician settlement named after
(or for the same reasons as) Malaea on the coast of Spain. And with this we
must stop for the present.

I Skinner in his “ Eastern Geography ” says : “ It was by the great rivers of
Palembang. Jambi, Indragiri, and Kampar, before whose embouchures these
islands [of the Johor Archipelago] lie, that the Hindus of Ceylon and Southern
India must have gradually earned civilization into the interior of Southern
Sumatra. The Indragiri, in particular, appears to have been crowded with
Hindu-Malay settlements” (quoted by Dennys, op. cit., p. 221). However
neither the author here nor indeed anyone else who ha.s so far treated of these
matters has ever understock the part played by the north coast of Sumatra
especially the Acheh district, in the transmission of that civilization See
the sequel of the text above, and the section devoted to Ptolemy’s ArgyrI
following next.

* See BumeU’s “South Indian Palaeography,” 2nd ed., London, 1878, p. 134
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Fo-lo-an, ^ which could be reached by sea in

four days’ and nights’ sailing from Lin-ya-sz, m.
and also by land.* In this country were two brass

statues of divinities which had arrived there by flying

(probably aboard some ship), one having six arms

(Avalokitesvara ?) and the other four (Visnu ?), and

whose birthday took place on the 15th of the sixth

month. Whenever outlanders wished to come in order

to steal the pearls and jewels in the temple of these

divinities, a violent storm and waves arose as soon as

they arrived at the mouth of the river, so that their

ships could not enter it.^

Professor Schlegel identifies the two statues with Kwan-yin,

the Avalokitek'ara of India, till this day represented with

^ Mentioned also by Chao Ju-kua
;

see Toung-Tm for 1901, p. 130, and

Journ. £oy. Asiatic Soc., 1896, p. 478. Its neighbours were, according to

Chao Ju-kua:

—

(1) F'eng-fing, ^ ^ (Bungbung, Bung-gung), very likely the Monggong

of the Pasai chronicle (Marre, op. cit., p. 75) on North Sumatra, although

the Chinese spelling suggests something like Bangong or Bung-gung.

The Chinese map of about a.d. 1399 published by Phillips {Journal

China Branch B.A.S., vol. XA, 1885) has a PHng-ftng mountain,

^ ^ ,
a little east of Nan-wu-li (Lambri), north coast of Sumatra,

which may be the same place as P'ing-feng ; for, although the spelling

differs, the pronunciation is practically identical.

(2) Teng-ya-neng, identified by me with absolute certainty

with Trieng-gading

,

north coast of Sumatra, a little to the west of

Samalangan.

(3) Chia-ehi-lan-tan (Kakilantan), *3 ^ may be Gigieng^

between Beureuleung and Trieng-gading; but more likely some toponymic

(sucb as Kaki-lontar, Kaki-lintang, Kaki-iintar) that has disappeared,

or is not recorded on the as yet incomplete maps of North Sumatra.

2 See Voung-Pao, vol, is, p. 402. Here we gather the important information

that Fo-lo-an stood on the banks of a navigable river, which it is well to

remember. Professor Schlegel appears to have forgotten this fact when he

(op. cit., p. 404) suggests two insignificant places named Fidiian^ hung very far

inland (one in the southern portion of Palembang, and the other in the Semangka

district, near the southern extreme of Sumatra), which sea-going vessels could

certainly not reach except by flying, like the statues in the legend related above.

Our identification of Fo-lo-an is, it will be seen, far more justified, it being

besides corroborated by that of its neighbouring district T^ng-ga-nong., which is

nndkpTitably Trieng-gading as suggested above.
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a triple head. His birthday tallies exactly with that of

Ma-tsu-p‘o, “ Our Lady of Births,” the Chinese patroness

of sailors, “ who herself is again identified with Kwan-yiiiy

the legend of whose birth in the southern seas is thereby

strikingly confirmed. According to this legend ....
the father of Kwan-yin had a kingdom extending westwards

to India, northward to Hiem-lo (Siam), eastwards to Fo-ch'i

\B1ioja or Palemhang, if not Pasai], and southward to T‘ien-

chen, 5c ® [Indrapura ?]
”—in other words, including the

northern half, if not the whole, of Sumatra.^

Kwan-yin is often represented with a horse-head sur-

mounting the triple crown he wears
;
and in the form of

a magic horse is fabled to have saved Suhhala, said to have

been the original king of Ceylon, from shipwreck when he

first sailed thereto from Southern India. Kwan-yin’s birth-

place is further located at Fo-ch‘i (Bhoja),^ whence we may
infer that this divinity must be connected with the sea-horse

of the Arabic legend, as well as with the hippocephalic

form assumed by Visnu in the sea of the Archipelago of

Indu myth.®

Professor Schlegel is at a loss to identify Fo-lo-an, and

suggests a few unacceptable equivalents. But I have

scarcely any doubt that it is Beruan or Baricdn, men-
tioned in the chronicle of Pasai* as lying on the north

‘ T‘oung-Pao, vol. ii, pp. 403-404.
- See De Groot’s “Fetes annuelles,” vol. i, pp. 188-189, and Poung-Pao

for 1901, p. 177 ;
also Eitel’s “Handbook,” 2nd ed., pp. 23 and 154, for the

legend.
3 See below, in the section treating of Argyre. As regards the marine

horse of Arabic legend, see p. .‘558, where Ibn Khurdadbih (a.d. 864) is

cited as locating it in the neighbourhood of the island of Bhutail, which we
have shown to be very likely Elan or Bintang. Kazwlni (i263-75) ao-ain

describes it (see Journal Asiatique, 1865, pp. 290-291, note). In the M^ay
Chronicles it is called Pars-el-Bahrl (Farasu-l-Bahri), and represented as
the progenitor of that marTellons steed named Semberani, which, both in the
“ Sejarah Malayu” and the chronicle of Pasei, is represented as a universal
Pe^us, fit for either aerial, terrestrial, or marine journeys (see Leyden’s
** Malay Annals,” p. 17, and Marre’s “Hist, des Eois de Pasey,” p. ggy
Evidently the myth has been derived from the above legends of the marine horse
carrent from the remotest times in the Archipelago, and not from Arabic sources'
for it does not appear to occur in Arabic folklore.

’

‘ See Marre, op. cit., p. 21.
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•coast of Sumatra towards Acheh. It is now probably

represented by Beureuleung in the Segli-Pedir territory.*

As regards statues of Indian provenance or imitated from
Indu models, it should be pointed out that there is no lack of

them in Sumatra, and more will come to light when the

country is thoroughly explored.^

Further, as to the antiquity of Sumatran civilization.

The annals of the Chinese Liang dynasty (“ Liang-shu,”

bk. 54, compiled early during the seventh century and

embracing the period 502-556 a.d.) tell us of a State

1 There is also a Belavan River, with an island and a promontory (TJjong

Belawan) near the mouth of the Deli River, east coast of Sumatra, a little below
4“ N. lat. Further, a Kota BetuiwoHg (ruined) on the Rakan River, 1° 33' K. lat.

;

and a Felalawan River and village on Kampar River. As, however, Liti-tja-az

(which I make out to be Lmigsar or Lnngkaa River below Pirlak, although it

may he also Langkat near Deli, 4° K. lat., or even Ringat in Indi-agiri,

0" 30' S. lat.) is located at four days’ and nights’ sailing from Fo-lo-nn, I think

the identification I have suggested in the text is the most probable
; also becaase

Lbi-ija-sz is stated to lie at six days’ sailing from Taii-im-Ung, ^
which may be the Tambilang River on the east coast of Sumatra, lat. 2° S., just

above the Palembang River. We would thus get the distances ;

—

(1) From Beureuleung (= Fo-lo-an = SeySax) to Lin-gu-f-z (l.angksa River),

four days’ and nights’ sailing, actual distance 180 miles, or about

45 miles a day.

(2) From Xiw-i/fl-sr (Langksa River) to Tan-ma-hng (Tambilang River), six

days’ saUiug, actual distance 580 miles, or about 95 miles a day, which
would seem excessive, although not improbable.

However, it is possible that Tan-tna-ting may have been some other place

lurther to the north of the location assumed by us, of which there is now no
record. On the other hand, the discrepancy in the rate ot sailing per day
between the places above referred to may be due to some slip on the part of the

writer who recorded it, or to the fact of two separate estimates having been
adopted, based on the rate of sailing speed of differently tigged crafts. The
name Tan-ma-hng certainly suggests, rather mote forcibly, either Temlbng or

Temhehng Cape at the mouth of the Kwantan River above Pahang, or the

Temhding River itself (also called Temeliu, and Temhtlaiig in various Malay
works) in Pahang territory : in which case Lin-ga-iz might be even Zangat

on the west coast ot the Mal.ty Peninsula above Malacca, and the distances

Bereuleung-Langat and Langat-Tembeling (or Temiling, uhas TerabeUng,

Cape) would be about equal, viz. 380 miles. But Chao Ju-kua appears to say

that communication between Fo-lo-an, Lin-ya-az, and Tan-ma-hng existed also

by land, which statement, if correct, prevents us from locating the last two

places away from Sumatra. He, on the other hand, tells us that Tan-ma-hng

could be reached in ten days’ sailing from Chhi-la (Kamboia), a peculiarity that

would suit well the territory about Temehng or Tembchng Cape in the northern

part of Pahang.
2 “In the State of Iambi, which borders on Palembang, Hindu images,

identical with those of Java in all respects, except that the niaterial is granite

instead of trachyte, have been discovered’’ (Dennys’ “Dictionary of British

Malaya,’’ p. 219).
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called Kan-t‘o-li, mm, situated on an island in the

southern sea, whose kings, devoutly Buddhist, sent envoys

with presents to China as early as a.d. 455 to the then

First Sung Emperor Hsiao-wu, and renewed their homage
in 502, 519, and 520. The history of the First Sung
dynasty also mentions the earliest embassy of a.d. 455,

spelling the name of the State Jp ^ ^Ij, Chin- [or Kin-~[

Neither T'ang nor Later Sung annals breathe a word

about the now forgotten State, and so on until the Ming
dynasty, when all of a sudden the historiographers of that

period burst forth with the discovery that the old Kan-t‘o-li

of the First Sung and Liang was no other than the San-fo-

ch‘i (i.e. Sarbasa or Palembang) of their days. This late

identification looks, I need not say, exceedingly suspicious,

especially in view of the fact that we have more than once

caught Chinese authors at fault in this sort of game

;

and last, but not least, because there was and still exists

a Khanthuli or Kanturi district on the east coast of the

Malay Peninsula,^ which may very well be the old Kcin-t‘o-li

* See Groeneveldt, op. cit., pp. I85-1S7 and 192 ; Voung-Tao for 1901,

pp. 122-125
;
and JIa Tuan-lin, op. cit

, pp. 451-453.

The names recorded lor the kings who sent these various missions are:

—

A.D. 455, Shih-p‘o-lo-na-lin-t'o = Sri I’ala (or Bala 'r) -narendra
;

a.d. 502,
CkHi-t'an SsUt -pa - V 0 - lo = Gotvima. Subhadra ; a.d. .519, P'l-cht/i-hsie

Pa-mo = Visarii8u-(or Taisya- i) Varman, son and successor of the preceding,

who was still living in 520, w hen he sent a new mission.
2 At some 15 miles above C'haiya (Jaya) as the crow flies, and 14J north-

wards from Lem Sai (the Lem Sie of the Admiralty charts), the northern
extremity of Bandou Bight. There is no mention of it in the “China Sea
Directory,” 4th ed., 1S99, vol. ii

;
and in Admiralty chart No. 989 the term

has been perverted into Kantre, “ Lem Kautre ” (meant for Khanthuli
Promontory), being the only name marked there. However, the mouth of the
stream debouching here is more correctly entered as Pak Kaiitoolee in the
Straits Branch Eoyal Asiatic Society’s map of the Malay Peninsula, 1887

'

while it is mutilated into Pak-nam Tu-lee in the new edition of that map
published in 1898, and the .stream marked Ktg. Kantre (for Khlong Khanthuli).

In McCarthy’s map nothing but Paknam Tuh appears, taken, of course, froni

older sources. The Kanturi Hills are first mentioned in an article initialled

H. A. (=Henr5- Alabaster) in the Bangkok Calendar for 1873, p. 114. 'pijy

correct name is, as I found out on inquiry, Khanthuli {Gandiili, so written
in Siamese), which is applied to the river, to a village near its mouth, and to
the hill range running closely parallel to the coast at that point. The original

name mav have been Malay : Kandun = ‘ rat ’ in that language (in Khmer
Kundur, Kondor)

;
although the way it is spelled in Siamese simgests a derivation

from the Sanskrit GanAdi (through Gandida= ‘bent,’ ‘crooked’), a qualification
probably applied to the river, which thus may have become known as Gandulj.
nodi. 'Kandull is the Bengali name for Commelina nnrhjlora, called Kendru in
other districts. Kandarl, meaning a grotto or cave, is another possible etymology
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of First Sung and Liang periods.* The idea that any such

confusing of historical geography had taken place would, of

course, be dispelled if we could certainly know that the Ming
historians had something substantial to go on in the shape
of trustworthy old records or traditions for asserting the

identity of the two places
;
or at least if it could be shown

that their Kan-t‘o-li or Kin-t‘o-li is etymologically connected
in name with Andalas or Indalas, the ancient

denomination borne, according to the “ Sejarah Malayu,” by
the Paralemhang, now Palembang, district in south-eastern

Sumatra.^ But who can tell that the same mistake did not

happen in this case as with the old name Jakola of Malacca,

which led the Chinese literati to connect it with Oh‘ting-ka-la

or Sangar in Sumbawa?^ That is to say, may not the

historiographers of the Ming period, on hearing from their

seafaring countrymen that Palembang had been known at

an earlier date as Andalas or Indalas, have jumped to the

conclusion, on the mere ground of similarity in names, that

^ Since writing tte above I notice, in Mr. Parker’s paper in the Asiatic

Qiiarterli/ Hevieto ior JsLn\xa.iy, 1900, p. 128, two more rel'trences to Kan^t'c-it

belonging to later dates. One is an allusion to certain Kan-t^o^li cures or

drugs occurring in a Chinese medical work during the seventh centur}’, found
by i)r. Bretschneider (i.e. the “ Kan-t‘o-U Chi-kui-fang,” of the Sui period,

589-618
; see Journal China Branch vol. xvi, 18S1, p. 93). The other

reference is still more direct and positive. A celebrated anti-Buddhist state^^lan,

Han Yii, exiled to serve at the modern Swatow as penance for his iconoclastic

zeal, mentions in a private letter, dated about 820, Mr. Parker tells us, the

fact that “ Champa, Kamboja, and Kan-t'o-h are amongst the countIe&.s States

beyond the seas.” This, I am afraid, finally disposes of the theory that

Kan-Vo-li was the old San-fo-chH territory. For if Kan-Co-li was still the

name of a State in a.d. 820, it could not be the same as Palembang, then

called, for at least loO years, Shih-li Fo-shih or Sri-Bhoja. Kan-Vo-h mu^t

then be Khanthull on the east coast of the Malay Penin>ula, as we have suggested.

^ See Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. 20. Valentijn, who misspells the name
Andelis, and Dulaurier ’{Journal Asiatique, 1847, p. 125j took this as an
ancient designation for the ichole of the island of Sumatra I Even it the foini

Fulo Indalas occurs in Malay literature, as Dulaurier seems to imply, tlii>

‘ Indalas Island ’ w'ould merely mean the tract of the Sumatran coast compri-td

within the limits of Palembang territory, and nothing moie.
^ See p, 519. It is interesting to notice that the author of the ' Kwang-tuug

T‘ung-chih ” (published 1693), of Ch‘‘ung-ha-la memory, states precisely that

the Ban~fo-ch^i or Sarbaza kingdom %s the old Kan-CO’-li (see T'oung-Fao l*)r

1901, p. 125), whence we infer that it is probably from this dilettante ot

historical geography that the identification emanated and wa?5 adopted in Ming
history (which was not concluded until a.d. 1724). If such is the cabe, then
the identity of Palembang with the ancient Kau-Co^li temtorj’ may be rejected
at once as unworthy of credence.
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this was the ancient Kan-Po-li referred to in the records

of the First Sung and Liang dynasties? As a matter of

fact, we shall see presently that the term Antlalas had

such origin as to preclude almost every possibility of its

connection with the name Kan-t‘o-li
; and other reasons

militate against such a name ever having existed for the

territory of Palembang.^ We are, therefore, unable, until

further evidence is forthcoming, to accept the identification

hit upon at the last hour by the Ming annalists.

However, we can do very well without the highly

suspicious and scanty details about Kan-t'o-li, and turn to

a far more trustworthy and older source— I mean the

account left us by Fa-Hsien. Of course, after our con-

clusive demonstration of the identity of the Ptolemaic

lahadiu or Sabadiu, as well as of the Arabic Zdhej, with

Sumatra, it would be the height of absurdity to maintain

any further that Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p'‘o-t''i {Jabadiv or Yava-des)

is the island of Java, as has been hitherto almost unanimously

asserted. And independently of the reasons that have led

us to establish that undisputable identity, there is the fact

that the itinerary itself described by Fa-Hsien, when

examined in the light of sound judgment, and not wilfully

perverted and misconstrued as has hitherto been done, leads

to the conclusion that the Ta-p‘o-t‘i be touched at in the

early days of the year a.u. 415 was the east coast of Sumatra,

and not Java at all. Let us take a glance at it.

Fa-Hsien left Ceylon, according to what can be gathered

from his account, in either September or October, 414, bound

for China by the usual route through the Archipelago.^

> Althoueh BuJilhisra flourished in Palcmbang during I-tsing’s time

(id 671-69')}, the glowing description drawn of the prosperity of that faith

Kan-t‘o-U appears to suit better a State on the Malay Peninsula. Compare,

in fact the similar accounts in Chinese records that relate to P'lm-p'an, Lan-pa-

Iinit and which—significant parucular—Ma Tuan-lin enumerates in

a course with Kan-Vo-h. , • v u -o tt .

2 This was rather late m the season, and the ship on which Fa-Hsien took

passage must have been one of the most belated among those which usually did

hat foumey. Mas-udI sneaks of vea^Is leaving the coast of Oman for the East

even as late as the month of Tirmah (21st June to 20th July), hut adds that

these were but of little value, and chanced it, so to speak, against the risks of

navigation at that season.
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Astern of the large merchant vessel on which he took

passage, a small one was fastened as a provision in case of

distress. With such an arrangement progress must have

evidently been slow; say, two miles an hour or fifty miles

a day on the average. Having got a fair wind they sailed

eastward— mark this well, as it shows the unmistakable

direction of their course straight for the Nikobars—for two
or three days (say 100-150 mdes),' when they encountered

a cyclone, and the ship sprang a leak. This untoward

accident compelled them to jettison a part of their cargo and

personal effects. The storm lasted thirteen days and nights,

when they arrived at the shore of an island (unnamed), and,

on the tide going out, they found the place of the leak.

Having forthwith stopped it, they resumed their voyage.

Owing, however, to the weather keeping yet cloudy, they

could not take bearings for many a day. At last they were

once more able to shape a correct course [_eastward, naturally,

see above], and went on, reaching Ya-p‘o-t‘i after about

90 days’ sailing [say, early in January, 415]. Here, having

stayed five months, Fa-Hsien took passage on another large

merchantman for China [i.e. in May, with the setting of the

south-west monsoon], reaching at last the coast of Shan-tung,

after having weathered a violent storm, in three months

[i.e. probably in August, 415].

It will be seen from the foregoing epitome that the island

where Fa-Hsien’s ship tarried to stop the leak, after 15 or

16 days’ jolting and tossing at the mercy of the elements,

cannot have been very far remote from Ceylon or the coast

of India.^ In September and October south-westerly winds

• Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 131. has tico days; but Legge (“Record ot

Buddhistic Kingdoms,” Oxford, 1886, p. Ill) says three. Even taking the

last figure as the correct one, the distance travelled during this interval cannot

have been anything above 1 .iO miles.

^ It cannot certainly have been one of the Nikobars ; firstly, on account of

the cyclone travellingin the opposite direction to Fa-Hsien’s route ; and secondly,

because even with favourable weather those island.s could not havc^ been reached

in 15 or 16 days. It took, according to I-tsing, 30 days Iroui Ka-cJra on the

north coast of Sumatra, and therefore very close to (almost within sight of) th(;

Hikohars, to reach Nagapattan under favourable weather (see p, ,527). Even
in the middle of the fourteenth century, when navigation was far speedier,

it took Ibn Batuta as much as 40 days to go from Sumatra (city) harbour to
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prevail, it is true, between Ceylon and the north coast of

Sumatra, which would favour the passage from the former to

the latter
;

but at the same time cyclones are frequent,

especially about October, in the southern half of the Bay of

Bengal, which move either westward or north-westward. In
such cases the ships exposed to their influence experience very
bad weather and sea, with rain and wind of hurricane force.^

Now, this is exactly the weather Fa-Hsien’s ship encountered

;

the storm he describes as a ^ Ta-feng, i.e. a typhoon,
and moreover he speaks of rain, a characteristic of the
October cyclones in those parts.^ There can consequently

be no doubt that his ship was blown back on the east coast

of either Ceylon or India, and the island at which the leak

was stopped may have been some sandy islet on that coast.

The mention of pirates in the sea thereabouts ® may help to

better fix the locality. Thence Fa-Hsien’s ship must have
proceeded eastward to Malacca Strait by the usual route at

that season, passing southward of the Great Nikobar Island,

thence through Bengal passage, sighting Pulo Butong, and
proceeding about midway between the Sembilan Islands and
Pulo Jarak

;
then by the Areas and the Great Kerlmun* to

either Sabong or Durian Strait, through which it would
easily reach either the Indragiri, Jambi, or Palembang
Rivers, according to the site then occupied by the capital

of the Java or Yava kingdom. Here, changing ship as

his countryman I-tsing did two and three-quarter centuries

later at SrI-Bhoja when proceeding from India to China

Fa-Hsien would, in due course, resume his homeward
voyage.

Koilmn or Quilon. Chao Ju-kua {circa a.d. 1240) states the distance from
San-/o-ch‘i (Palembang) to Xan-pH (llalahar) to he a little more than a month
with the monsoon. (See Joiirn. Roy. Asiatic Soc., 1896, p. 483.)

' See the “ Bay of Bengal Pilot,” 3rd ed., London, 1901, p. 41.

- See Lesge’s “ Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms,” Oxford, 1886, p. 112.

5 Ibid.
‘ This is the course also laid down in the “ Muhit ” (a.d. 1.5.54), founded npon

Arab, Persian, and Indii documents of older dates. After haxing passed the
Nikobiirs, the Sembilan group was sighted ; then, working along the Jlal.iy

coast, the Aroas and Parcelar Hill were passed m succession. See Reinaud s

Introduction to the Geography of Abulfeda, p. 437

.
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It would manifestly be absurd that Fa-Hslen, in order to

go to China, should take the roundabout route by way of

Java, especially as there is no evidence whatever as to such

a remote and difficult route, requiring considerable skill

in seamanship, ever having been used until the advent of

European navigators in the Archipelago. I-tsing, who
mentions several itineraries to and fio between India and

China, never speaks of passages through Sunda Strait, nor

does any Arab or Chinese author or traveller, even up to

the days of Chao Ju-kua and Ibn Batu^.^ It is only

when we come to the oft-quoted Chinese chart of about

A.D. 1399 published by Phillips, that we find a route

marked through Sunda Strait and thence along the whole

length of the west coast of Sumatra to Acheh or Lambri,

unaccompanied, however, by any sailing directions, which

is a proof that it was as yet but imperfectly known and

seldom used. On the contrary, the real and only route from

India and Ceylon to China is laid down on the same map
through Malacca Strait. I have accordingly come to the

conclusion that no ship ever proceeded from India to China

via Sunda Strait until the advent of the Portuguese in the

eastern seas. Ptolemy’s route from Ceylon to the China

coast is, more or less, the one that was followed for fully

thirteen centuries after him by either Arab, Persian, or

Chinese vessels, with the exception that with further

improved methods of navigation it became possible to

' An^l, I should hare added in so far as .Arab navigation is concerned, of the
‘ ‘ Huhit ” (a.d. 1 oo4) . The Turkish admiral who is the author of that work on
mediceval navigation of the Indian seas, based upon .Arab, Persian, and Indu
writings, cites many itineraries; but the only one he gives for Further India, the

twenty-seventh in his list, is laid through Malacca Strait, and the route he describes

turns to E.N.E. after Ceylon, advancing considerably into the Bay of Bengal, when
a course is steered for one of the Nikobws called Sarjal, probably Ptolemy’s

Ehaline or Saline (see p. -106), and thence for the Sembdan group in Malacca

Strait (see Eeinaud’s Introduction to the Geogr.aphy of Abulfeda. pp. 436-437).

Eeinaud, probably misled by his contemporary Sinologists’ identification of

Fa-Hsien’s Ta-p‘o-t‘i with Java, seems to have conceived an idea of great

superiority of Chinese navigation over that of the .Arabs, and understood" the

Chinese funks to have followed the Sunda Strait route from a very early

period, for in the same work, p. 413, he states that “les navires Arabes, a la

difference des ionifues chinoises, passaient au nord de Sumatra et traversaient

le detroit de Malaka.” Such blindne.=s to facts has wrought much mischief and

retarded our knowledge of historical and geographical science.
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cross the Bay of Bengal via the Jfikohars, instead of

farther to the north between the mouth of the Ganjam

and the Arakanese coast. It may, therefore, he safely

held that the identification of Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p‘o-t‘i with

Java is but the outcome of imagination such as we have

encountered so frequently in the preceding pages.^

As regards the length of the passage, 90 days, it should

be remembered that the weather was far from favourable,,

and that the cyclone encountered during the first part

of the journey may have blown Fa-Hsien’s ship far into

the Bay of Bengal, thus increasing the distance to be

travelled. It is well, moreover, to remark that I-tsing

records 15 -1- 15 -I- 30 q- 2 = 62 days for the passage

* In ms age of faith in Sinology a? applied to the historical geography ol the
Further Indian regions, that is to say, when I still innocently believed that our
Sinologists reaUy had discovered or identified something in the chaos of the
early Chinese geographical literature reladng to the countries in question,

I was misled into the absurd belief that Fa-Hsien had really called on
his homeward journey, as they declared, at Java. Accordingly I ventured to

think, fi'om Ptolemy’s knowledge ot several islands or districts on the west coast

of Sumatra, that the Sundra Strait route might have been known even in his

time, and thus I was rash enough to enter it in my map and tables published

with the first part of the present work. That was in 1896, the publication

taking place in the year next following. Since those days of blind reliance on
the results of the labours of Sinology in the direction stated, however, seven
years have elapsed, during which I have had better opportunities of examining
to my satisfaction the material they had worked out. The outcome of such
study is well enough apparent in the preceding pages. Scarcely one out oi

a score or two of their identifications turned out anything like acceptable,

and when it did so it proved, except iu very rare instances, only approximately
correct as regards either the meaning or the real location of the toponymie
implied. This, be it understood, only refers to toponymies of the earlier

periods, down to the thiiteenth century or thereabouts, after which the

accounts of European travellers as well as the local records of the countries in

question rendered the task far easier for the new place-names that then came
into use, and the work of our Sinologists met with a fairer mea.sure of success,

though as yet far from hrilliant. For this achievement full credit is due to

them, as well as for their labours in collecting not easily accessible texts and,

what is of still higher importance, translating them, thus placing them within

reach of the many who are unacquainted with the Chinese language. Had these

good people stopped here, leaving the work of identification of the toponymies

occurring in the older texts to better qualified hands, instead of suggesting

haphazard equivalents, which on close inquiry prove for the most part wrong,

they would have done a far greater service to science, and laid its votaries

under far deeper obligations, sparing them also many a disappointment.

Under such circuimstances as above described, I need not say that now I

entirelv reject the opinion I had at first formed as regards Fa-Hsien’s route

through the Archipelago, and accordingly withdraw the reference to it in the
Tables, and with it the surmise that the route through Sunda Strait might
have been known in Ptolemy’s time, which I do not at present think possible.
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from S/iih-li Fo-shih (Palembang) to Ceylon, passing by
Nagapattan, under favourable weather.' And further that

it took the embassy from Ohit-lien (Chola or Koromandel)®

to China in a.d. 1015, 209 days, or nearlj^ seven months,

to get from thence to San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang).

The information that Fa-Hsien gives us of Ya-p‘o-t‘i

is tantalizingly meagre, such as we would never expect

from one who, like him, had resided in that country for

fuUy five months. It does not amount to as much as

two lines :
“ In this country heretical Brahmans flourish,

but Buddhism hardly deserves mentioning.” ® From this

we may gather that Buddhism was already practised

there, although it may have been by a few people only.

This is exactly what seems to have been the case in

Sumatra at the period in question, judging from the ruins

so far explored, and from the traditions connecting its

‘ See p. 52*.

“ Here, again, I regret haring to point out, by the way, that the iJentification

of Chu-lien with Orissa, suggested by Dr. Birth in the Journ. Roy. AsiaiU
Soe. for 1896, pp. 489 seqq., is hopelessly wrong. I cannot afford to enter here
into a detailed discussion of the subject, but while reserving the full demonstration
of my contention for an early opportunity, I shall merely point out that Chu-lien,

according to the result of my inquiry, so far from being Orissa, the empire of the
Kesari dynasty, as Birth thought, is incontestably anti far more properly Chola,

the Chulya country, of which Orissa became a mere dependency on or about
a.d. 1015-1020. This, I may add, is made absolutely certain from the fact

that I have identified the Chu-lien king lo-clCa-lo-cha, ^ fFi
by Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 574) as having sent an embassy which reached China

in A.D. 1015, with Eajaraja the Great, or Kajakesarivarman, ot Chola, said to

have reigned from 985 to 1002. The mission was probably sent by his son,

Eajendra-Cola I or Parakesarivarman, who may also, though not so far as known,

have borne the title RSjanija ; otherwise the Chinese historiographers may,

through some misunderstanding, have mistaken the deceased father’s name for

that of the reigning son. Further, the king who sent a mis.sion in a.d. 1033,

whom Birth was unable to identify, is Rajendradeva or Sri Rajendra Cola ; and

that named Ti-ica-ka-lo in 1077 is Kulottunga Codadeva, or Kula-deia, his

name being anagrammatized into Deva-Kula (Ti-wa-ka-lo) by the Sung

annalists. Inability to grasp these matters has misled Dr. Birth into vainly

looking for the capital of the kingdom and its thirty-two districts all over Orissa,

whereas the territory of Chola proper and that of the countries immediately

adjoining it would have better rewarded his efiforts.

^ Literally, “ Buddha’.s Law not sufficient to speak of" (Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

p. 132). Dr. Legge translates (op. cit., p. 113), “various forms of eiTors and
Brahmanism are flourishing, while Buddhism in it is not worth speaking of.”

39
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territory with Vishnavite myths, and its original colonizers

with descendants of the Indii Yadavas. It is true that

two and three-quarter centuries later on (a.d. 671-695)

I-tsing speaks of Buddhism being then flourishing at

Sri-Bhoja (Palembang), the king whereof, as well as those

of the neighbouring States, favoured it. But then he tells

us of the Arya-mahasanghika school having been but very

shortly before his time introduced into the country, which
is a sign that the latter was still passing through a phase

of transition as regards the adoption of the various Buddhist

tenets, which had probably begun not long before, and was
just in its initial stage at the time of Fa-Hsien’s visit.i

It is difficult to guess with anything like precision where
the capital or principal seaport of Ya-p‘o~t‘i stood at the time

of Fa-Hsien’s visit. It may have been on either the Jambi
or Indragiri river, or even further up the east coast of

Sumatra, judging from the fact that the Pagar - ruyung
inscription, where the Yava kingdom is mentioned in

A.D. 656, occurs at the headwaters of the Indragiri, and
that a district bearing the name Tanah Jaica exists to

this day in the upland part of Batu-bara (3° N. lat.).

I am little disposed to think that the centre of power

was then already so far south as Palembang, for until

I-tsing’s time we do not find its ancient name, Sri-Bhoja

mentioned in any document or record, which fact is

probably an indication that although the name may have

I The course of religious evolution in Java seems to have run in a contrary
direction. Javanese ruins are, in fact, well-nigh entirely Buddhist, and it is

only in the central part of the island, to the north of Pekalongan and at an
altitude of 6,500 feet on the slope of the mountain Prahu, that remains of Saiva
temples have been discovered, dating at the very best not later than the seventh

or eio-hth century. These, in Groenevoldt’s opinion, point to a settlement of
Saivmi in that neighbourhood on the northern coast of the island {op. cit., p. 134)

On Sunda Land, the western part of the island, on the contrary, Sanskrit

inscriptions, Vaisnava in character, have been found which are considered to

date from a.d. 450 to 600. They are, in my opinion, a connecting link with

ancient Vishnavite worship in Sumatra, from which the territory where they

rise is merely separated by Sunda Strait. Perhaps they may be due to the
earliest Indii or Indianized settlers who first crossed the strait from Sumatra and
put their foot on Sundanese soU. Those who followed a century or two later

on, when Buddhism had already acquired a firm footing in Sumatra, evidently

brought that faith to the northern coast of the island, which has thus remained
principally Buddhist ever since.
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been introduced into that district from a very early

period, it had not as yet attained any prominence so as

to attract attention. It must have been only shortly

before the time of I-tsing’s first visit to it (a.d. 671)

that Sn-Bhoja became the capital of the Java or Zdbej

empire
;

for from his account it follows quite plainly that

Barus (P‘o-lii-ss) on the west coast of Sumatra was part

of Sri-Bhojan territory, so that the latter must have

comprised the whole or nearly so of the tract north

from the Palembang River, corresponding practically to

Ptolemy’s labadiu.

Having thus finally disposed of the questions connected

with the location of those two difficult geographical

puzzles— Ptolemy’s labadiu and Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p‘o-t‘i—
we must for a moment turn our attention to the no less

perplexing meaning and derivation of the terms Fo-shih

or Shih-li Fo-shih and San-fo-chH, employed at difierent

periods in the Chinese records to designate the kingdom,

as well as its principal district and capital. The equivalent

Bhoja or Sri-Bhoja suggested by our predecessors in this

line of research for the first term is very probably correct,

although no plausible explanation as to why such a name

came to be given to the country in question has been,

within my knowledge, so far given
;

while all attempts

to grapple with the meaning of the second term, San-fo-chH,

have completely failed. We shall try to throw further light

on both from the evidence we have collected.

As regards the term first mentioned in point of time,

Bhoja or Srl-Bhoja, it has already been traced by us in

the Andamans in connection with Ptolemy’s mention of

them under the name Bazakata, which, we have pointed

out, very probably represents the Sanskrit toponymic

Bhojakata, originally a city near the Narmada River,

founded by a brother-in-law of Krsna. We have not

omitted on that occasion to call attention to the possible

connection between the name BdJig-[ngljida'\ or B6jin-[pijl^

of one of the most prominent Andamanese tribes with

Bhoja and Bhojaka, both well-known tribal names of
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Western India ; and to suggest that a kinship may have

existed between the so far unsatisfactorily explained term

Andaman—which we have found in at least one instance

spelled Anthmnan (Andhaman)—and Andhaha, the name of

another Western India tribe closely related to the Bhqjas.

We then also hinted that such Bhoja and Andhaka tribes

are doubtless those from whom the adventurers and colonists

who first introduced the names Bhojakata and Andhaman

into the Andaman group issued, and the names Bhoja and

Andhalds or Andalas (probably a corruption of Andharastra?)

into the territory of Palembang.' They must have been

a great seafaring race, as were afterwards the natives of

Palembang civilized by them; for we can probably trace

relics of their name all the way from India to the remotest

parts of the Archipelago, through the Bojigs of the

Andamans, the Bhojas of Palembang, and the Bajau or

Bcjtt of Borneo, Billiton, and extreme Waju in Celebes.*

Likewise we probably have the name borne by the Jarawa

tribe in Little Andaman repeated in succession in the

Saraua or 8arawi nation of Western Palembang—which,

we have seen, the Chinese called llsien~lia or Ser-riii—
the Sarauak district in Borneo, and the Charau or Chrdie

savages of South Cochin-China. That these are not

haphazard coincidences in nomenclature is e'videnced by

the fact of such names occurring together in different

places situated along the sea -route to the Far East.

I have, therefore, no doubt that if Palembang territory

was called Bhoja and AndhalH-i or Andalas, it must have

been for the reason that it was first colonized by settlers

from those Western Indian tribes.’ An important point

Vide p. 393. note 3, and p. 395, note 1.

2 See also p. 229 for another Fo-shih or Bhoja countr)- on the Anname&e

coast in a.d. 1007. It might have been originallr a foundation of Palembang.

For the Bajam and their connections see pp. 366, 395, 503.

’ The Bhojas, Andhakas, rrmis. and Kahuras are all branches of the Yadavas

and kindred tribes originally settled in the Indus alley and, later on, on the

Guiarit peninsula at and about Dvaraka, whenre they dispersed all over India

owmo- to the destruction of part of them by Krsna. They are to be found

even 'on the Ganges and in the Dakhan, but yith greater frequency along the

Vindhya chain. The Ramayana mentions them among the nations of the
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not to be lost sight of is that while Bhoja in Bojahtfa is

rendered Basa in Ptolemy’s Bazakata, so is Bhoja in

Sri-Bhoja transcribed Bam in Sarbasa by the Arabs.

Hence we may rest perfectly assured that Sarbaza really

represents Sri-Bhoja (i.e. Palembang) and nothing else.

As regards Shik-li Fo-shih, the second part of it, sounding

Fot-shai, F'6t-ch‘i, and Fut-sei or Futsz-zei in the various

dialects, may represent some form (perhaps Bhojaka or

Bkojik, Bhojika) of the term Bhoja more closely approaching

to its Andamanese corruption Bojig. I cannot, however,

get behind the impression that Fo-shih is, as likely as not,

a transcript of Fasdi or Basal, a toponymic which we find

surviving to this day, in the slightly modified form Pdsei

or Pdsai, in its very territory.* I-tsing’s spelling Shih-li

soutt (see Professor Hall’s ed. of Wilson’s “Visnu Purina,” vol. ii, pp. 158-159 ;

vol. iv, p. 19 ;
and vol. v, pp. 150, 159). The BJiojakas, to whom we shall

presently refer, were descendants of the Bhojas.

* The origin of the name Piisai, {PSdi) or (Fcisy), is explained

in Malay literature by one of those absurd legends we have often met with in

analogous cases. The “Sejarah Malayu,” relates that Sultan

Maliku-l-Saieh (quondam Marah Silu), the founder of Sumatra city, upon Perlak

being conquered by enemies from the opposite coast (Malay Peninsula), and

its population having taken refuge in Sumatra, determined to found another

settlement for his sons. In the couree of a hunting match across the river (i.e.

the iCatrea or Kerti River, and, if not, the stream to the west of it now called

the Krung Pasei), his dog, named Si~Fdsei (Sri-Pusai), gave tongue, and the

Sultan quickly flew to it. He found an elevated ground, very fine and smooth

as if it had been levelled. There he ordered a nagara^ or fortified city, to be

founded, a palace erected, and the whole to be named Fdsei, after the Prince’s

dog (see Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. 71). The

“ Hikayat Raja-r^a Fasy (P^ai),” gives a similar story, but slightly different

in detail, and adds that upon the building of the new city being completed the

dog Si-Pasai died. Hence the Sultan had its carcase buried there, and called

the city after the name of the dog (see Marre’s “ Histoire des Rois de Pasey,”

pp. 43-44). The event may have taken place after Marco Polo’s visit to Perlak

(a.d. 1292), when this place was still an independent kingdom; and before

A.D. 1309, the date at which Fah-sih (very likely P^ei) is fir-t mentioned
along with Piih-lin~pn (probably Palembang) in the history of the Yuan
djTiasty (see Parker in the Asiatic Quarterly lUvieiv for January, 1900, p. 132).

Say, A.D. 1300, or shortly before. If, however, Pasei be Marco Polo's Bnsma^
which would appear somewhat doubtful on account of the conquest ot Perlak
referred to above, its foundation must be placed at a date slightly earlier than
1292, say at about 1290. What most concerns us in this matter U, however,
the term Si-Pnseij the alleged name of the Sultan’s dog after which the new
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Fo-yu, ^ ^ {Fot-yau, F'dt-yiu), which he some-

times employs, points| to some corrupted form Bhoya or

Bayu, Bayau (Baju, Bajau).

After the first half of the eighth century the name

Shih-li Fo-shih disappears from T'ang history, to reappear

in the second half of the tenth in the annals of the Sungs

under the form San-/o-ch‘i {San-F'6t-ts‘ai, San-fut-zai),

which has, in its turn, proved a crux to our predecessors.

However, no corresponding change appears to take place in

foundation was christened. There can be no doubt, I think, that in Si-Fdsei or

S'ri-Fdsai we have a rewval, or survival, of Sri-Bhoja, Sri-Bhojik (Bhojika), or

Sri-Basai (or Vasdi) f, the ancient name of the famous kingdom on the Eastern

Sumatran coast. The anecdote about the king’s dog and its name would thus

appear to be merely one of those usual yams invented ad hoc in order to explain

toponymies the origin of which proved puzzling to the later native inhabitants

of this region. It would be interesting to find out whether the place-name Vasdi,

now better known under the form Baasein, on the west coast of India near

Bombay, is etymologically traceable to the Bhoja nation. We have already

noticed its transplantation thence, undoubtedly through the agency of Indu

traders and colonists, to the neighborhood of Cape Negrais in the Baasein

there {supra, pp. 48-49) ; and here we have very likely a repetition of the process

in Pdsai or Basi, that becomes Facem (a close approach to Baasein) with the

Portuguese, and, may be, Basma with Marco Polo. The moot point still

remaining is, whether this term Fdaai or Vasdi was transplanted here from India

directly, or else indirectly, through its older protot\-pe Bhoja, Bhojik, Bhojai of

the Sri-Bhoja kingdom. I need not say that, in view of the evidence adduced
above, I am in favour of the latter alternative. For even the form Fds% or Vast

itself of the term seems to be very old, apart from the probable Vasi of the

Chinese transcript Fo-shih. We have, in fact, a place or State Po-ch‘i, ^
(Basel, Vasal), in the “ Southern Ocean,” mentioned as early as a.d. 655-700 in

Chinese literature (see Journal R.A.S. for April, 1903, p. 370).

The only early reference to Pasei in Chinese history seems to be that mentioned

above (a.d. 1309, Chronicles of the Tiian dynasty). A very possible one, much
later, is that pointed out by Parker in the China Review, vol. xxiv, p. 102,

where it is stated that, according to Ming history (325, 20, 24), “in 1521

Fieh-tu-lu (Pestrello), having failed in China, ‘went for’ G. ® {_Fa-h8i, in

Cant. Again, from Fa-si, Malacca, to Luzon, they swept the seas
”

etc. The Fieh-tu-lu alluded to here may be Botelho, Petcira, or any other
Portuguese ship-captain of the time

; but more likely Prestrelo or PerestreUo

(Eafael), who is known to have had connections with China from 1516 to at least

1520. He had even been for a time a prisoner there in 1516. In 1521 he sailed

from Cochin bound to China, but stopped on the way at Pedir, and took part in
the subsequent ‘ demonstration ’ on Pasei, where he loaded pepper (see Correa’s.
“Lendas da India,” vol. ii, pp. 474, 643, 645).
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contemporary Arabic literature
;
for Edrisi, as we have seen

(p. 571), in A.D. 1154, still writes Sarbaza, and so later on does

Yakut (a.d. 1218). Of course, Arab authors are, on such

matters, doing little more than servilely copying each other

from the ninth and tenth centuries downwards; but all the

same, since their seafaring men kept up an active intercourse

with the Far East until at least the twelfth century, it seems

passing strange that they should have ignored a change in

terminology that the Chinese had not failed to notice and to

duly put on record. The inference is that either no change

at all took place in the name Sri-Bhoja for Palembang, the

Chinese variant San-fo-ch‘i being due entirely to a freak or

a misunderstanding of the right pronunciation of the term

Sri-BhoJa on the part of later Chinese writers
;
or else that

a change really occurred, but so slight as to be scarcely

noticeable. On the latter supposition I would submit that

the name of the State was changed into, or replaced at times

as an alternative, by the term Svayamhhoja, which in time-

honoured Indii tradition is held to be synonymous with, or,

better still, a mere variant of, Bhoja and Bhojaka} In such

a case the contracted form Sambhoja of Svayambhoja may

have come into use, and in the course of time it may have

gained favour over its prototype as well as over Sri-Bhoja,

the original name of the country.

On the other hand, if a radical change really did take

place, then it consisted in the adoption of the term Saihbhu,

a name of Siva, as a basis for a compositum of the form

Sarhbhu-jd, ‘ the race of Sarhbhti,’ or Sambhajay (Sambhujaya),

‘ the victory of Saihbhu,’ on the lines of Kambu-ja (Kamboja),

which is held to mean ‘ the race of Kambu,’^ and Kambu-jay

(Kambu-jaya), ‘the victory of Kambu,’ applied to Indo-

Chinese Kamboja.® The late Rev. S. Beal’s suggested form

^ See Professor Hall’s ed. of Wilson’s “ Visnu Purana,” vol. iv, p. 99.

* See p. 204.

^ The form Kambujaij or Kamhttjaya may be deduced from the spelling

^ Chien-p^u-chai (in Cantonese, Kan-pou-ch^a%), made use of from

the Wan-li period (a.i>. io73-1619) to designate Kamboja. Several chronicles

and encyclopaedias have inadvertently printed the first character in the name
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Sambhoja, which would mean ‘the united Bhojas,’ as well

as the quite untenable explanation by the well-known

Professor Schlegel to the efiFect that the derivation of the

term is from Semboja, the Malay word for the Plumeria

amtifoKa, which in the modified form Kemboja also gave

the name to Kamboja,' are, of course, all guesswork; as,

tung, instead of chien, Kan, thus giving rise to a teratological form,

Tung-p‘u-chai or Tumbvjaya, which has never existed in reality (see China

Seview, vol. iv, p. 64, and Bulletin de VEeole Franfaise d'Extreme Orient,

Hanoi, 1902, t. ii, pp. 126-127). I have, nevertheless, often thought that

Tang-p‘u-ehai (in Annamese Bdng-pEu-trai) might be a clumsy transcription

of Edong-mean-ehei {Ettama-nian-jaya), the name of the city that became the

capital of Kamboja in a.d. 1618. If references to Tung-pUi-chai in Chinese

literature do not occur further back than this date, my conjecture is likely to

prove correct.

1 See “ Merveilles de I’Inde,” p. 174, and T‘onng-Pao for 1901, pp. 175-176.
Crawfurd tells us (“History of the Indian Archipelago,” vol. i, p. 438) that it

is in Java that the Kamboja plant {Plumeria obtuea) is called Samboja. ^ Forbes
Watson, in his “Index to the Names of Indian Plants,” London, 1868, does in
fact give Kamboja as the Malay and Samboja as the Sundanese names for
Plumeria acutifolia. Such being the facts of the case, how does the highly
imaginative Professor explain that, Kamboja being the local Palembanf name
for the Plumeria acutifolia, the natives should style their country Samboja after
the Sundanese name of the plant ? This could only happen through subjugation
of Palembang at the hands of the Sundanese or J,avanese in the tenth century or
earlier, an event of which there is not the slightest evidence. The same
authority (absolutely worthless as a rule in matters concerning the ancient
geography and history of the Archipelago and Further India) again uniquely
draws upon his inexhaustible imagination when he tells us (op. cit., p. 176);
“Now we know that the latter form of Kembodja or Kambodja [sic] was giee’u
by the JPalays [!!] to the well-known country between Annam and Siam.”
How and from what sources he came to know this, the worthy Professor does
not, of course, choose to di.sclose. What we really do know for certain is on the
contrary, that the claim to descent from a Kamha Svayambkma was put
forward by the kings of Kamboja since a.d. 947, and at that prettv early date
the country is said to have been named ‘ Laud of Kamba ’ after him (see p.^204)
And note that such a descent is claimed retrospectively for kings of the counttv
reigning since about a.d. 600 or earlier, so that the tradition as to the
derivation of the name of the country from Kambii must go back to at least
the period just stated. (See the more probable derivation of the term that
I have suggested on pp. 156-1.57.) Further, the name Kambuja— more
frequently spelled Xff»2r«yo—appears in both Cham and Khmer inscriptions since
the ninth century. It has been traced as far back as a.d. 817 in that of

P6-Nagar at Na-trang ; and it may yet be discovered in still older dated
epigraphic monuments by and bye. Fnder such circumstances, we must argue
that Professor Schlegel must be the unique depositary of some as yet unknow
documentary evidence, earlier than, say, the eighth century a.d., provin" that
‘the Malays’ have given the name ’Kembodja’ to the country we now call
‘ Cambodja.’ If so, the Professor would do well to at once produce such evidence
before the public, otherwise this latter will be entitled to take it as mauv
including my humble self, already have done, that the evidence in question only
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indeed, it is as a rule what has dropped from the pen of

both these hard-working Sinologists anent the geography

of Farther India and the Archipelago. Guesswork like

this without the slightest shadow of evidence is hound to

bewilder by its boldness, though convincing nobody.

Here is, then, my proof for the derivation from Sambkit.

The Chinese chart of about a.d. 1399 published by Phillips ‘

marks an island H ft San-fo Hsii, i.e. ‘ San-fo [or

Saihbhu] Islet,’ opposite the mouths of the Jambi River,

and between these and Lung-ya Men (Linga Strait and

Island). This San-fo islet, left, naturally, unidentified by

Phillips, may be the island now called Singkep, from a

village on its eastern shore, but more likely the far smaller

one to the south of it, known as Pulo Berhala, which gives

its name to Berhala Strait between it and the Sumatran

coast of the Jambi district.® No doubt the form that the

.exists in the Professor’s imagination. In the meantime I may refer him to

Leclere’s “ Cambodge, Contes et L^endes,” Paris, 1895, where he will find,

pp. 301-305, that the advent of the Malays in Kamhoja is first recorded to

have taken place on its west coast at Kamp5t, some 500 years ago
;

say, about
A.D. 1400. They hailed from Sumatra.

* Journal of the China Branch Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xxi, 1886.

* I infer this from the fact that on the coast of Sumatra, opposite San-fo Islet,

the chart shows a river marked Fi~pi (Pak-pit, Ba-bi, etc.), which

can be naught else than the Berba or Jambi River (a corruption of the Sanskrit

= ‘old’). Below it is noted the name ^ Chm-chiang (‘Old

River,’ or lagoon), which Mr. Philiips, perhaps too rashly, has taken to mean
Palembang. This may be correct in the sense that Jambi was part of Palembang
territory, but not certainly in the sense that Palembang city is meant to be
represented here, for further to the right (i.e. southwards) we hnd three branches

of a single river shown, marked respectively Hst-kxaug or ‘"Western River,’

Chiu~kiang or ‘Old River,’ and Tung-kiang or ‘Eastern River.’ These »eem
to be the principal arms of the Palembang River, now known as the Asin (or

Pontiang), the iSungsang, and the Upang (or Saleh). The one after which
Palembang became best known in later times to the Chinese was therefore the

central ot them, i.e. the Chiu-ckiang, Ku-kangy or ‘Old River,’ corresponding

to the actual Sungsang (or to either of its lateral branches, the Talang and
Upang). We may gather from the above that the old local name of this river

was probably Berba, of which Ckiu-chiang is but the Chinese translation. It is

not clear, in fact, whether the name Chtu-chiang marked below the Pe-pi or
Berba (Jambi) River in the map is meant as a translation of the common name
of this stream, or else as a hint that here commences the jurisdiction of the other
Ckiu-chiang State, which is Palembang. In the first case, we would have two
districts equally called Chiu-chiangy i.e. ‘ Old River,’ by the Chinese, viz., one on
the Berba or Jambi River, and the other on a deltaic branch of the Palembang
River, which branch was probably known also as Berba, Tm, Lama, or something
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term Samlhu or San-fo locally assumed was, as usual,

Sambhor.^ Originally some linga or other monument

dedicated to Sairibhu, i.e. Siva, may have stood there,

whence the island became afterwards known by the generic

designation Pulo Berhala. But its specific name was

unquestionably Sambhor, for the strait or straits near it

and leading from it to the Bhio - Linga Archipelago were

styled, as put on record in the “ Sejarah Malayu,” the

‘Straits of Sambor.’‘^ Though this term has disappeared,

unless still represented partially and in a corrupt form in

the strait now called Sabayoro, west of Singkep Island,

the record of it is quite sufficient to prove that Sambhii

or Sambhor, the old designation of the straits leading to

Palembang from the north, must have come to them from

the name of their southern terminus, i.e. the Palembang

district itself, which name must therefore have been

Sambhu, Sambhor, or a derivative of it
;

say, Sambhu-jaya

or Sambhiijd. Through this the Chinese term San-fo-chH

or Sam - bud - zai (Sam - bhor - jay) becomes thoroughly

explained, for it must be remembered that the first two

to that effect (i.e. a word meaning ‘old’). If so, the homonymy in question

must have led to some confusion in the later Chinese records, although the
mischief may perhaps not have been very considerable, owing to Jambi beino-

then part of Palembang territory.
”

* So e.g. in Kamboja, where there is an old city commonly called Sambhor or

Sambor, but in the inscriptions Sambhit-pm a. I am at a loss to understand why
Aymonier (“Le Cambodge,” vol. i, Paris, 1900, pp. 308-309) also accepts the

alternative reading Sambhapuru, which is defective, and entirely due to an over-

sight on the part of the lapicide in omitting the sign for the vowel u below

the bh. In Khmer it is ^faultily written «i- {= Sampur)
,
thus making it

look like a contraction of Sambhu-pnra. But such is not the case, for, as shown

by several inscriptions in Kamboja, Sambhor is a mere modification or inflection

of the name Samblm.

2 See Leyden’s “Malay Annals,’’ p. 31, where it is recounted that Kino-

Sangsapurba, having left Java, “set sail and traversed the sea till he arrived

at a strait, when, enquiring the name of a hill which he saw in view, one of the
guides answered, the hill of Lingga, and that the galley had now arrived at

the straits of Sambor. The news quickly reached Bentan [Bintang] that the
raja .... had now arrived at the straits of Sambor.” Devic, in
“Legendes et Traditions historiques de I’Archipel Indien,’’ Paris, 1878, p. 47,
prints Samboii {= Sambhu) in his translation of the same story. This is a proof
as to the correctness of the view we have expressed. The strait may have been
called both Sambor and Sambtt.
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characters with which it is written are absolutely identical

with those making up the name of San-fo Island. The truth

of the whole matter may, after all, be that Sri-Bhoja did not

change its name at all, but that the Chinese navigators,

accustomed to reach it through Sanibhor or 8an-fo Straits,

as they called them, came gradually to completely confuse

this name with that of Shik-li Fo-shih borne by Palembang,
thus perverting the latter into San-fo-eh‘i. At all events,

I trust to have made it sufficiently evident that the explanation

of this puzzling term must be sought for in either of the

two alternatives here set down. The second one has in

its favour the fact, already noticed, that the Arabs always

called that country Sarbaza down to the thirteenth century,

thus giving us reason to infer that it never changed its old

name Srl-Bhoja.

Having now cleared up the mystery that has so far hung
upon the onomatology of the Palembang State employed

in both Arabic and Chinese sources, we are enabled to

reconstruct, in its main lines, its history down to the

period when it became a dependency of the Javanese

empire of Majapahit. Such a reconstruction, possible only

after the results attained through the foregoing inquiry,

we offer in the subjoined sketch.

OUTLINE HISTORY OF THE PALEMBANG KINGDOM.
A.D.

671. Po-SHiH or SuiH-Li Fo-shih kingdom = Bhoja or Brl-Bhoja.

Its capital, Bhya, situated on the Bhoja (Musi) Eiver, is the

chief trading port with China, a regular navigation between it

and Canton being conducted by a Persian merchant. Large

sea-going vessels anchor at the mouth of the river. The king

of Bhoja owns ships, probably for commerce, sailing between

India and Bhoja. He favours Buddhism, and his capital is

a centre of Buddhist learning in the Archipelago
;
there are

more than a thousand hhtksus. Gold is fairly abundant.

Dependencies of the kingdom are: (1) P‘o-lu-shih (Barus,

west coast of Sumatra)
;
and (2) Mo-ht-yo, 15 days’ sail away

(i/atoyw kingdom, on the Old Strait of Singapore and southern

end of the Malay Peninsula). I-tsing (Takakusu, op. cit.,

pp. xxxiv, xl, xli).
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•670-673. King So-mi-to, ^ (Gomeda, Harimedhas), of

SMh-li Fo-sMh, sends envoys to China (“Nan-Man Chuan”).’

There can be no doubt this personage is the patron of I-tsing,

whom he assisted by forwarding him on to Malayu in a.d. 672

on his own ship.

'672. One of the king’s ships, with I-tsing on board, sails to India

via. Malayu, Kerti (north-east Sumatra), and the Nikobars,

reaching Tamralipti (Tamluk) in the spring of next year

(673), after prolonged stays at Malayu (two months) and

Kerti.

688-695. I-tsing is staying at Bhoja, except for a brief period

of six months in a.d. 689, when he takes a trip to China.

(Takakusu, op. cit., pp. xxxiii-xxxvii.)

713-741. At some time between these two dates King So-mi-to

sends new envoys, presenting two dwarfs and two Seng-chih

slaves (dancing-girls), as also singing and dancing masters

(“T‘ang-shu”).-

? 700-800. At some time between these two dates, perhaps not
many years before a.d. 802,’ the maharaja of Zalej (Javaja

or Javaka, residing at or near Palembang) leads an armed
expedition against Kmar (south-west Kamboja), seizing and
beheading the king thereof, as a punishment for some slight

inflicted upon him. (Ibn Vahab, circa a.d. 880, apud Abu
Zaid; Eeinaud’s “Relation,” t. i, pp. 97-104.) As a con-
sequence of this expedition Kamboja seems to have remained
dependent (perhaps more nominally than de facto) on iSri-

Bhoja until a.d. 802 or thereabouts (see p. 546).

851. Kalah-bae (west coast of the Malay Peninsula) is a
dependency (or part of the empire) of Zalej (Palembang).
Sulaiman (see p. 558).

864. Amongst the possessions of the maharaja there is also
Bhutan or Bertayl Island ( = Bintang or Elau), Kalah
Island (west coast of Malay Peninsula) belongs to the Indian
Jalah prince. Ibn Khurdadbih (pp. 556-558). The last

the period
* Quoted iu T-ouug-Pao for 1901, p. 179. The date given

Msicn-himj, which eoiTesponds to a.d. 670-673.

)
roung-Pao, vol. ix. p. 278. The clue as to the king who sent the embassy

being is supplied us by the “^an-Jlanchuau” (see precedino- note!
which states that this ruler also sent envoys during the period K^ai vUan= a.d. 713-741. Such being the case, the event just alluded to must have taken
place in or soon after a.d. 713, for the king must have been already nrettv old
then (he haying been already reigning in 670-673, or fully forty years before this).
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statement seems to mean that KalaJi was ruled by some
Peguan prince, but whether independently or not from
Palembang it is not clear. From the next entry, however,
it may be inferred that such a dependence existed.

880-900. The maharaja of Zdbej rules over a large number of

islands, among which those of Sarlaza or Serhosa = Sri-Bhoja

(Palembang district) ;
Rdmt — Lambri (north-west part of

Sumatra)
;
and Kdlah. Abu Zaid (p. 559).

904. Sait-po-ch'i sends envoys with tribute to China. (“Sung-
shih,” bk. 489.)

'

943. The empire of the maharaja is conterminous with India

(extra-Gangem, i.c. probably Pegu is meant). His palace is

built by the edge of the ‘Gold-bars Pond,’ wherein tradition

says he causes a gold ingot to be thrown every morning.

Serira or Sarirah is one of the islands (districts) constituting

his possessions, others being Zdiij or Zanej (Zabej ?), Rdmnl,

etc. Numerous Chinamen have settled on such islands

(especially in the Palembang district) owing to disturbances

in their country (in a.d. 878 ?). Mas'udi (pp. 560, 561).

955. Sebieah (= Siri-rattha or Sarawi) lies on a large fresh

watercourse forming a wide estuary, penetrating some 120

miles towards the interior. There are many streets and

creeks, and the dwellings are partly on shore and partly

floating-houses. The waters swarm with crocodiles, which,

however, are said to be harmless in consequence of a charm.

Lately a king named Ser-Kdtdkalah was the ruler of Ziibej.

Captain Bozorg (pp. 564, 578).

960. King Hsi-li Hu-ta-hsia-li-t'an (Gupta-harlta, or something

similar) of San-fo-ch‘i sends an envoy with tribute to China.

(“ Sung-shih,” bk. 489.) See pp. 578, 579, where I have

identified this ruler with the one referred to in the preceding

entry.

961. King Msi-li Hu-ta, etc., renews his attentions to the Chinese

Court (op. cit.). His envoys relate that the kingdom of San-

fo-chH also bears the name Hsien-liu (Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.,

p. 562). This is the equivalent of the term Serlrak used by

Arabic writers (see preceding entries). His embassy onlj-

reaches China this year, but he seems to have died in the

interval, probably towards the close of a.d. 960. (See remarks

on pp. 579, 580.)

' For this and following references from Chinese literature see Groeneveldt,
op. cit., p. 188 et seqq.

;
and Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 561 et seq.
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961. Towards the end of this year a new mission arriyes at the

Chinese Court from King 8hih-li-U-ya (= Sri Oja?), who has

just succeeded to the throne of San-fo-ch'i. Ma Tuan-lin

(op. cit., p. 562') calls this ruler Li-Jisi-lin-nan-jih-lai,

^ M ^ ^ ^ H 25£(= Ksi Eananjaya, or Hrsi-

Eananga-raj ?).

962. The same king sends three envoys with tribute. (“Sung-
shih,” loc. cit.)

971. A new mission is despatched to the Chinese Court by the

same ruler, with a tribute consisting of rock-crystal and
petroleum.’

972. The homage is renewed.

974. Kew envoys are sent with a tribute of ivory, olibanum, rose-

water, dates, and flat-peaches, white sugar, finger-rings of

rock-crystal, glass bottles, and coral-trees.

975. Another mission reaches China.

980. King Esia-chH'h, H or jg Esia-chih ( = Harsa,
Gadhi ?), sends an envoy. In the course of the same year it

is reported from Ch‘au-ehou that a foreign merchant from
San~fo-ch‘i has arrived in that port with a cargo of perfumes,
medicines, drugs, rhinoceros horns, and ivory. (“ Sung-shih,”
loc. cit.)

983. King Eaia-ch‘ih despatches a new mission with a tribute of
crystal, cotton-cloth, rhinoceros horns, perfumes, and drugs
(Ibid.)

985. The master of a ship from San-fo-ch‘i reaches China and
presents products of his country. (Ibid.)

988. A new envoy arrives in China with tribute. (Ibid.)

990. San-fo-ch‘i is invaded by She-p‘o {Saba or C‘hava State
on the Malay Peninsula; see p. 547), and war rages
apparently untfl a.d. 992, if not later. Tidings of these
hostilities reach the envoy of 988 while returning from the
Chinese capital in 990. This personage, after waiting one
year at Canton, saHs in the Spring of 992 to Champa, but
hearing no good news he returns to Canton to ask for an
imperial decree in order that his country might foUow his

> Fire-oil, tX mvo-yu, cridently petroleum obtained from Sumatra
was sent at about the same time (a.d. 9.54-989) as tribute by the kin® of Cham
It is described as capable of burning in water with redoubled ri.mnr
Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 545.)

° ’
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lead.’ The governor of Kwang-tuiig forwards his request to

the Chinese Court, which grants it. (Ibid.)

950-1000. Sarbaza (= ^ri-Bhoja) or SeeTeah (= Siri-rattha,

Saravi) is the island (read ‘district’) on which the maharaja

resides. Baras (see p. 567).

1000. The island of Sebieah is a dependency of China. Muhallabi
(see p. 567). From the preceding entries it may be seen,

at any rate, that SrI-Bhoja used to send regular missions

(doubtless diplomatic as well as commercial) with presents

to China.

1003. Two envoys arrive with tribute at the Chinese Court from

King Sz-li Chu-lo-tcu-ni Fu-ma-Viau-hwa, ^ ^ ^
M & tM ^ Cuda-mani Bhumya-deva, or Bhupa-
deva). They relate that in their country a Buddhist temple

has been erected, and that they come to solicit a name and

bells for it as marks of the emperor’s benevolence. The name
is granted for the temple by an imperial decree, and bells are

cast in accordance with the envoys’ request.*

1008. King Si-U Ma-lo-p‘i, I® ^ (Sri Maruvi,

Mallavi, or Maruppiya?), sends three envoys with tribute.

1017. TS.mg Ssia-cFih Su-icti-cFa-p'u-mi,

(Adhi Su-Bhoja-bhumi), sends envoys with presents of pearls,

ivory, Sanskrit books, folded fan-like between boards, and

K‘un-lun slaves (see p. 507).

1028. King Shi-li Tieh-hwa, “St ^ ^ ^ (Sri Deva), despatches

a mission with tribute.

1077. An envoy from San-/o-ch'i arrived in China. He is one of

the great panjandrums in that country, and the emperor

honours him accordingly. He must have met at Court the

mission from Chu-lien (Chola) that arrived there this same

year. (See following entry.)

’ Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 563, says (in the translation): “in order that his

sovereign may be informed” (of the delay).

- The name bestowed upon the temple was Ch‘tng-t‘ien-wan-shou,

^ ^ . Here is a good chance for local amateur arehmologists of finding

out the site, and thus arriving at an exact determination of the emplacement

of the old capital
;

for ruins of the temple must still exist, with perhaps

commemorative Chinese inscriptions and other relics leading to the establishment

of its identity.
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1077. At this period Cliu-lien (Chola, Koromandel) is stated in

Sung history to have been already tributary to San-fo-ch‘i

hence a reply is sent to the Chu-lien king on strong paper

with an envelope of plain silk, instead of on gold-flowered

silk, etc., as done with independent kingdoms. This sub-

ordinate position of Chu-lien in respect of 8an-fo-oh‘i is said

to be still enduring in 1106. (See Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.,

p. 586.)'

1078. Envoys from San-fo-eh'i reach China, bringing silver

ingots, pearls, camphor-oil, oHbanum, and other products

of the country.

1080. A great dignitary from San-fo-chH arrives at Canton, saying

that he had the direction of aifairs in his country. He brings

a letter from the king’s daughter to tlie superintendent of

‘ It will be a matter of infinite surprise to our Indianists to hear, what must
certainly be news to them, that the Chola kingdom that had risen to such
mightiness through the exploits of Eajaraja the Great (985-1002) and his son
Eajendra-Chola 1 could be tributary to the Zabt-j empire a few decades later. It
is true that even during the latter monarch’s reign the 'Western Chalukyan
Jayasimha II claims to have subdued the Chola kingdom (in about 1018), and so
does a few years later (1052-1060) Jayakesin 1, Eadamba of Goa, w'hich
circumstances' argue that the ill-fated kingdom was already tottering to its fall.

In fact, shortly afterwards a revolution broke out that gave opportunity to
a Western Chalukya prince to occupy the throne

; but in 1070 the Eastern
Chalukyan Kajendra Chola II, King ot Tengi, seized the Cho]a crown, and this
is represented in the inscriptions to have passed down to his descendants until
1250 and further, although there is a blank of half a century -'.i the history of
the dynasty from 1165 to 1215. Nothing thus transpires from local records
as to the Chola kingdom being a dependency, even as much as nominal, of the
Zdbej empire. Tet there can be no doubt that such a dependence must have
been a fact, althongh we have no means ot ascertaining its exact natnre. The
Chinese Court must have bad full information on the subject, since the missions
sent by both States in a.d. lOTT must have met there, so that any doubtful point
cropping up as regards the relation in which they stood to each other would be
ea.sy of elucidation. We have besides other indications of Malay interference
into Southern Indian and even Ceylonese affairs at a not much' later period
In A.D. 1250 Jlalays, called Javaku in the Ceylonese chronicles under the
leadership of Prince Candrabhanu, attacked Ceylon. Thouo-h repulsed they
returned to the rescue between a.d. 1270 and 1275 under the same leader but
aided this time by Tiimils from the mainland (see “ Mahavarhsa ” fh ’ SR
V. 36-37, and ch. 88, ^-^3) From the Chinese evidence referred to above;
and from the fact that the invaders are called Jaeeku (as beino- from Javaka
Duvaka, or Dabag, i.e. Zabej] I consider it pretty certain that they came from
Sumatra, and perhaps from Palembang. It thus turns out that the Zabri emnire
used not only to keep an active trade with the southern parts of India but also
exercised there a certain measure ot political influence, which may have been at
times very considerable, so as to weigh m one way or the other on the destinies of
the petty Southern Indmn langdoms of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth
centuries. It is to this interestmg fact, never before this brought out in
a clear and definite form, that the attention of students of Southern Indian
history IS called with a view to a further investigation of its details and bearin'^
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trade, written in Chinese characters, and presents of Barns
camphor and cotton-cloth.

1082. Three envoys arrive at the Chinese Court bringing golden

lotus-flowers containing pearls. Barns camphor, and other

rarities.

1083. Three other envoys come with presents.

1094-1097. Between these two dates they once again make their

appearance.

1106. On the occasion of the reception of envoys from P'u-Jcan,

^ "y" {Bukam or Pagan, capital of Burma), the president of

the Board of Bites submits to the emperor that “ Chu-lien

is a vassal of San-/o-ch‘i.” Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 586.

(See entry above under date 1077.)

1156. King Esi-Ii Ma-lma-lo-sM, ^ f!l ® (Sri

Maharaja), sends envoys with tribute.

1168. A new ruler (son of the preceding) succeeds to the throne

of San-fo-chU. (See entry under date 1178.)

1172. The king of San-fo-ck'i solicits from the Emperor the

authority to purchase copper for shipment to his country,

and to engage Chinese artisans to convert this metal into tiles

wherewith to roof his own residence (after the fashion of the

Emperor’s palace in China). The Emperor grants the request,

but with the express condition that it be not renewed. (Ma
Tuan-Bn, op. cit., p. 566.)

1178. Kew envoys from San-fo-chH arrive with tribute. The
Emperor, finding that the presents he usually gives in return

for this tribute are rather expensive, directs them not to come

to Court any more, but to make an establishment at Ch'iian-

ch‘ou (i.e. Zaitun) in Euh-kien province. On this occasion the

king of San-fo-ch'i has information convoyed to the Chinese

Court that he has succeeded to his father’s throne in the

fourth year of the period ChHen Tao (A.n. 1168). Hence

the investiture is accorded him. (Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit.,

p. 566.)

It is most probably owing to the decision of the Chinese

Emperor making Ch'iian-ch'ou the terminus of San-fo-chH

missions, that the Chinese annals present a blank as regards

relations with this State, extending over nearly two centuries,

40
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i.e. from a.d. 1178 to 1370. Part of this gap may, however,

be filled from information left us by Chao Ju-kua, from

whom we cull the following items, referring to the period

between :

—

1205-1240. Fifteen States are subject to San-fo-ch‘i, viz. :

—

1. Tan-ma-ling, the capital of which is surrounded with

a palisade, 6 to 7 feet in width hy over 20 in height,

strong enough on the top for the purpose of warfare (see

T‘oung-Pao, 1901, p. 128). The country produces camphor,

etc., and manufactures gold and silver ware. Perhaps the

Tambilang River, east coast of Sumatra, lat. 2° S. (see p. 601).

2. Lin-ya-sz, which can he reached in six days’ sailing from

Tan-ma-ling, but there is also a road hy land. Products :

camphor, rhinoceros horns, ivory, etc. It pays yearly tribute

to 'San-fo-chH (op. cit., p. 129). Probably the Langhsa or

Langsar River, below Perlak
;

if not, Langlat near Deli,

Ringat in Indragiri, or Rigas, west coast of Sumatra. (See

p. 599.)

3. Peng-feng, a neighbour of Nos. 4, 5, and 7 (op. cit.,

p. 132). Perhaps Mong-gong, North Sumatra (see p. 599).

If not, Bu-hun district near Malabu, west coast of Sumatra
(4° 20' N. lat.).

4. THg-ya-neng, a neighbour of Nos. 3, 5, and 7 (ibid.).

Undoubtedly Trt^ng-gading or Tnngading, North Sumatra
(ibid.).

5. Chia-chi-Ian -tan or IPa-hi-lan-taii, a neighbour of Nos. 3,

4, and 7 (ibid.). Possibly Gigieng or Oighen, North Sumatra
(ibid.).

6. Esi-lan (op. cit., p. 133), || (Sai-lan, Se-lang).
Most likely Chalang or Chellang, near Rigas Bay, west coast
of Sumatra. Otherwise it may bo the River Silan, forming
the boundary between Asahan and Batu-bara (3=* 10' N. lat.)

;

or else either the Pemi-siran River (in Iambi), or the Besilain
in Langkat. Professor Schlegel speaks {Toung-Pao, 1901,
p. 133) of a Silan tribe in Deli; but this is probably Silau,
and not Silan. There is, moreover, a Selan River and district

on the west coast of Bangka (2° 24' S. lat.).

7. Fo-lo-an, lying at four days’ sailing from Lin-ya-sz,
from which it can also be reached by the land route (op. eit.^
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pp. 130 and 134). Either BerHan, north coast of Sumatra;

Belawan, near Deli, east coast
;

or Benuwang on the Kakan
Eiver. (See p. 600.)

8. Jih-lo-t‘ing, Q ^ (op. cit., pp. 128, 134). Gold

and silver wares manufactured. Very likely Jelatang on

a small stream, a little to the south-west of the present Jambi

town, in 1^ 42' S. lat.

9. Ch^ien-mai, ^ (op. cit., pp. 128, 135). Gold and

silver wares manufactured. I take this to be Semawi or

Semdwei, vulgo Semoy, on the homonymous bight, the Telok

Semdivi, ‘Celestial Bay (or Harbour),’ into which

debouches the Pasei River, North Sumatra. The dialectal

pronunciations of the above Chinese characters are Ts‘ym-mai,

Sen~mai, etc.

10. Pa-t'a, ^ ^ (ibid.). Gold and silver wares manu-

factured. I am inclined to think this place to be Pedaia or

Pidada (which is, no doubt, the hitherto unidentified Pirada

of De Barros), lying between Samalangan and Pasangan,

North Sumatra; although it may be BedagS, East Sumatra,

3° 31' N. lat. See also p. 541. N.B.—There is another

Pedada on Pedada Strait, Kateman district, 0' 15' N. lat., as

well as a Pedawa just below Perlak.

11. Chia-lo-hsi or Ka-lo-hei, jjjo p. ^ (ibid.). A very

puzzling name, ifa Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 486) mentions

(from Sung history, under a date corresponding to a.u. 1116)

a Ka-lo-hsi or Ka-lo-hei, M % #. very likely the same

place, as lying to the south of Chm-la (Kamboja), but at what

distance he does not state. I have thought about the country

inhabited by the Chardi tribes, but this would not answer, it

being situated to the east of Kamboja. Neither would the

territory of the Charm and Churn, which is in the south-east.

We shall probably have to look for the name Karagi, Krahai,

Gargai, Gargei, or Galagi, either on the east coast of Sumatra

or neighbouring islands. On the east coast of Sumatra we

merely have Raivas, Karu or Karau, Kurinchi ;
Guyu and

Ala or Hala on the north coast
;

Juru, in Malacca ; Sola

and Gargasi in Kedah. Finally, we have Chagalelegat, the

Mantawi islanders, off the west coast of Sumatra. The last

term, which is at the same time the one that answers best on

linguistic grounds, especially in its possible contracted forms

Chalegat or Galegat, unfortunately belongs to tribes situated

too far away for our purpose. Gold and silver ware is
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manufactured also in the State of Ka-lo-hei, according to-

Chao Ju-kua. After all, the place in question might be

Jurulu, Julot, or Juliih, a petty State on the east coast of

Sumatra above Perlak and immediately below the Arakundur

Kiver. The Kia-lo-Jtei lying south of Kamhoja may he

a distinct State ;
perhaps Kalakah, an old district of West

Borneo.

12. Pa-lin-feng or Pa-lm-p‘ing, C, ^ ^ (op. cit., p. 136).

Probably Beremhang in Deli, 3° 42' N. lat., and not Palembang,

the name of which is spelled P‘o-lin-pang, by

Ma Huan, A.n. 1416 (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 197).

13. Ssin-t‘o, ^ ^ (ibid.). Barbosa’s Zunda kingdom,

South-West Sumatra, corresponding to the present Indrapura

district. (See above, pp. 450 seqq.)

14. Chien-pi, ^ ^ (op. cit., p. 138), or Kam-pi, Kam-pei.

“A revolting colony of San-fo-chH with a warlike population,

probably Malays, carrying on a trade in tin, ivory, and pearls”

\joxwn. Roy. Asiatic Soc., 1896, p. 487). Not likely to be

Kampar, the name of which is spelled Kan-pa, in the

Chinese map published by Phillips; nor Jempa or Jumpa in

Pasangan, North Sumatra. There is a Kampi promontory at

the north point of entrance to the Banju Asin, and a Kumpai

island at the north-east end of Aru Bay, either of which may
be the place intended. Kumpai is, however, in the Chinese

map just alluded to, spelled
"Ij* Kan-pei, which fact

condemns the latter alternative. Prom the fact of tin being

an article of trade in tbe country, some district on the west

coast of the Malay Peninsula may be meant (Ghirbi).

15. Lan-wu-li or Lam-bu-ri, ^ ® g. (ibid.) = Lambri.

Sends yearly tribute to San-fo-ch'i {Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc.,

1896, p. 482). See the treatment of this toponymic in the

next section, devoted to Argyre.

Besides, Chao Ju-kua tells us the following interesting

details :—China collects together the gold and silver wares

manufactured and sold at Tan-rna-hng, Jih-Io-t‘ing, Ch‘ien-

mai, Pa-t‘a, and Ka-lo-hei (Nos. 1, 8, 9, 10, 11 above), and

offers them to San-fo-ch‘i (T'oiing-Pao, 1901, p. 128). Every

year ships go from San-fo-ch'i, Chi-Vo (5rt<-fo=Telok Kruit,

West Sumatra ?), and Chien-pi (Kampi, Ghirbi ?) to Nan-p‘i
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{Malabar). Products are carried from. Nan-p‘i to San-fo-ch‘i

and Chi-lo-ta-lung {^.Ku'dla Terong, or Trong, on the Perak
coast?), {Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soe., 1896, p. 486). This

explains the influence that the Zahej empire had succeeded

in creating for itself in Southern India. For other countries

in Sumatra producing pepper, see above, pp. 450-451.

1250. Malays {Javakus), undoubtedly from the Zaiej empire,

Sumatra, led by prince Candra-bhanu, attack Ceylon, but are

after some difficulty repulsed. (See p. 624.)

1270-1275. A second invasion of Ceylon by the same people, but

with the assistance of Tamils from the Southern Indian main-

land, takes place between these two dates. (Ibid.)

1274. SaeIbah is the largest of the Zahej islands (read ‘districts’).

The sovereign, the Maharaja, is one of the richest potentates

of [Further] India. He has his residence on the largest

of such islands [i.e. Sarirah= Sarhaza\ (Ibn Sa'Id). (See

p. 572.)

Here intervenes a gap of well-nigh a century in all

records. Both Marco Polo and Odoric seem never to have

heard of Sri-Bhoja, or else they forgot all about it.

1371. Having been summoned to allegiance by the newly

established Ming dynasty. King Ma-ha-la-cha Pa-la-pu,

^ A ^ h (Maharaja Prabhu, or Purba?),

sends envoys with presents. This monarch may be the

Samsapurba of the “ Sejarah Malayu,” who reigned for some

time over Palembang. (See Leyden’s “ Malay Annals,”

pp. 23 seq.)

The country now becomes split up into three principalities,

each with its own chief.

1373. King Tan-ma-sha-na-a, m B m m (ptarma-sena?),

sends envoys with tribute. This is principality Ko. 1.

1374. King Ma-na-ha Pau-lin-pmig, ^ ^ ^
(Manuha Pralamba, Balambang), despatches, in his turn,

a mission with presents. This is principality Ko. 2, and the

term Pau-lin-pang in the king’s name may, as Groeneveldt

suggests (op. cit., p. 193), stand for Palembang.

1375. King Scng-chia-lie-yu-lan, ^ ^ B3 (Sangaliura?),

sends tribute. This is principality Ho. 3.
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1376. King Dharma-sena (principality Ko. 1) dies, and his son,

Ma-na-ehe Wu-li, I® 55 ^ M (Maharaja Bhuri, or

Balei ?), succeeds him.

1377. The king last referred to sends tribute, and asks for

investiture as ruler of San-fo-eh‘i, which is granted.

An expedition from Java (very likely jlIajapaMt) completely

conquers San-fo-chH, and its name is changed (by the Chinese)

to Ghiu-chiang {Kau-lcong or Ku-Jcang). From this period

dates the subordination of Palembang to Javanese rule, and

its decline as a centre of trade.

In dealing with subsequent events under the date a.d. 1406,

when two Chinese chiefs are mentioned, of whom one ruled

at San-fo-chH (?) and the other at Ku-kang, Groeneveldt

(op. cit., pp. 195 and 200) argues that San-fo-ch‘i and

Ku-kang (i.e. Palembang) must have been two different

places. Palembang, he proceeds to say, was called “ Ku-kang,
‘ the Old River,’ to distinguish it from Jambi, where probably

the princes of San-bo-fsai [San-fo-ch‘i] established their

capital, after they had been driven away from the old one by
the Javanese ;

this name, ‘ the Old River,’ given by them to

the river of Palembang, implies that they were familiar with

it long since, and that it had been visited by them during

their previous trade, which we know had always been carried

on at San-bo-tsai.” I feel bound to observe, however, that

in the first place it does not appear at all clearly from the

Chinese account translated by Groeneveldt that one of the

chiefs in question ruled exactly at SaH-fo-ch‘i; the context

plainly shows that he merely ruled over “part of the

country ” (of San-fe-cli‘i). Secondly, we have seen (p. 617)
that the name Chiu-chiang or Ku-kang (‘ Old River ’ or ‘ Old
Lagoon ’) was almost certainly also given to the Berba

BuTva, i.e. old, ancient
) branch of the Jambi River,

the proper name for which—or at any rate for its upper
portion — is Tambesi. In the case in point, therefore,

Ku-kang may mean either the territory on the Berba,.

i.e. Jambi, or that on the Sung-sang, i.e. Palembang, although
it most likely applies to the latter. The other chief may
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have ruled over any other part of the country. But quite

apart from this there seems to he no question that, as we
have repeatedly pointed out, the capital of the country

must have stood in the early days, and maybe even during

later periods, on the .Iambi River. First of all, we have

the evidence of the ancient remains (images, etc.), to

which we had occasion to call attention (p. 601), on that

stream. Then various circumstantial indications, among
which is the fact that gold, for which the Srl-Bhoja State

became so famous, is almost exclusively found, at anj^ rate in

largest quantities, in districts situated on or about the upper

tributaries of the Jambi River, namely, LTmun, Batang-

Asei, Pangkalan-Jambu, Kurinchi. Further, the peculiarity

that the name itself of the stream, Tambesi, is not very dis-

similar from the Chinese transcript San-/o-ch‘i or Sam-bu-tsi,

to which it may, as likely as not, have given origin. And,

last but not least, the statement, though by no means

absolutely reliable, of the Ming historians, that at a later

period the place where the first chief of the country (had)

lived was called Chan-pei (= Jambi ?).^ If this identification

is correct this would be the first instance in which the name
Jambi, appears in Chinese history, unless we consider

the same toponymic to be alluded to several centuries earlier

in what is represented in Sung annals to be merely a title for

the kings of the San-fo-chH country.^ Apart from this still

doubtful point, it seems strange that the name of a district

which was, like Jambi, so important a centre of trade and

civilization, should have been suffered to remain unrecorded

for so long a period, not finding even a place in the

detailed list of the fifteen districts subject to San-fo-chH

drawn up by Chao Ju-kua. There is, of course, some

justification to be found for this silence in the argument

that Jambi, from its lying in such close proximity to

Palembang, was likely to be confounded with the latter
;
but

the real reason seems to be that the connection between the

two States was very probably far more intimate than it has

• See Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 196.

® Ibid., p. 18S.
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been hitherto supposed. We are inclined to believe, in fact,

from the various indications we have met with in the course

of the present inquiry, that Jambi was in the early days

the capital of the SrI-Bhoja State, or at any rate of the Zabej

(Java or Javaka) Empire, which was later on—at what precise

date is still to be ascertained—transferred to the territory of

the newly rising, younger constituted district of Palembang.

And at a still remoter period Jambi must have formed the

advance post of Indu civilization towards the southern part

of the Archipelago, and withal the southern limit of the

territories settled by the Java or C‘hawa race. Thus

Ptolemy’s conception of a labadiii or Sabadiu stretching no

farther southward than the Jambi district seems, in the light

of all evidence now at hand, sufficiently justified.

It now remains for us to add a few words in

explanation of the various forms that the name Java and

derived or cognate terms have assumed in the records and
traditions of different nations as applied to Sumatra or part

of its territory. To the principal of these forms allusion

has already been made ; but it will be well to review
them here all together. The prototypes of them are, as we
have shown, Java, C haica, Sawa, Yava, Dava, with their

adjectival derivatives Javaka, Savaka, Davaka, and Javana,
Yavaita, etc.^ All these correlated terms have been imported
from the Indo-Chinese mainland to Sumatra by the nation

that bore them as its names, the so-called Mon-Annam
— better to say M5n-Khmer— race. The knowledge of

these facts, for the first time brought to light in these

pages, renders the toponymies we propose to examine quite

easy of comprehension ; whereas the ignorance of the same
facts made such toponymies distressing puzzles to our
predecessors.

now know better.

{China MevieiVy voi. XX, p. 156). We
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Starting first with Ptolemy’s labadiu or Sabadiii, there

tan be no doubt that these terms represent the vernacular

Indu forms Yaba-diu and Saba-diu of, respectively, Yava-

dipa (or Yava-dcipa) and Sava (or Jaca)-dipa (or -dvipa).

Fa-Hsien’s Ya-p‘o-t‘l (Ya-ba-dei, Ja-ba-dai, Ya-ba-che)

stands for either Taba-diu, Jabadiu, or Yava-des, Java-des.

In the last syllable t‘i, di, che of the compositum, we already

detect traces of a softening tendency towards a palatal ji,

je, ja, if not of a guttural g or k, which we shall find later

on in Zdbej, Babag, and Javnku.

We next come to the Arabic Zdbej (Sulaiman, a.d. 851),

which should perhaps he more properly read Zdbaj. This

may represent either Javaja, Java-Jd (the Java race or

people), or Jdvaka, a derivative of the collateral prototype

Davdka or Ddvaka, known since at least the fourth century

A.D.,^ which became in later ages exemplified in the Syriac

Babag- or Zabag, the Persian Javaka, and the Simhalese

Javaku. Of the absurdity of the suggested connection

between Zdbej and Srl-Bkoja I have already spoken
;

it

absolutely cannot be entertained.

It is with Ibn Khurdadbih (a.d. 864) that we arrive at

the fairly correct spelling Jdbah, lost since Ptolemy’s time.

His example is followed later on by Edrisi (a.d. 1154),

Ibn Sa‘Id (ad. 1274), and others. Yakut (a.d. 1218),

Abu-i-Feda (a.d. 1321), and Ibii Batuta (a.d. 1345-1346),

however, go still further and present us Sumatra under

the name of Jdica/i, which had already been made known

by Marco Polo (1292) under the form Java (the Less).

But it is not only in foreign literatures or traditions that

we meet with such names for the island of Sumatra and

' See p. 57.
- The term Snbag occurs in the Syriac ilS. published in the “ Bibliotheca

Orientalis Clementina Vaticana” by Joseph Simon Assemanus, vol. iii, pp. 99-

699, with a Latin version. The JIS. was written in a.d. 153.3. It is therein

stated that in 1503 the Patriarch Eli.is charged four Fathers to proceed to the

countr)’ of the Indies and to the islands of the sea that are within Dabag, and
<S'm, and Maiin. There can he no doubt that Dabng here stands for Omaha or

Javaka, i.e. the ancient Zahtj or Zabaj empire centreing in Sumatra.
In Eashidu-d-Din (a.d. 1310) occurs the form Zaibaj {— Oarva, Odrvakn),

which we probably find exemplified in Sarawak (AV. Borneo), and which is in
any case a modification of al-Biruni’s Zabag or Zabaj (.a.d. 1031).
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its Mon -Khmer descended, i.e. ‘Malay,’ population that

immigrated to it during the old days. We find the same

terms on the very soil of the island applied by the aboriginal

tribes to the same ‘Malay’ population; and again we see

them employed among neighbouring nations on the Indo-

Chinese mainland and even farther, to designate the island

itself as well as the race that early settled on its coasts.

To the almost certain fact of Sumatra having been the

birthplace of the legend as regards the origin of its name

Yava- or Jaca-dnpa, which passed on thence to Java and

came to be applied even to other islands in that neighbour-

hood,^ reference has already been made. It is one link in

^ The first undoubted mention of the island of Java under the name Java that

I have so far met ivith occurs in the chronicle of Pasei (see Marre’s transl.,

pp. S", S9 et seq([.), compiled certainly not earlier than the fitteeuth century.

It also appears in a chronicle of the kings of Tido Tireha (Sumatra, more
properly Jlenaiigkaljau; published in the “ Malay lliscelianies,” vol. ii. Bencooleu.

1S22. This second document is certainly ot no earlier date than the one first

referred to. The oldest local mention occurs in an imscription now in the

Museum at Batavia, published by Mr. Ilolle, and dated Saka G54 = a.d. 732.

The name here takes the lorm Yava-. " Ihlparnraut Yai'akh^iiik." i.e. "the noble

island called Yava.” I strongly doubt, hotvever, that the whole island of Java
is here implied. It- eastern pait alone is almost certainly meant.

As regards the application ol the name Jaia to other islands be-ides Jumi.

the following notes may be of interest ;

—

A.n. 1440 vuid .—Xicolo Conti mentions two J.rvas which lie within one hundred
miles of each other, and at one month's sailing distance from the continent,

towards the east. They are

:

1. Java Majok, 3.000 miles in eircumterence. Usually identified with

Java, but which I think undoubtedly to be lluttna, for the author says that

thence he bent his course " westward to a maritime cUy called L'tnmpH

[Champa, i.e. Bab-Angwe or Kwi-fionj’' ; see, moreover, next entry.

2. Java Mixok. 2.000 miles in circumference = Java. (.See jiujor's

"India in the Fifteenth Centiay," part ii, pp. 1-5-17.)

14.50.—In Fra ilauro's planisphere we find marked three large islands, viz. .

1. .SvMATKA. with .!/«« Tapi (Jiltin'.

2. UiAvA JIaggiohe = Java the Greater = Borneo.

:i. Giava Mtxoi’.E = Java the T.e-s = .lava. iSee Ziula'.- •' M.uco

Polo,” etc., Venezia, IblS, tacsimile ot Frd Mauro's plan.)

1516.—Duarte Barbo.sa mention.s in his relation

:

1. SVM.ATRA.

2. Borxei = Borneo,

3. Java Major = Java.

4. Java Minor, so called, he states, by the Arabs and Persians, while bv
the natives it is termed Amhabn. X.B.. a place called Ampanau is on the

west coast of Lombok ; but either Bffi Kamhnngan) or Madura (A'kso

Antara) may be meant here ;
see next entry. (Eamusio, vol. i, f, 318 cose

and 319 redo.) I have since noticed, however, that Antonio Galvano

(a.d. 1555), having mentioned Bali beyond Java, proceeds: "and then
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the chain of circumstantial evidence proving that, of all

the islands of the Archipelago, Sumatra was the first one

to bear the name Java, and the only one properly entitled

to be recognized under such an appellation in all the

accounts of the ancient travellers down to at least the end
of the thirteenth century. The last links in the chain just

referred to we are now going to give as a conclusion to our

inquiry. They'' are the evidence of the population itself of

Sumatra, as well as of their neighbours
;

the voice of over

half a dozen nations and tribes, who unanimously bear

witness that Sumatra was the original, the true Java, and
that it was so even long after the present Java had borrowed

[they] came also vnto other called Anjcue, Cnmhoha, Solor" (Hakliiu.
iv, 433). Here a cedilla has doubtless dropped trora Caoihabn, which should
thus read ^ambuba, meaninjr Sambawa. Hence it is possible that Barbosa’s
Anthaba may stand for pauibabu, i.e. Sambaw.'i.

1521.—Pigafetta, after mentioning Sumatra and Java Major, states;

Java Mixor lies at half a league froni Java Major, and is as large ns the
i.sland of Miuieru (Madeir.a). Hence, either Madura or B.ali is meant heio.

(fiamusio, op. cit,, fol. 369 rtcto.)

1576.—Girolamo Porro, in the map attached to Porcacchi’s book, p. 189, marks;

1 . Sumatra, which he does not name, although making it easily recognizable

from the various kingdoms mapped there, ' viz., Camatra, Pedir, Pazer
(Pasai), etc.

’

2. Iava Mazor = Java.

3. Java Mexor = Borneo {Burna = Burnei, Brunai, is marked on it .

This he makes smaller than Oilolo, owing to his following, I beliew,
Massimiliano Transilvauo’s views (see Kamuoio, vol. i, p, 351).—Porcacchi's
“ L’Isole pin famose,” etc., Tenetia, 1576.

1595.—Prevost, quoting authors of the period, says the island usually called

Java is sometimes styled the Great Jaia, in order to distinguish it Irom
a neighbouring island termed the Little Java, or Bali.— Hist. gen. des

Voyages,” vol. viii, Paris, 1750, p. 154.

It will thus be seen that the terms Great Java and Little Java have been
indiscriminately applied to different islands at various times, according to the
views of the several travellers ; or, putting the results in formida shape, we
obtain ;

1. Great Java = Java (M. Polo, 1292) ; Borneo (Conti, 1440, and Fia
Mauro, 1450) ;

Java (Barbosa, 1516, and Pigafetta, 1521).

2. Little Jav-a = Sumatra (M. Polo. 1292) ; Java (Conti, 1440, and Fra
Mauro, 1450) ;

Bali, Madura, or Sambawa (Barbosa, 1516, and Pigafetta,

1521) ;
Borneo (Porro, 1576); Bali (1.596).

It is not at all exact, therefore, to say, as Cordior sweepingly puts it, that
“ tout le monde salt aujourd'hui qn’i! y a eu . . . . deux Java, Java
mineure, cette meme Sumatra, et Java majeure, Java meme ” (“ L’Extreme
Orient dans 1’Atlas Catalan,” p. 42). This is simply misleading for “tout le

monde”
; hence, the reason for the above little enquiry, which, though by no

means exhaustive, will throw some light into this dark corner of mediieval
geography.
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from it her name, along with the traditions attached thereto.

Here, then, is the evidence in question, which, for facility

of reference, I subjoin in a tabulated form :

—

The ‘ Malays ’ op
SVMATKA ARE CALLED

By whom. Authorities.

Jauijs
{
— Jdmjjlny plural

of Jdwl).
Jdii (=:Java)

Baiva
( = Pava)

Javahi
(
= Javaka)

C^hvea (C‘hava, Java)

Chuvear (=:Javaka)

Cha-vS, (C‘hava,

Java).

C^hd-v^df PE (Jav}*a,

Java).

G^hawd (Java)

Themselves

The Battak

The natives of Nias

The Ceylonese ...

1
The Khmers

j-The Annamese ...

The Siamese

De Barros, Decada iii,

lib. V, ch. 1 (a.d. 1553).
)Van der Lith, “Merveilles

) de I’Inde,” p. 238.

Siriihalese chronicles {circa
A.D. 1270-1280).

j'Leclere,‘ContesetLegende8,’
-! Paris, 1895, p. 306

; and
1 other -writers on Kamhoj a.

rBonet’s “ Dictionnaire
I AnnamiteFran^ais,” Paris,

j

1899, t. i, p. 66; and
1 others.

Khhn LOang Ha-wat’s
chronicle, p. 158 {circa

A.D. 1768) ; and other
Siamese records.

I may add, moreover, that the Malays of Menang-kabau,
Central Sumatra, are termed C'hcea-hrahd by the Khmers,
whereas those of the Malay Peninsula are called, as with the
Siamese, Malayu^ which is, as we have seen, the proper name
of the territory they inhabit.

And the Javanese, it will now be asked, the fortunate

inhabitants of the ‘true Java’ so dear to the imagination

of Sinologists and Arabists, what are they designated ?

Well, I am sorry to say that until a very recent period

the Indo-Chinese nations had no name for them, nor for

their island either— a most ominous sign that they had
not the honour, until very lately, of becoming acquainted

with either the one or the other. It is only from the last

two centuries or so that the Khmers had to invent for them
the distinctive designation of C‘hwa Tavd.'^ As regards

‘ See LecRre’s “ Contes et Legepdes,” Paris, 1895, pp. 297 n aTid
306. In Siamese records, MalSiju in Lady Nobamas’ llemuirs (fourteenrii
century), and Mdlayu in Khun Luang Hawat’s chronicle, p. 1,58.

' ^

2 Leclfere, op. cit., p. 306.
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their delightful island, all they learned were the names of

some of its paramount States, such as, for instance, Kalapii

(= Sunda-Kalapa district), Jakatra (= Jakarta), later on

Batavia, founded 1619, and MataramJ Intercourse between.

Champa and Java commenced somewhat earlier {circa a.d.

1380-1390),^ but it is very doubtful that the Cham ever knew
that island under any other name than that of the State

—

Majapahit— with which those relations were established.

In conclusion, I trust to have made it pretty clear that the

Island of Java and the Javanese did not become known,

if at all, to the neighbouring nations on the Indo-Chinese

Peninsula until the end of the thirteenth century and later

;

and then not under the names of Jam or Java people, but

under those of the Javanese kingdoms to which they

belonged. Further, that the terms Java, Javaha, Dava,

Bavaka, C‘haiva, etc., have always been imderstood, not only

by the people of Sumatra or of its borderlands, but by all

nations of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula and even Ceylon, to

mean the Mon-Khmer descended inhabitants of Sumatra

—

the so-called ‘ Malays ’—and, by analogy, the Island of

Sumatra itself, which, even by the Malays on the opposite

coast of the Malay Peninsula, was, for that very reason.

* Jakatra is first mentioned in the form Xaikatra in the Siamese chronicle ol

Khun Luang Hawat, p. 1.38 (date about 1750), as being then in amicable
relations with the country. This was, of course, already the period of Dutch
rule there. Mataram, the realm in the south-east ot Java, is referred to

a century earlier, a.d. 1653.

No mention of the former mighty empire of Majapahit occurs in cither

Siamese, Khmer, Peguan, or Burmese records, although, as we have seen, the

Javanese poem “ Nagara-kretagama ” of the fourteenth century tells us how
that State was then in friendly relation with Ayuthia, Ligor, Kamboja, and
other kingdoms on the Indo-Chinese continent. There may be a good deal ot

poetical fiction and exaggeration in tills statement, although some measure ot

truth no doubt underlies it. All the same, the intercourse in question must have
been very slight, since it left no trace in the history and traditions of the.se

peoples. These last, no doubt, confused in their minds the Javanese with the

Jawas of Sumatra. As regards Siam, however, rather close relations must have
existed between at least her possessions on the Malay Peninsula (Ligor, etc.), it

not her capital Ayuthia and Majapahit ; for in 1397 China invites Siam to use
her influence with Java (Majapahit) to induce the latter to keep her newly
aequired vassal Han-fo-clVi (Palembang) quiet. (See Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

pp^ 194-195.)
- See Leyden’.s “ Malay Annals,” p. 209. The date is ray own rectified one.
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called the ‘ Country of Jain.’ ^ To this day a Sumatra

Avind is called an Angin Jdwa, i.e. ‘Jawa [= Sumatra]

Aviiid,’^ by the Singaporeans and the natives of the Straits

generally
;
and beujoiu, which is certainly not a product of

Java, but of Sumatra, is accordingly termed Ltibdn Jaici.^

AYe thus see that from Ptolemy’s days down to very modern,

nay, even recent times, the name Jam for Sumatra (but

more properly for the race that very early settled on it from
the Indo-Chinese mainland, can be traced in an almost

uninterrupted sequel. It now remains for those who, after

a perusal of the overwhelming mass of evidence we have
adduced above, still hold a brief for that “Pearl of Islands

Java,” to prove their own thesis—not b}' mere airy specu-

lations, but by substantial and well-authenticated evidence,

as we have been doing throughout the preceding pages.

Having thus endeavoured, to the best of our ability, to

throw as much light as possible on the principal and perhaps

most ancient appellation of Sumatra, it would seem to us to

be guilty of an unpardonable omission were we not to sa)',

by way of conclusion, a few words on the names after Avhich

* This de^i!?llation appears in the Kedah Annals, eh. 13. Colonel Lory fin the
Trinriiiil of the Mnhnj Airhiprhujo. vol. iii) tr.in-lates the passage where tliis

allusion occurs :
•' Country ot .Tiiiri. otherwise Acheh,” thus giring rise to the

wrong impression that the .\cheh district .alone svas implied under that connota-
tion.'’ But the true spirit of the sentence ts evidently; “the country of

i.e. Acheh [and neigliliotiring di-tricts].’’ Acheh was at the time a very
extensive State, enibr.uing the whole coti-tline of the northeru part ot Sumatra.
In A.U. 1612. as eyidenced by a Utter of it- Sultan published in the Jounml
Straits Brunch M.A.S., No. 31, July. 1.S3S, p. 123), iis dominions extended as
tar down a- Palembang on the ea-t coast and Benykahi (Bencoolen, on the
western. Interpreted in such a spirit, the above allu-ion perfectly aarees with

Ihn Batata’s statement calling Sumatra the “Country of Juicnh," i.Lsl jL'

.as well as the “ Isknd of JuKuh,” Defremery and

S.mguinetti’s transL, t. iv, pp. 224 .and 228, text.)

- See the China li/rinf. vol. xx. p. 1.56. This wind Dr. l.ittle and
Dr. Dennys, ipioting him De-criptive Dictionary of British Mabiva,” p. I'ey)—believe to be so called from the Island of Java, notwithstanding the fact
that, as Dennys him-clf ai knowledges, it is a south wind, is unhealthy, and' is

telt at times [yen in Penang and ^Province Wellesley, thu- having pertoice to
cross all over Sumatia to get there I 1
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either the island itself or the most noted parts of it have

been known at various times to its own people, as well as

to the neighbouring Malays on the opposite coast of the

Peninsula and to foreign nations, including those of the

Western world. .Such names, for the first notice of which

the date could he ascertained, will be given hereafter

chronologically arranged in a tabulated form
; here we shall

deal first with those the birth-date of which is so far either

undetermined or but vaguely known.

The following are the designations applied by the Malays

on the Peninsula to the various parts of Sumatra ;

—

1. Tajtah Jiwi, = the ‘Country of Jawi’ (Kedah

Annals, ch. 13); a name, if not for the whole of the island,

at least for the northern half, or more, of it. Date, circa

fifteenth or sixteenth century a.d.

2. PuLir Andalas, ‘The Andhala, Andhaka, or

Andhra Island’; or, simply, Indalas (see p. 612).

(“Sejarah Malayu,” and Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. 20.)

D.ate, about fourteenth century. This is said to have been the

name then, or before that, applied to the territory of Paralem-

hang or Perlamlang, the present Palembang,
•

3. Pno Pehcha, the ‘ Guttapercha (or, more correctly,

Getah-Pcreha) Island ’
;
from Fanjm, FercT^a, the Persian

word for a rag, a remnant of stuff.' (Dulaurier, in Journal

1847, p. 125.) Date, unknown.® Kewbold (“ Straits

of Malacca,” London, 1839, vol. ii, p. 222) identifies Pulo
Pereka with the Iambi district.

' On the stiU much discussed etymology of the term Tula Percha Dr. Rost
appends the following editorial note to p. 88 of the “ Essays relating to Indo-
China,” 1st serie-., vol. i :

*• According to Van der Tuuk (‘ Malay Diet.,’ 1880),
Pulo Pircha, ‘the gutta-percha island’: according to the Abbe Favre and
Professor Pijnappel, in their Jlalay Dictionaries, perehn is i g. ynitrttin. ‘ the
inhabited world.’ This opinion was first propounded by Van der Tuuk in his
‘ Bataksch AVoordenboek ’ (1881), s y. mor-^a.” Colonel Low, in the Junrnal of
the Malap Archipdnqo, vol. iii, adheres to the first view, and adds that Pulo
Percha is the name still applied, by the people to the eastward, to Sumatra.

® The name Pulo Percha (for, apparently, the northern part of Sumatra) first

appears, to my knowledge, in a Alalay MS. on the kings of Pu’o Percha in the
possession of the Sultan of Indrapura (south-west coast of Sumatra), from which
Sir Stamford Raffles compiled the account published in the “Alalay Aliscellanies ”

vol. ii, Bencoolen, 1822. The same name also occurs in the chronicle of P.Vsei
'see Alarre’s transL, pp. 99, 102), where it appears to apply to the territory of
Alenangkabau. The Kedah Annals (ch. 2), however, speak of “ Achiih on' the
sea-coast of Pulo Percha."
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4. PuLO Mas, the ‘Island of Gold,’ and not ‘Golden
Island ’ as it has been lyrically suggested in order to identify

it with the classical Suvarnadvlpa, which, we have shown, is

far more probably the Malay Peninsula. This designation
must refer in particular to the Jambi district, the most noted
for the precious metal. Date, unknown. ‘ Newbold (“ Straits

‘ I-tsiug (a.d. 671-695) twice refers to Srl-Bhoja (Palembang or Jambi, or

both) as Chin-cliou, the ‘Island of Gold,’ and not ‘Gold Isle,’ as it

has been hitherto assumed (see Chavannes, op. cit., p. 37, note
; p. 181, n 2 •

and p. 186). His commentator Kasj-apa (eighteenth century) identifies Chin-chon,

with ^ ^1^, Chin-Un (Eam-lon) or Chin-elCin, ^ ^ (Kim-chin), the
sUver-produeing country situated at some 2,000 U (circu 400 miles) to the west
of Fu-nan, that we have shown (p. 164) to correspond very probably to Hweu-
tsang’s Kamalanka and to be therefore situated on the upper part of the
Malay Peninsula. I should not think, after all, that Kasyapa is rieht in his
suggestion, for I-tsing refers unquestionably to ^ri-Bhoja by his term Chm-chon,
and^otjo Chin-Un, with whiA he^was acquainted, as evidenced by the fact that

was like. Was it Fuh Mas' I hardly think this designation had alreaX
sprung up mto bemg then, although it is possible. Mv impression is rather that
the term Aniala, A/idara, Andhra, or something similar, which we are told was
the old name borne by that district, is what means—or was taken tn mnori*'
‘Gold-bearing District’ or ‘Island of Gold.’ Let us remember tLt Cmti
distinctly states (ctrcd a.d. 1440) Andamama (or Andaman) to mean the ‘ Isknrf
of Gold.’ He may have laboured under a misunderstandino- or he mav h
correct for all we know. We have noticed various legendras regards the
connection of the Andamans with the precious metal (see pp asg^et 1
and we have already laid stress on earlv connecting links, historical and oth^'

’

ime, that seem undoubtedly to have existed between the Andamans and the
Sri-Bhoja district on the east coast of Sumatra. We have even drawn attention
to several striking homonymies detected between the toponymies of the +
places, one of which is that of Andaman or Anthmnan with'

„

Andhalas, the old name of Palembang (see pp. 393, 39.3 g^2\ ?!
is therefore not altogether impossible Ihat the root Andu’ Anlhb And!
Andar, etc. (man being bat a suffix common to many a place-name tn +h

’

Archipelago, see p. 419 above, perhaps identical with the Sanskrit mana or man,,
occurring, e.g., m I arddhanidna), may have had, in some of the early lamma 00=
prevailing in this region the meaning of ‘gold,’ or was ascribed such a skof
tication. It is worthy of notice that in the lion tongue the word for ‘ » I f>

•'

precisely thd, the very second portion of the root anlhb in Anthb-ma;f Such
being the case, there would be nothing strange if the actual form
ultimately discovered in some of the Mofi-derived dialects spoken on theM^r*^
Peninsula, the NikobArs, or Sumatra. If so, the above suorrestion wmua u'
confirmed in fact, and Conti shown to have beeli right.

would be

Postseriptum.—Gold is Te in Eed Karen speech • Td nr Ta in ir 1
dialects. It is very remarkable that it is called llalduam in Asilulu i

and Indarama (cf. Indajai, Andalas) in il.ikua (Eastern Afric-il
writes Halatcamj, oi which the term Laiiumj tor cloves = imiq of
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of Malacca,” London, 1839, vol. ii, p. 215) states tliat according

to Malay tradition Pulo Mas means the Menang-kaban empire

situated in the heart of Sumatra.

5. Sebeano, (Sabrang, Sabarang) = ‘ On the other side,’

‘ Across the Straits ’
;

commonly applied to the part of the

east coast of the island lying opposite the Malay Peninsula.

Late, unknown. (See Swettenham’sMalay—EnglishVooabulary

,

London, 1887, p. 101.)

6. Meuang-Kabatj (or Kerhaa\ the country of the

‘ Vanquished Buffalo.’ This only applies to the Menangkabau

State, the name being given to it in memory of a combat

between a buffalo from Majapahit sent to challenge its

congeners in Menangkabau, in which the Menangkabau came

off victorious.* This must have occurred in ci/’ca 1377—

1380 A.D. The former names of Menangkabau are stated

to have been successively : Tanjung Bunga, >

the ‘Cape of Flowers’; and Pugar -ruyung, /Ls

the ‘ Fence of Bugang (trees).’

7. Takon-Bapis ? (Tekong-b. ?), a very doubtful one given by

Leelere (op. cit., p. 297), without quotation of his authority,

said to be applied to Sumatra (more probably part of it)

because “it emerges [or emerged?] from the sea.”-

498,he say.s, is probably aii abbreviation (“ Hist. Ind. Arch., vol. i, p.

Edinburo-h 1 820) . In Canarese • gold ’ is Himnit, whence the Hindi Shu = a gold

pagoda ^eo’in)
;
and this may have been connected, in the popular fancy, with

Smiimaiin or Sauumdn, a supposed designation tor the AndSmins.

' See the story in the second volume of the “Malay Miscellanies” above

referred to ; also in Marre’s “ Histoire desKoisde Pasey,” Paris, 1874 pp. 103

and 125—127 Either this storv is a fiction or the event must have taken place

several years before a.d. 137.5, for at the latter date the Catalan map gives

Maano Gauhi as an alternative designation for Sumatra, which puzzling terra

we have pointed out (p. 422), is almost undoubtedly a corrupt rendering of

Menang-Urhati or Menang-kaban. This State is moreover, as we shall see

directly, mentioned in the Chinese map published by Phillips and drawn up

circa A.D. 1399. , , - i- j _

2 The other name Saborna referred to by the same author as being arohed to

Sumatra by the Arabs (here again without citing the wurce, which seems,

however, to be Malte-Brun, t. iv, p. 255, or some compilation b^ed thereon) is,

no doubt, Edrisi’s Sabanmh, Simah, etc.. Island (see above, p. 5i4). which, we

have shown, can hardly be Sumatra. As regards the term Takon [at Tekong:),

if not chimerical, it may be connected with the Tekang clan, one of the branches

of the Simbiring tribe of the Battak, east coast of Sumatra These Tekang as

well as the neighbouring Pandiya (or Pandya, Panda, Panddva r), I am inclined

41
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8. Tasah Paxembaks, so called by the Javanese according to

Crawfurd (“Hist. Indian Arch.,” p. 323). This name,

however, can only imply the Palembang district.

We must now turn to the term Sumatra. About the

origip and first employment of it as a general name for the

whole island there still exists no little misconception.^ It is

beyond doubt that such a term sprang into being with

the foundation of the city of Sumatra or Samudra in circa,

1270 (see p. 613),^ which stood on the left bank of the

Krung Pasai (or Pasei River), at some five miles from the

sea (Telok Semawi Bay). The derivation of the name given

in the “ Sejarah Malayu ” from Semut-raja,

to identify with the Pien.t‘ou or Paii-t‘ou, ^ 2j-, |6E 51*, and Tu-k'mt,

^ gj, or Tu-chtin, ^ referred to in Sui history (see Ha Tuan-lin,

op. cit., p. 511) as being situated across the Chin-Un Bay in a southern direction

and at 3,000 h (riivu 600-700 miles) from Pu-nan (Kamhoja), and therefore on

the east coast of Sumatra. See for further remarks %iifra.

I Misconception undoubtedly, when in such modern and .scholarly works as
e.g. the “Essays relating to Indo-China” Aye find (ind series yol ii

p. 50, n) passages like the following: the ancient’ name of
Pa^ey [! !], which occasioned the whole island to he called by the Portuguese
[sic], who sailed with Arabic pilots, Sumatra, a name with which the natives
not used to mii with Europeans, are not acquainted.” It must he admitted that
this is distinctly misleading, for not only Samudara was not the ancient name of
Pasai (which was founded alter it), hut the name Sumatra is recorded for the
whole island, nearly three-quarters of a century hetore the advent of the
Portuguese, by Nicolh Conti, who states that the island “is called by the natives
Sciamuthera rShamudara].” (See Major’s “India in the Fiiteenth Century ”

part ii, p. 8.) Reinaud says (Intr. to the Geogr. of Abulfeda, p 409\ but
without quoting his authorities tor his statement, that it was the Arabs’ who
extended the denomination Sumatra to the whole island after Sumatra city had
been founded. In the absence of evidence to that effect we must regard this as
a merG guess.

As we shall see directly, Sumatra State already appears in the history of the
Chinese Yiian dynasty, under the names Su-mu-tu and Su-mu-tu-la with the
date A.D. 1282. The city must have accordingly, been founded some ^ars
before that; say, circa a.d. iLiO. It must be remembered, in fact that
according to the chronicles, after Sumatra city had been founded Islamis’m wo;
iutroduced into the country.

^

Then the king
^ edded the daughter of the PerlaV

ruler and had a son by her (i.e. Sidtan Alaliku-l-^aher), whom he set up in dup
course to reign in Sumatra city. But soon afterwards the old king founded Pasai
and transferred his son to rule over Pasai. Thus, an interval of at least twenri
years must have occurred between the toumlation ot Sumatra and that of its sistei-

city Pasai. Now, if this is the Basma heard of by Marco Polo while at SaZZ
(Samadra) in 1292, we get the date a.d. 12,0 area for the foundation of
iSuniatra city, which date must he a \erj close approach to the truth.
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a ‘ Large Ant ’ ’—from the legend of an extraordinarily big

representative of the Formicidoe family having been discovered

there by the famous hunting dog of Marah Silu, the founder

of the city, who, in duty bound, made a meal of it,—must,

as a matter of course, be classed along with the other fanciful

‘ etymologies ’ of Eastern invention, of which we have already

found so many edifying examples. It is perfectly certain

that the true derivation is from Samudra, the original name
being very likely Samudra-pura, as we have noticed in

Kamboja (p. 220). Of such a term, meaning the ‘Oceanic’

or ‘Sea-city,’ Samundar, Samundra, Samtmdara are dialectal

corruptions (occurring in the Urdu, or Hindustani, and

Telugu Sainuiidar, Stimu/idur, Sdmttndn, Samundart), which

explain the forms Samadra, SJianmthera, Su-men-ta-la, etc.,

met with in the Western as well as Chinese literatures of

the time.^

With these premises we may now proceed to give,

chronologically arranged in the subjoined table, the principal

forms of the name Sumatra met with in local as well as

foreign literatures, exhibiting the process of its successive

transformations; adding also the other names applied to the

island at various times since the foundation of Sumatra city.

' See Leyden’s “ Malay Annals,’’ p. 65 ; and ilarre's “ Histoire des Rois de

Pasey,” p. 29. The term Seiniit-riija (the second part ol it has remained

hitherto etymologically uutraced) is Malay-Achinese. Ae/«H<= ‘ ant ’ in Malay,

is from the Mon Khmut. Ehmot, 3GQ^OC) • 'whereas raja (perhaps from

Sanskrit nlja) is Achinese, and means ‘big,’ ‘large,’ ‘great.’ Rajut is

a synonymous term. The ant is said to have been as large as a cat.

- They probably also explain the hitherto unexplained—at least satisfactorily

—

names Simaudu, 'ZifiovvSov ; Palai Simimdu ; and Simunda, recorded by Ptolemy

(lib.vii, ch. 4, 1), the “Periplus” (§ 61), andthe “Anonymi Geographic Expositio

Compeudiaria,” respectively, for Ceylon. The last may stand for either Valaya-

sdiHirfra = the ‘Encircling Sea,’ or Samudra-mlayd^^e ‘Sea-girt.’ The

forms fiamundar, Samundra, etc.
,
assumed by the name of Sumatra city might,

moreover, be usefully compared with Samandar or Samindar, Semender,

iJii.*..', etc., a city mentioned by Ihn Khurdadbih and Edrisi

(•Jaubert, op. cit., pp. 175, 180), which Sprenger locates near the western mouth

of the Ganges, although Edrisi puts it at only seven days’ distance from Kashmir.
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CHRONOLOGICAL ONOMATOLOGY OF SUMATRA CITY AND
ISLAND SINCE THE FOUNDATION OF SUMATRA CITY

{eircu A.D. 1270).
A.D.

1270 cired, Samudra, (Samadra), city, founded by Marah

Silu, a fisherman from Pasangan, (IpJig

about half-way between the Pasai Eiver and Samalangan).

“ (Sejarah Malayu,” ch. vii, pp. 70-71, Singapore ed., and'

Chron. Pasai.)

1270-1275. Samudea Daeu-l-Salam, the name assumed

by Sumatra city upon the introduction of Islamism. King

Marah Silu becomes a convert to the Muslim faith and

assumes the title of Maliku-l-Saleh, Shortly

afterwards he weds the daughter of the Perlak, ^

,

ruler,

Ganggang Putri by name, by whom he has two sons, the

elder being named Sultan Maliku-l-Zaher, uLilL*.

(“Sejarah Malayu” and “ Hikayat Raja-raja Pasai.”)

1282. Srr-Mu-TA (= Samudra) State sends a Minister to Quilon,

who meets a Chinese envoy there, and is persuaded by the

latter to despatch, on behalf of his master, Takur, envoys to

submit an address and to offer presents to the Chinese Court.

(History of the Yiian Dynasty; E. H. Parker in the Asiatic

Quarterly Review for January, 1900, pp. 131-132.)

1282. Su-Mtr-TU-LA, ^ ^ = Samudara),
State

;
visited on his way home by the Chinese envoy above

referred to, who persuades the chief of the country, Tuan Rati
(a mere title meaning the ‘ Lord Ruler,’ important, however,
in this connection as showing that Islam had not perhaps as

yet obtained a foothold in that territory) to send to China two
envoys named Hassan and Sulaiman. (Ibid., p. 132.)

1286 I

St7-MU-TP-LA sends an envoy to the Chinese Court. (Ibid.)

1286. Su-MEir-ifA (evidently a contraction of Su-mhi-ta-na, see

below, sends envoys). (Ibid.)

circa 1290. The kingdom of Perlak being invaded by the enemies

opposite (from the Malay Peninsula), its people take refuge

in Samudra. Sultan Maliku-l-Srdeh sets up his elder son,

Maliku-l-Zaher, as ruler in Samudra. Then he builds Pasai

city,
1
,^^’ and instals him as king there. (“Sejarah

Malayu,” ch. vii, and Chron. Pasei.)
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1292. MrifOE, island (= Sumatra).

1292. Samaea or Sasiaecha (=Samudra; or else, Samakuruk
district on the Pasai Eiver, south from Samudra

;
or Samawl

Bay?); and Banna or Basman (= Pasai, Basaim) kingdoms.

(Marco Polo, bk. iii, ch. 9.)

1293. Su-MU-IU-LA, ^ Tf; ^5 [Suh - mu-tura = Samudara)

;

an envoy sent there from China to renew its allegiance.

(Hist. Yiian Dyn., bk. 162 ;
Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 155.)

1294. Sn-Mij-Tn-tA, id. Its envoy, who had been detained in

China awaiting the result of Kublai’s war with Java, is sent

back with presents. (Asiatic Quarterly Review, loo. cit.)

1309. Pah-sih ( = Pasai). A special envoy despatched there from

China. (Ibid., see also p. 614.)

1310. SuituTEA (= Samudra). Ila;^Idu-d-dm (Elliot, “History

of India,” vol. i, p. 70).

1300-1320. Pasai. Hh^'kivLg Shaher-al-Nawi, Shahrnawi

(‘Abdu-r-Kazzak’s ShaJir-i-nau, see Major’s “India in the

Fifteenth Century,” pt. i, p. 6; and the Sornaos, Xarnau of

later writers = Nong Sand city, later on Ayuthia
;
see for this

identification my remarks in the Asiatic Quarterly Review for

January, 1902, pp. 128-129), sends an armed expedition under

Atvi-BicM, (=Ok-ya Dec'ho [_Tejo]), against Pasai.

The city is taken, and King Maliku-l-Zaher is carried in

captivity to the Siamese capital, where he is detained for some

ten or fifteen years, after which he is allowed to return to his

country a vassal of Siam. (“ Sejarah Malayu,” ch. viii, and

“Hikayat Raja-raja Pasai.” See Leyden’s “Malay Annals,”

pp. 73-76
;
and Marre’s “Hist, des Eois de Pasey,” pp. 48-50

and 115-120.) K.B.—-According to the Pasai chronicle the

Siamese invasion occurred during King Maliku-l-Mahmud’s

reign
;
but the account from the “ Sejarah Malayu ” appears

to be the most reliable of the two, in which case the event

cannot be put down to much later than a.d. 1300-1310, owing

to the fact that when the king was carried away captive

he is stated to have left the son Ahmad still a little boy.

Ahmad, however, was the son of Sultan Mahmud and grandson

of Sultan Maliku-l-Zaher, and it was probably at the marriage

of this Ahmad that Ibn Batuta was present in 1346, who states

this to be the wedding of Maliku-l-Zaher’s son. Owing to this

confusion in the king’s names, it is possible that the Siamese

invasion took place under Mahmud’s reign, and we would then
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have to alter its date to a.d. 1320-1330, that is to say, at

some fifteen to twenty years before Ibn Batata’s visit.

1323 circa. Sumomha (= Samundra, Sumundra), or Smohoea,

SnroHOEA, SuMMOLTEA. The people, whether men or women,

tattoo their face and other parts of the body;^ they are in

constant war with those of Lamorij (Lambri), which is an

island (read ‘district’) to the north of it. (Friar Odoric,

Eamusio, 1583 ed., vol. ii, f. 247 verso
;

De Backer,

“ L’Extreme Orient an Moyen-Age,” Paris, 1877, pp. 105-106

and 477-478.)

1345. Island of Jawah, Couxiey of Jawah,

j)b (= Sumatra), with the capital Samaiea,

Its seaport, which is a large village on the seaside, lies at four

miles from the city, and is called Sarha or Sarhi, ^ , ^_5^- •

(This, hitherto unidentified, must be Terhi, which in the

chronicle of Pasai is always mentioned as the anchorage
;

see

Marre’s “Hist, des Hois de Pasey,” pp. 32, 62, etc.) The

Sultan’s name is Malilcu-l-Zaher, (This must

be a mistake for his son Maliku-l-Mahmud, for the particulars

related by the author about the former apply to the latter,

and Maliku-l-Zaher could hardly be still alive at this time,

since he was already of age at the time of the foundation of

Pasei, in circa 1290, see above; see also Marre, op. cit.,

pp. 44-45, n.) (Ibn Batuta, “Voyages d’Ibn Batoutah,”

Paris, 1858, pp. 224, 229 seqq.)

1346 (Oct.-Hov.). Ibn Batuta, returns to Sumatra from China and

stays there two months (op. cit., pp. 306-309).

1375. Ilia Teafobaxa (for Taprobuna= Sumatra Island), called

Magno- Caulij
(
= Menang-kabau). On some of its mountains

live giants twelve cubits in height, very black, and insane

(i.e. the Batta tribes)
;
they eat all the white strangers they

can lay their hands upon. It is the last island of India, and

‘ Face-tattooing is mentioned in Chinese records as being practised in

N'a-kit~erh, a small State in the mountains, to the west of the Sumatra kingdom.
The people there, says 5Ia Huan in his “ Ying-yai Sheng-lan” (a.d. 14t6j,

tattoo their faces with three pointed green figures, and for this reason their ruler

is called the king of the Swa-mien ('Tattooed Faces’). Fei-Hsin states later

on, in his “ Hsing-ch'a Shcng-lan” (14.36) of the same State: “The meu
tattoo their faces with representations of flowers and animals ’

’ (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., pp. 218-219). Professor Schlegel translates part of the former passage
thus :

“ all tattoo upon their faces triangular blue figures as a distinctive mark ”

{T‘mmg-Pao, 1901, p. 349). On face-tattooing see our remarks above, pp. 367—
368. Of our identification of Ka-ku-erh we shall speak in the next section.
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abounds in gold, silver, and precious stones. It contains seven

cities :—(1) Melaro (on south-east coast = Mallaru, Malayu ?)

;

(2) Binloij (=Deli?); (3) Menlaij (on north-east coast

= TPen-Iai, Malai, Ferlec, Perlak?);* (4) Sormar (on north

coast = ^url or Hard, Samara?); (5) Leroa (on north-vest

coast = Lide, Lubok, Lameri, or Lambri?); (6) Malao \^in the

centre = Malabu ?) ;
^ (7) an unnamed city deserted on account

of snakes (on west coast = Telok-belong ?). Catalan Map
(Cordier’s “ L’ Extreme - Orient dans 1’Atlas Catalan de

Charles V,” pi. ii).

1375. IniA Iana (=Java, Jana, = Sumatra, or Borneo,

Island?). It produces eagle-wood and camphor, spices,

galanga, nutmegs, cinnamon, as well as maces. Regio

Femnarum (north coast)
;

- and cities of Malao (north coast

= Marudu Bay, the Malatu of Captain Bozorg’s “ ‘Ajaib,”

vide infra, Appendix II) ;
Auzul (west coast)

;
Semescra (on

West coast = Semeriihan, one of the old districts ?, or else

Sarawak, Samarcha, Samara?). Catalan Map (op. cit., pi. i).

circa 1377. PISAi, conquered hy the armies from Majapahit

(Java), The then reigning Sultan Ahmad takes to flight,

nobody knows where. (Pasai Chronicle. See Man’e, op. cit.,

pp 91-95. As regards the date it can be deduced from that

of the Javanese conquest of Palembang, which took place at

* There was a Mnlayu somewhere on the north coast of Sumatra, for in April,

1706, Sultan Jamalu-l-‘alam, king of Achin, is stated to hate left the Acheh
citadel and to have established his seat at ilMyu (see Millies, op. cit., p. 99).

I concur with MilUes’ view that here the Malay Peninsula is not implied, hut
some place in the Acheh district itself, or, at any rate, on the north coast ot

Sumatra. We have seen that Ibn Sa’id (1286) states, "the country of MaUuir
is near Ldnieri

”
; but the southern portion of the Malay Peninsula is almost

certainly intended here.
- As regards this region, see what Tavernier says of Borneo (apparently of the

Sukadana district on the western part of the island in particular) : "I shall be
asked, without doubt, why I only mention the Queen ot Borneo, and not the

King. The reason is that m this kingdom it is the women who govern and not
the men .... they prefer to have a woman for their rider, to whom
they give the title ot Queen, her husband being her subject, and not having more
power than that which she chooses to confer upon him ” (Tavernier's “Travels
in India,” London, 1889, vol. ii, p. 88) Matriarchv and descent bv the mother’s
side, of course, obtained formerly in many countries of Further India and the

Archipelago, and legends about kingdoms ot women have been current in both
Arabic and Chinese literature. There are traces of matriarchy extant even now
in Annam, Champa (Panrang district), Laos, Siam, etc. But, from the fact of

an island of women being mentioned in Captain Bozorg's ‘“Ajaib” (op. cit.,

pp. 19-20) as lying in the Sea of MaUitu, which I have identilied with Marudu
or Maludu Bay, North Borneo (see Appendix I), I should conclude that in the
case in point it is a question of that district.
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about the same time, i.e. in a.d. 1376 or 1377, according

to the Hist, of the Ming Dyn., bk. 324, sec Groenereldt,

op. cit., p. 193.)

1383. Hsu-wen-ta-ita, ^ 3a: ^ 15 (Sumundala, Sumundara),

State. Sultan Ma-U fFu Ta-fen, ^ 55' {Ma-lek-

-/e» = Maliku-l-Zaher),' sends an envoy named
An-pa-erJi, A S (Yam-pat-i, Am-bal-a), to the Chinese

Court with presents. The report of the audience granted him
by the Emperor remarks that Hsu-taen-ta-na is the same as

Sn-men-ta-lay the name being changed to the latter form in the

reign of Hung Wu (a.d. 1368-1398). (‘ Pien-i-tien ’ section

of the “ T‘u-shu-chi-eh‘eng” cyelopeedia. See T^owig-Pao,

1901, pp. 341-342 ; also Asiatic Quarterly Review for January,

1900, p. 13.5. The proper names have, however, more solito,

been mangled there, and their identifications are our own.)

circa 1399. Su-hen-ta-la, ^ ^ ^ (= Sumundara =
Sumatra city and State), marked on the Chinese map published

by Phillips {Journal China Branch R.A.S., vol. xx, 1885,

p. 221, and map). This is the first time this spelling

—

introduced, as noticed in the preceding entry, during the
reign of Hung Wu—occurs in documentary evidence to hand;
it first appears in history in 1405, the date of Cheng Ho’s
initial visit to Sumatra.

1403. Srr-MEN-TA-iA (as above). The Chinese eunuch Yin-ch‘ing,
being sent on a mission to Java {Chau-va), also calls, by
instruction, at this country, as it lies on his route. Its

ruler, Tsai-nu-li-a-pi-ting, ^ ^ ^ PSJ T (
= Zeinu-1-

‘Abidin, sends envoys along with Yin-ch‘ing

1 Our identification is corroborated by the fact that Xaher or DhShcr is
j^tually pronounced Tlaher by the IVlalays. (See Marre’s “ Hist, des Rois de
Pasey,” p. 43, n.)

^
There can be no doubt as regards this identification, which is my own

(mnrely. Schlegel, loe. cit., suggests Kiir-AVeddin or Xar-el-abidin
;

and
Parker Senur din ! And yet the Chinese characters clearly read Taai-nu-
H-a-hid-ding, or Zai-nu-li-a-pit-ting, so that a mistake is impossible—except to
a 6,moIogist. It may interest both Professor Schlegel and Mr. (now also
1 rofessor) I arker to know that there reigned at least one Sultan Zeinu-l-Abidin,
It not at Sumatra city itself, at any rate at its sister foundation Pasei. His story
M given in the “Sejarah Malayu,” ch. iv (see Leyden’s “ Malay Annals,” pp. 212-
- ). It Dnefiy is as follows : This ruler had a younger brother who, supported
by the populace, rebelled and supplanted him. Sultan Zeinu-1-Abidin thereupon
^ where Mansiir ^ah was reigiiing. This prince sent an armed

expedition to reinstate him at Pasai, which country was conquered by the Malacca
men, the usurping raja running away to the woods. No sooner had, however, the
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to go to Court and carry presents. The Emperor bestows on
the prince the title of ‘ King of Su-men-ta-la.'—Hist. Ming
Dyn., bk. 325; T‘oung-Pao, 1901, p. 343 (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., p. 211 ; Asiatic Quarterly Review, Jan., 1900, p. 135,

for a cursory hint only).

-1403. Sn-MEF-TA-LA (as above). Envoys sent to this country in the

beginning of the reign of the usurping emperor Ch'eng Tsu
(a.d. 1402-1424), in order to inform its ruler of his accession

and to summon him to Court.—Hist. Ming Dyn., bk. 325

(Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 211).

1404. Sn-MEN-iA-LA. The Emperor of China despatches envoys

to present the chief of the country with velvets, silks, etc.,

and to bring him to the imperial Court.—Id. (ibid.).

1405. Sn-MEjr-TA-LA. The eunuch Cheng Ho, being sent to the

Western Ocean, calls at this country. The father of the

reigning king, having been attacked by his western neighbour,

the Na-ku-erh (‘ Country of the Tattooed Faces,’ Ewa-mien),

was killed by a poisoned arrow. The king’s son being

still young, the widow swore to marry the first man who
would avenge her. An old fisherman, having thereupon taken

up the cudgels in her favour, attacked the king of Na-hu-

^rh, slew him, and married the Queen.— Hist. Ming Dyn.,

bk. 325; Ma Huan’s “Ying-yai >Sheng-lan” (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., pp. 208, 212). Parker, in the Asiatic Quarterly

Review, p. 136, makes an anachronistic jumble. The king

reigning at the time of Cheng Ho’s visit was evidently the

parvenu
;
and the ruler who had got killed in war was pre-

sumably Zeinu-l-‘AbidTn.

1406. Hsu-wen-ta-sta. Envoys from Champa complain at the

Chinese Court that Siam has been molesting her mission

thither {Asiatic Quarterly Revieto, Jfo. cit., p. 135). The

Malacca fleet left for their own country, than the fugitive raja returned and
once more overthrew the rightful king, Zeinu-l-AbidIn. These events are placed,

as it has been seen, under the reign of the Malacca ruler Mansur Shah, which,
according to the native chronology, extended from a.d. 1374 to 1447. It is

notorious, however, that such a chronology cannot be relied upon, and that

the reign of Mansur Shah must be altered to between 1458 and circa 1480,
for in 1459 he is mentioned as having sent tribute to China and received his

investiture. (See Hist, of the Ming Dyn., bk. 325, in Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

p. 251, Wang-stt-Sha = Mansur Shah). It is, therefore, scarcely possible that
the Zeinu-l-Abidin of 1403 is one and the same person with the king of the
same name dethroned in Mansur Shah’s time. The latter was probably a grand-
child of the former. All the same, it will have been now conclusively proved
that our identification of the name in the passage referred to above is correct.
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grievance really is that some ships from Champa (apparently

bound for Sumatra State), having drifted over to Pahang, the

Siamese authorities there had detained and molested them.

Sumatra State also complains to China of Siamese violence

and pretensions to exclusive sovereignty ( China Review,

vol. xxiii, p. 256). See above for Siamese conquest of Pasai,

under the date 1300-1320. Siam very probably still claimed

suzerainty over that State.

1407. Su-Mi'X-TA-nA. Its ruler, Sultan Han-nan-a-pi-chen,

^ H M ^ (=Handal Abidin?, this being evidently

the old fisherman), sends his minister A-li, |!jij H. (= ‘All),

to the Chinese Court to offer products of his country.

Tribute is norv being brought regulai’ly every rear.—“Ming-

yi-T‘ung-ohih ” (Great Geogr. of the Ming Dynasty) and

“ Kuang-tung T‘ung-chih ” (Gen. Topogr. of the Canton

Prov.) for the date of the embassy. [T'oung-Pao, 1900, p. 344.)

1409. Su-Jiix-T.i-IA. The quondam fisherman arrives at the

Chinese Court with presents, and is favourably received by

the Emperor.— “Ting-yai Sheng-lan” (Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

p. 208).

1412. The parvenu returns to Sumatra, when the son of the

former king, having now grown up, secretly leagues with

the nobles, kills his stepfather the fisherman, and takes his

throne. .A nephew (another account says a younger brother)

of the murdered fisherman, Sn-kan-la, ^ ^ ^l] (= Sikandar,

Sekander), by name, having assembled his followers with

their families, runs away into the mountains and fortifies

himself there, after which he soon begins attacks with a view

to revenge the death of his uncle.—“ Ying-vai Sheng-lan”

and Hist, of the Ming Dyn., bk. 325 (Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

pp. 208—9 and 212). The Hist, of the iling Dyn., bk. 304,

however, gives a somewhat different version, stating that

“ a pretended son of the king had killed that prince and put

himself on the throne; being anary that he got no share of

Cheng Ho’s presents, he collected soldiers and attacked the

Chinese army, but he was beaten and pursued as far as

Lambri, where he was taken prisoner with his wife and

children ” (see Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 169). There must have

been some oversight here on the part of the historiographer.

1412. Envoys are sent to the Chinese Court. Id. (ibid., p. 221).

1414-15. Su-iiix-TA-iA. The eunuch Cheng Ho arrives there for

the second time with his fleet. Sikandar, dissatisfied he did
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not get a share in the imperial presents, attacks the Chinese,

but is routed, pursued as far as Lamhri, taken prisoner and

sent to the Chinese Court, where he is condemned to death.

—

“ Ting-yai Sheng-lan,” which puts the date of Cheng Ho’s

visit in 1415, and Hist, of the Ming Dyn., bk. 325, which

puts it as in 1414 (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 209 and 212).

1414-15. The king sends envoys to present his thanks to the

Chinese Court. (Op. cit., p. 212.)

1416. Su-MEX-TA-LA. The anchorage lies opposite a village on the

sea-coast called Ta-lu-mm, ^ = Truban, Trumun ?

perhaps Terlei, see Ibn Batuta above). Thence, going south-

east for about ten It (circd two miles), one arrives at the city,

which is not walled. There is a large brook running into

the sea (i.e. Pasai Biver or Krung Pasai).—“ Ting-yai Sheng-

lan ” (Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 208).

1417. Tapeobana Min’oe (= Sumatra Island, Taprohana Major

being applied to Ceylon). — Planisphere in Palazzo Pitti,

Florence (Santarem’s “ Hist, de la Cosmographie,” etc.,

vol. ii).

1426. Envoys reach the Chinese capital with congratulations for

the accession of the new emperor.—Jen Tsung, 1424; or

Hsiian Tsung, 1425-1435? (Loc. cit.)

1430. Cheng Ho, being sent out to the Archipelago and other

countries, visits Sumatra State for the third time. (Loc. cit.)

1431. Su-MEif-iA-LA sends out envoys twice to bring tribute to

China. (Loc. cit.)

1432. An armed expedition from China calls at Su-men-ta-la on

its way outwards to Ormuz.—Chuh Yiin-ming’s “ Ch‘ien-

wen-chi” {China Review, vol. iii, p. 329).

1433. The same expedition calls at Su-men-ta-Ia on its way

homewards to China.—Op. cit. (ibid., p. 328).

1433. Sn-MEX-TA-LA forwards a tribute of dragon’s blood.

1434. Sn-MEX-TA-LA. The king’s younger brother (= ‘All ?^,

having gone on a mission to China, dies at the capital Peking.

(Loc. cit.)

1435. So-JiEX-iA-LA. Wang Ching-hung, Cheng Ho’s colleague,

having called there, the king sends on another brother,

Chih-han or Ha-ni-che-hati = ‘All Jahiin (?), to go with him to
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Court.' This envoy states that the king is already old, and

desires to abdicate in favour of his son, called A-pu-mi,

PSf ® (evidently Ahu Zaid), who is accordingly appointed

king of the country. From this time tribute to China becomes

gradually more rare.—Hist. Ming Dyn., bk. 325 (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., pp. 212-213). Parker {Asiatic Quarterly Rmew,
Ho. cit., p. 137, has A-pu-sai-yih-ti for the name of the king’s

successor, which makes it evident that Abu Zaid is the name
intended.

eircd 1440. Sciamuthera (Shamuthera = ^amatrah, Sammudara,
see below, under entries dated 1520 and i602), the island

Tapuobaita, so called by the natives. There is a fine city.

The men are cruel and their customs brutal. The ears of

both men and women are very large, in which they wear
earrings ornamented with precious stones. In one part of

the island called Bateeh. (= Battak) the inhabitants eat human
flesh, and are in a state of constant warfare with their

neighbours. They keep human heads as a valuable property,
for when they have captured an enemy they cut off his head,
and having eaten the flesh, store up the skull and use it for

money. Hicolo Conti. (See Major’s “India in the Fifteenth
Century,” pt. ii, pp. 8-9

; and Ramusio, 1563 ed., vol. i,

fol. 339 verso.')

I486. Su-MEjf-TA-LA (Sumatra State). Envoys from this country
reach Canton, but not being favourably received, no more
missions are sent out.—Hist. Ming Dyn., bk. 325 (Groeneveldt,
op. cit., p. 213). Parker says (op. cit., p. 137) that this
mission was apparently a ‘ bogus ’ one.

January, 1497. Suuatea Island, very large.—Gerolamo da Santo
Stefano (Ramusio, vol. i, 1563 ed., f. 345 verso).

1503. Zamatoka Island (= Samudara), also called Tbapobana ;

king of Pazze (= Pase, Pasai).—Giovanni da Empoli (De
Gubernatis, “ Storia dei Viaggiatori Italiani,” Livorno, 1875,
p. 114).

1505. SusiATBA Island, anciently called Taprolana.—Barthema
(Ramusio, vol. ii, f. 166 verso).

..T
Seriew for January, 1900, p. 137, says:

-f*
(f brothers) Ha-li-dii-han (? and)

lla-m-cho-han to Court--it is not clear whether there were one or two men.”
However, from the account we toHow above, it seems pretty clear that the brothers
rent were two, of whom presumably one was ‘All, and the other Jahan by name.
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1506. The first Portuguese land on the Island of Sumatra
;
Aehln

is the leading State.—Kollewijn’s “Peknopte Gesehiedenis,”

etc. {Astatic Quarterly Review, January, 1900, p. 137).

1507. ^AMATEA, noted for fine long pepper. (Correa’s “Lendas
da India,” vol. i, p. 739.)

1511. Pacem. “Porto de Paeem [= Pasai, Basaim], que he o

principal da ilia de Camatra.” Diego Lopez de Sequeira calls

there to demand that Melagia, a refugee from Malacca residing

with the king, be handed over to him, but the request is

refused. (Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 216.)

November, 1511. Pacem. The king, having heard of the

Portuguese conquest of Malacca, makes friendly overtures

to the viceroy there. (Ibid., p. 267.)

1511. Samotea, Samaiea, Island. Anonymous letter written by
an Italian from Lisbon on the 31st January, 1513, teUing

how he had been at that island in 1511. (De Gubernatis,

op. cit., pp. 374-375.)

1513. Zamatui, Lavanni (= Javanese ?), Goees (= people from,

^ury, —in Malay Ngrl—Ghore or Haru, Am, east

coast of Sumatra
;

and not ‘ Guzerati,’ as De Gubernatis

slovenly explains), nations trading at Malacca.—Letter dated

from Lisbon, 6th June, 1513 (De Gubernatis, op. cit., p. 386).

March, 1514. Pacem. Jorge d’Albuquerque calls there
;

the

king again assures him of his loyalty to the Portuguese.

(Ibid., pp. 381-382.)

1515. Samotea Island, so called from an emporium on the same.

—

Valentin Moravia (De Gubernatis, op. cit., p. 391).’

1516. SuMAiEA Island and Pacem, seaport.—Barbosa (Eamusio,

vol. ii, p. 318 verso).

July 21st, 1520. Shamateah, (= Samudra). Letter in

Arabic written by Zeinu-d-din, Lord of this city,' to the

Portuguese Captain Diego Lopez.—Joao de Sousa’s “Docu-
mentos Arabicos para a historia Portugueza,” Lisboa, 1790,

p. 127 (Millies, op. cit., p. 62).

September, 1520. Pacem, “ que he na Ilha de ^amatra.” Antonio

Miranda de Azevedo builds a fort there with the king’.s

consent and remains in command.

’ These two extracts prove that the city and emporium of Samudra still existed,
although the Western travellers hencetorth only speak of I’asai. Very likelv
the capital was removed thither after 1520.
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1521. Sumatra Islaitd, anciently called Tapeobais'a.— Pigafetta

(Ramusio, vol, ii, f. 356 verso). Ibid., pp. 611-613.

1521. Pacem. Attacked by Jorge d’ Albuquerque, who carries

with him one of the princes of Pacem, who had been, on

a former occasion, deposed and expelled, when he submitted

to the King of Portugal. The ruler in possession falls shot

through the forehead, and the Portuguese being joined by the

King of Aru, his followers are completely routed. Thereupon,

the rightful prince is restored in great state and made tributary

to the King of Portugal. (Danvers’ “Portuguese in India,”

vol. i, p. 348.)

1521. Pacem. Antonio de Brito and Rafael Prestrello arrive

there in a ship each to load pepper. They find that the king

has died, and that his son, yet of tender years, is wholly in

the power of a tutor, Mehjquyaiyr (i,e. Maliku-l-‘Adl), who
has been harassing Miranda, the commander of the fort, with
vexatious requests. Thereupon the new Portuguese arrivals

prepare to attack the city, which lay two leagues up river, but
the king sues for peace, and things end smoothly. (Correa,

op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 624-626 and 643-645. See also p. 613
for the mention of Past this year in Chinese records.')

1522. War having broken out between the kings of Achin and
Pedir, in which the former is victorious, the latter seeks
protection from the Portuguese at Pacem. Accordingly, the
King of Achin, ‘All Mughayat Shah by name (said in the
Malay chronicles to have been the first Sultan of Achin,
1507-1522), attacks the Portuguese fort at Pacem, overruns
aU the country with fire and sword, and enters the city of
Pacem with 15,000 men. (Correa, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 768;
Danvers, loc. cit.; Millies, op. cit., p. 71.)

1524. Lopo d’Azevedo arrives at Pacem and dismantles the fort

there, the Portuguese having decided to abandon this trading
station on account of the hostility of the Achin king. This
potentate, having made himself the master of all the territories

of Pacem and Aru, the King of Pacem takes refuge at Malacca,
where he is promised assistance in the recovery of his lost

realm. (Correa, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 780, 790.)

1 In the Anatie Quarterly Sevieto for January, 1900, p. 138
, Parker turns

his former ‘ Pestrelio ’ into a vulgar and lar tuo common ‘Pedro’ and
somewhat doubts that the Fa-si mentioned in this connection in Min^- records
really is Pasei, rather than Pasir, Pasig, etc. I think, however, from the
evidence collected above, that there can scarcely he any more doubt as reo-ards
the identities of Fa-si with and Fieh-tn-hi with Rafael PrestreUo or
Perestrello.
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1573-1619. Su-iiEj^-TA-LA. During tliis period the reigning

family is twice changed, and at last their king is a quondam

slave. Having slain the rightful king and put his own master

on the throne, he ultimately murdered him also, taking his

place. This slave king is very cruel; he kills people and

washes his body in their blood, in order to prevent disease.

After the murder of the king, the name of the country

was changed into ^ {A-ts‘e, A-ehe = Acheh,

i.e. Achm).—Hist, of the Ming Dyn., bk. 325 (Groeneveldt,

op. cit., p. 214). This is the last notice of Sumatra State in

Chinese dynastioal history. Apparently, Su-rnm^ta-Ia is here

already meant for Sumatra Coast, i.e. the northern portion of

the island, and the events related apply to the kingdom of

Aoheh, of which the Sumatra district was, after 1522,

a dependency. This will be made eleai-er in the next entry.*

1602. Sajiaitoaka, Sammudara = Hagara

Sumudra). Letter of authority to trade given by the King
of Acheh to an English captain (perhaps Sir James Lancaster,

who was in charge of the first voyage to the Eastern Archi-

pelago undertaken by the English East India Company, and

visited Acheh in 1 60 1 -2). In this document the king states

that he holds the throne of the “kingdom [lit. ‘capitals’]

of Acheh and Sammudara” (“Hegri Acheh, clan Hegri

Sammudara,” "(AAi thus evidencing

that he had united on his head the two crowns, and that the
‘ State of Sumatra ’ was not, even at this period, as yet an

empty name, as our predecessors in the treatment of this

subject have pretended. Hence, very likely, the confusion

made by the Chinese historiographers of the period between

Sumatra and Acheh. This is the last authentic mention

I have so far come across of the State and city of Sumatra

in local documentary records. (See for the text of the letter in

question, Journal Straits Branch B.A.S., Ho. 31, July, 1888,

* Professor Schlegel observes [T'oim^-Tao, 1901, p. 3i4) :
“ According to

Talentijn (Sumatra, vol. v, p. 24), this slave was the father-in-law of the king
of Atjeh, who reigned in a.d. 1.312.” But how can it be.’' The events here

related undoubtedly apply to Sultan ‘Alau-d-din Eiayat Shah, who, according to

the pilot John Davis, who visited .icheh in a.d. 1599, was originally a fi.shennan.

Gradually, he rose to the rank of Admiral (probably JjahaamSna), when be
murdered Mansur Shah, constituted himself governor of the young heir to the
crown, and at last killed him also, seizing the throne. He reigned in Acheh
from A.D. 1588 to 16C2. (See Prevost’s “Hist. gen. des Voyages,” vol. i,

p. 373; and Milbes, op. cit, p. 76.)
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pp. 113 seqq.) In a later letter from the Sultan of Acheh.

to King James I of England, dated a.h. 1024 = a.d. 1612 ,

and published in the same number of that Journal (pp. 123^

seqq.), mention is made of Pedlr, Samarlang, Pasangan, Pasai,

Perlak, and many other places on the Sumatran coast, hut no

further reference to Sumatra city or State occurs. We must

therefore conclude that from this date the role played by the

famous city in local history ceases, nothing remaining of it

except the shadow of its name, although it is quite possible

that the village of Samtcdra still situate on the left (western)

hank of the Krung Pasai (or Pasai Eiver), at about three miles

from the sea (^vide Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 215 ), represents

the last surviving remnant of that city and of its long

declined glory.

Argyre, the capital of lahadiu or Sabadiii (No. 127).

We must now close this long discussion on lahadiu with

a few remarks on its northern coast, where Ptolemy locates

the capital Argyre {’Apyvpfj firjTp6’iTo\i<;). We are here

confronted by the same name as that which we had to face

in treating of Arakan ('Apyvpa ^ut the curious

feature is, that most names given to places on this coast

correspond to those of places on the Arakanese seaboard.

Among such I may mention the following :

—

(1) Lamhri, Bdmi or Ramni = Rambri, Ramrl, Rama-hari.

(2) Java, Toba = Jaha, Daha, Davdka
; and Bakkara =

Pokkhara (Puskara), Bokhara, Bacala.

(3) Perlak = Plaksa or Prcik = Perak, etc.

(4) Rakan, actually written Arakan by Valentijn
;
Ara-

kundur River.

(5) Katrea, Kertei, Kerti (= Kartri-pura?).

(6) Pasai, Pacem = Vasai, Basaim, Bassein.

(7) Cape Sedu or Sidoh = Sada, Sedoa, Sandoway.

(8) Cape Dahvai = Davai, Tavoy.

(9) Chalang, Chellang = C'halang, Salang (Ujong Salang,

Junkceylon).

The list might be continued for a good while yet. This

correspondence in toponymies between the Achinese and
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Arakanese coasts would cause one to believe at first that

there must have been not only a very close intercourse

between the two countries but an actual immigration into

Achin from Arakan. But, as a matter of fact, Arakanese
colonies seem not to have extended in the Malay Peninsula

below Tavoy, though from the remotest period Arakan and
the Malay Peninsula, as well as Sumatra, were settled by
branches of the Mon -Khmer [Ch'ieng Cheh, or Java,

Javana) race, as is well shown by the language of the

Achinese, in which distinct Mon or Khmer words can be
detected in good numbers even at present. This early

branch of the ChHeng race may have brought down to the

Malay Peninsula and Archipelago the name Java or Dava,

and even its form Cheh, which may, for all we know, survive

in Acheh, but not, seemingly, other characteristic toponyms
which arose here from the same or analogous causes as in

Arakan, and under the influence of a similar Dravidian

element from Southern India.

First of all we have in Sumatra, as in Arakan, a legend

as to the Raksasas having been the aboriginal inhabitants.

In neither of the two countries, above all in Arakan, is now
any trace of a Negrito element to be found

;
but we mav

well take it for granted that both were originally peopled

by such a race as well as the other maritime countries of

India and Indo-China.^ A tradition to this effect has been

discovered by me in the Burmese account of the life and
travels of Gavampati-thera already referred to in the

opening sections of this paper.^ In “ Dlpavaihsa,” i, 67-79,

^ We have them, at all events, both in pure and hybrid forms on the opposite
coast of the Malay Peninsula (Symangs of Perak and Panggang of the Malacca
uplands). As regards Sumatra, it is not yet quite certain that the Negrito
element has wholly disappeared, for marked traces of it seem to exist in the Lubu
tribes, while the hairy dwarfs heard of from Siak on the east coast and Kroe on
the western most likely will prove to be its legitimate representatives.

* I have omitted to mention, in my pre\ious brief account of this work
(p. 114), that Gavampati, the subject of the story', is represented as being the
son of Govindasetthi, a rich citizen of ST^dharmavatl or Suddhammanagara
(Sathom or Thahtun) in the country of Kamanha (Pegu) ; but he is evidently
the personage referred to in Mahavagga, i, 9, as being one of the companion-v
of Yasa and belonging to one of the richest tamilies ol Benares. He was
ordained soon alter Yasa, and thus early became one of the principal disciples
of Buddha, whom he followed afterwards in all his real as well as supposed

42
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and “ Mahavamsa,” ch. i, it is stated that when Buddha

visited Lanka for the first time in order to expel from it

the Yaksas, he “then caused the delightful isle of Giri

(Giri-dvipa) to approach for them. As soon as they

transferred themselves thereto he restored it to its former

position.” No explanation is given as to the whereabouts

of this island, except that it was not far from Lanka and

most similar to it, probably also in size (“ Dlpavaihsa,” i, 67,

72). But a commentator’s note appended to the book of

Gavampati, in referring to the same legend, gives the name

of the island as “ Samtdra (or Sumdtm)-giri-dipa,” wherefore

I gather that the island in question was supposed, or stated

in some legendary tradition, to have been Sumatra, or at any

rate its northern coast, where the city of Samudra afterwards

arose (so named, perhaps, in deference to that legend?). This

is not unnatural, since no other large island, sufficient to

contain the enormous host of Raksasas alluded to, lies near

to Ceylon. Another tradition is to the effect that Ravana,

the Raksasa king of Ceylon, conquered some islands in the

Indian Archipelago from the Nagas, and established his son

Mahiravana to rule over them. We finally have the legend

of Aji-Saka referred to above, in corroboration of the

tradition of Sumatra having been originally peopled by

Raksasas. The name of Eakaii, Rakkhaitga, or Raksasa

Land, may thus have arisen in this part of Sumatra in

the same way and from the same causes from which the

name of Arakan is said to be derived
; and Argyre as well

as Acheh or Achin maj' be but corrupted forms of the

local designation employed for Raksasa. If not so, it can

scarcely be accounted for otherwise than, as in Arakan,

a modified rendering of Balaksn, Plaksa, or Baraksa, a term

which would be represented here, as we pointed out, in the

name of the Perlak district.^ It would thus have here, as

peregpnations.— Since -wTitinir the above I have noticed that our friend

Gavampati and his doinss in Pegu have been mentioned quite recently in the

“ Sasanavariisa ” (ed. Mabel Bode, Pali Text Society, pp. 36-37 text), to

which therefore I refer the reader desirous of further particulars.

* The Chinese map of the fourteenth century published by Phillips in the

Journal China Branch R.A.S., vol. xx, would seem to corroborate to a certain
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in Arakan, passed througli the same modifications : Baraksn,

JBaraJiura, Arknra, and Araksa or Aksa, whence Argyre and

Acheh This opinion appears to receive further support

from the fact that Ptolemy (lib. i, ch. xiii, p. 1, and lib. vii,

ch. i, p. 10) places on the coast opposite the northern part

of Ceylon a bay which he calls Argaric Gulf and, on its

shores, a city which he terms Argeiru or Ankheiru (Apjeipov,

'A'y)(e[povT76\i<i), believed to be the same as the Argulu, of

the “Periplus.” It was celebrated for a manufacture of

muslin adorned with small pearls. Fra Paolino' calls it

ArguropoUs, and identifies it with Arampalli, adding that

“ it was formerly in high repute on account of its cotton

stuffs, which were partly manufactured on the spot and

partly brought thither for sale.” The terra may, of course,

in the cases both of the Arakanese and Sumatran Argyre, be

traced besides to Asatywra = ‘ silver,’ or Ar/ara = ‘ Silver

Country’ (perhaps, simply, ‘White Country,’ i.e. Balakm,

Plakm), which would amount to the same thing.^ These

names, similar to those given by Ptolemy to Arakan and

Achin, well indicate, I should imagine, the place from which

the early colonists and civilizers of these countries came.

The connection of the people of Koromandel and Dravida

with Arakan is already amply demonstrated by other evidence

based upon coins and medals
;
® as to that with Achin,

I am confident it will become capable of demonstration

as soon as thorough archaeological exploration in that

extent this view
;

for at the north-western end of Sumatra, and at about the

spot where Achin is, I see noted & A which means ‘ White Earth

(or Land = Arjara?), unless it stands tor Pulo Batu just opposite.

* “ Voyage to the East Indies ” (London, 1800), pp. -56, 110. Branfill, apud

McCrindle’s “ Ancient India as described by Ptolemy,” p. 331, identifies it with

Arrahkarai (pronounced nowadays Atrahkarai), at the mouth of the Vagai.

^ Silver-mines, as we have .seen (p. 562), are known to exist in the interior of

Sumatra. Mas'udi locates them in the neighbourhood of Serirah (Palembang

district)
; and Ibn Khurdadbih mentions silver in the mountains of Balus Island

(Barusae ’r).

’ See Sir Walter Elliot’s in Xumismata Orientaha, vol. lii, pt. 2, “ Coins

of Southern India,” pp. 134, 135.
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unsettled district will have been rendered possible^ Several

other names of places, etc., on the Koromandel coast deserve

notice ; for instance, those of the Rainnad district
;
of the

island of Ramisseram (Ramesvara) ;
of the Marava race in

the extreme south of India, which seems to be represented

here in the denomination of the Mariivi of the Banyak

Islands
;

and, finally, of Ptolemy’s “ Country of the

Batoi,” a name apparently identical with that of the Battan,

in Northern Sumatra.^ Among such names, those of

* Ethnic afSnities between the Achinese and the natives ol the Koromandel
and Malabar coasts have recently been noticed by Dr. Van Leent, who is

therefore inclined to regard the Achinese as Malays (read Javas or V'hawas),
with a mixture of Indian blood. This statement corroborates the views I have
expressed in these pages as to the racial nature of the populations of the Malay
Peninsula and Archipelago.

* Sir Stamford Raffles (“ Memoirs,” p. 427), Dr. Leyden (“ On the Language
and Literature of the Indo-Chinese Nations,” reprinted from the Asiatic
Sesearc/iei, vol. x, in “Essays relating to Indo-China,” 1st series, vol. i,

p, 113), and Newhold (“ Straits of Malacca,” vol. ii, pp. 371-3), in describing
the custom of the Batta tribes ol eating their own relations when aged and infirm,
have sought to connect them with Herodotus’ J^adawi or Padaians, who, as the
• Father of History ’ tells us (bk. iii, ch. Q'J), were addicted to similar practices.

Herodotus, it is true, locates the Padaians on the easternmost borders of India

;

but that is no sufficient reason for taking them to be exactly the Battas of Noith
Sumatra. Hence I am inclined to the view that if any connection has ever
existed between the Batta and other tribes on the mainland, it must have been
with thtise branches ot the so-called ‘ Indonesian ’ race irom which the Battas
seem to be descended, and among which the very identical form of cannibalism
has subsisted until recent times, if indeed it does not even now sporadically
survive. The ethnical branches just referred to are now confined to the wildest,
parts of central and northernmost ludo-Chiua, or, to put it mure precisely, to the
upper valleys of the Salwin and Iravati, although it is very probable thev
formerly occupied a far wider area, extending especially still more towards
the south. It is then within such a compass that we must look for the seat of
the I’adaioi and perhaps also for the ancestral home of the Battas. The tribes
within this area ot w horn the iniquitous practice above referred to has been
recorded arc, above all, the Kachin- or Siugp'hOs (CliingpCis), and the Wah or
Lawa. The termer, however, seem to he comparatively new immigrants into
Burma, whither they came, apparently, from the headwaters ot the°lravati, if

uot from other Central Asian couutries lying further to the north. In such
a case they may have learnt and adopted the practice from oli'shoots ot the old
Massag'etes, Kallatians or Kallantiaus, and correlated or neighbouring tribes, ot
whom Herodotus records the same horrible custom of feasting upon their aged
relatives (see bk. i, yli. -lo, and bk. iii, ch. 38). Megasthenes, according
to Strabo (xv. 1, o6) a.serihes the same iniquitous piacfice to the tribes
inhabiting the Kaukasos range_(Hindu-KOsh). regards the Wah, Sir J. G.
Scott considers the graphic stories told of them to that effect as mere inventions,
and only admits head-hunting as the only TVah foible m that respect (“Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 498"). It mav be, and we sincerely hope
it is, quite true that this people have now abandoned that nefarious piactice,
but as to their having followed it in the past there can scarcely be any doubt.
For the same story now told on the page ot the •' Gazetteer” just reten-ed
to as coming from so-called ‘Shan’ sources, I fiud related with surprising
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Hamnad and Ramesvara deserve special notice, since we
Und them transplanted to Arakan in the island of Ramri

correspondence in details in the oft-quoted book of Gavampati (lib. i, fol. 2),

which is of Pewnan origin and dates from at least a couple of centuries ago.

The only difference lies in the fact that the scene is placed on the Yunnan
borders (which amounts to the same thing, although the Wahs are not named),
and the story is told in connection with a supposed visit of Buddha there, in

consequence of which, it is added, the people became converted and abandoned
the practice. As regaids the substance of the remainder, it is identical with
the story collected by Sir J. G. Scott, so I may give it in his own words.
When their parents become old and feeble, so the tale runs, “the children

tenderly and loyingly help them to climb into the branches of a tree. Then they
shake the houghs until the old people fall down. ‘ The fnut is ripe, let us eat

it,’ they say, and proceed to do so,” of course, after having either boiled or

roasted the flesh. It goes without saying that the conversion of the Wah and
neighbouring tribes on the Yunnan-Indo-Chinese borders, although ascribed to

Buddha’s intervention, must have taken place at no very ancient date. The very

fact of the reference, in Gavampati’s book, to the cessation of such a practice is,

in my opinion, fairly good evidence that it must formerly have been in favour.

Barbosa, a.d. 1516 (in Eamusio, vol. i, 1563 ed., f. 317 verso), mentions

cannibalism exercised upon deceased relations as being prevalent in a pagan
kingdom subject to Siam, and situated inland toward China, by which evidently

the Wall country is meant. Those people justify themselves with the plea, he

adds, that nowhere could the authors of their being find a grave so suitable and
honourable as their own insides. Comparing now the above story with those

told: (1) by Captain Fenton of the Kalang and Kamon, or Kama branches of

the Kachin tribes (“Upper Burma Gazetteer,” vol. cit., p. 436); (2) by
Sir Stamford Baffles and Dr. Leyden of the Battas

; (3) by Friar Odoric of the

natives of Dond'm, Dondyn, or Badbi in the Archipelago (Ramusio. vol. ii,

ff. 248 verso and 254 recto); (4) by B.arthema of those of Java (op. cit.,

vol. i, f. 168 recto) ;
and (5) by Barbosa of the AVah (undoubtedly the Chung-

kia of Kwei-chou would be too far away
;

and then this people, like the

Issedones of Herodotus, only ate men after they had died, see Journal China

Branch R.A.S., 1899-1900’, No. 2), it will be seen that the correspondence

is surprising. So surprising, in fact, as to argue an original connection,

if not exactlv racial, at least social as regards intercourse, customs, etc.,

betw'een all these peoples. For, as we have seen, this very form of cannibalism

can be traced almost uninterruptedly, and through fully twenty-four centuries,

all the wav from the Archipelago to Upper Burma, the seat of the present

Lawa and very probablv of the ancient Padaians, and thence to the original

Kacbin country, and to the Central Asian homes of the old Kallatians or

Kallantians and Alassagetes, or Tu-Yiieh-elnh of Herodotean and Sinological

tame. The line along which we have traced the custom in question very

probably marks also the track followed, in the inverse direction, by the parent

stream of emigration from which most of the above-named tribe- of the

Indo-Chinese mainland and Archipelago are descended, or, at any rate, with

which they have become blended. It should be remembered that as regards the

Kachins, at least, a Tartar origin seems pretty well certain. “ Their traditions

point to a first home somewhere south of the desert of Gobi, and their movements

have been alwavs towards the south” (“Upper Burma Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i,

p. 396). In view of these facts, their original proximity of home.s and social

intercourse with the forbears and relatives of the Massagetes and Kallatians can

hardlv be questioned.

Of’the Semang tribes in the southern part of the Malay Peninsula Xewbold
says : “ The Malays have an idea that when a Semang dies the body is eaten, and
nothing but the head interred, a custom which, if it exists, remind- us of one

prevalent among the Issedones, a tribe of ancient Scythians, who, after fea-ting
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or Eambri and on tbe seaboard opposite it
;

to Pegu under

the form Ramanm - desa ;
to the Malay Peninsula as

Eaman and Eamenia (Eamanua ? )
Point 5

and, hnally,.

in Northern Sumatra under the forms of Rami, Rambri,

or Latnbn. A comparison of these terms, coupled with

the knowledge of the source whence they were derived,

enables us to easily identify names of places mentioned by

ancient writers, which have proved hard nuts to crack for

previous inquirers. Thus we can see,, for instance, that

Sulaiman’s kingdom of Rahmi, which Mas'udI calls

Wahman or Rahmi, and others spell Rahman or Rahma,^ can

hardly be any other country than Eamanha-desa or Pegu,

with its seaboard extended, perhaps, as far up as the old.

Earaavatl, opposite the island of Ramri
;
and we would never

dream of locating it, on the mere strength of a coincidence

of names, at Ramnad ;
or, like Reinaud and Cunningham,

at Vizapur (Bljapur) and Dharanikota respectively. But

it is especially in Sumatra where we can reap the best

results from the observations made above. Here we have

a country which the Arab navigators called Rami or Ramni j

the Chinese Lan-tcu-li, ^ ^ Nan-u'u-li,

or Nan-p‘o-li, ^ (llam-ri, Lamburi)
j

the “ Sejarah

Malayu” Lamhri, or Lamiri,
; and Marco Polo,

after them, Lamhri. It is clear that Lamhri and Rami or

Ramni represent the term Rambri, meaning ‘ llama’s

on the body of the dece.ised, preserved the head, carefully removing the hair
”

(“ Straits of Malacca,” London, 1839, vol. ii, p. 379). Of the TJdai he states

that the Jakuns •' accuse them of devouring their own dead ” (op. cit., vol, ii,

p. 382}. Thus, in origin the Semangs and Udai were probably cannibals of the

same type as the tribes referred to above.

1 Shortened form of Samanna, although modified by the Malays into Rahman,

,
or Sahiman, so as to suit Muhammedan tastes

; in Siamese it is

spelled Sdmah. It is a district in the southern part of the State of Patani,

tributary to Siam,

^ See Reinaud’s ” Relation,** etc., t. i, p. cii, and Mas‘udi*s ” Prairies d*Or,**

trad. B. de Meynard, t. i, pp. 381, 386, 387. After Rahmi Mas'hdi places

lirenj or Faranj, .^^1, which in a MS. is spelled Fatuh, (op. cit.,

p. 403). Perhaps the true reading should be j-yiii, Fakuh, in which case it

would prove identical to Fago, Pegu, and Rahmi would turn out to he Ramri,
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country,’ met with in Arakan, which is in its turn a corruption

oi Rama- har or Rama -ban, the form it would assume in

Southern Indian vernaculars. How was this term introduced

from the Horomandel coast into Sumatra and applied to its

north - western seaboard ? Evidently by emigrants from

Eamnad and Ramisseram. If we peruse the accounts of

Chinese travellers, we shall see that the portion of the Indian

Ocean stretching between the northern coast of Sumatra

and the Koromandel seaboard was termed the Sea of

Na-mo-li oic Na- mu- ri, SB ^ ^ i-®- Lamori,

Lambri} The Arab navigators called it the “ Sea of

Herkend” or Markand, Both these terms have

never hitherto, as far as I am aware, been satisfactorily

accounted for and explained. It will now appear evident,

however, from the certain identity we have established

of Lambri with Ram - brl, or Rama - mri, Rdmabdri, that

the “Sea of Lambri” means either the “Sea of Rama”
or the “ Sea which bathes Rama’s Land ”

;
which was

so called on account of Rama having, according to the Indu

tradition, crossed it on the legendary jetty (Rama’s Bridge)

in front of the island of Ramisseram, when he marched his

motley army into Ceylon. The term Herkend or Harkand

is, I believe, but a synonym for Rama, and can be traced

to Hari-kdiida, Hari-kdrhta, or some similar epithet given to

Rama on account of his being a portion or an incarnation

of Yisnu.^

When we read, therefore, in Abu Zaid’s account of

^ See Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 220, art. “Lambri”
;

Phillips, Journal China

Branch B.A.S

,

toI. xx, p. 211; ami T'oung-Bau, 1901, pp. 305, 357, 358,

Chinese text.

“ Eeinaud, op. cit., t. i, pp. 4, 8, 11. Xo possible doubt can exist as to the

identitv ot the Sea of Harkand. Sulaiman states (op. cit., p. 8) that the island

of En'miii (Lambri or North Sumatra; is bathed by two seas, viz. those of

Harkand and Hhclahet. Captain Bozorg mentions, in his turn, a passage from

Fanmr |_Bartts;, across the Sea of Harkand, towards Oman (see ‘•Merveilles de

I’Inde,” p. 10;. Nowairi may mean the Sea of Lamurl or Lambri when he says

that the Ldreuil sea consists ot the seas of Kalah, Jav-ah, and t'anmr.

’ Perhaps also Han-eandra instead of Edma-candi a i The epithets applied

to Kama are so many and varied that it will not be difficult to hit upon the right

one corresponding to the Arab Herkend or Harkand. I may suggest also

Hari-kunda. Edrisi distinctly states Harkand to be a word belonging to the

Indu language (op. cit., t. i, p. 63).
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Sulaiman’s travels, tliat tte island of Rdml or Rdmnl is

bathed by two seas, those of Herkend and Shelahet, we
understand at once that Lambri, the northern part of

Sumatra, is meant, which is situated between the sea of

Rama or Indian Ocean and the Srl-Lohit Sea, or Sea of the

Straits {Selai, Salahaj)
;

and statements which formerly

appeared as insolvable riddles and have often been still more

confounded by commentators and would-be elucidators of

the past two centuries, become quite plain and acquire

a much greater interest for ourselves.^

I shall now conclude the discussion as to the names of

Achln and of the surrounding territory with the etymology

which I found in the book of Gavampati-thera. It is there

stated that Buddha, when his second visit to Ceylon came to

an end, proceeded by aerial flight, with his suite of twenty
thousand disciples, to the island of Snmudra (the commentary
says Sunidtra-)-giri-dipa, where he imparted instruction to

the Yaksa population. Having then ascended a mountain
called Kann'ka - sfla - giri,^ a halo of six - coloured rays

‘ It has been suggested (‘- MerveiUes de I’lnde,” p. 235) that the old Lambri
may D6 represented to this day by the village Itamreh situated in the Acheh
district,

^

near Tnngknb, in the xxvi mukim. This is simplv absurd, for the
Tillage in question hes entirely inland, and is inaccessible hv any ivaterway.
Surely, there are so many Tillages similarly named in that district, that it is
a wonder Professor A an der Lith could not hit upon a more suitable one. In my
opinion, if old Za)«5n, Lamburi, oi Kambrl still has a representative noTvadavs,
this must be the resectable stockaded village of Lam-eakih, which lies on the
left bank of the .^heh River (Rah Acheh), not tar above Kotaraja, the present
capital, and no further than 22 to 23 miles (following the winding course of the
nver) from the nyer s mouth ; that is to say, at a spot where the river is still
naiigahle tor small craft, and was perhaps vet more so in hvgoue davs The
next important place below is Lam-ban,

; but as this terms meaSs ‘ New^ village
’

m the Achinese dialect, we must discard the place entirelv. Whether the present
Lam-barih corresponds to the old Lambr, or not, it is’ almost certain that the
latter must have borne the same or a very closely similar name. Of course, Lam
in Achinese (as Lang in Cham) means a viUage; but I am of opinion that the
original name Eama-purl. Rama-vari, or Rdm-ban, which became, in course
of time, Tvhen the tradition of its origin was forgotten, corrupted into Lam-bari,
Lam-banh, Lmnbri, thus aeqmring a totally different meaning, as would better
suit native notions.

« ^nntain of the or Pre.nja spino.a shrub. I think it may be
identified with Mount Abong-Abong, the well-known lofty peak of Northern
Sumatra. Ambong-ambong is, in the Straits, the name for Premna eo, difolia,
Eox.

; and Abong-abong may possibly be a Sumatran modification of it The fact
of not being the spinow variety of the shrub cannot constitutea great obstacle to the above identification, since the correct reading in Gavampati’sbook 18 probably (as m Mahavagga, v, 12, 13) Seta-kannika, in which cL it
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emanated all round from his person. The celestial and

human witnesses of this prodigy gave vent to their

would be a question of a white-flowered variety of the shrub, and the Fremna
.•urdifolia might be meant. Local inquiry in the Achin district is very likely

to definitely settle the question as to which mouutain the above designation
applies to for certain. In connection with the legendary visit of Buddha to
Acheh and to one of its mountain-peaks, as referred to above, it should be pointed

out that Chao Ju-kua, in his account of Lan-vcu-Vi, ^ ^ {Zam-mu-ri,

'Zamori, or Zambn, circa A.D. 1240), says: “There is in this country a hill (or,

au island) called Hsi-liin [ht. fine wheel), peaks rising over peaks, (ou the top oi
which) there is the imprint, over seven feet in length, of the foot of a huge man,
a like imprint being visible in the water within a distance of over 300 li [circa

60 miles] from that hill. The trees in the forests of the hills, whether high or
low, aU round are bent towards it (as if curtseying) ” {Journal S.A.S.,
July, 1896, p. 481). Dr. Hirth, the translator of this account, thinks there

can be little doubt as to the identity of the footprint in question with that
on Adam’s Peak in Ceylon. I am, on the contrary, of opinion that there is

no connection whatever between the two. Professor Sehlegel, in T-uung-l'ao,

1901, p. 133, spells the name of the mouutain Mu-lan, ^ ^ ;
but this is

the name of a State mentioned by Chao Ju-kua as subject to San-fo-ch‘i,

which we have identified with Chalang or Chellang on the west coast ot

Sumatra. Judging from the e.vplanation given as noted above by Dr. Hirth

(i.e. ‘fine wheel’), the test must have ^ ^ (in which the second character

means a wheel, a disc), the pronunciation thus being S/si-lun, Sc-lan, Si-lang.

We would accordingly have here either the [Karimka-]5f/« mountain alluded

to above, or merely an alternative form ot the name tor the Chalang or

Chellang (the Tjelhing of Dutch maps) district. This lies to the south-east
of Acheh and in the same direction of Abong-abong peak, which is not very

far ofil. Hence the two accounts of Gavampati’s book and Chao Ju-kua seem to

tally
; for the footprint can scarcely have been deemed to be other than Buddha’s,

and if so it was doubtless assumed to have been left by him on the occasion ot

his supposed visit to Achinese territory. These legends point to Buddhism being
in favour in Acheh at the beginning of the thirteenth century. I-lilraism is said,

in fact, not to have taken root iu the country until a.d. 1205, with the arrival

there of Johan ^lah. Chao Ju-kua’s reference to another footprint in the
water, some distance away, argues the tale to be but a repetition of that told

about the two Buddhist footprints in Burma, of which one is on the Saccabandha
hill at Legaing, and the other on the sandy bank (left) of the JIan River (JIan

Ohaung, gliblv identified by the natives with the Yamuna, some s.av the Xarmada).
But this is again a repetition of legends foimerly current in India (see Spence
Hardy’s “ Manual of Buddhism,” 1860, pp. '209-210). Colonel Low )“ Buddha
and the Phrab'it,” London. 1831, pp. 8, 11) says: “The Siamese suppose that

there was an impression of the divine foot opposite to Junkceylon
The Siamese allege that this impression is extant ou the coast ot the peninsula of

Malacca, opposite to Selan or Salaiig [C'halang], as they term Junkceylon.”

-This is the footprint on the Sunmna-mdli mountain referred to above (p. 80)

as occurring in the province of Tenasserim. There may have existed another

further down, opposite to Chalang, for such impressions are I'asily multiplied.

In the case in point it is quite probable that the legend was transplanted thence

to the north-west coast of Sumatra and precisely to the Chalang district (which

Very likely came to be so named from the C'halarig Isl.ind or Junkceylon), and

a reproduction of the sacred footprint fabricated there ad hoc, so as to bear witness

to the truth, so to speak, of the story about Buddha’s visit thither. It would be
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unbounded admiration by sbouting out : A-cclitru vatci

!

^for Accheram rata hho I = Oh, wonderful !). These Pah

words, corrupted afterwards into Acche (Ache^, became

henceforth the name of the country^ Buddha proceeded

thence towards the north-east, alighting next on the Malay

Peninsula at Pallahka (p. 114).

Though this explanation of the events that led to the

country being named Aclwh, ^A.cnin), is, of course,

fanciful,^ it should nevertheless he noticed that the word

hio-hlv interesting if local amateur archaeologists -would try and find out the exact

spot where the footprint in question stood. Although every trace of it may have

disappeared long ago, owing to Muhammadan intolerance, some tradition as to

its whereabouts should be still extant among the natives.

1 Yau Duvl, in the Asiatic Qnartn'Iy Revieio for January’, 1897 (p. 98, note),

expresses the opinion that Acheh, or, as he writes it, Atjeh,” seems to be the

name of a tree t>nly to be found in that country. This view must, I think, be

classed along Mith’ those of Marre (“Malaka,” Pans, 1874, p. 6. note) and

others on the same subject and on the etymology of the names of Malacca, etc.

Manv places in the .Archipelago, as well as in Indo-China, have indeed been

named alter tiees, shrubs, etc., found to be growing there
;
but in a number of

instances their denominations possess a much moie lar-reaching meaning and

interest than ascribed to them by ignorant natives, who have often altered those

toponymies in order to adapt them to their faacilul notions of -what they should

represent.
• It is, nevertheless, worth remarking that the district of Dala, near Eang-un,

received its new name of An-gyi in a surprisiugly similar manner. The “ British

Burma Gazetteer” (vol. li, p. 61) thu^ nan-dtes the event: “The old name
of this tract was Dalu. It was changed to An-Khtjtre (* wonderful,’ ‘admirable’;,

of which An~(jyee is a corruption, about fifty }ears ago when .... the

headman had sent to the annual boat-races on the Royal Lake at Rangoon a boat

so named, manned by men from Dala, which won all the races in which it

competed.” This coincidence in the rt-naming of Dala is all the more surprising,

as the term An-khy\ is not very dissimilar in sound from Acheh. Since the

above was in piiut I have come across the tollowing passage in the Journal

Straits Biiunh So. 5 (June. 1880). The author, Mr. G. P. Tolson,

after having pointed ont how errtmeous is the form aIc/hh of the name Aehth
commonly n^ed by Europeans, proceeils as follows:—“ Valentijn, however,

writing a-* long ag«) a& 1688, has exposed this misnomer. It is derived from the

Hindu-^taiii word Arf/at. meaning tine, or lovely, and is so called on account of

the e.xclaiuation alleged to have been uttered by the first visitors from India

on sighting the coast in general, and Kampong Pandei [N.B. Pandei,

= Fandita'] in particular. This place, situated on the Acheh river, and not far

from Kota Raja [the present capital], is lemarkable for a grove of enormous trees

of great beauty. In describing the land and what they saw, we mav presume
this epithet Achai was so repeatedly used that people came to speak ot "the newly
discovered countrv' as ^eyri Achai. This visit must have been paid centuries

back, at any rate long before the Islam religion was introduced into the countrv,

for we find the name recurring in the^* Uudang Endang’ or laws and customs

of Menangkabau, promulgated by Perjmti Sebataug, and collected and transcribed

by Mr. Van Ophuyzen. In them mention is made of the marriage of one of the
Menangkabau princesses with a royal prince of Acheh .... Another
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Acchera {Acchariya) given as the origin of that denomination,,

is remarkably similar to tbe term Argyre banded down to

us by Ptolemy. We thus see Ptolemy’s transcript confirmed

from an independent source, and are thereby enabled to

trace with greater confidence than hitherto the name Acheh
or Acchera to the ancient Argari and the Argaric Gulf,

in the Pamnad district of the Koromandel coast, whence
it was undoubtedly introduced. Whether the various forms

Acchera, Argyre, and Argari, Argeiru or Ankheiru, have

their modern representatives in Arrahkarai, or Atrahkarai,

legend has it that a Hindu princess, having one day disappeared, was found by her
brother in Sumatra. On their meeting he told the natives that she was his Aehi,
or sister. She was afterwards elected Uueeu, and hence this name was given to
the country. This seems a very plausible story [? 1 !], and it is worthy of notice

that the Ilindu practice of piercing and largely distending the lobes ot the ears
is prevalent up to this day among .^Chinese women

;
this custom is naturally

attributed to the above-named princess. I have also be.ird it alleged that the
name Achai or Acheh is derived trom a species ot leech [1 1], .tnped dark and
light brown, small hut vicious, which abounds in the jungle along the west coast

of Sumatra.” [S’.B.—This is the notorious land leech, plentitul in all jungles
of Indo-China, the whole of which region should, on that score, be named
Acheh.] Discarding the last two legends as unworthy of notice, it is plain that
the first one is that which has been current tor centuries past all over the

Archipelago. It must have been well known also on the Indo-Chinese mainland
if it could reach the ear ot the author ot Gavampati’s hook in Pegu. It is in

this work that we have it in one ot its earlie.-.t variants, going back, no doubt, to
the time when Buddhism was still the religion of .\cheh and its rulers were of

Indu lineage. For it is now admitted by all authorities on that countiy that the
first dynasty that ruled over it was Indu, which was toUowed by a second one,

Malay of Menangkabau origin, this in its turn by a pure Achinese one, and this

again by an Arabic dynasty which began with Sultan Mahmud Shah in 1760 and
continues till now in Tunku Band, the present-day ruler (see op. cit., pp. 42, 46).
The name Acheh must then be very ancient, and the Chinese story of its having
come into use during the period TVan-li (1573-1620) is of course absurd.
Already, as shown in the passage cited above, it has been traced back to the
“ Uudang Undang” law-code (niru thirteenth century). But I have pointed

out that earlier than that Acheh is very probably mentioned by Dimashki
{circa 1300) as Ar-^lr, an island, he says, producing camphor ot inferior quality

to Fansur (see Maehren, op. cit., p. 127;- This may be one and the same with
the island he terms elsewhere AmBr (ibid., p. 211). At all events Arsjtlr is

almost certainly Acheh, since it is relerred to in one breath with Itibuh, al-o

producing camphor, which we have seen is very likely the territory on the Eaba
Elver (Krung Eaha, debouching into Raba Bay), just a little below .\cheh on the

west coast of Sumatra. (A district limh is, however, marked on some old maps
in the place of the present Pa.sai district on the north-east coast of Sumatra,
which may be the place intended, since the name is also spelt l{;ioh, see p. 44.3.)

The first European mention ot Acliih 1 have so far met with occurs in Barhusa,
A.D. 1516, the name being spelled Achem, after the Portuguese fashion (see

Eamusio, 1563 ed., f. 318 verso). Barthema, a.d. 1.505, only speaks of Pedir,

just as preceding writers merely talk ot Lambri, although the name Acheh was
already in existence. I am confident, thcretore, that under some earlier form,,
such as Arjara, Acchera, Achare, etc., it was already known in Ptolemy’s time.
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and Anaikarai (the ancient name of Eama’s Bridge),^ on

the Koromandel seaboard, or in some other old and

forgotten place in that neighbourhood, it is not necessary

for us to ascertain. Suffice it to know for the present

that such toponymies once existed there and were thence

introduced into both Arakan and Sumatra. But the

essential point we should not lose sight of is, that those

terms, or the original words from which they were derived,

must have had the sense of ‘ white ’ or ‘ silver,’ being

thus connected with halahm, palnkm, parak or prak, and

other words for ‘ white ’ or the ‘ white metal,’ such as,

e.g., Arjuna, Arjara, Kmrjuva, etc., which we have noticed

in the preceding pages and met with in several parts of

Indo-China as well as in Sumatra. For we hear on the

one hand, for instance, of Arakhosia being called by the

Parthians ‘White India and on the other of part of

the Argyre or Acheh territory being termed ^
i.e. ‘ White Earth ’ or ‘ White Land,’ by the (Chinese

travellers. The latter term may, it is true, be a simple

transcript of the name of Batu Island (Pulo Batu), just

off the southern entrance to Acheh harbour; but then we
have on the northern coast of Sumatra the name Perlak

once belonging to an important district, which seems to

me undoubtedly connected with parak, j}rak, and balaksa?

' See McCrindle, op. cit., pp. 59, 60 ; and Appendix, note 3. There is an
on the west coast ot India, but whether this name is etymologically

connected with the abore or not I am unable to sav.
= According to Isidoros ol Kharax, quoted bv McCrindle, op. cit., p. 319.

The derivation suggested for the D,ime of Arakhosia trom Sarasvati (ibid., p. 317)
seems to me rather tanciful. A more probable one is, in my opinion, that from
Mukm^a, which 1 find hinted at in Balfour's “Cvclopmdia of India,” 3rd ed.,

Tol. i, p. 128, S.V., thus: “In Indu mythology it [ArakhSsia] is the country of

the Rachos, with whom the immigrant Aiyans came in conflict, and have feen
turned to the fearful Eakshasa of popular Hindu belief.”

^ Also the name of Rakan, a well-known district further down the east coast
of Sumatra, which is, as we already rmiarked, actually noted down as Arakan
by Valentijn. There is, turther, a river Arukuudur between Jambu-ayer or
Diamond Point and Perlak.

On the strength of the connection of Parnl with AraJc, I would suggest that
the country ot Palakkn, or Pa/alka, mentioned among the Southern Indian
kingdoms conquered by Samudra Gupta (see Journal R.A.S., Jan., 1897,
p. 28. note) may be Argari. I would also suggest, while I am on this
subject, that Pistapura, or Pirtapnra, with a king" or district hv the name of
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Already in Arakan and Burma we have met with this

term, which seems to have been probably introduced from
Balaksa or Badakshan, that is, from the precincts of the

ancient Baktra. All evidence therefore points to the effect

that there must have been a migration of the terms balaksa

and batta or baktra, with their derivates palaksa or prak and
araksa or arakha, from the outskirts of the Pamirian plateau

to the extreme south of India, and thence to Arakan and
Sumatra.

As regards the legend of the peregrinations of the island

Samicdra- (or Sumatra-)giri to Ceylon, and back to its present

position with a full cargo of Yaksas, it is apparently based

upon some old tradition of the separation of Sumatra from
Ceylon through the subsidence of the so-called Lemurian
continent, imagined by Sclater and believed to have once

extended in unbroken succession from the Malay Archipelago

to Ceylon and thence to Madagascar. If such be not the

case, we might then assume that the legend referred to is

simply an allegorical allusion to some emigration of Eaksasas

(Negrito- Dravidians) from Southern India and Ceylon to

the northern coast of Sumatra. This version would appear

to receive corroboration from the tradition of Eavana’s

conquests in the Malay Archipelago; and, should it prove

acceptable, we must conclude that Sumatra was originally

a colony of the Eaksasa empire. At all events the legend

deserves consideration, as indicating the source whence
Sumatra received her early settlers, or, at any rate,

colonizers.

The term Argyre, applied by Ptolemy to the capital of

the northern portion of Sumatra, well indicates where the

island of Argyre of the ancients is to be looked for. We
thus understand how in the early maps this island was so

often located close to that of Khryse, which I have in a

former section (pp. 78, 80) identified with the southern part

Mahendragiri (see also Journal, April, 1897, p. 420) be identified with Ptolemy's
Htyndra Metropolis, the capital of Maisulia. It seems to me that Fityndra
may well be a sj-ncopated form of Ftgta-mmda, or something like it, ot which
the first part only has been preserved to us.
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of the Malay Peninsula.^ Strange to say, the name under

which Sumatra—together, perhaps, with the neighbouring

* As briefly pointed out on p. 77 above, the island of Khrijni has been

mentioned by various writers belore Ptolemy’s time. So was the .sister island

of Argyrc.
'

Although no notice of either of them appears in what is left,

preserved in iragraentary form, of the “Indika” ot Megasthenes, it is very-

probable that the famous writer had spokeu of these islands, tor reference to

them is made in a passage of Pliny (Hist. Nat., vi, 211, 8-23, 11), which is

borrowed for the most part from liim. Doubtless Eratosthenes had heard of

them althous’h no allusion in that sense is likewise met witli in the surviving

fragments ot his work. Pomponius Mela (cma a .d . 42) only refers to Chnjse

Island (iii, 7) ,
asserting it to be near Promontot ii/m : but probably it was

the more ’southern headland of Tttmnnis (Tumerao or Tehran, the southern

extremity of the Malay Peninsula) he had in view. It is with Plmy
(
a .d . 77)

that we get anything ' like a lull account ot ancient notions about the two

mysterious islands. Here is what he says : “ Beyond the mouth of the Indus

are Chrtjse and Argyri, rich, as I believe, in metals. For I cannot readily

believe -what is asserted by .some writers, that their soil is impregnated with

gold and silver ” The la.st sentence may be compared ivith that in the Chinese

cvclopiudia “ T‘u-shu-chi-ch‘eng” about the extraordinary abundance of both

.gold and silver in the kingdom of P^o-hwei-kia-h!, ^ =
Phnruigura or Barahtrn (Arakan ; see above, p. 44). Tlie “Periplus Maris

Ervthnci” (circa a .d . 89), again, speaks only ot Khri/ii, but, for the first time

in history, in a double form, that is both as p.art ot the Indo-Chinese mainland

and as an island. After having told us {§ 60) that for voyages from the west

coast of India and further, to the Ganges and Khryii, large vessels are employed

called holandtophonUt the anonymous author of that tre.atise proceeds to say

(§ 63) ;

‘
‘ you reach the Ganges and the extremity of the continent towards the

east called AVirysc.” And then: ‘‘Near this river [Ganges] there is an island

of the ocean called Khryse, which lies directly under the rising sun and at the

extremitv of the world towards the east. It produces the finest tortoise-shell

that is found thionghout the whole of the Erythnean Sea [Indian Ocean].” This

product, we are elsewhere informed (§ 56), was sent to Muziris (Kranganur) and

Nelkynda (Malabar coast), whence it was exported to the west. Here we
already detect the influence of the sea voyages of Alexander and others of

Ptolemy’s informants to the Golden Kherso'nese and the South China coast,

* Burnell (” South Indian Palaeography,” 2nd ed., p. 126) explains the above

puzzling term .as derived from the two T.amil words hclindu {= ‘hollow-ed’) 4-

odam {
— ‘boat’) : hut I am under the impression that the first part ot the term

must he somehow eoiinec'ted with Kola, KoUaniy KblCcdtcciy the names for Malabar
and Koroniandel (ndc supruy p. 103) ; and the second with becidy vedd ~
a ’boat’ ;

the whole thus reading Kohiihca-bcdd and, by dialectal corruption,
JColdiiidya-beiicld or Koldmdya-buttdn

y

i e. ‘ Boat (or Ship; ot the Kohi Country.’

N.B. that in Pahang there is a boat called kok/ty which is probably of the same
stvle as the one called kuld (rua Atdd) in Siamese. Again, htdu becomes
pdietrd. in Si-amese, and huhtera in Malay. Hence, our interpretation stands

a good chance ot proving correct. I may further .suggest, as an alternative

.interpretation ot the first part of the term, ka/arnddfiy which m Malay means
a ‘trunk’ or a ‘box,’ being thus symmimons with bdpaly which had originally

the same meaning, but is now employed to de-ignate a sliip or large sea-going
vessel. Possibly the hitherto unexplained terms hiuUa and Innch at'df both,

names for swift vessels in Further India and the Archipelago often recurring in
the relations of the old travellers, are somehow survivals of the word which
formed the prototype oi KoXa;'5lo^a)j»Ta.
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islands—is alluded to in the Puranas is Kusa or Kusa-dclpa,

which is remarkably similar to Khrt/se or Khruse. The

which resulted in the final acknowledgment ot’ the Xpvar^ Xepaoyricros or Malay
Peninsula bv IMarinos of T^Te first, and then by his illustrious 'successor

Ptolemy. On Dionysius Perie.2:ete's vague conception of the island of Chryse
've need not dwell, bevond noticing the particular passage in which he, a no
mean poet, lets his imagination soar, and thinks it possible for a vessel in
his time to anticipate Xordenskiold’s feat of sailing tram Thule, across the
Marfi Plynnn or Arctic Sea, as far as the island of Chryse. Solinas {circa

A.D. 238) is, as usual, merely repeating Mega.«itlienes and Pliny: hence there is

nothing new in what he says (52, 6-17) about Chryse and Aryy/P, which, like his
two model authors and m total ignorance of what Marinos and Ptolemy had
written, he continues to locate “ beyond the mouth of the Indus.” Later on, the
Golden and Silver Island^, together with that of Ophir, play a prominent role in

many mediaeval maps. Hence, probably, the Portuguese legend about the Ilba
do Ouro in the Bay of Bengal, to which we have adverted in a former section

I'p. 398).

It seems to me, as I have susfsested above (pp. 64-65 an8 77-80), that “the
extremity of the continent towartls tlie east called Khrybe in the ‘

‘ Periplus ” is

710 other land than Sm'annahkfoni. i.e. Ptolemy's Xpuafi Xwpa, on and inland from
the Gulf of Jlartaban. while the Khryse Island of the same treatise, and of Mela
and Pliny, is what soon afterward.s became with Marinos and Ptolemy the Golden
Khersonese (i.e. the ^talay Peninsula, the southern part of which, I have tried

to demonstrate, was very probably detached at no very remote time, I’oj-niing an
island]. The explicit mention in the “ Periplus “ of tiie fiiie'^t tortoise-shell coming
from the Isle of Ehrysp well evidences tint this cannot be Sumatra, which is not

at all noted for that article. The hawk’s MU turtle [Caretta iinbrxcafit), which
yields the finest shell, is known, in tact, to inhabit only the seas round the southern

part of the M^lav Peninsula. Xikohars, Celebes, and Moluccas. A.s regards the

west coast of the’ Malay Peuiusuli, the chief supply comes, according to Dennys
(“Descriptive Dictiouary of British M.alaya,” p. 4)4), from the Bindings.

With re-'pect to the east coa«it, I know it from my own personal experience to be

peculiarly plentiful all the way from C‘hump‘hOn down to Cdiaiyl and the

neighbouring islands. All the Chinese records treating of Indo-China and the

Malay Archipelago do not speak of tortoise-shell being produced elsewhere than
in the Malay Peninsula and Eastern Islands. The countrie'< referred to are

:

She~p'o, F'oAi, and Ho-hng (see Groeneveldt, op. cit,, pp. 144, 206. 139). all of

which we have shown to lie on the Malay I’eniusula ; then, Malacca and Johor
(ibid., pp. 245, 253, 2541; and finally Borneo, Karimata, Eaii-lnn (Gelam
island, south-west Borneo), Ma-yi-tuug (BiIliton\ Java (where, however, the
shell is 7iot a local product, hut comes from the Spice Islands, etc.), Siilu, and
Kau-iioh, a country near Sulu (ibid., pp, 230, 236, 202, 203, 175, 225, 226).

It is quite po-sible that in the old da^s tortoise-shell was brought tor sale by the

Baju and Bugi from the eastern islands to the Straits : but then the chief marts
fur it would be found on the southern part of the Malay Peninsula, as they were
in more modern times (i.e. at ^Malacca and Singapore, the latter being the

present-dav eraporiiini for the article there, while Batavia and Manilla are the

actual marts for it in the eastern part of the Archiptdago). Edrisi (op. cit.,

xol. i, p, 63) mentions that the best tortoise-shell is found in the Sea of Herh^nd.,

meaning, no doubt, the east coast of Cevlon, the Xikobars, and the west coast of

the Malay Peninsula. Khryse Island cannot therefore be Sumatra, but the

southern part of the Malay reninsula, as we have sinrgested from the outset.

As regards the Silver or Silvery Idand. Argyrt\ I scarcely doubt it could be
any other place than Arakan, out of which in alter times Ptolemy made his

Apyvpa X(Cpa. I'he tradition as regards the two wondertul 1‘^lands was not of

Greek but of Indii origin ;
they, in fact, correspond to tlie two islands .bWraf'na

and Papyaka mentioned in the Eamayana as thronged by gold (and, I tbink, also
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resemblance may, however, be purely accidental. As

regards the name Kvsa, it can, I think, be explained only

by referring it to its synonym Darlha or Bahhha, which

may have been adopted as closely approaching in origin

to the form Baba or Bara of the term Java, by which the

island, or the northern portion of it, was designated. The

Eamayana (Kiskindha-k.) speaks of a silver mountain by the

name of Ansiumt in the Ksiroda Sea, which may correspond

to some summit of the northern part of Sumatra where the

‘ white ’ or ‘ silver district ’ was situated. It then distinctly

refers to volcanoes existing in the Sea of Ghrta or Sarpis

when it states that there is to be found a flame with a horse’s

head called Badavanala. In connection with this passage

I have to remark that another name for this sort of volcanic

fire is Kaka-dvaja (‘Crow’s Banner’), which is remarkably

similar to the name of Krakatoa, the famous volcanic islet

in Sunda Strait; it would thus appear that the latter

is meant, its eruptive character having probably become

notorious from the earliest period.* The Bbagavata Purana

states that the object of worship in Kusa-dvipa is Jdtavedas,

‘ Fire ’
;

which is an allusion, I think, to the volcanic

character of the Malay Archipelago, as well as to a form

silTer) mines,* and it is, no doubt, from such legends current in their age that

Megasthenes and other Greek writers obtained their notions about them. In
course of time, however, it is possible that, owing either to the southern part of

the JIalay Peninsula having ceased to be an island, or to the legendary lore

relating to the north coast of Sumatra and Arakan having somehow got mixed
up, the location of the islands seems to have been shifted further away from the
mouth of the Ganges to Achch and Jambi or Palembang respectively, so that the
last-named districts would become the Malay Pido J/ai and I-tsing’s Chin-chou.
But that could not certainly have happened, in the case ot Khrtjsi Island at any
rate, before the time of the “ Periplus,” lor the reasons above stated.

1 Krakatoa is known to have been in eruption in .v.d. 1680, after which it

remained in a state of comparative inactivity until the famous outburst of

May 20tb, 1880. Before this la-t cataclysm^ the island was about five miles

in length and three in breadth. These dimensions are now reduced to three by
one and a half miles.

* K.B. that these two islands are, in that poem, Kiskindha-kiinda, mentioned

in connection with the Kalodaia or ‘ Sea of Kahih.' and before teaching the Sana

or Lohita {Sri-lohita) Sea, or Sea of the Straits. This circumstance well

indicates that the two islands were then really considered to be Arakan and the

.southern part of the Malay Peninsula lespectiveiy.
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of worship still obtaining in it to some extent, but which

was probably more marked of old. It is well known, in

fact, how religiously up to this day the natives preserve the

fire procured from volcanoes, and in what high veneration

they hold the mountain-peaks that yield it.^

Gorresio, in his translation of the Bengal recension of the

Ramayana, has a passage in which the water of the Ghrta

Sea is stated to be of a green colour.^ I should think, then,

that we have here the reason why Ptolemy terms Green Sea

the southern part of the Indian Ocean stretching westward

from the Malay Archipelago to the African coast. In the

Supparaka Jataka (No. 463), it should be observed, mention

is made of a green and grassy sea called I^iisa-md!n or K^msa-

mali, which I take undoubtedly to be the sea encompassing

Kuka-dnpa, as the connection is only too evident. I cannot

afford to enter here into a minute discussion of the geography

of Kiim-di'ipa as laid down in the various Puranas, as it

more properly belongs to a later period than the one treated

on in the present volume, and would, besides, carry me to

greater lengths with not always certain results. But I am

satisfied as to the identity of Kma-dvipa with, at least,

Sumatra, as proved by the correspondence of several names

of districts and tribes. Among topographical names Ave

have, besides Kusa or Darhha already noticed,^ those of

Vasu, Vasudana, and Lanibam, which I take to represent,

respectively, the long puzzling Chinese name Po-sa, applied

to some place on the north coast of Sumatra (perhaps the

^ Dimashki (see Maehren, op. cit., p. 213) mentions an island KtadCthn (six

parasano-sTn length by four in width) with a volcano in eruption, producing-

spices and other aromata, and peopled hy a fire-worshipping race. The sea, he

adds, throws large quantities of ambergris on its shores. The island here referred

to may be one of the Banda group, perhaps Gunong Api, hut not impo..sibly

Krakatoa of the old days, when it was far more extensive than at present.

* “ II ^n-an mare che s’appella Gkrtoda , . . . doye \isnu, presa un di

faccia di 'cavallo per I’ardore impetuoso nato in lui dair ira, bevve poi sempre

ippocefalo I’acqua di quel mare fatta verde ” (Milan edition, 1870, \oi. il, p 2-55 ).

As regards the legends of the marine horse and of Kwan-ym s birth with a

horse’s head, see pp. 558 and 600.

^ Compare Darva or Darvo and H&TVi or Jjmvied as names, respectively,

of a people and country, apparently not far from Baktra ; in the Mahabharata,

Shisnui-parvan. {See Hall’s edition of Wilson s \i5nu Pui'ana, vol. ii, p. 175.)

43
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Lam-Bed River, west coast)
;
Ba&itang,

,
on the east

coast above Temlyang ; and either Lambri or Lampong (if

not actually Pralamhana or Palembang). Among the names

of tribes I think I can recognize the Eoridas (Kubu) and

the MandeMs (= Mante tribe still existing in Acheh) ^

;

while I feel pretty well certain as to the identity of the

Bamitis and Siismins with the Ta-hwa-mien and Hsia-hiva-

mien of Chinese writers.^ I have examined the site ascribed

1 Mentioned in Dr. Snouck Hurgronje’s “ De Atjehers,” vol. i, pp. 19, 51.

(See T'oung-Pao, 1901, p. 121.) "We have, besides, the Mantaii tribes of the

Mantawi Islands, off the west coast of Sumatra, bearing a similar name.
^ See Phillips in Journal China Branch R.A.S., vol. sx, p. 221. The

name given in the Chinese map published therewith to this people is Ta-hsiau-

hwa-mien, •k ' 1 ' ^ meaning the ‘ Greater and Le.sser Tattooed

Faces.’ But it is more of a transliteration than a translation, and when
decomposed into its two parts, Ta -hwa-niicn and Ssiao-hica-niien, one will

recogmze at once in them the Bu'iiins and Stismins of the Tisnu Pura^ia

(bk. ii, ch. iv). Phillips reads the first name Toa-hoJin according to the

Amoy dialect, and identifies their country with Marco Polo’s Bagraian or

Bragaian. This identification is only topographically (to a certain extent), but
not etj-mologically, correct. The real source for Jlarco Polo’s puzzlino- term
Bagroian, Bagraian, Bragaian, Baogroian, Bagarion, Byagoriam, Bragoiam,
Bragroiatn, or Brngonayn, has yet to be found. I am confident, however,
of having now soiled the problem that has proved such a crux to many
commentators tor so many years past. 'The correct form of the term is,

undoubtcdli
,

'Bitnah~Gayu
(
= Dan-gaiau) or Orang~Gayu (“Drantroian),

Marco Polo does, in fact, locate his kingdom of Bangroian between those of
Samara or Samareha (feamudra, Samakuruk) and Bambri', that is to say, on the
tract of the north coast of Sumati'a corresponding, roughly, to the present
Pasangan and Samabangan districts. Now, this tract of territory was, until
well-nigh the time of Marco Polo’s visit, occupied by a Pagan' population,
refractory to IslSmism. called Gaga. This people, the PSsai chronicle tells us,
when the country of Samudra was converted to Islamism (i.e. in circa 1275-1280,
see p. 644), “refused to embrace the new religion and retired towards'the head-
waters of the Pasangan River. It is for this reason that they were called Ghyu
(Rowers ?). a name which they hear until this day’’ (see Marre’s “ Histoire des
Eois de Pasey,” p. 34). At present they are still in occupation of the whole of
the highlands extending from the north coast of Sumatra at Samalangan and
Pasangan down to the_ Banyan range running along its west coast to the borders
of the Susu and Tarumun districts, where they become conterminous with the
Aas, by whom they are separated from the Karo or Karu, a branch of the Battas
further to the south-east. These Grryu are the people whose name is variously
printed Gajo or Gaiue (

=

Gayo, Gayu) in Dutch books and maps. Whether
they are or not racially connected with the Karo, Karu, or Karati Battas further
south towards the Toba Lake, I am unable to say ; but it is very likely they are
for the names are surprisingly similar, and it is not impossible that Gdiju was

formerly pronounced Gdrn or something similar. Gdrang, c ,13^ in Malay,
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to both the last-named people in the Chinese map published

by Phillips, and came to the conclusion that it corresponds

means ‘ savage,’ ‘ ferocious.’ The Karo are to this day cannibals,-* and Haico
Polo tells us the same of the people of Dangroian, i.e. the Odiiu or ffni/o.

He further states that this people rvere very savage and had idols, i.e. that they
were pagan, not converted to Islamism, which paiticulars we know from the
chronicle of Pasai to have been at the same period equally true ot the Gayu.
There can thus be no further doubt that Marco Polo’s Dangrouin was Tiinah-
Gdyu {ox Gayo, Gdro), i.e. ‘ Gdtjn Laud.’ Other possible interpretations are
Orany-Gayu and Kegri-Gayu. (X.B. that Orang-Gdyu, owing to the initial

0 being easily mistaken lor a D, may be quite possibly read Kning-Guyu.
Besides, one text, the Veneto-Italian of Bern, has actually Groian, so that Ba
may be a pleonastic prefix, as in Baru for Aru, Bachem for Achem, etc.)

There can scarcely be any doubt that these Gayu were principally the people
referred to by Friar Odoric in Sumoltm as tattooing their faces and bodies with
various figui-es. This circumstance leads us to the identification of the Gdyit
with the ‘ Tattooed Faces ’ of Chinese literature. Their kingdom, fir-t described

by Ma Huan in a.d. 1416, is recorded under the name Ka-hu-trh,
315 JBl

(
= KakHr, Xugur), which has, in its turn, so much puzzled our predecessors,

hut in which the reader will now be able to recognize a shortened form of

\ Tii\nah-Karo, -Guru, or -Gayu; in fact, the same term as gave rise to

Slarco Polo’s spelling \_Ba'\-ngi'oittn, [Ba^-ugatun, [Bu'J-garion. The location

assigned to Xakur in the Chinese literature of the period is exactly the same as

Bagarion, i.e. to the west of Su-men-ta-la (Samudra) and adjoining its frontiers.

The country, it is added, only consists of one large mountain village, counting
about one thousand families. The people tattoo on their faces trian,gnlar blue

figures (as well as figures of flowers and animals), t and for this reason their

* So state several accounts, whereas I find now asserted that according to

Von Brenner (“ Besuch bei den Kanuibalen Sumatra,” 'Wiii-zburg. 1894) the

Karo, or “gentle Karo,” as this author calls them, alone appear amongst Batta

tribes to be entirely free from cannibal practices (see Geographical Journal,

February, 1896, pp. 181, 183). If this is true, so much the better for them
. . . . and for those who happen to pass near their haunts. Dr. Leyden
says that the ‘Karrows,’ as he calls them, were in his time subject to Achin
(“ Es.says rel. to Indo-China,” 1st series, vol. i, p. 114).

t On face-tattooing, compare oiir remarks above, p. 367, to which I am now
able to add the following from the “ Tipper Burma Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i,

pp. 466, .514, 543. The women of the wild ’Wahs of the north, about the

sources of the Kam Ma. are said to tattoo their faces and bosoms. The male

Loi-16ng ;Doi-luang) Karens tattoo two black squares beneath their chins, and

are exceedinglv proud ot these marks. As regards several Cliiu tribes the

following facts have been recorded :—(
1 )

The Cliin-boks cover the face with

nicks, lines, and dots of a uniform design. The women’s breasts are also

surrounded with a circle of dots. (2) The Tindus tattoo in horizontal lines

across the face, sho-wing glimpses of the skin. (3) The Chm-bOns tattoo an

entire dead black, and are the most repellent in appearance. The men are not

tattooed at all. The beauty of a Chin woman is gauged by her tattooing. The
tattooing of the face in lines is characteristic of the aborigines of Formosa, as

well as of the Bhu 0 and Xu-ts: or Lu-tsz (see pp. 367-368). Marco Polo,

bk. ii, eh. Ivi, mentions face-tattooing as prevalent among the people of Caugigu

or Cangigu. who e-s-idently are the P‘hu O, Pu-eih, or Pu-on (P-hiien). The
custom can tlierefore he 'traced all the way from the north coast of Sumatra,

through the Malay Peninsula (Semang, Benua), to Sortliem Indo-China, and
thence eastwards as far as Formosa, and westwards to Central Korthern India

(Kolarian tribes).
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to the present districts of Susu, Daniar, and Tarumun, or

Trumun, forming, practically, the southern limit of the

country is also called ‘Country of the Tattooed Faces’ [Su-d-mien Kwo,

^ Hn @)- They have simian faces and naked bodies, -uTapping a single

cloth around their loins. In the neighbourhood is situated the mountain of

Kakur, rvhich yields sulphur. When our (Chinese) fleet was at Su-men-ta-la

men and ships were sent there to collect it. (Groeueveldt, op. cit., pp. 218-219

and T-ouiig-Frin, 1901, pp. 348-351.) In connection with the last item of

information I may point out that Beaulieu mentions a .similar mountain in that

neighbourhood which may or not be the very one referred to by Fei Hsin.

He savs: “A six lieues de la Capitale [Achin], ybts Techy, s’elere une haute

montagne, en forme de Pic, d'oii I’ou re(;oit quantite de soultre ” (Prevost,

Hist. gen. des Voyages, vol. ix, p. 340). However, old volcanic cones are not

scarce on that coast, and sulphur must be easily procured in various places.

It will thus be seen that Kahcy is JIarco Polo's Ihanc/rolan and GSyu Land.

Chinese accounts of the period distinctly locate it along the mountains to the

west of Sumatra city and between this and Lambri. The map published by
Phillips marks it on the west coast below Lambri, which is not an error at all,

but a circumstance evidencing that Gayu territory did then, as nowadays,
stretch across the north-western part of the island to its western seaboard.

The Gayu have, of course, since retired trom the shore, being at present confined to

the highlands at the back of it. I should add that there was another tribe in their

neighbouihood probably also connected with them. Their country is mentioned
in the Pasai chronicle (op. cit., p. 51 ; and Dulaurier in Journal A.uatique,

1847, p. 2.59), under the name of ' XaclaMt, Land,’ and described as

situated at the headwaters of the Pasai Eiver (cf. Xadanti, Tamin, and

It 13 surprising that even with such a clear statement of the location of

Xakur Sinologists have not been able to identify this country and their

people, to say nothing of Marco Polo's hagroxan. Phillips, we have seen,

is the only oiie that went anvthing near the mark, although missing it. For
Professor "Schlegel, on the other hand, Xakxtr is Marco Polo’s Nomsran or

Kecuran (i.e. the Nikobars ! ! see Toung^TaOy 1901, p 351). I regret to

notice that the industrious I’rofessor is scarcely more fortunate than his learned
colleague.s in Sinology as regards the identification of Chinese place-names m
the Archipelago. As we are just treating of Sumatra, I may point out tor

the benefit ot other students interested ' in such matters that Fei-Hsin’s

II ^ iJH out of which Professor Schlegel has

made {T^oiot^-Fao, vol. ix, pp. 367 and 383) a teratolojfical L'uiga Kaman or

Linga Kamlav^ which, of course, does not exist, and which he consequently has

never been able to locate, is purely and simply a sufficiently clear transcript

of Menang-Jiahau, the famous kingdom in north-central Sumatra, marked

II ^ U a’ Luif’-yn-kia-trh, in Phillips’ map [Journal China branch

E.A.S., vol. xxi, 1886, p. 38), and taken by this Sinologist to be Indrapura I

It will now be plain to every reader that both the above transcripts are simply

contracted forms ol J/a-lung -ya-ha-mau = Mananga - kabau = Menang -fcabmi.

It will be gathered from the above examples ami from the many others given in

the course of this work, that the Chinese geography of ludo-China and the

Archipelago as hitherto fancifully expounded by Sinologists is almost entirely

unreliable, aud requires a good and thorough overhauling at the hands ot those
who know something of the topography, histonq and language^! of those countries
ere it can be of any use for scientitic pui'poses.
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Gayu and Alas lands, on the west coast of Sumatra. Mount
Kusesni/a of the Visnu Parana is probably Gu)iong (Mount)

JLtise, ^ and ^ being easily mistaken for one another when
not clearly written or partly obliterated in the old MSS.
Again, the Cakra (‘ wheel ’) mountain referred to in the

Bhagavata Parana as being in Kusa-dvTpa, may be the

Hd-lun (‘Fine wheel ’) mountain of Chao Ju-kua’s account.

The Vayu Parana places Kum-dvlpa among the islands,

and states that it is also called Kumuda. Along with it

it mentions Vardha, which may be Hog Island, near the

west coast of Sumatra (see p. 448). The Bhagavata and

Padma Puranas have Instead Hamanaka, which undoubtedly

corresponds to Hsiien-chuang’s Yen-mo-na Chou,^ to the

Harm or Ramni of the Arabs, to the local Lambri or

Lam-barih, and to Marco Polo’s Lambri.

But I shall not further press for identities : the argument

is quite novel and the antiquities of Sumatra still a sealed

hook
; we must know more about them and the early history

and geography of the island ere we can safelv proceed.

Sumatra, owing to its being so extensive and its coastline

but little known up to quite recent times, has always been

believed to consist of several islands which were designated

by different names : hence the confusion that has arisen in

the accounts of the island left us by the early travellers, and

the difficulty in locating and identifying the names of places

they give.

Confining our remarks to the Acheh district proper,

we cannot afford to pass unnoticed a peculiar term applied

to it to this day, namely Acheh Besar, literally

‘ Great Acheh,’ commonly understood to mean ‘ Acheh

Proper,’ but which, in my opinion, should be more correctly

taken to signify its original territory, that where the

foundation of its greatness w'as laid; ‘Ancient Acheh,’ in

•fact. Its compass is now assumed to embrace “ that corner

of Sumatra formed by a line drawn from Pidir Point on

* X.B. that there is a Kning Jamuan (= Tamund or Jumna River) in the
Sawang district, west of Pasai, north coast of Sumatra.
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th© nortlij to Kuala Lambesi on the west coast. It is,

in fact, to all intents and purposes, the territory formerly

otherwise known by the alternative designation of Lanibn.

We have already met with the term ‘Great’ as prefixed

to toponymies in the case of Malacca (or at any rate the

old territory corresponding to the latter mediaeval State

of that name), surnamed by the Chinese Ta She-p‘o,

^ g or ‘Great Jam (Saba).’ ^ This coincidence

suggests that the term ‘ Great Acheh ’ may also be of

very ancient origin, and that analogous^ it may have found

expression in the Chinese Ta-shih, in which the

first part of the name, Ta, would then really have

its proper sense of ‘ Great,’ and the second would stand

for Aslii, Acheh? We have pointed out (supra, p. 511)

that as late as 1521, and even 1586 and after, the accounts

of European travellers preserve a similar form in DacJiem,

Dacia, etc. If so, the term Ta-shih would not be a transcript

of Tajik, Tdjika = Arabs, as has hitherto been supposed.

Besides, I find it, when employed in the latter sense, some-

times written ^ Jl. , Ta-ch‘i. It can be traced back, we

have seen, until at least a.d. 960-1280, at which period

Sung history informs us that from the southern coast of

She-2)‘o (central part of Malay Peninsula) Ta-shih may be

reached in five days’ sailing. The “ Tung-hsi Yang-k‘au
”

(a.d. 1618), as well as Ming history and the “Kwang-tung
T‘ung-chih,” distinctly state that Acheh, ^ is the

former Su-men-ta-la, ^ PI ^ or Su-wen-ta-na, ^ ^
^ 51)

(Sumatra), which, in its turn, was the old country of

Ta-shih ( "^ ^ ^ ^ hence the confusion that has so

often been made in Chinese records between this Ta-shih

and the country of the Tajiks. It seems to me that to our

' Journal Straiti Branch B.A.S., No. a (June, 1880), p. 41.

- See pp. 519, 522, and 523.

* I am, of course, aware that the name Acheh is commonly transcribed

55 or A-ch‘i, ^ ^ (,A-ts‘ai, A-W-e, A-ehe
) ; hut this

form merely dates from a.d. 161S, when it first appears in the “Tung-hsi
Yang-k-au ” Cyclopmdia, it being referred to later on in lling history under the

period 'Wan-li (1573-1620). See Groeneveldt, op. cit., pp. 214, 215.

« See Voung.Pao, 1901, pp. 338, 368, 369.
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Sinologists the term Ta-shih, as applied to the north-west

corner of Sumatra Island, has been no less deceiving than

the contemporary name Po-S3, m which has led them
to take it as a transcript of Pars, Pars, or Persia, because

such is its widely known application^ That there were of

old both Arab and Persian settlements in the Acheh district

and even at other places on either the northern or western

coasts of Sumatra is very probable—nay, almost certain
;
for

these coasts lie within close proximity to the Nikobars,

which, as is well known, formed one of the capital stations

and landmarks on the Arab and Persian sea-route across the

Bay of Bengal. Owing to this fact, the north-west seaboard

of Sumatra must have been often touched at, especially when
the southern drift of the currents in the Bay of Bengal

compelled the vessels to pass within sight of it, or hurricanes

eventually threw those vessels against that coast and forced

them to seek a refuge there. A proof of such views is

afforded by the accounts of the Arab travellers themselves,

which show that not only Lambri, but Barus, were well

known to their countrj'men, who seem to have carried on

a busy traffic at their seaports since at least the middle

of the ninth century. Nevertheless, we are perfectly aware

from evidence adduced in the preceding pages, that the

country was above all Indu in belief and manners,^ it having

^ See p. 429. In connection witli Fo-sz, Ta-shih, etc., with the north coast

of Sumatra, the following entry under a date corresponding to a.d. 1403 occurs

in Ming history, bk. 325 ;
“ Su-nitn-ta-la (Saraudra) lies west of Malacca,” etc.

“ Some say that it is the T'iao-chih, [
= a country on the coast of

the Persian Gulf, identified by Dr. Hirth with Chaldtca], of the Han Dj-nasty,

and the Fo-sz, ^ [Pars, Purs, Persia], of the T‘ang Djuasty [H.B. this

term Po-sz is found in Chinese history' as far back as about a.d. 450] : two

countries of the Ta-shih, ^ ^ [^Tajilcs, the Arabs of the Khalif empire],

and an important gathering-place in the west” (T-oimg-Pao, 1901, p. 343).

The explanations between brackets are my own.

^ Suffice to recall the particulars about the footprint, undoubtedly Buddhist,

mentioned by Chao Ju-kua as early at least as 1240. Other details in his

account of Lan-ivu-h are interesting as being the oldest account we possess of

the people of that country and their customs. I therefore summarize them here

from Dr. Hirth’s paper in the Journal R.A.S., July, 1896, pp. 4S0-482. The
inhabitants are very dark-skinned, they wrap their bodies round with silk stuffs.
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been settled and probably colonized from the remotest ages

by Dravidian emigrants from Southern India, although

there can be no doubt that even before that perhaps it had

been partially civilized by the Phoenicians. It cannot,

therefore, seem credible that from the mere fact of the Arabs

and Persians having had a few petty settlements there, the

land could come to be called after them respectively the

Tdjika or Parsi country. These terms must have other

and more deep-grounded origins. If ‘Great Acheh,’ or

Ta-Ahhih, is not the prototype of the denomination Ta-shih,

are bareheaded, and go barefoot. They use their hands in taking their food.

They are warlike, and often use poisonous arrows. [Friar Udoric mentions that

the people of Sumoltra are {circa a .d . 1323) in constant war with those of the

kingdom of Zamory ;
that they go stark-naked, are bad and cruel, and addicted

to cannibalism; but this seems to apply only to the wild tribes near by.]

Household vessels are made of bronze. The king is black, with unkempt hair,

and wears no covering on his head
;

he wears no regular clothes, but is merely

wrapped in cloth of various colours, and his feet .are protected by sandals of red

leather (fastened) with gold thread. 'When going out he rides on an elephant or

in a kind of litter. He eats every day a paste made of betel-nuts, burnt together

with real pearl ashes. His palace is decked with jewels. There is an eastern

and a western palace [read 'throne hall’], at each of which there is planted

a wolden tree [the buuga-mas of Malays and kalpavrksa of Indus]. tJndemeath

each of these trees there is .r golden throne with partition walls of glass. When
holding court the king ascends the eastern throne in the morning and the western

throne in the evening [an Indu custom]. Two attendants constantly hold up

a golden dish [read ‘ spittoon ’] to receive the dregs of the hetel-nuts chewed by
the king. The king holds in his hand a jewel [read ‘ruby’] five inches in

diameter, which will stand the test of fire and shine at night like a torch
;
by

rubbing his face with it every day the king will keep his youthful looks, though
he may be over ninety' years old. [Neither the translator nor anyone else has, to

mv knowledge, noticed that Marco Polo and Friar Odoric state about the same
thing of the kings, respectively, ot Ceylon and ytchomeraii or Bakumeran. Says

Messer Marco : “And the king of this Island possesses a raby which is the finest

and biggest in the world . . . It is about a palm in length, and as thick

as a man’s arm . . . it is quite free from flaw, and as red as fire . . .

You must know that the Great Khan sent an embassy and begged the Kii^ as

a favour greatly desired by him to sell him this ruby . . . but the King
replied that on no account whatever would he sell it.” Odoric repeats the same
storv, ascribing, through some contusion or oversight, the possession of the

precious jewel to the chief of the Xikobars.] The country sends yearly tribute

to San-fo-ch'i (Palembang). IVith the north wind [read ‘ north-east monsoon’]
you come within a little more than twenty days to the country of Ssi-lan

(Cevlon). Sailing from Zan-icH-li [Lammuri, Eamburi], you know that you are

coming to Bsi-lan (Ceylon) by the flashing of lightning always visible.

There is nothing, it will be seen, suggestive of Islamism in this account
;
on

the contrarv, the evidence is totally in tavonr of our view that Induism was then

widespread in the country, the dynasty itself being ot real or pretended Indu
descent. Even at the time of Marco Polo’s visit (.v.d. 1292-3) the people were
still idolaters, although the local chronicles place the introduction of Islam into

the country in a.d. 120.5. This may be true as regards a portion of the people,

but not of the great bulk of them. Hence the Ta-ahih= Tajik theory as regards
this country stands but little chance of proving correct.
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we shall then very likely have to trace this, as already

suggested, to a name TarMah, transplanted here in the

earliest days by the Phoenician navigators, and given to

the country either in memory of an older Tarshish nearer

home (perhaps Tarsia, the promontory on the Karmanian
coast near which Nearkhos’ fleet anchored) or in imitation

of some epithet suggestive of silver, Eaksasas, or the like,

already applied to the principal town or seaport on that

coast hy the Dravidians from Southern India and Ceylon.

The connection between Ceylon and Sumatra in legendar}^

lore, as well as in history, is so considerable, we have seen,

as to well justify the latter alternative, while the terms

Argyre, Ta-sliih, Arsjfir, Dachem, Ach'eh, successively met

with from the second to the sixteenth centur3^ a.d., are

sufficient evidence in favour of either view. From the fact

of Ptolemj' applying the name Argyre to the principal town

of that coast, it would seem that this was merely the city

designation, while Rambri, Ramni, Lamhri, etc., were the

country’s name, although perhaps becoming in course of

time alternative appellations for the principal city or settle-

ment to which the Krafon, citadel and king’s residence,

were successively shifted, for the seat of these continualh^

varied. The terms Acchera, Achat, or Accha would seem,

however, if the legends accounting for them be true, to have

been applied to the country and not to its capital. The

question is complicated, and not easj^ of definite solution

until more evidence is collected. The term Pulok-Lamirt,

appearing in the “Sejarah Mala\m,” ch. viii,

as the name of a city in Lamlrl or Lameri, ,

probably the capital, is not clear as regards its first portion,

which we ignore, whether it stands for pulo, pHlau,
rr*’

‘ island,’ or for some proper name, Pttlok, derived from

2Mlaksa, halaksa, etc., ‘ white,’ or ‘ silver,’
‘
silver^.’

As regards the other term, Po-sz, which we have

seen applied to this part of Sumatra Island (see p. 429),

it can hardly mean Lamhri or Ach'eh, because Chao Ju-kua,

' See p. 598.
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who gives us a rather diffuse account of Lan-mi-li, refers'

to Po-sz separateh%* so that Dr. Hirth has been led to

consider it to apply to some unidentified country which is

“probably not Persia.” As it reads Po-ssti, Pa-su, Ba-sa,

Ba-shi, Bu-sii, I have already suggested its probable identity

with the Vasu State located by the Bhagavata Parana in

Kusa-dvipa. It may be Lambesi, i.e. Best or Bdsi—Lam
being merely the ordinary prefix meaning village—a petty

State on the homonymous river on the west coast of Sumatra

immediately below Acheh, upon which it borders. It

doubtless is De Barros’ LambriJ, which adjoins Dai/a (Dayii,

b'j), which, in its turn, adjoins Achem. Diiya lies, in fact,

between the two mouths of the Lambesi River (also called

Lambesoi).* The name Lamhri for the Acheh district

certainly did no longer exist at the time of the advent of the

Portuguese in the Archipelago. The last Western author

to mention it is probably Friar Odoric, while in Chinese

literature the last reference to it occurs in Ma Huan’s work,

A.D. 1416. Fei-Hsin, but twenty years later, although

speaking of more States on North Sumatra than any' other

of his predecessors (to wit, Sii-men-ta-la, TemTyang, Nakni',

and Menang-kabau—Professor Sehlegel’s Linga-Kcimau of

immortal fame), has not a word about Lambri. It goes, of

course, without saying, that whatever references may be

thereafter found to that State in Ming history and the various

encyclopaedias are merely retrospective, being based for the

most part on Ma Huan’s account. But even then, 1430 is the

last recorded date for intercourse with Nan-ji'o-li in the annals

^ See Joia'/tal R.A.S.j 1896, p. 479.

- De Barros’ Lninhnj. I now notice, has a good deal puzzled Colonel Tule,

who takes it to he the old Lnnibri (whereas it is undoubtedly Lainixst), and
cannot therefore explain De Barros’ apparent inconsistency in placing it at

first between Daya and Achem, and then between Mancopa and Daya (see

“ Marco Polo," 3rd edition, London, 1903, vol. ii, p. 300). While I am on the

subject of Yule's famous work, to which I regret not having had access belore

this (the first copy I have seen of it is the thud edition, just issued, too late in

time to he of any avail for the purpose ol reference in this work, which is now,
September, 1903, already all in type or very nearly so), I may just as well
remark that, as regards Indo-CMna and the Archipelago it still leaves many
questions, especially about Marco Polo's sea-route in this region, unsolved, which
will be found settled in the preceding pages. I propose to soon revert to this

fascinating subject more fuUy elsewhere.
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of the Ming dynasty. After this such a State is no more
heard of as a living entity. Nor is it in any local chronicle

or in any account of travellers later than this period. We
must then infer that the name must have disappeared between

A.n. 1430 and 1436, the date of Fei-Hsin’s hook. But the

change probably took place a little later, i.e. in 1471, when,

as we shall see directly, a Cham prince ascended the throne

there. This fact of the disappearance of the name Lambri
from the map of the country is very important, and I have

thought it worth the while to call attention to it, as it does

not appear to have been noticed before this. There occurs,

indeed, a mention in the sailing directions of the “Hai-kwo

W4a-chien-lu ” (a.d. 1730) of a country or sea termed

Lan-ni, ^ (Lan-li, Lan-nai, Ban-nei, lit. ‘ broken or

splashed mud’ or mire), which Professor Schlegel innocently

takes to be the old Lambri ;
' but there is no shadow of

a probability that such can be the case. The passage in

question states in fact :
“ To the east Siam is connected with

Kamboja [read H, i.e. Kan-pii~chih) ....
Now, how is it that they are so far distant from each other ?

It is because the whole south of Kamboja belongs entirely

to Lan-ni, for which reason it is called ‘The End of Lan-ni,’

jiH jig \_Lnn-ni Wei
;
more properly the ‘ headland,’ or

‘ promontory,’ of Lan-ni\. Lower on it joins the great and

the small Transverse Islands [the term is ^ iJj ,
i.e. Greater

and Lesser Seng = Pulo Panjang and East Island with

Table EockJ ;
and because one has to make the tour around

its outside, it is so much farther.” It is perfectly plain that

here, by ‘End of Lan-ni’ the landspit of Khmau (Khmau

Point) at the southern extremity of Kamboja is meant; and

by Lan-ni the Khmau peninsula stretching southwards

from the delta of the Me-khong River, which being yet in

* See T‘oung-Pm, vol. ix, p. 197. I need not point out that out of the eight

or more toponj-mies given in the itinerary in question after leaving the Paracels,

Professor Schlegel has not succeeded in identifying a single one, except the two
which had been easily made out long before he wrote, viz. Pulo Condor and

Tung-pu-chih, more correctly which is Kamboja. I cannot ahord

space to go here into this itinerary, hut hope to be able to do so before long

elsewhere. Suffice for our present purpose to establish the identity of the Seng
Islands and Lan-ni.
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course of formation is but a mire, known as tbe ‘ still sea
’

(‘Mer tranquille’ of tbe French), a sea of mud, in fact, that

has but in few places acquired anything like consistency.

The dark colour of the waters, which through innumerable

creeks flow to tinge the sea for a long distance all round,

has caused the Khmers to apply to them the name of Thuh

Khman, meaning the ‘ Black (or inky) Waters.’ Now this

is exactly represented by the Chinese term Lan-ni, which

must therefore be taken in its literal sense, and not as

a transcript of any local topom^mic.^ Under such circum-

stances, the Chinese itinerary above referred to becomes

perfectly clear
;

the concluding sentences simply mean that

the distance from Siam to Kamboja (its capital being

intended) is so great because the Khmau peninsula, or mud-
flat, intervenes, which must be given a wide berth, thus

causing much loss of time in rounding it. There cannot

absolutely be, accordingly, an}' connection between this

Lan-ni and Lambri, which latter lies too far awav to permit

of such a wild idea being even for a moment entertained.

We must therefore turn to a similar place-name, Lan-li or

Lam-li, mentioned in the annals of the T‘ang and Sung
dynasties as a station on the sea-route from Ch'iian-chou

(Zayton?) to the Persian Gulf,^ which has been identified

by Dr. Bretschneider with Lambri.® Such an identification

is undoubtedly correct, because the toponymic in question is

spelled ^ ^ [Lan-li, Lam-ri), which is evidently but a con-

traction of the fuller form, ^ ^ [Lan-wii-U, Lam-mu-ri,

^ I should not think there can be any etymological connection with the name
‘ Lake of Sri Kama’ {Kamn-duhay Mama-sara:) applied, according to Crawturd
(•‘Emba.^sy to Siam and Cochinchina,” Loudon, 1830, yoI. ii, p. 248), by the
ATalays (Cham?) residing in Kamboja to the Thale-sOp or inland lake there.

can there be any relation with the ‘ Rama mouth ’ (Paknani P‘hrah Ram),
the appellation formerly given by the Siamese to the mouth of a river about
Rayoug, west of Cbanthahun, which may be the embouchure of the Kayong
Pviver itself. This name teems now to have been forgotten ; I merely gather it

from the old Siamese map often previou>ly alluded to. It is, however, possible

that Lan-ni or Ran-nei maybe a transcript of the Khmer word roneamy rayixamy

which means ‘ low and submerged jungle ’ (i.e. Hooded during high tides or
inundations, also called prti ramam)y although I do not know whether this term
is in any way specifically applied to the muddy tract in question.

> See T'oiuig-Paoy 1901, p. 338, tor a passage concerning that quoted from
the Pien-i-tien,” eh. 78.

^ See Yule’s “ Ylarco Polo,” 3rd ed., vol. ii, p. 301.
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Ram-hu-ri), we have met with in Chao Ja-kua. Furthermore,

the sailing distances given from it to the Chinese coast and

the Persian Gulf respectively agree with the location of

Lamhri. In fact, the Persian ambassadors, say the texts,

embarked at Ch'iian-chou and reached Lam-ri in some forty

odd days. There they waited for the (north-east) monsoon

and sailed the next year home to their country
(^ jt,

Ta-ch‘i), which took again some sixty odd days. The embassy

in question seems to belong to the Sung period (960-1278).

There can be no doubt that the Arabic Ramni is here meant.

This is the oldest notice we have of Rdmbri or Lamhri from

Chinese sources. Next to it comes the one in Chao Ju-kua

already adverted to, and then no other mention of Lamhri

occurs in the Chinese records until a.d. 1416, the date of

Ma Huan’s work. Between the two authors last alluded

to come several hints by Arab writers, which are, however,

of but little value, owing to their extreme brevity and the

more detailed accounts of Marco Polo and Friar Odoric.

To these some reference has already been made, hence it

only remains to notice Marco Polo’s statement that “in this

kingdom of Lamhri there are men with tails; these tails

are of a palm in length, and have no hair on them. These

people live in the mountains, and are a kind of wild men.

Their tails are about the thickness of a dog’s.” In

commenting on this passage. Colonel Yule (vol. ii, p. 301)

draws attention to the fact that Marsden was told of hairy

people called Orang Gugu in the interior of the island (are

these not perchance the Orang Gagu referred to by us

above?), who differed little, except in the use of speech,

from the orang-utang. He further remarks that since

Marsden’s time a French writer, giving the same description,

declares that he saw a ‘ group ’ of these hairy people on the

coast of Indragiri, and was told by them that they inhabited

the interior of Menang-kahau and formed a small tribe.

His new editor. Professor Cordier, inserts here, in his

turn, a reference to the “ ‘Ajaib ” (Merveilles de TInde),

which speaks of anthropophagi with tails at Lulu-hilenk,

on the west coast of Sumatra, between Fansur and LamerT,
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for our identification of whicli place see above, p. 431.

Mr. Anderson, Yule proceeds, says there are a few wild

people in Siak, very little removed in point of civilization

above their companions the monkeys, but be specifies

nothing about hairiness or tails. “ Galvano heard that there

were on the Island certain people called Daraque Dara

(D’Arakundur ? = Arakundur district ?) which had tails

like unto sheep. ^ KazwTni tells of the hairy little men that

are found in Rdmni, with a language like birds’ chirping.”

For this information, I now notice, KazwTni is indebted

to Ibn Khurdadbih, who states :
“ The natives of these

islands (Rami, etc.) go naked, and shelter themselves in the

midst of thickets. Their language is a sort of unintelligible

hissing. They avoid intercourse with other people. Their

stature is of 4 shibr or spans (about 36 inches, or 3 feet)

. . . . their hair is red and crisp. They climb trees with

the hands (i.e. without the assistance of their feet).”^ The

passage is textually copied by EdrIsI, who adds the missing

sentence that the wild people in question are such swift

runners that they cannot be overtaken.® It is interesting,

in connection with the stature of these pygmies, to observe

how the tradition of the three and five spans height runs

steadily through the interval of over fifteen centuries from

Megasthenes,^ Strabo, and Pliny in the AVest, and from the

oldest Chinese records in the Far East, to writers of even

the post-medimval period.® As regards red curled hair, we

have noticed how it is ascribed to the clawed negrito savages

oiLo-ch‘a, on the east coast of the Mala}' Peninsula, since early

^ This name, it strikes me, somewhat resembles that of a promontory called

the Point of Dairai-harra in the “iluhit’’ (a.d. 1554), and stated to lie

somewhere between Malacca and Parcelar Hill (Bukit Jugra) on the north

(see Remand's Intr. to AboulfMa, p. CDxxxvii). I take it that Cape Rachado
(Tanjung Tuan) is the headland meant, and if not, Tanjung Bidara or Tanjimg
Bruas not far below. However, Daraque Dara above may stand for Darakundur^
a pleonastic form of Arakundur, as e.g. Dark for Aru.

“ Journal Asiatigue, 1865, p. 286. Also De Goeje’s Bibliotheca

Geographorum Arabicorum,” pars vi, p. 44, where the wild tribes in question

are exclusively located in the jungles of the Island of Rami.
^ JauberPs “ Geographic d’Edrisi,” Paris, 1836, t. i, p. 75.

^ Pliny, “ Hist. !Nat./’ vii, ii, 14-22.

^ See above, pp. 258-262.
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in the seventh century a.d. Language, like bird- chirping,

was ascribed in general to the Man-I, § a term which
is explained as “barbarians whose jargon resembles the

warbling of certain birds.”* Even in quite modern times

one Huang Chung, whose work was published a.d. 1537,

says of the K‘ang, hill tribes of Northern Siam (either

Xachins or Khd Kong) that “ their language is like bird

chirping, non-understandable ” ;
^ and a work of K'ang Hsi’s

reign (1662-1723) adds besides that they resemble monkeys.®

As regards hairy and tailed men in Sumatra, a gentleman

who lived for seventeen jmars on that island informed

I)r. Meyer that “ he heard of wild, hairy tribes in the

interior of the Sultanate of Siak”; and a recent publication

of Dalitz (in “Not. Batav. Genootsch ,” 1893, p. 27) gives

an account of hairy dwarfs in Kroe, Bengkiilen, south-west

coast of Sumatra.* There is, therefore, good reason to expect

that the veracity of former reports may receive full con-

firmation. With tailed men the case is of course quite

different, for such legends originated either from mere

imagination, from the style of dress of some wild tribes

presenting some appendage hanging down behind like a tail,

or from teratological phenomena of which we have, even at

the present day, an example in India.® At all events, we

' See Ma Tuan-Iin, op. cit., p. 5.

^ China Seciew, vol. six, p. 299.

® Op. dt., ibid.

* A. B. Meyer’s “Negritos,” Dresden, 1899, p. 45.

“ I mean the lusus naturm occurring in the case of an infant recently bom in
the Gaya district, who is possessed of a caudal appendage about 3 to 3J inches
long. The authenticity of this case is beyond question, as the same was reported
to the Indian Medical Gazette (for either June or July, 1903). On the Indo-
Chinese mainland we have many accounts of tailed men. Leaving aside the

ChHang, of Tibet, who claimed, as did others of their congeners, to be

descended from a race of anthropoid apes, we may notice in Indo-China proper :

(1) The TTei-PK, ^ or ‘ Tailed P«,’ mentioned in the Simg Geography,

which quotes from a work on the ‘ Customs of Fii-nan
’ (now lost). They are

sometimes called the ‘Arboreal Fa,’ and located 1,500 li {circa 250-300 miles)

south-west of Tiinnan. Ma Tuan-lin says they have a tail from 3 to 4 inches
in length, and adds that they are cannibals, regularly feasting upon their old
relatives, except on their mother, for whom alone they feel respect (op. cit.,

pp. 298-299 ; also China Revieic, vol. xix, p. 293). Here we have the old story
of the wild Wah and Kachins, although these jPk may be the Pu-mang, who call
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may gather from the fact that such wild tribes, hairy or not,,

have been heard of from both the Siak and Acheh hinterlands,

on respectively the east and west coasts of Sumatra, i.e. on

either side of the Gayu and Alas territory, that they must

belong to the stock of the latter, and are perhaps identical

with these as yet little known people.

Later Chinese accounts of Lambri do not tell us much of

value about the country and people. As already noticed,

such accounts are mainly based on the well-known one of

Ma Huan (a.d. 1416). This author informs us that in

his day the people in the country were all Musalmans in

religion. The State, he adds, borders on the east upon

the kingdom of Li-tai, ^ fij, which is undoubtedly

De Barros’ Lide, and probably corresponds, in my opinion,

to the present Rantei or Rantei Panjang, near Tringading.

De Barros may very well, through a lapsus calami, have

written Lide for Ridei or Rantei
;
or the fault is more likely

attributable to the copyists or printers of his work.^ Li-tai

or Lide bordered on the east upon Nakur, the old Gayu

country.

themselves Santom, and are knomi to the Lau as Ehi Bam (‘ Blach or Negrito

Savages’). As regards arboreal habits, etc., here is what a recent account

I obtained from trustworthy Siamese sources teUs us; “The Kha Wah (i.e.

"Wild Wall) are as agile and nimble as monkeys {Utdng). In climbing trees they

make use of a rope with a stag-horn tied at one end. This end they throw np on

the tree until it becomes entangled to some branch
;
then they climb up the rope

with extreme quickness. By such a method they are able to travel also from tree

to tree without ever touching the ground.” (2) The Yau, ^ or Yaxi-jin,

of Yunnan are firmly believed to this day by the Chinese to have tails like

monkeys. (See “Upper Burma Gaz.,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 598.)

For reports of tailed men in various parts of the Archipelago, see the next

section, “ Islands of the Satyrs.”

' It seems passing strange that several names of States mentioned by De Barros

in the north part of Sumatra have not been identified as yet by our predecessors

in this field. They are, southwards of Achin, Lambrij and Mancopa ;
and

eastwards, B%ar, Lide, Pirada.
_

Some of these I have already located in the

course of the preceding pages, viz., Lamhuj (= Lambesi), Pirada = Pidada or

Pedada, and Zide = Eantei. As regards JPaneopa, I make it out to be Bakongan
above Trumun ; Piar may be either the old Beruan and the present Beureukung,
although it seems to correspond to Zubok, a petty State further to the west,

i.e. towards Achinese territory. Biar is, however, a Malay word, jUj {bgar,

‘

to grant’).
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More interesting is Ma Huan’s reference to a lofty
‘ Island of Peaceful Presage ’ (or ‘ Foreboding,’ as Professor

Schlegel renders the epithet), T‘ai-p‘ing-yu-chuyi Shan,

iC ^ ® 1^ lU> in the sea, to the north-west, at

half a day’s sailing, and more specifically designated Man
Shan, Ipg jlj , literally, ‘ Hat Island.’ This name has puzzled
all Sinologists, from Phillips and Groeneveldt to Professor

Schlegel. The two former have identified the island in

question with either Pulo Bras or Pulo Nasi ^
; while the

latter, far more imaginative, is convinced that since the

Chinese character with which the name of the island is

represented means a hat, it might just as well be one of

those large, broad-brimmed Spanish hats called ‘sombreros’

[why not a Chinese conical hat or slightly domed cap ?]

;

ergo (reader, please notice the logical, or rather paralogical,

process of reasoning here), the island in question must be the

one which the Portuguese called Sombrero, and from which
Sombrero Channel in the Nikobar archipelago (between

Little Nikobar on the south side and Kachal and Nankauri
on the northern) got its name.^ Now, the Sombrero is

Chauri Island, described as “generally low, but its south

end rises almost perpendicularly in a rochy pinnacle to a height

of about 343 feet, having the appearance, %dth the contiguous

loiv portion, of a flap hat, whence it was named Sombrero
by the early Portuguese navigators.” ’ The homonymous
channel is only used by ships proceeding from the Koromandel
coast (Madras, etc.) to Malacca Strait, whereas the Chinese

accounts distinctly tell us that Mau Shan served as a landmark
for ships coming from the west, i.e. Ceylon

;
that it was

flat-lopped (while Sombrero is pinnacle-shaped
)

;

and that

it could be reached in half a day’s sailing from Lambri.

This presupposes a distance of fifteen to twent}' miles at the

utmost, considering that vessels must travel against wind
and current in getting clear of the islands off Acheh Head,

' Journal China Branch B.A.S., voL xx, p. 221 ; GroeneTeldt, op. cit., p. 221.
' See T‘oung-Fao, vol. ix, p. 180. Mr. Parker, I notice {Aitatic Quarterly

Iteview, January, 1900, p. 141), gives credence to the Sombrero theory.
^ “ Bay of Bengal Pilot,” 3rd ed. (1901), p. 299. The italics are inine.

44
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especially during the north - east monsoon. Hence, the

distance applies to either Pulo Bras, Web, or Rondo, hut

not at all to the Kikobars, the nearest point of which

(Parsons Point, the southern end of Great Nikobar) lies no

less than 120 miles otF.'

It is amusing to notice the arguments brought forward

by Professor Sehlegel in taunting Groeneveldt for having

suggested either Pulo Bras or Pulo Nasi as the equivalent of

the mysterious Mau Shan. As thej^ are a good specimen of

the Professor’s dialectics, it would be a pity not to reproduce

them here. He saj's :
“ All these [Chinese] descriptions

agree in saying that this island \_Mau SIuui] had a high,

lofty, and big mountain, with a flat top. Now this is not

the case with the islands Pulo Bras and Pulo Nasi, which

are so low that the Dutch have been obliged to build a lioht-

house upon the former one, that the seamen may not be

shipwrecked upon them, when wishing to make either for

Achin or the Strait of Malacca.” ^ This, anvone who has

passed those islands (I did it some five or six times, and
Professor Sehlegel must also have gone through that way,

although it might have been during the night) will see,

is utterly incorrect. Had the Professor only consulted

a Dutch map or chart of that part of Sumatra, he would
have found the figure 700 (metres) marked on the middle

of Pulo Briis, for indeed this island attains a height of

2,296 feet in Mount Clmmo. If this is loiv, then nothing

short of Mont Blanc or Dhawalgiri could, according to

the Professor’s views, be called high. The Willemstoren

^ As "will be seen directly, Chinese itineraries reckon at ten watches (jehig,

g) of 2-i hours in time, or 60 li (10 to 12 miles) in distance, each; total

21 hours’ sailing, or about 100 to 120 miles, the distance between Lung-yen B>u
(Pulo Bras according to me) and n‘icei-lan (the Nikobirs). This is remarkably
correct, and precludes all possibility as to Mau .Shau, which is shown quite near

to Lung.yen Bsi't in the Chinese map, being the Sombrero. It strikes me that

the sailing heng must have been adopted from the Arabs, Persians, and Indus,
being thus the same as their zam or yam (see above, p. 388) . Hence it should be
reckoned on the same basis, i,e- at seven to ten miles,

* r‘o«H^-Prfo, vol. is, p. 180.
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lighthouse on the northern point of Pulo Bras (525 feet

above sea-level) was erected, not because of the island being

so low and invisible as the Professor thinks, but as a help

to navigators in the thick weather that usually prevails in

those parts during the south-west monsoon. Great Nasi is

not very high, but its sister island (Nasi Kechil, or Kersik)

is lofty.

However, it is not either of these islands that correspond

to the Mau Shan of the Chinese. This can be plainly seen

from the Chinese map printed by Phillips,^ where to the

west or south-west of Mau Shan is marked the other famous

island. Lung-yen Rsii, f| ^ (lit- 'Ambergris Island'),

which Groeneveldt * and all his followers have to this

day confidently considered to be Pulo AYeh. A glance

at the map just referred to, printed since 1885, would have

convinced them of their error; but our Sinologists do not need

to look at native maps in interpreting Chinese geography,

their imagination is quite sufficient for the purpose. Now,

since Lung-yhi Esii cannot possibly be Pulo AYeh, it must

be the other principal island to the west (in reality south-

west) of it, i.e. Pulo Bras. And that such is the case I have

not the slightest doubt, for the alternative, and apparently

older, name of this island is Lam-puyang, from some village

of this name that must have existed, and perhaps is still

extant, on its coast. On the map in Mandelslo’s work,

1727,^ the island already appears as Lanpiang. It is there-

fore clear to me that Lung-yen is but a contracted transcript

of Lam-\^pii]-yang, and has nothing to do with ‘Dragon’s

spittle,’ i.e. ambergris, although this produce ma}^ very well

be found in the sea around it. Fei Hsin’s description of

the island (1436) is as follows :
“ This Island has the

appearance of a single mountain [which is, no doubt. Mount

Chumo of Schlegelian lowness, 2,296 feetj It

^ Journal China Branch B.A.S., toI, xx, Xo3. n and 6.

^ Op. cit., p. 222.

’Amsterdam, 1727, between pp. 7-S and 9-10, t. i. I may obserre,

en passant, that the Lampnjang of Admiralty charts and directories is merely
the Dutch form of the name, which in English should be transcribed Zamptiyang

,

in order to make the two pronunciations agree.
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rises abruptly out of the sea, which breaks on it with high

waves.” ^ In the sea-routes described on the Chinese map
above referred to, and translated by Phillips,* Lung-yen Ssii

[i.e. Lampuyang or Pulo Bras] is referred to as lying on

the course from Su-mm-ta-la (Samudra harbour) to Ce3
don.

The sailing directions given are: (1) “A vessel leaving

Su-mbi-ta-la bound to Ceylon steers a course N.W., a little

W., for twelve watches, until she is off Lung-yen Hsu ;

thence across the ocean to Ceylon, the course is W., a little

N., for forty watches.” (2) “ The route from Su-men-ta-la
via the Ts‘ui-lan Shan (Nikobars) is the same as far as

Lung-yen Hsu, from which point the course is Jf.W., a little

north, for thirty watches, and due west, a little north,

for fifty watches.” We thus see that Lung-yhi Hsu,
i.e. Lampuyang, now Pulo Bras, was the last land seen on
leaving Sumatra, as is, for that matter, clearly shown by
the course marked on the map in question. We become
apprised thereby that Chinese vessels of that period used,

when bound westwards from Malacca Strait, to pass to the

northward of Pulo Weh and Bras, perhaps also of Pulo
Eondo, and between these islands and the south end of the
Great Hikobars, exactly as sailing-vessels do nowadaj's
during the north-east monsoon, the favourable season for

that voyage.

We have, accordingly, left the option of finding the
equivalent for the Chinese Man Shan in either Pulo Weh
or Pulo Rondo. As regards the latter, also known as

Tepurong, it is but an uninhabited rock, only some 2| cables

in length, although 426 feet high, and therefore conspicuous,

so that it is often the first land seen by those entering
the Strait in the thick weather of the south-west monsoon
period.” ^ But Ma Huan’s account of Mau Shan says this

island is inhabited . at the foot of the mountain live some

Groeneveldt, loc. cit.

! OP; course. Phillips renders the term Zuna-uSn Sm as
,ieh identification I have not adopted here, leaving the name as it

Pulo Way, which identification

stands in the Chinese text.
= “ China Sea Directory,” vol. i, 4th ed. (1896), p, 29.
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20 to 30 families, every man of whom calls himself a king.

In shallow water sea-trees grow, which are collected hy the

people, and used as a valuable article of trade, it being

coral.” 1 It follows, therefore, that Mau Shan must be Pulo

Weh, a far larger island (about 11 by 2 to 6 miles in size),

and populated withal, although but sparsely, just as the

Chinese account says. It is besides very conspicuous, rising

in Lemoh Miiti, its highest peak, to an elevation of 2,395 feet

(730 metres according to recent Dutch maps, or some 100 feet

higher than Pulo Bras). Gunong Merdu, a prominent dome-

shaped peak close by on the south, is also pretty high, as

well as Ifjong Bahu, the north-western point of the island,

which falls steeply from the mountain to the sea. I should

accordingly think that either Ujong Bahu, Gunong Merdu,

or Lemoh Mali (the last more likely) is the lofty mountain

described by the Chinese. Whether Lemoh Mati be flat-

topped or not I do not now remember, but very probably

it is. In any case, as the island is very mountainous, and

its west coast clifi^y, there is great likelihood that it appears

flat-topped to those coming from the west. Moreover, Mau,

m. pronounced Mou, Moa, Mo in the southern Chinese

dialects, is most probably but a mutilated would-be transcript

of Lemoh

;

unless, indeed, the whole term Man Shan is

meant for Masam, or Mason Point, which edges the entrance

to Sabang Bay, on the north coast of the island, where the

principal settlement is situated (Sabang village).

It is thus almost absolutely certain that Mau Shan is

Pulo Weh, just as Lung-yen Hsu is Lampuyang or Pulo Bras,

and not the reverse or otherwise as some Sinologists have

been telling the world for the last quarter of a century

or so. The evidence in favour of our identification is over-

whelming
;

for not only resemblance in names, but also

the Chinese map itself, where the course is laid down as first

running close to the northern coast of Mau Shan and then

rather aloof from an unnamed island (perhaps Pulo Ifasi)

and Lting-yhi Hsil, confirm the conclusion we have arrived at.

‘ Groeneveldt, op. eit., pp. 223, 221.
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We may therefore confidently pass to a brief consideration

of the epithet T‘ai-j)‘in(j-yii-chun Shan, ‘Lofty Island [or

Mountain] of Peaceful Presage,’ already noticed as applied

by the Chinese to Mau Shan. This recalls both the Ptolemaic

Agathodaimonos, the island of ‘ Good Fortune,’ and the Jibal

Khu^nmil, ‘ the Auspicious Mountain ’ of the early Arab
navigators, although, judging from our preceding con-

siderations, there can be no connection with them, except

in the similarity of the sense conveyed by such epithets.

For seafaring men crossing those seas, known but im-

perfectly in the old days, the first landmark sighted after

a long sea passage on the boundless expanse must naturally

have been a matter of no little rejoicing, and regarded as

a fortunate event presaging their safety. Hence, I think,

the origin of the Chinese term above referred to, which need
not be|sought in more recondite causes. As regards Pulo
Weh being used as a landmark in coming from the west,

there is nothing extraordinary in the fact, for owing to its

conspicuousness and position northwards of the western
extremity of Sumatra, it is usually the first land looming in

sight for those coming from the west via the Great Nikobar,
as the Chinese used to do. In the thick weather of the
south-west monsoon period, we have had occasion to notice,

Pulo Eondo is often the first land seen, and with it, naturally,

Pulo W^eh, which lies close by, and is a yet more prominent
object.

1

The ocean stretching boundless to the west of Mau Shan,
the Chinese accounts inform us, is called the ocean of
Na-mo-U, jgg ^ Na-mei-li or Na-mu-U, %
This name, though differently spelled from those employed
to represent Lambri, sounds JSfa-mut-Iei, La-mut-lai in the

The earhe« menton I can find of Du o Weh in European accounts occurs in
Beauheu s vovage, 1621 wherein it is stated that l>ulo.Onay. one of the islands
in the roadstead of Acheb,.™lds sulphur in abundance. Dampier's narrative
later on. 1688, merely contains a passing reterence to it. (See Prdvost’s “Hist.
Gen. des Voyages, vol. ix, p. 340, and vol xi. p. 428.) Wlh or Wi is said tomean ‘water, so that the sen.se conveyed is that of ‘ Water Island.’ But the
old name of the island may have been different. Pulo W6h is nowadays
a pepper-producing island; but tormerlv it was of more importance from blngtne place to which criminals were banished. ^ ®
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southern dialects, and is evidently a transcript of Lamuri,
Lanieri, Hamrt, Rdmburi, or Rdnibri, thus corresponding

to Nowairl’s (a.d. 1332) Sea of Ldreici, formed, as he tells

us, by the seas of Kalali, Jawah, and Fansur (see p, 432 ante).

The enumeration of the embassies successively sent to

China by Lambri from a.d. 1284 to 1423 does not call for

special notice here, except in the particular that in 1412
the king as well as the people are spoken of as Musalmans,
the ruler’s name being recorded as Ma-ha-ma Sha, 1^

fSt which evidently means either Mahmiid or Muhammad
Shah, and that of his son as S7ia Che-han, which

is clearly Shah Jehan. In about 1200—40, judging from

Chao Ju-kua’s account referred to above, Induism must

still have been the prevailing religion, and even in 1292-3

Marco Polo has not a word about Islamism having as yet

acquired a foothold in Lambri, although he mentions this

faith as well established among the townspeople (and those

only) in Pevlec (Perlak), whither it was introduced by “ the

Saracen merchants.” The hill-people, he tells us, were

pagan and cannibals. Of Basma he states the people are

just like beasts, without laws or religion; and of Samara

that they are wild idolaters. West of this kingdom was

that of Dagroian, i.e. the Gdyu country, where, we have

seen, the natives refused to embrace Islamism even when

it had been adopted in Saraudra. The people of Lambri

and Fansur are spoken of as idolaters, so that it is difficult

to reconcile his statements with those of the Achinese

chronicle ascribing the introduction of the Muslim faith

to a Johan Shah represented to have arrived at Acheh in

A.H. 601 = A.D. 1205. Of course, this Johan Shah cannot

possibly be the Shah Jehan still heir-apparent in a.d. 1412,

because the former is referred to in the local chronicle as

the founder of the Muslim dynasty' in the country, whereas

the latter evidently was not. Accordingly, Johan Sjiah

must have been one of the ancestors of this ^iih Jehan of

A.D. 1412, and his advent, together with the introduction

of Islamism through his agency, may be safely put down

between, say, .a.d. 1300 and 1380. Perhaps a.h. 701 =
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1302 is the correct date, assuming that an error of 100

years has crept in the native chronicle through a slip of the

copyists in taking the figure 7 of the centuries for a 6. In

any case, there can be no doubt that Islam reached Acheh

later than Perlak and Samudra, although in the “ Sejarah

Malayu ” we are told (ch. viii) that the conversion to

Islamism of the States on the northern coast of Sumatra

was effected in the order : 1, Fasiiri (Biirus)
; 2, Ptilok Lamiri

(Lambri) ; 3, Hdrit (Aru)
; 4, Perlak

; and 5, Samudra.

But then the name recorded for the legendary apostle of

Moslem alleged to have operated such a feat is Sultan

Muhammad of Matabar, and not Johan Shah, The Pasai

chronicle ascribes the deed to the same personage, but it

makes him proceed directly to Samudra, without mentioning

the other countries alluded to above. It is thus evident

that the whole story is open to serious doubt.

Before closing these observations on the early history of

Acheh it seems worth while to briefly notice another

important event which, in so far as I am aware, has not

yet received attention. The event I mean is that recorded

in the “Sejarah Malayu” (part ii, ch. iii), where it is stated

that upon the downfall of the city of Bal, the capital of

Champa, one of the royal princes of that country, Poling

by name, fled with his retinue to Achi (Achsy, of which

he became the original raja. Poling is, of course, meant
for P6 Ling, i.e. Prince Ling, P6 being the usual Cham
title we have met with several times already. As a brother

of his, Indra Brahma (we should probably read Indra-

varman), took refuge at the same time at Malacca, where
he found a favourable reception at the hands of Sultan

Mansur, whom we know to have reigned between a.d. 1458
and 1475 circd,'^ it is evident that the downfall of the Chiim
capital alluded to is that of Bal Angwe, which took place,

as noticed above (p. 276) in 1471. We thus obtain a date

> The “Sejarah Malayu” informs us further that SultSu Mansur made
a mantri (counsellor or minister) of Prince Indra Brahma (Indra-varman) after
haying brought about his conrersion to IsUm. This is another important bit of
rnfomation, as it evidences that the Muslimic faith had not as vet been adoptedm Champa in 1471, at any rate by the royal family.
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for the advent of P6 Ling in Acheli and the rise of a dynasty

of Cham extraction there, as well as a clue to the chronology

of other hitherto undatable events in Chiira history referred

to in both the “
Sejiirah ” and the Cham chronicles.^ To the

fact of a Chiim prince having reigned in Acheh during the

last quarter, or thereabouts, of the fifteenth century the local

dialect is no doubt indebted for the introduction of many
comparatively modern Cham words which could not very

well be accounted for before this, such as, e.g., jjo, prince

;

ff/e (Glai), hill, cliflF
;
lam (Lang), village, etc.

The Cham dynasty, if anj', founded in Acheh by P6 Ling,

seems, however, to have been short-lived, for in a.d. 1507

began the rule of Suhan ‘All Mughaj’at ^ah, who seems to

have come from Kemangan, near Pedir, and is reckoned upon

as the founder of that native monarchy which continued

in power until a.u. 1760. It is exhilarating to notice how
the “ Bustanu-s-salatin ” naivelj' tells us that before Sultan

‘All Mughayat Shah—who, it states, first adopted Isliimism

—there had been no kings at Acheh, but only chiefs {Marah,

^), who ruled each in his own district, and were elected

to that office among the elders of the people.^ Such are

‘ The name of the Cham king reigning at the time Bal Aiigive was finally

taken and destroyed by the Aunamese is given in the ‘‘ Sejarah Malayu ’’ as

Togopoh (PG Go'poh or Gopa), whereas the Cham chronicle, published by
Aymonier et Ht’connai'imuees, No. 31, pp. 88, 89), calls F6 Fanchmi
thie last king of Bal Augwe. Probably P6 Gopa and Po Parichan are one and
the same personage. The dates 137.3-9T adopted by Aymonier (op. cit..

No. 32, p. 166) for the reign of PG Parichan thus seem to need considerable

amendment, provided the succession is rightly given in that chronicle, which
is very doubtful. The chronological mUestoue we have set up will help to clear

up manv other riddles of contemporary Chiim history, into which we cannot

afford here to enter upon. Suffice to notice merely that I have recognized in the

Fogalang of the “ Sejarah ” the Po A7o«^-[Garai] of the Chiim chronicles who
founded Bal Hangov. Similarly, the “ Sejiirah” represents Pogalang as having

built the great city of Bal (i.e. Bal Hangov or Hinguv), which included seven

hills within its bounds.” The succession given is, of course, very defective,

several kings being skipped over : but this contribution to Cham history from an
independent source is nevertheless important tor various details it supplies us

which cannot be found elsewhere.

On p. 98 above, misled by a statement of Colonel Low in the Journal of the

Indian Archipelago to the effect that Po Ling came from Manjung (Perak),

I mentioned that this country gave Acheh its first king. I take this opportunity

of correcting that mistake. No doubt Colonel Low confused PG Ling with

Mansur ^ah, who really did come from Perak, but who reigned far later on
{circa 1 568-85)

.

^ Millies, op. cit., p. 71.
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the tricks recklessly resorted to by native historians in order

to palliate their ignorance of past events. It is therefore

pretty certain that henceforth a Cham monarchy will have

to he added to the number of those so far known to have

ruled over Acheh. The order of them will thus he: (1) an

Indu dynasty (until at least A.n. 1305) ; followed by (2)

a Muhammadan one, probably also originally from India

(with Johan Shah, a.d. 1305-80 circa
) ; (3) a Malay from

Menang-kahau {circa 1380-1470)
; (4) a Cham (1471-1507);

(5) a local Achinese (1507—70 circa)
; (6) a Perak one

(cii'cd 1570-88)
; (7) an Achinese again (1588-1760)

;
and,

finally, (8) an Arab dynastj'- (1760 to the present day).

The above and such sundry other details as I have been able

to collect on Achinese history and onomatology will be

found recapitulated and chronologically arranged in the

following table, which I subjoin by way of conclusion to

this chapter.*

OrTLINE SKETCH OF ACHINESE ONOMATOLOGY
AND HLSTOEY.

(Second to Seventeenth Centcey a.d.)

100-50. Argyre, ’A/r/t'/tlj uii-rpdTro\i‘i, capital of labadiu or

Sabadiu ( = Arjara, Ksarjura, Arjima, Arkura, Haklchura,
etc.).—Ptolemy (p. 656).

631-40. Yen-mo-na (or Yen-mo-lo) Chou Kwo, ^ (or j^)

^ P ;
or Ye-mei-ni, ^ ^ (= the island kingdom" of

Yamana or Yamam, I amana-dcipa-pnra
; perhaps Yamuna,

ox Jamnu, Yumini; Yavana, Yavani ; Javana, Ramana, etc.).

Hwen - tsang (p. 463). Cf. Ramanaka Island of Bhagavata
and Padma Puranas; Yama-dvipa of Yayu P.

;
Ramni, etc.

^ As I have no access to the publications of Dutch scholars on Achinese
history, etc., I entirely ignore whether any of the conclusions I have arrived at
have already been anticipated by them in their works. Should this prove to be the
case I trnst they will bear no grudge against me, as mv treatment of the subject
has been done quite independently, and without knowledge whatever of the
results they may have attained by their labour.s. Works of o-eneral reference
I have consulted are singularly meagre in details about Acheh, lud only treat of
its history from the .sixteenth century downwards. I venture, therefore to hope
that my eummary will prove valuable, as it goes back to a tar earlier period andsome of its features are certainly new to the public.

''
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Also M. Polo’s and others’ Gacenis-pola or Jdmis-, Jdmanis,

Jatanis-pola = lavanaspa- or Yavanaia-pura, Yavanaspur or

Javanaspur = the ‘ City (or Island) of the Yavanas (or

Javanas) ’ = present Pulo I^asi Besar or Dedap
;

but more
probably Aoheh Head, the ‘ Ponta de Gomespolla ’ of the

Portuguese.* Cf. also the legend as regards the footprint in

the water (bank of JYarmada, or Yamuna?, Eiver) (p. 665, note).

674. Ta-shih, ^ {BacM, Bacheh, Acheh, and not seemingly
Tajik = Arabs in such cases). Its king, afraid of the power
of Queen Sima of Ho-Ung (west coast of Malay Peninsula),

dares not attack her (p. 505).

851. Eaiixi IsLAxn, var. leet. Rami, Ramin,

(=Lambri, Acheh district, and part of west coast of

Sumatra). Extent, 800-900 parasangs (= 1920-2160 miles);

bathed by two seas, Harkand and ^elahet
;
with gold-mines,

plantations of Eansur camphor, elephants, and an anthro-

pophagous population. — Sulaiman (Eeinaud’s “Eel. des

Yoyages,” pp. 6, 8).

864. E.Aiii Island. Ehinoccroscs and tailless buffaloes

are found there. The natives go naked, are four spans in

stature, and have red and crisp hair
;

their language is an

unintelligible hissing.—Ibn ^urdadbih {Journal Asiatigue,

1865, p. 286, and De Goeje, op. cit., j). 44).

* I reconstruct the original name of Gacenispola as Taranaspur, Jai'anaspur,
or Yamunuspttr, from the eariw lectioiies occurring in dittereut authors from
Marco I’olo downwards, viz.

: (1} Gaveniipola, Gacenopola, Xeiiispola (M. Polo,

1292): (2) Ganispola (Correa, “ Leudas da India,” t. ii, p. 792, 1.524);

(3) Gamispola (Castanheda, “ Historia da India,” lib. v, ch. 13, c. 1.540) ;

(4) Jamis ~fulah (Muhlt, 1,5.54); (.5) Goniispola (De Barros, 15.50-60, and
Linschoten, 1587); (6) Gomes -polo or Gome: -pulo (Lancaster, 1592); etc.

Gacenispola of M. Polo, Janus-fulnh (Jamas-pola) of the Muhit, Gamspola of

Correa, and Gomtis or Gomuis of Hamilton, arc the typical forms which pre-
suppose an original Jamanis, Jdrants, Jamunis. I teel therefore unable to

accept Colonel Yule's suggested derivation from a hypothetical Malay term
gamds = rough’; nor the lorm Pulo Gaimr he found in the map to

Veth’s “ Achin” and the restoration he proposes as Pulo Gomiis (“Marco Polo,”
3rd ed., vol. ii, p. 307). Gaimr must be a mistake for Jamir, as a bay bearing
this name still exists on the north-east coast of Xa,si Besar Island. The name
may have formerly been Jamis, whence perhaps the Jamas of the Jfuhit and the
other forms. Gomns, Gomis, etc. AI. Polo’s Gacenis or Gaveno, being the oldest,

is undoubtedly the representative of the earliest name which we have restored as

Javanas, Yacanas. The term pula, pulo, etc., stands for punt, ‘city.’ from
which the Malaypulo = ‘ island ’ is known to be derived. Hence, the compositum
argues the existence, at a remote period, of a settlement of Javanas or Yavanas
(f Greeks, Phamicians) on th.at i.sland. but more probably on the opposite coast of
-Icheh (Point of Gomispola), whence the island seems to have got its name.
The term may, of course, owe also its origin to some early establishment of the
Java or C'haira race there, whence Acheh came to be named the ‘ Country of
Jawi,’ and afterwards the whole island of Sumatra acquired th,at designation.
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880-916. Riitr Islax-d. Extent, 800 parasangs (1,920 miles);

produces camphor, etc. It belongs to the King of Zalej .

—

Abu Zaid (Reinaud, op. cit., p. 93).

943. Eajiix Islaxds. Distant about 1,000 parasangs (2,400 miles)

from Serendil (Ceylon). IVell populated, and governed by

kings; some inhabited by cannibals. Many gold-mines lie

near the country of luinsur (Eansur), celebrated for its

camphor, and are also at a short distance from the Elenjmdlus

Islands (Kikobars).—Mas'udl (“Prairies d'Or,” t. i, p. 339).

955. Lauehi IsLAifn (=Lambri). In its valleys one

sees large monkeys in troops, each headed by a chief
;

also

zardftis (snakes) and large ants. Tlie natives are anthro-

pophagous, but only eat their enemies. Between Eansur and

Lameri, among which communication by land exists, there is

the bay of Lulu Bilenh (Telok Belong), inhabited by a race

of caudate man-eaters. Serlrah (= Sri Bhoja) lies at the

extremity of the island of LCimeri and at 120 zama (900 miles)

from Kalah.—Captain Bozorg (“ Merveilles de I’Inde,” pp. 66,

125, 176).

fired 960. Lax-li, ^ (= Bdmrl, Ramhri, Lambri). Persian

envoys having embarked at Ch'iian-chou (Zaitun?) reached it

in some 40 days. After awaiting there the K.E. monsoon
they sailed homewards, reaching their own country (Ta-ch‘i,

^ S) another 60 odd days more.— T‘ang and Sung
histories (“ Pien-i-tien,” ch, 78).

976. Ta-shih (
= Acheh?). An envoy from this country brings

a negro slave from K'lm-lun (Malay Peninsula) to China, who
causes much sensation at Court. Revisit'

^
vol. vrii,

p. 189 ;
see also p. 506 ante.)

992. Ta-shih Corxxnr (Acheh). Lies at five days’ sailing from
the southern coast of ShS~j>*o (^Laha or Saba, west coast of

Malay Peninsula).—Hist. Sung Dyn,, bk. 489 (p. 511).

?llth centuiy. Po-sz, ^ (= T'asa, t asudOna, i.e. either the
Reel or Baei TLam-BesiJ, or the Basitang districts, west and
east coast of Sumatra). Doubtful if so called from Pars, Pars,
or Persian colonies established there as suggested (see p. 679).

? 12th century. E,AitAXAKA 1si,-Axd (= Eamrl, Eamana, Ten-mo-na,
re-7nei-ni, see second entry from top of this table). Bhagavata
and Padma Puranas. (Professor Hall’s edition of Wilson’s
“ Visnu Parana,” vol. ii, p. 129, and vol. iv, p. 287.)
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circa 1220-50. Country called Acheh on the sea-coast of the island

of PcrcJta.—“Kedah Annals,” ch. hi; see Journal Indian

Archipelago, toI. hi, p. 162.

1240. Lau - vru - LI, ^ S (Lamburi, Eambri, Lambri).

A State sending yearly tribute to San-fo-cJiH (Sri Bhoja).

On a hill called Hsi - lun, (= Se-lun, Chalang), is

a sacred footprint, and a like imprint is visible in the water

within about 50 to 60 miles distance from the hill ( = footprint

on the banks of the Yamuna or Karmada = Yeyi - mo - na ?)•

Hsi -Ian, ^ a State also tributary to Sri Bhoja, is

probably the same place, and seems to correspond to

Chalang or Chellang, west coast of Sumatra.—Chao Ju-kua

(see pp. 665, 683).

1263-75. Elit-ANi or Einsi Island {= Ye-inei-ni, Eambri).

Inhabited by hairy little men with a language like birds’

chirping.—Kazwlnl (“ Kosmographie,” i, p. 107). See Ibn

^urdadbih above.

1274. L.AMERi Cut ( = Lam-bari, Acheh district). Lies near

Maluyur, and like this and Fansur is situated on a bay.

—

Ibn Sa‘id (“ ilerveilles de I’Inde,” p. 158).

circa 1280. LAiiiai or Pulak Lajiiri,
}
Island

(= Lambri). Converted to Islamism by a fakir from the

Koromandel coast.
—“Sejarah Malayu,” ch. vih (see p. 696).

K.B.—The name is spelled also in the Singapore

edition of the same work, p. 7 3.

1284. Kas-w'u-li, ^ ^ (Js'amburi, Lamburi, Lamri,

Lambri). The Fuh-kien Government (i.e. ‘Zaitun’) sends

an officer to summon this and three other States to do homage.

{Asiatic Quart, Mev., Jan., 1900, p. 132.)

1286. Kan-wl'-li sends envoys to the Chinese Court, together

with those of Sumu-tu-la or Hsu- men -na (Samudra).

(Op. cit., 1.1.)

1292. Kan-wij-li. An envoy from China despatched to call it

into submission.— Hist. Yiian Dyn., bk. 131 (Groeneveldt,

p. 155).

1292-3. Lawbei Kingdom. Produces sapanwood, camphor, and

spices (cf. DimashkI below). In its mountains are tailed

men (cf. Captain Bozorg above).—Marco Polo, bk. iii, ch. 11.

1294. Kan-wl-li. Its envoys who have been detained in China

together with those of Su-mii-tu-la (Samudra), awaiting the
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result ot Kublai’s war -n-ith Java, are sent back "svitli presents

and an official safe-conduct tallj". {Asiatic Quart. e., loc. cit.)

circa 1300. E-Iion Island. Has a circumference of 500 miles;

it produces sapanwood, camphor, pepper, cloves, and cinnamon

(cf. M. Polo, above).

circa 1300. Auskie Island (Acheh?). Produces camphor of

a quality inferior to that from Pansur.—^Dimashkl (Maehren,

pp, 127, 205).

circd 1305. Arrival of Johan Shah, Avho is alleged in the native

chronicles to har-e been the first JIuhammadan king of Acheh,

his date being placed as far back as a.h. 601 = a.d. 1205,

which -we cannot accept (see p. 695).

1310. Lamuki, a very large island, lying beyond Ceylon, and
adjoining the country of Sumutra.—Eashidu-d-dln (Yule’s
“ M. Polo,” vol. ii, p. 300).

1321. Lluur Island, produces sapanwood and bamboo.—Abu-1-
Feda (Guyard, t. ii, pt. ii, p. 131).

circd 1323. Lamoei CorNTEv. Lies north of SumoUra on the

same island
;

the natives are naked, cruel, and cannibals.

—

Friar Odoric (Eamusio. 1583 ed., vol. ii, f. 248).

1345—6. Laiibei. Ignored by Ibn Batuta, who, however, speaks
of the northern part of Sumatra as the island of Juwah.

1375. Leeoa City, on the north-west coast of the Ilia Taprolana
(Sumatra). Probably meant for Lambri. — Catalan Atlas
(see p. 647).

1399. NAN-wr-Li. Chinese map published by Phillips {Journal,
China Branch It.A.S., vol. xx, Yos. 5 and 6).

circa 1400. Acheh was a celebrated place for its numerous stone-
cutters and gravers.—“ Kedah Annals” in Journal Indian
Archipelago, vol. iii, p. 259.

1405. Nan-wu-li. a seal and letter sent to it from China
through some lieutenant of the famous eunuch Cheng Ho.
{T-oung-Pao, 1901, p. 359, and Asiatic Quart. Rev., Jan.,
1900, p. 140.)

1408. Cheng Ho comes in person to Nan-iouJi. (Op. cit., 1.1.)

1411. The king sends an envoy to the Chinese Court, who goes
on along with those of Kayeli (Call, India) and Kelantan.
{Asiat. Quart. Rev., loc. cit.)
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1412. Xan-fo-li, ^ ^ ^ S (<^r M) {= Xam-hir-ri,

Lamluri, Zanibri), lies west of Sxt-men-ta-la (Samudra),

whence it can be reached in three days’ navigation. The

king and people are all Mrihanimadans, and scarcely amount

altogether to a thousand families. North-west of this country

is the lofty island of Man Shan,
[1| ( = Pulo Weh with

Lemoh-mati mountain), and west of this stretches the ocean

csXltA. JS^a-mo-li or Ka-mei-li, 35 ^ (or P^'i) {= Zdmuri).

This year the king, Ma -ha- ma S/ia, ^ ^ B ^
(= Mahmud, or Muhammad, Shah), sends an envoy, along

with an envoy of Samudra, to bring tribute to China. The
Emperor bestows upon them court-dresses, and to the king

a seal and an investiture, whilst Cheng Ho is commissioned to

transmit the imperial instructions to this country. The latter

continues to send tribute yearly until the end of Ch'eng-tsu’s

reign (a.u. 1424).

The son of the king, Shah Jehun, fp ^ also despatches

an envoy to bring tribute.—Hist. Ming Dyn. (T'oung-Pao,

1901, pp. 357-8).

1415, 1416, 1418, 1419, 1421, 1423. Envoys from Nan-p‘o-li

reach China with tribute. {Asiat. Quart. Rev., Jan., 1900,

p. 140.)

1416. jVan-tcu-li, 2E M.> sends an envoy with tribute. Cheng

Ho is ordered to take him back to his country.—Hist. Ming
Dyn. {Poung-Pao, 1901, p. 359).

1430. Cheng Ho goes on his last voyage, bringing presents to all

countries, among which is Nan-p‘o-li, which gets her share of

the imperial gifts. (Op. cit., p. 358 ; Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

p. 221.) N.B.—This is the last mention of either Pfan-tvu-li

or JVan-p‘o-li in the records of the period.

1471-2. AchEh, Upon the Cham capital, Bal Angwe,

being taken and destroyed by the Annamese, P6 Ling, a royal

prince of Champa, takes refuge in Aclith, of which country

he becomes “the original king.”—“ SejTirah Malayu,” eh. iii

(Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” p. 211).

1507. Sultan ‘All Mughayat ^lah ascends the throne of Acheh,

A.H. 913. — “ Bustanu-s-salatin ” (Millies’ “ Monnaies des

Indigenes,” p. 71).
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1516. Achem, a kingdom on the northern extremity of Sumatra

Island.—Barhosa (Eamnsio, vol. i, 1563 ed., f. 318 verso).

1521. Dachem.—“Tomho do Estado da India” (p. 511).

1522. Sulpn ‘All conquers Pedir, Samudra, and other places on

the north coast of Sumatra. He dies the same year, being

succeeded hy Sultan Salah-ud-din.— “ Bustanu-s-salatin ”

(Millies, loc. cit.).

1540. Sultan ‘Alau-d-din, brother of the preceding, deposes him,

O’sving to his incapability of ruling the kingdom. The
dethroned Salah-ud-din dies nine years afterwards. (Ibid.)

1567-8. Sultan ‘All R'ayat Shah (Husain), son of the preceding,

succeeds. (Ibid.)

1567-8. Sultan Merad, Sultan Sri Alam, ex-king of Priaman,
Sultan Zainu-l-‘AbidIn, and Sultan Janil succeed, haying hut
short reigns. (Op. cit., p. 75.)

circa 1569. Perak is conquered hy the Achinese, who make
prisoner, amongst others, the son of the king there. This
prince is set up as king of Acheh, over which he reigns under
the title of Mansur Shah, making himself very formidable
to the Portuguese of Malacca. (Op. cit., p. 75; Howbold’s
“Straits of Malacca,” London, 1839, toI. ii, p. 24, etc.)

1585. Mansur Shlih is murdered by General Marah Tiza, a quondam
fisherman, who places on the throne Sultan Buyung, the
young son of the murdered king, of whom he becomes the
governor.

1586. Bagix, Dacix, Dachiex, king of Assf (“Ee di Afsi”).
(Gasparo Balbi, “Tiaggio delTIndie Orientali,” Venetia, 1590,
ff. 129 verso, 130, 132 verso.)

1588. ‘Alau-d-dIn E‘ayat Shah, the quondam Marah Tiza, having
murdered the young Sultan Buyung, ascends the throne

; he
is very cruel and sanguinary. It is of this wicked ruler that
the Chinese accounts say: “During the period Wan-li
(1573-1620) the reigning family was twice changed, and at
last their king was a slave. ... He slew the rightful
sovereign

;
. . . having obtained command of the army,

not long afterwards he killed his master and put himse'lf
in his place. . . . He is much given to cruelty; every
year he kills more than ten people and washes his body
with their blood, saying that this may prevent disease”
After the murder of the king the name of the country was
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changed into Ya-chH, §§ ^ (A-ts‘ai, A-h‘i, A-che = Acheh).

— Hist. iTing Dyn., bk. 325. (See Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

pp. 213, 214; also T‘oung-Pao, 1901, pp. 344, 345 and

367, 368, the accounts of which events have been misunderstood

by both Professors Schlegel and Parker. See for the latter’s

mistake the Asiat. Quart. Rev., Jan., 1900, p. 137. About
the king’s origin and his sanguinary crimes see Davis, 1599,

who states that Sultan “Aladin,” i.e. ‘Alau-d-din, was
originally a fisherman, and rose in rank gradually until he

became admiral, when he murdered the heir to the throne

;

also Peaulieu, vide Prevost’s “Hist. Gen. des Yoyages,” vol. i,

p. 373, and vol. ix, pp. 350-2.)

1602. Suljan ‘All Hughayat Shah, son of the preceding, succeeds

to the throne. (Hillies, op. cit., p. 84.)

1607. Saltan Iskander ^luda succeeds to the crown. Under his

rule the kingdom of Acheh attains the climax of its splendour.

(Op. cit., pp. 84, 85.)

1612. Letter of Sultan Iskander iluda of Acheh to King James I

of England. In this valuable document the former claims

the following possessions :

—

A.—Easierx Side of Acheh.

10. Asahan, .

11. Tanjong,

12. Piini (Panel),

13. Eakan,

14. Batu Sawar,^,^Lj d-'b
, and

all dependent countries.

[l5. Perak, -i-J] )
“n 'he

’
\ Malay

[16. Pahang,

17. Indragirl,

1. Lubok, ^ *

2. Pidir (Pedir),
j
A-J .

3. Semerlang,

4. Pasangan, L.J.

5. Pasai,
,

.

6. Perlak, .

7. Basitang, •

8. Tamiyang, •

9. Dell, bij.

B.—LTesteex Side of Acheh.

1. Chalang (Chellang), Earns, (_,Myb

.

2. Daya, bL'. 4. Pasaman, ^^.4^

.

45
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5. Tiku, .

„ Tt •- \ where, be
6. Priamaii,^^u^-

1 says, are ^old*
. - hmines in the

7. Salida, J
mountains.

8. Indrapura, jSj\.

9. Beagku-ule (Bengkulen),

Jl/^-

10.

Sallbar (Selebar),^^-;»L»).

11.

Palembang,

12.

Jambl,
Sr*

* *

{Journal Straits Branch B.A.S.,
No. 31, pp. 123-30.)

N.B.—I have thought it useful to

reproduce this as yet little known list,

far more complete as regards the

northern part of Sumatra than De
Barros’, not only for the historical

interest it presents, hut also for the

spelling of many place-names it gives,

which are often vainly looked for in

Malay dictionaries and similar works
of reference.

1613. Sultan Iskander Muda makes -war upon Johor. (Millies,

op. cit., p. 85.)

1618. Sultan Iskander Muda makes war upon Pahang. (Op. cit.)

1618. A-ch‘i, § (
= Acheh). Formerly it was [called?] the

‘ Ta-sJii Country,’ ^ 0 \_= TarsMsli, Tajik, Dachi?].

Ambergris costs 12 golden coins the tael, which makes 192

golden coins a kati .... During the Sung dynasty

[i.n. 960—1280] this country had the reputation of possessing

much gold, silver, and silk, whilst the skill of its artisans

was highly praised.—“ Tung-hsi Yang-k‘au,” bk. iv (see

T'oimg-Pao, 1901, pp. 367, 368, and Groeneveldt, op. cit.,

pp. 215, 216). N.B. that since a.d. 1505 Barthema mentions

silk as being produced in large quantities in Pedir (see

Bamusio, vol. i, f. 166 verso). The reference to silver in the

Chinese account is furthermore interesting, in view of the

connection of Achiih with Ptolemy’s Argyre, as well as with

a possible Phoenician Tarshish .—Prom this period the history

of Acheh is sufficiently well known, from both local and
"Western sources, as not to present any more special features

falling within the scope of the present inquiry
;

hence it is

needless to go on summarizing its principal events any further.

1619. Sultan Iskander Muda conquers the States of Kedah and
Perak on the Malay Peninsula (according to the letter quoted
above, however, Perak was already part of his dominions in

1612). (Op. cit.)

1621. Sultan Iskander Muda conquers Padang, Singkel, and other

portions of the west coast of Sumatra (see, however, the letter

cited above). (Op. cit.)
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D. The Great Anambas or Siantan Group.

Islands of the Satyrs (No. 125).

Ptolemy reckons three of them and reports :
—“ The

inhabitants are said to have tails like those with which

Satyrs are depicted.” Legends of savages with tails are

current in several parts of Indo-China and the Malay

Archipelago; but the reference here seems to he rather to

some large species of monkeys than to human beings. The

centre of this group of islands falls, as shown in the tables

and maps, in long. 107° 15' E. and lat. 3° 40' N., corrected

;

that is, just midway between the Anambas and Natunas.

I have, however, reason to believe that the Anambas alone

are meant, both for linguistic arguments which I shall

hereafter bring forward, and because they lie more directly in

the track of ships sailing from the Straits to Kamboja or

Champa. Speaking of this insular group Crawfurd says

:

“The islands called by European navigators the Anambas,

a name not known to the Malaj^s of the country, are

properly called by the various names of Siantan \_Si/dntan

or Sydfan, Jamajah [more correctly, Jamdja,

and Sarasan \_Sardsan, which make the northern,

middle, and southern Anambas of our charts. They are,

in all, about fifty in number .... hilly and sterile,

and inhabited by true Malays, always poor, and commonly

inoffensive.”^ The correct names and Malay equivalents

that I have inserted within brackets actually occur in the

Pasai chronicle in the list of countries conquered by the

Javanese army from Majapahit in a.d. 1377 or thereabouts.^

' “ Embassy to Siam and Cochin-China,” 2nd ed. (London, 1830), vol. i,

p. 435.
- See Dnlaurier in Journal Asiatique, 1846, pp. 554, 535, and 561. Dulaurier

"as at a loss to identify Jamaja, Syatan, Sarasan, and several other names in

that list, which have been, however, subsequently located by Marre (see
“ Histoire des Eois de Pasey,” Baris, 1874, pp. 97, 107). The list is invaluable,

as it undoubtedly goes back to several centuries and supplies us with the forms
that such toponynucs had then. It is important to notice that the terms Anamba
and Natuna do not at all occur in the list, the principal islands of such groups
being each named separately. The Ifatunas mentioned therein are

; (1) Fulo Lint,
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Among sucli names I desire to lay special stress on that of

Sidntan, which is not so spelled as in the present day, but

is written Syatan or Sidtan, a fact upon which we are going

to base the etymological discussion directly. As regards

Sarasan, Crawfurd was of course mistaken in making it

a southern Anamba ;
it belongs to the South Natuna group.

It should indeed be added, in justice to him, that on

pp. 89, 90 of the same volume he classifies it correctly as

the most southern island of the Natunas.i Groeneveldt has.

(North Natuna)
; (2) Banguran, (Great Natuna)

: (3) Su-oli

or Sabi, (the northernmost of the South Natunas) : and (4) Sarasan,

(the Sirhassen of our charts, in the South Natunas group), spelt Saran,

in Dulaurier (op. cit., p. 5541, which is worth noting.

' The passage here reterrtd to is interesting as recording two names for the
same island, that have now disappeared Irora our charts. He says :

‘
‘ High Island

or Sapata, so called in the maritime charts, and the most southern of the group
denominated the Natunas .... Sapata is the island called Sarasan by
the Malays

;
and the Great Natuna, a very large island, they denominate

Bangoran, The name Batnua is not known in their language, and, it is

probable, was imposed by the Portuguese.” The name High Island we find

entered in Horsburgh’s charts and directory. As regards Sapata, it is un-

doubtedly a term ot Portuguese origin, Sapato
; Malay Spatu, y IL; = a ‘ shoe.’

But. concerning the names Anamba and Hatnna, it is difficult to say how they
have originated. Probably Crawfurd is right in ascribing their invention to the
Portuguese. However, the second one, Natuna, seems to be derived from an
older temr, tang, tong, dong, or tan, which occurs, as we shall see, in the
designation Tung-Tung applied by the Chinese to the Great Natuna, and which
mav have been borrowed, in imitation, from Sgatan or Siantan. Otherwise,
Tang- Tung may be but a travesty ot Data (Tanjong Datu), the cape forming the
northern extremity of the Great Natuna. For it is to be noticed that its

homonym. Cape JJatu, the nearest headland of Borneo, appears in some old maps
as Tanjong Baton (see e.g. the map at end of vol. i of Sonnerat’s voyage,
published A.D. 1781). From Baton to Botun, Notun, and Natun the gap is not
very wide. As regards the terra Anamha I am at a loss to suggest a derivation,

except from, perhaps, the Malay Anaui, = ‘six.’ However, this is a mere

conjecture. Neither group of islands 'appears in European maps until the
end of the seventeenth century : neither are they spoken of, in so far as I am
aware, by any M'estern traveller before that period. Valeutijn is one of the very
first authors to have them on his map, 1726, where they appear as Anamha and
Naxma (for Natuna). Next year, in the map appended to Mandelslo’s travels
(Amsterdam, 1727, pp. 8, 9), they are marked Anamha and Natuna. Hamilton
speaks of them smee about 1720 in the following terms : ” . . . there are two
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contrary to his wont, not gone far wrong in suggesting,

this time, wisely followed by interrogation marks, liatuna

and Anamba respectively as the equivalents of the Tung-tung,

^ and Hsi-tung, Islands mentioned in the

account of the Chinese expedition to Java, a.d. 1292-3.^

He is, however, certainly mistaken in pedantically rendering

the second toponymic as ‘lYestem Tung,' for there can be

no question that this is a mere transcript of 8yatan, the

name of the island in the Northern Anamba group, which

may, at best, be meant for that particular group only, and

not for the whole of the Anambas. As regards the first

toponymic, Tung - Tung, it is yet doubtful whether it

should be taken as meaning ‘Eastern Tung,' according to

Mr. Groeneveldt’s view, or as a transcript of some local

name (perhaps of Batu Point at the north end of Great

Anamba as suggested in note 1 to p. 708). For it is plain

to me that this term Tung- Tung merely designates the Great

Natuna or Banguran, and not at all the whole group of the

Natunas, or even the more tiny cluster of the northern

of such islands. Although Sinologists have hitherto rested

perfectly satisfied with such vague, generic identifications

made grosso modo like this, our intention in the present

inquiry is to push our investigation to the utmost of our

abilitj^, in order to arrive as accurately as possible at

identifications of ancient toponymies, thus supplying our

readers with genuine, instead of imaginary, fabricated

geography, as has hitherto too often been done. This

aim, to which we have kept throughout, w^e intend to

adhere to in this section also, which is the last one of the

present volume.

That Tung-Tung, then, simply meant the Great Natuna

is amply evidenced by Chinese itineraries from Champa to

Java, as well as by the Chinese map of the period published

clusters of islands . . . One is called Anamba and the other AaOo;-!, but by the

natives Hcia>itan is the common appellation for both clusters. Their inhabitants

are called Bougies ” (Pinkerton’s CoUect. of Voyages, vol. viii, p. 460). There-

fore, Siantan, Syatan (Chinese Hsi-tung) was their common name.

* See GroeneveMt, op. cit., p. 1-51 ; and in China Review, vol. iv, p. 249.
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by Phillips.^ Starting witb this first, I have been enabled

to recognize in it two hitherto unidentified islands of the

Natuna group, besides Tung-Tung, viz., Sha-niu-p‘i, ^
(/Sfl-M;M-6i= Suwobi or Subi), and Tung She-lung, H’
or Eastern She-liing {She-lung, Sha-rong= Sardn of the Pasai

chronicle, i.e. Sarasan or Sirhassen). Turning now to the

itinerary from Champa to Java translated by W. F. Mayers

from the chronicle of the Yiian dynasty,^ and prudently

omitted by Groeneveldt, we again find the latter island

mentioned, along with two others of the Northern Natunas,

which we shall presently identify. The itinerary runs as

follows :— ®

“ Sailing from Champa [the capital, i.e. Bal Angwe at Kwl-

non], the course is steered for Znig Shan, M ill

[= Zihga-parvata, i.e. Cape Varella]. Thence fifty watches

[= 500-600 miles] are required to reach

:

1. Wu-hung Rsu,” ^ {Wu-kong, lit. ‘centipede’) [= (S#o-

Icong or Stu-kung, the northernmost of the Natimas, situated

above the north end of Pulo Laut. Its distance from Cape
Varella is about 485 miles, which, allowing for slight

detours in sailing, fairly corresponds with that given in

the text]. “Pive watches [50-60 miles] westward from
the rocks at the point of this island bring the vessel to

:

2. Man Shan” [?$0 llj =‘Hat Island.’ Evidently Tokong-
boro, i.e. the Pyramidal rocks, west of the Great Natuna,
which lie at 63 miles south-west of the northern end
of Sto-kong Island]. “Again ten watches [100-120
miles] and the Eastern She-lung Shan [‘Serpent and
Dragon’ Headland] is sighted.” [This must be:

3. Tung She-lung, SS referred to above, which, with
the third character hut slightly altered, means instead the
‘Eastern Serpent-cage’; to us, Sarasan Island]. “After
this the vessel passes between

;

4. Bound Island [? Yuan (or Zwan ?) Esu, JJ (or g] ?) J||]
and

' Journal China Branch R.A.S., vol. ixi (1886).
* See China Btview, vol. iv, pp. 173, 174.
» It goes without saying that with the exception of Zing Shan, rightly located

hy Mavers, none of the other toponymies here mentioned have been, so far,
correctly identified either by him or others.
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5. Double Island” Liang Shan, ^ jl], H'o sailing distance

being stated, it is difficult to say whether South Haycock,

St. Pierre, or Marundum are the two islands meant on

the one side
;
or Saddle Island and Camel’s Hump on the

other. No native names being besides entered in our charts

and directories for these islands, identification becomes

doubly difficult. It would appear from the sequel, as well

as from the Chinese names applied to the two islands in

question, that Eound Island is Camel’s Hump (so named
from its configuration), and that Double Island is Saddle

Island (so called on account of two hills forming its saddle).

Otherwise, Double Island may be meant for the two

St. Pierre islands, which appear to be connected by a reef].

“ Passing by

:

6. Lo-wei Shan” [?^ M til > “o doubt Pulo Wai, the north-

westernmost island of the Tambelan group], “where there

are 18 fathoms of water, five watches more [50-60 miles]

bring the vessel to

:

7. ‘ Bamboo Island
’ ” [evidently ft llj, Chu Shan, which must

be Temaju off the west coast of Borneo (ilanpawa district).

This island lies at some 90 miles S.E. from Pulo "Wai. If,

however, Chu or C^’hu is not a transcript of any indigenous

name, Direction Island (Pulo Pengiki Kechil), which lies

at but 70 miles S.S.E. from Pulo Wai, may be meant].

“ Thence in five watches [50-60 miles]

8. Ki-lung Ssii (‘ Hen-coop ’ Island) is reached.” [The original

characters are evidently Ke-limg, Ke-rung, and

Gurong is the island intended
; at any rate one of them,

for there are two rocky islets of that name, situated

north-eastward of Karimata, and about half-way between

Meleidung and Pelapi Islands. Their distance from either

Temaju or Direction Island is, however, close upon 120

miles, and as there are no other islands lying half-way

between them, we must conclude that the sailing distance

has been understated, or that some slip has occurred in the

text, which should read ten, instead of five, watches.]

“ From this point it is ten watches [100-120 miles] to

:

9. Kau-lan Shan, ^ M Hi [or ^ lU. Ko-lan, Keu-lan

Shan'], where wood and water may be procured.” [This,

despite Groeneveldt and, after him. Professor Schlegel, is

unmistakably Gelam Island, as the sensible Phillips long ago
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doubtfully suggested.* Tbe truth of my assertion can be

easily ascertained by a glance at the Chinese map published by

Phillips, where Eau-lan is marked immediately below Kari-

mata and an hitherto unidentified island named

ShiJi-erh-Uz, which, I am glad to state, is Serutu, which

lies south-westwards of Karimata, although mapped by
mistake south-eastwards in the cartographical document in

question. Westwards of Karimata the map shows Ma-li^

tung, i.e. Belitong or Billiton, and westwards of this again

M, P'-eng-ha, i.e. Bangka, so that it clearly follows

that the latter is not Ma-li-timg, nor Billiton Eau-lan, as

Groeneveldt would have us to believe. Eau-lan is therefore

most certainly Gelam (now also called Laag) Island, the

largest of a group lying ten miles north-westward of

Sambar Point, the south-west extremity of Borneo. And
under the said denomination of Eau-lan the Chinese

probably included also the neighbouring Bauwal or Kumpal
Island, lying but six miles northward of Gelam, for it is

stated that Bauwal or Kumpal “ was, in former times, the

rendezvous for the China convoys in case of separation, and

then known as Rendezvous Island.” * This circumstance,

as well as the fact that both islands are thickly wooded,

' See Journal Chma Branch S.A.S., vol. xvi, p. 40. la the Chinese

map published therein the name is written slightly ditferently, viz. ^
Chiao-lan, Kau-lan, which matters very little, as the sounds are very nearly the

same in both transcripts, although the former one, K'o-lan, better conveys the

phonology Galam or Gelam of the original term. The wild attempt of Groeneveldt

to identify this isl.md with Billiton fdespite the discrepancy in name.?) in order

that he may connect Ma-W-tmvj (which is no other than Blitung or Billiton; with

the Bangka of his heart, excites a feeling of commiseration, for the poor historical

geography of the Archipelago which he lias so ruthlessly mangled, and this time,

it would seem almost deliberately, perverted (see Groeneveldt, op. cit., pp. 1.51,

157, 201). However much we may appreciate the boon he has conferred upon
us bv placing within our reach, ready translated, .so many Chinese accounts of

Arch'ipelagan geography, we would be indeed still more thankful had he given us

fewer incorrect identifications. For, when critically examined, as we have done

in the course of the present inquiry, the equivalents he gives for such place-

names, often with much self-assurance, prove, with but rare e.vceptions, hopelessly

wrong. But what are we to sav when, simply because he did not find the name
of Bwgka Island in the texts be worked upon (although it most plainly appears

on the Chinese map published by Phillips since 1885, and is also mentioned
by Ma Huan, a.d. 1416). he makes the statement that this island is what the
Chinese called Ma-ii-tung, when it is clearly no other than Billiton

; and then,

being in want of a term for the latter, gives it the impos-ible name Ko-hxn
A moment’s consideration would have avoided this and saved the reader much
unnecessary loss of time and inconvemence in liis researches. On the other
attempt made hy Professor Sehlegel of connecting Ma-h-tung or 3tn-yih-tung
with Bintang (see T'ourtg-Pao, vol. ix, pp. 36.1-88) I need n*tt dwell.

* “ China Sea Directory,” vol. i, 4th ed. (1896), p. 492.
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agrees remarkably -witli the account of the role played by
Kau-lan in the Java expedition of 1292-3.' So does its

sailing distance from Ki-limg, given in the text under
examination, accord vrith the distance Gurong-Gelam,
which is about 105 miles.] “Thirty watches farther on

[= 300-60 miles] lies Ki-li-men Shan, H [I]

,

i.e. Krimun or Karimon Java.” [The distance from
Gelam to Karimon Java is only about 180 miles; hence

there must he some clerical error in the text, which should

read ‘ fifteen watches.’]

We need not follow this itinerary any further, since our

object for having introduced it here—which was to show
that the Chinese had separate names for each of the principal

Ifatuna Islands, and that Tung-tung to them merely meant

the largest of these, i.e. the Great Natuna or Bangoran

—

is now fully attained. Another important result attained

is the determination of the sea - route followed by the

Chinese expedition to Java, and, no doubt, long afterwards

by Chinese junks. Of this sea-route the translations and

publications hitherto made by Sinologists gave but the

very haziest idea
;
the Anambas and Natunas are mentioned

as passed on the way, but whether through the middle,

eastwards, or westwards of them it was left for the reader

to conjecture. Thanks to the above inquiry, we are now
certain that the Chinese sea-route to Java lay south by west

from Cape Yarella on the Champa (Cochin-China) coast,

straight for Setokong or Stokong, near the northern extreme

of Pulo Laut or Iforth Ifatuna
;

after which the course

was shaped towards the south-west, in order to clear the

Pyramidal Bocks and other dangers, when it was again

altered to due south, thus passing between Bangoran (Great

Natuna) and the North Anambas (Siantan group), the Tung-

Tung and Hsi-Tung of the Chinese respectively. Sirhassen

’ Gelam is the Malay name for Melal-ucn leucodendroH

,

the Kajaput oil-tree.

Fei-Hsin (1436) describes Kau-lun Island as liigh and covered with trees,

affording ample building materials ; and adds that the Chinese expedition to

Java in 1292-3 being driven by a storm on this island many ships were lost,

whereupon the crews landed and constructed new vessels. Both Gelam and
Eauwal are low, but in the centre of the latter are two hills.
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or Sarasan (the Eastern She-lung of the Chinese), with, no

douht, either Seraga (West Island) or Brian Island (probably

the unnamed Western She-lung), being all conspicuous, were

then sighted, evidently from afar
;
and the vessel proceeded

between either Camel’s Hump and Saddle Island, or the

latter and St. Pierre, to the Tambelans. Here, after having

passed Pulo Wai, it steered south-east towards Temaju, and

continued her course along the west coast of Borneo.

The same itinerary is laid down, although with far less

wealth of particulars, in the History of the Yiian dynasty,

where it is stated that the expedition in 1292, after having

passed Champa, came in the first month of the following year

(1293) to the Tung-Tung z.nA. Hsi-Tung islands (i.e. Bangoran

and Siantan, the meaning being that the course lay between

them), after which it entered the Sxcen-tun (lit. ‘ Chaotic,’

or ‘Turbid’) Ocean, life ‘Archipelago,’

so called, no doubt, by the Chinese, on account of the

innumerable islands with which it is studded, forming

so many channels, which, naturally, confuse the navigator.

Assuredly, ‘ Lab}'rinthean ’ is what the Chinese intended

by Hicen - tun. Proceeding, the expedition reached the

Kan-lan^ Island or Islands, m m (Kom-lam, Kam-lam,

Kan-ran), by which, no doubt, the Tambelans (a name easily

corrupted into Kamlelan, Kamblan) are meant. Next, the

fleet came to Karimata and Kau-lan (Gelam).^

On Phillips’ map—where, by the way, but few of the

places named in the above itineraries are shown—a dlfierent

route is laid down, passing between Tung - Tung ( Great

Natuna) on the one side, and Sha-wu-pH (Suwobi or Subi)

and Tung She-lung (Saran or Sarasan) on the other, thus

showing that at the period the map was drafted {circa,

A.D. 1399) the channel between the Great Natuna and Subi

had come to be used instead of the earlier one between the

’ This is the name for the so-called Chinese olive, the fruit of various species
of Canarium {alburn^ pimela, etc.).

’ See Groeneveldt, op. cit., p. 151, where he renders, of course. Swm-tun
Ta-yang by ‘Indian Sea (?),’ Kan-lan by ‘Olive Islands (?),’ Kau-lan by
‘ Billiton,’ and so forth

;
with how much profit to the reader I leave it to he

imagined.
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former and the Jforth Anambas.^ On this route we need
not to dwell any further. What concerns us and is most
important for the point at issue are the two facts elicited in

the course of the present inquiry, viz., (1) that the Chinese
term Tung - Tung merely designated the Great Natuna
(Bangoran), the other chief islands in the Natuna group
being known by different names peculiar to each of them

;

and (2) that the early Chinese sea-route to the southern

part of the Archipelago lay between the Natunas and the

Anamhas. This was no doubt the course taken during the

north-east monsoon, the favourable time for such a passage,

and is the very course followed to this day, and during the

same monsoon, by sailing-vessels bound from the China Sea

to Sunda Strait. We thus have a continuity of tradition

for this sea-route extending over the space of six centuries

(i.e. from 1292 to the present day). And, as we may well

assume that the Chinese did not discover that route them-

selves, but learned it from either Arab or Persian pilots

who had received the knowledge from their predecessors of,

say, six or more centuries before that, we can conclude

without fear of exaggeration that such a route was already

known and followed in Ptolemy’s time and even earlier.

Turning now to the next point, namely, the term Ssi-tung

applied by the Chinese to the Anambas, it is quite possible

that, contrary to what we have noticed in the case of the

Natunas, this term not only specifically designated Siantan

Island, but probably included the whole group of the Northern

Anambas, for these islands (Siantan or Terampah
;

Mata,

Yang, or Niuluan; Mubur; Belong or Tabiyan ;
Mentala

or Cocos, etc., to speak only of the largest) lie so close

together as to look like one single island to ships passing

even within a short distance of them. Moreover, in the

Chinese map above referred to, no other island is marked

which could in any measure correspond to either these or

^ There is, besides, a course marked between the Southern Xatunas and the

Borneo coast, i.e. by Api Passage, which must, however, have been known and
used long before that by junks proceeding trom the southern part of the

Archipelago to Brunei or’ Cochin-China, and vice versa.
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any other of the Anambas (Siantan, of course, excepted),

a remarkably strange fact, because Jemaja and Riabu, which

are somewhat separated from the rest, might reasonably be

expected to have attracted attention and won a place in

the Chinese maps and itineraries. Perhaps they failed to do

so merely through some oversight
;
in any case, it is a fact

that no other name but Hsi-tung appears there to represent

the Anamba group. Notwithstanding this, we shall not

jump at once to the conclusion, which well might be a rash

one, that Ssi-fung was the Chinese generic term for the whole

of the Anambas. The most reasonable course, I think, is

to hold that this was the designation for Siantan, and

at best for the other islands lying immediately close by,

forming collectively the group now known as the Northern,

or Great, Anambas. As to the West Anambas, of which

Jemaja forms the principal feature, and the South Anambas,

which are but islets of almost insignificant size, we must

conclude for the present that the Chinese either had no term

for them or omitted to put it on record.

With respect now to the term Hsi-tung, there cannot be

the least shadow of a doubt that, as already suggested, it is

but a transcript of Sydfan, the old form of the name for the

island presently known as Siantan} The characters "g

have, in fact, the sounds Sai-tung, Si-tung, Sae-tung, Si-tong

in the dialects known to be the best representatives of the

old Chinese pronunciation, and the difference between such

sounds and that of Sydfan is very trifling, being easily

accounted for b}’’ the Chinese desire to transcribe names
foreign to them in such a manner as to elicit some
meaning out of them in their own language, even at the

cost of sacrificing accuracy of rendering in such a process.

From the form Sydfan occurring in the Pasai chronicle in,

‘ Siantan is the present -d-iy Malay name tor certain species of Eutjiacea!, viz.
Siaritan Jantnn (i.e. ‘ male *) = mmenn^ S\ai\tan Hutan (i.e.

= Raytdia long'ijiora-, but we should not trust such Malay appellations applied
to places in the Archipehi;20, for they caunot be very old, and in most im^tances
are, in their turn, but tSlalay transformations of older toponj-mics similar in
soimd, but different in meaning-. The case in point is very good evidence as
to such a transformation having occurred, tor the older spelling followed by the
Malays themselves for the name of the islands is Sydfan. '
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say, the fifteenth century or later, but traditionally handed

down from about 1377, the date of the Javanese conquest,

and very likely from far older ages
;
and from the Chinese

factitious transcript H&i-tung, or Sai-tung, Se-tiing, already

appearing in the Chinese map of 1399, we acquire the

absolute certainty that the toponymic in question is no

modern invention, but must have existed under a very

similar form for centuries prior to that period.

Such being the case, it is easy to see that from

Syatan, Saitun, and Saiiin the transition to the Ptolemaic

Satyron is easy. Already we have had occasion to notice

that the early Greek, or maybe Alexandrine, navigators,

were not a whit behind travellers of later ages ^ in

‘making up’ toponymies in such a way as to extract some

1 To give tut a few instances for this ‘ stiiving after meaning ’ at the hands of

comparatively modern AVesteru travellers, Daman, on the coast of Gujarat, is

converted into Demon (“The First Letter Book ot the East India Company,
1600-1619,” London, 1893, p. 247). Laii-c‘hang {vide mpra, p. 149) becomes

Dan John in the “ Calendar of State Papers of the East Indies,” vol. ii (1617-

1621), p. 90. The Me-nam River of Siam assumes the oracular form Jlemnon with

Hamilton (“ A Yew .Account of the East Indies,” London, 1744, vol. ii, p. 160).

Skijang Island in Singapore Strait and Shang-ch'uan Island in the approach to

the Canton River become both St. John Islands in our charts and the accounts

of European travellers (e.g. Dampier, vol. i, p. 406). Re (BurmaniceXa.f) on
the west coast of the ilalay Peninsula rises to the dignity of a Cidade do Sei

in the early Portuguese maps, and Cite dee rots in Duval’s map, 1686. Old
Tavoy, othemdse known as Jlro-houng, is transformed into a Cidade de los Moros

in an anonvmous Portuguese map of cireu 1580 ; and an island in front of it is

accordinglv marked J. de More. Ayuthia, the old Siamese capital, is turned into

a Far Eastern Judea in Cocks’ “Diary,” 1617 (Hakluyt Soc., vol. i. p. 272),

and other papers of the period (“ Calendar of State Papers, East Indies,” vol. ii,

1617-21, p. 90). Baibi, 1580, mentions (p. 66) an island Mazzacan near the

Indian Bassein (probably Mazagong, Bombay), and A’alentine Moravia, 1515,

applies the name Monaco to the Moluccas.

Many other instances of amusing perversions of toponymies in Further

India at the hands of travellers and geographers have fallen under our notice

in the course of the preceding pages
;
and an exhaustive list of all of them

would occupy many pages. The amusement would, however, reach its climax

were such a' list supplemented by another one exhibiting the extraordinary

changes that other names or native words in the same region have undergone

whilst passing through the pen of AVestem book-writers on these countries.

Suffice to point out as fairly good specimens the following :—.A Myo-saye, or

towm clerk, bailiff, is called a Meujerry by Symes (“Embassy to the Kingdom
of Ava,” 1795); and Vparaja is playfully converted into Upper Rodger in

a letter dated 1755 from Captain Jackson at Syriam in Pegu (Dalrymple’s

“Oriental Repertory,” vol. i, p. 192). Again, a Mahay gddls or ‘virgin’

becomes, mirabile dictu, apotheosized into a • goddess ’ in the parlance of old

British residents in Malaya! Thus even the famous Swittian All-eggs-under-

ihe-grater pales before these achievements, so true it is that truth is stranger

thait fiction.
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amusing meaning out of them in their own language

whenever they got a chance for so doing. Hence, it should

not be surprising that, having heard the term Si/dtan,

Saitun, Satun, or something similar, as being the name
of the Northern Anamhas, and having noticed at the

same time the simian features and habits or the apparel of

the natives, who at that time must have been of a Negritic

type akin to that of the present Samang of the Malay
Peninsula, they thought it a good joke to call the islands

they inhabited by the name of Sarvpwv vrjtroi. From such

a stage to the growth of the legend that the inhabitants had
tails like the Satyr demigods of Greek mythology it is but

a brief step, so easy indeed inasmuch as fabulous stories

of tailed men are no less current in the Archipelago than

they are on the Indo-Chinese mainland, and have no doubt

been repeated by mariners from the remotest period.^ As

1 The stories current on the Indo-Chinese Peninsula and Sumatra about tailed

men have already received attention above (p. C87, note 5). Here it remains to

briefly notice those concerning the parts of the Archipelago situated within tolerable

proximity of the Anarabas and Natunas. Colonel Yule has already given several
of them,'covering a very wide field (see “ Marco Polo,” 3rd ed., vol. ii, pp. 301,
302), but the subject is by no means exhausted. Here we shall add a tew that
have escaped his notice, as well as that of his last editor, connected with the area
now under consideration.

1. Ma Tuan-lin, quoting from the “ Xan-t‘u-hsiu-chuan,” an older work

(op. cit., p. 299), tells us that eastwards of the Ko'i-U, ^Ij (Kau-U, Ku-ri),

country there is a land called P'k-Io, m m (Burn, Buro), where the natives

all have a tail from five to six ts‘ioi [i.e. Chinese inches = 1-41 English inches

each] in length, and feed themselves upon human flesh. These people, under
the name of F'li-lo Chunr/, theP'u-fo Race or Tribes, are again mentioned in the

‘Puen-chien-Iei-han ’ cyclopa'dia as living in a country which was a dependency

of Fn-nan (Kamboja). It strikes me that the term Kou-H may very well be

a mere aph.eresis of ^ ® fd ,
T'cv-hou-li [T'au-J.au-ln, Dau-kau-U,

T‘u-hi-n), the name for a seaport of Ftt-uan, which we have already

met with above (p. 93). Again, Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 515) mention’s

a country, Chii-li, w m (K'oii-lei, Fi-U, Kii-lei), situated to the north

of a bay on which lies the kingdom of To-li, m m {Pok-lei, P'ok-li,

Pak-li), where the natives are black -skinned, go stark naked, and have red eyes.

Further, he mentions (p. 511) a kingdom, Chix-U {Kau-lei, Kiu-li,

Ku-ri), also called Chii-k‘an, jfj {Koti-hon, Ki-k‘an, Kii-k‘ang), which
latter transcript seems to be a clerical slip for Ch m- Along with it

he enumerates the States of PuH-t'eu or Pien-f‘oK, JS ^ [Pan-tan
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early as the end of the fifth century b.c., in fact, Ktesias

already hands down a story about a caudate people inhabiting

Ban-dau, Bien-dau) ; or m Tu-k^un or Tu-chihi [Tu-kun,

Dii-kicen) ;
and Bi-simg {Pei-sung, Bi-sung) ; all of which, he says,

have been known since the Sui dynasty, and lie at about 3,000 h (300 miles)

southwards from Fu-nan, across the Bay of Chin -bn {Kem-lun, Kam-mn,
Kamalahka, or Gulf of Siam? lide supra, p. 164). Kow, Pi-sung, if not

exactly Pulo Pisang, west of Singapore Strait, must be either the homonymous

island at the entrance to the Indragiri River, east coast of Sumatra, or the territory

on the Pasdngan River, termed Pisdngan in the Pasai chronicle, westwards of

Pasai, north coast of Sumatra. Both this river and territory (or village) on its

hanks are called Pissang by Hamilton (“New Account of the East Indies,”

London, 1744, vol. ii, p. 125). Pan-Cou or Pien-t'ou may be Banian in Sungei

IJjong, on the Lingi River (west coast of Malay Peninsula), but it may as well

refer to the Pandiya tribe, a branch of the Sambiring division of the Battak.

Tu-h'un or Tu-hun, Bu-hivin, I would not, of course, identify with the little

Dokan Island, or Menali, northwards from Bangka, but rather with the two

islands of Tekong lying in the entrance to Johor River, Singapore Strait.

Otherwise, the place Tokim, in the centre of Province Wellesley (almost directly

east of Pinang town), where the ancient inscriptions mentioned on p. 98 ante occur,

may be meant. (See, however, supra, p. 641, note 2.) Finally, Chiu-h, Kau-li,

Ki-k^an (Koli or Guri), is, as likely as not, either Ghurl or Haru,
>s}^>

or Jerei, Cherei, Jerai (Kedah Peak), the original site of Kedah. Bukit

Choreh, or False Elephant Mountain, rises but a few miles to the north. In

conclusion, all the countries just named were doubtless situated on Malacca Strait.

So must have been Po-!i, which, although a quite distinct place from P‘o-h,

mm (see above, pp. 473 seq.), may correspond to the territory on the Pnlai River,

south-west end of the Malay Peninsula, in case the latter does not
;

or else to

Balei, the chief town in Asahan, east coast of Sumatra. It remains to deal with

^ m, Kou-Ii, which, if not connected with T^Qu~kon-li as suggested, may

or may not he the same as Chti-li, which it considerably resembles in

spelling. However, the situation of the latter to the north of a bay on which

lies the kingdom of Po-h would argue for it a position on the JIalay Peninsula,

thus making it more probable that Chu-li is Cherei or Jerai, and Eou-li is

either T-ou-kou-H or Ghuri (Haru). As regards P‘u-lo (Bulu, Burn), there

are many places to choose from {Bu/ii Bay, north-west coast of Bangka : Bulu

Island, north coast of Billiton ;
Buru Island, Durian Strait

;
BUluh islet, the

southern Sembilan; Kota Buru, an old place in Malacca: Burn Island in Malacca

Passage, off north coast of Sumatra)
;

but none seems to answer better than

Pulu village (Pulo besar) in Batu Bara, east coast of Sumatra (about 3’ 9' N. lat.),

which lies eastwards (according to Chinese notions, but south-eastwards according

to ours) of Ghurl (Haru), our supposed Kou-h. This identification appears the

more tempting from the fact that Galvano, as we have seen {supra, p. 686), calls

his tailed men Baraque Bara, which term, if not -Arakundur as suggested, may
be Batu Bara, where Pulu village is. In any case the two places would not be

very far distant from each other, and they both lie on the east coast of Sumatra.

2. In the History of the Ming Dynasty, bk. 323, it is stated that far in the
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an island in the Indian Sea. Moreover, it is very likely that,

in the old days, the Anambas were inhabited by a race

similar to the present Semang of the neighbouring seaboard

of the Malay Peninsula, and still more so to the Tambusu
and Bru tribes of Pulo Tingi and adjacent islands off the

Johor coast, which lie quite close by. All these tribes are

very ill-favoured
;
simian, in fact, in appearance and habits,

while Semang or Sgdmang is the Malay word for a baboon,

and £ru (although probably connected with P)'u, Bru, Brao,

etc., see above, pp. 73, 129, 130) is the name of a large ape

in Pahang and Kelantan.^ Hence it is easy of comprehension

interior of Banjar-masin, South Borneo, there is a village called TTu-lung-li-tan

(ft SI 11. InP) people all have tails; when they see other men
they cover their tace with their hands and run away ; their country is rich in

gold-dust, etc. (See Groeneveldt, op. eit., p. 228.) It does not require great
perspicacity, even for a Sinologist, to see that Wu-hing-U-tan, or, as it is

pronounced in the southern dialects, O-Jang-U-tan, is merely a clumsy transcript

for the well-known term Oraiig-fitau, meaning ‘ wild man ’ or men. It could
scarcely signify Orang Idan, for this trihe dwells far away on the northern part
of the island. As the .Vai-iin-Jou, M m m (Be-oa-ziu), i.e. £eaji7, are

mentioned, with their head-hunting proclivities, as living in the neighbourhood
we see at once that the caudate tribe of the story cannot have auv connection
with the Dayaks and head-hunting Kayans

; but must belong to the stock of
those Negrito or Negrito-descended aborigines whose presence on the island has
been so often talked about and equally as often denied. They may be
(Orang Punan), a forest race noticed in the interior of Kutei, a territorv adioinin”
the country at the head-waters of the Banjar-masin River. The Punan wear
a headdress and a waist-cloth of bark, and eat monkevs ; whence, I think
the legend as to their having tails like those remote ancestors of ours. Mover
asserts that the Punan are pure Malays (“Negritos,” p. 25); hut this "•

t
remains to be seen, and Malay,’ as we are well aware, is a very elastic ter
still more indiscriminately used by our anthropologists, who, I much douhf’
hardly know what they mean by it. While awaiting for lurther inquiries v’
cannot help dr.awing attenfion to the similarity of the term Fu-mn with Fu ’

or Fo-nan, and the P'hnom. Penong, Banar (Vanara, Vantira i e. wild*™
monkey-like) tribes ot Kamboja (see above, pp. 20", 208).

> • • a or

Colonel Tule (“Marco Polo.” .3rd ed., vol. ii, p. 302) relates that a “ Mr Sf
John in Borneo met with a trader who had seen and felt the tails ” of a "cau'd* t'
race inhabiting the north-east coast of that island. “The appendas-e™
4 inches long and very stiff ; so the people all used perforated seats ’’

Borneo story, he adds, “ has lately been brought forward in Calcutta and stn
maintained, on native evidence, by an English merchant.” We iiilw see

^

the passage referred to above from Ming_ history, that the existence of't^l"d
men in Borneo was credited by the Chinese from at least the fifteenth
sixteenth century ; and perhaps it had been current for a long time befor th°f
among their teachers in navigation and legendary Archipelagiclore the A

' See Dennys’ “ Diet, of Brit. Malaya,’’ pp. 53, 398.
’
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how the legend of the tailed men or satyrs in the Anamhas
originated.

Passing now from ethnological to geographical con-

siderations, I must hasten to point out that the Ptolemaic

mention of these islands discloses to us a very important

fact, namely, that the sea-route followed by western ships in

Ptolemy’s time, on their return journey from China during

the north-east monsoon, must have been close to the Great,

or Northern, Anamhas, thus practically coinciding with the

present European sea - route to the Archipelago
; hence

the reason wh)’’ the mariners of that remote period became

acquainted with such islands. For it can hardly be supposed

that the passage between the Anamhas and Natunas was

then, as nowadays, used on outward journe3's made during

the north-east monsoon. Navigation was, at that stage, far

from perfect, and its main principle consisted in following

the trend of the coast, keeping within sight of land as

far as possible. ' Accordingly, the outward journey from

the Straits to China would be accomplished during the

south-west monsoon, the most favourable time for it, and

the course would lie along the east coast of the Malay

Peninsula as far north as the Ligor and Bandon bights, or,

in Ptolemaic parlance, the UepifiovXiKO!; koXtto^;, whence it

is easy to sail across the Gulf of Siam to either Akadra or

Zabai, i.e. Ha-tien or Saigon. Thus, while out on this

journey, the Anamhas would not be seen at all, or

hardly at all, on the dim and distant horizon. But, on the

return journey, made, naturally, during the north-east

monsoon, the adherence, in inverse order, to the above route,

would make it impossible for a sailing-vessel to reach the

Straits. Necessity would, therefore, compel those navigators

to pass close to the Anamhas, whether westward of them

in making Pulo Aor, or close by their eastern borders in

endeavouring to reach the Straits ;
however, the former course,

i.e. westward of them, would be the most advisable, and

probably was the one most often followed. In either case, our

mariners would have a chance of getting a full view of the

islands, and might eventually be forced by stress of weather
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to seek skelter in the channels between the northern islands

of that group, where Siantan, above all others, would offer

them good sheltered anchorage in the bays and inlets of

its north coastd Hence the acquaintance of the early

navigators with the Northern or Great Anambas, and more

especially with Sydtan or Siantan, after which they came

to give the name of Satyron Islands to that group. The
three islands reckoned in it by Ptolemy may correspond to

—

(1) Mobur
; (2) Niuliian, otherwise called Mata and Yang

;

and (3) Sydtan or Siantan, now also known as Terampah,

from the village and hay of that name on its north

coast. However, as these three islands, together with

those immediately adjoining of Kelong or Tabiyan, Bajau

or Nyamok, Panjang, Mentala, Tanah-puniat, Akar, etc.,

form a surprisingly compact group, so as not to appear as

distinct members of the cluster except after a very close

inspection of their coastline, I would not be altogether

disinclined to assume that the three Ptolemaic islands

correspond to— (1) the Siantan group, or Great Anambas;

(2) the Jamaja group, or "West Anambas
;
and (3) the Riabu

group, or South Anambas. Nevertheless, for the reasons

above specified, I prefer to identify them with the Siantan

group, which itself already includes three large islands, or

exact!}' the number mentioned by the great Alexandrian

geographer.

The corrected position obtained for the Satyron cluster

on the basis of the data Ptolemy has supplied us with does,

indeed, fall, as already noticed, just midway between the

Siantan group and the Great Natuna
;
but such a result

should not be relied upon, as it is quite conceivable

there may yet be a slight error in excess in longitude.

It would prove at best that the navigators of that period

availed themselves at times of the passage between the

Anambas and Natunas, which we already know they some-
times did. But it should be borne in mind that the fairway

‘ The two best anchorages of the whole group of the Northern Anambas are,
in fact, to be found in two inlets of Siantan Island itself, riz. in Terampah core
on Its northern and Telok Ayer-bini on its southern coast.
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in this passage lies on the side of the Anambas, and not

of the Natunas
; so that Chinese vessels proceeding to the

west coast of Borneo were obliged, as we have pointed out,

to take a detour to the west of the North Natuna in order

to clear the Pyramidal rocks and other dangers, thus getting

within no great distance of the Great Anambas. To the

navigators of the Ptolemaic period, moreover, the object

being to reach the Straits and not West Borneo, their

course lay entirely by way of the Anambas, so that

their object, after passing Pulo Sapatu and Pulo Condor,

must have been to make any point within the channel

between the Anambas and Pulo Tyiiman or Pulo Aor as

their imperfect methods of navigation would enable them
to reach. Under such circumstances, the sighting of the

North Anambas would be of paramount importance for

them in directing their further course to the Straits, because

these islands, from the fact of possessing peaks upwards

of 1,300 and 1,800 feet high, form very conspicuous land-

marks. It would then depend on whether chance had

brought them eastward or westward of them as to which
they availed themselves of. For these reasons, I very much
doubt if they ever caught sight of the Natunas at all

; but

even admitting they did, they must have had but a very

hazy idea of them, and consequently I have been led to

exclude this group of islands altogether from the range of

their ‘Islands of the SatjTS.’

I deem it unnecessary to dwell upon the absurd identi-

fications that have been from time to time propounded for

this mysterious insular cluster. The author who most

sensibly treated of them is certainly the one who, in Smith’s
“ Dictionary of Classical Geography,” surmised that they

were perhaps the Anamba group, and the Satyrs who
inhabited them apes resembling men. Colonel Yule’s

passage, still occurring in the third edition of his magnum
opus} suggesting their possible identity with Marco Polo’s

’ “Marco Polo,” toI. ii, p. 277, where it is quoted from the same author’s
“Oldest Records of the Sea-route,” etc., p. 657.
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Sondur and Condur, and of these again with the Bandar-

fulat of the Arabs, is in everj' way unfortunate.

In conclusion, I trust to have demonstrated that the two

terms, to wit, the Ptolemaic Satyron as well as the Chinese

Rsi-tung, ’g H, are both intimately connected with the

group of the Northern or Great Anamhas
;

and more

especially with the most accessible, populated, and hospitable

one of them, formerly known as Syatan, and nowadays as

Sidntan. Owing to these islands being, in Ptolemy’s time,

inhabited by some large species of apes, hut more probably

by some aboriginal race not far different to them in features

and habits, the name Syatan readily suggested to the good-

humoured Greek or Alexandrian mariners the term SaTvpoi,

and ^arvpaiv v^ctol for the islands themselves. It is not at

all unlikely, however, that either monkeys or simian-like

aborigines had nothing to do with the matter
;
hut that the

epithet Satyron for the islands in question simply occurred

to those navigators as a felicitous improvement upon the

original toponymic, Syatan already bearing such a striking

resemblance to it ; and that the legend of tailed men
inhabiting these islands was a sailor’s yarn fabricated upon

such a coincidence. Atit ex re nomen, aut ex vocahitlo fahnla.
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APPEI7DIX I.

On the Seven Seas of India and Further India.

lu order to demonstrate that my identifications of the Seven

Seas of Indu, Arab, and even Far-Eastern tradition, referred to

above on pp. 80, 91, 164-5, 201, 237, 243-9, etc., are not

merely conjectural, I here subjoin the results I have arrived at

in a tabulated form, so that one may be able to see at a glance

the impossibility of denying the correspondence I have asserted to

exist on the whole between the names and locations respectively

assigned to the seas in question by different Eastern nations.

RImataxa. PfRANAS.
Bcddhist

Literatcke.
Arab axd Malay
Literatures.

1

Chinese, etc.

1. 1. seaof

salt water, sur-

rounds Jambu
dvipa (India).

Zona-sdffara, en-

compassing
Jambudipa.

1 . KhuramSla,
Khuram dli,

abounding xvith

diamonds.*

1. Largan, or

Lur, sea.

2. 2. Iksu, Iksura- Phalika - sagara,

crystalline and
2. Berkend, or Mare d% serpe

soda, Iksuraso- Barkand, sea. (Snake Sea) of

daktt, sea of sweetlikesugar; (From Uraga, Portuguese, ac-

su^ar-caneiuice, it surrounds Vrakenda = cording to Balbi

(from Bengal
eastward

;)

bounds Piaksa

dvipa (Arakan

and Burma).

Amaragoyana.
2. Aggimdla,

Aggimdliyhlva-

ing like a bon-
fire.*

‘ snake ’
?) (f. 133 verso) y

1586. Perhaps
so named from
Naga~rdsa or

Naga - rail

(Cape Negrais),

3. Kalodaha, sea
of black water.

3. Kaluhbdr, sea

of Kalah.

Tappdn'i = Daban,
Davan ?] sea

(Kedah Annals,

circa 1250-
1300 in 7o»)-n«f

Indian Archi-
pelago, iii, 7).

Bdla-sindhu, ocean.
bathing the
Peguan coast

(Peguan chroni-
cle).

* Supparaka Jataka (Xn. 463). The enumeration in this text starts from

Bhamkaccha {Bharuch or Bharoach, on the north side of the Narmada River in

Western India).
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1

HamAYANA. PURANAS.

1

Bui>i>hist

LiTEILiTURE.
Arab and Malay
LiterATrRES.

Chinese, etc.

'4. Lohxta^ SrX 3. Surd, sea of 5. 2{alaindla^ 4, Skeldhet, Seld- ChHh Maiy ‘ Red
Xohita. wine, encom-

passes Salmali
dripa (Malay
Peninsula).

Kalamdli, sea,

of red colour.^

Fai'dla - mdliy

coral-red sea.

hity sea.

Selaty sea of tlie

1 Straits (Malay
Ut.).

i

Sea ’ (see p. 248
above)

.

Ming Bai, ‘ Sea
of Meng ’ (i.e.

the Peguans),

hounding Pegu
on the south.

6. Ghrtodn, 4. Sarpis, sea of
1
4. Kitsamdliy 0 . Sflo/sea. Green Sea (Pto-

ocean of j^hee. clarified butter,
;

encompasses !

Ku^a - dvipa 1

(Sunda Arcni- i

pelago).

1

Nilavanna^
knsa - mdlay
green, *

Silbon sea (Ley-

den’s “Malay
Annals,”p. 20).

j

lemy).

6. Kfiroda, 6. Kfira,, Bugdkay
|

Khira-aagara sea. 6. Kerdmj, or Chxn~lin (or Kdm-
ocean of milk. sea of milk,

|

surrounds Saka-
dripa (Siam
and Kamboja).

encompassing
Pubba Videha
(the Eastern
continent)

.

Xedreyij, sea.

1

toj)sea[=seaof
Eamalahka ?].

7. 5. Dadhi, Dadki-
\ nianda, sea of

curi or whey,
! surrounds

Kraunca dvipa

(South China).

3. Dadhimala,
Dadhimdli,sen,
gleaming like

milk or curds.

'

Dadhi-mali.

7. Sanjl sea, or

Sea of China.
Chang Bai, Ta
Chang Uai.

Ten Bai, the
‘ Blazing Sea ’

(.knnan Chih-
luo,A.D. 1291).

7. Jala, Toydm-
1

hudhi, sea of

j

fresh water,

surrounds Pus-

j

kara dvipa

!

(North China

1

and Mongolia).

' Pita-adgara sea,

1

yellow, encom-

1
passing Uttara-

1 Kuru (the

1 Northern conti-

1

nent).

1

!

[

Yellow Sea.

; , !

i

6. rMMmukha, MalatS. sea (Cap- i Kuro-shivo.
! V aiabhamukhi, : tain Bozorf !

sea, with a circa a.d. 955,
great pool or

|

inVan der Lith
maelstrom. I

, and M. Deric’s
!

‘
‘ Merveilles de

, I’lnde,” p,20).
j

See note 1, p. 725.
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APPENDIX II.

On Indo-Chinese Terms in the Ptolemaic Geography
OF extra-Gangetic India.

One of the conTincing proofs that the Ptolemaic extra-

Gangetic toponomatology is by no means fanciful, as some of our

geographer’s captious critics have been pleased to insinuate—in

order to palliate their inability either to decipher or locate

his place-names—is to be found in the fact that many of such

toponyms contain terms traceable to the languages of the nations

that are, or were in our author’s time, settled in the regions he

treats of.

On the other hand, the sweeping statement made by some

writers that all, or most, of the toponyms mentioned by Ptolemy

in extra-Gangetic India are Sanskrit or Sanskrit derived, must be

considerably discounted. For, albeit many of the place-names in

question owe their origin to the influence of Indian civilization,

or to Indu immigrants who transplanted them here from their

fatherland, a considerable proportion of them are of genuine local

growth and belong to the language of the country, as we have

been showing in the course of the preceding pages. The

importance of this second class of toponyms cannot be passed

over, for in more than one instance they supply us with an ethno-

graphical clue to the sort of language then spoken and the race

of people then settled in a particular district, thus throwing

glimmers of light into the darkness of the unknown early history

of those nations.

1. JIdii terms.

Foremost in number come the toponyms derived from the iloii

(Peguan) language, which extend from the coast of Arakan down

to the Malay Peninsula, thus evidencing that the coastline and

some inland tracts of that region were then occupied by Mon-

speaking populations, a fact which explains the considerable

proportion of Mon words surviving to this day in the languages

of the wild tribes of the Malay Peninsula and North Sumatra,

as well as in the place-names on the north coast of Sumatra

(see p. 656 above).

The Ptolemaic place-names in this region which in our opinion

may be traced to the Mon language are the following ;

—

No. 44. Eatabeda (river), a term connected with Kutuhdia

{=Kutuh-dUat) island. It looks like a hybrid Mon-Indu

compound of latu, lathu (a junk in Mon) -{ beds, redd (a boat
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in Sanskrit'Pali). If so, its second part would be merely the

translation, made by the early Indu navigators, of the initial

one. No wonder, then, that the foreign rendering was dropped

in the course of time and the native one alone, Katu, Kathu,

preserved. Kidubdia would thus mean ‘ Boat Island,’ and

Eatabeda the ‘ River of Boat Island [Kutul-dlva).’’

'

No. 46. Tokosanna (river). This term may represent either of

the Moil compounds : T‘'Jco San, T‘]i5-sdn (San Island, or

‘ Silver Island’), or T‘io-sain, T'ho-'sah (‘Elephant Island’).

N.B .
—^Sah means ‘ elephant’ in Arakanese, and is merely the

local pronunciation of the Moii sain, choin, cJiing. Otherwise,

the Sakaeti River, a branch of the Lemru debouching in

Hunter Bay, may be meant. T-ko-Sa'kaen = ‘ Sakaen Island ’

may have been the name of some island in the bay, after

which the river was usually designated.

No. 48. Sados (river).

No. 49. Sada (city).

Thate (Sate) or Thaday (Saday) River, immediately to the

north of the Sandoway River. Cf. Sedu, Sidoh, on north coast

of Sumatra {vide supra, p. 656).

No. 79. Takola (a mart), now Takopa. The etymology is

probably Tailc-hild = ‘brick (or laterite) building of the

Gala or Chola people of Coromandel.’

Even more interesting are the following toponyms of the Be or

Ber class, from Bi, the Mon word for ‘ river,’ variously misspelled

Be, Ber.^

No. 50. Berabonna. The first part of this name might be trace-

able to either if, iier = ‘ river,’ or to para = ‘ mouth ’ in

Naga
;
and if not to the Bengalese Bara and the Sanskrit-Pali

Bara, Fara. Cf. Ibn Batuta’s Barah-nagar (pp. 400-2, note).

I have also pointed out (above, pp. 400-3) a possible

connection with the Bharu kingdom of the Phyu or Phru.

' This topon'in might, on the other hand, be traced, though very doubtfullv

I should think, 'to the Mon i:‘dop = ‘ head.’ f

* To St. Andrew St. John belongs the merit of having first reco»iiized the
Moil word JSt in Ptolemy’s place-names of the Be class. I am fiTrthennore
inclined to include in the same category such Ptolemaic toponyms as beo-iu with
Ber or Per. This on the strength of the fact th.at Balbi (op.'cit., f. 133
mentions a place at the mouth of the Martaban river, called Cadaperpain as
meaning ^head of the sea (or river) mouth.* The correct Mon torm. of^the
name should be hence we see that Balbi transcribes bl by per
which would tend to show that in his time bi may have been pronounced some-
what like bh'f bier. As a matter o£ fact, ‘sea-mouth* or ‘river-mouth* is

rendered in Mon by ‘pain^bi^* and not and the genuine native form
of the toponym record^ by Balbi was probably Pain K‘‘dop~bi = ‘ Mouth of fVi&

sea head, or else K^dop Pain~bi, ‘ Kiver-niouth head.*
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In this region exists a tillage bearing a similar name, to wit,

Barrebam, and Mraboong river, a branch of the Lemro further

up the coast.

Nos. 57, 58. Besynga (a mart and a river).

No. 243. Besyngeitai (people).

In both these names one can unmistakably recognize the

Mon words Bi-cJiing {sing, sain, c^oV«)= ‘ Elephant Eiver,’

i.e. the Iravatl (Irawaddy), as connected with the Sihguttara

or ‘Elephant Hill’ of local legend (see pp. 76-7 above).

N.B.—The land’s point bounding the western entrance to

the Hangun River preserves a relic of this name, it being

known to this day as the Elephant Point.

No. 77. Berabai (a town). Similar considerations apply to the

first part of this toponym as made above for the initial

portion of Berabonna. In the second part, bai, we may

have either the Mon ^<«a=‘ mouth,’ or the Chin p^ayo, and,

yet better, the Tamil vdy with the same meaning. On the other

hand, a similar term, paravei, exists in Tamil meaning ‘bird.’

On the whole, I am inclined to regard the toponym as entirely

Mon, and to restore it to the form Bi-leit {Bur-hait), where

heit, liek, etc., represent the Mon name of Mergui, corrupted

probably from mrit, ni&rif (see above, pp. 82-3). I have

now no further doubt that this Beit or Bait (i.e. Mergui)

is the hitherto unidentified seaport of Malt or Malit,

mentioned by Ibn Khurdadbih (a.d. 864), Captain Bozorg

(a.d. 955), and Edrlsi (a.d. 1154). Bi-leit or Bur-hait

would thus mean the river of Mrit or Malt, i.e. Mergui,

nowadays better known as the Tenasserim River.

No. 77. Bepyrrhos (mountain range, corresponding to the Patkoi

mountains). While not venturing to suggest a Mon equivalent

for this place-name, I tentatively enter it here along with

the above-mentioned ones of the Bs or Bi class, on the

supposition that it may belong to the same category as might

be inferred from its initial syllable. If not Mon, it might

stand for Faibhraja or Fehhruja, the name of a mountain in

Plaksa-dvTpa, according to Indu cosmology.

2. Malay terms.

We may notice the following :

—

No. 84. Falanda (an inland town on the Golden Khersonese).

No. 85. Palandas or Palandos (river).

Both these toponyms embody, as I have but lately

discovered, the name of the BSlandas, Blandas, or Belendas,
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a tribe now still surviving in tlie Sungei Ujong and Negri

Sembilan districts, on tbe Malay Peninsula, not far from

Perak (between Selangor and Malacca). This tribe, of the

Mentra or Sakei family, non-Negrito, may have been so

named from the Pulindas of India.

As Palanda and the Palandos River are, in De Donis’

map, located further along the coast beyond Sabaua, the

Palandos may, after all, be either the Klang or the Langat

River, unless it is meant for the Pahang on the east coast

of the Peninsula.

Nos. 88, 184. Attaba (river). Here we have the Malay word
attap {atap)=xooi, thatch. The name may have been given to

this stream from attap palms growing on its banks. See,

however, p. 105 above for another possible raison d’etre of

the name. Although in Kamboja a similar toponym exists,

viz. Attapii (in maps Attopoeii), which is in reality a corrupt

form of the Khmer Ach-kralil, ‘ buffalo dung,’ I but little

incline to see a repetition of the same here, on the Malay
Peninsula, in the Ptolemaic Attaba.

No. 86. Sabana (a mart). This name suggests either of the

Malay terms: Sabah, Sapang, and Sahan. The first two
occur as toponyms, while the latter is the Malay corruption

of the name of the well-known ancient Indu potentate

^liiahana. Ptolemy mentions another Sabana among Indo-
Skythian towns, but the correct original of this may be
Savana or Sravana.

3. Tamil terms.

A number of Choja settlements of immigrants from the
Coromandel coast had grown on the seaboards of the Malay
Peninsulg, as evidenced by many a place becoming known as

Taik-Jcula (Choja brick buildings), viz. in the neighbourhood of

Tathon, at Tagala, at Takopa, etc. Accordingly, we find many
place-names transplanted from the Coromandel coast to the Malay
Peninsula, among which I believe may be reckoned the followino-

ones recorded by Ptolemy :

—

No. 83. Tharrha (an inland town or village on the Golden
Khersonese). The word meant is probably Tarangam-,

cf. Tarangam-ludi = ‘Wave Town,’ the name of Tranquebar,

Skr. Taramga = a wave. We have identified it with
Tranganu, Malay Treng-ganu, of the present day.

No. 87. Maleu-kdlon (a cape) = Malai-kurram or MaUi-kollam.
In Tamil malai means ‘ mountain,’ and kollam = ‘ western.’
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Hence Malai-lioUam — ‘Mountain of the West.’ The view

adopted in “ Hobson-Jobson ” (2nd ed., p. 545) that Malayu-

Iculon means ‘Malays of the West’ in Javanese is therefore,

to say the least, very strange. On MalaiJcJcurram or Mala-huta

see Burnell, op. cit., p. 127, note.

No. 90. Perimula and Perimulik Gulf.

Cf. the Perimuda of ^lian in the south of the Coromandel

coast ; also the Perimula of Pliny = Ptolemy’s Symilla

(Tiamula), now Chaul. The location corresponds, on the

whole, to the one we have assumed for the Mula-JavaTi of Ibn

Batata, in which the first portion, nnda, of the name is, as

likely as not, a survival of either of the two Ptolemaic

toponyms forming the object of this paragraph (see p. 444,

note 2, and p. 517).

4. Khmer terms.

ifo. 96. hk&dxit. = Kd-trdl (‘Shuttle Island’), or Kd-Trang

(‘ Trang Island,’ as opposite to the Trang district on the main).

No. 123. Zabai, Zaba (a city) = Svdi (‘mango-tree’), or Svdi-

thap (‘dwarf mango-trees,’ the name to this day of a district

in Kamboja). The term Svdi probably still survives in the

name Soi-rap {Svdi-rap?) of the Saigon River.

We have, furthermore, some terras of the Ba or Pa class,

where this syllable stands for bd, pd, bah, meaning ‘great,’

‘ chief,’ ‘ noble ’ in Khmer, Cham, and some of the Malay

dialects, especially Javanese (‘ abundant ’) ;
and ‘ river-mouth,’

‘ confluent ’ in the Bahnar and other dialects of the semi-wild

tribes in the interior of Kamboja.’ To such a class presumably

belong the following toponyms :

—

No. 91. Balongka (an inland town on the Golden Khersonese)

= Bd-lahka (‘Large Island,’ or ‘Noble Island’)? Probably

the capital of the Lahhd or Kdmalahhd State mentioned in this

region by Hwen-tsang (Yiian Chwang).

No. 93. Pagrasa = .Sd-lros (‘Great Krat,’ or else ‘Krat river

mouth ’).

An example of a Sanskrit-Pali name in Khmer form is

:

No. 95. Pithonobaste (a mart) = Banthdi-mds or P‘thai-mds

(‘Golden Citadel’).

N.B.—In Malay pantei, pantai, means ‘ coast,’ ‘ beach,’

‘shore,’ and Pantai-mds occurs as the name of a village on the

west coast of Pinang Island
;

but the etymology is, as in the

Khmer toponym above referred to, traceable to Sanskrit bhikti

‘ Cf., however, the Moi! pain, the Tamil my, and the Chin p'-ayo.
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(Pali hhitti) = ‘wall’ + Skr. masa (Pali mdsa) = ‘gold,’

‘ golden.’ Pitkonobaste is, nevertheless, a transcript of the

Khmer form of this Sanskrit- Pali expression, and not of the

Malay one.

5. Cham tenns.

Ko. 125. Salonga (metropolis). Here we assuredly have the

Cham hal (‘palace,’ ‘capital,’ ‘royal residence’) -{ Angwe
(the Cham corrupted form of Ahga, the adopted Indu classical

name for the Champa kingdom).’

Ho. 117. Pagrasa. Prakan ov Pakan. Chinese,
;
Annamese

Ti-kan. Hence it may be seen that the toponym is neither

Chinese nor Annamese. It might at first sight appear to he

of Khmer origin, like the seemingly etymologically identical

one, Pagrasa (Ho. 97), on the coast of Kamhoja
(
= Ba [or

Pa]-kras, Pa-grdm). But we have noticed that the sam«

prefix Bd or Pa occurs in Cham as well. I might suggest, as

nearer the mark, Pd-Kazeh (‘ mouth of the Kazeh [River],’

see above, p. 310).

A trace of tampering through Cham lisping of the s has been
noticed by us in

:

Ho. 122. Thagora, which we believe to be meant for Thagara, in

Sanskrit Sagara.

6. Terms from other languages of Indo-China.

Ho. 76. Lasippa, lassypa, or Lasyppa = Si-poh (Thibo), or else

[Wieng] Sipu-kai, La-slep, La-sTet(?)
;
probably a Thai term.

Ho. 74. Boana (town).

Hos. 118, 182. Doanas (river).

Ho. 226. Doanai (people).

From the Tuan or Thuang tribes. The Doans, or Doanai
are the Tuan, g, of the Chinese, one of the original ten
families of the Ai-Lao, mentioned since before the Christian era.

Ho. 75. Bareukora {var. led. Bareuaora), or Barenathra. The
first form of this toponym is probably connected with the

name of the P‘hu-dr, P’-hu-B, oi P’huen tribes (see next para-

graph). If not, we must assume a derivation from Bharu-vara
Bharu-vasa.

Ho. 224. Barrhai (people) = the P'hu-b or P‘huen tribes, in

Chinese ; P'u-erh, P'u-’rh.

‘ To C. 0. Blagden belongs the merit of ha\ung first discerned the Chdm
name BaUAngue in the Ptolemaic disguise of Balonga (see the Journal
B.A.S. for 1899, p. 665).
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No. 172. Damassa (var. led. Damasa), or Dobassa (mountain

range).

No. 218. Dabasai, or Damassai? (people).

The name assuredly survives in that of the Tamansai of the

Indaw-gyi lake valley, Mogaung (Upper Burma), evidently

a tribe of Lawa. Either may, moreover, be traceable to

Uava, Davaka, Lau, Lawii; or to Darva, a people in the

north-east region according to the Brhat Samhita,

No. 220. Kakobai (people). Seemingly the Kiu-ku Miao of "West

Kvrei-chou. Possibly also the Khakhi or northern branch

of the Kachins. Khakku means ‘ head of river,’ ‘ up-river

man.’ There seems to be no possible etymological connection

with the Kokalakas of Sanskrit texts (cf. Wilson’s “ Visnu-

Piirana,” vol. ii, pp. 179, 341).”

No. 216. Indaprathai (people). Evidently meant for Sinda-

j?rathai = the Sinphos or Chingpaws, i.e. the Southern

Kachins.

No. 223. Kudutai (people). The K‘a-t‘o or Kadu who are

probably the Eiduta mentioned by the Brhat Samhita in

the north-east region. With them might also be connected

the modern Lo-U, whose country lies on the border of China

proper near Sz-mao (see “Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i,

vol. i, pp. 593-6).

No. 73. Lariagara = iliiang Lem, originally a Lawa town. The

Ptolemaic designation, though traceable to a Sanskritized form

Lari-dgdra, Ldrdgdra, seemingly contains in its initial portion

Lari, the name of the Lawa tribe in north-east Burma, formerly

known to the Chinese as La-icu or La-hi{~La-rii‘l)d Less

probablv the LaJm of Upper Burma are implied, who appear

to be ethnographically connected with the Kui or Mu-Hsb,

whom the Chinese term Lo-heir or Lo-he, i.e. ‘niggers,’

according to the “Upper Burma Gazetteer” (part i, vol. i,

pp. 576, 578-9). The same work relates (p. 608) that the

Panthay or Hui-hui of Yiin-nan claim to be descendants of

men from the Lerrw country. Have we here a dim traditional

reminiscence referring to the ancient La-ru or Lari country

alluded to above ?

No. 39. Tngma (metropolis) = Tummu or Tamu in the Kubo

valley. The Ptolemaic toponym might be the transcript

of a Sanskritized form, Tugdma, or Tugrama, of the name,

i See Samson’s transl. of the “Xan-Tchao Ye-che,” Paris, Leroux, 1904,

p. 176.
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wHch seems, however, to belong to the language of the

country, whether Mon or other. There exist, in fact, similarly

named villages in several parts of Burma, among which

are: a Tokama (Tawkama) in Bhilu-gyun Island; a Tohna
or TauTcma in Kama township, Thayetmyo

;
and again in

Sinbaungwe, Myede. See, however. Addenda below, note

to p. 471, for a possible form Tmnigama.

Ko. 54. Arisahion = Shenbo, or Sinbo. The name may he,

however, Sanskrit-derived (see p. 63 above), or else it may
he native in origin and Sanskritized afterwards.

7. Sanskrit and Puli terms.

The outcome of the above cursory examination is that the
proportion of genuine Sanskrit or Pali terms in the Ptolemaic
lists of toponyms of his extra-Gangetic India is very small indeed,

especially if it be taken into account that some of his place-names
which at first sight would be thought to be Sanskrit in origin

turn out, after a diligent inquiry, to be mersly Sanskritized forms
of some native name. These facts well evidence that Indian
influence, though already considerable in Further India in
Ptolemy’s time, had not yet spread so widely and deeply in that
region as it did in the subsequent centuries.

It would be beyond the scope of the present appendix to deal
with the Sanskrit and Pali derived toponyms occurring in the
Ptolemaic geographical lists of this region, especially as tLy have
been already thoroughly noticed and discussed in the forec'oin'^

pages. Suffice it to summarily subjoin here the principal of
them :

—

No. 47. Sambra = Samira (or SamlJm’t).

Nos. 51, 52. Temala or Tamala (a river and a town) = Tamcda
Tiniira (Ch‘i-ml-hla).

No. 55.’ Marenra or Malthura (metropolis) = 3Ia,jura, Moriya
or Mathura.

'
’

No. 56. Sahara = Sahara, Sarara.

No. 69 Adeisaga = Vidisa Paidi^, or Vedisa-, perhaps Taideha,
Videha, or iPubba-j Videha. ’

No. 72. Rhingiberi = or Pamga-pura (C‘hTen<^
Rung). ”

No. 74. Dasana = Dasarna.

No. 89. Koli = Koli, Soil (Kelantan).

No. 92. Samarade = Srwia-ratfhe, Sama-raftha, ^yama-rastra
No. 93. Sobanos (river) = Sobhana (Kapffiong Som RiverV

’

No. 41. ’IriMnsoxi = Tri-iSayiihga, Teliiigana.
'
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JTo. 113. Seros (rirer) = Sarayu, Sarju (Chinese Ssi-yu).

No. 114. = Agganagara, Agranagara (or Naga-
nagara, Zfraga-nagara^).

No. 115. Sinda (town) \

No. 225. Indoi (Sindoi?) tribes 1

~ Sindhu, Sindh.

No. 116. D5rias (river) = Turgd? (in Thai, Tdu; in Annamese,
Dale).

No. 117. Kortatha (metropolis) = Kuthara, Kauthara {'Knu-Mk).
No. 120. Throana = Torana, Tiirana, Turan (Turan, or Touron).
No. 122. Tliagora = Sugara, Sagara.

No. 129. Aspithra (a river and a town) = Vanaspati (Ho-p‘u,
Hiep-pho).

No. 242. Zamirai (people) = Samira (Zabaing, Sa-mi, Sa-mei).

8. Hellenized terms.

I cannot conclude this review without devoting a word of

notice to Hellenized terms, that is to say, to sundry attempts to

render into Greek the meaning of Further Indian toponyms, and
at times to disguise them in a Greek garb so as to express

a meaning therefrom when their real purport proved to he

unintelligible. There can be no doubt that this process of

Hellenization was in most instances the work of the Greek-

Alexandrine navigators and travellers who, for many years before

Ptolemy’s time, had been journeying to the Further Indian region,

and should by no means be ascribed in toto to our geographer.

To this desire of striving after meaning, which, being general

in travellers of all times and countries, cannot very well be held

to form an exception in the case of the Greek ones, we have

already made allusion on p. 412 above, quoting in support of

our view several Ptolemaic toponyms which appear to exhibit

unmistakable traces of Hellenization. We shall here revert only

to such as belong to Indo-China proper," of which the following

is a list :

—

No. 41. Triglypton. If this is to be read, as Lassen does,

Triglyphon = ‘a trident,’ in Sanskrit Tri-sUla, it would prove

to he a translation of the term Trisuliha occurring in ancient

records as a name for Burma (see above, p. 31, n. 1, and

p. 467, n. 7), and still surviving in Andrea Corsali’s Disuric

(1515, vide supra, p. 468, note). Otherwise it must be referred

to a form Trihalipti as surmised above (p. 31, n. 1).

’ As regards those pertaining to the Indo-Malay region, to wit, Agatha-
daimonos and Satgron Islands, they have been discussed in full on pp. 412
et seqq. and pp. 716-17 respectively.
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No. 43. Pentapolis. Seemingly a translation of the Sanskrit

Panea-palU = ‘fire cities’ (vide supra, pp. 35, 36).

Argyra Khora, ‘ the Silver Country ’ = Arakan.

No. 127. Argyre (the capital of labadios, or Sahadios, Island).

I have coupled with the continental toponym the second one

from the insular region, in order to show that ‘ Silver ’ is

very prohably out of the question for both places, and that its

introduction into the two toponyms is merely the outcome of

Greek fancy, struck, as it must have been, by the impressive

resemblance of the corresponding native place-names to the

Greek word for the white metal. On pp. 40-1 and

658-9, 667-8 above, I have tried ,to demonstrate the

linguistical identity of Argyra with Parahm, Araksa,

Arakliha = Arakan, and of Argyre with Acchare, Acchayira,

AccJiera, Aehiih = Achln.

Nevertheless, I do not absolutely exclude a possible

connection with plaha, pahha, ‘white,’ from which paraha,

arakkha, ralkha, as surmised above (pp. 39-40 and 658-60,

668), in which case both Arakan and Acheh would mean

‘the White (or. Silvery?) Region,’ of which meaning the

Ptolemaic toponym would be a Greek rendering.

Khryse Khora, ‘ the Gold Country.’

Khryse Khersonesos, ‘ the Golden Khersonese,’

Nos. 81, 186. Khrysoana (river).

I also group together these three toponyms, which evidently

have analogous derivations. They are, in fact, either trans-

lations of the Sanskrit and Pali terms Suvania - dvXpa,

Sia-annabhumi, Suvarna-nacll, etc.; or mere Greek travesties

of place-names sounding more or less like the Greek word

Khryse. What such place-names might be it is not easy

to determine; but, arguing from the fact that Yalentijn has

disguised into Chrysorant the name of the Kesang River

(see Addenda and Corrigenda, infra, note to p. 97), Ptolemy’s

Khrysoana not unlikely is a rendering of some similar local

name : Kasang, Kasom, Kiisan, Krsnu, etc. On the possible

etymological connection of Khryse or Khruse (Island and

Peninsula) with Kusa or Kida-dvipa (= Sumatra), see pp. 670-

672 above. As regards Khryse (Kh5ra) in Lower Burma,

cf. the '(Tsingffiutsa district about Rangun (see p. 76 above),

and the Katha (Kasd) district west of Tagaung.

No. 222. Khalkitis (people). Though at first sight the Ptolemaic

designation of this people appear to be based upon Khalkos or

copper, the metal which, according to our author, was mined
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in large quantities in their country, there seems scarcely any

doubt as to the real derivation being from the name Kulakd

(= ‘squirrel’), or Kara {Kala‘i)~lai:a, i.e. Black Lalca (or

Laka-Lolo), of the Black Lolos inhabiting the same country

(Eastern Yunnan), the Kara-jang of Marco Polo. Their

name Kdlakd or Kdla-Laka, coupled with the information

that their country produced copper {khakkos), naturally

suggested the connotation KhalkittB for them to the Greek

travellers, and, if not, to Ptolemy himself. See pp. 356 and

358, n. 2.

No. 227. Lestai (people). The conjecture put forward on p. 156

above that this Ptolemaic ethnonym may really be meant for

‘ robbers,’ being possibly at the same time the transcript and

rendering of some term current in the country (such as

e.g. latU or lataka) and having the same purport, seemingly

receives further corroboration from the fact that Chou Ta-kuan

in the account of his travels in Kamboja (a.d. 2296-7) refers

to the C'hong as Chcang Tsei, i.e. the ‘ Chong (or C'hong)

Bobbers ’ (see Bulletin de I ’Kcole Frangahe d 'Extr.- Or., t. ii.

No. 2, p. 156). It is, of course, possible that by @
Chwang Tsei—in Cantonese pronunciation Chong- ts‘ak—this

writer may mean both the C'hong and Sak tribes. If

not, it seems pretty certain that Ptolemy’s ethnonym lestai

should really be taken in the sense of ‘ robbers,’ and that

the people meant are principally the C'hong, as I have on

other grounds inferred above (pp. 157-9).

47
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APPENDIX III.

On the DATE TO WHICH PtOLEMY’s INFORMATION ON
Further India is to be referred.

I thought it might be interesting to see whether the approximate

date at which the information on Further India embodied in

Ptolemy’s work was collected can in any way be deduced from

the indications he gives, or ascertained by way of inference from

certain of the capital towns ho names of M'hich the date when
they became the seat of government happens to be more or less

accurately known from historical sources and falls not far earlier

than Ptolemy’s time. Such an inquiry as this presents a two-sided

advantage, for in eases when the dates supplied to us by Oriental

records are reliable they afford a clue wherewith to determine
the approximate date to which Ptolemy’s information goes back

;

whereas when they are doubtful they may be to some extent
checked and rectified by the mere fact of the event to which they
refer being alluded to or not in Ptolemy’s work. It may, indeed,
in such cases be possible to class the event as a or a po8t~
Ptolemaic one.

Subjoined are the few results so far obtained from the inquiry,
which, no doubt, are capable of further extension when the ancient
history of the less advanced Eastem countries shall be better known
and the chronology of events shall have been more accurately fixed.

1. Ptolemy mentions a Mareura (or Malthura) Metropolis
as the capital of Pegu-Buj'raa, which I have shown (p. 67) should
be identified with either Old Promo or Jlengdun on the Ma-htun
= Mathura?) Eiver. Now, according to Burmese tradition. Old
Prome ceased to be a capital in 9.o a.d., the last of its kings having
fled to Mengdun, which he founded in circa a.d. 100. But in
108 A.D. he founded Lower Pagan, to which he transferred the
seat of goi ernment. If these dates be correct, we must conclude
that the sources of information to wliich Ptolemy had access must
have been fresh enough for his times of no telegraphs, ‘iron horses,’
and motor-cars, ranging down, as it seems, till the dawn of the
second century.

2. He locates Sera Metropolis on a site which we have shown
(pp. 15, 16) to con-espond to Lo-yang, whereto the seat of
government for the East Han dynasty was removed in a.d. 26
(i.e. in the second year of Kwang “Wu Ti’s reio-n'

3. If the Ptoiemaic toponym Aganagara' (located by us at
Ha-noi) IS to be taken in the sense of ‘ Chief City,’ i.e. of Kiao-chi,
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now Tonkin, as we have suggested on p. 332
;
and furthermore, if

the seat of government for the Kiao-chi district was really removed
in circa A.n. 25 thence to Me-lin as some historians assert (see

pp. 323, 324), it would follow that Ptolemy’s information on Tonkin
would date from some time prior to that removal—say, from the
first quarter of the first century a.d.

4. Ptolemy mentions, in W. Tiinnan, a town Posinara which
I have identified with the capital Peh-ngai of the Peh-tsz State
(b.c. 109 -a.d. 225), corresponding to the present Hung-ngai about
20-5 miles south-west of Chao-ehou in the Ta-li prefecture (see

below. Addenda and Corrigenda, note to p. 121). Now in a.d. 69
the Yung-ch‘ang prefecture was formed by the East Han, with
the modem Chao-ehou (in Ta-li Fu) as its capital, out of eight

neighbouring districts mostly belonging to the ancient Ai-Lao
countrj' (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. eit., p. 176). As Ptolemy seems to

ignore this large Chinese circumscription of Tung-ch‘ang, his

information on this part of the country must date back to some
time prior to a.d. 69.

In conclusion it may be inferred from the above indications that

Ptolemy’s information was based upon data which go back

—

(rt) To the first quarter of the first century a.d. for Tonkin and
Southern China, and these were probably taken from Alexander,

whom he quotes from Marinos on the subject of the passage from

Zaba to Kattigara (see p. 221 above).

(4) To the second quarter of the first century a.d. for Northern

China, the information in this case being presumably derived from
the actual data collected by his predecessor Marinos.

(c) To the dawn of the second century a.d. for Burma and
Southern Indo-China in general, the fresh knowledge in this case

being obtained first-hand by Ptolemy himself.

Subsequent inqumes may somewliat confirm or disprove the

above deductions
;
while a similar investigation regarding Farther

Asia, not dealt with in the present volume, may lead to novel and

important disclosures.
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ADDENDA AND COEEIGENDA.

p. 6, bottom. Our subsequent investigations have proved that

even such a connection suggested by Yule of Zabai with Campa is

inadmissible. See article s.v., pp. 213 et seqq.

p. 9, 1. 18. Kamberikhon. It strikes me that the last syllable

of this toponym may stand for guon, the local (Bengalese) corruption

of Skr. grama = a ‘ village.’ If so, the name might be a loose

transcript of Kama-mri-grama, Kamberi-gaon^ or something similar.

This being the case, it is worthy of remark that a village Kewari

{Kewari-gaon ?) exists near the left bank of the Haringhata Kiver,

on the Delta, after which this outlet of the Granges may have been

anciently termed the ‘ Kewari-gaon ’ (River), whence Ptolemy’s

Kamberikhon. In the event of this conjecture proving from

local inquiry to be well founded, Ptolemy’s Kamberikhon, or

middle mouth of the Ganges, would become identical with the lower

course of the Haringhata River, the true longitude of which is

89” 50' E.
;
and a corresponding correction would have to be made

to our Kamberikhon base meridian, for which we have adopted

a longitude of 89° 30' E. only.

p. 35. Pentapolis. The Catalan Atlas has a town Penta below

Bangala, which might have been the historical continuation of the

Ptolemaic one. The northern entrance point of the Chittagong

(Karnaphuli) River still bears a similar name, to wit, Patunga

Point. Eurthermore, a somewhat similar toponym, Patikkara,

identified with Chittagong, occurs in a Burmese inscription of

A.n. 1184 (see “ Inscriptions of Pagan,” etc., Rangoon, 1899, p. 4).

See for other linguistical remarks Appendix II, section 7, above.

p. 36, 1. 8 from bottom. Kutubdia. In recent maps this name
is spelled Kutabdia, a stiR closer approach to Ptolemy’s Katabeda.
The correct form may be Katabdia, if not Katabaidd, as Wilford
wrongly suggested for Cheduba. The river Ptolemy had in mind
was apparently the Mamuri, which debouched by several outlets

abreast of Kutabdia Island. For other linguistical considerations

see Appendix II, section 1, above.

p. 39, note 1. As regards silver in Arakan, the " Sommario
dei regni e popoli Oriental!,” translated from the Portuguese by
Ramusio (vol. i, p. 334 verso)^ says of A^raquam (Arakan) that

“vi si trova anche qualche argento.” Numerous are the silver-

mines in the adjoining Burmese territory, for which see the
"Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. ii, pp. 30l, 302, 304, and
part ii, p. 527. McLeod, in his Journal, p. 79, mentions one in
Miiang Lem, and Dr. Richardson likewise in his “Journal,” p. 143,
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speaks of an old silver-mine lying abandoned since a.d. 1780 near

Ye-ngan. Silver-mines in the Patkoi range, between Assam and

Burma, have been noticed by Colonel "W'oodthorpe (Proc. Geol.

Soc., Jan. 1887).

I may further call attention to the fact that the Iravatl

(Eravati), the continuation of the Chindwin, in the valley of which
exist several old silver-mines, is in the “ Sasanavamsa ” (p. 108 of

Mrs. Bode’s transl.) called Rajata-vdluha, i.e. ‘ Eiver of Silver Sand.’

To the Chinese it was known instead as the Great Kin-sha (Gold

Sand Eiver), for the sake of contradistinction, however, from the

Upper Yang-tsz, termed simply Kin-sha (Kaiicana-valuka). See,

however, on this debatable point my remarks on p. 286 above, note.

p. 39, note 2. Balas rubies. Fi’om BalaTcshdn, a form of the

name of Badahskdn (see Ibn Batuta, in Defrem. & Sang, transl.,

vol. iii, pp. 59, 394 ;
Barbosa in Eamusio, etc.). The stones from

that district, which is on the banks of the Shignun, a tributary of

the Oxus, are said, however, not to be rubies, but spinels; and

the term Idas seems to have been transferred to true rubies of

a particular shade of colour. Chardin in his “Voyages” (t. iv,

p. 70, Amsterdam ed. of 1711) says in fact
—“ On I’appelle aussi

Balacchani, Pierre de Balacchan, qui est le Pegu, d’ou je juge

qu’est venu le nom de Balays qu’on donne aux Eubis couleur de

rose ” (see Ball’s “ Tavernier,” vol. i, p. 382, and Yule’s “ Hobson-

Jobson,” 2nd ed., 1903, p. 52, s.v.).

p. 40. Balalcsa, Balassia, Baluchin, etc., as names for a part of

Upper Burma. Traces of them may survive in the [Yam] Philu

or 5ffftf-chaung stream flowing west of the In-le Lake, south of

which Latter spinels occur (in the west of Yam-mij-kon State,

see “ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part ii, vol. i, p. 310, and vol. iii,

p. 381). Again, there is the Maw-li-hsat Eiver, a little to the north

of the Yong Hwe Lake, of which Eichardson in his “Journal,”

p. 137, speaks as the “ Bora-that [Borasat] or Yeaung Eue Eiver.”

This is also called the Ta-Yaw or Taw-Yaw-chaung
;
the lake

once extended up to Maw-li-hsat or Ta-Yaw village, and there are

traces of a large fortified town in the neighbourhood (see “ Upper

Burma Gazetteer,” part ii, vol. iii, pp. 381 and 392). It will thus

be seen that Barbosa did not make such very bad geography as he is

taunted with in “ Hobson-Jobson ” (new ed., p. 52), when locating

Balassia or Balaxaya in Upper Burma. 1 may add that the

Chinese records ‘ mention a kingdom Po-lo-so or P‘o-lo-sa, ^^
' See D’Hervejr de Saint-Denys’ “ Ma Tuan-lin,” p. 466 ; and China Rtvieto,

vol. xiii, p. 384.
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^ jg (
= Pa-la-sa or Ba-la-sa), lying to the west of

C‘hii-Vu {Sulchada, Siam, see p. 182, note 1), which evidently

corresponds to Dr. Richardson’s Borathat (Borasat), now Maw-li-

hsat, and to Barbosa’s Balassia, district. These terms, if not

derived from the Sanskrit or Vedic Plaksa, Balaha, and Palaksa,

meaning ‘ white,’ as surmised by us on p. 39 above, may somehow

be connected with Palaaa or Parusa, the well-known name of

Magadha (derived from the Palasa = Butea frondosa tree), which

may have been of old introduced and applied to the district in

question. It is interesting, nevertheless, to remark that the

“ Brhat Samhita ” mentions a people Puriisada in the eastern region.

p. 44. Tokosanna River. .See Appendix II, s.v., for further

linguistical remarks.

p. 45. Sambra (city). A not very dissimilar toponym is that of

the Surma Mountain on the coast below Ramri harbour. It may,

on the other hand, be observed that Samira is the name of the

tutelary deity of the Chauhan Rajputs (see Crooke, i, 55). Other

possible etymologies of the toponym may be found in ^arnlhu,

Sambhura, /S«»iJ<i(-pura).

p. 45. Sada (city) and Sados (river). The name, better than

in Sandoway and its river, appears to survive in that of the Thate

{Sate) River (Thate-chaung), flowing immediately to the north of

the Sandoway River and connected with it near the mouth through

one of its branches.

As regards the legend told of Sandoway, see for ampler details

the “ Monograph on the Pottery and Glassware of Burma,”

Rangoon, 1895, pp. 9, 10. I have since discovered that the whole

story has been borrowed from the Ghata Jiitaka (Xo. 454), q.v.

Therein the city Bmravati is described as having on one side the

sea and on another the mountains. By goblin magic it used to

rise in the air and deposit itself on an island in the midst of the

sea ;
when the foe was gone it would come back and settle in its

own place again. Therefore it was bound with iron chains, etc.

There can thus be no doubt that the legend was, by local simple-

mindedness, transferred to the credit of Sandoway merely from the

possible fact of this city having at some time or other been named
after the Indian Dvaravatl. If such a name was really borne by
Sandoway, it must have been after Ptolemy’s time, for our author

mentions it and its river by names similar to the common ones they

bear to this day. N.B. that the Mon name it bears is commonly
pronounced Sandoa. There exists, moreover, a circle in South

Sandoway district called Satthwa, 'dOoSoCOS
0

As to the
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identity of the 7^«/«-chaung or Sade Eiver with Ptolemy’s Sados,

there seems to he but little doubt, considering the fact that the

latitude our author assigns to the month of the latter suits the

embouchure of the former better than the entrance of the

Sandoway Eiver (see our remarks already made in this sense

on p. 47).

p. 47, 11. 7-9. Palura or Pakiira (a town). This name,
I have since discovered, still survives in Paloor {Palur) village,

marked in sheet 107 of the Indian Atlas in long. 85° 11' and
lat. 19° 27', just above the mouth of the Ganjam and close by Palur

Bluff, better known to navigators of the Bay of Bengal. It is, in

fact, already mentioned by Linsehoten as Serra de Palura, a name
evidently applied to it by the Portuguese since the dawn of the

sixteenth century, after the neighbouring Paloor village. There

can thus be no doubt as to this village being the historical

continuation of Ptolemy’s Palura town. His Apheterion, or point

of departure for ships hound for Kkryse, must, accordingly, be

located at Gopalpur, just a little below the mouth of the Ganjam.

p. 47. Berabonna. See Appendix II for further linguistical

remarks on this toponym.

pp. 48-51. Temala. A people Pamara are mentioned in

the “ Brhat Samhita” and located in the north-eastern region.

Dr. Leyden ventured the hypothesis of a derivation of Temala from

“the ilalay vocable tema [ttmaK], which signifies tin,” and he

accordingly inclined to identify this supposed ‘ tin country ’ with

the ilalay Peninsula, which is, of course, inadmissible (see

“ Essays relating to Indo-China,” 1st series, vol. i, p. 88). For

further remarks and its identification with the Chou-mei-Uu or

Tan-mei-liu of Chinese records, see p. 523, note 2.

p. 52, 1. 7. Cape Hegrais. This name has also been con-

jectured to be derived from Nuga-rusi', but I now think it was

borrowed from Nugardsa, the famous lake of Xepal, where dwelt

the serpent king Karkotaka (see Crooke, vol. i, p. 42). The

derivation from NiigardHtra proposed in “ Hobson-Jobson,” p. 623,

is inadmissible, as this word would become Ndgardt in the

vernacular, and not Ndga-i'ds, Negrais.

p. 52, 1. 17. Yaw (Yo) tribes. From the fact that the Karens

call the Shans Yd (see China Review, vol. xvi, p. 380) these

tribes may be inferred to be of Thai stock. I’d is, however,

also the name by which Northern Chins call themselves (see

“ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, p. 454) ; whereas the

Taw or Jo proper claim descent from the Palaung (op. cit.,

p. 569).
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p. 53. List of peoples. I have now to offer the following

additional remarks on the subject ;

—

(1) Tiragrahas as onomatologically connected with Ptolemy’s

Tilogrammon, identified hy Yule with Jessore. I have since

discovered that such an identification is untenable, for Ptolemy
locates Tilogrammon but 20' of his longitude

(
= about 9' true)

west of the Fseudostomon mouth of the Granges, and one half-degree

of his latitude
(
= about 18' true) further to the south of such an

embouchure which, I am now pretty certain, corresponds to the
mouth of the Tetulia River flowing to the east of Bakarganj. It

should be noted that a branch of this river, detached but a short

distance to the east of Bakarganj, bears the name Dhulea, and flows
into the Eadnabad, which debouches into the Bay behind Eadnabad
Islands. Now, this name Dhulea (if not that of the Tetulia Eiver
itself) forcibly recalls the Ptolemaic one Tilogrammon

(
= Tila-

grama, ‘ Sesamum Village,’ or, more likely, Tira-gruma, ‘ Shore
Village ’

?) ; hence its position must be sought for somewhere
between Bakarganj and the Eadnabad islands.

(3) Ijikas or Itihat. These are evidently the Ijalui of the
Mahabharata (vi, 360) and the M of Pliny; perhaps also the
Aislkas or Jnikas of the Vayu Purana. I strongly incline to
identify them with the Izi, Szi, or Ithi, a Lepai (Kachin) sub-tribe
now settled south of Mogaung in Upper Burma (see “Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, pp. 336, 374, 376-8).

(4) Kanyakagunas = the Ehakhu (Chingpaw) ?

(5) Tilabharas = Ptolemy s Tiladai and Pliny’s Thalutm ?
According to Longhena these would be the Kuki of North Kachai-
and of the hills near Manipur, who have the god ThUa among their
deities. Kuki is one of the terms by which the Chin-Lushartribes
are collectively designated, whereas they call themselves Zho (see
“ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, p. 452).

(6) Samxrai

=

Ptolemy’s Zamirai. Rather than with the Zalaing
or Yabein I now somewhat incline to identify this people with the
Thama {Sama) Lepai, a branch of the Kachin, who are partly
cannibals and are settled near the Chindwin River 'The Thama
and Szi (see above) are the most powerful and prominent o/the
Lepai sub-tribes (see “UpperBurmaGazetteer, ’’parti,vol i p 377)
As to the Yabein, they are referred to in a recent mono^anh on

“ Silk in Burma” (Rangoon, 1901, pp. 11 14 ^
.

race of misty origin, and believed to be a relic of the manv broken
clans like the Danus and the Danaws, of whom Uttle is’ known
In 1891 they numbered 2,197 persons in Lower Burma (chieflv in
the Tongu and Pegu districts). ^ ^
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With their name may be connected the term Jabrang, applied,

according to Balfour’s Cyclopaedia (vol. ii, p. 393), to “ a coarse

description of silk, made by a wild tribe, who are the only people

in Pegu that rear the silkworm and cultivate the mulberry.”

Evidently the Yabein or Zabaings are the tribe here alluded to.

p. 56, 1. 17. T‘u-lo-shu = TrisCilika, Tuldkseira? See pp. 31,

note 2, 468, note, and Appendix II, section 7, s.v. Triglypton.

Andrea Corsali’s letter therein referred to is dated January 6th,

1515, and saj’s (Ilamusio, vol. i, p. 180) :—“Pegu confina per la

costa col regno di Bengala & Liqui [= Arakan ?] . . . Tiene

dalla parte della costa Malacha, & da quella di terraferma il

Disuric . . . ,
il quale e signore infra terra, fino alia Cina.”

Evidently, Bisuric or Bifuric = T‘u-lo-sht, Trisulika. Purther-

more, Tu‘-lo-shti and She-p'o suggest, respectively, the Tharshkh

and Sdpheir of Biblical fame (cf. our remarks on p. 598, note).

p. 57. Bava, Bacuka. The “ Brhat Samhita ” mentions a people

Barra in the north-east region. Barvi as the name of a region

occurs in both the Mahabharata and the Visnu Parana. The terms

Thafec and Tafcm referred to on the same page should be more

scholarly spelled Tufek, Tufan, or Tohan. Cf. Bdic'ek, Lan'ik,

Laraka, on p. 163, note. Not only Bara, but also BCtra means

a ‘ forest,’ in both Pali and Sanskrit. For other and like forms

Bahag (= Dabag ?), Zdlag, JCtraka, etc., see pp. 624, note 1, and

633, note 2.

p. 58. Babasai or Damassai (people) = the Tamamai tribe of

the Lawa, or the Barra ? see Appendix II, section 6, s.v. Cf. also

this and the name of the Bamasa, Bamassa, or Bobassa range

with Bumai, Tamai, the term by which the Khamti Shans denote

the eastern branch of the Iravati (see “ Upper Burma Gazetteer,”

part i, vol. i, pp. 7, 391).

p. 61, 1. 20. Kia-t'o. Cf. the K'-a-t^o, Kado, or Kadu tribes

on p. 357. In the Katha (= Kasa) district are Kadiis and

Kachins. Tagaung is in the Katha district
; but according to an

inscription of a.d. 426 (see below), this territory was called

Brahmadesa.

p. 61, last line of text. Shenbo. Spelled Sin-bo in the “Upper

Burma Gazetteer ” (part ii, vol. iii, p. 170, q.v.), which says

it was founded over 100 years ago by a Shan (p. 171); but

I doubt the correctness of this statement.

p. 62, 1. 15. Tagong or Hastinapura. According to the

Burmese Eoyal Chronicle (“Maharajavahisa”), Dhajaraja, a king

of the Sakya race, settled at Manipura about 550 b.c., and later

on conquered Tagaung (Old or Upper Pagan). In circa a.d. 300,
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a Gopala of Hastinapura, on the Ganges in India, left his original

home, came to Burma, and after various successful -wars with the

semi-civilized natives founded New Hastinapura on the Irawaddy,

apparently on the same site as the earlier Tagaung, or close to it.

This is related in an inscription dating from a.d. 426, discovered

among the Tagaung ruins, the author of which is King Jayapala,

a lineal descendant of Gopala, the town founder, of the Candravamsa

or Lunar dynasty of New Hastinapura. This, in the inscription,

is stated to be in Brahniadesa, on the Eravati (see “ Upper Burma
Gazetteer,” part i, vol. ii, p. 193). In a.d. 610 Hastinapura still

existed, as evidenced by an inscription of that date found at Pagan
(op. cit., p. 186) ;

but the seat of power was evidently already

at Pagan (^Arimaddana-pura)}

This later capital is already referred to in an inscription discovered

in one of its ancient Buddhist monasteries, dating from a.d. 481, and

recording the erection of the temple of Sugata by Rudrasena, the

ruler of Arimaddana-pura. In the later inscription of a.d. 610,

already referred to, the reigning king’s name is given as Adityasena.

As to the term Pagan, more properly Bhukam or Bnkum, cf.

Yugama or Bugamati in Nepal (see Eoucher, op. cit.). A Pagan
inscription of a.d. 1242 gives, however, an ad ttsim Belphini

interpretation of the term, as follows: “This kingdom of Pagan

is so called because it is the most pleasant and beautiful of all

kingdoms \_Bhu-kdma ?]. It is also called Arinaddana because it

is inhabited by people who are warlike and brave and are able to

vanquish their foes” (see “Inscriptions of Pagan,” etc., p. 134).

Evidently the derivation of the name is here assumed to be from
AI/Ma-iAu, by inversion : Bhri-kama. CL Xamalakku.

p. 62, n. 2. The classical name CinaraWia for Bhamo already

occurs in an older inscription dating from a.d. 1387 (see “ Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. ii, p. 194). The Kaung-hmu-daw
inscription of about 1636 states that : “ all within the great

districts of Bhan [= BhamS?] and Bhuelami [= Kwe-lon village,

on the right bank of the Taping River] is the kingdom of Zein
[Ciwa] ” (“Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part ii, vol. i, p. 340). At
a short distance to the north of Bhamo are the ruins of Sampanago
{Catnpanagaral), and at about sixteen miles further to the east the
remains of the old town of Koktha {Koksa), the rival of Sampanago
in its flourishing days. Furthermore, at some ten miles to the

> AcconHng to the ‘-Thayet-mvo Gazetteer,” p. 30, the classical name of Old,
or Upper, Pagan, was Sankana-ratiha but on what evidence this statement is
based does not appear.
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south-south-west of BhamS lies the town of Sawadi (= Savaithi?),

and below this are the ruins of Old Kaungton or Koungtaung, which
I identify with the Kadunaw {Kantunau)-g^\ mentioned in a 1284
inscription of King Narapati of Pagan as then bounding his kingdom
on the north.'

Again, near Myothit up the Taping are the ruins of an old town
which might be identified with old Bhamo or Man-mo (Ban-mo),

according to the “Upper Burma Gazetteer” (part i, vol. ii, p. 194).

p. 63, n. 2. Thamien or Thaman-gyi. The “ Upper Burma
Gazetteer,” part ii, vol. iii, p. 275, spells this toponym Tha-

maing-gyi, and states it to be a Shan village of twenty-nine houses.

p. 64, 1. 4. Yung-ch‘ang. This name was applied to the

district under the Ming dynasty, when Pao-shan, its prefectural

city, was established. Old Y’ung-ch'ang of the Han dynasty, a

prefecture founded in a.d. 69 on Ai-Lao territory (see pp. 59, 60),

is now Chao-chou, south-east of the Ta-li Lake.

p. 64, 11. 5-10. Videha as the western part of Yiinnan seems

more particularly to mean Pubba- Videha or Purva- Videha

( = ‘ Eastern Videha ’), the supposed fabulous continent of

Buddhists. That it was not altogether mythical .appears from

the statement, occurring in Paramartha’s (499-569) Life of

Vasubandhu, to the effect that Pindola, the famous Arhat, was in

Puna-Videha in Vasubandhu’s time (see T-oung-Pao, 1904,

p. 273).

Otherwise, Ptolemy’s Adeisaga may be a clumsy rendering of

Ahiksatra (or Ahichchatra, Ahicchatra), the name of the ancient

capital of TTttara-Pancdla north of the Ganges, in India,

transplanted here.®

As regards the other suggested derivation from Vaidisa, compare

also Vedisa in India, where the famous Bhilsa Topes have been

lately found. If not in Ti-hsi as suggested on p. 64, line 11, local

traces of the name may be found perhaps in Yueh-hsi,
j|g

(or

Yut-sik, Wiesz-shah), the name of one of the ancient six Chaos of

' See “ Inscriptions of Pagan,” etc., Rangoon, 1899, p. 4, where the date of

the inscription is wrongly made out to be .t.n. 1184. By turning to the printed

Burmese text of this inscription, p. 13, I found out, however, that the date is

given as 646 of the Burmese Civil Era = a.d. 1284 ; while the name Kadunaw
reads, literally, Kantunau. It is, probably, the Kiang-Vou of Chinese records,

though this may, on the other hand, correspond to Kantaw, a place on a tributary

of the Iravati flowing further to the north of the Taping, in Chinese territory.

^ The chiefs of C'hleng Tung and Ohieng Cheng (Kcng Cheng) are described

in their titles as PaMcala-rattha governors (see “ Cpjier Burma Gazetteer,” part i,

vol. i, p. 290). Their territory may have been likened unto Southern Pancala,
in which case the region to the north of it may have become known as Northern
(IJttara) Pancala.
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the Nan-Chao kingdom, also called Mo-hsie, and occupying part of

the territory of the present prefecture of Li-kiang (see Sainson’s

“K'an-tchao Ye-che,” Paris, Leroux, 1904, pp. 10, 11). In this

part of Yorth-West Yunnan is also a district bearing a similar

name, to wit, Wei-hsi (for which see T'oung-Pao, 1904, p. 500).

p. 65, 1. 6. Suvannahhumi. Cf. Suvarna-hhu, a region in the

north-east of India according to the “ Brhat-Samhita,” xiv, 31.

“ Suvannahhumi is, in the Atthakatha, identified with Sudhamma-
pura, that is Thaton” (Mrs. Bode’s “ Sasanavamsa,” Introd.,

p. 4) ;
but this does not seem to be quite correct.,

p. 65, 1. 12. Timira. A Timira is mentioned in the “ Katha

Sarit Sagara” (see Tawney’s transl., vol. i, p. 117).

p. 65, 11. 16, 17. Sundparanta. More correctly, Sonupardniala,

Srondpardntaka = ‘ west of (or, beyond) the Sroni River, in India.’

Cf. the Aparanta-raUha or ApardntaJca of classical (canonical)

Buddhist texts. "When transplanting this name to the tract west

of the Iravati in Burma, the latter river was seemingly assumed to

be the Sroni, not improbably from a likeness of its Mon name Bi-

Sing (or Soin) to Sroni, Soni. The Kaung-hmu-daw inscription of

about 1636 gives a somewhat different list of the districts comprised

within Sunaparanta, to wit : Sagu, Salin, Legaing (Minbu district),

Paunglin, Kale, and Thaungthwut (Chindwin)
;
see the “Tipper

Burma Gazetteer,” part ii, vol. i, p. 340.

p. 66, 11. 2, 3. As to gold in Burma, it is found in slight and
unpayable quantities in most of the rivers

;
but washings of it from

sands are “ carried on fitfully in many parts of the country,
especially in Katha [about Tagong] ... in several streams of the
A"e-u subdivision, as well as in many parts of the Shan States

”

(“ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. ii, p. 304).

p. 66, 1. 1 3 from bottom. Mftreura., Magura. A Mayura-pura
was on the Ganges, above Hastiniipura (cf. Tagaung), and another
in South India, i.e. Meliapur (St. Thome). K.B. that the peacock,
mayura, is called meraik, m‘raik in Mon, the ancient language of

Pegu and Burma.

p. 66, 11. 1—7 from bottom. Maurya, JHoriya. JSIoriya still

appears in the titles of the chiefs of Kale and Song-sop
(Thaungthut or Sumjok) on the Upper Chindwin (see “Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, p, 291). This shows that
the Maurya or Moriya region comprised most of the Kubo and
Chindwin valleys, from Mwe-yin and Kale on the south, up to
Song-sop (Thaungthut or Sumjok) on the north

;
and that it thus

lay above Sunaparanta. On p. 65 we have pointed out that Kale
and Teinnyin were mentioned as part of Sunaparanta in the
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Po-U-Daung inscription
;
but from the fact that the chief of Kale

and Temnyin bears in his title the qualification of Moriya, we
think ourselves justified in locating the northern limit of Suna-
paranta below, not only Kale, but also Mwe-yin

{
= Moriya), which

lies yet further to the south.

p. 68, 1. 2. The derivation of Maramma or Mranma, the
name of Burma,* from Brahma, may be accepted only provided
it can be proved that the term Brahmadesa, which we have seen
applied in the fifth century to the Tagong district, has been
subsequently extended to the whole country. This does by no
means seem to have been the case, especially if the Brahmadesa
district be identical with the P‘o-lo-men

( = Brahmana, Brahman)
of Chinese records, as we have suggested on p. 471 ; for in A.n. 802
these recoids speak of P^iau (Lower Burma) bordering on P'o-lo-

men
(
= Brahma-desa, i.e. Tagaung ?).

p. 68, 1. 14 et seqq. Marai, Mro, Mru (see also p. 55). It

should be noted that a race of people bearing the name of Maru
(so called by the Chingpaws

;
they speak of themselves as

Long-wo) are stiU. living at the present day in the basin of the

Kmai-kha River or eastern branch of the Upper Iravati. They
are similar to the Burmese, so much as to suggest to Captain

Pottinger the theory that both these races originally migrated

from Tibet by the valley of the Kmai-kha. Are these people

in any way connected with the older Mro or Mru of Arakan and

the Chindwin valley, who seem to have been the pioneers of the

Burmese race ?

p. 72, 1. 2 from bottom. Sahara, Sahara, ^avara. Cf. the

town of Savaravaii in India, to the south of the Middle Country

(see Journal R.A.S., 1904, p. 538).

p. 73, 1. 13. Sahara or tribes. The “ Brhat Samhita ”

mentions a people Sava-giri in the eastern region, and Kagna-

parna-savara ( = naked and leaf-wearing—and not, I believe,

‘ leaf-eating ’ as has been said

—

Savaras) in the south-eastern.

p. 74, 1. 16. The correct date of the conquest of P-iao by

Koh-lo-feng ( = K&lamrna ?) is a.d. 763 (see Chavannes in

Journal Asiatique, 1900, pp. 388, 430-1). On that occasion he

conquered also the Ssin-fu tribes (
= Sinphos, or Kachins), and

the Lo-rnan or Tue-man settled further west in the mountains

(
= the Kagas).

' Houghton, in his “ E«say on the Language of the Southern Chins ” (p. xi

of Appendix), gives the enunology ilyamma = ilyo-ma, the great tribe or race,

which does not seem very tenable.
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In A.D. 832, says the Nan-chao Chronicle, Feng-yii abducted

back with him from POho 3,000 people, and established them

near the present Yiin-nan Fu (see Sainson, op. cit., p. 64).

In A.D. 858 Feng-yii, yielding at last to the entreaties of Mien,

which, having been already several times invaded by Ceylonese

forces, implored assistance, sent his general Tuan Tsung-pang

to bring relief (op. cit., p. 66). Here, it should he noticed, the

term Mien or Mien-tien begins to make its appearance in lieu of

P‘iao hitherto used.

In A.D. 1103 Mien, along with Po-sz and K^im-hm, sent white

elephants and perfumes as presents to the Nan-Chao king (op. cit.,

p. 101).

Another attack by Ceylon seems to have taken place in a.d. 1153.

In circa 1165 (or in 1180 according to the Mahavamsa), “two
ships [from Ceylon] arrived at the harbour Kimma [harbours

Kimimi and Papphala according to the Mahavamsa] in Aramana
[Eamahna], and took in battle and laid waste country from the

port Sapattota, over which Kurttlpurapam was governor ” {Journal

A. 8. of Penpal, vol. xli, pt. 1, p. 198; quoted in “ Hobson-
Johson,” 2nd ed., p. 259). MTiether Papphula and Sapattota

represent here two distinct places or a single one, SapappMta,
Sapa-paUata (?), which would be suggestive of the doubtful She-

p'-o-p'-o-ta or She-p^o-ta of Chinese records (see pp. 469, 470 above),

I cannot say. In any case, it seems legitimate to connect the
toponyra Sapattota with the Chinese Shu-po as part of the P‘iao
kingdom, and with Ptolemy’s Sahara.

Indeed, the already quoted 1284 inscription of King Karapati
mentions that his realm was then bounded on the east by Capipati
(reading Sapipati in Burmese), which is to some extent suggestive
of the puzzling Chinese Chu-po or Shu-po; but I do not think
that a connection between the two districts can be seriously
maintained. According to an old Chinese account C'lm-po was on
the Ch'ih-chicei {Ch‘ik-, or Shak-, sui) = ‘ Eed-water ’ or ‘ Eed
Eiver’ (see Chma Pecieic, vol. xiii, p. 342

,
No. 84), by which

the Sit-tang {Chit-taung) or some other stream debouching in the
Gulf of Martaban may be meant. Compare, however, with CPih
Mai on p. 248.

p. 75. Besynga (river). For the linguistical identihoation of
this term with the Mon Bl-ching, Bl-sing, etc., i.e. ‘Elephant
Eiver’ ^Airavati, Braiati (Irawaddy), see Appendix II, section 1,

s.v.
; and as to the legend concerning it, sec pp. 76, 77 and remarks

in next paragraph.

p. 77, 11. 3-4. Another legend relates that in 470 b.e.
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(=A.D. 1108) Along-sithu, king of Pagan, on liis return from

a journey to Ceylon and various parts of India, saw a huge

white object near the sea-shore. On approaching he perceived

it to be a mound of ivory, which a gigantic centipede had erected

for its residence. Such was the size and strength of the monster

that it was in the habit of catching and devouring elephants, the

tusks of which it used to form a wall around its place of abode.

(See H. S. Pratt’s “Monograph on Ivory-carving in Burma,”

Eangoon, 1901, p. 1.)

These legends of the elephant and centipede appear to have

an old origin. The germ of them is to be found in the Milinda

Paiiha, where there is a hypothesis of a sdlaTca (some unknown
sort of l;imi, insect, or vermin, whose name puzzled the eminent

translator Ehys Davids, see vol. ii, p. 180), attempting to drag

the elephant towards itself with a view to swallowing it. As

the simile was evidently widely employed in Eastern literature

and folklore, the salalca is very probably a sort of centipede or

milleped.

At all events, the above legends sufficiently explain the name
of ‘Elephant Eiver’ {Bi-ching, UruvatJ, etc.) given to the

Irawaddy, and perhaps also why the western point of entrance

to the Eangoon Eiver is called to this day ‘ Elephant Point.’

p. 79, 11. 0 ,
6. Travelling by boat between Pak-lau and Ban-Don

is absolutely impossible at any season, as I have more recently

ascertained. In the “ China Sea Directory,” vol. ii, 4th edition,

p. 338, it is stated that the watershed between Trang and the

eastern main branch of the Ban-Don Eiver is so low as to allow

of a boat being taken across with a very short portage. I now

believe, however, that the old water communication between both

sides of the Malay Peninsula was between Trang and the inland

sea of Singora.

“Many of the legends of the Perak Malays refer to a remote

period when what is now dry land was covered by water, and

when the lofty mountain peaks were islands divided one from

another by the sea. Miles up country, at Changkat Eambian,

in the Batang Padang district, a rock is pointed out which is

declared to be the petrified hull of an Indian ship which came

trading to those parts in the ancient days, and in explanation of

her fate the following story is told. In the day when Changkat

Eambian was a seaport, Indian traders came across the Bay of

Bengal to barter their gay chintzes and cottons for the tin of

the Malays ... in those days Bukit-Tunggal, which now stands

far inland on the left bank of the Perak Eiver, was an island,
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and men called it Pulau, not Bukit, Tunggal ” (“Notes and

Queries,” No. 1, Straits Hr. R.A.S., pp. 19, 20).

p. 81, 1. 1. Garuda's abode. See p. 487, note, as to the legends

about the home of the bird Garuda being on Langkawi Island.

p. 82, last line. Mrttikii. This is also the name of the earth

deity of the Indus, worshipped in the form of a snake of clay,

or as a clay image of Krsna or Ganesa (see Balfour’s Cyclopsedia,

vol. ii, p. 1000).

p. 83, 1. 9. Ch‘i?t-t‘u is not mentioned by the Chinese as

a seaport, hut as a kingdom (see pp. 178, 179).

p. 83, 1. 2 from bottom. Berahai. See further linguistical

remarks in Appendix II, section 1, s.v.

p. 84, 1. 18 et seqq. Mergui is, we have shown (Appendix II,

section 1, supra), already mentioned since a.d. 864 by Ibn Khur-

dadbih &aMatt. In about 1250-1300 the Kedah Annals refer to it

as a seaport, the port of Mrit (see Journal Indian Archipelago,

vol. iii, p. 6). A possible reference to it is contained in the

Chinese records dating from the T‘ang dynasty, as Mi-li-ch'e or

Mi-li-ku (see p. 490). So much for the antiquity of the name.
Turning to modern times, we may notice the etymology given

by Gervaise, who says (“Histoire du Eoyaume de Siam,” Paris,

1688, p. 14) that the harbour of Mijrguim, or Mygri, “
tire son

nom d’une petite Isle voisine, que les Siamois appellant Mygri,

et nous Myrgmj, laquelle le met d couvert des vents.” Whether
the small island meant is, as it seems, Madramakan,* or the larger

one of Pari-gyun, it is difficult to say.

As regards the possible connection of Mergui with the mythical
country called by the Siamese Me-mdi (see p. 384, note), I should

point out that this country is evidently meant for Milang Me-mdi
(the ‘ Country of M idows ’) or Muang Lah-le Me-mdi (the ‘ Seesaw

^ ^ladt'iiniakan is the form of the name appearing in Horsburo^h’s map of
the northern part of the Mergui Archipelago, February 1st, 1830.° The small
island is by the nati’ses now callwl Pataiv, PatUa, or Pa-htau, after the peak
ot that name. Its two prominent points are Paiita and Pafit.

It is noticed by Ceberet, rvho arrived at Mergui overland from the Gulf of
Siam on January Ist, 1688, as Badraean. He says in his journal of
Mergui : Ce port est lerme par une petite isle nommee Badraean qui est vis-a-vis
de Mergui” (Berue de Geographic, Paris, Dec. 1883, p. 426).

As to the spellings Banda-mahhan, Buddha-makhan, and le<-ends about
a Buddha image and lootpnnt on the north-east side of the island, see Anderson’s
“English Intercourse with Siam,” pp. 338, 339. Major-General J. G. R.
Forlong menbons a Biidr or Bud-a (sacred rock or Badstone) called Madra
(a favourite name for the old Dravidian Siva) near Mergui, upon which
Major Temple remarks that on the Mergui coast he found Bu’d-a-r Makams
called 'Madra Makfim’ (see Journal B.A.S., 1905, n. 205) This evidentlv
refers to the Madramakan islet alluded to above.

rnis eviueniiy
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Country of Widows’), which is the hidden or vanishing city

of Siamese folklore and works of fiction, inhabited only by
women. In Khmer folklore it is called Srok Lovu, and described

as a legendary and fairy country where are only women, and
where nothing can float on the waters (see Conte d’Alev in

Aymonier’s “ Textes Khmers ”). Whether this legendary country
was supposed to be at or about Mergui as located in the map
referred to on p. 384, and reputed besides to he the home of

Hanuman, I am unable to say. According to Marsden’s “Sumatra,”
the people of Sumatra believe that the inhabitants of Engano (see

pp. 409, n. 2, and 422, n. 1, supra) are all females, and, like

the mares of ancient story, are impregnated by the wind. Priar

•Tordanus (“Mirabilia Descripta,” Hakl. Soc., 1863, p. 44) speaks

of islands of women. So Marco Polo, who represents them to be
fully 500 miles out at sea, south of Mekran. Captain Bozorg in

his “ Ajaib,” in circa 955 (Van der Lith’s transL, pp. 19, 20), also

refers to an ‘ Island of Women ’ in the sea of Mdlulu, which we
have identified with Maludu Bay, K. Borneo. In more recent times

an ‘ Island of Amazons,’ inhabited only by women, is mentioned

as being not far from Samar, Eastern Philippines (see Prevost’s
“ Hist. Gen. des Voyages,” t. x, p. 394).

p. 84, n. 2. A connection between Furavarl and Mergui is very

doubtful : see p. 495, n. 2.

p. 85, 11. 14, 15. Khau Mou or Kui pass. The correct name of

this pass was ^iiikhon {— sikhara, a ‘peak’). It is recorded as

Singkhor-tep in Leal’s account (see Anderson’s “English Inter-

course with Siam,” p. 397). Ceberet crossed this pass—to which he

simply alludes as “ la montagne d’ou on peut decouvrir les deux

mers, sgavoir celle de Siam du coste de I’est, et celle du golphe

de Bingalle du coste de I’ouest ”—on December 24th, 1687 (see

Revue de Geographic, Paris, 1883, p. 423). A village named Mumig
Singkhon stood in this neighbourhood in the eighteenth century (it

being mentioned in Khun Luang Huwat’s Memoirs, p. 308), and

perhaps even earlier, though not noticed by Ceberet.

p. 85, n. 1. Taih, I furthermore discovered, is used also to

denote laterite. Its related word Tika, Teka (likewise derived from

mattika) has the same meaning in Perak (see Journal Straits Br.

R.A.S., Ko. 16, p. 320). Analogously Tuk in Siamese means both

a brick and a laterite building.

p. 86, 11. 2-4. Kidd (see also p. 34, 11. 7-10). Under the form

Kala, which this term has assumed in Burmese, it already appears

in epigraphic evidence in the twelfth centurj’ in the word

Kala-gtjaung used to denote a brick (or laterite) monastery built

IS
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by Dravidians from India. (See Pagan inscription of 1170 in

“Inscriptions of Pagan,” etc., Eangoon, 1899, p. 26.)

Tbe $11, Ku-la, people and country of Chinese records (see

Parker’s “Burma,” p. 60, and Journal Auatique, 1878, pp. 142-4)

are evidently the people and country of Ayetthema and Thaton

alluded to on p. 86, 1. 4 et seqq., being described as settled to the

south of Taungu on the sea, and divided into Ta Ku-la = Taik-huld

on the coast of Pegu, and Hsiao, or Little, Ku-la.

p. 87, 11. 10 et seqq. Takola, etc. The Pali tahJcola = Sanskrit

kakJcola is a “drug so called from its colour, which is black like

that of the crow” (Balfour’s Cyclopaedia, s.v. Kakkola). It, or the

plant from which it is derived, is the Lavanga scaniem, Hesperidese

(see Bulletin de I'Ecole Frangaise A'Extreme Orient, t. iii, p. 466),

and is called kakor, gagar (
= bastard cardamom) in Kamboja.

Further, tagara in Kanarese is a tadhhava corruption of the

Sanskrit tamara, trapu = ^ tin' (see Journal B.A.S., July, 1901,

p. 540, note). But we have in India the town Tagara-'pm:& =
aSo^d-pura or ZoMd-pur

; whence the equation kola, kolha =
tagara = ‘ tin.’

p. 87, n. 1. In Chinese also we have Ch‘ien-lien {K'an-lien,

Ka-lien), a metal frequently mentioned in connection with the
alloy of copper money {China Review, vol. xxiv, p. 101).

Kalien means a ‘mine’ (more properly, ‘tin-mine’) among the
Chinese of Perak {Journal Straits Br. R.A.S., No. 16, p. 316).
In Manehu sakhalien = ‘ black.’

According to Dozy & Engelmann’s “ Glossaire,” p. 245, the
Portuguese ealain = ‘ tin ’ is from the Arabic qaM, which comes
from the Malay kalang = ‘ tin,’ according to Newbold (vol. i,

p. 426). Certain Arabic writers state that qala'i, ‘tin,’ was so

caUwl from a mine in India called Kala. “ In spite of the’ different
initial and terminal letters, it seems at least possible that the place
meant was the same that the old .4.rab geographers called Kalah,
near which they place mines of tin {al-qala'i)" (“Hobson-
Jobson,” 2nd ed., p. 145, s.v. Calay).

There can be no doubt that the Malay kalang, as well as its

congener karang (used to express the lower beds of the tin-bearing
drift in mines), are both loan-words or, at any rate, derived also
from kola, kala, kakkola, takkola, tagara, etc., as above, which plainly
are all related together.

p. 89, 1. 2. According to Kazwinl (a.d. 1263-75), who reports
a statement from the traveller Misar, “ le port de Kalah serait
tombe au pouvoir des Chinois, qui y auraient introduit leurs
croyances et leurs usages” (Eeinaud, op. cit., p. Ixiv) It does
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not seem at all unlikely that Chinese immigrants had already

settled on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula in the thirteenth

century, without, however, holding sway there. In a.d. 1511, we
know for eertain, the alluvial tin-mines in the Malay Peninsula
were already worked by Chinese labourers (see E. H. Parker in the

China Review, vol. xxiii, p. 258).

p. 90, note. On Mi-ch'en, etc., I subjoin translated the
following extract, dating from a.d. 802, given in the Bulletin

de VEcole Frangaise d'Fxtr.-Or., t. iv, pp. 222, 223: “From
Mi-ch‘en one reaches K‘un-lang, where is the tribe of the Hsiao
K‘un-lun. Their king’s name is Mang-hsi-yiieh (Mong Saigar ?).

From Khm-lang one arrives at Lu-yu, ^ {Zuh-vo), where
is the realm of the Ta K‘un-lun. The king’s name is Ssu-li Po-

p'o-nan-to~shan-na (6rT Bhavanandasana ?). The plain is larger

than at Mi-cFen,” etc., etc.

On the K‘un-lm people and kingdom see further: pp. 103, 260,

507-9, and 574, n. 3. In 1103 it offered, along with Burma
and Po-sz (a state bordering on it, see p. 471), white elephants

and perfumes to the king of Nan-Chao; a fact showing that

Hun-lun must have been a continental (and not an insular)

country, situated almost certainly on the Malay Peninsula. This

view finds further corroboration in the fact recorded in the Man-
Shu of Nan-Chao having waged at one time war against Hun-lun
(see Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iv, p. 226).

On Lu-yu, or Luk-vo (Nago, Nagor), where is the Ta-hhm-lun

(Takkola) kingdom (according to the Bulletin above quoted), see

p. 525, n. 1. According to Ma Tuan-lin’s translator, however,

Ta-k‘un-lun (Takkola) lies between K'un-lang and Lu-yu (see

Hervey de St. Denys, op. cit., p. 231, note).

p. 93, 1. 13. For further particulars as to Takopa or K6pa,

its magnificent harbour, antiquities, etc., see Supplementary Ivote

to my article on “ Siamese Archmology,” published in the Journal

R.A.S. for April, 1904, pp. 242-7.

p. 93, 1. 21. Tau-kiao-le. I now find that the Chinese

characters for this ai'e ^ m, which more correctly read

T‘ou-kou-li {Dau-kau-li, T‘ii-ku-ri), making it very improbable

that Takkola is meant. Some port of Fu-nan proper on the Gulf

of Siam is evidently intended
;
not unlikely the mouth of the

Pach-gia or Kien-giang River, which lies opposite Takere, or Tekere

Island. The embassy despatched by the Fu-nan king went to India

between 240 and 245 a.d. (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. hi, p. 271).

For a possible identity of Fou-kou-li with Kou-li, sec p. 718 above,

note, section 1.
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p. 94, ]. 10 from bottom, add:—This notwithstanding the

clause in Article 10 of the British Treaty with Siam concluded in

1826, which was retained in the new treaty of 1856, with the

further addition that “traders under British rule may cross from

the British territories of Mergui, Tavoy, Ye, Tenasserim, Pegu, or

other place, by land or by water, to the Siamese territories, and

may there trade with facility,” etc.

Captain Forrest, in the Introduction to his “Voyage from

Calcutta to the Mergui Archipelago,” London, 1792, says (p. iii) :

“ the country about Kraw [Krah] was well inhabited, and the

road across the isthmus much frequented, before the wars which,

thirty years ago, between the Peguers and Birmahs or Burmahs,

had greatly depopulated this quarter.”

The account by Messrs. Harris & Leal (1825-6) reproduced in

Anderson’s “ English Intercourse with Siam ” says of C‘hump‘h5n

(p. 395) : “It was formerly the entrepot of a very valuable trade

with the coast of Tenasserim, but subsequently to the subjugation

of Tenasserim by the Burmans, Ch'hoomphon has been little else

than a military post, where a force was stationed to watch the

proceedings of the Burmans.”

p. 97, 11. 16, 17. Kolanagara. Cf. Kolckonage or Kohrah =
Chutia Nagpur in Tavernier (Ball’s transl., vol. ii, pp. 457-9).

The northern point of entrance to Girbi Bay is called in Siamese

JLem Slia-Ndk = iVay«-Head Point. As regards Eukkuras, the

“Brhat Samhita” mentions Kalakoti-hikkuras in the Central

region. The name may be connected with the worship of

Bhairava, who is said to be represented with a dog’s head. Dog
appreciation, if not worship, seems to survive in Indo-China among
the Earens only, who still have prize-dogs. As regards Ibn
Batata’s Xakula, which, he says, lay in Mul-Javah, see p. 444,

n. 2, and p. 518, n. 1, where I have given my reasons why it

should preferably be identified with Ligor.

p. 97. Khrysoana (river). If a rendering of some local term
meaning ‘ Gold River, such as e.g. Sungei Mas in Malay, no such
name now occurs, so far as my knowledge goes, in the tract where
Ptolemy locates his Khrysoana, although it may have once existed

and be now forgotten. The northernmost watercourse named
Sungei Mas is a smaU stream falling into the old channel of the
Muda River, where buildings for a capital of Eedah began to be
erected of old (fourteenth century or beginning of the fifteenth)

;

see Kedah Annals in Journal of the Indian Archipelago, vol. iii,

pp. 256, 258.

However, Khrysoana may represent some local river-name
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disguised by the Greek navigators in Hellenic vesture in order to

express a meaning in a similar manner, as was done by Valentijn

with his Chrysorant (see Journal Sir. Br. R.A.S., Ho. 13, p. 50),

which I take to be the Kesang just below Malacca, the Ca(^ao of

Portuguese writers (see Danvers’ “Portuguese in India,” vol. ii,

p. 529, where, however, Kesana is incorrect for Kesang). Further
up the Malay Peninsula we have a similarly named river, the

Kasom, in the Takua-thung district, where is also Kasom town, the

governor’s residence. It is not unlikely that in or about the Trang
district a river may have existed with a somewhat similar name,
which Ptolemy transformed into Khrysoana.

p. 97. Palanda (city) and Palandas or Palandos (river).

See Appendix II, section 2, for these toponyms, which survive to

this day, as I have pointed out, in the name of the local Belanda,

Blanda, or Belenda tribes, about which see the Journal Sir. Br.

R.A.S., No. 33, p. 250, and No. 34, p. 35. Cf. the Pulindas of

India. Their correspondence to Pahang and its river is not

altogether improbable, judging from the location assigned to them
in De Donis’ map.

p. 97, n. 1. Perak, prak = ‘ silver.’ The word is found as far

as the Philippines in the slight disguise of Pilak (see Dennys’

“Descriptive Diet, of Brit. Malaya,” p. 347).

p. 98, 1. 8. The Acheh or Achin king here alluded to as having

come from P4rak is Sultan Mansur Shah, who was murdered in

about 1585. See note 1 to p. 697 above.

p. 98, 1. 11. 1030-50. These dates must be corrected to

.something like 1330-50, if Raja Suran of Bijnagar is, as I take

.it, the same personage as Buka I, the founder of Vijaya-nagara

(Bijanagar) in India, in 1354.

According to local native tradition, the district of Bruas, on the

coast of Larut, was the place where a kingdom and a riija were

first established in Perak. Temong, a few miles above Kwala
Kangsa, on the Perak River, was afterwards the seat of government

(see Dennys, op. cit., p. 287).

p. 98, note, 1. 5. P^o-li. Not Perak, but the Pulai River

{Sunyei Pulai), near the western entrance to the old Singapore

Strait (see p. 495 and my article in Journal R.A.S., 1904,

pp. 719, 720).

pp. 99, 100. Tharrha (town). See Appendix II, section 3,

S.V., for further linguistic remarks on this toponym. Not very

dissimilar names occur on the Malay Peninsula, viz. :

(1) Sungei Thara, a petty western afiluent of the Kinta River,

south-central Perak (see Dennys, op. cit., p. 395).
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(2) Taicaran River (see Journal Sir. Br. R.A.S., No. 11,

pp. 123-42).

(3) Tahan River and Gunong Tahan Mountain (ibid., No. 23,

pp. 67-76).

None, however, suits as well as Taranganu or Tringano, in

the immediate neighbourhood of which we have, moreover, such

place-names as Kampong Tiroh, K. Luhok Tiroh, K. Pan Tari,

the Trengan and Tarong Rivers, with K. Tarong, now destroyed,

on the latter, etc.

p. 100. Sabana (a mart). See also Appendix II, section 2.

Similar toponyms in this tract are

—

(1) Sajpang River, a small northern affluent of the Bernam
River (Dennys, op. cit., p. 391).

(2) Sepang, Bukit, a hill in North Sungei Djong (op. cit., p. 63)

and a small river in extreme South Selangor (ibid., p. 393).

(3) Sempang (=‘ cross-roads’), a hamlet in Sungei Ujong (ibid.,

343), on the Bernam River, Selangor (p. 393), and on the east hank

of Selangor River (pp. 343, 344).

(4) Sembah River, a petty northern affluent of the Bernam
River (p. 392).

(5) Sabba, an important village (ibid., p, 332), apparently the

same as Sabah

;

besides a host of similar names : Sapeian or

Sapetang, Sabatang, Sebang, Sipang, Sicbang, Semanda, Sapam,

Sembilan, etc., in neighbouring districts. Samawa also, the old

{Benua?) name of the Lingi River, according to Newbold (op. cit.,

vol. ii, p. 376), who says the name Salangor is not to be found in

the early Malay records,’ the old name of the country being Negri

Kalang, ‘Land of Tin’ (ibid., vol. ii, pp. 30, 376). Finally, we
might mention Sabon or Sabong Strait at the east entrance of the

Straits of Malacca, recorded as Sabati by Galvano (1511, p. 115),

and as Sabam by Teixeira (see my article on “ Some unidentified

Toponyms,” etc., in Journal R.A.S., 1904, p. 723).

p. 101. Cape Malen Kolon. See Appendix II, section 3, s.v.

For a probable survival of the name in Tanjung Gelang, see below,

note on p. 104.

p. 103, 11. 17 et seqq. For K'un-lun see pp. 89, 90, 260, 507-9,

and 574, note 3.

1 Salang, C'haUng, ChelUng are, however, congeneric forms which occM on
the west coast of both the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra

;
possibly connected with

the name of the Selung or Salon tribes (see my “ Historical Retrospect of
Junkceylon Island ” in Journal Siam Society, vol. i, pp. 123-6)

; and not
unlikely with that of the Qhadang, Salang, etc., in the west of Campa (see

pp. 262, 272 above).
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p. 104, 11. 19-23. In the more recent map of the Malay

Peninsula, issued in 1898 under the auspices of the Straits Branch

of the E.A.S., Tanjong Puling, or South Cape, is called Tanjung

Oelang, and located in 4° N. lat. ;
while the Tanjong Kuantan of

older maps is called Tanjung Tembeling, and located further to the

south, just above the mouth of the Kuantan Eiver. Such being

the case, I think that Ptolemy’s Cape Maleu Kdlon should be

identified with Tanjung Gelang, so called from Bukit Gelang, the

hill forming the promontory, which seems to preserve in its present

name the old Tamil and, withal, Ptolemaic designation. In fact,

Bakit, a ‘ hill ’ or moiintain = Tamil Malai— Ptolemaic Maleu
;
while

Gelang resembles well enough, allowing for secular corruption,

both Eiirram (or Kollam) and Edlon. Thus ; Bakit Gelang -Malai-

kurram{or: Kolon. If Malai kollam he its,

correct original name, meaning ‘ Mountain of the West ’ in Tamil,

this may have been applied to it from its lying in the western part

of the Gulf of Siam, where it probably formed a landmaik, pointing

out to navigators the almost unique place of refuge on that coast.

In fact, the neighbouring port of Kuantan, a short distance below

the cape, “ is about the only safe port on the east coast [of the

Malay Peninsula] during the north-east monsoons, the high pro-

montory which stretches into the sea to the north of the Kuala

forming a most efiicient protection against the wind” {Straits

Times, 1902).

There is further up the coast (in 4” 14' K. lat.) Tanjung Guliga,

bearing a similar name, but I should think Tanjung Gelang to be

almost certainly the cape Ptolemy had in view. See p. 535.

p. 105, 11. 1-10, Malacca. A Punic name (?) ;
see p. 598, note.

In Malay Malaka is the Phjllanthus pectinatus (Hook.). Cf. also

Malavaka = the country of the Malavas
;
also, its inhabitants.

p. 105. Attaba (river). See for further linguistic remarks

Appendix II, section 2, s.v. In De Donis’ map this stream is

marked between Tharrha (i.e. Tringano) on the south and Koli

(i.e. Kelantan) on the north ; hence it must be, as pointed out by

us either the Trengan (Tringano River) or the Kelantan with its

principal tributary the Lebeh or Libih, which takes its rise in the

watershed of Blount Batu Atap. Between the two above-

named large streams we have on the coast but petty watercourses,

such as the Tarong and the Besut, which are absolutely ineligible.

p. 106, 1. 3. As to Kola-ludara = Kukula, Kakola — Ligor,

see p. 444, n. 2, and p. ol8, n. 1. As to Kdli ^ Kelantan, see

p. 518, n. 1.

p. 106, 1. 16. Two places Ku-lo are mentioned. One is
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mentioned since A.n. 971 (see p. 515, n. 1) as lying

midway between San-fo-shik and C^hai-lih-ting (Hervey de

St. Denys, op. cit., p. 496). This I have identified with Guroh

village in Rhio Strait (see p. 514).

The other one is mentioned in A.n. 1015 as the name of

a high mountain and a kingdom called after it (op. cit., p. 514)-

This may be some place on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula

(Krah, Kurau River above Larut, etc. ?) ; in any case it has, like

the first one, nothing to do with Kelantan. N.B.

—

Kurau in Perak

is nowadays denoted with the characters ;}§ by the Chinese

settled in the Straits (see Journal Sir. Br. Ifo. 42, p. 186).

There is, finally, a doubtful mention of Kelantan as ^
Ho-lo-tan, in the account of CBili-t‘u (Sukhothai) at the dawn of

the seventh century (op. cit., p. 466) ;
but as Ho-lo-tan is said to

be located to the south of Ch‘ih-t‘u, whereas the sea is placed to

the north, a clerical error has probably crept in here, so that the

location intended may be quite the reverse. Cf., at all events, the

State of [I^ JP Ho-lo-tan, located on the island of SM-p'o,

and mentioned A.n. 430 and 452 (see p. 469, n. 3).

p. 107, 11. 19 et seqq. Ligor. For other particulars on its

history, antiquities, etc., see pp. 444, n. 2; 518, n. 1; and, above

all, my article “ The Nagarakretagama List of Countries,” etc., in

Journal R.A.S., July, 1905, p. 487, s.v. Bharma-nagara.

p. 110, 11. 13 et seqq. Perimula, etc. For further linguistic

remarks see Appendix II, section 3, s.v. On Permatang see Dennys’

“Descriptive Diet, of British Malaya,” p. 299 s.v., also p. 309.

There is further a (Malay ?) term Pemuda occurring in names of

reefs, etc., e.g. Karang Pemuda (see “ China Sea Directory,” vol. i,

p. 289). On P‘o-li
(
= Pulai River) see p. 495 and above. Addenda

to p. 98
;
and on P'o-lo {Bara, Baru) and Po-lo see p. 366, note

;

and p. 403, note.

On Lo-yu, or Lo-lu, and Lu-yxi {Limgu River?) see p. 525, n. 1.

On Lo-yuek see pp. 525, 526, note.
^

Neither of the above names seems to be in any way connected

with Ligor.

p. Ill, after line 2, add :

Ferimolik Gulf, Head of (97).

The figure for the longitude (169° 30') given in Nobbe’s edition,

tom. ii, p. 162, and presumably misprinted (as 168° 30') in

McCrindle (op. cit., p. 198), is evidently a clerical slip for 162° 30'

that has crept in some of the Ptolemaic MSS. For, not only in the
Ptolemaic list of lib. vii, ch. 2, § 5, the Perimulikos Zolpos comes
in between Perimula (long. 163° 15', lat. 2° 20') and Samarade
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(long. 163°, lat. 4° 50')
;
but in De Donis’ map the head of the gulf

is actually placed in long. 162° 30'
(
= 101° 6' true) and made to

bend in bow-wise, towards the west, between Ferimula and
Samarade.

Such being the case, and the rectified latitude as found in our

Tables (see Table IV, Ho. 97) being 9° 52' H., it will be seen that

the head of the Perimulik Gulf almost exactly corresponds to the

deep indentation of Ban-Don Bight stretching between the mouths
of the Ban-Don and C'haiya Rivers, the most pronounced incavation

of which lies in latitude 9° 12' to 9° 18' H., just below C'haiya.

This is the region of Miila-Jdvah of Ibn Batuta (see pp. 444, n. 2,

and 517, n. 1); and the Perimulik Gulf is unquestionably the

Gulf of Siam, while its head corresponds to what is now called

Ban-Don Bight.

p. Ill, 1. 11. Salongka, being an inland town, corresponds

more exactly to Krah on the homonymous isthmus, and not to

C‘hump‘h6n. As regards the old name of the latter, Udumlara, it is

worthy of remark that it still appears in K. L. Hawat’s Memoirs,

p. 307 (list of provinces of the south; date, shortly after the middle

of the eighteenth century). In a.d. 1675 it was already known,

however, to Europeans as C'kampone (see Anderson’s “ English

Intercourse with Siam,” pp. 125, 126).

p. 111. 11. 24-6. S-rah is the Siamese name for the hawk-bill

turtle, and not for the land-tortoise
;
I must therefore correct this

gross mistake.

p. Ill, n. 1. See the chronological errors referred to here duly

exposed and corrected in my article on “ The Hagarakretagama List

of Countries,” etc., in Journal R.A..S., July, 1905, p. 487.

p. 113, 1. 9 et seqq. KumalaiiM. Cf. the name of Pagiin, Bu-Jcum,

explained as BJiu-kdma i^Kdma-bhu), see above, in these Addenda,

note to p. 62. Eitel, in his “ Handbook of Chinese Buddhism ”

(2nd ed., p. 69, s.v.), locates Kdmalankd at Chittagong ! It should

be observed that the Cantonese pronunciation of the Chinese tran-

script is Ka-mo-long-ha, which comes considerably near to Krah-

paldnga or Krah-pallahlca. In the “ Sasanavamsa ” (Mrs. Bode’s

transL, p. 71) occurs the toponym Polloiika [Pallahka

which, however, probably is meant for the country of the Palaungs

or Paloungs. In the Hamsavati and Pegu districts are circles now
called Kdmalcaluk (Kamakalok) and Kamdce (Kamase), whereas

there is a Kamdle in Bhilu-gyun (Balugyun) Island. This shows

how names similar to Kdmalahkd are not uncommon in this region.

p. 113, 1. 18. P’an-p‘an. I have since shown how this State,

P‘an-p‘an or P‘an-p'un, is to be identified with the Sup‘ha)i~p‘hum
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(Suvannabhumi) of the Sukhothai inscription of 1306, more

commonly known as Sup‘han. (See my articles on “ Siam’s Inter-

course with China,” in the Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review

for January, 1902.)

p. 113, n. 3. Camelan. Being described as a prorince lying

on the coast (v. loc. cit.), it very likely corresponds to Kamanlay.

Cf. this Camelan with Chin-lin, Kin-lin, or Kam-lan of Chinese

records (see p. 164, n. 1).

p. 115, 1. 7. After ‘spoken,’ add: ‘supra, pp. 93, 94.’

p. 115, 11. 5-8 from bottom. Both the old “India Directory,”

by Thornton, and Capt. Forrest (“ Voyage from Calcutta to the

Mergui Archipelago,” London, 1792 ;
Introduction, p. iii), call

‘ Larchin Islands ’ the islands in front of C‘hump‘hon. Evidently

Lar-chin stands for Lanh-chiu, langlcaehiu, of which it is a mere

corruption and partly lapsus calami (i.e. chin for chiu).

p. 119, n., 1. 6. C‘hieng. See in China Review, vol. xxi, p. 56:

“ [SAaw, Sieng'] (generally miswritten in Chinese histories,

stands for a Shan sound shieng or xieng \ C‘hung'\, and practically

means ‘state,’ ‘town,’ ‘province,’ etc.” Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit.,

p. 92) and Sainson (op. cit., p. 17) have 0^, chien. Men, for

‘department,’ which Sainson (loc. cit., n. 17) pretends is the same

as Keng or Xieng (C‘hieng) in C‘hTeng T‘ung (Keng Tung), etc.

p. 120, n., 1. 4. See also Bichardson’s “Journal,” p. 115.

Further, on the bronze drums of Indo-China, see Dr. Hirth’s

article in T‘oung-Pao, 1890, No. 2; De Groot (in T‘oung-Pao,

vol. ix, p. 363); and Dr. Heger’s valuable monograph, “Alte
Metalltrommeln aus Siidost-Asien” (Leipzig, 1902).

p. 121, 1. 5 and n. 1. Fosinara. It is not a question here of

the ® P‘u-tsi, Peh-tsz, or Fu-fsz, that they, being settled

in A.n. 796 at T'eng-yiieh or Mo-mien, where the Jwan-hwa
prefecture was established that year by Imousiin, the Nan-Chao
conqueror, do not at all appear to have been the ruling Nan-Chao
tribe (see Parker in China Review, vol. xx, p. 393; also p. 130,

n. 1, above.) I think, on the other hand, that Posinara is

meant for Peh-tsz (or Puh-tsz as it is locally pronounced),

the name given by the Han emperor Wu Ti to Jen-kwo’s State

(see pp. 123, 291) when investing him king over it in b.c. 109 (see

“Nan-chao Te-shih,” Sainson’stransl., pp.28,29). Now, as Peh-tsz

{Ba-tsz, P‘aMtsz) means ‘ White Sons (or Gentlemen) ’ it will be

seen that Posinara is merely the gross transcript of the Sanskrit-

Vedic Balaksa-nara or Palaksa-nara = ‘ White People,’ ‘ White
Men,’ or of their locally corrupted forms Praha-nara, etc. It

should not surprise to find Sanskrit-derived toponyms in this part
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of Yiin-nan at that period, since Jen-kwo claimed descent from the
dynasty of Magadha in India (see p. 123). Jen-kwo’s capital was

i&.S> or Pel-ngai (=‘ White Cliff’ or ‘White
Precipice ’), 90 li, i.e. about 30 miles, south-west of Chao-chou in

the Ta-li prefecture, and is nowadays called Hung-ngai. Jen-
kwo appears, later on, to have transferred his residence to

C'heng-chiang, south-east of the Tun-nan Lake (see Sainson,

op. cit., p. 28), which is, as likely as not, Ptolemy’s Pandasa.
However, as in a.d. 225 the capital of the State was again at

Peh-ngai (op. cit., p. 30), the above change was only a temporary
one, and Ptolemy’s Posinara must, from its geographical position,

be identified with Peh-ngai. See above. Appendix III, To. 4. •

p. 124, 11. 4-7 from bottom; p. 121, first top 1. ; and passim-,

Doanai=7's‘

I

have since recognized that this is a mistake,

that the Ts'-man were really Lolos, and that the Doanai must be
identified with the Tmn, or Buan, a people of Thai stock

(see p. 126, n. 3), and one of the ten original clans of the Ai-Lao

descended, with Kiu-lung, from Meng-chii Tu, long before the

Christian Era (see Eocher in T‘oung-Pao, vol. x, p. 13).

This family reigned, later on, over Tiin-nan from 938 to

1094 A.D. As regards the term Puania in .Assam, it is employed

to denote half-breeds (see “Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i,

p. 371).

p. 124, last line, and p. 125, 11. 1, 2. Kdu, Luu-Kuu. This

tribe apparently settled at first in the Tan district in Siam, for

the Tan king is styled Kdca-rdja in the “ Jinakala llalinl.” The

Kau are also mentioned in the a.d. 1306 Sukhothai inscription, in

a list which runs; P'hamd [Burmans], Kdu, Ldu, Thai Yai
[the so-called ‘ Shans ’ of Burma], Thai Kqi [the Thai of

Sukhothai],” etc.

p. 125, 11. 8-10. Sui-shu. The Sui-shu embraces the period

581-617 A.D.

p. 125, 1. 5 from bottom. ITuang-dong. In Chinese ^ f|^,

Suang-tung. Also Kwang-chia-tung, the ‘Yellow people of Caves,’

according to the “An-nan Chih-liio” (Sainson’s transl., p. 365),

where it seems to be a question of an individual and not of a people.

p. 126, 1. 7. Kgiu. Also Ngdii: the ‘ Gwe Shans’ of the

Burmese.

p. 126, n. 3. Besides the Tuan, cf. also the Thuang (Kha

Thiiang or Chiiang), a vanished tribe, to which are ascribed the

large stone jars employed as receptacles for rice-wine {Ldu JJh),

found in groups in the country of the I’‘huen, on high plateaux

(see Bulletin Ec. Fr., 1903, pp. 89, 90; Kaquez’ “Pages
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Laotiennes”; and McCarthy, op. eit., pp. 186, 187). The jars -were

probably originally intended for burial. Jars are, in fact, used by

the Yau tribes to keep the ashes of their deceased chieftains (see

China Review, vol. xix, p. 165).

p. 127, 11. 1-4. I must here correct a gross mistake. The

first character in the name of^Dien Blen-p‘hd is neither Tien nor

Tien, but in Annamese Then.

p. 127, 1. 18. Eo-cM. In Ann. Hah-ja-, referred to in the

“An-nan Chih-liio” (Sainson’s transL, p. 443) as the name of

a district (?) in a.d. 1011, on the Tonkin borders which they had

invaded.

p. 128, 1. 3. See Marini (op. cit., p. 456), who says that

monarchy in Laos dates from about 600 a.b. Pormerly the

country was ruled after the manner of a republic (more correctly,

of a federation of petty states) in which the Siamese (read Thai)

element gradually predominated. Shaking off the yoke of China

(Tun-nan), a king of Siamese {Thai) race was then elected.

p. 128, 11. 7 and 10. Kanrang. Cf. Karen and Karang (a tribe

of these) in Western Siam.

p. 128, n. 2, 1. 9. Khach. The Annamese hhaoh, is the

Chinese I‘e, and the Siamese hhik = a stranger, guest, visitor,

or new arrival. It is a polite term by which the Annamese
designate the Chinese. Cf. Esin-Jc‘i, new guest, greenhorn, etc.

It is, on the other hand, used in China to designate the Hakkas
{Ee-chia or Eeh-hia = ‘ the guest families ’ or the ‘ recent arrivals ’

),

who, in Siam, are similarly called Kheh (or Chek-Kheh, Chin-

Eheh). Shans call the Chinese Xe or Xieh {China Review,

vol. xvi, p. 380).

In Annam Chek, ^ (in Chinese Chih, Cantonese Chek), is the

impolite nickname employed to designate the Chinese. So in

Siam, where the latter are in polite speech called CMn (i.e. Chinas).

p. 130, last three lines. Xguym. Read
gjjQ, Xgwun, in Chinese

Jwan, a name most spread among the Annamese, and that of the

reigning dynasty. The name Tuan, Yivan (Tavana) for the

Annamese apparently originates from the fact that a large part of

them hears the name of Jwan, i.e. JTgwien
{ = Javana, Yavana).

See the China Review, vol. xvi, p. 380. The term Twan, Tuan, or

Yavana, already occurs in an inscription of 987 a.d. in Eastern

Kamboja (see Aymonier’s “ Le Cambodge,” t. i, p. 283), and

makes its appearance in Cham inscriptions in a.d. 1159. See,

for more particulars, my article, “ The Nagarakretagama List of

Countries,” etc., in Journal R.A.S., July, 1905, pp. 486, 487.

p. 130, n. 1, 1. 4. Oc¥atig. These are the 0-ch‘ang-
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or A-cVang (see Deveria, op. cit., p. 167; and Chinese

Mecorier, vol. xv, p. 386, -where they are noticed near K^an-tien).

They evidently are the same tribe as the Asong now at P‘hu

Pang, Lai-chou district.

p. 131, 1. 2. Tai-nguyen. Bead Toi-ngwlen, Hsi-

Yuan. A district of this name was in Southern Kwang-hsi and

is now called Hsin-ning Chou. Tiieh-hsi (see 1. 10) is the literary

name for Kwang-hsi.

p. 131, n. 2, 11. 1, 2. Moreover, the Karens call the Chinese

Si, which reminds one of the Miao-tsz word She {China Review,

xvi, p. 380).

p. 131, n. 2, 1. 11. Sia-po, or ‘Heterodox Females,’ said to

he the descendants of the ruling race of the Mongol dynasty of

Yuan, A.n. 1280-1333 (see China Review, vii, p. 3.50). Their name

is written Hsie-p'o (ibid., x, p. 74). An aboriginal race not

far from Hui-chou Fu, near Canton, is similarly called Ring-p‘o

(ibid.).

p. 134, 1. 7 from bottom. Dahan or Thuun-an River. Read

JDu-hhi (‘Coral, or Rocky, Bank’) and Thwm-un. Kiia Thwon-an

is the port of Hwe.

pp. 135, 136. On the names of the Me-Khong River, see again

p. 286, n. 1. As regards the Chinese characters for Lan-ts‘ang

given in n. 1, 1. 1, on P- 1^5, I notice that in the “ Kan-chao

Ye-shih,” the second one is -m-itten which means an ‘ expanse

of water’ (see Sainson, op. cit., p. 50, n. 15). The same work thus

accounts for this name of the river (p. 208) :
“ It [the Me-Khong]

enters the country of Tien [Yiin-nan] by the Li-kiang prefecture,

in the now suppressed chore of Lan-chou r]\\, which lay to the

south-west of Li-kiang] ;
accordingly the river has been called Lan-

ts‘ang, and still nowadays it is erroneously termed Lang-ts‘ang and

Peh-liAiang K M • • • It is stated in the ‘Shan-hai-king’:

‘ The Erh-hai [Ta-li Lake] flows westwards towards Lo Lol,

Lai = the Red River ;
‘ or else Lo, Lai, the ancient name for

Tonkin? see above, p. 321], wherein it enters
;
thence it is called

Lo-shwei.’ ” But the Lan-chou district only dates from the Yiian

dynasty, whereas we know the name Lan-ts‘ang to be much older

;

and the same work adds that the river is, in its upper course

1 In the Journal China Br. R.A.S.. vol. xvv, p. 4S,, it is stated that the

Erh Hai or Ta-li Take is drained hy tivu -treams into the Ilit-Kiang or Black

Eiver The mistake is here probably cau-ed by the fact alluded to on p. 286

above, n. 1, of the Me-Khong being above the Kau-lung Hills called Ilih-Shwei,

i,e. the ‘ Black Water.’
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in Tibet, termed Lii-ts‘ang, ^ fj^, presumably from the Lu-shih

Shan range, in which it is believed to rise (see op. eit., pp. 50, 208).

The name Khara-nadi, alluded to on p. 136, 1. 15, also occurs in

the Jinakala Malini, fasc. iv.

p. 138, 11. 7 and 9. Jotana-piira and Joti-nagara. In the

“ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, p. 290, the name Joti-

nagara occurs in the title of the C'hleng Bung Chief.

p. 140, last three lines. For further linguistic remarks see

Appendix III, section 6 above, s.v. Lariagara. As regards

a possible Sanskrit derivation of this toponym, cf. the following

similar ancient ones in India :

—

(1) ZflMrfyd-Araraj and Za«<_riy«-Nandangarh, on the road

from Pataliputra to Nepal (see Journal R.A.S., April, 1902,

pp. 270, '271).

(2) Jjara, Z(ida=Malava (South Lara) and Vallabhl (North Lara).

(3) iMta = Karnasuvarna, an ancient kingdom in Gundwana,

near Gangpoor.

(4) Lari (or Lurit), in East Tibet.

p. 141, 1. 11 from bottom. Muang P'hong. More correctly

Miiang P'hong Tai (= South P'hong) or P'ong-Tai\ it was founded

in A.D. 1311.

p. 141, 1. 7 from bottom. Rajagrha. A Rajagrha, commonly

Yazagyo, village exists also in West Burma in the Kale township

and Upper Chindwin district. The “Upper Burma Gazetteer,”

part ii, vol. iii, p. 393, speaks of it as having been “ the ancient

capital of almost forgotten kings, as it was in more recent years

of the SawhioaP Rajagrha is a name, however, applied to both

Legya and Kassay {Kaseh, i.e. Manipur).

p. 142. Lasippa, Lassypa, or Lasyppa. A similarly named
village, Zo-si-pa, is mentioned by Lefevre (op. cit., p. 60) between

Miiang Ha-hin and M. Ngai, in the U River Valley, lat. 22°, and

described as inhabited by Kh| Halos, a variety of Khas much
resembling the Lolos.

The present capital of Sl-poh, Thibo, or Hsi-paw, was founded

only in a.d. 1636
;
but an older one some two miles to the northward

or westward called 0ng-P6ng or Unbaung is said to have been built

in 1210. Local chronicles, however, pretend to trace the existence

of Ong-Pong and Si-poh as far back as b.c. 58 and b.c. 423
respectively (see “ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” paid ii, vol. i, pp. 21 7_

22). Si-poh is rendered in Chinese by ^ fg, Hsi-po '

(see China

* It is, however, in niy opinion, probably already referred to in 1280 under the
form Sz-po, Stii-p‘o, in the account of the Mon;jol c.nmpaio-n ainunst
Burma (see Sainson, op. cit., p. 116).
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Review, xvi, p. 379). The classical name Siri-rattha occurs in the

titles of the Chiefs of Sen-wl and Thong-c‘hai Thonze or Hsum
Hsai), see “ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, pp. 290, 291 ;

whereas the Sl-poh Chief bears in his title the term Eamhoja

(op. cit., p. 291), which evidences that his district is part of the

tract so called (which includes also Yawng-Hwe, Miiang Pai,

M. Pan, Legya, M. Pu, and Mawk-mai). The classical designation

Kamboja for this tract can be traced back to at least the twelfth

century, for the Kamboja-sangha, which was named after it, took

its rise in modern Legya towards 1300 A.n. (see Forchhammer’s
“ Jardine Prize Essay,” Eangoon, 1885, p. 63).

Arguing from the fact that Lasyppa is, in De Donis’ map,

located immediately westward of the northern spurs of the un-

named mountain ridges which, according to Ptolemy, overhang

the Golden Khersonese (and which evidently correspond to the

mountain ranges dividing Siam from Burma), it seems logical

to identify it with ST-poh (Thibo) rather than with any similarly

named town on the Siamese watershed. On this latter we find

mentioned in the Chinese records, as far back as 1280 a.d., the

State of Pa-pe-hsi-fu, which corresponds, however, to C'hleng Sen

{Jayapavara-nagara, Pavara-jaya-pura [or Jayasena-pura'], whence

the Chinese transcript, hitherto unexplained and unidentified),*

and therefore does not suit. On the other hand, the a.d. 1284

inscription of the’ Pagan king Yarapati-sithu mentions that the

latter’s realm was hounded on the east by Sapipati {Capipati),

which may he Si-poh, and may somehow he historically connected

with Ptolemy’s Lasyppa or lasippa.

p. 144, 11. 10-12. Laha-gnhu, Laksa-grhd. Perhaps a corrupted

form (through Lau faulty pronunciation) of Rajagaha, Rujagrha,

so called from its being the capital of Eastern llagadha, i.e. the

part of Tiinnan about the Ta-li Lake (cf. p. 123 above).

p. 144, n. 2, 11. 4-5. Ho-che. This name appears in the

Liiang P‘hrah Bang Chronicle under the form Md-U, and is made

equivalent to K5ng-Se, i.e. the Ta-li Lake or Erh-IIai (see p. 64

above), the Aravrda-daha of the ‘‘ Sasauavamsa ” (see Mrs. Bode’s

transL, pp. 164, 165).

p. 146, n. 1, 11. 1-9 from bottom. Buffaloes are sacrificed also

* It is quite unreasonable to continue to identify it, as Sinologists do, with

C'hieno' Mai for the town of this name was not founded until A.n. 1296. and it

was oi3v in 1367 that it became the definite capital ot 'Western Laos. If in the

Yiian-shih-lei-pien Fu-p^-hsi-fii is stated to be^ jg, King-mai, i.e. C‘hieng

Mdi (see BnlUtin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 244, n. 4), this mu-t reter to a later date

than 1367.
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by the Wa tribes (see “Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i,

pp. 505, 506) and in Kamboja.

p. 148, 11. 17, 18. The forms huang, e‘hang, dsHng, etc., may be

linguistically connected, if not actually derived, from the Sanskrit-

Pali Sindhura. The Khmer language forms an exception, for an

elephant is in Kamboja called Bamrei or Tamrei.

p. 149, n. 1, 1. 16. “The sacred Bang statue.” Bang
means ‘ hidden,’ and the statue is so-called from its having had

to be hidden many times in order to save it from being stolen

by invaders. In Khmer Bang has the same sense.

p. 149, note 1, 11. 19-23. Wan-hsiang, ^ = a ‘Myriad

Elephants’), also occurs as a name for the Luang P‘hrah Bang-

Wieng Chan State, and shonld not invariably be applied to

"Wleng Chan alone, as is done in the Bulletin Bcole Fr. (t. iii,

p. 473). This transcript shows that the Chinese had also

heard of the wrong interpretation put by foreigners upon the

term Lan-c'hang

.

Teixeira, in his turn, mentions this State under

the name of kingdom of Olanion (
= 0 Lanjao), producing benjoin

(see my article on “ Some unidentified Toponyms,” etc., in Journal

B.A.S., October, 1904, p. 719).

p. 150, 11. 6-8. Muang Cdtaiva. Luang P‘hrah Bang is

already mentioned under this name of Muang C^hawCi in the

A.D. 1306 Sukhothai inscription, as a dependency of the Sukhdthai

kingdom.

p. 151, n. 1, 1. 9. Lou-wen Eiver. Loureiro, in his “Flora
Cochin-Chinensis ” (1793), speaks of the large river ' Lavum,’’

flowing between Cochin-China and Laos; evidently the same as

"Wusthof’s ‘ Lou-tcen’ (see Journal Sir. Br. B.A.S., No. 33

January, 1901, p. 77).

p. 152, 11. 12-15. Bvadasan, Dasan, Basurna. Cf. the Basurna
country and people of India, the name of which is said to be derived

from dasan = ‘ ten ’

-f rna = ‘ a fort,’ thus meaning ‘ the ten forts.’

p. 152, n. 1, 1. 2. Basa-raja. Here Bah, as I subsequently

discovered, is merely the Burmese corruption of Bhaja
; hence the

correct Sanskrit form of the name is Bhaja-raja.

p. 154, n. 1, 11. 17-20. The seat of the Kin-cliHh or ‘Golden

Teeth’ Province was originally (.a.d. 1271) 2,000 U from Yung-
ch‘ang, near Pa-pe-Jm-fii, i.e. C‘hieng Sen (see above, in these

Addenda, note to p. 142). Proving untenable, the ‘ Golden Teeth’

public ofiiceswere transferred to Yung-ch‘ang (in 1274 or rather

later)
;
which has thus been falsely supposed to be the original

seat of the ‘ Golden Teeth’ government (see China Review, vol. xxi
p. 54).
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p. 155, 11. 9-12. Bareakora, Barikan. The district now
known as Barikan or Borikhan was formed only in about

A.B. 1860 at TVci-lW' (Ban Na-l^e) village; it cannot, therefore, be

Ptolemy’s Bareukora or Eareuaora, which I have more aptly

identified with Muang P'Men or P‘ltu-or (see above, p. 295, n. 3 ;

and p. 364, n. 2). See also Appendix II above, section 6.

p. 155, 1. 6 from bottom. Po-lu-la. In Chinese characters,

S Palolu, Philla-palola, or Apalola, a people

located by the Brhat-Samhita in the north-east region, presumably

Pliny’s TJbera, Ptolemy’s Barrhai, and the present-day P‘huen

or P^Jiu-di\ Cf. also the T^lah, Plla, Phil, etc., on pp. 163 and

257, n. 1, above
;
and the Pii-hi, P-u-la in these Addenda, infra,

note to p. 364).

p. 156. The Lestai Country. Poreacehi (1576) mentions

(op. cit., p. 196) the kingdom of ‘ Letturo’ or Siam, a term

evidently borrowed from Ptolemy’s Lestai, Leston. J. Schouten

(1636) names (op. cit., p. 28) ‘ Lydure' among the principal cities

of Siam, but this information is probably culled from Mandelslo,

who writes ‘ Lidure ’ (op. cit., p. 306), and who in his turn has

possibly drawn in this instance upon Mendez Pinto. This famous

traveller refers, in fact (op. cit., pp. 275-6), to a fortified town,

'• Lautor,' in a.d. 1545, situated about Bisnulok and C'hainath,

which I take to be LalMn-thai (Lacontai). For Leston, see again

p. 258 above, note, 11. 1, 2.

p. 157, 11. 1-12 from bottom. C‘h6ng. These people have been

fortunately recently studied by my late friend Dr. J. Brengues,

whose premature death has been a sad loss for Indo-Chinese

ethnoloo-v. In his most valuable paper upon them (published in the

Journal'of the Siam Society, vol. ii, Bangkok, 1905, pp. 19-47),

he has proved them identical with the tribes termed Porr in

Kamboja, and says tlicy name themselves Tamrit, often transcribed

Suniret, Samrel', Samrel, and Samre. He has also shown that they

actually occupy the whole tract from the Kampot district, on the

east coast of Siam, to the mountains lying weAward of the great

inland lake of Ivamboja. But by far the most important result of

Dr. Breno-ues’ researches is the ascertainment among the C'hong

or Chong” of a remarkable proportion of individuals (about one-

twentieth) of uumi-stakable 2\egrito type : low stature (1-595 m. on

the average), flat nose, very dark skin (Tio.s. 41-3 of Broca’s

scale), and crisp, frizzly, almost woolly hair and mesaticcphalic

skull ’ (maximum index 79, or 78-82); all characters which

forcibly differentiate them from the taller, lank-haircd, and sub-

brachycephalic Khmers. My conclusions as to a Negrito population

49
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occupying of old the Kambojan coast have thereby received a most

ample" confirmation, and there can be now no further doubt that

the forbears of these dusky robber (and perhaps also to some extent

piratical) tribes are in the main the population described by Ptolemy

as being in occupation of his Ayinivi’ * Hohber Country.’

p. 157, 11. 3-5 from bottom. Such traditions can bo correct

only in so far as they refer to the immigrated non-Negrito

element now forming so large a proportion of the present C‘h6ng.

Other traditions state, on the other hand, that the Eade have been

the first batch of immigrants that reached Kamboja from the

north.

p. 157, n. 1, 11. 3, 4. As regards the origin of the name

Kamboja, cf. Kumhoja in the Mahabharata, etc.
;
and Kamveja,

a country and a people in the south-west region, according to the

Brhat Samhita.

p. 158, 1. 6 from bottom. Cuirasses seem to have been almost

generally employed of old in Indo-China, and are yet the

fashion in some parts even nowadays, as may be gathered from

the following evidence I have collected :

—

(1)
“ Au Nan-tchao, tout homme arrive d Page adulte et sufBsam-

ment robuste est soldat . . . Ils portent des jambieres et des

casques rouges, des cuirasses en peau de rhinoceros et des bouoliers

de cuivre. Ils marchent pieds nus” (“ Nan-chao Ye-shih,” composed

in 1550, Sainson’s transl., p. 19). This refers to the period 649-

1382, during which the Nan-chao kingdom in Yiin-nan lasted, and

probably applies also to an earlier epoch.

(2)
“ Cuirasses faites de lames d’ivoire ” were taken by the

Chinese from the Cham at the time of the latter’s defeat in

A.D. 808 (Bouillevaux in Annales de VExtreme Orient, t. iii, p. 79).

(3) The cannibal and caudate P‘u, J||, “portent des cuirasses

de cuir cru” (Ma Tuan-lin’s “Ethnography,” published 1319,

Hervey’s transl., p. 299). In the China Review, vol. xix, p. 293,

it is stated that these tribes “ were clad in coats of mail." The

above extracts refer to a period going as far back as the third

century a.d.
;
and these caudate P u or arboreal V^u, located at

1,500 li south-west of Yiin-nan, were evidently Law.a or Wah.

(4) The Ko-Ktio-h, j^, a tribe of Loios, “portent

cuirasse” (“Nan-chao Y'e-shib,” 1550, Sainson’s tr.insl., p. 169).

(5) The T‘u-jen, A, i-® tlie77(d of North Tonkin, “emploient

comme presents de fianqailles des couteaux et des cun-asses" (“Nan-
chao Ye-shih,” 1550, Samson's transl., p. 183).

(6) The Li-sti employ hides hardened in the sun as cuirasses

(E. Roux’ “ Aux Sources de I’Irraouaddi,” p. 27).
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(7) The Breh, Breh, or Lahii, a tribe of Karens, “a generation
or two back carried shields made of plank covered with buffalo hide

and studded with brass nails ” (“ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” part i,

vol. i, p. 533).

p. 159, 1. 3. “Inland sea of Kamboja.” This is an oversight

on my part, and must be corrected into “ inland sea of Singora,”

to which the generic term Thate Sab is also applied. On its

cave-dwellers, see Annandale’s criticism of Warington Smyth
in the Scottish Geographical Magazine, vol. xvi, 1900, pp. 519-520.

p. 159, 11. 7, 8, and n. 1, on cave-dwellers. Add, furthermore,

the following evidence;

—

(1) According to a Chinese account, the “inhabitants of Pulo

Condor subsist by fishing and gathering fruits. They have their

abodes in nests and holes. Their appearance is monstrous and
their colour black” {China Review, vol. iii, p. 325). This

trogloditism of the Pulo Condor people is further confirmed by
Dampier in his account of that island.

(2) It is stated of the old kingdom of Ai-Lao on the coast of

Annam (corresponding to the territory of the present Miiangs

Kham Kot and Kham-Muen on the Lau-Annamese watershed)

:

“ Les habitants de ces territoires habitant pour la plupart dans del

grottes, et ces troglodytes cultivent les rizieres sans instruments

aratoires ” (Dumoutier’s “ Un Portulan Annamite du XV® SiMe,”
Paris, 1896, p. 50).

(3) In the Wa-ko, ^1^ country, whither Meng-hu proceeded

for assistance against K'ung-ming (in a.d. 225), according to the

“ San-kuo Chih,” were no houses, every one living in eaves or

holes (see China Review, viii, p. 49). This country of Wu-ko, U-ko,

V-ka (lit. ‘Black Spear’ or ‘Crow Spear’), the name of which at

first sight would seem to be the transcript of some Sanskrit-Pali

toponym (e.g., Utkala, TJkkala, Ukkaka, see p. 94 above), was

probably on the upper waters of the Bed River not far from

modern Yiian-chiang, judging from the fact that the San-kwo

Chih locates a river, T'au-hwa Shwei, in the said Wu-ko

country, which strikes one as identical to the T'au-chiang or Red

River (see p. 317 above). N.B., moreover, that there were then

Wu-mo tribes settled about Yuang-ehiang, and Ko Man (probably

Ko or Aka) quite close by to the westward. Hence, Wu-ko, U-ka,

may mean country of the Akas {Akha, Akho). The original home,

or at any rate the last centre of emigration, of the Akas is, in

fact, believed to have been at, or round about, Ta-Iang, which lies

but a short distance to the south-west of Yuan-chiang (see “Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” part i, vol. i, p. 590).
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(4) Oa the cave-dwellers of Eastern Sz-ch‘wan, see Parker’s

“ China,” p. 9, where it is further stated (loc. cit.) that “ some of

these tribes still exist to the extreme south-east, near the Kwei

Chou frontier.”

(
5) At Long-Po, on the Eed River, on the Yiin-nan frontier;

and at Tu-yen-quan and elsewhere in Upper Tonkin, prehistoric

stations have been discovered in caves.

p. 1-59, n. 2, 1. 1. S^an-eho. Read Kon-chq, which appears

to he hut the Khmer-Annamese detractory corruption of their

name Kan-e’-Tio, or Kanja as Aymonier prefers to write it (see his

“Camhodge,” t. i, p. 296). They don’t seem, however, to he so

uncouth and brutalized as Moura described them.

p. 160, 1. 7. On the possible identity of the C‘hong or Chong

with Chou Ta-kuan’s Chwang Tsei (a.d. 1296—7), i.e. ‘ Chong

Robbers,’ see Appendix II above, section 7, s.v. Lestai. But

I have my doubts as to whether the expression Chwang Tnei or

Chong-f-sah really should be so interpreted, or else taken to mean
the C'hong and Sah tribes as I have already observed (loc. cit.).

It should be noticed, in fact, that the C-hong and Sah are often

spoken of together in popular ditties, as, e.g., to point out an

instance which may easily be verified, in the extract from t’ue

versified story of Maha Janaka, quoted by Leyden, Chong-sah

nd-lai” (see “ Essays relating to Indo-Cliina,” sor. i, vol. i,

p. 146), which means, “the Chong and Sah with tattooed faces.”

For the Sah tribes sec p. 16.3 above, last five lines at bottom.

Chou Ta-kuan actually says: “The savages are people of the

mountainous solitudes. They form a separate race called Chwang-

isei [or, Chong Ts'alc^ ”

;

without adding any further comment
as to their possessing robbing proclivities or not. This seems

to me almost an indication that what he means is, the ‘ Chong

and Sah tribes,’ and not ‘ Chong Robbers.’ Of course, if the

latter interpretation could safely be maintained, it would establish

a mo.st valuable historical and ethnographical link in the con-

nection between Ptolemy’s Lestai and the present Chong of

unhybridized Aegrito blood.

p. 162, note, 11. 10-14. Bu-loi. This is the Annamese way
of reading the Chinese ^Ij, P‘o-li, the name of the State
which I have since identified with the territory of the Pulai
lliver, north of the old Singapore Strait (see p. 493, and Addenda
to pp. 98 and 110 above). It has therefore nothing at all to

do with Campa : this is a pure fancy of the author of the “ Gia-

diuh Thung-chi.”

p. 163, 1. 2 Frias. These people are mentioned in a l’o-Aa<-ar
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inscription of King Vikrantavarman. Finot (“Album Kern,”
p. 383) renders the expression Vrlah-lcirdta-rrta as “ sauvages
montagnards appeles Trias.’’ On these, see further, p. 257,
n. 1 ;

and these Addenda, note to p. 1.55, above).

p. 164, n. 1, 1. 4. Kim-iran. This is the Annamese wav
of pronouncing the Chinese characters ^ Chm-ch'en {Eem-
ch‘en, Kim-cliin), constituting an alternative name for CMn-lin,
according to Chinese records. Kim-chiii may be an attempt at

rendering the Sanskrit kuneana — ‘ = Suvarna[-hhum{\‘i
Kasyapa, the commentator, lived in tlie eighteenth century. For
a possible identity of Chin-lin {Kam-lan') with Camelan, see p. 113,
n. 3 ;

and these Addenda, note to p. 1 '.3, above.

p. 165, note, 1. 1. After “ Chindwin valley,” add: “and the

Shan States.”

p. 168, 11. 10-12. CMn-la. The Chinese characters for this

toponym, M Chdn-la, represent, in my opinion, allowing for

differences inherent to old Chinese pronunciation, a form Chon-ra,

Chbn-rai, or SHn-rai, evidently intended to render the name SSrai
by -which the Stiengs to this very day de.signate Kamboja. I have

good reason to suppose that this name for Kamboja, which

appeared in the seventh century a.d., originated from the CJiarai

or Jarai tribes -which must have invaded it and held it under their

sway, and which to this day hold the privilege of po.ssessing

Fire kings (see pp. 342, 343 above). I cannot here dilate any

more on this subject, which I am working at and fully developing

in a paper I am preparing for the press.

p. 175, 1. 13, and p. 176 passim. Syam-lcak. M. Finot, who
has again verified these inscriptions, says that Syam-kuk is a

misreading, and that Syum-kut is the correct one for both (see

Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iv, p. 2.16, n. 2).

p. 175, n. 2, 11. 9-12. On face-tattooing of the Li of Hainan.

The Tan-crh (people of North Hainan) tattooed their ears, according

to a Chinese writer of the sixth century (see Bulletin Ee. Fr.,

t. iii, p. 281). As regards the lAau, the “An -nan Chih-liio,”

p. 96 transl., states that some of them “tattoo the forehead and

file their teeth.”

p. 177, n. 2. The original expression for the ‘ Great Black

Mountains’ in I-tsing’s text is, as I found out elsewhere, Ta heh

Shan, M III-
These are also mentioned by Kia Tan in one of

his itineraries, -compiled during the period 785-805 a.d., as lying

between F‘iao (Lower Burma) and Eamarupa (Asamh (See

Bulletin Ec. Fr., t iv, p. 371.) They must correspond, therefore,

to the Lushai Hills bounding on the west the Kubo valley.
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p. 178, 11. 1-5. Syama. Cf. on this term:

(1) Syamdka, a people in the Northern region, according to the

Brhat Samhita.

(2) Sdmagama, one of the townships of the Sakya clan mentioned

in the most ancient Buddhist texts.

(3) Sdyam = ‘ the hlaek One,’ Skr. Syama, is the godling of the

land and soil {Bhtimiya') in the hills of North India (Crooke, yoI. i,

p. 105).

(4) = ‘ Black Earth’ [Syuma-bhu). An Annamese
expression at times employed to designate Kamhoja and her people

(see Bonet’s Diet. Annamite, vol. i, p. 134).

p. 181, 11. 7-10 from bottom. The countries of Zoo (=Lav6),

Boar (for Dvarapuri, Dvaravati ?), etc., are mentioned in a

Lop'hburl (Lavo) inscription of circa 950-1000 a.d. (see Aymonier’s

“ Camhodge,” t. ii, p. 83).

p. 181, 1. 3 from bottom. Stem. Cf. Sim of Hayton the Armenian,

who states it to be a kingdom lying between China and India (see

De Backer, op. cit., p. 1 27). This may, however, refer to Chhi (Pegu).

p. 183, 11. 18-20. The designation Syama-padesa for the

Sukhothai kingdom occurs under the date of about 1360 in the

“Jinakala Malini ” (composed a.d. 1516).

p. 184, 1. 3. 'Thai. The terms Thai and Muang Thai (‘Country

of the Thai, or Freemen’) already occur in the oldest Thai

inscription of a.d. 1306 found at Sukhothai.

p. 185, n. 1, 11. 7, 8 from bottom. Thai has been thought to be
represented by Ch‘ai or Ts^ai, in Shan Ch^ai, lU ‘Mountain

Thai (?),’ the name applied to themselves by the Man Kao-lan

tribes, who speak a modified Thai jargon (see Bulletin Ec. Fr.

t. ii, p. 268).

Add Th'oi^thdy) = a ‘master,’ in Annamese.

p. 190. For a much fuller treatment of the historical questions

connected with ancient Siam which have been hardly touched

upon in this section (pp. 169-90), I must refer the reader

to several of my publications quoted in the foregoing pages, and
chiefly among them to my articles on “ Siam’s Intercourse with

China,” which appeared in the Asiatic Quarterly Review for

1900-2; also for January, 1898, and January, 1899.

p. 190, 11. 9-14 from bottom. As regards the Vijaya of Chum
inscriptions, see, however, below, note to p. 281.

p. 190. Pagrasa. For further linguistic remarks on this

toponj’ra, see p. 309 above. Eras in Khmer means ‘ thick,’ ‘ dense ’

‘ hard ’
;
sat-krds — ‘ sea-turtle ’ (Siam, ki ah), and a ' shell.’

p. 192, 11. 12-14. The form Sobannos also occurs in some of
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the Ptolemaic MSS., which argues a derivation from Savanna.

Cf. also Suparnu Eiver in India (Wilson’s “ Visnu Purana,” voi. ii,

p. 154). Sicpania, Supanna, Suhan, is an epithet of Garuda. As

to its identity with the Kap'hong Som River, it is worthy of

remark that Hamilton, in 1720, refers to this stream, even

though hy mistake, as the Cupany Soap (see Pinkerton’s

“Collection of Voyages,” vol. vii, London, 1811, p. 477).

p. 193, 11. 2, o. PHhui and Banthai mean in Khmer, besides

a ‘ wall,’ a ‘ citadel.’

p. 193, 11. 1-0 from bottom, and p. 194, 11. 1-6 from top. In

a separate paper, now in the press, I have gathered all necessary

information and liistorical references to prove that a branch of

the Western Me-Khong, detached a little above Chaudoc, flowed

through an old channel (corresponding roughly to the present C'hdng

Kanc'hum canal) into the Banthai-mas River, thus discharging its

waters into the Gulf of Siam. .Suflice here to point out that in

1344 and Io9a-6 Siamese fleets proceeded from Banthai-mas to

Lawiik, the then capital of Kamboja, through the above-mentioned

old channel of the Me-Khong, as recorded in the “ Ayuthia

Annals,” vol. i, pp. 161 and 194. The dates I have given are

corrected ones. The discovery I have made of the existence of the

old channel is likelv to help in the better undei standing of the

hitherto obscure routes followed by ancient sea-trade in those parts,

p. 195, n. 2,
“ after 1715.” Read “ in 1714.”

p. 197, 1. 16. P'hu-Kuok. This name came to be given the

island from P-hu-Kuok (Phu-iiuoc) village, founded thereon by

Mak-Kuu, M JA> in “bout 1700-13. It is therefore a modern

one. Mak-Ki'iu also founded KainpGt, Rach-ja, and Kamau villages.

p. 198, 1. 2. Trol, or tr5.l\ hence, Ka-tril or Koh Trol =

‘ Shuttle Island.’ K.B. that in Moii dara, dhard — a ‘ spool ’ such

as put into a weaver’s shuttle, and that this term even more

approaches in sound to the final syllable of Ptolemy’s Aka[dra].

Thus, in Moil IT-ycd-dard or [L'JAa-drtm (Aka-dra) would mean

‘Spool Island.’ Gamier, in Journal Asiatique, 1872, p. 144,

spells the name of the island ‘ Ca 2ron.

p. 199, 1. 12. Jukatra, or Jakarta', but both are a corruption

of Skr. Juyakarta.

p. 199, 1. 4 from bottom. Vjany TCinah eorrespond.s to Johore

territory, and is distinct from Tamasak, the old name of Singapore

Island.' For the identity of this with the Tummik of the

“Nagarakretagama” {circa 1380), etc., see more fully my paper

“ The Kagarakretagama List of Countries,” etc., in Journal B.A. S.,

July, 1905, pp. 500-11.
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p. 200, note, last 5 lines. Cf., however, the Strait of CMh {CJieik

or Sik), mentioned hy Kia-tan in one of his Itineraries

(a.d. 785-805, see Bulletui Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 231), which seems to

he somewhat onomatologieally connected with the \Timd]iih of

the Nagaraliretagama, although it may he intended to he an

abbreviation of ChiJt-Jt, Sik-lit ( Selat).

p. 201, 11. 10-20 from bottom. Kornfir, more correctly Kmar.
De Barros (Dee. iii, lib. ii, ch. 5) ha.s a curious jMssage as follows

:

“ There are two kingdoms adjacent to each other, and hotli of them

maritime, which have each a peculiar language
; the first is

termed Como, and the second Cnmloja
’’

(see Leyden's Essav in
“ Essays relating to Indo-China,” ser. l, vol. i, p. 150).

Here Coma (unless intended for Khdm, another name for Kamboja,
which is unlikclyl presumably corresponds to the territorv of

the Khman district ; and, taken in a more extensive sense, to the
western part of the iNle-Khong Delta; and thus to the Kmur of

the Arabs which we have located in the same position. 17. B. that
although in a preceding note (to p. 197) the foundation of Ehnaa
village is put. after the ‘‘ Gia-dinh Thung-chi,” to the credit of

Mak-kiiu, and docs not go further hack than .v.n. 1700-13, the
name A7i»i<T« for the district, the river fiowing through it, and the
cape, is far older.

Another name similar to De Barros’ Cumo is that of the EranWrn
So (now Each-ja) district, spelled Kramonna hy Gamier in his
translation of the “ Chronique Eoyale du Cambodge.” and
Ear-miin-sa by Crawford (op. < it., vol. ii, p, 233). Its liver, now
called the Tek-sia, or Each-ja, I have ehewhere identified with
the Man-shan, ^ lU, Eiver of Chinc.se records (a.d. 1015; see
Ma Tnan-lin, op. cit., p. 378). But I think that Dc Barros’ Como
is really JC/imaa, as I have hinted at ahove.

p. 202, 11. 7-11. Compare MasTidl’s passage here with the
follondng one from Aubarct's “ Gia-dinh Tung-chi,”

p gO •

“Les Chinois avaient autrefois T habitude de donner le nom de
va-nu-pied-i uux habitants de Gia-dinh [Lower Cochin-China] ct
cela tenait a cc que les mandarins seulement on les personnes
fort-riches, ou bicn les gramls marchands, portaient seuls do.s
chanssures.”

p. 202, 1. 6 from bottom. Kih-mhh. In Chinese characters-

"a Chi-mie {Kit-met, Keik-vM, luJ-mioi

;

Ann. Kiet-miet)
which is the spelling made use of in the “ Thing Shu ” both old
and new recensions, compiled during the ninth and eleventh
centuries respectively (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. ii, p. 105) This
seems to represent the form Kmir (for Khmer) appearing in some
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of the Chritn inscriptions, but certainly neither Ktir nor Kvr, which

have quite another origin (i.e. from Kum, the Kimi people of the

Indo-Chinese Indraprastha, the mediaeval capital of Kamboja), as

I shall more fully explain elsewhere.

p. 217, 1. 19. Zapn. Cf. Friar Jordanus’ Chopa (HaH. Soc.

ed., p. 41).

p. 217,1. 11 from bottom. T‘o-pei. In the Sung Annals (see

extract in T‘oiing-Pao, vol. ix, p. 380) this toponym is spelled

Wt Sz-lei, a form yet more approaching to Ptolemy’s

Zabai {Zahi, Zald). Cf. with Dimashki’s T'uha, one of the

cities of Sa»f (Campa). See Mehren, op. cit., p. 228.

p. 220, 1. 12 from bottom. The stela here referred to has since

been (1902) transferred to Hanoi, into the Museum of the Eoole

Franqaise d’ Extreme-Orient.

p. 221, 1. 14. Johor. This is not the Betumah of the old

Arab navigators, which must he identified instead with Singapore

Island, as I have more recently shown (see these Addenda, note

to p. 199).

p. 225, n. 1, last line. See further T-oung-Pao, May, 1903,

p. 140, where a Chinese official, author of a voyage to Tonkin,

scouts the usual interpretation put upon the term KiHo-chi. See

also Chavannes in “ Se-ma Ts'ien,” vol. i, p. 88, quoted there. On

Kochi, Kiichi = Cochin-China as derived from Kido-chi, Kuii-chi,

and not from Kuu-clbn, see Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iii, p. 299. See

also Koh', Kochi, p. 95 above; and p. 321 for other remarks. In

the “ An-nau Chih-liio,” luajt-cla, ^ (in Annamese, Zien-chl),

and Nan-chiao, are given as ancient names for Tonkin (see

Sainson’s transL, pp. 11, 12, 50, 51, 131, 132), date a.d. 975—80.

The first one is, I think, connected with the Clm-Yiian, ^
(in Ann. Clidu Zlen), tribes, said to have been settled of old on the

slopes of Mount Ba-vi (see Dumoutier’s “ Etude hist, et archeolog.

sur Cd'-loa,” Paris, Leroux, 1893, pp. 3, 4. The same writer, p. 3,

states that the Kidu-eM J&u-cla) tribes occupied the territory of

the modern districts of H5-noi, Hiing-yen, and Ifam-diu. Cf.,

anyhow. Scnjl and Clicnclitj on pp, 245—6, note, supru
;
and

remark, moreover, that the second character Pjt i*a i unn-clu is the

same as employed betimes in writing the term Kidu-chl, thus:

U-
As regards the term Yileh {Viet), this occurs in Yneh-shang,

^ g (Ann. Viet-thiiojig), or Tueh-shang Shih ' = ‘ Yueh-shang

tribe ’), the name of a people and district mentioned in history from

B.c. 214, which Dumoutier (op. cit., p.4) renders as ‘Those beyond
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Viet’ (i.e. the Tiieh country = South China, but more precisely

Chehkiang in South-East China
;

in my opinion, however, Yiieh-

nan, ^ [Vict-nam]= Annam, ‘Southern Yueh’). He places the

Yiteh-ehang tribe in Kwang-hin and K-wing-trl, whereas Chinese

writers variously identify it with Nung-nai, ^ jg (i.e. Dong-nai
= Bien-hwa, a term which hopelessly puzzles Mr. E. H. Parker),

and even with Lao Chua, i.e. Liiang P‘hrah Bang or East Laos,

probably on account of a faint resemblance between Yueh-shang

and Wietig-Chan (see China Review, vol. xviii, p. 38). See, how-
ever, my remarks on p. 227 above ; although it is possible that the
name survived in that of the old seaport of V let

( Yiieh), which is

the embouchure of the modem Kwung-trl River (see Dumoutier’s
“ Portulan Annamite,” dating from 1477 a.d., p. 53).

Judging from the fact that in the Chinese transcript Yii-tan-

yileh of UUara-kuru (see Eitel, op. cit., p. 189), the term Yueh =
Kuru, it is not improbable that Yiteh-shatig stands for Kura-
jangala. We would have, furthermore, the equivalence Yueh =
Viet — Kuru = Kur, Kvir (see in these .\ddenda, note to p. 202).

Anent the other one I have earlier put forward (pp. 134 and 221,
note), of Yueh = Yaiana

(
Yuan, Yona) = Javana {Javan, Java, Jau,

etc.), cf. the Hebrew Javan (Genesis x), in which r is w as in

Yavana, = (in Greek) Ion, Ionia (the scholiast on Aristophanes
remarks that “ omnes Graecos barbari laones appellabant ”).

p. 228, 1. 1. In A.D. 347 the northern limit of Lin-i and
Jih-nan was at the Hwaii Son {King Shat)) Range, in 18“ K. lat.

(according to the Bulletin Kc. Fr,, t. iv, p. 190).

p. 228, 1. 17. Kuan-wang. The character Kuan, in this
name, meaning a ‘ring’ or ‘bracelet,’ and being variouslv
pronounced wan, givan, kwan, may be a transcript of Skr. valaga

(
= a ‘ ring,’ ‘ bracelet ’), or else of lana, liina, bala, hal

(
= Isvara in India), or even

(
= a ‘ palace,’ ‘ capital,’ ‘ roval

residence’ in Cham). Kuan-wang might thus mean Vana-raja

Bula-raja, Vanaspati (cf. the Vanaspati region in Kt uunca-dvtpa

(see “Visnu Pnrana,” vol. ii, p. 198), etc.; or even ‘King of Bal
(the Cham capital),’ and Valaga-ruja or Valaga-ruatra. (Cf. Sri-
Baniii, the old Cham capital = Sri Vanat/a, Sri Valaga ?) As
regards the sound guan, guu, cf. Guala-garh, a town in the
Indian Chamba.

There was a Kuan River up the coa.st at Ha-tin, which district
has borne (a.d. 581-650) the name Kuan Chou,

^,|,j

.

a little further down a Ron River in North Kwdng-biu, just below
18* N. lat. Either name may be the historical continuation of
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the old ITuan-waiiff. The lluan River, ^ ^ (the first character

being identical to the one employed to denote the ffuan kingdom,

i.e. Campa), referred to above is mentioned in the Annamese

records in a.d. 1008 in the neighbourhood of Viii (see Dumoutier’s

“ Hoa-lu’,” p. 53), and probably corresponds to the present Van-

ch'iiang, between Yin and Ha-tIn.

p. 228, II. 1-8 from bottom. Chan-eh‘eng (the ‘City of Chan’)
= Camj)u-pura.

The name Campa appears in local insei’iptions since a.n. -179-577.

p. 228, n. 3, 11. 4, 5. Bal-IIamjov. This must be the Cham citadel

existing at about two miles south-west of Hwe, on the right side

of the river, just opposite the Triiuk-lam village. Between this

and Hwe, on the same side of the river, are the ruins of brick

buildings (Au-kTeu and Than-p‘hu). Other ruins are to be seen at

Giam-bieu, south-west of the Hwe citadel (see Bulletin Ec. Fr.,

t. ii, p. 105).

Bal Ifangov ^or, Ilinguc) was " ainsi appelee, parait-il, des pins

qui aboudent encore aujourd’hui aux environs de la capitale

actuelle des Annamites [Hwe] ” (Aymonier in Ea'carsioms el

Reconnaissances, Xo. 32, p. 155). It appears to have been founded

in A.D. 1007.

A yet more ancient capital is mentioned in Cham tradition, to

wit: Bal Thi'u (or Sru/i) Bal Lai {Excurs. et Reconn., 2fo. 31,

p. 1 53), which may correspond to Bal Hri Banui {
Vanaya, Valaya,

Sivulaya, i.e. Huan-wany^). N.B. that the Ron River is not far to

the north of Dong-hiii, the supposed site of Rani or Rrl Bunoi.

p. 229, 1. 3. Bong-Hoi. The ramparts of Bong-Hoi, or Bong-

JlSi,
1)^ ^ (

= ‘ !^ea Grotto ’), were built, according to an

Annamese Geography, in the reign of Hsiao \Yen-ti (b.c. 179-

56) ; see Dumoutier’s “ Tortulan Aiinamite,” p. 52.

p. 229, 1. 6. P^hot-thu. Fere Cadiere writes F‘hdt-the

(
= P‘htit-th'e, in Chinese Fo-shih), in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., 1903,

p. 204 ;
and adds that it was taken in 1044 by Ll-thai-ton, it being

then the capital of Campa, thus confirming what I had written in

antecedence on p. 229 above. N.B. that Fo-shilt, as it is

spelled in Ma Tuan-lin, means ‘Buddha’s death,’ and may thus

allude to Eusindril, where the Buddha <lied. On the other hand, it

may be a transcript of some terra like Bhoja, Bhnjya, etc. Again,

as the Cham insci'iptions mention a city or district -imarucati in the

north, as Finot makes it out (quite the reverse of Aymonier, who

understands it to have been in the south), the term P'o-shih may

he a clumsy rendering of it (as JIaidcatt, ‘Deaths abode’), or
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a simple attempt to phonetically transcribe the last part vati of the

name, perhaps more accurately represented in the Annaniese form

P'h6t-the or P‘hgi-tJte. On an ancient capital P'li-cVun, 'g g
(Ann. P‘hu-c‘huon), founded before Hsiao '\Vu-ti's reign (a.d. 373-

97) near Hwe (west or south-west) and on a site apparently

corresponding to that of P‘hol-the, see Dumoutier's “ Pmtulan
Annamite,” p. oo. However, according to the Jiulletin de I'Mcole

Francaise, t. iv, p. 199, this information cannot be traced further

back in history than the period of the Annamese Xgwien
(27guyen) dynasty, seventeenth-eighteenth centuries.

p. 229, n. 1,1. 3. Banff = This is incorrect, for Bdtiff-Jiui

is actually represented by the characters Zonff JBtii (in

Chinese, Timff Uai = ‘Sea Grotto’), and sometimes spelled jg,
Z6nff Hoi (in Chinese Tunff Hn ei = ‘ Eddy Cave ’), see Bulletin Ec.

Fr., t. iii, p. 180. The.so are, presumably, mere clumsy attempts to

render an old Chum name
;
unless [gj, Ilui, is intended, which is

used to designate Muhammedans and also Mongols.

p. 230, 1. 2. In 1371 the Cham king Che Bdng-nga attacked

and totally destroyed Hwe, the then capital of Annam (see

Dumoutier’s “ Portulan.” pp. .54, 55), which was not rebuilt until

two centuries later. C-hO-han, or Bal Angue, tlie Cham capital of

the time, is presumably ‘-the city of Bui, called Hetulal,'’ of the
“ Malay Annals ” (Leyden’.s transl.').

p. 230, 1. 5. Bal Batthinonij became the seat of government
after 37 years’ interregnum, according to Cham tradition, i.e. in
circa, 1508. But this date probably requires a correction of some
100 years less. From the Chine.se records we learn of the death
in A.n. 1505, of the Cham king Ka-hi, wlio had been deposed some
time prior to A.n. 1481 in favour of his elder brother, and driven
out to seek refuge at Chi Khram and Panrang. On the other hand
the Annamese Portulan of 1477 A.n. already locates the Cham
capital at Panrang, which evidences that the latter alroadv stood

there since at least some ycar.s, say from 1467 or even earlier (see

Dumoutier’s “Portulan,” p. 64).

p. 231, 1. 19. These tribes are by some Chinese

writers identified with the He cFik, ^ "gl, or ‘ Black Teeth ’

so-called from their habit of staining or lacquering their teeth
black (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iii, p. 281). This custom is common
to the Anname.se, Khmer, Lau, Siamese, and in general to all

betel-chewing populations of Indo-China
; hence the difficultv of

identifying the Hsi-Vu, who may have been, however, par-t of the
forbears of the present Khmers.
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p. 231, 1. 12 from bottom. The “ Au-uan Chih-liio ” (p. 213

transl.) states that the Chinese expedition of a.d. 603 (605?) landed

at the seaport of Pi-kiny (^2'i-kdn, see p. 311 supra), and ferried

the S/ie-Ii or Ta-li Kiany (in Bc-chaii = modern Kwang-bin and

Kwaug-tri), -sThere the frontier of Campa then stood (p. 03). This

must have been either the Song-ka at Yin or else the Song-giaug

Eiver. A battle here ensued, in which the Cham king was

worsted. Thereupon, the Chinese invaders proceeded onwards to

the Ta-yuan (= the Song-giang or the Kwung-bin River?), where

they again defeated the Cham who had taken position there. The

army then passed Ma-yiian’s brass pillar, and eight days’ march

further it reached the Cham capital.

p. 233, 11. 13-l.j. The contemporary inscriptions of Chd-din,

Mi-son, and Hon-kuk, belonging to cirrd a.d. 400, all three

mentioning the name of the same Cham king (Bhadravarman),

and coming, the first one from the district of TwI-hwa just above

Cape Yarella (13’ X lat.) and the other two from places in the

south-west of Turau (16° N. lat.), prove that at any rate the

region comprised between^ Cape Yarella and Turan obeyed a

single ruler (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. ii, p. I'Jl).

p. 234, 1. 19. Since this passage was written there has been

discovered the stria of Sambhuvarman at ili-son in South-West

Turan, which is the oldest dated inscription hitherto brought to light

in the whole of Indo-China (a.d. 479-577). In it the name Campa

alreadv occurs. The earlie.st mention hitherto found was on the

stela of Yang Tikuh, a.d. 799 ^see Bullelin Ec. Fr., t. hi). As

regards the term 2[alia Campa, this reappears, brought to light in

the Annamese form I)Cn C'laem, ^ (Chin., Tai-Can), in the

Annamese Portulan of 1477, a.-^ the name for the seaport of Rai-fo

(present Kwang-nam below Turan), see Dumoutier’s “ Portulan,”

p. 57.

p. 239, 1. 3. Chang Sheng, the author of the revised edition of

Ma Huan’s ‘‘A'ing-yai Sheng-lan,” in noticing the seaport called

Ihin-chou savs that on it< shores a stone pagoda was erected as a

beacon. lla Huan mentions it as well (see 'Pouny-Pao, 1901,

p. 374 ;
and, for a fuller description, the Chma Review, vol. iii,

pp. 321, 322).

p. 243, n. 2, last lino. Plowcred Pe-tic cloth is woven by the

women of Ta-pu Island
(
= Borneo, see p. 245 above) according to

Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 513.

p. 245, 1. 11. In the “ .Vu-nan Chih-liio ” (Sainson’s transl.,

p. 228) in 1291 a.d. the Sea of China is called Yen-Bai, ^
the ‘ Blazing Sea,’ with reference perhaps to Yen-ti (the ‘ Piery
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God’) or Shen-nung, the fabulous China emperor (b.c. 2838),

called also the ‘Red God’ in the “Lu-shih” (see China Review,

vol. xir, p. 27), and to volcanoes in its eastern part. Cf. (see

pp. 248, 249 above) the Jan-ho (‘ Fire Island,’ which I identify with

Gunong Api in the Banda group) and Ho Shan (‘Fire Island ’=
Gunong Api, east of Surahawa?) islands located by Chinese writers

in the Chang-Hai Sea, east of Tu-po Island, i.e. Borneo (see Ma
Tuan-lin, op. cit., pp. 449 and 518, 519). The Yen-Hai Sea is,

accordingly, probably another name—or rather epithet—for the

sea of Chang-Hai.

p. 246. n., 1.5. Ortelius, in his map of South China (a.b. 1560-70),

marks a place Chenchi, a short distance up the Lichi
(
= Lei-chou)

River, which does not seem to be Shih-ch‘eng (Shek-shen) in the

east corner of the Tonkin Gulf. With Senji cf. also Yuan-chih

(Ann. Zlen-ehT), an ancient name for Tonkin (see above in these

Addenda, note to p. 225, n. 1).

p. 246, note, 1. 20. For these pearl fisheries see also Mendez
Pinto, who visited them in 1540, and says they were to be found
at the Bay of Camoi (

= Cape Kami, see note below) or Gmmbog
(“ Travels,” 3rd ed., London, 1692, pp. 52, 53).

p. 247, note, 11. 10-16 from bottom. In a.d. 868 Kao-Pien had
many submarine rocks removed (apparently by means of mines),
thereby making navigation safer between Canton and Tonkin (see

Des Michels, op. cit., p. 208, and “An-nan Chih-liio,” pp. 81.

217, 374). According to the ‘‘An-nan Chih-luo” (pp. 379,380)
the dangers in the Gulf of Tonkin wore :

(1) The fire-pit of Sung-tung Sha (sandbank ?).

(2) The large fish with stone horns of Lo-lkn-nii Bay.

(3) A terrific whirlpool.

Such dangers could thenceforth (a.d. 868) bo avoided by passino-

through the new maritime channel opened out by Kao-Pien”
N.B.—In A.D. 851 Sulairaan still makes it understood that it

was no easy job to get out of Sandar-fulat (see note on p 248
above). Cape Kami and its little bay is, as already observed
above, Mendez Pinto’s Camoi or Guamhoy Bay (a.d. loioy

^
p. 248, note, 11. 4, 5. Sandar-fulat. Perhaps Snndara-pura

&ri Sundara-pura, after the names of two cities on the Himala
plateau (see Tawney’s “ Katha-sarit-sagara,” vol. i, pp
494). See, however, note 1 to p. 250 above.

p. 249, n. 2. Tun-sun or Tien-hsiin. The original word tnav be
Jkisun — an ‘orchard’ in Malay, occurs in the names of st v il
places on the Malay Peninsula, besides being applied to sev 1
tribes in North Borneo calling themselves Kadasnn.
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As regards Tenasserim, the oldest recorded form of its name is

Tanahsari, C)04)SoOG|^) which appears in the a.d. 1248 Pagan

inscription of King Narapati-sithn (see text of the “ Inscriptions of

Pagan,” etc., p. 250, 1. 6). So much for those writers who pretend

(like, e.g., in the Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iv, pp. 407 and 475) that the

right name for Tenasserim is Eahkasi, which is by the Pegnans

pronounced JSahkawi. This is a mere faulty transcript for which

the Rev. A. 0. Stevens is responsible (sec “Vocabulary English

and Peguan,” Rangoon, 1896, p. 138, 11. 5-7). The real Mon
(Peguan) name for Tenasserim, as ascertained by myself, is

Enang-si, OOCPoSoO, pronounced T'nang-eoi or Tanang-soi, and

occurs in the Mon Annals called the “ Rajadhinij.” It well enough

agrees, it will he seen, with the Tanang-sari of the 1248 Pagan

inscription, which in its turn quite agrees with the Ta-na-ssti-li of

the Chinese map of about 1400 published by Phillips (sec p. 426

above).

I have no objection against its identification with Taranatha’s

Bhanasri-dcipa (.\.D. 1608), proposed in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv,

p. 407, note 5.

The Mon form, T&nah-s'i, of the name looks much like a rendering

of the Pali Tuna-slmd (Skr. Trana-simd) = ‘shelter boundary,’ or

‘ defence-limit,’ mayhap from its forming in old times the southern-

most limit of the Pagan kingdom (tenth to thirteenth centuries),

and of the Peguan one which the former absorbed at the beginning

of that period. For in Mon OOOO, thana = tana, stliuna, ‘
place,’

‘land’; but may also stand for /dm, tram. COCPOS, tanait.

for tdmm-, and QO' ^ contraction of stma. Thus, on the

basis of Mon, Tanah-si may be explained as equivalent to either

Tdna-slmd or Thdna-simd (
= ‘frontier land’). From either of

these forms may easily have originated the corrupt ones, Tana-erlmd,

Tdna-serima, Tanaserini.

T'he Siamese Tandvasri, Tandu, presupposes a derivation from

Tdna-rdsJ, or from Tan&ra, Tandu, which latter would still survive

in the name of the Banu, Danaw {Tanu, TandxC) tribes of East

Burma, which are thought to have come from Tenasserim (sec “Upper

Burma Gaz.,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 663). There i.s, finally, the Hindu-

Malay form Tdmh-enri (‘land of delight’) to take into account,

which argues an original name Thdna-siri (‘land of prosperity’)

or Sthdna Sri. This interpretation would find some slight

corroboration in Pyrard de Laval’s statement (a.d. 1610) that
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some Indians call Ceylon “ Tenasirin, signifying land of deliglits,

or eartVily paradise” (see “Hobson-Jobson,” 2nd ed., p. 91-1),

This epithet may easily have been transplanted lioin Ceylon on to

Tenasseiim. Anyhow, it will be seen that it is incontestably Indu,

borrowed by the Malays, and not Malay as incorrectly stated by

the editor of the new issue of “Hobson-Jobson,” at the outset of

the article “ Tenasserim.”

It is not -uninteresting to add that the Chinese of the Straits

write the name ^ Tait-lau, lit. 'lied Siri7i (betel)’ [leaf], see

Journal Sir. Br. R.A.S., Ho. 42, p. 201, which shows that they

mistakenly interpret it as Tuiuih-Sirih. But Tan-lnu purports

very likely to be a transcript of Tanan.

In conclusion, whether we take the name of Tenasserim as

derived from Tana-simd, Thuna-simd. or Thuna-strl, it is incon-

testably of Indu origin, even in the ca.se it sliould really prove

connected with the Battu, Banaw, JDanuii, or Tanutt tribes of East
Burma, as tradition has it. The only exception would be if it

could be proved to embody the term DanCm, BCmau = a ‘ lake,’

a ‘ marsh,’ occurring in many a language from the Indo-Chinese
Peninsula to Melanesm, e.g. : Bonaii in Bahnar, Buuau in Malay,
aud Banau in the Eastern Archipelago, as far as [Min]-'danao
Islands, of which one lies off the west coast of Billiton and the
other in the Philippines.

In any case, Thuna-slnid, Tl/diia-siri, TanCiva-sh'i, etc., cannot,
except by an extraordinary stretch of imagination, be • made
identical with the Chinese Tun-sun or Tien-hun. On this toponym
see my remarks in the Journal R.A.S., July, 1905, p. 502 n 1.

p. 249, 1. 4 from bottom. Bele the words “ Batam, Bentan, ot.”

p. 250, n. 1. Nowain (efrad 1.320; f 1332) has SandaUM
and Sidabulat (see “Merveilles de I’Inde,” p. 282). N B. Arabic
s = 3 = ch

;
hence, probably, Chandupura, Chundumpura

There existed two more Fu-lu, but on the coast of Annam,
to wit

;

(1) in Annarafcst> I •InioL-lol;, a district a little above
modern Kwang-hin, mentioned in the •.< An-nan Chih-liio ” (pp. 86
et seiiq.) since A.n. 679, and called also Lu-fa

;

(2) ^ on a liver, op. cit., p. 183, date 1257.
' A fortified city and chrf-Ueii of district, uamal
ffi ^ Toi-p‘hu-l-,ef), lying three or four

of Ha-noi and on the right bank of the Bed lliver, is refeiTed to
during the period 946-50 a.d., and said to have been a very old
place. It was probably then the seaport for Lunq-pien fHa-nSll
See Dumoutier’a “ Hoa-lu’,” Paris, 189.3, pp. 4^ 5. Des Michels’

Msi-fu-lieh,

miles south
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“Annales d’Annam,” p. 230. Its name, pronounced Sai-fa-lyt

in Cantonese, is a surprising approach to Aowairi’s Slda-iu-lat

especially.

p. 251, note, § 3. Shang-ching. According to th.e Bulletm JEv.

F)\, t. iv, p. 188, n. 1, this is a misprint for Pi-lung, for which
see p. 312 above.

For other ancient seaports in this region see “An-nan Chih-liio,”

pp. 178, 207, 219; Des Michels, op. eit., pp. 198, 200, 219, 220;
also p. 311 above for Lu-Jutig, which was the principal seaport for

Jth-nan, whence ships sailed southward bound.

p. 252, 11. 1-3. Ho-ton. The name of this people is spelled

IE ^ Chinese Hu-sim), or ^ ^ Hd-t'on Tin (Chin.

Su-sun Ching), and in Annamese legend they are identified with

the Simian nation, which assisted Eama in conquering the demons
of Lanka. They are believed to be a monkey race from which the

modern Chams are descended (see Bulletin Be. Fr., t. v, p. 168).

Their country is thus thought to be the Indian kingdom of

Kiskindhyii, where, in Eama’s time, reigned Sugriva. The trans-

ference of this legend to Carapa probably arose from a tradition

as to the primseval inhabitants of the country being Negritos, as

wo have already inferred from other indications (see pp. 256, 257

above).

p. 255, 11. 12, 13. "With Ita, lutam, etc., ef. also the Persian Ind

(whence F[ind, llindu), which is synonymous with ‘ black ’

according to Balfour’s Cyclopaedia, vol. ii, p. 56.

p. 256, 11. 8-13. For Tiuo or Trao read Vhrau-, for Kan-clio

read Kon-cho, and as regards true Negritos see what has been said

above in these Addenda (note to p. 157) of the Chong, Poit,

or Samrii.

p. 256, n. 1. Add also Vyughra-muklia (= ‘tiger faces’),

a people in the eastern region according to the Bihat Samhita,

which may be compared with the Ilu-t'ou or Hn-dao (‘ tiger heads’)

tribes on the Black Eiver in Tonkin (see p. 395 above). The
Osthalcarmlca tribe may also be compared with the [Kha] Ut. As
la'gards ikhthyophagi it is well to call attention to the fact that

fish- and shell-eating populations occupied the lacustrian stations

of the Neolithic age discovered in Kamboja, as proved by the sort

of detritus of which the strata of their Kjokken-moddings are

composed.

The raw-fish-eating, attributed in the Eumayana to eastern

islanders, and ascribed in the Catalan Atlas to the populations

of the Formosan channel, is by no means a myth, for it is yet

.)0
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exemplified not far away in Tonkin, whose people are wont to

eat certain small fish, raw and alive, while they are swimming
in a dish filled with water (see Bissachere’s “Expose statistique

du Tonkin,” London, 1811, p. 180. This writer, p. 53, terms the
Annamese and Tonkinese “un peuple ictiophage ”).

The “An-nan Chih-liio,” p. 316, states with reference to the
period 25-56 a.d. that the inhabitants of Tonkin only knew fishin"

and hunting, and ignored the cultivation of the soil. Agriculture
(husbandry) was introduced by the Chinese governors into upper
Tonkin (p. 257) and lower down in the Chiu-chen (now Than-
hwa) district.

The Orang Akhye, or Eayat Laut, a seafaring race of the islands

of the Linga group (between tbe east coast of Sumatra and Borneo),
live on fish. They are said to be of Jakun stock and very duskv
(see Balfour’s Cyclopaedia, vol. ii, p. 309, and vol. iii, p. 375).

p. 257, n. 1, last three lines. Compare also the Bhilla-
\_palola~\, a people in the north-east region according to the Brhat
Samhita (see these Addenda, note to p. 155). The term Bhiiu is

still applied to the Taru Karens, according to Judson’s Diet.,

p. 439. Bhilu, means an anthropophagous monster = Bahasa.
As regards the Blla of the Malay Peninsula (settled in Kedah
Perak, Pahang, and Tringanu), they are nowadays considered to be
identical with the Semang Negrito, and by some writers described
as civilized Semangs.

p. 258, note, 11. 1-3. Blii. Cf. the terms B‘lai, etc.
employed by the Loi of Hainan when speaking of themselves
(see China Review, vol. xii, p. 115).

p. 258, n. 1, 11. 1, 2. Chiau = ‘burnt,’ ‘black.’ Cf. the name
of the Panggang tribe on the Malay Peninsula

; Panggang in Malav
means ‘ roasted ’ (and by inference also ‘ black,’ ‘ burnt ’).

p. 259, n. 3, 1. 2. P’-an-mn = Bhamo. I now think this is

wrong, for the name of Bhamo is usually transcribed by different
characters, viz. g. Pa-mu, and sometimes ig Man-mu
when Old Bhamo is meant (see China Review, vol. xvi, pp. 122'

379) ;
and, further, because Ma Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 163) locates

the P‘an-mu in west and south-west Sz-ch‘wan.

As regards the name of the Chiau-gau, it is spelled also PI Sgk

Chou-Jau (see China Review, vol. xv. p. 157). Anent the mentbn
of them by Hwai-Nan Tsz, Edkins in his “Ancient Navi<ration ”
etc., p. 25 (see Journal R.A.S., vol. xviii, pt. 1), gays that the
Shan-hai King, at the beginning of the 16th chapter, contains
a passage which Hwai-Nan Tsz (second century b.c

) quotes from
Lie-tsz (fourth century b.c.). “ In the fifteenth chapter a kingdom
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of dwarfs is mentioned in the south. Its name is Tsiau-nau

[i.e. Chiau-ijau]. The dwarfs are, says Kwo-pu, 3 feet high, the

height given in the Shi-ki [b.c. 100]. Lie-tsz says the same people

are one foot and a half high, and he states that their country

is 400,000 U distant.” “According to the Hill and Sea classic

[i.e. the ‘ Shan-hai King ’], sect, iii, 4, the OAiao Fao or Chow-jao

were a tribe of cap-wearing pigmies 3 cubits high whose country

was situated to the east of the country of the ‘three-headed

men’” {China Review, vol. xv, p. 157). I scarcely doubt that

this ‘ Country of Three-headed Men,’ or ‘ Triple-head Kingdom,’

hitherto unidentified and which presumably is denoted in Chinese

by the term San-t‘ou, ^ Cantonese San-Cau (
= ‘ Three

Heads ’), is the S^m-thau district north-east of C'hieng Tung,

inhabited by the Kha Sdm-ihau, the Plang, etc.
;
wherefore the

habitat of the Chiau-yau pygmies would become fixed eastwards of

the Me-Khong at C‘hleng-Khfog and Miiang Sing in the tract now

occupied by Tau tribes, who are short in stature and may after

all be the long sought for Chiau-yau pygmies.

pp. 259, 260. K^ang,\^. In "West Burma, beyond the Chindwin,

exists a tribe so named {Khang), which seems to be a branch of the

Chins (see “ Upper Burma Gaz.,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 389). The Shans

call the KachTns Khang or Sang, according to the China Review,

vol. xvi, p. 380. But as is pronounced Eoyig and Song in

Cantonese, it is more probable that the Kha Kong or Khong of

extreme north-east Siam (i.e. west of the Black River at Lai Chau)

are meant, who are of Oni (hybrid Melanesian ?) stock. Some of

them, termed Kong-rnen, inhabit the I-pang district not far away

(north-east) from the Sam-thau tribes.

I think Dumoutier is wrong when he states (“Hoa-lu’,” p. 71)

that the Kang were presented to the Chinese court under the

reign of iling Ti (a.d. 58-76); evidently he confuses them with

the Chiau-yau. But he is interesting in the particulars he gives

on the same page as to an ancient race of pygmies whom the

Annamese term P'hong. According to Annamese tradition, these

dwarfs were two cubits high, i.e. about 84 cm.
;
from their body

emanated a delicious perfume; they paid their dues in camphor,

rhinoceros horns, and elephant tusks
;
they were cave-dwellers and

hunters. The camphor here referred to as a produce must have

been derived from the Blumea hahamifera, which we know to be

still the case in the Miiang Hct district near the Liio-Tonkinese

frontier and in some hill-tracts near the Black River (see above,

p. 438, n. 1). It will thus be seen that the mysterious country of

pygmies—the Chiau-yau, P'hong, etc.—must be located in the
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tract between tbe Mii-Khong and tbe Black Elver under the 21st
parallel of N. latitude. Whether these people should be racially

identified with the Yau, the Kha Khong, or other tribe settled in
that tract, is a question which must be left to future ethnologists.

It should be noticed, however, that north of this, on the Eed Eiver,
is the habitat of the dark and dwarf P^u-la tribes, which seem to be
the remnants of an extensive pygmy race (see below, note to p. 364).
The Pu-mang or Kha Bam, calling themselves SanUm, and
recognized by all the surrounding populations as being the true
aborigines of Yiin-nan and Laos, are also a very dwarfish race
described as “very small in size, with flat faces, noses without
bridges, and black skin . . . One of their peculiarities is their
rounded forehead and their protruding lips” (see “Epper Burma
Gaz.,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 620).

p. 260, 1. 15. Ku-lun, XUm-lun. See pp. 89, 90 103 261
(n. 1), 507-9 above. Cf. :

’ ’

(1) The Kallar, Kalian, Colleri, the sykesircs homines, monkey-
faced tribes in South India (see Balfour's Cyelopajdia, vol ii p 974)

(2) The Kalang, Kallang, or Gelang tribes settled in the ol'd*day8
on Singapore Island and in the Eiau-Linga Archipelago, possessing
affinities with the Semang, Minkopi, and Aeta, who have thence
also emigrated to Java. ileyer I^egritos,” pp. 4o_i)
they might have come to Java from India via Celebes (?!) and
asserts they are not Negritos.

‘ ’

(3) The Karmi or Karun, a Negrito race in North-West Guinea
From the above it would appear that Kalan, Kalang Karon

Karun, etc.
(
= Ku-lun, Kun-lua, Chueh-lun of the Chinese')

a pretty general term in South-East Asia for Negritos or

’

dark tribes, and was probably imported there from Chola*^^^
Choromandcl.

p. 262, 1. 10. Odoric of Fiiul says of his pynan, iidun, budin or
hidini, pygmies from Kansuh (Kan-chou district), that they have
a stature of throe sp.ans (sec De Backer, op. dt., p, ng-,
Carletti speaks of zinzin pygmies and hairy men, by which he
seems to mean (if not Zenfi) the Sing-smg, apes of Chinese
legendary folklore.

p. 262, 11. 11-15 from bottom. C'hadang, Salung. See pp. 279_
273 supra, and note thereon in these Addenda infra.

p. 265, 11. 13-19. The name Sugara (Ptolemy’s Thagora)
probably still survived in that of tlic now forgotten seaport

Thgi-kon or Thu-kun, ^ (in Chinese Shu-chkn, J. Shu-
gon = Saugor, Sagara?), of the Annamese Portulan of a.d. 1477
situated at one day and one night’s sailing south-east of Dhi C-hUm
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(Maha Campa), i.c. Fai-fo (see Dumoutier’s “Portulan,” p. 7).

This sailing distance fully agrees with that from Fai-fo to

Na-trang Bay.

p. 269, 11. 17, 18. Bal. This term Bal, like the Malay Brdei

(a ‘hall,’ a ‘platform’) and Balei-rong (a ‘court,’ a ‘hall of

State’), and the 'KJa.mev BanUa (a ‘belvedere,’ a ‘pavilion’), may
be derived from Skr. talaya = a ‘ ring,’ an ‘ enclosure ’

;
in any

case, the Malay Bohi-rong is almost certainly the corruption of

Skr. Valay-\y\-angana. At the same time it should be noticed, as

regards the Cham Bal especially, that in India Bal is a synonymous

term for Isvara, i.e. Siva Journal R. A. S., July, 1899, p. 545;

and cf. the Phcenician Bal, Baaf = the ‘Sun,’ the ‘Sun-god’);

and that Bulei may just as well be derived from Bal-diaya =
‘ Isvara’s Mansion,’ the ‘ Lord’s Abode,’ i.e. the ‘ capital ’

; mayhap
also ‘Siva’s (i.e. the king’s) dwelling,’ kings being in Indo-

China likened, as a rule, to Siva.

p. 271, 1. 2. Panduranga. This term, eon-upted into Pdndaram,

is used in India to denote a Saiva devotee, and means ‘light-

yellow (or pale) complexioned,’ “ from these individuals smearing

themselves with ashes,” according to Balfour’s Cyclopaedia, vol. iii,

p. 103.

p. 271, 1. 19. In A.D. 1170 the capital of King Jaya Hari-

varman of Campa was very probably at Bal .AngwS (see Bulletin

Ec. Fr., t. iii, p. 639).

p. 273, 11. 12-20. Salang. These were evidently the Um-lang,

^ g (called also Jg lang-hteang, and |g Lang-yen),

described as occupying the headwaters of the rivers of Lin-i,

i.e. the hill-tracts west of Campa (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iii,

pp. 280-2). Cf. the names Lang-hicang and Lang-yen with those

in note 4 to p. 272 and note 1 to j). 273.

p. 273, n. 1, 11. 9, 10. For cannibalism in Fuh-kien see

Marco Polo. Cf. also the name of the Pxmg-jin and Yau-t'-ung

savage tribes of Kwang-hn with the Chicang, or Chong of

Kamboja (see these Addenda, note to p. 160, and Appendix II,

section 7, s.v. Lestai). K.B.—That the character j§, Fung, is

read Chwang by Beauvais (in Foung-Pao, ser. ii, vol. iii, 1902,

p. 69), who locates the Chwang near Lieu-chou Fu in Kwang-hsi.

p. 275, n. 3, 1. 8. Chou Ta-kuan (the author of the ac-count

of Kamboja here referred to) speaks, however, of a recent war

with Siam which had laid Kamboja waste (see Bulletin Ec. Fr.,

t. ii, p. 173), which argues that the country had been, at any rate,

temporarily under the sway of Siam. As regards the employment

of human gall to sprinkle royal elephants, the custom is mentioned
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also by Marini (1663) as being likewise in honour among the Lau
of Lan-c‘hang. A drop of the gall, mixed with wine, was used
to rub on the head of elephants (op. cit., p. 453).

p. 280, 11. 9-12. Turan. Cf. the Turan of Albiruni, EdrisI,

etc. = Jhalavan, and also a name of the province immediately
east of Makran (see Geographical Journal, June, 1896, pp. 670-1).
The “ An-nan Chih-liio” (transl., p. 96) mentions, among neigh-
bouring states and dependencies of Annam, a country Tau-lan

^ or Tau-ram, which may be Turan or Turon.

p. 280, n. 2, 11. 6-12. 'Jo-nang. Dumoutier in “ Hoa-lu’,”

p. 40, spells this name fg ^ (which would literally mean ‘ water
flowing in bygone days,’ whereas the other form would convey the

sense of ‘ muddy flowing water’); but evidently these transcripts,

which may also be pronounced Du-lang, Bu-long, are mere phonetic
renderings of Tu-ran, Tu-ron. The Annamese Portulan of

A.n. 1477 already mentions T^o-nang Men, ^ (in Ann-
Ba-ndng Mon), i.e. the seaport of Turan, which name is by
Bumoutier (“Portulan,” pp. 30 and 56) translated ‘Port du
Grand courant.’ The same “Portulan,” we have already observed
calls Fai-fo Bdt-G'Afww Mon, i.e. ‘Port of Maha-
Campd’ (and not, as Bumoutier translates on p. 31, ‘grand port
du Tchampa ’

;
he is right, however, on p. 57 in his other

rendering ‘Port du Grand Tchampa’). This is to me conclusive

evidence as to an old capital of Maba-Campa having stood in the
neighbourhood, and precisely between Fai-fo and Turan, as

attested by many ancient remains scattered about this tract, for

which see below. As to Fai-fo, it is (or rather was) a com-

paratively new foundation; in fact, Tosi (“Bell’ India Orientale,”

vol. ii, p. 165) says it was built by the Japanese (?).

The earliest European mentions of Turan that I know of are

(1) In 1615 as Turam. On the 6th January, 1615, two
missionaries (i.e. Biogo de Carvalho, a Portuguese, and Buzomi
an Italian), appointed on the Annam mission, sailed from Macao
and landed on the 18th of the same month at Turam, a seaport

of Cochin-China. There they established a church, but were soon

ejected. Nevertheless, they came back in 1631, from Kamboja,

to Turan (see “Noticias summarias das perseguigoes da missam
da Cochinchina,” etc., Lisboa, 1700, quoted in Exctirsions et

Eeconnaicsances, No. 15, pp. 482-3. See No. 12 of the same
publication, pp. 509 et seqq., for events at Turan and its bay in

1635 and later).

(2) In 1669 as Turone by Tosi (op. cit., vol. ii, p. i66), who
speaks of it as being already a very frequented place in his time.
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p. 281, 1. 2. Ancient remains hare been noticed so far, according

to Lajonquiere’s “ Atlas Archeologique de I’Indo-Chine,” Paris,

1901—
(1) South of Turan, near its river, at Phong-le (a buUding

with sculptures), Bo-mang (stela), Marble Mountains (sculptured

grottoes), Qua-Giang (brick building).

(2) West and south-west of Fai-fo : Bang-an (three brick

buildings), Hon-kuc (rock inscription, for which see Bulletin

Be. Fr., t. ii, p. 185), My-Son (about twenty-five brick buildings,

sculptures, eight inscriptions), Chim - Son (brick building), Tra-

kieu (vestiges of SinMpura, a Chum citadel, numerous sculptures).

Basing his opinion upon an inscription (a.d. 1170) of the Cham
king Jaya Harivarman, in which he mentions his conquests of

“Yavana, Vijaya, in the north, Amaravati, in the south, Pandu-
ranga, in the west, the Bade, Mada,” etc., Finot reads “ in the

north, Amaravati ” (quite the reverse of Aymonier), and identifies

Amaravati with J/rsdn (south-south-west of Turan), or at any

rate with the modern province of Kwang-nam (see Bulletin Ec. Fr.,

t. iii, p. 639). But I have shown above in these Addenda (note to

p. 229, 1. 6) how -Amaravati very possibly corresponds to modern

P'hot-the, the Fo-shih of the Chinese (a.d. 1007), situated some

two to three miles south-west of Hwe, which was in a.d. 1044 the

capital of Campa, and thus probably is the Cham Bal Sangov.

Otherwise, we must identify Fo-shih (i.e. P‘hot-the and Bal

Hangov) with Vijaya, which alternative would be linguistically

supported by the fact that Fo-shih may also be pronounced Fbt-shai,

Vai-%i = Bu-jei, Vai-zei = Vijaya. In such a case Amaravati must

be shifted far to the south, perhaps to Timor, the modem Kan-tho,

on the Me-Khong Delta. Be it as it may, the position of Ptolemy’s

Throana, if not actually identical with that of Mi-sbn (south-south-

west of Turan), must have been not far away from the present

Turan and its bay, especially if it be considered that in l)e Donis’

map Throana be located quite on the seashore, which fact argues

it to have been a seaport.

p. 284, n. 1, last two lines. Fresh-water dolphins (Planistidae)

inhabit the rivers of tropical countries. The Iravatl possesses

a dolphin, the Orcella fluminalis, which perhaps exists also in the

Mb-Khong. Chou Ta-kwan says of Kamboja (1296-7): “There

are crocodiles as big as ships, which have four paws and quite

resemble a Bragon, except that they have no horns,” etc. (see

Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. ii, pp. 169, 170).

p. 286, n. 1, 1. 16. ‘Black Water.’ Above, in these Addenda

(note to pp. 135, 136, q.v.), we have seen that the Chinese words
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for this expression are H TfC. Seh-Shoei, as recorded in the

“ Nan-chao Te-shih,” 1550 (Sainson’s translation, p. 208). The

Hei-hiang, or ‘ Black Eiver,’ into which the Erh-liai (Ta-li Lake)

is drained hy two streams (Journal China Br. B.A.S., vol. xxv,

p. 487), can hardly mean the Black Eiver of Tonkin, as we have

already noticed, hut the Me-Khong, which at this point (and from

22° to 25° N. lat.) was called the ITeh Shivei (as both the

“ Nan-chao Te-shih ” and Colborne Baber inform us). All the

same, it should be noticed that Hu Wei, the reviser of the

“Nan-chao Ye-shih ” in 1775, makes the Lan-ts‘ang (Me-Khong)

Eiver flow by way of Ching-tung T‘ing (on the Black Eiver)

and Tiian-chiang (on the Eed Eiver) to the Tonkin Gulf, thus

confusing it with both the Black and the Eed Eivers of Tonkin.

According to him, in fact, the Me-Khong would, from the Yung-
ch'ang prefecture, turn eastwards towards Meng-hwa T‘ing, follow

the course of the Yang-pi to Shun-ning Fu, then cross again east-

wards to Ching-tung T‘ing, follow the course of the Black Eiver

(Pa-pien) to Tiian-chiang, and thence flow through the Eed
Eiver to the Tonkin Gulf. This is an instructive specimen of

geography as understood by the Chinese till recent times, and

readily explains how Ptolemy could, at a more remote period, fall

into a similar error. However, as the stream identified by Hu
Wei with the Heh-shwei or ‘ Black Water ’ is in this case the

tract of the Lau-ts'ang west of Ching-tung T‘ing, tlie Me-Khong is

evidently meant. Anyhow, see also the last part of the note on

p. 287 above, where it is pointed out that the term Heh-shwei is

likewise applied to the Ta Kin-sha (Iravati, or this confounded with

the Brahmaputra). See, again, n. 1 on p. 314 above for the name
Uih Ho, ‘Black Eiver,’ applied to the Black Eiver of Tonkin

before it joins the Eed Eiver, which is, however, apparently of

modern growth.

p. 289, note. Couvade. Traces of it have been detected among
some of the Karen tribes in Burma (see “Upper Burma Gazetteer,”

pt. i, vol. i, pp. 321, 538, 541). For Couvade among the Zik‘abu

of Cheh-kiang see China Rerino, vol. xii, p. 444.

p. 293, 1. 13. Kazeh. Cf. Kaseh (Kassay), the term applied to

Manipur and Asam in general. Manuel de Faria-y-Souza, in his
“ Asia Portugueza ” (t. i, p. 82), terms Kacho the natives of Tonkin
(see China Reriew, vol. hi, p. 328).

p. 293, n. 1. According to the Bulletin de VEcole Frcmcahe
d’Extr. Or., t. iv, p. 190, Jih-nan under the Han occupied a more
southern position than under later dynasties. In .v.n. 347 it i.(

asserted, the northern limit of Jih-nan was at the Heng'-Shan
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(Hwan Son), i.e. ‘ Thwart, or Transversal, Range,’ forming Cape

Bung-ki-hwa, in 18° N. lat. This is a little more reasonable.

On Pi-hing see our further remarks below (note to p. 311, line 14).

p. 294, n. 2. Min, Men. The Men tribes and a Muang Men
(country of the Mhi) are mentioned in Khiin Luang Ha-wat

Memoirs, pp. 157, 159. In the C‘hleng Mai Chronicle, under

the date 1751, the natives of C'hleng Tung are termed Kh 'on Men.
Meng or Hmang is said bv Warry and others to be the real name
of the so-called Miao-tsz tribes; also Miuig, ‘Meng (see “Upper
Burma Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 597). In the China Review,

vol. ix, p. 341, Parker states that the Miao-tsz call themselves Hmung.

Meng-shih, ^ the Meng clan or tribe that built the old city

otRu-Cou, iP m, or Pa-tien, e. n (= modern Lin-an Fu, .south-

east Yunnan), close to the Tonkin frontier (see China Review,

vol. xvi, p. 301), is certainly not Manzi, but the Mtbig or Muang
clan of the Yan-Chao State (less likely the Meng or Miao-tsz).

See, however, also n. 5 on p. 299 and n. 1 on p. 300 above.

p. 296, 1. 19. Hsiang-lin. There was, however, an ‘ Elephant

River,’ Ihiang Shicei, ^ iiC> or ITsiang-pti, ^ (see Bulletin

Ec. Fr., t. iii, pp. 273, 274), mentioned in a.d. 446, which flowed

probably within Lin-i territory. I think it might be the same

as the S6ng Voi (‘Elephant River’) of the Annamese Portulan,

in 19° 6' Y. lat. Hence, the Hsiang-lin district must be located

here, i.e. about Cap Falaise in North Nge-an.

p. 297, n. 2, 1. 11. Between a.d. 336-47 King M’en,

of Lm-i is stated in the “T‘sin-shu” to have conquered several

countries, among which Ch‘u-tu-ch‘ien, m mn {Kut-tu-l;an') =

Kataha, or Kortatha (?) (see p. 570 above, note). Cf.

harbour {K&n Mon) in the Annamese Portulan (Dumoutier's

“Portulan,” pp. 18, 44), mentioned in Annamese records since

A.D. 569. It is now called Bap Harbour, and lies in 19° N. lat.,

not far below the northern limit of modem Nge-an.

p. 297, n. 2, 11. 20, 21. Mahosadha-Jutaka. This is better

known as the Maha TImmagga J. (No. 546). Culani Brahmadatta

was, according to this story, reigning over the kingdom of Kampilla,

in Uttarapancala city.

p. 298, 11. 2, 3 from bottom. In the “ An-nan Chih-luo ”

(transl., p. 317) the name of Ch‘\i-lien is spelled ^ and this

personage described as a brigand of Man race. Order was restored

in A.D. 138.

p. 299, n. 5. T‘ang-ming. The name of this kingdom is spelled

^ m, characters which may also be pronounced T‘ong-ming,
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Tung-mang, etc. The correct date in which it first sent tribute

to China, together with Lin-i (Campa) and Fu-nan (Kamboja), is

A.n. 243 (see Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iii, pp. 251 and 303). In the

history of the T'ang dynasty T^ang-ming is made conterminous with

Chen-la (Kamboja) on the north and with Suan-chou (= modern

Ha-tin district) on the north-east (see Eemusat’s “Kouveaux
Melanges As.,” vol. i, p. 84). This, coupled with the information

already collected by us to the effect that T'ang-ming was
situated on the seabord, would argue for it a position in modern
Kwang-bin (17° to 18° N. lat.). Now, it should be observed that

the Annamese Portulan of a.d. 1477 locates just below the southern

limit of Khwang-bin the seaport Ming-ling (= Manrang ?), in

Annamese Miti-lin M6n, m ffi PI. which corresponds to the

present Eua Tiung (or Tang) in 17° N. lat. (see Dumoutier’s
“Portulan,” pp. 28, 53). This term Ming-ling looks much like

a survival of the ancient T‘ang-ming or T‘au-ming, the full name
of which may have actually been T‘ang-ming-ling or T‘au-ming-ling

= Tamalahga, Tamalinga, Tamarahga, Tamra-rahga, Tamra-lanka.

It should be observed, however, that the character ling, which
occurs in Ming-ling, is the same as employed in Ling-Shan (the

transcript of Lihga-parvata = Cape Varella, as I have elsewhere

demonstrated) in the Chinese map of 1319, published by Phillips

(see Journal China Br. B.A.S., new series, vol. xxi, p. 40).

Hence, Zing = Lihga, and as Fang denotes a ‘ hall,’ ‘ court,’ or
‘ shrine,’ it is just possible that some sacred lihga shrine existed

at Kiia Tung (or Tang), which seems somehow to preserve in its

name {Tang) a relic of the old T'ang-ming or \T‘ang~\-Ming-ling.

Ming-ling was, furthermore, from 1075 the name of the modern
Vin-lin district near the Kiia Tung ; prior to that period it was

called Ma-ling. The Ling-kiang, Eiver of Annamese
records is, therefore, the river debouching here, and not the Song-

jang as stated in the Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iii, p. 166.

p. 303, n. 1, 11. 8-10. See also the .Journal B.A.S.

,

1896,

p. 66, Dr. Hirth’s article.

p. 304, 1. 4 from bottom. Viu. Head V'lh, ^ (Chinese Tung),
and see the Annamese Portulan of 1477 (Dumoutier’s “Portulan ”

p. 48).

p. 305, 1. 10. According to the “ An-nan Chih-liio ” (transl.,

p. 209), in A.n. 446 the Chinese took the fortified city Eiu-siu, or
Ch'u-su, Ig (Ann. Khu-tuk), or Ch'ii-su CFeng (p. 347), from
the Cham. This might be Kortatha or Kataha (see pp. 569, 570
above), albeit the name CFii-su {Ku-sok) suggests something
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like Kusaka, Kusaja, or Gujaha{^nagara) ;
Kiisa.[-vali), Khasa,

Khasaka, Kusika, Kutaka, etc., thus arguing a possible connection

with Kazih, i.e. [Pa-]grasa.

In A.D. 43, according to the same work (p. 206), Ma Yiian

reached Chil-feng Ssien, B m It, in Ann. Kii-p'hong, which we
know to have been situated in Chiu-chen, i.e. in Yorth-West

Thaii-hwa (20° IST. lat.).

p. 305, n. 2. L6-dzung. Lu-jung, also a seaport
;

see note to

p. 311 infra.

p. 308, 1. 6 from bottom. Ktm. Kras in Khmer means ‘ thick,’

‘ dense,’ as we have already observed (see these Addenda, note to

p. 191) ;
but in the present instance it evidently stands for Kazeh,

Khasa, Kasa, Kasi (see above and also note below).

p. 309, n. 2, 1. 2. Bd-sheh. This may be a corruption of the

Pali TJpajjhaya. If so, the same applies to the Siamese Bd-ji.

The Khmer Bd-ku = Siamese Bd Khru = Vara- Guru. Pan-

chie, Ban-chH, in Chou Ta-kuan’s account of Karaboja,

cannot mean Pandit, as is queerly surmised in the Bulletin £c. Fr.,

t. ii, p. 148, n. 4, but Bd-ji, Bd-sheh, i.e. a Brahman teacher.

p. 309, n. 4, last line, add : Chou Ta-kuan in his account of

Kamboja (1296-7) says: “In this land it is women who under-

stand trading” {Bulletin Fc. Fr., t. ii, p. 167).

p. 310, last nine lines. Kazeh. See p. 293 and note thereon

(1. 13) in these Addenda ;
also above, remarks on pp. 305

(1. 10) and 308 (1. 6 from bottom). The term, as already observed,

is the same as applied to Kaseh, Kraseh (Kassay), i.e. Manipur and

Asum in general. Evidently this latter is somehow connected with

Khasa, or, at any rate, with the Khasia Hills separating Manipur

from the Asam valley. But the former (if not both) may be

perhaps more logically referred to Kusa, Kdsi, in India, whence it

was seemingly transplanted into Tonkin.

p. 311, 1. 4. Khu-Tot. This is a clerical error for Khu-tuk or

Ch‘u-su. jg ^ (see next note below), originating in the fact that

in some Chinese texts this name is misspelled g Ch‘u-U

{Khu-Vot), see Bulletin Fc. Fr., t. iv, p. 192, n. 2.

p. 311, 11. 4, 5. I now somewhat incline to identify Pagrasa

with the old Ch'u-su {Kusok) or [^Pa^-kdsa stronghold, mentioned

since a.d. 446 by the “ An-nan Chih-liio ” as belonging to the

Cham (see above, note to p. 305, 1. 10). See, however, below,

note to p. 334, 1. 17.

p. 311, 11. 8, 9. I6-dtung. This is Lu-jung, M a seaport

and the embouchure of an homonymous river in Jih-nan, mentioned
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since about 250 a.d. in the “Fii-nan Chi.” “From this seaport

ships hound for Fu-nan and other countries in the south used

to sail
;

it was always from this harbour that they set out ” (see

Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iii, p. 278). As to the location of Ln-jimg,

we read in the “ An-nan Chih-luo” (transL, p. 209) that in

A.n. 446 the Chinese general T‘an Ho-chih, having entered Cham
territory, took the GEu-m {K^u-tuh, Pagrasa '?) stronghold, which
lay on the northern bank of the Lu-jimg River. Yang-mai, the

Campa king, thereupon withdrew to IIsiang-p‘u, ^ or Usiang-

shwei, ^ (‘Elephant River,’ which we have proposed to

identify with the present 86ng Voi, ‘Elephant River,’ in 19° 5'

S', lat.). Again, according to the “ An-nan Chih-liio ” (p. 345), in

A.D. 347 the king of Lin-i (Campa) had conquered Jih-nan, and after

destroying the Chinese troops despatched thereto against himself,

had attacked Chiu-chen (Thaii-hwa district), and later on had
defeated the Tonkinese and Cantonese at Lu-jung. The foregoing

evidence argues for Lu-jung and its river a location at about Cape
Butong (19° 11' Y. lat.), just on the present boundary between
Nge-an on the south and Than-hwa on the north, and Ch'u-su

{E‘u-tuk, Pagrasa?) would have accordingly to be located there

also.‘ The Lu-jimg River would thus correspond to the present

Song iMai. Here (at Cape Butong), then, would have been the

northern frontier of Cham territory from 347 to 446 a.d.
;
whereas

before a.d. 347 the frontier appears to have stood much further

to the south, i.e. at the Heng Shan range (Capo Bung-kj-hwa) in

18° N. lat. (see these Addenda, note to p. 293, n. 1). The name
Lujiing is seemingly one of the toponyms imported from India ;

cf., in fact, the Lojung River north-west of Dhakka.

p. 311, 1. 14 et seqq. Pi-kin. This toponym is variously

spelled ^ Pi-ching {Pei-king, Pi-kin, Ann. Ti-khii)
; J-

Shang-ching
,
etc. (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 188, where it is

sugge.sted that it should be pronounced Pi-ying, by a reasoning

which fails to convince me, as there stand against it the local

* In Butletin Be. Fi .. t. iv, p. 192, the extract is given, from Chinese records,
of a gnomonieal ohservatiou taken in a.d. 446 at presumably during'
the Summer solstice. A gnomon 8 feet (ehHh) high cast a shadow 8 inches lon^!
There is probably an error in excess in the figure for inches (trim) here, for the
result is, according to my calculations, iat. 17° 30’ N. c'lrcu. It .should be
observed, in fact, that in a similar observation taken in the eighth century iu
Lm-t territory (referred to in op. cit., p. 187, n. 2), the gnomon cast a sha'dow
oiily inches long, which yields a latitude of 19° 7' N. circa, i.e. iust
the latitude of the Song Voi (‘Elephant River’), and the one we assign to the
th'u-su stronghold which stood on its northern bank. On the other hand

tL'^ri'
monk-astrologer I-h.sing (Y-hang) found the latitude ofIm-i capital to lie li 10' (or 17' 24' according to other texts (see loc. cit.)).
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Annamese and Lau pronunciations of the second cliaracter, which

are Ian and Imh, hung, respectirely). The location of this sea-

port, mentioned since A.n. 605 as being then formed into a chun by

the Sui, has been the object of much speculation. In Chinese

itineraries it is described, however, as lying south of Huan Chou,

^ jm, a district of the T‘ang period, the capital of which is

located at modern Diik-thd, near the Song-ka Eiver and south-

west of Yin (in about 18° 37' N. lat.). On the other hand,

according to the ' An-nan Chih-liio” (p. 213), in a.d. 603-5, the

Chinese fleet was sent with an army against Campa. The expedition,

having landed at Pi-king, proceeded on foot and crossed the SM-li or

Tu-Ii Kiang in Bo-chan, where the frontier of Campa was (p. 63).

This river is, no doubt, the Song-jang (Song-giang of maps), the

mouth of which (lying in 17° 42' X. lat.) is termed Bo-chin Mon

in the Annamese Portulan (see Dumoutier’s “ Portulan,” p. 51).

\Ye would thus obtain for the Pi-king seaport a position between

17° 42' and 18° 37' X. lat. But as the distance on foot from

Huan Chou to Pi-king is stated to be about a fortnight, and by sea

only five or six tides, it will be seen that, making due allowance

for exaggerations, the position of Pi-king should become fixed

about Cape Bung-kl-hwa in 18° lat. Pi-king might thus be

identified either with the ancient seaport of Heng Shan ‘ at that

Cape itself, or with the mouth of the Bong Kivor (Kiia Eon)

immediately below.

It should be observed, however, that there is a King or Kan,

Hill, near the Song-ka Eiver, in the Xam-dziiang district west

of Yin (see Dumoutier’s “ Portulan,” p. 48), on the summit of

which stands a temple built, it is said, by an Annamese army.

The Annamese Portulan mentions furthermore a Kan Bridge in

Than-hwii (op. cit., p. 16, Xo. 101); but this would be too far

north to be in any way connected with Pi-king. Finally, there

was a Kan district (Kan Chou), ;f; ^l+i, during the T'ang and

Sung periods, which corresponded to the modern Hwe province

(see Dumoutier’s “Hoa-lu’,” p. 40); but this lies too far south

for our purpose.

p. 314, n. 1. Add : T-o-slnvei in the “ An-nan Chih-liio,”

pp. 72, 467.

p. 315, n. 1, Xo. (5). Add : See ” An-nan Chih-liio,” under date

A.D. 1075 (pp. 72, 223).

“ It wa.', at Heng Shan that tor a long time pa-^t (in a d. 347) the precious

ware.s, hrouo-ht in hv ship.s trom tar-outlying countries tor barter, had been

landed” (Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 427). It is well, therefore, to take note of

this entrepot for ancient oceanic trade.
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p. 315, n. 1, after Xo. (7). Add :

(8) Lu’i (“ An-nan Chih-liio,” p. 71).

(9) Kwei-hwa Kiang (Ann. Kwi-hwa) = the Eed Elver near

Hiing-hwa (see op. cit., pp. 54, 72).

p. 316, note, 1. 8. Pe4‘eng. This is the Bach-jang (actual

Thai-hin) Elver of the Annamese (see op. cit., p. 178). It was

also called Vbn-kii (see Des Michels, op. cit., p. 221, and cf. with

Van-kiep at end of same note).

p. 317, 11. 4, 5, and n. 1. The river T‘au-hwa Shwei,

t-Jii ^ tK) mentioned in the “ San-kwo Chih” as being in the

Wu-ko country (= country of the Akas or Kha Ko, south-west

of Tiiang-chiang on the Eed Eiver; see these Addenda, note to

p. 159), is evidently the Eed Eiver.

p. 319, 1. 9. P‘hong Chou. The site of this capital is still

marked by the present Bach-hak village (^ Pai-hau, Pe-ho)

on the northern side of the confluent of the Eed and Clear Elvers,

lat. 21° 28', due north of Son-toi (see Dumoutier’s “ Etude hist,

sur C6-loa,” Paris, 1893, pp. 3, 6).

p. 321, note, 1. 4. Ou-Wc. In Dumoutier, op. cit., p. 8, this

name is spelled 1|£ ^ (Ou-lo), and Zak-vlei {Lo-yiieh) is

spelled |§ ^ (Ho-ytieh), these being the forms, he says, which

obtained during the (Chinese) Chou dynasty (till b.c. 255) ;
under

the next one of the Ts'in (b.c. 255-206), the country came to be

called Ttii-du, ^ {Jlsi-Ou), or Oic-lah, ® {Ou-ho).

p. 322, 1, 2. Cities built in a form which it is fancied

resemble a conch-shell are by no means rare in Indo-China. Two

more instances occur in Siam, viz. Sukhothai and Lamp'hun (see

my “Siam’s Intercourse with China” in the Asiatic Quarterly

Review for October, 1900, p. 373). Dumoutier, op. cit., p. 9,

says the name of Ko-lwa was due to the elliptical outline of its

walls, which recalled the shape of a Liea shell (i.e. a saiikha shell).

p. 323, 11. 11, 12. Since writing the lines here referred to,

I have had an opportunity of paying a personal visit to the

vestiges of K6-lwa or Lwa-than, in December, 1902 (see the brief

account I have given of that visit in the Asiatic Quarterly Review

for July, 1903). The remains of the ancient triple enceinte of

earthen walls with vestiges of a royal palace, etc.. He in the Dong-an

district, at ten kilometres as the crow flies almost due north of

Ha-noi, six kilometres almost due east of the junction of the Canal

des Eapides with the Eed Eiver, and five kilometres north-west of

the Ha-n6i-Bak-nin railway line. On their site rises the present

K6-lwa village as a memento of the ancient and famed K6-lwa
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city. It is the only spot uncovered with jungle. The geographical

position is about long. 105° 50' E., lat. 21° 6' H.

p. 325, n. 1. “Hanoi, s’il faut en croire les annales chinoises,

etait un port cle mer vers Tan 600 de notre ere. II y a deux

siecles a peine le golfe du Tonkin, beancoup plus retreci, presentait

sur le littoral la ville de Hung-yen ou les Hollandais avaient etabli

des comptoirs : puis, suceessivement, grace aux apports du Songkoi,

emergerent des eaux les vastes territoires de Kam-dinh, de Ninh-

binh, de Hai-duong, de Haiphong, de Quang-yen *
. . . ‘La

generation actuelle,’ ecrivaient MM. Bouinais et Paulus, ‘a ete

temoin dans la province de Hinh-binh de la formation du canton de

Kim-son depuis 1831.’ . . . Le minimum des depots limoneux

[du fleuve Rouge] . . . serait de 1728 millions de metres cubes

[par an]” {I'Indo- Chine Eepublieaine of Dec. 11th, 1902). The

delta of the Red River would gain about 30 metres seawards

each year, if we arc to judge from the actual site of the stela

commemorating, in a.d. 1010, the erection of a temple at Bo Hai,

Ifjj (P« Sai), which stood then, as declared in the inscription,

on the seaboard, whereas it is now about 30 kilometres inland (see

Dumoutier’s “Portulan,” p. 40). Bo-hai arose on the site of the

present Kl-ho village, in the Vu-tien district (see Dumoutier’s

“ Hoa-lu’,” p. 3), just a couple of miles due east of the present

Ham-dlii, and on the opposite (eastern) bank of the Red River.

Hence, the seaboard in Ptolemy’s time must have been quite close

to Ha-noi and K6-lwa, stretching thence almost due south in the

direction of the present Hin-bln and Chin-zai, which latter, as we

shall see directly, is not improbably Ptolemy’s Sinda. Ho wonder,

then, that in De Donis’ map Aganagara (Ha-noi or K6-lw5) is

marked close by the seashore.

p. 327, 1. 4. According to_ the “An-nan Chih-liio,” p. 211

transL, Ta-kiuen, son of Li-p'hot-tii’s elder brother, re-established

the capital at Long-bien.

p. 328, 1. 12 from bottom. According to the “ An-nan Chih-

liio,” p. 216, in A.D. 862 Ha-noi was called Ying-ch^ing, H M-
p. 329, 11. 10, 11. According to the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iii,

p. 473, Ha-n&i was called Thang-long, ^ ||, under the Le, this

name being changed to Thang-long, at the time of Ja-long

(first quarter of the nineteenth century). Dumoutier says the first

form was adopted when the capital was transferred thither from

Hwa-lii, i.e. in a.d. 1010 (see “Hoa-lu’,” p. 59).

’ This is far too sweeping an assertion, and only applies to parts of such

territories, except Xam-dinh and Ilai-phong.
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p. 331, 11. 14, 15. La-than and Dai-la stood on a site corre-

s-ponding to the present north-western part of Ha-noi town, as

I have personally ascertained on the spot itself.

p. 334, 1. 10. According to the “ An-nan Chih-luo,” p. 89,

however, in \.t>. 1284-5 Lo-eh'eng (i.e. Lwa-thah or K6-lwa) was

retaken hy the Annamese, which means that at this period it

had again become the Chinese seat of government,

p. 334, 11. 1" et seqq. Sinda

It was only after this section had been in print that I discovered

that the latitude of Sinda given in Ptolemy’s text, after the Hobbe
edition, as being 16° 40' is almost certainly an error for 13° 40'

or thereabout. For not only is Sinda placed in Ptolemy’s list

between Kortatha (lat. 12° 30') and Pagrasa (lat. 14° 30'), hut

it is also marked in such a position in De Donis’ map (see p. 346

above). Such being the case, the rectified Ptolemaic latitude of

Sinda would be 16° 40'= 19° 25' true; and, bearing in mind that

in De Donis’ map this town is located near the seashore, its position

would become fixed at the Kiia Bang Bay, within Cape Bang
i^Cap Bond of French maps).

If, however, Pagrasa is the old C‘hii-su stronghold on the

northern bank of the Song Voi (‘Elephant River’) in 19° 5'

N. lat., as we have suggested (see these Addenda above, note to

p. 311, 11. 4, 5), the site of Sinda would have to be sought for nearly

half a degree more to the south, i.e. somewhere about Yin, close by
the mouth of the Song-ka River. Here no ancient name similar

to Sinda is recorded, except the very ones of the ‘ Elephant River ’

{ITsiang-shicei, and of the adjoining territory {Ssiang-
provided the term Hsiang, ‘ Elephant,’ in these can be proved

to be the translation or transcript of a local toponym Sindhiira

( = Sinda). But this is very doubtful, nor is any evidence at

hand as to the Song-ka River bearing of old the name Sindhu
or any other similar one.

On the other hand, it is interesting to notice that not far north of

the rectified position (19° 25' lat.) which we have found in the

Tables for Sinda, and precisely in 20° 4' N. lat., an old seaport

existed called Slmi-t‘ou, ^ {Shm-t‘au, Sin-t‘u
;

Ann. Thon-

doit), mentioned in Annamese records since A.n. 1005. Under the
Annamese Le dynasty its name was changed to

jjj^
Shen-fu

(Ann. Thon-p‘hu), while more recently it came to he called Cheng-

IE 'h Chin-dai or Chin-zai)
;

it is the Chinh Dai of

French maps, in the Yen-lSIo district, province of Nin-bin (see
Dumoutier s “ Hoa-lu’,” p. 49). It may, or may not, he the Shen-
u-an, seaport mentioned by I-tsing in the seventh century
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(see above, p. 250, n. 1). In any case, its name Shin-Vou looks

much like a transcript of either Sindhu or Sindhata, and forcibly

suggests not only Ptolemy’s Sinda, but also the Sender-fulat of the

Arab navigators {vide supra, p. 248, note, and p. 346). It should

he observed that Shen-t‘ou (and its historical continuation Chin-dai

of the present day) lies in proximity to the spurs of the low hills

bounding on the south the deltaic plain of the Eed River, and

close by the Kiia Dai, its westernmost outlet into the sea. It

must thus have been a very important seaport and centre of trade

in the old days.

If, however,we locate Sinda at Shen-t‘ou or Chin-dai,we must look

for Fagrasa further to the north, where there are no ancient places

on the low deltaic plain towai’ds the seaboard except Hai-diiong

(ancient Yang-ch'-uen, Ann. Zuang-twun) and Kwang-yen

(ancient Ning-hai, ^ Ann. Niti-hdi), both mentioned since

B.c. 200. The only toponym resembling Fagrasa lower down

is that of the JBich, Pi {Pek or Pag) seaport, mentioned since

208 B.c. (see Dumoutier’s “ Portulan Ann.,” p. 42), corresponding

to the present Lach Tran outlet of the Song Chu in 19° 53' H. lat.

This place, which would suit very well for Fagrasa, would prove

too far south if Sinda is to be located at Chih-dai.

In conclusion, it is very difficult, nay, well-nigh impossible, to

settle the location of Sinda until the figures for its latitude as

given in the Kobbe edition of Ptolemy are critically corrected by

referring to a certain number of reliable old manuscript copies of

Ptolemy’s work.

p. 336, 1. 12. San-ch'i-chiang. In the “An-nan Chih-liio,”

pp. 72, 467, and 472, occurs a mention of a ^ San-tai-

ehiang, district or territory and river, which latter is formed by the

union of the Eed, Clear, and Black Rivers {T‘o-shwei) with the

Lung River. This refers to a.d. 1300.

p. 342, n. 1, 1. 3. See the more recent account of these potentates

by Capt. Cupet (in “Mission Pavie, Geographie et Voyages,” t. iii,

pp. 297 et seqq., and also map on pi. xv). The ‘ Water King,’

termed Patao la by the Jarai and Sadet Lam by the Luu, resides

on the Lau slope of the Campa-Kambojan mountain range, in

long. 107° 59' E., lat. 13° 32' K.; he can, by means of his charms,

cause a universal flood. The ‘ Fire King,’ called Patao Ngo by the

Jarfii and Sadd Fai by the Luu, resides near by, but on the Campa

side of the same range, in long. 108° 5' E., lat. 13° 32'-5 K.
;
he

can, by means of his magic sword, destroy by fire and slaughter the

whole cosmos.

51
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An Annamese work written at the end of the eighteenth century

locates the two dreaded sorcerers at fourteen days’ march west

of Cape Varella (i.e. in about the same position as above), in the

kingdom of Nan-p‘an, ^ (Ann. Nam-ban), in the west of

the Bin-din province, and adds that in the same country is

a mysterious city Peh-shih, ^ ^ (Ann. Bah-thah) = Ba-aak,

perhaps Basak in N'orth Kamboja? (see Dnmoutier’s “ Portulan

Ann.,” p. 61).

The above references prove that the ‘ Fire ’ and ‘ Water ’ Kings

of both Cham and Annamese tradition were the same personages as

are found down to the present day among the Jarai.

p. 344, n. 3, 1. 3. Tan-wien. The first character of this name
is in the “ An-nan Chih-liio,” p. 63, but it is practically

equivalent to the other.

p. 346, U. 16 et seqq. See above, note to p. 334, 1. 17, in these

Addenda, as regards the ancient port Shen-Vou {Sindhu or Sindhava)

which existed on this tract of sea-coast.

pp. 348, 349. ludoi, Sindoi. Cf. Sindhu-sauvira, a people in

the north-east region according to the “ Brhat Samhita ”
;
and see

p. 346, 11. 10, 11 from bottom, as regards the location of the Sindi

in De Donis’ map.

p. 351, n. 1. According to the “ An-nan Chih-liio,” pp. 96 and

102 (date 1267), some of the Liau on the Tonkin borders [Shan

Liau, etc.) filed their teeth (like the Jarai and Bade of East

Kamboja nowadays).

p. 352, 1. 2. Msi-t'u. Their identification with the IIi-ch‘ih,

M or ‘Black Teeth’ tribes, put forward in the Bulletin

Ec. Fr., t. iii, pp. 280, 281, leaves us as wise as before, for tribes

who stained or lacquered their teeth black were, and still

are, numerous, as Annamese, Khmers, etc., even to the Bre or

Lakii (a tribe of Karens) in Upper Burma (see the “ Upper Burma
Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 534). For the IIsi-t‘u tribe see, again,

above, p. 355, note.

p. 352, note, 1. 11. ‘Sea Blau.’ This may mean the Orang
Laut, ‘ men of the sea,’ of the Malay Archipelago [Liau = a

transcript for LautT).

p. 357, 11. 15—18. Badu. Houghton, in the Indian Antiquary

,

vol. xxii, 1893, pp. 129—36, says that the Kadu people are chiefly

found in the Katha district of Upper Burma, but that they are

comparatively recent immigrants into Burma from Korth-East Tibet,

via the passes north of Bhamo. “ The Kudos would seem to have
been an advance guard of the Kachin race.” Linguistically he
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foand them, allied to the Sak or Sel: (Thek) of the Kuladan valley

in Arakan, their speech belonging to the Kachin-Naga sub-group.

The K^a-to are, on the other hand, by several recent writers

connected with the lo-lo, but this view seems to me hardly

plausible, for, though they speak dialects derived from the Lo-lo,

they have been distinct from the Lo-lo for centuries, and racially

belong to the dark-complexioned Wah-Afb-Mi group. A clan of

the Palaungs (who are practically Wah) round Ifam ban, the

Palaung capital, bears, in fact, the name Kadu (see “Upper Burma

Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 486).

p. 358, n. 2, 11. 13, 14. See also Ko-Kiio-lo, 31l (for

Kd-la-kd), in the “Jfan-ehao Ye-shih” (p. 168 transl.).

p. 359, 1. 2. ‘ Tiger- Heads.’ Cf. the Vyughramtekha (‘Tiger

Face’) people in the east region, according to the “ Brhat

Samhitu.”

p. 359, 11. 4-6. Kuluta becomes Koluka in the Ramayana,

iv, 43, 8, of Gorresio’s edition. The “Brhat Samhita” locates the

Kulutas in the north-western region, and a people Kuluta in the

north-eastern
;

these latter are seemingly Ptolemy s Kudutai,

unless they are to be identified with the Ikoltta or Kulta tribes in

Western Asam and northward of Sadiya.

p. 359, n. 2, 1. 4. But the alternative form Cohman appearing

likewise in some 3IS&. of Afarco Polo s work would apply, on the

other hand, to the L.wo-lo-Mfin, ^ ^ 2s’an-ehao

Ye-shih,” p. 168 transl.), who are a branch of the Lolos.

p. 362, 11. 6-8. That means, roughly, between Lao-kai and

Lang-s6n (or Rao-bang). Longhena connects them with the

Uberae of Pliny (see Pulle’s “ Studi Italiani di Filologia Indo-

Iranica,” vol. iv, Firenze, 1901 j
Appendices, p. 30, n. 1). A tribe

calling itself Khicai - B'rro, and termed Kha Mong-khong by

outsiders, dwells on the western watershed of the .Annam range,

in the Lau provinces of Kham-muen and Song-khon (see BulUhn

Ec. Fr., t. iii, p. 544\

p. 364, 11. 9-14. P'u-la. In the ‘•R’an-chao Ye-shih” (p. 170

transl.) the name of this tribe is spelled 5^, which hardly

makes any difference. The 2la-la are therein ,p. 177) said to

be a distinct, albeit akin, tribe, and are located in the hill tracts

of the Wang-nung, I # district (south-west of Mongtze).

Recently ilr. A. Henry found th.at in one of the P'-u-la villages,

isolated among the mountains to the north of Meng-tiz Mongtze;,^

the stature of women was but little above 4.j feet and that of

men just a trifle over 4J feet, all being otherwise well shaped.
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They seem to be the remnants of an extensive pygmy race (see

Journal Anthrop. Inst., vol. xxxiii, 1903, pp. 96-107). The

P^u-la may be, then, the present-day representatives of the Chtau-

yau and P'hony pygmies of Chinese and Annamese tradition (see

above, in these Addenda, remarks on p. 259, n. 3).

"With the P‘u-Ia, etc., ef. the Palola tribe mentioned in the

“ Brhat Samhita ” (see above, in these Addenda, note to p. 155,

1. 6 from bottom).

p. 366, note, 1. 6. Biajti. This name is written also Bajow,

Bajau.

p. 367, n. 3. On face-tattooing see, moreover, p. 175, n. 2,

and p. 675, n. f, above. The custom is also in favour among
Wild Wah, in the north, about the sources of the Nam Ma,

whose women tattoo their faces and bosoms (see “ Upper Burma
Gazetteer,” pt. i, vol. i, p. 514), among the Chin of Burma
(op. oit., p. 466),’ and among the Loi-long Karens, whose men
tattoo two black squares beneath their chins (op. cit., p. 543).

In the “Nan-chao Ye-shih ” (p. 174 transl.) it is stated of the

Pei-chil, it i: [Pek-tsoii or Pet-isz), tribe : they tattoo on their

foreheads, as an ornament, a moon crescent. This is the Ch‘e-li

(
= C‘hieng Bung) custom, termed Tiao-tl, H @ (‘Tattooing

of the Forehead ’). Tattooing of the forehead is in the “ An-nan

Chih-liio” (p. 96 transl.) ascribed to some of the Liau tribes.

There can be no doubt, in both instances, that Wild Wah are

the people implied, who are settled to the north and west of

C’hieng Bung, and are certainly the Pa or P'-u of the Chinese.

p. 368, 11. 1-12. Pa. The “Nan-chao Ye-shih” (p. 163

transl.) states that it is by mistake that the character f®, has

been employed to write the name P'a-jin, instead of Pu,

which is the correct one occurring in the records of the Chou

dyna.sty (n.c. 1122-255). Such being the case, the Pa,

P-u-jin or P-u-rui, and the Wei-lu (‘ Little Niggers ’) or P‘eng Pa,

’ “.\11 the women have their laces tattooed, unlike the Chins of the Chin-
Ilills proper, who do not tattoo . . . the pattern differs with the tribes.

'• The Chin-boks cover the face with nicks, lines, and dots of a uniform design.

The women’s breasts are also surrounded with a circle of dots.
*' The Yindus tattoo in horizontal lines across the face, showing glimpses

of the skin.
o n r

“ The Chin-buns tattoo an entire dead black and are the most repellent in
appearance . . . The men are not tattooed at all.

" The beauty of a Chin woman is gauged by her tattooing. The origin of the
practice i.s still uncertain, but from the fact that it is only the tribes near the
Burmese who practice it, it would appear probable that the first intention was to
protect the women from being carried off, or to enable them to he easily dis-
covered It they were carried off.” (Op. cit., loc cit

)
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% of the commerLccment of the Chou dynasty ' would be

racially identical. There can be no doubt as to the people now
called Pu, Phi-jen, arboreal and caudate Pu, being Vah or Lawa,
for the habitat assigned to the Pu or P'ti (west of C'hleng Rung
and P‘u-erh) corresponds to the Wah territory, while the somatic

characteristics (very dark complexion, etc.) ascribed to the Pu or

P‘u also agree. The P'u or Pu may, and very likely are, at the

same time racially connected with the Pni-erh or P‘hu-0, as

I have suggested on p. 369 above.

p. 368, note, 1. 6. E. Roux, in his “ Aux Sources de

I’Irraouaddy,” p. 62, speaking of their kinsmen, the Khi-Uz,

living about the headwaters of the Kiu Kiang or Nam Kiu (the

western branch of the Upper Iravatl), says that their women
have blue designs tattooed round the mouth and on the tip of

their noses. The Kiu-tsz are, in reality, the tribe more properly

known as Turong.

p. 369, 11. 1, 2. Palaung. The Palaungs, says Colonel Wood-
thorpe in the Geographical Journal (.June, 1896, p. .596), are

scattered all over the Shan States. They are Buddhist, and

are the gunmakers of C’hTeng Tung. In the “Upper Burma

Gazetteer” (pt. i, vol. i, pp. 483 et seqq.) they are also termed

Rumai, and described as being both linguistically and racially

connected with the Wah, as well as with the Kha JIuk (Kh'mu)

and Kha Met (Lamet). The name Parauk or Paroga for one of

their clans (see Journal R.A.S., July, 1897, p. 456) occurs, in

fact, also among the Wah (see “ Upper Burma Gazetteer,” pt. i,

vol. i, p. 494). It is from the former that the To, Toga {Roga)

claim descent (op. cit., p. 569). Another clan of the Palaung is

termed Kadu (op. cit., p. 486), but this seems to have no

connection with the Kadu of the Katha district in Upper Burma,

who, as we have seen, are classed with the Kachin-Taga sub-

group. It must, on the contrary, be attached to the Ka-fo and

Jlo-ni group (Ptolemy’s Kudutai).

p. 375, 1. 6 from bottom. A Ngan-fian Kiang is, however,

mentioned in the “ An-nan Chih-liio,” p. 190 transh, under a date

corresponding to A.n. 1284-5.

p. 384, note, 11. 7, 8 et seqq. See these Addenda above, note

to p. 84, 1. 18 et seqq. In “ Hobson-Jobson,” new ed., p. 29,

I find the bewildering statement that the Arabic dual form

Andaman “is said to bo from Agamitae, the Malay [?] name of

^ The Pu of the Chou period were settled in Hupeh, and a-'-'i-ted Wu Wang
against Chou H-)ia (the last emperor ot the Shang d)na^t)j m b.c. 1122.
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tte aborigines ”
! ! The originator of this etymology positively

deserves a prix de rosiere.

p. 388, note, 1. 4. Batu Berhala. This is also the name,

according to Balfour’s Cyclopaedia, vol. i, p. 299, of “ a stone idol

highly venerated by the Dyaks.” One, called Buiu Kaica, was

discovered at a point of the Sarawak Biver, !N’orth-’West Borneo, at

about six miles above Sarawak town. Another one occurs “ on

the Samarkand river, near Ledah Tanah,” and is called by the

Malays Batu Berhala, or the ‘ Idol Stone.’

p. 388, note, 11. 13 et seqq. ^m. In “Hobson-Jobson,” 2nd ed.,

p. 448, the value of the zdm is given as 12' of a geographical

degree, or 12 nautical miles, and also as a nautical watch of

three hours. The former estimate is, certainly, purely theoretical

in point of actual sailing distance. In this respect we are unable

to assign to the zdm a practical value of anything above 10 miles,

but should think that 7 to 8 is nearer the mark. Example

:

Distance Serira-Kalah (Palembang-Takopa), 120 zdm. Actual

distance about 900 miles. Value of the zdm = 7-J miles. This is

taken from “ Hobson-Jobson,” loc. cit. The value of the zam
should furthermore be compared with that of the King or Chinese

nautical watch, which, as we have seen above, is equal to 60 li

(i.e. about 10 miles), or to 2'4 hours.

p. 391, 1. 17. In cued 1330 Friar Jordanus (Hakl. Soc.,

1863), p. 30, speaks of an island where all the men and women go

absolutely naked, and have in place of money comminuted gold

like fine sand.

p. 392, 11. 1-5. The quotation here given is from Yule’s preface

to Friar Jordanus’ “ Mirabilia Descripta ” (Hakl. Soc., 1863),

pp. xvii, xviii.

p. 396, 1. 8 from bottom. Ttlan-chong. Capt. Hamilton, in

1709-20, speaks of it as “ Tallang-jang, the uninhabited island.”

Further on he refers to “ Chittij-andeman, which is the southern-

most of the Andemans.” And he adds :
“ The middle cluster is

. . . aU but one, well inhabited. They are called the Somerera
islands, because on the south end of the largest island is an hUl that

resembles the top of an umbrella or somerera [read Sumhreiro,

Sombrero] ” (Pinkerton’s “Collection of Voyages,” vol. viii, p. 431).

p. 397, note, 1. 16. In the “Voyages of Sir James Lancaster”
(Hakl. Soc.), p. 12, the JPulo Sambilam referred to (in 1592) are

those in Malacca Strait, and not, as the editor remarks in a foot-

note, the Nikobars. He adds : “Little Hioobar Island is so called

[Sambelong].”

p. 397, note, 1. 16 from bottom. Shom-hen. Cf. the Carma-
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dinpa people alluded to in the “ Brhat Samhita.” Carman (Pali

Gamma) = ‘ shield,’ ‘buckler,’ ‘leather.’

p. 398, n. 1, 11. 6-10. Correa (“Lendas da India,” vol. iv,

p. 306) tells of an expedition having been also sent to the ‘ Island of

Gold’ by governor Afonso de Sousa, in 1543. See, moreover, the

storjf he relates about the llha do Ouro in vol. iii, pp. 240, 241

(a.d. 1528). Mendez Pinto (“Voyages,” London, 1692, pp. 15-

25) locates the ‘ Island of Gold ’ near the east coast of Sumatra,

in 5° S. lat., and refers to several unsuccessful expeditions sent

on its discovery.

p. 399, 11. 21, 22. ‘Island of Cocoanut Trees.’ “ The coeoanut

palm was brought into India from Ceylon, and originally most

probably from the Nicobar Islands. In the Tamilian languages

it has no name except Tenna-maram, ‘ the southern tree.’ Its fruit

is called TennaMai and Teklai" {Asiatic Quarterly Review, July,

1897, p. 100).

p. 400, n. 2, 1. 18. Ralilera Islands. The “Brhat Samhita”

locates a JVulilcera people in the south-eastern region, thus leaving

no doubt that the inhabitants of the Nikobars are intended. It

also mentions a people Carma-dvipa, inhabiting a shield-shaped

island (see these Addenda above, note to p. 397, 1. 16 from bottom).

In A.n. 645 Hwen-tsang refers to a Nalikera-dipa. In the

“ Katha-sarit-sagara ” (Tawney’s transl., vol. i, pp. 525, 527, 551)

a large and beautiful island, Narikela, is alluded to, in which

are four mountains named VrsahJia, C«It«[= Sombrero?],

and Baluhaka.

p. 400, n. 2, 1. 20 from bottom. Cape Negrais. Probably from

Naga-rasa-, see above in these Addenda, note to p. 52, 1. 7.

Taranatha’s Balgu (1608) may be either Baragu or Bhilu-gyun,

but certainly not Pegu proper, which he terms Hamsavati (q.v. in

“ Hobson-Jobson,” p. 184).

p. 400, n. 2, 11. 1-13 from bottom. Barahnagar. In “Hobson-

Jobson,” 2nd ed., p. 623, this toponym is conjecturally connected

with Barra de Negrais, as in Balbi (1583), Fitch (1586), and

Bocarro (1613).

p. 401, note, 11. 7-19. In the “Voyages of Sir James

Lancaster” (Hakl. Soc., 1877, p. 72) the natives of the Nikobars

are described as follows (date, 1602):—“The people of these

islands goe naked, hauing only the priuities bound up in a peece

of linnen cloath, which commeth about their middles like a girdle,

and so between their twist. They are all of a tauny colour, and

annoint their faces with divers colours; they are well limmed,”

etc. Their priests or sacrificers (devil dancers?) wore a pair of
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painted horns on their heads, and behind them a tail was

hanging down.

p. 402, note, 11. 19-24. Barahnagar. Cf. Bar-nagar, Bara-

nagara, or Vijaya-nagar in Asam, in 1580. If so, Barahnagar

= the old Bijanagar or Bisnagar kingdom on the east coast of

India (?). This is not altogether improbable, while tribes of people

in the undress style, described by Ibn Batuta, are settled in the

neighbourhood. “ In the Chanda district of the Central Provinces

of India the women in the wilder tracts wear no clothes at all,

but only a string round the waist, to which they suspend a bunch

of leaves before and another behind. The same practice is reported

to exist in the Kol country, and also in Orissa ” {Journal of ths

Anthropological Institnte, vol. iv, 1875, p. 376, note). Cf. the

Nagna-parna Savara people, mentioned in the “ Brhat Samhita ” as

settled in the south-east region. This term I take to mean
‘ naked and leaf-wearing Savaras,’ and not ‘ leaf-eating &avaras,'

as has been conjectured by other writers.

p. 402, note, 1. 3 from bottom. Narhoniam. In “ Hobson-
Jobson,” p. 617, the strange etymology Naraha-hundam, ‘Pit of

Hell,’ is recorded and endorsed with the suggestion that it better

applies to Barren Island. I feel unable to accept it, and prefer

mine till proof of the contrary.

p. 406. To the list of names relating to the Nikobars add the

following entries :

—

A.n. 1050 circa. Bahkavuram in the great Tanjore inscription

of the eleventh century (“ Hobson-Jobson,” p. 625).
A.n. 1514. Nicuhar (Giov. da Empoli), ibid.

A.n. 1529-31. Nicobar, ilhas de (Correa, t. iii, pp. 368, 469).
A.n. 1592—1602. Nicubar Islands (“Yovages of Sir James

Lancaster,” Hakl. Soc., 1877, pp. 10, 15, 27; the people are

Muhammadans (p. 27) and go naked (p. 72)).

See also infra, remarks on p. 506 in these Addenda, for

a Chinese reference to Kar-Nikobar and to the Nikobar Archipelago
in general, in the eighth century a.d.

p. 410, 11. 11-14 from bottom. The “Muhit,” a.d. 1554 (see

Eeinaud’s Introduction to Abu-l-Fedii, p. 436), refers to an island

Sarjal as one of the Najbari (Nikobar) group. It was sighted
on the route from Ceylon to Malacca. Eeinaud thinks it may be
the Great Nikobar. Cf. the island of Zolore touched by Giovanni
da Empoli (1503) on his way from Carsupa in Malabar

(
= Carhula?)

to Malacca (see De Gubernatis’ “ Storia doi Viaggiatori Italiani,”
Livorno, 1875, p. 114).

p. 421, n. 2, 11. 7-11. I have since discovered that the
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Philippines— or, at any rate, Luzon— were already known in

A.D. 982 to the Chinese under the name Ma-yi, Ma-yit, m
J* and probably also to the Arabs as Manid or Mand, which
forms occur in Dimashki, in circa 1300. I propose to offer the

full demonstration of this at an early opportunity.

p. 423, 11. 6 et secpj. Cf. the names of the mountains in NariJ;ela

Island as given in the “ Katha-sarit-sagara ” (see these Addenda
above, remarks on p. 400, n. 2, 1. 18); llaindka {= Malhan [‘i),

cf. Mdnyah, Maniolai), Vrsabha, Calra (= Chauri, i.e. Sombrero?),

and Balohaka.

p. 423, n. 1, 1. 17. In my “ Xagarakretagama list of

Countries,” etc., in the Journal JR.A.S., July, 1905, pp. 505-511,

I have shown that the date of the foundation of Singapore must

be put down between 1280 and 1320, and is possibly 1284.

p. 426, table, third entry on left side. Pei-pHng-V'ou Shan,

lit. ‘ North-level-head Island.’ I now think this is Chauri,

i.e. Sombrero, which is low on the north and rises steep with

a rocky pinnacle on the south end.

p. 435, 11. 7-19. The term occurs likewise in Khmer in the form

P'humsen, Bumsin (pron. Pumsen), where it designates the Betonica

or betony plant. Pumsen-its {Bhimsen-desa) is refined camphor

(exotic), whereas common camphor is termed Karbour (written

Karpur). In the “ Ain-i-Akbari ” (^circa 1590) occurs the

passage : “Of the various kinds of camphor the best is called

Ribahi or Kaincri ... In some books camphor in its natural state

is called . . . BhimsintP On this the editor of “Hobson-Jobson,”

new ed., p. 152, remarks: Bhimtmt is more properly .B/ifwiWH,

and takes its name from the demigod Bhlmsfn [Bhimasena], second

son of Pandu.” In Yule’s Marco Polo, 2nd ed., vol. ii, p. 304,

Bhimseni is explained as meaning Sumatran camphor, so known

to the Indus. A view of Abu-I-Fazl, the author of the “ Ain,” is

moreover quoted, according to which Bdlus is the worst camphor.

p. 438, continuation of n. 3 on p. 436, 1. 5. EdrIsI (op. cit.,

pp. 80, 81) names Herij, Uarij, or JIara7i/ (as he .severally spells

this toponym) along with Jubnh and Saluhaf (Sumatra). Cf.

Hamilton’s (1720) “Booca de Caranjera" — the Basak mouth of

the Me-Khong in South Kamboja, termed Charachina by Mendez

Pinto (1540).

Teixeira (Sinclair & Ferguson’s transl., p. 2) refers to camphor

in Achin (1600).

According to the “ Mahavaiiisa ” (ch. 58 ;
'Wijesihha’.s transl.,

p. 98), camphor was sent in circa a.d. 1065 by the king of Piamanna

(Pegu) to Ceylon.
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See Yule’s “ Marco Polo ” for mentions of camphor in the

Andamans, etc.

p. 439, n. 1, § (3), 11. 2-5. Mamurah. In “ Hobson-Johson,”

p. 152, Mas'udi’s passage on camphor in the country of Kansur

(vol. i, p. 338, transl.) is commented upon in the following strain

:

“The same work at iii, 49, refers back to this passage as the

‘ country of ATansurah’ Probably Mas‘udl wrote correctly

Fansurah.” I do not see my way to agree with this view, for

the difference in spelling between Fansur and Mansurah is not

so trifling. Besides, the same view is contradicted in the very

passage quoted lower down from the “ Ain ” {circa 1590) : “The

camphor tree is a large tree growing in the ghauts of Mmdostan

and in China. A hundred horsemen and upwards may rest in the

shade of a single tree.” This confirms the evidence we have

gathered from earlier sources as to the presence of camphor in India

in § (1) of n. 1 on p. 439 above, and proves, furthermore, that

(besides Blumea shrubs) real camphor-trees {Bryohalanops ?) existed

in the mountainous tracts {Ghats) of Southern India. A camphor

was, moreover, extracted in Malabar from the roots of the ‘wild

cinnamom’ (probably some Cassia sp.), having several of the

properties of real camphor and more fragrance (see “ Hobson-

Johson,” p. 543).

p. 439, n. 1, 11. 4-6 from bottom. The first western mention of

camphor is believed to occur in the Greek medical writer Aetius

{circa A.n. 540, see extract in “ Hobson-Johson,” p. 152), who

terms it caphura, seemingly from the Arabic hafur, representing

the Sanskrit Icarpara. Imru-l-Hais (sixth century) writes, in fact,

hafur, as we have seen. In Malay (not only in Javanese as stated

in “Hobson-Johson,” p. 151)j^ls, hupar (pron. hupor), means
‘ lime,’ ‘ cement,’ ‘ mortar,’ ‘ plaster for building,’ and ‘ camphor ’

in the compositum kupur haras, etc. This is likewise the case

in Mon (9^5; hh‘p6d), in Khmiir {komlor, kumbor), and in

Siamese {pun = pur), which are one and all corrupted forms of

Skr. karpura, and mean ‘ lime.’ It is, therefore, impossible that

one could accept the suggestion referred to in “ Hobson-Jobson,”

loc. cit., that the word karpura “ was originally Javanese ”
! ! The

above meaning of ‘lime,’ ascribed to karpura and its Further-

Indian derivatives, should be compared with the significations

a.scribed to pamsuh of ‘ dust,’ ‘ dirt,’ etc. (see p. 435 above).

p. 440, n. 1, 1. 8. Camphor oil. P‘o-lil Kau {Bu-lut balm) is

mentioned as early as a.d. 515 in the history of the Liang dynasty

as being an abundant product in Lang-yor-hsiu, i.e. C‘hump‘h6n

;

see above, pp. 112-115 {vide Groeneveldt, in “Essays relating
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to Indo-China,” ser. ii, p. 135). .4.gam, it is mentioned in

the New History of the T'ang dynasty, bk. 2‘22, as having been

sent in tribute between 627 and 649 a.d. by the State of T^o-yuan

or liou-t^o-yuan (=Dagun, now Hangoon, or else Dun-wun?

—

V. p. 831 infra). (See T^oung-Pao, vol. ix, p. 283, n. 37, text.)

p. 441, n. 1, 1. 17 from bottom. Hardalah. Yule, in “Hobson-

Jobson,” new ed., p. 430, connects this term with llarital= ‘ yellow

arsenic,’ ‘orpiment,’ saying that Ibn Batuta “seems oddly to

confound it with camphor.” But probably yellow (or strong)

camphor is what is meant.

p. 443, n. *, 1. 3. This may be the Batai camphor (from the

Batta country?) referred to in “ Hobson-Jobson,” p. 151.

p. 444, n. 2. In 1589’ Ralph Fitch (see J. H. Ryley’s “ Ralph

Fitch,” London, 1899, p. 189) says that Borneo camphor “ groweth

in canes.” This may be explained (as done in “Hobson-Jobson,”

p. 152, with regard to Ibn Batuta’s version) “by the statement of

Barbosa, that the Borneo camphor as exported was packed in tubes

of bamboo.” But Ibn Batuta’s case is somewhat different,

although the same practice may have been observed on the east

coast of the Malay Peninsula {Mula-Jacali) witli regard to camphor

collected from Bryolalanops trees. These, it may now be con-

fidently asserted, were to be found of old even further north than

Perak and Kemaman (see p. 436 above, n. 3), perhaps as fur up

as the Krah Isthmus, since Lang-ya-hsiu (i.e. the Krah-C‘humph6n

State) produced, we have seen {supra, in these Addenda, remarks

on p. 440, n. 1), camphor oil in the sixth century a.d., and

T-o-yuan State (probably Dagun, now Rangoon) sent the same

article in tribute during the century next following. These facts

further confirm our location of Ibn Batuta’s Kahtla at either

Kelantan or Ligor. N.B.—An islet Koh Krah {Kakora), the

Cara of old maps, lies just off Ligor bight. It will, moreover,

now be seen that Serapion’s statement as to camphor being

exported from the Kalah country (see above, p. 437, note), i.e.

the west coast of the Malay Peninsula about Takopa {Takkola or

Kakkola), was perfectly correct in his time (ninth-tenth century).

It may be interesting to notice, in connection with I-tsing’s

Ka-ko-la or Ka-ko-ra, that kakaras is the Malay name for the

gharu tree or gaharu producing eagle-wood. Chia Tan in his

itinerary, compiled a.d. 785-805 (see Bulletin JEc. Fr., t. iv,

p. 373), refers to a kingdom Ko-ku-lo, ^ on the west

coast of the Malay Peninsula, which, if not Kwala Kurau, or

Kwala Gula, in North-West Perak, may be Takkola or Kakkola

(Takopa). See below, in these Addenda, remarks on p. 506.
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p. 451, 1. 7. Shun-ta. Chao Ju-kua also mentions a piratical

State Sun-i‘a, m fifc>
evidently Sunia, among the piratical States

of the Archipelago (see T^oung-Pao, 1903, pp. 239, 240).

p. 451, note. Ta-pan and Jung-ya-lu. In another passage,

referred to in T‘oung-Pao, 1903, pp. 238, 239, Chao Ju-kua says

that the Ta-pan State borders to the east on Ta She-p‘o, called

Jung-ya-lu, 5^ ^ 5^, also termed Chimg-lca-lu, £ ^ ^
{Jdhgala or = Malacca, see pp. 519-21 above). The same

writer, moreover, enumerates both Ta-pan and Jung-ya-lu among

the States bordering upon Ghao-wa, i.e. Java. All this shows

that neither of them could be situated on Java Island.

p. 454, n. 1. Teixeira (1600) mentions pepper in Achln (op.

cit., p. 2). Linsohoten (1592) says much pepper comes from

Pedir, which lies twenty miles from Achin (“Voyage,” Hakl.

Soc., 1885, vol. i, p. 110).

p. 460, 11. 1-14. The views I have here expressed find con-

firmation, I now notice, in the following passage occurring in

“ Hobson-Jobson ” (p. 868): “The Sunda country is considered

to extend from the extreme western point of the island to Cheribon,

i.e. embracing about one-third of the whole island of Java.

Hinduism appears to have prevailed in the Sunda country, and

hold its ground longer than in ‘Java’ a name which the proper

Javanese restrict to their own part of the island.”

p. 463, 1. 4. Friar Jordanus (1330), in his “Mirabilia Descripta”

(Hakl. Son., 1863, pp, 30, 31), evidently includes the whole of

the Archipelago under the denomination Jana {^Jaua^, for he says

that there “are produced cubebs [which grow in Java proper],

and nutmegs and mace [as well as cloves], and all the other finest

spices [which are all produced in the Moluccas and not at all in

Java] except pepper.”

p. 463, n, 1, 1. 3. This embassy of 433 was sent by Uo-lo-tan

(on She-p’o or Tu-p‘o Island?), which had already appeared at

the Chinese Court in 430 (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 505). The
“ Sung-shu,” quoted in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iii, p. 255, gives

the date as the 11th year Yuan-chia = k.h. 434, instead of the

10th year (=A.n. 433). On this Uo-lo-tan State see our further

remarks on p. 469 above, and n. 3 to same.

p. 463, n. 1, 11. 10-12. P‘o-ta. Two similar toponvms occur

in the Chinese records, viz.: (1) ^ P'-o-ta (see China Review,

vol. xiii, p. 337) ; (2) ^ Pa-Ga, a dependency of San-fo-cVi
(Palcmbang) according to Chao Ju-kua, 1205-58 (see T‘oung-Pao,
1901, p. 133). This last may be the Batta or Battak country.
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p. 463, n. 1, 1. 14. See p. 470, n. 1. Also iny paper on
“ Some unidentified Toponyms,” etc., in Joimxal R.A.S., October,

1904, pp. 720-2.

De Barros (in Kamusio, op. cit., vol. i, p. 391) mentions a Pedam
(Padang?) between Quedam (Kedah) and Peru (Perak). This may
be meant for Cape {Tanjung) Piandang, on that coast just below
Krian.

p. 467, 11. 6, 7. T'u-lo-sku. The Peguan Annals (“Eafa-

dhiraj”) mention a town and province, ©COG|, Talac'-hi

{Bhalaji), concjuered along with Prome, etc., by King Eajadhiraj
in A.D. 1397 during his war against Burma. This Talao^kl can
hardly be Thayet-myo (written Tharet, Saret), though it seems
difficult to suggest another equivalent for it.

p. 469, n. 3, 1. 9 from bottom. Ko-lo-tan. The first character

should be read either So or K'-o, and not So as done by Ma
Tuan-lin’s translator (op. cit., p. 466), and its Sanskrit equivalent

is Ha, as in Ho-li Tsau (the ‘ Sari Plant,’ i.e. the Harltaka =
Terminalia chehula), Harivarman, etc. The Sanskrit and Indo-

Chinese equivalents of would thus be : Ha-h-ta, Ha-ru-ta,

Aratta {Hairat, Airat, the local vernacular name of Gujarat),

HaryUta, Aradha, Hah-tdnah (country of the Sala or Ala tribes

in central Iforth Sumatra ?), etc. The most agreeing toponyms
would, therefore, be Krut and Gurot, as I have pointed out above

(p. 469, n. 3), while Aru, Haru, or Ghore (as it is severally spelled

in Malay records), on the north-east coast of Sumatra, seems to be

out of the question, even in the possible compo.situm Aru-tanah or

Haru-tanah (Haru-sthana).

p. 471, 11. 2-8, and n. 2. On P‘o-lo-men = Prahnadesa, i.e. the

Tagong district (?), andPo-K State, which withi/(V« (Burma, Man,
Mara [-mma] )

and K'un-lmi sent white elephants and perfumes to

the king of E'an-Chao in A'iin-nan, see these Addenda above, note

to p. 68, 1. 2, and remarks on p. 90, note.

There were, however, two P'o-lo-nuin States in the west of

Burma, to wit :

—

(1) TaSin P'o-lo-min, ^ H P?, a kingdom located

in Chia Tan’s itinerary, a.d. 785-805 (see Bulletin Sc. Fr., t. iv,

p. 371), at 1,000 li west of the Mi-no, ^ Eiver (i.e. the Man-
kathe or Manipur Eiver) and at 300 li from Kdmarupa (i.e. Asam),

from which it was separated by a large mountain range. I, there-

fore, identify this kingdom with Sylhet {Siratha, which name the

Chinese seem to have anagrammatized into Ta-sir = Ta-is‘in).

(2) Hsiao P'o-lo-tnin, ^ (lit. ‘ Little Brahmans ’),
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a kingdom in which the Mi-no, i.e. Manipur River, rises according

to the “ Man-shu,” circa a.b. 860 (quoted in Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv,

pp. 171, 172). Flowing thence in a southward direction, this

river comes to Tou-mi-cliia-mn. ^ ^ ft /tc, and separates into

two branches encircling it. It is quite clear to me that the State

here referred to is Manipur, while Tou-mi-chia-mii, ox Tit-mi-ha-mtik,

Tumi-gama (?), is Tummu or Tamu, Ptolemy’s Tug^a (see p. 33

above, and Appendix II, section 6, where we have conjecturally

suggested Tngama as an equivalent). Also xiie infra, note to p. 568.

On this kingdom of the ‘ Lesser Brahmans ’ the “ Man-shu ”

remarks that there no beef is eaten and that future events can he

predicted (see Bulletin, vol. cit., p. 180), a description which well

agrees with the one given in other Chinese records of the P'-o-lo-men

State lying in the neighbourhood of SM-p‘o (see p. 470 above).

There can thus be no doubt that in the latter instance Hsiao

P^o-lo-min, i.e. Manipur, is meant, and that She-p‘o, its neighbour,

cannot be Sumatra, and much less Java, but Upper Burma {Hamha,
Shwebo ?) ;

see p. 467 above.

After the above considerations the conjectxxral connection we
have ventured to suggest between Brahnadesa (Tagong district)

and P^o~lo-men is no longer tenable
; evidently the Chinese in the

eighth and ninth centuries a.d. ignored such a designation, which
very likely was already forgotten in the land itself, or else

its range, which probably originally comprised the whole tract

to the west of Tagaung to Asam, may have become restricted to

the westernmost portion of it (Sylhet, Manipur, Kachar, and
other States which remained longer and more intensely under the
influence of Hinduism).

As regards Po-sz, it may not be altogether useless to recall that

Pasuluka was a name for Bunna, or part of it (see p, 40 above).
Whether this term is in any way connected with Pasupala,
a people in the north-east region, mentioned in the “ Brhat
Samhita,” xiv, 29, I am unable to judge.

p, 478, note, 11. 12, 13. Herbert, in his ‘‘Vovage de Perse,”

p. 493 (a.d. 1627), already suggested that Malacca was part of

Ophir.

p. 482, 11. 5—9. The “Han-Man Chuan” is simply the chapter
on the Southern Barbarians in T‘ang history. Chun-thi-lung Shan
is, before this, mentioned in Chia Tan’s itinerary (a.d. 785-805)
in the form ^ ^ ^ {Fun-dur-ruiig), and located at two days’
sailing from Pundurahga (Phanrang on the Cochin-China coast).

Thence, in another five days’ sailing the Chih, Strait is reached
(see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 217). This, as we have already
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seen, is the Singapore Strait, and Chia Tan adds, in fact, that on

its northern shore lies the kingdom of Lo-yueh, ^ (i.e. Lagor

or Ligm'), or possibly M. Polo’s [^Ma^-la-vir, the Larevi of Arab

navigators, while on the southern shore is the kingdom of Fo-shih

[Bhoja, i.e. Palembaug). Chun-Pu-lting cannot, therefore, be

Kundur Island in Durian Strait, as I had conjectured before the

translation of Chia Tan’s itinerary had appeared in the Bulletin

Fc. Fr., but is, most assuredly, Pulo Condore (Kundur) off the

Lower Cochin-China coast, alluded to under the form K‘un-lun by

other Chinese writers.

p. 482, 1. 18. The value 2'i-r here given within parentheses

should be corrected into 2'-n,- or 2-5, for it is a question of Chinese

eh‘ih, ‘feet,’ of 10 UHtn, ‘inches,’ each. The gnomonic data

referred to would yield by calculation, after rectification as just

pointed out, a latitude of about 5° K., which evidences that the

gnomonic observation was made on the north coast of Sumatra,

either at Achln or in the neighbourhood of Pasei.

p. 495, 11. 3 et seqq. Po-U, or P^o-U (=Pulei, Pulai), has been

subsequently identified by me with Teixeira’s Pole River and with

the Pulai River (Sungei Pulai), flowing from the homonymous

mountain range (Gunong Pulai) to the Sea of the Straits, into

which it debouches between Tanjung Bulus Cape and the western

entrance to the Old Singapore Strait. See my paper on “Some
unidentified Toponyms,” etc., in the Journal B.A.S., October,

1904, pp. 719, 720.

p. 497, n. 1, 11. 13-16. Lo-cVat. Cf. also Nuchi, JFunchif,

Kwala Fuchi or Fochi, below Chanah on the same coast, on

a western branch of the Patani River, which formerly was the

main river (see Journal Str. Br. B.A.S., J7o. 11, pp. 123, 124).

Fuchi or Funch.it is the local ilalay form for the Siamese Fing-

chik district.

p. 498, 1. 20. CFang-yau Island. This, I have afterwards

found, is very likely Pulo Senang, better known as Barn Island,

and not Singapore Island, which, as I have shown, is marked

Tan-ma-lm (Tamasak) in the Chinese map referred to (see Journal

E.A.S., July, 1905, p. 501).

p. 499, 11. 7, 8. Cf. also Semujong, an alternative designation

for the Sungei Ujong district above Malacca, according to the

Journal Indian Arch., vol. v, p. 322. In Leyden’s “Malay

Annals,” p. 88, it is termed Semang-ujong.

p. 505, 1. 15. Lang-pi-ye, Lang-pi-ya. A Lampiya village

exists in the tin-works tract of Jala or Jalor on the east sloi)e

of the Malay Peninsula, in about 6’ 30' K. lat. (.see Bangkok
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Calendar for 1873, p. 118). The phonetic equivalent of Lang-pi-ya

should therefore he Lampiya, Lampya, or other similar term.

p. 506, 1. 12 et seqq., and n. 2. Seng-ehih. Chia Tan actually

mentions in his itinerary (a.d. 785-805) a Ko-lco-»eng-chih,

'fW jtiSj
kingdom, situated west of C'hih Strait, on a [rocky]

island off the north-west corner of Fo-shih, and adds: “Men in

this kingdom are plunderers and cruel : they are feared by

navigators. On the north coast [of the Strait?] is the Ko-lo,

@ fi>
kingdom, west of which lies Ko-lcu-lo, # ^ Trom

Ko-ho-seng-chili the Sheng-teng, ^ Islet is reached in four

or five days’ sailing. Thence, five more days’ sailing in a west-

ward direction bring one to the F‘o-lu, ^ country. Ifext,

in another six days one reaches the CMa-lan, ^ Islet of the

F‘o, kingdom. Beyond that, after four days’ navigation in

a northern direction, one comes to the ‘ Lion Kingdom ’ (Ceylon)
”

(see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 373). I shall attempt to locate the

above toponyms, which puzzle and mislead the translator of Chia

Tan’s itinerary.

Eo-Jco-seng-chih is the Chi-ku or Ei-ku, ^ Island (C^f-Aw

Esii) of the Chinese map of a.d. 1400 circa published by Phillips

(see Journal China £r. It.A.S., vol. xxi, 1886, p. 38, Ko. 16),

wherein it is marked south-west of Malacca in a position corre-

sponding to Pulo Medang and its southern counterpart, Pulo Eupat
or Segaro (west of the mouth of the Siak Eiver, east coast of

Sumatra). On the north-east coast of Pulo Medang still exists

a hamlet Euko-Burong (the Euku Burung of the “ China Sea

Directorj-,” vol. i, 4th ed., 1896, p. 107), the name of which

means, in Malay, ‘ bird-crow.’ This signification is almost identical

with that of the term Chi-ku, which is, in Chinese, ‘cock-crow.’

I have but little doubt that Pulo Medang is one and the same

with the hitherto unidentified Pulo Eukor mentioned in the Pasei

chronicle translated by Marre (“Histoire des Eois de Pasey,” Paris,

1874, pp. 97, 107). Eukor was thus the old name of Pulo Medang
still represented in the Euko (or Euku‘, Burong hamlet

standing on its coast. (N.B.—The name Medang comes to this

island from Medang village, lying at its northern extremity ;
this

is no doubt a modem settlement, and the name for the island

a new-fangled one.) The old designation Eukor for Pulo Medang
explains (the first part, at any rate, of) Chia Tan’s Eo-ko-seng-chih,

and the Ei-ku of the Chinese map referred to above.'

‘ There is a cape and an island Koioi or Kukui just off the south-west
extremity of the Malay Peninsula, and a Krung KitkCis on the north coast
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I Sheng-Ung is the Serdang district on the same coast, further

north, towards Deli. P‘o-lu is possibly Perlak, still further up
the coast.

Chia-lan {Ea-ran, Kara) Island is .ffhr-Hikohar. It may he
noticed that the second character in this name is one and the same
as employed in 2's‘wei-la)i, i.e. Tilan-chaag, another island of the
Hikohar group (see pp. 385 and 396 above).

P^o simply stands for lar, rar, and is thus a contraction of

Nikobar, if not actually meant for Bharu, in which case Chia Tan’s

P‘o kingdom would recall the ancient Bharu kingdom (see p. 399
above).

This mention in the eighth century a.d. of Kar-Xikobar and of

the Mkohar Archipelago is both very instructive and interesting.

But no less important is the reference to the Ko-ho-seng-chih

Island, if this should prove to be the full form of the name of

a district SSng-chih where the homonymous slaves and dancers

were recruited. In such a case Slak, of which Sing-chili is

possibly a clumsy trauseript {Ko-lco-sh>g-chih = Kukor Siak, ‘the

Kuhor Island of Siah ’
?), would be the district in question, along

with the neighbouring islands, among which Kundur in Sahong

Strait, whence perhaps the alternative designation Kun-Iun IVing-

chH and Seng-chih Ku for the same class of menials. It is known
that there are wild and hairy tribes in Siak, while the islands

off the coast of the same district are inhabited by Orang-laut,

known locally as Rawak, but termed Sika, Selah, or Sekat farther

south in the Archipelago (e.g. in Bangka and Billiton). This very

term Sekah may be the one transcribed Ts‘eng-ch'i or Seng-chih

by the Chinese
;

its old local form may have been Sengka or Sinki

(as in Salat Sinki, the channel of the strait south of .‘Singapore

Island). But all this is by no means certain, and we must await

further information from Chinese sources ere these terminological

riddles can be satisfactorily solved.

For Chia Tan’s Ko-ku-lo see above, in these Addenda, remarks

on p. 444, n. 2. His Ko-lo, or Ka-Ia, lying on the coast of the

Malay Peninsula north of Ko-ko-seng-chih {= V\x\o Kukor, now
Medang), may be Aa/u-pang near the XJmbai Eiver. just below

Malacca, or else Ja-kola (Malacca or Kwala Jiigra ? see p. 521

above), or, but less probably, Selan-^or.

pp. 507, 508, note. Syangka, etc. See my paper “The

of Sumatra, just west of the old Samudra town, but neither place suits. The
same objection applies to Ktikti Islet close by tbe north-east comer of Pulo
Eiutang in the east part of Singapore Strait, and to the islet Eekker in Penuba
Strait, between Singkep and Linga Islands.

62
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Nagarakretagama list of CoTintries,” etc., in Journal

July, 1905, pp. 485-511.

As regards the term Seng-chih, 15, M. Pelliot observes in

the Bulletin Boole Frang., t. iv, pp. 290, 291, that this is

a misspelling for f|5, Seng-ehH, Seng-Fi (= Zanggi), due to

the almost perfect similarity between the second characters in both

names, as evidenced by the best editions of the Chinese texts where

the name occurs, wherein it is spelled Seng-cFi (Seng-Fi). In the

whole of the Malay Archipelago, he adds, bfegroes are still termed

Zanggi or Janggi (which is also pronounced Jhiggl, in Battak

Jonggl), and ‘ Jenggi ’ already occurs in a Javanese inscription ot

860 A.D. All this, however, does not quite explain the terms

F‘un-lun-Ts‘e?tg-sz or F'‘un-lun-Ts‘Sng-ch‘i (or Ts^en-Fi), which

may also denote Zanggi (Niggers), but which he deftly skips

over. As a matter of fact these, as we have seen, were dancers

and musicians, more especially dancing girls. I may now add

to what I have said in the note on p. 508 above, that the term

Srenghea (which is quite similar to Seng-Fi (in Cantonese Seng-

Icei)
)
denotes in Khmer a lady of the royal harem (see Aymonier's

“ Cambodge,” t. iii, p. 646, and bis “ Diet. Khmer-Franejais,”

S.V.), and that such ladies often take part in theatrical exhibitions.

Again, in old Khmer, Tai is a word for female slaves, ‘ bayaderes

(see Aymonier’s “Cambodge,” t. iii, pp. 546, 547 ;
ii, p. 291).

This may be compared with the Cantonese pronunciation, Seng-tai,

of Seng-ehih. As Khmer was the language prevailing in the south

of the Malay Peninsula and adjacent islands from the time of the

extensive conquests of Fu-nan in the third century a.d. (see my
paper on “The Nagarakretagama list of Countries,” etc., va. Journal

R.A.S., July, 1905, p. 502, n. 1) till well-nigh the end of the

thirteenth century (see op. cit., p, 508), while Moil, its sister

tongue, still held its own during the same period in the remaining

portions of the Malay Peninsula and the northern half, at least, of

Sumatra, it is not altogether unlikely that both terms Seng-chih

and Seng-Fi denoted not exactly dark-complexioned or Negrito

people from that region, but more particularly female dancers and

musicians.

p. 509, note, 1. 10. K‘un-lun. In the Bulletin Fc. Fr., t. iv,

p. 226, it is stated that, according to the “Man-shu” (published

in cired 860 a.d.), the Nan-Chao kingdom (in Yiin-nan) made an

expedition against the K^un-lun country. Thereupon the K‘un-lun

people let the enemy’s host advance well into their country, then

they cut through a dam and thus drowned most of the Nan-Chao
forces. They cut off at the wrist the right hands of the survivors
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before sending them back to their country. The “ Han-ehao

Ye-shih ” wisely refrains from mentioning such a defeat, hut puts

on record a little later that in a.d. 885 the K'lm-lun kingdom sent

a very handsome girl to the Yan-Chao king (Sainson’s transL, p. 78),

a fact which evidences that the two enemies had by this time

become reconciled. Again, the same work mentions in 1103 that

the three kingdoms of Mien (Burma), (a neighbour of Burma
on the west, see p. 471 suj)ra and note thereon in these Addenda),

and K‘un-luH offered white elephants and perfumes to the king of

Yan-Chao (ibid., p. 101). The perfumes here alluded to seemingly

included a large portion of Costus, the best of which came from

K‘un-hm according to Chinese wi iters (see Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv,

p. 226). The E'un-lun State alluded to was evidently the Lesser

(or Hsiao) E'mi-hm, i.e. Taik-kula {Gola-mattilca-nagara, the

present Ayethema), on the coast of Pegu (see pp. 89, 90 above),

which lies in a region where the multifarious waterways permit

the sort of warfare described above. Cutting of dams and skilful

taking advantage of bores and tidal waves forraeil later on a

feature in the wars between Pegu and Burma (thirteenth to fifteenth

century), described in the “ Eajridhiraj ” or Peguan Annals of this

period.

In proof of the identity of the Hun-hm kingdom above referred

to with the Taik-kula State, I may adduce the itinerary translated

from the “ Man-shu ” in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., loe. cit. According

to this, from the Liang Sltwii valley (probably west of Ying-ohou

in South Tiin-nan) one came to the Lung Paver (f| Lung

Ho, evidently the ilii-Khong or Chiu-ltcng Kiang at C'hleng Bung,

following the well-known T‘ung-hai - - Sz-mao route).

Then, further south, one took the route of the Ts‘ing-mu-hsiang

(Costus) Yoimtains (i.e. the C'hleng Tung-Mone route across the

ile-Khong-Salwin watersheds), and straight southwards {via Shwe-

gyin and Sittang) the E‘un-lun State was reached (i.e. Taik-kula

or Ayethema, south-east of Sittang town). In another passage of

the “ Man-shu ” the Costus Mountains arc located three days’

south of Tung-eh‘ang, that is to say, in the region west of

P‘u-erh and C'hleng Bung.

On this and other Hun-lun States see also pp. 89 (n. 5), 90, 103,

260, 261 (n. 1), 507-9, 574 (n. 3), and supra in these Addenda,

remarks on pp. 74 (1. 16), 90, and 260 (1. 15).

p. 514, 11. 1-6 from bottom. Ku-lo. This is Guroh
;

see above

in these Addenda, note to p. 106.

p. 517, n. 3. Java. The Po-sah stela of A.n. 1306, discovered

in Cham territory, mentions a Java kingdom and a quite distinct
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Tava-dvipa or Insular Java (see Bulletin Ee. Fr., t. iii, p. 641,

n. 1). The first one of these countries, i.e. Java, was evidently

the She-p^o on the Malay Peninsula, and withal Ihn Batuta’s

\^MuI-y7avah visited in 1345.

p. 521, n. 1, 11. 2 et seqq. JaJcola. Nieuhoff possibly intended to

connect Malacca with PtoleniN b Takola, after Herbert, who, in his

“ Voyage de Perse ” (1627), says (p. 493) that Malacca is probably

Ptolemy’s Facola (sic). He often follows Castaldi in such fanciful

Ptolemaic identifications. See, nevertheless, above in these

Addenda, remarhs on p. 506, concerning the ATb-Zo kingdom referred

to in Chia Tan’s itinerary (a.d. 785-805). If the name Jalcola

really existed locally in KieuhofE’s time, it must have meant, not

Malacca proper, hut the Jmjra territory near by, the CJi‘ung-ha-la

{Jungara, Jugara) of Chinese accounts. Por the appearance of this

term as early as the first half of the thirteenth century under the

forms Jung-ya-lu and Clnmg-lca-lu in Chao Ju-kua’s work, see above

in these Addenda, remarks on p. 451.

p. 525, n. 1. Lo-yueli. Chia Tan’s itinerary overland states

that from "Water Chhi-la^^ i.e. Lower Hamhoja, after crossing

a small sea (Gulf of Siam) in a southern direction, one comes to

the Lo-yueh countiy (see Bulletin Fc. Fr., t. iv, p. 372). On the

other hand, in his itinerary by sea, Chia Tan locates Lo-yileh on the
northern coast of the Chih [Sik, Sak, i.e. the Singapore) Strait,

which is only 100 li (about 20 to 30 miles) wide, and on the
southern shore of which is the Fo-shih (Bhoja, i.e. Palemhang)
kingdom (op. cit., pp. 372, 373).

The •“ Hsin T‘ang-shu,” in its turn, states that Lo-yueh, on the
north, lies at 5,000 li (i.e. from 900 to 1,300 miles) from the sea;

south-west of it is Ko-ku-lo. It is a meeting-place for merchants
that go and come. Every year junks sail thence for Canton.
Customs are there the same as at T^o-lo-po-ti (Dvaravati in Lower
Siam, see pp. 176-80 above). (Op. cit., p. 232.)

It is legitimate to infer from the above indications that the
Lo-yueh State extended from the north of the Malay Peninsula at

the Krah Isthmus, or even further up at about Mergui, down to

its very southern end, i.e. to the shore of the Singapore Strait.
If so, this State could not be other than the Ligor or Liigor
kingdom, which included many petty principalities now and then
mentioned, as if they were separate or independent States, in the
Chinese records.

Otherwise, we must assume the existence of several places
Lo-yueh, viz., one near Mergui (which may be Lenya or Lanya)
on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula, one at Ligor on the east
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coast, and one on the northern shore of the Old Singapore Strait

(which would then have to be identified with the
Chinese \_Mo-~\Io-yu, and the Arabic Larevi or Zarvf).

But this second hypothesis seems less plausible than the first one
of a single Lo-yiieh State holding hegemony over well-nigh the
whole of the Malay Peninsula. (On the paramount role played of

old byLigor in the Malay Peninsula, see my monograph “Historical

Eetrospect of Junkceylon Island,” \nihe Journal of the Siam Society

for 1905,pp. 130-5.) Cf. anyhow note top. 1 10, 1. 13, on p. 760 above.

p. 528, 1. 4 and n. 1. Ka-e?i'a. There does, indeed, exist a tiny

islet Pulo Kacha just off the mouth of the Kedah Eiver in 6° 4'

K. lat.
; but Old Kedah lay much further down the coast in 5° 42'

H. lat. Both by reason of Pulo Kacha being, so to speak, merely
a “ geographical expression,” and because of its lying out of

the usual ship-route from the Straits to the Kikobars and the

Koromandel coast, I find it necessary to maintain my identification

of Ka-ch‘a with Korti or Katrea on the north coast of Sumatra.

On Ka-ch^a and Kedah see, furthermore, my paper on “ The Kagara-

kretagama list of Countries,” etc., in Journal It.A.S., July, 1905,

pp. 495-500.

p. 533, 11. 19, 20. Poitam. Despite the existence of a village

Bentan on the north shore of the Old Singapore Strait, I have

in my paper on the “ Nagarakretagama List of Countries,” etc.,

in the Journal It.A.S. for July, 1905, preferred to identify

(pp. 508, 509) Marco Polo’s Pentam island with Be~Tumah, i.e.

the TamasaJc, or Singapore, Island. On Malavir and Malayu see

also the same paper, pp. 492, 493.

p. 535, synoptical table, add the following entry :

—

End of 644 or beginning of 645. The Mo-lo-you,

kingdom sent an ambassador to China to offer products of

the country {Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 324).

pp. 536, 537, synoptical table, add the following entries:

—

1275. Haji Kertanagara, king of Java, undertook a war against

Malayu. He died the same year, but the war did not end

until 1293.—“Pararaton” {Bulletin Ee. Fr., iv, 333, n. 1).

This is presumably the C'haicd (Javanese) invasion of the

southern Siamese provinces (on the Malay Peninsula), repelled

in about 1279-80 by the Sukhdthai king Huang (see p. 548

above, and my paper on the “ Kagarakretagama,” etc.. Journal

B.A.S., 1905, p. 492).

Beginning of 1281. Su-la~man
(
= Sulaiman?) was charged by

the Chinese Court with a mission to the Mu-la~yu, ^ ^

,
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and other kingdoms. Six months later Ckan-iz-tin[i (
= Shams-

ud-din?), sent on a mission to Mu-la-yu, rvhen reaching

Champa was shipwrecked {Bulletin Ec. Fr., ir, 026).

1299. Mo-la-tju, ix M de.spatfhed an emha.ssy to China, con-

temporaneously with Hfsien (Sukhotliai) and Lo-hti (Lavu,

i.e. Lop'hhmi in South Siam). (Op. cit., loc. laud.)

1301. Ma-lai-hu, ^ and other Sea Islands sent ambassadors

to China (ihid.). Whether Malayii is here implied I some-

what doubt.

p. 539, 11. 10-15. On a somewhat earlier Chinese hazy know-

ledge of Java see my remarks below in these Addenda, note to

p, 586, 11. 4-7.

p. 541, synoptical table. P'-o-ta. In my paper on “Some
unidentified Toponyms,” etc., in the Journal R.A.S., October,

1904, 1 hare preferred (p. 722) Palanor (Ban-Don) as an eipiivalent

for both Tavernier’s Bain and Teixeira's Pate. See, however,

p. 543 above, n. 1, for a pos.«ible faint indication in favour of

Bardia. On a Pa-t'a State, name spelled uith ditfereut characters,

see p. 627 above, Xo. 10.

p. 545, synoptical table, 1. 5 from bottom. The armies of Java

here referred to must have been from the [continental] Java

kingdom, as distinct from the insular .Java, which, we have seen,

is termed Yara-dvlpa in another Cham in.scription discovered in

the Panrang district itself (see above in these Addenda, remarks

on p. 517, n. o).

p. 545, n. 1, 1. 3. In the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, p. 223, the

name of the king of Lessor F-un-lun (Taik-kulfi) is given as

Mang FEJ-yiieli, Wi m. Saga i^?), but more probably

the Uou ll'nwin Chagu), and that of the Ta IPunAun (Takkola =
Takopa) ruler is i-eeorded a.s being Sz-li Po-p'-o-nan-to-sliun-na

(
= Sri Bhavanandasivna?). This relate.s to the time when the

first account of P'iao (Lower Burma) reached China (.v.i). 802)

;

see p. 467, n. 7, above.

p. 548, svnoptical table, add the following entry :
—

1274-1306. Java kingdom (i.e. coiitinental Juva), as distinct

from the realm of Yava-di7pa (i.e. insular Java). Po-sah
inscription discovered near Panrrmg, South Champa (sec

above in these Addenda, remarks on p. 517, n. 0).

p. 568, n. 2, sec. (1), II. 3-6. In a Burmese inscription of

A.D. 1767, a TCimulitti is mentioned among the tributarv States
of Burma. This may be Tamil or Tummu, q.v. supra, p. 33 • also
above, in these Addenda, remarks on p. 471. 11. 2-8.

p. 570, note, 11. 11-1.3. Kafr,},a. Cf. also CFu-su {Ehu-tuh),
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the fortified city, supra, p. 305, and note thereon in these Addenda,

as well as remarks in the same on pp. 311 and 334.

p. 574, n. 3, 1. 10. Erung. In Mon Krung, pron.

Krong, where it means a small river and also a creek, a canal,

whether natural or not. This word Krung occurs also in Cham
and in the language of Achin; in both these tongues it means
a ‘ river.’ It does not occur in any other language of the

Archipelago. In the parlance of the Bahnar tribe of Kamboja it

is pronounced Krong. M. Pelliot, in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv,

p. 230, n. 3, begs to doubt my assertion (in the Asiatic Quarterly

Review, January, 1902, p. 135) that Knmg is a Mon-Khmer word,

and is somewhat sceptical as to my having met it in Mon. As
regards this last point, I may easily refer M. Pelliot to Steven’s

“Vocabulary English and Peguan,’’ Eangoon, 1896, p. 24,

s.v. ‘ creek ’
;

while concerning the Mon-Khmer origin of the

word, I hope the evidence I have given above of its wide appli-

cation in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula, and even North Sumatra,

will suffice to establish its paternity. But what has hitherto

escaped lexicographers is the fact that Krung, though originally

denoting a ‘ small rivei',’ came in the course of time to he employed

in the sense of ‘ lord of the river,’ or ‘ lord of the basin (or

valley) of (a particular) river,’ i.c. ‘ king,’ and this meaning it stiU

retains, at least, in Khmer, and in Siamese, into which it has been

introduced.

p, 581, n. 3. Lancaster (1592) mentions ambergris among the

chief exports of Junkceylon Island (“ Voyages,’’ Hakl. Soc., 1877,

pp. 14, 15), and Gervaise (1681-5) says this commodity is therein

to be found in small quantities (“Hist. Naturelle et Polit. du

Royaume de Siam,” Paris, 1688, p. 32). Amber and ambergris

were sent by Tonkin to China, a.d. 220-30, according to the

“ An-nan Chih-luo ” (Sainson’s transl., p. 328).

p. 582, n. 1. Lancaster (1592) speaks of amber occurring in

the Nikobars (op. cit., p. 71). Amber was found in the country

of the He-ts% Pu, south-west of Yung-ch‘ang, according to Ma
Tuan-lin (op. cit., p. 304). This evidently refers to the amber

mines of North Burma.

p. 585, note, list of countries. 2£o-ko-si)i (3) and Tan-tan (5)

occur in an itinerary, probably of the seventh century a.d., of

a journey from Cliiyi-li-p‘i-shili, or Chin-li-p'i-chia, to Canton,

translated in the Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. iv, pp. 324-6. This

country, Cliin-li-p'i-sliih, # it for jig, r/«'fl), is located in

the same extract at 1,500 li (250 to 500 miles) east of Cli‘ih-t‘u
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(Sukhothai), and at 3,000 li (500 to 1,000 miles) Bortli of P-o-li

(Pulai on the Old Singapore Strait), which indications argue for

it a situation on the east coast of the Gulf of Siam, either at Bang

Pla-soi (Chonlahurl, Jalapuri) or lower down at either Pase or

Chanthahun. This location is further confirmed hr the trend of

the itinerary, which proceeds thencefrom by way of the following

places : Tan-tan ( = Tantalum ?), Mo-ho-hsin (llahasin ?), To-lung

(= Kwala Tarongm. North Tringano ?), Kema-man ?),

P‘o-loii (= Kwala Baloh in North Pahang ?), To-lang (= Kwala
Ternleling in Pahang?), (= Pahang ?), 21o-lo-shih or

Mo-lo-yu (Malayu State, south end of the JIalay Peninsula),

Chen-la (south-east coast of Kamboja), Lin-i (Campa), Kicang-chou

(Canton). If the above toponyms are correctly recorded in the

itinerary. Tan-tan, Mo-ho-lain, etc., would all appear to be places

on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula. But the sea-route laid

down is, to say the least, a very odd one, and it is not improbable

there is an error in the position ascribed to Chin-li-i)'i-k,lnh in

respect to Ch‘'ih-t‘ii (Siam), which may have to be corrected to

1,500 li west, instead of east. In such a case Chin-li-p'i-shih

would have to be sought for on the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula, perhaps at Ghirbi(-K!usai) ; see p. 95 above.

As regards the toponym Tan-tan, it may have been emploved
by the Chinese to denote a number of similarly named places.

Besides those already referred to on p. 585, I may mention the

following :

—

(1) Tatang River (=Musi(?), east coast Sumatra, siqn-a.

p. 530, n. 4).

\2) Ta-tan River below Brunei, north-west coast of Borneo.

(3) Hamilton’s “Pullo yifawy ” ( = Pulo Tenggol, near Pulau
Berhrda, oS the Tringano coast, west part of Gulf of
Siam)

;
see Pinkerton, op. cit., vol. viii, p. 463, etc.

p. 586, 11. 4-7. It behoves me to slightly amend the views
expressed both here and on p. 539, 11. 10-15, as regards Chinese
ignorance of Java before ad. 1292-3. "When tliey weie written
and sent to print there had not yet appeared Chao Ju-kua's account
of Chuo-wa (Java), published in the T'oung-Pao for 190.3. pp

ogn
et seqq. This shows that some hazy knowledge of Java had
indeed, reached China in the first half of the thirteenth centurv'
But the information is so muddled and shallow ns to justify the
inference that it was acquired second-hand from foreign merchants
trading at the Chinese seaports. According to JuvaoLe tradition
it is stated (see Poxmg-Pao. 190.3. p. 2331, the Chinese\raded
with Japara (north coast of central Java) as early as the tenth
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century. Even granting this, the fact remains that the first

substantial knowledge of Java was not obtained by the Chinese

until 1292-3, on the occasion of an unsuccessful expedition sent

thither by Kublai I^an, while the earliest mention of the island

occurring in Chinese literature is to he found in Chao Ju-kua’s

work, in circa 1240.

p. 598, note, 11. 9-12. Turshult. See p. 681, 11.2-6, and p. 706

above.

p. 599, 1. 2 and n. 1. Lin-ya-sz. Possibly the same as Lin-ya-

ssu-lca, which I have more recently identified with Langka-suJca,

the earliest capital of Kedah. On this and the topographical

questions connected with the location of Fo-lu-an and neighbouring

States, see, for a fuller treatment, my paper on the ‘-Kagara-

kretagama,” in the Journal R.A.S. for July, 1905 (pp. 495-8).

Vide also p. 626 above, and infra in these Addenda, remark on

p. 626.

pp. 615, 616. Sa/hbhoja, Stohb/dju, Iiambujd, etc. Tn Gavam-

pati’s book I have met the foim Kambojara for Kamboja, which

may or may not be meant for Kamboja-rattba. In Burmese records

the term Sambujara occurs for the part of Burma classically styled

“Kamboja,” as exemplified in the following extract: “'When

Alaung-sithu of Paukkan (Pagan) was on his way back from the

SambutJiara country (Kambawsa), he arrived in Tawng Peng on

his magic barge” (Translation of Tawng Peng State history in the

“ Kpper Burma Gazetteer,” pt. ii, vol. iii, p. 251). From the

foregoing evidence it is legitimate to infer that Kamboja (nr Kuinltija,

Kambojara, Kambu-jaya) and Sainbuja (or iiambhuja, Sambhiijai a,

8ambliu-jaya) were interchangeable terms, or, at any rate, were

considered to be so in Further India.

p. 616, note, 11. 4—9. See my paper, “ A recent Trip to the

Ancient Iluins of Kamboja,” in the Asiatic Quarterly itevieu: for

April, 1904, p. 063.

p. 624, n. 1. 11. lG-15 from bottom. Jaraku. Jaraku is the

Pali form according to Professor Kern, who considers, naturally,

the people so called to be Javanese. We have, indeed, seen f above

in these .Iddenda, remarks on p. 536) that in 1275 Haji Kcrta-

nagara, king of Java, undertook a war against Malfiyu, but it is

difficult to conceive that his exploits did extend a^ far as Ceylon.

p. 626. Dependencies of San -fo - ch'i. On Tan -ma -liny

(= Temiling or Tembeling, on east coa't of the Malay Peninsula',

Ling-ya-sz Liny-ya-sz-ka = Langka.suka, the original capital of

Kedah on the west coast of the IMalay Penin.sula), and Fo-h-an

(= Beranang on the Langat Eiver, west coast of the Malay
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Peninsula), see my paper on the “ Nagarakretagama ” in Journal

S.A.S., July, 1905, p. 498.

p. 627, 1, 4, JihJo-Ving. There is a Jelutong district on the

south-eastern end of the Malay Peninsula (above Ramenia Point),

and a place Jelutong, as well as a Sungei Jelutong, near the mouth

of the Sepang River, Selangor (west coast Malay Peninsula).

p. 627, 1. 15. Pa-t‘a. See also p. 541 above, n. 1, for another

Pa-t^a State, the name of which is spelled with the second character

different
(
= Batta, Battak ?).

p. 633, 11. 17, 18. Add also Pali Jdvaka, and cf. Pabag

{Bahag ?) with Tafak, Tufan, on p. 57 above.

p. 641, n. 2. The second term Bapis recalls Meat, Mcibit,

Mdfiz (see “ Mervellles de I’lnde,” p. 253), which we have shown

to he meant for Beit, Bait = Mergui. The transition from Mdfiz

to Bdpiz, and vice versa, is, philologically, quite possible.

p. 643, 11. 8-10. Samudra. Cf. also Bvara-Samudra, the

capital of the Belrda dynasty in India till 1354 or thereabout.

In the Burmese inscription of about 1636, extant at the Kaung-

hmu-daw temple, 6 miles north of Sagaing town, a province

Thamodaga {Samudara, Samudra) is mentioned as forming part of

maritime Burma and comprising the great districts of Mayi and

Madeik (see “Upper Burma Gazetteer,” pt. ii, vol. i, p. 341).

p. 653, 1. 1. According to Herbert (“Voyage de Perse,”

p. 506), Alvaro Telezzo (a Portuguese) was the first European

Christian to land on Sumatra.

p. 661, note, 11. 27, 28. Bondim, etc. Spelled also Badin and
Biddi in some MSS. of Friar Odoric’s work. I am now prettv

certain that the fin.al syllable din of the name is a clerical .slip for

(liv, d/u (the tc Inaving been by oversight misread «), meaning an
‘ island.’ From the fact that Ramusio (op. cit., vol. iii, f. 248 verso)

explains Badin as signifying “ immondo e hrutto ” (impure and
ugly), I am led to conclude that the term intended is Timai-tt~ivu

{Tlmai-div), ‘Island of Impurity,’ the name under which the
Andrimans are mentioned in the groat Tanjoro inscription of the
eleventh century (see “ Hobson-Jobson,” p. 29i. The islands are

therein said to be inhabited by cannibals, which statement anrees
with what Friar Odoric tolls of Badin or Biddi. It is not difficult

to conceive how Timai-ttlvu could become transformed, both by
corruption and contraction, into Tr maB-ttfyVu) = Titti, Biddi or
into TJpnaiJttivji) = TiWv, Tittlu, whence Biddin. Badin
etc. But the doubt remains: is Friar Odoric’s Biddi or Badin
‘ Island’ the Andruuan group of islands, or else some island in the
Malay Archipelago named after the Andamans owing to the fact
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of its inhabitants being reputed to be cannibals ? I incline to

believe, in view of the motley state in which Friar Odorio’s

narrative has come down to us, that it is really a question of the
Andamans, for the vocable Dtddi or Dadin is unquestionably a

corruption of the Tamil name Xluictittivu of the Andamans, and
there is no reason for its existence in the ilalay Archipelago,
unless it can be proved that it was transplanted thither by the
Tamils, or else that the term Tlmaittivu of the great Tanjore
inscription applies to some island in the Malay Archipelago rather
than to the Andamans.

pp. 661, 662, note. On cannibalism in Further India and the
Malay Archipelago the following additional information may prove
of interest ;

—

(1) In the neighbourhood of Martaban. Beyond Tim-wn (or

Tun-hsxin, sec p. 249 above, n. 2, and note thereon in those

Addenda), on a large island, according to the “ Liang-shu ”

(compiled in circa 650, but treats of the period 502-56), is

the country of P'i-ldien, ^ ^ (
= BT K‘rang or Gyaing Biver,

less probably Bhilu-gyun Island), which lies at 8,000 li (1,600
miles) from Fu-nan (Kamboja). The law of the country is that

the guilty are eaten in the presence of the sovereign as a punish-

ment. In this country no foreign merchants are admitted
;
should

they come, they are killed and eaten. Accordingly no merchant

dares to proceed to this country (see Bullditi Ec. Fr., t. iii, p. 264).

H.B.—The above information originally comes from the account of

K'ang T‘ai’s mission to Fu-yian, circa 245-.50 .\.d.

(2) In Kamboja. Cannibalism was occasionally practised in

Fu-nan towards the middle of the third century a.d. (op. cit.,

p. 268).

(3) In Cochin-China. The Sdung or Salang
(
= Halang) tribes

eat, quite raw, the lungs and liver of their dead foes, according

to Leclere (“ Los Pnongs,” p. 192 .

(4) In Annam. The emperor Ja-long (Gia-long) “a fait

couper en morceaux des rcbelles et des traitres, et en a fait

manger les corps a ses soldats ” (Bis-iachere, op. cit., p. 200,

A.l). 1811).

(5) In Tonkin. The assassin of the Hw.a-lii king Din, in

A.D. 981, was, according to some annalists, handed over to the

populace and eaten (sec Dumoutier's “ Iloa-lu’.” p. 21).

(6) In China. The iVu-hii barbarians of the south dwell in

deep valleys. M'hen anyone of their clan is killed, they wait

in ambush for the murderer on the spot where the crime has

occurred. If the murderer happens to come that way they kill
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him in revenge and then eat his body (see Bulletin Be. Fr.,

t. iii, p. 281). This information refers to about 2.50-80 a.b.

In the tenth century the Wii-hu tribes are again described as

cannibals. The possession of a human victim was an occasion

for great festivals, vrith music from bronze drums, songs, and

dances (op. cit., loc. laud.).

Among the Chung-lcia or Chung Miao tribes of Kwei-ehou
(originally Thai, now admixtiired with Chine.se blood), in ancient

funerals the family of the deceased apportioned the corpse among
them and ate it. A bullock is now sacrificed instead. (See Betts’

“Social Life of the Miao-tsi” in Journal N. China Br. R.A.S.,

1S99-1900, Ao. 2, pp. 1, 2; also Bulletin Ec. Fr., t. ii, p. 215.)

For an instance of cannibalism in Kwang-tung, a.d. 22, see

Faber" .s “ Chronological Handbook,” Shanghai, 1902, p. 51. The
same work mentions, also, instances of cannibalism in other part.s

of China, caused by famines in b.c. 204, 138, and 114. See,

likewise, Dennys’ “Folklore of China,” Hongkong, 1876. pp. 67-8.

The emperor "Sl'en-kung of the Xorth Ch‘i dynasty (.r.c. 565-76)
requested his cook to prepare human meat for him, which he

found delightful {Excursions et Reconnaissances, vol. xi, p. 92).

Cannibalism in China is also mentioned by Sulaiman (see Ileinaud,

op. cit,, p. 52
;
also the same author's transl. of Abu-l-Feda, p. coiv

introd.), Marco Polo, etc.

The Wa-ehich - tsu, who lived in the mountain regions of
Tungusia, “ate the men raw and alive who fell into their
hands” {China Review, vol. xi.x, p. 287).

(7 I In Foimosa. See the China Review, vol. xvi. p. 377.

(8) In Java. Teixeira refers to the eating of human flesh
by the Javanese (“ Travels of Pedro Teixeira,” Hikl. Soc
1902, p. 237).

^ ’ ’

p. 674, n. 2, 1. 6. Bamin. Cf. tlio T-o-niin tribes of jS'ino'-no

in Cheh-ki.ang.

p. (i75. note, 11. 5-7 from bottom. Marco Polo aKo mentions
face-tattooing in Fnh-kien. On this praetic.., cKewhere, see our
jemarks above, p. 175, n. 2 : p. ;567 ; ami the^o AdJeuda.’ observa-
tions on p. 175, n. 2, and on p. 367, ii. 3.

p. 681, 11. 2-6. On Turshish, see. moreover, p, 7o6 supra. On
other posAble ancient Pheenieian settlements, see pp. 596-8
699 n., and 759 above.

’

p. 688, continuation of n. 5 to p. 6,S7, on men. On this
subject the following additional item, should prove of intere.st •—

(1) The M5i tribes of the Champa hill-tracts are credited with
tads by the Annamese. Capt. Bey. in the Journal of his second
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voyage to Cochin-China, 1819, says tsvo tailed men had been
brought some years before from the mountains in the interior

of Champa to Hwe, and presented to the emperor, who, after

having regaled them, sent them hack to their homes. Their tails

were stated to have been 7 Annamese inches = about 8J French
inches long. The Chinese had long before spoken of such
wonderful men. Owing to their tails, these people could never
sit, but had to remain content with crouching down on their

haras (see T^oung-Pao for 1904, p. 553).

(2) Tn Formosa, tailed men have been mentioned by John
Struys, who visited that island in 1C50. Eecentlv a child

with a tail was seen there by the Rev. Vm. Campbell. (See

“Formosa under the Dutch,” London, 1903, and the Journal

P.A.S., January, 1904, pp. 1‘20, 121.)

APPEA'DIX OF ADDITIOXAL XOTES.

pp. 28-9 and 41 (n.). Airrhadoi. Wilford traces this term

to Uraddna {Ulfidiiu ?), which, ho states, is the name of the

Brahmaputra (lIcCrindle, op. cit., p. 192). I incline to think that

the Ptolemaic ethnonym may survive to this day in the name of

the Poing-nak (pron. Daing-in t by the Burmese) tribes of the

Chittagong Hill tracts and .\kyab district, which are variuuslv

described as (1) a sub-tribe of the Chakma of Chittagong, of

Mongoloid features, probably of Arakanesu origin, speaking a

corrupted Bengali ;
and (2) a probably hybrid people that broke

away from the main tribe a century ago and fled to Arakan (see

the “Imperial Gazetteer of India,” 1908, vols, v, p. 194, and s,

p. 320),

pp. 28, 51, 52, 154, 768. Kirrhadia. lurdta was, according

to the “ Rajamfila,” the ancient name of Tripura (Tipperahi, see

Proceedings As. Soc. of Bengal for January, 1874. It may be noticed

in this connection that the Garo tribes of the hills not far awav to

the north call themselves Acltilcrang == 'hill people,’ i.e. KirCita

(see the “Imperial Gazetteer of India,” vol, xii, p, 175), But

I have since observed that the Ptolemaic Kirrhadia i.s, in De Donis’

map, located due west of Anina (= Yung-ning, Xo, 67), and far-

away to the north of Arisabion (= Shenbo, A'o, 54), i,c. in

X, lat. 28° circa, which argues for it a situation at the headwaters

of the Iravatl and Chindwln, in the present Khamti country and

up to the borders of the Tibetan Kham district. The Kiratas,
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if any, here implied ' would thus be Kiu-tsz, Kachins, Kadus, and
perhaps also Chins of the hills in the south-west.

South-west of Kirrhadia and north of Alosanga (— Shillong,

No. 37) are, in De Donis’ map, located the Beseidai, by which
name the populations of Bisa and Sadiya (in modern Lakhimpur,
North-East Asam) are evidently meant, i.e. probably the ilishmis

of the adjoining hills, albeit under their alternative appellation of

Tiladai Ptolemy presumably means the Chin-Lushai tribes of

Sylhet. Silchar (Kdohrir), etc. (see pp. 33 and 744 supra).

pp. 30-2. Triglypton or Trilingon, capital of the kingdom.
“In this part the cocks are said to be bearded, and the crows and
parrots to he white ” (PtoL, lib. vii, ch. 2, § 23). This statement has
given rise to much discussion. McCrindle (op. cit., p. 233) quotes
Lassen’s statement that, “according to Elyth {J.A. 8 . Bengal, vol. xv,

p. 26), there is found in Arakan a species of the Bucconidm, which,
on account of their beards, are called by the English ‘ harhets,’ and
on the same authority we learn that what is said of the ravens and
parrots is likewise correct.” On the other hand, St. Andrew
St. John retorts that there are no white parrots (cockatoos) or
ravens (crows) in Arakan (“ Actes Congres Int. des
Orientalistcs,” Paris, 1897, Sect. Extreme Orient, p. 220).

I shall, in my own turn, call attention to an interesting fact
recorded in the New History of the T'ang dynasty about a°State
T-o-yuan or XouAo-yitan tpig ja or || pjg ff), an embassy of
which is stated to have reached the Chinese Court between 627 and
649 A.D., offering camphor oil {P-o-hl Aau = Ba-lut balm, see p. 440
above) and white parrots (cockatoos) having on their heads ten red
feathers as long as their wings (see Ma Tuan-lin, op. cit., p. 531,
and T'oung-Pao, ix, p. 283). Now, T-o-yuan i«, in the same
History, described as forming, with another district TAn-hng,

g (situated on an island in the sea), a dependency of To-ho-Io

or Tii-ha-lo fu ^ or %] with whicli it is conterminous
on the west. To-ho-Io is, in its turn, said to be conterminous on
the south with P-an-pUm (= Sup'han, see pp, 113 and 761-9
above), on the north with Chia-lo-shi-fu (= Kalasupura, see p 069

"

n., supra), on the west with the sea, and on the east w'ith CJwn-la
(Kamboja)

;
it is noted for fine rhinoceroses, which thus became

known as “ To-ho-lo rhinoceroses.” T-o-yuan. on the other hand
boasts of white elephants, but there is no n-ii iar.- a+' =,'ii

’

,, A ,
01 silkworms, nor

are there mulberry-trees (op. cit.'.

' Cf. the Kirrhadai mentioned hv Ptolemv in , r ,

hk. vi, cap. 12, § 4, meant almost etriamly lorAo
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It 'will thus be seea that T‘o-yuan, from its position to the west

of To-ho-lo (= either Tagdla or Thagara on the Tavoy Eiver, or else

Dvaravati in Si.am, see pp. 86, 177, 180, and 569 n. supra), was
unmistakably a district on the Gulf of Martaban. The old Chinese

pronunciations, Ba-vien, T‘a-tan, or T^a-ivon, of the name suggest

a probable identity witli the ancient Peguan town and district of

Bong Wan, better known from European publications as Dong-wun
or Dun-wun. It lies on the eastern bank of the Bilin {Bl Lorn

Hirer), a little below Bilin. Less probable guesses are Dagun
(i.e. Rangoon, but see Ta-hu~ma on p. 5‘23, n. 2 supra). Dong-yin

(more correctly Bong Tom or Bong Mi-gom), Taungu (in Mon
Tong-mi), and Taroy {Bavai or Tuwe), which I therefore discard.

As regards the island T^an-hng {T'am-Ung, Bam-Iang), it is

presumably not Syriam {Tlinnlyeng, Sarieng), but \_PunTjzaIahig

islet between Martabang and Maulmain (see p. 510 n. above).

The name cannot, therefore, be in any way connected with Telinga,

Taking (names of Pegu), and still less with the Ptolemaic Trilingon.

At the same time, the mention of white parrots offered by

T^o-yuan, i.e. Dun-wun, tends to show that the same kind of birds

may have been indigenous in Trilingon as well, unless we are to

assume that both they and the camphor oil offered at the Chinese

Court were procured from .'States lying further south on the west

coast of the M.alay Peninsula.

pp. 39 and 741. Bulassia. I now notice that this name

actually appears in the Catalan map of the Modena Estense

Library' (dating from about 1360) in the form BuUazia (corre-

sponding to the BaJqia of tho Paris Catalan Atlas, 1075),

immediately north of the coast of Burma and west of Aociam

(
Vocian, Yung-ch‘ang). It has evidently nothing whatever to do

with Badakhshan, which is marked BuIJacia {Biihhissia in the

Paris map), much farther north. I do not hesitate, accordingly,

to take this hitherto unidentified BuUazia or Balqia to be a district

or city of Upper Burma, which is one and tho same with Barbosa’s

Bahmia. It will thus be seen that this place-name can be traced

back to the fourteenth century in European records, and still

further to the beginning of the seventh, under the form P'o-Jo-sa

= Balasa (see pp. 741-2 supra), in the Chinese annals of the Sui

dynasty (a.d. 518-618; see, for more particulars, my paper on

“ Siam’s Intercourse with China,” in the Lnperial and Asiatic

Quarterly Review for October, 1900, p. 384).

1 Published bv Professor Count F. L. Pnlle in “ Studi Italiani di Filo!oj,da

Indo-Iranica,” Supplement to vol. i, Bologn.a, 1908.
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p. 41, n. Irdvati. It is also the old name of the Eavi Eiver in

India.

pp. 45, 742. Bvuravati. “In the tenth century the pressure

of the rulers of Prome upon Southern Arakan compelled a change
of capital from Bvuravati (near the existing town of Sandoway) to

Myohaung, farther north” (“ Imperial Gazetteer of India,” toI. v,

1908, p. 391). If this be correct, Bvuravati was not precisely

Sandoway but a distinct city near by.

p. 47. Antibole. This is the name given by Ptolemy to his

fifth and easternmost mouth of the Ganges, by which he evidently

means the ileghna estuary. The toponym suggests a native term
Anda-iMlli or something similar. According to AYilford, “ Antihole
was the name of a town situated at the confluence of several largo

rivers to the south-east of Dhakka and now called Peringibazar ”

(iIcCrindle, op. cit., p. 192). How and on what sort of historical

evidence he came to this conclusion I do not at all know.

p. 51. Maiandros. This toponym possibly still survives in

Muliudaung, the mountain range running north and south between
the Pondauug mountains on the west and the lower Chindwin Eiver
on the east. In some maps it incorrectly appears as Maladimng,
but in the “Imperial Gazetteer of India,” vol. x, p, 228, the name
is spelt Mahudaimg, this being presumably the modern Burmese
corrupted form of an older toponym— Mahendra, Mandara, or
Mahyuttara—recorded by Ptolemy as Maiandros. In De Donis’
map this mountain range is made to stretch north-westwards almost
as far as Alosanga (= Shillong, see Xo. 37), passing close to the
east of Tugma metropolis (=Tummu, see Xo. 39), which, if

correct, would make it to include, besides the ilahudaung, the
Pondaung range, as well as a portion of the Arakan Eoma further
to the south.

p. 106, 11. 1, 2. P^an-p'-an and Wen -tan. The former is

Sup‘han in South-West Siam (see pp. 113, 190, 761-2\ whereas
Wen-tan was the name applied by the Chinese to ‘ Eire ’ (i.e. Upper)
Ivamboja (see p. 343 n. and cannot therefore correspond to
Ban-DOn.

p. 109, n. 1, add: Bhannamja is also the name by which
Yudbisthira is known in Malay tales \^see “Essays rclatino- to
Indo-China.” ser. ii, vol. ii, p. 5, n. 1).

”

p. 205. 11. 13, 14, 17. Mabed= Ba-vht. I should have rather
said = lldk-vlit (IMak-bet), as improvinglv su^o-ested nr, o.m
1. 2 ;

for £a-vlet as a name for An-nanr does not^ppear tp p"o4essany respectable antiquit}-.
^

p. 387, n. 4. A akola. Cf. the Ko-Jcu-lo kingdom of Chia Tan’s
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itinerary (see Addenda, note to pp. 444 and 506, which, even though
scarcely suitable, shows the utter absurdity of Van der Lith’s
suggested identification of the former toponym with Akkola.

p. 575, n. Ehinoceros in Asam. I was utterly wrong, through
reliance upon misleading publications, to deny the presence of this

pachyderm in Asam. For I now find it stated in the “Imperial
Gazetteer of India,” vol. vi, p. 20, that theie are three kinds of

rhinoceroses in that country, viz. in the swamps which fringe the
Brahmaputra and in the hills south of the Surma valley. So,

again, in the marshes of the Kamrup district (op. cit., vol. xiv,

p. 331). No eaglewood appears, however, among Assamese
productions.

p. 609, n. 2. It is interesting to notice, in connection with the

Chola embassy which reached China in a.d. 1015, that Rajendra
Choladeva I (who reigned from 1011-12 to 1052) sent, according

to Vincent A. Smith, “ an expedition hy .=ea against a place culle<l

KadCiram, situated somewhere in Lower Burma or the Indo-Chinese

peninsula” (“Early History of India,” Oxford, 1904, p. 346).

Is this expedition the embassy above referred to, or the second one

of 1033 (see ante, loc. cit.)? If so, the toponym Kadaram, if not

meaning China {Kathai/, A’itan ?, see p. 569, n., supra), must
anyhow apply to one of its seaports (Kattigara, Canton?). If, on

the other baud, it is a question of an armed expedition in the

Eu.stern Archipelago, it is not easy to identify the place-name, which

may he Kortatha {Kuu-duk), Kutului, or KahWha-dvlpa (see ante,

loc. cit., Akadra {Kudranj, Ku-Trang), see pp. 195-8 and 73

1

above), or even Kerti, anciently Katarai or Katrta, on the

homonymous river on the north coast of Sumatra {vide supra,

p. 528), in view of the probable fact of Chola having become

subject to the Sumatran empire but a few decades later (see pp. 89

and 624 ante). Cf. also Kuthara, the ancient name of Nha-trang

on the Champa coast (p. 266) ;
Kundiir or Pulo Condor, the

Kun-dur-rting or Kudurang of Chia Tan’s itinerary (a.d. 785-805,

vide p. 482 supra and note thereon in the Addenda above)
;
and

Eanturi or Kan-t'o-li (= Khanthull, Katarei, Kerlit, p. 602).

Dimashki {circa 1300) mentions an island Kendulai in the Eastern

Archipelago (see p. 673, n. 1, above), which seems, however, to he

entirely out of the question here.

In the absence of more particulars the final solution of the puzzle

had best be left to Indianists, who, after an examination of all

the information available in Southern Indian records on Kadaratn,

should he able to decide with which of the places we have suggested

above it should be preferably identified.

63
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p. 647. The Catalan map of circa 1360 in the Modena Estense

Library, referred to above, presents far more improved spellings on

Sumatra Island, here correctly styled Jiiuti. viz. ; Mallao, and

a mutilated . . . nil on the north coast, Argulj, Scniestra, and

Lamori (Lambri) on the west coast, for, respectively, 2[aiao,

[RegiO Feminar-]M»i ?, Avzul (or Af[r];=«/), and Semeacra of the

Raris Catalan Atlas. Argulj is e.vtreiaely mtere.sting in connection

with the Ptolemaic Argyre tity in the extreme west (read ‘north-

west ’) of labadiii, and Acchn-a, Acliare, Aeheh, with the position

of which it admirably corresponds. AVith Atgulj and Arz’d cf. also

Arjara and the Arabic At Anr, Agriir. Sai/iara, La'-mnn (for

Btismun), and Forhu't (for Ferlec, Perhikj) arc, on the ci-ntiary,

transferred to the ‘Ilia de Silam' ;,i e. Coyloni fuither west; whereas

the ‘ Yla apellada Trupolana ’ is relegated in the form of a square

intersected vertically by three undulating lines presumably meant

for streams, and no place-name whatsoever is marked on the four

bare vertical strips thus formed.

The comparison of the two Catalan cartographic documents above

referred to conclusively convinces me that the ‘ Ilia lana ’ and ‘Ilia

Trapobana' of the Paris one, and the 'Jana' and ‘Yla apellada

.Trapohana
’
of the Estense Library, are but the double of one another,

and that a single island is implied, viz. .Sumatra, Ibn Ratuta’s island

of JCiivdh (1345) ;
Java proper and Borneo being entirely out of the

question. As regards Malm or Mallao, it is presumably meant, as

I already hare observed (see p. G47, n. 1, above), for Malaga on the

north coast of Sumatra, while the mutilated . . , nu of the Estense

map may very well be the terminal syllable of some term Aura, or

similar, de.^igned to repre.sent Aru, Hara. MM thus have, in both

the islands represented in the two maps in question, a set xf

toponyms which can all be traced to Sumatra.

p. 7U2, table, add the following entry : circa 1360. Laiiom, .m

the west coa.«t of Jaua Island (= Sumatra), and Argulj
(
= Argyre,

Aeheh) towards the north-west corner of the same.—Catalan map

in the Estense Library, Modena (see preceding note).

pp. 729, 134. Bepyrrhos. I notice that the two unnamed

streams which Ptolemy (lib. vii, cap. 2. § 9) makes rise in this

mountain range and discharge into the Ganges are in De Donis’

map marked Bepirus flu. The more northern of these passes by
Selampnra (Yo. 34), Kassida (No. 22), and Kanogiza (Yo. 18),

joining the Ganges in E. long. 84’ 9' rectified, between Sagala
u= Sukrta by Oudh) on the west and Sambalaka II (Yo. 19 =
Ctiamparan District), i.e. near Balliu. This stream seems to
correspond on the whole to the Gandak, including its upper
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tributary the Buria Gandak and its lower ancient bed now known
as the Burhl Gandak. The other tributary of the Ganges from
Bepyrrhos is made to rise in long. 9P 58' E., lat. 27= 25' X. {both
rectified), to pass by way of Athenaguron (Xo. 27 = Dinujpur),

and to join the Ganges in long. 87° 26' E. rectified. It would thus
appear to include part of the courses of the Brahmaputra from
Gautiati to Bhuhri, and of the Purnabhaba which flows past

Dinujpur.

Whether the Ptolemaic term Bepyrrhos for the mountain range
in which these streams rise is in any way connected [as in De Donis’

map) with the name of the streams themselves is questionable ; at

any rate, it may be noticed that a certain resemblance exists between
it and the names Buria, .5'rr^ir-Ganilakl, and even more so with
the name of the Purmhhahu. especially in its anagrammatized form

Bhabapurm (cf. Bepyrrhos, Bapurrhos). With a little stretching

it would not be diffleult to discern in it even the name of the

Brahmaputra in a contracted form {Baputroi, Beraputros]
;

in any

case, there can he no doubt that part of the course of this river

corresponds to the upper course of Ptolemy’s southern tributary of

the Ganges from Bepyrrhos. With this Colonel rule’s view that

Ptolemy shows no conception of the Brahmaputra valley proves to

a large extent incorrect
,
see also p, 282 above), while the possibly

eqnivalent Vtpula (‘vast,’ tlie name of one of the Indu mythical

cosmic ranges), which the same authority has suggested for

Bepyrrhos, does not apptear very satisfactory. On the western

branch of the Doanas, made by Ptolemy to rise in Bepyrrhos,

see pp. lo4 and 282 ante.

pp. 733, 745. Tamanmi tribe. In connection with ihis term it

may not be uninteresting to notice that a similarly named place,

Tamanihi or TamanOie [Tamanbi. Tamume), exists in the Upper

Chindwin district (see the “ Upper Burma Gazetteer.'’ pt. ii. voi. iii,

p. 2U9). Furthermore. Biniasa occurs as the name of the Hill

Kachari tribes, as distinguished from the Bodo or those of the

plains of Kachari.

p. 762. Posinara. Cf. the tribes called yard in Uppei Burma,

which occupied the country round ilogaung (see the '• Imperial

Gazetteer of India,” vol. vi, p. 27;,





INDEX.
N.B.—For the sake of greater accuracy, tribal names, etc., are, as

a rule, put in the singular form.

A
A-ch‘i, city , identical with Acheh, 655.

A-la-t‘o, kingdom, an unidentified

Buddhist kingdom, 29 n. 2 ; its

identity with Airrhadoi
_
discussed,

29 n. 2 ;
identity with Aratta im-

probable, 29 n. 2'.

A-shan, island, identification of, 6S4

n. 3.

A-yu, of Magadha, 290 n. 1.

Abang, island, 499.

.\bong-Aboug, mountain, identifica-

tion of, 664 n, 2.

Abor, the, people, face-tattooingamoug,

367 n. 3.

Aborigines, 58, 120 n., 131 n. 2, 158,

173; of the coast of the Airrhadoi,

28, 29 ;
of Formosa and the Pesca-

dores, account of the, 256 n, 1 ;
of

Yun-uau and Laos, 788,

-Ahii Ziiid, appointed king of Su-mon-
ta-la, 652 ;

other forms of the

name, 652.

Aehare, on the west coast of ludia,

668 n. 1.

Acheh, Achin, city. 39 ; the Argyre

of Ptolemy, 40 n. 3, 458, 590 ;

Buddha’s visit to, 114; the capital

of Sumatra, 457, 590.

Acheh, Achin, kingdom, the first king

of, 98, 697 n. 1 : a kingdom ol

Sumatra, 455 n. 1, 638 n. 1, 653;

a letter from the Sultan of, to

James I of Engkand, 455 n. 1, 513

n. 1, 656; also designated Ta-shili,

511, 611 n. 2 ; other designations of,

511 n, 2. 655, 667 n., 678, 681 .

Johor captured hy the king oi, 534 ;

war between Pedir and, 654 ; king

of, attacked and captured Pacein,

654 . letter of authority to trade

from the king of, 655 ;' the name

discussed, 658, 659, 66 >, 666 n. 2,

667. 668, 678, 678 n. 3 . the capital

of, 666 n. 2 ;
story respecting the

queen of. 666 n. 2 ;
custom of the

women of 667 n. ;
name connected

with Argvre, 667, 681, 706 ;
the

dj-nasties iif 667 n., 698_: the name

known to Ptolemy, 667 n. ; con-

nected with various toponvuns, 667,

668, 834 ; settled by Phoenicians and
Dravidians, 680 ;

successive desig-

nations of, 681 ;
last reference to,

under the name Lambri, 682 ; intro-

duction of Islamism into, 695, 696 ;

synoptical table of the history of,

698-706; nomenclature of, 698-^706;

the sea-coast of the island of Percha,

701 ; celebrated for stone-cutters

and gravers, 702 ; the first Muham-
madan king of, 702 ; P6 Ling, a

refugee in, 703 ; kings of, 703-5
;

Perak conquered by, 704 ; prince of

Perak made king of, 704
;

pro-

ductions and manufactures of, 706,

809, 812.

Acheh Besar, city, a form of Achelj,

677 ; extent of, 677, 678 : the name
discussed, 678,

Ache'll Head, 699.

.-Vchem, kingdom, a designation of

Acheh, 704 ;
on the north of Su-

matra, 704.

.\chikrang, the, people, a designation

of the Giro tribes, 829.

Achin. See .4cheh.

Adam, Mark Twain',' suggested statue

to, 345 n.

Adamites. Andaman the country of

the, 418.

Adam’s Peak, other designations of,

387 ; footprint on, 387 n. 1, 419;

Buddhist temple at, 387, 419; the

real body of Buddlia at, -390 n. 1 ;

connected with the name Andamiii.

419.

Adeisaga, town and district, identified

with Yun',r-ch‘ang, 60, 64 ; deriva-

tion of the name, 734, 747.

.Adhyapura. citv, possibly a capital ot

Komar, 204 ;
location of, 204 n. 2.

Aditva-dharma, king, the ruler of the

‘ Fir-t Land of Java.’ 461 n 1.

Aditvasena. the ruler of .Vriuiaddaua-

pura, 746.

Acng. See An, river.

.Veta.s, the, people, 255 ;
ol the Philip-

pines, account of, 254 n. 1.

.Affixes, .added, etc., 69.

Atrica, coast of. 26.

.Agalloclium trees, worship offered to

the deities ot the, 278.
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A^-anagara, city, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15^ ^8,

20, 21, 264 identifted witK Ha-noi,

10, 319; fuudaraental station of

Ptolemy, 16, 17, 23: idcntidcation

of, 331, 332, 334 ;
origin -ot the

name, 332, 333 ;
connected with

(Ju-lak and Uraga, 348 : derivation

of the name, 736 ;
location of, 73S ;

suggested connection with Tonkin,

739 ;
other designations ot, 799.

Agasti. an illustrious person, 492 n. 2.

Agathodaimonos. island, 694: location

ot, 411 ;
connected with Sumatra,

411, 419 :
identified with the Great

Xikob.lr, 411, 416, 421 ; the name
discussed, 416-19 ; connected with

So - tu - man, 416 ;
Andaman

erroneously connected with, 417.

Agathodaimonos Aesos, 419 n. 1.

Aghama. Andamans.
Agrinnatui, the, people, iiiliahitants of

Bazakatu, 379 : term probably

syuon^iuous nith Bazakata, 382,
3*83

: derivation of the same dis-

cussed, 384, 385 ;
connected with

Aryawto, 393 n. 1.

Agkh'eiron. iS^e Arakau.

Agra-nagara. town, a designation ot

Ha-ii5i, 122.

Agriculture, introduced into Tonkin by

the Chinese, 786.

Ahi-dipa, the Isle of Snake-',* a

designation of Kara-dipa, 4oS :

application of the name. 413.

Ahiksatra. tovra, ancient capital oi

rttara-Pancala. 747.

Ahmad, Sultan, marriage of, 61.).

flight of, 647.

Ahum, the, people, 154,

Ai Cheh, prince (»f C‘hieng Hung,
139 lu

Ai-Lao state, the. in AVestem Yunnan,
o9-6i : a^-sneiated with Meng-
chia-ch*wo, 123 ; account ot the

inhahitaiits (»I. 771 ; location and

identification ot, 771.

Ai-kao, Ai-krm, the, race. 124, 126;

identified with the I.au. 69 ; ex-

tent and habitat ot, 59. 60. 117:

trade relations ot. with Ta-ts‘in,

60 : foundcr-s ot the kingdom of

Sein, 117: tattooed their bodies and
wore tails, 126: nickname ot, 126:

fought against the Luh-to, 160.

Aindnu district, name applied to the

eastern part of India, 29 ;
the reghm

to the east of the Ganges, 29 n 2.

Aindras.the, peopleof Lf»werBengal. 29.
Airat-desa, identified with Gujarath,

29 n. 2.

Airrhadoi. the, race, 29 : erroneously

identified with the Kiratas, 28 :

connection suiirested between the

Andamanese and, 402 n.

Airrhadoi, the Coast of the, 37

;

identified with the Coast of the

Audhras, 28, 29, 34 : aborigines o-f,

28, 29; its identity with A-la-t‘o

discussed, 29 n. 2 ;
named after

Areia, 41 n. : derivation of the

name. 829.

Aji Katang. 581 n. 1.

Aji-Saku, king or Ha.stinapura, the

first Indii adventurer to reach java,

591; subdued the IMksii'-as, 592;
acts attributed to. 592 ;

conni'cted

with S.5li\ubaua, 592: legend oi,

658.

Aka-Bcada. B’ljinclji, the. tribe.

Akadru, town and district, 9-13. 21,

22. 24. 25. S33 . ideutiricd with the

Bay OI Ko: Tron. 7. 23. 193. 195
;

a

luiidaineiital station ol Ptolemy, 16,

17, 23; identification of, 23, 193,

731 : derivation of the uniiio, 199;
part of the kingdom ol Komar, 201.

Akadia. town, an interior toHU of the
Sinai. 199.

Akai, island, one of the Auambas,
722.

Aka^. the. people, habitat 771.
Akkola, nor connected with Kakola,

S:i3.

Akvah, district. 49.

al-Xe\rtn, iAand, probably identical

with Pulo Xias, 427, 427’ n. 2.

al-Ramni. island, camphor irom, 431,

_ 431 n. 1.

Alas, the, people, conterminous with
the Gayh. 674 n. 2. ^

riVlau-d-din, Sultan, king of Achcdi,
704; deposed his brother and
sm ceedid him, 7<'4.

‘Aluu-d-diu K’ayat §hah. Sultan,
murdered Mansur ^iih, 655 n. 1,
704 . -eizeJ the throne of Su-men-
^a-la, 655 n. 1 ; account of, 704,
70.)

; governor of the king of Acheh,
704; ting ot Acheh, 704 ; murdered
‘Sultan Buyung, 704: wicked
character ot,’704, 705.

Alaung-rithu. See Along-sithu, king.
Alavl, Atavi, district, 59 ; identical

'vith the Mogaung and Mohnyin
districts, 67 ; may he identified with
fu-wi, 67 : synonvmous with

^

Oavuka, 67, 68.
d Albuquerque, Jorge, calls at Paeem,

653.

Alexander, kings of Palemhang de-
scended from;' 597 n. 1 ; death of,
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597 n. 1 : voyages of discovery

ordered by, 597 o. i.

Alexandria, 92.

Alguada Reer, liglithouse at, 49.

‘All, Sultan, conquests of, 704.

‘All Mughayat Shah, Sultan, hing of

Achel], 654, 697, 703, 705 ;
at-

tacked and captured Pacem, 654.

‘All R“avat -^lah, Sultan, Ling <»f

Acheh, 704.

Alkali, 88. 89.

Allahabad, pillar inscription of, 57.

Aloes, collected hy pyganies, 261, 2(>2.

Along-sithu, king ol Pagan, 751,

825.

Alo'^anga, identified Acitli Shillong,

_ 830, 832.

Ama, (li-trict. itleniified witli Canton,

244 ; included iu Ivraun"a-d\ipa,

244.

AniaravatT, city and Ji^tiict.^ 779;

conquest ot 791 :
identification ot,

791 ;
location or, 791.

Amazons, Island 'd ; loc.at3onof, 753.

Aiuhuha. ideutitiudiun ot, di^cU'Sed,

634 n 1.

Aiijher, places noted tor, 582 n. 1,

823 ;
worked at Ava and Mandalay,

5^2 n. 1.

Amher, red, 582 n. 1.

Aniher location ot, 582 n. 1 ;

ramous lor ambei. 582 n. 1.

Aniher mine-, 582 n. I, 8*23.

Amhergri". 424n l,>o81ii.3,6/3n.l,

706 ;
tiom Sumatra, 5S1, 581 n. 3;

fiom Junkceylon, 823.

Amhergris I''land. St^" Lung-yen

Ilsii.

Anigas, the, people of Campa, 51.

Anile, district, connected with Aris-

abion, 63.

An ''Aeng\ river, connected witli the

Sados ot Ptolemy. 47.

Anaikarai, the ancient name of Adam's

IJridge, 66S.

Anambas, islands, other de*^iirnations <4,

707, 708 n. 1, 709, 722 ; account

of, 707 ;
account ot the iuliahitant**

of, 707, 718-21 , connected with

the island- of the Satyrs 707 ;

names of the. 70(, 707 n, 2; origin

of the name, 70S n. 1.

Anambas, Creat, al'^o designated the

Siantan group, 722.

Anamhas, North, islands, names oi

the largest of the, 715: appear as

a single island to passing ships. 715,

722 landmarks ior sea-navigation,

Anambas, South, islands, al-o desig-

nated the Riabu group, 722.

Anambae, AVe>t, also designated the

Jamaja group, 722.

Ancient India, Colonel Yule’s map of,

4 : as deseri'bed hy Ptolemy, 6.

Ancient knowleilge of the world,

limits ot. 5.

Anda, the term discussed, 393, 394.

Audala-, Andhall'^, the ancient name
ol Paleiubaug. 603. 612 ; connection

of the name \dtli Kau-t*o-Ii im-
probable, 604, oiiuin ot the name,
612.

Andala'^, Pulo, a de-ignatiou ol Palem-
bang, 630-

Anddni'ht, term <Mionymou- with

Nikobar, 383 n. : erroneou-ly con-

neeted with Aaatijodaimuno-. 417

;

suggested connection with other

iiamex, 418, 419 n. 1, 612; deriva-

tion of the word. 805, 806.

Andamrm, Oreat, identified with

Ptolemy’s Bazakata, 379 : the tomb
of SuIainKlu oii the, 387.

Andaman, Little, -uagested a- the site

of Barali-nagar. 403 n. : comierted

by Ptolemy with PuzukaTa. 407.

Andamln. Middle, included in Ptidemv’s

Bazakata, 379
Andaman, South, iucliuled in Ptolemy’s

Bazakata. 379.

Andaman I4and-. the. Su Aiulamaii'^,

the.

.VndamAu-Nikoh'ir Anhipelago, the,

379: the two insular Gtuups con-

^ide!ed a-? one anhipelago. 396 :

de-:ignations of ]Kiiti(ular i-Iand-

applied to the whole, 396-404
;

alternative ile-ignation-. tor, 397,

398, 413, 700 , identification with

Barahnagardi-t u-'t'il. 401 u.,403n .

-vnojdical table- ot the nomenclature

404_G; coniu-ed with Ceylon.

419: erroiieou- location of, 424,

425. 427.

Andamane-e. the, 38, 72 , their con-

nection with the Amlhra- di-cu-sed,

29 n. 2 : repim-d oviparfm- origin

ol, 393 : connection -iiuiicsted be-

tween the Airrhadoi and, 402 n.

Andaman^, the. i-iand-, 3S
;

rolic< of

.stone age tfuiiid iu. 254 n. 1 ;

manuta(ture- of, 254 n. 1 : other

designations of, 379. 383 n. 1, 389.

389 n. 2, 640 n. 1, 826 ; the name
di^cu--eil, 383 n , 391 ; inhabitant-

ot, 384 n.. 389. 826. ac<-nuiit of,

389 : a -acred relic of, 390 ; con-

nected with B.i/akata and Aginnatai,

392 ; svmiptiiiil taiih oi the noinen-

clatuic* ot. 404 - 6: connection

between SrI-Bhoja and, 640 n. 1.
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Andarae. Se< Andhraa.
Andhaka, Audhala.ialand. toAndalaa,

Pulo.

Andhaka, the, people, probably settlers

in the Andamiins, 395 n. I ; a

West Indian tribe, 612; related to

the Bhojas, 612 ;
term connected

with Andaman, 612 ;
a branch of

the Yadava, 612 n. 3.

Andhra Island. See Andalas, Pulo.

Andhras, the, race, 28 ;
where located

by ilegasthenes, 28 ; their habitat,

29 ;
e.xtent of their kingdom, 29, 30,

32, 34
;

probable derivation of the

name, 29 n. 2 ; the Airrhadoi of

Ptolemy, 29 ; their extraction, 29.

Andragide. See Indragiri, kingdom.
Andramania, ‘ Island of Gold,' desig-

nation of the Andamiins and Xiko-
bars, 391 n. 2, 398.

Andre-Indi, probable derivation of,

29 n. 2.
‘ Andre-Indi.’ See Andhras.
Andripoivre. See Indrapura.

Anfujah, Ankujaii, town, capital of

Anjabah, 571; location of, ,573;

possibly identical with Zanzibar,

577, 577 n. 1,

An-gyi, district, 72; the ancient Dala,
666 n. 2 ; anecdote respecting the
name of, 666 n. 2.

Ang Chumnik. See B.v P-huom.
Ang Chumnik inscriptions, 209, 212,

235.

Ariga, district, the name of the south-
ern part of Tonkin, 235 ; also

designated Maliul, 235.

Anga Isle, poasibly connected with
Angaman, 395,

Angaman, Angamanam, pos.sil)ly con-
nected with Anga Isle, 395 ; deri-

vation of the name di'eus.-.ed, 395 ;

designatioms of the Andamans and
Nikobars, 383 n., 39S.

Angami, the, tribe, a bill tribe of

ITpper Asaiii, 395 ii. 3.

Afigapnri, town, the capital of Anga,
235 n. 1.

Angkor, capital of Kamhoja, 526 n.

Angkor-huri, P'hnora, 206.

Ancrkor-wat, inscriptions collected at,

174, 17.-).

Anina. identified with A'ung-ning, 829.

.4niabah, i.sl.and, capital of, .571 ; a
designation of Zanzibar Island, 571.

Ankheiru. See Argeiru, city.

An-kieu, ruins of, 779.
Annam, kingdom. 111, 121, 122, 123,

134 ; Ptolemy'.s error in the coast-
line of, 13, 14, 17, 23 ; coast of,

22 ; early settlers in, 131 : identical

with tbe Great Gulf, 225 ;
tonal

marks of, 226 n.
;

place-names of,

226 n. ; king of, captured P'hot-
the, 229; C‘ha-ban captured by,

230 ; w ar with Campa, 275, 276 ;

forces of, routed by the Cham, 276 ;

origin of the name, 327 ; Hwe, the

capital of, 780 ; cannibalism in, 827.

Annam Eiver, identical with Ngan-
nankiang, 372.

Aunamese, the, 128 n. 2, 130, 132 ;

names applied to the, 225 n. 1

.

Annamese Annals, the, 227, 227 n. 1,

2-27 n. 5, 228 n. 3, 299, 305, 350,
351 u. 1. 373.

Annamese language, words and terms,
40 n. 2, 55, 56, 72, 126, 128 n. 2,

131, 135 n. 1. 148, 159 n. 2.

Annamese records, etc., 126, 147, 153.

Anouk-ngay, estuary, 4t.

An-pa-Crh, an envoy .sent to China,
648.

Ansuniat, mountain, identical with
Rsabha. 164: a silver mountain,
164, 672.

Ant, legend respecting an, as large as

a cat, 643, 643 n. 1.

Antedated events, 63. 69.
Antliropophagi. See Cannibals.
.Antibole, a river port, 47 ; identified

with the Meghna estuary of the
Ganges, 832 ; Wilford's identiflcation
of. ,832.

Auuruddlia, king of Pagan, 74, 7o,
190.

-Aor, Pulo, 721, 723.
Apes, Chinese, of legendary folk-lore,

783.

Apheterion, location of, 7 13
;
port for

_ ships hound for Khryse, 743.
Api Passage, sea route through, 715

n. 1.
”

Arab geographers, travellers, etc.,
57, 80. 68, 91, 113.

Aral) settlements, 679.
Ar.iliic words and terms. 88, 89.
-Araguam. 38.

Arakau, kingdom, 28, 29, 33, 36, 39,
A'. 42, 45, 54, 58, 68. 69, 90 u.,
l’2i, 129, 155; Ptolemy's error
regarding the coast of, 5,' 11. 13;
annals of. 30, 39; Triglvptou
located in, 30 ; earh kings of, 30,
31

; other designations ot, 32, 38
38 n, 2, 39, 40 n. 3, 425, 670 n. 1 ;

centre of Kalinga rule, 34 ; silver-
mines of, 37, 39 n. 1, 40 n. 3, 51,
‘AO; the Argyra ot Ptolerav, 37,
AO n. 3 ; inhabited by Xegrito’s, 38;
denvation of the name, 40, 40 n. 3'
independence of, in Ptolemy's time’
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43 ; Dhanfiarati, the capital of, 43 ;

silver imported into, 43 n. I ; iden-
tified with Ramanna, 57 ; the
ancient capital of, 96 ; the Barakura
Emporion of Ptolemy, 400 n. 2

;

list of places on the coast of, 656

;

places in, correspond to places in

labadin, 656 ; extent of the colonies

of, 657 ; settled hy the Mofi-Khmer,
657 ; removal of the capital of

Southern, 832,

Arakan, Old, city, 43,

Arakan River. See Kuladan.
Arakan Roma, mountains, 33, 54, 58,

65 ; identified with Maiandros,

51 ; still traceable in mid-ocean,

402 n.

Arakanese language, 40.

ArakhOsia, the derivative of Arakan,
40 n. 3 ; the inhabitants of, 40 n. 3 ;

also called ‘White India, ^ 668;
derivation of the name, 668 n. 2.

Arakundur, river, position of, 668 n. 3.

Aramana, kingdom, a designation of

Ramafma, 750.

Arampalli, town, identified with

Ptolemy’s Argeiru, 659.

Aratta, "identified with Gujarath,

29 n. 2.

Ardandan, province, 64.

Areia, the derivative of Airrhadoi,

41 n.

Argalu, city, connected with Argeiru,

659.

Argapura, city, relics of antiquity

found at, 458 n. 2.

Argari, 40 n. 3 ; connected with

Achch, 667: location ot, 667.

Argaric Gulf, location of, 659, 667 :

connected with Acheh, 667.

Argeiron, 40 n. 3.

Ari^eiru, city, manufactures of, 659 ;

other designations of, 659 : identifi-

cation of, di>cussed, 659, 659 n. 1 ;

connected with Ptolemy’s Argyie,

6oP.

Argulj, connected with Argyre and

Acheh, 834.

Arguropolis. •S'^c Argeiru, city.

Argyra, ‘the Silver Country,’ 34, 39.

identified with Arakan. 37. 38, 40

n. 3. 43, 736 ;
iN connection with

Rakhaingand the Rfik^asu discassed,

37-9 : derivation of the name, 43

;

the silver-mines of, 51, 424; the

name discussed. 7*^6.

Argy-re, city, 668 n. 3 ;
identified with

Aeheb, 40 n. 3, 458, 590, 667,

698, 706, 736 ;
production of gold,

41 n.; the capital of labadiu, 458,

656, 698, 736; the capital of the

chief kingdom of Sumatra, 590, 669,
681 ; the name discussed, 658, 659,
736

;
position assigned to, in old

maps, 669 ; successive designations

of, 681 ;
possibly connected with

Tar.shish, 706 ;
silver of, 706 ;

con-

nected with Argulj, 834.

Ari - raardana - pura, kingdom, the
ancient name of Pagan, 63, 746 ;

kings of, 746.

Ari-samanam. Ari-sarabala, district,

term connected with Arisabion, 63.
Arian, Ariano, district, corresponds to

Shenbo or Bhamo, 63 ; connected
with Arisabion, 63.

Arisa-raien, Ari-sein-myo, the probable
local name of Arisabion. 63.

Arisabion, district, identified with
Shenbo and Sein, 61-3, 734, 829 :

connected with Arian, Amie, and
Mien, 63 ; connected wfith the Tan
State, 182.

Arkung, district, connected with
Arakan. 38, 90 n.

Armanan, island, possible identification

of, 387 n. 4. 422.

Arnnaya (?a king), 492 n. 2.

Arrantarai, town, identified with
Argeiru, 40 n. 3. 659 n. 1.

Arrows, poisoned, used by various

tribes, 273 n. I, 502. 594 u. 4.

Arsabhi. St-e Rsabha, bill.

Arsblr, island, cumpbor found in,

437 n., 6G7 u., 702: identical with

Argyre, 681 ;
pi obably a designation

of Acheh, 667 n., 702.

An. " V •
.

Aryan, the. people, 101.

Arvauto, Aryawto, ‘ coa>t-dwelIers.’

29 n. 2 ; name cuimected with

Aginnatai, 393 u. 1 .

A'^ahan. a possession of Arlo-li, 705.

Asam, Axsam, kingdom, 127, 134, 138,

140 ; Thai invu'-ion of. 154 , also

designated Kamarupa. 773, 813;
three kinds oi rhinocfUO'es in, 833.

Asama, the, people, 154.

Aaame>e words and terras. 1 .34 .

A-ia, Central, 4-6, 14, 1 i9, 160.

Asiknl Chin ib. ri\er.

Asin, river, identical with the Ilsi-

kiang, 617 a. 2.

Asita.
*

‘See Cbinabak^-er. river.

Asoka, king of Ma‘j:ailh.i, 123. 123 n.2;

date of, 290 11 I :
conquered Van-

lang, 291 ; exploits of, 297 n. 2;

conquests of, 320 n. 1 : miracle

worked by, 320 n 1. a/so

Dharmasoku
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AM>ka-vaidhana. Thuk-r'liau

Ason.L'’, the, people, iilentieal with the

()ch‘aD<^, 765.

A-ffithra, town, identihed n th Lui-

chau, 26, 251 n., 377 ; deiivatioii

'>t the name, 735,

A-'pithra, river, MeCrindh ‘-j erroneou*^

loniiitude ot the moutli '.t the, 6.

A-rfii
, i-land, po'-^Mv A Wand,

60 7 11.

A—i, kmii of, 704.

A:-t:i2:iri, meanini: of the name, 177.

A'-tiua, citv, alleged c.ipital of Java,
.')92 n. I."

Athena,friironjidentiiied with Din.ljpur,

'S35.

Atieh. See Aeheh, kingdom.
Aitaha, river, Tti-lerayV 'stream in the

Malay Peiiir.'Ula. 81 : identified

the hduh Ui\ei\ 10.5: con-

nected with the Trinirano, 105:

origin of the name di^cU'*sed. 730:
loi-ation oi, 7->y ;

identification of,

759.

Amu, kinuduin. a kingdom or .Sumatra,

455 n. 1.

Austin Stiait. hetwi-en the Xuith and
Middle Andamaii^:. 370.

Au/.ul, city, on Illu Jana, 647.

city, aNo de.-ignatul ShwC-vn.

56; identical with Lawek. 1C2 n. 1;

anihti -works at, 582 n. 1.

A^l, kin”’dnin, 58; a designation ot

Dunna, 56.

A^a. .sVf- Ivavati, river.

A\.ilokitAvara, ^tatue oi. .599.

Avitrana, dhtrict, ]»ov>ib)y a prot.»t\pe

of She-p*o-ta. 464 n. 2.

I-l>lchu. a Sirinie''e ]ead<’i, 645;
(aptured P.Wai, ')45.

Aws, offered to tlie geniu-? of Mount
Ba-vi, 341 n. 1.

A}er T.’iWiir, di-^triet, gold obtained

Jroni, 477 n. 1.

A\oi-tfiwar. Pulo, the re>idenee of the

Ilaia ot Kalunui. 509 n. 2 , identifi-

cation and location ol, 5(»9 n. 2.

A\rrthonia. A^etthinia, 86, 90 n.

;

i-lentined with Gohi-mattika-nagara,
^ 1. 85

;
other designation- ot, 819.

dhsapura. city, identified wiili

Ayuthia, 50S n.

Avuthia, 111 ii- 1, 151 n. 2, the

law c-ode of, S4 n. 2 : the tormer

l)^a^avati, 176. 177 ; foundation of,

ISI, 183, .}31 ; iiil>ital oi Sit*ni-lo,

184: identified with Avodhyapura,
598 n.

; the old Siamc'^e capital,

508 n., 717n, 1 ; other de^ig^lat^.ns
of, 645: peiver-iiun of the name,
717 n. 1.

Avuthia, chronicle- of, 532 n. 1, 549,

77.)

de Azevedo, Antonio Miranda, a fort

built and coiuniainleJ by, 6.53, 654.

d’Azevedo. Lo]»o. foit at Pa'-em dis-

iiiaiitlod by, 6.'»4
. nii'-teied Pacem

and Aru, (>54.

11

i><7, diseus-iou of the term, 308, 309,
309 n. 1, 310.

Ba-den, Mount, iviuains ol an Indu
temple on, 220

Ba-du, an jn-ciih'.l -tela found at,

280, 281. 281 n. 1.

Ba-hung. >(c- P-o-iui::'. di-trn t.

Bl-laiig. St-e Ho-Iing. -tute.

Ba-Boi, country, pioh'ahly the Leston
Khoiu OI Ptolemy. 161 ii. 2 ;

the
-Vnnam»-se I'-mi ot P’o-li, 772.

Ba P‘hnoin. city, other designations
oJ, 2U4 n 2: capital ot Komar prob-
ably trausiVrred ro. 204 : Buddhist
mona'terv at. 204 n. 2; piohably
thy ancient tapital or Fu-naii. 209.

Ba-Suk. >Sv< ranipa-ak, kingdom.
309 11. 2 : (.'hrtintenn applied

to the piie-tfiood. 309, 309 ii. 2 ;
a

Bialinian twlier. 79.5.

B.a-Tt* Son, mountain, identical with
Xui Bu-Te..l59 n. 1.

P>a-yi, Mount, Ou-ki -cttled at, .340 ;

oft'eniig'- made to the genius of. 341
n. 1 : the chief ut the Stin-tiit re-
sided on, 343, 344; description of,

344 n. 3; legend respecting, 345 n.;
a -tatu^ ot St. Mkhael to be erected
on. 343 u. : three temples on, 345 u.

:

to ^become a pl.u-e oi piluiimage,
345 n.

Ba-vitt. kingdom, de-i^'uated Mabed,
20.5.

Babi, Pulo, ernineous designation of
_Si-Malur, 446.

Bdch-hak. village, on the site of
Pdiong ChGu, 798

Bach-jang, river, other designations
of the. 798.

Bacb-ma, mountain, 201.
Bacunienin, islands, designation of the
Andamans and Kikobars, 397.

Badakhsh.ln, di'^trict, .89 n. 2 ; a
de^ignatiim ot part of Upper Burma,
40 n. 3 : spinels obtained from, 741.

^•idnvCtnala^jx sort of volcanic fire, 6T2.
Badracan, i^land, a designation of

Madramakan, 752 n. 1 .

Balmar th-, people, probably the
liarrhai ol Ptolemy, 130.

Baizah, the term diseussed, 393, 394.
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Bajaii, the term discussed, 503 n, 1.

Bajau, Bajo, Baju, the, people, other

iorms ot the name, 366 n. 1, 804;
ot Borneo, 366 n. 1. 395 n. 1, 612;
description of, 503 n. 1 ;

piobably
tortoise-shell traders. 671 n.

Bajau, island, one ot the Anamhas,
722.

Baju, \illa^^e, h'cation of, 584 n. 2.

Bajur Bay. location of, 584 n. 2.

Bik-nifi. district, connected ivith

Vo-hifi. 350.

Balcuia, kin^’doiii, location oi, 541

n. 1 ; otliei deMgnations ot. 656.

B tivui'uanj. 744.

B.ikawan. Mllaire. l<H-ation ot, 583n. 2.

Bakongun. ^tate, connected with Man-
copa, 08 s n 1.

Baktia. 660 : derivation of, 40 n. 3.

B.iktiini, the, I'eople, inlmbitants ot

ArukhO-i-i, 40 n. 3

Bakuineran. 6Vc Niuhoaieian, i>]ands.

Bxl. doination and nieaninu'* <»! the

term, 780.

Bal, city, other designation^ ot. 780.

Bai-Ahga. Sec Bal-An^we. city. ^

Bal-Angwe, citv, identical with 0*ha-

han, 229, 780: the Balonga Metro-

polis of Ptolemy. 238 n 1. 242. 268,

269, 277 :
other design. dnui'. ol,

268. 271, 274, 508 n. the <-:ipitai

ot Lower Campa. 269-71, 696.

710: derivation .4 the name, 269;

the derivations ot names applied

to, 271, 272 ;
prob-hly Mura-n'ija’s

roval citv, 270 ;
-torined and rap-

tured, 275, 276. 696 , 703 ;
renamed

Kul'fioi!, 276 ;
the last king of.

697 n. 1.

Bal-Battlmiomr. . ity, -eat ol aoveu:-

ment of Campa, 230. 780.

Bal Hangov, city, 228 ii. 3 ; Ch.nn

term, desiirnating Hwe, 229 ; the

foundation of, €97 n. 1, 779 :

'ocation of. 779 . origin^ot the name,

779 :
identiiicatiun of. 791.

Bal Th\u Bal Lai, town, i(lmtitication

of, 779.

Balahaka. mountain, on Xarikela,

807, 809.

Brdak-ii, di-tnct, 39 ii. 2 : c. nne<t»-d

with Badakhdiiiii, 40 n. 3; other

forms ot the name. 741 : location

and identiticathm of, 741.

Bnlaraina, ged, copper axes offered to,

341 n. 1.

Balas rubies. .S5r Buhies. Balas.

Ifalasa, district, identitiedwithP*o-Io.«a,

831.

Bala-sia, district, 39 n. 2, 42, 741,

742 : not connected with Badakh-

shan, 831; a distiict or city of

Upper Burma, 831 ; connected with

P‘o-lo-.sa, 831. See also Burma,
Upper.

Baix;ia. See Balassia, district.

Balgu, identiticution ot, 807.

Balhara. state, 57.

Ball, island. 98 n. : P‘o-teng wrongly
identified with. 473,

B.ilmg, village, lecatn-u ot, 505.

Ealkh, 40 u. 3.

Ballazia. See Balassia, district.

Baloni. Set Beluni.

B.iloiiga Metropolis, must he di<«-

tmguislied tioni Bahmgka. Ill
;

identified with Cdu-haii. 233, 277 ;

identical with Bal-Augwe. 238 n. 1,

242. 208. 2‘‘9. 277, 732. other

design itions ot, 26s. 271. 277:
dernatioii ot the name, 26o, 270:
pre'^eiit account ot the ancient site

of, 277.

Balonaka. town. 17. 21. 22. 40 n. 1 :

Ptolemy’^ Uoldeu Kher^onese ends

at. 81 : an mhmd town of the

Golden Kher-one-e. Ill: di-tinct

from Baiongu Metropolis. Ill;
ideiitiiied with Cdiumjidion, 111 :

other designations oi, 112, 701:

legend ot Bud'lha connected ^^ith,

114: location ot. 731: probably the

(upital of Kamalaiika. 731.

Balu-ohnung, 'tieam. 741.

Bains Island, productioms ol, 430 ;

sugge-ted ideiitifit atiou ol, 430

:

inhabited by cannibals, 430. See

ai'io Xalu-li. i-bind.

Rambo(v, camphor produced trom. 444,

444 u. 2.

B-nnboo I-Iand. identification of, 711.

Ball t’diawH, village, de-igiiated al-o

Miiaiig Xa^a, 4 ol u 1: noted for

turtle-doves. 461 n, 1.

Ban-shua. •''tv IIwang-ch‘ao. rebel

leader.

Banana-. 387 n. 4. 5.51. 555.

Bandanm - ceti. .8Vc Prathama - ceti,

monument.
IJandan, cuuntiv, -f nt tribute to Java,

5M n. 3

B.indas, is! nuh, connected with the

Island ol Spice-, 555.

Bandhiima-puni. to^^^l, a chief town

of Siain, 176> . name changed to

Suvaina-puri, 19(J, 192; connected

with P‘an-p‘an, 8 :0. S32.

Biindon, village ami di-trict, 78, 79.

470 n. I, 832 : nb ntical with AUan-

tan, KiG : bight of, 721. 761 ;
con-

nected xvith Pahmor. 822.

Bang, cape, 800.
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Bang, or P'hrali Bang, statue of •

Buddha, 149 n. 1 ;
explanation of

the name, 768.

Bang-an, ancient remains at, 791.

Bang Pla-soi, other designations of,

824.

Bangka mines, the, discovery of,

470 n. 1.

Bangkaru. See Binyak, West, island.

Bangklis, island, location of, 577.
Bangkok, the royal temple in, 107.

Bangoran, Banguran, island, a desig-

nation of Great Xatuna, 707 n. 2,

708 n. 1, 709, 713, 71.o.

Banong. See Penong, the, people.

Sanlhai, meaning of the term, 775.
Banthai-mas, district. 7 ; location of,

193 ;
the ancient ruins of, 19.3

;

wrested from the Annamese. 195 n. 1.

B:inthai-raa.s, a mart, 7 ; the chief

seat of trade on the Gulf of Siam,
8 ;

the Pithonobaste of Ptolemy,
192. 731 : derivation of the name,
193; an important trade centre,

193 ; erroneous account of its

destruction. 194, 19.5; other desig-

nations of. 19.5 n. 2 ; probably the
capital of Komar, 202, 203.

Banthai-mas, river, 775; connected

with the Pasuk, 193, 194, defeat ot

the Sianie-e fleet in the, 194, 19-5

Banyak, islands, connected with the

llaniolai, 421
:
probably correspond

to the Beraw'a Islands, 448.
B.'inyak. Great, island, included in

Ptolemy's Barusai. 446.

B.'inyak. Little, island, included in

Ptolemy's Barusai, 446.

Binvak, 4\'e-t. i-land, included in

Ptolemy's Barusai, 446 . other
designations of, 448, 448 n. 2.

Bap Harhoiir, connected with Kan
Mon hartiour, 793

Barahanga estuary, the KambC-riklion

of Ptolemy, 9.

Barago Point, connected with the

yaraharik Gull. 71 n ; name con-
nected with Bharu. 4oo n. 2.

Baragu. ,807.

Barahnagiir. port, description of the

inhabitants around, 400 n. 2

;

ideutifleation of. discus-ed, 401 n ,

402 n.. 403 n . 808 ;
probable site

of, 402 n., 403 n ; connected with
Po-lo. r03 n.

;
pos-ihle origin ot

the name, 807.
Barakura. a mart and state, .>7, 42,

4". 43 n 1 . ancient capital of

Arakan, 42. 1.5.5 . derivation of the
name, 42 . represented ,4rakan in
Ptolemy’s time, 42, 43, 400 n. 2,

670 n. 1
;

probably identical with
Dhanfiavati, 43 ;

identified with

P‘o-hui-kia-lu, 58, 467 ;
erroneously

connected with Bareuathra, 155

;

connected with Bharu, 400 n. 2.

Barata Bay, on Narkondam, 403 n.

Baratan Island, 392, 400 n. 2 ;
in-

cluded in Ptolemy’s Bazakata, 379.

Barbarians, 124.

Barbarous states, the states outside

the Chinese border described as, 123

;

Ptolemy’.s account of the, 123.

Barberyu, the Nubartha of Ptolemv,
12 .

Bardia, town, also called C'hump’hon,
470 u. 1

;
possibly connected with

P‘o-ta, 822.

Bareuathra, city, identified with
Barikan, 155 ;

erroneously identified

with Barakura, 155 ; connected with

Parip.atra, 155 ; derivation of the

name, 155. See also Bareukora ;

P‘huen, Muang
Bareukora, city. 295 n. 3 ;

probably
connected with Miiang P'huen, 364
n. 2, 769 ;

derivation of the name,
732 ; identification of, 769. See
aho Bareuathra

;
P'huen, Miiang.

Baria. See Saigon, town.
Barikan, Borikan, city, the Bareuathra

of Ptolemy, 1,5,5 ; foimation of, 769.
Barkan, island, 577 ;

connected with
Prakau, 577 n. 2.

Barm.ivar, Barniapura. See Varma-
pura, town.

Bam I.sland, a designation of Pulo
Senang, 815.

Barrebam, village, 729.
Barrebam. See Berabonna, mart.
Barrbai, the, people, probably identical

with the Bahnar, 130 ; habitat of,

3.56, 302, 803 . identified with the
P'u-erh, 3G3, 36,5, 366, 732 ; a
probable found.ition of, 364 n. 2

;

suggested raci,il l,)nu^ctlons of, ;j65,

372, 732,803, other designatiou.s

769.

Bartayl, Bert.'nl. Srr Dhutiil, island.
Barfis, district, on tlie Sumatra coast,

427. .590 . the Baru.-ai Mauds named
trom. 42,8 , l onlu-ed with the idands
near, 428 : de.=critjtd as an i-land,
431 ; other de'igu.ations ot, 434,
44.1, -iSl n. 3, 611, 619

; names of
places Connected with, 44,5

; well
known to Arab travellers, 679 ;

a possession of .4iheii. 70-5.
FiSrii-, term for camphor, or camnhor-

oil, 440, 440 n. 1.

Barusai, islands, .587 ; identification
with the Fansur or Pin-su Islands,
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427 ; inhabited by cannibals, 428

;

a favourite haunt of the Batta, 428

;

origin of the name, 428 ; noted for

the Fansur camphor, 428 : confused
with the district of Barus, 428; names
of islands included in I‘tolemy’s,

446, 458.

Barwan. Set Beruan, state.

Basai. See Bassein.

Basak, city or village, possibly con-
nected with POh-shib, 167 u.^ 802.

Base station*} in Ptolemaic geography,
3-5, 16-19, 21.

Basim. S^e Bassein.

Basitang, location *4, 674 ; a posses-

sion of Acheb, 705.
Basma, Basm.m, tiugdoni, 834; con-

nected with Pasai, 613 n. 1, 642 n. 2,

045 : the people <4. 695.
Ba'^sa c . See C a nipasak

,
ki ngdoni

.

Bassein, city and district, 52, 65, 77.

90 n ; other designations ot, 50.

50 11 . 1 : foundatnm of. 50 : the

thirty-two cities ol, subject to the

51 ;
erroneou'^lycounectedwith

Ptolemy’s Be.-ynga, ol, 70 ; al>(>

designated Cho"u-niei-liu, 523 n. 2

;

identified with Pasai, 656 : ships

from Ceylon arrived at, 750.

Bassein, city (Indian), 48, 40.

Bu'^stin. river. 4S, 49, 77 ; erroneous

position given to the. 50.

Bata, piobablv identical with P‘o-ta,

470 n. 1. ; tiii-iiuues at, 470 u. 1.

Bataham, distiict, camphor tound at,

437 n.

Batai camphor, 811.

Batang, district, identified with Ma-
tuiig, 450 11 . 2.

Batang-Asei, district, gold produced

at, 631.

Batavia, a state of the Island of

Java, 637 ;
foundation of, 637 ;

a

mart tor tortoise-shell, 671 u.

Batech. See Battak, district.

Batoi, the, people connected ^vith the

Batta, 660.

Batta, Battak, the, people, 646 : face-

tattooing among, 367 n. 3 ;
a rem-

nant of, in Bakara, 541 n. 1 ;
form

of writing among, 595 ;
connected

with Ptolemy's Batoi, 660 : de-

scended from the Indonesians,

660 n. 2 : habitat of, 660 n. 2 ;

cannibalism of, 660 n. 2 ;
doubt-

fully connected with the Padaians,

660 n. 2.

Battak, district, the cannibal inhabi-

tants of, 652 ; human skulls used as

currency in, 652.

Battak writing, 595 n. 2.

Batti Malv, island, 421
;

probably
corresponds to Malhan, 401, 402.

Batu, islands, identified with Ptolemy’s
Sabadeibai, 446 ;

inhabitants of,

448.

Batu Atap, mount, the source of the

Attaba River, 105
;

the source of

the Lebeh, 759.

Batu Berhala, 388 n. ; a stoue idol,

806.

B.ltu Kawa, a stone idol, discovery of,

806.

Batu Sawar, a possession of Acheli,

705.

Bauwal Island, probably included with
Kau-lan Shan, 712: other designa-

tions 01
,
712 : rendezvoii** foi Chiiie-'e

convo\s, 712.

Ikivang, village, 211 ;
inscription or,

211 .

Bazakuta, island, 411; ideutiticatiou

ot, 379, 427 : raiirex -liell-tisli lUi,

379, 379 n. 3 ; inhabitants ol, 379 ;

name probably synonymous with

Agiunatai, 382. 383; derivation of

tile name discussed, 384, 393, 393
n. 3 , name connected with Bhoia,
613.

Beacon at IC'-in-cbou, 781.

Beaju, Biaju. Ste Bajau, the, people.

Boill.'tikulah, I'-land. ideutiticatiou or,

discussed, 387 n. 4.

Beduauda Jaw.j, the, tribe, a chiet

tribe ot Rmiiliaii, 516 u. 3.

Belala d\na<ty, 826.

Beianda-', the, ]»eopJe, habitat of, 729,

730 ;
couriected with the Pulindas,

729, 730.

Belawan, river, location ot, 601 n. 1.

Bcdigam, village, 387 u. 1 : identical

with Pieh-lo-li, 386 u. 3 ; seapoit

and ti-hing village, 386 n. 3.

Beligaraa, footprint and temples at

tlie foot of the, cliff, 390 n. 1.

Belitong. See Billiton, i'*land.

Belum, gold-mines at, 477 n. 1.

Ben-nge. Ste Saigon, town.

Benares, city, 45.

Bengal, kingdom, 9, 29 n. 2, 39 n. 2,

46, 85; names applied to, 53, 92,

466 n. 2.

Bengal, Bay of, 30. 73, 93, 94 ;

ditficultv of identifuug Ptolemv’s

places on the, 1 ; the Magnus Sinu^

of Ptolemv, 2 ; eastern side of the,

lengthened by Ptolemy, 14; inlands

in the, 23, 24. 28, 38 n. 2 ; identifi-

cation of Ptolemy’s islands in the,

24, 25 ; also designated the Gangetic

Guit, 47 ; table of places opposite

the east coast of the, 426.
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Bengali place-names, 44.

liengkulen, residency, 45'2-4
, hair;

dwarfs in, 687.

Bengku-iile, re-idency, a designation

ot Beugkuleu, 706 , a possession ot

Aeheh, 706.

Benjoin, a product ot Sumatra and

Borneo, 668, 668 n. 3.

Beutan, village, location of, .733. S21,

Bciiua, the, people, i.il n. 1 ;
tace-

tattooing among, 367 n. 3.

Bepirus dll., stieams, two unnamed
Ptolemaic streams, 834 •, the noiiUern

corresponds to theGandak, 834. 83j;

the southern to puit ol the Bi.ilima-

putia, SJo.

Bepvirho-, mountains, .74, 834; a

stream ot the Donnas comes tioiu.

134 ; a designation ot the I’.itkoi

Mountains, 729 : the name di'cU'sed,

729, 836,

Berahai, citv, 81, 83, 98 ; identilievl

with Meraui. 24. 70. 82. ;5.S4 n.

;

connected with Pa - h- -
p'ei, 84;

i lentirioation of, discus-ed, 84 n. 2 :

the name dBeussed, 7 29.

Bri.ihai, 'ape, idoutirttd with Boyce'.'

Point, 81.

Berahonna, a mart, 743; erroneously

idintihed with Samlow.iy, 16. 17.

piohahlv i'leiitic.ilwith I'lenre-g. on-

iwa. 47, 48: name or, conniited

with Bliatu, 400 n. 2 ; 'it,. i,t,

401 n. ; derivation ot the name. 728,

Beranang, state, connected with Fo-

lo-an. 82.6 : location oi, 825.

ihriina, i-laud', inlmhitants of, 447.

ideiititication of, 448 : tile name
di-cu'-ed. 148

;
prohabh heloug to

the B.UU'.il, 44S.

Beiba. river, probably the ancient

name of the C'hiu-chiang, 617 u. 2.

Ilorh.ila, I’ulo, possibly identical with

8au-fo IIsu, 617.

Bernara. river. 100 ;
position ol, .>22.

Bei-strah. village, ,518 u. 1_.

Bert.vvl Island, IBmtriil, island.

Bcruan. state, 6S8 n. 1 ; probably

identical with Fo-lo-an, 600, 601 n.

Beseidai, the, people, habitat ot, .830.

Besilam, river, b2G.

Besynga, a mart, .51, 71, 00 n. ;

piroiieously connected with Bas.'ein,

.50 a. 1, 51: connected with Tha-

htun, 76 ;
iilcntitied with Kangun.

72, 76, 77 ;
ideiititication with

Ba.ssein impossible, 77 ;
derivation

of the name, 729.

865)4108, river, derivation of the name,

75-7, 7.50; its identity discussed,

75, 76: probably identical with the

Htaing, 75 : identified with -the

Iravati, 509 u. 2 ;
other designations

of, ,509 a. 2.

Besvngeitai, Goiist of the, a designation

of the Gull ut tlaitahuu, 64, 70;
identiiied with Briniahri.idesa, 6 -5 .

BC-singeitai, the. people, ot Piolemy.

64, 70; desiiibed as cannibals, 70,

71 : deriv.ition ot tlie iiaine. 729.

Betel-chewing popubuion- ot South
China, 780.

Betumah, island, 199 n. 4 : identified

with Tamasak, 199, 199 n. 3 ;

prohahly r.-priseiitcd the Johor
district, 200, 221 ; connected with
.Singapoie, 200, 5;i'i. 777 : iilentiial

with I'eutiini Island, .536, loi itiim

ot, 536: counecte IwitU tiumuli,.5T.5

;

identilieation ot, discussed, .576 ii. 1 ;

other designations of. 821,

Beiireuleung, state, 688 n. 1
:
prohahly

the ancient Fo-lo-an. 600, 601 u. 1.

Bghai Karen, the. people, litUolatry

among. 120 n. (3).

Bhadra(ihip.it!svara, temple dedicated
to, 54.5.

Bhuilnu.ii'mau. king. 781.

Bliagalpur, kingdom, the Anigas.
peopleos, .51 ; identical with Camp,!.
51.

Bhairava. woiship ot, 756
Bh.iiuo, town, 61, 66, 786 ; derivation

ot the name. 42 u ; lornierly desig-

nated Camplnagara, 42 n ; chief

city ot the 8lien state, 62
; position

ot, ciiiresponds to Arun, 63 ; couutr.

lound. louiied the ancient state n't

Slien, :1T9 ; other designations ot.

747 , ruins, p.issiidy ot Old, 747.

Bin'uatavaisa 'India), 29, 381 u
iihaiga. the, people i India), 141.

Bharu, kingdom, location ot, discussed,

400 u 2; connected with llaiakura
Empoiioii. 400 n. 2 : ii.ime of, con-
nected witii Beiabonna and Burago
Point, 400 n. 2 ; a designation of
th'e Anduman-XikoVjar -Archipelago,
4o3 11.

Bii.iru-nagara, town, c.apital ot Bliaru
400 II. 2.

Bharuch. poit, identical with Bhfuu-
k-icclui. ;i82 u.

Bhirukaccha, port, a designation of
Kiaru'jli, 382 n. ; a scapoit in
Bliaru, 400 n. 2.

Bh-iskani Acarya, call- Ea-tc-ni India
Aindra, 29.

Bhaia-varman.kmg, 167, 169, 169n. 1,
206; insciiptions ot, 212.

*

Bhavya. Bhava-varman, king.
thousand iu lilio]a,'619.
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Bhiktimusa. Sec Pitliunokd't?, mart.

BliiKa Topes, tound at Vedisa, 747.

Bhilu, the, people, ^o7 ;
eumie-tcl

\vitU the Bila, 2o7 n. i . irnn •

applied to the Tarn Kareus, 7J^d.

Bhiiu-;jTuii, i^l^lIld, ZS, 761. S‘)7

iuliahited by '‘ajiuibals, 7l ; -Ui,--

,i:ire''ted identitieatiuu with Bah •.

4o0.

Bhimas, the, pei^ple, \\iitiu^i^' amou^,
595 n. 2,

Bhiinaseua, Bhlni'en, demigod. 809.

Bhoja, kingdom and tv)wii, couutiy

about llwe knowu n>, 229 n 2 .

couiic'Ctcd with Palenihang, 229 u. 2,

612; capital ot 619;

an iinpoi'taut pt>it, ol9 ; u ceiitre o;

Buddhht learning. 619. tiade

between China and'Judia and, 619.

Bhoja, the, pooplo, related t> the

Audhaka, 612: a seaiariug race,

612: ot Palembang, 61'i ; the

name dhcussed, 612. 613; a braneli

ot the Yaehiva, 612 u. 3.

Bhoja-pura. See Fo-duh-pu-lo, uis-

trift.

Bhojuka, the, people, descendants ot

the Bhoja, 612 n. 3.

Bhojukuta, city, louudation «»i, 393

n. 3, 611 ; connected with Bazakati.

393 u. 3.

Bliraja. Bhoja. kingdom.

Bhuk'am. See Buklni, kingdom.

Bhumavati. See Meuadun, city.

Bhupa-deva, king ot’ San-io-ch*i. 623.

Bi-.srhga, river, a posdble design ition

ot the Hlaing, 77.

Biaju. See Bajau, the, people.

Biar, state, ideutiticatiou of, 6S8 n. 1.

Bioh, seaport, 801.

BleU'hoa. Bien-hwa. district, 21-} ;

identification <d, 778.
_

Bien-Hoa, river, identical with tiic

Duug-uai^ 215.

Bijmigar. ^SVe A ijaya-nagar.i.

Biia, the, tribe, habitat y^t,
25J

n.

786; possibly the Bhilu, 257^n. .

their idcutificationdlHUSsed. 257 n-.

786.

Billiton, island, other designations

1G7 n., 712 ;
erroneous idenufico-

tions of, 712, 712 n. 1.

Bin-difi, town and district, the centie

of Lower Campa. civilization, 237 ,

name applied to Kwi-non, 238 n. 1,

277 ;
capital of a Cham kingdom.

263 ; reduced by famine, 277 ; second

city of, built by da-long, 277.

Bin-’thun, district, the Cham driven

to, 226, 268, 269.

Bin-tliwdn. See Bin-thun. district.

Binh-dinh. See Bih-dTiT, di-trict.

Bintang, island, probably identical

with Dhutrdl. .5.58, 620 ; otlier

de-ignati«ms of, 5 .kS.

Birni, .^tate, 513 n. 1.

BLa, district, inhabitants of. S30.

Biserat, Siumt>e headquartta-'- in .Java,

518 n. 1 ; cave'- and Buddhi-'t

shrines at, 518 n. 1.

Bisnulok, 769-

Black River, 153 ; connected with the

Red Kivei, 125: a stream of the

Ila-noi, 314; othei do'-ignations of.

3U, 314 lu 1. 76-h 792.

‘ Black Teeth.* Si-e Ho-ch*ih. thr.

people.

'Black AVater,’ river, a dc'iguatio’i

of the Ate-KU'mg, 287 u. ; otlu '

de-iguations of, 792 : cour-c "t th.,

792.
‘ Blacks,’ the, t(-riu applied to the

Nenrito tribe-*. 2.').5.

• Blazing Sea,’ the, 781.

JjHi, t..-iin applied to liili people,

257 II.

Blue AB.uutaiu, -roiiict of the Kuladln

River, 30,

Bill'll (I huh'iinifti'ii. a canijihni'-tre'',

43.3. 437 : })ow«r' attributed to tie ,

436 -'1. 1 : <Iistiibuti''n <‘t the, 438,

43S 13 . 1.

Bo-, hail, di-tii-f, idt niiricati''n or,

781 . the frontier of rampd, 797.^

Bp H-ki, the temple at. 799 : locution

of, 799.

Bo-niaug. stela diwovered ut. T91.

Boar, wild, in the Aiidruiirin-Xikub.ir

Aichipelag.i. 41)1 n.

Boatiaco'-, at KumCui. 062 n. 2.

Boat<. built entirely of wood. 424.

IJodhi ui.-'ciiptioa. .S/r Wat R'lib

in-. Mpti.iu-*

Bodhiraihsi Afaliatheva, a Lau head-

priest, 184 n. 1.

Bodbi.-atta, imago- of, lound. 219 n. 1.

Boiiindo Boug-kit, king of Eastern

Java, 540 n. 2.

B.*ia-nagaia, di-trirt, erroneou-^ly con-

nected with Fo-shih-pu-lo, 384.

Bolig-ngijida. See Bujmgijl, the,

people.

Bojig'^, the, people, of the Andaman-.

612.

Bojingiji, the, people, living near

Port Blair, 392 ;
other designations

of, 392.

Bojo, island, location of, .584 n. 2.

Bojur, islet, location of, 58 4 n. 2.

Butnbtix M(dabarie>un, the silk-cotton

tree, 80.

Bompoka, island, 42L
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Bora-that, river, other designations of,

741, 742.

Bordelon, tin-mines at, 470 n. 1

;

identifloation of, 470 n. 1,

Borneo, island, 2
;

probably identical

with Tu po, 24.5, 248 ;
the best

pepper procuiecl from, 454 n. 1

;

V‘o-ni erromrmsly identified with,

,512 ;
other designations ot, 634 n. 1

;

governed by women, 647 n. 2

;

queen of, 647 n. 2 ; noted for

tortoi.-e-shell, 671 n. ; tailed tribes

in, 718 n, 1.

Boroiigo. island, 43.

Bonnies, the, people, inhabitants ot

the Anambas and Xatunas, 708 n. 1.

Bovoe’.s Point, the Cape Berabai ot

Ptolemy, 81.

Brahma, Maramma not derived from,

68, 60 ; Burmese clsiim descent

trom, 70. , ,,

Brahmadatta. SeeP •ham-ho-dat, king.
Brahma-de<a, district, 471 n. 2 ;

probably identical with P'o-lo-iuen,

471 (.'/« Corrigenda, 813, 814):

a designation of Tagaung, 74.5, 746,

749: application ot the name dis-

cus.sed. 749.

Bvahmatv priests, employment of,

122 .

Brahman settlement at Ligor, 108.

Brahinana-rastra (India), 471.

Brahniani kite. 139 n. 1.

Br.'ihmaiis, account of the, in Ligor,

108 ;
ot Campa, in Patirang, 309 :

places largely settled by, 47 1 n. 2

:

inhabiting Va-p*o-t‘i, ,541.

Brahmaputra, river, 28, 85, 122, 138,

140: identified with the Lanhitya,

.>1 : counectetl with the Dyardanes

and Oidanes. 282, 285 ;
alterations

in the channel of the, 282 n. 1

:

ether designations of the, 282, 28, n.,

829.

Buihmaputra, Lower, river, 28.

Brahmaputra, Did, river, mouth of

the, 3.5.

Brai-nas'ar, town. ,oniiett,d with Koi-

Mai.^219 u, 2 ;
meaning of the

name, 219 n, 2 : connected with

Zabai, 219 n, 2.

Brao, Bru. See P'hvu, the, people._

Bra.s. PuU), identified with Lung-yen

Hsu, 581 n. 3, 691-3; erroneously

identified wdth Mau Shan, 689, 690;

a lighthouse erectetl on, 690, 691;

account of, 690, 691.

Bratail, island, a designation of

Dhntail, .558 n. 4 ;
petrified prawns

at, 5.58 n. 4.

Bran. See P'hvu, the, people.

Breh, the, people, shields carried by,

771.

Brian Island, identification of, 714.

de Brito, Antonio, pepper merchant,

6.54.

Brii, See Phyii, the, people.

Bruas, district, the first kingdom and
raja of Perak established at, 757.

Brunai, river, 498 n. 3.

Brunei, not connected with P‘o-ni, 513
Buddha, 33, 94, loO ; his peregrina-

tions in Indo-China, 40, 40 n. 1,

114, 115 ; images ot, 43, 44, 219,

219 11. 1; footprints ot, 80, 115,

oS2 n. 1, 390 n. 1, 665 n. ; statues

of, 96, 136, 149 n., 193 n. 1 ;

relies of, 107, 108, 188, 188 n. 1 ;

epithet of, 109 u. 1 ; legends le-

.specting, 108, 109, 114, 385, 6.58,

664-6; the native land ot, 184

n. 1 ;
his visits to Ceylon, 381 n.,

664 ; his clothes stolen while h.ith-

ing, 385 ; other iiami s apjilied to,

387
;

gilded figures ot. 390 n. 1

;

the real body of, said to be at

Adam's Peak, 390 n. 1 : his visit

to Lanka, 658 ; the Isle of Giri

moved and replaced by, 658 ;
con-

version of the 'SVabs, etc., by,

660 n. 2 ;
aerial fiiglit ot, and

20,000 disciples, to Sumatra, 664,
665 n. : trees bowing to, 665 n.

;

bis visit to Pallaiika, 666 ;
death of,

at Kusinara, 779.
Buddh.aghosa, a famous Buddhist, 193,

193 u, 1.

Buddhaguptii, a shipowner, 98.

Buddhhiii, establishment of, 65 n. 2 ;

in Burma, 69: in Siam, 109; im-
ported into China, 124 ; at Luang
P'hrah Bang, 146 u. 1 ; eatirpatiun

of, from Kanihoja, 203 ; in Palem-
bang, 604 n. 1, 610, 619: in Kan-
t‘o-li, 604 n. 1 ; little practised at
Ya-p‘o-t'i, 609 ; ruins of, at Java,
610 n. 1 ; in Acheh, 665 n., 667 n!

Buddhist cosTuologv, 1:16.

Buddhist priests, inventive creniu- of
the, 37, 38, 77. 82.

”

Buddhist Temple Hill. See Fo-fani-
Shan.

' ^

isunaio ngtit, 641, 641 n. 1.

Bi^aloe,s, sacrificed, 146 u. 1. 767
768 ; in Kamorta, 401 n. • tailless’
699.

Bugi, the, probably tortoise-shell
traders, 671 n.

Buka I, the founder ot Vijava-nagara
(India), ,01 : identification ot 757

Lukam, kingdom, name applied to
I agan, .5.5, 62 63, 152 n. 1 625
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Bukit Cheratin^, hill, oH n. 2.

3>ukit Gelang, probably Ptolemy’s
Maleii Kolon, 476 n. 1.

Bakit Mertajam, an inscribed slate-

stone found near, 9S.

BuVit Sepang, location oi, 7o8.

Bukit Timah, the highest hill on
vSingapore Island, 498 n. 3,

Bukit-Tunggal, once an island, now
lar inland, 751 ;

location ol, 751 :

nl<o desiirnatod Pulau Tuugirul,

7o2,

BulaHii', island, 475.
Bullocks, sacriticed in China, 14C n. 1.

Bung-ki-hwa, cape, 793, 796.

Burma, kinudum, 5, 29, 34. 41 n.,

54, 00, 58. 64-6. 69, 122. 127

;

chronicles ot, 33, 62, 63. 12S: early

desiuuatioiis of, 40. 67, 68, 167,

814 : designated Ava, 56 : the

nuth)aal emblem of, 67 ; the early

kings of, 67. 70; origin of names

for, usfiihed to the Ildu- Khmer
race, 70: the dominion? of. 75, 82;

the people of, 103, 129. 130: date

of Ptolemy’s iutoiuiati<>u regarding,

739 :
gold toiiud in, 7 ;

wars with

iVgu, 819.

Burma, Lower, 144 ;
tlie (hdden

r'ountry ol Ptohmy, 54; other

de-igiia'tions of, 54. 5> : ancient

P’iao, 56, 73, 75, 467 ;
hleutirication

ol, 61 : included iu SuTUnnuparauta,

Co
;

subject to the klJlgS Ot IVoIUO

am* new'Pag.lu, Go: Mareura, tiie

capital of. 70.

Burma, rppe-r, 30, 39 n. 2, 42 n., 52,

54, 59, 63, 73, 74 n. 3, 75, 127

:

called Balassia. 39 : export of rubies

trom. 39, 39 n. 2;^
otjier desig-

nations ot, 40 n. 3, 55, o7, 152 n. 1,

467, 524 n. ;
derivation of the

name, 41 n.
:

pait of, known as

Tu-p‘o, 55 ;
dynasty founded at. 60.

61, 122; the chief suuice of supply

or ambei, 582 n. I.

Burma, "We-teru, 54
;

the Kalingas

in, 32.

Burnirmaka, a dBtrict oi Tripura,

32 ;
ancient name lor Arakan, 32.

Bumxans. the, Tenasseriiu 'uhjeeted

to, 756.

Burmese, the, 31, 70. 130 : tribes

conncvted with, 52, 69 : king- of,

67 ; other designation^ ot, 68.

Husong, gold obtained from, 477 u. 1.

Butong, island, connected with P*o-

teng, 489.

Buyung, Sultan, king ot Achuh, 704 :

murder of, 704.

Byracally, village, probably identical

with Karnbenkht)n, 11.

Byzantium, 19,

C

Ca^MO, other designations of, 757.

Cadaperpain, location of, 728 u. 2.

Paieol. Ko: Tron, island.

Caindu. See Ghaindu, district.

Cakra, mountain, probably tbe Ilsi-

lun, 677 ;
on Xarikela Island, 807,

8U9 ;
possibly identical with Som-

brero, 807. 809.

Cakius upiiuts;, u<ed us weapons, 491

;

description of, 491 ii. 2.

Cahiiuak. See Maiamasnii, kingdom.

Ciilini^ K'Ji/f, feim designating tin,

87, 88.
_

-
;

Caliuciu.s. river. Sec Katabcua and

KuJaddn, rivers.

Cam. See Cham, the, people.

Cam iu'criptioii, 68.

Cama, the, pe<»ple ot Tampa. 214.

Crinia-df'VT. the loimder or lai-siep,

143: the Hist <|ueUi of Ljnnp’huu,

143, 184 u. 1.

CamaJra, state, a form of Sumatra,

653 : noted tor pepper, 053.

Camhoja. Kanihoja, kinudoin.

Canielan, province, 113, 113 n. 3;
probably eouesponds to Kuinanlay,

762. otliei do-iamitioiis ot, 773.

Camel's Hump. i-Umd, 714 : ideiiritica-

tioii of. 711.

Camoi, Bay of. po.iil iBlury in tlu',

782 ; other de-iguutious ot. 782.

Campri .TudiaL kingdom, locution of,

42 u- : the juesent Bhagal])Ui\ 51.

Campfi (Indo-Thina . kmgdom. 8, 113,

121, 122, 779, 781 ;
connected with

Zahai, 6 *'.>,/• ('oniuenda, 719;;

connected with L’uUtmani, 127, 146

u., 298; known as Ilsiaiig-lin,

146 n., 147 : the people of, invaded

Tonkin, 208; identical with Jlu-tun,

227 : atterwards uanied Lin-i, 227,

2y8, 794 ;
otiici designations ot,

228, 234, 269, 297, 298, 508 n.,

563 : lettei from the king of, 229

II, 2; kingdom ot, biokeii up, 230 ;

eiroueous hehel" us Chiiie-e rule

in, 2.30, 231 ;
two states eomprlsul

under, 233 ; the dali and extension

ot the name <lis<'U>.std, g34, 235.

297 : capital ot. transferred to (-han-

clBeug, 234: uniricatioii of the

varioU‘5 divi-sioiis ol. 234 ; war with

Kamhoja, 241 ii. 3. 274, 275 ;

identilieation ot the term Seiieiwiih,

improhahle, 243, 2 13 n- 3* ; temple

54
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of the godtlt'^s of, 26e5, ‘267
; dis-

covery ot the oldest, in.scriptioii of,

265 : war with Anuain, *275, 276 :

the eu'^iewood fore'-tsi of, *276

;

camphor produced at. 438 u- 1

;

uiiegcd unity of the (unpires of Zahej

and, -'63
; oomiueied by Kinj' I.o-

Hane-, 563 n. 3; c ipital of, 563 n. 1,

779, 7-'0
;

earliest mention of, 783 ;

conque-t^ of the kirt,*’ of, 796.

Cumpa, Central, kiup-dom, identitied

with the kingdom of theToi-do, 233.

Campa. I.ower, kingdom, identical

with Cochin-China, 237; the civiliza-

tion of, is of South Indian origin,

237 ; Cha-ban, the capital of, 241
n. 3.

Campa, Northern. See Campa, Upper,
kingdom.

Campa, Southern. ‘SVe* Campa, Lower,
kingdom.

Campii, Upper, kingdom, the early

civilization of, intioduced from
Korthern India, 236, 301 ; historical

resume ot, 301 ; high state of

cmlization and trade in, 301 ;

capital of, 302.

Campa-puru, town, 779 ; former
capital of Campa (in India), 42 n.

:

identified with Chamba, 42 n. ;

connected witb Chiem-thafi, 234 ;

the derivative of Campa, 236.

Campaa. See Chan-eU‘eng Kwo, city.

Campumalini, 297.
Campanagara, town, 746 ; ancient

name of Bhamo, 42 n. ; origin oi

the name diseu&sed, 297.

Campar. a kingdom of Sumatia,
4oo n. 1.

Campre^ak, Campasaka, kingdom,
founded bvthe Cham, 166; mentioned
in the Po-U-Daung inscription,

166 11. 1.

Campasik. town, other designations of,

166, 167 n.

Camphor, 430, 482, 572, 576, 625,

787; procured Irom Takola, SS

:

from the Fausur I.-^lands, 428, 431,

554 : the cultivation and production

of, 432 u. 2,438 ii.l.439iiii.l-3, 810.

Baru.s, 434, 435 ; ('hiuese, 435. 435

n.3; terms designating, 435. 435n.3,
439 11 . 3, 440, 441, 441 n. 1, 809,

810
:
places where once obtainable,

437 n., SIO : export of, 437 n.,

809, 811 ;
table of comparUon ol

the names for, 442, 443 ;
produced

from a kind of bamboo, 444, 44 4

n. 2, 811 ; from Acheh, 699--702,
809; first western mention of, 810 ;

extracted from cinnamon roots, 810.

Camphor ('o\e, 436 n. 3, 576 u. 1.

Camphor-<*il, 437 ; terms designating,

810
;
protluct of C*hum])‘hou, 810,

811; Uf>ed as tribute, 811.

Camphor-trees, 436, 437 n., 438 n. 1 ;

distribution of, 437 n., 810; native

names of, 436, 437 n., 438 n. 1 ;

huge size or the. 810.

Canal, possibility of a, across the

Malay Peninsula, 79.

Gandana-puia, city, identical with
Chanthabun, 524 n.

Candra Sarya, king of Arakan, 43 ;

image of Buddha oast by, 43, 44.

Candrabhanu, prince, leader of the

Malays in attacking Ceylon, 62 4 n. I

;

his attack on Ceylon repulsed. 629.

Candrapuii, city, identical with5Vieng
Chan, 149 n. 1.

Cangigu, Caugigii, the, people, face-

tattooing among, 675 n. f.

Cannibalism, account of, among the

Wahs, etc., 660 u. 2: the same
form of, traceable for twentv-four

centuries, GGO n. 2, of the Karo
discussed, 674 n. 2, 675 n.* : of the

Gayn, 674 n. 2 ;
in Puh-kien, 789 ;

instances of, 827, 828
;
guilty eaten

as a punishment, 827
;

foreign
nieicliants eaten, 827

;
portions of

dead foes eaten, 827 ; rebels and
traitors eaten, 827 ; an assassin

eaten, 827 ; murdereib eaten, 827,
828 ; deceased persons eaten by the
lamily, 828 ; caused by famine, ’828

;

raw and living person^ eaten, 828.
Cannibals, 64, 273 n. 1. 289 n ,

447-9. 646, 652, 660 u, 2, 695, 700,
784 ; the Zamirai a race of, 52 ;

the
BeNvngeitai described bv Ptolemv a^',

70, 71; in the Martaban dirtrict,

71, 72 ; in existence on the Salwln,
72 ; the Cham, 253 ; the Papua-
Xegritos. 253 n. 1 ; on the 5IamoLu
Islands, 420 : on Malh.m Ulaiul,
422, 423 ; on the Audfimrin'-. 826.

Canton, city and dirtrict. 129, 131 u 2 :

connected with Ania, 244 : identical
with P*an-yu. 230 n. 2,291. 321 n. 1 ,

3*22; its idfutitv witii

tu-je-tfcl, 3o:; n. 1
; miiuv Indo'-

Unue=fc 111. :;.52 n. , „tlier ('ksi'.-ua
tions „t, ido n. 2, 377, 378. S')4
a f^uperiutendeiit ot Tiado o.-taMi^heil
at, .)I.T 11. 1

; raundiali-.m in. sig
tanton. i-luiid, identical with Wai-lo

^

bhan, -2,38 n. I.
Cantoiiebe. the, defeat of, "fiij.
Cape Eachado. .Sic Tanj.niir Tuan

‘i tie''gnation of KoI, KraU,
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Caranj^era, Bocca de, other desit^aa-
tions of, S09.

Carbuncles, procured from 491 ;

descriptiou of, 491 a. I ; obtained
from Lo-eh‘a, 491 n. 1.

Curdamun, prodaction of, 444 n. 2.
Carma-dvipa, the. people, derivation of

the name, 806
, 807 ; habitat of, 8o7.

Carnalcubar, island, a desii^nation of
Kar-Xikobur. 399.

Caro!, Caxol. Sie Ko; Tron, island.
Carsiip.1

, 808.
Caido^rajjber.s, old, their errors and

ignoiance. To, 135 n. 1, 375.
Casmi, Casniin, Cosmin. See Kusima,

district.

Catalan maps, comparison of the two,
834.

Catui’-srania. See Chittagong, city.

Catur-thiipa. See Cheduba, island.

Caturamukha, town, 216 n. 1.

Caucasian race, the Stein possibly a
branch of the, 159, 160.

Caudate tribes. See Tailed tribes.

Cave-dwellers, 158, 159, 257 u., 771,
772, 787.

Cave dwellings, 158, 1.59, 159 n. I.

Caves, limestone, on tiie Malay
Peninsula, 79 ; stalactite, 485.

Cav-Mai. See Kui-ifai, hill.

Cedi rajas, 35.

Celates, the, people, inhabit,infs of the

western shoies of the Malay
Peuinsuha, 80.

Ceiitiiiede, legend of a, devouring an
elephant, 77, 731.

Central Asia, 6, 14, 1.59; Ptolemy’s
geography of, 4, 5.

Cetaceans of the Me-KhOng, 284.

Ceylon, kingdom, 38, 79, 81, 92 n. 3;
Ptolemy's latitude of, 12 ; a base

for ti.ving the position of Ptolemy’s
islands. 24, 25 ;

the first recorded

king of, 76 n. 1; expeditions from,

95, 176, 750 .' a relic-casket of

Buddha at, 108 ;
thrice visited by

Buddha, 381 ii. ; also designated

Hsi-lan, 389, 679 n. 2 ; confused

with the And-inian-Nikobars, 419;
Cither designations ot, 422, 423 n. 1,

497 n. 1. 589 n., 651, 700, 816,

834 ; envoys from, imprisoned, 535,

536; account of Fa-Hsien’s voyage
to China from, 604, 005 ; attack of

the Alalays on, repulsed. 629 ;

second attack on, 629 ; tradition of

the separation of Sumatra and, 669,

681 ; account of the ruby owned by
the king of, 679 n. 2 ; P'iao attacked
by, 760 : country of P‘iao laid waste
by ships from, 750.

Cb‘a, the, people, connected with the
P‘u-ch-a. 363.

C'lia-h;in, city, capital of Campa. 229.
233, 238 n. 1, 240, 780 ; identical
with Bal-Angwe, 229, 242, 780;
situation of, 230 ; capture of, 230

;

the Balonga Metropolis of Ptolemy!

233, 277 ;
known later as Kwl-noii,

233
; designated Kwi-nin by the

Annamese, 238 n. 1 ; the 'name
discussed. 271, 272 ; identilication
of, 780.

,C‘ha-l.tng, city, a designation of Bal-
Angwe, 271, 277 ; the term dis-
cussed, 272-4.

Ch‘a-ii Yakii, name of kings of the
Liang dyna.str, 492, 492 n. 2.

Cha-va, C‘ha-vya, the, people, the
M.alays of Sumatra, 636.

C'ha-Vii. See Da-ba, kingdom.

C‘ha-va Kwok, kingdom, 468.

C'hadang, the, people, 788
;
probably

identical with the Salang, 262';

ivild tribes near Bal-.kngwS, 273.
Ch’ai -lib - ting, river and district,

identified with Cherating, 512 n. 2,

514, 514 n. 1 ; location of, 514.
C’hainiith. 769.

C'haiya, river, 761.

Chakma, the, people of Chittagong,

829.

Chatang, state, location and identifica-

tion of, 626, 656, 665 n., 701 : a
possession of .kcheh

, 705.

C'halang. See Junkceylon, island.

Chald.pa. district, connected with
Tiao-chib, 079 n. 1.

Cham, the. people, no n. 2. 128 u. 2.

130 ; fought for the coastliue of the
Great Gulf, 225 ; driven to Bin-
tliun and Kanihoja, 226, 227

;

former occupants ot Cochin-China,
227 ; raiils on Chinese territory,

228 ; heavy reverse to the. 229

;

vassals of Anuam, 230 : disappear-

ance of their rule, 230 ; their growth
and eiiili/atiun, 239, 252, 253 ;

de.signated ESksasas, 253 : extent and
declension of their rule, 269, 271 ;

pioneers of, 272 ; twice defeated by
the Chinese, 781 ; liescended from
a monkey race, 785.

Chamha. See Campa (in India),

kingdom.
Champaran, dhtiict, also designated

Sambalaka II, 834.

Cliampone, town, a designation of

C‘hamp‘hon, 761.

Chan, T’an, state.

Chau-ch‘eng, kingdom and city, 297,
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779 ; identiciil with Cochin- Oiiina,

227 : u de^gnation oi Campa, 228,

297 : the capital ot Campa. 234,

23o, 237 : dre"^ tit the people ot,

243 ;
also desiiraated Sh;mg-vuan,

280 n. 2.
"

Chan-ch'LUg: Kwo, citv, idenneul with
Ciamhu, 24U.

Chan-li-p'o, city, idtntical with Chen-
li-tu, 32 1 11.

Chuii-pei, the place -where the lirst

c-hiet (it Palemhanp: lived, o04 n. 4.

C/iiiH-pti, a title u-ed in ihdembang:,
.')(;4 n. 4 ; the teim discussed,

oGi u. 4.

Chau-p‘o, (’han-pu-lao, state, identi-

n d with Sheiiho, 02 : oncetnbutaiy
tn P’lau. 62 : identical wth Campa,
228, 234.

Chan-'-z-tiag. ^-ent on a nii'-deii and
'•hipwivtked, 822; aKo known as

Sliaiu>-iid-dlu, 822.

Ciirnida, distiict, account ot the women
ot, 808.

Chang', dhtiict, paitoi Kraunca-dvipa,
214.

tile Chinese camphor • laurel.

441 n. 1.

Cluinir Hai, Si‘a ot, 7S2 : the Chiik.-e

name lor Dadiii Ocean, 244 ; iocatn-n

(It the, 243, 24*5 a. 3 ; identified

with the China Sea, 247-9.

Ch'aiiu-iisuu, ('hiuese amba^sad'*r,

497 u. 1.

Ch'aniT Kiaug, deposition ot, 290 n, 1.

Chanit-sha, distiict, part ot Kraunia-
dvipa, 244.

Ch*ang'-yau Island, 498 n. 3 ; a

ih'-iguiituiii ot Singajmic Inland.

498, 498 n, 3 'ste CoiTigenda, 81‘).

Changkat liambian, to-wn, tiie jietriritd

hull ot an Indian >hip at, 731 ;

location ot, 731; once a seapi.it,

iniw far inland, 731.

Changong, liver, identical with tli»-

Ira\ati. 509 n. 2; other designation-

of, 3U9 n. 2.

Chaiithahuu, city, inhahitcil by the

Cdionir, 137 ; connected with Chen-
U-Iu, 324 u. ; ideutitied with Can-
duna-puia, 324 n.

(’hao-cliou, town, capital ot the

Yung-ch'ang prefecture, 739, 747 ;

location ol, 739.

^'hao Ju-kua, 397 n. ; iu'^pector of

lon-ign trade and shipping at Fuh-
kien^ 389, 391.

Fliao-t‘o, a Ts‘in general, overthrew
Vim-lang, 230 n. 2, 291 ; king of

Nan-yueb, 291 ; conquered Ou-lSk,
322 ; declared bimselt king, 322.

Chao-Nva, state, other designations of,

451 n. I , a de^gnation of Java,

480 n. 1,

Chao-yueli "Wang, em[)eror, 330 u. 1.

C’har-dhuba. i^ce Cheduba, island.

Cliaiachina,
’ ^ ' '*

_

Charagia. • h .

Cliarai, the,
^ ^ ,

among, 120 n. (3); invasion of Kam-
bojabv, 773 : liiekings possessed by,

773. teeth-tiliug among, 802.

Charau, Chrau, the, people, (>27 ;

suvage< ot South ( 'ochm-Chm.i, tilJ.

Cliasni, a lutiiuinless, on llarmi] Islan.l,

331.

rhattala, a distiict ot Tnpuui, 32.

Ch*uu-c!u>u, poit. a ‘.hip Iroiii San-
to-clri with uerlumes, etc., arrived

at, 022.

Cliaii Kliam-dciig. tounder of Miiang*

Luu-dh. 295 n. 3.

Chau-lnng, a de-igiiation or Highla’ul

Java, 400.

Chau-wu, Chau-wa Kwo, C‘hawa,
designations of Java, 464, 405,
539 u. 1.

Chuudoc. 775.
Chauhun Itajputs, deity ot the, 742.
Chaul, town and point, 48 : tlie Timula

ot Ptolemy. 48. 731.

Chauii, island, 399, 421 : identical

with SoinbrtTo, o89, 809 , account
of. 089 . other desiunutious ot, 809.

C*hawa, state, early designation of

f.viaiiu Pduab Ilatig, 131, 149-31,
70s ; connected with the Chch,
150 ; tributary to Ayuthia, 461 n. 1

;

tiihutary to Siam. 532 n. 1, 549 ;

locution ot, 349; connection Avitli

Jawah, 553 : a dependency oi

Sukhothai, 768.

C'huwa, the, people, 460 n. 1 ; troops
ot, icpelled by the Siamevse kiaa,
548,821; the Malays ot Suniatia,
030.

Che-bong-nga, king ot Caiiipi, 270 ;

styled the Chrim Hannibal, 27't

;

de<tio\fd llwe, 780.
Che-hwan, the, people, face-tattooing-

among, 307 n. 3,
‘

rh-i‘-h, tcriitoiy, the Cliim-c name
fur C-liifim- Killing, u. 1 i.vfj ,j

.)

SU-f.

Chedutn, iduml, :jil;

iilentihed witli Bazakuta. 427.
nicli,the,raic, 129. l:ii n. 2 'i:i,sii

nmanin- „t tlie name discu.-s’ed

f32, l.)0; de^criptio?
‘d, 1,J_, 13,3; the founders ol Ea^ten
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Malava, 133 ; decline in civilization

of, 133; driven away hy the Lau,
150

;
connected with the P‘u-ch‘a,

363, 364.
Cheh, Miiang, a division of the C‘hieng
Enng kingdom, 138 n. 2.

Chehkiang, district, location of, 778.
Cheila, city, identical wdth Hsie-lo,

467, 467 n. 1 : capital of the Thai
Man, 467 n. 1 ; superseded hy Se-
Lan, 467 n. 1 ; location of, 467 n. 1.

Chek, term designating the Chinese,

128 n. 2.

Chellang. See Chalang, state.

Chen-la, kingdom, 824: identihed

with Kamboja, 61, 73, 158, 168,

203, 233, 241, 466, 497, 773, 794,

820 : description of the natives of,

171 : application of the name, 202,

203 ; subject to Fu-nan, 202 ;

known also as Kih-mieh, 202, 203 ;

also designated Jala, 203 ; location

of, 497,^498
; origin of tbe name,

773.

Chen-li-fu, city, identified with Chan-
thahun, 524 n.; other designations

of, 524 n.

Chen-nan, kingdom, a designation of

Annam, 327-

Chenchij, district. 782 : identified with

Hainan, *246 n.

Cheiidras, gold-mines at, 477 n. 1.

C’heng-ehians, town, the capital of,

PelT-tsz, 763; location of, 763:

connected with Ptolemy’s Pandasa,

763.

Chen a: Ho, his visits to Sumatra, 648,

657: famous Chinese eunuch, 649,

702 ; visits Su-meu-ta-la with the

Chinese fleet, 650 :
visited Nan-wu-

H, 702, 703.

Cheng-tai, seaport. 800.

Ch‘eng -t‘ien-wan-shou, the name

given to a Buddhist temple, 623 n. 2.

Ch‘eng-t5U, emperor, 649 :
Nan-pu-U

sent tribute to, 703.

Ch‘eng Tsung, king, 532.

Cherating, river and district, identical

with Ch‘ai-lih-ting. 512 n. 2, 514,

515.

Chet-c‘huang, founder of P’huen,

295 n. 3.
'

C‘hi Khram. King Ku-lai sought

refuge at, 780.

Chi-ku, island, connected w'ith Ko-ko-

seng-chih, ''^16.

Chi-li Ti-men, island, 520 n. 1 :

identified with Timor, 519, 520,

520 n. 1.

Chi-lo-ta-lung, trade of, 629 : suggested

identification of, 620.

Ch*I-mI-hla, city, the seaport of Chou-
mei-liu, 524 n. ; situation of, 525.

Ch‘i-mi-hla, district, identified with

Chou-raei-liu, 523 ;
other desig-

nations of, 523 n. 2.

Chi-p*i-ni, title of an envoy to China,

523 n. 2.

Chi-to, trade of, 628: identification of,

628.

Chi-yen, Ki-yen, king, 472, 472 n. 2,

472 n. 3.

Chia-chi-lan-tan, state, identification

of, 599 n. 1, 626: subject to San-

fo-ch‘i, 626.

Chia-lan, islet, 816; identified with

Kar-Nikobar, 817.

Chia-lo-hsi, state, .subject to San-fo-

chfi, 627 ;
identification of, dis-

cussed, 627, 628 :
manufactures of,

628. See afso Ka-lo-hei.

Chia-lo-she-fn, identical with Kalasa-

pura, 830.

Chia-t‘a. See Kia-t*o, kingdom.
Chiamdo-Chu, river, a designation of

the Me-Khong. 13-5.

Ch‘iang. the, people claimed descent

from apes, 687 n. 5.

Ohiao-chih. See Tonkin, province.

Chiao-Ian, island. -SceKau-lan Shan.

Chiau, Chiau-chih. See Keu, the,

people.

Chiau-chih. town, a designation of

Tonkin, 225 n. 1.

Chiau-yau, the, race, a cannibal race,

72; ’description of, 258, 786, 787 :

wrongly identified with the Negritos

of New Guinea, 258 n. I ;
identifica-

tion of, discussed, 259, 787 ; the

habitat of, 259, 787 ;
connected

with tbe Wild "Wahs, 259 : traditional

pygmies, 804.

Chlem, Chiem-thaii, ‘the city of

Chau,’ capital of Chan-ch*5ng,

228, 229 : other dedgnations of,

228, 229, 229 n 1, 297 :
destruction

of, 229 ; identical w'ith Campapura,
234 : identified with Lin-i, 237.

Chiem-bii, Chiem-bbt-Iau, identical

with Campa, 228.

Ch‘ien-chih-tu. See Pan-chih-pa,

islands.

a metal, 754.

Chnen-raai, state, subject to San-fo-

ch‘i, 627 : manufactures of, 627 ;

suggested identification of, 627.

Chien-pi, state, subject to San-fo-c‘hi,

628 ; trade of, 628 ;
identification

of, discussed, 628.

C'hieng^ application and meaning of

the terra, 118, 118 a. 1, 119, 134,

134 n. 1.
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C’}i!eii", the, race, 225 n, 1 ; early

designation ot the Lawa, 118:

derivation of the name, 128 n. 2;
country occupied by, 128, 129, 131,

162 : cave dwellings ot the, 159 :

the Sakai belong to the, 159 n. 2.

Ch^ieng Cheb, the, people, settler-^ of

Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula,

657-

C‘hietig Chuainr, C'hieng t’hong, the

loyal city ol the Lawa>, 119 ii. 1.

C‘hieng Dong-C'hieng Thong, city,

the Hi>t name ot Luang P‘biah
Bang, 145.

Cdiieiig Hung. Si-e C‘hi€*tig Rung,
city.

C‘hieng-Khrin, 116.

C‘hieng Kheng, identical with Keng-
Cheng, 138.

0‘hieug Kh6ng. town, 128 ;
on the

Me-Khong, 287 n.

C'hieng Khwing, Sa P'hueD, king-
dom.

Cdileng Lap, 133.

C'hieng-mlii, state and town. 1 10, 132,

143 : Western Laos comprised !sau

and, 116 ;
spoken of us the Mala

(‘ountr\. 116: Chinese iuNUsion re-

]jelledi»y. 139; on theMteof Laming,
143. 144: J.a^ippa in the ULtnct
(it, 114; loundatnm ol. 767 u. 1;
ca[)ital <>t Westein T.ao«. 767 u. I.

C 'hleug lldi, connected with Meun^wae,
151n. 1.

C'hiein: Rung. Nti Chiu^IungCliiang,
river.

C’hlenir Hung, citv, 118, 131, 804;
thr Uhingihon ot Btolemy. 13S,

142 . the capital ot the twelve B’han-

na townships. 138: other de«ignatit»ns

ol. 13 N. 139. tin* Wild AVah settled

north and west ot, ^U4.

C’hlenir Rung, territory. 119, 122;
souKtime-. de-'i^nated Alavi. .'»7

:

three division' ot, 138 n. 2. r>‘> u. ;

divided into twelve distri'-t'. 139 n..

couileeted with U llIlS’-l-pUM, 110.

C-hienir Sen, district, ideiitiin .ition of,

767. 76xS.

( ''hieng Sen ( 'hroiii'dr. 129. 171.

Cdiit-ng 1 h'>mr, f ity, name applied to

J.uang I’-Urah Bfiiig-, 152, 153.

C’hieiiL.«- Tiuig. town and distiict. 118.

Sl'.»: names applied to the nativt-

ot, 793 : u'un-mnktr of, 8o5.

Chih, Strait ot. 776 ;
identitiftl with

'^inirapoie Stiait. 81 1, 815. 820.
Ch'ih llai, a branch of the China Sea.

248 : other de'^iguation'^ ol. 248.
Club -bun, hrnthoi ot the kinir of

Su-men-ta-la, 651 ;
other names

applied to, 651.

Chih-Rosei, two ancient statues dug
out at, 220.

Ch*ih-shwei Ho, name applied to part

of the Red River, 315 n. 1, 750.

Ch‘ih-t‘u, town and district, 752 ;

identity of, discussed, S3, 161 n. 2 ;

identified with Sukhothai, 155. 178,

178 n. 1 : 179, 469 n. 3, 497 n. I,

742 : a designation id Siam, 170, 469

n. 3, 742 : description of the natives

of. 171: may represent Savvan-

khalok, 178. 178 n. 1, 507 n. ;

raeani'ig of the term, 178 ; Chinese

envoys acquainted with. 179 : divided

into two kingdoms. 179; ancient

capital of Northern Siam, 182 ;
name

superseded by ILien, 183.

Chim-Sou, ancient remains at. 791.

Chiu, kingdom, a designation of Begu,
90 11., 774.

Chin, the. people, tattooing customs
among the various, 675 n. t. 804.

Chin-bdks, the, people, tattooing

among, 675 n. t.

Chin-buns, the, people, black tattooing

among, 675 n. t.

Chin-chih. 6V^’ Khamti, the, people.

Chin-chou. kingdom, identihcation of,

640 n. l'

Chifi-dai, Chinh ])ai, town, connected
w'ith Shen-t‘ou, SOI.

Chin-li-p*i-Miih, countrv, location of,

823, 824.

Chiu-lio, kiiiLfdom. other dcsiguations

ot, 164 n. 1, 773 :
silver in. 1 64 n. 1

:

identity with Camelau Miggc^ted,

< < 3.

Chin-iin, Gieat Bay or, the ‘ Sea ot

^[ilk.* 164 n. 1 .
(onvspoiuL to the

(ruU ot Snim. lo4 n. 1 ; otliLr desig-

nations id‘, 248.
Chiu-t'o-h. .sVc Kiin-t'o-li. state.

Cluh-Zru, town, piohahly identical
v\ ith Sinda. 79'^.

Chin i. 0, 29 n. 2, 31. o,;. l 5 n. 1. 92
122. I2j, 14S. TpO; Btolcinv'b
m-.yi.iphy of M\-..t(‘in. 4, 5 ; uiicient
capital or. 16 : ideutiticatiun ot
Bt-'lemy ' phice.s tm tin cou-t ot,
2.>. 2n

; trade with. (d). (;2, J

Indu flynnstn-> m. 123, 124; tia.le
iMtwfcii Saii-tu-(lri and. 62S

; date
on’t-demy's mNimatiou rt-gaidmo-'
i »9 . other iie-'iu'natinns 778 •

canmlmh'm m. S27, 828.
’

China. ‘ ojitt-s '

t,t. 24L
ChiiM. S..uth.,rn. nriuinai ooupants of

11 .
o,

1.30. iilfiitiacation
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China Sea, iumie» applied to hrsuiches

ot the. 'liS ; corresponds To the,

Chang Hai, 249 ; sea route to the,

opened by the Dravidiaiih, o02

;

other deMgnations of the, 7S1.
Ciiinab, river. 41 n.

Clunabakeer, river, derivation of the

name, 41 u.

Chindwiu, river, .11, 33, 40 n. 3, o4,

6-j, 66; name Imlns applied to the,

41 n. : ‘-ihev exported troin, 44 n.

:

silver-mines in the valley of the. 41.

Chindwin, vullev, 68 ;
silver-mine-j in

the, 3'J II. 1 ; tormeilv inhalnted by
the Zaiuuai. 52.

Chinese, the, 123, 124, 14G n. 1, 160;

nume> applied to, 5-”) n. 2. 63, 64,

128, i:il. 13! n. 2,76 4, 105; repelled

h\ Ihinee Khdii Sen, 139 ii. . eon-

quests ot, 147 ;
settlements, ioiined

hy. 621 : ruled in Ku-kang. 630 ;

rule! in San-to-chd, 630, 631 ; the

Cham deteated hv. 781 ; agriculture

iutieduced into Tonkin by, 786;

expeditions’ ot, 781. 7o7, 825, 833 ;

knowledge ol. and trade with, Java,

hy, 824, 825.

Chinese ahoriiiinal race, 131 n. 2.

Chinese eiMli/ation received in.ni

India. 124.

Chinese Eiii]ieror, homage paid hy the

P'iao tn tile. 75.

^h‘ing-IIo. >(“ hu Kiang, river.

Ch'ing Kiang. Stc Lu Kiang. river.

Chiim-tung Ting, location ot. 792.

Clring.\uau, district, a de-ignation of

Chuitg-i'U, 199.

C'.iinMpaw, the, peojile, other desig-

nations ot, 744. 749.

Chi'sOi, teinjde ei. 2')6.

Chitrang, n\er. 41 n.

Chittagaoii. the ..oa-t oi. :'.l

Chittaguon lldls^ Tngl>]'Toii loeated

on the, 30.

Chitrairoiia, I'Chiltaaaon . *aty, 11,

155'; connected with the l’'mta]M.li‘^

ot Iholtiuv, oO, 36 : id.'iititied with

Catur-grruiia. 35; cininLCttd with

Tatikkaru, 740.

Chittagong Kiver, 36: known aU-i a»

the Kainia'idi Kiver, 36, (40. erro-

neoU‘?lv idenlihed with the Kataneda

River,’ 36; ideutiticd ^^ith the Mori

Kiver, 36.

(Tiittullg. V' Sitt.llU^ iivel.

Chitty-audeniaii, i-^laiuh the '.outhern-

mo’^t ol the Aud'imriii', 806.
^

(Uiiu-cheii, di'-tiiet, introduction ot

agr-iculiure into, 786: attacked hy

the king of Campa, 796: nieutified

with ThaiT-!n\ a, 796.

Chiu-ehiang, town and kingdom, the

capital ut Raieinhang, 564 n. 4

;

a designation of Palembang, 566,
G17 11 . 2, 630 ; identification of,

discussed, 617 n. 2.

Chiu-chiaug, Chiu-kiang, liver, identi-

fied with the Sungsaug, 617 n. 2 ;

(*ther de'‘ignatioii> of, (>17 n. 2.

Chiu-lung Chi.iiig, liver. oilier desig-

nations ot, 13.') n, 1 ;
name ot part

ot the Me-K!i6ng. 135 ii. 1, 285;
lueining and applnatiou of the
name, 135 ii. 1,

Chiu-mi, Chin-nio. kingdom. 202 ;

absorbed in the Kainhojan Empire,
204.

Ohiu-to. district, the am lent name for

Hsiaug-lin di-tnct. 14S : hi-'tory of,

288 : inhabited hy the Liuu bar-

barians, 2S8; the Koitatha of

Rfoleniy, 288, 289. 292 ; the name
discussed, 290, *297 : other desig-

nations ol, 298 ;
suggested identity

witli Kattigaia, 303 u. 1.

Ch*iung-chou, department. 246 n,

Ch‘iung-'han, tenitoiy, a de-i ii[itioii

ot Ciiu-yai and Chii-lu, 246 u.,

247 11 - : Tneaning ot the names,

246 i:.: identical with Iloi-liow,

2 IS 11 . : connected ^vith Sonu-p.u \uta,

250 u. 1.

ChMuiia-'lian, moin tun. on Hainan,

216 n.

Ch‘iung-}iug. Atc Ch'iung-dian, terri-

toiy.

(TiO-diu, in^iriptioiis ot. 781.

Ciio-Iou. a laniou- Chine-:e mart, 219.

('hok. «3V(' Jok, the, people.

Chola, kingdom, a de'-iguation of

KuioniaiulH, 624
;

tiibutary to

/.'ibei, 624 11. I . •mi>a''-\ to ( hiiia

liom, 8 j 3 .
piobaiih .-ubjoct to

Sumatra. 833.

CiiGiii-Miffilha liuuei unninu tliroiigh

1. Claim b'hiab hang, 145 ; louiulers

t»fiit\ WMi-hipped ' ll. 146 n 1.

('“hoiijr. tile, peoph . 160, 786; the

mlui!)it.nit-- ot ( Imulh.du'in, 157 ;

con<i*'t hugely ot outlaw-, 157 :

the nmiiant- ot the .aiiiont ])opiU-

iatioii ot Kamboia. 157 ;
}noI*ai»Iy

a reiiin.aut ot Pt*>lemy - J.o-tai, 159,

737, (72. a -emi-harh,troll- tribe.

159; other ih-iunaTiou- ot 7G9:

habitat ot, 769: de-ai[>tioTi ot,

769; ideiititicatiim ol, 772.

(''hoiiir Kane hum (‘anal, 775.

('hong IVmk. Chwaim T-ei. the,

pe(»ple.

Choiilahuri, 'tlu r ile-iguatioii" of. 82 4,
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Chordemuco. Set' Catiiramukha, town.

Ohox. meamn:; of the term, 088 n. 1.

Chou-mei-liu, kingdom, .328, identified

with Bassein, 523 n, 2 ; location

and ideutiticatiou of, discu'«sed, .323,

.323 11. 2 ;
other de'^ig’natioorf of,

.323 u. 2.

Chuu-ngo, a dUtiict of Jih-nan,
311 n. 2.

Chrui Khamau. See Kamboja, cape,

Chryse (island), a form of Khryse, 670
n. 1 : rich in metals, 670 n. 1.

Chryse Chora. See Khryse Khora,
district.

Chryse Insula. See Khryse, the
‘ Gold Country,’

Chr\'sorant, river, identification of, 757.
Chu-feng Hsien, location of, 795.

Chu-ju, Chii-ju, a pygmy state,

247 n.
;

connected with Sikijor,

247 n.

Ch'u-lan-wu, -tillage, 386 n. 3.

Chu-li, district, account of the natives

of, 718 n. 1 ; ideiitificatioii of,

718 n. 1.

Chu-lien, kingdom, tributary to

Ihileinhang, 89, 624, 624 n. 625 ;

identified with Koromandel, 89,
609. 609 n. 2, 624 : identification

01. di'^cLissed, 609 n. 2, 623, 624 ;

mission to China from, G23.

Ch‘u-lien, a native rebel leader, 227,

230, 793 ; rebellion and enthrone-

nient of. 230, 232, 29H, 299; his

date and identity discussed, 233,

233 n. 1. 297, 298; the alleged

tuunder ot Lm-i, 2S9, 298.

Chu-lin. See INIeng Chu-lin.

Chu-lu, di-trict, 246 n. : de‘*ignation

<tf Hainan, 250 n.

Cliu-pn, kingdom, (MUiiioctcd with

Kia-fn, 61 ; early notices of, 74;
location of, 245. 248. 750: con-

nected with Sabah, 245 : identi-

fication ot, 750.

Chu-po, the, people, early inhabitants

of P'iao, 73. 74. 75.

Chu Shan, island, identification of. 711.

Chu-s6iig. i'<ee Meng Chu-^ung.
Ch*u-Mi, city, captured Ironi the

Cham, 794 ; connected with Kor-
t.uh.i. 794

;
possibly connected with

Pagrasa. 794. 795, 800; a Cham
stronghold, 795: lo«:atton of, 796.
gnomonical observation taken at,

796 n. 1 ; u fortifie<l city, S22, 823.

Ch‘u - t‘an Hsiu- pa - t‘o - lo. king.
602 n. 1

.

Ch‘u-tu-ch’'ien, country, other desig-
nations of, 793 ; connuered bv King
'V^en, 793.

C IPu- 1 u-K‘im
,

kingdom
,

suggested

identification of, 570 n.

Chu-yai, territory, meaning of the

term, 246 n. ; name changed to

Ch‘iung-shan, 246 n
, 247 n.

;
pearl

fishery at, 246 n.
;
name applied to

the east of Hainan, 250 n. 1.

Chu-Yuan, the, people, habitat' of,

777.
Ch*uau-ch‘ou, port, 685 ;

made the

terminus of the San-fo-eh‘i missions,

625 ; identified with Zaitun, 625

;

Persian envoys from, 700.

Chueh-lun. See K‘un-Iun, the, people.

C‘hui-rap. See Soi-rap, estuary.

Chukoh-liang, 144 n. 2.

Ohumo, Mount, 691.

C‘hump‘h6n, town, 93; the Balongka
of Ptolemy, 21, 111 : the terminus

of the overland route across the

Malay Peninsula, 111 ; other desig-

nations of, 111, 470 n. 1, 544, 761,
8I0, 811 ; trade route trom Pak-
chdu to, 115; account of, 756;
camphor-oil from, 810, 811.

Chun-t‘u-lung Shan, island, probably
identical with Kuudur Island, 482,
482 n. 2 {see Corrigenda, 815);
location of, 815.

Chung-jeu, the, people, 364 n. 1 ;

connected with the P'u-ch*a, 363.
Ch‘uug*ka-la, kingdum, a designation

of Malacca, 519, 520 n. 2, 521;
erroneous identification of, 603

;

connected with Jugra< 820.
Ch‘ung-ka-lu, district, identified with

Sunihriwii. and Sangar, 520 ; sug-
gc'^ted identification of, 520 n. 2 ;

a description ot She-pm, 549.
Chung-ka-lu, .state. S^'e Juiig-ya-lu,

state.

i..nung-Kia, u li.u L L/a ixD 111

Ot. 661 n., 828.
Chung-.'.u, district, a designation of

Ch-ing-yuau, 199.

Churn, the, people, 627.
Chuvear, Ciivea, the, people. 460 n. 1 •

the Mala)s of Sumatra, 636.
^

C‘hveu-krubie, the, people, the Malays
ot Sumatra, 636.

C‘hyea Yavri. the, people, a designation
of the .Javane'>f, 636.

Chwa-kia, .'-tate. a designation of
Luang P‘hra!i Bang, 132, 150.

Chwang. See C-hoiig, the, people
Chwans-jen, tlie, p«,p!e, de,.;^uatioa

Ot trie Lang-pmg, 273 n. 1,

Chwan"-k‘iao, a Cliine.e General, 64
II. 1 ; toui|uertd Yunnan, oyo ^ |

.

eo„.,uere,i Tien, 321 n. 1 : declared
him^elt king, 321 n. 1.
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Chwaug Tsei, the, people, a desig-
nation of the C'hong, 737; identi-
fication of, 772.

Ciamba, Cianba, port, 242 n. 1

;

identical with Chan-ch‘eng Kwo,
240.

Cin. See Sein, state.

Cin, cape, name altered from Cape
Cui, 85.

Cina-rattha, state, name applied to
t^ein, 62, 63 ; a designation of
Bhamo, 746.

Cinaba, port, alternative name for
Senef, 242 n. L

Cinnabar, 482.
Cinnamon, camphor extracted from

roots of, 810.
Civilization of Java travelled through

Sumatra, 596, 597, 598, 598 n. 1

;

of Sumatra, from India and Ceylon,
598 n. 1 ; antiquitv of Sumatran,
601.

Clear River, the, a stream of the

Ha-nSi, 314.
Clothing ordered to be worn by

natives ot Fu-nan, 158.

Cochin, the best pepper produced at,

454 n. 1.

Cocliin-China, 90 n., 156; Ptolemy’s

geography of, 5, 7, 8 ; Ptolemy’s

error in 'the coastline of, 17, 22,

23 ; formerly occupied by the Cham,
227 ; identified with Chan-ch‘eng,

227 : Lower, also designated Gia-
dinh, 776 ;

cannibalism in. 827.

Cocks, bearded, from Triglvpton, 830.

Cocoanut Island. See Oung-gyun,
island.

Cocoanut-palm, SOT : the Tamil name
of, 807.

Cocoanut Trees, Island of, 807

;

location of, 399.

Coco.anuts, 399, 399 n, 2, 400, 424 n. 1,

551, 554, 555
;
grown on the Niko-

bars, 380 n. 1 ;
other names lor,

807.
Coco,s, island, a designation of Mentala,

715.

Cocos Islands, cocoanuts abound in,

400.
Cola. See Kola, the, people.

Cola. See Koromandel, country.

Colani. See Culamalini, kingdom.
Colas. See Kolas, the, people.

Collars of metal worn by natives,

502, 502 n. 4.

Colleri. See Kalian, the, people.

Coloman, the, people, 803.

Colombo, town, 92 n. 3.

Colombogam, port, possibly identical

with Jambukola, 381 n.

Colupe, the, people, a designation of
the Kudutai, 3.56, 361 ; other desig-

nations of, 359 : derivation of the
name, 3.59, 360.

Como, kingdom, identification of, 776.
Conch-ahell, cities built^ in the sha])e

of a, 264, 798 ; Lwa-thafl shaped
like a, 322, 322 n. 1.

Condor, Pulo, 723 : called also Hsiao-
k‘un-lun, 90 n ; cannot be identified

with Sender-tiilat, 250 n. 1, 724;
inhabited only by convicts, 5117 n.

;

account of the inhabitants of, 771 ;

identified with Chun-t‘u-!ung, 815;
other designations of, 833.

Conjeveram, city, also designated

Kancipura, 501 n. 1.

Conora, probably the Palura of Ptolemv,
47.

Copper-mines, 358 n. 2.

Coral obtained from P‘o-li. 493.

Coral-trees, 145.

Corol, Coroll, See Ko; Trou, island.

Coromandel. See Koromandel, country.

Costus, mountains, identified with the
Ts'ing-mu-hsiang Mountains, 819

;

location of, 819.

Costus, perlnme, sent from K-un-Iun,
819.

Cotton manufactures, 6.59.

Country, Oriental term denoting, 588
u. 1.

Couvadism, the practice of, 289 n.

and u.*, 792.

Cremation practised in Kimrun island,

574.

Crocodiles, 281, 284, 561 , charmed
and harmless, .564 ; resembling

dragoas, 791.

Crows, white, from Triglvpton, 830.

Cudima-nagara, Cudamfila-n.'igara,

city, connected witli Liiang P'hraii

Bang, 146 n.
;

probably identical

with Cul.mi, 146 n. ; a variant of

Cbiu-te, 296, 297.

Cui, cape, name changed to C.tpe Cm, 8.5.

Cuirasses, use ot, in Indo-China, 770.

CularaSlini, Culamani, Cu|am. Culla-

maliui, kingdom, 147, 301 ; toundii-

tion of, 127, 292; identified with

Ciimpa, 127, 146 n., 292; possibly

connected with Luang P'hr ih Bang,

146 n. ; other designations ot. 292,

296 ; origin of the name. 297, 300
;

nomenclature of, discussed, 300, 301,
305-8.

Culanl Brahraadatta, king of Pancala,

297 n. 2 ; reigned over Kampilla,

793.

Culani Brahmadatta. kingdom, a de.sig.

nation of Campa, 297, 297 n. 2.
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Culao Rav. Ku-lau Re, i-^Iand.

Oupau^'’ J?oap River, 77o.

Curreucv, human 'kulK used as, 652 ;

eomininuted L'^old used as. 800.

Customs, peculiar tiadmj^, 493, 493

n. 0.

Cuttack, city, t'nnneily called Kataka,

307 n. 1.

Cvclone", 000,

P

Jja*h.i. kintiduni, htcation oi, 466;
other d-''*ii;iiati<>:is ot. 466 ; identi-

fied Ili'rhlaud Ja\a. 466 ;

ei<;hf(‘eii kniadtmi'* ^ul>ject to, 467 ;

bouiHlanc's tit. coutu'^ed with l‘*iau,

467 : a de'*i” . ition ot She-p*o. 46s
;

attacked h • the kiui^ ol Tonkin,
4G8.

Pa-nun-doim’, di>triet, inhabited by
the Ts*'uan, 125. locution of, 152:
name tiaii'leiicd to the baiik^ ot

the .Me- KhuiiL’’, 153.

Paha. pLihu''’'a. 272 n. 1 ; Ptolemy’s
countiy ot the Dahasai, o’). 57.

Ihiha;:, s^ue, a do-nru.ithm ot ^Sumatra,

633, 603 n. 2.

Paba.sai, the, people. 52 : roniieoted

M'ith the T)abu'"*a Mountains. 54, 5y ;

( onnected with the land Ot Duba or

Pabas>a, 54, 57. 59 : Thet/rig:in and
habitat or, disciN-ed, 54. 58. 59,
(>0 . bel'iimed to the la'iu rac('.

61; deii\atii)n of the name, 733 :

ideiitiricatitm ot, 745; the name
di-'iLis-ed. 745.

Dahas'a, luountaiiis. 54, 59. 177,

733: Hiie -tream or thi- Doani'-

cume> iinni th.-. 104 ; <>ther deMu-
natieii- ni. 1 SI 11. 1

,

Daeheli, I) iidii. kiimdoin, a dr-mmilioii

ot Aelieh. 511. 5;l u. 2. 597 n. 1 :

otln r de‘'i^lUltioUs ,)i. 511 n. 2.

Da' ht'iu, r<)\vn. ideiiti- al with .Viuyu',

osl : a (l<'-ii;iiati"u oi .\cheb, 701.

Ihi'-f'it'. tlu Rath-ma Mountain a

retim’’e lor. 201.

D.tdhi. I hidhim.mda. ocean.

Ki'auii''a-d\ Ipa. 244 : km»’vvn

t * tin Aral)- a- the V-a or ^anR.
-’ll ; t»thtr de-irrnation- of, 214.

Ihidin. .S'/ D'lndim. the. people.

J»adin I-huid. nh-ntiiication ol, dR-
1 u-mM. .s26. .s27.

Ihi'{r>iiii>i

.

the ti im ‘li-i u—ed, f'7 1 H. 2.

Daaroia.'i. Danirroi.tn, kinjrdorii. bua-
tiou "t. 071 u. zi itb'iitirfeati'.n oi,

(Us. u—*'fl, t)75 11. : tin- GasucomitiT,
095: I-l.'»mi-ni rclu-cd byihen.tnes
<4. o95.

Da‘,^dn, town, 831: a desio’natioii of

Itan^jun. 425, 523 n. 2, 811.

Dahan, river. 137, 765: the supposed

outlet of the Doauas River, 134, 135,

281.

Dahvai, cape, other de-iiruatious of,

_656.

Dfii C‘hiem, port, identification of,

781 ;
other de-iLtnatious ot, 788.

789, 790.

Dai-lil, city, ancient desig-uation or

JLi-noi, 316 n.. 330; a designation

ot La-than, idty, 32S, 329, 330;
capital of the J.i dynasty at, 329 ;

uaine changed to Thang-hmg, 329 ;

tounected ^^ith J.oug-bien, 330 ;

situation ot, 330 n. 1, 800.

Dakhan, district, 101.

Dala, district, 41 u., 72.

Daia, city and district, 523 u. 2 ;
name

changed to Au-gyi, 666 u. 2 ;
anec-

dote re-pecting its change of name,
660 n. 2.

Dam Dong, a rivulet, 14 ).

Dani-moug. Ste Trc, i-laud.

Damaug Debar D.iun, king, leigned in

Palembang, 530 n. 4.

Damar, di-trict, 676.
Daina-ai, stut:-, mav he the Tan State,

isin. i.

Dania->a. Daba—a. mountuius".

Dama-'sui. .8Vt Daba.sai, the, people.

Damihi, kingdom, location ot, 408 n. 1

.

Daiuin-, the, people, identity of, 674.
Damrei, P‘nuom, designation ot the

Elephant Range, 20o. 201.

Dan. T*an." state.

Jhln. the eipiivaleiit oi Sthu)ia, 34.
Dancing -lave-gitl-. ooG n. 2; empiov-

nieiit ni, 500 : as pre-ent'^ to China,
506. ,

Da/ia-tho. a teim de-ignating Kam-
boju and her pciple, 774.

Danta-kumara. prince, the tiaditi'irial

tnund<-i ot Ligor, I07 ; wn-cked on
the Diamond >auds. 107. lOS.

Dantapura ludu'. fhk^ in-m 107
108 . 112

^

’ ’

Dao-giaiig. A'f Dau-irniM.
D'to-imn. kiiigilom, lot.utinu or the

di-* iH-‘-d. 299 n.

D.ii.yiue Dam. t!i<
. p, oSti n. 1 ;

tailed, lik‘- -het'p, iib().

Darbha, 673.
Daiva, tile, priiph*. 733.
Ihinl. h gion. 7 t-'..

Da-a-ilj.i, tMumlor ot Old Pa-mn
11. . a Liauij.t tniau Dhuia-

lapi.
, nS.

I>a-..i;,i t. >1', iisatioii af the
name. ,3i.
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Ba&ana. S(c Loana, city.

Dasarnn, country and people, 126, 152,
a designation of Eastern Malava,
117, 121: term identical -with

Ptolemy’s Pasanu, 117 ;
an Indu

monarchy, 122, 124 : de^-i^iiation of

the State ot Luan<i' P'hrab Bung,
loo

; derivation of the name, 768.
Datii Point, 70S n. 1, 709.

Dau, liver, an ancient name tor the
Bed Ki\ei. 316 n., 317,317 n. 1,318.

Ihiu-j.inii, iivei, other designation^ of

the. 120 : tlie lloiias of Ptolemy,
125; the Bed Biver, 314, 315,
317 : source ot tlu‘. 316 ii. 1.

l»a\a. s<c .T:i\a, Jliyhland.
Pa^a. Duvrika, l)a\uka, state, corre-

spond-, \\ith the ])resent Upper

,
lUiiTuii, 50, 56, 57, 407 : a ‘fjontiir

country.' 57 ,
a tiibutaiy state oi

Ma.;^udha. 07. 60. 61 : synonymous
with Ahivi, 57 ;

deiivation oi ihe

name dBcussed, 58, 59. 740 : other

clesiguatKms ot, 656.

DavP, John, a pilot ^ho visited

Acliuh, 600 n. 1.

Ba^van, oO.

Ba\^a. the, people, the Mal.iys of

Sumatia, 636.

BfiNu. a pi-ttv state (t Suniatr.i,

529, 529 n, 2 ; iouitiou oi. 6''2
:

a po-'isdoii ot ActiOM, 765.

Bayaiig Buiiniiu. i'-laiul. tie'h-wat**r

lake on. 487 u., 188 .

Bead man a- a sat red lelic, 390,

390 n. 1.

Bcdai). 8c/ .NM'i Bc-ai. I’uio.

Beer 111 (in at XikoliOi, lUl u.

Belegnif.* ui-trict, tui-iiiine-' in. 4T0

11 1 ;
idt'iitih( ati<ui <4, 470 n. 1

Tteli. a ])o-- -si'di oi Aciieh. ,
0 .>.

Bemak, cit\, all a-d tapit.il vt Java.

092 n.l.'

Benioii. a juneiMon of tin* naim

D.iiiirtn. 717 11. 1.

Beoh.iii, the higlie-t mountain in l.it.tle

Xikoh.u-, :;96 u. 2. 414: name ot,

coiniected with So-tu-niaii. 414.

Bevaduha, citv. a de-iiination <>t Koii,

4ttl u. 3.

Bevi. oodde*-. aliluh d to a*- Po-Xagai

,

260'.

Bha]aiaia, king, ^ettied at Manipuia,

7-iO: conquerMl T.iuaiiiig. 74 0.

Ilhakka, riiei, 17

Bliaiaii. /S'c Talacdii, to^^u und

province

BhammaietT, king of Ptu'i, in-titute-'

the Kalxani iiisciiptions, 65.

Bhuuasri - d\ipa, a designation of

Teiiasserim. 783.

Dhafinavati, 39 : ancient capital of

Arakan. 43.

Bharanikota. relic casket ot Buddha’s
remains enshrined at, 108.

Bhainiu-sena, king ot San-fo-ch‘i,

OoO ; death ot. 630.

epithet, 169 n. 1 : a devintijitinn ot

lagor, 544 . a name of Yudhistliira,

832.

Biiaimasoka, king oi Magadha, 264:
etmquest ot Tonkin by, 320 n. 1

.

Dhubii, 835,

DIuilea, n4ei. a hr.mcli ot the Tetulia,

744: toenetted with Tilograinmon,

i 44.

Bhutail. island, belonging to Zahej,
558. 620: identitn ctioii of. 558,
600 11.3: otliei designations ot,

558 n. 4. 62U : the legend ot the

marine hoi>o connected with, GOO
u. 3.

Bianumd Island, 48 ; origin of native

name ot. 49 .
proi<ahIy the Temala

of Ptolemy, 49.

Diamond P«unt. 12.

Biannuid Sand', loo: Prince Bauta-
kuniara wiecked on the, 107; the

'ite ot I.inor, lu7. 108 . king ot

Magadiiu Wiecked < n tin-, 108.

Bi.imond Sands i India). legend’

re'peetinii the, tran-tt-ind To the

Diamond Sands at Tdgor, Jos.

Diba-jat. idand. a leiidering of

Tuhadiii, 465.

I>idd! I-’and. Nee Dadin. Bland.
Dieu Bitn-iehu. -Vt Then. iMiiang.

Bihoni!. iivrr, a de-iignulion ot the

Biahmaputia. 282.

Dima'a. the. pcoph-. 8 3).

Dm, king, a'-'a-'-in or. tateu. 827.

Dinuipur. « omucteii wuh Alheuauuioii,

83 ».

Difulmg Biv* i. 9.S.

Dindiiig'. I'l iiul-, t‘'itoi-e-shtIl from

the, 477 n. i, 671 n.

Biido\. »ir\. on Sumatia. 6i7.

Ld]'rink'nM. ‘~tatue oi. at 4a\a-{hlpa,

547. ihe ju'imeval Buddha. 547.

Birectioii T'^I.ind, location and id«hti-

ticatiou ‘-I. 711-

I)t»-liin Do-])am:. eity. a designation

ot Bai-Anuw.". 208 , 271. 274: the

name iIim u-r-ed, 271. 272, 274. an

ancient di-irnt <4 Kun-i-lioii, 274

n. 2.

I)f»an, the, peo])!<‘. 1 13, ; other desig-

nations ot. 126: the Doaiiai of

Ptoleiuv, 126 ; a non- tattooing
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people, 126; Imbitat of, discussed,

287. ‘SVe” aho l\‘wan, the, people.

Doana, Do.'mai, city, the early name
oi Wieng-Chan or its capital, 117 ;

the name superse led by Savaka
Mala, 177 ;

identified with Luang
P‘hrah Bang, li4, 148, 153, 155,

356 ;
derivation of the name, 152,

732.

Doanai, the, race, 125, 127, 137;
termed also Dronaka, TsSvan, and
Pii-i, 120, 121. 124 Corrigenda,

763) ; overthrew Luang P‘hrah
Bang, 1 24 ; inhabitants of the
country about Luang Pdirali Bang,
155 ;

derivation of the name, 732 ;

connected with the Tuan, 732, 763.
See also Doan, the, people.

Doanai, the country of the, 116, 1.33 ;

identifi.ed with Lower Siam, 149.

Doanas, river, dc'^cription of the course
of the, 134 ; Ptolemy’s ignorance of
the lower course of the, 134: identi-

fied with the Me-Khong, 134, 135,

137, 155, 282, 287, 356 ; other
designations of the, 134, 135, 137,

281 ; derivation of the name, 135,

732 ; the name originated by
Ptolemy, 137 ;

it.- identity with the
Dyardane'S discussed, 281, 282,
282 n. 1 ; means of ideatitying the,

283.

Doania. the, people of the Sibsagar
district, 154.

Dobas-^a Kauge, 745.
Dow, image and footprint of a, at

Junkceylon Island, 96.

Dog-woi>hippers, 97, 298 n., 756.
Dog-i trained tor tortoi'*e-hunting, 112.

Doi, the, people. US; designation of

the Lawa, 58.

Doiug-nak, tin', people, account of.

829.

Dolphins. 281. 28-3, 284. 791 : of the

Iiavatl and Me-K)i'3ng, 791.

Domea, river, identification ot, 318
n. 2.

Dun-sun, a hea*llaud, formerly an

island, 249 n. 2.

Domlim, Dondyii. the, people, ranni-

balism of, 661 n. ; other lorms of

the name, 826 ; the name discussed,

826.

D6ng-du. name applied to Thang-
long. 329.

Dfing-IIoi, city, 220 n. 1 ; identical

with 8rT-Bani, 229, 779: a Cham
seat of government, 232 n. 1, 236;
the ramparts of, 779.

Doug-kin, name applied to Thang-
long, 329.

Dong-nai. Srp Bien-Hoa, river.

Dong-ngaii, district, in the Bak-nin,

province, 373.

D6ng-p‘h0, river, not identical with

the Hsin-chou, 239 ;
the delta of

the, 240.

Dong Wan, town and district, probably

identical w'ith To-yiian, 831 ;
loca-

tion of, 831.

Dong-yin, district, 831.

D5rias, river, identified with Dao-

giang, 125; the river of Ila-nui, 313

;

identified with the Red Kiver, 3 1 7,

318, 356; its etymological identi-

fication considered, 318, 318 n. 2 ;

denvationof the name, 735.

Dot-la, a designation of Highland

Java, 466.

Double Island, identification of, 711.

Dragon, the term for, 140 n.
;
legends

connected with a, 322, 325, 326,

339, 339 n. 1.

Dragon’s blood sent to China as

tribute, 651.

Dragon’s brain perfume, 441.

Dragons, the Ai-Lau tattooed with,

126; crocodiles resembling, 791.

Drangiaue, the derivative ut Sando-
way, 41 n., 46 11 . 1.

Dravida, people of, connected with

Arakan, 659.
Dravidian kingdom, the, 33.

Dravidians, the, people, 32, 34, 81,

86, 90. iOl; invasions of, 28; the

descendants of, were pioneer' colo-

nizers, 81 ;
the Tuungthus subject to,

86; colonies founded by, 101, 302;
sea route to the China Sea opened
by. 302 ;

Acheh settled by, 680.

Dress, of the people ot Chan-ch‘c*ng,

243 ; of the people of Campa, 243
n. 2.

Drnna stupa, 188 n. 1.

Dronaka, the, people, 126, 144 n. 2 ;

probably identical with Ptolemy’s
Doanai* 120, 121. 124.

Drum, the Mahorudhika. See Maho-
randika drum. the.

Drum, the Ttien !/>. .SV-? Then-I fi

the.

Drums, br-.n/e, of Indo-China. 762.
Ihyohahnops^ a cumphor-tree, 4:^6,

437 n. ; districts w-here found, 436'
436 n. 3 ; now almost exterminated’
437 n.

’

Duk-tho, city, the capital of Huan
Chou, 797.

Duhi. See An-g\i, di-trict.

Dun-wun. See b.in- -W-an, district
Durian, ^-roup ul iolnads. 499 u. 3.
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Dutthagamani, king, lOS.

Dvadasah, Dvada&an, one of the

founders of Luang P'hrah Bang,
145, 152.

Dvar, country, 774.

Dvara-Samudra, town, the capital of

tiie Belala dynasty, India, 826.

Dyara^atl, city, a designation of

Sandoway, 45 n. 2. 742 (stf Coni-
genda, 882) ; a chiet town of Siam,

17C ; the modern Ayuthia, 176, 177 ;

legend regaidiug, 742 ;
connected

with T'o-io-po-ti, 820 ;
Aiakanese

capital removed from, 832.

Dwarfs, C20 : account ol the hlack, ol

Cochin-China, 2G1, 2G2 ;
of Seiirah,

573 : account of a kingdom ol, 780,

787 ; ot A'uu-uau and Laos, 788.

Dwarfs, hairy, 087 ;
ot Swk and

Kroe, 657 n. 1.

Dvaks, the, people, a stone idol of,

806.

Djardanes, liier. its identity witli

Ptolemy’s Doanus discu-sed, 281,

282, 282 n. 1 ;
connected with the

(lidants, 281, 282, 282 n. 1 ;
con-

nected with the Brahmaputni. 282,

285 ; connected with the Jle-KhOng,

283, 284, 285.

Dynasties, the, of .Vclieh, CDS.

E

Eagle-wood, 576. 811 ; from Ko: Tron

and the mainland. 202 ; a production

ot Campfi, 273, 279; exploitation

of, 278.

Eais, lobes of, pieiced and di-tenilcd

by the women of Aclieh, 667 n.

E,ist Ishiiid, 683.

ycMO-sliowing village, the. 3815 n. 3,

393.

Eiii-lieloug, i'land, a designation ot

the I.ittie .linhlman, 389 n. 2, 392.

Eiso. P-hnom, the Is.liia Mountain,

205 ;
remains oi a temple on the,

206.

Eleiijmalus, islands, a designation ot

the Nikobars. 700.

Elephant, legend regarding'- an, 751.

Elephant countiv, the district known

as the, 147, 148, 149; oiigin ol the

name discussed, 148.

Elephant Hill. 'So Gimong denang'.

Elephant Point, 751 , location ot, 729.

Elephant Kange, known as p-hnoin

Damrei, 200, 201.

Elephant Paver, 793 ;
explanation ot

the name, 751 ;
name applied to the

IravMI, 751.

Elephants, 116, 370, 699; in Barah-
nagar, 401 n., 402 n: sprinkled

with human gall, 789, 790; white,

819.

Elias, patriarch, 633 n. 2.

Embassies and mi^sion-s, 29 n. 2, 62,

652, S2i ; trom P‘iao to China, 75 ;

from Xan-Chao tn China, 75 ; from
Eu-nan to India. 93, 755 : from
Lang-kiato China, 112

;
from China

to India, 124 : Irom Ceylon to

Kamboja, 535, 536 . envoys from
China, 536, 649. 821; troni P*o-ta
to China, 541

;
envoys from Ho-lo-

tan. 542. 543; irom Shc-pm, 542,
544, 547: Ho - Img. 545, 547:
from thePaleriibaug kingdom, 620-5

;

irom Su-mu-ta, 644 : tram Su*mu-
tu-la, 645; irom IHii-wen-ta-na,

648; Irom Su-men-ta-Ia, 618-51:
from Champa, 649 ;

P‘o-Hwaug
seeks investiture, 543; Irom Ilsien

to Cliina, 822.

Emerald >tatue of Buddha. 193 u. 1.

EniiiiTaiits fiom India to ludo-China,
122 .

Em]Muia <d ancient trade, Akadra and
Pithonoha^te, 7, S, 212 . TakuL.,
92-4: Kalantau. 106: Malavii,

536; ('‘liuinp'hr'iK 756: Jleini’

Shan, 797 ii. 1 , Sheu-f uu, SOI :

Lo-yueh, 'itato, 820.

Eudr*. inland, a diMunatiou of Flou-'.

589 n.

Enaano. Ehiml. 122 u. 1 : other de'^iu*

nation' oi, 4n9 n. 2: ]‘O^A]»ly in-

cluded in PtoIeniyV Siiuhii, 449 ;

natue" ot, 55t) n, 2; alleaid to he

luiiabited only bv women. 753.

Ecpiator, rtoiemaic, 12.

Eiii-llai, the Tali Lake. 61. 765,

^ 765 u. 1.

Erh Ho, part <»t the Bed Kivu
,
315 u. 1,

Ethnic atHaitU' hetANctn the Af hincte

ami the people oi Koioniandel and

Malabar, 660 ii. 1.

Euphrates, riier, 19.

Expedition', 651: nuaiii't lirimafiua.

95: Chine'ie. 539. 709. 781
,

797,

825. 833 : auaiii't Kmar, 620

:

against P.Hai. 645 : iiom .Ta\a,

7i:i n. 1 : to the • Hlaiid ot Coll],'

807 ; auaiii't the K'un-luii e« nmtry,

818.

K/ata, connected \Mth Sadii, 41).

F

Fa-Hsien, account ot hi? \o}a”e, 604,

605; probable route taken by, 606.
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Fa-u^um, kim;. ‘JOo n.

Fai-l'o. town, the port ot Turin, 1^80

u. 2; other tle-iiiiiiations ot, 781,

788, 789, 790; loiuuiation ot. 70O;

ancient remains near, 791.

Famine, caunihah'^ni causefl by. S2s.

Famusa, Wand, und{‘r the -jwa) ot the

Kamrun king, 57-1. 075.

Fan Ch'eng-ta" Fan Sbih-lm.

Fan-mail, king ot Fu-nau, 570 n.

Fan Shih-hu, appointed Imperial Chief

CommissioneratKwantr-bsi, 24 1 n. I.

Fana, island, ideutitication of. 587 ;

c(jnnected with Malavir and Pent.ioi,

537.

Fanjab.Faiijat, the, tribe. 6V«’Feujab.

Fanjab, Islands ot, probably identical

with Pan-ohih-pa, 502, 502 n. 1.

Fansur, 810 ;
name applied to the

district of Barns, 431.

Fansur, city, its probable identity,

432 n. I, 432 n. 2: located on
Kalah Island, 553 : identity with

Panchur suirgested, 553.

Fansur, islands, the Barusai of Ptolemy,

427; other designations of the, 427 ;

the famous Fansur camphor probably

trom, 428, 131 ;
various references

to, 432
;

people oi, alleged to be

idolaters, 695.

Fansur, Sea of, 663 n, 2, 695.

Fansur, a designation for caniplior,

434, 436 : the origin and history of

the term discussed. 434 H. ; meaning

of the word, 435 ;
variants of the

name, 436 n. 2.

Fasun, district, a designation of Baius,

434 ; Islamism introduced into, 696.

Feng, river, a designation of the Me-
KhOiig, 135 n. 1.

FeULT-yu, king of the Xan-Chao. 74,

750 ; abducted people from P*iao,

750: a-sisted P*iuo against Ceylon,

750.

Fen-jab, the, tribe, description of, 502,

502 n. 4 : connected with the Sekah,

503 n. 1.

Feiintriba/ar. town, ccuineited with

Antiimle. 832.

Ferlec. Per ak, kimrdoni.

Fe-^ri\al- <4 diluting offerings in

stream-^, 493, 493 n. 1,

Fitr-tree, Indian, 39.

Fiji, tuce-tattooiiig umomr the women
of, 367 n. 3.

Fire pmdui’ed hv Iridion, 253 n. 1.

Fire-god, the Chinese. 339.

Fire Wes, 249.
‘ Fire Kimr,’ the, names applied to,

801 : residence and powers attributed

to, 801, 802.

Fire Kings, 312. 342 n. 1, 773.
Fire-worship. 340, 341 n. 1, 673 n. 1 ;

in Kusa-dvipa. 672, 673.
Fish, with stone hornN. 782; raw and

alive, eaten in Tonkin, 786.
FWi-eating population^. ‘See Ikhthyo-

plia gi.

Flat Islands. See Pulo Tapak.
Floating houses, 564.

Flores, island, designations ot, 589 n
‘Flowered Faces,* tribe, the, u face-

tattooing tribe ot the Liao, 175 n. 2,

367.
Fo-eh‘i. town, the biithplace <>f

Kwan-yin, 609; a designation rf

Bhojn, 600.

Fo-Io-an, a Siinuitrau state, 598, 825 .

account of, 599; legend respecting

two brass statues at, 599 ;
location

of, 599 U.2: identification of, 599
n.2, 600, 601, 601 u. 1, 627, 825 ;

subject to san-fo-ch‘i, 626.

Fo-.shih, town, identical with P’hbt-
thS, 229 n. 2 ; derivation of the

name discussed, 229 ii. 2 : a form
of Shih-li Fo-shih, 481 ; other

designations ot, 779, 791 ; identi-

fication of, 70 1 : location of. 815.
Fo-shih-pu-lo, district, 584 u. 3

:

identification ol, 584 ; erroneously

connected with Boia-iiagara, 584.
Fo-t‘ang Shan, island, 386.

Footprint of Buddha, 390 n. 1 ; .
on

the Suvanna-niall Mountain, SO,

115: in Ceylon, 382 n. i, 386,
387 ;

on Hsi-lun, 665 n., 701 ; in

the &ea, 665 n., 701 ; in Burma, etc.,

665 n,

Forlono, kingdom, a form of Perlak,

834.
Formosa, island, account of the ab-

origines of, 256 n. 1, 829 ; fare-

tattooing among the natives of,

675 n.f; cannibalism in, 828.

Formo-an Channel, Ptoluiiiy’s Lulf of
the 8inai. 255.

Fortune Island. 419 n. I.

• Froir-drum.' the. See Mahoradhiku
drum. the.

Fu-chou, 131.

I* u-clrun, town, foundation and site
of, 780; an ancient capital ut Camn'i
780.

^ '

I'u-lui, tlic. people, piol);iblv of Hainnii
367 n. 1.

Fu-liaiiif Cliiang, part of the lied
Elver, ui.5 n. 1 ; narrative resneet-
m? the, ai6 n.

Fu-lu, T.-it.

Fu-pan, kingdom, embasiv from the
kinp' ot, S:j

;
a dt3ig:natiou of Kaui-
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bojii, 90. 794 : ciirredpoiidi to Lestai,

158; (JeM^riptioii of the natives of,

158, 171-3, 827; conqueat of, 204,
206 ; origin aud meaning: of the
name, 207 ; term synonymous with
C'hieng, 207 ; earliest mention of,

208 ; the pe^iple of, invaded Tonkin,
208 ; boundaries of, 209 . site of

the capital of, diseu-sed, 209, 210;
king of, pays tribute, 299, 794 ;

visited by merchants, 302; con-

quests of, 818.

Fuegos, island, inhabited by Aeta
Negritos, 247 n.

Further India, 24 ; deheient geographi-

cal knowledge of, 3, 26
;

place-

names in, whence derived, 40 n. 3,

101, 117 ;
maps of, 84 pasnim.

G

Oa-tsha-bha, river, the local name of

the Kiiladan Eiver, 36, 44.

Galaiig, island, 475.

Gall, human, exacted as tribute, 275

n. 3 ;
used to spnukle royal elephants,

7S9, 790.

GaUingl. See KaluugT, kingdom.

Gama, Don Stefano da, governor of

Goa, 398 u. 1.

Gama, Vasco da, 39S n. 1.

Gambling farm managed by Mak-kii,

195 n. 2.

Gaudak, river, 834, 835.

Gandhara, district, 121 ; connected

with K*iung-tu, 62 n. 4.

Gandhara (Inma), 62 n. 4.

Gandhara-rattha. See Yunnan, terri-

tory.

Gane>a, clay image of, worshipped,

752.

Ganfii. See l^anfu.

Oauga-nagara, a chief city of Perak,

98 : brief account of, 98.

Gani,^es, river, 9. 19, 28, 32 : difficulty

of' identifying Ptolemy's places on

the east of the, 1 ; delta of the, 7

;

Ptolemv's distance errors between

Kanoje and the, 20 : Ptolemy's

error in the course of the, 20

;

Meghnl estuar}- oi the, connected

with Antiholo. 832.

Ganges. Old. See Dhakka, river.

Oangetic Delta, 53.

Gangetic Gulf. See Bengal, Bay of.
^

Gangetikos kolpos. See Bengal, Bay of.

Ganggaug Putri, marriage of, 644.

Ganjam, river, 47.

Garo, the, people, abo called Achi-

krang, 829.

Gaiu Hills, 53.

Ganida, mythical bird, abode of, said

to be Kuta-salmali Pe.ik. 80, SI,

487 n., 752 ; also designated

Yainateya, 80; other epithets applied

to, 775.

Gaudas, the, people, the foundation

of Takola by, discussed. 85.

Gauhfiti, 286 n. 1, 835.

Gavampati-thera, a dbci[)Ie of Buddha,
114,657 n. 2; account of, 657 n. 2.

Gaya, distiict, child born in the, witli

a caudal appendage, 687 n. 5.

Gavo, Gayu, the, people, other form^

of the name. 674 n. 2 ;
cannibali‘'m

of, 674 n. 2 ; origin of the nanin.

674 n. 2; Islamisin refused b\,

674 u. 2; habitat of, 674 n. 2.

676 n. ; account of, 674 n. 2 ;

identirication of, 675 n.

Gayu, district, identical with Dagroian,

695 ; Islamism refused by the

natives of, 695.

Ge«.lrusia, 41 n.

Gelam Islan 1, connected with Kau-lan,

671 a-. 711, 712 : location of, 712 :

other desiguations of, 712.

Gelang. See Kalang, the, people.

Geluug, cape, a designation oi South

Cape, 476 ; conmM^ted with Ho-liug,

476.

Gelang Hill. See Bukit Gelang.

Gemenchih, river, tributary of the

Muar, 477 u. 1.

Gemi-worship, 341 n. 1.

Geographers, errors of, 792.

Geographical nomenclature, explanation

01 many errors in, 588 n. 1.

GerTang. See Gunong GeriLing, a hill.

Gerlang, river, the ]ue-ent Kedah
River, 485 ; connected -sMth Ho-liu^'.

4S5.

Ghaimlii, district, identified with

K'iung-tu, 62 n. 4.

Ghiiru-wood, 478 n.

Ghee, Sea of. S‘e Senf, Sea ot.

Ghirhi. Se" Korhie, city.

Ghrta, Glirti»da. Sf' Sent, Seu oi.

Gia-diuh, a designation of J.o«er

rochin-China, 776.

Gia-long. .SW Ja-Iong. emperor.

Giam-bieu, ruins of, 779.

Giants, account ot the, of Sumatra,

646.

Giava ^laggiore, a designation of

Borneo, 634 n. 1

.

Giava Miuore, a designation of Java,

634 n. 1.

Gihj meaning ut the term, 520 n. 2.

Gxli Timur, a designation of' Timor,

519.
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AVe^i, allegi'd capital of Ja\a,

592 n. 1.

Giri, island, other designations of, 658 ;

moved and replaced b\ Uiiddha, 858:

the Yaksas transierred to, 658

;

connected with Sumatra, C5S.

Giri-d\ipu. S(C Giii, inland.

Giruar inscription, the, date ot, 237.

Gnomonicul oh^iCivatiou-^, 482, 796 n. 1,

815.

Godavari, river. 35, 107, lo8 , the

Maisulus ot Ptolemy, 25.

Gola, the, peo])le, 85: houte-i of. S3.

Gola-m.ittika-nagara. citv, idtutitied

Mitli -Yethenid, 83, 85 ;
capit.il (>1

Suvarna-dvipa, 569 n. . identihca-

tiim ot, 569 11 . : otlier de-ianations

ot, 819.

Gold, 41, 44. 476, 477 n. i, 4S2,

4So n. 2, 523 n. 2, 640. 640 ii. 1,

706 ;
at Tmiira, 51, 65 : leiuis

designating, 154. 640 u 1 ; search

organized tor au Plain! ot, 398 n. 1 ;

in the Audaiu'in^ and Xikohars,

398 n. 1 : Irom Sumatra, 458,

647 ;
ahumlaut in Sii-Bhoja, 619 :

Sunuitiau districts noted tot, 631 :

plentilul in Khrysc, 670 n. 1 : inmi

iJurnia, 748 ;
comiiiinuted, as

cuireui), 806.

Gold, Inland ot, name applied to the

Andainriiis. 398 n. 1 : ooniucted

with Surendib, 568 : the application

ot the name discu>'*ed, 640 n. 1 ;

eNpcditiou> to the, 807 ; louitiou of,

807.
‘Gold-hai"* Pond.’ 8u <iold Ingots,

the Pond ot the.

Gold Countiy, the present Ta.wer

Burma, 54* 64, 6); idciititic'd with

the Khrv'-e ot Pt<4eiiiy, 64.

Gold Ingot<, the Pond* ot the, 560,

561; tlio thioiie ot the king of

y^iibej overlooktd, 561 ; legend

ve-ipectiiig, 621.

• Gold I^-IamP/ the, 398.

Gold Land, the, of Ptolemy. See

Khry>e KhOia. district.

Gold-mine*-, 671 n. : in KhrysC* Kbora,

66, 80; description ot, at Selensing,

477 n. 1 : near Kalah and Serira,

562 : in Sumatra, 562 n. 2 ;
in

Acheh. 699. 700.

Gold Sand River. See Kin-^ha. Great.

Gold-ware mamitactures. 627, 628.
^

Golden Country, the, identified with

Imwer Burma, 54; description of

the inhabitants of, 54.

Golden Island. 670 n. 1.

‘ Golden I^le,’ the. Sre Golden
Khersfmese, country.

Golden Khersonese, the, country, 65,

82, 95. 97. 101, ill ; identified

with the Malay Peninsula, 77, 80,

222 ;
Ptolemy’s hydrographical

errors in, S 1 ;
connected with Takola,

222; o\ el hung by mountains, 767.

Golden plate, Siamese royal letters of

state inscribed on a. 5.32 n. 2.

Golden Region, the, 65 ; the lower

valley of the Iravati, 51 ; the

liabitat ot silkworm breeders, 51.
‘ Goldea Teeth ’ province, original

seat oi goveinmeut ol the, 768 ;

office*! traii't'-ired to A'linn-ehmiig,

7oS.

•Golden Teeth,' the. Su Khamti,
the, race.

‘Crolpho Peinuido.’ S/g Siam, Gulf oi.

GumespoUa, Ponta de, 699 ;
various

lmm> of the name, 699 ii. 1.

Gouu-:, sickne-?'! cured bv the u^e of,

120 u.

‘ Good Foituno Rlund.’ a mi-itjiken

tran>Intion, 411, 412, 417.

Gopala, tounder ol New Ila^tinupura,

( 46.

Gopalpiir. location of, 743.
Got.ima Buddha, 33; the lather ot.

491 n. 3.

Gotama Subhatlra, king, 602 n. 1.

Goviuda'<‘ttbi, 657 n. 2.

‘Gieat Black Mountain.’ identified

uith the Syama Mountain, 177, 178

:

partly corresponds to Ptoleiin’*.

Dama-'sa Range, 177 : connected
with the Ta-heh Shan, 773.

Great Cape, the, identified with Cape
Ti-won, 214, 214 n. 1, 215, 222,
225.

Great Fortune, iriand. 419 n. 1,

Great Gulf, the, identified with ^faguus
Sinus, 225; .struggle tor the coa-t-

iine ot, 225 ; identification ot, 377.
Green Sea, the. of Ptolemy, 26 : con-

nected with the Sea of Ghrta, 673.
Grotto, in-'criptions in a. 237.
Gua Cherlta, ‘Legend Cave.’ a noted

cave on Langkawl Gland, 485.
486: inscription in the, 486, 4Sb
n. 2 ; other deri^-nation-s or, 486
n. 1 ; a reiuge ot Gaiuda, 487 n.

Guaiuboy, See Cauiui. Bay of.

Gueudeville, inaccuracy ot the mans
of, 75. 76.

*

Gujarath identified with Aratta, 29 n *>

Giilft, derivation of the teim'dPeu^^'ed*
86 ; name applied to the Xaunerthu';'
86, 90 n.

® ’

Gulimattika. ,S’«- Taik-kuH. citv
Gumara, islet, possibly part oi t\e

Maniolai, 421.
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Gunavannan -Msited Slie-p‘o, 4G4 n. 1,

469, 541.

Gunonj; Api, conuett^d -with

Jau-ho, 782.

Gimong- Cherai, account of country
around, 485 n. 2.

Gunong Gerlang, Geriyaug, a hill, a

noted cave on, 477 n. 1 ;
connected

Avith Holing, 485, 510, 584 n. o ;

famed for i^talactite caves, 485 :

other dcM^iiations ot, 485, 485 n. 2 ;

traditionally suirounded hy sea,

485 u. 2.

Gunong Giedong, an active volcano

on ISiunatra, o'io.

Gunong Kurindii, a high mountain
pe.tk, 449.

Gunong Lt-dang, noted for gold, 477
u. 1.

Gunong Lu-e, pr<»hahlv identical with

Mount Ku'e4aya, 677-

Gunonu Meulu, u peak on Pulo Meh,
093.'

Gunong Pulai, identity AAith P*o-li

Migge^ted, 494.

Gunong Tahau Mountain'^. 758.

Gupta charactei>, in*senptiLms in, Gl.

Gupta Kia, date ot, 60.

Gui’a, di^triot, 95-7.

Giuoh. Aillage, 515 : location of, 514 :

idcntihed Avith Ku-lo, 819.

Gurong, i-^land, connected Aviih Ki-lung

IJ-ii, 711.

Gin 5', diNtiict, 95, 97 : locati(»u ol,

469 n. 3: connected aa ith Ho-lo-taii,

4o9 n. 3.

Giitia - percha I.dand. •''Vc Peicha,

I’ulo.

Gw... -SVc KliAwl. riAer.

GAAala-garh, tuAvn, 778,,

II

Ha, the people, piohahly identical AAith

the >Salang, 262.

Ha-lak, kingUoiu, aho known as She-

p‘o, 4GS f other de-iguatious ot, 408.

Ha-lang. S't Ilo-ling, state.

Ila-li. death ot, at Peking, 051.

Ha-li-du-hau, 052 u. 1.

Ha-ni-che-han, 651, 052 n, 1.

Ila-Doi, river, the Horias Piver of

Ptolemy, 313
;
also designated Song-

koi, 313.

H'a-n6i, town, 10, 17, 122 ;
the

Aganagara of Ptolemv, 11, 12, 14,

15, 18, 21, 319, 331; suggested

identity Avith Kattigara, 303 n. 1

;

the capital of Annaxn, 316 n. ;
other

designations of, 316 n., 319 n. 1,

330, 799 : the capital of Tonkin,
319 ; identical with Loug-blen, 323,

.328, 330. 330 n. 1, 784 ; formerly

a seapoit, 799.

Ha-tin, Ila-tiiin di'.trict, 147 : a dis-

trict ot Tonkin, 227 ; other desig-

nations ot, 227, 227 n. 3, 305, 3ub,

350. 352, 778, 794.

Ha-tlii. town, belonged to Hriang-liu,

232 ; capital of a Cham kingdom,
263 ;

identity Avith Kortatha Metio-
polis sugge‘'ted, 305, 300.

Ha-tung. See Hu-tliun, the, people.

JJai-duong, connected with Yaiig-

elrueu. SOI.

lIai-k*ou. S/e Hoi-hoAV, seapoit.

Ilai-phoiig, district, loimatioiiot, 799,
799 n. l'.

Ilainan, uhtrict, lonnected AA'ith

Chenchij. 246 u. : peail Odit ry at,

246 11 . ; de-ignations ot, 250 in 1 ;

oiigiu ot tile name. 250 ii. 1;

IViriau settlement m Southern, 471
u. 2.

Hainan Strait, dangerous naAigation

of, 247 11 . : connected A\ith the Sea
ot Sanri, 248 n.

Ilaii-iutting Hall, iiiin-i of, at Kam-
pdieug P'het. 171.

Haiiv race', 550, 556 n. 2, G85-7 ; in

Siak, 817.

Ilaji Hcitaiiagara, king of Java. 821 :

\\aned agaiii't Malavu, 821, 825.

llak-de, empeiur, an Amiamc-'e, reht l

agaiu't China. 104 n. 1.

Ilaivka, the. people. 131 n. 2.

Hala, the. people, a tattooing branch
nt the Sakai, 408 n. 1

.

Ilalang, the, peu{)le, 758, 788 : juoh-

ahly identical avuIi the Ha and
(’’liadaug, 202; aaiIiI tribes near

ljal-Auuwe,273 ; cauiiibali^m aniouu,

S27 ; other de'ignation^i ot, 789 :

hahitat ot. 789.

Ilalhau. Set Malhaii, island.

Haibsa-giri, mountain, city founded

ueai the, 203.

Hamsavatl-mandala. a pr(»vince of

llamahuadesa, 05 ;
a designation of

Pegu, 05, 807.

Han D\Tia&ty. in Ghina, 16; date of

the, iOO; invasions ot the, 231.

Han-uan-a-pi-chcn, sultan ot Su-men-
ta-la, 650.

Hau-Yu, an unti-Buddhrit statesman,

exiled, 003 n. 1.

Hang, Miiang, an Indu monarchy, 122.

Hang-chou, toAvn, other designations

of, 244 ; includ^in Kraunca-dvipa,

244 ;
the Kattigara of Ptolemy, 302.

55
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Hanum.in, the home oi. 7')o.

Ilaiiuman, i-'iaijfls, the AndaniriU'^,

:i84 n.

Harauj, Keren], 809: hest camphor
expoitod troin, 4:]G n. 2; Mij^gcstod

ideiititifatiou oi, 4do n. 2; con-

nected Avith Ho-lo-tan, 469 n. 3,

Hardai.ih, statf.c niuctcflAvith IIi.-lo-

taii, iiiO n. 3.

llindfil'ilt, 'iX specie^ of camphor, i41

n. 1 : meauiu"' oi the term, 811.

Han- Kara, (»t, 211.

Ilarij. iSctfHaiuu]. j-'land.

H.irinahata, river, 740.

Harkand. i8Vc Ileikend, Sea of.

Ilailaj. AVr llama j, i-l.md.

Ilaiiiaj, inland, a iiotuhle chaMn on.

•Idl : the name di^rus^ed, odl n. 1.

d.)2 11. o.

Ilaio. ii\cr, a tiihutary of the Indu",

41 u.

Haiu, state, introduction of Islamism
into, 696.

IIas*-an. an en\oy for China, 044.

Ha-'San. prince, *121 u. 1. 130 n. 1.

Hafetinfipura, kiug’doTii, 746: a desij;-

natiiJii OI Ta,uaung, 02, 471 ii. 2;

otiior de'jig’uations ot, 74d : foundation

ot neAv. 746.

Hat Tdand. .SiC ^fao-Shan.

Hatchet', bias'*, discovered, 210.

Hatieu, toAA-n. position of, 7 : the

Akadra ot Ptoleinv, 7. 8, 9, 11. 12,

13,21, 22, 23. 193, 105: attacked

hy the Siamese Heet, 105: corre-

spond-sAvith Kadrauj, 195: formerly

an excellent harbour, 195 ; good
anchorage in the hay of, 195, 190:
goveruois of, 195 d. 2: reason lor

the name ot. 196 n. : decav of trade

at. 213.

ilawk's Keak Hill. See Ying-ko-

t^wei Shan.
IlawkV hill turtle, tincst tortoise-shell

procuvid Iioin the, 071 n. : habitat

lit. ()7l 11.

HaACock. South, island. 711.

He’-tdrih, the, pet){)le, habit ot the, ot

hlarkiiig th.'ir tM-th, 780. identifi-

cation i>t. 802.

Head-hunting tribes, 72, 360, 652,

G60 n. 2. 720 n.

Ileh Ho. a designation of the Black

Bivt-r, 792.

lleh-ShAvei, river, a designation of

the Me-KhOng. 792.

Hei-kiang, river, 792.

Hemamalu, princess, wrecked on the

Diamond Sands, 107.

Heng, Greater and Lesser, the, islands,

identification ot, 683.

Heng Shan, seajxot, ("inuated Avith

Pi-kiii, 797 : an ancient entrepot

lor trade. 797 n. 1.

Heng- Shan, mountains. See HAvan
Sun liunge.

IIcii/ad:i,a tuAViislupnt Lower Buinia,

144.

Herktnd, Sea oi, 6G4
;
identical with

the Sea ot Lanihii, (jo:;, 663 u. 2 ;

deri\'ation ».t tlie nanir, 663, 663
11. 2 ; best toitoise-'liell ioimd in

the, 671 n.

lift, iMuang, camphor-tu'e^at.d^iSn. 1.

Hieunera, Llaiuls. a designation of the

Amlaiiians jind Xik'*}irii-j o97.

Hiep-p‘o. Vi’ Lui Chau, t"nii.

High island. .V^’ Sara>au.

HiU tnbv.-s, 131. 132, 289 n.
;

the

(9hleng, 118-20: of Kanihoja
and Oampa, 161, 163, 172, 173 ;

01 Xegrito descent, 256 ; language
ot the, of Xoitheni Siam. 6S7.

Hindu images, 601 ii. 2.

Hiranya, liver, a designation of the

Brahmaputra, 2S7
Iliranvadama, a learned Brahman.

546*.

IIi‘‘tory, outline, of the Palembang
kingdom, 619-30.

Hluing, a to\vu^hip ot LoAver Bunna,
144.

Hlaing, rm-r. 41 n.
:

probably the
BC'syngaol Ptolemy, 75, 76; poVibly
known as the Bi-eihga, 77.

Hlay-t.shlep, toAvn, a designation of
Lasippa, 144.

Hnicng. Hmung, the, people, a desig.

nation ol the Miao-tsz, 793.
Ho, the, people, 144 n. 2: face-

tattooing among, 367 n. 3.

Ho, iMuang, kingdom, founded hv the
Lau, 127

:
probably identical Avitii

Xan-chao, 127 : a designation of
Yunnan, 144 u. 2.

Ho-che, di<^trict, 764 ; couiiected with
the Ta-li Lake, 767.

, Cl UCSli.

nation of the Xan - chao fo';

144 n.i.
IIG-(la«. .SV IIu-t‘ou, the, people.
Ho-Ung, state, a de-ignatinn ,,1 Shf

p'lp 464, 478, ,704, 714
; otlii

desia-iiations of, 472, 472 11. 1 f,04
eapiial of. 472 . location of 47.3_,'

478^50, 4,SI n. 1, 4,8,3, 704 70'
544; produrtions „f, 476, 671 n.
erroneous identification with Jav'
480; connected with Gerian^ 48;
olO, .)84 n. 3; toponymies simils

« 1 ; -twenty-eigi
states subordinate to, 505 ; anecdot
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r espccl-iiijj- liio of, (^05, o05 Hor, the, people (^f SIuci' Blium. 1-H.
n. 2 : tiihutaiT to Queen Sinnl-devI, Hormar, city, location iiml ideutification
50 6, 544; cessation ot intercourse of, 647.
bet ween China and, 5t 9 ; iilentifi- Horse, a mythical marine, 558. 559.
cation of, 5lo u. i- (,n\o}s sent to 67;^ n. 2; Kwan-vin assumed the
China by, 544 n. i, 545. 547 ; sent torm of a magic, 6U0

;
the marine,

Seug-ch'i slaves to China, 547: of Arabic legend, 600, 600 n 3.
last mention or, 547 ; noted for Houses, description of the, ot Seiirah,
tortoise-shell, 671 n.; ijuetn 564: description of the, of I’alcui-
of, 699. bany. 564 n. 4.

Ho-lo-tan, state, 543, 812 ; on Slie-

P‘o Island, 469, 542 ;
discrepancies

in accounts of, 469, n. 3 ; suggested
identiticalion of, 469, 469 n. K 542,
760 : capital ot, 469 u. 3 ;

king ot,

542; latest mention ot, 543; title

conferred on the ruler of, 543.
Ho-lo-t*o, 29 n. 2.

Ilo-luan'i", the, people woishippeis of

genii, 341 u. 1.

Ho-raan, the. people, 144 n. 2.

Ho-nii-to, king of Shih-li Fo-shih,
G20

; the patron ot I-tsiiig. 620 :

sends dwarts and slaves to China,
620.

Ho-iii, the, people, name also applied

to the K‘a-to, 357 ;
varieties ot the,

359 : a tribal designation, 360.

Hi>-p’u. T.ui Chau. town.
Ho vShan, island, ideiitifieatioQ of. 782.

Ho-te., iSce Ho-Munng, kiiiffdom.

H6-th6n, the, people, remnants of

the Ilo'tOn of Campa, 258 n.

Ilo-ti Chiang, part of the Bod River,

315 u. 1.

Ho -ton, kingdom. coiTesponds to

Kwang-hin and Kwang-til, 227

;

identified with Campa, 227.

Ho-ton, the, people, 255 ; the primi-

ti\e population of ramjni, 252;
theijry as to their oriiTin, 252 : their

identity discussed, 257 n. ; remnants
ot, "till in Eastern Kamboja. 258 n.:

])robably the Aithinpes ol Ptolemy,

263 : legendary identification of,

785; alleged to be a monkey race,

785: the kiiigdcin ol, 785.

Ho-wong, a chiet cih of the Ho, 144 :

other designations ot, 144 n. 2.

Hog Island. .sVi? Varaha.

Hoi, race, 225 n. 1.

Hoi-how, seaport, identified with

Senji, 247 n,, 248 n.

Hoi-kun, the, people a branch of the

Lawa, 161 n. 1.

Hoi-raang, the, people, a branch of

the Lawa, 161 n. 1.

Hon-kuk, inscriptions, 781, 791.

Honaa, 16.

Honan-fu, 16.

Hradaua, liver, a name of the Brahma-
putia, 829.

H"i-ch*uaa .SV.e Toi-kwh n. diNtiiijt.

Hsi-erh-hai. Ta-li. lake.

Hsi-erh-lio, liver, legend re-.pecting

the, 137.

Hsi-tu-Ueh, city, location of. 784 ;

the .seaport tor Ha-noi. 784.
H"i-ho, ]I-i.ho-H"ien, the 8ola:ia of

Ptolemy, 1).

Hsi-kiang. river, identified Mith the
bl7 n. 2.

II>i-lau, "tute, a tle^iyiiatuni of Ceylon.
3sy. o79 11 . 2; r-Libiect to Saii-to-

chd, 626, 701 : suggested id- uititica-

tion 01 , 626 : identical with Oialaug.
665 n. : other de^iunatiou" ot, 701.

ILi-li, Climc^e name for iSmnanoie,
199 n. 4

ILi-li IIu-ta-h"ia-]i-tum, king, idcnti-

lied with Ser-Xut.tkalah, 578, 579.
621 ; death uf. 579, 621 : other

rendering" ot t!ie name, 579 ; king
ot 8au-io-ch*i, 621 : "eiit tribute to

Cbma, 621.

ILi-li Mu-h"ia-lo-"he, king, sends

tribute to China, 625.

ILi-lun, mountain, a lootpiint of

Buddha on. 605 u.. 701
:
probahlv

tlic Cakra Mountain, 677.

H"i-mo 'bima'i, (pieen ot Ho-ling,
505, 541; aneialote le-pecting. 505
n. 2

;
probaidy idi nticui with Queen

Sima-devI, 5()5-o, 544 ; reared bv
t’le king ot Ta-"hih, 699.

H"i-Ou, province, an aacniit designa-

tion ot Tenkin, 351 n.. 374.

H'-i-jiaw. Si-pidi, to^^^.

H"i-t*u, the, people, ideiitiiied with

the Toi-dO, 233 : habitat oi, 352,

35.j ; suggested connection with the

Siudoi, 352, 353, 356 ; alleged

de"fjent of, 353; self-st\led Ma-liu,

353 : their origin disr-u-^od, 354

n. 1 : identification oi. 780, 802.

Hsi-tung Islands, identification of,

708 n. 1, 709, 713, 714, 715, 716 ;

the origin of the name discussed,

716, 717 ;
connected with Ptolemy’s

Satyron, 717; connected with the

Anambas, 724.
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See Toi«vu, district.

Hsi-)a, l•i^er, id(-ntitied Avith the Seros

ot Ptolemy. d74, 377 ; other

designation^ ot, 37- ^ the uaim* dis-

cLhsed, 373, 374, 377.

Hsi-Auan-iuan, the, people, 12.3, io3;
inhabitants of Tonkin. 1.31 : a race

on the ])oideis of Xan-chao, 1.32.

Hsia-fhiang, district, designathin of

Chao-wa, 4.31 n. 1.

Ilsia-cli'ili, kina' ot Palembaiip*, G22 ;

euvoA" sent In’, G22.

H^ia-ejiili-l\Ia-io-ye, title of the kin"
or She-p'o, .347.

H^ia-clinh Su-Avii-ch‘a-p*u-mi, kiui*’

ot San-fo-fh*i, 620; sends pieT.ent.s

t<» China, 623.

Ilsiu-hwa-mien, the. people, connected

Avith the jUaiiiiu^ and JSii'inins, 674,
f>74 11. 2.

Hsiauit, di-^tiict, 149 ii. 1 : corresponds

to the present Ila-tiuh provinre. 147.

2.30 n. 2 ; connected with Luaii"

Pduah Pang', 147. 148; included in

the kingdom of Xan-yiieh, 230 n. 2.

II>iang-chou, dKiiit, liS.

JI«>iang-liu, tlistiict, a name given to

the Lin-i district, 116 n., 147. 227 :

coimected A\ith Ldamr PTirali Pang,
116 u., 117. 116; identified with

Ptolemy's Koitatha, 118: lehellion

ot, 227 ;
le-e^tahlished Os Lin-i or

I.am-ap, 227. 228 : other designa-

tion' ut, 232 n. 1, -ill n. 2, 3-52: a

di'tiiet ot Jih-naii. 31 1 u. 2: loca-

tion ot, 793.

H'‘iaug-p’u, di'trut. connected with
Hsiaug-lm. 232 n. 1.

H'iang-}iu. Sc< ll^-iang Shwei. ii\er.

ilsiauu Shwei, inei, i>o....ihly toii-

nC'Cted Avith the Sung Voi. 793 .

other de-iguation'. ol. 793. 7'>6,

ll'iao-flueii. the, people, iiiliuhitauts

ot Hainan, 247 n.

H'iao Ku-la, the, pu>]>le, 7-71.

H'iuo-k’uii-luu, 'tate, name applied

to Taik-kul5, S9. 90, 9o n., 113.

S19: location «'t, 90 n. ; other

designations ot, S19.

H^iao^k’uu-luu i Cuihin-Chinaj, name
applied to Pulo Condor, 90 n.

lI'iao-k‘uii-lun. the, people, term

meaning * the Little Kfdus,' 89 n. 5,

90 ; habitat of, 75.7 : king ot, 755.

H'iao P‘o-h>-nieu, .state, identified

with Manipur, 814 ;
description of,

8)4.

Hsiao Wen-ti, emiieror, reign of,

779 ,

Hsiao'Wu, emperor, Kan-t‘o-U paid
homage to, 602 ;

reign of, 780*

Ilsie-lo, city, identified with Cheila,

467, 467 n. 1.

Ilsie-man. the, tribes identified Avith

PtoleiUA's Scmantliiiioi, 376,

Hsien. state, 774; pait ot Ch‘ih-t‘u,

179: unsuitable tor cultivation,

180; repie-^ents Syama, 180; corre-

'.‘pouds to Siam. ISO, 1S3 : con-

quest oi, ISI : the name discussed,

178-83, 181 n. 1; may be Ptolemy^s
Saniarade, 181 n. 1 : the name of

Ch’i-t‘u>ucceededb\, 183; embassy
to f'hina fioin, 822; identified Avitli

Sukliothai, 822.

H'leu-liii, kingdom, a desiguatioii of

J'alembang, 560, 612; sent tiibiite

to China, .707 : other designations

of, 577, 580, 021 ; term equHalent
to Serirah, 621

.

Ilsiu, teiiitory. Set IHin-chou, sea-

port.

Hsiii-tliMng. di'ti'ict, connected A\ith

Soii-toi. 3oO.

Ilsiu-chou, * Xcw I'let.' seaport,

other dc'igiiiitioiis ot, 238, 210, 249,
27s

;
the '‘ettleincut ol, 210;

i leiitity Avith Tuiuii improbable,
211 u. 3 ; scented Avood from. 241 :

toinu-ily belonged toKaniboja, 211 ;

lutei T.ikcn by Tonkin, 2ll
;

deriva-
tic»n ot the nanie, 211-3: a cliiet

ceiiTie ol the eagle-wood industry,
279 ; theteiiituiA uhoul Pal-AiJgw'e,

279; a 'tone pagoda erected at, as
a beac<m, 7sl.

II'iu*chou, river. 23S : identified Avith

the Lung-song, 239.

H'iu-tu. the, people, eoiKjuest of, 749 ;

otlui de'jenatioiis or, 719.
H'in-niug Chou, district, identical

A\ith Tai-nguyOn, 705.

ll'in-fo, 'tate (Sumatra), dependent
on Sun-to-ch'i, 1.50. 628

: port, and
production' of, 150: eironeoii'lv

cimuected Avith Sunda {.JuAa', l.ju’*

identification of, 450 u. 2 . bo't
pepper prtMUied Horn, 450 n. o

4.71; location ot, 4.',
1,

.j.jo
: prob-

ably identical Avith Zuud.i, 4.34.
628 ; oiigiu 01 the name, 15.7, l.iO •

connected Avith Indiaimra, 133 4s-\
028.

See Siuda. to\A-n.

meaning ot tlie term. 388 n 1
llbu-laui;, the, people, other de^i-na-

tions uf, 789.
*'

iiHi-wen-ta-na, state, a designation
<

Sumatra, 648, 649 ; identified wi1
.-u-nien-ta-Ia, 648

; complakts o
against the Siamese, 650.
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Ilsiian, emperor, 092 n, 2.

Dsuan T^ung, Col.
Hfi-Kaiig, output ot the amber mines

at, o82 u. 1.

Hu-luii-na-p‘o, personal name of the
Liau? kings, 492. 492 n. 2.

Hu-uaii, 59.

Hu-peh, .59.

Hu-t‘ou, the, people, other designa-
tions of, 3.)9

;
iiahitat of, 785.

Hua-inieii, See ‘ Flowered Faces
*

tribe.

Hiiaii. kinirdoni, a designation of

Campa, 779.
Huan Kiver, 778: prohabiv corre-

sponds to the Yaii-clruaiig, 779.

Huan-chou. district, 797 : location of,

308 n. 1 ; designation of Ila-tTu,

778, 794.

Huan-waug, kiiiirdom, name ap[)liecl

to Lam-ap, 228 : renamed C'han-

ch'Onir, 228; the iiruo disrussod,

778, 779.

Huang-eh ‘eng. district. 12.>.

Iluanu'-ddiig, lluaim'-toiig, tlie, tribe,

703 ;
attack Tonkin and kill the

governor, 125 : tribes on the borders

of Xan-chao, 152, 158.

Hudei, the, wild tribe^ in the Malay
Peuiii-sula, 163 n. 1.

Hiiei Khai. See Khara-nadi. river.

Human gall. S-e (Jail, human.
Human sacrihce, 264 n. 1.

Hung, king, founder of \'aa-Iang,

339.

Hung Chiang, part of the Red River,

315 n. 1.

Kiiug-ugai, town, corresponds to Peh-

ngai, 739, 763. location of, 739.

Hung-vuang, term denoting kings of

the Hung ivnastv, 338, 339.

Hung Wu, king. 648.

Iliing-ven, di'’trict, connected with

Vo-hifi. 35i) ; a Dutch settlement,

799.

Hw'.i-lu, city, capital of Tonkin, 334.

563 u. 3 ;
foundation and location

of, 563 n. 3; reiiiiival ot capital

from, 799.

Hwa-mien. kingot the, a designation

of the king of Na-ku-Orh. 646 n. 1.

Hwati Son Range, 796 : the northern

limit ot Lin-i and Jih-uaii, 7<S,

792, 793 ;
other designation^ of,

792, 793.

Hwang-ch’ao, rebel leader, rehellion

of, 56-3, 563 n. 2.

Hwang-cdiih-tung. the, people, 763.

Hwe, citv and province, 229, 779, 780 ;

identical with Bai Hangov, 229;

known as Bhoja or Bhraja, 220
u, 2 : connected with the kingdom

of T6i-do, 233 ; capital of Annani,

780; destruction <»f. 786: rebuilt,

7S0 : identihed with Kan, 797.

Hwe, river, probably the Doauas of

ITolemy, 281.

Hwei-an-p*u. See Fai-fo, tow'u.

Hwen-tun Ocean, 714.

Kwo-Chi'n-'a, eX])lanation ot the teim.

342 n. 1.

Hw'o Shan, identical with Volcano
Tdand, 520 n. '2.

Iln'o-sh', sugge-'led e\
2
)lanation of the

term, 342 n. 1.

I

I-tsittg, patronized by Kins Ho-nu-to,
620: travels troiu Bhoja t«> (.'hma.

620.

lahadios, 218.

labadiu, * Island of Barley,’ 411.
ideiititied with Sumatra, 458. 590,

593 : erroneously connected with

Java, 458 : the capital ol. 458

:

gold plentiiul in, 4 58; the name
discu^-ed. 458, 459. 596, 591, 633 ;

otlier designation-y oi. 459, 459 ii. 1,

596 : connected with Ya-p*o-t‘i,

etc
, 465. 540 n. 1, 541 . its ideuti-

ticatioii discussed. 465 : limits of,

587, 632 : Ptolemy's mistaken idea

of the^'ize of, .587 : corresponded to

the Sri - Bhojaii terntory, 611 ;

places in, corre-poud to jilaces in

Arakan, 656: li-t of place-? on the

coa"! "t, 6.)6.

lamhulus, (Jreek traveller and writer,

593 ;
adventure-? of, 593. 594

;

carried to Pidihotlira, 59 4 ; the

island of, identiliel a- Sumatri. 595,

595 n. i

lana. Ilia, 834.

Ibn Batuta, present at Ahiiunrs

w'edding, 645: again visits Sumatra,

646.

Identitication ot place- opposite the

eobt coast or the Bav ot Bengal,

426.
‘ Idol St me,’ the. .SV/- B.Itu Berhala.

Ijika-. the. people, not id-mtihHd, 53 ;

other de-nin.itiou- ot, 744.

Ike .Me-e, an en\ov to Pa-Io-pnn,

84 n. 2.

Ikhthyopliagi, the, 785, 786.

Ikhthvophagoi Aithiopcs, the, people,

habitat ot, 255 ; derivation and

meaning <>i the name. 256: identiti-

cation of, 25(), 256 11 . I, 263.
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Sec Khoten.
Ilha das Xaus, an islet off Malacca,
516 n. 3.

Ilha do Ouro, 670 n. 1, S07.
Ilia lana, a desianatiou ol Suniatia,

647 ;
production of, 647-

Ilia Trapobana. See Taprobana, i>Iand.

Iinousun,the Nan-chao conqueior, 130
n. 1, 76tl ; established the Jwan-
hwa prefecture, 130 n. 1.

Indaprathai, the, people, connected
with the Southern Kachins, 733.

Indau, district, camphor from the,

436 n. 3.

Indi. luthi, the, people, connection
with the Indoi discussc'd, 348, 349 ;

the habitat ot, 349 ; a branch of the

Ta-oi, 349, 349 n. 1.

India, I. 4, 17, 19. 33, 35, 45 n. 2,

47, 65 n. 1, 81, 84, 87, 92, 06, 103,

104, 113, 117, 123 c. 2. 140, Uo,
1 52 ; leeend respecting a prince from,

31 ; Kalingas driven to the south ot,

32; teim applied to natives ot, 34:
names transplanted from, to ludo-
China, 39 n. 2, 48, 121 ; trade

route from, to the Gull of Siam, 79,

94 ; embassy to, 93, 124 : people ot,

101, 102: Prince Danta-kumara's
flight from, i07: traditions trans-

planted Irom, lOS : Diamond Sands
of, 108; emigrants from, 122:

China civilized ironi. 124: camphiT
produced in,439n, 1, 439 n.

India, Further, toponymies ot, dis-

L-U'*'<t‘d, 41 n. , 42 n.

India. Xoi'thtm, 40, 105, 121 : emi-
grants from, 122.

India, Southern, 32, 81. 101, 122;
populations ot, b9, 97, 101, 102,

103, 104.

Indn-Cmna, 32, 34, 3S, 40, 49, 5S,

65, 95. 102. 114. 114 n. 1, 120,

126. 130, 148, 150, 159, diffinilty

<'t identiiviiiir rtoleiny’'^ .‘stations in,

5 : l't<demv'< lundauu'iital '«tati<ms

in, IT . civilization ot, 48, 123, 124 :

the pioneer coloni/ei'^ of, 81, 12S

II. 2, 129: the toponymies ol, 113,

121, 122 : emigrants ironi India to.

122
:
people ot the tnmtier ot, 16U:

tribe-' ot Thai and MOh-Annam, race

throughout. 16U : coast ot, little

known in Ptolemy’s time, 222;
southern part of, oi recent tonnatiou,

222, 223 : a peculiarity ot the bare-

looted population ot, 2*25 n. 1 : the

conmienceinent ot ernpire-uiaking in,

234.

Jndo-China, Northern, under the sway
of the Thai empire, 75.

ludo-China, Southern, dateot Ptolemy’s
information regarding, 739.

Indoi, the, people, 130, 264, 802

;

location ot, 346. 348 : connected

with the Son-tin tribes, 347 :
prob-

ably an erroi tor Sindoi, 347, 348;
their connection with the Indi dis-

cussed, 348, 349 ;
derivation of the

name discussed, 349, 735 ;
of Mon-

Aniiam race, 350.

Indonesian race, ca]ini})alism of, 660
n. 2 ;

possibly connected with the

Battas 660 n. 2.

ludra, a god of the ludu^, identified

with P‘hva Then, 127 : a visit paid

to, U5.
*

Indra Biahma. piince, probably identical

with Jndravarrnan, 696 ; took refuge
at Malacca. 696, 69G u. 1 ;

converted
to I.viain, 696 u. 1.

Indra-d\ipa. See Aindia. district.

Indra-i.'tja, the founder ot the Phrah
Thou pag-oda, 189.

Indrabhadresvara, temple rebuilt under
the name of, 545.

ludragiri. kingdom, pepper produced
at. 454 n. 1 : in Sumatra, 454 n, 1

;

hairy people on the coast of, 685 ;
a

imsses-^ion ol Acheh, 705.
Indraprastha, city, the medieval capital

ot Kamboja, 777.
Indrajtura, town and di^tlict, vaiious

applications ol the name, 449 ;

possibly the capital of Zunda, 454 ;

pepper produced at, 454 n. 1 : al.'O

de'jignated lDin-t‘o, 483. 628 : a
district of Sumatra, 590, 639 n. 2 ;

a pos.-^e.-'-'inn of Acheh, 706.
Indravaiman I, king. 459 n. 3.

ludu civilization, 48, 101, 123, 121,
133, 267 ; introduction of, to Kaiu-
boja, 8. 206 ; checked by Chiue-ie
coaque<t8, 264.

Indu eoionies, 8. 41 n.. SO. 107. 109,
122 : in Kamboja. loi.

ludu dynasties. ;31. 60, 01. 66 ; extent
ot the sway oi. in Indo-Chiuu
122.

Indu louudatinn-. fUh 67 ; Bhamo 4‘^

Sada. 45: Takrda, 85, S9 : Lio-oV
107,108; Luang Pdirah Ban"- 133

^

• r- iOr),

Acheh ruieis clainif<L 66,7 u
IiHiu tiiuimn I1U-, li.t lit tlK-, inVui

India. 122. 123.
Inaai^m. tl». pn'vailint; reli-ior
Bambn. 695.

Inilus riser. 19, 40 ii. 2. 62 n
Vtolemv'^ (li.tancc erroi t het,
Euaipje aud the. 20, tiaiiMerem
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nunie'^ in the valley or the, to the
Iravati district, 41 *ii.

Inseriptiony, GS, 212 ; of the Trang
and Ba P*huom districts, 211, 212;
Buiniese, at Kaung - hmu - daw
temple, S26.

Insula Borne Portume, 411.
Insula Xudonim, the Andanian-
Xikohar archinelago, 399.

Intermixed tiihes', 120 ii,, 131, 132.
Ipoh, a noted cave, 477 u. 1.

Irayuti, river, 33, 39, 41 n., 42 n., 48,
49, ol, 54, 62, 63 n. 2, 65, 66, 93,

117, 287 n. ; names transferred from
the Indus valley to the district of the,

41 n. ; delta of the, 71, 72 ;
merged

into the Salwin by caitographei*s,

7 0
;
possibly the Besynga oi Ptolemy,

75, 509 u 2 : other designations ot,

56 n. 1. 58, 509 n. 2. 741, 792;
the continuation ot the Chindwiu,

741 : ancient name of the Ravi
River, India, 832.

Irawaddi, Iravati, river.

Isa, Hill of. See Isuna, mountain.

Tsana, mountain, identitied with Pdmom
Eisd, 205.

ICm.i-puia, city, the capital city ot

Komar, 2 >4^ 205: lounded by

I'iliiavunnan, ’2i'4, 205 ;
location ot,

205.

Isauavarmau. kinL% cou([Uered _^Kam-

boja, 169 u. 1, 206 ;
founded Kana-

pura, 204, 2o5 : coii<[uered and

annexed Fa-nan, 204, 206, 213;
mentioned in the AVat P‘ho inscrip-

tion, 211 : nieiitioiied in the Bu
Pdmoni in''CTiptK'n«, 212.

Iskander Muda, ISulriin, king of Acheh,
705 ;

letter of, to James I ot Eng-
land, 705 ;

po-i'^es'-ioii'' claimed hy,

705. 706 ; war made upon Johoi

hv, 706 ; war made u])on Pahang hy,

706; conquest'’ ot, 706.

Islamism, the introduction of. into

Sunuitia, 434, 642 n. 2, 644, 665 n.,

695, tioO, 701; lefu'-ed hy the Gayu,

674 n. 2 : among the t'owu’-pcojde

ot Perlak, 695.

Island, Oriental terms de-*ignating,

588 n. 1.

Islands, the, ot Tian-Gartgetic India,

379 If.

Isle du Pic. See North Pirate Island.

Issedtmes, the. people, a tribe of ancient

Scythians, 661 n. : canuihali'^m of,

661 n.
. «

Isvara, a designation of Siva, 789.

Itikas. Ste i]ikas, the, people.

Itineraries, 527, 658 n. 2, 819, 820,

of I-t.'ing and Wu-hing, China to

India, 475, 475 n. 2 ;
from She-p‘o,

511; Chinese, 511, 512, 515, 520
11 . 2, 710-13

;
accuracy of Chinese,

513, 514 ;
between India and China,

606, 606 n. 4, 607, 607 n. 1 ;

between Chin-li-p‘i-shih and Ceylon,

823, 824,

Ivory, Takola a mart for, 88.

Izi, the, people, identification of, 744.

J

Ja-long, emperor, captured Kwi-non,
238 n. 1, 277 ;

hmlt the second city

of Bin-dTh, 277 ;
eaniiibali'-m ordered

by, 827.

Jaba, state, account ot, 469 n. 3 ; in

North Sumatra, 597 u. 1.

Jaba, Java, island See Zaba. island.

Jaba, Java, place-names connected
with the terms, 517 n. 2.

Jabah, island, 555 ; ruled by a Prince
Jabah, 551: productions' of, 551;
connected nith Tdnah Jfiwu, 552:
doubtful identity with Prathama
Yava, 552 : location of, 555 : volcano

on, 556 : inhabitants of, 556 ;
con-

nected with Sumatia, 556, 633.

Jabah, the, people, inhabitants of

Shehlhet. 552.

Jabah, prince of, temple erected by,

551 ;
likene-^s ot, impic'-sed on his

coins, 551: Buddha w’o^^hipped by,

551.

Jabah and ^lelahet, Island ttf, 809 ;

account ot the. 555 : identified with

Zabej, 558.

Jabah of Indi'a, the, Kalah belonged
to, 550,

Jabah ot the, pei^;oiial title

f>i, 550.

JahniiUj, a coarr-e description of silk,

7 45.

Jaii. district, included in K‘iung-tu,
62 n. 4.

J:ule-inine>, 523 n. 2.

Jakau. See Ka}:it Utau, the, trihc'^.

Jakarta. Jakutra. ^tate.

Jakatia, stab*, 775; a -^tate ou Ju^a,

637. 637 11 . 1 . Bubdi rule in, 637

n. 1.

Jakola, citv, aiterward'- lalltd Maiaeca,

521 n. i.

Jakola, district, a <le^ignati(>u of

('Iruiig-ka-la. 520 n. 2; the capital

city ot Malacca, 521, 521 n. 1

;

deihation ot the name di^-ussed,

521 n. 1 ;
eirur in the ideutitiiaitioii

of, 603 ;
location ot, 817

:
po^r-ibly
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couiieeted ^\^th Ka-la, 817 ;
identi-

iieatiuu of, 817, 8‘20.

Jakiin tribes, the, 496, eaniplior

tollei-ted and sold by, 4o6 n. ‘i.

Jala, district, tin-woiks at, 88 ; a

designation of Chen-Ia, 203; name
applied to the Mc-Khong delta, 224.

Jala, Sea of, 249.

Jala-dvipa, a desiirnatiou of Sumatra,
568 n. 2.

Jalada, prince ol Saka-dvipa, 107;
district named after, 16”.

Jalapiiri, other designations of, 824.

Jamaja, Jamajah, i-^lands, a deM^na-
tiou of the Anamba-^, 707, 707 n. 2,

716, 722: Conquered bv the Javane-'e,

707.

Jamrdu-l-'alam, king ot Achln. 647
11 . 1 .

Jambi, di-trict, pepper produied at,

4d(J u. 1 : meaning of the name
discussed, d6d n.

;
gold from the

districts of. 631, 640: a centre of

trade and ciiiiizatioii, 631, 642;
probably the capital ot Zabej, 6:j‘>

:

other de.Mgnation? of, b39, 640; a

po-^ses'ioQ ot Acheh, 706.

Janibi. river, ideutitied with the Pe-pi
Eiver, 617 n. 2.

Janihukoja, snapoit of X.lgadijai, 381

u. : connected ^\ith C'olombogim,
381 n.

James I, king of Enulaiid, letter noni
Sult.an Iskander ^tuda to, 513, 70o.

Jan*ho, island, identified with Gunong
Api, 782.

Jauadap.i, 516.

Jahagal.i, 521 : a celebrated kingd«>m
of Java. 521 ii 1.

Jauga. ‘SV"' ( '•hong, the, people.

Jiingala, citv, alleged ca])ital ot Java,

592 n.i.'

Janil, Sultan, king of Acheh. 704.

Janpa. Giamba, poit.

Japara, location ot. 824 : Clnne.se

trade with, 824 -5.

Jarai. ii-'*' Ciiarai, tile, people.

Jarawa. the, trihe ot the Andamrm-
Xikobars, 390 n. 2-

Jars, for rii'e-wine, 763, 764 : ashes

ot decea.sed ehieltains kept in, 764.
‘ Hre,’ object of worsfiip in

Ku>a-dvlpa, (572.

Jau, Jau-ehi. Se>- Keu. the, people.

Java, the region designated, discussisl,

466 ff.. 634 n. 1, 812; kings of,

540 n. 2: (onfusjon re.specting the

name of, 5.30 ; distinction hetw**eii

two places called, 5.30, 556, 557

:

term applied to the |ieople and
country of Sumatra, 637, 638.

Java (Malav Peninsula or Sumatra),

stale. 272 n. 1, 819, 820, 822: a

name applied to Luang P^hrah Bang,

131, 13.J, 149, 150; the name
derived fioni the original occupiers

ot the country, 150
;

part of the

Afalav Peninsula, 432 u. 2, 556;
produi ed the \\ oi>t pepper, 454 u. 1 ;

wrongly connected with labadiu,

458; extended application of the

name of. 459 u. 2, 459 ii. 3. 462,

463, 634 II. 1 ;
the term is properly

a racial name, not a toponymic, 460

;

name applied to Sumatia. 461 n. 1,

517 n. 2, 557, 596, 632, 6-33, 635,

637, 638 ; name must not be con-

fined to the island of, 162
;

other

IbroH oftliennme, 462 n., 463, 632 ;

other designation- ot, 4G3, 464, 656 ;

Tonkin attacked hy, 466
;
^the armies

of, l)uin the temple of Siva, 545 ;

the de}»endeucy fd', on Kamboja
discussed, 545, 546.

Java, Gicut, indisciimmate application

of tbe name, 634 n. 1.

Java. Iligblnnd, 545 ;
connected w'ith

l)a-bu. 466: identified with Davaka,
40 /

.

Javii, I'lnnd of. 4.j9, 460: other

ot, 46-), 4iS0 n. 1, 516
n. 3, 549 n. I, 557, 592, 592 il. 1,

644 n. 1, S22 : early mentions of,

549, 644 n. 1 : Ohiiiefte e.xpedition

.sent to, 549. 709, 825 : unknotvn to
the Cliiuese prior to 1292 a.d., 539,
549 n. 1, 82.5 : apparently unknown
to the Arabs. 555, 557 Cits identi-

fie.ition with Zabej refuted, 578,
580 ;

.'pread of the domination ot,

586 : comiiiest of Palembang by,
586, 640, 647, 648 ;

first Indd
adventurer who reached, 591 ; U.st

ot allefred .-ucce.^sive capitals of, 592
u. 1 ; foundation of the kingdom of,
592 n. 2 ; identification with Ya-
p‘o-ti eiioueou-, 6117 n. 1. 60S ;

lums in, mainly Buddhi-t. 610 n. 1 ;

namt-, of -tatcAin, 647 : Saii-to-ch‘i
tributary to, 647 n. 1 , riiiiie-e
kiiowledsc ot. and tivde witii, 824
S25 ; (Mnnibali,.m in. 828.

' ’

Java, Tii'Hlai. location oi, .149.
Java, Little, indi-criminate appheation

ot the name, 644 11. 1.

Java, tbe, peofile. the name of the
yon-Aiinan, race, 460, term
tiUhe people and countn ot Sumatra
6-.. b.J.S,

; .ettlei.ot the Mahw
1 <*nmsiil;j, fj-,-

Java I,,l,tiid, an islet
510 n. 4.

off Malacca,

(
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Java Major, probably identical with
liorneo, 634 n. 1 ; ideutibeation of,

discussed, 634 u. 1.

Java Minor, island, the Island of

Java, 634 n. 1 ; a designation of
Sumatra, 645.

Java-dvipa, S‘I2 ; a name applied to
Sumatra, 634.

Javaka, the term discussed, 825.
Ja\akii, the, people, a de^gnation of

the Malays, 624 n. 1, 629, 636.
Javanese, the, people, no early names
known for, 636, 637 ; also desig-

nated Cdivea Yav<i, 636; confused
Avith the Jawas of Sumatra, 637 n. 1

;

cannibalism of, 661 n.

Jau, Jauij>, the, people, the ifalats

ot Sumatra. 636.
Jawa, town, situati^)n of, 432 n. 2.

Jiiwa, village, location ot, 517 n- 2,

in Borneo, 517 n. 2.

Jnwah, city and island, an Uland fumed
i<ir spices, 553 ; a city on Kalah
i'-land, 553 : its identity discussed,

553 : identity with Sumatia sug-

gC'.ted, 517 u. 2, 554, 556, 633,

i'4(i, 834; location oi, 555; the

capital and seaport of, 646: sultan

ot, 646.

Jaw ah, the, people, the country of,

4o0 u. 1 ; application ot the name,

460 n. 1.

jruA'itli, Sea of. 663 n. 2. 695.

Jawi, country of, a designation of

Sumatra, 637, 638, 638 u. I, 099

u. 1.

Jawi-jiiAvi, island, location of, 517

n. 2,

Java Harivarman, king ot C'ampd,

789 ;
Bal Am^we probably the

capital of, 789 ;
coinpiors of, 791.

Java Indravarmau III, identiried with

Tsou-ya-no, 279 u. 1.

Java Sin'ihavarmau V, king, descendant

of the Brasu-varii^a, 229 n. 2

Jayakesiu I, claimed to have subdued

Cliola, 624 n. 1.

Javapala, king, 746.

Jayasimha II, claimed to have subdued

Cbola, 624 n. 1.

Javavaddbana, city, capital of Ctwlon,

390 n.'l.

Javavamian II, king of Kamhoja,

210, 459 n. 3, 545; reigned at

Nagara Indrapura, 540.

Jayavanuan YII, hing, 175 n, 3.

Jelataug, 627.

Jelutong, district, location of, S26.

Jelutong, Suugei. location of. 826,

Jen-kw'o, king of luniian, 123, 291:

a descendant of Meng Chu-sung,

290 n. 1 ; king of reli-ngai, 291,
762 : capital cities of. 763.

Jen T-'Ung, emperor, 651.

Jesore, tow'n, identitied with Tilo-

gnimmou, 53.

Jhalavan, kingdom, identified with
Turan, 790.

Jih-lo-ha-chih, district, ideutiticatiou

of, 552 n. 2.

Jih-io-t*ing, state, >ubject to Sau-fo-
ch*i, 627 : maiiuiaetures of, 627,

628; identification of, 627. 826.
Jih-nau, department ot, 227, 227 n. 4 ;

foundation of, 227 ; name chani»ed

to Pi-kin, 292 ; extent of, 293 n. i,

792, 793 : vbited by merchants,

302 ;
the district" of, euumnated.

311 n. 2 : coni|uered by the king of

C’amp.i, 790.

Jivala. &'e Zibala, i-land.

Juanabliadra, a Buddhist monk, 507.
Johan .^ah. intiodueed IdaTiiism into

Achcd.i, 6u5 ; .ui a«cest(*r ul S^iah
Je!;an, 695: arrival of, in Acheh,
702 : the hist Muhamiuadan king
ot .\clieh. 702.

Jolioi, di'-tiict. 97 ; extent ot, 522 n.*.

Johor, nty, capture ot. 534.

Jolior, (liNfrict. 777
;

])rol)ably dt>ig-

nated Betuniah, 20o. 221; known
later as I'joug Tauah, 200. 775

;

foie^ts or lignum aints in, i7s n.
;

identical with Mala\u, 53 i, 538;
noted for tortoi'e-^heli, 671 n.

;

war betv\eeu Acheh ami, 706.
Johor Kixer, loit ot black 'tone on

the, 576.

/e/. , uamc applied to the Aiinamese.
i;jo.

Jot.'uia-pura. town, 766; a designation

ot (’‘hieng Hung, 13S, 139; name
po>sd>ly connected Avith the Me-
Khong, 284.

Jolinagaia, town, the name occur' in

the title <‘t the Cdut-ng Kuug chiet.

766. ‘8>‘' Jotana-pura, town.

Juliig, the, people, l<ii-e - tattooing

among, 367 n. 3.

Judea, a perA'ersion ot the name
Ayuthia. 717 n. 1.

Juiiiai, di'tiict, loniiected with Jakola,

820: other designation' of, 820.

Juiube-tree, KolT named after the,

lOo; names applied to the, 106.

Jumbara. S^'e ('diumpdion, town.

Jung-ya-hi, .-rtate, identitication of,

450 n. 2: pepper procured trorn,

45U n. 2: other designations of, 812.

Junkceyloii, island, 23, 91, 758 ;

possibly identical with Kalah, 89

;

image and footprint of a dog at, 96 ;
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ide'ntiticution of, 97 ;
other desijj:-

nations of, 27-1, 274 n, 1. 406, 656;
tTroiieou^ly identified -with Khaline,

406 , only halt a mile irom the

mainland, 407 : strait l<)rdable lor

elephants at low tide, 407 ;
footprint

ot Buddha opposite t>), 665 n.

:

“Historical Ketrospect of. Island/’

821 ;
amhersrris expoUcd ironi, 823.

Jiiifilu, state, suii'iresh-.l identify ot,

628.

Jwan-hwd. e^tahlislmient ot the,

pretfectmv, 130 n. 1, 762.

K

Ka“Ch‘a, identit'ed ^vith Kerti, 528,

530, 821; identification of, dis-

cussed, 52S n. 1.

Ka-ch‘a, Pulo, 821.

K.a-Dran. Ko: Tron, hay.

Ka-ki-lau-tan. *S’(^ Chia-cbi-lan-tau,

state.

Ka-ko-la. Ka-ko-ra, sug'^jC'^ted identity

of, 444 n. 2.

Ka-la, Ko-lo. identification of. $17.

Ka-io-hei, Ka-lo-hsi, state, location

of, 627
;

possible identification of,

628. aho Chia-lo-b>i.

Ka-lo-.die-fu, kingdom, 569 n.

K*a-to, the, people, derivation of the

name di.-^cussed. 357-9 ; identical

with Ptolemy’-* Kudutai, 357, 3G2 ;

habitat ot, «X)7 ;
other desii^natious

of, 357, 372 ; tribes Lomiccted with,

733, 803.

Ka-Trol. Sif Ko: Tron, inland.

Kaluil, \allev, 11 u.

Kach. Oult <>i, 46 ii.

Kachal, i.-laiid, -121.

Kachar, distiict, jairt id Ptolemy's

Kirrhadia, 52.

Kachari. the, people, 83 >.

Kadiin-, the, peo])le, c.mnibali-ni of,

6()0 11. 2, 744: the Tartar oriiriu of,

060 n. 2 ; the ludaprathai connected

with, 733; <»ther de-iiiimtioUn of,

733, 749, 787 ;
habitat ol, 744.

Kacho, Katha, kiiig-dom, connected

with Kia-tN», 61.

Ka'laram, a Chinese expedition sent

ai;aiii««t. 833: identification ot, dis-

cussed, 833.
Kadasan. the, people, tribes in North

Bom(o, 7S2.

Kado, Kadu, the, people, 371, 803,

805; suir^e-ted connection with the

K'a-to, 357 ; liabitat ot, S02
,
im-

mi^^ranth iroui Tibet, 802.
Kadranj, town, 200, identification ot,

7 ;
the Akadra ot Ptolemy, 195

;

corresponds with Hatlen, 195;

derivation of the name, 19'<, 199.

Kadu, the, people, 371 ; little known
and oiteii ignored, 371 ; suggested

connection with the K‘a-t‘o, 372,

805
;

pr<»bahly connected with

Ptolemy's Kudutai. 372 ; a clan of

the Paiaung, 80.1

.

Kaduiiaw-gvT, idciitirication of, 747,

747 n. 1.'

K*ai-teugEu, city, itlcutical with Pien-

liang, 580.

Kdka-dvaja^ a j'pcfics of ^olcauie fire,

672.

Kitka-dvlpa, city, possibly the Kok-
konagara ot Ptolemy, 95 ; the Cey-
lonese expedition landed at, 176.

Kakavudda, Kakavatra, luled at Tak-
sasiia, 180; name compared with the

term 8yamkak, 180.

Kakkola, ’a plant, perfume made from
the heiry of the, 93.

Kakobai, the, people, identification of,

733; other tribes connected ^wth,

733.

Kakola, citv, identification ot, 9o,
' 387 n. 4, 444 n. 2, 549, 811, 832,
833. Itxati.'U ot, 387 n. 4, 444,
444 n. 2, 811 ; other designations
of, 518 n. 1. 549 ;

the walls^of, 518
11. 2 ; seapoit and capital ol Mul-
Jawah, 548 ; description ot, 549 ;

id« utitied with Ligoi, 7oC, 759.
Kakula, Kakulah. Kakola, citv.

Kaia, erroneou- identification Av’ith

Kedah, 91.

Kula-pang, po'"'ihIy connected with
K4l:i, S17: location of, 817.

Kaluau, 'tate, po'-sibly identified with
Kaniulaiiga. 113.

Kalahar, Sea of, identified with the
Kaloilaka Sea, 91.

Kalah, Kalah-hrir, idand and town,
91, .551, 555 ; identified with
TakOpu, 88, 89, 90 n., 806

; a
Centre ot trade, 88; po-^ildy the
i*'Iund ot Junkceviou, 89 ; a depen-
dency of Zahedi, 89; ntlier dt vj,.-na-
tions ot, u;j, 469 n._ ;}

; .iumtiun
ut. 432 n. 2, 560; citie-^ on, 4;]2
11. 2, 553, o.->4

; camphor exported
irom, 437 n., 311 ; a mettina'-plnce
lor iliiihinans 471 ,i. 2. .l.K;' u j-
Iji-loiia, a to tho Jahah ot India, 55o’
•>nl, BL'O: i)art ot Zahej, ooO ii. l’

o«(i, ,;oo
, .\[u-sa!m.7ii, Indii;

and Itr-i.oi-, dwidl ii,_ 5-,,; j
.

lulfd by tlio Mahrnfija of Zlbej',

^
oil

; tm-niiiies near, 7,14.
Kalah, Kalahltar, Hoa ot, GGS n. 2
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695 ;
identified with tlie Kalodaka

Sea, 91, 672 n. *.

Kalakah, distiict. of West Borneo,

628 ;
connected with Ka-lo-hei,

628.

Kalamukha. See Lohamukha, the,

people.

Kalang. Xiang, district, 48S n. 1

;

sulphur obtained from, 477 n. 1 ; a

dependency of Malacca, 48S n. 1 ; on

Singapore Island, 488 n, 1 ;
founded

by the Benua tribes, 488 n. 1.

Kalang, the, people, 25.5 : habitat of,

788
;
tribes connected with, 788.

Kalantan, Kelantan, city, the KOli of

I'trdeniy, 10.5 : derivation ot the

name, 105 : natural resources and

mineral nealth abundant at, loC;

a great trading centre, 106 ;
suggeste.l

identification with Ilo-lo-tan, 469

n. 3 :
gold obtained from, 477 n. 1

;

dancing-,girls from, 508 n, ; identi-

fication of. 518 n. 1, 549, 759.

Kalapa, a state on Java, 637.

Kalapanzin, village, location of, 43.3

n. 3.

Kalasa, village, location ot, 569 n.

Kalasah, village, 484 n. 1.

Kalasapiiia, city, on Suvarna-dvtp.i,

568 n. 2 ; suggested identification ot,

568 n. 2 ;
ideiitified with C'hio-lo-she-

iu, 830.

Kalavarnatissa. son ot King Kaka-

vadda, ISO ; founder of I.op'habuii,

180.

Kale, district, in .Sunaparanta. 74,s.

Kale, hill, in the Kubo valley, 30, 31.

Kale, town, 75: Kan-r.apt-gyi’s capital

at, 31 ;
the probable Triglypton ot

Ptolemy, til, 3:1; former capital id

the Draridiaii kingdetn. :i:;, :!t ,

Kulu, the correct toini or, 34 ; otlier

designations ot, 41 n. :
Arakaii not

subject to, 43; the headquarters ot

the Zabaings probably .it, 52 ; in-

cluded in Suvaiinaparauta, 65 ; kiu,gs

ot, 70.

Kali, goddess, other designations

applied to. 108.

Kali, temple of. ‘Vcc Kumaii, temp e .'ll.

Kalinga, kingdom, country on thewe-t

ot the Uulf of Bengal, 30 : c.tileil

also Kohlriica, :14, 103 ; Sihha-pura,

the capital of. 76 n. 1 . other de.sig-

nations ot, 509.

Kaliirga-rasfra, Kaliuga-iattha. king-

dom, ancient name tor Pegu, .12 n. 2,

509.

Kalingas, the, people, 28, 29, 3i. 52;

where located by Megasthenes, 28

;

Triglvpton, capital of the eastern

kingdom of tire, 30 ; extent of their

rule, 32, 34, 35, 53 ;
expulsion of

the, to the soutli ot India, 32 ;

dispersion of the, 33 ; connected

with the temi Kiitii, 34 ; their

country also called Kolaihca, 34,

103; derivation ot the name, 34;
the probable founders ot Taik-kula,

86 .

Kalian, Kallar, the, people, monkey-
faced tribes in South India, 788.

Kallantians, Kallatians, the, people,

cannibalism of, 660 n. 2.

Kalodaka Sea. identified with the Sea
ot Kalahbar, 91, 672 n.*.

Kalungi, kingdom, a designation of

Kalinga. 509 n. 2 : noted tor pottery,

509 n. 2 ; residence of the Baja of,

509 n. 2.

KalySni, district, the. insciiptii.ns,

6.>, 74 n. 3. 81, 83, 8.1, 141. 538;
the present Kadani. 380 n. 4 ; visited

by Buddha, 381 n.

Kamace, 761.

Kamakahik, 761,

Kamake, location of, 701.

Kamalanga. K.lraalanka, state, identi-

fied with K‘uu-lang. 89 n. 3, 113 ;

other designations ol, 113, 115;
location and extent ol, ll:J, 114;
Balongka the probable capital of,

T:J1 ; the uame discussed, 761.

Karnalaiika, Bay ot, corresponds to the

Oult ot Siam, 164 u. 1 ;
other

designations ol. 248.

Kamanlay, rbstrict, pos-ihly identical

with Kamiiialaui, 114: connected

with Camelan. 762.

Kaniarupa. kingdom, a de-iguatiou of,

.\s,lin, 77:5. 6i;>.

Kaliihala. a suit -tone Used tor car\ ii'g,

492 ; douhtlully identified with marl

called X.ipal. 492 ii. 1.

Kaiiiheiikhon (mouth ot the Ganges),

^10. 12, 14,20, 21; iniiuected with

the Bar.abanga estuary. 9 ;
probably

identical with Byracid'ly, 11 : lunda-

ineiital station ot Ptolciiiy, 16, 17 ;

origin of the name discussed, 740 ;

suggesterl eomiection with Iluiing-

hata River, 740.

Kaiuhoja. kingdom, 7, S, 101, 122,

123 n. 2, 129, Kl-i. 136, 158: called

also Cln'-n-la, 51. 7:!, 158, 241, 466,

497, 794, 820
;

other designations

ol, 93, 157 n 1, 2U.i, 616 n. 1,

68:1, 683 n. 1, 773, 774, 776, 794,

S;!2 ; litholatiy in, 120 n. (3) : foni-

piised in the region of the Lestai,

149, 156 ; coasts ot, noted for piracy,

156; the t'diuiig are the remnants
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of the am-iout populatum 4>f, 157 :

the cave-dwvlliuii^ ot Southern, lo!*,

loU n. 1 : the tribe-? and cities ot,

160, 162 ;
mi-luded in S.~ika-d\Tpu,

164, 165, 167. 160 : teak-trees

abound in, IGo: corujuered by Kana-
varraan, 169 u. 1; part-' ot. 194:
the uniHcatiou ot, 206, 204; Komar
absorbed into, 204 : ancient route

to, troTu the Giilt ot Siam, 216 ;

the (.’ham emiiiTated to, 227, 260 ;

war been f'ampa and, 274, 275 ;

Brahmans in, 471 n. 2: influence

ot, on the Malay Peniu'^ula. 546 ;

its dependency oii Java discussed,

546 : homau-e paid by the kin;^> ot,

to Zrdjej, 546 : amber trom, 582
n. 1; the name discussed, 20i, 615,
615 n 6, 616 n. 1, 770, 825

;

attacked by the Muhar7iia ot Zabej,
620 : dependent on Sil-Blioja. 620 ;

wild tribes ot, 720 n. ; dwtricts in-

cluded in, 767: iuMi'ion ot, 776:
capital ot, 775, 777 : wurwithSiam,
789: people ot, 789 : women traders

ot, 795 : a trip to the ruiu< ot. 825 :

cannibalism in, S27.

Kamboja, cape. 222.

Kamboja, Sea ot, inland, identifled

with Thale Sab, 159, 771.

Kamboja plant, 616 n. 1.

Kambojara, a lunu ot Kamboja, 825.

K'amhri, Sanskrit term tor thiet, 156.

Kambu, Land <)t', a derignutiou of

Kamboja, 157 n. 1, 616 n, 1.

Kambu Svayambbuva. 204 : a nntliical

ancestor ot the Khmer?, 157.

Kambuja, the, people. inhabitaut> of

Siiim and Kunib i]a. 156, 157;
nieauin;^ and derivation of the name,
156, 157 : aceu^tHnied to tormiu!^

autonomims irioups, 158,

Kambuia. Kambu] av, Kambu-jaya.
S'f Kamboj.i, kinitdoni.

Kami, cape and bay. ide ttitid with

Oanioi, 782.

Kamila, a district ot Tripura. 6*2.

Kainmalani, kin^^loni, possibly the

present Kanianlay, 114: conquered

by Wareru, 114.

Kaniorta, ijroup of island?, 421 ;

^u^^.;e^ted identity with the Maniolai

Islan(L,42 1 ; tormimjthe, 421.

Kampai, i-land. ioratitm of. 62S.

Kamp*hen;i; P’het. citv, 1 16 : the

boundary of 5Ve*‘tern Lfun and
I^p'haburf, 171 ; the Ilair-euttiau^

Hall at. 171.

Kampi. promontory, location of, 628.

Kampilla, kinj^dom, Oulani Bralima-
datta reigned over, 793.

Kumpong Jiwii, village, location of,

516 u. 3.

Kampoug Pandei, noted for its gro^ '

ot enormous trees. 666 n. 2.

Kanipot, town, a port ot Kamboja,
194: harbour of, became dted u^i,

194; toundation ot, 775.

Kampot, river, celebrate I for scenery,

192 ; identitication with the Sobanas
probably iii.icciuate. 102.

Kaiiiruii, island, other de-ignation'' of,

574
:

produetion-i ot, .574, 574 n. 6 :

account of, 574, 575; natives of,

575.

Kamrun, king, reigned (;ver Kamboja,
574 n. 3.

Kan. or King, Hill, temple built by an
Aunamese army on, 797.

Kan, district, corre'poud'i to Ilwe, 797.

Kilii Bridge, 797.

Kan-chO. the, people, 772
;

probably
a remnant ot Ptolem}*s Le-stai, 159 ;

a srini-baibirous tribe, 1.59; repre-

sentative? ot the aboriginal Negrito
eleiii-'iit, 159, 261 ; de'‘oription of,

1 59 n. 2 ; meaning of the name, 159
n. 2; corre.<ponds to Sakai, 159 n. 2;
ot Eastern Kamboja, 255.

Kau-li‘'iung, pivsideiit, highest dig-
nitary ot ilo-liug, oOo,

Kan-lan, island.?, probably the Tam-
beluQ'i, 714.

Kail Mon, harbour, early mention? of,

796 : identified with feap Harbour,
796.

Kan-p'o-chb, Kan-pu-chih, a desig-
nation of Kamboja, 615 n. 3.

K:ui-p*u. Vc Klraufu.

Kau-raju-gyi, king ot Arakan, 30, 31.

Kan-tho, connected with Umdr, 791.
Kaii-t'o-li, state, possibly identical

with Khanthuli, 602, 863 : envoys
•^eut to (’hina trom, 602; identiH-
catiou with San-fo-clri discLi.s?t'd

602, 606, 603 u. 1, 606 n. 6.

Kanagora, identified with Kanoje I"
18 . 21 .

ivanuu]. .ve lv,iri(>|e.

Kincipura, city, a designation of Con-
jeveram, 50 1 n. 1.

K-anir. the, people, their ideruitication
discussed, 2o9. «87: nirkname of,
259 n. 1 , description of, 259
tisT: th.-vi.rta- .Uv,-, t., the

lull tnhe< of Xortheni Siim
the hiniruue-e of, (j.s; ; liabitat

^
Ot. , s, . at the ('hirie-<e c»unt, 787

Kmust T'ai. hi< nii-,ion to Fu-nan S-27
Kana-ur, villaije, 4S4 n. 1.

Kanjah, Vf Faiijab, i^lanjs.
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Kunkao. See Ilatien, t<Avn.

Kanmyenp-, kin" ot Arakan, 31 ; ex-
tent ot his rule, 31, 32.

Kanniku-sela-"iri, mountain, Buddha
g’lorifitd on, 6G4, 60.3 ; identitieatiou
ot, 664 n. 2.

Kano<*'i/a, S34,

Kunoje, the Kuna,tuna ot PtoJemy, 17,

18, lil
; Ptoleniv's instance errors

lietweeii tlie Indu> and the Gamies
to, 20.

Kaiiran, the tribe, 31; eonr|uerProme,
33 : the early population ot Burma,
128. 129 ; sub^eiiueutly went to

Arakau. 129
;

a tribe ot the Muii-
Annam race, loO.

Kiiiiriln", tlie, tribe, 272 n. 4. 764 ;

the advance ot the Laii blocked by,

128, 129. the head-die-'^ of, 128;
account ot, 128, 129, 133: decline

in ci\ilization of, 133,

Kantooiee. Ser- KbauthulT, dMiiet.

Kautie. S(0 Khautliuli. di^'tiict.

Kuntuuau-"yi. Ste Kadimuw-"}!.
Kanturi. See Khunthuil, district.

Xainakfiiiunas, the, people, not identi-

hed. o3 ; identitieatiou ot, 744.

Kao-chih. i>ee Kiao-chi, city.

Kno-Pien, submuiinc rock's iemo\ed

by. 782: new rhaunel in the Gult

oi Tonkin opened bv. 782.

Kap*hou" 8diii, rivci. probably the

tSbbunah ot Ptolemy, 191, 192 ;

identical al.'O with the Shu-chiau",

192 : identitieatiou of, 770.

Kapilavastu, city, lUo.

Kappali-iryun, the. people, name upplied

to the !Minkopie~, 3i'3,

Kuppuii^a-inu’aia, city, Khaben" on

the site of. 72. -523 n. 2.

Kar-mun-s-a. /VrKramueii So, district.

Kar-Nikobar. 399 : identical witii

Carnalcubar, 399: piobahly the

Khaline oi Ptolemy, 407, 421 ;

deiivatioii oi the name di»cn'"^i‘d,

407, 408; connected with Kara-

di}m, 40S, 413: other designation^

ot, 407 11 . 1, 408, 817 ;
origin ol

the name, 415.

Kara, Kara-Naga, I-land, the probable

ancient lorin ot Kar-Nikobar, 408,

413,

Kura-dipa, island, probably identical

with Kar-Nikobar, 408; al-o known

as Ahi-dipa, 408.

Karabun, common and Chinese cam-

phor, 435.

Karajang, district, included in K‘iung-

tn, 62 n. 4 ;
name given to the

capital of Gandhara on the Indus,

62iu 4.

Karajang, the, people, 737; other
designations ot, 356, 358 u. 2

;

^derivation of the name. 358 n. 2.
Karaka, the, people, 102 n. 2.

Karakhodjo, manutacture of, 243 n. 2.
Karas Islands, possibly identical with

Ku-lo, 515.

Kaidanj, state, connected with Ho-lo-
tan, 469 n. 3.

Kaiens, the, people, 74 ii. 3 ; 119 n. 1

771.

Karimata, country, noted tor tortoise-
shell, 071 11.

Karimou, Kumuii, Java, couiieeted
with Ki-li men 81ian, 713.

Kariphron. I’tolemy’s central mouth
<d tile Indus. 19, *20.

Karkota, identification ot. 92.
Karkotaka, tlie serpent king, dwellin^-

piace of, 743.
Kaimada. Kaimadat. island, identifi-

cation ot, 571

.

KarnuNuIi. -Sri- Cbittnuon" Paver.
Kainaiiravaranas. tlie, people, de^ciip-

TiC'U of, 257 n.

Kainapun. t<twn, identical

.Aheajmil, 235 u. 1.

Kainu'uvaina. kingdom, 7G6.
Kuro, Kuril, ihe. j>co])le, a hiancli of

the BattU", ei74 n. 2
;

piolialily (on-
nected ^\ith the Gayu, 074 n. 2;
caimibali^in of, dN.-u-sed, 674 n. 2
675 n.

Karon, Kainn, the. people, a Neerritu
r.ice in NoithAVc'^t Guinea, 78,

Karpuia J>land, nigjieAecl identifi-

cation <'f, 508 n. 2.

Karpiiuka, jiiime'"-, 439 n. 3.

Karuu. the, people, 2 )5.

K.Ka, KiiM (Indj.i), 795.
Ku'-ai, cieek, other renderings of the
name, 95.

Ka>edi, "tate. a designafiou ot Manipur,
766, 792, 795.

Ka-^o. Sid Khfi Kim. tb.e, jicople.

Ku'-om, liver and town, a noted eave at,

477 n. 1 : location at, 7-57.

K.i'-'Uv. .sVt Kasc'h, state.

Ka-'^itla, 834.

Katabauld. See (.'lieduha, i'«land.

Katabed.i Piver, 35 ; en'ornou^lv
identified with the (’hitturong River,

36; identified with the Mori liiver,

36, 37 : named from the island of

Kutuixiia, 197, 727, 728, 740; the
name di'^cussed, 727, 728, 728 n. 1.

Katahu, island, 794, 822 : a mart for

jewels, 568 n. 2 ; identity with
Cathay reluted, 569 n. ; su^ested
identification of, 569 n.

Kataka, town, former capital of Orissa,
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o07 n. 1; the niodera Cuttatk, o07

n. 1.

Katarai. -See Ktrti.

Kathu. See Ka(hi>, kingdom.

Katrea. See Kt-iti.

Katiea, riser, the palace (»t the Pdsei

kini’' on tin.- hank-; ot the. dlls u. 1.

Katti.aara, hoii ; connected with

Ke^ho in Tunkiii and Kottawaiiniiiii

in IjiirnFO, 2 ;
si-ited hv inerciiaiit'?,

302: idciilirit-d with llani;’ - cliow,

302 ;
former vain attenii>ts to locate,

303 ; vaiiou>« '.ii^ 2 e-'te dideiititii atioi.s

ot, di''CU-"ed. 3U.j n. 1 ; "ituutiou ot,

304.

Katnh'lia, i'-land, connected with

Katiibeda, 107. 727, 72y, 740: form',

of the name. 740.

Eau, the, people, 124, 127: their

identity di-iCU-'-ed, 120; til'll >ettled

in the Xau di-trn t, 703.

Kau-ch^n. See Kuu-chon. district.

Kaii-lan, idaud, noted tor toitohe-

>heli, 071 11 .
;

location of, 071 n. :

ideutihed with Gelam Idand, G71 n.,

711. 712. 714: eiToneoudy couuocted

with Billiton. 712, 712 u. i, 714 u. 2

;

other de«i;Lrnatioii< of, 712, 712 n. 1 ;

de-criptioii ot, 713 u. 1 ; Javane'-e

expedition driseii on to, 713 n. 1 .

Kau-hm^'* llill«, 76d.

Kau-lunc- Kianir, Kiu-luo.ir Kiaii'*-,

rivei. a de-iu'iiatiouot the Md-Klidnii-,

285, 236 u. 1.

Kau-P*ien, founder of Ld-thanfortre>«;,

32S n. 2, 330 n. 1.

Kau-te, Kau-tok. Sec Chiu-te.

district.

Kau-voh, iiott'dfortt)rtoi''e-'‘htdl,67l n.

Kaulani. lluiluii, tosvn.

Kauiidinva. See KundaiifTii.

Kannir - hiiiu - daw temple, Burmese
iu^c•riptio^ at. 826.

Kauuir*>in, 02.

Kaunuton. Old, iuin< of, 747 : ideiiti-

ticatiou of, 747.

Kava-rrija, the Xan kins:, 763.

Kavert Kiver, 101 .

Kuveiipattain, Kavli apattana, town,

408.

Kawi writinjT, 595 n. 2, 598.

Kaya Oianir, i.^huid, 498 u. 3.

Kazeh, citv. >u"^e*'ted as Ptolemy’s

Pa^tra^^a, 310, 795.

Ke-ch(7, town, 2 ; a de^iitnation of

Ila-noi, 319 n. 1.

Eechau, ancient gold-mines, at, 477
n. 1.

Kedah, state, 78, 821
:

proposed rail-

way between Singora and, 79:

wrongly eoiineeted with Kala, 91 ;

a piince troiii, took po-"'eShioii of

Porak, 9S
;

dancing - uirls from,

508 11. : compit-ii-d hy Achoh, 706;

the earlie''t capital ol, 825.

‘‘Kedah Auuals,’’ 98, 257 n., 261,

486 11. 3, 599 !i. 2, 038 n. 1, 639,

639 11. 2, 70I. 7u2. 752, 756.

Kedah Peak. St/ GCiiioug C'lierai.

Kedah Itiver, loiinerly designated

Geiiang, 485.

Keclie Aug. See Ba P*hnoin. city.

Kedrendj, hay. a de-iguation ot Ko:
Tion, '205.

Kedrendj, Sea oi. 20l ; corresponds

to the Gult ot Si.'im, 164 u. 1 ;

otlici desio-uatioiis of. 248.

Kekkei, islet, locution ot. 817 u.

Kelnnrau. SW Kalantan. city.

Kclasa, city, identiticathm ot, 568 n. 2 ;

pagoda at, 568 n. 2.

Kelasa pagoda, two mentioned. 568
n. 2.

Kelasa Peak, 569 n,

Kelasabha • pahbalii - cetiija, pagoda,
509 n.

Kelong, island, one ot the Anambas,
715, 722: also designated Tabivan,

^71-5, 722.

Keniiinum. district, camphor produced
in the, 437 n

Keudulai, i-lund, S33 ; a volcano on,
673 n. 1

;
peopled liytire-worshijipers.

673 n. 1; possible identification of.

673 n. 1.

/r/n/7, a measure, the value of a, 806 ;

compared with a zu/n, 806.
Kenn'-Oheim, identical with Cdueng

Khong. 133.

Keiiau, Krian, river and district,

488 11. 1.

Kcrimuu, Great, i.slaud, po.ssibly

ulcutical with Kannada, 571.
Keirhadia, the, people, 830 u. 1.

Ker-ik. See Na>i Kcchil, island.

Kerti, connected with Ka-ch‘a, .528

530, 821 : other derignations ot
656, <s3.h

’

Kesho ill Tonkin connected with
J'toiemy’s Kattigara, 2.

Keu.tlic, people, 58, 120, 132, 134 u. ]
•

fought l<n- the ((tustline of the
Great Gulf, 225 : occupants of
Tonkin, 225,

_

225 n. 1 ; conquered
by { hina, 225 . term applied to the
Aiiuanieso and Tonkinese, 225 n 1

•

derivation of the term discusi^e<h
225 n. 1 : other designations ot,'
“25 n. 1 ; the yoke of, shaken off
by the king of Campa, 229 u. 2.

K/ti, upplicution ot the term, 132.
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Kcki, Miians', a designation of Tonkin,

263, 320 n. 1 ; death and iesu~ci-

tation of the kine ot, 320 n. 1.

Ken C'honcf-hua. Culamilini,

kiuodoin.

Ken Kdt-tlie Tiien-bha. Se-' Cula-

nnllini, kinoduni

Kewaii. villiiae, loeatiou of, 740.

Klia, the, trilies. oS n. 2, 7S5 ; of the

C'diicng' lace. 12S. 12S n. 2.

Klia (,'iieh. Sn‘ Chen, the, people.

Kha Dam. the, people, other desig-

nations of. 788.

Khfi Doi. .S’//' DTii. the, people. *

Kha Halos, the. people, inhabitants of

I,o-si-pu, 760.

Kha link. the. people. 36S : .iltenvttno

name foi KhS Hrat, o.id n._ 2

;

niekuamed Lo-ly, O.iS u. 2 : deriva-

tion ot the name, 3.>.S u, 2 ; eon-

uected with Ptoleniy’s Kiulutai,

3.)8 n 2 ;
description of, 3-78 n. 2.

Kha JIuet. .SV /’ Kh.l llOk. the, people.

Khl Kau, Kha Kian. the, jie.^ph’, 132;

name applied to the Kanriing. 12S,

133.

Kha Khong, the, people, /S.S.

Kh3-lu-thiln, city, a designation of

LwiT-than. 322.

Kha Idet. the people, S0.5.

Kha Moug-khomi’, the. people, also

dem/ininated Kli\v,d - B’lio, 8U3 ;

habitat of. 803.

Kha Muk, the. people, 80.7.

Kha-(). See P‘u-erh. the. people.

KhS I’t. the, tribe. 3.7S
;
little-known

hill tribes, 2.77 n.

Khabeug. village, on the site of

Kappnhga-nagara, 72. 523 n. 2

;

paffoda built liy the king ot. 72 ;

other designations ot, .723 n. 2 ;

a former seaport. 523 u 2.

KIweh, meaning ot the term. 764.

Khakku, the, people, conneeted with

the Kakohai, 733.

Khalem, islet, tS8 n. 1. _
Khaline. island, erroneously identitied

witli Junkceyloip 400. piobabl^j-

identical with K-ar-Nikobar. 407.

410, 421 ;
alternative term. Saline,

discussed, 408, 409.

Khiilkitis, the. people, other desig-

nations of. 356 ;
eomiected with

Ptoleniv's Kudutai. 3.78 n. 2 : deri-

vation of the name. 736, 737.

t
'

1

Kham K .
to the

Ai-La s

Kham - \1
' ^orre-

sponds to the Ai-Lao kingdom, 771.

Kliami, the, race. 44
:
prohaldy of the

Mou-Khmer race. : founeeted

>nth the Zamirai of Ptolemy. ;>o,

d4; de^eiiptiou ol. *34: liahitat of

the, .34 : diiveii to the Aiakaii Poma,
54, 120.

Khamti, tlie, race, the Doinia-? are

allied to the. 154; devnatnni ef the

name, 154, 154 ii.

Khamu, the. penple of Luanii- P“Iirah

liaivj:, 12S 1!. 2, 120. 152.

Kfiafi-iiwa, district, ceutre of Lower
Campa tivili/ation. 257 ; emporium
tor eagle-wood. 2() j : loimeil\ t ailed

Xa-tiauii. 265 n. 2.

!l^antu, other de-iLiUation^ oi. 2 p5.

lOiaU'-aU, town. :i fle-ij:nati m ot

Haua-chou. 2i4.

Khauthuli, di-tii' t. iiiPiitity witli Kan-
t*o-ii -uaue-ted. 602. 6(t5 n. 1 ;

location ot. 6U2. C'*2 n. 2. deriva-

tion OI tile name. 602 n. 2 ; other

de'-ianati‘*U' ot. S55.

Khava, nvei. iih niitied with the Xani
Khan, 145.

Kliara-nadi. ii\er, 706; name applied

to tile ]\Ie-Kh5ng, 156. 2S4.

Khaii-Xaga. the, people, a tribe of

Xaga^ ill A-am, 107 ii. 1.

Khali) a, the. peojde, laee-tuttooing

amoaii*. 567 n. o

Kha''ia Hill-, 705.

Khali MOn i‘a><. hiief aecount of the.

85: other designation^ of the, 755;
(eltcTct's meution of, 755.

Klielong, KheluDir, bay. on Junkceyhm
I-l:;nd. 488 ii. 1.

Klam'ivatT, kingdom, idoutiHed -sMtli

Arakaii. 50.

Khlnnj, Muaiii;. an niieient di^tri'-t

above Takop.t. 4S8 ii. 1.

Khmuu. S.e Kumara. >tate.

Klmiau, a designation ot the godde^'S

Kali, 16S.

Khmau, cape. 201.

Khmau, villatre.iAumkitionot. 775, 77G.

Khmau Point, eoniie- ted A\iih the uid

ot laiii-ni, 6N5. (j55 n 1 : location

of, GS5.

Klmn'r. in-cription-, 157. 220. 459 n. 5,

7 1

1

.

Khmer, laniruno'e. 97 ii 1. 155 n.l, 157 ;

ill the Malay Peuin-ula, 40, 818.

Khmer, the. ]teopIe, 159, 175, 780;
country oei'upied by, 129.

Khm"T - ddm . • primitive Khmer-. ’

iSV^- Kui, the, people.

Khmu, the, people, connected with the

P-u-clihi. 565, 364.

Khora, a deiiguation of Kamhoja, 776.
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Zhom. the, race, 119 n. 1, 173 ; diiven

Ironitlie Me-Khong'hytlio J.au, 171;

description ot, 171.

Khoma-nagara, city, loundation ot,

2U3: Kiui*’ Klionui-iilja reii'ned at,

203.

Khoma-rija, kina, hi> cai»ital city at

Xhonui-naarara, 203 ; the dviiasty

ot, 203.

Khou iMeu, the, people, 793.

Khuna., Muaii^, an inland town on the

iMe-Xhon_a' liver, 136 : also de.-ig-

nated ^slduntaia. 136.

KhoMi.the ‘Stone Tower’ oll'toleiuv,

IS, 19, 21.

KhiW'e, ‘the Gold Country." dGtrk-t,

connected with Su\.innal)hhnii, 64,

671 n. : ideutieul with the ^lalay

Peninsula, 78, SO. GG9, 670, G71 u.

;

the ,‘iol{|.iiniie> ot, }*() : MunieUed
with Ku>u-d\I[)a, 670. 671 . ancient

nutice-s ot, 670 n. 1 ; uohl and >ilver

ahimdant in, 670 ii. I : tlie Golden
Kliei>oue'*e (d Ptolemy, (!70 n. 1;

o'ood toitoise-sliell pioeuied trum,
(•70 11 . 1 : oil the Gult ot >[arta])an,

671 u.

Khr^fte Khei'«oiie'>o>. Thi‘ Golden Kher-
>ouese. dt‘li^atiouoI tlie name, 736.

Khi}'G Khora, district, uleutitied with

.Suvannapaiauta,b*3: exteut ol.Oou. 1;

deiivatiou ot the name, 736; in

Lowei Burma, 730.

Khi>''oana'>, rivei, f*l ; connected witli

the I.un^'u or Trane liiver, 97

;

(ieii\ation ot the name, 736, 7o6,

757.

Kliu-lieu. *S'4e Ch’U-lien.

Khu-lot, toUia— , laptain \>t,232n. 1,

305 : unconnected with Koitatha,

305 ?ugi'’ef>ted as PtolenuV Pania-a,

305, 311. 312: - 1111.111011 ot. 311;
in Chiiie-e hand-, 313; an eii’or lor

Khn-tuk. 795.

Kliu-tuk. *^Vr Cli*u--u, <'ity.

Khun \»c»roin, 295 11 . 3; ieutndary

kiii;x ot tl'.e Pau. 127; hi-5 •^cveu

MHI-, 127 ; u -on ot the ^od India,

115.

Khun C‘hawa, king- ol Luang P’hrah

Bane'. 150 .

Khun ( 'het-c'huang. 363: estahlLhetl

the P‘huen kinsrdoni, 295 n. 3.

Khun Chiiang, king ot the Lawa.<,

119 n. 1 ; king ot Cochin-China,

294 n. 2.

Khdn Lo, 290 n. 1 ;
leader of the

Lau, 150.

Khun Sen, prince, repelled the Chinese,

139 n.

Khun-tai, ancestor of the Thai race,

286 11 . 1.

Khura-mala, a hall mythical sea, 286
n. I,

Khuiahga - mail - nadi, river, name
applied to tlie Me-Khong, 136.

jniusimuim, niount.iin, piobable iden-

titication ot, 424 n. 2.

Khwii Iviver, 47.

Ivliwai-lPrio, the, pe >ple, habitat of,

803.

Kliwau, Liliana-, an Indu. monarchv,
122 .

Khwelaun Kwe-loii, Milage.

Ki-bo, village, on the dte ol Bo Hai,
799.

Ki-ku. St-'e Chi-ku, i-Iand

Ivi-li-meu Shan, identified with Kari-
mou Java, 713.

Ki-luug lisu, Klaud, ideutitieatlou of,

711.

Ki-y«ai, lived at POi-lu-ka-si, 504.

Kia-iiu>-lang-kia, ‘•tatc, a designation

ot Kamalauga. 1 1 3.

Kia-t‘o, kingdom, identical with.

-Magadha, 60; other po—ible desig-

nation^ ot, 61 ;
identincation oi,

74 .5 .

Kiaug Hung. Sn (.'-Incug liung,
city.

Kiao-chao. Kiau-cM, district, part of

Kiug-ciiuo. 244.
Kiao-tlii, Kiao-chou. city, 95; a desig-

nation ot Tonkin. 132, 264, 321 n.,

327, 466 ;
its identification w’ith

Kattigara suggo^H il. 303 n. 1;
capital ot Auuam, 327

;
piohably

identical with l.ong-bieii, 327.

Kiao-ehi, kingdom. 297 11 . 2; a dis-

tiict ot Xuiu-yiieh. 291, 291 n. 1,

292; alleged lounder ot, 291, 292;
id-o di.'ignated Muang- Keu. 297
n. 2; de-ignation-!' ol the uaine
di-cu->ed,*324 n. 2 ; location ot the
capital ot, <li-cu— eil, 3 11.

Kiao-chl. the, people, the name
dL<.u—cd, 777 ; habitat or, 777. .s.c'

i(ho Keu, the, people.

Kiiiu. Ncr Keu, the, people.
Kie-t'o, one ot the eighteen kingdoms

tributary to P'lao, 61.
Kieii-( hung, di-tnct, pait ot Kiaunca-

dvipa, 244.
Kih-mieh, king^ 206.
Kih-mieh, kuiudom, 776 : a (lesO-

nation of Chen-la, 202, 203*
ah.orbed into the Kambojan Empire’

lulini, island, 488.
Kim-tran, kingdom, an
name tor Chin-lin, 773.

alternative
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K‘irL-chau. <S'«e Ch'in-chou, kingdom.

Kin-ch'ih, the ‘ Golden Teeth ’ pro-

viace, 768.

Kin-sha, river, a designation of the

Upper Yang-tsz, 711.

Kin-sha, Great, river, a designation of

the IravatT, 741.

‘King,’ ‘ruler,’ terms designating,

566 n.

King Hill. See Tan Hill.

Kiug-chao, territory, included in

Kraunca-dvipa, 244.

King-mai, state, a designation of

Pa-pe-hsi-fu, 767 n. 1.

‘Kingdom,’ Oriental terms denoting,

588 n. 1.

Kinsav. See ^lansah, town.

Kinta, distiiot, sulphur obtained from,

477 n. 1.

Kin, the, people, inhabitants ot

Cochin-China, 294 n. 2.

Kio Kezeh, province, name given to

Tonkin, 293; probably intended for

Kortatha, 294.

Kio-pagau, provinc*?, term applieu to

Tonkin, 293.

Kirana, the, people, 119 n. 1.

Kirata, city, the ancient name ot

Tripura, 829.

Kiratas, term tormountaiueer.s, 72.163.

Kiratas, the, people, generic term tor

mountaineers, 28 ;
extent ot their

colonies, 28; supposed to be the

Ain-ahadoi of Ptolemy, 28; people

ot Tipperah and Silliet, .51 : account

ot, 256 n. 1 ;
tribes included under

the name ot, 829, 830.

Kirrhadia, countrv, 28; coiTesponds

to Silhet, Tipperah, and Kachar,

51, 62, 53 ;
location ot. 829.

Kiskindhyi, kingdom, Sugriva reigned

at, 785.

Kite, the celestial, 139 n. 1.

Kiu-ku iliao, the. people, connected

with tlie Kakobai. 733.

K‘iu-Liau, the, people, 351 n. 1.

Kiu-lung, the progenitor ot the 3Ia<i

Slums, 2S6 n. 1.

Kill - lung Kiang. See Chiu - lung

Chiang, river.

Kiu-siu. See Ch‘u-sn, city*

Kiu-te. See Chiu-to. district.

Kiu-tsz, the, people, habitat ol, 805 ,

tattooing among, 805; aPo known

as the 'iurong. 805.

K‘iung-tu, district, now designateil

Y’lifli-sui, 62 n. 4 ;
connected with

Gandhara, 62 n. 4.

K'lai, the, people, 358 n. 2.

Kianir. Sft Kalang, distrut.

Kiang. See Kalaug, the, people.

Klong-kob. See ilahoradhika Drum,
the. •

Kmar. .SceKamboja, Komar, kingdom.

Kmir, a torm ot Khmer, 776.

Ko-ko-seng-ehih
,

kingdom, location

of, 816 ; account ot the natives of,

816 ;
identification and location ot,

816, 817.

Ko-ku-lo, kingdom, 817 ;
location and

identification ot, 811, 820.

Ko-Kuo-lo, tile, people, 803.

Ko-lo, Ko-lo Fu-.sha-lo, kingdom,

designation ot the Kalantan country,

105
;

probably identical with

Ptolemv’s Koli, 106 ;
identification

of, 444 n. 2, 518, 518 n. 1, 619,

•549 : capital ot, .519 : otlier desig-

nations of, 519, 549 ;
location of,

816.

Ko-lo-teng, king of the Nan- Chao,
74 : P'iao coniiuercd liy, 749 ;

tribes

conquered by, 749.

Ko-lo-thu, state, 469 n. 3 ; the name
discussed, 813.

Ko-lwa, city, a de.-ignatiou rd Lwa-
than, 322, 333, 798 ; capital of the

Th'ik king, 373 : origin ot the name,

798 ; ancient remains at, 798 ;

location ot, 798. 799; formerly a

seaport. 799 ;
othoi designations of,

799,^800.

Ko-lwS, village. 79.8.

Ko-Man, the, people, 771.

Ko: Tron, bav. the .4.kadra ol Ptolemy,

7 ;
identification ot, with Hatien,

7, 8 ; corresponds to Kadranj, 7 ;

named alter the island, 196, 197 ; a

base point lor interpreting Ptolemy's

trans-Gangetic geography, 197 ; the

principal port of Fu-nan, 210;
trade of, developed hv Trang settlers,

210 .

Ko; Tron, island, identification ol, 7 ;

a great emporium nt trade, S
;

Ptolemy's error in the po-ition of,

196 ; other designations ot, 197, 198 ;

tresli-water streams on, 201 ; deri-

vation of tile name, 775.

Koalut, the, triiie. a jiredatory and
head-hunting ]ieopIe, 360.

Koh Dot. Sn Ko: Tron, i-l.md.

Koh Krah, i-laiid, loeation of, <811.

Koh Lantar, i-land, 83, S3 n. 2. 8.5.

Kidi-trol. Ste Ko: Tion, i-i.ind.

Koh Tion. Sit Ko: 'I'lon, island and

bav.

Koi-’Mai, hill, a Buddhi-t temple on

the, 219; antiquitie- ot, 219, 219

n. 2, 220.

Koi-JI.ii, town, Ptolemy’s Zabai

located on the .-ite ol. 220. 221.

56
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V *

Kokarit, dij-trii-t, 17G.

Kokarit Hills, 176.

Kokkonagara, city, 96, 97 ; identity

with Hkkaka or Kakula suggested,

94, 9o
;

probably identical with

Kaka-dvipa, 95 ;
an inland town ot

the Golden Kbersonese, 111; in-

habited by Kukkuras, 159 n. 2

;

identical \dtb Korbie, 159 n. 2; the

name di'^cn.ssed, 756.

Kokob, inland, location of, 816 n.

Koktba, town, luins of, 746.

£61, counti’v, account ot the women
ot, 808.

Kola, the, people, 34, 86,90, 103; the

probable founders of Takoia, 89

;

colonies established by, 89.

Kola-budara, kingdom,' a designation

ot Ligor, 518 n. 1, 759.

Koladyn. See Kuladan, river.

Kolainca, alternative name for the

country of the Kalingas, 34, 103.

KoiaH'i(opho)it'i, the tenti discussed,

_
670 n. *

Kolapattana, a seaport on the Coro-
mandel eou-t, 103.

Kolarian race, 73, 75 ; language of

the, 73.

Kolastbana. See Kuladan, river.

Koli, town, ideutitied with Kelantan,

105, 491 n. 3, 759 ;
probably the

Chinese £o-lo, 106 ;
other desig-

natiuii.'S of, 518 n. 1 ;
derivation of

the name, 734.

Koli (North India), the reputed birth-

place of ^liiya, 105, 491 n. 3 ; other

de-iguatiou-* ot, 491 n. 3.

Kolita, the, people, suggested identity

with the Kuluta, 803.

Kolla-iualai Ilili". 101. 103.

Kollam. Ste Kulara-malai. town.

Koluka. Kuluta, the, people.

Komar, kingdom, 776; the wu»t coast

of Kamb<)ja, 200 : eagle-wood a

product ot, 201. 202: locution of,

201, 202; oiigiu and history 4)f,

203, 204. foundation and growth
of, 206; aho de-ignuted Kumara,
210 ;

expedition sent again4 the

king ot, 212. 213,

Komar, king. Kih-mieh.
Kniiiur, king ot, 201.

Iv6u-16n-than. city, a de^-ignation of

J.w;l-thah, 322 ; reason a-.signed tor

the name of, 322.

Kondanha, the famiiv name of Liang
king-, 491 ; a Brahman uanifd,

became king ot Kanihofa, 491 n. 3 ;

name ot the Kamboiaukiug^,49ln 3;

kings of Indo-China. 491 ii. 3.

Kong-men, the, people, hahit:it of, 787.

Kontaui, the chief town of the Trang
district, 79 ;

route between Ligor

and, 79.

Kopa, Kopah. See Taktia-pd, district.

Korbie, city, 78; derivation and meaning
of the name discussed, 95, 96;
possiblv settled by clog-worshippers,

97 : identical with Kokkonagara,
159 n. 2.

Koroniaiulel, country, 34, 40 n. 3, 86,

103, 104, 122; coast of, 24, 92;
identical -with Chu-lien, 89, 609,

609 n. 2, 624; other designations

of, 624
;

})eopIe ot, connected with

Arakan, 659.

Koiiatha HetropolL, 300 n, 1, 308,

833 ; identitied with, Hsiang-Iin,

148; ideutitied with Kuu-duk, 231,

232 u. 1, 233 : the capital ot Campa
(Lani-ap), 232. 301. 302; identihed

withCbiu-te, 288, 289, 292, 303 n. 1;

other designations of, 288.^294,
570 u

,
794 ; now termed Ha-tTn,

292, 305, 306 ; an entrepot of trade

with China, 304 ;
situation of, dis-

cus^ed, 304 ; site of, coincides with

Vm, 304 : unconnected with Khu-liJt,

305; nomenclature of, discussed,

305-8 ; derivation of the name, 735;
connected with Ch‘u-tu-ch‘ien, 793:
connected with Kiu-siu. 794.

Kot Monthieraban, the Palatine Law
of Siam, 531.

Kota Batu, an artiticial bar in Singapore
Rivei, 489 n. 3

Kota Meligei, tort or city, on the site

of the present Patiini, 490 n. 2.

Kotaraja, capital of the Acheh district,

664 u. 1. 666 n. 2.

Kotaii, city, connected with Yampii-
nagara, 266.

Kottawaiiugin (Boiiieof. Ptulimv's
Kattigara connected with, 2.

Kou-li, di-trict, suggested identification

Kou-lo-tan, state, pos-ibly cnmiec
with Ho-lo-tan, 469 n. 3. Si
location of, 469 n. 3.

Kovidas. tile, people, identity ot, ti:

Kra, village. 113
: probablv

amiont name ot Cdiump-hoir, n
other designation- ot, 112

;
proba

a former capital citv. 115; anci
remain- near. 115.

Kra I-thmii-, the. SO, po u
, 9l

113; ditiicultie- of forming a ra
at. j 9; the bt -t point toi cro—
the Haluy I'eiiiu-ula. 94 ; import
point for tran-hipment, 94: mott
land-toitoi-e plentitul about. 111 .

Ki.i Pa->. 756 ; the toute auo-^ f

(

t

/
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111; fromPak-chan to C‘hump‘hon,
115.

Kracheh, district, connected ivith

Purojava and Zatiai, 218 n. 1.

Krah, town, corresponds to Balongka,
761.

Krah, Siamese name for the hawk-bill
turtle, 761.

Krakatoa, island, volcanic island in

Sunda Strait, 5.53, 555, 672 ;

eruptions of, 672 n. 1 ;
decrease in

the size of, 672 n. 1, 673 n. 1.

Krakor, district, suggested identifica-

tion of, 441 n. 2.

Kramonsa. See Kramuen So. district.

Kramuen So, district, identification of,

776
;
names applied to the riveis of,

776.

Krangauur, identical with Muziris,

670 n. 1.

Kras or Krasa. See Krat, iluang.

Kras, the term explained, 779.

Krat, Muang, 308, 795 ;
the Pagrasa

of Ptolemy, 24, 190, 191.

X/'fffon, the,'citadel and king’s residence

on Sumatra, 6S1.

Kraunca-dvipa, territory, identification

of, 244, 249; origin of the name,

244.

Kroe, district, hairy dwarfs of, 556

n. 3, 657 n, 1.

Krsna, city tounded by, 45 n. 2 ; a

city founded by a brother-in-law of,

611; clayimageof, worshipped, 752.

Krsna, river, 35, 108.

Krtinff, meaning of the term, 574 n. 3,

823.

Krung Jamuan, river, location of,

677 n. 1.

Krung Kukus, i-land, location of,

816 n.

Krut, district, location and identifi-

cation of, 469 n. 3.

Ksiroda. See Milk, Sea of.

Ku-kang. See Chiu-chiaug. river.

Ku-kang, kingdom, a designation of

Palembang, 630 ;
identification ot.

discus-ed.lioO ; Chine-e chief ruled

at, 630.

Ku-Kuo-lo, the, people, a tribe of

Loins, 770.

Ku-lai, king, deposition and death of,

780.

Kfi-lau Ee, island, identical with

Wai-lo Shan, 238 n. 4.

Ku-li-Pan-tsu, district, unidentified,

433, 433 n. 3.

Ku-lo, village, its identity with Ko-lo

doubtful, 106 :
location oi, 514

;

identification of, 514. 51.1, i6ii, S19 ;

people of, traded with China, 515 n.l.

Ku-Io, kingdom, identification of, 760.

Ku-lun. See K‘un-lun, the, people.

K‘u-lun, island, identification of, 584
n. 3.

Ku-lung, king of Fu-n.an, 574 n. 3.

Ku - p‘hong, di.strict, the southern

limit ot Ma-Yiian’s conquests, 232
n. 1.

Kiia Bang, bay, 800.

Kua-Dai, estuary, SOI.

Kua Eon, river, 797.

Kiia Thii-hlii, river, the Domea Eiver,

319 n.

Kua Thwbu-an, a port of Hwe, 765.

Kua Tiiug, seaport, connected with
Ming-liug, 794.

Kuantan, town, a safe port, 759.

Kubha, river, a tributary of the Indus,

41 n.

Kublai Khan, expedition sent to Java
by, 539. 548, 825.

Kulio.river, 31, 32, 33, 773 ; a tributary

of the Chindwin, 41 u.
;
part of the

valley of the, called Maurya, 66.

Kuhu, the, people, 404 n.
;’ connected

with the Kovidas, 674
Kudi Tha-kham, inscription ot, 212.

Kudos, the, people, 802.

Kudurang, Kuu - dur - rung, island,

designations of Pulo Condor, 833.

Kudutai, the, people, 130, 805 ; the

habitat ot, 356, 357 : other desig-

nation- of, 356, 357 ;
identified with

the K'a-to and Xo-pi, 357, 362,

372 ; tribe- Connected with, 3.18 n. 2

;

733, 803.

Kui, the, people, probably a remnant
of I’tolemv’s Le-tai, 159 ; a semi-

barbarous tribe, 159.

Kui. See Cui, cape.
,

Kui Pass. See Ktiau Mon Pa-s.

Kuki, the, people, other de-ignations

ot. 744.

Kukkuras, the. people, 97, 102 n 2 ;

of Kokkouagara, 1.19 u. 2.

Kuko Burong, h.amlet, location of. 816

:

identification of. 816.

Kukor, Pulo. connected iiith Pulo

Medanur, 816. 817.

Kuku Islet, location ot, 817 n.

Kukuh. iSVc Kokf.h, i-land-

Kukura, the. people, a branch of the

Yadaia, 612 n. 3.

Kul.l. See Kale. town.

Kail, application ot the term discussed,

.34, 86. 75.3: term -vnouvnious with

Malaya, 103.

Kula, the, people, 90 n,
;
people from

Soutliein India, 103 ; location and

diii-ion ot, 714.
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Kula-deva. S'.e Kulottuiiga Cotludeva,

king.

Kula-sthana. See Kuladan, river.

Kuladan, river, 28, lil, 32, 33, o4 ; the

Tokosanna ot Ptolemy, 30, 44

:

name applied to the Arakan Rh'tr,

34
,

36 , 37, 43 . 44 ; derivatimi ot

the name. 34 : huuudaiyol PtolennN
coast ot the Airrhadoi, 37 ; local

name^ toi the, 37, 44.

Kulam-malai, town, 88, lOl, 103.

Kulamattika. See Taik-kula, city.

Kulottungm Codadeva, king, 600 u. 2.

Kulta. Sic Kolita, the, people.

Kuluta, the, people, name changed to

Ctula, 359: location of, 803; con-
nectinn with othei tribe-, 803.

Kumaia, kingdom, named after a piince

of Saka-dvipa, 167 : also designated

Komar, 210; founded ]>y settleis of

Traug, 210; Como corresponds to,

776.

Kumaia, Kumaiita. Ste Guniara,

i-land,

Kumari. Ste Khmau, cape.

Kumari, temple '»!, 206.

Kumblian stupa. See Drona stupa.

Kumpal. See Bauwal, island.

Kuniuda, island, a designation of Ku4a-
dvipa, 677.

K’un-lang, kingdom, identitied with

Kamalanga, 89 u, 5, 113.

K‘un-lun, island. See Condore, Pulo.

K‘un«lun, kingdom, 90, o07 n.,

574 n. 3 : inhabitants ot, 755

;

location of, 755, 819 ; tribute sent

to Xan-Chao bv, 755, 819 ; war
between Xan-Chao and, 755 ; a

<lo«igiiation of Hsiao K‘uu-lun, 819 ;

king-^ of, 545 n. 1, 822.

K’lin-lun, the, people, 89 n. 5 ; of the

Malay Peninsula and Archipelago,

103, 755 : description of, 103, 260,

5U7 n. : identification of, 260 ; name
derived iroiii Kolam,, 261 u. 1 ;

name applied to T.Wtl-thah. 333;
Tonkin attacked by, 466 ;

blare-,

'eiitas tribute, 507 n.. 700; location

ot. 545; king-ot. 545 ii. 1; division-

of. 755 ; Xan-Chao forces drowned
hv, SIS, 819 ; survivors ot enemy
mutilated by. 819.

K*uii-iuD -lave-, 507 u.. 623, 700.

K‘im-}un TsT-ng - chT, a name ibi

.Seng-chih -lave-, 817, MS.
K‘uu-mi, the, people, habitat ot, 64

n. 1,

Kmn-rning, di-tiiet. iiiliabited hy tlu*

T-‘wan, 125; locathui ot, 125,

Kundur, i-land, probably identical with
Chun-t‘u-lung Shan, 4S2, 482 n. 2

{see Corrigenda, 815) ; in Durian
Strait, 815.

Kundur, island, off the Lower Cochin-

China coast, 815 : a designation of

Pulo Condore, 81.).

K‘ung-imng, 771.

Kuriuchi, distiict, gold produced at,

631.

Kuripan. city, alleged capital of Java,

592 n. 1.

Kurttipurapani, governor ot >Sapattota,

470 n. 1, 750.

Kuru, the, people, 776.

Kusa, Kusa-d^ipa, district, identified

with the Suuda Archipelago, 237 ;

a designation ot Sumatra, 670, 671,

073; connected with Khrvse, 671;
the name discubsed, 672 ;

fire-

wor-hip in, 672, 673 ;
sunounded

hy the Kusa-mala Sea, 673 ;
also

called Kumudu, 677.

Ku-a-mMa, Kusa-mali, sea, sun’ounded
Kusa-dvipa, 673.

Ku4e>aya, mount, probably Gunong
Luse, 677.

Ku-im. See Bassein, district.

Kusima, dibtrict, ancient name of
Basseiu, 50.

Ku'iima-mandala. province of BaniafitTa-

de-a, 65.

Kusinia-nagara, the ancient chief town
ot Ba-^ein, 50.

Ku-ima-rattha, distiict, ancient name
ot Bassein, 50.

Kusinara, town, place of Buddha’s
death, 779.

Kubuma. See Basseiu, district.

Kusunia-pura, ‘ the city of fiowers,’

the ancient name of Patna, 50.

Kuta-salmali, peak, 487 n. ; identified

with Suvarnamaii Mount, 80 ; the
abode of Vainateya, 80.

Kuthara, city, connected with Yafiipu-
nagara, 2*66

;
originally known a-;

Sagara, 267 : the aacieut name of
X’ha-trang, 833.

Kutubdia, i-land, 36, 3/ ; connected
witli Kataheda. 197. 727, 728.

Kun-clmn. district, the pre-ent Thah-
hwa. 232 n 1, 3.51 ; incurbinii-^ of
tlie (’hrmi into, 232 n. 1

; part of
Kraunra-dvipa, 244 : a di-trict of
Xau-yiieh. 291, 2!)1 n. 1, 292 ; had
juii-dh-tioti over thirty di-tnct>, 3-51.

Kuu-jluk, US
;

a di.trkt of Tonkin^
-’27

; fnnv.p,.nil- to Ha-tTfi, 227
tlic Kortatha lUtiopoIi^ of

I
V.

emv. 2:i 1 , 2:!2 n. 1 , 23;j ; identitied
with rhm.fc, 2:i2, 298: the capital
ol till- Np-c-an territorv, 282 n. 1

•
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finally lust to the Cham, 232 n. 1 ;

the capital of Xorth Campa, 233 ;

one ot the early seats of cirilization

in Campa, 236 ;
other designations

of, 298 ; dangerous and impenetrable,

350.

Kwah, principal village on the Lang-
kawi, i86 n. 2.

Kwala Besut, village, location of,

518 n.l.

KwalaCherating, river-mouth, 512 n. 2,

514 n. 2.

Kwala Gula, district, possibly identical

rvith Ko-lcu-lo, 811.

Kwala Kangsa, town, seat of govern-

ment, 97, 99 ; connected withPalanda,

99.

Kwala Klang, river, other designations

of, 488 n. 1.

Kwala Kurau, district, possibly identical

with Ko-ku-lo, 811.

Kwala Lampor, a noted cave, 477 n. 1.

Kwala Larut, 97.

Kwala - Panchur, village, location of,

433 n. 3.

Kwala Sawa, situation of, .516 n. 3.

Kwala Sembah, town, connected with

the Sabana of Ptolemy, 100.

Kw'ala Tarong, connected with To-

luug, 824.

Kwala Trong, inlet, 99.

Kwan, town, possibly identical with

Hsin-chou, 240.

Kwan-vin, a god, statues at Fo-lo-an

identified as, 599, 600; connected

with ila-tsu-p-o, 600; birthplace

of. 600 ;
connected with Visnu,

600 ; legend regarding, 600 ;
.account

of, 600 :
Siriihala saved from ship-

wreck hv, 600 : birth of, 673 n. 2.

Kwing-hifl, district and river, limit

of the Han eonque.sts, 227, 231;

corresponds to Ho-ton, 227 ;
other

designations of, 781.

Kwang-chou, city, a designation of

Canton, 378, 824.

Kwang-hsi,prorince, 12.5,129,130.131,

148, 153; cave-dwellings of, 159;

appointment of an Imperial Chief

Commissioner at, 241 n. 1 ; also

designated Yueh-hsi, 765.

Kwang-hsin, town, seat of government

removed from, 322.

Kwang-nam, seaport, other desig-

mations of, 781, 791.

Kwang-trl, district, 134 ;
corresponds

to HO-ton, 227.

Kwang-tri. See D5-han, river,

Kwang-tung, See Canton.

Kwang Wu Ti, 290 n. 1.

Kwang-ven, connected with Xing-hai,

801.

Kwe-lon, village, location of, 746.

Kwei. See Kui, the, people.

Kwei-cliou, province, 128, 130
;

cave

dwellings of, 159.

Kwei-hwa kiang, the Red River, 798.

Kwl-ndn, city, name applied to C'ha'

ban, 233, 238 n. 1, 276 ; renamed
BiS-dln, 238 n. 1, 277

;
destroyed

by Ja - long, 238 u. 1 ; n.ame

erroneously given to Thi-nai, 238;
no place of the name exi-ting,

238 n. 1 ;
the capital of Xaks

dominions, 277 : captured after two
sieges and five assaults, 277.

Kwo-Io-llau, the, people, a branch of

the Lolos, 803.

Kwok-ngu svsteni of transcription,

226 n. 1.

Kyauk-taw, hill, 43.

Kyendwen. See C'hindwiu, valley.

Kvouk-p.an HilP, earlv inhabitants of

the. 30, 30 n. 2.
^

Kyouk - pan-daung, Kan - raja - gyi's

capital at, 31.

Kyuma, island, connected with Sumah,
375.

I.

La, La-kia, the, people, de-cription of,

:3.58 n. 2.

La-siep, La-siet. an islet and city on

the Me-P‘hiug, 143; foundation of,

143.

Zii-thaii, term .apphed to earthen

mounds round Ha-noi, 32.8.

LS-than, citadel, outside the walls of

Hai-la, 32S ; seat of government
transfeiTed to, 328 : ruins of, 330 n.l.

La-thaii, city, foundation of, 327,

328 ; identification of, 328-30 ; other

designations of, 328 ; connected with

Ha-noi, D.ai-la, and Long-blen,

328. 330: location of, 800.

Lii-than, fortress, founded by Kau-
P'ien, 328, 338 n. 2.

Laag Island, a designation of Gelam
I'land, 712.

Lab-le Jle-mai, Hiiang. See Jle-niai,

Jltiang.

Labo, Lavd. See I.op'haburT, city.

Labong. See Lamp‘hun, city.

Lack 'iran, outlet ot the SOng 'Cbu, 801.

Lacquer, black, applied to teeth, 780,

802.

Lada, Lara, identification of, 766.

I,ada, Pulo, 487 n.
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Lageh, Legeh, state, possibly corre-

sponds to Lo-ch‘a, 497, 497 n. 1.

Laho, Lahot. See Lop'haburi, city.

Labor (India) founded bv Lava,

180 n.l.

Lai-kha, town, a form of Leg-ya, 141.

Laja-balus. See Lanje-l)alus, islands.

Lak-biiu, the, people, 3'21 n.

Lak-long, prince, kingdom of Van-
laiig founded by, 339 ; account of,

339 ; legend lespecting, 339, 340.

Lak-vlet, province, a designation of

Tonkin, 320 n. 1.

Lake-dwellers, 120.

Lakbinipur. distidct, 830.

Lakhon, kingdom, the vernacular

name of Ligor, 111, 508 n.

Zidhoii, a terra denoting dancing-girls,

508 n.

Lakhon actors, 547.

Lakhun-thai, town, connected with

Lautor, 769.

Lakkhiya-pura, town, wrongly identified

with Leg} a, 141.

Laksa-grha, Laksa-guha, town, 767

;

a designation of ifiiang Ho-wfmg,
144.

Lakii, the, people, a Karen tribe, 771.

Lakwe, island. See Letwe-gyun,
i'land.

Lam-ap, kingdom, 297 ; Hsiang-lin

re-established under the name of,

227, 228 ;
capital of, twice captui-ed,

and twice re-occupied, 228 ; capital

01
,
abandoned by the Chiim, 228

:

renamed Huan-wang, 228 ; conquest

of, 232, 232 n. 1 ; Kortatha-

Metropolis probably the capital of,

232; state re-established, 233 ; other

designation.s of, 297.

Lam-barih, village, probably identical

with Lanibii, 664 n. 1 ; location of,

064 n.l.
Lam-baru, village, 664 n. 1.

Lam- Barns, state, identical with I.ang

l*‘o-lu-sz. 482 ; a state of Shilt-li

Fo-shih, 482.

lam-Besi, river, 674.

Lam-li, Lan-li, district, identified with

Lambri, 684.

Lani-piivang, island, identified with

Pulo Brks, 691, 692, 693; alter-

natNe name tor Lung-ven Hsu,
690 n. 1, 691, 691 n. 3( 692.

Lambana, 673.

Lambesi, state, possibly connected

with Fo-sz, 682 ; identical with

Lambrij, 688 n. 1.

Lambri. district, a designation of Lan-
wu-li, 389, 628, 66.5 ; camphor
found in, 437 n.

;
possibly connected

with Mu-li, 537 ; other designations

of, 666,607 n., 684, 685, 700, 701,

702 ; location of, 662, 663, 702 ;

identification of, discussed, 664 n. 1 ;

probable ancient form of the name,
664 n. 1 ; other toponyms connected

with, 673, 674, 677, 6'78; limits of,

correspond to ancient Acheli, 677,

678 : well known to Arab travellers,

679 ;
a designation ot Sumatra,

681-3,700; inhabitants of, 685, 695,

700, 701, 702 : the earliest Chinese

mention of, 685 ; wild men of, with
tails, 685 ; the ruler of, 695 ;

Induism in, 695; monkeys in, 700;
Islaniism introduced into, 701

;
pro-

ductions of, 701, 702.

Lambri, Sea of, other designations of,

663 : meaning of the name, 663.

Lambri], district, 682 n. 2 ; identified

with Fo-sz, 682 ; identical with
Lambesi, 688 n. 1.

Liinieri, city, situation of, 432 n. 2,

701 ; on Ilalah Island, 553. See aho
Lambri, district.

Laming, district, the ancient site of

C'hieng-mai, 143, 144.

Lamiri, Lamoii. See Lambri, district.

Lamory, 834 ; a district ol Sumatra,
64C ; 11 desiguatiou of Lambri, 646.

Lamp'huu, city, chronicles of, 107,
143 ; the first queen of, 143, 184 n. 1;

built like a conch-shell, 264, 798.
Lampian. See Lara-puyang, island.

Lampiya, tillage, location of, 815.
Lampong, other toponvniics connected

with. 673, 674.
Lamreh, village, location and identifi-

cation of, 664 n. 1.

Lamri, Lamuri. See Lambri, district.

Lan-bu-ri, district, a designation ot

Lambri, 389, 628, 665.
Lan-c‘liang, state, 119 n. 1, 151, 152 ;

identical with Eastern Laos, llp;
a name given to Luang F'hrah Bang,
146-9

; other designations of, 149 n.
Lan-c‘hang. See Lan-tsiing, river.

I-an-chou, distiict, location ot, 765.
Lan John, a perversion ot Lan-ciian"-

717 n. 1.
•

Laii-li. Sit Lambri, district.

Laii-na, Jluang, city, foundation ot,
295 It. 3 : subsidence ot, 295 u. 3,

’

Lau-ni, state, identification of, fiis-
eusved, (Stli ; the south ot Kamboia
belonged to, 683; the Khmau
leniiisula, 683 n. 1; nicaiiiug and
oiigiu of the name, 684, 684 n. 1.

Lan-ni. end of, identified with Khmau
Point. 683.

Lan-ts‘ang, river, 135 n. 1, 149 n. 1 ;
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meaning and derivation of the name,
116, 13,5 n. 1, 765: identified with
the Me-Khong, 116, 135, 137, 765:
named alter the Lan-e‘hang State'
135

;
other designations of, 765,

76fl,

T,an-wU'li, district, other designations
of, 3S9, 679 u. 2, 701 : subject to
San-fo-ch‘i, 628, 679 n. 2, 701 ;

account of a hiU in, 665 n. ; account
ot the people of, 679 n. 2 ; description
of the king ot, 679 n. 2 ; a desig-
nation ot Acheh, 701; sacred toot-
prints at, 701.

Lancaster, Sir James, visited Acheh,
655.

Land, Oriental tenu denoting, 588 n. 1

;

gradual emersion of. 79, 109.

Lang, the, tribe, 272,272 n. -i, 273 n. 1.

Lang - chia - hsii. See Kamal.anka,
kingdom.

Lang-hwang, the, people, other desig-

nations ot, 789.

Lang-jen. ^eeLang-piug. the, people.

Lang - ka - hsii, identitication and
location of, 527, 544.

I.ang - kia, Lang - chia - hsu, district,

connected with Kra, 112: other

designations ot, 112: located near

l’‘an-p‘an, 113; established as a

state, 115; identified with C'lium-

p'bon, 810, 81 1.

Lang-k‘iung, the, 272 n. 4.

Lang-mu, Lang-muk, island, a desig-

nation of Lombok, 520 n. 2.

Lang-pi-ya, Lang-pi-ye, district, 815,

816 ; terms similar to, 605, 505 ii. 1.

Lang-ping, the, people, ancient name
ot the Lang, 273 n. 1 : other desig-

nations of, 273 u. 1, 789.

Lang-p‘o-lu-sz, district, erroneously

identified with I’erhik, 429 ;
corre-

sponds to Barns, 430 ; also desig-

nated Lam-Bilrus, 482.

Lang-soiig, river, identified with the

Hsin-chou, 239 ; anchorage near

the mouth of the, 240.

Lang-ya-hsiu. Sie Lang-kia, di-trict.

Langa'. fy-e Kamalanga, kingdom.

Langiona, name applied to Lan-c‘hiing,

149 n.

Langka-suka, town, connected with

Lin-ya-ssii-ka, 825 ;
earlie.st capital

ot Kedah, 82.)

.

Langkachiu, islands, 115 ; location of,

577 : connected with the Larchin

Islands, 762.

Langkapurl, Langk.lvi, Laiikavari.

See Langkawi, islands.

Langkawi, island', caves on the, 477
u. 1, 485, 486, 486 n. 2 ; other

designations of, 486 n. 3 : account
of, 486, 486 n. 3, 487

;
productions

of, 486 n. 2 ; legends respecting,

487 n. ; trade of, 487, 488.
Langksa, river, probably identical with

Liu-ja-sz, 601 n. 1.

’

Lanjilus, Lankalus, island, identifi-

cation of, 577,

Lanjao, state, identified with Lan-
c‘hang, 149 n. 1.

Lanje-balus, i-lauds, 383 n. ; desig-
nation of the Andamans and
Xikobars, 397, 424 n. 1 ;

produc-
tions of, 424 n. 1

.

Laiika, district, Buddha’s visit to,

658 ;
Yakjas evpelled from, 658

;

conquest ot the demons ot, 785.
Lankachiu, Laiikhia. Sec Kama-

lahka, kingdom.
I.ankchiu. See Langkachiu, islands.

Lanpiaug. See Lam-jjuyang, island.

Lanya, Lenya, district. 115: con-
nected with Lo-yueh. 525 n. 1.

Lao, mountain, derivative of Ai-lao, 59;
situation ot, uncertain, 59.

Lao Chua, city, a designation of
LOang P’hrah B.mg, l:jl, 150, 778.

Lao-luug, town, a '

designation of
Luang P-hrah Bang. 161 n. 1.

Laos, country. 151
; dynasty lounded

at, 61 ;
chronicles ot Upper, 68

;

origin and meaning ot Ptolemy’s
terms counecti-d with, 110-34;
Lan-c’liang connected with Eastern.
116 ; C‘hleug-nira and Nan included
in Western, 116 ; other designation'
of, 131, 150; maintain the K‘ang
as 'laves, 260 ; mode of government
in, 764.

Laouk, island. See Man, I-le of.

Lar, Lar-desa, 140.

Laragari, 140.

Laraka, the. people, name of the Ilor
ot Sing Bhum, 141.

Larantuka, country, sent tribute to

J.ava, 518 u. 3 ;
a desiguation of

f’lores. 589 n.

Larchin, Bland', identification ot, 762.
Larevi, kingdom, 815.

Larewl, Sea ot, name' of seas forming
the, 432 n. 2, 695 ; corre-ponds to

the Sea ot Na-tiio-li, 694, 695.

Lari, in East 'fibet. 766,

Lariairara, town, probably identical

with Miiang Lem, 140. 142, 733 ;

dcriratioii of the name discussed,

140, 141, 73.3, 766.

I.aruf, district, 97, 99 ;
noted for

silver and fin. 477 n. 1.

La'hio. town, doubtlul connection with

La'ippa, 142.
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Lasippa (La3yppa),to'vn, 766; difficulty

of identifying, 142, 144, 732 ;

identity «ith Si-poh or Laohio dis-

cu3.sed, 142, 767 ;
possibly identical

with SVieng tiipuu-kay, 143, 144 ;

located in the C‘Meng-mai district,

144.

Lasniah, island, under the sway of the

Kamrun king, 574, 575.

Lasman, location of, 834 ; a form of

Basman, 834.

Lasong. See C‘hong, the, people.

Lastlen. See Pulastya.

Lata, kingdom, 140 ;
identification of,

766.

Latcha, stream, its suggested identity

with Lo-ch‘a, 496 ;
other desig-

nations, 533.

Lau, the, race, 55 n. 2, 58,61, 118,130,

131, 150, 152; derivation of the name
discussed, 59 ; formerly in possession

of Western Yunnan, 59 ; area in-

habited by, 59, 117 ;
their name for

the Burmese, 68 : the Eastern, or

White -bellied, 116, 120 n., 132,

13.3; Malava-desa, the country of,

116: conquests of, 119 n. 1, 129;
chronicles of the Eastern, 125 ;

their ancestors settled at Miiang

Then, 126; division of, into seven

branches, 127, 128 : received a king

from heaven, 127 ;
traditions of,

137, 139, 145; customs of, 146;

the Cheh conquered by, 150; other

designations ot, 153.

Lau, Miiang, US.
Lau States, present lack of information

regarding, 144.

Lau-C‘hieng. iVee Thai-C‘hieng, the.

people.

Lau-Kau, the, people, 125, 126.

Lau P'huen. See P‘u-crh, the,

people.

Lauhitv-a, river, identified with the

Brahmaputra, 51.

Lauriya, 140.

Lauriya-Ararai, location of, 766.

LauriVa - Xandaugarh, location of,

766.

Laut, Pulo, a designation of Xorth

N'atuna, 707 n. 2, 713.

Lautor, town, location and identifi-

cation of, 769.

Lava. See Baba, countn-.

Lava. See Lawil, the, race.

Lava, son of Kama, tounder of I^ahor,

180 n. 1.

Lavaka. See Lawa, town.
Lavapura, Lavapuri. See Lop‘hahurI,

city.

I.av6. See Lop'hahuri, city.

Lawa, town, tradition regarding the

foundation ot, 162 n. 1.

Lawa, the, race, 65, 117, 161, 161

n. 2 ;
derivation ot the name dis-

cussed, 58, 50 ;
repelled liy the

Lau, 58 : e-vtent of the country of,

118, 143; known a.s the C’hieng,

118; conquered by the Thai, 119 ;

traditions of, 119 u. 1 ; settled along

the Me-KhOng, 119 n. 1; terns

connected with the name, 162,

Lawek, town, identical with Ava,
162 n. 1 ; originally named Lawa,
162 n. 1 ;

a Kamhojau capital,

220, 775.

Laws, a collection of Siamese, 191.

Le-Dai-IIan. See Le-Hang, king.

Le-Hang, king, conquered Campa,
563 n. 3.

Le-mro, river, 44.
‘ Lead,’ termsdesignating, 87, 87 n. 1 , 88.

Lebeh, a' tributarv of the Kelautan,
759.

Ledda, Ledoa. See Sandoway, city.

Ledeah. See Legya, town.
Leeches, plentiful in the jungles of

Indo-China, 667 n.

Legaing, district, in Sunaparanta, 748.
Legeh, district, 490 n. 2 ;

gold obtained
from, 477 n. 1, 497 n. 1 ;

other

designations of, 533.
Legends, 96, 487 n. ; of the building

of Dvaravati, 45,742 ; ot a centipede
devouring an elephant, 77, 751 ;

respecting the Diamond Sands, 108,

109; of Buddha, 107-9, 112, 114,

188, 188 n. 1, 385, 658, 664-6,
752 n. 1 ; of the Lau king, 127 ;

of the Kha Cheh tribes, 133 ;
of the

waters of Sidantara, 136 u. 1 ; of

the foundation of Luang P‘hrah
Bang, 145, 146 n. 1, 152

; of a
black image in Po-lo temple, 366 n.

;

of the inhabitants of So-tu-man
Island, 386 ; of loadstone rocks,

420, 423 n. 1, 424 ; of the abode
of Garuda, 487 n. ; of statues at
Fo-lo-an, 599, 599 n. 2, 600 ; of
the magic horse, 600, 600 n. 3; of
the foundation of PSsai, 613 n! 1

;

of the ‘ Gold-bars Pond,’ 621 ; con-
nected with the namincr of Sumatra,
643, 643 u. 1; regarding the movino-
of Sumatra, 669'; of footprint in
water, G99

;
of the tailed inhahitant.s

of the Anambas, 718; of Kama's
conquest of the demons of LaiikS
785.

’

Legya, toivn, doubtful connection
with Lariagara, 141. 142

; wrontrlv
identified with Lakkhiya-pura, 141.
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Lehri (India), 110.

Lei-chou, Lui-chau, peninjula, 2-5, 26,
250, 250 n. 1.

Lem, Muang, 119 n. 1, 141
;
probahlv

the Lariagara of Ptolemy, 140, 142’,

733 ; a Lawa town, 733 ; a silver-

mine in, 740.

Lem Hua-Nak. See Naga-Head
Point.

Lemoh JIati. the highest peak of Pulo
Weh, 693.

Lemurian continent, subsidence of the,

669.

Lenje-balus. See Lanje-balus, islands.

Leria, Padre, 342, n. 1.

Leroa, city, location and identification

of, 647, 702,
‘ Lesser Brahmans,’ See Hsiao P‘o-

lo-men, state,

Lestai, district, loO, 769 ;
the Oulf of

Siam, 81 ;
identified with Kamboja,

149,

LSstai, the, people, 81, 116, 156, 160,

169 : inhabitants of Lower Siam

and Kamboja, 149, 156 ; identity ot,

discussed, 156, 172 ;
e.vtent of the

region of, 156 ;
meaning ot the

name discussed, 136, 157, 160,

737 ;
description of, 158, 1-59 n, 2

;

possible reason for Ptolemy’.s name

of, being applied, 138 ;
identified

with the Tan-erh, 257 n, ; origin

of, discussed, 238 n, ;
connection

with the C'hong discussed, 737,

772.

Lestou Khora, probably the Ba-Loi

country, 161 n. 2.

Let-tha,’the, people, 160.

Letters, description of imperial, from

China, 024.

Letturo, kingdom, 769.

Letwe-gvun, island, connected with

Lo-yiieh, 325 n. 1.

Li, the, people, 161, 161 n. 2 ;
tattooing

among, 173.

Li-bon, emperor, 357 n. 1 ;
revolt

headed by, 326 ;
Long-bien seized

bv, 326 ;
proclaimed himself king,

326 ;
defeat and death of, 326.

Li-hsi-lin-nan-jih-lai. See Shih-li-

U-va. king.

Li-h.sien Kiang. a designation of the

Black River, 314 n. 1.

Li-hwa Chiang, part of the Red River,

315 n. 1.

Li-jen, mountaineers of Hainan, 161

n. 2.

Li-kiang prefecture, 765.

L}-p‘h5t-td, 329, 799 ;
proclaimed

himself king, 326, 327 ; subdued by

the Chinese, 327.

Li-she Chiang, part of the Red River,
315 n. 1.

Li-tai, kingdom, identific.ation of. 688.

Lj-thai-to. the founder _of the L;
dynasty, 329 ;

P'hot-the captured

by, 779.

Liang Shwei valley, 819.

Liimg-ts‘wan-man, the, people, 126.

Liao, the, people, account of, 2S8 n. 4.

Llau, the, people, dangerous barbarians

ot Cbiu-te, 283, 350 ;
not connected

witb the Lau, 288 n. 4, 351 ; the

habitat of, 350 ;
the application ot

the term discussed, 351 ii, 3 ;

tattooing among, 773, 804 ; teeth-

filing among, 802.

Libih, river, identified with the Attaha
of Ptolemy, 10.).

Lichi, river, 782.

Lide, state, identified with Eantei,

688 n.l.

Lidure, Lydure, city, a principal city

of Siam, 769.

Lien-tho, town, seat of government
removed from, 322.

Lignum aloes. 476 ;
plentiful on the

Malay Peninsula, 47.8 n.

Ligor, kingdom and city, 90 n.. 112,

115, 444 n. 2, 760 ; appearance of

the country around, 78 ; route

between Kontani and, 79 ;
has

gradually become an inland town, 79,

i07 ; an ancient seaport, 106, 107 ;

an independent kingdom, 107 ;
king

of, attacked Lavapura, 107 ; founda-
tion of, 107, 111 n. 1; subject to

tbe kings of Sukhothai, 107 ;
built

on the ancient Di.amond Sands, 108 ;

account of the Brahmans in, 108,

471 n. 2 ; tbe classic name of, 109 ;

the Perimula of Ptolemy, 110, 540 ;

erroneously identified with Saraarade,

169 ;
other designations of

,
444 n. 2,

497 n. 1, 508 n., 518 n. 1, 756, 759,

820 ;
dancing slave-girls trained at,

.506, 506 n. 2, .32.3 n. 1, .344, 549 ;

the habitat of the Ta K‘un-lua,
755.

Ligor, Bight of, 721.

Lima. Pulo, 501 n. 2.

Lime.stone caves, 79.

Limun, distru t, gold plentiful at, 631.

Lin-au Fu. citv, identified with Pu-t‘ou,

793.

Lin-i, kingdom, US, 824 ;
identical

with Campa, 227, 298, 794 ;
name

changed to Hsiang-lin, 227, 230 ;

a new kingdom of, set up, 227, 228 ;

foundation of, 230, 289, 290 n. 1 ;

alleged capture of the capital of, by
Ma-yuan, 231, 232, 232 n. 1, 289

;
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included in the kingdom of Xan-yiieh,

230 n. 2 ;
discrepancy as to the site

ot the capital of, discussed, 231

;

extent ot, 233, 293 n. 1 ; nomen-
clature of, discussed, 235-7, 296,

297, 300, 301, 305-8
;
king of, pays

tribute, 299, 794 ; au independent

state, 300 ;
amber obtained from

mines at, 582 n. 1. See also Campa,
kingdom.

Lin-kao, district, 250 n. 1.

Lin-ya-ssii-ka, town, identified with
Langka-suka, 825.

Liu-ya-sz, state, 599 ; identification

ot, 601, 626, 825 ; subject to San-
fo-ch‘i, 626

;
production.s of, 626.

Liug-kiang, river, 794.

Ling Shau, identifiedwith CapeYarella,
710.

Linga, island, 501 u. 2.

Linga Kamau. See Menancabo,
kingdom.

Lingga, hill of, 618 n. 2.

Lingi, river, also de.siguated Samawa,
758.

Lion Kingdom, the, a designation of

Ceylon, 816.

Lisu. the, tiibe, 130 n. 1, 160 ;

cuirasses u.sed by, 770.

Litholatry among the Laiis, 119 u. 1.

Little Fortune, island, 419 n. 1.

Lo, river, identification of, 765 ; also

called Lu-shwei, 765.

Lo-ch’a, Lo-ch‘at, state, 815; location

ot, 473 ti. 3, 474 ;
carbuncles obtained

Irom, 491 n, 1 ;
description of the

native.* of, 493 n. 3, 554 u. 2, 686 ;

peculiar trading customs at, 493,
11 . 3 ;

its identification discussed.

496, 497, 497 n, 1 ; erroneouslv

identified with the Xikobars, 497
n. 1 ;

oiigin of the name, 497 n. 1

;

connected with Eajapura, 508 n.

Lo-cli’a. See Eaksas, the, people.

Lo-ch‘a-lo-cha, a Cliu-lien king, 609
n. 2.

Lo-ch*eng, .S’cc Lwa-tbafi, city.

Lo-dzung, river and district, location

of. di-iu—ed, 311 ; a district ot

Jih-nau, 311. 311 n. 2.

Lu-dziiiig, -eaport, identical with

Lu-)ung. 795.

Lo-h'ing, designation of the Andamans
and Xikobars, 397.

Lo-liuh, 1,0-huk. city and kingdom,
part of Chfih-t'u, 179 ; a productive

tract, 180 ; identified with I.a>p‘ha-

huri, 180, 183, 822 ;
description ot,

180; conquest oi, 1,81 ;
other desig-

nations ot, 822 ;
an embassv to

China from, 822.

Lo-jen, designation of the Andamans
and Xikobars, 397.

Lo-k‘ang, town, erroneously identified

with Kangun, 425.

Lo-k‘eng. See Arakan, kingdom.
Lo-kwo, designation of the Andamans

and Xikobars, 397, 527, 528 n. 1.

Lo-lien-mi Bay, the fish with stone

horns of, 782.

Lo-pe, the, people, 359, 360.

Lo-shwei, river, 765.

Lo-si-pa, village, location of, 766 ;

inhabitants ot, 766.

Lo-te, the, people, habitat of, 733 ;

connected with the Kudutai. 733.

Lo-wei Shan, island, identification of,

711.

Lo-yang, town, ancient capital of

China, 16 ;
the Sera Metropolis of

I’tolemy, 16, 738 ;
seat of govern-

ment of Kwang Wu Ti, 738.

Lo-yii, .state, 110, 760.

Lo-yueh, state, 110, 760; location

of, 525, 820, 821 ; identification

of, discussed, 525 n. 1 ; suggested
identifications of the two places
called, 525 n. 1 ; a trading centre,

820
;

probably identical with the
Ligor kingdom, 815, 820.

Lo-yung, a Chinese capital, 302.

Loa-thanh. See Lwa-than, city.

Loadstone rocks, 422 n. 4 ; legend
regarding, 423 n. 1, 424.

Locat, province, other designations of,

533; identified with Legeli, 497 n. 1,

533.
Lohamukha, the, people, description of,

156 u. 1.

Lohavara. See Labor (India).

Lohit, Lohita, sea, identical with
the Selat Sea, 91.

Loi, race, 225 n. 1.

1.01-

krathong, a festival ot floatin')-

offerings in streams, 493 n. 1.

1.01-

lOng Karens, the, people, tattooin"-
among the, 675 n, f, 804.

”

L6i-r5p. See Soi-r;Ip, estuarv.
Trii-sthan. See Leston Khora.
Loin-cloth, 243, 243 n. 2.
Lok-belang. See Telok-belong. citv.
Lolo, the. people, 1'26 n. 3, 3.58

; a
nickname ot the Kha Hok, 358 n.’-i

their taste for squirrels as food'
3-o8 n. 2 ; origin of the uamei
3o8 u. 2 ; connected iritli 1‘tolemv’s
Kudutai, 358 n. 2 ; identified with

a!v,ir"T”’ connection
witntlie A‘a-t<) cliscus^sed, 803.

Lolo, Black. sSee Kara-jang, the
people.

" ® *

Lora-diu, district, 336, 336 n. 2.
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Liim-op. See Lam-ap, kingdom.
Loraan, the, people, conquest of, 749 ;

other designations ot, 749.
Lomapada, Lomapatten. See Eoma-

pada, district.

Lomapadapuri, town, identical with
Ahgapuri, 235 n. 1 ;

capital ot the

Indu Canipa, 235 n. 1.

Lomhok, island, designations of,

589 u.

Long-hien, city, 324 ;
seat of govern-

ment at, 322, 324 n. 2, 325, 326,

799 ; connected with Hii-noi, 322,

323, 328-30, 330 n. 1, 784; probably

identical with Eiao-chou, 324 n. 2,

327 ; defences of, 324-6
;
importance

ot, 325 ; the key ot Tonkin, 325 :

position ot, 325 ;
fahle connected

with, 325, 326 ;
meaning of the

name, 326 ;
identified with Ta-than,

city, 326-38 ;
name changed to

Th'ang-long. 329 ;
capital ot Nam-

liet, 330 n. 1 ;
prohably the capital

ot Kiao-chi, 331. 544 ; identified

with Ptolemy’s Aganagara, 331,

332, 334 ;
plundered by people from

She-p‘o, 544.

Long-hien, district, captured by Li-b6n,

326 : renamed Nam-\fet, 326.

Long-pi-ya. See Laug-pi-ya, district.

Long-Po,' location ot 772 ;
prehistoric

stations discovered in, 772.

Long-wien. See Loug-bleu. city.

Lop'haburi, city and kingdom, 774 ;

attacked by tlie king of Ligor, 107 ;

a chief town of Siam. 176 ;
identified

with Lo-hiih, ISO, 183, S22 ;

foundation of, 180 ;
tile chiet city

of Sawanklialok, ISO
;
derivation of

the name, ISO n. 1.

Lotus - floweis, golden, containing

pearls, 625.

Lou-wen River, identification ot, 768.

Lev, term used to designate the Chinese,

55 n. 2.

Low, Captain, discoveries of, 98.

Lii, Lu Shans, the. people of CTiieng

Rung, 138, 139 n. 2.

Lu-tu, a designation ot Fu-lu, 784.

Lu-jung, town, seaport for Jih-iian,

785 ;
connected with Ld-dzung,

795 ;
Tonkinese and Cantonese

defeated at, 796 ;
location ot, 796.

Lu-jung, river, corresponds to the

Song Mai, 796.

Lu Kiang, the Clear River, 314.

Lu-shwei, river, cartographers’ errors

regarding the, 375.

Lu-ts‘ang, river, a designation of the

Lan-ts‘ang, 766.

Lu-tsz, the. people, face-tattooing

among, 367 n. 3, 675 n. t.

Lu-yii, the, tribe, 90 n.

Lu-yu. Ste Ligor, city.

Lu-yung. See Lo-dzung, district and
river.

Luang P‘hrah Bang, kingdom, 120,

125, 127, 128, 269 ;
spoken of as

.Savaka-Mala, 116, 117 ; overthrown
by the Doanai, 124 ; chronicles ot,

129 ;
other designations of, 131,

132, 135, 356 ;
origin of the name

ot, 149 n.
;

capital removed to

AVieng Chan, 151 ; its identification

with Maiiojava discussed, 169 ;

connected with Nan -Chao, 290 ;

other designations ot, 356.

Luang P'hiah Binir, town, 122; the

foundation of
, 133. 144, 146, 146 n.

;

identified with Ptolemy’s Doana,

144 ; the capital ot Eastern Laos,

144 ; configuration ot the city, 14,5 ;

other designations of, di-cussed,

145 - 55, 768 ;
connected with

Hsiaug-hn, 140 n.

Lubok, state, location of, 688 n. 1 ;

claimed as a possession ot Acheh,
705.

Luhu, the, tribes, 657 n. 1.

Luh-to, the, people, fought by the Ai-

Lau, 160.

Lui-Chau, town, a base for correction

ot Ptolemy’s coast ot China, 2.'>, 26 ;

the Aspith'ra of Ptolemy, 26, 251 n.,

377 : ancient names for, 26 ; con-

nected with the north coast ot

Hainan. 246 n. ; a port and pre-

fectural city. 251 n.
;

superseded by
Pak-hoi, 2,51 n.

Luk-thq. district. 35.5 n.

Luk-to, Lu-to. the. people, 360, 361 ;

meaning ,and origin ot the name
discussed, 360 n. 5,

Lukin, kingdom, king of. conquered
fsant, 563 n. 3 ;

a designation of

Soutli China, .563 n. 3.

Lulu-bileiik, hay, its identification

discussed, 431 ii. 3; derivation of

the name, 431 n. 3 ;
anthropophagi

with tails at, 685 ; the inhabitants

ot, 700.

Lun-ya-kia-eih. Sn. Lung-ya-ka-
mau. kingdom.

Lung, river, identification of, 819.,

Lung-khe, Mllaue, ruins of I.wa-lou

near, 32.3.

Lung-men, river, identical with the

Yu-kung, 372, 373.

Lung-p‘ien. Ste Long-hien, city.

Lung-ieei, meaning ot the term, 126

;

nickname ot the Naii-Chao, 126.
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Lung-ya-ka-mau, kingdom, identified

with Menang-kabau, 676 n.

Lung-ya Men, the Linga Strait and
Island, 617.

Lung-yen Hsii, island, identification of,

51S n. 3 ;
description of, 691, 692 ;

identified with Pulo Bras, 690 n. 1,

691, 693 ; erroneously identified

with Pulo AVeh, 691, 692 n. 2;
other designations of, 691, 692.

Lungu, river, n2-> n. 1 ; connected

with the Khrysoanas, 97.

Lushai Hills, location and identification

of, 773.

Lushih Shan ^Mountains, 766.

Luzon, island, also designated Mandla,
421 n. 2. See Addenda, 809.

Lwa-lou, city, location of, 323, 323
n. 3 ; seat ol Han government at, 323,

324 ;
possibly identical with Lwa-

than, 323 ;
possibly the capital of

Kiao-ohi, 331 ;
identifications of,

331 : connected with Ptolemy’s

Aganagara, 331, 332.

Lwa-thafi, city, built by King P‘han,

321 ; configuration of, 321, 322,

322 n. 1, 332
;

other designations

of, 322, 333, SOO
;
possibly identical

with Lwa-lou, 323, 331 ; capital

of ()u-15k, 331 ; Ngo-kwien set

up Ms capital at, 333 ; historical

traditions of, 333 ;
connected with

K8-lwa, 79S ; a Chinese seat of

government, SOO.

Lythinos Pyrgos. See ‘ Stone Tower.’

M

Ma-ha-Ia-cha Pa-la-pu, king of San-
fo-ch‘i, 629; suggested identification

of, 629.

Ma-htuu, river, 66, 67, 738 ; con-

nected with Ptolemy’s Malthura, 66.

Ma-Huan, the journal of, 38 n. 2.

Ma-i, river, connected with the Sados
of Ptolemy, 47

.

Ma-!a. Are P‘u-la, tlie, people.

Ma-lai-liu, kinsdora, ambassadors to

China from, 822.

Ma-le Wu Ta-ten, Sultan, identical

with Maliku-l-Zilher, 648, 648 n. 1.

Ma-li, state, a designation of P'o-li,

491.

Ma-li-tung, island, identified with

Billiton. 712, 712 n. 1.

Ma-li-yu-erh, the Siamese ordered not
to molest, .532 ; other designations
of, ,533, 533 n. 1 ;

identification of,

537.

Ma-ling, district, connected with A'in-

lifi, 794.

Ma-liu, the, people, doubtful con-

nection with the Hsi-t‘u I, 353 ;

the alleged descent of, 353, 355 n.

;

origin ot the name discus.sed, 353.

Ma-na-clie Wu-Ii, king of San-fo-ch‘i,

630 ;
accession of, 630 ; investiture

granted to, 630.

Ma-na-ha Pau-Iin-pang, king of San-

fo-(!h‘i, 629 ; suggested identification

of, 629 ; name connected with

Palembang, 629.

lla-ngu. See Jla-wu, islands.

Ma-tsu-p’o, patroness of Chinese

sailors, 600 ; identified with Kwan-
yin, 600.

Ma-tung, district, identification of,

450 n. 2 ;
pepper procured from,

450 n. 2.

Ma-wn, islands, 248.

Ma-yi-tung, island, noted for tortoise-

shell, 671 n. ; a designation of

Billiton, 671 n.

Ma-yiian, said to have captured the
capital of Lam-ap, 231, 232, 289 ;

the Han invasion under. 231, 313;
pillars of, 231, 232, 232 n. 2, 781.

Mabed, kingdom, 832 : identified with
Ba-viC4. 205.

Jlabit, Mait, city, identified with
IVIergui, 729.

Machaim. See Mi-cli‘cn, kingdom.
Madeik, district in Thamodaya, 826.
Madra, a name of the old Dravidian

Siva, 751 n. 1.

Madraniakan, island, location of, 752
n. 1 ; other designations of, 752,
752 n. 1 ; Buddha image and foot-
print on, 752 n. 1.

Magadha, kingdom, 32, 57, 60, 61,
70 ; the Ksatriya kingdom of, 33 ;

other designations of, 60, 742

;

emigration of princes of, 60; Afaurya
monarchy of, 66 ; king of, wrecked,
108 ; prince and king of, 123, 123
u. 2 ; the native laM of Buddha,
184 n.l ; location of Eastern, 767.

Magadha. Maga-a, the, people, of
Saka-dvTpa, 123 n. 2,

Magno-Caulij, island, 422 n. 1 ; a
designation of Taprobana, 422 •

connected with the Maniola’i, 422;
variants of the name, 422 n. 1 a
designation of Sumatra, 64

1

n. 'l -

other designations of, 646.
Magnus Sinus, 25 ; connected with

the (™lf of Bengal, 2 ; identified
with Tonkin, 26 ; the Great Gulf of
Ptolemy, 225.

Maha Campa, port, a designation of
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the Cham empire of Campii, 234 ;

ideiitification ot, 781 ; location ot

an old capital of, 790.
jVlaha-jMuni pagoda, sacred image of

Buddha kept at the, 43, 44.

MahanadI, river, name applied to the
Me-Khong, 136.

Maharaja, the title of the Jabah of

^eiahet, 550.
Mahl, river (India), 136.
Mahiravana, king of some Indian

Archipelago island?, 658.
^lahiyangana - nagara. See Yong,
Muang.

Mahmud Shah, Sultan, first ruler of

the Arabic dynasty of Aeheh, 667 n.

;

king of Lamhri, 695 : king ot

Naii-p‘o-li, 703 ; sent tribute to

China, 703 ;
received investiture

from China, 703.

Mahoradhika drum, the, worshipped

by the Lau-C‘hieng, 119 n. 1

:

description of, 119 n. 1.

Mahudaungjinountaius, identified with

Ptolemy's Maiandros, 832.

Mai-wa-jou,the, people, head-hunters,

720 n.

Maiandros, Mount, 52, 53; identified

with Mandara, 51 ;
also known as

Arakan Roma, 51 ;
location ot,

832 ; other forms of the name, 832.

Mainaka, mountain on Narikela, 807,

809.

Maisolia, district, the capital of, 668

n. 3.

Maisolos, river, identified with the

Godavari, 25.

^lalt, city, a designation of Mergui,

752.

Majapahit, city and state, king of,

507 n. ; a famous kingdom of Java,

580, 637, 637 u. 1 ;
erroneously

connected with Markawand, 580

:

foundation of, 581, 581 n. 1 ;
alleged

capital of Java, 592 u. 1.

Majapahit, river and village on

Sumatra, 583, 583 n. 3.

Mujerika, 113, 382 n.*: a gorgeous

stupa on the sands ot, 108.

Mak lamily, career of the, 196 n.

Mak-kong-hiiih, governor of Ilatieii,

196 n.

Mak-kii, Mak-kuu, tounder and

governor ot Hatieii, 195, 195 n. 2 ;

account of, 195 u. 2 ; \iUages

founded by, 775, 776.

Mak-tdn, governor <»t Ilatien, 196 n.

Mak-vfet, ^ kingdum connected with

Mabed, 832.

Mukapan, district, identification of,

discussed, 583.

Mala, Malava, Malava-desa, Malva,
kingdom, 35, 121. 132, 136 ; the
country of the Lau, 116, 117, 118;
a desiguation ot Laos, 131 ; the
term discussed, 461.

Mala-prade-^a, meaning of the name,
118 u.l.

Malabar, countiy, 34, 86, 88, 91, 101,

103, 122 ; other designations of,

1G2, 439 n. 2, 670 n. 1 ; Ditnidian
emigrants came trom, 461.

Malacca, citv, formerly called Jakola,
521 n. 1.

'

Malacca, state, 98 n., 114, 532.
532 n. 1, 759

; derivation of

the name discussed, 105 ;
sulphur

obtained from. 477 ii. 1 : tore^ts ot

lignum aloes m, 478 n.
;

sapou-
wood abundant in, 47Su. ; toundation

of, 488 n. 1 ;
peculiar trading

customs at, 494 n.
;
lU identification

with Ko-Io Fu-fcha-lo dUcussed,
518, 518 n. I, 519 ; the capital city

of, 521, 521 n. 1 ; othei detjignations

of, 548, 549, 812 ; ambergris from,
5Sl n. 3 ; a relugee Irom. at Sumatra,
653 ; noted lor toitoiisc-diell, 671 n.

;

suggested a« part of Ophir, 814.

Malacca Strait, measurements of the,

525 u. 1 ;
other derignations of,

552, o7l
;

countries situated on,

71Sn. 1.

Malai, island, 495. 495 n. 4 ; location

of, 535 ; identification of, 535 n. 2 ;

conuecttd ^^ith Malaya -dipa and
Malajui, 536.

Malai-kollam. See Mahm-kOlon, cape.
Malai-Kurram, city, 101, 103, 104.

Malaiur, town, rituation of, 432 n. 2.

Malakfi, state, a derignation ot Malacca,

532 ;
tributary to Siam, 532, 532

n. 1.

Malaka, the, peoj)le, a tribe fiom
Southern India. 105,

Malama-'ini, island and kingdom, other

designations ot, 537 ;
identification

ot, 537. 537 n. 2.

Mal.iiuia, identified ^^it]l Ven'ri-juira,

lOS
;

the capital ol the Nagas ot

Majerika, 113 ;
eonlU''ed \sith

Palanga, 113.

Malao, <-!t\, lotation and ideutificatiuu

of, 647, 64( n. 1, S34.

Malatu, Sea ot, identification of. 753.

Malava, Ea-^tern, king«h*m. founded by

the (’hell, 133; coniiuored by the

Lsiu, 133. Sff u'^'j Mala, kingdom.

Mahna, the, people, iuhal)lta^t^ of

the Vindhyu ^lountaiii". 156.

Malavir, city. 821; ha-ati' n ot, 533.

536; other de^iLniation- ot, 533,
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537 ;
sug^e^ted identification of,

533 n. 1, 815; a city on Pentam
Island, 533, 536 : a notable em-
porium, 536.

“Malay Annals,” the, 93, 431 n. 2,

490 n. 2, 517 n. 1, 528 n. 1, 530
n. 4, 613 n. 1, 618 n. 2, 629, 637
n. 2, 639, 643 n. 1, 645, 648 u. 2.

Malay Archipelago, 8, 150; designated

Zabedi, 89 ; map of the, 110,
110 n. 1. See also Malay Peninsula.

Malay Peninsula, the, 23, 25, 39, 83,
86,' 88. 89, 90, 92, 99, 103-5, 107,
113,121. 122, 159 Ptolemy’s
coast ot Sinai connected with, 2

;

Ptolemy's geography of, 5, 6, 8,

101
;
shortened by Ptolemv, 13, 81

;

Ptolemy’s error in the western coast

of, 23 ; its connection with Ptolemy’s
Khry>e disca^sed, 65, 78, 80; the
Golden Kher^one^se of Ptolemy, 77,

95, 222; formerly an Uland, 78:
general contour of’ the country, 78;
most ot, ail old sea-bed, 78, 79;
boat-travelling across, 79, 115, 751

:

possibility of a canal across, 79 ; the

land still rising, 79 ;
gold and tin

found in, 80 ; other designations ot,

80,81, 84, 102, 517, 517 n. 1,556 ;

routes acros-i. So, 91, 93. 94, 106,

109, 111 ; Ptolemy’s displacement
of the towns and coast of, 99

;

phenomenon of, 109, 110; Buddha’s
legendary visit to, 114 ; recent for-

mation of the southern end of, 222,
*223

; description of, in Ptolemy’s
time. 223 ; settled by the Mo'ii-

Khraer, 657.

Malay settlements, 90 n., 98.

Malaya, country, 34, 81 ; meaning of

the term, 101, 102: applied to the
Malay Peain>ula, 102 ; term synony-
mous with Kula, 103 ; Geylone'-e

envoys imprisoned in, 535. 536 ;

other forais of the name. 537 n. 1

;

identical with Mo-Iu-yo, 619.

Malaya, the, people, *J0, 91, 101 ; the
inhabitant'^ iU the Malay I’enm^ula,

102 ; di'-tmct fiom the modern
Malays, 102.

Malaya-dipa, Malaya-dvipa, 538 ii. 2 ;

a dt‘^ilrnation ot the Malay Penin-ula,

81, 102 ; in-tructiou given to the
king of, 81 n. 1 ; derivation of the
name, SI : name connected nith
Malai or Mala\*u. 536, 538.

5Ialaya-vara. See ^lalayo, >tatp.

Mala\ filam
,
part ( 4 the Malav Peniii-ula

102.

Malayo, Mala}!!, Malavu, -^tate. it-

identification tli-icu-'-ed, 529, 529 n. 2.

530, 530 n. 4 ;
location of, 532,

538, 647 n. 1 ;
tributary to Siam,

53*2, 538 ;
conquest ol, 534 ;

identical

with Johor, 534, 538 ;
other desig-

nations of, 533, 534, 535-9; outline

history ot, as a topographical and
ethnical term, 535-9

;
war against,

821.

Malayr. See Malayur, district.

Malays, the, people, 31, 90 n., 96,

720 n.
;

distinct from the ancient

Malayas, 102 ;
attacked Ceylon,

624 n. 1, 629 ;
immigrants ot

Sumatra, 634; names applied to,

636 ;
inhabitants of the Malay

Peninsula, 636. 636 n. 1.

Malayu, i-^land, identification of, 538 ;

connected with Malaya-dipa, 538.

Malayu, the, people, raolera Malays.
102 .

Malayu, river, identification of, 530
n. 4.

Malayur, district and city, location of,

536, 537 ; connected with the island

of Malai, 536 ;
on Kalah Island,

553.

Malayus. See Malays, the, people.

Maleu-kolon, cape, 101,758 ;
identified

^yith Tunjong Kuantan, 104 ;

erroneously connected with Ramenia
Point, 104 ; the eastern end of

PtolemyS Malay Peninsula, 104

;

probably identical with Bukit Gelang,
476 n. 1, 759 ;

situation of, 535,
759; origin of the name, 730, 731,
759.

Mulban, island, possibly connected
with the Anddniiin-Xikobars, 401;
location and inhabitants of, 401,
402, 422 ; suggested identification
of, 402-4, 422, 422 n. 4 ;

possibly
part ot Ptolemy’s Maniolai, 401,
401 ; derivation and meaning of the
name, 422 n. 4.

Maliku-1-Mahniud, king of Sumatra,
645, 646.

Maliku’l Man
517 n. 1 ;

n. 1.

sur, sultan of Sumatra,
transportation of, 517

Maliku-l-Saleh, Sultan, the founder
of_ Sumatra city. 613 n. 1 ; founded
Pd'-ai, 613 n. 1 ;

title assumed by
Marab Silu, 644.

Maliku - 1 - Zilher, king, 646 ; of
Sumatra, and tlien of Pasai, 642
^1- 644 : carried captive to Siam,
645 ; a Yus^al of Siam. 645

; identi-
fication of, 648 ; other deriguatioDs
ot, 648.

Malini, di-.trii?t, 297 ; identical with
Auga, 235.
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Jlaliur. See Malarir, city.

Malivan. tin-ore abounds at, 91.

Malla, the, people in North India,

.“iSo n. 1.

Mallavo. See Malayo, state.

Malthura. See Mareura, city.

Malva. See Mala, kingdom.
Mamuri Eiver, 740.

Man, rvords designating, 68, 69.

Miin, Shan name for the Burmese, 68.

Mail, Man, the, people, 55, 55 n. 2 ;

a name applied to the Burmese, 68.

Miin. See Jlon, the, people.

Man, Isle of, possibly corresponds to

Malhan, 401. 404.

Man Eiver, Buddha’s footprint on the

bank ot the, 665 n. ;
identification

of the, 665 n.

Man-I, the, tribe, the language of, 687.

Man Kao-lan, the, people, 774.
_

Man-khani, village, on the site of

Hatieu, 195 n. 2.

Man-lah-kia, state, a designation of

Malacca, 98 n.

Man-Llau, the, people, 351.

Man-oung. See Cheduba, island.

Man-shan, river, other de-igaatious ot,

”76.

Manchu, the, people, Burmese name

tor, 64.

Mancopa, state, probably identical

n-ith Bakongan, 688 n. 1.

Mand, Manid, islands, probably the

Philippines, 809.

Mandalav. town, amber worked at,

582 n.'l.

Mandara, Mount, the Maiandros of

Ptoleinv, 51.

JMandehaf-', the, people, identity of,

6 / 4 .

Maneh, islet, po-ition of, 42*2 n. 2.
_

Man2;-ll^i-^ueh, kiu.U’ of the Hsiao

K’un-lun, 755, b22.

IMangerai, island, a desigiiation of

Flores, 589 n.

Mango-trees, 216, 216 n. 1.

I\Iangonian, idet, location of, 583 n. 2.

IMani-dvipa, 589 n.
;
a tahuhms idand,

423 n. 1.
.

Manila, to-mi and bay on the Island ot

Fiizon, 421 11 . 2.

Manilla, a mart for tortoi-e - shell,

671 n.

Manilla^, idaiuF. a designation of the

Philippines 421 u. 2 ;
connected

with the ^laniolai. 421.

Maniolai, i^land-^, identical with the

Xikobars, 3S2 n. ; a irroup of ten

islands, 420 ;
magnetic power of

the, 420 ;
location ot, 420 : con-

nected ^^ith the Philippines, 421

n. 2 ;
suggested identitication of the,

421 ; Si-Malur possibly included in

Ptolemy’s, 446.

Maniolai, the, people, cannibal inhabi-

tants ot the IManiolai Islands, 420

;

derivation of the name, 423.

Manipur, river, other designations of

the, 813 ; source ot the, 814.

Manipur, state, 33, 66 ; under Brah-
manic rule, 33 ;

the, route to Burma,
140 ; other designation*? of, 766

;

connected with Hsiao P'o-lo-men,
814.

Manipara, city, King Dhajaraja settled

at, 745,

Manjong, Manjung, district, 697 n. 1

;

early designation of Perak, 98,

499, 517 n. 1 ;
Maliku’l Mansur

transported to, 517 n. 1.

Mankathe, river, a designation of the

Manipur. 813.

Manojava, district, situation of.^dis-

cu>’?'ed, 169; a division of Saka-

dvlpa, 218 ;
probably con’e>pond* to

Ldang. P‘hrah Bang, 169, 218 n. 1.

Mansur ^ah, king of Malacca, 648

u. 2, 696 ; reinrtateiJ Zeinu-l“.\bidm.

648 n. 2 ; date of, 648 n. 2 ;
murder

ot, 655 u. 1. 704.

Mau<ur ^lah, Sultan, ^howed favour

to Indra Brahma, 6i}6, 696 n. 1 ;

prince of Perak, 704 ;
king ot

Ache'll, 704 ;
])roved formidable to

Malacca, 704 ;
murder of, 7.57.

Mansurah, province, SIO ; identical

with Middle Sindh, 439 n. 3 ; cam-
phor produced in, 439 n. 3.

Mantau, the, people, of the Manta^^i

IslamF, 674 ii. 1.

Mautawi, Mentuwi, i.-;laud?, 419; cor-

re«!pond in part to the Sindai, 449 ;

native-? of, 556 u. 2, G74 n. 1.

Mantawi, Meiitawi, tlie, people,

habitat and account ot, 448, 449 ;

derivation of the name, 449 n. 3.

Muute, the, people, >tili exi-'ting in

Ache'h, 674 ; connected with the

Mandeha-, <>74.

Mann, a, 157.

Mao-Shan, Flaml, 385.

Map-?, Portuguo-e, 46, .50 ; errnr'. in,

75, 115. 135 n. 1; Europe m, 84;
old, 90 n., 94. 110. 110 n. 3; the

two ('atulan, compared, S34.

Mara, the, |>eople. 55. 55 n. 2 ;
a desig-

nation ot the Burmese, 68 ; tlieir

race dFcu-?.-ed, 09, 70; connected

with otlier tnhe-^. 749 ;
similar to

the Buniie'-e. 7 19.

Mara-riij.i, ancient name for the king

of Burma, 68.
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Mara-rattha, kingdom, 69 ;
iiucient

name for Burmii, 55, 68, 70.

JIarah Silu, marriage of, 642 n. 2,

644 ;
founder of Sumatra, 643, 644 ;

a fisherman froiu Pasangan, 644 ;

converted to Islaniism, 644 ; title

assumed by, 644.

llarah Tiza. General. Hee ‘Aliiu-d-

din Rbiyat l^ah.

ilarai, Marai Man, the term discussed,

5.5 n. 2 : natives of Buimii, 68.

^ee uho ifara.

Marakanda, identified with Samarkand,
19.

Maramma, district, name applied to

the country about Prome, .55 ;

ancient name tor Burma and its

people, 67, 749 ; deri^ation of the

term, 68, 69, 749, 749 n. 1.

Maramma, the, people, 67 ;
derivation

of the name, 68-70,

Marava, the, people, of the South of

India, 660,

Marawa. Maiuni, the, people, 448

n. 2 : inhabitants of the Banyak
Islands, 422 ;

name also applied' to

M’est Banyak, 448, 448 n. 2.

Marble Mountains, sculptured grottoes

at, 791,

Marco Polo, the visit of, to I’erlak,

613 n. 1,

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, embassy

sent by, 302.

Mare Pigrani, the Arctic Sea, 670 n. 1.

Mareura, city, 748 ;
city of the Ka-

lingas, 33 ;
identified with old

Prome, 33, 66, 67, 70; the capital

of the Maurya, 66, 67 ;
explanation

of Ptolemy’s alternative name tor,

67 ;
its identification with Mcngdun

or Lower Pagan discussed, 67, 738 ;

connected with Maramma, 67 ; origin

of the term, 69, 734 ;
the capital of

Lower Burma, 70, 738.

M.irinos, his distances corrected by

Ptolemy, 18, 19.

Marit. ilrit. city.

Markiiwaud, a city of Zahej, .580 :

errniicou.'lv connected with Maja-

pahit. oSfl ; location ot, .582 ;

proljuhlv identical with Mart.ahan,

582.

^Markets, held at night, 493, 493 n. 3 ;

held by women, 494 n.

ilaros, island, a designation t>f M est

Banyak. 448 u. 2.

Martaban, city, 65, 71, 86 ; site or,

originally covered with forests, 71 ;

AVarerh, the king (>f, 7*5, 114

;

identified with Mo-ti-p‘o, 90 n.

Kammalani conquered by the king ut.

114; other de-iguation.s of, 508 n.;

identification with Markawand, 5.S2;

existed in early times, 582 n. 2 ;

cannibalism about, 827.

Martaban, Gulf ot. 22, 2S, 34, 38,

41 n., 47, 86, 91, 93, 121 ;
the

Sarahakic Gulf of Ptolemy, 64, 70 ;

tribes ot the Kolarian race on the,

73 ;
erroneous geography of the, 76 ;

a market tor amber and ambergris,

582 n. 1.

Marts, old. See Emporia.
Marundum, island, 711.

jMarutma, city, identical with Mergui,

508 n.

Maruvi, the, people, inhabitants of the

Banyak Islands, 660.

Mas, Pulo, the ' Island of Gold,’

identification of, 640, 641.

Masaudi, .state connected with Davaka,
57.

Massiuga. king, defeated hv Kiheiro,

1 13 n. '3.

Masulipatam, town, 35, 108.

!Mata, island, one ot the Anambas,
715 ;

other designations ot, 715 ;

included in Ptolemy’s SatjTon, 722.
Mataram, a state of Java, 63'7, 637 n.l.
Mathura, 67.

Man Shan, island, identification of,

discussed, 689 - 94 ; erroneously
connected with Sombrero, 689, 690
n. 1 ; other designations of, 689,
693, 694, 710 ; account of, 692,
693 ; coral oht.ained trom, 693 ;

identified with PuloAVeh, 693, 70.3 ;

the name discussed, 693, 694.
Man Shan . See Thai Miiu. the, people.
Mau-sz, the, people, a piratical tribe,

366 n.

Maulmain, 114 n. 1.

JIauro, Fra, the planisphere ot
634 n. 1.

Maurya, district, name griven to the
Xo'rthern Kuho Valley, 66, 748 ;

settled hv the Maurva mon.archv
66. 67.

IMaurya dynasty, early kings of Burma
descended from the, 70,

Mauryas, the, kings of Bmma, 66, 67 :

their capital, 67.
MaW'li-hsut, riier, other designations

ot, 741, 742.
ifaya, builder of the three cities of

Tiipuia, 4.) n. 2.

!Maya, the mother of Buddha, 105,
491 n. 3 ; reputed biithplace of’
10.5, 4i)l 11. 3.

Mail, distiict, in Thamodaya, 826.
Mali. Llayit, islands, a designation of

the I’hilippiiies, S09.
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Jfayfira, peacock, 67.

Mayura. See llaurya, dynasty.

May'uras. See Mauryas, "the, people,

Me-Khong, river, .54, 58, 117, 118,

119 B. 1, 125, 127-9, 132, 133,

138, 140, 145, 147, 149, 151 n. 1 ;

connected with the Lan-ts‘ang, 116

;

Ptolemy’s account of the Doanas
applied to the, 1 34 ;

other desig-

nations applied to the, 135, 135 n. 1,

136, 284, 286 n, 1 ;
tradition

respecting the, 137; the C‘hong
settlers in the valley of the Lower,

1.57 ; navigation of the, 213; between
Akadra and Zahai, unknown to

Ptolemy, 224 ; account of its delta,

224
;

identified with the Doanas,

282-4, 356
;
compared to the Nile,

283 n. 1 ; trade route along the

old channel of the Western, 775 ;

Siamese fleets proceeded along the,

775 ;
inaccuracy as to the course of

the, 792,

^le-liil, city, alleged to be the Han
sent of government, 323, 324, 739,

Jle-Mai, Huang, connected with

Berabai, 384 n., 752 ;
identification

of, 752 ;
the vanishing city

_
of

Siamese folklore, 752, 753 ;
in-

habited only by women, 753; other

designations, 752, 753 ;
account of,

753.

Mb-uam-Khung, river. 116, 129_. 143;

the Siamese name for the Jle-KbOug,

136.

He-P‘hing, river, branch ol the He-

Nam, 143.

Me-Yom, river, 143.

Jfedang. See Panchur, island.

Hediciual bulbs, 119.

Mega Akroterion. See Great Cape.

Megasthenes, his mission to Palibothra,

28 ;
his reference to the Kalingas

and Andhras, 28, 29.

Megbavati. See Cheduba, island.

Meffbna, estuary of the Ganges, con-

nected with Antibole, 832.

Melagia, a refugee from Malacca, 653

;

his surrender demanded, 653.

Melaro, city on Sumatra, 647 ;
identi-

fication of, 647.

Meleidung Islands, 711.

Idelyquyadyr, tutor of the king ot

Pacem, 654.
,

^

Memnon, river, a perversion of Me-
nam, 717 n. 1.

Men. See Min, the, people.

Mbn Ta-tSk, king, 296 n.

Menancabo, Menangkahau, kingdom^,

453 ;
a kingdom ot Sumatra, 455

n. 1, 634 u. 1, 682; pepper pro-

duced at, 454 n. 1 ;
other designations

of, 641. 676 n. ; account of the

giants ot, 646.

Menchal, island, 421
:

possibly corre-

sponds to Malhan, 401, 404.

Mendang Kamulan, city, alleged capital

of Java, .)92 n. 1.

Meng, Meng - Shih, the, people,

builders ot Pu-t'ou, 793 ; other

designations of, 793.

Meng-chia-ch‘wu, son of Asoka, asso-

ciated with the Ai-Lao state, 123.

Meng Chii-lin, 290 n. 1 , 298 : a

leader of Thai immigration, 291;
alleged founder ot the kingdom ot

Kiao-chi, 291, 292 ; Culani founded

by, 292.

Meng Chii-simg, 290 n. 1, 298 ;

foundation ot Lin-i ascribed to,

289 ;
founderof the Pai-tsz kingdom,

291.

Meng-chii Tu, the lamily of, reigned

over Yun-nan, 763.

Meng-hwa, city, a designation ot Miiang
H6-wCng, l’44 n. 2 ; chief city of the

Nan-Chao, 144 n. 2.

Meng-hwa T‘ing. See Meng-she.
MSng-fco, 771 ; a chief of Yunnan,

144 n. 2.

Meng-she, empire and town, 792 ;

the Thai empire ot, 125 ; ancient

designation of Meng-hwa, 144 n. 2 ;

seat of the kings ot Xan-Chao, 272 ;

chief toivn ol the Ai-Lao and Xan-
Chao. 317 n.

Mengdun, city, named Bhumavati, 66

;

connected with Ptolemy’s Malthura,

66 ;
its identity with Mareura dis-

cussed, 67, 738 ; capital of the

Mauryas removed to, 67 : foundation

of, 73*8,

Menlav, city, location and identification

of, 647.

Mentala, island, one of the Anarabas,

71-5, 722.

Merad, Sultan, king of Acbeb, 704.

Meran I.angkawi, princess, lesend

resiiocting, 487 n.

Merapi, an active volcano on Sumatra,

.553.

Merchants, foreign, eaten in P‘i-k‘ien,

.827.

Mergi. S/e Mergui, city.

Mergui, city, 49 n. 1, 70. 384 n.

,

the lierabai ot Ptfilemy, 24, 82,

384 n. ; seaport of Tena-serira, 82 ;

deriv.ation ot the name discu—ed,

82-5, 7.52 ;
probably identiciil with

Eakta-mrttik.5, 83 ;
' identified with

Mrit, 83, 490 n. 2 ;
probably the

57
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Paribhadra district, 84 ;
other desig-

nations of, 84, 508 n., 729, 752,

826 ;
trade route at, 94 ; connected

with the legendary Me-mai, 752,

753.
Mermaids, 2.83.

Meroe, island,421
;
possibly corresponds

to Malhan, 401, 403.

Meru, the mythical sea around, 136

n. 2.

Meruda Hill, famous pagoda on, 72.

Messagetes, the, people, the canni-

balism of, 660 n. 2.

Metal-workers, the hiU tribes of the

ChTeng race, 341.

Mi, country, the territory round Tali

Lake, 64 n. 1.

Mi, the. people, habitat of, 64 n. 1.

Mi-ch‘en, kingdom, 755
;
identification

of, discussed, 89 n. 5.

Mi-hai. See Tali, lake.

Mi-li. See Mi-li-oh‘e, city.

Mi-li-ch‘e, city, location of, 473 n. 3,

474 ;
connected with Mergui, 490,

490 n. 2, 752 ; other suggested

identifications of, 490 n. 2.

Mi-no, river, a designation of the

Manipur, 813 : source of the, 814.

Mi-niiang. a Hung princess, 343 ; her

marriage caused the destruction of

Van-la'ug, 343 ;
legend respecting,

34.5 n.

Ml -son, city, inscriptions of, 781;
ancient remains at, 791; connected

with Amaravati, 791.

Mi-tho, river, 221 n. 1.

Miao, the, people, the P‘u-ch‘.a con-

nected with, 30.J.

Miao-tsze, the, people, 131 n. 2 ; other

designations of, 793.

Mien, Mien-tien, state, 69 ; connected

with -Vnsahiou, 63 ; a designation

of P‘iao, 750 ; sent presents to Xan-
Chao, 750, 819 ; attacked by Ceylon,

750.

Milk, Sea of, 072 ;
the southern part

of the China Sea, 164 ; other desig-

nations of, 164, 164 n. 1.

Millet, grown in Sumatra, 459 n. 1.

Milu Pulo, 421 ;
possibly corresponds

to Malhan, 401, 403.

Min, the, people, 299 n. .5 ; inhabi-

tants of Cochin-China, 294 u. 2 ;

tribes connected with, 793.

Min-chia. Min-kia, the, people, claim

descent from Sukladhanva-rija, 123,

123 n, 1.

Mincopies, Mmkopies, the, people,

253 n. 2, 379 n. 3 ; of the Anda-
mans, 38 ; manufactures of, 254
n. 1 ; nickname applied to, 39:i.

Ming-ling, seaport, identified with Kua
Tiing, 794 ;

po-sibly connected with

T‘ang-ming, 794 ; name also applied

to the Yin-lin district, 794.

Ming-ti, Chinese emperor, embassy

sent to India by, 124.

Miranda. See de Azevedo, A. M.
Mirgim, Mirgin, Mirgira. See Mergui,

city.

Mishmis, the. people, 830.

Mithila, district, 121 ; a name given

to Western Yiinnan, 64 n. 1.

Mitho, to-wn, absorbed byAnnam, 215.

Mo-chia-man, state, 583 n. 2 ; con-

nected with Markawand, 583 ;

identification of, .584 n. 3.

Mo-dong, ‘Tired Hill.’ See Khau
M6n.

Mo-ho-sin, i.slnnd, 823 : identical with

Pakersaug, 584 n. 3 ;
location of,

824.

Mo-k‘a-t‘o, kingdom ;
identical with

Magudha, 00.

Mo-lo-chu-ta, state, camphor produced
at, 439 n. 2 ;

connected with Malabar,
439 n. 2.

Mo-lo-jG, a P’iau king, 467.
Mo-lo-shih. See Mo-lo-yu, state.

Mo-lo-yii, state, a designation of

Malayb, 475, 584 n. 3, 619; location

of, 4Y5, 476, 531, 535, 619, 824 ;

identification of, discussed, 476, 529,
629 n. 2 ;

possibly connected with
Lo-yiieh, 529 n. 1 ;

annexed by
Palemh.aug, .531, 535; other desig-
nations of, 533 : an ambassador sent
to China by, 821.

Mo-uo-t‘u-nau, kiug of She-p‘o, 540,
549.

Mo-so, the, people, 160.
iIo-ti-p‘o, city, identical with Marta-

ban, 90 n.
; a dependency of P‘iao,

90 n.

Mobur, Mubur, island, one of the
.Yiambas, 715; included in Ptolemy’s
tiatjTou, 722.

Modi monastery, the, 538.
Modu-palli, ‘ three cities.’ See Mudii-

palli. city.

Mogaung, distiict, identical with .ilavi,
57.

-Hogaung^.kimaLs,” the, 369.
Moguls, Karajang named by the,

62 n. 4.

village ou Kaclial Island,

Mohnyin, district, identical 'nitti AlavL
67.

Moi people, said to be tailed, 828 829
Moi-hivOug. See Orang Glai, the’

people.
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Moi-Kl-Eam. See Orang Glai, tlie,

people.

Moli, island, a designation of B^i,
o20 n. 2.

Moluccas, connected with the Island of

Spices, 555.

Momien, 59
;
prefecture established at,

130 n. 1, 762; identified with T'eng-

jaieh, 702.

Mofi, the, people, 51, 129 ;
the country

of, 30, 662, 662 n. 1 ;
other desig-

nations of, 74 ;
their advent into

Indo-China, 129.

Mon language, affinity of, with

Kolarian, 73 ;
place-names traceable

to the, 727-9
;
in the MalayPeninsula,

818.

Moh-Annam, the, race, 129, 148, 150,

153 ;
other names applied to, 1*28,

128 n. 2 ;
occupiers of Siam and

Burma, 130; originallyfrom Southern

China, 130 ;
tribes of, 130, 160, 161.

Mofi Khmer, the, race, 73, 74, 102 ;

former inhabitants of the Chindwin

Valley, 52 ;
the Mra suggested as

belonging to the, 69, 70 ;
ancient

names for Burma ascribed to, 70.

Monaco, island, a perversion of

Moluccas, 717 n. 1.

Monastery, Buddhist, at Ba P‘hnom,

204 n. 2.

^lone, town, other designations of, 141.

Moughir, cih% capital of Balhara, 57.

Mongolia, 14.

Monkey City. See Korbie, city.

Monkey tribes, 96, 785.

Monosyllabic tendencies in languages,

68 .

'

MOns. S>>e Talengs, the, people.

Monsoons, 564 n.^3, 564 n. 4.

Mununients at Srl-^ ijaya-rajadhani,

188. _ ^ ,

Mori, river, the Katabeda of Itolemj,

36.

Moro, town, identical with Tavoy,

525 n. 1.

Motapalli. Mudu-palli, city.

Mou-lai. See Mu-li, state.

Mountaineers, 120, 161 n. 2, 163

;

terms denoting, 58, 72, 118 n. 1.

Mra, district, ancient name for Burma,

68 ;
how developed into Maramnia,

69 ;
survival of the name, 69.

Mra. See Mara, the, people.

Mraboong, river, 729.

Mrama, Mramm5, Mranma. See

Maramma, district, people.

Mnt, harbour, 82, 85 ;
identified with

Mergni, 83, 490 n. 2, 752.

Mritta, Myitta, once a flounshing town,

490 n. 2.

Mro, Mru. See Mara, the, people.

Mro-houug, city, connected with Old

Arakan city,
’

43 ; a designation of

Old Tavoy, 717 n. 1. See also

Arakan. Old.

Mrttika, the earth deity of the Indus,

752.

Mrttika. See Mrit, harbour.

Mu - ha - ma - Sha. See Muhammad
i^ah.

Mu-lai-)Ti, state, summoned to submit

to China, 536 ;
identification of,

536, 537 ;
missions from China to,

821, 822; embassy from, to China,

822.

Mu-li, state, a letter on a golden leaf

sent to China by, 537 ; suggested

identification of, 537.

Mu-lo-ch‘a, king of Shcp'o, 468, 547.

Mu-s6, the, people, a branch of the

Mo-so, 160.

Mu Tsung, king, 469, 469 n. 1. 547.

.VS<i«<r, Thai term for city, district,

etc., 119.

Maang, ‘ city.’ See specific names.

Muang principalities, the three, 139

n. 2.

Miiang Yong Chronicles, 136, 139 n.,

320 n. 1.

Muir River, gold found in the upper

waters ol the, 477 n. 1.

Muda River, 756 ;
in Sruthern Kedah,

•505.

Mudja, king.iom, identified with

Kamlioja, 205.

Mudu, tribe, 31.

Mudu, Mududtta, son of Kan-raja-

gvi, 31 ;
ruler of tribes in the Kale

ilistnct, 31.

Mudu - Kaliuga. S'e TrlkaHnga,

empire.

Mudu-palli, - three cities," city, identity

ot, discussed, 35 ;
probably the

Pentapolis of Ptolemy, 35, 36.

Mudugr.tma. See Mudu-palli, city.

Muhammad of Matabar. Sultan, the

alleged founder ot Islamism in

Sumatra, 696.

Muhammad ;^aii. See Mahmud Shah.

Muhammadans, of Xan-p*o-li, 70-3,

Mul-Jawah, district, identification of,

461 n. 1, 537, 549 ;
identified with

the Malav Penin-ulii, 517, 517 n 1,

556 ;
submitted to China, 537 ;

sea-

port and capital ot, 548 ;
products

of 519 ;
cannibali-m in, 549.

Mul-Jiwah, island, submits to Kublai

Khan, 548 ;
pays homaie to China,

548 :
suggested identification, 548.

Mula-Javah, district, 731 ; location of,

444 n. 2, 517 n. 1, 761.
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Jlula-Prabii, king of Western Java,

540 n. 2.

JIulai, the, people, a term for the

Malays ot Kamboja, 537 n. 1.

Mulaibar, a form of Malabar, 537 n. 1.

Mura-raja, king, an historical Cham
king, 234, 237 ;

discovery ot the

inscription of, 265
;
probably reigned

in Bal-Angwe, 270,

Murex shell-fish found on Bazakata,

379, 379 n, 3.

Musi, river, identical with the Palem-
bang Eiver, 530 n. 4,

Musicians, female, presented to China,

.506,

Musk, 119.

Muslin adorned with pearls, manu-
facture of, 6.59.

Muttima-mandala, province of Raman-
nadesa, 65.

Muziris, tortoise-shell sent to, 670 n. 1.

Mweyin, See Maurya, district.

Myatmyo, the district ot Mergui, 82

;

derivation of the name, 82.

Mygri, MyTguini. See Mergui, city.

Myo-boung, identical with Tavoy,
town, S6.

Myohauug, city, .krakanese capital

removed to, '832.

Mvouk-u, city, the oldcapital of Arakan,
'96.

Myrobalan, Emblie, 10.5.

N

Na-ku-erh, state, face-tattooing iu,

646 n. 1 ;
the kingdom ot the Gayui,

675 u. ; identification of, 675 n.

Na-ku-erh, the, people, the king of

Su-men-ta-la killed by, 649 ; king
ot, slain, 649.

Na-rao-li, Sea of, 703 ; a designation
ot the Sea of Lambri, 663, 694, 695.

Na-mu-ri. .SVe Na-mo-li, Sea of.

Na-Ne. village, Baiikan distriet fomed
_ at, 769.
Na-trang, district, inscription of the

granite boulder ol, 234 ; noted lor
its temple^ and city, 265 ; renamed
Kbiin-hw'a, 265, u. 2 ; an excellent
harbour, 267 ; destruction of the

_ temple of, 545.
Na-trang, river, 265.
Nadami Land, location of, 676 n.
Naf, riser, 28, 32 ; its suggested

identity with the Tokosanna un-
tenable, 44.

^affa, the term discussed, 382 u. 1.
Naga country. Prince LSk-long settled

in the, 340.

Naga people, inhabitants of Masuli-

patam, 108 ; Malanga, the capital

of, 113: other designations of, 749.

Naga-Head Point, location of, 756.

Naga-vara, Nagga-vara, a designation

of the Nikobars, 382 u. 1, 399.

Nagadiba, town, location of, 381 n.,

382 n.

Nagadiboi, the, tribe, habitat of, 381 n.

NagadTpa, district, the seat ot Naga
kings, 380 n. 4 ;

seaport ot, 380 u. 4 ;

visited by Buddha, 380 n. 4 ;
con-

tused with Naggadipa, 380 n. 4;

location of, 380 u. 4 ; a designation

of part of Ceylon, 589 n.

Nagadfpa, Naggadijia, island, 380,

382 n., 399 ;
identical with Seruma

Island, 382 n., 410, 415; probably

the Great Nikobar, 382 n.
;

also

designated Nagadiba, 382 n. ;
one

of the Mauiolai Islands, 382 n.,

421 ; Buddha’s legendary visit to,

385 ;
original application ot the

name, 413.

Nagara Indrapure, the city of Jaya-
varman II, 546,

Nagara-puri. mountain. See Angkor-
buri P;hnora.

Nagara Sri Dharmaraja. See Ligor,

city.

Nagara Vanarii. See Nakhou P'hanom.
Nagarasa, lake, the famous Lake of

Nepal, 743.

Nagaresvara. See Negrais, cape.

Nagas. serpent gods, worshipped by
the Lau, 14.5 ; Luang P’hrah Bang
committed to the care of the, 145 ;

meaning ot the word, 146 u.
;
islands

taken from the, 658.

Nagna-parna-savara, the, people, 749 ;

meaning of the name, 808.
Naima, Hand, a designation of Natuna,

708 n. 1.

Najbari, Hands, a designation of the

Nikobars, 808.

Najrau, the Christian monk of, 563
n. 3.

Naked People, Archipelago of, name
applied to the Andamans and Niko-
birs, 379, 380, 382, 383 n.

Naked popul.ations, 158.

NakhcjnP'hanom .identifiedwithNagara
Tanam, 209

;
once the chief city of

Fu-nan, 209.
Nakkavaram, islands, name relating

to the Nikobars, 808.
Nakur, country, connected with Na-

ku-Crh, 675 n. ;
consists of one large

village, 675 n.
;

account of the
peopleof, 675n. ; location of, 675 n.,
676 n.

; identified with Daugroian
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and Gayu Land, 676 n.
; a state on

North Sumatra, 682.
Nakur, Mount of, sulphur melded bv,

676 n.

Nalikera, island, 807 ^ connected rvith

the -indaman-Nikobars, 399, 402 n.
Nalikera, Nalikera-dipa, the, people,

807 ; inhabitants ot the Nikobars,
807.

Nalini, river, connected with tbe
Me-Khong, 168.

NaluA, island, 555 ; connected with
Ptolemy’s Barusai, 430

;
productions

^of, 430. See also Baliis Island.

J>am Chan, a tributary of the Me-
Khung, 155.

Naiii-chieu. See Nan - Chao, the,

people.

Nam-Chu, river, a designation of the

Me-Khong, 135.

Nam-dinh, district, formation of the,

799, 799 n. 1.

Nam Dong, rivulet, 145, 1-52.

Nam-dzuang, district, 797.

Nain-khai, river, the Lau name for

the Me'-Khoaj, 136.

Nam Khan, river, 146 n. ; identified

with the Khara, 145.

Nam-Kh8ng, river, the Lau name for

the Me-Khong. 136.

Nam Lem, river, a tributary of the

Me-Khong, 140.

Nam Mau, 63 ; a designation of the

Shwe-li River, 467 n. 1.

Nam P‘ha, river, location of, 133.

Nara-Tau. See Dau-jang, river.

Kara-Tiie, the BUck itiver, 314.

Nam U, river, 125, 128.

Nam-rlet. See Xan-meh, kingdom.

Nan, state, U3 ;
Wekern Laos com-

prised C‘hleng-iiiai and, 116.

Nan-chang. See Lan-c'hang, city.

Nan-Chao, the, tribe, 125, 131, 142

n. 1, 153; other designations of,

60, 121 n. 1. 126, 130 n. 1, 144

n. 2 ;
conquer P‘iao, 74, 130 n. 1

;

kings of, 74 ; a branch of the Thai

race, 170 n. 4; also designated the

Nara-chieu, 467.

Nan-Chao, state, 73, 125, 152; embassy

to China sent by the king ot, 75 ;

governed by the Tuan, 126 n. 3_;

probably identical with Muang Ho,

127 ; seat ot the kings of, 272 ;

origin of the, 286 n. 1 ;
connected

with LdangP^hrah Bang, 200 ;
date

of the, in Yiin-nan, 770 ;
forces of,

drowned or mutilated, 818, 819;
presents sent to, 819.

Nan-Chao Chronicles, 290.

Nan-chiao, province, an ancient name
for Tonkin, 777.

Nan-chung, 125.

Nan-hai, district, identical with Canton,
230 n. 2, 377 ; included in the
kingdom of Nan-uieh, 230 n. 2.

Nan-ling Mountains, location of, 148.

Nan-me-kon, state, 741.

Nan-aing, 125.

Nan-p‘an, kingdom, 802.

Nan-ph, country, trade of, 628, 629 ;

a derignation of Malabar, 628-9.
Nan-p‘o-li. See Nan-wu-li, kingdom.
Nan-wu-li, kingdom, 682 ; a desig-

nation of Lambri, 599 n. 1 ;
a desig-

nation of Acheh, 701, 702, 703 ;

summoned to do homage to China,
701 ;

envoys sent to China, ZDI,

702, 703 ; a letter trom China to,

702; Cheng Ho visited, 702 ;

account ot, 703 ;
king of, received

a seal and investiture from China,
703 : imperial gifts from China sent

to, 703 ;
la-t mention of, 703.

Nan-yiieh, kingdom, 321 n.
;
foundation

of, 230 n. 2 ; kings of, 230 n. 2,

291, 326 ; districts of, 291, 291 n. 1,

292 ;
other dedgaations of, 326.

Nang Khmau. See Kumarl, temple of.

Naug-pi-ya. See Lang-pi-ya, district.

Naning, district, sulphur obtained from,

^ 477 n. 1.

5?'ahkasi, province, a name of Tenas-
serim. 783.

Nankauri, island, 399, 421 ;
one of

the Nikobars, 402 n. ; connected

with the term Nalikera, 402 n.

Nupal, a marl, doubtfully identified

with Kambala stone, 492, 492 n. 1

;

account of, 492 u. 1.

Nara, the, people, 126 n. 3 ;
in Cpper

Burma, 835.

Narapati, Narapati-sithu, king, 767 ;

of Pagan, 747 ; inscription of, 747,

750, 783.

Narikela, riland, mountains on, 807,

809.
Narkondam, island, volcanic, 399

;

cocoauut-trees on, 402 n.
; derivation

of the name, 402 n., 808.

Nad, Pulo, erroneously identified with

Mau Shan, 689, 690.

Nasi Besar, Pulo, identification of,

699, 699 n. 1.

Nasi Kechil, island, 601.

Nats, spirits of Burmese, Dvaravati

built by the, 45.

Natuna, Great, island, other desig-

nations of, 713.

Natuna, North, island, also designated

Pulo Laut, 713.
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Xatunas, the, islands, 707, 708 ; names
of the, 707 n. 2 ;

origin ot the

name, 708 n. 1 ; other designations

of, 70S n. 1, 709, 713.

Xearchus, voyage ot, 597 n. 1.

Neaung Eue, river, other designations

of, 741.

Xecaran, islands, a designation ot the

Andamans and Xikohars, 398.

Xecuveram. .S'«r Xecaran, islands,

Xegrais, cape, 11, 22, 41 u., 48, 49, 50,

65, 523 ; the Cape Temala of

Ptolemy, 12-17, 21, 23, 52, 70;
depicted as an island, 50 ;

name
connected with Xaga-dvipa and the
Nikobars, 400 u. 2 ;

probable deri-

vation of the name, 743, 807.

Xem Sembilan, district, 83 n. 2

;

forests of lignum aloes in, 478 n.

Negrillos, African, pygmies compared
to, 247 n.

Negrito pygmies, cannibals, 72.

Negxito-Dravidians, the, people, 102,

103.

Negritos,.the, race, 32, 58, 72, 101,

102, 159 n. 2 ; of the coast of the

Airrhadoi, 29 n. 2 ; original inhabi-

tants of Arakan, 38 ; formerly lived

on the shore as fishers, 158, 256

;

retrograde civilization of, 254, 254
n. 1 ;

account of the, 254 n. 1, 255,

266, 769 ;
have now become hill

tribes, 256 ; identification and location

of, 263, 769, 770, 785.
Negumbo, connected with Nikumhha,

92 n. 3.

Nelkynda, district, the Malabar coast,

670 n. 1 ;
tortoise-shell sent to,

670 n. 1.

Neolithic implements, discovery of,

478 n. •

Nga-won, river, 50 ; name applied to

the Bassein Kiver, 48, 49 ; the
Temala of Ptolemy, 48, 49.

Ngan-hwui, 59.

Ngan-nan Kiang, 805 ; the Annam
River, 372 ;

a fabulous river, 372
n. 1 ;

cartographers' error regarding

the, 375.

Nge-iln, territory, reputed subjugation
of, by Ma-yuan, 232.

A'^Ien. meaning of^^ the term, 126 ;

nickname of the Ai-Lau, 126 ; other
designations of, 763.

Ngo-kwien proclaimed himself king
of Tonkin, 333.

Ngh, Miiaug, 143. 144.

Ngu. See Nffteu.

Nguak, mermaids, 284 ; meaninn also
crocodiles. 284 n. 1.

Ngwien dynasty, 780.

Nha - trang, city, identified with

Kuthara, 833.

Nias, Pulo, probably identical with

al-Neyan Island, 427, 427 n. 2 ;
one

of the Bamsai Islands, 427, 446.

Niehomeran, islands, designation of

the Andamans and Nikobars, 398 ;

account of the ruby owned by the

king of, 679 n. 2.

Nickname, of the Ai-Lau, 126 ;
of the

Nau-Chao, 126 ; of the Minkopies,

393.

Nicubar, islands, name relating to the

Nikobars, 808.

Xi/iobar, derivation of the term,

380, 380 n. 2 ;
synonymous with

Andaman, 383 n.

Nikobar, Great, probably Nagadipa

Island, 382 n.
;

identified with

Ptolemv’s Agathodaimonos, 411.

Nikobar, ' Little, island, also called

Samhelong, 806.

Nikobars, the, islands, 817 ; other

designations of, 379, 380, 381 n. 1,

382 n. 1 , 527, 528 n. I ;
the Maniolai

of Ptolemy, 382 n. ;
the name

discussed, 383 n.
;

nomenclature

ot, 404-6
;

erroneously identified

with Lo-ch‘a, 497 n. 1 ;
ambergris

obtained from, 581 n. 3 ;
account

of the natives of, 807, 808.

Nikobars and Andamans, the, islands,

379 ff.

Nikurabha. may be identical with
Negumbo, 92 n. 3,

Nile, river, compared to the Me-Khong,
283 n. 1.

Ao«5a-trep [Malia Aza^ii'achta), 105.

Ning-hai, identified with Kw5ng-ven,
801.

Niuluau, island, a designation of Mata,
715, 7‘22.

Nmai-kha, river, a branch of the
Iravati, 749.

No-pi, the, people, other designations
ot, 359, 360 ;

the Kudutai of Ptolemv,
362.

Nocueran, i.slands, a designation of
the Andamans and Nikobars, 398 ;

natives ot, 422.
Nomenclature, oftheAndaman-Nikobar

Archipelago, 404-6, 808 ; explana-
tion of manv errors iu geographical,
•588 n. 1.

Nong-cbih
, district, other forms of the

name, 815.

Nong Sauo, citv, a designation of
-5-yuthia, 645.

’

Nong Se, a de-ignation of the Ta-li
Lake, 64 n. 1, 137, 767.
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North Cape, 381 n.

North Indian imraiftrations, 118, 122.

‘ North-level-head Island.’ .S're Pei-

p‘inff-t‘ou Shan.

North Pirate Island, 201.

North Star invisible, 594, 591 n. 2.

Nou-t’o-yiian. See T‘o-yuan, state.

Nu-jen. See Lu-tsz, the, people.

Nu-tsz. See Lu-tsz, the, people.

Nhhartha, 381 n.
;

ideutiiied with

Barberyn, 12.
.

Nuchi, Nunehit, district, location oi,

815 ;
a form of Nong-chih, 815.

Nui Ba-Te, mountain, identified with

Ba-Te Son, 159 n. 1.

Nung - nai, district, identified with

Bien-hwa, 778.

Nusa Horo-horo, a designation of Java,

592 n. 1.

Nusu Java, a designation of Java, o9- ;

legendary origin of the name, 59-.

Nusa Kendeng, a designation of Java,

592 n. l'.
. ^ T

Nusa Mendang, a designation of Java,

592.

Nut-nani. Jih-nan.
_

Nyamok, island, a designation ot Bajau,

722.

0

0-shan. A-shan. island.

f)eh‘ang, the, peopje, 130 n. 1 ;
other

designations ol, 761, 765.

Oidanes, river, suggested identity with

the Doanas, 281; connected with

the Dvardanes, 281, 282, 282 n 1 ;

connected with the Bra imuputra,

282 ;
connected with the Me-Khong,

281.’
. ,

Olanion, state, a designation ol l\an-

hsiang, 768.
, j i,..

Old Pugan, kingdom, ioundrf bv

Dasa-rfija, 152 n. ;
identified with

Tagaung, 715.

Old Biver: See Chiu-chiang.
_

Onesicritus, voyage of, 597 n. i.

6ng-P0ng, city, ancient o*

Sl-poh, 766; foundation ot, ibb.

Ophir, identification of, 597 n. 1.

Ophir, Mount, noted for gold, ill

draiig Akhye, the, people, a seafaring

race, 786; account ot, (86.

Orang Glai. the. people, account ot,

‘^61 ‘^62
exploitinj;

eagl’e-wooil, 262 other designations

ofr262; habitat of, 262; names ot

tribes included in, 262.

Orang Gugu, hairy men called, 680 ;

possiblv connected with Orang Gayu,

685.

Orang-laut, the, people, 80, 802 ;

other designations ot, 817.

Orang-selat, the, people, SO, 80 n. 2.

Orang-utan, ‘ wild man,’ 720 n.

Orang-utang, the, people diffenng

little from the, 685.

Oraon, the, people, face - tattooing

among, 367 n. 3.

Orissa, district, the Andhras of, 29;

the probable derivation of, 73 ;

account of the women of, 808.

Omeon, cape, on Ceylon, 381 n.

Osthakarnakas, the, people, 785

;

description of, 257 n.

Ou-jen, the, people, the.inhahitants ot

Hainan, 321 n.

Ou-kl, a girl of celestial lineage, legend

respecting, 339, 340.

Ou-lak, kingdom, 798 :
name applied

to Van-lang, 320, 321, 321 n. : con-

quered by Cbao-fo, 322 ;
king of,

ordered the destruction of Van-lang,

343.

Ouay.'Pulo. See Web, Pulo.

* "vun, ‘ Cocoanut Island, a

de^isrnatioii of the ^sikobars, 399.

Ourojllha do, 807.

Outlaws, the C’hong consist largely ot,

157.

Oxus, river, 741.

Pii, term. See Ba.

Pa-hsi, 614 n.

Pa-i, Pai-i. See Dronaka, the, people.

Pa-li’n-feng, Pa-lin-p‘ing, state, a desig-

nation of Palembang, 483 ;
subject

to San-fo-ch-i, 628 ;
suggested

identity of. 628.
. , t,- v •

Pa-lo-p‘e'i, city, connected withBerabai,

84 n. 2.
’

. , ,

Pa-pf-hsi-tu, state, identihcation ot,

767. 767 n. 1, 768.

Pa-pien Kiang, a designation of the

Black River, 314 n. 1.

Pa-ree-kvwon, island ol the Mergui

Archipelago, 84 ;
the origin ot the

name Berahai, 84.

Pi-Sak. See Campasak. town.

Pa-si. district, identical with Pasei,

654 n. 1.
, , „

Pa-fa, district, a uependenev of San-

fo-ch‘i, 812 ;
possibly the Batta

country, 812.

Pa-fa, ^tate, subject to han-to-ch i,

627 :
nianulactures ot, 62(.^6-8;

suggested identification ot, 62i

.
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Pa-tien. See Pu-t'ou, city.

Paeeni,akiQgdom of Sumatra, 4.55 n. 4,

6o3 ; trietidly overtures made by, to

the Portuguese, 653 ; fort built at,

6o:i
;

attacked by I) ’Albuquerque,
654 ; ruler of, shot, 6.34 ; rightful

prince of, restored, 654 ; made
tributary to Portugal, 654 ; attack
ou, threatened by Portuguese, 63t

;

abandoned by Portuguese, 654 ; tort

at, dismantled, 654 ; king of, a
refugee at Malac<'a, 654.

Padaiaus, the, people, cannibalism of,

660 n. 2 ; doubtfully counected with
the Batta, 660 n. 2 ;

habitat of,

660 n. 2.

Padang, pepper produced at, 4.54 n. 1

;

conquered by Acheh, 706.
Paddy-fields, 265.
Pagai. See Pageh, island.

Pagan, kingdom, 55, 62, 63, 67, 122,
152 n. 1 ; Sanskrit inscription found
at, 60 ; foundation of, 62 ;

destruction
of, 62. 63

;
other designations ot,

62, 524 n., 625, 746, 746 n. 1,

761 ; anciently called Ari-mardana-
pura, 63 ; reigning dynasty at, 66,
67 ; kin»3 of Indii lineage reigned
at, 70 j king of, conquers Pegu, 74,
73 ; Along-sithu. king of, 731.

Pagan, Lower, town, early capital of
Central Burma, 55, 625 ; designated
Bukani or Pukam, 55, 625 : tounda-
tion of, 66, 738 ; its identity with
Mareura discussed, 67.

Pagan, New, Lower Burma subject to
the kings of, 63.

Pagan, Old, See Pagan, kingdom.
Pagan, Upper. See Fagan, kingdom.
Pagar-ruyung, district, identified with

Pai-hua-yiian, 450 n. 2 ; a desig-
nation of Menancabo, 641.

Pagar-ruvung inscriptions, 459 n, 2,
461 n.,' 517 n. 2, 544, 686, 610.

Pageh, island, 446 ; inhabited bv the
Mantawi, 448 ;

probably included in
Ptolemy’s Sindai, 449.

’

Pago, possibly connected with Pm-
hwang, 54l’,

Pagoda, 568 n. 2 ;
ruins of an ancient

Kambojan, 219 ; ruins of an Indu,
at Thap-Muai. 220 ; a stone, at

y Hsin-chou, 781.

Pagrasa, city, on the Gulf of Tonkin,
probably identical with Prakan, 29.),

732 ; connected with Khu-lot, 30.5,

313 ; origin of the name discussed,

308-10
; location of, 310, 312, Sls]

801 ; identification of, discussed
310-13, 732, _794, 795, 800 ; con-
nected with Ti’-kiiT, 312, 732.

Pagrasa, city, on the Gulf of Siam,
identified with Krat, 24, 190, 191,

731; derivation ot the name, 191, 308.

Pah-sih, state, a designation of Sumatra,
643 ; also known as Pasai, 615.

Pahang, state, 104 ; salt obtained at,

477 n. 1 ; ancient gold-mines at,

477 n. 1 ; forests of lignum aloes

in, 478 n.
;

its identification with

P'o-feng .suggested. 499, 500 tt. 1 ;

nomenclature of, discussed. 500 n. 1 ;

possibly counected with P’o-hwang,
541; a possession of Acheh, 705;
rvar between Acheh and, 706 ;

conquest of, 706.
Pahru, discussion of the term, 365,

365 n. 4.

Pai-hua-yuon, district, identification
of, 450 n. 2 ; pepper procured from,
4.50 n. 2.

Pai Ts*wau, the, people, the western
Ts‘wan, 126.

Pai-tsz, kingdom, founder of, 291

;

capital of, 291 ; Jen-kwo, king of,

762 ; connected with Posinara,
762.

Pajajaran. city, alleged capital of Java,
592 n. 1.

^ ^

Pak-chdU, inlet, 86, 113, 461 n. 1;
a splendid harbour, 91 ; terminus of
laud route across tbe Kra Isthmu-s,
91 : tin-ore abounds near the, 91

;

trade route Irom C'hump'hon to,
115.

Pak-chrtu, river, probablv identical
with the Tau-kiao-le, 93l

Pak-hoi, port, superseded Ho-p‘u,
2.51 n.

vaiv-iau, village,
, y.

Pak-nam Bauthai-mSs, the great port
of Kamboja, 194.

Pak-p‘hrah. See Papra Strait.
Pak-P‘hr,ih Point, 615.
Pakersang, island, identical with Mo-

ho-sin, .584 n. 3.
Pafaisa meaning of the term dis-

cussed, 39, 40, 40 n. 2, 42, 97;
connection of, with Arakau, 43’.

Palamga, Palanga, port and district,
oansfcnt term for tortoise, 1 12 • the
original name for Kra, 112; con-
fused with JIaianga, 113.

Palanda, town, 757 ; an inland tow n
the 0ri)lden Khersone«e, 97, 99n 1 ; corresponds to POrak, 97, 99’

tpi, 110; connected with Kwala
Kangsa, 99 ; the western end of
rtolemy’s Malay Peninsula, 104-

BSlandas’
aail ideutiflcatiou

‘>t» i30.
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Palandas, Palandos, river, 99, 757

;

Ptolemy’s stream in the Malay
Peninsula, SI ; name connected with
the Belandas, 7i9, 730 ; location
and identification of, 730.

Palanga. See Balongka, town.
Palasa, district, a designation of

JIagadha, 742.
Palaung, the, people. 761 ; connection

suggested with other tribes, 368,
805 ; other designations nt, 369,
805

; account ot, S05 ; the gun-
makers of C'hieng Tung, 805.

Palei, village in Malacca, 495 n, 1.

Palembang, kiuffdom, the suzerainty
of, 89 ; identical with Sau-fo-ch‘i,

89, 470, 512, 547, 580 ;
other desig-

nations of, 89, 200, 429, 483, 527,
560, 560 n. 1, 566, 567, 580, 603,

612, 613 n. I, 674, 806 ;
connected

with Bhoja, 229 n. 2, 560 ;
Ptolemy’s

knowledge of, 457 ;
King Dema'ng

Debar Daun reigned in, 530 n. 4 :

the Maharaja of Zabej resided at,

560 n. 1 ; the creeks and bridges of,

564 u. 2 ;
description of SerTrah

applies to, 564 ; account of, 564 n. 4

:

tne houses of, 564 n. 4 ; kings of,

descended Irom Alexander, 597
n. 1 ;

the natives of, a great

seafaring race, 612 ; changes iu the

names applied to, 615 ; named after

the River Chiu-chiang, 617 n. 2 ;

derivation of the name, 618, 619;
outline history of the, 619-30 ; con-

quered by Java, 647 ; a possession

of Acheij, 706.
Palembang River, branche.s of the,

617 n. 2.

Pali, language and words, 47, 68, 69,

82, 83, 85, 93, 106, 123 n. 2, 132,

138, 144, 146 n. 1 ; used in official

documents and inscriptions, 122

passim.
Pali chronicles, 136 ;

discovered in

Siam, 107.

Pali inscriptions, 96 ; discovered at

Tokun, 98.

Pali place-names, 47, 57, 71, 77, 82.

Pali stanza, 96.

Paitan, district, 484 n. 1.

Palibothra, Megasthenes’ mission to, 28.

Palit, Polit. See Perlis, district.

Pallahka, town, origin of the name,

114; applied to Balongka, 114;
Buddha’s visit to, 666.

Palm-leaf manuscript, a, 76.

Palm-wine, 424 n. 1.

Palola, the, people, 804.

Paloor, village, identified with Palura,

743 .

Paloung, village, 43 ; discussion of the
nomenclature of, 43 n.

Palur Bluff, 743.

Palui-a, village, identification of, 47

;

connected with Paloor. 743.
Pamir Mountains, 39 n. 2.

Pamsuh, district, name applied to

Barns, 445.

Pamsuti, the term for camphor im-
ported from the Malay Peninsula,
440- See aha Eansur.

Pariisurastra, 445
;

the name ot a

people and country, 434.

Pan-chih-pa, islanils, 474 ; identi-

fication of, 500, 501, 501 n. 1, 502,
504 ;

meaning of the name, 501 n. 1,

601 n. 2 ;
connected with the

Fanjab Isles, 502.

P‘an-mu, the, people, 259, 259 n, 3 ;

habitat of, 786.

P‘an-p'au, state, identified with South-
West Siam, 106, 113, 574 n. 3;
other designations of, 761, 762 ;

identified with Sup'han, 830, 832.
Pan-sok. See Piu-su, islands.

Pan-t’ou, state, location and identifi-

cation of, 718 u. 1.

Pau-tsu-erh, Pan-tsu-’rh, district,

connected with Barns, 433; probable
identification ot, 433, 433 n. 2.

P‘an-yvi, city, capital of Nan-yueh,
230 D. 2, 291 ;

identical with Canton,
230 n. 2, 291, 321 n., 322 ; Chao-
t’o’s capital city, 322 ; seat of

government removed from, 322

;

seat i)t g-overnment at, 378.

Pinca-jauya, island, 501 n. 2.

Pailca-palli, ‘ five cities.’ See Penta-
polis, city.

Pancagrama. See Pentapolis, city.

Pancala, Northern and Southern, 747,
747 n. 1.

Paiichur, city, suggested identity with
Fansur, 553 ;

location ot, 553,

Panchur, island, probable identification

of, 4:!3, 433 n. 2, 816, 817.

Panchur, villages, locations of, 432 n, 1,

432 n. 2 ; probably identical with
Fansur, 432 n. 1.

Paudarara. See Panduriinga, town.
Pandasa, town, connected with C'heng-

chiang, 763.

Pandu, father of Bhinisen, S09.

Panduranga, town, an ancient Cham
foundation, 271 ; temple of Siva at,

burnt, 545 ;
meaning ot the name,

789 ; conquest of, 791 ; location ot,

814 ; identified with Phanrang, 814.

Panei, Pani, state, 513 n. 1 ; identified

with P‘o-ni, 513 ; location of, 513,

597 n. 1 ;
apos-ession of .Icheh, 705.
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Pang-gang. See Pangan, the, people.

Pangan, the, people, descendants of the

Paksas, 260 ; inhahitants of Jlalacca,

657 n. 1.

Pangdarang, city, last resort of Chim
chiefs, 230 ;

Brahmans of Campa
found in the valley of, 309 ; attached

hy Java, 546; King Ku-lai sought
refuge at, 780 ; a Cham capital,

780.

Pangelap, island, 501, 501 u. 2.

Pangkalan - Jamhu, district, gold
plentiful at, 631.

Panjab, territoiy, the names of the

live rivers of the, transferred to Pegu,
41 n.

Panjang, Pulo, identification of, 683 ;

one of the Anamhas, 722.

Panrang. See Pangdarang. city.

Pansur. See Fansur, island.s.

Pantaimeas. See Bautbai-mas, district

and mart.

Panthai-mas, See Banthai-mas, dis-

trict and mart.

Panya, town, foundation of, 569 n.

Pao-shan, the prefectural city of Yung-
ch'ang, 747.

Pipan, district, its identity with P-o-
teng suggested, 499.

Papan, island, 499.

I’apera Strait. See Papra Strait.

Papphala, harbour, 750.

Papra, cape, the Cape Tak7da of

Ptolemy, 22, 23.

Papra Strait, 86, 90 n,, 91 ; other

de.'ignation.s of, 94.

Parakesarivarman, king, 609 n. 2.

Parama. See Khun Borora.

Parane.svara, king. See Jayavannan II.

I'arasa. See I’alilsa, district.

Parasang, the valuation of a, 5-59 n. 3.

Parauk, Paroga. the, people, a clan of

the Palaung, 805.

Pari, Island of. See Pa-ree-kyrvon,
island.

Pari-gyun, island, 752.

Paribhadra. district, probably identical

with Mergui, 84.

Pariganha - nigama. Parikkhanda -

nigama, city, the Si5rar.se name lor

Barikan, 15.5.

Paripatra, Pariyatra. name applied to

the northern part of the Yindliya
chain of mountain.s, 155.

Parisara. 6.

Parivastha. connected with Barcuathra,
1.56.

Paries. See Perils, district.

Parrots, white, in Trighpton, 830

;

in T‘o-yuan, 830.
Parsons Point, location of, 690.

Parthians, the, 40 n. 3.

Parusa, the, people, 446.

Pasai, Pasei, city and district, camphor
produced in, 437 n. ;

legend as to

the origin of the name, 613 n. 1;
the foundation of, 613 n. 1, 642 n. 1,

642 n. 2, 644 ; identity with Basma
doubtful, 613 n. 1 ; connected with

Bhoja, 614 n. ; a designation of

Sumatra, 645, 647, 656 ;
captured

by the Siamese, 645 ;
conquered by

Java, 647 ; Siam claimed suzerainty

over, 650 ; other designations of,

652, 656; a possession of Acheh,
705. See also Pasei, district.

Pasai Eiver, 651.

Pa.sak, river, connected with the
Banthai-mas, 193, 194 ;

unsafe
navigation of the, 194,

Pasanian, district, pepper gardens at,

454 n. 1 ; a possession of Acheh,
705.

Pasangan, on the Sumatran coast, 656 ;

a possession of Acheh, 705,
Pasei, chronicle of, 517 n. 1, o81 n. 3,

_634 n. 1, 639 n. 2, 645, 696.
Pasei, district, position oi the palace

of the king of. 528 n. 1 ; identical
with Pa-si, 654 n. 1. !See also Pasai,
district.

Pa^ni, Pa^in, Pusin, See Bassein,
district.

Pa>uluku, kingdom, a designation of
Burma, 40, 814.

Pasiipala, the, people, 814.
Pataiiputra. See Patna, city.
Patang, island, a de«iignation of the

Little Andaman, 389 n. 2, 392.
Patuni, city, 88 ; foundation of, 490

n. 2 ; dancing-girls from, 508 n.
Patani, river, 8io.
Patanor, state, a designation of Ban-

DOn, 822
; prohablv identical with

P‘o-ta, 822.
Pathiu, location and identification of,

470 11. 1.

I’atikkara, city, identified with
Chittagong, 740.

Patkoi, mountains, 54 ; silver-inines
in the, 741.

Patna, city, identified with Kusuma-
pura, 50 ; connected with Polibothra,
594.

"

Patunga Point, 740.
PaungUn, di-trict in Sunaparanta,

748.

Payan inscription. See Bavann-
village.

Pagan, Pagunkar, term applied to the

^

peak and legendary king, 21 1.
Payahkar, town, ancient ruins at, 193 •
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probably the capital ot Komar, 202,
203.

Payentaung. See Amber Hills.
Pe-pi, river, loeatiou and identification

of, 617 n. 2.

Pe-t‘eng, river, other designations ot
the, 798.

J’e-tie, Te-fie, cloth, 243, 243 n. 2 ;

woven by the women ot Tu-po
Island, 781.

P6-t‘ou, state, location of, 209, 209
n. 1 ; the Pithunobaste of Ptolemy,
210 .

P0-t‘u, district, location of, 6.58 n. 1 ;

a designation of part of Ache'h, 66S.
Peacock, the national emblem of

Burmii, 67.
Pearl fishery, at Hainan, 246 n., 250

n. 1 ; in the Bay of Camoi. 782.
Pedada, Pidada, state, identification of,

627, 688 n. 1 ;
location of, 627.

Pedam, location of, 813 ; identification

of, 813.

Pedir, a kingdom of Sumatra, 4.55

n. 1, 656 ;
war between Achin and,

654 ;
king of, sought Portuguese

protection, 654 ;
other designations

of, 667 n. ;
conquest of, 704 ;

claimed as a possession of Acheh,
705 ;

noted for silk, 706 ; pepper
from, 812.

Pedro Point on Sumatra, 483.

Pegu, kingdom, 33, 39 u. 2, 46, 60,

65, 77, 89, 92, 94, 141; connected

with Ptolemy's Serika, 2 ; Ptolemy’s

error regarding the coast of, II, 1 3 ;

other designations of, 32 n. 2 ; 57,

63, 73, 74, 90 n., 509 u. 2, 524 n.,

535, 602, 807, 809 ; chronicles ot,

33, 61, 71, 81, 114 ;
centre of

Kalinga rule, 34 ; rivers ot, 41 n.

;

a powerful kingdom, 73 ; subject to

the Shans. 74 ;
the ancient Trifca-

linga empire, 74 ;
people of, 74 ;

expedition against, 1, 95, 470 u. 1

;

former terrestrial connection with

Sumatra, 402 n, ;
wars with Bunna,

819.

Pegu River, 89 n. a, 90.

Pegu Romas, mountains, .11, 52, 6.5;

inhabited by the Zabaing, 54.

Peguans, of itoi-Khmer hlood, 74.

Peh-li-kiang, river, a designation of

the Lan-ts‘ang, 765.

Peh-ngai, city, the royal city of Jen-
kwo, 123 the capital of Pai-t=7,

291, 763 ;
identification of, 739;

location of, 763 ; connected with

Ptolemy’s Posinara, 763.

Peh-shih," city, identification of, 802.

Peh-t.sz. See Pai-fsz, kingdom.

Peh-tsz. See P‘u-tsz, the, people.

Pch-yai. See Pi'h-ngai, city.

Pei-chu, the, people, tace-tattooing

among, 804 ; other designations ot,

804.

Pei-p‘ing-t‘ou Shan, island, identifi-

cation of, 809.

Pekingese dialect, 40 n. 2.

Pelapi Islands, 711.

P‘en-p‘en, island, identification of,

584 n. 3.

P‘eng-teng, state, suggested identi-

fication of, 599 n. 1, 626 ; subject to

San-fo-efi‘i, 626.

P‘eng-ka. See Bangka, island.

P‘eng Pu, the. people, 804.

Penjabung Island, probably identical

with Pan-chih-pa, 500, 504.
Penjait Layar, Pulo, situation of,

501 n. 2.

Penjaleh, Pulo, situation of, 501 n. 2.

Penjengat Island, situation of, 501 n. 2.

Penong, the, people, connected with
the P'hanom, 207 ; other desig-

nations of, 207, 207 n. 1, 207 n. 2

;

the expansion ot the territory of,

208 ; characteristics of, 261.

Penta, town, 740.

Pentam, island, location of, 533 ;

identified with Bettimah, 536, 821 ;

other designations of, 537.

Pentapolis, city. 36, 501 n. 1, 501 n. 2 :

connected with Chittagong, 30 ;

probable identification with 'Pripura,

35, 36 ; myth of the three cities of

Tripura, 45 n. 2 ; name connected
with Pafica-palli, 736 ;

place-names
possibly connected with, 740.

Pciitepoli, Petapoli. See Hudu-palli,
city.

Penu-siran River, 626.

Penuba Islands and Straits, 500, 501.

Pepper, 486 n. 2 ;
places producing,

450 n. 2, 452, 454 n. 1, 653, 812';

from Zunda and Hsin-t‘o, 452, 454 ;

the worst, procured from Java,
454 n. 1.

Pepper gardens at Pasaraan, 454 n, 1.

Pepper Islands. See Lada, Pulo.

Perak, district, derivation ot the name,
39 ; language ot, 40, 40 n. 2 ; tin-

works at, 88 ;
the Palanda ot

Ptolemy, 97, 99, 101, 104, 110;
supposed meaning and origin ot the

name, 97, 98 ;
aPo designated

Jlanjong, 98, 499 ; lormer extent

of the kingdom of
, 98 ; the camphor-

tree grown in, 437 n. ; sulphur

obtained irom Upper, 477 n. 1 ;

neolithic implements tound at, 478ii.

;

identity with P'o-li suggested, 494 ;
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other designation? of, 65fi ; con-

i^ueredbyAciieh, 704, 705,706; son

of tte king of, made king of Acheh,

70i
;
the first kingdom and raja of,

established at Bruas, 757.

Perak, river. 99, 102, 159.

Percha, Pulo, a designation of Sumatra.

634 n. 1 ;
the Jambi district. 639 ;

etymology of the term, 639, 639 n. 1

;

Malay MS. on the king? of, 639 n. 2.

Perdana Prabu, king of Central Java.

.540 n. 2.

Perimula, town, 760 ; location of,

106, 731
;

identified with Ligor,

109, 110, .548
;

derivation of the

name of, 110
;

possibly connected

with Mul-Jawah, 548 ;
identification

of. 731.

Periniulik, gulf, identification of, 731 ;

location of, 760, 761 ; the head ot,

corresponds to Bau-D6n Bight, 761;
identified the Gulf of Siam, 761.

Perlak, kingdom, places erroneously

identified with, 429
;

visited by
Marco Polo, 613 n. 1 ; invasion of.

644 ; on the Sumatran coast, 656

;

identical with Perak, 6.56 ; deri-

vation of the name, 668 ; Islamism
among the townspeople of, 695

;

introduction of Islamism into, 696 ;

a possession of Acheh, 705 ;
possibly

connected with P'o-lu, 817.

Perils, district, taken from Kedah and
placed under Siam, 484 ; account of,

484 n. 1.

Perils, town, capital of Perils, 484 n. I

;

a resort of trade, 484 n. 1.

Perils, river, 484 n. 1.

Permatang, 110.

Perrem, See Berahonua, mart.

Persian settlements, 679 ; in South
H.ainan, 471 n. 2.

Perversions of topon)Tnics and native

words, 7 17 n. 1.

Pescadores, the, account of the

aborigines of, 256 u. 1.

Pestilence, in Eamanna-desa, 74 u. 3 ;

in Magadha, iOS.

Pestrpllo, 614 n.

Pet-tsz, the, people, a designation of

the Pei-chu, 804.

Petara, islands, suggested identity of.

533, 536.

Petroleum, 622, 622 n. 1.

F'hh-iieu, the loin-cloth worn by Indo-
Chinese hill tribes, 243 n. 2.

Phalgun, village, identified with Pa-
loung, 43 n.

P'ham-ho-dat, king, raids of, 297
n. 2.

P‘han, king of Thuk. 319 ; overthrew

Van-lang, 319, 320, 320 u. 1 ;
built

Lwa-thiin, 321.

P‘han-na, districts, 138, 1.38 u. 2.

Phau-thit, district, doubttul connection

with Vijaya, 190.

P'haug - nga. Ste Takua - thung,

district,

Phanoiu stupa, the, foundation of,

297 n. 2.

Piianrang, town, in I.ower Cochin-

China, 337 n. 1 ; identified with

Pandurahga. 814.

Pharuigara. See Barakura, state.

Pharusa. See Parusa, the, people.

Priiattaluug, district, inland sea of,

79 ;
largely settled by Brahmans,

471 n. 2.

P‘hattalung, town, 109
;

gradually

becoming an inland town, 79 ;

formerly an important seaport, 106,

107 ; can be reached through the

inland sea, 107.

Philippines, the, 85 ;
other desig-

nations of, 809.

Philu-chaung, stream, 741.

P‘huom. See Penong, the, people.

P'hnom Empire. See Fu-nan, kingdom.
P'hnong. See Penong, the, people.

Phmuician writing, connected with

Eejang, .597 n. 1.

Phtenicians, the, settlements of, 596,

699 n., 828
;

as shipwrights, 597
11 . 1 ; as navigators, 597 n. f

;
trading

for Solomon, came to South India,

597 n. 1 ; their commercial inter-

course with India, 597 n. 1.

P'hong, the. people, a race of pygmies,

787, 804 ; description of, 787.
P’hong, Miiang, town, identified with

Mone, 141
;
foundation of, 766.

P‘hong-chou, tow'n, c.apital of Vau-
15ng. 319._ 3-27, 336. 339 ; capital
of Nam-\Iet, 327 ; location of, 336,
798 ; connected w'ith Sdn-tiii, 350 ;

a village still on the site of, 798.
P’hong-khe, citv, residence of King

P’hSn at, 320 n. 1, 321 ; con-
figuration ot the citv, 320 n. 1,
321.

f hong-Jche, district, a division of Toi-
vu, 373 ; part of the present district

of Dong-ngSn, 373.
Phong -li^, ancient remaims at, 791.
P‘hut-the, town, capital ot Campa,

229, 2‘i9 n. 2, 779, 791 ; identical
with Fo-shih, 229 n. 2 ; captured
by the king of Annam, 229, 779

;

a town built on the site of, 779;
other designations of. 791.

P'hrah Bang, the famous statue of
Buddha, 149 u.
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P‘lirali Prathom, stupa of, in Lower
Siam, 109.

P‘hral> Thammun, a eollection el

Siamese laws, 191.
Phrah Thon pagoda, the, legend

respecting, 188, 188 n, 1 ;
date

and founder of, ISS, 189.
P'hraya Campadhiriia, king of Campa,

297.

P‘hsa-dek. See Sadek. town.
P‘hu-(,'‘hang-luang, hill, 147 n. 1.

P‘hu C‘hang-noi, hill, 147 n. 1.

P‘hu Kha, district, 128.

P‘hu-khe, city, suggested as Ptolemy’s

Pagrasa, 310.

P‘hu-Kuok, village, toundation of,

775.

P‘hu-Kuok. See Ko: Tron, island.

P‘hu Lau, district, 128.

P‘hu Ngii, ‘ Snake-mountain ’ Range,

15.5, 156.

P'hu-5, P‘hu-iir. See P‘u-erh, the,

people.

P‘hu-thai Dam, the, people, called also

Th6-den, 354 n. 1.

P‘huen, kingdom, establishment of,

295 n. 3 ;
annexed to Lilang P'hrah

Bang, 29.5 n. 3.

P'huen, Muang, district, amalgamated

with Prakan, 296 ;
also designated

Trbn-nin, 363, 366 ;
connected with

Ptolemy’s Bareukora, 364 n, 2, 769.

P‘huen. ‘ See P‘u-erh, the. people.

P‘Ai(«iiiia!ai«,atermforcrudecamphor,

435.

P'hiiok-lok, district, a designation of

Fu-lu, 784.

P’hutthai - mas. See Banthai - mas,

district and mart.

P'hwon, the, people, 369, 371 n. 2

:

habitat ot, 369, 370 ;
legend

respecting, 370 ;
tradition as to

their ancestors, 370 ; may be a

branch of the P'hyu, 370 ;
suggested

connection with other tribes, 370,

37t n, 2, 371 n. 4 ;
probably allied

to the Kadu, 371 : little known and

often ignored, 371 ;
probably con-

nected with Ptolemy's Barrbui, 3j2-

P‘hya Kosa, desti-nction of (Siamese

fleet under, 195, 195 n. 1; Hatien

alleged to be taken bv, 193 n. 1.

P’hyi Tak, king, 196 n. ;
king ot

Siam, 195 n, 1 ;
wrested Banthai-

mas from the Annamese, 195 n. 1.

P‘hTa Then, See Indra, a god.

P‘hyu, the, people, 31, 70 ;
erroneously

located at Prome, 69 ; other de-ig-

nations ot, 69. 73, 130, 365: a

branch ot the JI5n-Khraer race, 73 :

early inhabitants of Burma, 128,

129 ; a tribe of the >l6n-Annam
race. 130 ; settled at Old Prome, 365,

370,

pi, seaport, 801.

P‘i-clien-hsie Pa-mo, king, 602 n. 1.

Pi-chiug. See Pi-kin, seaport.

P‘i-k‘ien, country, identification ot,

827 ;
cannibalism as a punishment

in, 827.

Pi-kin, seaport and district, name ot

Jih-nan changed to, 292 ;
incor-

porated with Campa. 292 ; extent of,

292, 293, 293 n. 1 ;
erroneous area

allotted to, 293 n. 1 ; under Chinese

domination, 313 : a famous port,

013; Chinese expedition landed at.

781 : the Annamese Ti-kan, 796 ;

location ot, 797 ; connected with

Heng Shan, 797.

Pi-sung, state, location and identifi-

cation of, 718 n. 1.

Piandang, cape, location ol, 813.

P-iao, <tate, 89, 90 n. ; kingdoms
tributary to. 46 n. 1 ;

coriespoiids

to the present Lo'\er Buraia, >)6,

73, 75, 467 : connected ^ith Kia-t‘o,

G1 : Chau-p‘o tributary to, 62 ;

position of, 73; earliest notices of,

74 ; boundaries ot, confused with

Du-ba, 467 ;
other designations of,

467. 750 ;
king of, 467 ; conquest

ot, 749 ;
people ot, «ettled near

Yun-nan Fu. 750 : Feng-yii assisted,

against Ceylon, 750.

P‘iao, the, people, their identity Mith

the Phyu discussed, 73 ;
conquered

by the Kan-Chao, 74 ;
paid homage

to the Chinese Emperor, 75 ;
vassals

of the Thai empire, 75 ; habitat of,

130 n. 1.

P‘iao-ku, kingdom, identified with

Pegu, 74.

P‘iao-kuo, kingdom, probably identical

with Pegu, 73.

Pieli-lo-li, village, the port of

Ce\lon, 386 ; identified ns ith Beligani,

386 n. 3.

Pieh-tu-lu, a Portuguese sea-captain,

614 n. , identical with Rafael

Pre'^trello, 654 n. 1.

Piea-iiang, city, the Chinese capital,

580 ;
the modern K‘ai-leng Fu,

580.

Pienue-goon-rwa, village, may represent

Ptolemy’s Berabonna, 47, 48.

Pillars, the, of Ma-Naian, 231, 232,

232 n. 1,353.

Pillow -mount See Khiiu Mon,
pass.

Pin-^u, inlands, the Barusai of Ptolemy,

•427
;
other designations ol the, 427.
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Piaang, island, 731.

Pinang, town, 98.

Pindola, the famous Arkat, 747.

Ping-p‘o, the, people, an aboriginal

race near Canton, 765.

Pinggan, district, possibly connected

with P‘o-hwang, 541.

Pioneer colonizers, 81.

Piracy, 502 n. 4, 503, 503 n. 1 ; tribes

addicted to, 156.

Pirada, state, probably identical with
Pedada, 627, 688 n. 1.

Pistapura, Pittapura, city, connected
with Ptolemy’s Pitvndra Metropolis,

668 n. 3.

Pithonobaste, a mart, identification of,

7, 731 ; identified with Banthiii-

nias, 192 ;
connected with Pe-t‘ou,

210; the great entrepot of trade

with the Fu-nau empire, 212 ;

etymology of the name, 731, 732.
Pityndra Metropolis, the capital of

lilaisolia, 668 u. 3 ; connected with
Pistapura, 668 u, 3.

Pla Biik, a kind of sturgeon, 23.3,

283 n. 1.

Pla Eiim, 283 n. 1 ; a large edible

fish, 283.

Place-names, transformations under-
gone by, 3, 00

;
Further Indian,

41 n., 121 ; of India proper, 41 n.,

48 ; Indo-Cliiuese, 48, 103, 121,
140 ; American and Australian, 48 ;

conuection between Indian and
Indo-Chinese, 121, 138 ; the course
adopted by Ptolemy in transcribing,

412 passim.
Flakm, 43 ;

meanings of, 39.

Plaksa-dvipa, 46 ; identified with
Arakan and Burma, 29, 39.

Plum-tree Hill. .S/r Koi-M.ii, bill.

Plumhano, 88.

Plumbun, town, a name applied to
(luilon, 88.

P‘», kingdom, S16 ; a contrai-tion of

Xikobar, 817
;

possibly .stands tor

Bharu, 817.
Fo. p‘it. meaning of the word, 3.52 n.,

565 n.

Po-cb‘i, .state. 614 n.

P‘o-tong, district. 474 ; identification

of, discus.sed, 499, 500 n. 1 ; po-sibly

identical with P.ipan. 499.
P6 Gopa, king of Campa, 697 n. 1.

P’o-hui-kia-lu, P'o-hui-chia-lu, king-
dom, 44 n.

;
the Barakura of

Ptolemy, 58.

P‘o-hwang. state, sent tribute to
China, .500 n. 1 , .503 ; connected
with Pahang, 503 n. 1 ; sugge-ted
identification of

,
541 ; title conferred

on the ruler of, 543 ; king of,

obtains investiture, 543 ;
location

of, 824.

P‘o-hwei-ka-lu, kingdom, identified

writh Pharuigara, 467 ; a designation

of Arakan, 670 n. 1 ;
gold and

silver abundant in, 670 n. 1.

P‘o-la, P‘o-na, the, people, 295 n. 3.

P‘o-li, P‘o-lo, state, 98, 757, 760 ;

terms applied to the island of Bali,

1 10 ;
probably refer to Perimula or

Palanda, HO
;

connected with

Sumatra, 473 ; also designated Ma-li,

491
;
ponies and carbuncles obtained

from, 491 ;
inhabitants skilled in

throwing quoits, 491 ;
coral obtained

from, 493
;
peculiar trading customs

at, 493, 493 n. 3 ;
description of

the inhabitants of, 493, 493 n. 3 ;

cessation of Chinese intercourse with,

494 ; location of, 494 ;
identification

of, discussed, 494, 495, 495 n. 1, 584
n. 3, 772, 815 ;

extent of, 496,
496 n. 1 ;

noted for tortoise-shell,

671 n.

Po-li, state, location of, 496, 496 n. 3 ;

description of the natives of, 496
_u. 2 ; identification of, 7 1 8 n. 1 ,

8 1 5.

Pi) Bing, 697, 697 u. 1 ;
a prince of

Campa, 696, 703; became raja of

-kcheh. 696, 697, 703.
Po-ling, state, an alternative name for

Ho-ling, 472 ; toponymies similar
to, 488 n. 1.

4 o-lo, I’-o-lo, town, legend respecting
an ima.ge in the temple at, 366 n.

;

connected with B.arah-nagar, 403 n.
Po-lo-la, kingdom, 15.5.

I’o-Io-la, the. people, 769.
P‘o - id - nicii, state, 470; probably

corrc'.ponds with Brahma-de.sa, 471
(see fVirrigenda,813, 814) ;

suggested
identification ot, 547, 749, 813, 814.
^eo/soTa~tsiuP‘o-Io-meu

; Hsiao
P'd-lo-meii.

Po-ld-sa, P‘o-lo-so, kingdom, location
and identification of, 741-2, 831 ;

other designations ot, 831.
P‘o-lou, location of, 824.
I ‘o-lu, country, 816

;
possibly identical

with Perlak, 817.
^'^^“-ebia-sz, town, early capital of

Ho-ling, 472 ; possible derivation
“1

1 3 n. 3 ;
possibly connected

with Prakasai, 472 n. 3, 505 ; the
re-idence of King Ki-ven, 504.

P‘o-lu-ka-si, Polukiasze'. See P‘o-lu-
chia-sz, town.

^*'•’1'
'\''***’ eiToneouslv

identified with Perlak, 429
; corre'-

.“ponds to Barns and the Barusai
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Islands, 430, ^584 n. 3, 619; a
dependency of Sri-Bhoja, 619.

Po-lu-sse, island, location of, 429.
Pd-Xagar, the temple of, 265, 267,

545
; the tutelary goddess of Campa,

265 ; the goddess Devi, 266 ;
in-

scription, 772.
Po-nan, district, e«tablhhed, 59.
P*o-ni, state, identification of, 512,

513 ; identified with Panei, 513 ;

unconnected with Brunei, 513 ;

traded with Canton, 515 n. 1.

Po Parichan, king of Campa, 697 n. 1.

Pu Rome, a deity or hero worshipped
by the Cham, 236 ; identical with
Vrah Romapada, 236.

Po-sz, kingdom, 813, 814; identifi-

cation of, discussed, 471 u. 2, 679,
679 n. 1, 681, 682, 700 ;

other

toponymies connected with, 673

;

probably an old Arab and Persian
settlement, 679 ;

connected with

Su-men-ta-la, 679 n. 1 ;
a desig-

nation of part of Sumatra, 681,

700; sent presents to Nan-Chao,
819.

P‘o-ta, state, 541 u. 1, 542, 812;
possibly connected with Batta, 470
n. 1, 540 n. 1 ;

tributary to China,

500 n. 1, 543 : location ot, 541 :

other designations of, 541 ; ruler

of, 543 ;
title conferred on the

ruler of, 543 ;
last mention of, 543 ;

identification of, 822.

P‘o-teng, distiict, erroneously identified

with Bali. 473, 190 u. 1 ; location

of, 473, 473 n. 3 ;
probably an

abbre^dation of To-p‘o-teng, 489,

490
;
pos-ibly a de^ignatlou of PuU»

Butong, 489 ;'siiggested identification

of, 489, 489 n. 1."

Po IT Daung inscription, 57, 62 n. 2,

65, 65 n. 3, 66, 138 ; a translation

of the, corrected, 166 n, 1.

Poduko, town, identified with Pondi-

cherrv, 25.

Pogalang, founder ot Bal Ilangov,

697 n.l.
Poggy Islands. S^e Pageh, island.

Poison, trees bearing, 599 ii. 4.

Pokkhara, district, a designation of

Dala, 41 n.

Pole, river, connected with Po - li,

815.

Polibothra, city, also designated Putali-

putra, 594 ;
lambulus carried to,

594.

Pond of the Gold Ingots. <8^^ Gold

Ingots, the Pond ot the.

Pondaung Mountains, possibly included

in Ptolemy’s Maiandros, 832.

Pondicherry, town, the Poduke of

Ptolemy, 25.

Ponies from P'o-li, 491.

Pontain Islands. Petam Islands.

Pontameas. Banthai-mas, district

and mart.
Ponteay- meas. See Banthai - mas,

district and mart.

Pontiaug. See Asin, river.

Pontiano See Banthai-mus, district

and mart.
Por, Poru. See P‘hyu, the, people.

Porr, the, people, identified with the

C‘h5iig, 769.

Portuguese, 94, 113 n. 3 ; maps, 46,

50, 85; Sumatra tributary to the,

653, 654.
Poru, the, people, identification of,

129, 130.

Posinara, town, 835 ; connected ydth
the P*u-tsz, 121; identification ot,

739, 762, 763 ; the name discussed,

762, 763.

Prj?jyoti>-pur, Pragjyotisa, district,

286 ; the ancient name of Asam,
138 ;

now called Guuhati, 286 n, 1.

Prahu, mountain, ruins ot Saiva temples
tound on, 610 n. 1.

Prakan. a district of Pi-kin, 292 ;

])robul»ly tlie Paiira>a of Ptolemy,

295, 731 ;
two princesses from,

invade P’huen, 295 u. 3 : a desig-

nation of Cuiuni, 296 ; amalgamated
with Muang P’hueu, 296 ; also

designated Pi-kin, 312, 313.

Prakan, city, a synonym ot Kot-the
or Kortutha, 294.

Prakasai, city, 95 ;
the original seat

ot government in Perak, 472 n. 3 :

probably identical with P‘o-lu-ka-si,

505 ;
capital of She-p‘o, 544.

Prakrt words and teiius, 106, 118,

140.

Pralarabana, kingdom, a designation i>i

Palembang, 674.

Prason, cape, 26.

Prasuluka - nagara. See Pasuluka,

kingdom.
Prathania Yava, inland, possibly

identical with Jubah, 552.

Prathama-ceti, monument, a gigantic

jjpire, 188; date of erection of the,

discussed, 189 ;
discoveries made

daring excavations at the, 189 ;

position of the, 189.

Prathom-cedi, IS8.

Prawns, petrified, found at Bratail,

558 n. 4.

Pre-Aryan population of India, 101,

102. 103.

Pre -Chinese populations ot China,
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chiefly of Mofl-Annam race, 131

n. 2 ; a designation ol the, 153.

Precious stones of Sumatra, 647.

I’restrello, Eatael, 6.54 n. 1 : a prisoner

in China, 614 n.
;
pepper merchant,

654.

Priaman, pepper produced at, 454 n. 1

;

a possession ot Acheh, 706 ;
gold-

mines in. 706.

Priest, Brahman, employment of, 122.

Prome. district, 62, 69, 70 ;
identified

with ilaramnia. 55 ;
Lower Burma

suhfeet to the kings ot, 65 ;
other

designations of, 113.

Prome, Old, city, 69, 70, 73,75, 113;

the Mareura ot Ptolemy. 33, 66,

67 ;
capital of the Talaing kingdom,

33 ;
destruction of, 33 ; foundation

ol, 66 ;
ancient name of, 66 ; cease.s

to he a capital, 67 ; the JIaurya’s

capital. 67 ;
the P‘hyu settled at,

365, 370; identification of, 738.

Prong, district, included or identical

with Kra, 112.

Pronubial Hill. .S'cc Koi-mai, hill.

Prosaka, the, people, 120 ; name con-

nected with P'u-tsz, 121.

Pru. tSte P‘hyu, the, people.

Pseudostomon, a mouth of the Ganges,

744,

I“thui, definition of, 77S.
Ptolemy, the comtueutators of, 2, 51,

70, 8 1 , 104, 138 ; erroneous treatment

of his trans-Gangetie geography, 2,

3 ; reasons for differences of opinion

among his commentators, 2, 3 ;

difficulties in identity ing his place-

names in Further India. 3, 4 ; his

geography ol IVestern China and
Central Asia, 4 ; method adopted by
the author in the solution of his

trans - G angelic geography, 6-S ;

rectification ot his measurement
errors, 9-27, 81, 99; formuhe lor

correcting his latitudes and longi-

tudes, 10-27 ; correct proportion
ot his latitudes, 20 ;

errors in his

longitudes, 20, 21 ; fundamental
•stations of, 21 ;

reasons for his eiror

regarding the China coast, 26 ;

rca-ons lor treating his work under
a new system, 26, 27 ; editions ot
his geography, 60, 155 n. 1 : date of
his geography, 67, 738, 739; his
limited geographical knowledge, 76,
81, 104, 134, 457 ; his record of
the so-called barbarous states, 123 ;

his hydrography ahead of modem
geographers, 376 ; his original MS.
not now available, 410 ; the course
adopted hy, in transcribing place-

names, 412 ;
bis error regarding

lahadiu, 587, 588 passim,

P*u,' the name ot an influential family

in Canton, 352 n.

Pu, the, people, habitat of, 142

n. 1.

P‘u, the, people, face-tattooing among,

367 ; tribes allied to, 369. 369 n. 4,

804, 805 ; a cannibal and caudate

tribe, 770 ;
identification ot, 770,

804; habitat of, 805. feirisuP'uh,

the, tribe.

P‘u-ch‘a, the, people, habitat ot, 363;

other designations of, 363 ;
ot Moii-

Annam race, 363, 364.

P‘u-ehia-lung, state, a designation of

Chao-wa, 451 n. 1.

P‘u-erh, P‘u-erl, P‘u-’rh, the, people,

295 n. 3, 732 ;
formation of the

prefecture of, 362 n. ;
the Barrhai

of Ptolemy, 363, 365, 366, 769 ;

the habitat of, 363, 366, 367 ;
other

designations of, 363, 769, 805;

offshoots ot, 365 ;
.scattered by the

Doanai, 366 ;
face-tattooing among,

397, 675 n. f :
suggested relation

with other tribes, 369.

P‘u-erh Fu, preiecture of, formed,

364 n. 2.

Pu-jeu, the, people, 36S ;
suggested

connection with other tribes, 369,

804, 805.

P‘u-kan, kingdom, reception of envoys

from, 625 ; a designation of Pagan,

625.

P'u-Ia, the, people, 364 n. 2, S6S, 368

n. 1, 369, 788 ;
description of, 364

;

other designations ot, 364, 364 n. 2 ;

identical with Ptolemy’s Barrhai,

365 ;
connected with Ma-la, .368

n. 1 ; a pygmy race, 803, 804 ;

habitat of, 803.

Pu-la-kia, country, a designation of

Perak, 98 n.

P'u-lo, district, inhabitants of, 718

n. 1 ; a dependency of Kamboja,
718 n. 1; suggested identification

ot, 718 n. 1.

P‘u-lo Chung, the, people, cannibal

tailed tribes, 718 n. 1 ;
inhabitants

of P‘u-lo, 718 n. 1.

P‘u-long, the, people, connection

suggested with the Palaung, 368.

Pu-mang, the, people, possibly the

Wei-I’u, 687 n. 5 ;
other desig-

nations of, 687 n. 5, 788.

P‘u-na. See P‘u-la, the, people.

Pu-ni. See P‘o-ni, state.

Pu-t‘ou, city, other designations of,

793 ; the builders of, 793.

P'u-tsz, the, tribe, 121 n, 1 ;
connected
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with ro&iuiira, 121; cimneoted with
Nan-(;hai), 121 n. 1.

rualniir, villuoe. in Xoith Malacca,
4Sfi II. 1.

Pugniatoa, name given to the inland

and iuhahitants ot Eugano, 409
D. 2.

P’uh, the, tribe, 130 u. 1 ; the ruling

Nan-chao clan, 142 n, 1, -See also

P‘u, tlie, people.

Puh-lin-pa, kingdom, possibly Palem-
bang, 61.3 H. 1.

Pultfim. See Bukain, kingdom,
Pulai, river, 77'2

; location ol, Sl.i.

Pulastya, tlie mythical ancestor ot the

Raksasas. 160 n. 2.

Pulau Oherrain, island, 493 n. 3,

Pulau Tuiiggal. See Bukit Tung,gal,
island.

PuKndas, the, people, connected with

the Belandas, 729, 730.
Puling Cape, other designations of,

476, 476 II. 1

.

= island. <S'«' under speeift

names.
Pulok Lamlii, city. 681 ; iuti'oduction

ot Islatnism into, 696.

Pau.m, the, people, account of, 7-0 n.

Punjum, ancient gold-mines at, 477
n. 1.

Puntis, the, people, natives of K'wang-

tung, 131 n. 2.

Punzalaing, Panca-long, ‘Five Rivers,’

island
;

situation of, 41 n., >S31 ;

identical with I’ulo .ky er - tiiwar,

609 n. 2 ;
connected with T‘an-ling,

831.
Purlis. See Perils, district.

Purnabhaba, river, 83.6 ;
connected

with the name Bepyrrhos, S3.').

Purojava, a divi.sion of Saka-dvipa.

218
;

probabiv corresponds to

Ptolemy’s Zabai or Kracbeh, 169,

218 u. 1.

Pnrusada, the, people, 742.

Puskalavati, Puskaravati. See Kali-,

town.
Puskara, district, the Seiike ot

Ptolemy, 249.

Puskara-dvipa, district, name of Nortli

Ciiina and Mongolia, 249.

Puyaii inscription . See Bayang, village.

Puyah temple, the, position ot, 211.

Pygmies. 24.5 n. 3, 247 n.
,
256, 2,58,

"80:5, .sot; account of, 261. 262,

68i)
; dc'cription of the Chi.in-yau,

787 ; habitat of, 787, 788 ;
identi-

tication ot, 787, 788 ;
from Kan-

choii, 7.SS.

Pygmies, Negrito. Ncc NegritoPygniics.

Pyramidal rocks, 713, 723.

Q

Uua-Uiaiig, ancient icinaius ,it, 701,

Quan-to, the, people, an ancient race

inhabiting Kiiu-bang. 356 n.

Quang-biuh. .SVe Kwang-bln, district.

Quartz, 40 n, 3, 485 n. 2 ; woisliip ot,

120 n. (3) ; crystals, 491 n. 1,

Quedah, seaport, other designations ot,

485 n. 1,

Quilon, town, called Plumhun, 88

;

connectal with Kulam-inulai, 101,

103.

Quinbon. See Kwi-iiou, city,

Quinhoue Harbour, identified witb

Thi-nSi, 238.

Quoits, the people of P‘o-li skilled in

throwing, 491. See iil.io s.r, Cakras.

K

Races, iiiovemuut and distiihutiou of,

in Indo-Cbina, 118-30.

Each-ja, disfiict, other desiguafioiis of,

776.

Each-{a, river, other designations of,

776 ;

E.icb-ja, village, foumlatioii ot, 77.5.

Eacha. See .Vrakan, kingibnn.

Riicha, oitv, former capital ot Arakan,

oS.

Rachado, cape, 68G n. 1.

Ernie, the, people, iinmigrauts to

Kaniboia irom the north, 770 •. teeth-

filiug customiiry among, 802.

Raden Vijaya, founder of Majapahit,
•581 n. 1.

Eadi, Rakl, island, 577.

Eadiiahad, river and i.slanil, 744.

Kafael Prestrello. .Sec Prestrello,

Katael.

Eaheng, 143.

Eahiiiaii. See Baiiiaiina, kingdom.

Eahnii, kingdom, irleutified with Pegn,

662 ; other forms of the liana'. 6b2.

E,ihulathera, a Buddhist iiriest, SI n. 1.

Railway proposed between Kedah and

Singora, 79.

Eaiuliow, the, 1,39. 110; popul.ar

belief e.vpianatovy of the, 1 39 n. 1

.

Raja Chulan, 261 ii. 1 : reigned over

the .south ot the Malay Peninsula,

.576.

Eiia Siiran. identilication of. 757.

EajadUirii, king, coiinuests ot, 813.

Eajagfha, city, name applied to I.egya,

or a city near, 141, 766.

Rajagrha, village, 141; location of,

766 ; an ancient capital. 766.

Rajakesarivarman, king, 609 n. 2.

,5S
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H.iiapura, kin^duni, ideEtiticatiou oi,

508 n.

Rajarrija tiie (Jieit, 024 n. 1: of

Chola, 000 11 2 ;
ideiitit'ai 4\itU

Lo-chOi-lo-cha, 009 n, 2.

Bajata-valuka, river, a iie''ignution of

tile Travati, 741
Rajavaiiisa, captured by the king’

ot Acheh, 534.

Rajhiiri, kin<*-doTn, al.M) de^i^nated

Kajapura, 508 n.

Hajeudra-Cholal.liHjenika-ChoIadeva

i, king. 609 n. 2, 624 n. 1 ; reigu

of. 83‘3
: an expedition b^,

against Kadararn, 833.

Eajendra Chola II, king of Yehgi,
624 n. 1

;
seized the Chola crown,

624 n.l.

Bajeudradeva. kSW Uajeiidra-Chola 1,

king.

Rakan. district, other designatioiw ot,

656; a form of Arakan, 068 n. 3;
a po'Sessiou of Acheh, 705.

Bakhaiag, Bakkhaing, Bakkeng. king-
dom, mime i>f, not associated with

the Bak'sasas, 37, 38 : a de.dguatioii

of Anikau, 39, 425.

Rakkabanga, Rakka-pura. See Arakan,
kingdom.

Rak.sits, the, jmople, doscriptiou ol,

2611 : ancestois of the Raksasai,

200, 261
;

location of the kingdom
or, 200 II. 3; tle;^ceii<l:iiit'* of, 200,
261

;
>urvival of the name dU-

eus>ed, 261 r. 1.

ajjplication ot tlie term, 38:
v.]riou«< d-nivatives ot the name,
658.

Raksasii-dupa, a designation of Tevlon,
197 II. 1.

liak'a.'ijs, the. peopie, 32, 669 ; iu-

habitauts of R,‘khaing, 37-40;
< omiiiered liy Rrim.i, 38; '^aid to be
eaniiibaN, 71 ;

a.'i pioneer colonizer^.

81 : ( olouie.s touuded by, 101 .

de-cripthm ot, 103 n. 1 ; tbemytbical
auee^ti*!' ot. 160 n. 2; name applied
to the Cham, 2 u. 1 ,

location ot

the kingdom of, 260 n 3 ; subdued
by Aji-8uka, 592; iubabitaiit*' of

da\a, 592 ; legendary aboriginal

inliahitants of Sumatra and Arakan,
657, 658, 609.

Rakta-iurf k.'i. seaport, 98; probably
identical u.tu Mergui. 83.

Ralej. Sec Zalej, islands.

Ram, Kiimi, Rumin. See Ratnm,
island.

Rama, 341 n. 1 ; the Raksasas con-
quered by, 38 ; legend respecting,
663 ; carried hU army into Cevlou,

663: an iuea^niti'Ui ef Vi>nu, 663 ;

epithet'- applied to. 663. 663. n. 3;

tin* demon-, i.t Ij.n'ika coinpu red hv,

785.

Rama, Sea ot, a name ot the Sea of

laniibri, 6(>3 ; explaintioii or the
luiine, 663.

Rama month, 684 u. 1.

Rama’'. Riidge, a L'gendarv jetty

acros-- the Sea or Lumbn. 663.
Ramabjlii, Raiua-Mui. diAiict, le'-ig-

natioiis of J.ambri, 663. 664 n. 1.

"

Ramafi, Ramafifia>. 5// Mdfi, the,

people.

Ramanaka-dvipa, di'-tiict, 698
;
m.av

Mure.-ipond to Yea-ino-na, 464 n. 2’,

677 ;
connected with Armamm, 464

n. 2 ; otlier designatiuu-' of. 677,
700 ; a designation ot Acheh, 700.

Ramani. S'u RamuT, i'?lund.

Ramanna. kingdom, iilentitied with
Ih-gu and Arakan, 57, 63, 524 n.,

535, 062, 809 ; the country of the
Mi•n race, 70 ;

Ceylon e.xpedition "ent

auainst, 95 ;
einoys trom Cejlon

impri-'oned by the king of, 535,

536 ; camphor sent to Ceylon fioni,

809. Se-' aho Raniannadesi.
R ummuade.su. kingdom. 74. 81 n. 1 ;

l’tolem\’s coast of the Be-yiigeitai,

65; extent Ot, 65, 65 n. 2; sub-
division (»1

, 74 11 . 3; conquered bv
the Seveu Kings, 74 n. 3. See (th'o

Raiiiafiua.

Rjm.'i'ur.i, a foim of Rarnn, 341 n. 1.

i*amathib<»dr, king, ISl
; a city

ftiimded by. 183
;
reorganized Kam-

buj.i, 19.5 11. 1.

iMmavati, city, the Sambia rd' Ptolemy.
15 ; location of, 662.

Rambai, vaiiou- ydaees designated.
5l;5, 505 n. 1.

Rambia. iSW- Samhra, citv.

Uambri. See Lambii. di-trict.

Pianunia Point, 062 : erroneously con-
nected with PtolemYs Cape Muleu-
k'llon, 104.

Rames\aia. inland, identical with Ram
Island, 568 ; on the Koromandel
coa-t, 660 ;

name transplanted to
Aiakan. 661 ;

various forms of the
name, 661-4.

Raiiiga-pura. town, a designation of

C'hleng Run^, 138 ; identical with
Ptolemy’s Rhingiberi, 140.

Rammg. Se'' I.aining, district.

Ranii'-seram. See Ramesvara, island.

Rdmnud, district, ou the Koromandel
coast, 660 ; name transplanted to
Arakan, 661; various forms ot the
name, 661-4.
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Eamni, island, 424. .561 ; identilication

of, 464 n. 2, 568, .368 n. 1, 681,

669; camphor from, .)59 ; a de-ia--

nation ot Lamhri, .5.59, 662, 066
n. 2, 664 ; a po.s^C'sion of ZJbej,

559, 561, 621 ; riilod hv the Ilahri-

raja of Zaboj, 621, 'luO; other

desiauations of, 662 ;
account ol the

natives of, 686, 6.86 n. 2, 699,

701
;
productions ot, 699, 700, 702 ;

extent of, 099, 700, 702 ; animals
of, 699 ;

account ot, 700.

Eamri, island, 45.

Eaniu, 36, 13.3.

Eanej, term apjilied to the Cocos
Islands, 570.

Eauej. i'ee Zabej, kina'dom.

Kahoabari, 286 ;
other lot ms of the

name, 138 ;
now called Uauhati,

286 n. 1.

Eangeh. See Leg'cl.i, district.

Ranguu, town, 41 n., 75 : eiroueously

connected with Lo-k'eng, 38 n. 2

;

tile Shwe Dagon pagoda of, 46, 76,

77; the Besinga of I’toleiny, 72,

76, 77; other .designations of, 425,

523 n. 2, 811; boatraces at, 662

n. 2.

Eangun Eiver, 72.

EanOng, district, also designated

Takiia-thai, 87; tin -ore abounds

at, 91.

Eansang. See I’.inchur, islaad.

Eantei, state, identification of, 6S8,

688 u. 1

.

Easing. See Buniiamika. district.

Eatna-dvipa, 589 n. ;
a desiguatiou of

Ceylon, 423 n. 1.

Eaub, ancient gold-mines at, 477 n. 1.

Eavana, the Euksa.sa king of Ceylon.

6.5S ;
islands taken irom the Xagas

bv, 658 ;
coiique.sts of, 669.

Eav’i. See Iravati. ricer.

Eayat Saut. Ste Oraug Akhye, tbe,

people.

Eavat Ctan, the, tribes, 261 ii. 1.

Eei Ec, city, a seapon, ,s6
;

per-

versions ot the name. 717 n. I.

Red God, the, 782.

Red Elver, the, 132, 133
;

connected

with the Song-kui. 123; other desig-

nations of, 123, 314, 315, 31.5 n. 1,

316 n., 798 ;
land on the, occupied

by the Ts'wan, 125 ;
the chief

stream of the Ha-noi, 314 ;
the

Dorias of Ptolemv, 317, .318; en-

largement of the delta ot, 799.

Eejang writing, ancient bamboo tablets

in, 597 n. 1 ;
connected with

Phoenician writing, 597 n. 1.

Relic, a sacred, of the Andamans, 390.

Relic - casket of Buddha’s remains,
enshimed at Dharanikota, 108 ;

enclo.scd in a great stupa at Euan-
welh, 108.

Rem, See Lem, iMuang.
Eemains, ancient. See Ruins.
Eemlezious Island, a designation of
Bauwal Island, 712.

_

’ AvithCdileng
34; wrongly

located in Asfini, 138 ; otiier desig-
nations of, 138; deiivatiou ot the
name, 731.

Rhinoceros, 699. 830 ; three kinds of,
in A.sam, 833.

Rhinoceros horns. 476.
Ehio-Liiiga Arciiipelago, 475 ; tribes
iuhahitmg the, 503.

Eiabu, island.one ot the Auamba.s. 716,
Eiabu group, a designation ot the
South .\namba.s, 722,

Eiali, district, location of, 443.
Eiau. See Dhutail, island.

Eibah, lEstrict, camphor tound in,

437 n., 667 n.
; location of, 667 n.

Eibeuo defeated King Massiuga, 113
Q. 3.

Kioe, 480 n. 2.

Kice-wine, jars used for, 763.
Kikkon, liokkon. ‘S>i-Ligor. kingdom.
River-sei|x^ut3, 283 u. 1.

lii/ala, city, couueeted witli SirKa-
vatthu. 381 u.

Robher trihe-*. 770.

Robber'S, the Cuuutrv of tin*. See
J.e'tui, district.

Roclior, river, 261 n. 1, 406.
Rock-crystal, 622.
Ruhmy. St,- K-ijinianiia, kingdom.
Kolliuir Gold, dead man leceived in

the bed ot, 390.

Roiiiu. S e Arakaii Roma, mountains
llomap.idu, king of the ladu Campa,
335 u. 1.

Romapada, Roraajiattan. district, tlie

name of the southf-ni part ot Tonkin,
23.), 235 n. 1, 236.

Roll River, 779 ;
locution in, 778.

Rond Cap. St-e Rang, r-ai>e.

Rondo, Pnlo, dt^-niption of, 692 ; al^o

desmnated Tepuroug, 692.

Rung Eiver, identified with the Kua
Ron, 797.

Round Island, identitication ot, 711).

Routes, overland, 60, 140 ;
acros.^ the

Malay Peninsula, 79, 85, 91, 93,

94, 106, 109, 111, 115. See also

Sea routes ; Trade routes.

Rsabha, hill, term connected with
Arisabion, 63 ; identified with
An^umat, 164.
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Euan"-, king of Sukhofhai, the C'hawa
repelled by, 821.

Euanwelli, 108.

Eubies (balas rubier), exported from
Epper Eiirma, :!(), 39 n. 2; origin
and application (j1 the name, 741.

Enby, a wondertul, owned by the king
of Lan-\vu-li. 679 n. 2.

Eudrasena, temple erected by, 746 ;

the ruler ot Arimaddana-purii, 746.
Euins and ancient remains, 218-21

;

on Kyauk-pan-dauug, llO ; about
the Kbrbie district, 96; in rro\iuce
AVellesley, 98 ;

in the Krah district,

llo; near Legya and Jlone, 141;
ot iluang Soi, 143 ;

of Hair-cutting
Hall, 171; at Bauthai-mas, 193;
at Thaug-bifi, 280; at Bi-du, 281;
ot Lwa-lbu, 323 ; at Argapura, 4.78

n. 2 ; of Sampanago, 746 ; at An-
kieu, etc., 779 ; at Slf-sdn, Bung-an,
etc., 791 ;

at K6-hva, 798 ;
a trip

to the, ot Kamboja, 825.
Euktnin, founder of Bhojakate, 393

n. 3 ; king of the Vidarhhas, 393 n. 3.

Eura, prince from, the founder of
Kedah, 487 n. 1 ; shipwrecked on
Langkawi, 487 n.

Eumai, the, people, a designation of

the Palaung, 80.).

Eumenia Point. See Eamenia Point.

Rang-liin-nam, ‘ rainbow,’ 139.

Eupat Pulo, location ot, 816.
Eupyaka, island, gold and silver-mines

in, 671 n.
;
identitication of, 672 u.

Eyah, king, 443.

S

Sa, Francisco de, expedition of, to
Sunda, 4.52 n. 1.

Sa-ehi-tan, district, identitication ot,

4.50 n. 2
:

pepper procured Irom,
450 n. 2.

Sa-p‘u Ho, a branch of the Black
Eiver, 314 ii. 1.

Saha, Sava, district, place-names con-
nected with, .51" n. 2 ; a district ot

Sumatra, 590.

Sabadeihai. islands, 587 : identified

with Si-Berut and the B.atu group,
446 ; meauing .and origin ot the
name, 447: inh.abitants of, 417;
term compared with SabaiUu, 447
n. 2.

Sahadios, 218.
Sahadiu, i.sland, name compared with

Sabadeihai. 447 n. 2 ; an alternative
name tor labadiu, 458, 4.59, 590;
other designations, 458, 596.

Sabah, village, connected with the
Sabana ot Ptolemy, 100, 516, 522,
549, .).)3

; identical with Chu-po,
24.5, 248

;
po-sihly connected with

She-p‘o, ,522, 526, 549.
Sabana, a mart, probably identical

with Selangor, 100, 101 ; may be
identical with Yen-mo-na, 464 n. 2 ;

probably the modern Sabah, 516,
522, 553

;
possibly connected with

She-p‘o, 522, 549 ; connected with
Jawah, 5,53 ; the name discussed,

730; toponyms similar to, 758.
Sabana, an In’do-Slcythian town, 730.
Sabang, bay and vEl'age on JIau Shan,

693.

Sahara, city, 750 ; erroneously identified
with Syriam, 72

; position of,

coincides with Twante, 72 ; deii-
vation of the name, 72, 73, 734 ;

it.s site discussed, 72, 75; probably
founded by the Savatus, 75 ; also
called Suvarnabhunii, 697 u. 1 ;

connected with Sapattota, 760.
Sahara, the, people, 258 ; the name

discussed, 72, 749. See also Savara,
the, people.

Sabarai, Ptolemy’s name for the
Savaras of Orissa, 73.

Sabba, village, 758.
SaboE’ Saboug, strait, location of,

Saborna, island, a possible designation
ot Suraatr.i. 641 n. 2.

Saccabandha Hill, Buddha’s footprint
on. 665 n.

^

Sacrifice, 120 n. (3) ; ot buffialoe.s in
Luano' P'hrah Bang, 146 u.

Sada, eitv. 49 ; identified with Sando-
way, 45. 46 ; an important port in
4 toleniy s time, 47 ; identification
of. 728 ; name survives in Thate
Elver, 742.

Sadang, Ohadang, the. people.
Sadilharama-nagara. See Tha-litu'n

mart.
' ’

Saddle Island, 714 ; identification of
( 11 .

’

Sadek. town, formerly noted for hard-
ware, 213 n. 1 ; reasons against its
being Ptolemy’s Zabai, 214".

^'*ot'
830°'“''’''™*'

’ •owition

Sados ri™-. 45. 728 ; identification
<42, ,43

; denvntion ot the
name. 47.

Sagaing, town, a temple near, 826
Sagala, 834.

^noMtain,

Sagara, king. See Vicitra Sagara
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Sagara, Indu king, 167 ; legend of the,

transferred to Indo-China, 266.

Sagara, island, name equivalent to

Thag-ora, 26.5, 266, 268, 788.

Sagara, town, a port on the Xa-trang

Kiver, 267 ;
renamed Kuthara, 267.

Sagu, district, 6.5
;

in Sunaparanta,

748.

Sai, district, formeilv part of Kehintan,

484.

Sai-p‘het. native name for the Diamond

Sands, 108.

Saleh, Muang, 148.

Saigon, river, 731 ;
Zabai located on

the, '215.

Saigon, town, absorbed by Annam, 215.

Sailing directions, 685 ;
between Siam

and Kamhoja, 683 ;
from Su-nien-

ta-la to Ceylon, 692.

Sailing di.stances, calculation of, 525.

St. James, cape, toinierly an island,

215.

St. John, island, a perversion ot

Skiiang and Shang-ch'uan, 717 n. 1.

St. Michael, a statue of, to be erected

on Mount Ba-vi, 34.') n.

St. Pierre, island, 711, 714.

Saiva, district, meaning of, -9 :

identified with paits ot Arakau and

Burma, '29
;
remains of temples ot.

discovered, 610 n. 1.

Saiva, the, people ot Lower Bengal,

29.

Sak, the, people. 31, 14, 13'2, n..

80.3 ;
carlv mhabit:mt.s ot Burma,

128. 129, 165: a tribe of the MOu-

Annam race, 130.

Saka Era, foundation ot the, o92,

.592 11 . 2, 592 n. 3.

Shka-dvipa, identitied with Siam and

Kamhoja, 123, 164,
J.®'

’

.surrounded by the ‘Seaot Milk, 164,

16.5; teak-trees abound in, 16.5;

derivation of the name, 165, 167 ;

kiuff ot, 167.

Sakai, the, people, 174, -194^. seini-

wild tribes ot the Malay Peninsula,

159 n. 2 :
apparently identical witli

the Kukkuras, 1.59 b. •2; the sell

-

styled original inhabitants ot the

M'alav Peninsula, 2.54 n. 1 ; ongm

of the uame, 2.)5 n. 1.

Sakai, the Wild, people, 184 n

Sakas, the, people, probably identical

with the Thek, 16.5.

Sakvamuni, his visit to So-tu-m-iu

Shan, 385 ;
footprint of, 382 n. 1,

;!8f>, 387 ;
recumbent tigure ot,

390’n. 1.

Sali Tat P‘h6m. See Hair-cutting

Hall.

Salah-ud-din, Sultan, king of Acheh,

704 ;
depo.sed, 704 ;

death of, 704.

Salahaji, district and river, connected

witli .^lelahet, .552 ;
identification

ot, 55'2 n. 2.

Salahat. See ^lelahet, island.

Salan, Salin. See Saline, island.

Salang. /See Junkce) Ion, island.

Salaug. See Haling, the, people.

Saiaparang, island, a designation of

Lombok, 589 n.

Saleh. See L'pang, river.

Salet, Selat, See f'elates, the, people.

Salihar, a possession ot Acheh, 706.

Sallda, a possession of Acheh, 706;

gold-mines in, 706.

Salin, district, 65 ;
in Sunaparanta,

748.

Saline, island, alteraatsve name for

Khalino, 406, 408: identical with

T.'-wei-hui, 409; derivation ot the

name, 409, 410; name applied to

Kar-Nikobar, 410: possibly identical

with Tilan-chong, 410: name con-

nected with Seruma, 414.

S.'divahana, a mythical Indu king, 59'2,

730 : connected with Aji-Saka, 592.

Silmali-dvipa, the Malay l>eninsula,

SO, 81, 81, 91 ;
derivation of the

name, 80,

Salt, from China, 278, 278 n. 3

;

obtained by boiling sea-water, 477,

477 D. 1.

Salwiri, river, 39, 41 u., 54, 58, 6.5,

76, 91, 93. 113, 114, 11_H, 119 n. 1

;

aucient names lor the, 71: cannibal

tribes on the, 72 :
merged into the

Iiaiati l>y cartographers, 7.5; may

he the Be.synga of Ptolemy, 75.

S'im Sing, prince of C'hieng Enng,

139 n.

Sam-thau, di.-trii t, the Country of the

ThreO-heuded Men, 787 : inhabitants

of, 787.

Sania-ratthe. See Sri I ijaya Rija-

dhanl. town.

Saniag.lma, township, 771.

Saraakuruk, district, location of, 645.

Samala. See Temala, city.

Saniana (lotama, an epithet of Buddha,

387.
. ,

Saroandfir, Sanimdar, city, location ot,

643 n. 2.

Samang, the, people, 174, 494 n. ;

savage Negrito trihi s ot the Malav

Peninsula, 102, 102 ii, 2, 1.59 n. 2.

Samanga, the, people, 102.

Samanta-kuta, '.i designation of .kdam s

Peak, 387.

Samara, Saraarcha, di-trict, forms of

Sumatra. 645 ;
ijentilication ot,
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645 ;
the people of, 695 ; location

oi, 834.

Safflarade, town, 8, 42, 156 ; identified

with SriVijaya Rajadhani, 24, 170,

188, 190 ;
erroneoubly identified with

Rigor, 169 ; connected with Haien,
181 n. 1 ; location of, 187 ; deri-

vation of the name, 734.

Samarkand, the Marakanda ot Ptolemy,

19 ;
Ptolemy’s error in distance

between the ‘Stone Tower’ and,

20.

Samarlang, Semerlang, district, 575,
,575 11, 3 ;

on the Sumatran coast,

656 ;
claimed as a po.ssession of

Acheh, 705.

Saiuatra, town, cajiital of Sumatra,
646.

Samatra, Samotra, forms of Sumatra,
653.

Samawi Bay, 645.

Sambalaka II, district, identified with

Champaran, 834.

Sambaur, Sambor. See Saiiibhu,

district.

Samhelong, island, the largest of the
Nikobars, 396 n. 2 {see Coiii-
genda, 806) ;

derivation of the name
discussed, 396 n. 2,

Sariibhoja. See Svayanibhoja, king-
dom.

Sambhor, island, 618 ; a derivative of

Palembang, 618.

iSaifabhu, Saihbbu-pura, district, 618;
connected with Ts‘an-pan, 209, 210:
a name of Siva, 615; also applied

to Kamboja, 615-7, 018 u. 1 , deri-

vation of the name, 617, 618.
Sambhuvainian, discovery ot the .stela

of. 7.S1.

Sarabilani. Fuln, locution of, 806.
Samboja. See Kamboja, kingdom.
Sambor, Straits ol, 618, 618 u, 2.

Sambra, cite, identified with Ramav.itT,
4.5 ; derivation ot fhe name. 734 ;

name connected with the Surma
Ifountain. 742.

Sambrfe, the name of a deity, 742.
Sambufara, kingdom, a name of Kam-

hoja, 82.5.

Siuni, Samira, Samiras. Sti Zamlrai,
the. people.

Samicldlio, Siimithri. See Mitho. town.
Saniniudara. state, a desjcnation of

Sumatra, 6-55
; kiuir ot Acheh and,

6.5.5.

Samniufi Ileva, tounder of Sandowav,
4.5. -

Sampanago, ruin- of, 746.
Sarhsapnrba, king, possilde identifica-

tion ot, 029.

Samudra (a form ot Sumatra), city,

644 : foundation of. 644.
Samudra, \Ulage. location of, 656.
Samudra, Samudra - giri, island, a

designation ot tUn Island, 658 ;

possibly a designiitiou ot Sumatra,
658 ; .supposed origin of the name,
658 ; Buddha’ .s visit to, 664 ; legend
ot the peregrinations ot tlie, 669

;

introduction of Islaniisui into, 696 ;

comjnest of, 704,
Samudra Daru-l-Salam (a form of

Sumatra), city, 644
;
name a.ssunied

upon the introduction oi Islamism,
644.

Samudra trupta, king ot Magauha, 57,
60, 61 ; Conquests of, 668 n. 3.

Samudra-puni, towu, it.s identity un-
known, 220 ; iios'iblv connected
with Jli-tbo. 220, 221 ii. 1,

San*bo-tsai. See Saii-fo-ch‘i, king'dom,
Saii-eh-i-cbiang. district, an alternative
name for Son-toi, 336 ; identification

^
of, SOI.

San-to-ch‘i, kingdom, a designation of
Palembang, S'9, 470, 512. 547. 506 ;

location of, 470, 602 ; title of the
king of, .565 n.. 566 a.

;
.sent tribute

to China, 567. 621, 62i ; other
designations of, 580, 614, 621 ; pro-
ductions of, 591 n. 1. 624; identity
with Kan-t‘o-li doubtful, 002, 603,
60o n, .3 ; kings of, 621—30

; list of
merchandise trom, 622

;
ships troin,

scut to China, 622 ; incaded by
Shfi-p‘o, 622 ; envoy trom, honoureij
in China, 623 ; Chu-lien tiibutarv
to, 624. 624 u. I, 625

;
a dignitary

tioin, anives at Canton. 024 ; a
letter trom the king’s daughter at,

624
; the palace ot the king of, to

be rooted with copper, 625 ; in-
vestiture accorded to the king ot,
02-5

; expensive presents ia return
tor tribute trom, 625 ; niis-ions
trom. no longer to rome to the
Chinese Court. 625 ; tiltceii states
-nlijectto, 1)20-8 ; tuule of. 628-30

;divided into three priucipalhies"
020 : Chinese rule iu. 630, 631 ;

location ol the capital of, 031
con.imivd bv Java. 6.30; name
ch.inged to Chiu-chiang 630 a
yas^sal of Java. 637 ii, l

; 'Lim.wu.li

^

tributary to, 67b n. 2.
San-io-H«u. Inland, ](K;atioa ol, 617-

laoiititirution ot, 617.
’

cape, coRnected with Hcin-
('hou, *242.

.V, explanation ot the term
lob TU

*

•i

4
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Saii-tai-chian^', district and river,

801.

Saii-t‘o, city, identified with Sando-
way, 46 n. 1.

Sandabulat. See Sender-tuliit, island.

Sandal-fulat. See Sender-fulat, island.

Sandal-wood, 88, 676.
Sandarfulat. See Senderfulat, i.sland.

Sanding', I’ulo. See Sandion, island.

Saudion, island, possibly included in

Ptolemy’s Sindai, 449 ; also known
as Pulo Sanding, 4.66 ; inhabitants

of, 456,

Sandoway (Sandwc), city, derivation

of, 41 n., 45 n. 2, 46, 46 n. 1 ;

the Sada of Ptolemy, 45 ;
legend

respecting, 4.5, 45 n. 2, 742 ; founded
by Samrouti Deva, 4.5 ;

erroneously

identified with Berabonna, 47 ; it's

connection with Tripura discu-ssed,

4,5 n. 2 ; other designations of, 6.56

;

possibly named alter Dvaravatl, 742.

Saudowav, river, 47.

Sands, 40, 109, 110.

Sandstone, worship of, 120 n. (3).

Sauf ,
kingdom, a de-ignation of Campa,

563 ; conquered by the king of

Liikin, 563 u. 3.

Sanga'r, district, identified with

(:h‘ung-kada, 520.

Saugore, tin-nimes at, 470 n. 1 ;
identi-

fication ot, 470 n. 1.

Sangsapurba, king, 618 a. 2.

Sanh, governor at llatieu, 196 u.

Sanji, Senji, country and town, 245

u, 3 ;
account of the men of, 245

n. 3 ;
location ot, 24.5 n. -3 ; con-

nected with Pigatetta, 247 n., 248 n.

;

the present Hoi-how', 247 n., 248 n.

;

hitherto unidentified, 248 n.

Sanji, Senji, Sea ot, the Arabic name
for the Dadhi Ocean, 244 ; location

of the, 245, 245 11.3, 249; dangerous

navigation ot the, 24.5 u. 3 ; cou-

nectkl with Hainan Stiait. 248 n.

Safikassa-rattba, kingdom, a desig-

nation of Old Pagan, 746.

Sankhal.i, Suhkliali. See Singora,

town.

Sanlieng. Ste Syriam, island.

Saulueu. Sie Sa’lwiu, river.

Sanskrit, 42 n., 4.5, 58 n. 2, 03, 82,

84, 87, 88, 9.5, 9(1, 97. 98 pussiin ;

used in official documents and

inscriptions, 122 ;
generally used on

epigraphic monuments. 211,

Sanskrit inscription-, found at Pagan,

60; discovery ot, 4.5 n. 1, 83, 98,

.
265 n. 1, 610 n. 1.

Santa-bhaya, district, identified with

Dvaravatl, 46.

Santom, the, people, other designations
ot, 788.

Sapan-wood, 477, 478 n.

S'lpang Eiver, an affluent of the
Bemam River, 758.

Sapata. See Sarasan, island.

Sapattota, port, 470 n. 1 ;
governor

ot, 750 ; connected w ith Ptoleniv’s

Sahara, 750

.

Sapatu, Pulo, 723.

Sapipati, district, 767.

Sarabakic Gulf, identified with the
Gulf of Martaban, 64, 7U, 71.

Sarabaric Gulf. See Sarabakic Gulf.

Saracen merchants, the, Islamism
introduced into Perlak by, 695.

Saran. See Sarasan, island.

Sarasan, island, erroneously connected
with the Anambas, 707, 707 n. 2;
conquered by the davanese, 707;
other designations of, 707 n. 2,

708 n. 1, 710, 714 ; one of the
South Natunas, 707 n. 2, 708

;

identification of, 714.

Sarasvati, river, 41 n.

Sarava, Sariivati. See Tharrawaddy,
district.

Saravari, Saravarf, Sarasvati, Pali
name for the Salwin Eiver, 71.

Sarawa, Sarawi, the, people, inhabit-

ants of Palerabang, 567, 567 u. 3,

612.

Sarawak in Borneo, 612.

Sarawi. See Sarirab, district.

Sarbaza, Serboza, district and city,

.567 ; identical with Srl-Bboja, .559 ;

belonging to Zabej, ,559 ; the Island
ot Zabej, 561, 562; a designation

of Palembang, ,566, 577, 580, 613

;

circuit of, 571 ;
camphor exported

trom, 572 ;
the capital of Zabej,

577 ; other designations of, 577,
580, .584, 613, 029 ; ruled by the

^Maharaja (d Zabej, 621 ; the

residence ot the Mahaiaja of Zabej,

623.

Sarha, Sarlii. vdlage, a seaport ot

Sumatra, 646 ; identified with Terlei,

646.

Sarieng. See Syriam, island.

Sarirab, Serira, Serirah, di-trict and
town, n<ited for good camphor,

437 n. ;
other designations of, 562,

621, 629. 700 : a designation of

Palembang, .566, 806 ;
terms con-

nected with, 567
;

a dependency of

(Ihina, 567, 623 ; a residence ot the

Mah.lraja, .567 ; the cajtital ot

Z.lbej, 57'2
; identical with Sarbaza,

577, 580 ;
description and identifi-

cation of, 621 ; a possession of the
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Maliiraja of zabej, 561, 621 ; till- hdaeh-Tok, torm rai-auing ‘AVater-

largest (iistrict of Ziibej, G29; loca- King,’ 342 u. 1.

tion of 700. Sclok Tok Thom temple, 545.

Sarial, island, probahly Ptolemy ’i. Si; J.akf. .SVe Tali Lake.

Khaline, 607 n. 1 ;
one of the Niko- .Sd-Lfin, city, .-.uperseded t'heila, 467

bars, 808.

Sarpis Ocean. See Senef, Sea ot.

Satadrfi. See Satlej, river.

Sathoni. See Tha-htuu, mart.

Satlej, river, 41 n.

Satul, Satun, dtstrict, placed under

Siam, 484.

Saturn, Sanskrit names for the planet,

88 .

Satvavarraan, king, rebuilt the temple

of Po-Nagar, 267 ;
naval victoiy ol,

545.

Satyron, islands, connected with Hsi-

tung, 717; a designation ot Siintuu,

722 ;
islands included under

Ptolemy’s, 722 ;
name applied to

the Anambas, 722, 724 ;
probable

origin of the name, 724.

Satvrs, Islands of the, inhabitants of.

707 ;
location of, 707 ; identified

with the Anambas, 707 ; the Natunas

probably not included in tlie, 723 ;

unfortuuate ideutitications ot, 723,

724.

Saia. .See Java, state.

Sav.i-giri, tbe, people, 740.

Savages, l.)8, 612 ;
description of tbe,

ot Lo-ch’a, 554 n. 2,

Saiaka-JIahl, Savaka-Malava, king-

doni, 132
;
states comprised in, 116,

117 ; a name applied to Eastern

I.iios, 150 ; a designation of Luang
P‘hrali Biing, 150.

Savara, the, people, 749, 808; habitat

ot, 73 ; called Sabarai by Ptolemy,

73 ; tbe prob.able founders of Sabara.

75. See also Nagna-parna Savara ;

.Sahara, the, people.

Savaravati, town in India, 749.

S.awadi, town, 717.

Sawankiialok, city, 178 n. 1 ; capital

of Northern Siiim, 176 ; the name
C'h‘ih-t‘umay apply to, 178. ]7.Sinl,

507 n. ;
Chinese envoys to .Si.lin

acquainted with, 179.

Sayam, ‘the black One,’ the giailing

ot the land and soil, 774.

.Sciamiithena, island, a form of .Sumatra.

594 n. 3, 642 n. 1, 652 ; the island

of Taprobana, 652 ;
account of the

natives of, 652 ; human skulls useil

as currency in, 652.

Sciantan, islands, native name for the

Anambas and Natunas, 70S n. 1.

Sdneh'l'^hldnq, term meaning ‘ Fire-
King,’ 342 n. 1.

n. 1.

Se-Ean. See Se-Lrm, ri\er.

.Sea of Sands,' the, 109.

,Sea-passages, ancient, 47.

Sea routes, old, 47. 78, 79, 88, 93 ;

ot the Arab navigators, 200 ; from
Takrda to Kattigara, 221, 222 ;

false theories regarding the Arab,

252 n,
;
from India to China, 475,

175 u. 2, 606, 606 ii. 4, 607 ;
Arab

and Persian, acros.s the Bay of

Bengal, 679 ;
of Marco Polo, 682

II. 2 ;
from Su-meu-ta-Ia to Ceylon,

692; from China to Jaia, 713-15;
through Api Pa.S5age. 715 n. 1 ; from
China to the Straits, in Ptolemy’s

time, 721 ; between the Aiiamtas
and Natuna.s, 722-.'J.

Seaports, ancient, 47. 60, 86. 91, 92,

93, 94, 96, 106, 107, 112, ILL
Seas, mythical. 136.

Sebaiiakii, i.shiud, 501 ii. 2.

Sehraiig, east coast of Sumatra, 641.
Second,iry stations. Ptolemaic, 17.

Sedoa. See Sandoivay, city.

Sedn, cape, identification ot, 656.
Segaro. Piilo, 816.
.Seihi, district, on Si-Berut, 446.
Seiii, state, other designations of. 62 ;

identified with the Arisabion of

Ptolemy, 62, 6."
; term applied to

the territory about Slieubo, 62 ;
Old

Pagan probably destroyed by people
from, 62 ; estabUsbed by Thai in-

vadei-s, 63 ; founded hvthe Ai-I.iiu,

117, 127.

Sek. See Sak, the, people.
.Sekah, the, people, description of, 503

n 1 ; connected with the Fenjab,
•hl.'f n. 1 ; alleged descendants ot the
Bajau.JiOS n. 1 ; other designations
u.L 817

;
possibly connected with

SOiig-chih, 817.
Seliima. Seluma. See Senima, island.
Sel.imit. See .^helahet, island.
Selampura, 834.
Selaii, river and district, location of,

Ii26.

Sel.liigor, district, probably the Sabana
ot Ptolemy, 100, 101 ;

ivory and
liiriiuni aloes exported from, 478 u.

;

al.-ai designated Negri Kalang, 758
;

^

po-.sibly connected with Ka-la, 817.
Selat Sea. 672 n. *

;
deriiative of tlie

Celates, 80 ; other designations of,
SO, 91, 16.5, 248, 664.
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Selat Tebrau. See Singapore Strait,

Old.

SeleQf-iiig, description of ancient gold-

mines at, 477 n. 1 ;
race ot the

ancient miners at, unknown, 477
n. 1.

Selung, ^the, peo])le, 262 ;
remnants ot

the Sabaras, 2o8
;

population of

the Mergui Archipelago, 274.

Semang, the, people, 255 ; face-

tattooing among, 367 n. 3 ;
ot

Perak, 657 n. 1 ;
probable eanni-

balisra of, 661 n. ;
identified with

the Bila, 7S6.

Semang - ujong. Sec Semujong,

district.

Semanthinoi, the, people, connected

with the Hsie-nian, 376.

Seinunthinos, mountains, the source of

Ptolemy's Seros, 375, 376 ; con-

nected ’with the Shih-wan Shan,

376.

Serabah, mart, connected withSabana,

100 .

Sembah River, an affluent of the

Bernam, 758.

Seniberiini, a mUhical horse, 600 n. 3.

Senibilan, island, 515, 538,

Semescra, city, on Ilia lana, 047 ;

ideutiticatiou of, 647.

Semestra, 834.

Sempaug, hamlet, location of, 758.

Semujong, di-tiict, a de^iignation of

Suiigei Ujong, 815.

Sen-oi, language of the C'hleng, 150

n. 2.

Sen-oi, the, people, 150 n. 2 ;
nothing

kmiwn of the origin ot, 340 n. 1.

SeA-wT, 122 ;
the Shan State of, 142,

142 n. 1.

Senang, Pulo, ctmnected with f'ldaiig-

yau^'lsland, 815; also called Barn

Island, 815.

Sencaza, harbour, its identity with

Svangka suggested, 508 n.

Senderdulat, Hand,Iocathin of, 248 n.;

dangerous navigation at, 248 n.,

782^; posMhIy identical with Hainan,

248 n. 250* 252 u. ;
derivation of

the name, 250 n. 1 : caumd be

identified with Pulo f%'udore, 250

n. 1 ; its identitication <liscu-««ed,

250 n, 1. 724; possibly the shipping

port for Sinda, 346 ;
connected with

Sundara - pura, 7S2 ;
other de-^ig-

nations of, 784, 785.

Senef, Sent, port, identihed w'lth

Thl-nSi, 238, 249 ;
a harbour for

Arab ships, 238 ;
connected w’ith

Hsin-chou, 241, 242, 249; expor-

tation of eagle-wood irom, 242

;

inhabitant-' of, 242 ; the identi-

fication ot the terms Campfi and,

improbable, 243, 243 n. 3.

Senef, Senf, Sea of, corresponds to

the Gulf of Tonkin, 165 ; identical

with the Ghrta Sea, 237 : other

designations of, 237, 238, 239, 240 ;

identified with Thi-mli harbour, 238 ;

erroiieouislv identified with Toiiroii

harbour, 238 ; volcanoes in the,

672 ;
connected with Ptolemy’s Green

Sea, 673.

Seng'chd Ch‘eng, city, location of,

178 n. 1.

Seng-chia-lie-yii-lau, king of San-fo-

ch‘i, 629.

Seng-chih, district, 816 ; suggested

identity with Ko-ko*.-eng-chih, 817 ;

identification of, discu>‘'ed, 817.

Seng-chih slaves, 620, 817 ;
presents

of, 506, 506 n. 2, 547 : the meaning
ot the term discussed, 506 n. 2,

818: dancing-girls, 818.

Seng'Chih Nu, a name for Seng-chih

slaves. 817.

Senjt. Sec Chenchij, district.

Sepaug, a hill and river, 758.

Sequeira, Diego Lopez de, calls at

Pacem, 653 ; letter written to, 653.

Ser-rui. See Hsien-liu, kingdom.

Sera MOtropoli-j, 21 : identified with

Lo-vang. 15. 16 ;
Ptolemy's reliable

data concerning. 17 : a fundamental

station ol Ptolemy, 19; f^ite oi,

corre-pond^ to Lo-)ang, 738.

Seraga, i-land. probably identical with

Sara-an. 714.

Scrdunir, di'-trict, identified with Shung-
teng. 817.

Serciidih, island, a de-'ignation of TVylon,

422, 700; a leiuh-ring f>i lahadiu,

465.

Sr-res, land of the. Sec Serike. district.

Scrika, Serike, di'-trict, erroneously

e<mnected with the Peguan coa.st, 2 ;

identified with Pu-<kara, 249.

Serira. Sarirah, island.

Serirah, hav, de-'Cri])tion ot, 564, 573 ;

the houses ot, 564.

SeiNK, river, its identification with the

ILi-Mi dm-n—ed, 372, 374, 377;

source of the, 375, 376; deri\ation

ot the name, 735.

Serpent w'orship, 146 n., 340.

Serpentine-mines, 523 n. 2.

Seruma, I'-Iand, di-eu—am ot the term,

;>^>4 n. 1 ,
409 ; the Xaga-dTpa Island,

40y, 410, 413. 414, 415 ;
later

extended application ot the name,

410; names connected with, 414,

417.
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Serutu, island, connected with. Shih-

urh-tsz, 712 ;
location of, 712.

Settlements, Phoenician, d96, 699 n.,

828 ;
Arabian and Persian, 679.

Sevala, Sivala. Kte Zibala, island.

Seven Kings, the, conquer Ramanfui-

desa,7-in. 3; their identitydiscussed,

74 n. 3.

Seven Seas of India and Fuither

India, table ut identification'? ot the,

72o, 726.

Sha {'he-han. See Shah Jehan.

Sha-ma, See Punti^ tiie, people.

Sha-uiu-p‘i, island, identihed with

Swohi, 710.

Shu-wii-p‘i. See Swohi, island.

^lah Jehan, 703 ;
sou ot Muhammad

^ah, 695 ;
a descendant of Johan

Shall, 695 ;
Islamism introduced

into Acheh by, 665 n.

Shaher-al-Nawi, king of Siam, 645 ;

identification of, 645.

Shahrnawi . See Shalier-al -Xawi.

v%amatrah, a form ot Sumatra, 653;
letter from the lord of, 653.

Shams-ud-dTn, also called Chan-s/-

ting, 82*2.

Shan, district, 60.

Shan, the, race, 31, 68, 120 u. 1,

121 n. 1, 127, P28 n. 1 : probably

diiveu by Chine>e into Yunnan, 63 ;

the State of Sein established by the,

62, 63 : origin of the name, 70 ;

Pegu subject to, 74; derivation ot

the name, 186, 187-

Shan, meaning of the teini, 588 n. 1.

Shan Ch‘ai, the, people, 774.

Sb.m-jen, the, people, de'?ignatiou ot

the Laug-pinu, 273 m 1-

Sbaii-po. See Clum-po, state.

Shandu. the, people, 54.

Shang-ching. 785 ; a well - known
seapoit, 251 n.

Shang-lu. Sie Hsi-ho.

Shang-ynan, district, name ot pait of

Chan-ch‘eng, 280 n. 2.

^larhuah, island, 571.

She-li, river, 707 ;
identiticathm oi,

781.

Shc'lmig, island, a de-'ignation ot

Sai'ri‘'au. 714.

She-lung Shan, Ea-teni, Pland, eon-

nectoii with Tung She-lung, 710 .

She-p'o, state, 58, 272 n. i, 463 n. 1,

467 n. 1, 543 ;
a name applied to

Upper BiiiTna, 55 ; one ot the

eighteen kingdonN once tributary to

Piao, 56 ; a lorm ot the term Java,

464 ;
other desiirnatioDf- of , 466, 467,

468, 504, 516, 517, 526, 541, .542,

544 ; identified with lla-lak, 468;

identification of, 468, 472, 516,

517, 526, .544, 545 ; incidents con-

nected with, 468, 469 ;
discrepancies

in accounts ot, 469 n. 3 ;
location

ot, 470, 471, 472. 510, 511, 516,

517, 521, 525 ;
productious- ot. 476,

477 ;
traded with Canton, 515 n. 1 ;

identified with the Malay Peninsula,

516. 517 ;
limit?' of, 51G

;
also desig-

nated Ilo-liug, 526, 544 ; the last

mention of, 540 ; not connected with

the Island ot Java, 540, 540 n. 2 ;

vPited by Gunavarnian, 541 ;
an

tmbassysent to China by, 542; Ho-
lo-tan located in, 542 ;

Tonkin
plundered by the people of, 544,
545 n. 1 ;

defeated by Chinese
troop*', 544 ;

temple destroyed by
the people of, 545 ; San-to-ch‘i

invaded by, 622.
She-p‘o, other representations of the

name, 461 n. 1 ;
the three kingdoms

ot, 466-8, 469, 472; other designa-

tions ot, 468 ;
noted tor tortoi-e-

shell, 671 n.

She-p‘o (i.e. Sumatra), pepper pro-

ducing districts, 540 n. 1; history
ot. 547-9

;
trade between Canton

and, .547
;

San-fo-chT invaded by,

547 ; eniha?'sy to China by,
547 ; investiture conferred on the
lailer of, 54S

;
king of, 549 ;

other
designations of, 549.

She-p-o, city, capital of Ilo-liug. 472 ;

probably identical with the Ha-lak
She-p‘o, 472 ; a capital city, 504 ;

connected with the Jawah, 553.
She-p‘o, the bland ot Java, 480 n. 1.

She-p*o Chou, capital of Ho-lo-tan,
469 u. 3.

She-p*o-kuo. .SVc Tu-p‘o-kuo, king-
dom.

She-p'o-Ps>-ta. S>e She-p*o-ta.
She-p‘o-ta, 4G9 ; a form of the term

Java, 463, 463 n. 1 ; connected with
lahadm, 465, 542, 543 ;

the name
di-cu-?-c(l, 465

; other designations
of, 542, 543.

^lieUheT, inland, description of, 550,
554

; productions ot, 550, 55o n. 1,

’ tbe i'-land ot the Jabali of,
o.oO, .551 ; a vohaiio on, 551, 552 ;

identification of, 552, 809
;

curious
nian-like animals on, 554, 554 n. 2,

Cholaht-r, a designation ot Malacca
Strait, 552.

^leluhet, Shelabeth, sea, 663 n. 2,
664 : identical with the Lohita Sea,
80, 91, 2 48.

Shen.
^

Sie X‘aa, Sein, states.
Shen State, the, Bhamo, the c-hief citv
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of, 61, 62 ; Tut]" Yu-tian, tbe kin"
of, 62 ; probably a Shan kingdoni,
62 ;

origin of, 62 ; identical with
the country round Bhamo, 370.

Shen invauoii, the. 370.
Shen-fu, seaport, 800.
Shen-k‘ung Chiang. river, a desig-

nation of the ile-Khrma, 13.5 n. 1,

286 n. 1 : evijlauation of the name,
286 n. 1.

Shen-nung, fabulous Chinese emperor,
337, 781, 782.

Shen-si, district, 15.

Shen-t‘ou, Shen-tu See Simla, town.
Shcn-wan, seaport, 527 u. 4, 800; an

important seaport, 250 n. 1.

Shenbo, city, identified with tlic

Arisabion of Ptolemy, 61, 63. 734,

829
; probably the chief city of

the Shen state, 62
;

position of,

corresponds to Arian, 63 ;
toundation

of, 74.).

Sheng-teng, islet, 816 ; identified with

Serdang, 817.

Shields, carried by the Breh, description

ot the, 771.

Shignan, river, a tributarv of the Oxus,

741.

Shih-ch‘Cng, district, 782.

Shih-erh-tsr, island, identified with

Serutu, 712.

Shih Huang-ti, the pretended founder

of Lin-i, 230.

Shih-Lang, the, tribe, 272 n. 4.

Shih-li Ch'a-ta-lo, district, identical

with Prome, 113.

Shih-li Chiu-mo, ruler of Chiu-mi,

202.

Shih - li Fo - shih, a designation of

Palembang, 429. .527, .566 ; location

of, discussed, 481, 482, 483 ;

fourteen cities and two states in,

482 ;
identified with Sumatra, 4,si3

;

other designations of, 611, 610 ;

origin and meaning of the name,

613, 614 ;
names connected with,

613, 014 ;
disajipear.ince ot the

name, 614; capital of, 619; trade

of. 619
;

gold abundant in. 010 ;

dependencies of, 619.

Shih-li P‘o-ta T’o-a-lo-pa-mo, king,

470, 470 11. 1.

Shi-U Tieh-hwa, king of San-fo-ch‘i,

623.

Shih-li-TJ-va, king of San-fo-ch'i. 622 ;

other names attributed to, 622.

Shih-nai. Stv Tlii-nai, port.

Shih-p‘o-lo-na-lin-fo, king, 602 ii. 1.

Sbili-wan Shan, mount.ains, location

of, 376 ;
connected with Ptolemy’s

Semauthinos, 376.

Shi Wan-sui, commander-in-chief of
Chinese forces. 125.

Shillong, identified with Alosanga,
,830, .s:!2.

Shinuio Taka-oka, prince ol Japan,
.52.) n. I

.

Shora-ben, the, tribe, 806 ; of the
-Cndainaii - Xikobilrs, 389 n. 4
390 11. 2.

Shong-ts\ni. .SVr Shwang-chien, the,
tribe.

Shu, state, annihilated by the TsTn
320 n. 1.

Shu-chiang, river, the Sobanas of
Ptolemy', 192 ; a designation of the
Kap’houg S6m, 192.

Shu-po Chu-po, the, people.

Shu-po. .V'c Chu-po, kingdom,
Shun-ta, state, identification ot, 451

n. 1 ; <a designation of Chao-wa, 451
u. 1

.

Shunning- Fu, 792,
.v/ora, term applied to the Chinese,

131 n. 2.

Shwang-chien, the, tribe, the clothing
of, 246 n.

Shwe Dagon I’agoda, at Rangoon, 46 ;

the origin of the, 76; legend con-
nected with the, 77.

Shwe-tshandaw pagoda, the, 72 ,
by

whom built, 72.

Shwe-va, city, a designation oi Ava,
56.

Shwcgyin, district, 85,

a/tti-ei-Cheii-ln, e.xplanation of the
term, 342 n. 1.

Shicei-shi, suggested explanation of

the terra, 342 n. 1.

Shweli, valley and river, identified

with Xani Muu, 63, 467 n. 1.

Si-berut, Si-biru. island, identified

with Ptolemy's Sahadeihai, 406 ;

off the coast ot Sumatra. 410; in-

habited by the Maiitawi, 418.
.Si-Boga, city and district, location of,

584 n. 2,

Si-Jawi-plwi, settlement, 517 n. 2.

Si-Kabau. .Vc .Si-l'orab, id iud.

Si-llalandan, a bav on Si-Ma!ur,
422.

Si-ilalur, island-, connected with the
Maniolai, 421

;
possibly included in

Ptolemy’s Barusai, 446
;
incorrectly

dcsignatfsl Pulo Babi, 446.

Si-niu, river. 1.5.

Si-pan, river, an affluent of the Me-
Yom, 143.

Si-Pasei, the alleged name of a dog
alter whom Pfi-ai was named, 613

_n. 1.

Sl-poli, town, doubtful connection with
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I.U3ippa, 142, 767 ;
other desi|-

Diilions ot, 766, 766 n. 1, 767

;

location of, 767.

Si-porah, island, inhabited by the

ilantawi, 448 ;
probably included

in Ptolemy^s Sindai, 449.

Si-she-li, city, 471.

Si-vou. iSrr Hsi-yu, river.

Sia'-po, the, people, 765 ;
of Fu-chou,

161 n. 2.

Siak, district, wild hairy tribes of.

0-56 n. 2, 6.77 u. 1, 686, 687, 817 ;

possibly the district of the Seng-chih

slaves, 817.

Siam, kingdom, 8, 34, 73, 83, 84 n. 2,

103, 116, 122, 129, 131 ; early

history of, 1, 70, 94, 101 ;
Syania-

rfistra, a designation of Lower, .5.5

;

included in Fu-nan, 93 ;
the south-

west of, identical with P'an-p‘au,

106, 113 ;
Pali MS. chronicle of

Lamp'hun discovered in, 107 ; in-

scriptions and chronicles in, 109,

114, 151 ; Ligor subject to. 111 n. 1

;

other designations of, 113, 123:

Ptolemy’s country of the Doanai

identilied with Lower, 149 ;
the

region of the Lest.d included

Southern, 1.56 ;
.south coasts of,

noted lor piracy, 1.50 ; Saka-dvlpa

iileiitical «ith Kanihoja and, 164,

16.5, 169 ; teak-trees abound in,

16.5 ;
the Siimarade of Ptolemy,

170 ;
meaning and derivation of the

name, 170, 174, 178 ;
three principal

states included in, 170 ;
threw off

their subjection to K.imboja, 176;

the oldest city of Southern, 190:

camphor jiroduced ni, 43» n. 1 :

other d situations ot, 4C9 n. 3, .5:42.

.574 n. :i, 742 ;
the Palatine Law

ot, .531
;

states tributary to, .5;i2 :

method ot writing royal letters ot

state trom, .532, .532 n. 2 ;
Sukiiothai

the capital of, ,532 ;
king ot, repelled

the G-hawS, 548. 821 ;
Pasai cai)-

tured by the king of. 64.5 ;
complaints

made to China against, 650 ;

suzcraintv over Pasai claimed by,

C.50 : language of the hill tribes

ot Xorthern, 687 : Bnti'h treaty

with, 756 ;
sources ot informatiim

respecting, 774 ;
Kamboja laid

waste bv, 789. .See a/so Syania,

kingdom.
Siam, city, a designation pt Ayutbia,

187 : idcntitied with Sri Vijaya-

riijadhauT, 188,

.Siam, Gulf of, 8, 22, 79, 8,5. 94, 99,

101, 113, 156, 157. 160 ;
Ptolemy’s

geography of the, 6, 7 ;
Ptolemy’s

error in the coa.st ot the, 23, 24, 81,

188 ;
the Lestai ot Ptolemy, 81

;

ancient name of the, 102, 110;

connected with Ch‘ih Ilai, 248

;

idcntitied with the Perimulik Gulf,

701.

Siamese, the, origin ot the name, 70;

description of," 170, 171; camphor
made by, 4;!.5 n. 3 ; fleets of, pro-

ceeded along the Mo-Khong, 775.

Siamese recoid-s and monuments, 107,

108, 151.

Siamese tones, 226 n. 1.

Siamo-liurme.se wars, trade stoppage

caused by, 94.

Siantau Group, islands, a designation

ot the Gre.at Anambas, 722.

Siatan, Siaiitan, island, 708 ; also

transcribed Hsi-tung. 709 ;
also

designated Terampah, 71-5
;
included

in l'toleiny’.s Satyion, 722 ;
good

aiichocage ’
at, 722 ;

.one of the

Aiiaiidia-, 707, 707 n. 2, 715; con-

ciuered by the Javanese, 707.

Sih-sr.ng P‘hau-nii Lii, towmships,

i:!8,'l:!9n.

Sibsiigar, district, 1.54.

sidahiilat. <SVf Sender-tulat, island.

Sidantar.i, towu, identical with Miiaug-
Khraig, LiG

; cannot be connected
nitli .'f-pdiau-dou, 137.

Sidantara. Sidantara - sagara, river,

nmiie applied to the Mi; - KhOng,
136.

Siem. .sVc Hsien, state.

Sieiu-kwok, kingdom, a designation of

Si.lin. .532.

Sieiii-lo, kingdom, a designation of

Slum, ISl
: capital of, at Avuthia,

I.84.

Sieu-lwai, district, formerly called Din-
lou, 323.

Simiiior. .SV<' Slkijor, .state.

Sili.ila, district, 589 u.
SUiitu statue ot Buddha, the, 136.
Sika. .Se;. Sekah, the, people.
Sikijor, state, proliablv identical with

Gliu-ju, 247 n.

.Silagiii. .Vce Kyauk-taw, hill.

Sihini, ilia de, a designation ot Ceylon
.s:!4.

Silaii ItiviT, 626.
Silhet, districd, 32, 33, 53 ;

part of
Ptolemy's KiiThadia, 51 ; identiKua-
tion ot, .52. See also Sylhet.

Silk, Mom Acheh, 706: maiiutactured
l>v the Zal)aing.s, 745.

.Siik-cotroii trees, abundant in the
.Mai. IV Peninsula, SO.

Silkworm-, t'ue breeding of, 51, 52,
j3. 7 45.
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Silva, Dom Joao da, Spanish governor

of Manilla, 534 n. 1.

Silver, 98, 476, 477 n. 1, W2 ;
of

Argyre, 37, 706 ;
terms designating,

39, *97, 97 u. 1 ;
imported into

Arakan, 43 u. 1 ;
legend ol the

silver city of Tripura, 45 n. 2

;

plentiful in Khryse, 670 n. 1.

Silver Island, 670 n. 1 ;
a designation

ot Argvre, 671 n.
;
probably Arakan,

671 nV
Silver-mines, 424 n. 2, 671 n., 740,

741 ;
of Arakan, 37, 39 n. 1,

40 n. 3, 51, 424; in the Tenasserim

district, 164 n. 1 ;
near Kalah and

Serira, 562 ;
in Sumatra, 562 n. 2,

647, 659 n. 2 ;
in Balus Island,

659 n. 2 ;
in Burma, 740.

Silver Sand, River of. See Rajata-

valuka, river.

Sliver ware manufactures, 627, 628.

Silver wares, 628.

Sim, kingdom, 774.

Sima. Ilsi-mo, queen.

Sima-devI, queeu ot North lavoy,

506
;
probably identical with Queen

Hsi-mo, 506, 544.

Siiiiha-pura, city, tradition regarding,

423 n. 1 ;
a designation of Singa-

pore, 423 n. 1 ;
foundation of, 423

n. 1 ;
connected with Singhauagara,

508 n.

Siriiha-raja. Sihha-raja, founder ot

Sathom, 70.

Simhala, king of Ceylon, saved from

shipwreck by Kwau-yin, 600.^

Simihla, ‘ a he’autitul lamp-fire.’ -SVe

Diamond Island.

Simundu, kingdom, a designation <>t

Cevlon. 643 n. 2.

Simylla, 49 ;
mart and lieadlann, 48 ;

identified vvitli Chaiil, 48.

Sin. See Seiu. state.

Sin-liao Fu, a se.apnit, 251 n.

Sinai, kingdom, connected with the

Malay Peninsula, 2 ;
Ptolemy’s

coast'of, 26 ;
identified with Kraunca,

249 ;
distiict.s included in Ptolemy's,

3”7*

Sinai, the, people, inliahitant?^^ of

China north ot the \aui;-tsz, o77.

Sinai, Gulf of, the Formosan Channel,

255.

Siiibyuyin. king of BurniS, 65 n. 3 :

tribute sent to, 53S.

Sinda, tovvm, other designations ot,

334, 800 ;
identified with Son-toi,

251 n.. 264, 335, 348; location ot,

335, 801 ;
connected with Sindh,

338^ 801 ;
Senderfulat the shipping

port of, 346 ;
connected with the

Son-tin tribes, 347 ; a chief city

and mart, 34S, 801; derivation of

the name discussed, 349, 735 ;
con-

nected with other place-names, 799,

800 ;
latitude ot, discussed, 800 ;

a seaport, SOI.

Siuda, Islands of, identical with

Ptolemy's Siiidui, 456.

Simla, Suiida, a district of .Sumatra,

590.

Sindai, islands, 587 ;
corresponds to

part ot the Miiutavvi Islands, 449 ;

the name discu-sed, 449, 450 ; names
of islauds constituting the, 449 ;

identified with the islands of Sinda,

456 ;
country included under the

name of, 458.

Sindaug, name applied to a village and

tributary, 450.

Sindh, Sindhu, state, 41 n.
;
connected

with Sinda, 334, 338 ;
a derivation

of Sindai, 450 ;
identified with

Hsin-t‘o, 450 n. 2.

Sindhavas, Sindhus, the, people, 347.

Sindhu. See Indus, river.

Siudhu-.s.iriigama, 346, 347.

Sindhu-sauvira, the. people, ideuti-

fication of, 802

.

Sindi. See Indoi, the, people.

Sindoi, the, people, correspond to the

Sou-tifi, 356 ;
races connected with

the, 356.

Sing, Miiang, 133 ;
a division of the

C'hleng Rung kingdom, 139 n.

Sing-Sing, apes ot Chine-e legendary

iolk-lore, 788.

Singapore, state and town, known also

a.s Ilsi-li, 199 n. 4 ; identity with

Kattigara suggested. 303 n. 1 ; other

designations of, 498. 498 n. 3. 533,

775, 777, 81.5, 821 ;
probably

identical with To-mo-ch‘ang, 498,

499, 499 n. 2 ;
connected with

Singhanagara, 508 a. ;
foundation

of, 548 n. 2, 809 ;
an emporium tor

tortoise-shell, 671 n. ;
not connected

with Chuing-yau Island, 815.

Singapore Strait, 94 ;
discovery of the,

534 n. 1 ;
the velocity of currents

through, 537 n. 2 ;
also designated

Chill Strait, 814, 815, 820.

Singapore .Strait, Old, 534, 575 ;

description of, 534 n. 1.

Singhanagara, town, identification ot,

508 n.

Singkep, island, connected with Pan-

chih-pa, 500, 501 n. 1, 504 ;
ex-

tensive and })opulous, 501 n. 2

;

identific.ation ot, 617.

Singkhon, Muang, village, near the

Khan Miin pass, 753.
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Sin^ora, ^'tja of, T-'jI ;
term Inal-*

Sab applied to the, 771.

Singora, town, 7S, 470 u. 1 ;
proposed

railway between Kedah and, 7‘>

;

tormerlv an important seaport. 1 (m;,

107.

SiDO‘p‘hus. iSW' Kachin^, tlie. pe<»ple.

Singu Min, king, a Burme'e inscnptioii

ot, 538.

Siuguttara. Sec Sruga, lull.

Sin^uttara-eetl, the oii^mal ot the

Shwe Bason pagoda, 70.

Sifiba-bahu, king ot Kaliusn, 70 n. 1

:

founder ot Sihha-pura, 70 n. 1.

Sihbsi-pura, to^u, eounerted with

Suddhatnina - nagaia, 70; tiuinded

by Sihha-ruja, 70; the old capital

Kalinga, 70, 76 ii. 1 ; a Cham
citadel, 791.

Sihha-riija, a prince, founder ot Siiiha-

pura, 70,

Sinkel, district, camphoi found in,

437 n. : couque'st ot, 700.

SinkhoE, pas-i, a dej^ignatiori of the

Khuu Mu.i pa'!', 753.

Sinolosi^t", "oik done, and eiror"

niiide hy, 608 n. I

.

SipoLi-kay, Wieug. See AVieng Sipou-

kay, tuwn-bip.

Siraii, country, s-ent tribute to Ja\a.

581 n. 3.

Siratha, kitigdoin, identical with S\Ihet.

813 ;
oilu‘r dexiguation- ot, 813.

Siihai*'en. *SW Sara•^aQ, Bland.

Siri-rattba, town, a de«iguali(m ot

Seiir.ih, 021 ;
connected yith Si-

poh. 707.

iSirBala. S^e Ri/ala. city.

Sirisavatthu. Sirivat’l.a, city, connected

with Pcizala or Spatana, 3.S1 u.

Si'^iuiirira. >S<e Sii-uaia, idaiid.

Sithaiulr.ij, the nntUical .--ca around

Meru, 130 n. 2.

Sittanu, river, 41 n.. 52, 05.

Siva, 29: temple ot. at Panduraiiira,

burnt. 545 ; dedication and location

ot the temple ot, 545 ; teinjde ot,

rebuilt, 545 ; ai^<uk>ignaledSambhu,

615 ; known al.v) a- I.Mara. 789.

Siva, Hill of. Ste Bana, raouiitain.

Si\i-r’istra. See Sen-wl, -tate.

SkulB, human, u^ed as cuirency,

652.

Slaves, employed bir mti.i.d work.

494 n. : sent a^ pre>ent^, 506, 506
n. 2 ; traftic in, 509 n.

Snake, 145 ;
guarding a sacrcnl relic,

390.
‘ Snake,Risenceot the,’ term derignating

the king of the San-fo-ch‘i, 566 n.

Snake-’, a <'ity de-erted on account of,

431 n. 3.

Snake-, Ble of. St-e Ahi-dipa, island.

So. »sVc Sak, the, people.

S.j-tu-iu.iii, BLind, a designation of the

Nikohai's, 385, 396 u. 2, 413 ;

description ot the inhabitants or,

385 ; legend respecting, 385 ;
deri-

vation of the name, 396 n. 2 ;
the

largest ot the Tilan-chong Islands,

413, 414 ;
probable nleutilicatiou ot,

413 ; the name discussed, 413, 414,

416, 417, 418
;

connected with

Beobaii, 414 ; alternative leuderings

ot tlie name, 414
;

connected with
I’toh'iinV Agathodaimouo’j, 416.

Soliaiuis, Sobanos, ri\er, jirobably

identical with the Kap'houg Sum,
191, 192: possible designution« oi,

192 ;
identity witli the Kampot

criticized, 192 . identification with the

Supduui imteiiable, 192; derivation

of the name. 734, 774.
Sodra. See Cliitraug, river.

.^ofala, camphor Jrom, 439 n. *

S5i, Miiang, an ancient laivvq city, 143.
Soi-r5p, e-tuary, 215.
S‘>!ana, identified with Hsi-ho, L").

.Solomon, Pha-niciaus trading lor, came
ti} South India, 597 n. 1.

Soma. AV-c Kap'houg Sum, river.

Somhieio Channel, locution of, 689.
Si.mhivro Island-, enoiieously cou-

nected vviih Mau Shan. OS 3 690 u. 1

;

ideutiried v\irh (diauri I-ilaud, UsO;
oriaiii ot the na.ue. 089, 8OO ; the
middlr Andam.lU', 806

;
other desig-

nation- ut, S09.
.'omcrtia AV/ Sombrero Island-?.
8*j u-tuy. See S«m-t(5, town.
Sou-thai, Sou-thai Tiou, di-tiict, a

desi^aation oi Tlnn'i-h w a, 316 u. 1.

Soii-tiu. the. luiimcii. 311 u. 1 ; chief
ot. rtshU-.l oil the lia-vi Mountain,
'->44

; the eliiet ot tlie hlouiitumeers,
3-14: muliiiai nnper-ouatiou of
m.miitam tr.h,

, 314, 314 n. o .

deiivaijou oi ip,. di-eu-sed,
317, :51!>,

Aou-tifl, liver, 346.
8ou-tui, und district, the Simla

ot Ptolemy, o->i u , 264, 335, 348 •

uu-auiiig oi the name, 334 n. 3 |

teiritorio- t'minaced b\\ 334 u. :l
;thy chier tnidiuj centre ot the Son-

tm near, 34o
; victorious over the

Ihwt-rin, 34G ; derivation of the
teim di-ii.'ussed, 3 1'; other desicr-

. nation-? of, 336. 3. 0.
”

Sojia.parvata, territory, connected wnth
tUnmig-shan, 250 n. 1.
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SonariiMou. to^\u, 5.} • liveriao port of
Beng-al, 400 n. 2.

Sonathera, tirst Buddlii-it mi^^ionary
to Burma. 65 n. 2.

Soiiilur, island, connected witli Sandar-
fulat, 724.

Sh/if/, teim denoting' baiid> of tbe
C'huug, 157.

Soi!"-bo, river, identifit“d with the
Black 125.

SOn”" Cliii, n\er, SOI.

Son^ Dai, branch ol the Betl Biver,

251 n.

Song-giang, river, 781.

ISong-jang, liver, 704.

Soug-ku, liver, 781 ; Milley ot the,

occupied by the l\‘wan, 125.

Song-kil route trom Northern India

to Tonkin, 235.

Song-khou. a I.au province, 803.

Song-koi, ri\fcr. identified \Mth the Bed
River, 125, 315 ; a designation of

the Dorias, 313.

Song-Lu. Nr (Tear River.

Song ^lai, river, identified with the

Lu-;iuug, 796.

Sung Mi-tho. SVc Mi-tho River.

Song Yoi, river, poasibly the Hsiang
Shwei, 793.

Songkhlcl, distiict. other designations

of, 532 u. 1 ;
tiifmtarv to Siam,

532 n.l.
Sonnaparanta. S^r Suvannupaianta,

ciistiict.

Supheir, 745.

Soicerer'-. the * Fire Kiiin:,'' 801, S02 ;

the ‘ Y'arer King.’ SOI. 802.

Sousa. Alon-^u de, expedition --eut to

the Island or Gold hy, 807.

South Gape, other designations ot,

104, 476- 476 u. 1. 75*'.

South Chinc'^e races. 120, 131 n. 2.

SovTiu. country or port, 92.

Spatana. city, coune:led with SirDa-

vatthu, 381 n.

Spice IslaiKh. noted tor tortoi'.e-««hell,

G71 u.

Spices pi oduced in the IVrnliiccas. 812.

Spices, Island ot, 555 : connected with

the Bandas and Yoluc-ca>, >55.

Spinels, 741.

Spirit woifhip, 146 ii.

Sprinir, a, which tuiiw gravel, etc.,

into gold, 390, 391.

Springs, hot, 485 n. 2.

Squat-bodied race^^, 54.

Squirrels used as lood, 35S n. 2.

Sraiuana. See Saniana Gotaiiia.

Sri Alara, Sultan, king ot Aeheh. 704 ;

ex-king of Priaman, 704.

Sri Bala-varmau, king, 543.

Srl-Baiii. Sii-Baiioi, city, identification

ot, 229, 779: tin- capital ot Campa,
563 n. 3, 778; destruction ol, 563
u. 3 ; D(5ng-lioi on the site ot, 779.

Su-Bhoja, town and kiiigdoiii, a desig-

nation ot Rah-nibaiig, 89, 429, 560,
560, 615, 619 ; other designations

ot, 429, 5G6, 577, 5S0, 581, 611,
640 n. 1, 700 : an ancient topnuvmic,
584 ; the capital oi Zabej, 611:
places connected with the name of,

611 ; origin ot the name, 611, 612 ;

the name discu^aed. 619 ; mention
ot, omitted by -^oine fiiatorians, 629 ;

Juinbi jirobably tlie early capital of,

632 ; the teim, cannot be coimet-ted

with Zabej, 633 ;
connection between

the Andamans and, 640 n. 1.

SrI-Giida-niani Bhiimya-de\a. king of

San-to-chd. 623.

Sil Dliainiaraja. >Sie Ligor, kingdom
and citv.

Sri Dharmasoka, kinu of IMagadha,

123; wrecked, 108; the Mm-chia
chilli descent from, 123.

SrI-Huta-balidan, uleiitical with SiT-

Xatakalah, 579, 580 ;
king ot San-

to-ch*i. 580 ; the Maharaja ol Zabej,

^
.580.

Sri Jaya Barainesvara-varman II, a

(Tiaiu king, 275.

Sri-Ksetra. city, ancient name oi Old
Prome, 66 ; other de>- irnatioii" ol,

113.

Sri Kama. Sbih-Ii-Chiu-iiiit.

SrI-lohit. .Ve Sehit Ski.

SiI-AMtakaiah, king ol Zaltof, 578,

579, 580, 621: oth'-r toim-' ot the

^
name, 578. 579. 621 : death uf. 579.

Sit-pff/ltt, teim denotina’ a holv toot-

print, 115.

Sri IViila-dv.ira-Knman. king, 542.

Sii Pribi-nareiidia. kiun. 602 n. 1.

Sri I^ulinga-varmnu. king, 543, 543 n.l.

Sii Baj»‘ndra^Cola. S^f Rajeudraihva.

Sri Rama, Sri iv.iui.i ^ ikrama, kiiin

ot Mu!-Jawa!i. 518, 548 n. 2 ;

leigiied on Sumapore J'.luiid, 548

u. 2.

Sri R.ima, Lake or, name of an inland

_
lake, 684 n. 1.

Sri Sattauaganahuta. city. 149 n. 1 ; a

name given to Luang P*hrah Bang,

146, iol ;
derivation and meaning

of the name, 146 n.

Sri Tribhuvanu, tounder of Singapore,

518 n. 2.

Sri Vijava Rajadhiini, town, other

de'-ignations of. 24 ; the Samaradt"

of Ptolemy, 24, 188. 190; ancient

capital ot' Lower Siam, 24; name
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applied to Lower Siam, rio
;
a e'nef

town of Siam, 176 ;
probably Syama-

kut, 177 ;
description of tbe ri'miiins

of, 188; ancient situation ot, 189,

190; cause-, of its decay, 190; the

oldest city ot Southern Siam, 190;

connected* with Yijaya, 190, o69 n.

Srngu, meaniu.ff of the term, 7 1 .

Srnsa, hill, 77 ;
the deiivative (it

Besynga, 75, 76 ;
an ancient --htim'

on the, 76.

Srutavarman, king, instituted Mor'hip

of Brahmaiiic deities in Kanihojn,

201 .

Ssu-li Po-p‘o'nan-to-shan-na, king of

the Ta K‘un-lun. 755. 822.

Stalactite caves, 485.

Statues, legend re.specting two brass,

at Fo-lo-an, 599 ;
identification of,

at Fo-lo-an, 599. 600 ;
in Sumatra,

601.

Stien, Stieng, the. people, litholatry

among, 120 n. ('A)
;
a semi-harharous

tribe, 159 ;
connected with the

Lestai, 159, 160; the probable origin

ot, 160, 16:i.

Sto-kong, island, the northernmost of

the Natuna.s. 710 ;
location oi, 710.

Stone -Ige, relics of a, found, 254

n. 1.

Stone implements discovered, 219.

‘ Stone 'lower,' the, of Ftolemy, 20,

•21
;

identified with I.ythinos Pyrgos,

17, 18 ;
a tundauie'utal station ot

Ptolemv, 18; erroneous identification

ot. 19 ;
distance of, trom Sera

Metropolis, 19.

Straits, Sea of the. See Selat Sea.

‘ Striiied-face Pu.’ See Pu, the,

people.

Stung-treiii;', city and district, 186.

Stupii, a, on tile -aiids ot Mujerika,

108 ; ot P'hrah Prathoin, 109.

Su-kaii-Ia, the fisherman king, 6-50

;

-attacked the Chinese, but was

deteated, 650, 6.31 ;
condemned to

death, 651.

Su-meii-na, Su-nien-ta-na, .-tate, a

loriii ot Sumatra, 614.

Su-nR'n-ta-hi, .state, a de-ignation^ of

Sumatra. 425, 581 n. 8, 648, 678 ;

aiiihergris sent from, 581 n, A ;

the tiler-king ot, 645, 650 ; the

ruler of, designated king, 648, 649 ;

the mler ot, summoned to Chin'd,

649 ;
death of the king of, 649 ;

a fisherman manied the ijueen of,

649 ;
tribute sent annually to China,

650 ;
revolutions in, 650, 655 ;

Chinese fleet at, 6.30, 651 ; crimes

of the .slave-king of, 655 ; name of.

changed to A-ch'i, 655 ;
identifica-

tion of, 679 n. 1 ;
a state ot North

Sumatra, 68'2.

Su-mu-ta, Su-mu-tu-lii, state, forms of

Sumatra, 642 u, 2. 644 ;
allegiance

ot, to China renewed, 645.

Sutan. See Suparna.

Subi, Suwobi. See Swohi, island.

Subsidence, supposed, of the I.enuiriau

continent, 669.

Suhteiranean passage, river said to

pass through a, 137. 137 ii. 1.

Sudaina, Sulama. See Seruraa, island.

Sudarsana, lake, 164.

Suddhohana, 491 ; father of (iotama

Buddha, 491 n. 3.

Sudliiman. See So-tu-man, island.

Sudharamapura, district, identification

of, 748.

Sugar, 486 n. 2.

Sugata, temple of, the erection of the,

746.

Sugriva, reigned at Kiskindhya, 785.

Sui Annals, 491.
Soi dynasty of China, 112.

Sui-lara, Sulam. See Saline, island.

Suk. See Sak, the people.

Sukadiina, district, identified with

Su-chi-tan, 450 n. 2.

Sukhada. See Sukhothni, kingdom.
Sukhodaya, king, 182 n. 1.

Sukhothai. kingdom. Ligor .subject to

the kings of, 107 ;
imscriptious, 107,

146 n. 1 ;
connected with Ch‘ih-t'u,

155, 182, 182 n. 1, 469 n. 3, 497 n. 1,

742 ; capital of Siam, 176, ISl. 182,

183, 184, 532 ;
configuration of the

city, 178 n. 1, 264, 798 ;
Chinese

envoys to Siam acquainted with,

179 ; identical with Sukhada, 179,
182 n. 1, 742 ;

also designated

Syaiiia-padela,774; identification ot.

822.

Sukitan, district, connected with Su-
chi-tan. 450 n. 2.

Sukladhiiiya-raja, prince ot Magadha,

Sukiimrira. piiiice ot Saka-dvipa, 167 ;

district named after, 167.
Sulaiman, the -Irah traveller, 204.
Sulaiman, an envoy lor China, 64 1;

niissinn entriisted'to, 821.
Sulaiman (Solomon), the son ot David,

legendary tnnib of, on the Great
-Vndanian, 387

;
pilgrimage made to

the tomb ot, 387.
Sulaman, See So-tu-man, island.
Sulau- See Talang, volcano.
Sulphur, 477, 477 n. 1 ;

yielded by
Mount Xaknr, 676 n.

;
collected by

the Chinese, 676 n.
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Sulu, country, noted for tortoise-shell,
671 n.

Sumah, island, identilieation oi, 574,

^

575
; connected with Kyuma, 575.

>Sumaua-kuta, a designation of Adam's
Peak, 387.

Sumatra, city, foundation ot, 642,
642 u. 1, 642 n, 2, 642.

Sumatra, state, 22, 89, 6.'}4 n. 1 ;

.difficulty of identifying Ptolemy’s
islands off, 24, 25

;
Buddha’s visit to,

1 14, 664, 665 n.; former tersestrial

connection with Pegu, 402 u. ;

connected with Ptolemy’s Agatho-
daimouos, 411, 419 ;

other desig-

nations of, 425, 453, 483, 517 n. 2,

652, 554, 556, 568 n. 2, 594 u. 3,

634 n. 1, 642 n. 1, 642 n. 2, 661,

652, 654, 658, 670, 671, 673, 678,

809, 834 ;
islands off the west coast

of, 427 ff.
;
camphor from, 437 n.

;

the best pepper produced at, 454 u. I

;

list of the kingdoms of, 455 n. I ;

Ptolemy’s limited knowledge ot, 457

;

islands off the coast of, confused with

the maiidand, 457 ;
name of Java

applied to, 461 u. I, 635 ;
salt

obtained at, 477 n. 1 ; “ulphur

obtained from, 477 n. 1 ; lignum

aloes from. 478 n.
;

sapan-vvood in,

478 n. ; identical with Shih-li Fo-

shih, 483 ;
si.vty-seven volcanoes on,

552, 553 ;
identified with Zabej,

580 ;
Sarbaza the capital of, 580 ;

tie

centre ot the anibergri.s trade, 581

n. 3 ;
Chinese tradition a.s to the

limits of, 586 ;
early lack of in-

formation concerning, 588 ; districts

on, regarded as islands, 589 n.

;

districts of, mentioned by Ptolemy,

590 ; Ptolemy's lahadiu corresponds

to Northern,’ 593 ;
ear - ornaments

worn on, 594 n. 3 ; the alphabet in

use on, 595 ;
civilization of, 596-8,

598 u. 1 ;
probably settled by

Phoenician tradei's. 596 : discussion

ot the various terms used to desig-

nate, 632 -56
;
the Malays ot, 636 ;

history of, 639-56 ; table ot names

applied to, 639-42, 644-56 ; the

application of the name to the whole

island, 642, 642 n. 1 ;
the origin

and derivation of the name, 642,

642 n. 1, 643 ;
marriage of the king

of, 642 n. 2, 644 ;
Cheng Ho’s third

visit to, 651
;

the firsf Portuguese

landing on, 653, 826 ;
Achin the

leading state ot, 653 ;
la^t mention

of the state of. 655 ;
settled by the

AIo5-Khmer, 657 ;
traditional con-

nection of Ceylon and, 669, 681 ;

possibly a colony of the Eaksasa
empire, 669

; geographical mis-
apprehensions regarding, 677 ; hairy
and tailed men ot. 687

;
the intro-

duction of Ishimisro into, 695, 696

;

names for, in the Catalan maps, 834.
Sumbawa, district, identified with

Ch‘uug-ka-la, 520.
Sumbreiro Islands. See Sombrero

Islands.

Sumoltra, state, a form of Sumatra,
646 ; tattooing at, 646, 646 n. 1

;

account of the people of, 679 n, 2.

Suiiisumara. See Susuaia, island.

Sumatra, state, a lonii of Sumatia, 645.
Sun-t‘a, a piratical state, 812; identical

with Suuda, 812.

Sunanda Kumara, Muang Yong over-
thrown by, 119 n. 1 ^ son "of the
Thai chief of C’hieng Bung, 119
n. 1 ;

murdered the C’hieng chiefs,

aud mastered their country, 119
n. 1 ;

prince of YOng, 139 n.

Sunaparanta. Sie Suvarinaparanta,
district.

Sunda, island, location of, discu.ssed,

452 n. 1 , 453 ;
expedition of Francisco

de Sa to, 452 n. 1.

Sunda, kingdom, connected with
Ilsin-t'o, 450 n. 2 ;

account of,

452 n. 1 ; a piratical state, 812

;

location and area oi, 812.

iSunda Archipelago, identified with
Kusa-dvipa, 237.

Sunda Land, Sanscrit inscriptions found
on, 610 n. 1.

Sunda Strait, 150, 672 ; route through
the, probably unknown in Ptolemy’s
time, 607, 608 n. 1.

Sundara-pura, possibly identical with
Sender-fulaf, 782.

Sung dynasty ot China, 106.

Sung-ka-la. See ( 'h‘ung-ka-la, district.

Sung-tung Sha, the fire-pit ot, 782.

Sungei Asam Ja'va, location ot, 516
n. 3.

Sungei Baling, stream, 488 u. 1.

Sungei Cherating. river, 514 n. 2.

Sungei .Tarum-mas, river, in Perak, 97.

Sungei Kling, an affiuent of the Perak
River, 488 n. 1

.

Sungei JI.ilayu, riier, 530 n. 4.

Sungei-mas, river, location of, 97, 756.

Sungei Thara, affluent ot the Kinta
River. 757.

Sungei Ujong. district, other desig-

nation' ot, 815.

Sungsang, river, connected with the

Chiu-fian.g, 617 u. 2.

Sniikhala, town, ancient mime of

Singora, 106, 519 n. I.

59
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Supanna. See Suparna.

Supama, an epithet of Garuda, 775.

Suparna, river, in India, 775.

Sup'han, Sup'Uan-buri. See Ban-

dhuma-pura, town.

Sura Sea. See Selat Sea.

Suran, Eaja, of Bijnagar, Perak taken

.
by, 98.

Sur'asena, the, people, connected with

Suratan, 53.

Surat, city, 92.

Suratan, Sura-sthSua (?), district, prob-

ably identitied w'ith Sonargaon, 53 ;

the name applied to Eastern Bengal,

53.

Surma, mountain, connected with the

Sarabra, 742.

Surma, river, 33.

Susmins, the, people, identity of, 674.

Susu, district, 076.

Susu-susu Bay, 448 n. 2.

Susuara, islet, possibly part of

Maniolai, 421.

Suvanna-mali, mountain, holy foot-

priut on the, 115, 06.3 n.

Suvannabhumi, kingdom, 569 n. ;

connected with Khryse, 64 ; ancient

name of Eiimanna, 70 ; location and
identification of, 671 n., 748, 761,

762 ; other designations of, 762.

Suvannaparanta, dL-trict, the hinter-

land of Eamanfiadesa, 6-5 : e.xteiit

of, 6.5, 749: the n.ame discu-sed,

748 ; list ot districts in, 748.

Suvarna-dvipa, island, the Malay
Peninsula. 78 : erroneously con-

nected with Zahc], .568, 568 n. 2;
identification of, discussed, 568 n, 2,

672 n. *
; gold and silver-mines in,

671 n.

Smarna-mali - dvipa, district, con-

nected with Malaya-dvipa, 81.

Suvarna-puri. See Bandhuma-pura,
town.

Suvarnabhumi, city, identical with
Sahara, 597 u. I.

Suvarn.amali-giri, mountain, 569 n.
;

Buddha’s footprints on, 80; identified

with Kut.a-talmali peak, 80.

Svai-thap. province, a division of

Kamhoja, 216 :
derivation of the

name, 216, 216 n. 1.

Svaiga-loka. See Sawankhalok, city.

Svayanibhoja, kingdom, a variant ot

Bboja, 61.5.

Swankhalok. Sie Sawankhalok, city.

Swing-fe.'tival at T.igor, 108.

Swobi, island. 714: a designation of

one of the South Natuna.s. 707 n. 2 ;

other designation- of. 710.
Sy.tm. .ScfSri YijayaEajadh.ani, town.

Syama. kingdom, 774 ;
origin and

application ot the name, 178, 179,

180, 181, 183 ;
the name not derived

trom Shan, 186, 187 ; the antiquity

of. 190. Sie aho Siam, kingdom.

Syama, mountain, identification of the,

177. 178.

Syama-kuta, kingdom, 773 ; location

of, discussed, 176, 177, 178 ;

probably Sri Vijaya. 177, 178 ;

meaning ot the word, 177.

Syiraa-padesa, kingdom, a designation

of Sukhothai, 774.

Svama-rastra. See Sri Vijaya Raja-
dhani, town.

Syamaka, the, people, 774.

Syaugka, district, 507 n., 818 ;

identification uncertain, 507 n.,

508 n.

Syatan, Syantan. See Siatan, island.

Sylhet, kingdom, connected with Ta-
ts‘iu P‘o-lo-men, 813 : other desig-

nations of, 813. See also Silhet.

Symbols, insignia of royalty, 67, 151.

Symilla, identification of, 731.

Synoptical table-. See Tables, synoj)-

tical.

Syria, a designation of Ta-tsin, CO,

302.

Siriam, island, 72 ; origin of the

name, 71; other designations ot,

831.

Sz'clmen, Sz-oh'wan, district, 62 n. 4,

159; cave-dwellings of, 159, 772.
Sz-li Chu-lo-wu-ui Eu-ma-t‘iau-hwa,

^
king of San-to-ch-i, 623.

Sz-li Ma-lo-p‘i, king of San-fo-ch‘i,

623 ; sends tribute to China, 623.

T

Pa-Chang Hai. See Chang Hai, Sea of.

Ta-heh Sb.an Mountains, location ot,

773
; other designations ot, 773.

Ta-ho, Tai-ho, state, the ancient Tali,
64, 64 n.

Ta-hwa-mien, tiie, people, connected
W'ith the Darains and Susmins, 674,
674 n. 2.

. > !

Tu Ein-sha, river, a designation of the
IrSvatl, 792.

Ta-kiuen. capital at Long-bien re-
e.stabli-hed by, 799,

Ta-ku-nia, title of an envoy to China,
523 n. 2,

Ta-k'un-iun, kingdom, the Takola of
Ptolemy, 89, 90, 90 n., tlO, 113,
755; location of. 755.

Ta Krtin-lun, the, people, 90; habitat
of, 755 ; k.in;» of, 755.
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Ta-la, title ofan envoy to China, 523n. 2.
la-li, state, 64, 121

;
the Tuan ruled

over, 126 n. 3.

Ta-lu-man, village, anchorage at, 651

;

identification of, 651.
Ta-na-ssu-Ii, proriuce, a forra of

Tenasserim, 783.
Ta-paa, state, 812

;
identification of,

4d0, 450 n. 2 ;
good pepper procured

from, 450 n. 2.

Ta She-p‘o, state, 678; a designation
of Malacca, 508

;
identification of,

considered, 522 ; other designations
of, 522, 812

;
possibly connected

with Sabah and Sabana, 522.
Ta-shih, kingdom, a designation of

Acheh, oil, oil n. 2, 597 n. 1,

699 ; other designations of, 51 1 n. 2

;

the barbarians of, traded with
Canton, 515 n. 1; connected with

Tarshish, 597 n. 1 ; the name
discussed, 678, 6S0, 68 1 ;

probably
an old Arab and Persian settlement,

679 : connected with Su-men-ta-la,

679 n. 1 ; identical with Argyre, 68 1

;

Queen Sima feared by the king ot,

699 ;
a K‘un-Iun slave sent to China

by, 700; location of, 700.

Ta-tan Eiver, location of, 824.

Ta Ti, a M’'u emperor at Xan-king,

299 ;
tribute received by, 299.

Ta-ts'iu, country, trade relation' of,

with the Ai.Lao, 60 ;
curiosities of,

sent to China, 60 ;
identified with

Syria, 302
;
embassy of, 313.

Ta-ts‘in P‘o-lo.men, state, location of,

813; identified with Sylhet, 813.

Ta-wai, Ta-wi, district, may be

identical with Alavl, 57.

Ta-Yaw, river and lilluge, 741.

Ta-yuan, river, the Cham defeated at

the, 781.

Tabiyan, island, a designation of

Kelong, 715, 722.

Table, of comparison of the names for

camphor, 442, 443 ;
of the various

designations of the Malays uf

Sumatra, 636 ;
of ideutificatiou'

of the Seven Seas of India and

Further India, 725, 726.

Table Dock, 683.

Tables, synoptical, 821; of the Anda-
nian-Xikobar Archipelago, 404-6

;

of the history of Malayu, 5;j.)-9;

of the bistory of She-p'o, 541-9
;

ot

names applied to Sumatra, 639-42,

644-56
; of .ichinese historv. 693-

706.

Tatan. See Tliafeo, district.

Tagal, town on the north coast ot

Java, 86.

Tagala, a people and language in the
Philippines, 86.

Tagala, seaport, probably identical
with Tbagara.rayo, 86.

'

Tagalla. See Taik-kula, citv.

Tagais, the, people, writing among,
*595 n. 2.

Tagauug, kingdom, foundations of,

62 ; superseded by Old Pagan, 62,
74.5 ; the overthrow of, 62, 370,
745 ; also designated Ilastinapura,
471 n. 2, 745, 746; king uf,

592 ; location of, 745 ; inscription
tound in the ruins ot, 746.

Tagong dynasty, 122
;

reigning in
Upper Burma, 30, 67 ; overthrow
of the, ascribed to the Liu, 59

;

king.s of the, 70.

Tah.iu lliver, 758.

T‘ai-lo-eh‘t'ng, town, connected with
Hu-noi, 3:10 n. 1.

Tai-nguyen, district, location of, 765 ;

now called Hsin.ning Chou, 765.
Tai . nguyeu, Tei - ngiien. See H.si-

yuau-man, the, people.

T'ai.p’ing-yu-cliun Shan, i-land, a
designation ot Mau Shan, 689

;

origin ot the name discus'ed, 694.
T'ni, meaning of the tenii discussed,

85 n. 1, 753.

Taik-kula, Takkula, city, 92
;

found.i-

tion of, connected with the Gauda-,
85 ; other de'ignations crt, 85, 86,

89, 819; probably founded by the
Kalingas or Kolas, 86 ; referred to

as Hsiao-k'un-luii, 90, 90 n., 113,

819 ;
various places known as, 730,

Taik-kul.i, the, people, 754.

Tailed tribes, 431 n. 3, 7(ii, 718 n. 1 ;

account ot, 685, 686, 687, 687 n. 5,

828, 829 ; explanation ot alleged,

687, 637 n. .5 ; in the Ananibas,
713-21 ; cannibalism among, 718
n. 1 ;

description oi, in Borneo,
720 n.

Tails worn by the Ai-Liu attached
to their idothes, 126 .

Tajik. See Ta-shih. kingiloni.

Tajika, a de'ignation ot Arabia, 597
n. 1.

Tik, Muang,the ancient Taksasila, ISO.

Takkala, Takkula. See Takola, mart.

Takkola, town, the TakOla ot Ptolemy,

92, 93 ; noted beloie Ptolemi's

time, 92.

Takola, cape. 8, 17, 21, 22. 25
;

identified with Cape Papra. 23.

Takola, a mart, 8. 110, 755 ; Ptolemy's

Golden Kher-oiiese becrins at, 81,

222 ;
derivation ot the name dis-

cU'sed, 85-93, 754; identified iiitli
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Takopa, 86, 93, 728, 811 ;
other

designatioQs of, 86, 88, 89, 89 n. 5,

90, 90 n., 113, 513, 755, 806, 811

;

extent of, in Ptolemy’s time, 86, 87 ;

meaning ot the name, 88 ;
meaning

of, applicable to the Ilalay Penin-'Ula,

88 ;
probably fouudod i>y the Kola'*,

89, the importance or, 89, 90, 90 n.

;

a thrinng emporium and harbour,

92-4 ; etymology of the name, 72S

;

location of, 755.

Takon-Bapis, probably a de^ignatio^

of Sumatra, 641.

Takbng, Takum. Ste Dagun, town.
Takopa. Takolu, cape.

Takopa, town, the TakOla of Ptolemv,

86, 728.

Taksasila, identified with Muang Tak,
180.

Takua, meaning and derivation of the

term, 87.

Takua-pa, district, 95 n. 1 ;
identitied

with Takopa, 86, 87, 89, 513-

Takua-thai, distiict, part of Takbla,

87 ;
called also Eanong, 87.

Takua-thting, district, part of TakOla,

87 ;
statue of Buddha found at, 96

;

pos-ibly settled by dog-worshippers,

97 ; connected with ’To-p‘o teiig,

489.

Talac‘hl. town and province, conquest

of, 813; identification of, 813.

Talaing. Tuleng, the, people.

Talaing empire. Ste Trikalinga.

Talang, an active volcano on Sumatra,
553‘.

Talang Islands. 499 n. 3, 771.

Talang Biver, 530 n. 4.

Talanjang, inland, a designation ot

Engano, 409 n. 2 ; the native's of,

go stark naked, 409 ii. 2.

Taleng, the, race, 74, 174; country

of, 30. 70, 72; people of Pegu, 32,

33, 34; Bassein subject to, 51 ; of

M5n-Khmer blood, 74 ;
harassed by

the Tauugthus, 74 n. 3 ; the builders

of Thagara-myo, 86.

Taleng language, 73.

Tali Lake, 123, 125. 134 ;
other desig-

nations of, 64, 64 n. 1, 137, 765,

765 n. 1, 767 ;
name of, connected

with Adei-aga, 64 n. 1 ; the Me-
Khong supposed to flow through

the, 137.

Taluraa, state, location of, 524 n.

;

a designation of Teug-liu-mei, 524 n.

;

connected with Tanumah, 524 n.

Tam-thap. Ste Thap-ha-mou-thiln
Bill.

Tam-yong, Tan yang. See Tamiang,
state.

Tama, Tamasa. See Dabassa, moun-

tains.

Tamala. S(e Temala, city.

Tanialitti, state, tnbutary to Burma,

822 ;
possibly connected with Tamu,

822.

Tamansai, the, people, connected with

Tanianthe, 835.

Tamanthe, Tamanthi, location of, 835.

Taraarus, Tamus. Tamasak, state.

Tamasak, state, 776. 815 ;
identical

with Betuniah, 199 ;
other desig-

nations of, 199, 532, 815, 821 ;

tiihutary to Siam, 532, 53*2 u. 1;

identification of, 670 n. 1, 775; the

old name of Singapore Island, 775.

Tambapanni, district, 589 n.

Tarahelan Islands, 714.

Tainhe"! Kiver, a tributary of the

Jambi, 587, 030,

Tambilang Kiver, 825 ;
possibly

identical with Tan-raa-hng, 601

n. 1, 626.

Tamiang, Tamiyang, Teraing, state,

674 ; identity of, with To-mo-
cli‘ang improbable, 498 ;

location

of, 517 n. 1 ;
Maliku’l Mansur

transported to, 517 n. 1 ; a state on
North Sumatra, 682 ;

a possession

of Acheh, 705.
Tamils, the, people, assisted the Malays

to attack Ceylon, 629.
Tamluk, city, ’also designated Tamra-

lipti, 527 n. 3.

Tamralipta, city, 568 n. 2.

Tararalipti, district, location of, 527,
527 n. 3 ; identified with Tamluk,
527 n, 3.

Tararaliptika-^, the, people of Lovver
Bengal, 29.

Tamret, the, people identified with
the C'hong, 769.

the, people, habitat of,

Tamu. See Tugma, town.
T‘an, state, trade relations between

Ta-ts'ln and, 60 ;
Southern bar-

barians in, I8l n. 1 ; may he
Ptolemy’s land of Damasai, 181 n. 1;
identified with Arisahion, 181 n. 1 ;

location of, 181 n. 1.

Tan-chou, district, connected with
Fan-erli, 250 u. 1 ; corresponds to
West Hainan, 250 n. 1.

fan-erh, flistrict, identified with Tan-
ehou, 250 n. 1.

the, people, description of,

Lestai of Ptolemy,
25< n.

; tattooing among, 773.
T‘an Ho-chih, a Chinese general, 796 ;

captured the Ch‘u-su stronghold, 796.
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Tan-lau, province, a designation of
Tenasserim, 784.

T‘an-ling, district, a dependency of
To-ko-lo, 830.

T‘an-ling, island, probably identical

with Puuzalaing, 831 \ not connected
with Trilingon, 831.

Tan-liu-mei. See Teng-liu-mei, state.

Tan-lwai, river, probably the Sados of

Ptolemy, 47.

Tan-ma-hsi. See Tamasak, state,

Tan-ma-ling, state, identification of,

601 n. 1, 626, 825; subject to

San-fo-ch‘i, 626 ;
capital of, 626 ;

productions and manufactures of,

626, 628 ; location of, 825.

Tan-ma-sha-na-a, king of San-fo>ch‘i,

629.

Tan-mei-Iiu, city, 52 n. 1, 743 ;

identified with Temala, IIU. See

also Chou-raei-liu.

Tan-tan, district, 823 ;
identification

of, 584 n. 3, 824; location of, 8*24.

Tan-Yien, Tan-wlen, mountain, a desig-

nation of Ba-vl, 344 n. 3.

Tana-Malayu, state, identification of,

discussed, 529, 529 n. 2, 530, 530

n. 4.

Tanah-GajTi, kingdom, identified with

Dangroian, 675 n.

Ttlnah Jawa, a district and tribe, near

Panei, 517 n. 2; connected with

Jabah, 552.

Tanah Jawi, district, the northern

part of Sumatra, 639.

Tanah-merah, headland, 83.

Tanah - Palemhang, the Palembang

district, 642.

Tunah-puniat, island, one of the

Anambas, 722.

Tuuah-Sasak, island, a designation of

Lombok, 589 n.

Tanah Sunda, a designation of Y’^estern

Java, 459, 460.

Tanah-si. T'nang-sl, province.

Tanang-sari, Tanansari, province, an

old form of Tenasserim, 783.

T‘ang dynasty of China, 105.

Tang-raing, kingdom, king of, pays

tribute, 299, 794 ;
location and

extent of, 299 n. 5, 794; possibly

connected with Ming-ling, 794.

Tanjong, a possession of Acheh, 705.

Tanjong Dundang, district, thermal

springs near, 487 n.

Tanjong Guliga, cape. 476 n. 1. 759.

Tanjong Kuiintan, cape, the Maleu-

kolon oi Ptolemy, 104, 476 n. 1

{see Corrigenda, 759) ;
location and

identification of, 759.

Tanjong Puling, cape, a designation

of South Cape, 104, 476, 476 n. 1

;

connected with Ho-Iiag, 476
;

other

designations of, 759.

Tanjong Tuan, cape, probably the

site of Lower Lo-yiieh, 529, n. 1 ;

identified with Cape Rachado, 529.

Tanjore inscription, 826.

Tanjung Bunga, state, a designation

of Menangkahau, 641.

Tanjung Cherating, cape, 514 n. 2.

Tanjung Gelang, cape, name super-

seding Tanjong Puling, 476 n. 1 ;

other desi»:nations of, 759 ;
the

Maleu Kolon of Ptolemy, 759.

Tanjung Kling, point, 488 n. 1.

Tanjung Sawuh, promontory, location

of, 488.

Tanjung Terabeling, cape, name super-

sealing Tanjong Kuantan, 476 u. 1,

759.

Tanka^ the boat population of Canton,

394 n. 2.

Tantalum, island, 107 ; the formation

of the island of, 109.

Tanton Velho, location of, 493 n. 2.

Tanumah, state, connected with

Taluma. 524 n.

Tanyl, island, a de^signation of IMiutail,

558 n. 4 ;
noises on, issue from u

high mountain, 558 n. 4.

Tao-hwang, a Wu general, 288.

T*ao-raeng. S'-e Dao-miii, kingdom.
Tapak, Pulo, 448 ;

possibly included

in Ptolemy's Barusai, 446 ;
identical

with the Flat Islands, 446.

Tapeng, valley, 63.

Taprobana, island, identical with

Sumatra, 422, 4.53, 594 n. *3, 646 ;

alsi» designated Maguo-Cauli], 422 ;

other de"igtiation‘-, 646, 652, 6.54 ;

account ot the ijiant'.; or, 646
;
pro-

ductions of, 647 ;
the seven cities

of, 647.

Taprobana Major, a designation of

Ceylon, 6.51.

Taprobana Minor, a designation of

Sumatra, 651.

Taptieng, Tapting, di-trict, a form

ot P‘o-tencr, 489, 4S9 n. 1.

Taranganu, Tarafigana. See Tringano,

town.

Taring, the, people, 262.

Tar--hi'>h, possible identification of,

597 n. 1, 706.

Tanik, Tamp, term applied to the

Chinese and Manchu, 64.

Tarum, the, people, 2t32.

Taruman, district, 676.

Ta>h-Kurghan. erroneou-ly identified

with Ptolemv’s ‘ Stone Tower,’

19.
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Tashkand, erroneously identified with

Ptolemy’s ‘ Stone Tower,’ 19.

Tatang Eiver, connected with the

Talang, 530 n. 4; location ol, 824.

Tatheak, the, people, 262.

Tattooed laces, Country of the, a

designation ot Na-ku-erh, 676 n.

Tattooing, ^132, 646, 67.5 n. t, 804;

ot the Ai-LSu and Nan Chao, 126

;

among various native races, 175 n. 2,

674 n. 2, 675 n. t. 804, 805 : of

the tace, 175 n. 2, 367, 367 n. 3,

646. 646 n. 1. 674 n. 2, 675 n. t,

773, 804, SOo, 828 ;
of the body,

175 n. 2 : forms of, described,

675 n. t ;
designs, 804.

Tan. See Dan. river.

T*an-chiang, river, identification of,

771.

T‘au-hwa Shwei, river, location and

identification ot. 771, 798.

T'au-hwang, a Chinese general, 350.

Tau-kiao-le^ river, term probably

denoting Takola, 93 (see Corrigenda,

755) : name applied to the Pak-
chiin River, 93.

Tiiu.lan, Tau-rani, country, possibly

identical with Turan, 790.

Taukuia. See Tokma, village.

Taungthus, the. people, chiefs of the,

known as the Seven Kings, 74 u. 3 ;

habitat ot, 86, 90 n. ; other desig-

nations ot, 80, 90 n.

Taungthus, the, people, called Gula
hy the Siamese, S6 ; subject to the

Dravidians, 86.

Taungu, district, 831.

Tavat, seaport of the Malay Peninsula,

86 .

Tavoy. river, 86.

Tavoy, tonm, 87 n. 1, 831; identified

with Myo-houng, 86, 717 n. 1:

identification ot, 656 : perversion ot

the name, 717 n. 1.

Tavoyers, the. people, camphor made
hy) 4.35 n. 3.

T.iwang, in .\sJni, 134.

TawaliHi. i-land, identified with Tu-po,
248 u.‘ 2.

Tawaran River, 758.

Teeth, tribes accustomed to blackening

their, 780.

Teeth-flUng, 802.
Teeth-staining, 802.

Teinnyin, district, included in Snvanna-
parauta, 65.

Tek-Naf. See Naf, river.

Tek-sia, river, other designations of,

776.
Telezzo, .\lvaro, the first European

Christian on Sumatra, 826.

Telinga. See Trikalinga, empire.

Telingana, kingdom, the Andhras of,

29 ; derivation ot, 30 ;
name applied

to Kalinga proper, .30.

Telok Ayer-bini, island, good anchor-

age at, 722 n. 1 ; a Siantau island,

722 n. 1

.

Telok-belong, city, 647 ;
possibly

identical with Lulu-bilenk, 431 n. 3.

See aho Lulu-bilenk.

Telubin River, situation of, 524 n.

Teluk Kapur, an old camphor mart,

4.36 n. 3.

Temajo, Temaju, island, off Borneo,

499 ; connected with Bamboo Island,

711.

T§mala. cape, 20. 25, 77 ; identified

with Cape Negrais, 12, 13, 23, 52,

70
;

position of, how determined by

Ptolemy, 17; fundamental station

ot Ptolemv. 23.

Temala, city, 49 : its site identical

with Bassein, SO

:

identified with

Tiniira. 51 ;
noted for gold and

rilkworm breeding, 51 ;
connected

with Tan-raet-liu, 110, 523; deri-

vation of the name, 734, 743.

Teniala, river, identified with theNga-

won. 48. 49 ;
derivation ol the name,

4S, 49, 734.

Temanjung, village on Sumatra, 499,

499 n. f.

Teniheling, Temiling. See Tan-nia-

ling, state.

Tembrau. &e Tumeras.
Teniiang, Temfyang. See Taraiang,

state.

Teniiang. i-land, 498 n. 1.

Temiang, strait, 498 n. 1.

Temong, town, location ot, 757; a

I’erak seat of government, 757.

Temple, 122 ; a Buddhist, on Koi-

Jlai, 219 ; ruins of an Indu, on

Mount Ba-den, 220 ; the, of P6-

Nagar, 265, 267 ;
a, to the goddess

of Campa, 265 ;
ot Sdok Tok Thom,

.545 ;
a name and bells solicited for a

Buddhist, 62:3, 623 n. 2 ; a, built by
anAnnamesearmy,797; a.atBOHai,
799; the. of Kaung-hmudaw, 826.

;
Temples, tablets hearing inscriptions

found among the mins of
,
6 1 ; three,

on Mount Ba-vl, 345 n. ; dancing-

girls attached to, 551; discovery of

remains ot Saiva, 610 n. 1.

‘Ten-myriads’ Peaks.’ See Shih-wan
Shan, mountains.

Tenaririn, kingdom, a designation of
Ceylon, 784.

Tenassorim, province, 80, 82 ; ab-
sorption of, by the British, 94

;
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subjugated by the Burrnans, 7.56

;

other designations of, 763 ;
forms

of the name discussed, 783, 784.
Teuasserini, river, identical with

Mergui, 729.

Teng-liu-mei, state, identified with
Taluma, 524 n.

Teng-ya-neng, state, identified with
Trieng-gading, 599 u. 1, 599 n. 2,

626
; subject to San-to-ch‘i, 626.

T‘eng-yueh. See ilomien.
Tenggol, Pulo, connected with Pullo

Tetang, 82 i.

Tepurong, island, a designation of

Pulo Eondo, 692.
Terampah, inland, a designation of

Siantan, 715, 722.

Terampah Cove, good anchorage in,

722 n. 1 ;
on Siantan Island, 722

n. 1.

Tcressa
,
group of islands, 421: suggested

identity with the Maniolai Islands,

421 : islands included in the, 421.

Terkolei, islet, possibly identical with

Ku-lo, 515.

Terlei, village, identical with Sarha,

646.

Terms, denoting land, island, etc.,

.588 n. 1 ;
generic, not u.«ed in

Further India, 388 n. 1,

Testudo elomjatu, the mottled land-

tortoise, 111.

Tetang, Pullo, location and identi-

fication of, 824.

Tetulia Elver, 744.

Tha-b?, Tha-bi. See T‘o-pei, district.

Tha-htun, mart, connected with

Besynga, 76 ;
ancient names for, 76.

Thafec, district, corresponds with the

present Upper Burma, 57 : identical

with the Dabassa country of Ptolemy,

57 : connected with D.ivaka, 57.

Thagara-ravo.seaport.probablyidentical

with Tagala, 86 ;
built by the

Talengs, 86.

Thagnra, city, term represents SSgara,

265. 268, "732, 788 ;
identified with

Yariipu-nagara, 265 ;
the first Indh

outpost in' Southern Canipa, 267

;

derivation ot the name, 7.35.

Thai, the, race, 42 u., 58 n. 2, 59,

73, 121, 128 n. 2, 148; conquests

of, 63, 119, 129. 154, 155; why
called Shans, 70 ; the P‘iao were

vassals of. 74, 75 ;
Northern Indo-

China under the sway ot, 75 ; a

valley - dwelling population, 120 ;

other designations of, 120, 153 ;

their empire in Yiin-nan, 125, 1.52 ;

tribes ot, throughout Indo-China,

126 n. 3, 160, 161, 161 n. 2; deri-

vation and meaning of the name,
184, 184 n. 1, 185, 18-5 n. 1 ;

ex-

tensive application of the term, 184,

185, 185 n. 1 ;
appearance ot the

name in ancient inscriptions. 774.

Thai-bin, river, other designations of,

798.

Thai-C‘hieng people, the Thai con-

querors ot tlie Law.ls, 119 ;
objects

ot worship of, 119 n. 1 ;
meaning of

the name, 120 n.

Thai-kon, seaport, identification of,

788 ; location ot, 788,

Thai Luang. See Thai Man, the,

people.

Thai Man, the, people, 127 ; ancient

capital of, 467 n. 1.

Thai States, 73 ;
organization ot the

early, 361 n.
;

consistent division

into groups ot six districts, 361 n.

Thai Ydi, the, people, 140.

Thalang. See Juukceylou, island.

Thais S.ih, lake, 160 ; the former inland

sea of Kamboja, 159, 771 ; name
applied to the inland sea of Singora.

771.

Thale-sai, ' .Sea of Sands,’ the sandy
plains above Ligor, 109.

Thama, the. people, connected with

the Zamirai. 744.

Thamee - hja - Kywon, island. Ste

Diamond Island.

Thamien-gyi, 63 n. 2 ; a Shan village,

747.

Thamodava, province, part ol Burma,
826.

Than-dwai. See Sandoway, city.

Thafi-hwa, district, connected with

Kuu-chon. 232 u. 1 ;
also de-ignated

Son-thai, 346 n. 1 : a designation

of ChiU'Chen, 7S6, 796.

Than-p‘hu, ruins of, 779.

Thang-hin, ancient remains at, 280.

Thang-lnng, city, name applied to

Dai-la and Long-hleu. 329 ; con-

nected with Ha-noi, 316 n., 329,

799 ;
other designations of, :i29

;

capital of Tonkin, .331.

ThSp, name applied to the three towers

of ThI-nfti, 2:i9 ;
derivation of the

term, 239 n. 1,

Thap-ha-mou-thien Hill, the three

towers on the. 239.

Thap-Muai, district, ruins ot an Indfi

pagoda di-covcred at, 220.

Tlmp-thien, district, a torm of P‘o-

teng, 489 n. 1.

Tharrawaddy, di-triit and town, 71.

Tharrha, town, its identity with

Trimrano thscu-sed, 99, IiKi, 101 ;
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au inland town of the Golden Kher-
sonese, lU; identification of, 730,

757 ;
the name discussed, 730.

Tharshish, 745.

That Huei, the, people, 58 n. 2.

Thate-chaung, river, identified with
the Sados, 742, "43.

Thaton, 86 ;
a po.ssible royal residence,

90 n.

Thau Yi, married two princesses of

Prakan, 295 n. 3.

Thauuarthivut, district, in .Suniparanta,
748."

The-khvoung, Thek-chaung, Thek-
khyoung, river, a branch of the
Kaladan or Le-mro, 44.

Theinnee. See Sen-wi, state.

Thek. See Sak, the, tribe.

Then, Jluang, district, 1.53 ; identified

with Then, 125; first .settlement of

the Lau of LOang P‘hrah Bang,

126 ;
derivation of the name, 127.

Then L5, the, a kettle-drum, wor-

shipped by the Lau, 119 n. 1.

Thiho, town, a designation of ST-poh,

766, 767.

Thila, a god of the Kuki, 744.

Thl-nat, port, identified with the

Ghrta Sea, 238 ; other designations

of, 238 ; the three towers of the

village of, 239 ;
connected with

Sent, 249 ; blockaded bv Annaniese

fleet, 276.
Thinai, country of the. See Sinai,

kingdom.
Thi), the, tribe, their origin discussed,

3.54 n. 1 ;
of North Tonkin, 770.

Tho-den, the, people, called also

P‘hu-Thai Dam, 354 n, 1.

Thong, ‘gold,’ one of the founders of

Luang P'hrah Bang, 145.

TIeong, term meaning gold, copper, or

yellow metal, 154 n.

Three-headed men, country of the,

identification of, 787 ;
also desig-

nated San-t‘ou, 787.

Three Towers Hill. See Thap-ba-

mou-thlen Hill.

Throana,town, identified withTuran, 13,

279 ;
probably connected with T‘o-

huan, 280 ;
derivation of the name,

280 n. 2, 73,5 ;
location of, 791.

Thu-kon. See Thai-kon, seaport.

Thuau-an. See Dahan, river.

Thiiang, the, people, a vanished tribe,

763 ;
makers of large rice-wine jar-,

763.

Thuang-ngwlen. See Shang-viian,
district.

Thuk. See Oudak, kingdom.

Thuk Khmau, ‘ Black Waters,’ 684.

Thuk-P‘han, king, invasion of, 337

;

Van-lang destroyed by, 343.

Thwart Kange, 793.

Thwl-tin, the chief of the people of

the delta, 344 ; mythical impersona-

tion of plain-dwellers, 344, 344 n. 2.

Thwi-won. See Ti-wdn, cape.

Ti-kan, district, ot Jib-nan, 311 n. 2 ;

connected with Pagrasa, 312, 731 ;

identical with Prakan, 312 ;
identified

with Pi-king, 781.

Ti Meng-ehu, king, identification of,

123 n. 2 ; sons ot, leaders of Yiinnau

tribes, 128 n. 1.

Ti-wa-ka-lo, king, 609 u. 2.

Ti-w6n, cape, the Great Cape of

Ptolemv, 214, 214 n. 1, 215, 222,

225.

Tiah You kiang. identification of, 372,

374.
Tiao, the, people, pygmies of Negrito

descent, 256.

T‘iao-chih, district, identical with

Chaldiea, 679 u. 1.

Tuio-tH, term = tattooing on the fore-

head, 804 ;
a Ch‘e-li custom, 804.

Tibet, 20, 130.

Tibeto-Burman races, 54, 69, 70 ;
their

advance into Burma, 130.
Tien, T‘ien, temtory, 123 ; connected

with Miiang Then, 125 ; the ancient

,

name of Yunnan, 127, 291, 765.
T‘ien-chu, a designation of Bengal,
..466 n. 2.

Tfen-Ll Xani-di;, emperor, 330 n. 1.

‘ Tiger Face,’ the, people, 803.
‘Tiger Heads,’ the, people, 803.
Tigers, 116.

Tiku, Tiku, district, pepper produced
at, 454 n. 1 ; a possession of Acheh,
706.

Tilabhiras, the, people, the Tiladai of
Ptolemy, 53 ; identification of, 744.

Tiladai, the, people, identified with
the Tilabhara.s, 53 ; other desig-
nations of, 744 : identification of,
8.30.

Tilam-chong, islands, 806 ; the Niko-
hars, 396, 421

; also designated
Ts‘«-ei-lan Shan, 396, 409 ; possibly
the Saline of Ptolemy, 410, 421

;

So-tu-man the largest of the, 413
origin of the name, 415.

Tilin, district, 65.
Tillang-jang, island, a form of Tiian-

choug, 806.
Tilograramon, city, identified with

Jeaore by A'uie, 5-3 («« Corrigenda,
(44).
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Timai-ttlou, islands, a designation of
the Andamans, 826.

Timira, city, 748 ; the Temala of Pto-
lemy,51; location of, 6.5; gold at, 65.

Timor, Island of, also designated
Gili Timor, 519, 520 ; identical with
Chi-li Ti-men, 519, ,520, 520 n. 1.

Timula. See Simylla, mart.
Tin, tin-ore, tin-works, 89, 91, 199

n. 4, 477 n. 1, 485 n. 2, 492 n. 1,

628 ;
terms designatins, 87, 87 n. 1,

88, 88 n. 1, 88 n. 2," 97, 754; of

Jala, 815.

Tin-mines, 88, 88 n. 2, 89, 470 n. 1,

754 ; traces of ancient, 478 n. ;

worked hy Chinese labourers, 755.
Tioma. See Tiao, the, people.

Tiouan, Tiomane. See Ti-won, cape.

Tipara, Tipperah. See Tripura, city.

Tipperah. See Tripura, city.

Tiragrahas, the, people, 744 ;
con-

nected with the Tilogrammon of

Ptolemy, 53.

Tjru. See Tiao, the, fleople.

Tnal Puyah, an embankment leading

to the Puyah temple, 211.

T‘nang-si, province, the MOh name
for Tenasserim, 783.

T‘o-chan, leader of an embassy to

China, 547.

To-ho-lo, boundaries of, 830 ; noted

for rhinoceroses, 830 ;
identification

ot, 831.

T‘o-huan. See Toi-dO, kingdom.

T’o-huan. See Toi-dO, the, people.

To-lang, location of, 824.

To-lo-po-ti. See Dvaravati, city,

To-lung, island, 474, 499 n. 3; possibly

identical with Pulo Tulang, 499 ;

location of, 499, 824 ;
identification

of, 824.

T‘o-min, the, people of Ning-po, 828.

To-mo-ch‘ang, an insular state, 473,

474 ;
boundaries of, 474, 498 ;

identification of, discussed, 498,

498 n. 1 ;
probably identical with

Singapore Island, 498, 499, 499

n. 2 ;
the name discussed, 498, 499.

T‘o-nang. See Turan, kingdom.

T‘o-pei, district, the south of Carapa,

217, 218; connected with Ptolemy’s

Zabia, 218; other forms of the

name, 777.

To-p‘o-teng. See P‘o-teng, di-trict.

T‘o-shwei, river, 801.

T‘o-jTian, city, identified with Eangun,

811.

T‘o-yuan, state, white parrots sent by,

to China, 830 : a dependeucy ot

To-ho-lo, 830 ;
white elephants in,

830; location of, 831.

Toeapa. See Takopa, cape.

Toi-dd, city, a Li capital, 329.

Toi-do, kingdom, connected with T‘o-

huau, 233 ; corresponded to Hw'e and

Turan, 233, 280.

Toi-do, the, people, connected with

the Hsi-tu I, 233.

Toi-kwien, a district of Jili-nan, 311

u. 2.

Tdi-son revolt headed by Nak, 277.

Toi-vu, district, suggested location of,

373, 374 ; also called Hsi-vu, 373 ;

subdivided, 373.

Tokami, village, location of, 734.

Tokma, village, location of, 734.

Tokong-boro, island, other desiguatioiis

of, 710 ;
location of, 710.

Tokosanna. river, 745 : identified with

the Kul.idan, 30, 44 ; the name
discussed, 728 ; identification of,

728.

Tokun, Pa|i inscriptions _ found at, 98.

Ton-an. See Dung-p‘h5, river.

Ton-bin. See Saigon, river,

Tou-ch'uang, territory, connected with

Sou-tdi, 350 ; dangerous and im-
penetrable, 350.

Tongsu. See Tauugthus, the, people.

Tongu, district, connected with Tulak-

setra, 467 n. 7.

Tonkin, province, 116, 119 n. 1, 122,

127, 132 ;
Ptolemy’s error respecting

the coast of, .5, 11, 13, 14 ;
attacked

bv the Huang-dung, 125
;
governor

ot, killed by the Huang-dong, 125
;

early inhabitants of, 131, 133 ;

comjuered and included in Hsiang,

147 ; other designations ot, 147,

227, 235, 241, 263, 264, 293, 321 n.,

327, 374, 466, 468, 508 n., 777,

782 ;
occupied in part by the Cham,

227 ; districts of, 227
;

protector

general ot, chastises the ('ham,

228 ; erroneous beliefs as to Chinese

rule in, 230 : cumiuest' made by,

241 n. 3 ; seven prefectures ol,

245; tribute missions Iroin, 245 ;

visited by merchants, 302 ;
the

administrative residence ot. 324 ;

independence recovered by, 326 ;

derivation ot the name, 329, 330
;

attack upon, 466 ; date of Ptolemy's

information regarding, 739 ; fish,

raw and alive, eaten in, 786; .ign-

eulture introduced by the Chine-e

into, 786 ; an ns-as-m devoured by

the populace ot, 827.

Tonkin. Gulf ol. 122. 123, 129, 148,

the Jlagnus Sinus ot Ptolemy, 26 ;

corresponds to the Sea ot Sent, 165 ;
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identified with the Great Gulf, 377 ;

dangers in the, 782 ;
new maritime

channel opened in the, 782.
Tonkinese, the, names applied to, 225

n. 1 ;
defeat ot, 796.

Tooth-relic, of Buddha, 107, 390 n. 1

;

enshrined in the citv of Ligor, 107,
108.

Topcjgraphical tables, of the history

ot Jlalayu, .53.1-9
;

of the history

of She-p‘o, .541-9.

Toponvmic miniien-, striking example
ot, 121.

Toponymies, common to Arakan and
iSumatia, 656 ; transference of,

660-4, 730, 731 ;
instances of per-

versions of, 717 n. 1 ;
Ptolemaic,

discussed, 727-37
;
derived from the

Moil language, 727 - 9 ; Malayan,
729-30

; Tamil, 730-1 ; Khmi-r,

731-

2 ;
Cham, 732 ; Indo-Chinese,

732-

4 ; Sanskrit and Pali, 734-.5
;

Hellenized, 735-7.
Tortoise plentiful about the Kra

Isthmus, 111.

Tortoise-hunting, account of, in the
Kra Isthmus, 112.

Tortoise-shell, 476, 477 n. 1 ; a pro-
duction ot Khryse, 670 n. 1 ;

places

whence obtained, 670 n. 1.

T‘ou-kou-li. See Tau-kiao-le, river.

Tou-mi-chia-niu, town, encircled hy
the Manipur Elver, 814 ; identified

with Tugma, 814.

Toung-gup, river, connected with the
Sados ot Ptolemy, 47.

Tourane. See Turan, Bay of.

'I'ouron, cape, erroneously identified

with MTai-lo Shan, 238 n. 4.

Touron Harbour, erroneously identified

with the Ghrta Sea, 238.
’

Towers, the three, of Thi-nai, 239 :

one ot them demolished, 239 ; of

the Thap-ba-niuu-thieu Hill, 239.
Townships, the twelve P'han-na, of

the I.u-Shans, 138, 139 n.

Toyiimbudhi, Sea of. 249.
Tra-kieu. tow n, ancient remains at

,
791

.

Trade, Ileng Shan an ancient entrepot
lor, 797 n. 1.

Trade marts east of the Ganges in
Ptolemy's time, 7. See also s.t.

Emporia.
Trade routes, in Ptoleniy’.s time. 5, 8

;

between Intlia and the Gull ot Siam,
94 ; across the Malay Peninsula,
11.5 : from Kanipdt to P'hnom-
lOhen and Vdong, 194 ; between
Manipur and Hii-noi, 264 ; between
Bantbai-mis and Lawck, 776.

Traditions, 79, 125, 128 n, 1, 158; of

the Diamond Sands, 108 ;
of the

Lawas, 119 n. 1 ; of the Ta-li Lake,

1,37.

Trang, province, 751 ; the chief town
of, 79, 201

;
supposed sea-passage

between Ligor and, 11-5 ;
other

designations of
, 198 ;

included in the

kingdom of Komar, 201 ;
trade of

Ko: Tron developed by the settlers

ot, 210 ; Kuniara tounded by settlers

of, 210 ; a noted cave at, 477 n. 1.

Trang, river, connected with the Khry-
soanas, 97.

Tranganu. See Tringano, town.

Transversal Eange. See Thwart Kange.
Tino. See Tiao, the, people,

Trapohaua, Ilia, 834.

Traiellers, ignorance and mistakes of,

151 n. 1.

"

Tr6, island, protects 5'a-trang Bay,
•267.

Treng-ganu. See Tringano, town.
Trengan I’alley, 100.

Tri-kalinga, Trilinga, empire and city,

33, 35 ; e.vtent of, 30 ;
early capital

"t, 31 ; corruptions of the name of,

31 n. 2 ; located in the Kubo Valley,

32 ; founded by the Andhras and
Kalingas, 29, 30, 32 ; derivation ot,

31 n. 2
:

probably identical with
Kale and Triglypton, 31 ;

three

places of the name of, 35 ;
early

names lor, 74 ; other designations

_ ^

ot, 509.
'I rieng-gading. Tringading, state, con-

nected with Teng-ya-neng, 599 n. 1

,

•>99 n. 2 ; location ot, 599 n. 2 ;

identification of, 626.
Trieu-^ let-vuang, proclaimed himself

king at Long-bien, 326 ; defeated
and dethroned, 326.

Triglypton, city, the capital of the
^*rteru kingdom ot the Kahngas, 30,
•>.t ; location of, by various writers,

pL 32 ; its probable site on the
Kuladiln discussed, 30 ; connected

31, 33 ; a former

f
capital, 33 ; derivation

of the name, 734, 73.5 ; cocks, crows,
and parrots of, 830.

Trilinga. See Trikalinga, empire.
Iniingon. See Triglypton, citv.
tringano, river, connected with the
Attaha ol Ptolemv, 105.

Irmgauo, town, 104 ; prohablv the
I narrha ot Ptolemy, 99, 100,’ 101,
loS ; derivation of the name con-
Sidered, 100

; dancing-girls from,
D.

Trinkomalee Bay, designated Trinkuna-
uialai, :JS1 n.
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Triukona-malai, bay, a designation of
Trinkomalee Eav, 381 n.

Trinkut, Trmtiita; island, 421.
Triple-head Engdoni. &e Three-
headed men, Countr)' of the.

Tripura, city, 51 ; connected with
Triglyptou, 30, 31, 32, 830; com-
posed of three districts, 32 ; possibly
identical with Pentapolis, 35, 36

;

legend of the thiee cities of, 45 n. 2 ;

other designations of, 829.
Trisulika, 31 n. 2.

Troglodyte tribes. See Cave-dwellers.

Tron-nifi, district, name applied to

Muang P‘huen, 363, 366.
Trong, village, its identity with

Tharrha doubtful, 99.

Truak-lam, village, 779.

Triiang Sap, emporium for eagle-

wood, 262.

Trumun. See Taruman, district.

Tsai-nu-li-a-pi-tiug, king, identified

with Zeinu-l-‘Ahidin, 648, 648 n. 2.

Ts‘an-pan, state, identified with

Saiiihhu, 209, 210.

Tsenbo, Tshenbo. See Shenbo, city.

Ts‘eng-ch'i, the name discussed, 506

n. 2.

Tsiau-yau, T.siau-nau. See Chiau-yau,

the, race.

Tsin, Ts‘in, dviiasty of China, 74, 147.

Tsin, Ts'in, the, race, 74, 227.

Ts‘ing-mu-hsiaug, mountains, identi-

fication of, 819.,

Tsingkutsa. S^e Sriiga, hill.

T.sou-ya-no, king of C'ampa, 279 n. 1 ;

identified with!aya Indravaiman I II

,

279 n. 1

.

Ts‘wan, the, people, 121, 148; other

designations of, 124, 133, 135 ;
occu-

pants of laud on the Pied Kiver,

125; inhabitants of K‘un-ming,

125 ;
estent of their territory, 125,

126 ;
account of, 126 ; identical

with Ptolemy’s Doanai, 126 (we

Corrigenda, 763) ; a name applied

to Lau occupiers of Indo- China,

152, 153, 154 ;
identified with the

Lolos. 763. See also Doan, the.

people.

Ts‘wan “Wan, a Xan-ning barbarian,

125.

Ts‘wei-lan, islands, a designation of

the Nikobars, 3S2 n. 1, 413; mean-

ing of, 39G, 396 n. 1 ;
the Tilan-

ch'ongi Islands, 396, 409 ; identical

with Ptolemv’.s Saline, 409.

T‘u, T‘u-jcn, the, people, remnants

of Chinese military colonies, 353,

354 ; their origin discussed, 354 n.l.

Tu-ho-Io, identification of, 569 n.

Tu-ho-lo-po-ti. See Dvaravati, city.

T‘u-li-chwo. Sec T‘u-lo-shu, kingdom.
Tu-li Kiang, river, identification of,

781.

T‘u-lo-shu, T'u-lo-shu She-p‘o, king-

dom, 813 ; a native Je-ignation of

P'iao, 56, 467 ; identification of,

461 u. 1, 467 11 7, 745.

Tu-long-thah, city, a designation of

LwS-thafi, 322.

Tu-mi-ka-muk. See Tou-iiii-chia-inu,

town.
Tu-po, island, probably identical witli

Borneo, 245, 248. 781 ;
state of

Chu-po on, 245 ; connected with
Tawalisi, 248 n. 2 ; cloth woven at,

781.

Tu-p‘o. See Slie-p‘o, state.

Tu-p‘o-kuo, name applied to the
kingdom of Ava, 56.

Tu-p‘b-t‘a. See She-p‘o-ta.

Tu Wen-sin, sultan ot Ta-li, 121 u. 1.

Tuan, the, people, ruled over Xan-
Chao and Ta-li, 126 n, 3 ; connected
with the Doanai, 732, 763 ; an
original ,41-1,110 clan. 763.

Tuan I'uti, title ol the chief of Sumatra,
644.

Tuang-loiii., See IDiang-lin, district.

Tiiang - p'lio, district, identified with
Hsiang -lin, 232 n. 1.

T‘uha, a city of Caiiipa, 777.

Tuba, Pulo,’48S.

Tuban, state, connected with Japan,
450 n. 2.

Tugma, metropolis, city of tlieKalinga-.

33 ;
chief city ot Manipur, 33 ;

identified with Tunimii, 33, 832 :

identification of, 733, 814 ; the name
discus.sed, 733, 734.

Tui, ancient jold-mines at, 477 n. 1.

Tulaksetra, district, identification and
location ot, discussed. 467 n. 7.

Tulang, Pulo, possibly identical with

To-iung, 499.

Tumasik. See Tamasak, state.

Tuiueras, a de'ioiiatioii ot Old .s^iiisa-

pore Strait, 575.

Tumi-gania. See Tou-mi-ihia-niu,

tnwTi.

Turaioi's, the, people, descendants of

the Raksas, 260.

Tunimu, city, the Tuunia of 1‘toleniy.

33, 832 ;
situation ot, 33 ; cliiet

city ot Jlaniimr, 33 ;
possiblv con-

nected with Taiiialitti, 822.

Tun-hsun. district, location of, 249

n. 2.

Tun Jana Kliateb, a noted Pa-ei

ihampion, 487 n.

Tun-slmn, Tuu-'tin, 827.
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Tung-hfei-chu, salt obtained by boiling

sea-water at, 477 n. 1.

T‘ung-jen, the, people, 789 : desig-

nation ot the Lang-ping, 273 n. 1.

Tung-kiang, river, ideutitied with the
Upang, 617 n. 2.

Tung-Ou, kingdom, capital ot, 321 u.

Tung -p‘u - chai. See Kan-p'o-che,
kingdom.

Tung She-lung, island, identified with
Sarasan. 710, 714.

Tung-Tung Islands, identification of,

708 n. 1, 709, 713, 715.
Tunku Band, ruler of Achoh, 667 n.

Turam. See Turan, kingdom.
Turan, Bay of, probably the Throana

of Ptolemy, 13, 280, 280 n. 2.

Turan, kingdom, 781 ;
corresponds to

the kingdom of T'oi-dS, 233 ; also
designated T‘o-nang, 280, 790 ;

idenUtication of, 790 ; early mentions
ot, 790 ; other designations of, 790

:

church established at, 790 ; ancient
remains in, 791.

Turan Harbour. See Touron Harbour.
Turone. See Turan, kingdom.
Turong. the, people, a designation of

the Kiu-tsz, 80.').

Turtle, finest tortoise-shell from the
hawk’s bill, 671 n.

Turtle-doves, Ban C’hawa noted for,
461 n, 1,

Tuwangku. See Banyak, Great, island,
'I ‘wan. See Ts‘wan, the, people.
Twante, city, position of, coincides with

Sahara, 72 : on the site of I'kka-
laba, 72, 94.

Tsn-hwa, district, 781

.

Typhoon, 606.
Tyre, town, destruction of, 597 n. 1 ;

sailors deported toindia from, 597n.l!
Tyumah, identification of, discussed

576 n.l.
Tyuman, mountain, 576 n. 1.

Tyuman, Pulo, 72-3
; sugge.sted ideuti-

fioation with Betum.ah, .576 u. 1.

TJ

I^-ka, T -ko. See 'It'u-ko, country.
T-lei, a seaport, 2.31 n.
X berae, the, people, the Barrhai

^
connected with, ,803.

XJdai, the, people, a tribe of Negrito
extraction, 163

;
probable canni-

balism ot, 661 n.
XTdaya, the term discussed, 182 184

184 n. 1, 184 n. 2, 190.
rdong-mean-ehei, the capital ot

Kamboja, 61.5 n. 3.

Hdumbara, town, a designation of

_ C‘hump‘hon, 761.

X’jong Bahu, a high point of Pulo

_ Weh, 693.

XTjong-batu. See Biinyak, Little,

_ island.

Ujong Indrapura, a headland, 449.

Hjong Salang, island, a designation of

Juukceylon, 274 n. 1, 406.

L’jong Tanah. See Tamasak, state.

Ukkalaba, city, capital of a Taleng
kingdom, 72; the present Twante,

72, 94.

X’mor, identified with Kan-tho, 791 ;

location of. 791.

Hnbaung. See Ong-POng, city.

I’pang, riyer, connected with the

Tung-kiang, 617 n. 2.

X'raga, kingdom, a designation of Ou-
13k, 348 ; connected with Aganagara,
348.

Uru, riyer, tributary of the Chindwin,
41 n.

IJsh, erroneously identified with

_ Ptolemy’s ‘ Stone Tower,’ 19.

Ut. the, people, 785 ; tribes in Eastern
Siam, 163 n. 1

.

Iitk.ala, Ori-ssa named after, 73.

Etkalapa, See Ukkalaba, city.

XJttara, Uttara-thera, first Duddhist
_ missionary to Burma, 65 n. 2.

Uttarap.ancala, city, capital city of

K.ampilla, 793.
X’ttuuga-dcva, king of Java, said to

have reigned at Majapahit, 581 n. 2.

TJtula, the, people, name changed to

Kuluta, 369.

V

X'agaru, .seaport, 86.
X ah. See Lawa, the, people.
X'aideha, Tideha, district, 297 n. 2

;

ancient name of part of Yunnan, 64,
121, 297 n. 2, 747 ; identified with
Ardandan, 64 ; connected with

_
Ptolemy’s Adeioaga, 64.

X'aikanka, mountain range, 487 u.
Vainateya. See Garuda.
Valsall, city, a designation of Arakau,

39 ; replaced Dhanfiayatl as capital
of Arakan, 43.

X'allabhi, 766.
Valley-dwelling populations, 120, 120

n. i.

Van-ch’iiang, river, probably the
Huan River, 779.

V3n-kiep, river, 316 n.
Van-lang, kingdom, name applied to

Tonkin, 227 ; foundation of, 288,
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337, 338, 339 ; conquered by Asoka,
291 ; overthrown. 291, 320, 321,
343 : death of the kins of, 320 n. 1

;

name changed to tiu-lak, 321 ; origin

and meaning ot the name, 337, 337
n. 1 ;

eighteen kings ot, 337, 338.
Yanara, tlie, people, monkey-tribes, 96.

Vanaspati, district, in Kraunca-dvipa,

778.
Yahga. 92.

Vara-dhatu. Ste Wat Na P‘hrali

That.

Vara-sihha-nagara. See Siuha-puia,

town.
Vara-Svami, ambassador, 543.

Vartibhaya, 84 n. 2.

Varaha, a designation of the Tapak
Islands, 448 ;

possiblv Hog Island,

677.

Varavari. See 'WorawSri, state.

Varddhamana, identification of, dis-

cussed, 467 n. 7.

Varella, cape, 781 ;
other designations

of, 710, 794.

Vaiinapura, town, foimer capital of

Carapa (Iiidial, 42 n.

Vasai (West ot India), also designated

Bassein, 48, 50, 614 u.

Vasu, state, 673 ;
possibly connected

with Po-sz, 682.

Vasudana, 073.

Yedic words and terms, 39, 40 n. 2,

97 n. 1.

Yedisa, the Bhilsa Topes found at, 747.

A'ehgi characters and inscriptions, 109.

Yeugi-pura, town, the Ilalanga of

Ptolemy, 108, 113.

Yessantara, prince, 219 n. 1.

Yidtra Sagara, a mythical king, ^65 ;

monuments erected by, 266, 267-

*Yideha. See Yaideha, district.

Viet, seaport, 778.

Viet-thuang, district, corresponds to

HS-tTn, 227 ;
district of Tonkin,

227.

Yijaya, the first recorded king of

Ceylon, 76 n. 1.

Vijaya, state, 184 u. 1. 774 ; name

applied to part of the Gulf ol Siam,

102; absorbed by Lop‘hahuri, 183;

doubtful connection with Phan-thit,

190 ;
conquest of, 791 ;

possibly

connected with Fo-sliih, 791.

Yijaya, the, people, 102.

Vijaya-nagara (India), founder of, 757.

Yijavapura, town, foundation of,

569 n. ;
identification of, 569 n.

Yikrantavarman, king, 773.

Yin, city, 779, 794 ;
identity with

Kortatha Metropolis suggested, 304,

306 ; terminus of the overland route

from India, 304 ; a designation of

Ha-tTn, 305, 306.

Yin route. See Song-ka.

Yifi-lin, district, other designations of,

794.

Yiii-tiiang, district, 336.

Yindhya Mouutains, called also Piiri-

patra, 155 ; iuliabited by the Malava
people, 156.

Yinh-t4 canal of, 193, 213; captured

by the Annamese, 194.

Yinh-te Elver, 196 n.

Vipula, probably unconnected with

Bepyrrhos, 835.

Yisariisu-Varmaii, king, 602 n. 1.

Yisnu, statue of, 599 ; connected with

Kwan-yin, 600.

Yisva-varman, king of Ilo-lo-tan, 542.

Yizagapatam, town, 47.

Yo-bin, territory, corresponds to the

Bak-niii and Hiing-yen districts,

350 ;
dangerous and impenetrable,

350.

Yo-kan, village, ancient inscription,

tound near, 265.

Volcano, account of a, on Shelahet

Island,' 551, 552, 555 ;
in the Sea

of Olirta, 672.

Volcano Island, 573 ;
also designated

Hwo Shan, 520 n. 2.

Volcanoes, 562.

A'on-kii, river, other designations of,

798.
,

Vong-hiii, a division of TOi-vu, 373.

A'rah Dona pagoda. See Phrali Thon.
Yrali Romapada, identical with PG

Rome, 236.

Yrlahs, the, people, 163, 772, 773.

Vrsabha, mountain, on Xarikela, 807,
'809.

Yrsni, the, people, a branch of the

Yadava, 612 n. 3.

Yvaghra-mukha, the, people, 785, 803.

Yvaghrapura, city, a designation of

Roll, 491 n. 3.

W
Wa. See Lawa, the, people.

Wa-ehieli-tsii, the, jieople, people raw

and alive eaten by, 828.

Wall, the, race, habitat of, 118, 140;

terms coiinecfeii with the name,

102; present description of, 172,

173 ;
compared with the natives of

I'u-nan, 172, 173 ;
cannibalism ot,

660 n. 2 : eonveited by Buddha

and cannibalism abandoned, 660

n. 2. See ot.ie Wah, Wild,

Wah, Wild, the people, 159 n. 2,

172, 289 n,
;

cannibals, on the
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SaiwTn, 72 ;
the Chiau-yau con-

nected with, 259 ;
tattooing among,

675 n. t, 804 ;
the climbing powers

of, 687 n. 5 ; identified with the

Pu, 804 ;
habitat of, 804.

Wali-Ho-ni, the, people, 803.

ITai, PqIo, 7U
;

connected with Lo-

wei Shan, 711-

AVai-lo Shan, island, wrongly identified

with Cape Tuuron, 238 n. 4 ;

identified with Ku-Iau Ke or Pulo
Canton, 238 n. 4.

"Wailah. -SVe ilu-li, state.

AVau, river, Chinese name for the

IMe-KhGng, 135 n., 137 n. 2.

"NVan-hsiang, state, application ot the

name, 768 ;
aho called Olauion,

768.

"Wan-tan, district, identical with

Baudon, 100.

'iVang Ching-hung, a colleague of

Cheng Ho, 651.

Wang-nung, district, 803.

"Wang-su-Sha. !^ee Mansur Shah.

Mhireru, king ot ilartaban, 75, 114.

M7iris, the, tribe, 495, 495 n. 3.

"Wars between dwellers of the plains

and hillmen, 344, 345 n.

"NVat Chakret insciiptions, 209, 212.

AVat C’hleng- thong, a BuddhPt
mona^tery, H5.

Wat Maheyong, inscription at, 492

n. 2.

AVat Kedie. See Ba Pdmom, city.

Mhit Na P’hrah That, tooth-relic en-

•“hrined in the, 107, 108; one of

the oldest Siamese monument*, 108 ;

the chief Buddhist monastery in

i.igor, 518 n. 1.

AVat P‘h6 in-rriptions, 211.

AVat P'hrah Keu, the roval temple at

Bangkok. 107.

AVater,^ ot Buddha, 390 n, 1 ; story of

a spring ot gold-i)roducing, 398 n. 1.

AA'aterChcu-la. Cheu-la, kingdom.

‘AA^ater King,’ the, re-'idence oi, and
power- attributed to, 801, 802 ;

name* applied to, 801.

AA'ater King;-, 342, 342 n. 1.

AVeh, Pulo, i-land, erronemidy con-

nected uith I.ung-yen Hsu, 691;
identified with Mau Shan, 693,703:
account »>f, 693; peaks on. 693;

earlie?«t mention of, 694 n. 1 :

sulphur from, 694 n. i ; meaning
• >t the name, 694 n. 1 ; pepper

j)roduced on, 694 n, 1 ; formerly

a convict station, 694 n. 1.

AA’ ei, the. nice, 74.

"SVei-lisi. distriit, in Xorth-West
Yunnan, 748.

Yi'ei-lu, the, people, 804.

Wei-Pu, the, people, account of the,

687 n. 5 ;
tailed cannibals, 687 n. 5.

Wellesley, province, inscriptions and
early remains found in the, 83, 98.

Wen, king of Lin-i, conquests of. 793.

Wen-chou, 131 n. 2 ;
capital of Tung-

Ou, 321 n.

Wen-kuug, emperor, human meat
ordered by, 828.

Wen-tan, kingdom, a designation of

P'pper Kamboja, 832 ; not con-

nected with Ban-Diln, 832.

Wen-ti, emperor of China, 543.

West Island, also designated Seraga

Island, 714.

AVhirlpool, in the Gulf of Tonkin, 782.

White-creeper Hirer, other desig-

nations ot, 316 n.
* "W'hite India, ’ a designation of

Arakhosia, 40, 668.

White-lead mines, 502.

Wieng Chan, state and city, also

designated Sav.aka Mala, 116, 117 ;

identical with Candrapura, 149 n. 1 ;

capital ot the state of Lan-o'luing,

149 n., 151; people from, known
a.s Lau Wieng, 151 n. 1 ; name
changed on becoming a capital, 152.

Wieng Sipou-kay, township, 143 ;

pos-iblvthe Lasippa of Ptolemy, 144.
Wild tribes, 163 n. 1, 273, 556 n. 2,

685, 686 n. 2, 687, 688 ;
of the

Malay Peninsula, 159 n. 2 ;
of

Kamboja, 207, 720 n. ; term applied
to, 257 n.

;
silk manufactured by,

_74.) ; in Sink, 817.
M ild \\ ah, the. See AYah, Wild, the,

people.

M'lllemstoreu lighthouse, the, on Pulo
Br.l-, 690, 69l.

M omen, market held by, 494 u. ;

Borneo governed by, 647 n. 2 ;

Engano alleged to be inhabited only
by, 7o3; islands of, 753.

M omen, Island of, location of, 753.
M’omen traders, 309, 309 n. 4, 494 n

791.
M oiawari, state, 753 ;

tributary to
Slim, 84 n. 2, 49.5, 532

;
possibly

identical with P-o-li, 495 ; suggested
connection of, with Berabai, 495
n. 2: deriiation of the name dis-
cussckI, qg,; n. 2 ; also designated
laravari. .532,

M ntmg, form of, used on Sumatra,
•595

; Battak system of, 595, 59.5
n. 2 : the. of Java, 595 n. 2; use
ot the Kawi, 595 n. 2 ; ancient
bamboo tablets in Bejang, 597 n. 1.

« u, d\-nastv of China, 93.
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Vu-hu, the, people, caiinibalEm

among, 827, 828.

IVu-ko, country, troglodyte inhabitants

of, 771 : location of, 771, 798 ; the

country of KhS Kb, 798.
IVu-kung Hsii, identification of, 710.

H’u-lah, Wu-lai, IVu-li. See >Iu-li,

state.

Wu-lei. See K-lei, seaport.

IVu-lung-li-tau, rdllage, location of,

720 n. ; account of the tailed in-

habitants of, 720 n. ;
identification

of, 720.
AVu-mo, the, people, habitat of, 771.

AVu-Ti, emperor, 290 n. 1, .324 n. 2.

500 n. 1, 762.

AN'u Ts‘ivan, the, jieople, the eastern

Ts'wan, 126.

X

Xa Lang, city, designation of B.il-

Angwe, 274.

Xava, Muang, village, location of,

461 n. 1 ;
identical with Ban C‘haw.1,

461 n. 1.

Xieng-hai. See C‘hieng Eli.

Y

Ya-ch‘i kingdom, a designation of

Acheh, 705.

Y'a-p'o-ti, district, a form of tlie term

Java, 463 ;
connected with labadiu,

465, 640 n. 1 :
the name discu'sed,

465, 633; identification of, .)41:

inhabitants of, .141 ; a designation

of Eastern Sumatra, 604 : Ea-IIsien

arrived at, 605 ;
identification with

Java erroneous, 608 ; Brahinani-m

and Buddhism in, 609.

Yabaing, A^abeiu. See Zabaing, the,

people.

A'abens, the, people, 74 n._3.

A'abrang. See Zabaing, the, people.

Y'adavas, the, people, branches of,

612 n. 3 : dispersion of, 612 n. 3.

Yaikatra. See Jakatra, state.

ATaksas, the. people, 669 :
transferred

from Lanka to Giri, 658 ;
instructed

by Buddha, 664^
A'am-pang. See Kuludan, river.

A'ama, god of the dead, 109 n. 1.

A’ama-dvipa, kingdom, may correspond

with Yen-mo-na, 464 n. 2.
^

Yamani, district, location of, 544.

Yathpu-nagara, city, 306 :
probably

the first capital of Khan-hw5, 265

;

the Thagora of Ptolemy, 265 ; other

designations of, 266 ; an ancient

royal city, 270.

Yaiiipu-uagara, goddess of Campa. 211.

Y'amuna, Yamuna-nadi, river, desig-

nation of part of the Ale-Khbng,

136, 282 n. 1, 287 ; the chief

channel of the Brahmaputra, 282

n. 1, 287.

Yang, island, a designation of Alata,

715, 722.

A’aug-ch'iien, identified with Hai-

duong, 801.

A'ang-mai, king of Campa, 796.

A'ang.pi. river, 137, 792.

A’ang Tikuh, steLi of. 781.

A'ang-tsz, Upper, river, 160 ; also

designated Kiii-sha, 741.

A'aru Tsang-hu, A'aru Ts‘ang-po, river,

a ilesigmition ot the Brahmaputra,

282 ;
application of the name, 287 ii.

A’asa, a disciple ot Buddha, 657 u. 2.

A'asovarman. king. 211.

A'au, A'au-jen, the, people, believed by

the Chinese to have tails, 687 u. 5

;

ashes of deceased chieftains pre-

served by, 764. possibly identical

with the Chiau-yau pygmies, 787.

A’au-t'ung, the, people, 789.

A'ava, A'ava-dvipa, • Island of Barley,'

5-5, 150, 4.59 II. 1 ;
identified with

labadiii, 459, 596 : a design'atiun of

She-p-o, .547 ;
statue ot Dipafikar.i at

547 ;
location, 547, 548 ; meaning

ot the name lEscus-ed, 596.

A'ava, the, people, MO.
Tin-a, term denoting barley, 593, .593

n. 1.

A'avan, the, race, .58.

A'avana, the, people, 58. 128 n. 2.

132, 133, 134 11 . 1, 150; habitat of,

120n.,131: other dcsignationsof, 1.53.

A'avana-desa, district. 58.

AAiianas, island of the, 699.

A’aw, district. 65.

A’aw, A'^o, the, tribe, .5,8, 743 ;
inhabi-

tants ot the Chindwiu valley, 52.

‘ A'c-dhanima.’ ‘ A'e-dhaima ’ stanza,

45 II. 1, 90, 98.

A'e-ngan, a silver-mine near, 741.

A'ellow Eiier, 40.

A'eu-Hai, a designation of the Sea of

China, 781 ;
the Sea of Chang-Hai,

782.

Yen-mo-na, kingdom, a form ot tlie

term Java, 464 : identity of, dis-

cussed, 464 n, 2 ; other de.signatii>ns

of, 698; a designation of Acheh,

6'I8. See alio A'en-nio-na Chou Kwe.

A"en-mo-na Chou Kwo, kingdom, other

designations of, .544, 693 ; identi-

fication ot, 544.
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Yen-ti, the ‘Fiery God.’ See Shen-

nung.
Yea-t'o-man, islands, a designation of

the Andamans, 389.

Yi-hsi, district, name of part of

Yiinnan, 64.

Yi-li-ch‘i. See Khoten.

Y? Y'ong, prince of C'hieng Knng,

139 n.

Yin-eh‘ing, a Chinese ennuch, 648.

Yindus, the, people, tattooing among,

675 n. t
Y’ing-ch’eng, town, a designation of

Ha-n6i, 799.

Y’ing-ko-tswei Shan, i.slan(l, 386, 380

n. ‘2.

Yolo, ambergris from, -581 n. 3.

Y'on Shan, the, people, 120 n.

Yona. See Y'avana, the, pe<>ple.

Yonakadesa, district, 58; designation

of 'Western Laos, 119 n. 1, 132.

Yono', Jliiang, traditionally lounded

bvthe Lawas, 119 u. 1 ; overthrown

bv Sunanda Kumara, 119 n. 1; a

division of the C’hieug Rung king-

dom, l.'J9 n. ;
prince of, 139 n.

;

visited by Buddha, 381 u.

Yong Hill,' stupa on the, 297 n. 2.

Youg Hive Lake, 741.

Vii-chou, village, location of. 372.

Yu-chou chiang, correspond.s to the

Seros River, 372, 376.

Tu-hung, river, also designated Lung-

men, 372, 373.

'i’li-ihih, a term cle'ignating jadeite,

523 n. 2.

A'uan. the, people, 153 ; name applied

to the Annamese, 130, 764 ; the

name of the JIon-Annam race, 460 ;

origin of the name, 764.

Yiiau, the term and its appli-

cation, 131, 132, 133, 461
;
mgge-tcd

connection with Java, etc., 1-50, 461.

A'uan-chi, province, an ancient name

for Tonkin. 777, 782.

Yuan Chiang, river, part of the Red

River, 315 n. 1, 771 ; liH’athm of,

792.
A'uan-man, term denoting some pre-

Chinese tribe, 153.

Yudhisthira, kingdom, also called

Dharmaraja. 832,

' Yue-man, the, ijeople. conipie-t of,

749 ;
other designations of, 749.

Yiieh, meaning ot the term, 12S n. 2 ;

134 n. 1, 777. 778.

Yiieh. See China, .Southern.

Yiieh-h-si, province, the literary name

of Kwang-h.si, 765.

Yueh-phaiijr, ^
dom, 777, 778 ;

part of the Ha-tin

district. 227 ;
location and e.xt€nt

ot, 304 n. 2.

Yiieh-shang, the, people, 777 : habitat

^of, 77S.
'

Y’^ueli-sui, district, formeily designated

K'iimg-tu, 62 u. 4.

Yuen. See Ken, the, people. j
A'ule, Colonel, map ot Ancient India, 4,

'

Yun-nan Fu. district, inrtueiice ot the
Ts'vvan in, 126; people troni P‘iao
.settled near, 750,

Yung-ch‘ang, town ami district, 61,
72, 73, 123, 154 n. I. 792

;
the

Adeisagn ot Ptolemy, 60, 64 ;
the

chief city of Marco Polo’s Aidaudan,
64 ; formation of the prefecture of,

739 ; foundation of Old, 747 ; Old,
identified with Chao-chou, 747 ; the
• Golden Teeth ’ public offices at, 768.

Yung-ning, also designated Anina, 829.

Yung Yu-tiau, 181 u. 1 ; the king of
the Shen state, 62 ; rarities sent to
China by, 62.

Yiinnan, territorv, 61, 116, 117, 120
n. (2), 121, 122, 138 n. 2; the Lau
in possession of Western, 59 ;

dynasty
lounded at, 60; Tagauu^- overthrown
by tribe.s from, 62 : Chinese e.ypfcdi-

tions into, 63 ;
other designations of.

64, 144 n. 2, 291, 297 n. 2 ;

identical with Tien, 123, 127, 76.5;

inhabitants of, 126, 128 n. 1, 130,
153 ; amber from, 582 n. 1.

A"wan. See Yuan, the, people.

Z

Zaba, islet, possibly part of the
Maniolai, 421.

Zaba, Zabai, kingdom, 8. 169, 267
n. 2, 777 ; connected with Campa,
6 {see Coirigenda, 740)

;
probably

corresponds to Purojava, 169, 218
n. 1 ; the ancient bay of, 215 ;

dcrivatioH of the name,' 216, 217 :

its identification discussed, 217, 21'

219, 220; probably identical wi
T'o-pei, 218.

Zaba, Zabai, town, its identificatioi.

discucsed, 213
, 220 ;

reasons against
its identification with .Sadek, 214;
location ot. discussed, 214, 215, 217 ;

an important port, 215, 221 ; name
now forgotten, 215 ; ancient remains
loimd near, 218, 219; located in
the vicinity of K6i-Mai, 219, 219
n. 2, 220, 221 ; meaning of the
name, 731.

Zahaing, the, people, noted for silk-
worm breeding, 51,51 n.l

;
probably

4
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of the 3Ion-£hmer race, 52 ; limits

of the present habitat of, 52 ; de-

scription of, 52,54:, 744, 745 ; lornier

iuhabitants of the Chiudwin valley,

52 ; connected with the Khami, 52 :

connected with Ptolemy's Zamirai,

53 ;
driven to the Pe^-a Roma, 54.

Zabaj. S--e Zabej, kingdom.
Zabedi, kiiig-dom, identical with the

Malay Archipelago, 89.

Zabej, city, ideutitied with Palembaug,
578.

Zabej, kingdom, 237; other designa-

tions of, 200, 562, 566, 567, 568,

568 n. 2 ; camphor exported from,

437 n.
; identitication of, 465, 558,

561, 568, 568 u. 2 ; location ot,

557 ; its identification with Java

erroneous, 557, 557 n. 1, 578, 5SG

;

identified with Sumatra, 557, 5S0 ;

^utail Island belonged to, 558

;

extent of, 559
;
possessions of, 559,

700 ; crocodiles in the bay ot, 561

;

productions of, 562 ;
volcanoes on,

562 ; situation of the capital of,

562 ; names associated with, 562 ;

Campa and, alleged to form a

single empire, 563 ; Chinese settlers

in, 563 ;
description ot the capital

of, 564, 564 n. 2 ; mercantile and
political intluence ol, in India, 624

n. 1 ;
discussion of the tenn, 633 ;

connection with the term Sri-Bboju

is impossible, 633.

Zabej, Maharaja of, expedition sent by
the, 212, 213, 546, 560 u. 1, 56l'

620 ; homage done by the kings of

Kamhojatothe, 5 46 ; account of the

island of the, 560, 561, 572, 573;

legend respecting, 560 ; his palace

located at Palemhang, 560 n. 1, 620,

621, 629 :
possessions of, 561 ;

extent of his sway, 562 :
productions

of the territories of, 562 ; account

of, 572 ;
islands ruled by, 621.

Zainu-l-‘AbidIn, Sultan, king of Acheh,

704.

'tun, port, connected with CiPuan-

‘hou, 625.

Zalej, idands, identification of, 570,

571; islands mentioned among the,

571.

u mei^ure, 388 n. : its value

discussed, 806 : compared with a

806.

Zamatora Island, a form of Sumatra,

652 ; other deMguatiom ut, 652.

Z.imatri, a form ot Sumatra, 653.

Zameng. SVe Zabaing, the, people.

Zamirai, the, people, 66 ;
cannibals of

the Chiiidwin valley, 52 ; connected
with the Zabaing, 5.3 : and with the

Khami, 54 ; huhital or the, in

Ptolemjr’s time, 54: derivation of

the name, 735; identification of, 744.
Zampa. Sir Ciamba, port.

Zanej, Zanj, island, owned by the

Maharaja of Zabej, 561, 621 ; a

clerical slip for Zabej, 562, 570,

571 ; the name ot Zanzibar and
Sufala, 570; the transoceanic trade

ot, 570.

Zanzibar Island, other designations of,

571 ;
connected with Antiijah, 577,

577 n. 1.

Zapa, district, its identification dis-

cussed, 217.

Zein, kingdom, 746.

Zeinu-d-din, lord of ^amatrah, 653.

Zeinu-l -•Abidin, king ot Su-men-
ta-la, identification ot, 648, 648

u. 2 ;
twice supplanted by his

brother, 648 n. 2 , reiu'-tated by
men from Malacca, 648 n. 2 ; death

of, 649.

Zetta, port, connected with Sada, 46.

Zho, the, people, 744.

Zihala, islet, possibly part ol the

Maniolai, 421.

Zik‘abu, the, people, 131 n. 2.

Zolore, i.sland, SOS.

Zong Hoi. Ste Doug-hoi. city.

Zunda, kingdom, 452 ; location ot the

capital of, 453, 454 ; bfcattd on
iSuniatra, 453 n., 455 n. I ; extent

of, 454; probably identical with

llriu-t'o, 454. 62^; pepper fiom,

154 ;
othei de-igiiati»)ii' *>I. 628.
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